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Cooperation in Endocrinology as an Introduction to Research on
the Morphological Constitution

By J. AUG. HAMMAR, M. D.,

Upsala, Sweden.

The editors of an American (1) medical publi-

cation recently made a statement as to organized

versus individual effort in research. They said,

inter alia, "It is doubtless true that two heads are

better than one. But in our modern enthusiasm for

organization we are in danger of forgetting that

system and survey and encyclopedic knowledge can

never supplant real thinking. Thinking is, after

all, an individual performance." And later on, "A
league of investigators might promote lasting bene-

fits to the world. No one would expect it to make
a scientific discovery. . . . We need not be

blind to the integration in science ; we must not be

forgetful of the man. Genius is found in men, not

in organizations."

This seems to me well put and in the main cor-

rect. I should have explicitly stated the same thing,

meaning that I by no means underestimate the value

of individual work and still less aim at replacing

it by cooperation in the departments of endocrinol-

ogy in which individual effort has already achieved

such valuable scientific results, while at the same
time I shall try here to call attention to certain other

departments of endocrinology which are not only

suitable for cooperative methods of work but, as

far as I can see, can only be made accessible to

science in this way.
To connect my remarks directly with what was

said above with regard to scientific discoveries

I may remind the reader that there are departments

in science that have been for a long time so thor-

oughly investigated and so carefully mapped out

that the prospects of making new discoveries of

importance within them are not particularly great.

Human anatomy is one of these departments. It

is true that we can point to a case, such as Sand-
strom's discovery of the parathyroids, published as

late as 1880, thus of an organ whose vital character

was shown later on, as a proof that even here a

penetrating investigator can make discoveries of

farreaching importance. But we must admit that,

on the whole, research work directed towards mak-
ing real discoveries in this field does not seem
particularly promising. And the opinion is accord-

ingly sometimes expressed that especially gross

human morphology is a finished chapter of biology
which is of greater importance nowadays as a sub-
ject of teaching than as a field of research.

I believe, however, that this point of view is not
correct. It seems to start out from the assumption
that the essentially analytical method of work that

has hitherto been characteristic for anatomy is the

only possible and correct one. It is certainly true

that a separation of the body into its different com-
ponents is to a certain extent so much a part of the

nature of anatomy that a program of this sort may
be said to be denoted by the very name of this

science. It is unnecessary to express any opinion

here as to the possibilities of penetrating in this

analysis far beyond the point we have reached at

present. In many respects the continuation of

morphological analysis depends on the development
of histological technic, the extension of the world
observable by the microscope, and the creation of

new guarantees against the confusion of preformed
structure and artefacts.

It is certain that, however justified and indis-

pensable this analytical tendency in anatomy may
be, it implies a certain risk for this science as a
branch of medicine and biology, namely of over-

looking or neglecting the whole because of the

multitude of details. There is much, however, to

indicate that the time has now arrived when a syn-

thetic direction in anatomy, taking the human
organism as a unit—constitutional anatomy, if a

short term is desired—may and ought to come into

its own.
It is not my intention here to enter in detail into

the question of what aims are to be set up in consti-

tutional research of this sort in anatomy and what
are the most suitable means at our disposal for such
research. Some years ago, in a paper (2) on this

question, I tried to lay down some lines of advance
for it. I will only point out here that the most im-
portant condition for a synthetic tendency of this

sort in anatomy is an accurate analysis, carried out
according to a nimierical method, of a sufficiently

comprehensive and in the strictest sense normal
anatomical material. I shall illustrate immediately
in a more concrete way what is meant by this. But

Copyright, 1921, by A. R. Elliott Publisliing Compnny.
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before doing so J merely wish to point out that

from this point of view human anatomy, so far

from being a science that is practically complete,
must rather be said to be faced with an enormous
task, at present scarcely started. Not until this task

is accomplished will this science be in a position to

fulfill the demands made upon it by medicine, and
this work can only be carried out by cooperation.

It is not improbable that the differences that

appear in different individuals of the same species

and that we summarize under the heading different

individual constituti^ons, are both of a qualitative

and quantitative nature. If, however, we pay atten-

tion only to such individual peculiarities as are

accessible for morphological investigation, it seems
as if it is only in exceptional cases that we are con-
cerned with qualitative differences ; as a rule, the

variations seem to be quantitative. If, in addition,

it is true—one may very well say obvious—that

really scientific research on constitution cannot and
ought not to do without a proper anatomical foun-
dation, then it follows that a quantitative analysis

of the different organs of the body is a fundamental
condition for all scientific investigation on consti-

tution.

For this purpose it is necessary in the first place
to establish the normal range of variation so as in

this way to be able to state what is normal numeri-
cally and what is pathological. Average values,

with which investigators have generally been satis-

fied formerly, are of little importance in this respect.

Nor is it sufficient merely to estabHsh the size of
the organ—its weight. To attain a real insight into

the conditions of the separate organ for the present

purpose we need the most thorough morphological

—

numerical—analysis of it with regard to its various

structural regions, if possible, right to the cellular

units.

And, moreover, it must not be forgotten that the

constitution is a factor that is present before and
to a certain extent independent of all disease.

Under these circumstances it is not in accord with
sound scientific method to try to investigate consti-

tutional conditions on the basis of cases that are

complicated by disease. It is generally admitted
that organs directly affected by morbid changes are

not suitable as a basis for establishing the normal
conditions of size and structure. On the other

hand, less attention has been paid to the fact that

even apparently uninjured organs belonging to per-

sons attacked by disease are not suitable for this

purpose either. As a rule, organs of this sort have

been used to a great extent in working out hitherto

accepted norms with regard to the conditions of

size, etc., in the human organs. At most, direct

lesions of the organs have been avoided in this ; the

indirect disturbances undergone by the organ in its

capacity of a component in an organism attacked

by disease have been unnoticed. Only the relatively

rare cases in which a person in perfect health dies

from external violence or similar causes are thus

available for constitutional research in normal
human anatomy.

Finally, it must nfjt be forgotten that by estab-

lishing tile range of variation in the separate organs

and components of organs in a material of a nature

corresponding U) the increased demands indicated

here and adequate in amount for this purpose, the

requirements of constitutional anatomy are by no
means satisfied. Just as it is certain that all con-
stitutional investigation is directed towards the

individual considered as a unit and not the condi-

tions of the separate organ, it is equally certain that

only by paying attention to the correlation existing

between the different organs or components of

organs, respectively, investigated in this way in the

.same individual, that such investigation will come
within the range of constitutional research.

Anatomical investigation does not of course
afford direct information as to the functionaJ

correlation ; this can at most be merely assumed on
the basis of anatomical data ; and to establish it sci-

ence has at its disposal methods other than those

offered by morphological work. But what mor-
phology can and must establish is the correlative

variability in organs and components of organs and
with this the individual morphological type. The
importance of this type of investigation for the race

problem need only be briefly mentioned here.

For the investigation of correlative variability as

for all objective comparison of biological data, the

exposition in an exact numerical form of the

experiences gained is an indispensable condition.

From this arises the demand expressed above for

numerical methods of research.

These indications ought to be enough to show
that when, as must happen sooner or later, mor-
phological investigation once sets to work on the

great problem of constitution, it will have so large

a field of work that what has so far been done in

this department will seem but a preparation. It is

also obvious that an investigation of this sort

demands both so great an expenditure of time and
such great systematization and uniformity of

method that—to repeat what I have previously

said—its accomplishment without cooperation seems
inconceivable.

Nor can a program of this sort be realized except

step by step. It is not only that the widening of the

problems cannot be expected to take place to any
great extent before the work is in progress, but the

whole field of work can scarcely be submitted to

investigation at once either. If there are any
departments in which the need of investigation on
these lines is more urgent than elsewhere it is cer-

tainly the nervous system and the endocrine system,

nervous and humoral correlation being, as far as

our present knowledge extends, the two ways in

which coordination and cooperation between the

dififerent parts of the organism take place. Under
these circumstances it is not strange if it is just

these departments that promise the most abundant

results from a method of working of the sort put

forward here.

I shall not enter here upon the question of the

investigation of the nervous system on these lines.

There are indications that of late neurologists have

realized more and more the importance of numeri-

cal methods in their field of work.

I can also be quite brief as to the closer applica-

tion of these views to the endocrine system. I have

discussed this side of the question at some detail
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recently (3) aiKl 1 may briefly quote so.iiel'ning

from this account to throw Hght on the question.

I tried in that article to show that at every dis-

turbance of an endocrine organ, other endocrine

organs too must be affected and that in other dis-

eases these organs are probably also concerned,

without its being for the present in our power to

determine either the partici])ant organs themselves

or the degree to which they have been affected. To
remedy this state of affairs we must, as I also

pointed out, elaborate for every endocrine organ

special methods, which admit of a numerical de-

termination, with sufficient accuracy, of the material

components of the organ.

These methods must in the first place be apjjlied

to a sufficiently comprehensive human material of

endocrine organs. This must be normal in the strict

sense indicated above if we are to attain a really

wellfounded insight as to the normal range of

variation ; it cannot be collected except by joint

efforts.

By following the attained norms we shall then be

able to decide whether a value from a case of dis-

ease falls within or outside the range of the normal

and in what direction an eventual displacement has

occurred.

"Every organ has no doubt in this respect its

own peculiar problems, a complete view of which
can be obtained only by very close attention to the

subject. Some of these problems, however, are so

obvious that they may be indicated without further

investigation.

"Thus, for instance, in the hypophysis, with accu-

rate elimination of the connective tissue, the amount
of each of the three principal portions ought to be

ascertained. In the anterior portion the number of

the different cell types, in the intermediate portion

the number and size of the cysts with and without

colloid should be approximately settled.

"In the thyroid the weight of the true parenchyma
similarly with deduction of the bulk of the connec-

tive tissue is to be ascertained; again, in the par-

enchyma the amounts of the trabecular and adeno-

matous territories, respectively, should be fixed apart

from the acinar portion ; and in the last mentioned
part the number and size of acini with and without

colloid should be calculated.

"Similarly, in the parathyroid glands the true

parenchyma, the trabecular and cystic tissue should

be treated separately. Here, moreover, we meet
with the task of approximating the relative and
absolute numbers of the acidophil granulated cells.

"With regard to the pancreas, the next object

should be to ascertain the quantity of the endocrine

and the exocrine parenchyma, as well as to calculate

the number and size of the islets of Langerhans.

"In the adrenals the quantity of the cortex and
the medulla, as well as of the different zones of the

cortex, requires to be expressed numerically. Per-
haps it will not prove quite impracticable with
morphological methods to approximate the percent-

age of lipoids and adrenine in the organ, which
would evidently be of the greatest consequence for

estimating the state of function of an individual

organ.

''Concerning the sex glands, it is of special im-

'

portance to ascertain the amount of endocrine

lissue, in doing which for the ovaries, the corpora

lutea and the socalled lutein tissues should be con-

sidered separately. To settle the number and size

of the ovarian follicles lies, as Valberg (4) has

shown, within the bounds of possibility e\en in the

case of a relatively large material. To figure the

state of the spermatogenesis with fair accuracy

seems, at all events in the case of a human being,

where the process passes on so irregularly, a diffi-

cult task; but it would, however, evidentlv be of

great importance.

"In all these enumerations we cannot stop at

apparent or relative values ; the real and absolute

amount of every element of tissue treated must be

approximately fixed. We must not forget that a

relative increase of a structural element is perfectly

compatible with an absolute reduction, and vice

versa."

This is briefly the program of work I put forward
in the paper referred to. The organization neces-

sary to carry it out may of course be conceived in

quite different ways. To me it has seemed desir-

able that a central body with great authority and
furnished with adequate material resources should

on the one hand arrange for the appointment of the

different groups of specialists who would have to

work out and test suitable numerical methods for

each of the endocrine organs, and on the other hand
superintend the collection of the necessary material

of organs and its distribution to the groups of

working investigators. It is unnecessary, however,
to deal at greater length with this here.

The chief purpose of these lines is merelv an
attempt to place the suggestion put forward in

Endocrinology in the light of the problem of con-
stitutional anatomical investigation in general. It

seems to me exceedingly probable that sooner or
later this type of research must make its way into

anatomy. The sooner this is realized, the fewer
obstacles in the shape of gradually accumulated
incorrect ideas and conceptions will constitutional

research as a whole have to overcome in the future.

It has been remarked with regard to cooperation
in general in science that it puts a restraint on the

valuable individual initiative. If, however, combi-
nations of the sort suggested here are, as is of

course assumed, quite voluntary, and proceed from
a realization of the importance of the task and an
interest in its accomplishment, I do not think that

it will cause any inconveniences to be felt. We
must of course not overlook the fact that this is a

f|uestion of procuring primary scientific material

the need of which is obvious, material which the

individual investigator is then at liberty to make
further use of for the needs of his own special

researches. The nearest parallel to this undertaking
would be a scientific voyage of exploration, where
cooperation had also taken place because individual

strength is insufficient to carry out the undertaking

;

there, too, the actual procuring of material may be
of course the essential part of the common task.

One might also say that the idea of realizing a
constitutional anatomy implies the relinquishing, by
morphology itself of some of its independence with
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regard to other branches of biology. It has for-

merly been often strongly maintained that each

science must work at its special questions and in

that way best serve the whole. This may undoubt-
edly be justified as long as it is the question of a

certain science taking entire possession of its special

field. But once this has been done it would seem
as if the separate biological departments must
cooperate in solving the great questions common to

the whole of biology. And in my opinion research

on constitution, of which research on heredity forms
only one, though very important, branch, and with-

out whicli eugenics and racial investigation can
never gain a proper scientific basis, has important

qualifications to form one day a common and uni-

fying focus for the whole of biology. The practical

importance of this question to medicine is so great
that it seems to me to constitute a direct demand
for it to take the lead in this matter.
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The Relation Between the Adrenal Cortex and Sexual Development
By KNUD H. KRABBE, M. D.,

Copenhagen.

In the majority of endocrinological manuals and
extended articles on adrenal tumors a special rela-

tion is noted between the function of the adrenal

cortex and the developtnent of the sexual organs.

Neurath (26) (1909), in his monograph on preco-

cious puberty considers ten cases of adrenal cortex

tumor described in the literature as instances of

precocity in that there was development of second-

ary sexual characteristics. Nevertheless he remarks
that in none of the cases was there found any
remarkable function of the genital glands such as

menstruation or ejaculation. He concludes that

from clinicoanatomical findings it would seem
that there existed a functional connection between
the adrenal glands and the development of the sec-

ondary sexual characteristics.

Glynn (14) writes (1912): "The adrenal cortex

is especially connected with growth and sex char-

acters ; adrenal hypernephromata are associated

with sex abnormalities, almost invariably in chil-

dren, usually in adult females before the menopause,

but apparently never in adult females after the

menopause or in adult males. Premature develop-

ment of female sex characters in females may
occur with certain ovarian tumors and of male sex

characters in males with certain tumors of the

adrenal cortex."

Gallais (13) concludes in his thesis of 1912:

"We know that in reality the genital glands and the

adrenal cortex have a common embryological origin

and that identical substances belonging to the group

of lipoids have been found in the adrenal cortex

and the ovary. It seems therefore that in view of

their action in relation to the development of the

sexual characteristics, the adrenal glands supple-

ment the ovaries, but that in these cases the adrenal

glands produce sexual phenomena ordinarily pro-

duced by the interstitial testicular gland."

Schjifer (32) (1913) mentions Glynn's consid-

erations: "The occurrence of a connection between

the development of the sexual organs and that of

the suprarenal cortex has been especially insisted

upon by Glynn, who is of the opinion that the cor-

tex is concerned with the dififerentiation and growth
of the sexual cells."

Falta (10) (1913): "By development of such

hyperfunctioning cortical (adrenal) tumors in chil-

dren an enormously accelerated development of the

body and a premature development of the genital

organs takes place."

Wiesel (34) (1913), who describes the coinci-

dence of adrenal tumors with pubertas prsecox and
virilism, is somewhat inclined to consider the "syn-
drome genitosurrenal," as Gallais has called it, as

a pluriglandular drsease and agrees with Gallais in

considering the connection between the adrenals

and ovaries as an expression of the common devel-

opment from the mesothelium.
Biedl (2) (1916) writes: "In addition to these

congenital abnormalities in which unilateral neo-

plasms, most frequently hypernephromata of the

adrenals, are especially remarkable. These in child-

hood are associated with an early growth of the

whole body, but especially of the sexual organs, with

an abundant trichosis and considerable adiposity,

or as a whole, with pubertas prsecox.

Cobb (5) (1918) does not mention the relation

of the adrenals to precocious puberty but suggests

that tumors of the adrenal cortex have been found
in cases where the characteristics of the opposite

sex have developed.

Leiner (20) (1920) describes a special adrenal

cortex type of pubertas prsecox : "When there

occurs hyperplasia of the adrenals in the male, it

tends to accentuated masculine precocity. When it

occurs in the female it tends to change the feinale

into the male type and to give her the secondary sex-

ual characteristics of the male."

Lipschlitz (22) (1920) mentions: "In other

rather numerous cases of sexual precocity tumors
of the adrenals have been mentioned, both in boys
and girls."

It will be seen that opinions on the relation

between the adrenal cortex and sexual development
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vary; but on the whole it is suggested that there is

a connection, expressed by the development of

precocious puberty, in cases of adrenal cortex

tumors and adrenal hypertrophy in female pseudo-

hermaphroditism. And many authors insist on the

strange fact that this puberty in girls has the char-

acter of a male puberty.

In the literature seventeen cases of adrenal tu-

mors have been described in which symptoms of

what has been considered pubertas prtecox have been

found. Cookes (7) in 1756 described a girl aged

seven years, who had hair on the face and cheeks.

The clitoris was large. There had been no men-
struation. She died and autopsy showed a tumor
over the right kidney and below the liver. In addi-

tion there was acute hydrocephalus.

Tilesius (32) in 1803 published the history of a

girl aged four years. She looked old, was enor-

mously fat and had mammas and pubic hair. The
hair was long and thick on the extremities and on

the body. Menstruation is not mentioned. Autopsy
showed a tumor, probably an adrenal tumor.

Ovaries and uterus were well developed for the

age. Hydrocephalus was present.

Ogle (27) and Pitman (29) (separately) in

1865 each described the case of a girl aged three

years, in whom hypertrichosis developed with

marked adiposity. There was no evidence of any
menstrual function. The autopsy showed an ad-

renal tumor. Uterus and ovaries were quite small

and undeveloped.

Fox (12) in 1885 mentioned a girl aged two
years who was extremely fat. The whole surface

of her body was remarkably hairy, especially about

the genital and pubic regions. No remark is made
concerning menstruation. Postmortem examina-
tion showed vulva, labia and clitoris remarkably de-

veloped. The uterus and ovaries were large. On
the left side there was a tumor, probably an
adrenal tumor.

Dickinson (8) in the discussion after F"ox's com-
munication said that he had seen a suprarenal

tumor in a boy aged three years. He had hyper-

trichosis and dark skin.

Orth (28) briefly communicates (1893) the his-

tory of a girl aged four and one half years, who at

the age of nine months showed pubic hair and in

the last year a beard also. External genital organs
were highly developed, especially the clitoris, which
was like a penis. Autopsy showed an adrenal

tumor. (Menstruation is not mentioned.)

Dobbertin (9) published the following case in

1900 : "A girl aged fourteen months had long dense
hairs on both labia and on the lower abdominal
region, the side of thorax, the back and the cheeks

short soft hairs. Autopsy showed a tumor of the

left adrenal.

Linser (21) described in 1903 a boy aged five

and one half years. When he was four years old

he grew very much and was remarkably hairy. The
mons veneris was covered with curled hairs

;
penis

eight to nine cm. long, testicles larger than pigeon's

eggs
;
prostate large. His body looked like that of

a fifteen year old lad. Autopsy showed no macro-
scopical thymus. There was a large tumor of the

left adrenal. Testicles did not seem to function.

M. Miller (24) (quoted by Glynn) in 1903 de-

scribed a case of tumor rising from the right supra-

renal gland in a girl of two years. There was
luxurious growth of pubic hair. The labia majora
were hypertrophied, minorae projected. The cli-

toris measured four cm. and the prepuce could be

retracted. The ovaries were enlarged.

Adams (1) (1905) published the case of a boy
aged fourteen years. Puberty set in at the age of

ten years, after which although he increased but

little in height, he developed great muscular
strength. There was growth of hair on his face.

Autopsy showed tumor of the left adrenal.

Bulloch and Sequeira (4) in 1905 published the

case of a girl aged eleven years who was very large.

Menstruation began fifteen months previously, when
she became very fat, very hairy on cheeks and lips.

The mammae were large, there were long axillary

and pubic hairs, cyanosis and edemata. On autopsy

a tumor was found connected with the left supra-

renal body. Thyroid and parathyroid were hyper-

trophic ; uterus enlarged, ovaries rather smaller

than normal with fresh corpora lutea.

Ritchie gave the following communication to Bul-

loch and Sequeira : A girl aged four years died after

osteotomy. The one suprarenal gland was the seat

of a tumor (sarcoma). The sexual organs were as

large as those of a developed woman. No history

of menstruation, but there was an abundant devel-

opment of pubic hair.

Richards (30) (1905) published the following

case, communicated to him by Walker : A girl aged
seven years was healthy up to the age of five years,

then became very stout and a beard and pubic hair

developed. Postmorten examination showed the

left kidney the size of a cocoanut, made up entirely

of new growth. Pelvic organs healthy and normally
developed for her age.

L. Guthrie and W. d'Este-Emery (15) in 1907
described a boy aged four and three quarters years

who was thirty-six inches high and for three years

had had hair on face and pubes and was very obese.

Autopsy showed a rounded tumor in contact with
the upper and anterior surface of the kidney, pos-

sibly carcinoma. The testes contained no sperma-
tozoa. There was no tumor of the pineal gland.

E. Glynn (14), who in 1912 wrote an important

paper on the adrenal gland and sexual development,
personally observed the following case: i\ girl

aged five years became abnormally tall, fat and
flabby, had a profuse growth of hair on the scalp,

upper lip, pubes and back. She never menstruated.
The uterus appeared to be of usual size, no hyper-
trophy of the clitoris or mammae. Postmortem ex-

amination revealed an enormous tumor in the right

lumbar region and the right suprarenal capsule
could not be found. Ovaries and pituitary were
normal.

Herbert French privately communicated to Glynn
the following case of a girl in whom the pubic hair

developed at the age of eighteen months. She was
admitted to a hospital when seven years old with
hypertrophic external genitals and a large swelling

on the upper part of abdomen. Postmortem showed
tumor of left adrenal.

Schifif (31) (1918) described a girl aged two
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j'cars with adiposity, hypertrichosis on the whole

body and pubic hair, moderate beard, no axillary

hairs. Chest normal; deep voice; face and neck

very adipose. Genital organs were normal. Au-
topsy showed thymus thin and somewhat hbrous.

Right adrenal gland modified to a tumor (hyper-

nephroma). Hypophysis and pineal gland seemed
slightly enlarged. Ovarian structure was normal.

Among these cases are those of four males

(Dickinson, Linser, Adams and Guthrie and d'Este-

Emery ) . Linser's case is a typical case of preco-

cious puberty ; the three other cases can probably

be related to the syndrome, although the description

is somewhat incomplete.

We must consider the cases in girls from a dif-

ferent point of view. Only in the case of Bulloch

and Sequeira is it mentioned that menstruation has

taken place, and in that case not before the age of

ten years, the outside limit for the normal begin-

ning of menstruation. In all the other cases men-
struation is not mentioned or it has been stated to

have been lacking. In describing the development
of the ovaries in the Ogle-Pitman case the uterus

and ovaries were said to be quite small and unde-
veloped. Orth mentions only the development of

external genital organs. Dobbertin and French do
not mention the ovaries. Richards says that the

pelvic organs were normally developed for the age.

Both Glynn and Schil? say that the ovarian struc-

ture is normal. Only in the case of Bulloch and
Sequeira is it mentioned that corpora lutea were
found.

It will be seen that these cases nearly all differ

considerably from tho.se which ordinarily have
been described as cases of premature puberty. In

the literature several cases have been described in

which the sexual development in girls (menstrua-

tion, development of mammae and pubes) has begim
in early childhood. But it is striking that in most
of these cases there has been no hypertrichosis be-

side the pubic hairs. 'And in fourteen out of fifteen

cases here mentionecl of adrenal tumor there seems

not to have been any menstruation. The difference

is very important and most of the text book authors

above mentioned have remarked on it without any
attempt to explain it.

When we try to explain these phenomena we
must first consider that the majority of cases of

socalled precocious puberty in girls with adrenal

tumors cannot be characterized as true pubertas

prsecox. The essential in pubertas prsecox in girls

is ovulation and menstruation and only one of these

cases has shown these signs. But how can the

development of pubic hair be explained?

At normal puberty axillary and pubic hair de-

velops, but only a very few hairs on the limbs and

body, although hair follicles exist. In other words,

the hair follicles of the pubic region can produce

more hairs than the other hair follicles. But what
would happen if a generalized, pathologically abun-

dant development of hairs, a hypertrichosis,

appeared, in a child? Of course, the hypertrichosis

would be most marked in the pubic region. That is

the case in the above mentioned histories. In the

cases of Tilesius, Fox, Dobbertin, Linser, Dickinson,

Glynn and .Schiff there has been a general hyper-

trichosis, in the cases of Cookes, Orth, Adams and
Bulloch and Sequeira, hypertrichosis of the face.

As in most of these cases we have no sign of true

genital function, there is no reason to consider the

development of pubic hairs as a special sexual sign,

but only as a natural link in the hypertrichosis. It

may be remarked that in cases in vvhich general
hypertrichosis is produced by injections of pitui-

trin the hypertrichosis is especially marked in the

pubic region.

We will consider the development of mammje in

the case of Tilesius from the same point of view.
The patient was extremely fat and it is commonly
known that in very fat persons there is a tendency
to fatty deposits in the mammary and pubic regions.

In most of the other cases besides that of Bulloch
and Sequeira no development of mammae is men-
tioned, which is striking when it is considered that

in the majority of the described cases of uncompli-
cated pubertas praecox in girls there have been well

developed mammae.
Furthermore, there are other features which

must be regarded in connection with the hyper-
trichosis. In the histories of Fox, Orth, Miller and
French the clitoris was large. In the history of
Schifif the voice was deep. Generally speaking,
neither the hypertrichosis nor the development of
clitoris or change of voice can be considered as

signs of precocious puberty in girls in whom men-
struation has not appeared. Among the fifteen

described cases of adrenal tumors in girls only the
case of Bulloch and Sequeira can be considered as
a case of pubertas praecox.

The symptom complex of hypertrichosis, clitoris

hypertrophy and deep voice is so characteristic for
the male sexual character that there is no doubt
that Gallais, Glynn and Linser are correct in con-
sidering that syndrome as virilism. And this con-
sideration is further supported by the fact, that
female hermaphroditism (fetal virilism) coincides
with adrenal hyperplasia ( Marchand ( 23 ) . Fibiger

(11), Glynn (14) and virilism in adult women
with adrenal tumors.

It is striking that we do not find any correspond-
ing interrelation in men. We do not find any femi-
ninization of the boys who have adrenal cortex
tumors. On the contrary, we find an accentuation
of the virile elements, a phenomenon that should be
considered rather as true precocious puberty.

As seen above, the relations here described have
been explained from the point of view of a special

connection between the adrenal cortex and the sex-
ual organs, that the adrenal cortex produces a

hormone which has influence on the development
of the secondary sexual characteristics and that the

tumors has caused a hypersecretion of this hormone.

We wish to make some critical remarks in oppo-
sition to this theory. First it must be said that it

is not .correct to conclude always from the coinci-

dence of tumor and precocious development that

the tumor causes the abnormal development. It

might also be assumed that the precocious puberty
or virilism could produce a disposition to the devel-

opment of the tumors, or that both the tumor and
the precocious puberty are expressions of a general

abnormal 'development of the whole organism.
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These views cannot, be denied absolutely, although

they seem less probable. It would be more easy to

understand that the production of a certain chemi-

cal substance by the tumor may have a generalized

effect on the organism because we see so many

Fig. 1.—Development of the male sexual gland. (After A. Kohn.)
The figure shows the pure testicular development; h, testicular

channels; z, interstitial testicular cells; r, rete testis; u, midkidney;
w. Wolffian channel.

analogies in the effect of thyroid, ovarian and tes-

ticular hormones, and in the hypertrichosis produced

by pituitrin i-njections. On the other hand, we have

not sufficient proof for the statement that the origin

of tumors can be related to the precocious develop-

ment, although a certain dysendocrine disposition

may perhaps have some influence on the growth of

tumors.
In consideration of the influence of the adrenals

on sexual development another interrelation must
be remembered. We cannot draw a conclusion of

the normal function of the acfrenal cells from the

pathological function of the tumors. It must be

remembered that we are dealing not with a simple

hyperplasia, but with a development of malignant

tumors, whose cells in many cases are very different

from the normal adrenal cortex cells.

But apart from these questions there is one phe-

nomenon which is striking: If the adrenal cortex

really has any influence on the development of

puberty, why then does hypersecretion in girls pro-

duce a male puberty and not a female? It would
be difficult to explain this fact from the theory that

the adrenal cortex normally has an influence on the

female sexual development. It must be remembered
that the influence on the sexual development which
we know from the other ductless glands, such as

thyroid and pituitary, is such that they are condi-

tions for the male development in males, and the

female development in females. And further, we
*know that although there is a retardation of puberty
in cases of insufficiency of thyroid and pituitary,

there is no precocious puberty in connection with

tumors from these glands. Apart from the cases

of tumors of the pineal body, which always have
been teratomata destroying the pineal, not pineal

adenomata or carcinomata, our knowledge of the

complication of tumors with pubertas praecox is

only derived from adrenal tumors and tumors of the

ovaries and testicles.

Considering all these facts, we believe that an-

other theory could be advanced which could better

explain the strange fact of adrenal cortex tumors

producing a male puberty in both males and

females and which could give a single point of view

for the majority of cases of pubertas praecox:

namely, hyperfunction of interstitial testicular or

ovarian cells.

Marchand who has described adrenal hypertro-

phy in female hermaphroditism has related it to the

development of ovaries and adrenals in fetal Hfe.

We will follow his example in trying to explain

virilism connected with adrenal tumors in girls.

It is well known that the first seat of the adrenal

cortex is developed from the mesenthelium of the

abdominal hollow; just beside the seat of the

adrenal is the point of origin of the testicles and the

ovary.

From the investigations of Laulanie (19), Jano-

sik (17), Nagel (25) and Coert (6), whose results

are accepted in the textbooks of Hertwig (16) and

Broman (3) and confirmed in an important article

by A. Kohn (18) as late as 1920, it is suggested

that the origin of the ovary is hermaphroditic.

While the testicle is developed nearly directly from

the original undifferentiated stage, the ovary is

passing through a stage in which the cortical part

may be considered female, but the deeper medullary

part is to be considered male, or testicular (Figs.

1-2) ;
during the development the male medullary

part remains rudimentary. It is this medullary

testicular part that at a certain stage is intimately

Fig. 2.—Development of the female sexual gland. (.\fter A.
Kohn.) The figure shows the bisexual development; the cortic.il

part ovarian, the medullary part testicular; m, sexual cords (cor-

responding to the testicular channels); z, interstitial ovarian cells;

r, corresponds to the rete testis; u, midkidney; w. Wolffian channel.

connected with the beginning stages of the adrenal

corte.x ( Janosik).

This differentiation of development in males and
females, pure testicular stage in male embryos cor-

responding to a hermaphroditic ovariotesticular
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Stage in female embryos, and the connection between

the testicular part and the adrenal cortex, would
then explain the difference in the onset of puberty

in children with adrenal tumors, producing pure

pubertas praecox in boys and male puberty signs in

girls. The theory that could be based on this paral-

lelism between fetal development and effect of

tumors is the following:

The adrenal cortex tumors in the described cases

are developed from an abnormally placed adrenal

gland. The abnormality consists in the male part

of the ovary not having been rudimentary, but

absorbed by the adrenal gland and developed to a

part of this. The tumor cells developed from the

adrenal cortex are therefore not developed from
adrenal cortex cells in an ordinary sense, but from
cells which originally represented the roof of the

medullary (male) part of the ovary. This rela-

tionship finds expression in the tumor cells secret-

ing a hormone with characteristics of a testicular

hormone ; in other words, it produces male char-

asteristics, causes virilism in girls.

In the four cases of precocious puberty in boys

with adrenal tumors the onset of puberty is thought

to have occurred in a similar manner. It is prob-

able that in these cases the tumor is developed from

an abnormally seated adrenal gland, a gland which

in part is developed from the testicular foundation

and whose cells therefore may produce a hormone
like the testicular hormone.

In accepting this theory as plausible we conclude

that the cases of adrenal tumor or adrenal hyper-

plasia connected with virilism or pseudohermaphro-

ditism do not prove any special connection between

the adrenals and sexual development, but that this

connection may be just as well or even better -ex-

plained by developments in early embryonic life.

But is such a connection indicated by other facts?

Glynn says that in cases of pregnancy in some
animals hypertrophy of the adrenals has been

noted. But this does not prove that there is any

special connection between the adrenals and sexual

development, it may only be considered as . an

expression of the fact that in the course of preg-

nancy and the development of the fruit, extraordi-

nary demands are made on the products of all the

ductless glands, adrenal, thyroid and pituitary. The
cases mentioned by Glynn, in which there has been

atrophy of the adrenal glands with atrophy of the

genital organs, do not prove any connection, since

these atrophies may be considered as parallel symp-

toms of a pluriglandular insufficiency.

SUMMARY.
From the above considerations we draw the fol-

lowing conclusions: The development of pubic hair

and beards in little girls with adrenal cortex tumors
* cannot be regarded as a special sign of precocious

puberty but must be considered as a natural link in

hypertrichosis. This hypertrichosis and the devel-

opment of a large clitoris and transformation of

the voice in little girls are only to be considered as

a virilism, analogous to the virilism in adult women
suffering from adrenal cortex tumors and the so

called fetal virilism (female pseudohermaphrodit-

ism) in females with adrenal hyperplasia. Only in

boys and in a single case of adrenal tumor in a girl

aged ten years has there been found true pubertas

praecox. This theory has already been expressed
partially by Glynn and Leiner.

Many authors conclude from these facts, that a

special connection exists between the normal func-

tion of the adrenal cortex and the sexual organs,

that a hormone from the adrenal cortex has a special

influence in producing the secondary sexual charac-

teristics. This theory does not seem to have suffi-

cient basis ; the presence of virilism in girls and
women with adrenal cortex tumors, especially, can-
not be explained by the suggestion that the adrenal

cortex should have any influence on the normal
sexual development in females.

A study of the interrelations in early fetal life

will give an explanation which seems more plausible.

Several investigations have shown that the ovary in

its early stages is hermaphroditic. The outer cor-

tical portion is ovarian, the inner medullary portion,

testicular. This testicular part is at that stage

connected with the adrenal cortex, which develops

next to the genital gland from the mesenthelium.
In cases where adrenal cortex tumors have caused
virilism, it seems most probable that the tumors
have not been developed from ordinary adrenal

cortex cells, but from such fetal testicular cells

which have been absorbed by the adrenal cortex and
developed to a sort of false adrenal cortex.
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The Problem of the Adrenals
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Once again the adrenal problem. Multa rcnas-

ccntur qua jam cccidcrc. It was in 1856 that the

French physiologist, Brown-Sequard, discovered the

fatal effect of removing the two adrenal bodies.

The results of Brown-Sequard's experiments were
extensively discussed ; in fact, for over thirty years

the results were considered doubtful and frequently

as inexact. It was necessary to wait until the years

1892-1893 and 1897, when the findings were placed

beyond the realm of dispute and confirmed by the

researches of two other French physiologists,

Abelous and Langlois, and by those of Langlois.

These researches opened the pathway to the study

of the mechanism of the adrenals. But in the

meanwhile in England, G. Oliver and Ed. Sharply

Schafer found that the injection of adrenal extract

caused an acceleration in the heart rate, an increase

in the energy of muscular contractions, and an
elevation of arterial pressure. Shortly afterward

an American, Takamine, isolated a substance from
the adrenals, adrenaline, the action of this substance

being identical with that of the adrenal extracts.

The presence of this substance in the venous blood

of the adrenals was demonstrated, and this venous
blood, when a few cubic centimetres were injected

into an animal, manifested the same properties as

adrenaline.

There was the same confusion regarding pathol-

ogy. Little by little the pathology of the adrenals

was explained by their variations in the secretion.

At times too little, at times too much adrenaline was
secreted into the blood stream. This idea soon ex-

tended beyond the special application so that in all

cases where there was an increase of arterial pres-

sure or, on the contrary, hypotension more or less

constant, it was explained' on the basis of a hyper-
adrenalemia or a hypoadrenalemia. All became ex-

tremely clear. We had at once the cause and the

mechanism of the existing difficulties. The ideal,

always looked for in medicine, a pathogenic ex-

planation, had been attained.

I

The whole subject has again been brought into

question.

Upon what data does the theory rest ? The adren-

als produce adrenaline since we ^find the substance

in the parenchyma of the gland and in the venous
blood issuing from it. The purpose of this sub-

stance is to maintain the arterial tonus and conse-

quently the pressure of *the blood in the arteries,

because in general it maintains the tonus of the

sympathetic system. Numerous experiments have
shown in fact that it is a powerful stimulant of all

the sympathetic nerves. A. Biedl has summed up
this whole conception in a phrase : "The maintain-
ence and regulation of a tonic innervation in the
realm of the sympathetic nervous system is a func-
tion of the internal secretion of the adrenal sys-

tem." (1)

Now have we the right to conclude from the

pharmacodynamic action of adrenaline its physio-

logical role and to identify each of these? The latter

is in no way implied by the former. They are sep-

arate entities as experiments have shown.
In the first place it has been proved that the adre-

nals are not necessary to the maintenance of arte-

rial tonicity : in fact, the blood pressure in the arteries

during the first hours after extirpation of these

glands is normal or very close to normal (as shown
by the experiments of Lewandowsky, 1899; L.

Camus and J. P. Langlois, 1900 ;
Young and Leh-

mann, 1908; Young, 1909; R. G. Hoskins and
KicClure, 1912; Gley and Quinquaud, 1917).
Neither is adrenaline necessary to the tonus of the

sympathetic system ; the experiments of Gley and
Quinquaud (1916-1918) have shown, for instance,

that the excitability of the splanchnic nerve is not in

the least modified by double adrenalectomy or the

ligation of the two lumboadrenal vein trunks.

On the other hand, it is perfectly definite that the

blood in the adrenal veins contains adrenaline and
that it contains more during stimulation of the

splanchnic, but it does not follow from this that the

substance thus liberated from the adrenal tissue acts

upon the organism. To declare that a glandular
product constitutes an internal secretion and as such
has an effect upon the organism requires more than
the mere recognition of its presence in the venous
blood of the organ where it is formed ; it must still

be found in the blood of the left heart or in the
blood of the general circulation ; for it must pass
into the circulation in order to reach the tissues upon
which it shall act electively. Nothing proves a priori

that the product found in the blood issuing from a
gland issues into the general circulation ; in fact, it

might decompose or be rapidly destroyed in the

mass of blood or else it might be diluted to a point
where it would no longer have any effect. It is,

therefore, highly necessary that it should be found
in the arterial blood if we are to affirm its hormonic
hormozonic.

There is a still more profound reason for this. 1

have maintained for a long time that the physiolog-
ical destination, the purpose of the secreted product,
really gives significance to a secretion. Since 1893
I have laid down this principle as the basis, of a
classification of glands (2). As far as the internal

secretions are concerned the destination is indicated
by the passing of a specific substance from the
venous blood of a gland into the general ])lood

stream and only the physiological properties of the
venous blood, temporarily accjuired by the blood of
the aortic system, can prove it. To characterize an
internal secretion, therefore, we must be able to find

again in the blood of the left heart or in the arterial

blood stream an active principle with properties to
show its presence in this blood.

Has such investigation been carried on for adren-
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alrnp- To be suDPe reiy minnte traces of tins sub-
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^Brdddog aHad Treaaddeabiif^. 1911 ) : bat odaer

warisrs {O'Cosmor, Caamoaa and De La Paz. I>or-

Ibex^ ) have, naot erera detected itaese small amotasJis.

T3i£ fn
^
jf^ ivitMrntK wimh. Qaioqaaiad ai^ xnj^eli have

caiTied out systenaatkaUr for t!ae purpose" of

traoaig sJae coorse of tibe a'frenaliiae from tbe adrenal

vein to the bearL, and :
" '

. find it in tibe Mood
of ii>e left bean in a j - r. . . .'gicallT efficaooos de-

giee, hsivc sihown ins t^^'*' it is mot to 3>e foand eitber

in iJae blood of tJae reaia cava aljore i3se bepeotic vein

or in tSx blood of tbe bean. In the pass^e from
tbe adrena] T&n to the r^ia bean it is thus de-

stroyed or dihired so xmadi dat it no loiter reveals

il5 propemes. From tbese esperimeots we h^ve
condtided tbat tbere is no sncb tTrrng as physolog-

Tbis BEBportamt conseqtjeDces. Tl»e nanctwn
of tbe adregcals is mot to secrete adiessaliiie to ^
degree miaeie tiae prodnct plajs a pii^^aological

rofe. It is impaetsa^ to resrodv tbe fnocticHSS of

tlae adreaaals. From dae pathoiogkal Tacwpoint tbe

leosaoEi of tbe present a<kas upon tbe socaBed syn-

diosiiK of bypefadieasaiemia and b^poadwrnalcuii*!

is no less Magfsna.

n.
Tbe nffljority of t3K pinT^iologists, r:
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anena! rensiom depends njmm the secrer:
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filiiimiiwiF of tbe cmotiaQS, of pain, of aspbyxs, adren-
aline K secreted in a soffiaent qnannTT to pa*:'? mto
tbe tailood of the geaaeial circoSaiioci and so pitav a
pfejsaologaca! rSe.
And regarding a^physs, tbis tbesis has no sap-

jwst. G. X. Steiran and J. M. Rijgoff (4) foond
irihaT aspb"ocEi did siot. mcrease tbe cscretxn of
adnenaliiDe. aa!td GSey and Oiiinqnand (5) have dem-
Oixstiated that tbe vel kxnwn cardioT^cnlar pfae-

ir>fw<ifii<a thai are psxsdnocd during' asphyxia are tbe
same before and after dodble adrenaiiectoscny. On
tbe ottber band, it mav be obeerred tiat all tbe

eamtioiK do not give rise to tbe reactions of ex-

catataon ; there are tbe depre^s^ egDotians^ diose of

sadness, wincb in no way acxxmipany tbe pheraonoena

of esntaitioai in tbe Ammatn of tbe *<A'Tii|mftaf4Tc^ and
it is tbenefore dodbitfnl wbedier afl dae enaotions

bffing MaSo active p3ay tbe spiancfanic system and as

a result of tbeir pfej^cal efieot prodoce a hyper-
adrenaiema. Biat it is belter to stress s^pifi-

cance of experiments of (3ey and QmnqBand
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G. X. Siewan and L M. Rog- ^ :1»erved that

cats, -arhich had cme adrenal re:- -nd tbe nerre

of ibe other adrenal cut, did not excTete any more
adrenaline than dad normal animals under tfa^ con-
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In spite of tbese facts, tbe tbewy of the "emergency
function" is always strot^;ljr siqiported by its princi-

pal author (7).
It would take too long and tbis is not the fdace

to go into tbe details of fats criticism of the experi-

ments of Stewart and Rogoff and of G9ey and
Ooinqaaod. To tbe first of tbese we have already

replied (8). For myaeJf I only wisb to present at

tbis time certain con^deraxioQS of tbe subject of an
e^terimental and also of a tfaeocetical nature. In
order to ^ndy tbe role of tbe adrenals, as in all

other endocrine glands, one of die surest methods is

eridenth' tbe cnmplrtr extirpation of the organs:
daen one observes tbe phenomena oo wfaicb one plans

to base one's study. Manj' experimenters consider as
equivalent to dodble adrenalectomy tbe ligation of
tbe two venous trunks of the Inmboadrenals : the

operation is more sinqile and wore ra^iid. Canr
non < 9 I refers to anatonaophysiological studies of

Cow ( 10 < and after a nnndier of personal e^qieri-

TTipnr<i maintams that it is less sure : there exists cer-

tain direct venoos coanecdons between tbe adrenals

and tbe renal vein, '^rom tfa^e ohserrations.'' sa\3

Cannon, ''it is dear tbat candnskaxs based on resohs
obtained when onbr dae linnixndrenal wins are taed.

may lead to erroneous conduaoos'" < 11). One
ooold, conseqnendy, place under suspicion tbe ex-
periments in wfaidi Gley and Oninquand observed
the eSects of tbe simulation of the splanchnic where
there was oo modification after tbe l^atioc of tbe

two hnnboadrenal venoos Uifflk?;. But then one
oould profaabiy sn^iect all the experiments made by
tbis mediod. Xow Camaon did not cease to alti ibuie
gifat mqiortance to the experiments of Anrep (12),
in wfaida tbe Tascular reaction following die stimu-

latioa of tbe sfilanrbnic appeared very different be-

fore and after '"the esxdnsion" of tbe adrenals. Hiis
esduaon only attamed by tbe Kgaripw of die adrenal
veins, as wdl as by die Italian of a si^jle venous
trunk, on the side of the sdnmlated nerve. If in

tbe expenments in wfaidi Qey and Ouinqnand
%ated tbe adrenal veins, it would be sta^ tbat

ncialbeks adrenaline passed into the drculatioa.

tbe same st^poskion could be held for the esperi-

nienrs of Anrqi. One cannot bold tfaat one experi-

ment is valid and dae odaer erroneous. The prin-

c^ile wfaidi would caiBe one to be rejected should
also cause tbe other to be laid aside. As stated in

an old Frendi pfmeib, dommer et retemir m cw/.
Axtodaer reference of the same diaracter. In the

researches of Oey and Omnqcand upon tbe effects

of tbe STTTTrnbrion of tbe splandmic tbey were not
only experiments made i^on the l^atacm of tbe

adrenal veins, but also and more frequently, experi-

ments iqion dodble adrenalectamy. It is this mofaod
to wbicfa we rraorted most trequenily: and we never
relied exrinsrvely upon tbe %^ians, we only used it

as an accessory. Therefwe tbe majority of our ex-
penments compbed uiib tbe deaderatmn expressed
by Camaon (13) : "Tbe only ahsolntdy safe method
is tbat of esdiadii^ the giands from any possiUe
actiaa in the body by removii^ them.'^ It is not
rigbt in an exaniinaiioo of tbe ideas set forth by Gley
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and Ouinqiiaiid to ignore the results of their experi-

ments of adrenalectomy in order to take into ac-

count only their experiments of "exclusion."

The rest of this paper is of a more general order.

If adrenaline plays a role in the production of or-

ganic reactions which accompany the emotions, for

example, and characterize them physiologically, it

is not understood why these reactions are limited

to a certain definite territory. For adrenaline,

poured into the circulation by the adrenal veins,

should exercise an equal action upon the entire ar-

terial territory. And this is precisely what does not

occur. This causes us to think that it is not by a

humoral mechanism (by adrenalemia) that these

vascular reactions of an emotional origin are pro-

duced. It is perhaps only by a nervous mechanism.
This mechanism is well known since the memorable
work of Claude Bernard. It is because there exist

vasomotor nerves which may cause an independent

interplay that the local circulation is possible. The
theory of adrenalemia is irreconcilable with the con-

ception of local circulation. Adrenaline can only

cause a common modification of the general circula-

tion, since, once it is excreted, it is supposed to go
everywhere and work in the same way on all the

vessels (excepting the coronaries). The character-

istic of local circulation is an independence of the

general circulation, and in consequence as opposed to

the general causes of the variation in the general

circulation, and also their independence, one in rela-

tion to the others. May we recall the celebrated

phrases of Claude Bernard? "There are, in reality,

two circulations for the physiologist and for the

physician : first of all the general circulation, that

which Harvey made known to us ; then the capillary

circulation regulated by the nervous system, which
acts separately for each of the oi-gans . .

." (14).
"The only general circulation, that which has been
known since Harvey, does not give us any explana-

tion of the numerous circulatory variations in the

organs which follow the states of activity or rest and
follow the normal or pathological states. The dis-

covery of the local circulation and the role of the

vasomotor nerves explains to us how each organ,

each element, may have, as we may say, its independ-
ent circulation, its special nutrition, and, as a result,

its function distinct from that of its neighbor" (15)..

Between the theories of physiological adrenalemia
and the idea of local circulation, so solidly estab-

lished by countless experiments, there is a contra-

diction.

From all that has preceded, it seems to me that

one of the essential results of the experiments fol-

lowed for many years by Gley and Quinquaud was
to make known the autonomy of the splanchnic

nerves, the independence of their action and the

nonsubordination of this action to the secretion of

adrenaline, always continues, and it is inevitable that

our results should oppose the theory of emergency
function. But if this theory, like that of tonus, is

discarded, if the adrenals can no longer be consid-

ered the secreting organs of a substance which has
a regulating effect upon the circulation, what is their

function ? We can come back to the earlier ex-
periments of Abelous and Langlois relating to an
antitoxic role of the adrenals, and, starting from

that viewpoint, make new investigations ; and we
might ask whether, in conformity with a view of

Biedl and of Swale Vincent, the adrenal cortex

—

that is to say, the nonadrenalogenous layer—is not

essential to life, and turn our searchings in that

direction. And one might conceive of still further-

ing directing hypotheses.

However this may be, once again there is the

adrenal problem.
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James Theory of the Emotions in Relation to

the Adrenal Glands.—Charles E. Kieley {Journal

of Laboratory and Clinical Medicine, January, 1921)

carried out the therapeutic tests reported on two
psychasthenics whose most prominent symptom was
fear. Accepting the theory of James that we can-

not experience an emotion unless we also experience

the physical changes that habitually accompany it,

.and that of Cannon and his coworkers that the

physical concomitants of fear were produced through

psychic stimulation of the adrenal glands, it follows

that a blocking of the adrenal hyperactivity should

prevent the experience of fear. The author gave

his two patients fifteen and twenty injections, re-

spectively, of one to two c. c. of apocodeine solution,

the only known substance which neutralizes adrena-

line physiologically at all points, according to Biedl.

This did not give the slightest relief from fear in

either case. Kieley concludes that, granting that

Cannon's contention in regard to the bodily effects

of fear be correct, the two experiments reported

indicate that an emotion can be experienced inde-

pendently of the physical changes which habitually

accompany it.
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Evolution from Status Thymicolymphaticus

The Successive Phases and Their Treatment

By WALTER TIMME, M. D.,

New York,

Neurological Institute, New York.

Medical literature for many years has sporadically

produced a variety of glimpses into status thymico-

lymphaticus,-—from the viewpoint of the pediatrist,

or the internist or some other specialist who had
become interested in the condition because of its

bearing in his particular field. Warnings were al-

ways uttered as to the importance of its recognition

for always did its presence modify symptomatology,

treatment and prognosis. But never has any real

attempt been made to trace the progress of status

thymicolymphaticus through the developmental
years to adult life and to mark its metamorphosed
characteristics and the attempt of the individual to

compensate for its disturbances. In the past ten

years it has been my fortune to examine many hun-

dred cases of status thymicolymphaticus in all stages

of development including adult cases, in whom the

early history gave indubitable evidence of such dis-

turbance ; and as a result of a more or less com-
prehensive study of these cases, certain general con-

clusions have been drawn which I shall attempt to

present, together with the facts upon which they

are based.

Reviewing the general symptomatology of status

thymicolymphaticus as a basis from which we shall

proceed, I give hurriedly the outstanding features

of this condition.

Skeleton.—Growth of skeleton is usually abnor-

mal in that the various units are in disproportion

—

thorax too long for legs, and vice versa ; hands and
feet too long for arms and legs

;
bony structure

usually frail and rachitic evidences are frequently

present. A maxillary torus is in evidence.

Teeth.—Almost invariably there is delay in per-

manent dentition with prominence in size of the

central incisors of the upper jaw, with comparatively
small lateral incisors, and canines that have lost, or

rather not acquired the fanglike shape, but resemble
the incisors in that they have a cutting edge. The
molars appear very late.

Joints.—The tendons about the joints are loose

and hence dislocations. Subluxations are frequent

together with ability to produce marked contortions

of the body. The extremities are like flails and the

whole skeleton is of a loosely put together character.

The apparently fixed joints, such as the sacroiliac,

become partially movable and hence are the seat of

intense backache on fatigue. Like conditions obtain

in joints of the foot, and pes planus is the result.

Skin.—The skin is soft and velvety, covered with

lanugo, frequently with a marked blush on the

cheeks—a typical peaches and cream complexion.

The bluish vessels are easily seen through the trans-

lucent skin.

Hair.—While lanugo covers the parts which
would later be provided with secondary hairy

growth, yet such later growth is very late in appear-

ance. Axillary hair and pubic hair do not come in

until long after the usual time for the arrival of

puberty, and in the boy, beard and mustache are

still later, and then very sparse. The growth on
the head is, however, profuse.

Genital system.—In the boy there is usually retar-

dation in growth of the genitals, and not only this,

but the growth is of undifferentiated character, so

that there is a fold of the scrotum which partially

or even entirely surrounds the base of the penis,

resembling the labia in the female. Occasionally,

one or both testicles are undescended and there may
be hypospadias. In the girl, the clitoris is usually

disproportionately large, the menses come on late,

and are delayed and irregular.

Eyes.—The pupils are usually large and mobile,

the sclera, clear bluish white, and the vessels of the

fundus are extremely thin in calibre, without en-

gorgement of the veins.

Endocrine glands.—The thyroid shows no abnor-
malities in size, although it is usually underfunction-
ating ; the thymus gland is present and large, even
after the twelfth year. Percussion and rontgenog-
raphy will confirm this. The picture should be
made at the end of a long expiration. The adrenals
are invariably deficient, both as to size and chromaf-
fin content. Indeed, the chromaffin tissues through-
out the body are deficient. The pituitary gland is

usually small and is encased in a sella turcica which
is small and enclosed by the clinoids. This fact is

of great importance in the further history. The
gonads are usually small and delayed in develop-

ment and in differentiation.

Vasomotor system.—The bloodvessels are of

small calibre throughout the body, especially the

aorta and the coronary arteries. The heart is small.

Viscera.—Frequently a tendency to splanchno-

ptosis. Incontinence of urine; enuresis.

Laboratory findings.—Blood: red blood cells and
hemoglobin usually normal ; white cells show a

marked relative lymphocytosis with a low polymor-
phonuclear count, which at times is as low as five

per cent. Usually an eosinophilia is present. Blood
sugar is usually low,—.08 per cent., .060 per cent.

Of importance is the carbon dioxide tension of the

blood plasma, which is invariably low, minus forty-

five to fifty per cent. The coagulation time is pro-

longed, often as long as fifteen minutes. The urine

has a low specific gravity, and not infrequently

shows the presence of acetone.

General observations.—From the foregoing, the

symptoms exhibited by the patients are readily

understood. These are fatigue and dyspnea on ex-

ertion
;
fainting attacks and collapse in critical situ-

ations
;
syncope and death in narcosis, fright and

exhaustive demands. The symptoms depend upon
the low chromaffin supply, the small bloodvessels,
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the low blood sugar and the tendency to acidosis.

Death is not due, as has been tl:^ught, to pressure

of the thymus on the trachea,—or at any rate, only

in the rarest cases, but is due to adrenal exhaustion.

Urticaria, asthma, acidosis, enuresis, hay fever, cir-

cumscribed edema, arthritides, are all concomitants.

Blood pressures are low, pulse pressure frequently

down to 10 or 15 mm. The low adrenal efficiency

gives a Sergent's line on stroking the skin of the

abdomen.

From the general description, no matter what your

field of work may be, you will all recognize cases

that have come under your notice. These patients

do not all die in growth or adolescence, nor do even

a large number of them. What becomes of the

survivors ? How do they manage to maintain them-

selves in the struggle for existence ? Do they con-

stantly remain a prey to their deficiencies? These
questions possibly can now be answered. The devel-

opment and evolution out of status by the individ-

ual's intrinsic powers of compensation and adapt-

ability form one of the most interesting chapters in

modern medicine and their recognition will enor-

mously aid us in our power to help hitherto obscure

and apparently adventitious symptoms in our

patient's progress, no matter what his ailment,^ no
matter what our specialty.

The very first consideration in the difficulty of

adaptation to environment of the status case is the

outstanding fatigue. This, as has been said, is due
to several factors,—the adrenal insufficiency, the

low blood sugar content, the low alkaline reserve

and low blood and pulse pressures. If there were
any possibility of overcoming these basic difficulties,

a large measure of improvement would take place.

But is there in the human economy any possibility

of such autonomous regulation? If, for instance,

splanchnic stimulation, such as is efficient in shock,

were to occur, might the situation not be overcome ?

The stimulation of the splanchnics or the sym-
pathetic system generally, depends for its effect

largely upon an adrenalin reserve. This is wanting
in the status cases. Stimulation by thyroid secre-

tion also depends upon the sensitization of the

neurovascular synapse by thyroid extract to the

action of adrenalin. Again the same difficulty.

But there is one tissue which will produce the

wherewithal,—independent of adrenalin—to in-

crease blood pressure and blood sugar content, and
that is the pituitary body. Does increasing activity

of the gland actually occur? For a reply we must
go to our case histories. We find here two groups

of status cases, one, by far the larger, in which the

sella turcica on x ray examination is found to be

small and enclosed ; and the other in which the sella

is presumably normal in size and conformation.

The symptomatology in the two cases is different in

important particulars, and it is the former group
which is of interest to us now. In the small, en-

closed sella group there is always associated with

the fatigue states, headache. This headache is in-

fratemporal in situation, of intense, painful boring,

or pressure, or throbbing in character, and more or
less periodical in its onset. Its periodicity is men-
strual or seasonal ; and yet it may be produced by
any factor which will stimulate the pituitary glaiul.

For instance, the ingestion of large quantities of

carbohydrate food ; cerebral hyperemia due to the

intense cerebration of long continued worry or

chagrin or mental effort; injections of anterior lobe

pituitary extract ; and similar stimulants. Just be-

fore the headaches begin, blood and pulse pressure

are low in our cases, while during the headache
period, both rise, as does the blood sugar content.

After a year or two or three of such constantly

recurring headaches, interesting data are available.

These are as follows :—Blood pressure, pulse pres-

sure and blood sugar content are all on a higher

level ; there has been a rapid increase of skeletal

growth ; and an x ray of the skull shows a sella tur-

cica that presents erosions and thereby an enlarge-

ment of its cavity. With these facts at our dis-

posal, I believe that the conclusion is not very far-

fetched that pituitary hyperactivity has occurred
and with it an amelioration of the asthenic symp-
toms. In other words, there has been a compensa-
tion process inaugurated automatically, which has

served to overcome many of the symptoms of dis-

ability possessed by the status case. This compen-
satory process preceeds for years, the sella turcica

becoming more and more eroded, the headaches
gradually becoming less and less intense and less

frequent, the skeletal growth, however, going on
apace. Now, other symptoms of pituitary primary
activity and other glandular activity secondarily,

begin to present themselves. There is gonadal
growth ; undescended testicles come down ; second-

ary hairy growth begins.

The young man that has reached this period of

compensation gives somewhat the following picture.

His age is twenty ; he is six feet or more in height

;

his skin, while still smooth and velvety, has begun
to look more rugged. The first hairs of mustache
or beard are beginning to show themselves. His
pubic hair, which has been for a few years scanty

and feminine in its distribution, begins to encroach

on the middle line of the abdomen towards the

umbilicus. His joints are loose, subluxations of the

mandible or of the carpal metacarpal joints being

readily produced ; he has the large central incisors

of the upper jaw ; a torus palatinus is evident—but

he is getting to be more efficient in his study and in

his play, and his fatigue is diminishing. He still has

headaches, sometimes very severe. It is for this

symptom that he sees the oculist, or the rhinologist

or the internist or the neurologist. Careful inquiry

into his developmental history will elicit many
symptoms of the foregoing group, and he will be

recognized as being in a transitional stage of compen-
sation from an early status thymicolymphaticus.

The rapid skeletal growth and the headaches will

lead the careful clinician to examine the sella and
the thymic region and there the telltale marks of his

progress will be seen. At once it will be recognized

that the extreme height and the headaches are simply

the hallmarks of a purposeful compensatory process

on the part of the pituitary gland to overcome the

disabling characteristics of a status thymicolympha-
ticus, and are not disease symptoms in themselves.

This is highly important to know both for purposes
of treatment and for prognosis. As we watch his

progress through the years, he goes on growing,
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though less and less in degree ; his headaches come
on only after undue fatigue or exertion ; the thymic
X ray shadow disappears ; he may grow botli mus-
tache and beard ; his blood pressure, pulse pressure,

blood sugar content, coagulation time,—all approach
normal, and finally even his growth ceases. We have
before us, a moderate giant, six feet two inches in

height, who has finally matured, physically, psy-

chically and sexually at the thirtieth year of life in-

stead of at the twenty-first. He will always be con-

scious of some limitation to his physical possibilities,

but will be able to survive in competition with his

fellows. In other words, he has gone to cure

through spontaneous compensation. Looking back
over his career, the recognition of the milestones of

his progress gives us the keynote of the treatment

which we may accord his less fortunate brethren
in their partial or complete failure to follow his

trail. That keynote is the ability of the pituitary

body to become hyperactive in order to compensate
for the initial adrenal insufficiency. It is incumbent
upon us, therefore, to recognize those cases that

continue to exhibit various degrees of thymic dis-

turbance in their later life and, secondly, to esti-

mate the ability of the pituitary to compensate.
These patients, besides the original structural

abnormalities described in the opening chapter, ex-
hibit especially, a, fatigue, b, low blood and pulse

pressures, c, low carbon dioxide tension of the blood
plasma, d, long coagulation time, e, various vago-
tonic stigmata, such as visceroptosis, hypermotility
of stomach and intestine, urticaria and angioneurotic
edema, cardiospasm, esophagospasm, high gastric

acidity, angnioid attacks, attacks of syncope and
so on. These symptoms are important in every field

of medicine and play an extremely active part in

each symptom complex. The danger lies in con-

sidering them as disease pictures in themselves and
not as mere symptoms in a universal syndrome
whose basis is a subinvoluted thymus gland, uncom-
pensated. The recognition of continuations of the

above intruding themselves into our patient's com-
plaints will make for more thorough diagnoses and
more thorough basic rational treatment.

As we have seen that automatic compensation of

a thymic state depends upon potential* hyperactivity

of the pituitary body, we must estimate this pos-

sibility by the very means as yet in our power,
namely, the size of the sella turcica, and its freedom
from complete enclosure. As before stated, the two
large groups of our cases are separated on a basis

of sella turcica conditions ; the small enclosed sella

giving rise to the pressure symptoms, with headache,
growth, and gradual amelioration of the symptoms
provided the sella become eroded and enlarged.

The normal sella group have at most only intra-

temporal pressure symptoms of a mild degree, but

growth has been rapid and blood pressure, pulse

pressure and blood sugar have gradually risen, and
with this rise, a general improvement in the asthenia

has taken place, and in a comparatively short time,

our patient is normal and no longer interests us.

Furthermore, with a large, roomy sella from the

very beginning, compensation may occur without

any symptoms whatever and the case never comes
to observation.

There is still another possibility, namely, that the

small, enclosed sella will resist enlargement or that

the pressure exeffed within it is never sufficient to

produce such enlargement. In either case, an ineffi-

cient pituitary activity leaves the patient at the

mercy of his thymic subinvolution. At this point

our therapy becomes effective.

Having decided then that our case presents the

earmarks of an early thymic subinvolution, it is our
function next to determine the phase of compensa-
tion at which the patient has arrived. An x ray

examination of the chest and skull will help. The
chest may still give evidence of a persistent thymus
gland, although the absence of a thymic shadow is

not necessarily proof of the absence of the thymus.
The skull, however, will show a sella turcica of one

of the following types :

a, small enclosed, no erosions.

b, small enclosed, with erosions.

c, medium size, smooth wall, open between clinoids.

d, medium size, eroded walls, or clinoids, or both.

e, enlarged with evidences of extensive erosions.

Type a is of the noncompensating group of cases.

This group requires constant treatment, probably

throughout life.

Type b shows beginning compensatory enlarge-

ment, judged by the eroded walls of the sella, and
requires treatment for the compensatory effort.

Type c is a normal sella which may or may not

enclose a hyperactive gland, and in which treatment

will depend upon the efficiency of the hyperactivity.

Type d is of normal size but has been made so

by constant pressure, as witnessed by the marked
erosions. In this group of cases there is usually

a history of long continued, severe headache of

migrainous character, intratemporal in situation and
frequently of ophthalmoplegic type. This ophthal-

moplegia depends upon the lateral encroachment of

the pituitary body to the cavernous sinus. The
sinus conveys the third, fourth, sixth, and ophthalmic

division of the fifth cranial nerve within its walls

and pressure upon it, of the pituitary body will in-

volve one or even all of these structures. Hence
the symptomatology will include, during the head-

ache, diplopia, strabismus, ptosis, pupillary abnor-

malities and so on. The radiologist will often

report such a sella turcica as normal in size, with-

out suggesting erosion, not recognizing that the

normality in size is simply a transitional state from
small to large. This is of importance to recognize.

Type e is the final state of a sella turcica in cases

in which complete compensation may have taken

place with giantism, or acromegalic features, but

with normal blood pressures and normal blood

chemistry.

By means of these examinations, together with

the patient's symptomatology, we can arrive at

some conclusion as to his present whereabouts, in

the progress to complete compensation. I divide the

entire period of evolution into periods
;

first, the

actual status of origin
;
second, the period of begin-

ning compensation with beginning rapid growth,

headaches and symptoms, both physical and psy-

chical of an underdeveloped pituitary body; third,

the period of enlargement of the sella turcica with

a gradually decreasing fatigue, decreasing head-
aches, and a slowing down of growth ; and fourth,
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the terminal period, in which the condition becomes
fully compensated, with cessation of growth and of

headache, and much moderation of fatigue.

The difficulties arising in each of these stages

have been only lightly touched upon in the fore-

going; but each period has a host of major and

minor attributes that only a long experience will

make familiar. I would like to mention here chiefly

the mental disturbances with their concomitant

behavioristic anomalies. During the second and
third stages, namely, those of continuing compensa-
tion, the individual contending with his headaches

and fatigue cannot give proper thought nor con-

secutive attention to the problems before him. As a

result, he falls behind his more fortunate brothers

in school and college and becomes backward in in-

tellectual development. Realizing his inability to

compete" with them, he likewise separates himself

from their company and their games, and becomes
shut in. This leads to various psychic phenomena,
with morbid thoughts and fears and a more or less

depressive state supervenes. One curious condition

which we have often seen in our patients at this

stage, in those with small enclosed sellae turcicse, is

a lack of inhibition which manifests itself in a

variety of ways. They do and say the first thing

their environment impels them to, without allowing

judgment to enter until too late. Thus many of

our patients are pathological liars, kleptomaniacs,

moral inferiors and drug habitues. They always
avoid obstacles by the means nearest at hand,' and
never by any chance either endeavor to overcome
them, or make early provision against them.

When compensatton is complete, however, or

treatment is instituted early enough, many of them
are improved in these regards as well as in the mat-

ter of their physical disabilities. A certain number
of patients never compensate, the sella remains small

and enclosed, and their lot is constant observation

and treatment.

So that we see in the evolution from status

thymicolymphaticus a series of stages involving a

symptomatology which encroaches upon all fields of

medicine from surgery to psychiatry. The tangen-

tial points are the ones that all of us must watch
for, and once found and recognized, are the key-

stones to a complete understanding of the patient.

A knowledge of the dynamic process going on in

our patients, and of. the goal that the autonomic
procedure is striving to attain, is the groundwork of

our treatment. To recapitulate, the pituitary must do
additional work to increase blood sugar and blood
pressure, for the adrenals are inefficient. Then the

active thymus must be inhibited. The lack of dif-

ferentiation in structure and gonadal characteristics

of the thymus cases may be partially overcome by
the administration of small doses of thyroid gland
and of iodine. This is based upon recent investiga-

tions on the positive effect of thyroid gland and
iodine upon diflferentiation in lower forms of life.

The thyroid dosage should be low, one tenth grain
daily ; or of thyroxin, Kendall's product, a half
milligram daily or on alternate days only. Iodine
in one or two drop doses, well diluted, or in the
form of sodium iodide, grains five, on alternate

days wjll suffice. If the thymus remains large, it

should be x rayed at periodical intervals, depending

upon the urgency of the case. But the chief treat-

ment must be directed to increasing the pituitary

supply. In those cases in which the sella shows
much erosion with gradually increasing efficiency on

the part of the patient and a diminution of head

ache, no treatment at all is indicated. But where

the eft'ect of compensation is not apparent, the

fatigue and headache persist, then pituitary medica-

tion is essential.

The correct administration of this product is

extremely difficult to outline, for there are certain

times when it increases the headache in individuals,

and frequently, if continued without intermission, s

gradually diminishing eft'ect is seen. Personally, I

begin with a quarter grain capsule of the whole

gland, given once daily on* an empty stomach. Fre-

quently, after three or four days, the patient com-
plains of pressure in the head, intratemporally. I

then omit giving it for a day or more, and begin

again.' In girls, it is usually omitted a few days

before the menstrual period, for it increased the

headache usually present at that time in them.

Gradually, with this small dose, conditions improve.

If not, the amount is slowly increased, but given

intermittently as before. Rarely do I exceed a daily

dose of three or four grains. The patients, before

very long, begin to feel the good effects of this

treatment and become expert in their own cases, so

that they can tell when and how much glandular

extract to take. Stimulants of the sympathetic

nervous system are efficient in tiding over especially

severe periods of weakness. These include coffee,

atropine ia small doses, and alcohol in small doses.

One might think that suprarenal gland extract or

adrenalin would be of good eft'ect. The former
sometimes is of service in conjunction with pituitary

feeding, but adrenalin usually is not. After ceasing

the administration of adrenalin by mouth, the blood

pressure usually falls below its former height. And
when given hypodermically, the reaction is fre-

quently bad and leads occasionally to -syncope. Its

effect is much like that of cocaine in these cases,

—

rapid adrenal exhaustion takes place due to intense

stimulation of the splanchnics. Administration of

alkalies—carbonate or bicarbonate of soda several

times daily is of the greatest service in combating
the low alkaline reserve.

Apart from active treatment, it is necessary to

enjoin certain measures on our patients. They
should not subject themselves to, 1, exercise, espe-

cially of a competitive nature, except in extreme
moderation

; 2, cold water bathing
; 3, excessive in-

gestion of carbohydrates
; 4, too intense application

to any one task for a considerable period
; 5, worry,

anger or emotional strain
; 6, narcosis, especially

chloroform, cocaine or its derivatives.

They should have air, sunshine, and much rest.

Food should be taken frequently in moderate quan-
tities. Adjuvants of all kinds will readily suggest
themselves in the conduct of any one case and of
course the special treatment involving any particular

organ of little resistance must be carried out.'

^ Case histories bcIoiiRing to the evolutional stages may be found
in A New Pluriglandular Compensatory S\ ndrome by Walter Timnic
M. D., in Endocrinology, July-September, 1918, Volume 2.

2 \W.ST Sixty-seventh Street.
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Endocrine Dyscrasias in the Production of Epileptic States*
By JOSHUA H. LEINER, M. D.,

New York,

Adjunct Attending Neurologist, Lebanon Hospital; Assistant, Neurological Clinic, Mt. Sinai Hosi)ital.

It can be said almost axiomatically that when the

definition of the etiology of a disease requires more
than three words, its true causation is unknown.
This applies with equal force to the epilepsies. The
etiology varies from an attempt at a fixed pathology

involving the cornu ammonis and other anatomical

structures, down the list to the failure of adjust-

ment of the patients' deep instinctive levels.

Tramer (1), who has studied the structure of

the brain intensively, has <-ecently shown that there

is no true pathological condition peculiar to this

disease. Clark (2), who has approached the study

of the epilepsies from the clinical psychological side,

has not been capable of distinguishing an organic

epileptic attack from one of psychogenic origin.

The mechanism of epilepsy has been definitely

shown through the work of Sherrington (3) on
cerebrate and decerebrate animals, also Prus (4),
Hering (4), Nino Samiajo (4), Rothmann (5),
Cowers (6), and others. There is, however, no
unanimity of opinion as to the force that provokes
this mechanism and incites its periodical manifesta-

tion. To attempt explanations of the various con-

ceptions is beyond the scope of this paper. -How-
ever, there are several avenues by which the subject

may be approached from a practical viewpoint.

These eventually converge and coalesce to a single

point, i. e., the endocrine system.

First, at the level of the vegetative nervous sys-

tem
;
second, through the finer biochemical cellular

metabolism (calcium, phosphorus, sodium and
magnesium), and third, at the level of dyscrinism.

VEGETATIVE NERVOUS SYSTEM.

The physiological conception or rather pathologi-

cal physiological existence of sympathicotonic and
vagotonic states as disease entities, being oflfspring

of the vegetative nervous system, showing definite

pharmacodynamic partitions, paralleling to a great

extent the activities either paramount to, or sub-

servient of, the endocrinous glands, opens up a

veritable sesame regarding the concept and mechan-
ism of this disease.

The Vienna school of Eppinger (7), Hess, and
others have somewhat modified their views, and they

are not as dogmatic as they were in their original

schema. I must confess that I have been unable to

find a pure case of either type described, despite the

careful study of hundreds of cases coming under
observation.

The control of the vasomotor system hy the vege-

tative nervous system is an acknowledged fact, but
that the epileptic attacks are induced as a result of

a pure physiological vasomotor constriction cannot

be accepted. Attacks of unconsciousness often

simulating the epilepsies as in Meniere's disease

(with its attending vertigo, mentioned by Cowers)

(6), and the attacks of syncope, do not show, in the

*Kead before the Alumni Society of Lebanon Hospital, February 8,
1921.

main, any other points of contact. The syncopal
attack shows an enfeeblement of the pulse and a
feeling of faintness preceding unconsciousness,
whereas in the epilepsies the pulse is normal, the
face is cyanotic instead of pale, and unconsciousness
comes on suddenly. The onset of the attack is also
different.

One Japanese observer who compressed both
carotids of epileptic patients produced typical
attacks of epilepsy in a number of cases, but none
were induced in normal individuals or in patients
suffering from other diseases, showing that some
other factors must be present in epilepsy.

It is interesting to note in this connection that
Rossolime (8) has placed the vasomotor control as
far up as in the frontal lobes, while Bechterew (8)
placed it in the internal capsule, the caudate nucleus
and the thalamus. Sajous (4) has pointed out that

~
the superior cervical ganglion which has three nerve
bundles sends two to the eye and its muscles, and
the third accompanies the internal carotid which
finally has been traced to the pituitary. Of still fur-
ther interest, the peripheral circulation has recently
been_ found to be capable of assuming an autono-
mous function (venules and capillaries) either
through its nervous mechanism or directly through
chemical factors (9). This in part may explain
the various types of cyanosis and local patchy
anemias in the epilepsies, phenomena seemingly con-
tradictory and heretofore not solved.

So we can summarize by stating that while the
vegetative system through its vasomotor mechan-
isrn is capable of producing unconscious states, it

is incapable of producing genuine epilepsy (for it

presupposes previous altered cellular metabolism)
which exhibits itself both in character of attack and
periodicity.

CELLULAR METABOLISM.

Cowers's (6) realization that epilepsy is due to
some chemical affecting the nerve cells showed his
profound grasp of this puzzling disease. In
approaching the epilepsies from the level of per-
verted neurocellular metabolism, one can dip into
a broad field of conjecture and theory. However,
there are a few outstanding facts worth noting.
Most glands of internal secretion control calcium
metabolism, particularly the parathyroids, the
pituitary, thymus, and adrenals. In tetania para-
thyreopriva, calcium metabolism is profoundly
disturbed in the tissues. The works of Ott (10),
Biedl (22), MacCallum and Vogtlin (22) have
shown that the exhibition of calcium salts stops the
tetany and convulsions resulting from parathyroid
extirpation. In the absence of the parathyroids,
these convulsions ensue. Here unquestionably
perverted cell metabolism arises and as Schafer
(10) states, "The parathyroids yield to the blood a
special autocoid—presumably of a chalonic or
restraining nature—which tends to prevent ,overex-
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citation, or discharge of nerve cells." Paton (10)

and his coworkers believe it is due to guanidin.

Sabbatini (11) states that the application of sodium
makes the brain more irritable and excitable ; these

properties being lessened by the application of cal-

cium. Substances that precipitate calcium heighten

the excitability of the nerves. It may be due to this

that a salt free diet decreases the number of attacks

in an epileptic.

Prior and Jones (11) cite three cases showing
evidence of parathyroid convulsions in which the

patients were benefited by the administration of

parathyroid substance. These workers have done
the best work up to the present time on the calcium

metabolism relative to the epilepsies, particularly on

the urine and blood. Their investigations show that

before an attack there is an increase of calcium in

the urine and a diminution of excreted phosphates.

After the attack an increase of both phosphates and
chlorides is found. Again, the alkalinity of the

blood in epileptics is diminished and it falls still

lower preceding the attacks ; this is accompanied by

a concomitant fall in the leucocyte count. After

the attack there is an increase of leucocytes and a

rise in the calcium and alkalinity of the blood. Barr

(11) has shown that the administration of phos-

phoric acid increased the frequency of attacks in

epileptics. These investigators conclude that the

calcium metabolism is the common ground upon
which all glandular function is concerned in the

epilepsies and therefore is the cause of epilepsy.

This, in my opinion, is not the answer to the whole

riddle. While a great number believe with Gowers
that there is a chemical basis, there is a more subtle

change in the cellular metabolism than is stated in

the theory advanced by these workers. The stage

of preparenchymatous change in all tissues is always

first attended by finer biochemical changes of meta-

bolism. The vegetative system is the intermediary

attendant upon all these metabolic changes, whether

nervous or otherwise. This has been shown by the

study of visceral neurology. This is illustrated by
the fixed pathological findings present in Wilson's

disease, cirrhotic liver and lenticular degeneration,

in fact the entire group of dystonia lenticularis as

advocated by Thomalla.

ENDOCRINE DYSCRASIAS.

Von Monokow (12) states, in speaking of the

embryological endocrine activity, "the endocrine

system is well developed at a period of fetal life

when the essential structures of the brain are lying

in deep slumber." Just as the endocrines are direc-

tive in our embryological phase of existence, so, too,

in our afterlife the endocrines make us what we are.

The functional activities of the endocrines are

interri^lated, and will often show symptoms not

referable to the gland primarily afifected. This must
be taken into consideration in attempting to elucidate

various phenomena as they ari.se in the dyscrasias.

PITUITARY GLAND.
Deficiency of the pituitary resulting in epileptic

states is an established clinical fact. Any lesion

perverting or causing a diniinutinn of the secretion

of this gland, or preventing it from entering the third

ventricle through the infundibulum will eventually

induce states of epilepsy. This has been pointed out

repeatedly, particularly by Gushing. Whether the

secretion is perverted or only arises from the pos-
terior lobe is not essential to our .subject, but it is

interesting to note that Blair Bell (13) who has
done considerable work, both experimental and
clinical, on the pituitary, believes that the active

chromophile cells of the anterior lobe show no great
difference from the cells of the pars intermedia
(which he characterizes as proinfundibulum) and
that the secretion acquires its pressor principle

after it enters the pars nervosa. The substance so

secreted is believed to affect the cortical cellular

metabolism and produce a state of stability. It is

most likely oxidative in nature. Victor Horsley
has shown experimentally that the cortex in dogs
deprived of their pituitary glands was far more
sensitive to electrical stimulation. It would not be
amiss to mention the intimate relationship existing

between the superior cervical ganglion by way of

the internal carotid and the pituitary. It is most
illuminating when one considers its interrelationship

with the chromaffine system and throws considerable

light in the production of the epilepsies induced
supposedly by the adrenals. I have in mind par-

ticularly the experimental work of Benedek (14),
Schaller (15), and others, and the clinical interpre-

tations of Tracy (15). They point out the altered

cortical cellular metabolism due to an altered or

diminished pituitary secretion, which in turn enters

into the production of epileptic states.

Tucker (26) found that of two hundred cases of

epilepsy, 31.5 per cent, revealed some evidence of

pituitary implication, and of these, excluding all

other diseases, fourteen per cent, showed pure
pituitary types. Munsen (16) found at the Graig
Golony that the gland was somewhat smaller in size

and weighed less, as compared to the normal. Un-
cinate attacks due to temporosphenoidal irritation

have been mentioned by Gushing (17). The fol-

lowing case is predominantly pituitary in origin.

Gase I.—E. G., five and a half years old, female,

an exceedingly bright child, had attacks of both

petit and grande mal. The first attack came at the

age of four, while the child was at a summer resort.

It was stated that she fell to the ground. • A
year later another attack occurred, and thereafter

they came every four or five weeks. Later they

occurred twice a week. The past history of the

child revealed nothing referable to birth, develop-

ment or past illness. There was a history of faint-

ing spells in the father's sister.

Examination showed a child somewhat short for

her age. The head showed some frontal bulging.

The teeth were small and in a bad condition. A dis-

tinct Sergent's white line was elicited. I thought

there was a slight weakness in the right upjier and
lower extremity. Aside from this nothing was
found neurologically. Her optic discs were some-
what hyperemic. The exhibition of luminal and
small doses of thyroid apparently increased the

attacks. An x ray of the skull rcve'aled a somewhat
enlarged sella, and in addition an irregular floor.

Whole gland of pituitary was given with benefit.

Her attacks stopped, her appetite returned, she be-

came stronger and less sleepy, and the Sergent's

line became feebler. This child undoubtedly had an
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adenomatous enlargement. Whether the first fall

had anything to do with it, one cannot tell, although
Tucker (26) speaks of these cases as giving an
early history of a fall. The Sergent's line revealing

the hypoadrenia shows the exhaustion of the pressor
principle of the pituitary, which then called on the

adrenals for aid, with the latter becoming finally

exhausted. The faulty metabolism in shown in the

sleepy state, lack of vigor and loss of appetite. This
may also have been due to other glands indirectly

affected.

THYROID.

This gland deals more directly with cellular meta-
bolism than any other gland of internal secretion.

A lack of function leads to sluggishness throughout
the body. This is visible in the subcutaneous infil-

tration of the skin and the intestinal walls, leading

to constipation, and the autointoxication and a

decreased alkalinity of the body in the epilepsies, as

pointed out by Prior and Jones. In fact one of the

striking clinical symptoms to contend with in epi-

lepsy is the constant constipation.

Epilepsy has been long associated with athyroidal

states as myxedema, cretinoid idiocy and * simple

goitres. Hertoghe (18) and Levi and Rothchild

(19) have repeatedly shown the association of

epilepsy with thyroid disturbance. Thyroid has

been used empirically for a long time in the treat-

nient of epilepsy with beneficial results. Falta (20),
Gowers (6), Claude and Schmergeld (21), and
Prior and Jones have established the association of

the thyroid and epilepsy. Gowers found enlarged

thyroids, particularly in females in the first half of

life ; often associated with exophthalmos and a rapid

pulse. Claude and Schmergeld found both areas of

sclerosis and hypertrophy in the gland. Prior and
Jones foimd both active glands and quiescent ones

in epilepsy. The mechanism in the thyrotoxic type

is caused indirectly through the sympathetic

adrenopituitary cycle, thus shov ing that epilepsy is

not a disease entity, but a symptomatic disease.

The following case is of interest because of a

probable thyroparathyroid implication and the asso-

ciation with eclampsia.

Case II.—F. S., female, aged twenty-five, mar-
ried. Her only pregnancy resulted in the birth of

a seven and a half months' child. This was pre-

ceded by a convulsive fit. The patient states that

she has had kidney trouble since this period. I once

witnessed part of one of her attacks. Her pupils

were dilated and did not react to light. Her knee

jerks were exaggerated, but there was no clonus or

Babinski present. After the attack amnesia and
mental confusion with headache were present.

Examination showed a dark complexioned, short

young woman, with hirsuties on both legs and chest.

The teeth were poor, and a hard sclerosed mass was
found in the neck, occupying the right lobe of the

thyroid. It was the size of a pigeon's egg. The
blood pressure .was 130/75. The urine showed
albumin and hyaline casts. She complained of feel-

ing cold constantly, especially cold hands and feet.

She complained that her hair had been falling out.

Under dietetic treatment and parathyroid extract

her attacks diminished. Her urine still showed some
albumin and a few hyaline casts. She was later

given thyroid extract, her albumin decreased, her
hair stopped falling out, the diet was increased to

include nitrogenous foods, and her epileptic attacks
ceased.

This case is of interest in that the relationship of
nephritis to parathyroidectomy and its effect on
these glands was pointed out by Massaglia (22).
The symptoms point to a thyroid, parathyroid
dyscrasia. The falling hair, nephritis, vasomotor
disturbance, poor teeth and her probable eclampsia
at seven and a half months and finally her epileptic

attacks improving under the above treatment makes
this appear to be a thyroid parathyroid involvement.
The right lobe of the thyroid and both parathyroids
were probably involved.

Prior and Jones (11) report three cases of epi-

lepsy in their series that showed benefit under para-
thyroid therapy.

THYMUS.

The following two cases of epilepsy showed both
major and minor attacks which could be classed

under the status thymicolymphatic type. The
patients showed marked improvement following the

exhibition of glands containing the pressor principle

(pituitary and adrenal). These are the cases that

approach the thymico, pituitary, adrenal type of

Timme (23). They also come under the hypoplas-
tic type of cases (status thymicolymphaticus of

Bartels). They are distinctly vagotonic and bear
out the endocrinous metabolic origin of epilepsy

(the vegetative system acting as the intermediary),
more so than any of the others. Here we find a
small cardiovascular apparatus and other conditions

showing the physical inadequacy of these patients.

Douglas Symmers (24) found on autopsy that

many cases of status lymphaticus were epileptics

and advised incidentally x ray therapy applied to

the thymus to counteract lymphoid tissue prolifer-

ation.

Case' III.—A. B., fifteen and a half years old,

male high school student, had major and minor
epileptic attacks for the past four years. He was
born by a low forceps delivery. In early childhood

he perspired profusely and was continually subject

to colds. At six years of age he had an attack of

asthma. Onanism was admitted, being practised

once a week.

Examination: Eyes reacted to light and conver-

gence, no extraocular disturbance, the fundi were
negative. The color fields of both eyes were con-

tracted particularly to green ; the right eye showed
a greater contraction to red than the left. The
knee jerks, ankle jerks, and abdominal reflexes were
present and normal. A suprapatellar reflex was
elicited. No ankle clonus or Babinski was present.

An intense Sergent's white line was present. His
musculature was well developed. The arms were
long, reaching within six inches of his patella.

A female distribution of pubic hair was present.

The pulse was 62, blood pressure 104/54.

Laboratory findings: Blood examination—Red
blood cells, 3,900,000; hemoglobin, 80 per cent.;

color index, one
;

leucocytes, 8,400 ;
polynuclear

neutrophiles, 54 per cent.
;

lymphocytes, 30 per

cent.; large mononuclear lymphocytes, 9 per cent.;
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eosinophiles, 7 per cent.
;

basophiles, 0 ; abnormal

forms, 0.

Blood chemistry: Blood sugar, 0.095 per cent.;

carbon dioxide, 58 per cent, per volume
;
coagula-

tion time, 7 minutes 40 seconds ; blood Wassermann
negative ; x ray of skull showed abnormally thick-

ened and clubbed posterior clinoids.

Treatment : The patient was placed under an-

terior pituitary lobe fresh gland treatment, but with

no apparent benefit. Thyroid feeding gave him
some benefit. However, the posterior pituitary, or,

rather, the whole gland which includes the posterior

pituitary plus a small amount of the whole adrenal

gland, gave the best resuhs. His attacks gradually

diminished in severity until he only had a mild

attack of petit mal once a week.

Three members of his family were endocrino-

pathic. The father was the red cheeked, beardless

type, who showed a female suprapubic hair distri-

bution and no hair in the axilla. A further ques-

tioning revealed minor qualities of a vagotonic in-

dividual. The mother was only four feet six inches

in height, with a large trunk and short lower ex-

tremities. She weighed 162 pounds. She had head-

aches accompanied by vomiting. Her mother (the

boy's grandmother) also suffered from headaches.

The grandfather died from asthma at sixty. The
grandparents were both short in stature. The
patient's mother stated that she commenced to gain

weight rapidly after her marriage and that her hair

fell out periodically. Examination showed that her

pupils reacted to light and accommodation and that

there was a slight internal strabismus of both eyes.

Hirsuties was present on her upper lip, her hands

were pudgy and her eyebrows thin, especially at

the outer third.

A brother aged nine was fifty-four inches in

height and had a bilateral arm length of fifty-three

inches. Mouth : His lateral incisors were less than

half the size of his central incisors and the palate

was highly arched. His eyebrows showed no hair

or very fine lanugo. He had a dolichocephalic head.

Sergent's white fine was present.

SUMMARY.

This boy had an endocrinopathic ancestry from
both sides, the father a status type and the mother
and grandparents dyspituitary in type. His infan-

tile history showed him to be a vagotonic individual,

i. e., the profuse sweatings and asthma at six. A.t

present he showed anthropoid arms, a Sergent's

white line, low blood pressure, high lymphocyte

count, and an eosinophilia of seven per cent., all

pointing to a status type plus vagotonia. When last

seen he had an occasional attack of petit mal.

Case IV.—The following case referred to me
also showed a status thymicolymphaticus type plus

vagotonia. The attacks began with convulsions at

the age of two. He had one attack every three or

four weeks for a few months and then they ceased.

His present attacks began at the age of fourteen,

and at fifteen he had several more attacks. They
then became more frequent, often occurring twice

daily during the past two years. The type of the

attack showed them to be regular major attacks.

Examination: The eyes were normal, except the

right fundus which showed a slight temporal pallor.

Otherwise his neurological examination was nega-

tive. He revealed anthropoid arms, female dis-

tribution of hair over the pubis, no hair on face or

in .the axilla. A Sergent's white line was present,

but not marked. The blood pressure was 110/72
and the pulse 70. An x ray of the skull showed the

sella to be somewhat deeper on the interior part of

the floor. His posterior clinoids were indistinct.

The epiphysis and diaphysis were separated in the

radius. He was placed on anterior pituitary to-

gether with thyroid with excellent results. His
physician and also his brother, who have observed
him, state that he is a dififerent boy now. He takes

an active interest in boyish sports, is much stronger,

does not tire easily, is much brighter and has lost the

constipation from which he sufifered for many years.

When last heard from, he had had no attacks for

several months, and was feeling well.

GONADAL TYPE.

The following case showed the implication of the

genital glands in the production of epilepsy. This
is a case of eunuchoidism

:

Case V.—J. H., male, aged thirty-five, married,
no children. The family history showed that both
parents were tall, as well as his brothers and sisters.

His chief complaint was headache for the past four
years, mostly of a bitemporal nature, and increas-

ing in severity. He volunteered the information
that his eyesight was becoming more dim. He had
several attacks, the last one on November 7, 1920,

of which he still showed evidence on his forehead,
the result of his last fall.

Examination showed him to be six feet two inches

in height. He had a smooth skin of female texture,

a microcephalic head, a face of mongolian type, •

with large prominent malar bones, eyes almond
shaped, hair scant on pubis and of female distribu-

tion, no hair in the axilla and little on the face.

His penis was the size of a twelve year old child's,

and the testis the size of a bean. His breasts were
enlarged. His pupils reacted to light and accommo-
dation. There was no ocular muscle disturbance.

Slight weakness of the right side of the face; upper
jaw slightly prognatho&s ; mouth showed a highly

arched palate ; uvula and tongue in median line

;

teeth of upper jaw overlapping the lower ones con-
siderably. The central incisors were prominent,
but the lateral incisors were not smaller. The right

lateral incisor was canine in shape. The lower in-

cisors were smaller. Reflexes of the right upper
extremity were increased as well as the /ight knee
and ankle jerk. An abortive Babinski, but a positive

Oppenheim was present on the right side. An x
ray of the skull showed the bones to be thickened.
A pineal shadow was present. An area of rare-

faction was visible in the frontal bone. The sella

was somewhat larger than normal, the floor slightly

irregular, and it was entirely bridged over by the

clinoids. This patient was placed upon pituitary

with excellent results. He is entirely free from his

headaches and attacks of epilepsy.

That the interference with the gonadal secretion

can produce epilepsy is an old conception, particu-

larly when the menses in the female cease. Prior
and Jones (11) found fibroses of the ovaries, to-

gether with atrophy of the interstitial cells. They
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found that out of forty epileptics only three showed
regular menstruation. Ashe reports that three cases
under his care with ovarian dyscrinism, having
epilepsy, were cured either by feeding ovarian
gland or by injection of the extract of this gland.

That this patient (Case V) showed an enlarged
pituitary is evident, and it was due to the atrophy
of his testes. That the removal of the testes leads
to enlargement of the hypophyses was first shown
by Fichera (22) in 1906, in his experimental work
on animals. He diminished its size by injecting
testicular extract. It is also interesting that Abt
(22) and Schiiller (22) ascribes mongolism to the
absence of this gland. This patient showed some
traits of this character. He also showed evidence
of a pyramidal tract lesion.

CONCLUSIONS.

From what has been shown in this paper it Is

evident that the endocrines are the dominant factors
in the production of the epilepsies.

The vegetative nervous system is the intermediary
between the glands and the biochemistry of the cells

of the body. In the treatment of the epilepsies,

Jacobi, and particularly Oppenheim, had great faith

in atropine as a therapeutic measure when the bro-
mides failed them.

Let us hope that the future will throw still further
light upon the relationship of the endocrines to this

affliction, so that mankind will be more fully capable
of combating every case that arises, or, better, by
judicious therapy prevent its occurrence.
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The Endocrines in Everyday Practice*

By CHARLES E. DE M. SAJOUS, M. D., LL.D., Sc. D.,

Philadelphia,

^ Professor of Applied Endocrinology, University of Pennsylvania Graduate Medical School.

You are probably not aware of the fact that thera-

peutic nihilism has grown to such an extent that

many of our most prominent medical schools are

now giving the treatment of disease by drugs but

scant attention. The fundamental cause of this atti-

tude is but a normal result of the incompatibility of

therapeutics with the trend of modern knowledge.
Most remedies are used empirically today as they

were fifty years ago ; most textbooks of practice

continue to refer to a remedy or a combination of

drugs as serviceable or useful or as having been
found efficacious by so-and-so, etc. Excepting per-

haps in the case of our few specifics, no attemjjt is

made to explain the mode of action of a given drug
upon the pathological process it is intended to antag-

onize. This does not mean, in keeping with the

*Lecture delivered by invitation before the lUicks County Medical
Society, at Bristol, Pa., May 18, 1921.

•therapeutic nihilist's belief, that therapeutics does
not subserve a very useful purpose ; far from
it. It does mean, however, that its practice being

out of harmony with scientific progress in all other

branches of medical knowledge, it is being dropped
by the wayside as a relic of charlatanism, a haphaz-
ard—though sincere—attempt to relieve or cure,

in which precision plays but little if any part. Pro-
fessor Lewellys F. Barker over two decades ago
stated that "pharmacotherapy was moribund." Its

increasing elimination from medical schools sug-

gests that its interment has begun.

Pharmacology, meaning by the term the experi-

mental study of the action of drugs, does not seem
to be extricating therapeutics from its downward
course. Although practitioners are in part to blame
for this owing to the acquired habit of using drugs
empirically, it is a question whether willingness to
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avail themselves of the pharmacological work pub-

lished would aid them seriously in establishing their

treatment of disease on a more scientific footing.

Two reasons, among many which could be adduced,

tend to sustain this conclusion: 1, the experimental

work is done ahnost exclusively in normal animals,

and thus conveys but a vague idea of the effects of

the drug being studied in disease
; 2, experiments in

normal animals obviously entail, through the absence

of a morbid process, the exclusion of the kind of

study which the practitioner most needs : that bear-

ing upon the cure of disease. Briefly, while pharma-
cologists and biochemists contribute much to our

knowledge and our pharmaceutical armamentarium,
we miss in their work the very soul of our aims : a

knowledge of the manner in zvhich remedies antag-

onize disease and defeat its deathdealing effects.

Hence the fact that we possess so few specifics.

Frank Billings in his Presidential Address at the

1903 meeting of the American Medical Association,

declared that "drugs with the exception of quinine

in malaria and mercury in syphilis, are valueless as

cures." The fact that but two agents have been

added to the list during the eighteen years that have

elapsed since this declaration was made, arsphena-

mine and emetine, indicates how despairingly limited

are the actual contributions to our curative etificiency.

Were it not for the wonderful strides of preventive

medicine since the immortal Pasteur opened the por-

tals of the bacteriological field to the world of re-

search, we would have but little cause for happiness

in our professional labors.

Yet, it would be quite unfair to incriminate only

the unsatisfactory condition of therapeutics on this

score
;
pathology, even as it now stands, is quite as

invalid when the relations of cause to efifect are scru-

tinized. Indeed, as Professor Barker also stated in

the previously quoted estimate : "drugs of unknown
physiological action cannot conscientiously be set

to act upon bodily tissues in disease in which we are

ignorant of the deviations from the normal." The
static pathology of Virchow does not aid materially

the determination of morbid processes that occur

during life. As Magendie (1) wrote as far back

as 1837, "the truly scientific mode of studying medi-
cine lies almost wholly in investigating the manner
in which morbid changes arc produced." He rightly

considered the pathological lesions as "consequences
of the disease, the anatomical proofs that it has
existed," but in no wise the morbid process itself.

With so dismal a picture of those features of prac-

tice which warrant our existence as practitioners and
the trust the public reposes in us, you may deem the

situation a hopeless one, in view of the seeming futil-

ity of the enormous aggregate of work contributed

'by a multitude of observers during what might be
called the scientific era of medicine which began
about seventy years ago. Precisely the opposite is

the case. Indeed, from my viewpoint, we have in

this aggregate of facts a veritable gold mine in

which nuggets galore are at our disposal. It is for

us practitioners to garner, analyze and synthetize

what sound data this aggregate from all branches of

medicine, collateral and clinical, contains ; it is for

us to carry on, so to say, an intellectual refining proc-

ess calculated to establish both pathogenesis and
therapeutics on a rational footing and eliminate em-

piricism once for all. It is the result in outline of

an effort in this direction which, I may say, has been

uppermost in my mind during the better part of my
working life, that I will now submit to you.

Twenty-three centuries ago, Hippocrates wrote

(2) : "It is to the efforts of Nature that the attentive

and able physician looks for guidance." Today the

most virile trend of modern thought, that of immu-
nity, which underlies the whole field of preventive

medicine, is a practical expression of the principle

first enunciated by the father of medicine. Why
should we not likewise make it the underlying prin-

ciple of pathogenesis and therapeutics? From my
viewpoint, this is precisely what the endocrines en-

able us to do.

To make this clear, however, it is necessary to

review briefly two of the ductless glands which are

now known to take part in these processes : the

adrenals and the thyroid.

THE ADRENALS.

Beginning with the adrenals, located as you know
over the kidneys, there is apparently considerable

confusion concerning the nature of their functions.

In fact, there appears to be as many of these as

there are physiologists who have devoted much time

to the subject. For many years, the prevailing belief

was that, as observed by Oliver and Schafer in 1894,

the purpose of the secretion of the adrenals was to

sustain the tone of the cardiovascular system, and
that as a therapeutic agent it would raise the blood
pressure. But other physiologists found that far

from raising the blood pressure, adrenalin, particu-

larly in small doses, lowered it. We were also told

that the adrenal secretion possessed antitoxic prop-
erties, but physiological experiments were advanced
to show that it did not. Even Cannon's well known
emergency theory in which fright and excitement are

considered as a cause of increased activity of the

adrenals has been attacked. It is obvious that physi-

ology thus interpreted would hardly aid the clinician

in elucidating any disease, general or local.

And yet all these seemingly antagonistic func-
tions are entitled to a legitimate place, provided
that they be considered as bvit expressions or mani-
festations of a fundamental function first submitted
by myself as long ago as 1903.

Some of you may recall that at that time I attrib-

uted to the adrenals an all important function : that

of endowing the hemoglobin with the power to take

up oxygen in the pulmonary air cells and of con-
verting it into oxyhemoglobin. The adrenals thus

became the governing organs, as far as oxygenation
was concerned, of metabolism throughout the entire

body. This conception—even though it upset the

philosophy of respiration which had endured almost
since the time of Lavoisier and Priestley in the

eighteenth century, not only met a need long empha-
sized by many European physiologists—that a secre-

tion capable of clutching, so to say, the oxygen from
the alveolar air, was a sine qua non of the respira-

tory function—but it also fulfilled every condition of

that function. Thus, the adrenal product or adrenin
was found to increase the oxygen intake antl the

carbon dioxide output : to increase both the depth
and rate of respiration, also the heat production,

temperature, etc. it has been contended that the
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adrenals did not secrete enough to meet the needs of

so important a function, but as shown by Stewart

and Rogoff (3), the spontaneous liberation of adre-

nal secretion was 0.0003 to 0.001 gm. per kilo of

animal—thus making 30 to 100 c.c. in the twenty-

four hours—ample enough to meet the needs of the

function. Other observers have confirmed the con-

nection of the adrenal secretion with hemoglobin,

also the fact that Venous blood under proper osmotic

conditions could be converted into arterial blood by

the addition of the adrenal principle.

If we now^ apply this function to the dit¥erent

roles attributed to the adrenals by various physiol-

ogists, its harmonizing influence becomes striking.

The variations of blood pressure were simply due

to the dififerent rates of oxygenation and metabolism

produced indirectly in the muscular coats of the

arteries by the different doses of adrenalin. Thus

large doses caused general vasoconstriction and a

general rise of blood pressure by acting upon the

entire cardiovascular muscular structure, while

small or minute doses caused the opposite or low

blood pressure by causing constriction of the

smallest arteries of all, the vasa vasorum, which

supply the vascular walls, and the first effect is

owing to their diminutive cavity. The arterial

blood entering the arteries being diminished, their

muscular coats relaxed, causing passive dilatation

and low pressure.

Turning to'the practical side of the question, we
will now find that the same fundamental functions

governed in part by the adrenals : oxygenation,

metabolism and blood pressure, show variations cor-

responding with the secretory efficiency of the adre-

nals, or the size of the dose of suprarenal gland or

adrenalin administered. In Addison's disease, for

instance, the salient symptoms are low arterial pres-

sure, low temperature and myasthenia—all indicat-

ing slowed metabolism. Now we know that these

are precisely the symptoms we improve or even

counteract in this disease by administering supra-

renal gland. But that does not mean that we can

cure such cases simply by giving this substance, for

it serves only to compensate for the failure of the

gland due to a local morbid process: usually fibro-

caseous tuberculosis. We do get good results, how-

ever, by treating the latter simultaneously with

iodine or the iodides.

Another example of failure of the adrenals, with

its attending deficient oxygenation, metabolism and

blood pressure, is afforded by Asiatic cholera. In

1903, I urged that the symptoms of this dread dis-

ease, the hypothermia, frigidity, cyanosis, profound

asthenia, rapid intermittent pulse, high rectal tem-

perature, low vascular tension, etc., corresponded

precisely with complete adrenal failure. The epi-

demics in Europe, particularly during the Balkan

and World Wars, have proved this to be true, vari-

ous clinicians having found that adrenalin in large

and frequently repeated doses not only antagonized

the effects of the cholera toxin, but soon removed

the typical symptoms of adrenal failure. The chol-

eraic diarrhea of soldiers following great fatigue was

also found to be promptly arrested by injections of

adrenalin, the primary cause of the disorder being

exhaustion of the adrenals and virtual arrest of their

secretory activity.

[New York
Meoical Journal.

This same exhaustion you have all witnessed many
times, doubtless, towards the close of many infec-

tious diseases, typhoid fever, pneumonia, influenza,

scarlet fever, measles, and other disorders. The
adrenals, pu.shed to their utmost to sustain the de-

fensive fever, which of course includes unusually
active oxygenation, finally give out. As these or-

gans sustain, we have seen, not only the vascular

tension but also the contractile power of the heart

muscle, heart failure threatens in addition to the

other symptoms of adrenal failure. The majority
of the patients who die from exhaustion would be
saved if the importance of the adrenals were gen-
erally realized and adrenalin in eight minim doses
were injected intramuscularly—never hypodermi-
cally—with a syringeful of saline solution several

times a day. 1 have seen cases virtually snatched
from the jaws of death by this practice.

Old age is another cause of adrenal failure, the

glands steadily decreasing in functional activity after

middle age. Senile pneumonia does not correspond
symptomatically with the lobar pneumonia observed
in younger subjects, but presents all the signs of

adrenal failure. After a brief reaction to the infec-

tion, there is practically no fever, no pain in the

chest, but little cough or expectoration. Then follow

a .rapid fall of arterial tension, rapid pulmonary
edema and exhaustion. To treat such cases in the

same manner as the pneumonia of young people is to

hasten death. They need stimulation from the start

and particularly the intramuscular injections men-
tioned above of small doses of adrenalin in saline

solution. The mortality from pneumonia is far from
decreasing ; it will never decrease until the role of

the ductless glands in its pathogenesis is recognized.

Care should be taken, however, never to use ad-

renalin when, during the presence of fever and high

tension, the adrenals are already overactive. Thus,
injections of adrenalin are recommended by some
sm^geons to prevent heart failure in anesthesia but
condemned by others owing to the many deaths it

has caused. These deaths are due to the fact that

the physiological action of adrenalin is disregarded.

It should not be given early because the anesthetic

itself, as well as the excitement and fright from
which many patients suffer, stimulate the adrenals,

the blood thus containing an excess of adrenal secre-

tion. A dose of adrenalin added at this time becomes
toxic ; it so constricts the peripheral or terminal ar-

terioles that the vascular tension is greatly and sud-
denly raised and the heart is arrested by the back
pressure of the blood column. It should only be
used, therefore, when heart failure threatens late in

the course of the anesthesia, or in febrile disorders

when the heart failure occurs as a result of adrenal

exhaustion.

The same principle applies in the disorders of the

heart itself. Adrenal gland is a remarkable aid

where atony of the heart muscle exists, precisely

where digitalis is indicated, that is to say, in uncom-
plicated dilatation, defensive compensation in valvu-

lar disorders with asthenia, hypotension, hypothennia
and other disorders. An important feature in this

connection is that when digitalis itself begins to

fail, it is often due to exhaustion not only of the

adrenals whose secretion sustain directly the heart

muscle, but also to the fact that the sympathetic sys-
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teni depends upon this same adrenal secretion to

carry on its function. I have seen adrenaHn save

Hfe in auricular fibrillation where digitalis had lost

its hold. In threatening cases, adrenalin intramus-

cularly, with one sixth grain in a triturate under the

tongue, is promptly effective. I have seen elderly

people dying gradually from uncomplicated heart

failure, with low blood pressure and almost imper-

ceptible pulse and heart sounds (a natural outcome
of the progressive atrophy of the adrenals which

begins after middle age) virtually come to life and

resume their normal occupations under the com-
bined use of suprarenal gland and digitalis. The
suprarenal substance here, supplied not only to the

adrenal medulla its specific adrenal principle, but

in doing so it also provided the whole cardiovascu-

lar system and the sympathetic system and its gan-

glia their normal pabuhnn vita, i. e., the substance

which caused in them the resumption of normal

oxygenation and metabolism.

The dozen or so of diseases briefly outlined merely

serve to illustrate the important role the adrenals

must play both in pathogenesis and treatment. It

becomes a question as to the actual number of mor-
bid processes or diseases influenced directly or indi-

rectly by the adrenals. This question may be briefly

answered by another : How many diseases are there

in which oxygenation and metabolism are more or

less factors of the morbid process? Close analysis

of the question would show that the list includes

practically all diseases which threaten life itself,

the entire field of neurology and psychiatry—indeed,

probably the whole domain of morbidity.

Again, the illustrative diseases described are only

those in which adrenal organotherapy is indicated.

How about other agents and, particularly, drugs?

This is where precision is again introduced where
random treatment now prevails, for with familiar

remedies zve can control the functional activity of
the adrenals or its effects. Thus, the adrenals are

•directly stimulated by strychnine. This fact, which
I first urged in 1903 and several times since (4), has

recently been confirmed by Stewart and Rogoff (5)
who found in the course of an elaborate pharmaco-
logical study, that therapeutic doses of strychnine,

those you use every day, caused a marked and last-

ing increase in the production of the adrenal secre-

tion. Now, any textbook of neurology will show by
the number of diseases neurologists treat with strych-

nine : functional atonic disorders of all kinds, par-

alyses, myasthenias, neurasthenias, shock, chronic

alcoJwlism. cerebral anemias, depressive insanities,

and others, what the adrenals mean in these diseases.

Yet, if any of these disorders happens to be one in

which the adrenals are deficient, which means that

the whole sympathetic system is likewise incapable,

owing to deficiency of its chromaffin or medullary-

adrenal substance, to carry on its functions, neurolo-

gists meet failure, since strychnine serves merely

to stimulate adrenals incapable of supplying enough
secretion to benefit the patient. If, however, they

supply also the needs of the adrenals themselves and
simultaneously those of the sympathetic system by
administering suprarenal gland, or its more active

and persistent counterpart, hypophysis sicca, they

will obtain the desired result.

But strychnine is not the only agent which stim-

ulates the adrenals. Either directly or indirectly,

nux vomica, brucine, cocaine and other cardiac and
nerve tonics do likewise. So do caffeine, tea, nico-

tine and alcohol. Experiments and the recent war
have emphasized this action of alcohol and con-

firmed the older observations of Hobart A. Hare
that it enhanced the defensive functions of the body
when administered in moderate doses and well

diluted. Moreover, the value of alcohol in modera-
tion and free dilution has been recently emphasized
experimentally. It was found that it is in antag-

onizing fatigue wastes that alcohol is especially effect-

ive. This is again in keeping with one of the earli-

est discoveries concerning the functions of the

adrenals, that of Abelous and Langlois, who found
that the antitoxic properties of these organs were
primarily the destruction of fatigue wastes. Con-
versely, the prolonged use of strong solutions of

alcohol, such as brandy or whiskey, have been found
to cause degenerative lesions in all ductless glands

examined, including the adrenals, and to lower the

efficiency of the defensive functions. Light beers

and wines, however, were found quite harmless to

these organs, owing to their inability to produce
intoxication even in large doses.

I might remark in this connection that temperate
laws based on knowledge, instead of the prevailing

product of misguided altruism often fed, unfortu-

nately, by ignorance and fanaticism, would soon
command the respect of the American people. It is

because all adrenal stimulants, by increasing oxyge-
nation and metabolism, convey a feeling of well

being, particularly during fatigue or exhaustion, that

they are in such demand, especially by working men.
It is not the innocent and temperate who should

be prohibited but the intemperate.

Continuing the pharmacological side of the ques-
tion, how can we counteract excessive functional

activity of the adrenals? We have seen, for instance,

that adrenaHn injected early during anesthesia is

dangerous and has caused several deaths because
the dose is added to an excess of adrenal secretion

and that constriction of all arterioles finally leads to

cardiac arrest. Should we in a threatened case of

this sort inject, as is now done, strychnine, caffeine,

alcohol, and other drugs, which, we have seen, would
further stimulate the adrenals ? Obviously not. We
have precise antagonists jn the nitrites. As Soll-

mann (6) states; "The fall of blood pressure is due
entirely to the extensive vasodilatation produced by
the direct action of the nitrite on the arterioles."

Injections of nitroglycerine, inhalations of amyl
nitrite, are therefore indicated, all stimulants being
avoided. Arsenic, chloral, and other hypnotics, alco-

hol in large doses, bromides, veratrum viride and
other depressants, also include in their pharmacolog-
ical action, depression of the adrenals.

THE THYROID

We will now turn to the only other endocrine con-
sidered today, the thyroid gland. Physiologists and
clinicians are in accord concerning the influence of
this gland upon metabolism. Kendall, to whom we
owe thyroxin, by far the most perfect of the thyroid
active principles yet produced, states in this connec-
tion (7) : "The changes occurring in a patient with
thyroid deficiency, or in an experimental animal Iiy
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the administration of thyroid, are so great that prac-

tically every cell within the animal organism is

changed. The effects are felt throughout the ner-

vous system and the circulatory system, the rate of

metabolism is enormously increased, and even the

skin and hair show revolutionary changes."

When referring to the influence of the adrenal

secretion or organic products on metabolism, I used
this term only to avoid confusion. In reality the

adrenals affect but one phase of metabolism, the

constructive phase as it were, that of anabolism.

The thyroid gland also influences metabolism, but

its catabolic, or breaking down, phase. This accounts

for the familiar antifat effects when thyroid is ad-

ministered. This action on reserve fats is followed by
breaking down of the nitrogenous tissues themselves.

When, as is well known, the thyroid is functionally

inadequate, metabolism is slowed, as it is in adrenal

insufficiency, but tlie symptoms are specific to the

thyroid. In the severe forms there occurs a condi-

tion in which the oxygen intake and carbon dioxide

output are so reduced that the subjects have been
termed living plants. Even in such cases of cretin-

ism, thyroid gland sometimes produces marvellous

effects, veritable resurrections.

In a general practice, such cases are seldom seen.

Many are encountered, however, in which the thy-

roid is not quite sufficiently active functionally to

carry on metabolism, or rather catabolism, perfectly.

These patients with hypothyroidism are often fat and
pudgy. They belong to what might be called the

torpid and morbid class—languid, constantly fa-

tigued, somnolent on rising—all of which symptoms
tend to disappear as the day wears on. They some-
times complain of headache and backache, usually

between the shoulder blades, or of the sacrolumbar

pains which rest in bed tends more to aggravate than

to improve. Their temperature is low, and their

hands are flabby, cold and sometimes damp, as are

likely to be the feet, the latter being occasionally of

the type termed flatfoot, and requiring central sup-

port. The skin is sallow, pale and waxy, causing the

patient to appear older than his or her age, and
suggesting an undei lying renal trouble. Alopecia,

beginning at the forehead and tending towards the

occiput, is common in adults, the hair in marked
cases being coarse, dry and brittle. The eyebrows
tend to become shortened at the expense of the outer

ends. Marked cases may also show cutaneous infil-

tration as in myxedema, and, perhaps, an increase of

weight and even pads of fat over the clavicles. The
teeth tend to become cariotis and loose and are par-

ticularly prone to become tartrous, with pyorrhea

alveolaris as the general result.

Stich patients are particularly prone to nasophar-

yngeal infections with aural complications through

the eustachian tubes. This is due to the lowered

germicidal activity of the vault where the defensive

barriers are of the utmost importance owing to the

constant inhalation of bacteria laden air. Why this

vulnerability to infection ?

A most unfortunate feature, in view of the incal-

culable harm it does, is the neglect in this country of

the role of the thyroparathyroid apparatus in the im-

mune chemistry of the body, now fully recognized

particularly on the continent of Europe. It is not

only a function which may be utilized to treat suc-

cessfully many obscure disorders, but one which
when abnormally active, as in hyperthyroidism and
dementia priecox, may cause great suffering, insan-
ity and death.

Although Horsley, in 1892, showed that the role

of the thyroid in catabolism included the breaking
down of toxic waste products of metabolism, the
theory that the thyroparathyroid mechanism took
part in our defensive functions against infections

and exogenous pathogenic agents was introduced by
myself in 1903 and further developed in 1907. I

then urged that it played the role of the sensitizing

agent described originally by Denis and Leclef and
which Wright and Douglas termed opsonin. This
has been confirmed at the Pasteur Institute, the Bac-
teriological Institute of Liege, also in Russia and
Italy. McCarrison (8), to whose labors we owe
much in this connection, states in a review of the
question, beginning with my labors : "The fact that

the antitoxic and bactericidal resources of the body
are largely dependent on the functional perfection
of the thyroparathyroid mechanism is, I beheve, as
clearly established as is the influence of this mecha-
nism on metabolism." His excellent book upon the

thyroid gland fully confirms this conclusion.

In certain cases the development of any disorder
is likely to prove rebellious to treatment and the use
of small doses of thyroid gland will more or less

promptly turn the tide. In articular rheumatism
for instance we often obtain no results from the
salicylates, even in large doses, but if we study such
a case from the viewpoint of endocrinology, we will

discern symptoms of hypothyroidism of the larval

type: a tendency to cold extremities, a pasty skin

with perhaps transient edemas, scant hair, obesity,

eczema, psoriasis, nausea, myasthenia, etc. Now, if

we give these patients say one and one half grains of
thyroid daily in divided doses, we will soon find the
salicylates effective. Why? Because the thyroid
product sensitizes the bacteria produced by the causa-
tive focal area, tonsillar, dental, intestinal, etc., and
they are at once taken up by phagocytes and broken
down by the antibodies in the blood. The germs are
not seized and destroyed until the thyroid hormone
sensitizes them.

In pulmonary tuberculosis, thyroid administered
to experimentally infected animals has been found
not only to raise markedly the opsonic index, but
also to prolong greatly their life and in some to

prevent death. The blood had been found amply-
supplied with antibodies, complement, agglutinin,

precipitin, etc., but it was only when the thyroid was
administered that the animals began to improve fol-

lowing infection, because this hormone was neces-
sary to render the germs vulnerable to the anti-

bodies. The great lesson to learn from this fact is

that we have been doing the right thing for years for
these patients, but doing it half heartedly or too late

to save them. Iodine—which alone has stood the
test of time—owes its action to the fact that it is

taken up by the thyroid. Another lesson is that we
need no longer wait until a patient becomes tubercu-
lous to know that he is predisposed to this disease,

since all cases of larval hypothyroidism, the symp-
toms of which have already been described, are
known to be exceedingly vulnerable, while practi-

cally all pretuberculous people show signs of hypo-
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thyroidism. Preventive treatment by the iodides

would do much, therefore, to reduce the mortaHty of

puhnonary tuberculosis.

The number of diseases influenced by the thyroid

gland owing to its influence on catabolism and its

sensitizing action on bacteria and other harmful sub-

stances which are to be engulfed by phagocytes or

other defensive agencies, and reduced to end prod-

ucts to be eliminated from the body, is familiar to

you all. Briefly, it is the long list, including syphilis,

bronchial asthma, arteriosclerosis, glandular enlarge-

ments, osseous tuberculosis, psoriasis, and other dis-

eases, in which you have been administering iodine,

especially in the form of iodide of potassium. It

is in truth the thyroid hormone which does the work
and when you administer iodine in any form, the

gland takes up about eight and Jive tenths per cent.

(Marine) of that administered, until the quantity it

can assimilate has been reached. This event marks

the beginning of the socalled physiological effects,

which are not such in the least, but an efl^ort to elim-

inate in every direction possible the offending and

useless excess of halogen that may be present in

the body at large.

We have now seen that while deficient thyroid effi-

ciency, hypothyroidism, predisposes to infection and

may even prevent the action of our remedies, in-

creased efficiency of this gland, obtained by admin-

istering iodine or the iodides, increases defensive

efficiency in many diseases. There are two other

phases of the functions of this gland in disease to

which a brief aUusion must be made : compensatory

enlargement and excessive defensive functional

activity.

Compensatory enlargement is occasionally wit-

nessed in various infections including pulmonary
tuberculosis and also in toxemias, even what might

be termed a physiological toxemia such as is pro-

duced by the excess of wastes during pregnancy. In

both forms of intoxication, the thyroid increases in

size, because it is inherently unable to undertake and

carry on more than its usual antitoxic functions, the

catabolism of physiological wastes. When, however,

any abnormal source of intoxication occurs, a gen-

eral infection, a focal accumulation of bacteria which
are constantly excreting toxins, whether located in

the tonsils, sinuses, teeth, gums, and other places,

or in the intestinal canal as fecal stasis, or the water

or food contains toxic substances, the gland tries to

increase its functional acttvity and enlarges.

This condition, when persistent, is that familiar

to you all as goitre. When due to an acute infec-

tion, it promptly disappears when the causative dis-

ease is spent. When, however, the source of infec-

tion or toxemia persists, as is the case when a focal

infection or an external source of continuous, even

though slight, poisoning occurs, it is this causative

factor which must be removed. Simultaneously,

however, the thyroid itself must be aided by the use

of iodine or of the iodides and iodine ointments,

weak enough not to irritate the skin and prevent

absorption, applied over the growth. A third feature

of goitre requires attention, however : the abnormal
dilatation of the vessels in the gland— which is the

mechanical cause of its excessive activity, as long

ago shown by Claude Bernard. While, but only

while, its efficiency is being compensated by the io-

dides, this abnormal vasodilatation, which causes the

enlargement, can be mastered by another familiar

remedy, ergotin, which causes contraction of the

vessels. With these four measures carried out simul-

taneousl}' : removal of the primary cause, daily appli-

cations of weak iodine ointment over the gland, and
iodine or the iodides and ergotin internally, I have

seen uncomplicated goitres disappear often with

surprising rapidity.

The same process of compensative enlargement

and enhanced activity may become such as to cause

very serious and even fatal diseases. We have a

striking example of this action in exophthalmic

goitre, in which the tissues are, so to say, driven to

self destruction through excessive sensitization and
catabolism. Here, again, some focal infection or

toxemia is the underlying cause, the gland becoming
enlarged because it is unable normally to stand the

strain and, as in ordinary goitre, undergoes arterial

congestion to increase its efficiency. Important,

however, in this connection, is the fact that in n>any

instances the gland does not become enlarged be-

cause it is efficient and able to carry on the antitoxic

strain placed upon it. Nor is exophthalmos present

in all by any means. Yet, the typical tachycardia,

tremor, and other signs are present—all typical of

exaggerated metabolism. Here, again, removal of

the source of toxemia, focal, endogenous or exoge-

nous, absolute rest to reduce to a minimum the pro-

duction of wastes which increase the defensive activ-

ity of the organ, ergotin to constrict its arteries, fur-

ther aided in this disease by another powerful vaso-

constrictor, quinine hydrobromide, and a diet from
which dark meats, known to excite the thyroid, are

eschewed, will enable you, if persisted in, to master
the disease without sacrificing the gland itself or

any part of it.

The last disorder to which I will briefly refer is one
which has sent hundreds of thousands of children

and adolescents to our insane asylums and is increas-

ingly doing so

—

dementia prcecox. That this means
their practical death is suggested by the fact that

in New York State alone, out of 21,070 cases in its

asylums, less than one case per thousand had been
discharged cured during the fiscal year ending June
20, 1917. Now there is much evidence to show that

we are dealing with a disorder akin in some of the

catatonic cases at least, to a condition resembling
exophthalmic goitre in the sense that (at least from
my viewpoint), the phosphorized fats which form
part of the cerebral and other neurons, break down
under the influence of excessive thyroid activity,

induced by a toxemia, in predisposed subjects. Here
again, removal of the cause, some focal infection

and reduction of the ihyroidal exuberance, by con-

stricting the dilated vessels, supplemented by leci-

thins—organic products rich in phosphorus and a

diet rich in fats, to rebuild the affected neurons, has
produced recovery where the intensity of the symp-
toms had left no hope.

CONCLUSIONS.

In closing this elementary outline of a few of the

many disorders which might be analyzed to illus-

trate the close relationship between the endocrines

and everyday diseases, permit me to urge that I am
not submitting theoretical considerations, but repeat-
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cdly proved facts, which you can readily verify your-
selves in your daily work. I would also urge: 1,

that although some thirty and odd morbid processes
have been summarized in this paper, the relations

between cause and effect, meaning thereby the man-
ner in which the morbid changes were produced,
found their normal explanation in every instance,

and 2, that in not a single instance was a remedy
advocated empirically, that is to say, without indicat-

ing how it antagonized the morbid process for which
it was recommended. The endocfines alone made
this possible.

On' the whole, what I have submitted seems to

me to sustain my firm belief that tlicre is a rational

medicine in sight, as regards both pathogenesis and
therapeutics, provided we utilize intelligently the

splendid aggregate of knowledge all the branches of
medicine, auxiliary and clinical, have placed at our
disposal. I f we do this, and with Hippocrates "look

to the efiforts of Nature for guidance" and realize

that we have in the endocrines the mechanism
through which Nature not only sustains the vital

processes but also preserves their integrity, the days
of empiricism will soon be numbered.
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Endocrine Tropisms
Gonadotropism: Fourth Contribution

By D. M. KAPLAN, M. D.,

New York.

The importance of clinical endocrine studies

becomes daily more apparent, and every specialty

in medicine is beginning to note the benefit derived

from linking endocrinology with a great number of

subjective as well as objective manifestations. Even
traumatism has an endocrine significance as was
ably shown by Crile in his numerous and interesting

contributions on this subject. It is fairly well

established today that the entire human sensory

motor mechanism is intimately linked with the func-

tions of the glands with internal secretions. These
secretions certainly possess a determining power in

directing the functional trend of the individual, and
if permitted to pursue an unchecked career will

very often produce physical manifestations which

will furnish interesting data for the histologists.

In the majority of instances an equilibrium is main-

tained which need not force the individual to seek

medical advice ; on the other hand, many formes
frustes as well as prodromal endocrinopathic states

are not recognized until histopathological changes

have become permanently established. Recognized
early, such occurrences should become rarer as we
advance in endocrine lore and interpretation. In

this communication an interpretation of the endo-

crine phenomena which occur in the gonadotropic

individual will be dealt with and will include chiefly

the functional and subjective manifestations, inter-

spersed here and there with histopathological

confirmation of endocrine findings which are still

in need of such support, but in the main the paper

will deal with subjective complaints such as the

physician is called upon to relieve in the majority

of instances. Sundry therapeutic precepts will be

of¥ered which may not tally with the orthodox opin-

ions, but they will be given only when the procedure

adduced proved of signal and lasting benefit.

It is almost an axiom that the preservation of the

race depends upon the functional activity of the

gonads, and if the ego is to survive in the form of

another individual it is only insured of a future

existence through the activity of the reproductive

organs. Hereditary characteristics and the varied

nuances of character, predisposition and personality,

in fact the entire makeup of the soma and psyche
are embodied in and are transmitted through the

medium of the spermatozoa. They carry with
them dominant and recessive qualities from the

male element consisting of sidechains gathered from
every cell depot of the individual and also from
every gland with an internal secretion. The female

elements contribute their quota in a similar manner
and the union of the two reciprocally complement
each other in that the male recessive feature is

dominated by the corresponding dominant female
equivalent and vice versa.

The somatic and psychio factors which would be

required to furnish the materials to make a com-
plete male or female are not known, and the sum-
mum bonum still remains a comparative term—for

we know not where perfection exists and what is

best for mankind, present or future. In so far as

the physician is concerned it is his domain to pre-

vent disease or an uncomfortable existence and to

cure a given suflferer totally, rapidly and with the

least inconvenience to the patient. At least that is

what the sick one hopes for and what the doctor

ought to strive for. To me it is not only a pleasure

but a distinct duty to inform the reader of this

communication of the less common somatic and
psychic indices which would shed a ray of light on
the interpretation of an apparently obscure case as

well as to outline a therapeutic procedure based
upon results obtained from its employment in more
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or less analogous situations. To begin with, I make
the statement that there are no men or women
without heterosexual psychic or somatic appanages

;

1 say this no matter how perfect their architecture

or functions may be. Similar to the bipolarity of a

magnet, every human being is likewise bisexual. In

the study of gonadotropisms the quantitative deter-

mination of the heterosexual contents will have to

be ascertained before any therapeutic advice is

given. This is only possible with an adequate

knowledge of endocrine principles and facts and
the ability to collate apparently dissimilar findings.

On the surface, endocrinology may appear icono-

clastic, but a deeper investigation convinces one

that it is a distinct step forward towards determi-

nism in medicine and in many instances when
properly used renders prognostication almost pro-

phetic.

As you may know, there are signs which enable

the doctor to determine beforehand whether a child

will contract diphtheria or not. These signs have
been made use of before the Schick test became a

public school procedure, of course by endocrinolo-

gists only. To them dark hair implanted low on
the forehead, sharp canine teeth, darkly pigmented
moles, a tendency toward hirsuties or a white Ser-

gent's line were the indices of an adrenotropic

constitution. To them also an adrenotropic child

was considered far more susceptible to diphtheria

than a cliild otherwise constituted, such as a thyro-

tropic, pituitotropic or gonadotropic one. This
communication being concerned with gonadotropic

occurrences takes cognizance of the gonadotropic
importance of mumps in a child or adult, and pos-

sessing such information the doctor can p"edict the

psychosomatic limitations in such an individual

which may take place in the future. What these

limitations, abnormal traits or pathological tenden-

cies will be one cannot and ought not attempt to

predict, but that they will come about can be stated

with emphasis.

If it were possible to ascertain the infancy of the

well known psychopaths I am fairly certain that

Oscar Wilde, Zacher-Mazoch or Harry Thaw would
give a history of mumps durjng their early life. It

must be remembered that only in rare instances are

the gonads affected by an inflammatory reaction as

a complication of mumps ; much more frequently,

however, they are involved in a manner most cryptic

and give evidence only later in life that their func-
tional mechanism was peculiarly interfered with.

Histologically, one rarely finds anything deviating

from the average. In such instances the psycho-
pathic soil is inherited and all it needs is the seed
of environment and a flaw in the gonadal chain

which takes in the functions of the adrenals and
the pituitary in its manifold manifestations. But
it takes a Daniel in endocrinology to interpret the

Tekel Upharsin written on the exterior of the indi-

vidual and which when corrected early would keep
an Oscar Wilde out of a jail and perhaps a Thaw
also. But one must be ahXt to read and correct.

Volumes have been written concerning endocrinol-
ogy and the communication I am offering herewith
is only an A B C. We shall return to mumps and
consider this disease as a gonadotropic index.
Whether the gonads were involved, resulting in an

orchitis or oophoritis, does not matter, nor does it

follow that a severe inflammatory compHcation

during an attack of mumps need cripple the func-

tional expression of the gonadal apparatus.

The most insignificant attack with an uneventful

recovery is»often observed in those dangerous and

extrasocial psychopaths whose parents hardly

remember the slight swelling which occurred during

the early period of the patient's life. Evidently

mumps must fall upon a soil hereditarily below par

in order to produce a disturbance in the cerebro-

adrenal relationship as a result of this invasion by

a gonadotropic poison. Embryologically the cere-

bral cortex, the adrenal cortex and the endocrine

cells of the gonads are interrelated. Functionally

the thyroid, the pituitary and the pineal gland play

a role in the functional activities of the gonads and
in order to work correctly the gonads require the

healthy support of these endocrines and only when
this perfect orchestration is at hand can we speak

of a mens sano in corpore sano.

Now then, how is one to determine the balance

of power among the endocrines? What have we at

our disposal to determine the tropism of this or that

individual, be he a patient or not? The answer is

simple : Anamnesis and status praesens. But as

simple as the answer appears at first sight it is

nevertheless a difficult one to follow and though, as

laconic as the basis of all religions, "Love thy neigh-

bor as thyself," it is rarely adhered to. One must
be generous in spending as much time as possible

in order to unearth from the past the underlying

cause of the trouble and to delve deeply into the

diseases of infancy, advent of puberty, home life

and other environmental conditions of the patient.

With this in view, I shall give a few guiding sug-

gestions, fully cognizant of the fact that I can only

offer the A B C of the topic under discussion. In

view of the fact that mumps have a tendency to

involve the gonads I have designated this malady as

gonadotropic. Diphtheria is for potent reasons

adrenotropic. Having obtained a history of mumps
in your patient it is endocrinologically correct to

suspect an error in the gonads functionally and at

times even structurally. The patients need not

divulge anything directly relative to their gonads or

vita scxnalis, and often it so happens that we must
be more than discreet in approaching the subject,

but the demeanor of the patient will disclose a cer-

tain degree of secretiveness as though their inner-

most secret is about to be placed under a microscope,

thus revealing unconsciously the stvnnbling block

which causes them to seek medical advice. We
need not expect a story centred about the functional

activities of the gonads. The .patient will complain
of a headache, more often than not supraorbital in

location, again it may be on the vertex, at the occi-

put, or anywhere on the head, but possessing a cer-

tain periodicity in its occurrence, loss of appetite,

epileptiform attacks lacking the stamp of genuine-
ness and a host of symptoms which belong to the

vast douiain of psychopathology.
The next feature in the anamnesis is a most im-

portant one and deals with thoroughness with the

gonadal advent, this being a particularly important
period -in the life of the female. Here it is the
height of neglect to ascertain superficially the men-
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strual functions as is often done by the busy prac-

titioner, but an insight into the pituitary function

must be obtained by a study of the periodicity, the

adrenals are surveyed by a study of the pains and

the thyroid shows its efifect by the state of the

menstrual blood. There are other qutstions rarely

put to the patient, but which nevertheless have a

telltale significance in an endocrine investigation,

such as, "Where does the premenstrual blemish

appear?" and strange to say some rather clever

gynecologists confess that they never heard about it.

"Can the napkins be easily washed?" If a leucor-

rhea is present it is very important to ascertain its

most intimate characteristics. "Is there a distinct

change in the appetite at that time and does the

patient crave for sharp foods?" All these questions

have a bearing upon the correct interpretation of

the trouble, and furthermore possess valuable

therapeutic information. Having mentioned the

premenstrual blemish, I believe a few words con-

cerning its peculiarities will not be amiss. I found
it present in ninety-five per cent, of women, the rest

not being certain about its appearance anywhere on

the body. It appears from two to ten days before

the flow is established and lasts from one to three

days after. At times it disappears as soon as the

menses appear. Its place of occurrence is of im-

portance to endocrinologists as a deviation from the

common location is frequently associated with frank

or masked gynecological disease. In the great

majority of healthy women in whom healthy gonads
can be assumed to exist the blemish appears at the

nasolabial furrow on the right side in the form of

a small pustule at times no larger than a pin head.

A gonadal error is not present if it should occur

on the corresponding left side. Should it develop

on the forehead, shoulders, back or chest, I would
on this basis not consider the gonads as absolutely

functionally intact. Appearing on the chin, it has

likewise no special significance. I have by no means
exhausted the manifestations appearing during this

impregnation preparatory period, and I am quite

certain that there will be students of endocrinology

who will finish what I consider only a beginning.

Dark rings under the eyes, an enlargement of the

thyroid, a thickened condition of the lips and irrita-

bility will all be considered of importance in their

exaggerated or attenuated appearance. Aside from
the menstrual flow and its varied expression, one
must not lose sight of the environment during its

first appearance.

I have pointed out elsewhere it is of the greatest

moment to prepare the mind of the child for this

advent and make its initiation the most natural and
least shocking accornpaniment of womanhood. A
shock in certain girls during this first gonadal crisis,

for it certainly is a crisis, will bear its undesirable

fruit in the future in the form of a psychic or endo-

crine derangement. It is therefore of prime impor-

tance to ascertain whether any shock was given to

budding womanhood at that time and fully weigh
the environment of the child, its health at that time,

the familial status, economic reverses, curtailment

of customary luxuries, studies, work, and other

factors. From an endocrine point of view this may
be summarized as the menstrual anamnesis.*

A gonadal crisis occurs in boys also, and though

devoid of its objective innovation in the form of a

flow of blood, it nevertheless has its subjective

equivalents and one must be prepared to remove the

secretive reserve with which the youth or young
adult tries to surround his psychic vita sexualis.

For him there are also terrors in store for which he

cannot find an explanation and broods silently in a

corner, or becomes absentminded, forgets his les-

sons, cannot concentrate, and the shock is delivered

when he fails to pass his school examination and is

thoroughly punished by an ignorant parent. The
climax which breaks down the psyche of the boy

and sows the seed for a future psychopath is not

infrequently consummated in the doctor's office

when the youth is bluntly confronted by the crip-

pling results following masturbation, and hencefor-

ward the susceptible psychogonadal mechanism tries

to find an excuse for its existence and an outlet for

its expression. Both become unnatural and twisted

and furnish the material out of which the future

delinquent, the ne'er do well, and the outspoken

criminal are made. For such we have many wise

and unwise remedies, but, in my opinion, pre-

vention and proper home hygiene and careful and
sane preparation would relieve legislators, lawyers

and judges of much unpleasant work. To go into

the subject still more deeply is to purloin the domain
of psychoanalysis, a much needed department of

medicine in that it makes thorough history taking

a part of its armamentarium.
From the examination of the patient we have still

greater endocrinological support in ascertaining the

tropism of the individual. Here as in the anamnes-
tic part features are left out by the busy practitioner

which are considered good information by the endo-
crinologists. It has not become common property

that the teeth have been given an endocrine impor-

tance by myself in an . exposition of the subject

under the title of An Endocrine Interpretation of

the Dental Apparatus, which appeared in Endo-
crinology for April, 1917. This has been emphasized
before. Since then a few careful observers have
supported my contention and I shall here give a

short resume of the teeth in gonadotropic indi-

viduals.

In the gonadotropic individual the dental appa-

ratus carries a very striking earmark of the trop-

ism. It is well known that the middle upper incisors

carry a message from the pituitary and that the

canine teeth designate the individual's adrenal

equipment. The upper lateral incisors do the iden-

tical function so far as the gonads are concerned
and furnish an earmark, though an unexplainable

one, of the somatic and functional completeness of

the gonads. Why this is so I do not know, but on
many occasions the poor implantation of the left

upper lateral incisor, together with a careful reex-

amination of the patient physically and anamnesti-
cally proved that the patient had an ovarian dis-

turbance instead of the suspected appendical

trouble. If, ab ova, the gonads are the individual's

points of least resistance in so far as trauma is con-

cerned, they will show on the surface and in the

patient's upper lateral incisors the stamp of terato-

logical or functional defect. As may be gathered

from the tooth involved in a right ovarian situation

the relationship is a crossed one in that the left
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upper lateral incisor is involved. The aberration

from normal consists in a poor implantation, its

mesial edge showing forward and at times even

overlapping the middle incisor. One must be care-

ful in differentiating the real torsion from the

apparently twisted tooth having no gonadal signifi-

cance and resulting from a too small upper jaw,

the condition being one of crowding, and hence with-

out a gonadal endocrine expression. A similar

twisted state in the right upper lateral incisor points

to the left gonad.

A few years ago I had occasion to visit my Alma
Mater hospital and related my endocrine experi-

ences ; the house physician at that time suggested

that I be given an opportunity to prove my findings.

They had a number of patients brought into the

room, among whom was one who had a congenitally

absent testicle, the other being normal. I proceeded

to examine the teeth of the eight men and by elimi-

nation one was left in the room as the most likely

one. You can imagine the surprise of the doctors

when I picked the right one among the eight. An
almost similar occurrence took place when I accom-
panied a doctor on his rounds in one of the big

hospitals in this city. A woman who had a diseased

ovary removed was shown to me and I was asked
by the doctor to determine, in an endocrine way,
which one was absent. The correct answer puzzled

the doctor until I imparted to him the method of

analysis. Now, I determined the side on which the

ovary was removed, not by changes that took place

since its removal, but from an analysis of the teeth,

which imparted to me the information that one
ovary must have been deficient and hence the likely

one to be afifected by a disease process requiring

surgical interference. In case of the absent testicle

I also determined from an analysis of the dental

apparatus which one was delinquent. In the case

of a near relative I took the stand against the opin-

ion of one of the most noted surgeons in the land

in that I considered the condition not one of surgi-

cal appendicitis but rather that of an ovarian neu-
ralgia. The same individual had more than six

attacks, the last one appearing nine years ago. She
is perfectly well today, and I am certain that there

are many others who had the same trouble but were
operated upon for lack of information of the kind
used to save my relative from the knife. The rela-

tionship as mentioned before is a crossed one, the

left upper lateral incisor indicating a functional or
structural abnormality in the right gonad, the right

one pointing vice versa.

Such individuals, when they give a history of
mumps, furnish enough data to the discerning phy-
sician to keep him on the lookout for gonadal situ-

ations, psychic or somatic. Now comes another
instance forever fixing the significance of the gon-
adal teeth in my mind. A woman of forty-five

came to the hospital for pains in the abdomen and
left side. She had never menstruated, was married
many years, was never pregnant. When I examined
her mouth the striking feature was the entire

absence of both upper lateral incisors. Upon ques-
tioning her about them I was told that they never
erupted. I made a tentative prognosis of congeni-
tal absence or primitive development of her gonads.
By a careful gynecological examination the adnexa

were not palpable and a rudimentary uterus was
found. Since then the utility of this sign has been

established, at least in so far as I am concerned.

The reader will gather from what has been said

that any individual possessing marked heterosexual

stigmata carries this excess at the expense of his

own psychosomatic gonadal storehouse. Hence it

is to be taken as significant of diminished mascu-
linity if a man has to shave only once a week, has

a squeaky voice, shows a gynecomastia, pubic hair

with the apex downward, venus dimples over the

sacrum, lack of hair on the shins, and an eye sug-

gestive of exophthalmos. If the case is that of a

woman who presents a hairy upper lip, or undevel-

oped breasts, or hairy shins, or a masculine distri-

bution of the pubic hair (apex upward) she likewise

does so at the expense of her psychosomatic femi-

ninity. The man and the woman of these types

suffer. If they do not complain of any discomfort

at the time, they nevertheless posssess certain

characteristics in their demeanor sufficient to draw
the attention of the critical observer. Their gonadal
equipment is incomplete and often their complaints

which have been classified as sexual neuirasthenia,

for the sake of convenience, have received only

superficial attention and if anything only makeshift

therapy.

In the records of my friend and teacher, the late

Dr. Joseph Fraenkel, will be found the case of a

man who proved to be a nuisance to himself and
others and a particular pest to the doctors whom he

consulted, who was completely cured, much to the

surprise of the man himself and his previous physi-

cians, by a vigorous therapy with ovarian extract.

He received other endocrines before but only the

latter had an effect upon him. Cases can be multi-

plied but would introduce repetitions, and there are

by no means instances lacking where women showed
their only improvement after a suitable therapy
with sperminum Poehl by mouth or injection.

For me to go into the hopeless domain of incur-

able teratological defects, such as is shown by the

gonadal expression in cases of adiposogenital dystro-

phy or cases of gigantism would be a waste of time.

Whether it is best to operate upon their pituitary in

the absence of serious intracranial symptoms or not

I leave to the surgeons. To my mind surgery will

not untie the Gordian knot of their endocrine

tangle. However, it is in our power to alleviate

their subjective discomfort by proper endocrine

therapy, bearing in mind their gonadotropism. For
the endocrine therapeutist, however, there is a vast

field for doing wonderful work with those chronic

headaches, pseudoepilepsies, sexual abnormalities

and other conditions which show the tropisms de-

scribed as gonadal in these pages. You will find

the headache associated with the menstrual phe-
nomena, that they have a certain periodicity, that

they are supraorbital and occur in those who show
one or more of the gonadotropic signs spoken of

before. In the pseudoepileptic there will be an
absence of tongue biting, no injuries, the patient

will not display the abject hopelessness in his facial

expression which invariably stigmatizes the incur-

able epileptic, and there will be some sort of a hitch

in his psychic or somatic vita scxualis.

Only half of the good will have been accom-
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plished if we do not warn the patient against a too

hasty oophorectomy, forgetting that much good can

be obtained from a judicious endocrine therapy and

also that every pain in the appendical region need

not require the knife and that this pain may come
entirely from a faulty ovarian function. Here an

endocrine interpretation will be of great benefit and
save the patient from an unnecessary operation.

Now as to the use of the various endocrine prod-

ucts : Let me warn the beginner against all adver-

tised products. Let me warn him particularly

against the readymade diagnosis and the readymade
shotgun pill. He who indulges in such therapeutics

will learn nothing about endocrinology and will

frequently do more harm than good. There are a

great many manufacturing concerns who dry, rub

and extract part of various quadrupeds and sell

them to the unsuspecting medical public as endocrine

products. Deal with long established reliable firms.

Shun the business seeking firms who deluge your
office weekly with literature which is less than use-

less in practical instances.

Now as to the drugs themselves. Let me inform
the doctor that there are few instances where the

firm gives due consideration to the endocrine status

of the animal used for the furnishing of the par-

ticular gland desired. For instance, one will not

deny the fact, unless he is totally ignorant of endo-

crine interrelationship, that an animal whose gonads
are diseased cannot furnish a good gonadal extract,

testicular or ovarian. Not only are the gonadal

extracts useless from such an animal but the pitui-

tary gland of such a beast also sufifers and at the

expense of its endocrine constitution. Such a

pituitary extract may have certain biological stan-

dards equal to the healthy and unchanged gland,

but endocrinally it certainly cannot be as potent as

the healthy animal's pituitary.

The crux in the manufacture of pituitary extract

is had when we have to admit that our extracts are

made chiefly from structures obtained from cas-

trated bulls or steers. Such pituitary extracts, at

best, do not come up to the requirements of dis-

cerning endocrinologists. Let us hope that this

defect will be removed when endocrine therapy will

play a role equivalent to its possibilities. Another
drawback is the method of killing steers for the

obtaining of suprarenal glands. Not only is the

gland functionally altered as a result of its unbri-

dled existence devoid of its gonadal check, but the

steer is brought into contact with all the horrors so

graphically portrayed by Crile when it views a row
of slaughtered animals hanging with heads down
and throats cut and gushing blood. His adrenal

apparatus is profoundly afifected, resulting in a

desire to escape or to fight. Not infrequently such

a scared animal runs loose in an abattoir making
things lively for the slaughterhouse attendants. Dur-
ing this brief period the adrenals of the steer receive

numerous demands for more adrenalin which must
be sent into the blood stream in order to supply the

muscles with defensive powers. The demand is

continually increased even while the animal is being

hoisted up and even while his throat is being cut

and even for a few minutes after that. From this

steer the adrenals are removed in a much depleted

state and from such glands the manufacturers make
their extracts. This is the story of -the adrenals

obtained from animals killed by the kosher method.

The preliminary stunning of the steers such as is

used in the west is much more desirable in that it

eliminates to a marked degree agony adrenalin. Of
course 'the blood pressure raising principle is present

in all adrenals, but there are factors other than pure

blood pressure raising which are of importance to

endocrinologists, and it stands to reason that during

the brief period of time that the animal is subjected

to such selfevident shocks that his adrenal equip-

ment must suffer and that an extract made from
such material is by no means the greatest desider-

atum.

Another endocrine product is ovarian extract and
corpus luteum. The latter is and properly should

be obtained from healthy pregnant cows. I have
my suspicions about healthy cows being slaughtered,

but until we obtain proper standardization of endo-

crine products by the government we will have to

be satisfied with makeshifts. Mammary extracts

are made from glands obtained from nonpregnant
animals. There are very many purely technical

considerations to be disposed of, but they are of no
direct interest to the therapeutist.

Nor is the subject of endocrines exhausted with-

out a word of advice as to administration. The
chronic habit, and it is nothing but a habit, to pre-

scribe drugs, with the exception of castor oil, to be

taken three times a day, is a farce and entirely

devoid of true therapeutic principles. H one dose

accomplishes the desired effect there is no necessity

to repeat it ; if it is necessary to repeat it I do not

see the advantage of giving it only three times a

day. Why not every hour if we are anxious to

obtain a therapeutic expression of its capabilities

in a particular train of symptoms?
With endocrine products one has to deal carefully,

and this is the reason why I am so much against the

readymade diagnosis and the accompanying sug-

gestion of the manufacturer who takes upon hi^

shoulders the onus of the expert and tells the doctor

to give this in petit mal or that in ovarian neural-

gia, or in a dozen other conditions, li one cannot

work out his own therapeutic salvation the manu-
facturer of dfugs with hit or miss tactics will never

help you.

In prescribing thyroid extract begin with small

doses only, less than a quarter grain, for many
unforeseen unpleasantnesses may arise when a

beginner uses this drug. There are instances when
one may give as much as thirty grains a day, but

before doing this one must be absolutely certain that

it will do no good in smaller doses. Suprarenal

extract by mouth may be given from one sixth up
to one grain at a dose, repeated as often as is neces-

sary, even up to a dose every half hour. Ovarian

extract must be used in larger doses, say one grain

every one or two hours as the case may be. Of
mammary extract I have given as much as 120

grains a day for a week and obtained my result in

removing the depression in a girl of fifteen, whom
I consider a beginning dementia prrecox. I do not

state that a cure occurred in this instance, but only

wish to bring out the size of the dose and its effect,
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at least in this instance. As yet we have found no

cure for this disease, even with the endocrine

drugs.

Pituitary extract gave me a great deal of satis-

faction in a few cases of epileptiform attacks and I

used it rather sparingly, giving one quarter grain

every other day and watching the outcome. It

removed in a few instances the tongue biting, in

others the duration and severity, and in all the great

prostration and temporary lethargy that follows the

convulsions. For certain headaches pituitary extract

is of invaluable utility, but it must be given with

caution. In gonadotropic states, physiological or

pathological (gonadoadvent or gonadopause) this

extract is frequently the only drug which will remove
the great host of inconveniences from which the

patient comes for relief. In the psychogonadal

syndromes one will have to use seriatim, pituitary,

gonadal extracts or suprarenal gland extract. The
latter will occasionally do wonders, and in a short

time. A combination of adrenal and gonadal ex-

tract was of transient and temporary use in a few
cases of dementia praecox, but its effects upon this

disease cannot by any means be considered as even
approaching a cure. Lack of space prevents me
from going deeply into the finer therapeutic tech-

nicalities, and I shall consider this communication
as having done its bit of good if the doctor will use
his own diagnosis and try for himself, beginning
with small doses at infrequent intervals the many
single endocrine drugs (not using combinations at

all), and establish the utility of animal gland ex-

tracts for himself.

8 West Eighty-sixth Street.

A Study of High Blood Pressure in Women from the Endocrine
Point of View*

By JACOB GUTMAN, M. D, F. A. C. P.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

This communication is a protest against the use

of the designation essential hypertension as applied

to cases where high blood pressure exists without

the presence of any discoverable pathological lesion.

The term essential, employed in this connection, has

never been clearly defined, and, like much other

medical phraseology, merely serves as a cloak to

lack of precise knowledge. In place of this vague
term, I should like to offer another which seems to

be more exact, and founded upon a sound physio-

logical basis.

The condition of high blood pressure is far too

grave a one to be dealt with lightly. The reckless

use of the term essential is inexcusable. In the

series observed by me, no case was permitted to be

designated as essential until the most rigid investi-

gation had ruled out every possible cause for the

condition. In each instance the Wassermann test

and its modification were made; careful analysis of

the blood did away with the possibility of nitrogen

retention or the beginning of nephritis ; a diligent

search was pursued for any evidence of arterial,

cardiorenal or luetic affection. The chest was
rontgenographed in a search for aortic disease, and
the condition of the teeth, the tonsils, the appendix,
the gallbladder, the uterus, adnexa, rectum and every
other organ which might by any possibility harbor
infection, or under any circumstances give rise to

arterial hypertension, was minutely scrutinized.

Only when all these efforts had failed to produce
any causative factor to account for the high blood
pressure was it deemed proper to call a case esseritial.

Failing to find a reasonable pathological basis for

the condition in certain cases led the author to seek
for an endocrinological explanation. A careful study

"From the Medical Clinic, Brooklyn Diagnostic Institute.

of the features and constitutional nSarkings of the

women who registered a high blood pressure with-

out pathological evidence to which the condition

might be ascribed, soon revealed them to be of the

pituitotropic type. From long continued clinical

observations, the author, in common with other

endocrinologists, has learned to classify different

individuals in accordance with their exhibited char-

acteristics, basing the different classifications upon
the external somatic markings and functional ex-

pressions.

ENDOCRINE TYPES.

The principles upon which the classification into

types is founded have already been described ( 1 )

,

together with the influence of the endocrines upon
constitutional development. The influence which

the inherited forces of these glands of internal

secretion are able to exert is intense, even in the

earliest period of life. By means of it the indi-

vidual is molded into that form which is charac-

teristic of his ancestors, nationality and race; it

determines all the features of his body, all those

traits of character and idiosyncrasies which have
something in common with those of his progenitors.

A certain endocrine may take a leading part in this

construction of the individual, exercising an all

comprehensive influence, which results in the creation

of an individual peculiar to that endocrine type, so

that such an individual may represent a pure type

and can be named after the particular endocrine

responsible for his physical structure. Thus, a
pituitotrope is one whose development was governed
by the hypophysis ; with the thyrotrope the thyroid

was the chief molding influence. The type pro-

duced by the influence of one gland is strikingly

different from that produced by some other gland,
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SO that beings having a common glandular origin

can be readily segregated into a particular class.

To the endocrinologist these dif¥erent types are so

distinct that he is able to differentiate them as readily

as he would differentiate the breed of an animal or

species of a plant.

Not so readily classified, however, are those people

whose development has been influenced by the joint
' action of two or more glands, usually designated as

mixed types. Where several glands have had a

share in the molding of an individual, their action

may have been coincident, or have occurred at

different chronological periods. In these mixed
type individuals some features will have one glan-

dular origin, and some another, so that at times it

requires a great deal of skill to decipher these

different indications, and estabhsh the correct con-

stitutional classification of that individual. Being
much more complicated in their features, their

functional expressions and predispositions, they are

by no means as readily classified as those of the pure
or single endocrine type.

Bearing in mind that human characteristics are

the result of endocrine activities, and that each gland
has its allotted share in human development, also

that any one of these glands is able to have a pre-

dominating influence, wider than that of any other

gland, it is easy to understand that the status and
functioning of the organs of any particular indi-

vidual depend* upon the state of the controlling

glands. If, through disease or otherwise, an
endocrine system becomes deranged, the organs
under its control, whether in the first stages of

development or later in life, will exhibit somatic or

functional evidences of the altered condition of the

particular endocrine involved. Disturbances in an
endocrine are accompanied by definite organic altera-

tions, pathological, functional or psychical. The
progressive pathological involvement of a gland may
lead to the most astonishing changes, transforming
an individual to an extent which may make hmi
unrecognizable. He may alter in stature, in bodily

contour or complexion, the shape of the hands and
feet may change, the proportions of these extrem-
ities, the quantity and distribution of the hair, and,

in addition, there is frequently a change in the

mentality, habits, character, attitude, disposition,

and other psychic qualifications of the individual.

There is a definite relationship between glandular

affections and the nature of the symptoms produced
in the organs controlled. Definite disturbances in

the glands of internal secretion result in definite

changes in certain organs, no others being affected.

The thyroid, for example, however, altered function-

ally or anatomically, acting upon certain particular

organs, produces phenomena which constitute a

syndrome characteristic of its peculiar disturbances.

The hypophysis, if affected in a similar manner,
displays its condition through other channels. It

selects another chain of organs and creates a syn-

drome different from that brought about by the

diseased thyroid. No other gland, when affected in

the same manner, can produce a symptomatology
resembling that of either the thyroid or the pituitary.

If we compare the symptomatologies of two
known disturbances of the endocrines, their striking

difference and peculiarities become apparent. Ana-
lyzing the symptoms of Basedow's disease, which is

the result of a disturbance of the thyroid, and com-
paring them with those of acromegaly, a- hyper-

function of the pituitary, we will soon be convinced

that the organs involved in the first case are of an
entirely different type from the other, and also that

the nature of the involvement is wholly dissimilar.

In Basedow's disease, the cardiac, vascular, nervous
and cutaneous systems exhibit thyroidal disturb-

ance ; in acromegaly, the osseous, autonomous,
sexual, acral and gastrointestinal systems carry the

pituitary burden. The organs involved in the two
conditions have nothing in common, nor is there any
resemblance in the symptomatology induced or

originating in them. Without mentioning the symp-
toms of these two conditions, which are generally

familiar, it is certain that anyone having knowledge
of them cannot fail to assent to this statement.

The variance in the two symptomatologies is due to

the different systems and organs controlled by indi-

vidual endocrines, each one displaying its condition

through the organs it controls in a manner peculiar

to itself, either directly by its excretions or hor-

mones, or indirectly through the influence of these

hormones upon the nervous system. Hence the

symptomatology will differ according to the gland

which is involved and the nature of that involvement.

PITUITOTROPIC CHARACTERISTICS.

In view of the pituitary tropisni of the women
manifesting arterial hypertension, it seems necessary

to touch upon at least some of the most prominent
characteristics of this type. The pituitary is en-

dowed with numerous highly specialized and power-
ful forces. Some of these are in control of somatic

features, others of functional. The somatic con-

trols determine the volume and form of most of the

bodily organs (the nose, glabella, malar prominences,

superciliary ridges, maxillae, lips, tongue, extremities,

and viscera). Thus, such anatomical peculiarities

as the height and general bulk of the body, the size

and shape of all acral parts, the form and position

of the teeth, the structure of the nasooropharynx, are

controlled by the pituitary. Pituitotropic individuals

invariably present some peculiarity of any or all

the organs mentioned above ; one individual may
exhibit only a few markings, such as a fleshy nose,

a receding lower jaw, or spaced teeth, while another

may present hypertrophied tonsils, lengthened ex-

tremities and voluminous sinuses. Both, however,

upon close investigation, will be found to possess a

sufficient number of structural and functional fea-

tures to identify them as of pituitary makeup. No
similar peculiarities are even encountered in persons

of other endocrinological type.

The following are the most prominent functional

controls of the pituitary : the periodicity mechanism
which assigns the time when the teeth are to erupt,

puberty to begin, and menstrual cycles to occur,

which marks the period of pregnancy, the onset of

labor, and the occurrence of menopause ; or limits

of time of sleep and its awakening. Also such

phenomena as the ocular (strabismus, enoplithalmos,

exophthalmos, hemianopsia), the cardiac (brady-

cardia, arrhythmia), urinary (pollakiuria, polyuria,

dysuria, glycosuria, enuresis nocturna), gastro-
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intestinal (spasticity, atonicity, ptosis, dyschlor-

hydria), and other important functions are under
pituitary domination.

TROPISM OF ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION.

During the past few years I have been able to

conclude, from the observations made in the study

of women of the essential hypertension type, that

they were all in reality pituitotropic individuals.

They exhibit many of the features enumerated
above. Their physiognomy, in most instances, is so

typically pituitotropic that it necessitated but little

effort to determine their type. On the other hand,

in another numerically greater series of cases where

the high blood pressure of the patients was found
to be associated with definite pathological lesions

(renal disease, cardiac affection, arteriosclerosis,

infection, uric acidosis, etc.), the features and en-

docrine markings were not pituitary but those

identified with other glandular types. In those

cases (cholecystitis, pelvic disease) there was a pre-

ponderance of thyroidal markings ; in others who
suffered cardiorenal complications, the adrenal mark-
ings appeared to be predominating.

Riesman (2) in a recent article called attention

to a class of hypertension cases observed by him in

females. He noted the following characteristics

:

First, the women were of short stature and greatly

exceeded their average normal weights
;
second, they

had passed through multiple pregnancies
;
third, they

were free from high tension causing diseases
;
fourth,

they were at the menopausal age or over; fifth, they

were inclined to constipation and similar gastro-

intestinal disturbances
;

sixth, they presented evi-

dences of left sided cardiac enlargement without

arterial, renal or retinal pathological changes.

A study of Riesman's cases, even from the meagre
description offered, leads to the conclusion that

they also were pituitotropic. The description he
gives— obesity, shortness of stature, multiparity,

constipation, and menopausal age—suggest pituitary

involvement. He does not associate these with the

constitutional habitus of the patients, but merely
mentions them as observed characteristics, and
offers in explanation of the hypertension incidents

in the life of the patient, such as worries associated

with household cares, special trials and tribulations

of the soul, brought about by multiple gestations,

deliveries, and the caring for many children ; also

physical and mental strain incidental to the meno-
pausal period and other similar events. While I

am in full accord with his observations with refer-

ence to the type, I do not accept the explanations

offered. The causes he mentions are insufficient to

produce permanent high blood pressure. Emotions
and other mental oscillations, as may be incited

through multiple pregnancies, raising of children,

and other factors, according to Crile, exercise a
powerful influence upon blood pressure, but this is

principally effected through the adrenals, and is,

moreover, transitory. The change of blood pressure
disappears with the termination of the provocative
act and leaves no permanent effects. Emotions are

more pronounced in males. It is a rare occasion
when a woman suffers a ruptured bloodvessel from
an acute intravascular hypertension, following vio-

lent emotion. Only in individuals of the adrenal

type, the sanguineous, erotic or apoplectic, is it com-
mon. Females of the socalled pituitary type are,

as a rule, unemotional ; on the contrary, they are

rather tranquil and respond slowly to emotions.

Hence emotions cannot be considered as fundamental
in the production of permanent high blood pressure.

Even Riesman does not appear to be fully satisfied

with the explanations offered, and hastens to add
the probability of an endocrine basis going to the

extent of recalling the common association of

arterial hypertension with exophthalmic goitre and
acromegaly.

An analysis of the characteristics enumerated by
Riesman and observed also in all of my series offers

material for discussion and conclusions. Shortness

of stature and obesity are hypopituitary incidents.

Pituitotropic individuals of the Frohlich type show
a disposition toward shortness and bulk ; those of

acromegalic tendency lean toward height and slim-

ness. In my cases all of the patients were of the

short variety, while the fat distribution was of the

same character as observed in dystrophia adiposo-

genitalis, i. e., the buttocks, hips, upper thighs, mons
veneris and breasts were the storage places of fat,

and not the other places which harbor the adipose

tissue in myxedematous, Brissaud, Loraine, or

exogenous types.

Multiple pregnancy is another interesting factor,

and must also be looked upon as a pituitary feature.

How hypertension is brought about by multiple

pregnancies may be thus explained : The hypophy-
sis, it must be recalled, is vitally concerned with the

physiology of gestation. At the very onset it begins

to hypertrophy in order to meet the extra demands
to be made upon it throughout the entire period of

pregnancy. It is concerned with the rhythmic

uterine contractions, the period of gestation, the

onset of labor, the expulsion of the fetus, the uterine

involution, and many other events during this trying

period of the woman's life. The hypertrophy in-

volves mainly the anterior lobe, but does not leave

the posterior and middle entirely untouched. The
enlargement progresses to the hour of delivery, and
is particularly marked in pituitotropic women.
Indeed, they often change into miniature acro-

megalics with noses increased in size, lips fleshy,

eyes protruding, teeth spaced and prognathic, cheek

bones enlarged, voice husky, etc. After delivery

the pituitary begins to lessen in volume, but the

decrease never equals the former increase. After
each successive pregnancy, the hypophysis remains
larger and larger, so that after a number of child-

births it is several times as voluminous as during the

nonchildbearing period. The sella turcica in a

multiparous skull may be easily distinguished by the

relative depth of the fossa, the straight position of

the dorsum sellse, the small posterior clinoids, and
the broad infundibular space. The hypertrophy of

the pituitary during pregnancy is necessary, as it

must provide for the greater hormone production
demanded by the new circumstances and in prepa-
ration for the most trying event, labor, which
demands an enormous amount of vital and expulsive

force. But at no time can force be properly elab-

orated unless supported by a corresponding blood
pressure, raised to the standard required in con-
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formity with the demands. The rise is caused by
an added supply of blood pressure raising hormone,
poured into the blood stream by either the pituitary

or the adrenals. In the event of pregnancy and
labor it is the former which is the chief source

;

hence the hypertrophy. After labor the demand is

discontinued, and the overproduction of hormones
is stopped, but neither the hypertrophy nor the

hormone production returns to the former level

;

both remain higher than before the terminated

pregnancy. Thus with successive pregnancies the

remainder accumulates, so that at menopause it

amounts to a considerable figure, adding greatly to

the height of the multiparous woman's blood pres-

sure. This is the reason why many pregnancies play

an important role in the etiology of essential hyper-

tension in pituitotropic women.

The menopausal period constitutes another inter-

esting feature of essential hypertension in women.
The time of menopause is determined not by the

ovaries alone, but also the hypophysis. An early or

late menopause is established tlirough the pituitary

and not through the ovaries as commonly .believed.

Menstruation is not a local event, but a general one
with local manifestations. If an artificial meno-
pause is forced upon a woman in whom a double

oophorectomy has been performed, all general

symptoms common in her previous menstrual periods

will manifest themselves every month without the

presence of local molimina, because the periodicity

phase of her pituitary remains intact and functionat-

ing. The same occurs also in puberty, another
periodicity function of the pituitary. If this gland
ripens at an earlier period than the ovaries, which
either because of immaturity or disease are as yet

unable to assume the task imposed upon them by
puberty, the girl will menstruate vicariously in the

form of epistaxis or rectal hemorrhages, or there

will be other manifestations of pituitary congestion

such as migraine headaches, visual disturbances,

malaise and psychoses. The pituitary and ovaries,

though both concerned with menstruation and meno-
pause are nevertheless independent organs and may
functionate independently for some time. In all

known pituitary diseases a change in all rhythmical

phenomena associated with feminine function is a

common observation, irrespective of the concomitant

normal state of the ovaries.

At menopause the pituitary is relieved of one of

its functions, menstrual periodicity. During the

menstrual life of a woman the uterus, whether
pregnant or not, contracts rhythmically at specified

periods. This is accomplished through the hor-

mones of this endocrine gland, which after meno-
pause are utilized in another direction, that of the

arterial musculature. The added smooth muscle
contracting hormone, in this new field of activity, is

instrumental in raising intravascular pressure and
tension. The author is still further encouraged in

his belief by the facts obtained in several other cases,

those of sterility. In these the blood pressure was
high without causes to account for it ; there was a

j)ituitotropic constitution and sterility. Perhaps their

pituitary hormones meant to influence the uterus

were at all times active in their arteriomusculature,

and, therefore, the cause of their high pressure.

PITUITARY HYPERTENSION AND ITS MECHANISM.

Granting that essential hypertension occurs in

women only of the pituitotropic constitution, then

what is the mechanism through which the tension is

maintained at high level? This may be answered
by the statement that the high tension is induced
through increased production of a blood pressure
raising pituitary principle, a hormone continuous in

its action in behalf of an organism demanding an
increased supply, and by an organ specially adapted
to meet the demand.

In general, intravascular pressure is physiologically

maintained by two factors : the rhythmic contractions

of the heart and the peripheral arterial resistance;

the other factors, the total volume of the blood, its

viscosity and the elasticity of the vessel wall are of

less significance. Each cardiac contraction forces

an extra quantity of blood into the vascular system,

adding to the volume in the already filled tubes and
increasing their pressure. The peripheral resistance

is sustained by the tonic contraction of arterial

musculature which is stimulated for this purpose by
the direct effect of the ever active endocrine hor-

mones through the agency of the nervous supply.

The two hormones known to sustain cardiac con-

tractions and tonus are the adrenal and hypophyseal.

The relationship of the former to the circulation is

well known, but that of the latter is less under-
stood. Food media introduced into the system serve

only for the nutrition and rehabilitation of worn out

muscle fibres, and play no part as direct stimulants

of blood tension. Extractives also imbibed in food

are not physiological agents and bear no relationship

to permanent high blood pressure unless added
continuously to the blood stream. Hence these

substances cannot be looked upon as agents instru-

mental in the maintenance of vascular pressure.

The administration of the only isolated pituitary

extract is known to be followed by an increase in

blood pressure. This rise, as shown by physiology,

is due to several factors: 1, the stimulating effect

upon the cardiac muscle, on the contraction of the

coronary vessels
; 2, the stimulation of the vagus

with slowing of the pulse and more forceful cardiac

systoles
; 3, the contraction of the peripheral vessels,

especially the mesenteric
; 4, the contraction of the

])eripheral renal vessels in contradistinction to their

dilatation by adrenal secretion. All these tend to

maintain intravascular tension and to increase it, if

the physiological effect of the hormone is augmented.

It is selfevident that an increased flow of hypophy-
seal secretion in the circulation, however induced,

must result in an increased blood pressure, and that

an endogenous hormone, originated in a living,

functionating pituitary, must be more powerfully

active than the exogenous, artificially prepared from
animal tissue and introduced from without.

CONCLUSIONS.

No case should be designated as one of essential

hypertension until every possible pathological factor

has been excluded. For this reason, hidden infec-

tions of the tonsils, teeth, sinuses, appendix, gall-

bladder, colon, uterus, adnexa and rectum must be
sought for persistently and disclosed if present.

Also such other causes as syphilis, aneurysm,
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sclerosis, saturnism and similar general states causa-
tive of high tension must be excluded.

Essential hypertension in multiparous middle-
aged pituitotropic women is due to an increase of
blood pressure raising pituitary hormone produced
by a greatly hypertrophied, hyperfunctionating
hypoi)hysis.

The ])ituitary hormone is a normal factor in the

maintenance of arterial hypertension through its

effect upon the cardiac and arterial musculature, the
renal and peri|)heral vessels.

The term essential, in this ty])e of cases, is in-

appropriate and inadequate, and should be super-
seded by the term hypertensiodyspituitaria, which is

more rational and scientific and based upon physio-
logical data.

Hypertensiodyspituitaria constitutes no contra-
indication to surgical interference whenever this is

required.^ REFERENCES.
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The Endocrines as Factors in the Causation and Treatment
of Dysmenorrhea*

By WILLIAM V. P. GARRET.SON, M. D.,

New York.

Having eliminated by careful gynecological ex-

amination, the usual static causes of dysmenorrhea,
recourse to the routine procedures, e. g., curettage,

dilatation of the cervix, antispasmodics, tipbuilding

tonics and other methods has long been customary.

The histories of patients subjected to such treat-

ment with no resulting benefit are legion. Many
women at each menstrual period suffer as much
discomfort as the average primipara during labor.

To appreciate the endocrine etiology of dysmenor-
rhea one must revert to a consideration of the vege-
tative nervous system and recall that the integrity

of its functional balance is dependent upon proper
hormonic balance and that there is a definite inter-

relationship between both as well as between all

glands of internal secretion. The vegetative nei*v-

ous system may schematically be likened to a finely

poised balance beam resting on a pivotal support
suspended from thyroid to ovary in the female or
te.sticle in the male, the plane of the pivotal point
being heightened or lowered as hyperfunction or
hypo function of these reciprocal glands may occur.
The left half of this visualized balance is the

sympathetic portion of the vegetative nervous sys-

tem, and the right half the autonomic or extended
vagus ; this schematic right and left subdivision
peculiarly exists in the clinical expression of vege-
tative dominance in the production of right and left

sided symptomatology. This is an observation of
remarkable clinical interest, proved beyond all pos-
sibility of being mere chance or coincidence. By
endocrine interpretation as reflected in the struc-

tural makeup of individuals, right and left sided

symptomatology and pathology may be determined.
It is definitely known that the sympathetic portion
of the vegetative nervous .system is activated and
maintained in balance by adrenalin, the hormone of
the suprarenals, while the autonomic portion, al-

though not accepted generally, I believe from
clinical observation is dominated by the posterior
or nervous portion of the pituitary inclusive of
the infundibulum. (Vagotonic effect of pituitrin on
intestine and uterus.)

•Read before the West .Side Clinical .Society of New York Mav
12, 1921.

The vegetative nervous system has its segmental

distribution in the spinal cord. Anatomical, histo-

logical, pathological and physiological proof of this

now exists. All states of hypoadrenia, regardless

of the etiology, lower the sympathetic tone and
create a condition of vagotonia, which may be seg-

mentally expressed as a local vagotonia or evident

as a general vagotonia when all segments are

affected. Hyperadrenia produces a sympathetico-

tonia. Hypopituitarism produces a lowered vagal

tone with resulting sympatheticotonia, while hyper-

pituitarism creates a vagotonia.

At the developmental epoch in both sexes with
the onset of gonadal function, stimulation through
thyroid, suprarenal and pituitary by the introduc-
tion of the sex gland hormone initiates an imbalance
in the vegetative nervous system and the various
psychical and physical symptoms incident to this

period are segmentally or generally expressed until

a stabilized adjustment is effected. At this period
in the young girl with inherently sluggish or defi-

cient gonads, compensatory stress is thrown upon
thyroid, suprarenal and pituitary glands. Hyper-
thyroidism is frequently produced to a mild degree
and the enlarged thyroid at this period of life is not
uncommon ; likewise in hypogonadism, thyroid
swelling is always present with each menstrual
period. The sequel of gonadal exhaustion fol-

lowing too frequent pregnancies, creates a similar

compensatory effort. The selective compensatory
stress reaction will be expressed first through the
gland which dominates the individual's physiology
and this is always objectively evident in the struc-
tural type of that person. In thyroidal types, thy-
roid compensatory effort is dominant. In
suprarenal types and pituitary types such compen-
sation effort is primarily evident through those
glands respectively. In mixed types the predomi-
nant gland is the one which responds first. In these
compensatory stress reactions the gland which first

responds bears the brunt of the load and is the first

to be exhausted with sequential hyperactivity
occurring in the associated structural cleterminant.
Prolonged stress leads to exhaustion and thus the
entire chain may slump.
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In the topic under discussion, namely, dysmenor-
rhea, there is most generally a gonadal dysfunction

and essentially always a state of vagotonia, seg-

mentally expressed through the sacral autonomic.
This vagotonic state is always due to a resulting

ultimate compensatory exhaustion of thyroid, or

suprarenal, or both, or a compensatory overaction

of the pituitary. To determine which is the case is

a relatively easy matter. Hyperthyroidal symptoms
in varying degrees are now familiar to most of us.

Hypoadrenia is likewise easily differentiated from
hyperpituitarism.

Upon these deductions depends the therapeutic

indications. The pituitary is well known as a most
potent synergist to the ovary and with every men-
strual period there is associated pituitary activity

frequently occurring in compensation to gonadal

fatigue and causing transient swelling of the pitui-

tary to the degree of creating intracranial pressure
symptoms, e. g., pituitary headache, visual disturb-

ance from pressure on optic nerves, nausea and
vomiting and either general or pelvic vagotonic

symptoms, the latter being characterized dysmenor-
rhea. I have seen acromegalia produced by this

compensatory hyperfunction of the pituitary gland

when its anterior lobe has been activated by con-

tinued effort on the part of the pituitary to aid

exhausted ovaries or to compensate for their total

loss by surgery.

GONADAL DYSFUNCTION.

Gonadal dysfunction or genital structural abnor-

mality is associated with definite physical markings.

Torsion of teeth, absent lateral incisors or canines

are always indices of such conditions. Atrophic

areas or white spots on the finger nails are always
associated with gonadal dysfunctions. Abnormally
large hips and lower extremities, disproportionately

greater in circumference than the arms and thorax
present a structural type created by ovarian dys-

function. As stated in previous papers, from simple

observation one may be greatly enlightened as to

the underlying physiological disturbances which are

productive of definite symptoms.
The vagotonic state produces contraction or

spasm of uterine muscle, especially of the cervix.

The peripheral bloodvessels in the mucous mem-
brane (endometrium) are engorged

;
.congestion,

thickening and swelling occur, adenoids develop
and the pathological picture is the same as in vago-
tonic states, affecting the segments controlling the
mucous membrane of the upper respiratory tract.

TREATMENT.
In treatment, ovary, whole gland, is indicated

when hyperpituitarism exists; the stress is thus
removed from the pituitary and the high blood
pressure is lowered and the vagal stimulation

reduced.

When thyroid exhaustion has occurred, as it does
in thyroidal types when effort is made to compen-
sate for ovarian deficiency, administration of thy-

roid gland will often effect results when used alone
or it may be necessary to combine it with ovary.
In hyperactive thyroidal conditions, frequently seen
in the early stages of thyroid overcompensation,
administration of ovary will relieve the stress and
allow the thyroid to return to its state of normal
function.

Exhaustion states following prolonged illnesses,

psychic and physical shock reactions such as create

suprarenal gland exhaustion, thus causing the

vagotonia due to hypoadrenia, are also frequent
causes of dysmenorrhea. In such cases the asso-

ciated low blood pressure incident to the hypoad-
renia indicates that both suprarenal and thyroid
gland should be used to raise the lowered sympa-
thetic and thus reduce the vagotonia. In dysmenor-
rhea of this origin, the administration of ovarian
gland is not indicated as the gonads are not pri-

marily at fault. Upon the proper selection and
correct analysis of cases depends the successful out-
come of endocrine therapy.

1 1 East Forty-eighth Street.

Radium and X Ray Treatment of Hyperthyroidism*
By C. AUGUSTUS SIMPSON M. D.,

Washington, D. C.

It should be recognized that radium and x ray

therapy is contraindicated in certain forms of

goitre, and in these types a surgical operation is not

only the right procedure, but is likewise the only

way of curing the patient. X ray and radium are

both useless in all forms of goitre that are atoxic

and without subjective symptoms. This class may
include colloid, cystic, fibrous, calcareous and osse-

ous goitres unless they are associated with and are

causing the well known symptoms of hyperthyroid-

ism. Surgery is the best treatment for all enlarged,

disfiguring, hypertrophic and simple goitres which
are unsightly or produce pressure symptoms.

in young girls, about the time of the establish-

*Read before the riinic.il Medical Society, Washington, D. C,
March, 1921.

ment of the menstrual period, it is common to detect

a well marked enlargement of the thyroid at times

associated with rapid pulse, loss of weight and
increasing nervousness. Rest, quiet life, giving up
of athletic exercises and medical treatment are indi-

cated here. If symptoms continue and if infected

teeth are present they should be removed. If ton-

sils are enlarged, infected or have a history of past

inflammation they should be x rayed or if this is

impossible excised. Two or three exposures of x
ray or radium over the thyroid are all that is

required to cure these mild toxic cases.

CLASSIFICATION.

In order to understand more intelligently the in-

dications for medicine, radiotherapy or surgery, it

is first necessary to classify the lesions.
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The one in vogue at the Mayo CHnic may be

taken as an example. Here goitres are classified as

hyperplastic forty-two and eight tenths per cent.,

and nonhyperplastic fifty-seven and two tenths per

cent. Of the hyperplastic, ninety-nine and two

tenths per cent, are toxic, eight tenths per cent,

atoxic.

The pathology, symptoms and especially the

radium and x ray treatment of the hyperplastic toxic

goitre is what this paper deals with, all other forms

of goitre I consider to require strictly medical and

surgical treatment.

The pathology of toxic thyroids, whether asso-

ciated with cystic, fibroid, colloid or calcareous

degeneration, presents in some part of the gland

either an increased amount of functionating paren-

chyma or a deficient storing up of the gland secre-

tion, or both. In most cases the secreting capacity

of the gland is greatly increased, while the reservoir

capacity of the gland is much decreased.

OVERSECRETION.

The oversecretion or too rapid elimination of an

iodine compound from the thyroid which may be

clinically normal in size gives rise to the symptoms
we speak of as hyperthyroidism. To check the

oversecretion of this iodine compound by the par-

enchyma of the thyroid i the object of all medical,

X ray, radium and surgical procedures. Nature

sometimes accomplishes this by producing a colloid

or fibroid degeneration of the gland which

encroaches upon and destroys the pathological quan-

tity of the parenchyma, after which the symptoms
subside.

Medical treatment does it by sedatives and rest,

which decrease the nerve stimulation to the gland.

It is evident t,hat this can be accomplished only in

a minority of the severe cases or where the symp-

toms are mild and of short duration. Surgical re-

moval of part of the overactive gland permits the

patients no time to adjust themselves to this abrupt

and serious shock to the vital forces of the body, a

shock that is apparent to any one who does a great

amount of thyroid surgery and which can be and is

readily recorded by the usual metabolism tests.

EFFECT OF X RAY.

The effect of x ray and radium on the thyroid

gland is to produce a striking atrophy and shrinkage

of the thyroid parenchymal cells, both on the part of

the protoplasm and the nuclei, a condition which

produces a marked and very apparent reduction of

the secretory function of the parenchymal cells (1).

Waters demonstrates the pathological picture as a

perfect reproduction of a very atrophic and inactive

thyroid gland, such as one sees after a spontane-

ously cured toxic goitre. In other words, the path-

ologist reports that the x ray produces a gradual

and progressive atrophy of the gland cells which

is analogous to and microscopically indistinguish-

able from a spontaneous and natural retrogression

of the disease.

In a certain percentage of cases of exophthalmic

goitre an enlarged thymus is present. In an original

article published by me in September, 1915, I ex-

hibited a number of microphotographs showing
how easy it is to atrophy the thymus glands of rab-

bits and guineapigs, almost all the thymic tissue

being replaced by the thickened trabeculae and the

enormously hyperplastic capsule. For these pa-

tients the X ray offers ideal and superior results to

any treatment known. I have two patients who
after two and three operations each followed by a

return of the tumor and recurrence of all symp-
toms, in one of acute mania, who are well today

after six x ray treatments. Johnston, Greer, Boggs
and others have reported such cases.

Since 1914 I have treated over a hundred cases

of hyperthyroidism and my results average over

seventy-five per cent, of the relief of all symptoms
except the exophthalmos. In fifty per cent, of my
patients the contour of neck became normal and
the tumor disappeared.

Usually the first sign of improvement is a fall in

the pulse rate followed by a gain in weight. The
nervous manifestations improve, and palpitation of

the heart ceases to be troublesome. The ability to

work and exercise returns and to all practical pur-

poses the patient becomes normal.

If the patient is seen and treated early in the dis-

ease the exophthalmos and other eye symptoms
subside, but if the disease is of long duration there

is a deposition of fat in the orbit which precludes a

cure from either rest, x ray, radium or surgery.

I am firmly convinced that my percentage of cures

would have been higher had I laeen able to select

the patients, as some surgeons do, or had all cases

been pure examples of hyperthyroidism. Not being

an internist, and being interested only in radio-

therapy, I accepted the diagnosis of the referring

physicians, who were supposed to make a complete

physical examination before recommending any
treatment. The Goetsch and metabolism tests at this

time weed out some of these borderline cases.

TECHNIC.

In undertaking the application of massive doses

of X ray for hyperthyroidism as early as 1914 I was
much handicapped for the want of a satisfactory

technic. No articles had been written or read in

America at that time, and I seriously doubt if more
than two or three men were treating exophthalmic
goitres with any but fractional, small doses of x
ray. I was therefore necessarily compelled to origi-

nate my own technic. This of course could not be

done without some mistakes which I willingly and
humbly acknowledge. The mistake I made in my
early cases was to hurry ^he treatments and use
filters that were too thin. I have learned to give

treatments at interyals of three and four weeks in-

stead of ten days and two weeks ; and am todav
using a two mm. aluminum filter instead of one
mm. The anterior and lateral surfaces of the neck
being flexor surfaces, are covered by rather thin

and, as I have demonstrated, radiosensitive skin

so that I never give more than three and a half

points Hampsen, the plastile resting on the skin and
covered with five layers of chamois skin. With this

technic I have had no telangiectasia or other signs

of radioirritation.

In bedridden or hospital cases I map out nine areas

over each lobe of the thyroid, each area being the

size of my thirty M. G. double strength radium ap-
plicator. I use three mm. of aluminum and one
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layer of zinc oxide adhesive plaster which keeps the

radium applicator from shifting. The radium is

kept on each area four hours, which requires thirty-

six hours to cover a moderately enlarged lobe. A
nurse or educated person must be in attendance to

change the applicator at four hour intervals, care

being taken not to cover the same area twice in four

weeks. No burn or scar is produced and one to

three treatments will usually relieve the patients of

their symptoms.
I have recently had a letter from a young lady of

Newport, R. I., who had all the symptoms of a

typical but early case of hyperthyroidism relieved

by one treatment, using the technic described above.

Probably the greatest advances made in knowl-
edge of hyperthyroidism have been made in the past

few years. I refer to the metabolism tests. Clini-

cal symptoms used in the past gave one several

valuable signs of thyroid intoxication, but it was
difficult in that we had no accurate index to meas-
ure exactly the degree of this intoxication and
disturbed metabolism. Now we can not only state

this degree of disturbance in actual figures, but we
at last are in position to say just how much any
therapeutic measure has improved the patient. In
the face of this test the physician with his hobby,
be it drugs, x ray, radium, or the scalpel, is com-
pelled to show his wares. For a complete sympos-
ium on this subject I shall refer you to an article

from the Massachusetts General Hospital (2).
Condensed, it dealt with two series of cases of

hyperthyroidism, one treated by x ray, the other by
ligation and surgical removal of part of the thyroid

gland. Metabolism tests were performed on both
.sets of patients five years after the completion of

treatments and operations. The actual tests showed
that the surgical cases at this time were as well as
those who had been x rayed, but it also showed that

the cases x rayed were actually seventeen and one
half per cent, more toxic than the surgical cases
before x ray treatments were begun.

If there remains anyone who honestly and con-
scientiously wishes to know the real value of x ray
and radium in hyperthyroidism, who doubts the
ability of the ray to cause atrophy of thyroid gland,
or who is the least bit sceptical as to the efifects of
this atrophy on the internal secretion, body meta-
bolism, and symptoms of hyperthyroidism, let them
seek the facts—not hearsay or vague clinical find-

ings. We have and can study the pathological

specimens which actually show the degree of this

atrophy. We also have the exact figures from the
metabolism tests showing the precise degree of im-
provement in cases of hyperthyroidism during the
X ray treatments and five years after completion of
the treatments. Figures that prove that massive
doses of X ray correctly applied over the thyroid
gland ofifers the patient with hyperthyroidism as
much or better hope for cure than any form of
therapy known, not excepting surgery.
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Some Ophthalmological Implications of Endocrinology
By PERCY FRIDENBERG, W. D.,

New York.

Every advance in our knowledge of the funda-

mental reactions of living beings to their environ-

ment in health and disease accentuates the essential

unity and continuity of the organism and the mutual
interdependence of its component parts. At the

same time, the vital processes such as secretion, and
the basic reactions of metabolism, respiration and
functional catabolism, are brought into relation with

similar reactions in the domain of colloidal chem-
istry and of physical chemistry. Endocrinology is

a step forward from the cellular pathology which

looked upon the organism as a histological specimen,

and from the narrow bacteriology which considered

the body as a culture medium and most disease as

an inoculation. In a way, the study of the glands

of internal secretion brings us to a reconsideration

of some essentially valid facts of the old humoral
pathology with its acceptance of individual blood

or tissue juice mixtures and dyscrasias to explain

personal variations in reaction to diet and drugs,

mfection and immunity, fatigue and food, as well

as to mental and emotional stimuli. The endocrine

system, with its relation to the vegetative nervous
system, refers to every department of biology; and

the glands of internal secretion influence morphol-
ogy, heredity, function, and immunity.
The relation of this system to the eye and its

diseases is a complicated one. In the first place we
have the biological aspect of inheritance, and the

influence of race, and of skull form, both largely

endocrine, on the shape and consequently the refrac-

tion of the eye. Here, too, we think of the origin

of pigment from the chromafiin system, and pig-

ment plays a striking part in the structure and in

the function of the eye. The eye is in fact the most
highly pigmented organ in the body. The retinal

changes in vision are practically a dissociation of
pigment by photoelectric process and association in

the dark and resting. Pigment changes are char-

acteristic of a number of degenerative conditions,

some of them typically familial and hereditary, of

the light perceptive tissues of. the eye. The iris,

curiously enough, is the only tissue in which hyper-
nephroma is known to metastasize. The relation of

coloring matter to energy is probably a fundamental
one which is still a question for experimental biol-

ogy to solve. The nutrition and normal develop-

ment of the eye, as of other structures, depends
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partly on vitaniines, and it is probable that pigment

has a certain definite significance in this respect,

too. Starvation, improper diet, and even the lack

of a single vitamine, notably the fat soluble anti-

rachitic vitamine, produces typical ocular disturb-

ances, such as degenerative processes in the cornea,

or peculiar visual disturbances, such as hemeralopia.

The role of hormones and vitamines in ocular

development is indicated, further, by the incidence

of changes in the cornea and lens, notably cataract,

in such typically dyscrinoid manifestations of dis-

ordered metabolism as rickets, tetany, and, possibly,

pellagra. The retrogression of vital physiological

processes accompanying old age is manifested more
strikingly in the eye by senile changes such as

gerontoxon and cataract, than perhaps in any other

part of the body. The marked individual variation

in these conditions accentuates the endocrine factor

in their causation.

Physiologically, we note that the eye is largely

under the double control of the vagus, via the fifth

and third nerves, and of the sympathetic. There
are several purely ocular reactions which indicate

this. First and most important, pupillary reaction

and the associated action, accommodation, of the

ciliary muscle. This reaction of the pupil to vagus
stimulation (sphincter contraction) and to sympa-
thetic irritation (dilator action) has been studied

most carefully from its neurological side as well as

from the viewpoint of pharmacodynamics. The
action of the two main groups of ophthalmiatric

alkaloids, the miotics, such as eserine and pilocar-

pine, and the mydriatics, such as atropine and
hyoscine, are typically vagotonic and vagoparalytic,

respectively. The pupil has a marked correspond-

ence to the heart beat as an index of emotional

stimulation and of the relative dominance of the

sympathetic or parasympathetic systems. Broadly
speaking, contraction of the pupil corresponds to

slowing of the heart, and dilatation, to its accelera-

tion. Intraocular inflammation and irritation are

generally accompanied by contraction (vagotonia)

of the pupil, and in but one serious ocular malady,
glaucoma, by dilatation. The terminals of the vagus
may be influenced directly by pressure on the eye
and produce an immediate reaction on the rate of

the heart beat, slowing it or increasing the tempo,
according to the relative vagotonia or sympathetico-

tonia of the subject.

This oculocardiac reflex of Dagnini-Aschner is

still a subject of clinical study. Besides the pupil

we have winking, tear secretion, and intraocular

•tension, all of which show a double dependence on
the two antagonistic branches of the vegetative

nervous system. Vagus irritation appears to inhibit

winking, tear secretion, and the entrance of fluid

into the eye from the capillaries and endothelium
of the uveal tract. The result of the last action is to

tend to reduction of intraocular tension. In patho-
logical increase of pressure, narrowing of the pupil

by miotics cuts down the glaucomatous tension.

Sympathetic irritation stimulates winking and tear

secretion, and causes dilatation of the superficial

vessels of the eye: The relation of the eye to the
orbit is also strikingly . affected. Enophthalmos is

a sign of sympathetic paralysis, or relative vago-

tonia ; and exophthalmos, or prominence of the eye-

ball, of sympathetic irritation, or relative vagopar-
alysis. The most dramatic example of the latter

complex is in the clinical picture of Graves's

disease, an exquisite manifestation of ocular

sympatheticotonia. The opposite is manifested by
the appearance of the eye after injury of the cervi-

cal sympathetic, in which we have typical miosis,

anhydrosis, ptosis, enophthalmos, and narrowing of

the lid fissure. Ocular sympatheticoparalysis is

indicated, to my mind, by the Argyll Robertson
pupil in locomotor ataxia. This reflex pupillary

rigidity is largely due to a paralysis of the dila-

tor pupillae and the consequent failure to react is

largely spastic, a failure of the contracted miotic

pupil to dilate. In the clinical field, the interrelation

of endocrinology and the eye is indicated by facts

of infection and inflammation, immunity, and dis-

orders of metabolism. In passing, we notice a series

of inflammations involving the cornea in which an

element of nerve irritation or injury is invariably

active. Such conditions as herpes febrilis, or of

keratitis with anesthesia, neuroparalytic keratitis,

often occur in association with characteristic

disturbances of endocrine balance. Phlyctenular

keratoconjunctivitis, but recently hailed and accused

as tuberculous on the slender basis of positive reac-

tions to the von Pirquet test, is most probably

scrofulous, in the older sense of the humoral path-

ologists. It is but one manifestation of the exuda-

tive scrofulous, or lymphatic diathesis. The others

are, tendency to exudations, lymph hyperplasias,

urticaria, angioneurotic edema, spasmophile reac-

tions in various fields, indicated by croupy cough,

tics and spasms, pylorus cramp, pertussis and
asthma, hay fever, frequent, persistent, and recur-

ring head colds. The biochemical basis is an acido-

sis, associated with marked disturbance of the

carbohydrate and fat metabolism. The endocrine
factor is probably a relative hypothyroidism due
either to repeated infections (bacterial thyrointoxi-

cation), heredity, or a morbid dominance of other

glands, notably the pituitary. This is indicated in

the ocular sphere by the facies of the patient with

wide spaced, large, often hypermetropic eyes, broad
glabella

; by disturbances, such as headache and ver-

tigo, out of all proportion to the refraction error

which may be found, and by the beneficial effects

of thyrosympathetic stimulation by such drugs as

atropine, calcium, and the iodides. Of deeper seated

ocular inflammations, those of the uveal tract are

important. Syphilitic, tuberculous, gonorrheal, and
rheumatic uveitis were always recognized as the

principal categories. We must deal with the factor

of dyscrinism in each of these varieties. In addi-

tion we have the important group of iritis due to

focal infections of teeth, tonsils, sinuses, and intes-

tinal tract, with their implications for disturbances
of nutrition and of actual damage to the glands of
internal secretion in their immunoprotective facul-

ties. The relation of renal disease and of diabetes

to retinitis and to cataract, respectively, is an
important chapter on which we merely touch in

passing to call attention again to the endocrine
factor which runs, like the red thread of the British

Admiralty, through all.
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Rheumatism and the arthritic conditions, as well

as gout, have their well known ocular reactions, in

the connective tissues of the eye, conjunctiva, sclera,

and cornea, and in the uveal tract as well. The
lowered metabolism incident to the basic disease

seems to be the most important factor in producing

not only the joint and muscle lesions, but the ocular

disturbances as well. Certain it is that the removal

of infected tonsils and of adenoids seems to be only

one of the beneficial factors active in operative

treatment. The starvation preceding and following

the surgical procedure seems to be of importance,

too. A logical conclusion would be that in rheuma-
tic iritis we should cut down alimentation as far as

possible, aid elimination, and stimulate the meta-

bolic function of the thyroid. It is noteworthy that

many of our empirical procedures act on this tacit

assumption and in this way. Thus we explain the

good effects of cathartics, alkalines, iodides, mas-

sage, heat, and passive motion, to say nothing of

atropine. Glaucoma is a condition about which a

long chapter could be written. The theories of its

causation are largely mechanical and have to do with

topographic relations of lens and anterior chamber,

the dimensions of the filtration angle, the rigidity

of the sclera, the size of the circumlental space, and
so on. These factors probably do play an impor-

tant role in providing an anatomical, structural,

predisposition. The necessity of another factor has

been recognized by the neurotic secretory theories,

and the colloidal chemistry view which considered

glaucoma as an essential edema on an angioneurotic

basis. The endocrine implications are striking.

We have to do with a marked and sudden paralysis

of the ocular vagus with an equally marked over-

action of the sympathetic. This symptom complex
comes on at an age when there is a tendency to

relative hyperthyroidism on account of the recession

of the internal secretion from the gonads. The
climacteric, male as well as female, is the typical

epoch for glaucoma. Then, it is unusually common
in the Hebrew race which has what we call a bad
inheritance, sympathetically speaking, as indicated

in the incidence of neurasthenia, speech defects, and
diabetes.

The emotional element is further indicated by
the sudden appearance of an attack after worry,

anger, exhaustion, cold, or operation on the other

eye. Again, the element of the vegetative nervous

system is indicated by our using empirically and
successfully in the acute attack of glaucoma, heat

and rest, morphine and coffee, dionine and pilocar-

pine, all of which stimulate the paretic vagus and

restore the endocrine reserve. A prophylactive

inference would be the advisability of using small

doses of vagotonic drugs and of those which may
have a sedative action on the sympathetic and the

thyroid, perhaps by the administration of antago-

nistic glands (pituitary, gonads) where there is a

racial, age, or individual tendency to high intraocu-

lar tension and so to acute glaucoma.

Ocular headache is another topic about which vol-

imies could be, and have been, written. In connec-

tion with other manifestations of eye strain, local

and reflex, this forms an important part of the

oculist's field of activity. It is striking that the

symptoms are often out of proportion to the refrac-

tion error, and that rest cures with complete

paralysis of accommodation (atropine, cycloplegia)

act immediately, although often only temporarily.

Correction of the refraction error often gives little

relief, and this applies as well to the prescribing of

prisms or decentred lenses for imbalance of the

extrinsic ocular muscles, for insufficiency of con-

vergence, and so on. The endocrinological impli-

cations here are physiognomonic, as well as

therapeutic. The patients who tend to eye strain

are likely to be brunettes with vagotonic and rela-

tive hypothyroid makeup, that is, of a pituitary-

adrenal or gonadopituitary type. Their refraction

is hypermetropic or astigmatic hypermetropic, the

pupils small, eyes recessed, narrow fissure ; their

general reaction spasmophilic, with cramps all over,

sphincter spasms, stomach cramps with acidity,

freaks of temper and emotion, attacks of indigestion.

The opposite type of patient comes to us with

complaints of asthenopia, that is, of deficiencies,

weaknesses instead of strain. Thus rapid tiring in

the light, with reading, or sewing on white work,

headaches at theatre, the cinema or in art galleries,

in a word, retinal asthenopia. These patients are

more likely to be blonde, full blooded, wide eyed and

with wide pupils, full, vascular lids and conjunc-

tivae, and prominent eyeballs. The refraction is

generally myopic. These patients have, evidently,

more than enough of the thyroid principle. They
need adrenal, gonad, or pituitary restoration, and

drugs to depress the sympathetic system.

The first mentioned, vagotonic, group is materi-

ally benefited by atropine systematically as well as

locally, and by small doses of thyroid, and many of

the peculiar reflex symptoms disappear promptly.

The wearing of correcting glasses probably cuts

down one source of vagus irritation and the same

effect is produced physiologically by rest cures, dark

room treatment, and full cycloplegia.

If we study the endocrine markings and manifes-

tations of our eye patients and the ocular symptoms
of our endocrine types and dyscrinisms we shall in

time be repaid by a better knowledge of the under-

lying relations between the glands of internal secre-

tion and the eye and its diseases.

38 West Fifty-ninth Street.

Qualitative Variations in the Structure of the

Thyroid.—G. Vercellini {Endocrinology, January-

March, 1920) came to the conclusion that in normal

conditions the human blood serum has in vitro a»

powerful oxidizing action on hydroquinon, due

to a substance soluble in ninety-six per cent, alco-

hol and thermostable ; this power increases a great

deal in cases of paresis, and to a less extent in tpi-

lepsy—that is, the oxidizing power is more marked

during the interaccessual periods, less before the

seizure. Owing to the fact that in these two dis-

eases in which cyclic groups with oxybenzolic

structure are found, the blood serum offers an in-

creased oxidizing power toward such substances,

the author asks if it might not be possible, with

this reaction, to recognize in vivo the presence of

these qualitative thyroid variations.
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The Clinical Value of Basal Metabolism Determinations in

Diseases of the Thyroid Gland*
By HERMAN O. MOSENTHAL, M. D.,

New York.

The first intimation that the metaboHsm in exoph-
thalmic goitre was abnormal was given by Friedrich

Miiller in 1893. He found an increased nitrogen

output, and thus demonstrated an excessive protein

destruction in this disease. This comparatively

simple observation was the starting point for the

many experiments and studies that have served to

illuminate the problems of hyperthyroidism and
hypothyroidism. Upon them the rational principles

of treatment have been based. Very recently the

methods of estimating the metabolic rate have been
simplified a great deal, and it is possible to make
rapid and frequent observations of the basal meta-
bolism. These determinations provide what is ac-

knowledged to be the best means of making a diag-

nosis of overactivity or underactivity of the thyroid

gland, and, furthermore, they furnish criteria which
guide the surgical, rontgen ray, and medical treat-

ment. By the examination of the figures obtained
in determining the basal metabolism in various dis-

eases, the following results will be noted

:

TABLE I.

Basal metabolism as reported in various diseases.
Percentage above or below average normal.'

Normal — 15 to +15
Obesity —14 to -f-lO
Diabetes mellitus —19 to +23

Severe — 19 to +23
After fasting —36 lowest observed
Emaciated ^37 to —10

Cardiorenal without dyspnea —10 to +10
Cardiorenal with dyspnea +25 to +S0
Nephritis with edema —40 to +14
Nephritis without edema + 2 to +29
Pernicious anemia + 2 to +33
Leucemia +21 to +123
Typhoid fever as high as +50
Tuberculosis (temperature about 104°) +15 to +35
Tuberculosis (no fever) — 3 to +15
Prolonged undernutrition —30 to —10
Exophthalmic goitre:

Very mild +15 to +30
Mild +30 to +50
Severe +50 to +75
Very severe over -|-75"

Cretinism and myxedema —40 to —15

1 These figures have been taken largely from the publications of
E. F. DuBois and his collaborators though other sources have been
consulted.

Tuberculosis, cardiac disease, undernutrition,

obesity, and certain nervous affections may lead to

the suspicion that the thyroid gland is functioning

too actively or too little. In the event of necessity

of differential diagnosis under these circumstances

the determination of the basal metabolism is of

great assistance, inasmuch as all of the conditions

mentioned vary much less from the average normal
basal metabolism than do abnormal thyroid states.

Other maladies, such as leucemia, cardiorenal dis-

ease with marked dyspnea, or typhoid fever, in

which the basal metabolism approaches the intensity

of that reached in exophthalmic goitre, may be diag-

nosed by physical examination and the usual routine

laboratory tests without having recourse to the de-

termination of their metabolic rate.

One of the best examples of the diagnostic value

•Read before the Medical Section of the New York Academy of
Medicine.

of the determination of the basal metabolic rate in

medicine is that furnished by Peabody, Wearn and
Tompkins (1). Of fifty-seven soldiers submitted
to them for treatment, principally because of rapid
heart action, nervous instability and physical in-

feriority, a diagnosis of hyperthyroidism was made
in twenty-four. The normal metabolic rate exhib-
ited by these individuals disproved the diagnosis.

This investigation shows conclusively that nervous
patients do not necessarily have a high basal meta-
bolism. Nervousness, tremor, slight enlargement of
the thyroid gland, lagging of the eyelids, and tachy-
cardia were present in many of these patients ; these

signs and symptoms may therefore be considered of
minor importance in making the diagnosis of
Graves's disease. Bruits and thrills over the thy-
roid gland, a tachycardia which persists when the
patient is at rest, and loss of weight, appear to be
of greater significance.

The data obtained in individual cases may pos-
sibly serve to illustrate the usefulness of the basal

metabolic rate as a diagnostic measure better than
generalities. The following is the synopsis of a
case referred as one in which it was indicated to

determine the intensity of the hyperthyroidism

:

Case I.—A woman, forty years of age, house-
keeper. She had been exceedingly nervous and
irritable, and her sleep was considerably disturbed.
She had complained of sweating, chilly sensations,
and hot flushes, during the day as well as at night.

She had no reserve strength, and became very easily

tired. There had been a loss of weight of twenty-
eight pounds in three years. Some dyspnea was
present when the patient was quiet, and this was
considerably aggravated on exertion. She com-
plained of cardiac palpitation

;
vomiting and diar-

rhea had not been manifest at any time. Physical
examination showed the patient to be rather thin
(weight 110 pounds, with clothes; height, five feet

three inches), and very nervous. There was a dis-

tinct tremor, a pulse rate of 120 which dropped to

84 on resting. The skin about the face and neck
was hyperemic, but was otherwise normal. There
was no exophthalmos, no Moebius's or Von Graefe's
sign, and examination of the thyroid gland revealed
no abnormalities.

After treating her with various forms of therapy,
which did not prove to be of value, her physicians
were considering the advisability of more active
interference with the functions of the thyroid gland

;

the possible diagnosis of Graves's disease certainly
seemed justified. Her basal metabolism proved to
be 94.3 per cent, of the normal standard, and, there-
fore, well within normal limits. Hence this patient's
symptoms were not due to hyperthyroidism, and
attempts to curtail the activity of the gland, while
tlie\- might serve to ameliorate some of the com-
j)laints, would be likely to play havoc in other
directions.
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A case which illustrates the difficulty of diagnos-

ing Graves's disease from the history and physical

examination alone is the following

:

Case II.—A tailor, a Russian Jew, complained of

epigastric distress for two years, and pains in the

right lumbar region for one year; all the large joints

ached at times. There were frequent and severe

headaches : he was very constipated and had never
had diarrhea. The thyroid gland was slightly en-

larged, but gave no evidence of bruits or thrills.

There was a very slight prominence of the eyeballs,

but all other eye signs were negative. A fine tremor
of the fingers was present; the pulse rate at dif-

ferent times varied between 84 and 120; the hands
w-ere cold and blue. The history and physical

examination gave the impression that this was a

case of nervous instability resembling the instances

of neurocardiac asthenia that gave rise to so much
discussion during the war. His basal metabolic rate,

however, was forty-one per cent, above the normal
value. This figure was too high to be accounted

for by possible restlessness during the determina-

tion or by the slight tachycardia. The inevitable

conclusion was that there was a distinct overactivity

of the thyroid in this man.
The nervousness, tremor, and suggestive exoph-

thalmos were virtually the only ones of the accepted

signs of hyperthyroidism that were present. Why
the tachycardia was not constant, why the eye signs

were not more definite, why there was no diarrhea,

are questions that can be answered in many different

ways. However, it brings up the very important

clinical fact that many of these cases apparently

present a dissociated group of symptoms that render

it very difficult at times to make accurate diagnoses

or to obtain ideal therapeutic results. Thus we
have had one patient who complained of cardiac

palpitation after the use of thyroxin and thyroid

extract, although her basal metabolism was still

fourteen per cent, below normal. In another in-

stance there was marked excitability and nervous-

ness, although other signs indicated hyperthyroidism,

and the metabolic rate was 23.2 per cent, below the

normal figure.

In this case the administration of thyroid gland

had a distinct tendency to produce diarrhea and

increase the nervousness without materially afifecting

the pulse rate, the weight, or the feeling of lassitude.

In this patient there had been a complete hysterec-

tomy some years before. The question of the

depression of the basal metabolism, through loss of

the ovarian function, is suggested by these findings.

Janney and Henderson (2) described two similar

cases in which the ovaries had been removed. In

these the basal metabolism could not be brought to

normal, as symptoms of distress, palpitation and

rapid pulse intervened even on small thyroid doses.

In occasional instances, the basal metabolism

apparently does not serve as an exact indicator of

the activity of the thyroid gland. Janney and

Henderson report a case with thyroid hypertrophy,

tremor of the fingers and tongue, sympathicotonia,

moist palms and soles, nervousness, excitability,

exophthalmos. Stellwag's sign, rapid pulse on slight

provocation, and loss of weight and strength, while

the basal metabolism was five per cent, below nor-

mal. These authors believe this to be a case of

exophthalmic goitre in spite of the normal metabolic
rate. In one of our patients, a very obese, lethargic

woman, the basal metabolism proved to be normal.
She was given thyroid cautiously and this was
gradually increased to the rather large dose of fifteen

grains a day, which was maintained for more
than six months. During this period the lethargy

diminished very markedly, there was some loss of
weight, the pulse rate going up only to 80 after

exercise, and the temperature continued to be sub-
normal. The only signs of too large a dose of thy-

roid substance were excessive perspiration and a
headache which came on every one or two weeks.
Both of these cases are possible examples of dis-

agreement between what appear to be justifialile

clinical diagnoses and the basal metabolic rate.

Such occurrences are exceptions, and it is a matter
of further study and observation to clear up the

exact relationship of such findings.

Clinical signs and symptoms have been sought
which would parallel basal metabolism determina-
tions and thus make such estimations of secondary
importance. The two criteria most often used are

the pulse rate and the weight. Neither of these

appear to meet the demands as a measure of the

intensity of thyroid activity as satisfactorily as the

estimation of the metabolic rate. The conclusions

of some of the observers who have worked exten-

sively on these problems are of interest. Sturgis

and Tompkins (3) conclude that there is a fairly

constant relationship between the resting pulse and
basal metabolism ; a tachycardia of 90 or higher was
associated with a basal metabolism of fifteen per
cent, or more above the normal in all but sixteen

per cent, of 154 patients with hyperthyroidism;
when the basal metabolism came to normal the pulse

came to below 90 in seventy-eight per cent, of the

cases ; the pulse rate gave an accurate idea of the

course of the disease compared to basal metabolism
in eighty-five per cent. ; the fact that a pulse rate

below 90 during complete rest is seldom, and below
80 a minute is rarely associated with an increased

metabolism, is of practical importance in the recog-

nition of a group of nervous patients whose symp-
toms resemble those occurring in hyperthyroidism.

Means and Aub (4 and 5) draw conclusions that

vary somewhat from those of Sturgis and Tompkins.
They find that the pulse rate is not an index of the

absolute degree of thyroid intoxication, but that the

pulse rate does furnish a relative index in the same
patient seen at difTerent times ; that is, as the basal

metabolism rises or falls, the pulse rate in the same
person increases or diminishes proportionately, but

a given pulse rate is not an indication of a corre-

sponding basal metabolic rate in difTerent indi-

viduals. In making comparisons between the pulse

rate and the basal metabolism, they use a standard

by which pulse rates of 50 and 150 are equivalent

respectively to a normal metabolic rate and to a rate

100 per cent, above normal. On this basis there

are two types of hyperthyroidism: type I. in which
the pulse rate is ten or more above the metabolic

rate, and type II, in which it is ten or more below

;

type I, that with the more marked tachycardia, does

equally well on being treated with x ray or surgery,

while type II apparently gives poor results with

immediate resort to surgery, but does better with
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preliminary use of x rays. From the conclusions

and the experience with tachycardia which any
clinician has at his disposal, it is safe to say that

from a diagnostic point of view the pulse rate is

not as reliable a diagnostic sign as the metabolic rate.

The only other symptom which has been pro-

posed as a measure of the intensity of thyroid

activity or progress of thyroid disease is the loss or

gain in weight, and here the comparisons with the

metabolic rate are very far from being absolute

criteria of one another. Thus Means and Aub find

a reciprocal relationship between the weight and
basal metabolism in only twenty per cent, of their

cases.

The basal metabolism furnishes the best measure
b\- which to gauge the effect of medication, x ray
or operation. ]\Iost of the published results indi-

cate that this is a simple matter. A closer study of

many of the tables, however, shows that the final

•cure can only be accomplished after months of effort.

The metabolic rate is the only test that gives a satis-

factory answer to the difficult question whether
the activity of the thyroid needs further curtailment

or whether thyroid medication should be increased.

The following instance may possibly accentuate this

point

:

In April, 1919, a young woman of twenty-eight
had the right lobe, isthmus, and part of the left lobe

of her thyroid gland removed. Before the opera-

tion her basal metabolism was thirty-four per cent,

above normal ; after the operation it dropped to

twenty-four per cent, above normal ; one year and
.seven months after the operation the metabolic rate

had almost returned to the preoperative level, being
thirty-two per cent, higher than the average normal.
Hence, in this case, the nervousness, tachycardia,

etc., which persisted in spite of the operation, were
not due to nervousness, as it was tempting to assume,

but to overactivity of the remnant of the thyroid

gland.

The value of basal metabolism in diseases of the

thyroid gland may be compared to that of hemo-
globin in the anemias. In many cases no hemo-
globinometer is necessary to determine the grade of

anemia existing; in some instances, on the other

hand, inspection of the skin and mucous membranes
is very deceptive. The proper laboratory test gives

us, in both conditions, a correct orientation as to the

intensity and nature of the process. It is obvious
that in a disease whose treatment involves the per-

manent interference with vital functions, by surgery^

or X ray, such a test as basal metabolism furnishes

an indispensable factor in judging whether the

activity of the thyroid gland is normal, increased

or diminished, in forming an accurate estimate of

the intensity of the disturbance, and finally in guid-

ing the administration of thyroid preparations, the

use of sedatives, rest, x ray, or surgery. The fact

that many cases may be diagnosed without the aid

of this test of precision is no reason to neglect it

as some clinicians seem to be desirous of doing.

It is ^ great satisfaction to have a means at hand
by which at least one disease in the field of endo-
crinology may be robbed of its mysticism and exag-
gerated prevalence, and be properly diagnosed and
treated.
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Basal Metabolism and Endocrine Manifestations*
By A. S. BLUMGARTEN, M. D., F. A. C. P.,

New York.

Associate Attending Physician and Chief of the Department of Endocrinology, Leno.x Hill Hospital.

The importance of endocrine study does not lie

in the appreciation of the well known endocrine
syndromes. If endocrinology has done anything for

medicine at all, and many of us believe it has done
a great deal, it has taught the clinician to be a better

observer and has broadened his outlook. It has
added to his attitude of merely looking for extrane-
ous factors in disease, a better appreciation of the

patient's reaction. Heretofore medicine consisted
largely of the recognition of anatomical change in

•organs, and a patient who did not present such
morphological evidence was considered unworthy of
the clinician's serious attention.

The appreciation of the relation of the endocrine
system to medicine is gradually developing what we
might term physiological medicine or the study of

"Read in part at a meeting of the Lenox Hill Hospital Clinical
Society, February 11, 1921.

the changes in the physiology of the patient as the

result of his contact with extrinsic factors, such as

bacteria and other irritants. On the other hand, the

abnormal physiology may be the expression of a
discord between the patient and his environment.
This conception of clinical medicine does not aban-
don the appreciation of pathology, but it aims to

recognize abnormal physiology as well. Indeed,
both usually occur together, but abnormal physiol-

ogy may precede the establishment of a lesion or
the lesion may not be recognizable by our present
methods, which are relatively gross at best.

In such a conception, function plays an equal
part with structure, and the socalled functional dis-

eases assume the same importance as the organic
diseases. Clinically we can appreciate the role of
the endocrine system in medicine in several cate-

gories ;
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1. The definite endocrine syndromes may mani-
fest themselves in minor forms ; the socalled forme
fruste. Consequently they frequently pass recogni-
tion and mask as various visceral diseases.

2. A definite endocrine syndrome may begin with
various visceral symptoms and the identifying
symptoms may only appear later. Here, too, a le-

sion or functional disturbance of the viscera to
vi^hich the symptoms are referred is diagnosed.

3. The various symptoms of a definite endocrine
syndrome may differ in the intensity with which
they dominate the clinical picture. Consequently
the condition is not recognized unless the entire

clinical picture is taken into account.

4. The definite endocrine syndrome corresponding
clinically to any of the groups described above may
be merely a symptom ; the expression on the part of
the patient as the earliest manifestation of a well
known disease, such as tuberculosis for instance. It

is well known to any experienced clinician that tu-

berculosis may begin with emotional upsets, tachy-

cardia, fine tremors and loss in weight. In addition
to these symptoms there may be associated gastric

symptoms which may even dominate the clinical pic-

ture ; and at this time no cough and no physical signs

are present to indicate the arising infection. Other
infections may be initiated in the same way. Only
later when the infection is full fledged can we cor-

relate the entire clinical picture into one etiological

entity.

To my mind these early symptoms—in tubercu-
losis, for example—are really part of a hyperthy-
roidism, but a symptomatic hyperthyroidism. It

is well known that the endocrine system, notably the

thyroid and adrenal, plays an important role in

immunity. This clinical evidence of a hyperthy-
roidism, therefore, is really the cHnical expression
of activation of the immune processes. At this time
the exciting cause may not be apparent until it over-
comes the immunological efifort and establishes a

recognizable lesion.

5. The careful study of the patient himself in

various diseases, from a morphological, physiologi-

cal and psychic point of view, seems to indicate that

individuals sufYering from the same disease have
characteristics more or less in common. This is

also true of normal individuals who react to environ-
ment and the exigencies of life in the same way.
Now, since the endocrine system is responsible for

growth and development, and since we know that

each endocrine gland plays its own peculiar role in

the development and growth of specific structures

as well as in the physiology and psychology of the

individual, we can group patients and individuals

into characteristic types. These types show indi-

vidual structural, physiological and psychic mark-
ings, indicating the domination of one or more
endocrine glands, and are called tropisms, such as

adrenotropes, thyrotropes, pituitotropes, and pitu-

itogonadotropes. While these tropisms frequently
do bear a relationship to susceptibility, this suscep-
tibility is not necessarily specific.

The endocrine gland which dominates the endo-
crine physiology is naturally more highly sensitized

than the others. Consequently it is more subject

to injury, with resultant functional deficiency, dis-

turbance in endocrine balance and compensatory
phenomena. This injury may be an infection or it

may be a disturbance in the relation between the
nervous system and the endocrines. For example,
in adrenotropes adrenal insufficiency develops in in-

fections and otherwise, more commonly than in

others. In thyrotropes, hyperthyroidism develops,
and so on. I have seen the most classical case of
adrenal insufficiency recently in an adrenotrope,
following an attack of scarlet fever.

To determine the various phases in which the
endocrine system presents itself in various medical
conditions we have to rely as yet largely on clinical

grounds. And since, as I have attempted to indi-

cate above, this role rarely presents itself as a frank
syndrome the actual difficulty of establishing evi-

dence of an endocrine disturbance, causative, asso-
ciated or otherwise, is multiplied. Nor should we
minimize the value of good clinical observation.
Laboratory methods have come and gone while
many clinical observations have persisted for cen-
turies. I have paid a great deal of attention in re-
cent years to the newer work on blood chemistry
in chronic nephritis. Yet the classification and clin-

ical facts established by Dr. Delafield some twenty-
five years ago have not been altered. The only dif-

ference is that we speak in different terms. Dr.
Delafield spoke in terms of clinical data while to-

day we speak in terms of blood chemistry. But the
facts established by the clinical data run parallel

with the more measurable facts obtained by chem-
ical analysis of the blood.

Nevertheless, the conservative physician's skep-
ticism is justified in accepting evidence of thyroid
deficiency, for instance, on the basis of a few scanty
hairs on the eyebrow or an evanescent drowsiness
or evidence of a dyspituitarism on the basis of a mild
adiposity and slight genital atrophy. The burden
of proof is on the endocrine enthusiast and he
should not permit his feelings to get the better of his

reason. Consequently no one is hungrier for exact
methods of determining endocrine disturbances
than the endocrinologist himself.

At the present time the most exact method for

determining certain endocrine disturbances is the
study of the basal metabolism. I shall therefore

review briefly the salient facts that have finally

placed this exact method on a practical basis. It is

well known that the metabolism of an individual is

variable according to many factors, such as muscu-
lar exercise, psychic activity, sleep, digestion, age
and sex. It has been definitely established, how-
ever, that the level of an individual's metabolism
while at rest and after twelve to eighteen hours'

starvation is constant, varying only with certain de-

terminable factors. This is known as the basal

metabolism. This varies only with the sex, age,

and as Rubner has shown long ago, with the body
surface. Dubois has worked out certain linear

formulas for the determination of the patient's

body surface from his weight and height. Aub and
Dubois have thus been able to work out certain nor-

mal figures for the basal metabolic level for various

ages and for both sexes.

By measuring the rate of oxygen intake and mul-
tiplying this by the caloric value of a litre of oxygen
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at the respiratory quotient, which is the ratio of the

quantity of oxygen consumed to the quantity of

carbon dioxide ehminated, we determine the pa-

tient's basal metabohc levef.

In some of the apparatus the determination of

the basal metabolism has been simplified, so that it

can be determined by measuring only the oxygen
intake, and then figuring the basal metabolism ac-

cording to the tables of Dubois. This is possible

because the caloric value of oxygen is not very much
alYected by varying the respiratory quotient, and by
assuming 0.82 as the respiratory quotient, a fig-

ure which has been found to be the average of a

large number of determinations. The recent de-

velopment of a number of practical indirect calor-

imetry apparatus such as the Benedict, the Jones,

and others, has placed the basal metabolism deter-

mination on a practical basis. When these ap-

paratus become still more simplified the determina-

tion of the basal metabolic level will be just as sim-

ple as a blood pressure reading.

Since the basal metabohc level is constant for

the age, sex and body surface of the patient, any
variation from this level is of pathological signifi-

cance. We know, however, that the endocrine
glands are the chief regulators of metabolism ; con-

sequently, any significant change in the patient's

metabolic level in the absence of fever (which
causes an increase) is indicative of a disturbance in

some of the glands of internal secretion. Numerous
observers, notably Plummer, McCaskey, Tierney
and others have reported changes in the basal meta-
bolic level in some of the well known endocrino-
pathies. We may summarize their results briefly

as follows

:

1. In hyperthyroidism the basal metabolic level

is raised in proportion to the clinical intensity of

the condition.

2. In myxedema the basal metabolic level is dim-
inished in proportion to the clinical intensity of the

case.

3. In dyspituitarism with adiposity the basal

metabolic level is slightly diminished.

It is not my object in this paper to add my basal

metabolism determinations in the frank endocrine
syndromes to the cumulative evidence, as they
merely corroborate the findings of others. I wish,

however, to present a number of cases to indicate

the clinical value of basal metabolism determina-
tions as an aid in establishing an endocrine phase in

a number of common medical diseases in which we
had reason to suspect such a relationship from a

careful study of the subjective and objective clin-

ical findings. I am reserving for a future paper,

however, a more extensive study of a large volume
of similar cases. The basal metaboHsm readings

were determined by the Jones apparatus.

The patients herein reported, suffered from vari-

ous common conditions in which an endocrine
phase was manifest either as a forme fruste as a

masked frank endocrine syndrome, as a symp-
tomatic endocrine syndrome or as a tropism with
injury of the dominating gland.

We must not rely, however, on the basal meta-
bolism determination nor on the clinical finding's

alone, but on the proper combination of both. But
since the basal metabolism is determined by a more
or less exact and measurable method, it is perhaps

more reliable.

Case I.—M. B., a married woman forty-one

years of age, came under observation in October,

1920, complaining chiefly of pains in the spine,

particularly in the lumbosacral region and in the

neck. Chiefly on account of the pains in the lumbo-
sacral region a hysterectomy was done about two
years before. I could not determine what the

pathology of the uterus was at the time it was re-

moved. At any rate the symptoms did not improve
after the operation and similar pains developed in

the arms and legs. About ten months ago the pa-

tient began to notice occasional slight pufifiness of

the eyelids and epigastric pain bearing no relation

to meals. At times she felt drowsy in the after-

noon and was always tired. Her skin was dry and
scaly and her hair fell out at times. She' rarely

perspired. Except for measles in childhood and a

rather indefinite attack of rheumatism about twelve

years ago, she had never been ill. There was noth-

ing in her family history or in her habits that was
relevant or of etiological value.

The patient was a rather stout lethargic middle-

aged woman of medium height. Her skin was dry
and somewhat scaly ; there was no rash on the skin,

no pigmentation, and no Sergent's line. There was
no general glandular enlargement. The scalp was
covered by a rather abundant growth of hair but

was full of dandrufif. The eyebrows were rather

thin in the outer half. There was slight edema of

the eyelids. The cornese were dull and listless, the

pupils were round, equal, and they reacted to light

and accommodation ; there was no exophthalmos.

The nose and ears showed no abnormal changes.

The teeth were in poor condition, and there was a

purulent secretion from the sockets. The thyroid

was not readily palpable, but was present. There
were no supraclavicular fat pads.

The chest was normal in shape and contour ; the

expansion was good ; the breasts were small. The
lungs and heart were normal ; the pulse was 64, the

blood pressure systolic 110, diastolic 90, and there

was no evidence of arterial thickening. The abdo-

men was not distended, the abdominal wall rather

thick, no signs of fluid, and no tenderness or rigidity.

The abdominal viscera were normal. There was
considerable tenderness on pressure in the lumbo-

sacral region of the spine and there were fat pads

on either side of this region. There was tender-

ness along the cervical spine.

The extremities showed slight pufifiness of the

ankles ; there was marked tenderness on pressure

over the muscles of the arms, and movements of the

shoulder joints elicited marked pain. Vaginal ex-

amination showed a stump of a cervix and rectal ex-

amination showed only a few hemorrhoidal tabs.

Examination of the nervous system showed no evi-

dence of any organic nervous disease.

Laboratory examinations : The urine showed a

specific gravity of 1.024. acid, no albumin, no
sugar, no indican

;
microscopically no casts, only a

few epithehal cells. Blood examination showed the
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red blood cells 3,800,00, hemoglobin eighty-five per

cent, white blood cells 9,000 ;
polynuclears forty-

six per cent ; small lymphocytes thirty-two per cent.

;

large lymphocytes twenty-four per cent.; Wasser-
mann reaction negative. Goetch test was riegative

(absolutely no reaction). Vagotonic test was nega-
tive. Basal metabolism was -22 per cent.

There was no evidence of any organic disease in

this patient. The slight puffiness, the rather dry
scaly skin, the lymphocytosis, the dull listless con-

dition, and the scanty hair on the outer eyebrows
suggested thyroid deficiency which was corroborated

by the minus twenty-two basal metabolism. Since

we have objective evidence of thyroid deficiency, it

is logical to explain the symptoms in the joints on
this basis. The lesion is probably an infiltration

into or around the joints.

The patient was put on small doses of thyroxin

and within two weeks the pains had disappeared

and about three weeks later the puffiness around the

ankles had disappeared. She is now alert and ac-

tive and the basal metabolism test taken about the

middle of January was -4 per cent.

Case II.—F. E., a young girl of about twenty-five

came under observation in July, 1920. About two
months ago she began to have crying spells and
general emotional irritability without any apparent

cause. She had become exceedingly nervous, was
unable to sleep, had developed persistent pain in the

right hypochondrium after meals and was constant-

ly losing in weight. She had no cough, no expec-

toration, and no temperature.

About four years ago she went to Saranac on
account of an early pulmonary tuberculosis which
began rather acutely with a severe hemoptysis fol-

lowing an attack of bronchopneumonia. Several

months before this she had gastric symptoms sim-

ilar to the present on account of which she had her

appendix * removed. She had scarlet fever and
measles in childhood and her tonsils were removed
when she was ten years of age. There was nothing

in her habits or family history that was relevant to

her condition. Her father, who came with the pa-

tient, was apparently an adrenotrope.

The patient was a rather thin young woman, five

feet one inch in height, weighing ninety pounds,
temperature normal ; no rasli on the skin, no
pigmentation, and no Sergent's line. Her face was
slightly flushed and she blushed frequently and
readily. The scalp was covered by an abundant
growth of lustrous hair. The features were thin

and delicate ; the nose was thin, the corneae were
bright. The pupils were round, equal, and reacted

to light and accommodation ; there was no exoph-
thalmos. The teeth were pearly white, in excellent

condition. The tonsils were absent and throat con-

gested. The thyroid was palpable but not enlarged.

The chest was normal in shape and contour ; ex-

pansion was good and the costal angle acute. The
lungs showed evidence of a small healed spot in the

right apex which showed no physical signs of ac-

tivity. The heart was normal except for a slight

tachycardia. The pulse was 100, the blood pressure

110 systolic, 80 diastolic. The abdomen was not

<listended ; there was slight tenderness on pressure

in the right hypochondrium. There was a marked
])tosis of the stomach ; the lower border extending

to the level of the navel. The other abdominal
viscera were apparently normal. The extremities

showed a fine tremor of the hands.

Laboratory examinations : Several sputum ex-

aminations were negative for tubercle bacilli. Ex-
amination of the urine showed specific gravity to

Ijc 1.006, acid, no albumin, no sugar. Microscop-
ically, no casts

;
only a few epithelial cells. Blood

count : Hemoglobin, eighty-five per cent. ; white blood
cells, 10,500 ;

polynuclears sixty-five per cent. ; small

lymphocytes, twenty per cent.
;
large lymphocytes,

fifteen per cent. Gastric analysis after an Ewald
test meal showed free hydrochloric acid four, total

acidity fourteen, and a few well digested starch

granules. Goetch test moderately positive. Vago-
tonic test negatives. Basal metabolism -\-26.5.

This patient was under constant observation and
her chest was examined repeatedly. About two
months after she first came under observation,

rales developed around the border of the old lesion

m the lung, and tubercle bacilli were found in the

sputum. The patient was suffering from emotional

irritability, nervousness, tachycardia, gastric symp-
toms and loss in weight. This clinical picture con-

stitutes a mild hyperthyroidism. This is corro-

borated by the positive Goetch test and the

increased basal metabolic level. In view of the fact

that she had an old healed tuberculous lesion in the

right apex and that this lesion began with somewhat
similar symptoms, it is rational to consider this hy-

perthyroidism as a symptomatic hyperthyroidism. It

may be considered as an early indication of activity

of the old process, although the lesion itself did not

show any signs of activity until two months later.

The role of the thyroid and adrenal in immunity is

well known, and the overactivity of the thyroid in

this case is really the expression of an effort to

overcome an arising infection.

CONCLUSIONS.

1. Endocrine manifestations occur in common
medical diseases other than the frank syndromes in

several forms: a, as a forme fruste; b, as a visceral

disease in which the endocrine phase is masked by
the visceral symptoms or as the earliest manifesta-

tion of the frank syndrome; c, as the earliest mani-

festation of a systemic infection
;
d, as an endocrine

tropism with functional insufficiency of the domi-

nating gland.

2. The recognition of these endocrine manifesta-

tions in various common diseases has heretofore

been based largely on clinical grounds.

3. Since the basal metabolic level is raised in thy-

roid overactivity and lowered in thyroid deficiency,

we can use the determination of the basal metabolic

level as an aid in determining the presence or ab-

sence of thyroid overactivity or deficiency in various

common diseases which show such clinical signs.

4. A number of illustrative cases are presented in

which endocrine disturbances in common medical

conditions are determined by means of the basal

metabolism determination, in conjunction with the

clinical signs.

Three additional cases were reported by the author, one of mi-
Rraine attacks with evidences of thyroid deficiency, one of mild
liyperthyroidism with dominant gastrointestinal symptoms and one
that of an adrenotrope with adrenal insufficiency and gastric s-mp-
toms. These case reports will appear in full in the author's reprints.
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The Relation of Endocrine Disturbance to Tinnitus Aurium*
By J. COLEMAN SCAL, M. D.,

New York,

Assistant . Adjunct, Otology, Beth Moses Hospital; Assistant Ear, Nose and Throat Clinic, Beth Israel Hospital.

Internal glandular secretions, their activities and
deficiencies, constitute the most important question

in internal medicine at the present time. In this

connection I have made a special study of tinnitus

aurium, with such remarkable results that an early

report is warranted.
In reviewing tinnitus aurium we find it is a con-

dition in the auditory apparatus in which patholog-
ical sounds varying in type and intensity are pro-

duced. It is one of the most distressing af¥cctions,

especially when the noises are loud and continuous.
The sounds may be experienced as whistling, buz-
zing, hissing, blowing, ringing, or roaring. They
may be intermittent or constant, high or low pitched

and may vary from a very mild to a very distressing

condition. These noises are increased by menstrua-
tion, pregnancy and lactation.

The origin or cause of this condition has never
been understood. Most writers attributed it to

either an interference with sound waves due to

tubal obstruction or to the interference of the sound
• perceiving apparatus. Other given causes are tubal

catarrh, chronic otitis media and auditory nerve irri-

tations. It also exists in otosclerosis and toxemias
of various types, or may be due to overindulgence
of the sexual function or intoxicants. All writers

agree that this condition arises from a stimulation
somewhere in the auditory tract, either peripherally

or centrally and either direct or reflex. Cases are
reported where the agony and insomnia from these
continuous noises were so intense that they drove
the unfortunate victims to suicide.

The previous treatment of tinnitus aurium was
most unsatisfactory. Most methods consisted of
inflating the Eustachian canal, its dilatation with
bougies, massaging the drum and ossicles with a
Seigle's otoscope, the application of electricity, etc.

The success of the treatment of tinnitus aurium
by glandular therapeutics depends upon the con-
dition being a symptom resulting from gland
exhaustion, or due to a deficient activity of the
adrenothyroid apparatus. The extract of a gland
organ will exert an exciting influence in the same
organ so that a sluggish gland can be prodded
into activity to a degree quite beyond belief and
result in a glandular readjustment. The thyroid
gland is undoubtedly largely responsible for the
distressing symptom of tinnitus aurium. This can
be explained by a thyroid deficiency causing a
generalized infiltration in which cellular growth and
oxidation is interfered with throughout the body.
When this infiltration affects the auditory apparatus
we get the characteristic symptoms of tinnitus

aurium without any definite ear lesions. Sajous
describes this as an anemia of this special sense
organ, accounted for by the low blood pressure
present, as well as by the poverty in the oxidase,
its oxidizing principal, causing impairment of hear-

*From the Ot ilaryngolo(;ical Department, Beth Israel Hospital.

ing and tinnitus. According to Gake, adrenal in-

sufficiency is a potent cause by producing either

anemia and mental fatigue or congestion of the

labyrinth.

In a series of sixty cases in which tinnitus aurium
existed without any disease of the ear, thyroid

extract was the routine gland substance admin-
istered. A quarter to a half grain three times daily

was given, and the patient watched carefully for

symptoms of overdosing. Some patients reported

improvement on the third day and others at the end
of a week. About seventy per cent, of the patients

responded to thyroid. Some of these were free

from ear noises in two months, others improved
greatly and continued calling at the clinic regularly

with the hopefulness of being relieved entirely. In
ten per cent, of this series of cases thyroid either

had no effect at all or else improved them but
slightly. In such cases adrenalin substance tot^l

gland, two grains three times daily, was given.

This produced marked amelioration of the symp-
toms, but not as cjuickly or completely as thyroid.

From ten to twenty per cent, of these cases did

not respond to glandular treatment. These patients

were the very old chronic cases which have been
coming to the clinic for the past ten years. One
male, aged sixty, obtained relief at first with orchitic

substance, but this was only temporary, and further

treatment with internal glands proved futile. This
pan be accounted for by a degenerative process of
the ductless glands due to old age and resulting in

an autointoxication.

Ovarian extract in five grain doses, three times
daily, was tried in several cases, with good results.

One patient reported the return of her menstrual
flow to normal, with the cessation of her tinnitus

aurium, and had been free from this condition for

two months. She had given a history of her men-
strual flow becoming irregular and scanty with the

onset of the tinnitus.

The results of these experiments warrant further

study on this subject in its relation to all functional

nasopharyngological conditions. The future treat-

ment of functional disturbances depends upon the

interest of the medical profession in internal secre-

tory glands. Otologists will do well to study endo-
crine disturbance in relation to tinnitus aurium.

Organic diseases will not respond to endocrine
treatment which will only affect functional disturb-

ances. The theory is to encourage the overworked
glands and to reestablish their normal functional

activities. This treatment is of no use in tinnitus

due to otosclerosis or to labyrinth or auditory nerve
lesions, or to fauhy nerve centres.

In conclusion, the possibility of not having per-

severed long enough should be taken into considera-

tion as a factor in accounting for those cases in

which there was no improvement with this treatment.

950 Park Avf.nue.
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Progressive Systemic Deafness as an Endocrine Syndrome*
By JAMES G. CALLISON, M. D.,

New York.

According to present teaching, patients with pro-

gressive deafness and tinnitus are to be placed in

one of three categories, chronic catarrhal otitis

media, otosclerosis, and nerve deafness. Briefly,

these conditions may be defined as follows

:

Chronic catarrhal otitis media is that condition in

which there is an increase in the time of bone con-

duction of sound and a decrease in air conduction,
a raising of the lower tone limit, and increasing

deafness. Tinnitus aurium may or may not be
present. Otosclerosis is characterized by advanc-
ing deafness, extreme tinnitus, a wide open Eus-
tachian tube, no change in the drum membrane,
absence of secretion in the external auditory canal.

Paracusis is usually but not necessarily present. In
nerve deafness the upper and lower tone limits are

narrowed, the relationship between bone and air

conduction is not at all or only slightly altered, and
there is progressive deafness, usually rapid.

The term otitis media, as applied to these condi-

tions, is open to serious objection. It supposes two
wrong inferences. One is that the condition is pri-

marily a local change, and the other that it is inflam-

matory in nature. The conditiofi is really the local

manifestation of a systemic disturbance, and the

change is partly infiltrative and partly a lack of

tone, or relaxation due to degenerative changes, in

tissues with a purely mechanical function. In some
cases the infiltrations and in others the relaxation

will predominate in the local changes.

The use of the term otosclerosis to separate the

terminal stage of a case of progressive systemic
deafness from its earlier manifestations is not justi-

fied. In this particular instance the disease has
commenced in early life, usually at puberty or
adolescence, before ossification is complete, and the

course of the disease has been a stormy, rapidly pro-
gressive one. The term nerve deafness similarly

separates oft the group of cases of progressive sys-

temic deafness in which the infiltrations and degen-
erations are mainly in the nervous mechanism con-
cerned in the act of hearing. In each case, there

seems little justification for creating separate en-
tities for the conditions. Attributing them to a
systemic disturbance based on a pluriglandular

dyscrasia correlates the symptoms in a rational way,
making their etiology definite and concrete, and puts
their treatment on a physiological basis. The sys-

temic evidence of this pluriglandular dysfunction
accompanying progressive deafness, whether in a
causal relationship or not, is present in all the tissues

and organs of the body. This includes the blood
and vascular system, the skin and its appendages,
the digestive tract, the nervous system and the geni-

tourinary system. In many instances the changes
in other parts of the body are more marked than in

the ears themselves.

The general aspect of these patients is that of age.

Read before the New York Academy of Medicine, March 17, 1921.

This may be in actual years, or they may be aged be-

yond their years. This is particularly true when the

condition is encountered in early middle life. The
hair is gray beyond their years, is dry, lustreless, and

may be falling out. The skin is wrinkled and dry

and chaps easily. The eyes are dull and expression-

less. The glandular secretions generally, so far as

can be observed, are disturbed and less abundant.

These patients are overdressed for warmth, even

in summertime, and they stand winter weather

badly. Mentally, they are apathetic and lack inter-

est. They are rarely in a hurry, tire easily, and

sleep badly, and yet may be drowsy during the day,

especially after a heavy meal. Constipation is nearly

always complained of, and in women, there are men-
strual disturbances. Generally, they appear to lack

the thing we call "pep." Their energy is at a low

ebb.

Blood and vascular system.—The cardiovascular

system usually lacks tone. The blood pressure

varies, but is inclined to be low in uncomplicated

cases. It is not unusual to find it between 100 and
115 millimetres, and it may be below these figures.-

The pulse pressure varies and is not constant, but-

is more inclined to be low than high. Sometimes
the blood pressure is high. This has been encoun-
tered three times in the series of cases studied, twice

in the female and once in the male, and has been
associated with the menopause period in all cases,

occurring during the change or after it is complete.

It is of the type spoken of as functional high blood

pressure, and there is no reason why conditions

other than the menopause should not bring it on.

Arteriosclerosis does not seem to be present in many
of the patients treated for progressive systemic

deafness. The pulse is sometimes slow and the tem-
perature below normal. These patients may com-
plain of cold hands and feet, and they stand the

cold badly. The lack of pressure, the anemia, and
the infiltrations in the skin prevent proper warm-
ing and nourishing of the extremities.

TJie skin and its appendages.—The glands of the

skin, sebaceous, ceruminous and sweat, are sup-

pressed or sluggish in their action. As a result,

the skin is dry and the patient perspires but little.

There is, in advanced cases, a lessening of the ceru-

men in the external auditory canal. These patients

come into the office or clinic on warm days with
heavy clothing on, and yet there is no evidence of

perspiration. The skin is frequently loose and
flabby in texture and not healthy in appearance.
Sometimes there is excessive subcutaneous fat, and
the skin may then assume a myxedematous hue.

The hair is inclined to be dry and brittle and is

usually falling out. When the thinning of the hair

is far enough advanced to be noticeable, it is most
advanced at the -hair margins. The hair over the

forehead has receded, and at a later time the other

hair margins may show the change. The hair and
beard lose their pigment and turn gray. Thi= gray-
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ness is usually more advanced than the years of

the patient would indicate. The eyebrows are in-

clined to be thin, especially at the outer third, where
the absence is very marked. This thinness of the

eyebrows may have always been present, or the

eyebrows may be falling out. The body hair is

usually scant in the male.

The teeth are nearly always decayed. It is a

common remark in the clinic that these deaf patients

do not come for treatment until they have paid all

their money to the dentist. The reason for this

lies in the fact that the decay of the teeth antedates

the onset of deafness. The decay attacks both

crowns and roots of the teeth, but the crowns seem
to suffer most, as the roots are frequently retained.

Apical abscesses are common, both in these retained

-roots and in apparently healthy teeth. There are

exceptions to this observation that the teeth are

decayed, but this class with good teeth are rare and
are in a group by themselves. They are mentioned
here only to exclude them from the general class

under discussion. There is a tendency for the teeth

to be crowded, if enough of them are still present

to judge on this point. In addition to the decay

of the teeth, many of these patients also suffer from
pyorrhoea alveolaris. This is not so universal, how-
ever, as the early decay of the teeth. The gums
may be receding, or they may be red and inflamed

and at the level of the dental interstices continued

in polypoid prolongations.

Gastrointestinal tract.-—Constipation is the rule.

A large proportion of the patients with progressive

systemic deafness are so habitually constipated that

they have already adopted some favorite method
of caring for the condition. The constipation is

due to a lack of tone in the intestinal wall, together

with a lack of the proper quantity of the secretion

of the intestinal and adjacent glands—succus en-

tericus, bile and pancreatic secretion. There is,

with this lack of tone of the intestinal wall, an
enteroptosis and the intestinal loops lie low in the

abdominal cavity. A general ptosis of the abdom-
inal contents may be present. There is, accompany-
ing the constipation, proteid decomposition and
toxic absorption from the intestinal tract. The most
important of these toxic substances are the amino
acids.

Genital system.—In women the menstrual cycle

is generally out of order. The disturbance may be

irregularity as to time, but seems to be more often

than otherwise a reduction in the amount of the

menstrual flow. This reduction, when not amount-
ing to complete amenorrhea, may require careful

questioning to bring out the fact. Each woman
seems to think, if there is no excessive departure

from the normal, that her menstrual condition rep-

resents that normal. I recently had a patient assure

me that her menstrual cycle was quite all right, and
yet on questioning she admitted that she only used
two napkins for her whole menstrual period. Men-
strual backache may be complained of when there

is no abnormality in the. uterus. It is due to in-

filtration and toxic degeneration in the sacrolumbar

and coccygeal joints. In men the .sexual measure is

more difficult to obtain, as there is no specific act

by which it may be judged. I am, however, under

the impression that there is some suppression of

the sexual vigor.

Bones and ligaments.—There is some increase in

the elimination of both calcium and phosphorus in

the urine, an increase greater than any change in

the temporal bone can account for. The patholog-
ical discussions on the bone changes in the various

stages of progressive deafness fail to compare the

temporal bone changes with those in other parts of

the body. There are undoubtedly changes in the

temporal bone in the way of faulty deposition and
absorption of calcium and phosphorus. But whether
there is a general change in the bony framework of

the body has not been determined, except as may be

anticipated from the amount of calcium and phos-

phorus eliminated in the urine. As the bony metab-
olism of the body is under unit control through the

blood, with some influence from the trophic nerves,

there is every reason to think the bone changes are

universal. This would account for the blood cal-

cium changes observed in the advanced cases that

have come to be called otosclerosis. These changes
consist in faulty deposition and absorption of bone
salts, with a cellular infiltration in the Haversian
canals and along the vascular spaces.

As to the Hgaments, there is no doubt as to their

undergoing certain changes. There is a general

lack of tone, in the ear as well as throughout the

body. If the condition had its inception in early

life, these patients may be of the double jointed

class. If the inception was in later life, the change
will consist in infiltration and thickening. That
there is a tendency for the ligaments to relax under
strain is evidenced by the number of these patients

who suffer from flat feet of varying grades. This
lack of tone in the connective tissues generally is

to be expected from the pathological changes pres-

ent in the glandular dyscrasias responsible. It also

explains the relaxation of the drum membrane.

The nervous system.—The memory is frequently

bad in these patients. They are not mentally active,

and lack concentration and mental persistence, and
the disposition may be irritable. They have such

a list of ailments that it is frequently difficult to

control them in history taking, once they are

launched on a full recital of their bodily ills. Some
of them are phlegmatic, but the rule is for them to

assure you that they are very nervous, and this

covers a large variety of indefinite conditions.

These patients are frequently classed as neurotics

and no attention paid to the story of their ailments.

They are slow in their responses, mentally and
physically. In applying the hearing tests they reply

with the utmost deliberation, eve^i when they hear

the given sound well, and they use the same delib-

eration for physical movements during the course

of the treatment.

These patients come to the otologist complaining

of progressive deafness and head noises, one or

both. There is no constant quantitative relation-

ship between these two symptoms. The deafness

may be extreme and no head noises present, or the

tinnitus may be' almost unbearable with a very
slight depression in the acuity of hearing. On ex-

amination the changes in the drum membrane and
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in the middle ear are equally inconstant. The drum
membrane may show extreme retraction with full

acuity of hearing, or the drum may be in its normal
position, with advanced deafness. Likewise the
drum membrane may be very thick or very thin,

with no quantitative relationship to the symptoms
of which the patient complains. In the same way,
the relationship between the condition of the drum
membrane and the Eustachian tube is equally incon-
stant. The drum may be retracted and yet the Eus-
tachian tube, on inflation, seem to be wide open. On
the other hand, the Eustachian tube is sometimes
found well closed by the swelling of the mucous
membrane, and yet the drum is but little retracted.

To put this in the form of a practical statement, the
local speculum examination helps but little in mak-
ing a diagnosis. The functional examination of the
•ear throws more light on the condition with which
we are dealing, and yet the picture is inconstant

—

hence the varying diagnosis of chronic catarrhal
otitis media, otosclerosis and nerve deafness. There
is, however, a fairly constant relationship between
the length of time the condition has been present,
the severity it exhibits, and the functional examina-
tion. There is present both a disturbance of the
transference or conduction of the sound waves and
a failure of the sounds to register—a dulling of the
perception apparatus. These symptoms, the changes
in bone and air conduction, and nerve perception
are too well known to require discussion here.

I should like to add emphasis to one condi-
'tion that, it seems to me, the textbooks on otology
do not sufficiently stress, that is, the qualitative
failure of sounds to register in the higher cerebral
centres. There is a full registration of sound vol-

ume, but the qualitative analysis necessary to trans-
late these sounds into spoken words is absent. The
selective apparatus in the cochlea or hearing centres
in the cerebrum do not register properly, and the
noise is not appreciated as a spoken word. These
patients with progressive deafness will nearly al-

ways tell you that they hear your voice, but that
they do not know what you are saying. Another
way in which this failure of sound registration

manifests itself is in the very early stages of a case
of progressive systemic deafness. At from three
to five feet distant the patient will begin to miscall

a greater or less number of the words spoken to

him, and at the full distance of twenty feet he is

repeating the same number of words correctly. His
sound registering apparatus is interfered with,

rather than his noise perception apparatus. In
life this patient hears part and guesses part, and is

credited with inattention. This failure of registra-

tion is not true of individuals with average hearing.
At the end of their hearing distance for a whispered
voice they simply cease hearing a sound. As long
as they hear a sound, it registers as a definite word
or noise or musical note. The sound registering
faculty is in full working order.

Some of these patients show an extreme relaxa-

tion of the drum membrane, particularly in its

larger, posterior segment. When examined with
the pneumatic otoscope the excursions are extreme
and the drum appears thin, dry and atrophic. It is

so relaxed that it does not seem possible for it to be

regenerated into a tense, vibrating structure. This
condition of the drum membrane is not important
from a diagnostic viewpoint, as the diagnosis must
be made from a functional examination of the ear

and a physical examination of the ])atient. It has,

however, extreme importance from the viewpoint of

])rognosis, as will be pointed out later.

The three periods of life at which progressive

deafness most commonly has its onset, are at the
crises of Hfe—puberty, adolescence and the meno-
pause, and to this may be added a fourth critical

period, the oncoming of actual old age. The
severest cases of progressive systemic deafness, the

group that supplies the largest number of cases of

socalled otosclerosis in later life, are those having
their inception at puberty and adolescence in girls.

These are the most trying times in their lives, the

times of the greatest physical and mental stress,

and their ears suffer. In this connection, it must
be remembered that the male goes through the same
physiological crises as the female, but as the crisis-

is less marked, so the ears suffer less. In connec-

tion with the onset of deafness at puberty and
adolescence, it is to be remembered that ossification

is still incomplete, and the result of loss of control

of phosphorus and calcium is more destructive and
lasting in its results than at a later time in life, when
the ossifications are complete. Closely allied with-

the sexual crises of life as a cause of the onset

of deafness is the effect of pregnancy. Many
women will state that their deafness had its onset

or was made worse during the progress of preg-

nancy.

Next in importance as a cause of the onset of pro-

gressive systemic deafness, after the crises of life,

is to be put down to worry and shock. This worry
may be over finances, over one's own health or the

health of near friends, or any of the numerous
things humanity is given to worrying over. It may
owe its inception to a sudden shock or fright. I

have one patient, a woman over sixty years of age,

who has been through a trying personal illness, and
whose husband has had one stroke of apoplexy.

She was making excellent progress when the hus-

band suffered a second stroke and for a time his

life was despaired of. About the time that the

husband seemed to be out of immediate danger, a

sister seventy years old came to visit her and was
taken down with neuritis and had to be cared for.

Under this strain of worry and fatigue, my patient's

hearing receded very markedly, and it is difficult

at this time to hold the gain so far secured.

The onset of progressive deafness may also fol-

low a severe illness. This is more likely to be
the result of a toxic condition, such as influenza, or

a long continued chronic illness of an exhaustive

nature. On the other hand, the onset may be in-

sidious and without discoverable cause. Patients

will come with the first complaint that they a,re un-

able to hear the telephone with one or the other

ear, and examination will show an advanced state

of deafness in that ear, and perhaps a beginning

involvement of the other ear, or the patient's

friends may be the first to complain of the onset

of deafness. Sometimes these patients cannot fix

within considerable limits the time within which
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llie_v began to be bothered with head noises and

deafness, aUhough they fix the onset of tinnitus

witli much more definiteness than they do the onset

of the progressive deafness. It does not seem to be

estabhshed that there is any connection between

mild inflammatory conditions in the ear and the

l)rogrcssive deafness. The two conditions are more
likely to be coincident than to bear a causal rela-

tionship one to the other. One condition is purely

inflammatory, the other infiltrative and degenerative

in nature.

In the present state of our knowledge, it is not

possible to say with certainty which of the glands

of internal secretion are involved in pro-

gressive systenlic deafness. Yet from the known
pathology and symptomatology, it is possible to men-
tion some of the glands that are responsible for this

syndrome. These include, first, that group of glands

involved in the control of calcium and phosphorus
metabolism, that is, in the control of bony metabol-

ism : second, there are involved the group of glands

concerned in the control of oxidation in the body.

These two groups really can be combined into one

great group which controls bodily metabolism.

The first and most important of these is the

thyroid gland. This gland of internal secretion has

a definite control over the oxidations and metabolic

activities of every cell in the body. It also exercises

a special control over calcium and phosphorus

metabolism. But, combined with it in this control

of the cellular metabolic activities of the body are the

interstitial cells of the sex glands. That the internal

secretion of the interstitial cells of the sex glands

influences bony metabolism is amply evid'enced by
the difl^erences in the bones of castrated and
noncastrated animals. This control of the interstitial

cells of the sex glands over bony metabolism may
be limited to the shape of the bones, or it may be

extended to the metabolism of calcium and phos-

phorus directly. In the gross, this change is limited

to the fact that the bones of the castrated animals

are longer and more slender. The castrated animal

also sufTers a fatty degeneration of his other tissues,

particularly the muscular. As a consequence, the

muscular and connective tissues suiTer from a lack

of tone. That castration produces a profound change

in the bodily metabolism of an animal is amply
evidenced by the difference in the edibility of the

flesh of the two animals. That this change in

metabolism extends to the nervous tissues, witness

the psychic difiference.

In those patients who suffer from a lack of vascu-

lar tone and fatigability, there is also a probable

involvement of the suprarenal gland, as it is a part

of the function of the suprarenals to watch over

vascular tone and relieve fatigue. It is also probable

that the suprarenals join with the interstitial cells of

the sex glands in keeping up the tone of other tis-

sues of the body, as witness the extreme asthenia in

cases of adrenal involvement, of which Addison's

disease is the best known example. In some cases

the pituitary gland seems to have some influence on
bony metabolism in a way which is not easy to ex-

plain, and in regard to which there is a wide differ-

ence of opinion.

In any discussion of the glands involved in these

cases of progressive systemic deafness, it seems
worth while to call attention to a condition that is

sometimes met in connection with this disturbance.

I refer to the condition of postmenopausal or func-

tional high blood pressure, which follows the loss

of a part or all of the internal secretion of the ovary

at the time- of the menopause.
In the control of calcium and phosphorus metabol-

ism in the body, the parathyroid and thymus glands

are both said to play a part. This, however, is not

well enough understood at the present time to justify

any positive .statements as to their use in the condi-

tion under discussion. When the physiology of

these two glands is better understood, they may come
to play a part in the therapeutics of progressive

systemic deafness. It seems desirable, in the dis-

cussion at the present time, to stick to facts that

seem to be well established.
,

THE ROLE OF HEREDITY.
It has been quite well established that what is

commonly called heredity plays a part in the etiology

of progressive deafness. In any discussion of

heredity, it becomes necessary to distinguish between
true heredity and the intrauterine acquirement of

subnormal conditions. In view of the strong ten-

dency for the offspring to be an anatomical copy of

the parent, it seems entirely possible for a tendency
toward a weakened or subnormal glandular system
to be transmitted by true inheritance, and this un-
doubtedly does occur. However, the great mass of

socalled inheritance must be credited to intrauterine

acquirement. A woman with a thyroid gland just

sufficient or not quite sufficient for her needs be-

comes pregnant. The pregnancy immediately throws
an added burden on her thyroid gland and causes

its hypertrophy. As the intrauterine development
of the child progresses, she must not only supply

thyroid gland substance for herself, but also for the

child. If there is less thyroid substance than is

required for the development of the child along

proper lines, then its thyroid will be subnormal, and
later in life will fail to function properly, and will

not stimulate the other glands, particularly the sex
glands, to a proper development. As a consequence
that individual must go through life subnormal in

so far as his glands of internal secretion are con-
cerned.

Breast fed babies receive the necessary amount of

thyroid substance through the mother's milk, and
this in turn stimulates the thyroid gland to a proper
development. Bottle fed babies, on the other hand,
do not get an adequate supply of thyroid secretion

in cow's milk, and this lack may not only prevent
proper bodily development but may also lead to a
thyroid gland that is inadequate to the needs of
the body.

PATHOLOGY OF PROGRESSIVE SYSTEMIC DE.VFNESS.

Keeping in mind the pathology of minor thyroid
deficiency and also the pathology of sex gland loss,

we are now in a position to reconcile the pathology
and symptoms of the local ear condition, and to

state the pathology in the light of the etiology and
symptoms. As I have previously pointed out (1)
the pathology of minor thyroid dyscrasia is essen-
tially that of the socalled cellular infiltration. The
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older, worn out cells of the tissues are not destroyed,

and the new cells are not adequately formed. This
leaves an excessive number of cells, with crowding,

in the tissues, and the condition is spoken of as

infiltration, although this is not a good term. Sub-
oxidation would more correctly describe the condi-

tion present. With this infiltration, there is a con-

dition of myxedematous degeneration, which is mild

or grave in direct proportion to the disturbance of

function of the thyroid gland. As I have already

said, the pathology of gonadal or sex gland de-

ficiency is that of a mild fatty, degeneration, with

bone changes that are undoubted but not so well

understood. An extreme example of the bony change

of sex cell origin is the osteomalacia occurring in

poorly nourished women after repeated pregnancies.

Now combining this into a coherent picture, we
have that<of infiltration and cell crowding, with mild

myxedematous and fatty degeneration. As a result

of this cell crowding and degeneration, there is poor

local circulation and further depression of metabol-

ism. With this, because of the faulty action of the

two glands, there are changes in the phosphorus and
calcium metabolisin. In addition, there is increased

cellularity in the vascular and Haversian spaces of

the bone. Later, in the stage of atrophy, there may
be absorption and contraction of the cellular ele-

ments, and a condition of osteoporosis supervenes.

Now to apply this pathology to the local condition

under discussion. It is possible that in those cases

of thyroid and sex gland insufficiency that give ear

symptoms, the bone changes already described are

more marked in the temporal bone than generally

throughout the body, because of some local predis-

posing factor. The first change is that of infiltra-

tion and thickening in the drum membrane and
throughout the middle ear and its connections. At
a later time, there will be a stage of atrophy. As a

result, the connective tissues of the middle ear, in-

cluding that of the drum, will be of low tone and so

will lack vibrating tension. The muscles will lack

tone, and these should, under careful examination,

show some evidence of fatty infiltration, as should

also the ligaments of the ossicles. The connective

tissues of the labyrinth and cochlea are also of low

tone and lack resilience, and this will, in part, account

for'the failure of sounds to register that has already

been spoken of under symptomatology.

It is, however, in the nervous element of hearing

that the most profound results of the infiltration

and degeneration are shown. The nervous tissues

are the most delicate in their adjustments. They
do the most work, as judged by oxidations, use up
the most energy, have the least reserve store of

oxidizable material, and sufTer the most profound
efifects from slight causes of any tissue in the body.

The nervous structures suffer the same infiltration

and fatty degeneration that is present in other tissues

of the body. This extends from the end organ in

the cochlea, through the cochlear branch of the

eighth nerve, and on into the perception and inter-

pretation apparatus in the cerebrum. The threshold

stimulus is dulled all along the pathway. The end
organs in the cochlea are less responsive, the trans-

mission is less free, and the registration in the cere-

brum is interfered with. Those cases showing the

late effects on the nervous apparatus are classed as
nerve deafness, while at an advanced stage, when
the atrophic end results are present in the middle
ear and temporal bone and the cochlea, come to be
called otosclerosis, particularly if the course has been
a stormy one.

TREATMENT OF PROGRESSIVE SYSTEMIC DEAFNESS.

The inflation of these patients is to be wholly
condemned. The drum membrane, the ligaments
of the ossicles and the middle ear muscles are already
below normal as to their tone and beginning to relax,

and inflation detracts from the tone they have left.

These structures are not accustomed to carrying a
load of tension, as there is, under normal conditions,

no appreciable condensation of the air in the middle
ear. Even in proper blowing of the nose the pres-

sure within the middle ear is not increased, the

Eustachian tubes remaining closed. Tissues that

will lose tone and relax practically under their own
weight are certainly not prepared to resist and will

not resist the traumatism of a vigorous inflation.

Infected adenoids and tonsils must be removed
and abscessed and decaying teeth must be cared for

as a part of the treatment. These infections all

throw an increased load of detoxication on the

glands of internal secretion and render their action

less efficient. In instituting endocrine treatment of

progressive systemic deafness the glands concerned
must be freed from as great a load of detoxication

as may be, and in so far as possible, permitted to

function normally. In pursuing this object, all local

infections must be removed. To secure the best

results, however, from the administration of endo-

crines the treatment must be instituted at the earliest

possible moment. There will come a time when the

degenerative changes have reached such a stage that

restoration of function is not possible, and when
there may be an organic destruction of nerve endings

in the cochlea, or an atrophic degeneration of the

organ of Corti, and similar conditions.

I should like to preface the discussion of the

endocrine treatment of progressive systemic deaf-

ness with the statement and caution that no one
should make a serious attempt at endocrine treat-

ment unless he has made a study of the principles

of treatment and physiology from the viewpoint of

the glands of internal secretion. The administra-

tion of endocrines is not entirely without danger,

and should not be undertaken lightly. There is no
routine treatment, and simply because I have secured

good results in a given case from a certain capsule

is no justification for the routine use of that capsule.

There is and must be an individualization in each

patient treated. For now, more than ever, we are

treating a patient and not a case.

With these reservations, I may be permitted to

state that I have treated many of my patients with
an adrenospermin compound. These are the so-

called thyroid type of patients. If the patient pre-

sents both pituitary and thyroid symptoms, then

I am accustomed to begin with a mixed gland

substance. It is to be remembered that it is

necessary to prescribe stock formulas in endocrine

treatment. The gland substance must be at once
made up into a capsule or tablet that will protect it
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from oxidation, and prevent deterioration. For this

reason, it is not possible to write prescriptions for

the druggist to prepare. With functional high blood

pressure, as in postmenopausal conditions,-the situa-

tion to be met becomes complicated. Here we have

an overactivity of the adrenals with a depression of

the sex gland function. The result is that the

adrenals lack control. For the relief of the high

blood pressure a number of endocrines have proved

useful, and among these, sex gland substance is of

the most importance in the present discussion.

Pancreas substance is a direct antagonist of the

adrenals, and so is efficient in some of these cases

in reducing blood pressure. Handler recommends
placental substance very highly for the reduction

of postmenopausal high blood pressure. In a similar

way other conditions must be met as they arise.

The blood pressure seems to be the key to the con-

trol of the treatment. If the pressure is low, adrenal

substance is to be included in the treatment. If the

pressure is normal or high, then the treatment will

consist of a combination of thyroid and sex gland

substance, the proportion of sex gland being in-

creased as the blood pressure increases. The doses

must be kept small, as the administration will of

necessity extend over a long time. The initial dose

of thyroid substance should not be more than one

eighth of a grain, usually less.

As to the permanency of the improvement, it will

require many years to arrive at a final conclusion on

this point. It will very naturally suggest itself that

the permanency of the improvement will of neces-

sity depend on the amount of suppression of the

physiological activity of the glands affected. If, in

the individual, there was a normally acting set of

endocrine glands present, and their secretions have
been reduced by a severe fright or shock or, toxic

illness, then the gland or glands involved may be
restored to normal and the treatment discontinued.

On the other hand, if there is a permanent sub-

normal condition of the patient's endocrine system,^

and this cannot be brought up to the point where it

will meet the requirements of the patient's bodily

activity, then that patient will, of necessity, have
to be under more or less continuous treatment. He
will, however, learn to judge of his condition more
accurately than any physician could judge of it and
will be able to take his necessary minimum of endo-
crine substance, subject to some guidance from the
physician.

In these patients, where the administration of en-
docrines is likely to continue for a considerable time,,

their administration must not be continuous. This
must be intermittent for a week or ten days in each
month, and in women this period should begin a few
days before menstruation sets in and continue for
a few days after it has ceased. Occasionally, in

those patients in whom the preservation of the hear-

ing necessitates the continued administration of en-

docrine substance, there should be intermissions ex-
tending over one or two months, or even for longer
periods, if the gland deficiency present will per-
mit it.i
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It was at the suggestion of my former professor,

Dr. A. N. Richards, who holds the chair of pharma-
cology and pharmacodynamics in the Medical School

of the University of Pennsylvania, that this study

was undertaken. The infectious enthusiasm, kind

encouragement and stimulating influence of Dr.

WiUiam deB. MacNider, professor of pharmacology.

University of North Carolina Medical School, have

also aided me valuably during this investigation.

Therefore, to these two men, as well as to my
father. Dr. L. B. McBrayer, who ably and tirelessly

assisted me in the actual work, I am deeply indebted.

Before taking up the actual work of which this

paper is the subject, let us briefly review the current

teaching of the pharmacology of pituitary extract.

Here we may state that the preparation used in this

study is the obstetrical pituitrin made by a reliable

drug house, "which, in a recent personal communi-
cation, states that this product is a quantitatively

standardized aqueous extract of the infundibular

portion of the pituitary gland, and th^ obstetrical

pituitrin is just one half as concentrated as surgical

pituitrin. This product was used because we believe

with Rowntree (1) that for such studies it is prob-

ably the best preparation available.

The manufacturers' statements concerning the

pharmacological action of this preparation agree

with the statement in that admitted authority (2)
which says that "when the extract is injected intra-

venously, the blood pressure rises" ; that this "rise

in pressure is due to the constriction of the peri-

pheral arterioles, as is shown by the lessened volume
of the organs." He concludes that "the pituitary

substance must act directly on the muscle fibre,"

because this action is not interfered with by severing

the vasoconstrictor nerves or by paralyzing the

myoneural junctions with ergotoxin. However, this

constrictor action on the arterioles seems not to be
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without exception, for the same writer finds that

"one of the earhest observations was that pituitary

extract injection was followed by a profuse secretion

of urine, generally accompanied by dilatation of the

renal vessels and an increase in the volume of the

kidney," although there is some conflicting evidence

to prove that this is the complete modus operandi in

the diuresis. Cushny's statements are arrived at by
reasoning from analogy, in that they are mainly
based on animal experimentation. Norris states

practically the same thing: "It (pituitary extract)

also has a diuretic effect due to direct .stimulation

of the renal cells, usually aided probably by a con-

comitant vasodilatation, because there is no constant

relation between pituitrin diuresis and either systolic

or pulse pressure or the ratio between them."

Realizing that a textbook can hardly be out of the

hands of the printer before subsequent studies have
antiquated parts of it, we communicated with fifteen

unpublished experiments, that "the rise in systemic

blotxl pressure which follows the use of pituitary

extract and the associated vasodilatation of the renal

vessels is not the essential elements in pituitary

diuresis. The rise in systemic pressure and the

renal vasodilatation favor diuresis from pituitary

extract, but if the renal epithelium is injured by
an anesthetic or by uranium nitrate no diuretic

effect is obtained from pituitary extract, even though
the general and local circulation is favorably in-

fluenced for diuresis. The primary and essential

element in pituitary diuresis is its ability to stimulate

renal epithehum."
Certainly you will agree that the current and

generalized teaching on this subject is that pituitary

extract is a diuretic for man, although in 1915
Konschegg and Schucter (4) reported that, in nor-

mal persons, the volume output of fluid and solids

could be lessened for sixteen hours by the subcu-

FiG. 1.—North Carolina Sanatorium weight chart. A, shows pulse rate; B, urine flow;
pressure; E, systolic blood pressure.

C, pulse pressure; D, diastolic blood

of the best medical schools in the United States,

requesting the professors of pharmacology to give

us their current teaching on the pharmacological

action of pifuitary extract with reference to urine

formation. To date, Columbia University, Johns

Hopkins, University of Michigan, University of

Virginia, Washington University, Yale University,

Cornell University, University of Chicago, Tulane

University, University of North Carolina and the

University of Pennsylvania have replied.

To crystallize their replies, they would be as

follows

:

The subject is yet too undeveloped to permit of

dogmatic teaching; however, we superficially men-

tion its diuretic effect, using Cushny's textbook as

the basis for this teaching, or, as a few did, entirely

avoid answering the question.

MacNider, referred to above, than whom there

is no greater authority on the kidney, considers,

in a personal communication to us based on

taneous injection of one to two c. c. of pituitary

extract.

TECHNIC OF EXPERIMENT.
Our study was undertaken in the following

manner: The seven subjects used were patients in

the North Carolina Sanatorium, undergoing treat-

ment for active pulmonary tuberculosis. In a warm
room, free from noise, interruptions and drafts,

each of the seven ambulatory males was singly

placed at complete and comfortable rest in a semi-

sitting posture on a standard recliner. His position

and clothes were adjusted for subsequent catheter-

ization to the point that this operation did not require

a single movement on his part. After the subject

had rested for fifteen minutes, the five and one half

inch cuff of the Faught mercury sphygmomanometer
was applied to his right arm, and the systolic and
diastolic blood pressure and the pulse rate (counted

in half minutes) were recorded at regular intervals

—usually two minutes—until it appeared that each
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had readied a constant level or rate. This required

about twenty-live 'minutes. The subject was now
cathelerized with a soft, medium sized rubber

catheter. This was done with the minimum of

confusion, noise and movement on the operator's

part, and with the least possible discomfort to the

patient. When the bladder had been emptied and

a constant dropping of urine from the catheter had

been established, the amount of urine flow per unit

of time (usually two minutes) was measured. This,

in our opinion, was taking the urine from the blad-

der at the rate at which it flowed into the bladder

from the kidneys. Along with this measured urine

flow, the systolic and diastolic blood pressure, and
the pulse rate were taken and recorded as detailed

above. The four readings were regularly continued

until each became practically constant, which re-

cjuired about thirty-five minutes. One cubic centi-

metre of pituitrin was now given subcutaneously in

the left deltoid region. This was done with the

least possible disturbance to the patient, blood pres-

sure cut? and catheter. Immediately the readings

of the systolic and diastolic blood pressure, the pulse

rate and amount of urine flow per unit of time were
regularly continued and recorded. This procedure

was usually continued for an hour after the admin-
istration of pituitrin.

'

Now let us take up the results obtained in each

case.

Note: The total solid estimations referred to

below were obtained by that old and often proved
rule (5) which has us multiply the last two figures

of the specific gravity by two, the product being

the total solid output in milligrams per thousand
c. c. of said urine. We realize that this method is

not truly scientific and accurate
;
nevertheless, it was

the only available method possible.

Case 2003.— E. B. S., aged twenty-six years.

Classification : far advanced, B. No. 3. Three uran-

alyses showed : tubercle bacilli, white blood cells

(mainly small lymphocytes), pus cells (few). Phen-
olsulphonephthalein output : two hours, 65 per cent.

;

three hours, 72 per cent. His urine output was
studied, as above outlined, for an hour and eighteen

minutes, with the following results : The rate of

urine flow' averaged 1.25 c. c. per minute for the

fourteen minutes just preceding the administration
of pituitary extract. During the first thirty-two

minutes immediately following the extract, it flowed
at the rate of 0.992 c. c. per minute, which was a

twTUty-one per cent, decrease in output per minute.
During the next thirty-two minutes it flowed at the
rate of 0.8 c. c. per minute, which is a thirty-six per
cent, decrease. The output of solids during the

fourteen minutes before the drug was at the rate

of 0.05 mg. per minute
;

while, during the first

thirty-two minutes following the drug, the solid out-
put was 0.0396 mg., or a decrease of twenty and
eight tenths per cent, per minute. The output of
solids for the second thirty-two minutes was at the
rate' of 0.032 mg. per minute, or a decrease of
drug was 1.020, as was the specimen following the
drug.

Case 1852.—J. W. W., aged twenty-nine years.

Classification: incipient, A No. 1. Uranalysis,
based on two examinations, showed a trace of albu-

min, occasional hyaline and granular casts, specific

gravity 1 .034. Phenolsulphonephthalein output : two
hours, 45 per cent. ; three hours, 55 per cent. Urine
output studied as above for one hour and twenty-

one minutes. Average rate of urine flow, during

the twenty minutes preceding drug, was 2.3125 c. c.

per minute
;

during the first thirty-one minutes

following the drug it was 0.9322 -|- c. c. per minute,

or a decrease of sixty per cent. During the next

thirty minutes the rate of flow was 0.7066 c. c. per

minute, or a decrease of sixty per cent. No esti-

mation of solids or specific gravity readings were
done in this case.

Case 1840.—W. S. M., aged thirty-two. Classi-

fication : incipient, A No. 1. Two uranalyses

showed : Albumin plus ; occasional white blood cells.

Phenolsulphonephthalein output : two hours, 41 per

cent. ; three hours, 55 per cent. Urine flow was
studied, as above, for one hour and forty-seven and
five tenths minutes. During thirty-one minutes

prior to drug, average rate of flow was 0.9677+ c. c.

per minute. During first thirty-six and five tenths

minutes following administration of drug, the aver-

age rate was 0.8219-}- c. c. per minute, or a decrease

of seventeen per cent, per minute. During the next

forty minutes, the average rate of flow was 0.75 c. c.

per minute, or a decrease of twenty-three per cent.

No estimation of solids or specific gravity readings

were made.

Realizing that this series of studies is numerically

small
;
knowing, however, that the facts were ob-

tained in a very detailed and accurate manner, and
furthermore appreciating the utmost consistency in

the results, we feel that the following conclusions

are warranted

:

1. During the first hour following the hypodermic •

injection 'of medicinal doses of pituitary extract, the

urine output is markedly decreased.

2. During the same period of time the total out-

put of urinary solids is markedly decreased, both
relatively and actually.

3. During the same period of time there is a

marked and constant decrease in the systolic, dias-

tolic and pulse pressures, and pulse rate, which
decreases appear definitely related to the decrease in

the fluid and solid output of the urine.

Realizing that this decrease in the output of urine
and urinary solids might be only a temporary afifair,

we undertook the study of these two problems in

fractional twenty-four hour specimens. We regret
to state that our series of cases is yet too small and
the data obtained too inconsistent to permit of any
conclusions.^
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Editorial Articles
PRACTICAL ENDOCRINOLOGY

Some of our less progressive coworkers seem

concerned lest we desert the old standbys of medi-

cine and get lost chasing a will o' the wisp—endo-

crinology. This warning would have its value if

things were as they say they are instead of being

as they are. If the modern endocrinologist worked

with test tubes; if he neglected to consider his pa-

tient as an integrated organism ; if he asserted that

endocrinology was an open sesame to the cure of

all diseases and deformities, the warning would be

justified. But for the present we are little con-

cerned about the omens predicted. Endocrinology

is making rapid strides, not so much from a thera-

peutic point of view but from the viewpoint of a

better understanding of the organism as a whole, of

its powers of coordination, of its wonderful powers

of direct and indirect compensations, these compen-

sations being most clearly shown in the endocrine

chain. No more stimulating field of medical en-

deavor has been encountered in a long while. The

importance of extensive and minute history taking

has been emphasized, as has the importance of vari-

ous markings. Every specialty has been affected.

Every branch of medicine and surgery has been

influenced by the discoveries of endocrinology. This

is not a new subject. Endocrine products have been

used empirically for centuries.

The editors of the New York Medical Journal
have long since realized the importance of prac-

tical endocrinology. For some time past we have

collected papers from the most progressive work-

ers in this field, in America and abroad, and have

ofifered them to our readers in the form of special

numbers. The present issue of the Journal is one

of the best we have managed to create. We shall

not emphasize the standing of the various workers

or the importance of the papers. We can only state

that the papers have been selected with great care.

Much material is presented that is absolutely new.

We feel that every paper is worthy of careful read-

ing by every medical man, no matter what his

specialty may be. This cannot be said of an equal

number of papers in any other medical journal.

Numbers such as this are of more value than an

ordinary textbook, a textbook which would cost as

mucli as a year's subscription to this journal.

We feel that we are rendering a distinct service to

the medical profession in issuing our various special

numbers, the most important of these being the

•endocrinological numbers.

SACROILIAC DISEASE
So many common symptoms, lately classed under

a few indefinite titles, have been found to centre

causally about an abnormal condition of the sacro-

iliac joint, that sacroiliac disease, as it has come

to be called, seems a new and increasmgly frequent

a£fecti<jn. The very indefiniteness of the words

lumbago and sciatica or crick in the back, tell

of the vagueness of pathological knowledge of their

cause, but none of these conditions is new and they

are proljably not much more frequent since they have

been traced to their local setting.

That sacroiliac disturbances are not more frequent

is to be wondered at when the joint is studied, for

probably no structure in the body seems more un-

fitted for the stress and strain that is thrown upon

it. The sacrum is wedged between the ilia with

surfaces for articulation well nigh vertical and of

only one by three or four inches in size. The liga-

ments are not heavy and the musculature seems of

small moment. For an animal built on the horizontal

plane it might be called perfect, for certainly there

was no downward pressure upon the wedge, but,

when the upright posture was assumed, a weight

equal to that of the head, arms and practically all

of the trunk—say of a hundred pounds in the aver-

age adult—was thrown upon the wedge. When our

ambitious ancestors began to throw stones and to

wield clubs, the weight of the stone, club, and later

of hod, wheelbarrow, bed mattress or what not might

suddenly be added to the body weight, while, in the

obese, the burden might easily be added to Dy an-

other hundred pounds.
.

How marvellously adaptive the joint has been and

still is, is shown by the infrequency of symptoms

referable to this joint in young people and in those

who make a reasonably varied use of it. It is the

unusual use or use in the unusual position which

finds this structure napping : the school teacher or

store clerk attempting to lift a barrow of dirt, or

the middleaged gentleman of leisure who throws a

stone too violently at neighbor's trespassing chickens,

or the woman who has long given the joint the arti-

ficial support of a corset and who is taken with a

crick in the back as she is getting out of bed.

Whether this latter incident ever occurs in those

who go uncorseted has probably not been studied but

we doubt if it does.

That sacroiliac trouble is especially likely to occur

or recur at the menstrual period, leads us to surmise

that there is yet much to be learned about the be-
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havior of joints. Do ligaments lengthen, does the

cartilage become thinner at times, or is the muscular

support of this particular joint more important than

seems possible?

That the joint is subject to injury of a lasting

nature is revealed in the dissecting room, partial or

complete ankylosis being found, as well as less signi-

ficant signs of trouble. A good deal of chronic lame

back is doubtless a result of chronic arthritis, the

metabolic disturbances following repeated local

injury.

Among repeated injuries of a minor kind which

must have their etfect, the striking of hard heels

upon hard pavements must be considered not unim-

portant, for the sacroiliac joint bears the brunt of

the jar. Rubber heels would certainly have some

effect as a prophylactic. Correction of faulty feed-

ing must be of benefit to this as to all other joints,

while an active use of the joint in a variety of move-

ments is also of general as well as local benefit.

HYDROMINERAL AND CLIMATIC TREAT-
' MENT OF RHEUMATISM AND

HEPATIC DISEASES
During the past thirty years a great movement has

been set on foot, both in Europe and in this coun-

try, in favor of utilization of the hydromineral and

climatic treatment of chronic affections. It is gen-

erally admitted that this method represents one of the

most powerful agents in combating affections that are

difficult to cure. The nature of the treatment in de-

tail is naturally in the hands of the physicians at the

various resorts who have specialized in the matter.

The general practitioner cannot be expected to be

familiar with the particular properties of the differ-

ent springs, any more than with the method of

applying the balnear and physiotherapeutic measures

employed at each resort. However competent a phy-

sician may be from the point of view of hydrology

he nevertheless hesitates to give advice regarding the

choice of a spring or methods of application.

Detailed instructions should not be given to any

patient as to what he ought to do at any other

resort, because he should make it a (juestion

of principle to leave this matter to be decided by

the local man whose experience has been accjuired

at the resort. It takes the latter many years of close

observation to familiarize himself with the action of

different mineral waters, both when imbibed and

when used externally.

Naturally at this season of the year physicians are

casting about for places to send their patients. If

possible they should personally inspect a resort before

referring patients, not to be caught by an antique

bathing establishment, with no modern improvements

nor efficient service, where a new doctor is hired

each year, usually splitting his fee with the bath-

house company and obtaining his consultation prin-

cipally from professional steers who frequent the

hotels and parks of the resort with no knowledge

whatever of the right prescribing of the waters.

The local physicians must stand and take this con-

dition of affairs, and it is no wonder that the physi-

cians who send their patients to such a combination

are disappointed in the results when they return.

Then there is another consideration that requires

special attention. It is not enough to select a health

resort in accordance with the therapeutical indica-

tions, we must also as far as possible take into ac-

count the economic conditions of the resort. Certain

watering places have been organized in view of a

rich clientele, while others are accustomed to receive

patients of moderate means, although there are some,

it is true, provided with hotels of every sort, where

the graft is as strong in some instances as the mineral

waters supplied. It wi)uld therefore be a tactical

error to send a wealthy patient to a resort ill

provided with the comforts of life, just as it would

be to send persons of moderate means to a place

where there are only first class hotels. In any event,

it would be well for the physician to ascertain con-

ditions carefully before he refers his patients whom
he naturally expects to come home improved.

PHYSICIAN AUTHORS: SIR THOMAS
BROWNE.

There are few physicians in the seventeenth cen-

tury who took the pains to acquire as thorough a

scientific knowledge of his profession as did Sir

Thomas Browne, the famous author of Rcligio

Medici. Although he was content to be merely a

country physician—with antiquarianism and litera-

ture as his hobbies— Sir Thomas was one of the best

equipped practitioners of his day.

He was born on October 19, 1605, near London,

and after having attended Winchester College and

Broadgate Hall (now Pembroke College), he began

his medical studies at Oxford University. But the

medical course offered at Oxford in those days was

exceedingly incomplete. It consisted solely of a lit-

tle perfunctory reading of Hippocrates and Galen

in the original, and. even the study of the drugs and

plants was of a sketchy character. There was no

hospital in connection with the university, and there-

fore no clinical school. "If Browne went through

the poverty stricken classes of Oxford medical

teaching," says Edmund Gosse, "it could only have

been to assure himself of their worthlessness. His
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writings may be searched in vain for the sHghtest

sign of loyalty to Oxford or gratitude for anything

she taught him." And so, dissatisfied with the

meagre education in medicine oiYered at Oxford,

Browne went to the continent and spent a year at

each of the three most famous schools of that day.

The first of these was Montpellier—where Rabelais

got his medical degrees—where the basal training in

the profession was said to be more thorough than

anywhere else in the world. Montpellier was the

first school to give public demonstrations in anat-

omy aiid nowhere else was the new science of botany

so thoroughly taught. As an indication of how far

the medical science has progressed since that time,

it may be mentioned that when Browne was a stu-

dent at Montpellier the school taught that the life

distributed throughout the body was due to an

organic soul, the vital principle of which animated

the tissues and gave warmth and movement to the

body. This was the theory of vitalism which Des-

cartes rejected. The university, after a bitter fight,

also rejected the theory a siiort while later.

After finishing at Montpellier, Browne went on

to the University of Padua, then regarded as the

centre of the world of science. "It was in Padua,"

sa3'S Gosse, "that for upwards of a century young

men from all parts of Europe had received surgical

teaching such as could nowhere else be supplied.

The school was preeminent in all branches of sur-

gical and anatomical science."

From the University of Padua Browne went to

the comparatively new University of Leyden, which

had lately developed educational facilities that

made it of great importance to students of medicine.

Leyden laid emphasis upon the study and develop-

ment of chemistry, whereas Montpellier and Padua

stressed anatomy and surgery. Before Browne left

Leyden he received his degree of M. D. and shortly

thereafter, probably in the fall of 1633, he returned

to England. "Thus he examined all that the fer-

menting scientific world of France, Italy and Flan-

ders had to offer of what was curious and new,"

says Gosse. . . . "He was able, without painful

effort, to throw off, or to keep from acquiring, the

mental prejudices which were typical of the strenu-

ous, straitened English tradition of the early sev-

enteenth century." All of which, to a large extent,

accounts for Religio Medici.

Upon his return to England Browne settled at

.Shipden Hall, near Halifax, and began practising,

but in 1637 friends induced him to move to the

much larger town of Norwich, where, as Charles

Whibley tells us, "he spent more than forty years

in the tranquil practise of medicine, in the study of

antiquities, and in the pursuit of humane letters."

In the year that he went to Norwich he was en-

rolled as a physician at Oxford and two years

earlier he had taken a degree at the London College

of Physicians. At Norwich he not only was "much

resorted to for his skill in physic" but his home,

a "paradise of rarities," became the Mecca of Eng-

lish antiquaries. He took a keen interest in any-

thing and everything of antiquarian nature—urns,

coins, bones, eggs, fossils—and was considered an

authority on such things, but his writings show him

to have been extremely fallible along that line. It

is purely for their style that these writings are of

any interest today.

Although Religio Medici was written before he

went to Norwich, and before he was thirty years

old, it was not published by its author until 1842,

after a highly inaccurate copy of it had fallen into

the hands of a piratical publisher. It has survived

almost alone among the treatises of the seventeenth

century, says Whibley, "because it is set to perfect

music, for Sir Thomas Browne was a musician who
played upon the instrument of speech with the skill

of a conscious artist." Bulwer-Lytton called it "one

of the most beautiful prose poems in the language"

and Prof. George Saintsbury said that "as an artist,

or rather as an architect of words in the composite

and fiorid style, it is vain to look anywhere for his

superior." Coleridge called Browne "a writer of

great genius" and many other eminent critics have

been lavish in their praise. Browne was a disciple

of Montaigne, and he, in turn", has had a great

influence on later writers, notably Charles Lamb.

Religio Medici is a treatise on "the religion of a

physician." Gosse calls it "a defense of the atti-

tude of a mind that is scientific and yet reverent.

The subject of the treatise is religion as it appears

. . . to an intellect which for a long time past has

been concerned exclusively with natural experiment,

and which comes back to religion habituated to the

experimental attitude."

Browne's other writings included Psciidoxia Epi-

demica, or Vulgar Errors, pubhshed in 1646; his

volume on Hydrotaphia, or Urn Burial, published

in 1658 ; TJie Garden of Cyrus and some other works

published under the titles of Certain Miscellany

Tracts in 1684, Christian Morals in 1716, and some

other writings which were first published in his

Works, which appeared in 1686, four years after his

death.

During the Civil Wars Browne sided with the

Royalists and in recognition of this fact he was

knighted during a state visit of Charles II to Nor-

wich on September 28, 1671. He died on October

19, 1682, the day on which he completed his seventy-

seventh year.
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REFORMER OR REALIST.

It is extremely tinfortunate that the medical as-

pects of the venereal diseases and their prophy-

laxis always have been more or less linked up with

and frequently obscured by the moral considera-

tions involved in the subject of prostitution as a

social evil. Prostitution always has been regarded

the handmaiden of vice and immorality, and there-

fore legitimately within the purview of moraHsts,

theologists and other types of nonmedical social

workers. On the other hand, the venereal diseases,

which are to a very large degree the sequete of

prostitution, are essentially medical in character,

and naturally come within the province of the phy-

sician. Hence the inevitable conflict of views.

The moralist aims to suppress public prostitution,

and believes that this desirable end having been

attained, venereal disease and its associated ills

would immediately disappear from the face of the

earth. As a result, he hails with delight the clean-

ing up of a redlight district, or the disappearance of

the unfortunate soliciting woman from the city's

pavements, and when these ends are accomplished

he feels that his work has been well done. It is

obvious to everyone else, however, that his success

lies solely in the suppression of the outward mani-

festations of the evil, for it is undeniably impossible

to control or even influence the practice of hidden

or covered prostitution that does not show itself in

some form or other. The physician, on the other

hand, especially he who sees much of the venereal

diseases in his daily practice, is not seriously im-

pressed by these activities. He knows there is little

or no perceptible decrease in the amount of venereal

disease he is called upon to treat, even after his

city or town has been cleaned up and the profes-

sional prostitutes have been driven out of the town.

It is not to be wondered at,- therefore, that he

views the subject of prostitution and its suppres-

sion in a light that does not bring joy to the ardent

social hygienist, even though he be a strong believer

in the evils that go with society's greatest ill. This

is made evident by an article which appeared in the

New York Medical Journal and an editorial

critique on the same which appeared in the Social

Hygiene Bulletin, June, 1921.

Dr. Abr. L. Wolbarst, of New York, the author

of this article, declares that public prostitution in

New York City "has been- so severely dealt with

that it cannot any longer be considered a serious

factor in the social life of the community" ; but he

maintains that while the outward form of prosti-

tution has changed, the substance remains un-

changed ; (hat "its manifestations may be sup-

pressed in one direction only to reappear elsewhere

in another form." He ends his article with these

conclusions : "I desire to emphasize the belief that

the suppression of prostitution has not diminished

illicit sexual relations ; that it has resulted in wide-

spread moral looseness and sex stimulation ; that

it has caused the moral and physical ruin of many
girls who might otherwise have remained clean and

unscathed ; and finally, that it has not perceptibly

diminished the amount of venereal disease, but on

the contrary has caused its dissemination in a wider

circle, especially in the poorer strata of society."

The editor of the Social Hygiene Bulletin may
with propriety express his disagreement wilh these

views ; but we feel he has not been justified in his

conclusion that the author condones or favors pub-

lic prostitution, for we have not been able to dis-

cover a word or a line in the text of the article or

in his conclusions that would justify the insinuation.

Yet this is the substance of the editorial criticism

above referred to, in which he refers to the author's

views as "an exploded argument."

It seems to us the editor has utterly failed to

catch the point of Dr. Wolbarst's article. We re-

gard his article as an expression of conditions as

they are, and not as he would like them to be. To
us the situation is very much the same as that which

exists with reference to the subject of prohibition.

Prohibition is a law, and the national government

and the various states are doing their utmost to

enforce it. But where is the man who is foolish

enough to say that while he believes in the right-

eousness of prohibition he is satisfied that prohi-

bition actually is diminishing the amount of alco-

holic liquors manufactured and consumed? Even

the prohibition officers, whose duty it is to enforce

the law, admit that "every little cellar has a still of

its own," and that liquor is being manufactured

and consumed clandestinely throughout the coun-

try in vast amounts, even by people who never

tasted alcoholic drinks previously.

Why not look the facts squarely in the face?

We do not believe in public prostitution, neverthe-

less we agree with Dr. Wolbarst in his view that

the suppression of public prostitution has brought

with it a vast amount of clandestine prostitution

and loose living, which is a serious menace to the

community, exactly as we believe that the clandes-

tine manufacture and consuni])tion of alcoholic

liquors is a greater evil and does more harm to the

morale of the community than all the distilleries

and breweries ever did.

We feel Dr, Wolbarst has struck the proper note

and has performed an actual service to the commu-
nity in pointing out the hidden dangers of clandes-

tine ])rostitution, which he traces, more or less
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directly, to the suppression of the outward mani-

festations of pubHc prostitution. Many entertain

similar views, but evidently have not the courage

to express them.

IS THE GOSSIP INSANE?
Men and women who gossip, said Dr. E. H. Bul-

lock, of Chicago, city health director, cannot be in

their right mind, and should be given the closest

attention to get them back to normal. They
have been called "assassins of character," and E. C.

B. Jenkins, a psychologist and secretary to the

Board of Police Commissioners, Chicago, says, in

The Detective, February, 1921, that the neighbor-

hood gossip and the anonymous letter writer have
one of the nastiest, lowest and most vicious forms
of insanity known to medical circles. Their dis-

torted imagination visualizes scenes which they

would have come true, and their insane mind im-
mediately grasps the story and they repeat it as if

it were true.

Gossip and anonymous letters are a constant pest

at police headquarters, but reports registered with

police officers in an attempt to injure character by
these means or false telephonic reports are a

failure ; in fact, the police take more pleasure in

tracking the informer than the one informed about.

ELECTROCUTION FOR UTAH.
The desires of Utah murderers will henceforth be

limited as to modes of death. The shotgun execu-
tion law hitherto gave them the choice between
hanging and shooting. When the latter was pre-

ferred the law provided five citizens at seventy

dollars each. The list at the last execution was
greater than at any other, so the Legislature thought

it was bad morally, and repealed the shotgun for

electrocution.

News Items.

C. V. Mosby Company's New Catalogue.—The
C. V. Mosby Company announce the publication

of a new ninety-six page illustrated catalogue of

medical, jiursing, pharmaceutical, and dental publi-

cations.

Seven Hospital Projects Approved.—Secretary

of Treasury Mellon has approved seven hospital

projects recommended by the board of consultants

on hospitalization, for the treatment of former sol-

diers. They involve an expenditure of $3,101,000.

Fordham Medical College Closes.—Fordham
University's Medical College will close its doors and
go out of existence when the present senior class

is graduated on Thursday, June 16th. The college

has a deficit of $342,863, averaging $21,429 a year

for the sixteen years it has been in operation. Exclud-
ing from the total deficit $180,000, representing the

cost of the medical building, maintenance charges

ran behind $162,863, or a yearly average of $10,179.

New students have not been admitted to the college

for two years, when it was decided that each

department of the university must be selfsupport-

ing.

Harvard Raises Tuition.—An increase in tui-

tion fees at Harvard University has been made
necessary by an advance in expenses and an estim-

ated deficit for this year of more than $300,000.

In the Medical School an increase from $225 to $300
will become effective with those entering next year,

but will not apply to those already enrolled.

New Officers of the American Pediatric Soci-

ety.—At its thirty-third annual meeting held in

Swampscott, Mass., June 2d, 3d, and 4th, the

American Pediatric Society elected the following

officers for the ensuing year: President, Dr. May-
nard Ladd, of Boston

;
vice-president. Dr. Percival

J. Eaton, of Pittsburgh
;
secretary and treasurer,

Dr. Howard C. Carpenter, of Philadelphia ; editor

and recorder. Dr. Joseph Brennemann, of Chicago.

Prize Essay Awards.—The New York Diag-
nostic Society announces the following prize essay

awards for the 1920 contest. The subject was
Group Diagnosis. The first prize of $300 in gold

went to Dr. F. Thompson Leys, the second prize of

$150 in gold was given to Dr. Clinton Lake Potter,

and the third prize of $50 in gold was awarded to

Dr. Homer E. Smith. Sixty-one essays were sub-

mitted.

Insanity Increasing.—Dr. J. M. Lee, of Roch-
ester, X. Y., before the annual convention of the

American Institvite of Homeopathy, declared in-

sanity was increasing due to the world war and its

aftermath. jMethods of living, eating and the gen-

eral hustle and tendency to worry and brood make
for throvving mental machinery out of gear. Far-

mers were more susceptible to insanity than any
other class, because they work hard, worry much
and have little recreation.

New York and New England Association of

Railway Surgeons.—The thirty-first annual ses-

sion of this association will be held at the Hotel

McAlpin, New York, on Saturday, October 29,

1921. Dr. Charles H. Mayo, of Rochester, Minn.,

will deliver the oration in surgery. The program
will include a symposium on surgery of the stomach
and duodenum. The officers of the association are:

President, Dr. J. Frank Black, of White Plains,

X. Y.
;
corresponding secretary. Dr. George Chaffee,

of Binghamton, N. Y.
New York City Hospitals Rank in Class A.

—

Improvement in the efficiency of the city hospitals

until all have been rated in Class A by the American
College of Surgeons has taken place in the last

three years, according to the report of Commissioner
Bird S. Coler, of the Department of Public Vv'^el-

fare. The higher hospital standards were brought

about by uniting all hospitals of the department

under the supervision of a general medical super-

intendent, and by a policy of monthly conferences

of the attending physicians of the various hospitals.

Gives Honor to Dr. Long.—Dr. William Craw-
ford Long was officially recogftized by the Univer-

sity of Georgia as the discoverer of anesthesia.

This action was taken despite the decision of the

Hall of Fame in New York, which recently awarded
the honor to Dr. William Thomas Green Morton,

of Massachusetts. The university authorities as-

serted they had evidence that Dr. Long first used

ether for a surgical operation on JNIarch 30, 1842,

four years prior to any other known record.
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New Officers of the American Medical Asso-

ciation.—At the recent meeting of the American
Medical Association, held in Boston, the House of

Delegates elected the following officers : President,

Dr. George E. de Schweinitz, of Philadelphia, Pa.

;

vice-president. Dr. Frank B. Wynn, of Indianapolis,

Ind.
;
secretary. Dr. Alexander R. Craig, of Chicago

(reelected) ;
treasurer. Dr. William Allen Pusey,

of Chicago (reelected); speaker of the House of

Delegates, Dr. F. C. Warnhuis, of Grand Rapids,

]\Iich. ; trustees. Dr. Frank Billings, of Chicago

;

Dr. Wendell C. Phillips, of New York ; Dr. Thomas
McDavitt, of St. Paul, Minn. The next session

will be held in St. Louis.

Medical Society of the State of New York.

—

At the annual meeting of the Medical Society of

the State of New York, held in Brooklyn, May 3rd,

4th and 5th, the following officers were elected

:

President, Dr. James F. Rooney, of Albany; tirst

vice-president, Dr. W. Meddaugh Dunning, of New
York; second vice-president, Dr. William H. Purdy,
of Mt. Vernon; third vice-president. Dr. William
D. Johnson, of Batavia; speaker, Dr. E. Eliot

Harris, of New York; vice-speaker, Dr. Dwight H.
Murray, of Syracuse

;
secretary. Dr. Edward Liv-

ingston Hunt, of New York ; assistant secretary.

Dr. Wilbur Ward, of New York
;

treasurer. Dr.
Seth M. Milliken, of New York ; assistant treasurer.

Dr. Charles Gordon Heyd, of New York.

Personal.—Dr. William Blair Bell, gyneco-
logical surgeon to the Royal Infirmary, Liverpool,

England, arrived in New York recently to give a

series of lectures throughout the United States

under the auspices of the American Medical Asso-
ciation.

Dr. William A. White, of Washington, D. C,
was elected president of the American Psychopatho-
logical Association, at its recent annual meeting.

Dr. John M. Swan, of Rochester, N. Y., has been
appointed chairman of the upstate committee of

the American Society for the Control of Cancer.

Dr. Hideyo Noguchi, pathologist and bacteriolo-

gist. Rockefeller Institute, was awarded the degree

of Doctor of Science at the recent commencement
exercises at Brown University.

Dr. W. G. Rows, of England, the noted neuro-

psychiatrist, attended the medical conventions in

Boston where he read a paper on the biological sig-

nificance of mental disease before the American
Medico-Psychological Association.

Rear Admiral William C. Braisted was unani-

mously elected president of the Philadelphia College

of Pharmacy and Science, at a meeting of the mem-
bers held on May 9th. Admiral Braisted served on
many vessels and in many naval hospitals, and was
twice instructor in surgery in the Naval Medical
School. He fitted out and equipped the hospital

ship Relief. During the Russo-Japanese war he
represented the Medical Department in Japan, and
was decorated by the Mikado. During the world war
the surgical, medical and pharmaceutical branches of

the Navy were under his charge. He recently re-

tired as Surgeon General and Chief of the Bureau
of Medicine and Surgery of the U. S. Navy, a
position which he had held since 1914.

Peking Union Medical College.—Plans have
been announced for the dedication of the new
buildings of the Peking Union Medical College,

erected by the China Medical Board of the Rocke-

feller Foundation. The ceremonies will fill the

week from September 15th to 22nd, and will include

an international medical conference, to which scien-

tists from America and European countries as well

as from the Far East, have been invited. At the

time will also occur the inauguration of the director

of the college. Dr. Henry S. Houghton, and regular

sessions of the institution's board of trustees,

which is composed of representatives of the Rocke-
feller Foundation and of six missionary societies

which had maintained an earlier medical college in

Peking. The Peking Union Medical College com-
prises not only the medical school Init also a two
hundred and fifty bed hospital with outpatient

clinics, a nurse's training school, and a premedical

school, an institution of junior college grade with

a distinct faculty and group of laboratory and class-

room buildings.
<$>

Died.

Buz'zELL.—In Standish. Me., on Monday, June 6th, Dr.
Leonard O. Buzzell, aged seventy-two years.

Cunningham.—In Birmingham, Ala., on Monday, June
fth. Dr. Russell McWhorter Cunningham, aged sixty-six
years.

Dessau.—In New Rochelle, N. Y., on Saturday, June
11th, Dr. S. Henry Dessau, aged seventy-three years.
DiNKELSPiEL.—In New York, on Monday, May 23rd, Dr.

Edgar Dinkelspiel, aged forty-four years.

Edmundson.—In Bethel, Tenn., on Wednesday, May
25th, Dr. Van O. Edmundson, aged sixty-six years.

Frei.—In Brooklyn, N. Y., on Sunday, June 12th, Dr.
Emil Frei, aged forty-nine years.

Green.—In Martinsville, Ind., on Thursday, June 9th,
Dr. Elijah V- Green, aged seventy-two years.

Groef.—In Doylestown, Pa., on Friday, June 10th, Dr.
James E. GrofF, aged sixty-five years.

Howell.—In Philadelphia, Pa., on Tuesday, June 7th,
Dr. Ellen W. Howell, of Middletown, N. Y., aged fifty-

three years.

Janney.—In Riverton, N. J., on Wednesday, June ISth,

Dr. Joshua D. Janney, aged ninety years.

Johnson.—In Pruntytown, W. Va., on Tuesday, May
31st, Dr. Charles F. Johnson, aged seventy-six years.

Kelly.—In Kellyton, Ala., on Thursday, June 2nd, Dr.
John Baker Kelly, aged si.xty-two years.

Knorr.—In Berlin, Germany, on Tuesday, June 7th, Dr.
Ludwig Knorr, aged sixty-two years.

LoNGYEAR.—In Detroit, Mich., on Thursday, June 2nd,
Dr. Howard W. Longyear, aged sixty-eight years.

McGaurin.—In Newburyport, Mass., on Wednesday,
June 15th, Dr. George D. McGaurin, aged seventy-one
years.

McIntyre.—In New Albany, Ky., on Monday, June 6th,

Dr. Charles W. McIntyre, aged eighty-one years.

Martin.—In Jamestown, N. Y., on Monday, June 6th,

Dr. Orello S. Alartin, of Salamanca, N. Y., aged seventy-
three years.

Palmer.—In Mechanicsville, N. Y., on Wednesday, June
3rd, Dr. Frank A. Palmer, aged sixty-one years.

Roberts.—In Holmdel, N. J., on Wednesday, June 15th,

Dr. D. Edgar Roberts, aged sixty years.

Scott.—In Aspinwali, Pa., on Monday, June 6th, Dr.

J. Lorentz Scott, aged twenty-six years.

ScRiMCiEOUR.—In Bridgeport, Conn., on Wednesday, May
11th, Dr. Arthur Scrimgcour, aged thirty-eight years.

Spicer.—In New York, on Monday, June 6th, Dr. Wil-
liam Henry Spicer, aged fifty-six years.

Still,.—In Johnstown, N. Y., on Tuesday, May 31st, Dr.
David Vedder Still, aged sixty-six years.

Tucker.—In Nohclsville, Ind., on Monday, June 6th, Dr.
Frederick A. Tucker, aged forty-nine years.
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(From our own correspondent.)

Fellotvship of Medicine—Influenza in France—The Crisis

at King's College Hospital—The Dreadnought Hospital—
Bad London Milk—Dr. Adami on Malaria—Need for
More Houses—Professor F. G. Hopkins Made Sir Wil-
liam Dunn Professor of Histological Chemistry at Cam-
bridge—Honor for an Irish Doctor—Obituary.

London, May 27, 1921.

For some time efforts have been made to bring

about an arrangement between a London hospital

and the Fellowship of Medicine for postgraduate

teaching. It is now understood that a draft memo-
randum has been drawn up by representatives of

the Fellowship and members of the staff of the

Great Northern Central Hospital. The object is to

associate the hospital with the Fellowship, and so

to make of it a kind of Mecca of British medicine,

which may be visited by medical men from America
and other countries who desire to study our methods
and to improve their knowledge. If it comes to

pass, it will be for the good of the hospital. On
the other hand, such an arrangement will in a high

degree benefit the Fellowship, as the hospital enjoys

a great and well deserved reputation, and its physi-

cians and surgeons include some of the most capable

and progressive minds in modern British medicine.

Although the postgraduate scheme in connection

with the Fellowship of Medicine appears to lag

somewhat, there are signs now that progress is

being made with this scheme initiated by that great

organizer, Sir John MacAlister, secretary to the

Royal Society of Medicine. Money is needed to

render the postgraduate medical teaching movement
in London a complete success, and if the London
medical profession hope to make of London a med-
ical centre capable of competing successfully with

Berlin and Vienna, not only must funds be forth-

coming with reasonable promptitude but every effort

must be made to assist Sir John MacAHster in his

task of organization. The cooperation of the Great

Northern Central Hospital is a step in this direction.

* * *

It has been announced recently that the authorities

are manifesting concern over the spread of the in-

fluenza epidemic, which is not confined to military

establishments, although the death roll is heaviest

among soldiers. At the Begin Military Hospitp-l,

which serves the garrisons in the Paris district,

there are said to be two hundred cases. M. Barthou,

War Minister, describes the outbreak as rather vio-

lent and has taken measures to arrest its progress.

More deaths have occurred among the young sol-

diers of the Orleans garrison ,where there are one
hundred and fifty influenza patients, for the most
part suffering slightly. The cases in the Saint

Etienne barracks number sixty and at Bourges,

where there have been some fatal attacks, there are

three hundred men in the military hospital. Sol-

diers have died in hospital at Albi, where there are

cases among civilians.

Another report says that numerous French mili-

tary barracks at present occupied by young recruits

of the 1921 class, who by common consent show an
exceptionally fine standard of physique, have been
attacked by an epidemic of Spanish "flu." According

to the medical officers dealing with the outbreak, the

disease has been spread mainly by bugs, which seem
to have invaded the barracks in large numbers.
Energetic measures are being taken to combat the

epidemic, but there have been several deaths recorded

at Orleans and in the military hospital of Le Puy.
* * *

The following statement has been issued by the

committee of King's College Hospital, London. "In
the expectation that Lord Cave's committee would
make some generally acceptable proposal to relieve

the financial position of the London hospitals, the

committee of King's College Hospital has refrained

from taking action to meet the position in which the

hospital stands ; but they have now been obliged, re-

gretfully, to come to a definite decision. At the

end of 1920 the debt was £80,000 ($400,000), for

which the only security was investments of the

present value of about £20,000 ($100,000). Since

then it has been increasing at the rate of about £1,000

($5,000) a week. At present the income does not

show any appreciable signs of expansion, though
the committee look forward with confidence to some
substantial result from the systematic support in

small contributions from large sections of the com-
munity served by the hospital. The committee, al-

though they have already a waiting list of nearly

1,000, have been impelled, in the hope of avoiding a

worse disaster, to refuse for the present to take any
more inpatients until the number of occupied beds

is reduced to 200. As accommodation is thus re-

leased they hope to make arrangements so that the

vacant beds may be used as a means of obtaining

additional income by the provision of accommoda-
tion for paying patients."

The above has been quoted as a typical instance

of the difficulty in which big British hospitals are at

the present time and as showing that those respon-

sible for the management thereof are coming round
to the pay system or partial pay system. State con-

trol is an abomination to medical men and the

majority of the laity alike, so that other means must
be found to place the hospitals on a sound financial

basis. Good organization is doubtless one of these

means. * * *

The Dreadnought Hospital for Seamen celebrates

its centenary this year and in view of the fact and
of the good work done in it it may be of interest to

American readers to give a brief account of this

institution.

The Seamen's Hospital Society, which is respon-

sible for the hospital, was founded in the winter

1917-18 to provide temporary relief to the great

number of distressed seamen who were at that time

to be found in the streets of London. In 1821 a

hospital was set up aboard the Grampus, a fifty-gun

ship, moored off Greenwich. In 1830 the Govern-
ment provided a larger ship, the Dreadnought, 104

guns, from which the present hospital takes its name.
In 1870 the hospital moved ashore into the old In-

firmary of Greenwich Hospital, where, after re-

construction on modern lines, it still carries on its

benevolent work among seamen of all nations. A
branch hospital in the Albert and Victoria docks
now contains fifty beds and a large outpatient de-

partment.
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The work of the institution is supplemented by

that of two important medical schools, the London
School of Tropical Medicine and the London School

of Clinical Medicine. There is also a postgraduate

school at Greenwich, to which a number of naval

surgeons are assigned each session. In the con-

nection it may be remarked that so far as tropical

medical teaching is concerned, London is far ahead

of the European medical schools. The London
School of Tropical Medicine is, with the possible

exception of that of Liverpool, the most complete

in every respect in the world. Moreover, it has

plenty of material.and its stafif is Second to none.

^ ^

A bacteriological examination of fifty samples of

milk, carried out by Dr. F. H. Teale, of University

College Hospital for the St. Pancras Borough Coun-
cil, revealed serious contaminations in the milk or-

dinarily used throughout that borough. On the

analyst's report the medical officer of St. Pancras

stated that the eighteen samples of farmers' milk

as delivered at railway stations "are almost without

exception bad," as judged by a given standard and
that samples taken at milk shops and on milk rounds

are "definitely worse," indicating "a further stage in

the ill effects of bad methods of transportation and
storage, lack of cleanliness and the keeping of ,milk

at too high a temperature." Dr. Shaddick Higgins,

the medical officer, in agreeing with the analyst as

to the precautions which should be taken, stated

:

"I have no hesitation in saying that the present sys-

tem whereby the milk is passed from vessel to vessel

and handled under unsuitable conditions is thoroughly

bad." The St. Pancras Borough Council have al-

ready made representations to the Government that

in the interests of the cleanliness and purity of the

milk supply of London, the provisions of the Milk
and Dairies' Act, 1915, should be brought into im-

mediate operation. The committee declare that the

result of the bacteriological examinations strengthens

the case of the Council in favor of a purer milk

supply being enforced.

America is a long way in advance of Great Britain

as to regulations for the guarding of milk from in-

fection and contamination. Transport of milk by
railway in this country is inadequate and defective

and the care of the milk after it reaches its destina-

tion by rail is by no means up to the mark. Some
few years ago a series of articles were contributed

to the Lancet dealing with the milk supply of Lon-
don, but little improvement in this direction has

been witnessed in London.

* * *

Dr. J. G. Adami, Vice-Chancellor of Liverpool

University, delivered recently a health lecture in

London, in which he drew attention to the fact that

though it had been abundantly proved that malaria

was due, not as was at one time supposed to miasma
arising from the low lying ground, but to mosquitos,

and that the progress of the malarial bacteria could

be arrested by pouring oil on the stagnant waters.

So difficult was it to destroy deeprooted tradition

that there were still many people in Cambridgeshire
who did a thriving business in supplying the country

folk with their weekly bottles of laudanum as a sup-

posed safeguard against malaria. He added that

General Allenby won one of the most brilliant vic-

tories of the whole war against the_ Turks mainly

through his knowledge of the incubation period of

the disease.

Warning the audience against the terrible racial

effects of venereal diseases, he expressed the view

that the majority of the cases of rheumatoid arthri-

tis that occurred during the war were of venereal

origin, and he strongly advocated the adoption of

preventive precautions, not for the sake of impurity

for the selfish indulgence of uncontrolled passions,

but in the interests of posterity.

* * *

Speaking at the Housing and Town Planning

dinner. Dr. Addison, late Minister of Health, said

that although there had been a change of office, the

Government had promised that there would be no

change of policy as regarded the housing question.

But he advised the public to keep the Government
up to their promise. Some £14,000,000 was spent

in dealing with tuberculosis, which was very largely

a result of bad housing conditions.

Prof. Frederick Gowland Hopkins, professor of

biochemistry at Cambridge University, has been

elected Sir William Dunn Professor of Chemistry

in Cambridge University. Professor Hopkins is

well known for his investigations into and discov-

eries with regard to the vitamines.

^ ^ ^

King George has been pleased to approve that the

honor of knighthood be conferred upon James Craig,

Esq., M. D., F. R..C. P. 1. Sir James 'Craig is one

of the best known medical men in Ireland, where he

holds many public appointments. He is king's

professor, professor of medicine at Trinity College,

Dublin, president of the Royal College of Physi-

cians of Ireland, physician in ordinary to the Lord
Lieutenant, physician to Sir Patrick Dun's Hospital,

Dublin, and consulting physician to various institu-

tions. He received his medical education at Trinity

College, Dublin, and took his degree in 1885. Since

that date there are few of the more important posts

of the profession in Ireland which he has not filled.

He was general secretary and editor of transactions

of the Royal Academy of Medicine in Ireland from
1904 to 1910. Sir James Craig is also an extensive

contributor to the literature of the profession.

* * *

The death is announced of Mr. Henry Juler,

F. R. C. S., the well known ophthalmic surgeon.

Mr. Juler was the son of a medical man. Dr. H. C.

Juler. He was educated in London, Paris and Berlin,

and was a student at St. Mary's Hospital. London,

as well as at various Continental schools. He became
medical superintendent of St. Mary's and patholo-

gist to the Royal Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital

and consulting ophthalmic surgeon to St. Mary's.

He wrote several works on the eye, including A
Handbook of OpJitJiaUnic Science and Practice.

He was widely known and high.ly esteemed, both as

a surgeon and as a man.
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KEEN'S SURGERY.

Surgery, Its Principles and Practice. By Various Authors.
Edited by William Williams Kfen, M. D., LL. D.,

Emeritus Professor of the Principles of Surgery and of
Clinical Surgery, JcfYerson Medical College, Philadel-
phia. Volume VII, with Three Hundred and Fifty-nine
Illustrations, Seventeen of Them in Colors. Volume
VIII, with Six Hundred and Fifty-seven Illustrations,

Twelve of Them in Colors. Complete Index to Keen's
Surgery, Volumes I to VIII. Philadelphia and London :

W. B. Saunders Company, 1921. Vol. vii, 855; vol. viii,

960; Index, 182.

These volumes complete Keen's great surgical

masterpiece. The six preceding volumes, reviewed
in this journal at the time of their publication,

recorded the progress of surgery up to 1913. Then
with the onset of the great war came its surgical

problems and their solution—all of which constitute

in themselves a most remarkable contribution to the

art and science of modern surgery. The advances
in surgery, which resulted in

consequence of the vast human
slaughter in the great conflict,

are embodied in the two vol-

umes under consideration.

Volumes VII and VIII are

distinctly products of the war
—not war babies, but war
giants—which have made avail-

able for the surgery of peace
what has been learned in the

crucible of war. The outstand-

ing lesson we have been taught
is that modern surgical prin-

ciples have been tried and not

found wanting. The great

principle enunciated by Pas-
teur and Lister, that infection

is caused by bacteria and can

be overcome only by removing
or destroying them, was estab-

lished for all time, more hrmly
than ever, with the complete

vindication of Pasteur and
Lister.

WILLIAM WILLIAMS KEEN,
Editor of Surgery, Its Principles and Practice

This is made strikingly evident by the fact that

Keen found difficulty in obtaining an author to

write the chapter on tetanus. Most of the surgeons

who had served in the war had seen not more than

one or two cases, and many had not observed a

single case. Typhoid, like tetanus, the scourge of

past military conflicts, was practically unknown,
except for the first few months of the war.

Professor Keen comments with evident bitter

memory on the German violations of the rules of

mercy and humanity in warfare, and replaces the

ancient classic Fides Punica with Fides Gcrmanica
—a title richly deserved.

In a work of such stupentlous proportions and
general excellence, it is difficult to select for com-
ment or praise any particular author or his con-

tribution. Most of the subjects have been treated

by surgeons of international repute, whose names

are at once a guarantee of high scientific learning

and practical experience.

A few of the outstanding chapters might be

mentioned: Volume VII contains an unusually fine

chapter on inflammation, by Adami
;

syphilis and
surgery of the skin, by Schamberg; traumatic shock,

by Cannon
;

fractures, by Eisendrath and Straus

;

gunshot fractures, "by Blake
;
orthopedic surgery in

civil life, by Lovett. The articles on military surgery

in its various phases are exceedingly well written

and constitute a distinct addition to our knowledge
of the horrors of warfare and the surgical means
of mitigating them. The illustrations are most
illuminating, and many of them bear official govern-
mental sanction, having been loaned for the purposes
of this work by the British Admiralty.

Volume VIII contains forty chapters, each cover-

ing a particular topic by its own author. Endocrine
surgery covers six chapters,

well written by such well

known surgeons as C. H.
Mayo, L. B. Wilson, Kendall,

Mann, Adson and Vinson.
Neuhof contributes an excel-

lent chapter on the surgery of

the head ; the abdomen and pel-

vis are considered by Crile

;

Deaver and Pfeiffer present

the subject of appendicitis;

Bransford Lewis has written

interestingly on the bladder and
the ureters, and E. L. Keyes,

Jr., on the external male geni-

tals, including a rather inade-

(luate consideration of gonor-

rhea ; radium in cancer and
other diseases is discussed

rather fully by Duane and
Greenough, and the x ray by
Cole and Steiner. Anesthesia

in its various aspects is fully

treated. In addition there are

interesting chapters on the legal

relations of the surgeon, and the American Red
Cross in war and peace.

A desk index, in a bound volume of 182 pages,

completes this most excellent work. Even a cur-

sory reading of these volumes must give the student

or practitioner the sensation of having touched the

heights of our surgical knowledge of the present

day. American surgery can boast of nothing finer

or more worthy of a permanent place in surgical

literature than this monumental work of Professor
Keen. The timeliness of adding these two volumes
at the present moment is important. The surgical

procedures developed during the war have been
studied and presented after mature deliberations.

This di.stinguished master, his coworkers, his pub-
lishers, and the American medical profession gen-
erally and severally, deserve to be complimented on
the successful termination of their combined efforts.
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STEKEL.
Die Geschlcchtskalte der Frau. Eine Psychopathologie des

Weiblichen . Liebenslebens. Von Dr. Wilhelm Stekel,

Nervenarzt in Wien. Wien : Urban & Schwarzenberg,
1920. Pp. viii-402.

Die Impotcn:: des Mamies. Von. Dr. Wilhelm Stekel.

Berlin-Wien : Urban & Schwarzenberg, 1920.

It does not matter from what angle these two
books of Stekel are approached. Any consideration

of them reveals rich material. Stekel is a writer

who handles his subjects in a lavish manner
;
lavish,

but with that restraint which bends all to the urgency

of his themes. He evidently approaches his clinical

work with the same exuberant interest. There he

reaps through psychoanalysis a rich harvest of re-

sults. He has collected these results and presented

them for the dissemination of such knowledge of

the sexual disturbances as he has thus obtained.

Stekel evidently has approached literature and other

cultural fields of interest in the same way. His
acquaintance with these fields both broadens and
strengthens his conception of the more technical

human problems that form the subjects of his

writings here. It gives his work that' literary char-

acter which always belongs to his most professional

treatises. There is also a high moral tone to his

work, and through it a sort of determined optimism
that the race must and shall better its sufifering con-

dition through greater knowledge of the underlying

factors of the sufifering. The evidence of forceful

adherence to such determination in these reports of

his work reveals the spirit in which he approaches
that work through patient as well as through reader.

It is important in approaching his writings that

special emphasis is laid upon them from the pro-

fessional point of view. For it is not first for their

literary character nor their mere force of presenta-

tion that they are valuable. At the same time, one
will not find any such limitation as the titles of

these two volumes of his series might suggest to the

less thoughtful reader. They are no mere formal
collection of statistics compiled from a routine re-

view of case histories. Nor, on the other hand, will

they afiford a mere opportunity for an inquisitive

revel in sexual details. Sexual details there are in

abundance, but any superficial interest would be soon
transformed into a conscience stirring realization of

the terrific importance of the factors that are play-

ing havoc in the domestic and social adjustments of

men and women and the necessity of taking them
frankly into account. Stekel has unearthed many
facts, he has disentangled many snarls which are all

too common, not in a few men and women in a

far away city, but in all the lives of the members
of civilizations.

. There are faults in these books which might be
attacked from various angles. Some lie in that

very exuberance of personality and its expression

which one finds otherwise commendable. At times

the matter in hand might gain in force were the

writer himself a little more eflfaced. Yet because
this is so largely a fault of his dynamism one can-

not seriously quarrel with it. Occasionally there

may be detected some personal weakness of criticism

of fellow workers in which the author does not
invariably add to the weight of his own ])osition. It

is not always so, but a somewhat purile note of com-

plaint creeps in in which the writer's own position is

not each time well established. There is some un-

necessary and rather mistaken efifort to claim first

discovery in one or two instances, or complaint that

such has been plagiarized by some one else. Again,

as in the chapter on ejaculatio praecox in the second

book, Stekel has not proved his position as of any
advantage over that of Abraham, which he con-

demns, or any better established. It is the same in

his disagreement with Freud over the interpretation

of fundamental causes to be found in infantile fac-

tors and other such technical points. Of course, to

enter carefully into these criticisms would bfing up
the whole controvesy which has waged in the

psychoanalytical circles of Vienna. Such need not

press itself specially upon our attention, nor could

one here be in the position to pass complete judg-

ment even in strictly technical points.

Surely it is not necessary in the face of these

valuable contributions to the literature of psycho-

analysis. In spite of the slight suggestion at times

of a personal animosity in comparison in spite of a

somewhat dogmatic method of stating Stekel's

own conclusions, one is carried on by the far

more important positive values of the books.

One can also recognize with satisfaction for

the genuine interests of psychoanalysis the grate-

ful deference with which Stekel takes pains to

acknowledge all his debts to the originator of the

psychoanalytical method. This is true even though
one must sometimes smile at the overcompensatory
character of this deference when it follows upon a

derogatory comparison of method and result. In
fairness to psychoanalysis one must ask also whether
some of Stekel's work is not the result of his force-

ful personality, and is therefore not always com-
pletely psychoanalysis. This can be said without
denying that he understands psychoanalysis as a

method really of analyzing and so employs it. He
has given rich proof of this in his published cases.

Yet there is often also, or in place of this, a strong

note of authoritative advice and direction. To be

sure, he admits that at times he chooses such means,

and he has discussed freely the use of distinctly

other therapy than psychoanalysis. At times, how-
ever, he seems not to have kept sufficiently clear the

distinction of psychoanalysis as such.

The book that roused no criticism would be of

little worth. If, therefore, it has been sufficient to

set the reader to weighing for himself the writer's

rapidly flung statements in which he propounds his

own opinions of method and his own conclusions,

the task may be resumed of commenting upon the

most valuable material gathered in these ' thick

volumes. Facts are there in great number. They
cannot be gainsaid. Stekel's own evaluation of such
facts and his earnest plea for their consideration,

both by the medical profession and by the society

of men and women where these facts exist, can
speak only for themselves to the truly conscientious

reader.

There is not much in these books that the psycho-
therapeutist can afford to pass over. Voluminous
as they are, their material needs detailed attention,

both from one practically engaged in the work in

which Stekel takes so prominent a part and ivom
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any one genuinely interested in the restoration of
the Hves of men and women to heaUhful social

functioning. Stekel makes some announcements
which may be startling at first sight, but when they
have been pounded home through page after page of

illustration, the reader is left convicted of a re-

sponsibility for himself and for society. He must
deplore that they have been too long passed over
in ignorance and that still they meet with so much
timid opposition.

Stekel has made his fundamental statement in

the opening of the former of these two volumes.
This he reiterates again and again, chiefly as he
forces upon us one case after another in which his

,
statement has shown itself disastrously true. Then
he pleads that help shall come for this prevailing

disastrous condition through an adjustment of
civilization to the needs of the individual in the

light of this fundamental fact. His statement reads:

"We assert firmly the distressing truth: The ma-
jority of men standihg at the higher cultural level

are relatively impotent; the majority of women
from the same social level are sexually frigid

!"

He asserts again and again that this sexual impo-
tence^—we may apply the term to the female frigidity

as well—is a psychically determined condition.

There is particular need of such frequent assertion,

especially in regard to male impotence, because
there has been so much effort to find any one of a

variety of causes for the phenomenon. The patient

has done it on grounds which he lias rationalized out

of his conflicts ; medicine has devised explanations
and treatment out of a disregard of the vast play
of psychic forces, largely unconscious, which have
manifested themselves for one hidden reason or
other in the patient's life.

This fundamental statement is, after all, only one
of a number of truths which punctuate the writing
of the books. They are almost aphorisms in form,
but are saved from a too abstract terseness by the

fact that they are pregnant facts wrested out of re-

peatedly related experiences, human, personal,

intense. They drive home the inescapableness of

the problems
;
they present vividly the various points

at which the problems manifest themselves
;
they

stress the importance of sex efficiency in determin-
ing health in the lives of men and women. Stekel

takes the trouble, first of all. to define what love is

to the individual in its various manifestations and
what it should be if these were better understood.
For then these partial manifestations, which deceive

the individual, would be seen in their full meaning
as related to the inner life and to external things in

the individual experience and as only factors of

complete love and distortions of the love instinct.

The whole would be found to be something more
than these. It would be found that this whole
was grounded and centered in sex expression.

Somewhere in the latter of the two books Stekel

speaks of an antisexual instinct at war with the sex

instinct. By this he means that will to power which
he describes in the earlier book, and continually

refers to throughout all his reports. This interferes

with the complete surrender to sex enjoyment. It

results in an instinctive strife which exists between
man and woman. Is not this the particular manifes-

tation in .the sex relationship of the distinction to

which Freud calls attention when he reminds us of

the strife between the ego instinct and^the creative

libido, "ego-libido and object-libido," as he calls it?

Stekel finds it a most important principle to be borne
in mind when searching for the factors underlying

impotence and frigidity ; in fact, in following out the

whole conflict by which man and woman through
life have built up a resistance to the free yielding and
therefore the free expression of self. It is found
operative in earlier relationships of life and then in

the sex relation. Stekel says : "Two bipolar forces

strive for mastery in the human psyche, the will to

power and the will to subjection. This bipolarity

of feeling forms the basis of the perfect relation of

man and woman, but there may be unconscious con-

flict in the nature of either or both against accepting

the role of either feeling." In the woman, then,

"the desire for mastery can be more important to

her than the pleasure of being satisfied ; the feeling

of personality of greater significance than the

strength of sexual sensation." The woman cannot

give herself to her sexuality because deeply hidden
in her unconscious she will not. The man, too,

may be hindered by this deeper will of which he

does not know from carrying out his apparent sex

need. In both man and woman love has been re-

placed by unconscious hate. Many times analysis

shows how his "will not" is further entangled with

defensive wishes against the force of some of the

components of his sex wishes, chiefly the sadistic

components, sometimes in its most extreme forms.

Both men and women are afraid to give way to the

strength of the desire, the passion they feel within

themselves. Of course, this is largely due to the

fact that they do not understand the component
erotic forces of which the passion is composed.
This often means that such separate components are

strengthened in early life. Infantile wishes, re-

tained in infantile fixations,' homosexual reversal of

the roles, all the factors known from psychoanalysis

are found to be operative in withholding the libido

from the complete performance or acceptance of the

sex act.

Stekel asserts that he does not lay such exclusive

emphasis upon the infantile factors as Freud does,

nor does he believe it necessary, in many cases, to

proceed so far back in a life to correct these sex

difficulties. He makes this point particularly in refer-

ence to the treatment of impotence in the male,

where often some comparatively recent inhibition

acts as a moral guardian through prevention of a

forbidden sex act. Sometimes, again, it negatively

serves the forbidden wish by inhibiting function in

both permitted and unpermitted situations. These
instances serve as illustrations of the exceedingly

numerous and varied complications which result

when the personality is torn by conflicting wishes.

The bringing of these into consciousness by psycho-

analysis brings the personality back to a unity of

action. Potency returns with a readiness which dis-

proves the validity of the organic or otherwise

rationalized causes attributed by the patient or

physician to the previous condition. Of course,

there are cases greatly complicated by stubborn fac-

tors of resistance built for a long time into the
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patient's psychic life where the will to an adjust-

ment is not present, where the patient does not want
to give up the sources of his conflict, just as in all

psychoanalytical or other medical experience. In

spite of this Stekel is able to report a striking array

of cases of often sudden and complete return of

male potency and readjustment by the woman with

understanding and acceptance of her sex life.

One is impressed with the pervasion of these con-

flicts by infantile factors and experiences of early

life, even though Stekel avoids laying what he con-

siders too exclusive emphasis upon them. His dis-

cussion of the infantile or regressive type of reaction

to life, as over against the thoroughly adult type of

adjustment, is clearly stated in more than one place

and in that peculiarly picturesque manner whereby
he makes his statements crisp and vitally telling. He
devotes special attention also to the traumas of

adulthood, showing that these play an important part

in the sexual inhibitions which result in impotence

and frigidity. He speaks of these in a separate

ciiapter in the book devoted to the woman's diffi-

culties, and lays special emphasis upon the reaction

to the first sexual experience as determining largely

the later reaction. He himself says that this per-

tains to men as well as to women. Anxiety con-

cerning the first coitus and further fear of the bon-

dage of the marriage relationship are often uncon-

scious determining factors of impotence. Stekel

warns particularly against neglect of the unconscious

religious factor in the lives of patients.

Such are some of the many complicated facts

revealed at work hindering the fundamental func-

tioning of lives. Long analyses are given, some-
times long selfconfessions in the form of written

histories by certain patients themselves. Here is the

feminine counterpart of Don Juan, again the female

homosexual. There are corresponding illustrations

of these and other types of diversion of the sex life

in the male. In all the background is relatively the

same. There are the conflicts set in the early family

life, the contradiction of conflicting impulses, the

neurotic reactions. All are manifestations of the

struggle of the sex impulse against conditions of

cultural life. For this has failed to allow for the

strength of the sex life with its need for complete

realization in an expression which can absorb the

whole personality. Stekel summarizes the conflict

now and again in one of his pregnant sentences. It

is the struggle between the psychic and the physical

love, a conflict which can be solved, he continually

urges, only by a complete union of the two. To this

end he works in his individual analyses, to this end
he urges society to make less exacting conditions

for the complete relation of man and woman. Again,
he states it as the conflict between the brain and the

spinal cord. In the interests of culture the brain

has forgotten the needs represented by the spinal

cord and has imposed conditions impossible of ful-

filment. Stekel does not plead for license, but for a

freedom for love to find and retain its own. He
does not believe that true love can have more than

one object at a time. He does allow for the

transfer of love in the changes that life inevitably

brings. Here he believes that social sentiment
should enlarge itself to recognize the underlying need

and the facts that do exist in this deepest relation of

man and woman. The rigid social bondage, where
love has ceased to exist, he believes to be an immoral
relationship, which could be exchanged for the true

love which both the man and the woman need.

Yet behind these statements of this principle lies

something which can reassure society against fear

of domestic collapse. Stekel's own healthy compre-
hension of true love and his experience of the re-

adjustments made by his patients, when their diffi-

culties and their possibilities for true love came to

be understood, show that true love can be established

and maintained. Once the inhibitions are removed,
their sources in conflicting impulses brought to light,

love has something far more than the initial passion

and the mere physical need, strong and broad as that

may be, for its constantly varying adjustments and
its maintenance upon them. If society would lift

its pressure of timid selfdefense, elasticity of health

for the family, society and the individual would
result.

The problem is not presented, however, in such

mere Utopian simplicity. There are chapters de-

manding searching thought in which the author dis-

cusses the question of woman's needs, her striving

through the many avenues of today for something
more than a mere physical bondage to sex. She
demands the complete union of physical and psychic

love. The problem of childbearing in its relation to

her love life, as fell as to that of the man, and also

its economic aspect, is taken into account. Stress is

laid upon the great danger to society as well as to

the individual in the single child marriages, or those

with perhaps two children. They are productive of

neuroses in the younger generation, and this matter

forms a serious phase of the actual sexual ques-

tion, whether considered individually or in relation

to the results to society. The consideration of tl]e

devastation wrought by the war in further straining

the relations between men and women and strength-

ening of the homosexual bond also bears special

reading.

These social presentations of Stekel's subject are

so pressing and ofifered with so inuch stimulus to

serious thought that there is danger in review of

passing over the more strictly medical value of the

book. The discussion of these sexual problems has

been approached from several points of view in

which the physiology of the disturbances has been

most simply but clearly discussed and always with its

relation to the psychic factors inextricably bound with

the physiological manifestation. This is true chiefly

in the book on male disturbances, since in these the

physiological effect is conspicuously in evidence. A
special chapter on physiology treats of these physio-

logical phenomena of sex disturbance, while a

chapter on pollution has been contributed by Dr.

Tannenbaum of New York. The relation, or, rather,

the supposed relation, of masturbation to impotence
receives especial treatment, since this has occupied

so large a place in medical thought of the past and
still more with the laiely themselves. Ejaculatio

prcecox and impotentia paralytica are given separate

chapters, and are followed by a still further discus-

sion of the disturbances of the organism in its

difl^erent forms and degrees.
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The subject of endocrinology grows from day

to day in importance and interest to the clinician

and to the research worker. A voluminous litera-

ture has grown up' on every phase of the subject

in its clinical and experimental aspects, yet one is

struck by a surprisingly scant reference on the

clinical application of endocrinology to dermatology.

Among very few data found in the literature,

I wish to acknowledge most excellent con-

tributions by the American writers, Foerster (1),
McEwing (2), and Montgomery (3). This paucity

of dermatological data is particularly strange,

since the dermatological syndrome, myxedema, was
one of the first clinical phenomena that attracted

the attention of clinicians to the endocrinous system.

TROPHONEUROTIC INFLUENCE OF ENDOCRINOUS
GLANDS ON THE SKIN. ,

The problem of outlining the possibilities of endo-

crinotherapy in skin diseases can best be approached
through considering the interrelationship between
endocrinous glands and the skin. This relationship

in its turn can best be seen through a study of the

enormous clinical field limited by dermatological

syndromes, myxedema at the one end and hyper-

thyroidism at the other.

, HYPOTHYROID SKIN.

In myxedema, the extreme type of hypothyroidism,

the skin is pale, thick, pasty, cold, dry and harsh,

does not pit on pressure, and presents a dead, muddy,
yellowish and waxy appearance. In mild chronic

cases of hypothyroidism, which can be considered

as abortive cases of myxedema, one sees dry, harsh

skin with a tendency to scurfiness, a branlike exfoha-

tion, a tendency to chap, eczematization, malar flush,

cutaneous chilliness, nail dystrophies, dry, lustreless

hair and alopecias, particularly of the outer third

of the eyebrows.

HYPERTHYROID SKIN.

On the other hand, in hyperthyroidism one sees

thin, perspiring, easily flushed skin, urticarial at-

tacks, erythemas, pigmentations, dystrophies of the

nails, alopecias and eczemas ; the hair is thin and
glossy, the complexion is clear. What a striking

illustration this presents of the powerful and all

pervading influence of the thyroid on the nutrition

and function of the skin. A physiological exuber-

ance, glandular hyperactivity, and maximum of

functional and nutritional activity on the one hand
—hyperthyroidism

;
and, on the other, a slowing

down of all functional activity, gradually increasing

tissue degeneration culminating almost in a total

cessation of the cellular activity and normal function

of the skin—myxedema.

Between these two polarities a countless number
of transitional clinical forms are to be found. These
cases, presenting one, two, or many of the hypo-
thyroid skin features in various combinations and
varying infinitely in the degree of intensity, form
numerically a large group of dermatoses with clinic-

ally variable pictures. The clinical importance of

these transitional forms collectively easily over-

shadows that of well developed cases of myxedema,
because clear cut cases of myxedema are so rare

and so characteristic as not to escape recognition.

On the other hand, mild hypothyroid dermatoses
and abortive myxedematous cases are common, and
easily escape recognition unless the clinician is aware
of their existence and is constantly watching for

them.

It is of great interest to note that some of the

dermatological symptoms, such as pigmentations,
alopecias and eczemas, may occur both in hyper-
thyroid and hypothyroid syndromes. These appa-
rently selfcontradictory findings are to be accounted
for by a clinical phenomenon on which all endo-
crinologists agree ; that the hyperactivity of the

thyroid may go on at certain times simultaneously

with a hypoactivity. As has been pointed out so

well by Rogers (4j, most of the hyperthyroid cases

i^egin as hypothyroid, where the enlargement and
hyperactivity of the gland develops as a compensa-
tory but imbalanced efifort. Thus an intermediate

stage develops, which shows a coexistence and mix-
ture of both hyperthyroid and hypothyroid skin

symptoms.

OVARIAN AND GONADAL INFLUENCE.

While the trophoneurotic influence of the thyroid

system is the most striking among endocrinous
glands and can be presented in a concrete and tan-

gible manner, other members of the endocrinous
system exert also a powerful influence on the func-

tion and nutrition of the skin. Gonadal and
ovarian hormones come next after the thyroid.

Their influence on the function and nutrition of the

skin is best manifested at the two physiological

transitional epochs of an individual, the awakening
of the puberty and the climacterium, both in the

male and in the female.

The first period of physiological awakening is

associated with a heightened secretory activity of

the sebaceous glands, clinically manifested by sebor-

rhea and acne vulgaris of adolescents. At this time

the skin is at its highest physiological level of nutri-

tion, shown by the exuberant increase of the vitality,

gloss, tone, elasticity and flexibihty, and the growth
of the hair. On the other hand, climacterium in

both sexes induces a progressive decline of all

physiological qualities of the skin—elasticity, gloss,

oily and velvety feel, with a gradual development
of pigmentation, keratoses, and other features of

senile atrophic degeneration. In the female these

atrophic skin changes are commonly preceded by
variously manifested clinical disturbances of the

vasomotor apparatus of the skin, in the form of
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generalized flashes, erythemata and urticarial efflor-

escences.
ADRENOTROPISM.

An extremely important trophic centre controlling

the skin pigmentation, both in its physiological and
pathological manifestations, is being more and more
relegated to the socalled chromaffin system of the

suprarenal gland. The basic clinical syndrome of

bronzelike discoloration, established by Addison, has

been extended and broadened by the latest research.

Abel (5) has demonstrated in the pigment deposits

of the skin a blood pressure raising substance

analogous to adrenalin.

Kaplan (6) establishes a doctrine of endocrino-

tropism, believing that pigment deposits in the skin

are made up of melanoblastic cells of the chromaffin

tissue and connects them embryologically with the

sympathetic nervous system. These chromaffin cells

are found in the adrenal medulla and yield epineph-

rine. Kaplan believes that the appearance of blackish

or brownish spots does not necessarily suggest grave

pathological changes in the suprarenal glands, but it

does point to an increased activity of the adrenal

system, most likely of a compensatory character.

Casual reports of vitiligo patches by suprarenal

glands are also suggestive of the trophic control of

the adrenal system of the pigmentation of the skin.

INDIRECT RELATIONSHIP OF ENDOCRINES
TO DERMATOSES.

Beside a direct trophic relationship between the

endocrine glands and various dermatoses, an indirect

relationship of the saine nature can be observed and
established in a great variety of clinical forms.

Thus, disturbances of the pancreas may lead to

diabetes with its train of glycosuric dermatoses

—

furunculosis, eczema of the genitals, xanthoma,
pruritus, and gangrene. The dysfunction of the

pancreas, or any other digestive endocrine, may lead

to various dyspeptic disorders with subsequent
gastric or intestinal retention, fermentation, and
intoxication leading to toxic erythemata, urticarias,

eczemata or acne rosacea. In a similar way diseases

of the hemopoietic endocrine system—the lymphatic

glands, the spleen and the bone marrow, may lead

to various dermatoses of a leucemic type. Beside

the true lymphogranulomatous tumors of the skin,

the various nonspecific dermatoses, such as eczemas,
pigmentations, prurigos, exfohating dermatitides,

and purpuric lesions, belong here.

VASOMOTOR ENDOCRINE DERMATOSES.

The enormous domain of vasomotor dermatoses
comprising various symptomatic or idiopathic toxic

erythemata, dermographism, local angioneurotic

edemata, urticarias, erythromelalgias, acrocyanotic

conditions, Raynaud's syndrome, socalled idiopathic

skin gangrene, and hyperidrosis, presents a striking

illustration of indirect activity and participation of

endocrinous glands and sympathetic nervous appa-
ratus. The participation of the endocrinous system
in these cases may be wholly incidental and be merely
one of the many symptoms of underlying toxemia,

infection or emotional play. One of the most
striking and illustrative cases of this character I

have seen occurred in a tuberculous patient, in an
advanced stage of the disease, who had recurrent

arterial erythemas, lasting for several days, of the

right half of the head, neck and right arm, corre-

sponding strictly to the anatomical distribution of
the right branches of the vagus. In cases of this type
endocrine dermatoses may be an early or the only
symptom of the latent infection or toxemia, and
their proper interpretation may be of great diag-

nostic value.

HYPOTHYROID SKIN.

In considering the possibilities of the clinical

utilization of endocrinous principles in dermatology,
one is easily brought to the belief that the thyroid
system ofTers the most tangible and definite clinical

facts for the purpose. The profound skin changes
induced by hypothyroidism, as they unfold them-
.selves to the clinical observer in a gradual scale from
its extreme expression, myxedema, to its clinical

antipode, hyperthyroidism, can be conveniently

classified in three groups: 1, effects on the secretory

activity of the sebaceous glands
; 2, effects on the

processes of keratinization
; 3, effects on the nutri-

tion and growth of the hair.

The diminution and slowing down of the secre-

tory function of the sebaceous and sweat glands is

the most characteristic and constant feature of the

hypothyroid skin. The resulting dryness of the
skin entails a secondary development of a charac-
teristic syndrome of scurfiness, tendency to follicular'

keratotic plugs, chapping, itching, eczematization,

cracks and fissures, and chilliness. This syndrome
is of the greatest diagnostic value, as an early sign

of a mild hypothyroidism, and should be more
appreciated by the general profession.

Another constant feature of a hypothyroid skin

is a slight thickening and desquamation of dry epi-

dermic scales, pointing to the interference with the
processes of normal keratinization. This phe-
nomenon of dyskeratosis is particularly apparent at

the follicular orifices which are commonly filled up
with keratotic plugs of proliferating epithelial cells.

The third commonly associated feature of a hypo-
thyroid skin is dry, lustreless hair and a tendency to

alopecia, diffuse in type or local
;
particularly char-

acteristic is sparseness of the outer third of the

eyebrows

—

signc dc sourcille of the French. The
dermatological syndrome of hypothyroidism is well

expressed by this clinical trinity, dryness and harsh-
ness of the skin, slight exfoliation and a tendency
to alopecia.

HYPOTHYROID DERMATOSES.

Various dermatoses have been tentatively asso-

ciated with hypothyroidism. Thus, seborrhea is

assumed by D. W. Montgomery (4) to have had
a hypothyroid basis. I can accept this assump-
tion only half way; only socalled dry seborrhea fits

well into a hypothyroid syndrome. The oily sebor-

rhea, clinically and physiologically, is the exact
opposite of hypothyroidism. The hyperactivity of
sebaceous and sweat glands in oily seborrhea nega-
tives decidedly any possible relationship between it

and hypothyroidism, the basic effect of which is the

diminution and checking of glandular activity.

On the other hand, dry seborrhea comes clinically

close to the hypothyroid skin. In dry seborrhea,
normal fatty degeneration of the glandular epithe-
lium and its transformation into oily secretion are
interfered with, and proliferation and accumulation
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of the epithelial cells, as dry follicular plugs, are

observed. From this point of view dry seborrhea

should be dissociated from oily seborrhea, as it

presents a rather abortive type of it, and would
seem to be more properly placed among follicular

dyskeratoses.

The clinical conception of kerosis, introduced by
Darier (7), seems to be a name well suited to dry

seborrhea. Darier's description of it as a syndrome
consisting of dirty yellowish and grayish color, the

accentuation of pilosebaceous pores and slight thick-

ening of the integument, seems to be also a good
description of a hypothyroid skin, even if Darier

himself at the time did not interpret it as such.

Ichthyosis has been advanced as a hypothyroid

condition, both because in a few cases it has been

found as a disease or atrophic condition of the thy-

roid, and also because of the many favorable reports

in ichthyosis from the administration of thyroid.

Scleroderma has been persistently associated with

hypothyroidism by many observers. A certain

clinical resemblance between the edematous stage of

scleroderma and myxedema cannot be denied. In

spite of the fact that pathological findings of the

changes in the thyroid in scleroderma are rather

conflicting and in spite of the fact that therapeutic

results of thyroid administration are far from being

uniform, the thyroid treatment in scleroderma seems
to be strongly indicated, as we have nothing better or

more promising, neither in the way of therapeutics

nor in the way of a theoretical explanation of the

condition.

CLINICAL INDICATIONS OF THE THYROID THERAPY.

On the strength of the skin changes observed in

hypothyroid cases, the clinical indications of thyroid

therapy in skin diseases can be drawn fairly

definitely. As a general indication, dry, harsh,

slightly thickened and scaly skin, with itching or

•without, unless explained on some other specific

grounds, calls for thyroid treatment. Various clinical

forms of hyperkeratosis and dyskeratosis justify a

tentative thyroid medication. Here belong ichthyosis,

hereditary plantar and palmar keratosis, lichen

pilaris and Darier's follicular dyskeratosis. It is a

clinically established and generally accepted fact that

many cases of dry chronic papulosquamous eczema
benefit by the administration of thyroid. It is im-

material whether we assume that these types of

eczema are etiologically related to hypothyroidism,

or, having a dif¥erent etiology, simply happen to be

in a hypothyroid individual, and therefore benefit

from the thyroid indirectly. The fact remains that

a large number of these cases clear up under thyroid

therapy where nothing else helps. In my opinion

these cases are not uncommon, and their number
will greatly increase as the clinicians become better

acquainted with the fact of their existence.

It has been also reported by a number of clinicians

that certain cases of psoriasis improve under thyroid

administration. In my opinion such cases are by far

not as common as hypothyroid eczema. Great
caution should be used in selecting cases of psoriasis

for thyroid therapy
;
only sluggish, dry, and chronic

cases should be taken. Cases that show a tendency
toward an acute inflammatory course and profuse
desquamation are not suitable.

There is one class of cases eminently suited for

thyroid medication, that is prurigo of Hebra's type

and its abortive or incomplete forms occurring ordi-

narily as chronic urticarias in children—socalled

strophulus. I believe that prurigo, as described by
Hebra, is nothing but a dermatological syndrome of

a severe degree of hypothyroidism. Its clinical

picture comprises every feature of hypothyroid skin,

barring its extreme manifestation—myxedematous
degeneration. The skin in prurigo is dry, harsh,

thickened and rough, particularly on the external

surfaces, with a faint branny exfoliation and the

sweat glandular function checked or suspended.

Seasonal aggravation in winter and a tendency to-

ward dry papular eczeniatization are also suggestive.

The real type of Hebra's prurigo ferox is extremely

rare in this country, but its mild and abortive types,

chronic papular urticarias of children, are rather

common and present a legitimate field for thyroid

medication.

I consider senile pruritus as one of the most in-

teresting and promising clinical indications for thy-

roid medication. It is an empirical axiom that

merely oiling senile skin brings relief in senile

pruritus, thus indicating that a paramount, if not

exclusive, factor of senile pruritus is the lack of

natural secretion. Whether the thyroid atrophy in

senile pruritus is more marked than that of other

endocrine glands, or whether thyroid hypofunction

develops as the incidental feature of general physio-

logical decline, is of secondary importance. The fact

of clinical interest is that thyroid in small doses

acts favorably in senile pruitus. Apparently, dif-

ferent textural elements of the senile skin do not

atrophy in all cases at the same rate of speed, as we
often see a marked senile atrophy of the skin mani-
fested, thinning, pigmentation, keratoses, secondary

veinous telangiectases, without itching. In these

cases the glandular activity is retained and the skin

is not dry, itching is not observed, and thyroid

therapy is, obviously, not indicated. Following the

same line of reasoning a generalized pruritus asso-

ciated with a dry, harsh, scurfy skin, which cannot

be explained by any specific dyscrasia, such as dia-

betes or leucemia, should be regarded as potentially

hypothyroid and given thyroid medication.

OTHER ENDOCRINES AS THERAPEUTIC AGENTS.

As mentioned above, the hypothyroid dermatoses
present the most tangible and specific relationship

and for this reason offer the most definite thera-

peutic results. The cHnical utilization of other en-

docrines is resting as yet on speculative and con-

jectural bases. Yet, with the extension of research

in this new field, the clinical and experimental facts

underlying these therapeutic attempts are getting

more numerous and steadily gaining in significance.

Thus on the strength of the well established clinical

observation that ovarian dysfunction aggravates, if

not produces, acne vulgaris, rosacea, urticarias and
various vasomotor skin symptoms and paresthesias,

ovarian therapy is perfectly justifiable and indicated

in these conditions. Symptomatic relief of urticaria

and angioneurotic edema by adrenalin is well known.
Favorable hemostatic action of pituitary posterior

lobe on purpuric conditions is also clinically de-

monstrable.
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The use of the digestive hormones in various der-

matoses, due to the wrong assimilation and to in-

testinal toxemia, seems plausible and well indicated.

The adrenal glands are reported occasionally bene-

ficial in vitiligo and are worth trying, since there is

no more rational or more promising therapy of the

condition available.

RELATIONSHIP OF THE EXDOCRINOTHERAPY TO THE
LOCAL DERMATOLOGICAL TREATMENT.

It is of the greatest clinical importance to have a

clear conception of what can be expected from endo-

crinotherapy in skin diseases. Endocrinotherapy is

a constitutional treatment affecting skin lesions

through the direct or indirect influence of the trophic

nerves and through a stimulation or depression of

various structural elements of the skin. Its possi-

bilities and limitations are determined by peculiari-

ties and distinctive features of the cutaneous

pathology. These peculiarities constitute a keynote

to the problem of the therapeutic control of skin

diseases.

PECULIARITIES OF THE CUTANEOUS PATHOLOGY.

All that any constitutional method of treatment,

including endocrinology, can do and should be

expected to do, is to prevent a recurrence of new
skin lesions by eliminating, correcting or neutraliz-

ing the systemic pathogenic agent. It may
and often does facilitate the clearing up of the

present skin lesions by removing the source of

cutaneous toxins and irritants. But it should be

made definitely clear that systemic treatment is not

sufficient to clear up local skin lesions without local

treatment. The reason for this is that of all the

organs of the body the skin is the only one which
has a peculiar topographical location on the surface,

rendering it subject to a constant irritation from
all kinds of irritants—biological, mechanical, phys-

ical or chemical, endogenous or exogenous, and last

but not the least, that specific dermatological insult,

scratching, due to intolerable itching. Because of

this, skin lesions, even if originally caused solely by
a systemic irritant, develop a chain of secondary

pathological changes, such as eczematization, licheni-

fication, staphylococcus and streptococcus infection.

These secondary local changes develop and per-

petuate the inflammatory process independently of

the systemic etiology, and cannot be controlled by

the systemic etiological treatment of the primary
cause, because their development has been deter-

mined by the local etiological factors. Only appro-

priate local treatment, applied simultaneously with

the systemic, can break the vicious circle of patho-

genic factors, systemic and local, intertwined and
mutually retroactive in these conditions. This is

why local treatment is indispensable in all types of

dermatoses, both systemic and local, and why the

best results in systemic dermatoses are obtained by
the combined treatment, systemic and local.

On the strength of this clinical observation, in all

cases I have combined endocrinotherapy with the

appropriate local treatment. The assumption that

the local treatment detracts from the validity of

the claims of endocrinotherapy is easily refuted,

not only by the fact that the administration of endo-
crines prevents the recurrence of Skin lesions, but

also by the fact that the addition of endocrines to

local treatment clears the lesions where local treat-

ment alone was ineffective.

CASE REPORTS.

The following cases have been selected from a

large number, and are cited merely to illustrate the
clinical type where favorable results from endocrino-
therapy, preeminently the thyroid, can be expected

;

Case I.—Mrs. A. L., aged twenty-seven, married
;

a frail, highly neurotic woman who had suffered
from a distressingly itchy, dry, papular, recurrent
eczema of the chest, back and upper limbs for eight

years. Local treatment, including x ray, had given
only a short relief. Food proteid tests for beef,

pork, eggs, etc., were negative. Various restricted

diets were ineffective. Dry skin had suggested
hypothyroidism as a possible underlying condition,

and thyroid tablets were given. The patient im-
proved and remained free from the attacks.

Case III.—A. F., male, aged sixty-five, came
with a patch of lichen simplex on the back of the
neck. He also complained of an itchy, uncom-
fortably chilly feeling all over the body, and of

sleeping badly. The local applications improved
the patch of lichen, but had no effect on the gener-

alized pruritus. The dry, chappy and slightly

exfoliating condition of the skin all over the body
suggested a possibility of hypothyroidism. The
administration of one grain thyroid tablets brought
about lasting relief from the general pruritus, the

improvement in the condition of the ,skin, and still

more markedly in the general feeling.

Case IV.—Miss L. P., aged eighteen, came with

a severe case of alopecia seborrhceica of the scalp,

a condition which had ben slowly developing from
e^irly childhood. The seborrhea was of a marked,
dry type, with the sebaceous plugs filling up the

follicles. The skin of the whole body was dry,

scurfy, and presented on the extensor surfaces

widely distributed lesions of lichen pilaris. The
patient was complaining of chilliness, weakness and
general malaise. Hypothyroidism was suspected.

Under pluriglandular medication and local treatment,

not only the local condition but also the texture and
nutrition of the skin of the whole body, as well as
the general condition, steadily and markedly im-
proved. After one year of treatment and medica-
tion, alopecia of the scalp and the general bodily

condition showed a striking improvement.
Case V.—L. P., male, aged ten, inmate of an

orphan asylum, undersized, dwarfed physically, with
a senile look, came with a disseminated ringworm
of the scalp. After x ray epilation the ringworm
lesions cleared up, but the hair came in very
slowly, in some parts sparse and decidedly grayish,

instead of the original black color. In a search
for the cause of malnutrition a general examination
of the body was made. A mild degree of ichthy-

osis on the dorsal surfaces of the hands and knees
was found, also numerous lesions of lichen pilaris

on the arms and thighs. The whole skin was dry,

chappy, slightly thickened, and faintly desquamating.
Hypothyroidism was reasonably certain, and hypo-
pituitarism was suggested by the retarded growth.
Under pluriglandular medication, combined with
local treatment, the skin and general condition
showed a slow but steady improvement.
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Case VI.—Mrs. N. S., aged thirty-six, married,

gravida in sixth month, complained of an intoler-

able generalized itching of a few weeks' duration.

Two months previously she had had influenza. The
examination showed numerous dry, discrete, non-
inflammatory papules scattered over the trunk and
the limbs with a predominance on the extensor sur-

faces. Clinically, the case impressed one as a

papular form of dermatitis herpetiformis, or one of

the toxic dermatoses of pregnancy. However, the

unusually dry skin and the statement volunteered

by the patient that she had difficulty in perspiring,

suggested a possibiHty of hypothyroidism as the

underlying factor of the skin condition. Thyroid
tablets, one grain each, three times a day, together

with the local application of liquor carbonis*deter-

gens, had a striking effect. The pruritus cleared up
in two weeks, and the patient has remained well.

Cases VII and VIII.—A girl of ten and a boy
of twelve, cases identical in type and similar in dis-

tribution. Both had dry papular eczematous patches

on the face, the girl for eight years and the boy for

five years, practically without changes or remissions.

The girl had also had nvmierous large papules, sug-

gesting prurigo somewhat, mainly on the extensor

surfaces of the limbs. The features, unlike an
ordinary eczema, were the persistently dry and
stationary character of the patches, and their dis-

crete type and lack of tendency to run together and
form dififuse ill defined areas. The boy also had a

perceptible thinning out of the outer third of the

eyebrows. Both patients improved greatly on the

combined treatment of thyroid and local application,

while the local treatment alone had only slight and
temporary efifect.

Case XI.—L. M., male, aged sixty-three, came
to the clinic, complaining of itching all over the body
for the past several months. Inspection showed the

whole body, including the head, covered with
scratch marks and excoriations, partially suggesting

scabies or pediculosis, and still more the combmation
of both these conditions. A possibility of senile

pruritus was rejected, as the skin did not present

any atrophic changes. Then two pediculi were
observed walking on the back of the patient, and
this misled me into the adoption of the first pro-

visional diagnosis—pediculosis corporis combined
with scabies. However, the routine antiparasitic

applications had no efifect, and for two months
the patient showed practically no improvement.
Atypical dermatitis herpetiformis was then con-

sidered, but Fowler's solution gave no results. In

search for a diagnosis the patient was reexamined,

and two symptoms were detected which threw an
entirely new light on the case : first, dull and slug-

gish mentality, and stolid, slightly pufifed up habitus

of the patient
;
second, a marked alopecia of the

outer third of the eyebrows. Hypothyroidism was.

strongly suspected, and thyroid tablets given. A
marked and steady improvement at once set in.

Three months later the patient looked better than

at any time since the beginning of the observation.

This is an interesting case, showing how easily one
may be misled by a false clue in diagnosis.

Cases II, IX, and X and the references will appear in the
author's reprints.

ENDOCRINOTHERAPY VERSUS OTHER METHODS
OF TREATMENT.

The final estimation of the relative value of endo-

dermatology cannot at this early stage of its de-

velopment be attempted even tentatively. However,
its general position can be stated even now. Various
methods of systemic control of dermatoses in use

at present, such as vaccines, anaphylaxis food tests,

autogenous serum injections, nonspecific proteid

treatment, are all based either on a hypothesis or a

deductive principle of a purely speculative nature,

or, at the best, are resting on the concrete foundation

of a few empirical observations from which a

deductive theoretical principle has been evolved.

Unfortunately, not one of these methods has proved
uniformly successful. A princij^le demonstrated by
the basic empirical observation could not be success-

fully applied on many clinical phenomena apparently

of identical nature. This has been the main stum-
bling block and the main limitation of these methods,
yet they are accepted as being legitimate and of

sufficient scientific accuracy for clinical purposes.

Endocrinology oi¥ers as much, at least. Its deduc-
tive principles are built on a rock bottom foundation

of empirical observation. The basic endocrinous

dermatological syndromes of myxedema, hyperthy-
roid skin, Addison's bronzelike dyschromia, acro-

megalia and adiposogenital dystrophia, are as con-

crete, definite and conclusive as any used in clinical

medicine as the bases for therapeutic utilization.

The system of theoretical hypothesis and clinical

research built up on the foundation of empirical

data is as fascinating, comprehensive and plausible

as any of the scientific hypotheses and methods used
in clinical research. This being so, I firmly believe

that endocrinology should be incorporated into the

dermatological armamentarium as a scientifically

valid method of great clinical efficiency, even at this

early stage of its development, and of unlimited

therapeutic possibilities in the future.

SUMMARY.

In the final analysis of the clinical and theoretical

data presented, the following deductions seem to be

justified

:

1 . Endocrinotherapy can be accepted as the method
scientifically valid and clinically effective.

2. Hypothyroid dermatoses are the most definitely

established and therapeutically successful group.

3. To the hypothyroid group can be assigned,

apparently, the following dermatoses : a. Various
forms of dyskeratosis : ichthyosis, congenital kera-

todermias, Darier's kerosis, lichen pilaris, Darier's

keratosis follicularis. b. Certain dry squamous ec-

zemas and certain cases of psoriasis, Hebra's pru-

rigo, senile pruritus and hypothyroid pruritus, pos-

sibly scleroderma.

4. Indirectly and nonspecifically various hormones
are beneficial in various symptomatic dermatoses,

such as acne vulgaris, rosacea, dietetic and vaso-

motor dermatoses, and diabetic eczemas.

5. The substitution principle of endocrinotherapy,

i. e., the supply of deficient or absent hormones, at

present is the most productive and clinically most
applicable.

6. The best results are obtained by the adminis-

tration of small doses for a prolonged period of time.
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BASAL ENDOCRINE THERAPY.
By John J. McNulty, M. D.,

New York.

"His (Galen) keen appreciation of the unity of

the organism, and of the interdependence of its

parts ; his realization that the vital phenomena (phys-

iological and pathological) in a living organism can

only be understood when considered in relation to

the environment of that organization or part. What
Galen combated was the tendency, familiar enough
in our own day, to reduce medicine to the science of

finding a label for each patient, and then treating

not the patient, but the label. . . . the dangers

which would beset the medical art if it were allowed

to fall into the hands of a mere crowd of competing
specialists without any organizing head to guide

them."—A. J. Brock's Galen, 1916.

This, it seems, is the present danger from a

"mere crowd of competing specialists." Endocrinol-

ogy and endocrine therapy is dangerously beset, at

present, with selflabeled endocrine specialists who
are placing an atmosphere of vaudeville over this

recently revealed domain of research—a domain that

is not only new but has possibilities of demonstrat-

ing a new and greater service to the diseased.

"Not only do animals know the food that will suit

them best, but they find out the most suitable

remedies when they are ill, and constantly form a
correct diagnosis of their malady with a therapeutic

knowledge which they cannot possibly have ac-

quired."—Butler's translation from Van Hartman.
Basal endocrine therapy, to be the employment of

present day means to help the disordered or dis-

eased, must consider basically the organism not only
as a whole but in its relation to environment. To
recur to our thematic note—the organism in per-

spective—biological perspective ; and biological per-

spective includes and is dependent upon environment
to give true values.

We seem to be coming into a recognition of an
unconscious knowledge which is more knowing than
our conscious deliberation, and upon this unfolding
and higher sense of truth and law, we shall found
a higher, truer, and more serviceable therapy. We
shall depend upon organic selection instead of gratu-

itous interference—gratuitous interference which
summarizes much of our present ignorant therapy.

Unconscious knowledge is the perfect law of inter-

nal environment in its play with self and its inter-

play with external environment—psychophysical
man and his environment. In our ignorance we
have been interfering too much. Let us alertly ob-
serve, and alertly cooperate, but not interfere. Basal
endocrine therapy is based on a working degree of
consciousness — biological consciousness — a con-
sciousness that has a sense of values and does not

confuse the part with the whole. Our present sense
of endocrine therapy seems only an expression of
partial knowledge of values and relations. That
which some modern psychologists call unconscious-
ness is, in reality, intimations of the only con.scious-

ness ; that is, unconscious knowledge. Working
forms of thought, such as classical endocrine syn-
dromes, are serviceable if placed in their proper
relation to the whole—the biological whole, so far

as understood.

To us the error, and the danger, of holding to

fixed concepts—classical endocrine syndromes—is

that the fixed concept is not the fact in the condition
—that the obvious is not necessarily the actual cause
of the morbid phenomenon. The fixed classical en-
docrine syndrome called Graves's disease is not nec-
sessarily a primary thyroid disorder or disease. The
gratuitous—and generally inaccurate—differential

classifications of the organism's imbalance into such
terms as Graves's disease, myxedema, acromegaly,
Addison's disease, are not only gratuitous but inac-
curate if treated with this partial concept.

Those obsessed with a desire to create and estab-
lish a fixed, definite dififerential endocrine pathology
will sooner or later find themselves bewildered and
enmeshed in their own weaving. Endocrinology and
endocrine therapy can become logical and serviceable
only to the degree that the socalled practicing endo-
crinologist holds clearly the biological concept of the
unity of structure and unity of function in man (or-
ganism) as a functioning whole.

Therapeutically considered there are no endocrines—the endocrines are the endocrine—automatically
reacting (unconscious knowledge) as an interrelated
and interdependent, organic regulation^internal
environment reacting with external environment.
Classical endocrine syndromes are quite all right if

we understand the partialness of the phenomena as
guides to helpful diagnosis and therapy, but they
are certainly dangerous if accepted and acted on as
the whole of the disorder or disease.

".
. . Many men of the highest eminence are

only partially educated." Morley Roberts, 1920. I

fear this is true of many of us. When we try to

press our partial knowledge into a fixed classical

mold and to affirm its perfection and completeness,
we seriously err. Plasticity is man's only hope.
"A very slight study of the history of science reveals,
however, that the problems which are incapable of
solution receive it before the ink of the incredulous
is dry."

One of the many reasons why classical endocrine
syndromes should not be held in the thought of the
therapeutist as a complete or true picture, and treated
as such is that "no case can be prejudged from
observations made in any other case. Every case is

peculiar."

We differ, basically, with those who seek to

establish classical endocrine syndromes and a definite

meaning to classical endocrine syndromes. We have
been, and conspicuously are at present, juggling with
words, synthetic terms, vaudeville dramas. Such
biological facts as stand revealed are our only guides
to diagnosis and treatment of socalled endocrine dis-

orders or diseases.

Classical endocrine syndromes are misleading if

we place reliance on them as definitely understood
single or partially grouped endocrine gland disorders
or diseases. A thyroid imbalance usually indicates

an ovarian disturbance as well, and a thyroid and
ovarian imbalance indicates an imbalance or dis-

turbance in all the endocrines now supix)sed to

constitute tlie endocrine cycle—the interrelated and
interdependent reactions of the autonomic mech-
anism—organic regulation—a human organism bio-

logically understood.
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Asclepiades "bidb us to distrust our senses."

This is jjeculiarly true when classical syndromes ask

recognition. Basal endocrine therapy, we affirm, is

based on what Galen called "Nature's faculties of

attracting what is appropriate." This statement of

Galen epitomizes our idea of basal endocrine therapy.

It would seem better for society, en masse, that

present day therapy return to some of the visional

understanding of such early Hellenic physicians as

Galen.

The modern biological therapist, the helpful

therapist, sees more of duty than of technic—more
of cause than mere efifect. The practical modern
endocrine therapist is quite familiar with and quite

master of the technic of dififerentials, but while

using his technic he is not hindered, mystified by

the obvious alone. Where we have failed is in

treating the obvious alone.

Modern endocrine therapy must consider the

whole organism—consider internal environment and
its reactions with external environment. A prac-

tical, simple working concept must be held as to

the ever operative law of repair within, and as part

of the organism's potential resources. We must
work with organic regulation and as organic regu-

lation works. Endocrine therapy, sufficiently under-

stood, is the best means of working with organic

regulation and its law of repair and maintenance.

"Merely give Nature a chance and most diseases

will cure themselves."—Hippocrates (Fifth century,

B. C). We must look back to the visional utter-

ance of such as Hippocrates, as well as to the man
of vision of today, that we may escape the errors

of superficial and inaccurate concepts in the treat-

ment of disorders.

No matter whether we wish to or not, we are

going to be forced into more rational and successful

therapy through the rapidly increasing intelligence

of the socalled laity. The people are going to leave

us and go to socalled cults, unless we can render

better and more permanent results from our therapy.

Writing of Hippocrates, Dr. Brock states: "His

(Hippocrates) keen sense of the solidarity (or,

rather, of the constant interplay) between organism

and its environment." It is this "interplay between

organism and its environment" that modern ther-

apists must seriously consider if they would use

endocrine therapy helpfully.

Let us consider the unwisdom and the disaster

of treating classical endocrine syndromes as de-

tached, local, and definite and pathological entities.

In viewing organic unity we do not lose sight of

the importance of its constituent parts, but desire

to call attention to organic unity as a basic concept,

and then to consider, in their proper relation, con-

.stituent parts. This is particularly applicable to

our thought concerning clinical endocrine syndromes.

Classical endocrine syndromes are to us but "the

tyranny of names." They form too definite con-

cepts to be accurate, and too definite a therapy to be

curative. Endocrine syndromes, as we have stated

before in this article, are not entities but complexes

that are read differently by different observers.

We would like to quote here Arthur John Brock,

M. D., of Edinburgh, 1916: ".
. . We are all ac-

quainted with the medical man to whom a name

(such as, let us say, 'tuberculosis,' 'gout,' or 'intes-

tinal autointoxication') stands for an entity, one
and indivisible, to be treated by a definite and
unvarying formula."
We have been taking the stand, with clear confi-

dence, that there are no such entities as tuberculosis,

rheumatism, etc., ad infinitum, but that these socalled

entities are but objective radicals of a basic disturb-

ance of metabolism—an imbalance of the entire

endocrine cycle functioning.

"What, now, is this 'Nature' or biological prin-

ciple . . . which ... is constantly overlooked— if

indeed ever properly apprehended—by many physi-
ologists of the present day? By using this term
(jalcn must imply that, when we deal with a living

thing, we are dealing primarily with a unity, which,
qua living, is not further divisible; all its parts can
only be understood and dealt with as being in rela-

tion to this principle of unity. Galen was thus led

to criticize with considerable severity many of the

medical and surgical specialists of his time, who
acted on the assumption (implicit if not explicit)

that the whole was merely the sum total of its parts,

and that if, in an aiHng organism, these parts were
treated each in and of itself, the health of the whole
organism could in this way be eventually restored."

We are at oneness with Galen in his idea of unity
•—the organism as a whole—so far, at least, as

therapeutical approach to organism is concerned.
Our sense of present day endocrine therapy is not
its relation to classical endocrine syndromes, but its

scientific and demonstrable value in the treatment
of basic metabolical errors, which assume varying
endocrine syndromes — individual variances from
type.

VVe wish to state here that our belief is that

obvious endocrine disorders or diseases indicate

involvement of the whole endocrine cycle or

mechanism ; therefore the logical basic treatment of

endocrine disorders or disease is the employment of

associated endocrine gland substances— all endocrine

substances in biological association—and allowing

the only law, the law of organic appropriation, to

function ; that is, the law of unerring selection—the

activity of unconscious knowledge.

"Galen expressed this idea in the unity of the

organism by saying that it was governed by a Physis
or Nature, with whose 'faculties' or powers it was
the province of Nature lore to deal."—Brock. We
affirm, with Galen (vision) that it is with "Nature
lore" that the enlightened therapist deals. We are

commencing to catch glimpses of the consciousness

of internal environment, internal organism and its

every endeavor to express total balance in its

total reactions— internal environment reacting to ex-

ternal environment—a phase of "the Immanence of

Health."

"The living organism is a creative artist. This
feature may be observed typically in its primary
functions of growth and nutrition ; these are de-

pendent upon the characteristic faculties or powers
by virtue of which each part draws to itself what is

proper or appropriate to it, and rejects what is

foreign, thereafter appropriating or assimilating the

attracted material."

This is the whole and basic biological principle
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on which associated endocrine substances are given.

Nature, or the unerring law of organic selection,

knows what to select, and only Nature, organic

selection, knows. Selection—organic selection— is

this faculty potential. "But the more we learn

about the delicacy and complexity of the regulating

processes, the more definitely does a difficulty ap-

pear."—John Scott Haldane. Let us recognize this

"delicacy and complexity" enough not to ignorantly

embarrass it with treating it as classical endocrine

syndromes.

We are commencing to think in terms of function

rather than structure, for an understanding is

occurring in us that function, physically considered,

is life, and that structure is but an incident of

function. It is clear to us that no one is qualified

to practise endocrine therapy who has not at least

a certain amount of biological understanding of

organism as a unified phenomenon or function.

We hope that endocrinology and/Cndocrine therapy
will not become a vaudeville, but it will become a

vaudeville unless we properly appraise the value of

the activities of the vaudevillists—the superficial

activities of the superficial. Biological understand-
ing and biological therapy—scientific endocrine
therapy, is here and will abide. As vision comes
to earnest and qualified researchists, we all will

partake of the reflected light and work in fuller

light—a light in which we shall not stigmatize our
fellowman with fixed and fatal terms—classical

endocrine syndromes.
We are now treating successfully, as intelligent

cooperators with the inherent law of repair, condi-
tions we "diagnosed" as hopeless, fatal. This is

largely the result of more biological understanding
—catching glimpses of how Nature works, and co-

working with organic law.

"The researches of the anatomical school of
Alexandria had been naturally of the greatest serv-
ice to surgery, but in medicine they sometimes had
a tendency to check progress by diverting attention
from the whole to the part."—Brock's Galen, 1916.

"That the best physician is also a philosopher."
While this was true in Galen's times, we can now say
that the best physician is also a scientific philosopher.
Without the urge of scientific philosophers, there
would be no real research.

We must use the "Mind's eye as an aid to the
physical eye."

We take definite and decided issue with the state-

ment that introduces an article on endocrinology in

a recent issue of the New York Medical Journal,
which reads: "Endocrinology is the study of dis-

eased functions, etc., etc." Endocrinology is not
the study of diseased functions. It is a study of
the phenomenon of health, in which study deviations
from the normal are noticed and placed in their

right relation to normal function.

It is this obsession to think only in thoughts of
disease rather than holding the normal in thought
that has been the Nemesis of medicine, and which
is driving the socalled laity away from us to socalled
cults. The laity are rapidly discrediting the disease-
monger.

"Life manifests itself in two ways—as structure
and as activity. But we also recognize . . . that

this is living structure and living activky. Each
part of the structure bears a more or less definite

spatial relation to the other parts, but it is actively

maintained in that relation." Between organism and
environment a constant active exchange is going on.

But this exchange, in so far as it has any physiologi-

cal significance, is always determined in relation to

the rest of the Hving activity of the organism. "The
living body and its physiological environment form
an organic whole, the parts of which cannot be

understood in separation from one another."—

•

Haldane.
How long will it be before the practical practising

physician will understand this basal fact? He cer-

tainly cannot be a serviceable therapist until this

truth is understood and demonstrated in his clinical

work.

17 East Forty-second Street.

Treatment of Hiccough.—G. Leven (Prcssc

medicalc, December 29, 1920) recommends lying

face down on the floor as a measure for arresting

hiccough. In illustration he cites the case of a pa-

tient who had had hiccough for three days and in

whom a variety of well known remedial procedures

had failed. A few minutes after he had been told

to lie down face downward he left the office wholly
relieved. Frequently it is advisable also to reduce

the irritability of the gastric mucous membrane by
prescribing two grams of sodium bromide a day in

divided doses after meals as well as one tablespoon-

ful every two hours, five or six times a day, of ten

grams of bismuth subcarbonate and twenty grams
of acacia in 300 mils of sterile distilled water.

Hemostatic Agents.—P. Emile-Weil (Bulletin

de I'Acadernie de medccinc, March 1, 1921) notes

that certain substances, such as emetine, while ac-

tually possessed of hemostatic activity, do not ap-

pear to act either through vasomotor change or

modification of coagulability. Blood serum reduces

the delay in the coagulation of hemophilic blood in

vitro ; it acts similarly when injected subcutaneously
or intravenously, and at the same time lessens the

manifestations of hemophilia. A more important
test is that of determination of the bleeding time.

The blood flowing from a small incision in the lobe

of the ear, when wiped ofl: every thirty seconds,

normally continues to exude for three to three and
a half minutes. In all chronic hemorrhagic states

this bleeding time is increased to from five minutes
to two hours. Cases in which the bleeding time is

persistently between ten and fifteen minutes are

particularly favorable test objects for the study of
hemostatic agents. The vasoconstrictor agents such
as adrenalin reduce, and the vasodilators such as
amyl nitrite increase, the size of the drops which
exude, but neither of them alters the bleeding time.

Coagulant agents, on the other hand, produce a de-
finite efifect on the bleeding time, some immediately
and in a lasting manner, like pituitrin, others more
slowly, including blood serum and human blood in-

jected under the skin or administered by transfu-
sion. iMiietinc, while seemingly acting neither on the

vessels nor on coagulability, likewise reduces the
bleeding time; hence its use is justified. Studies of
tlie blood platelets are greatly to be desired.
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Collectanea

Flies as Distributors of Intestinal Protozoa.

—

Since the classic positive demonstration by Smith
and Kilbourne that insects may be instrumental in

the transmission of disease, the house fiy has often

been accused of being one of the disseminating
agents (Journal A. M. A., June 4, 1921). Today
this familiar insect pest stands not only accused but
also repeatedly and convincingly convicted of the

serious charge. The association of the fiy with
pathogenic bacteria is frequently pernicious to public

health. The microorganisms of suppuration, the

germs of typhoid, cholera, dysentery and tuberculo-

sis, not to inention others less prominent in the

public mind, have been detected in league with this

omnipresent insect traveler. The incrimination that

epidemics may be brought about through the dissem-
ination of infectious material by flies has repeatedly

been sustained. How persistently they may harbor
the sources of danger is shown, for example, by
Picker's observation that flies fed on typhoid cul-

tures may still give off the bacilli twenty-three days
after infection. Heretofore the bacterial parasites

have claimed foremost consideration in relation to

the fly. But now a new menace looms up. Root,
an entomologist of the newly established School of

Hygiene and Public Health at Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity, has demonstrated the possibility of a hygien-

ically undesirable association between flies and in-

testinal protozoa, including the genus Endameba of

unsavory reputation. Fortunately, the free forms
ingested by flies are apparently killed within an hour
without encysting. But cysts of the intestinal pro-

tozoa survive much longer in the bodies of flies.

According to Root, flies feeding on a human stool

containing cysts or free forms of intestinal protozoa

will take large numbers of them into their intestines

and deposit them again in their own feces. Since all

stages of the protozoa are killed within a few minutes
by drying, such fly feces are dangerous to human
beings only when deposited on moist or liquid foods.

A fly which has once ingested fecal material con-
taining protozoa may deposit feces of its own which
contain the infective forms of the protozoa at any
time from a few minutes after feeding until the most
resistant forms, the cysts, are dead. The deposited

cysts of amebas may survive as long as two days
under favorable conditions. These experiments
emphasize anew the importance of flies as carriers

of disease producing organisms from human feces

to human food.

The Significance of the Bacteria Found in the
Throats of Healthy People.—Arthur J. Bloom-
field {Bulletin of the Johns Hopkins Hospital,

February, 1921) made frequent cultures of six

healthy individuals' throats, covering a period of

from one to three months. The organisms present

were divided into two groups, the true normal flora

including nonhemolytic streptococci and gram
negative cocci, and pathogenic or nonpathogenic
organisms which are accidentally introduced and
are present usually only a short time in a given

individual.

Sceptism as a Freudian Defense in Reaction.

A Psychoanalysis of Bazaroff, the Hero of Tur-
genev's Novel, Fathers and Sons.—Jackson Ed-
mund Towne ( The Psychoanalytic Review, Vol.

VII, No. 2, 1920) shows how truly Turgenev has
analyzed the neurotic Oedipus complex in a son in

this fictional character. He shows the typical irri-

tated, antagonistic attitude toward the superstitiously

credulous mother, which is an indirect and overcom-
pensating result of the unconscious fixation. His
complex leads him to become the nihilist and to

manifest indifference and positive contempt toward
his parents. He gives evidence also in love and in

his conscious memories of childhood that his libido

is checked or warped by some fixed neurotic attitude,

though his defense forbids any keen consciousness

of what his childhood memories associated with this

were.

Is Sprue Endemic in the South?—Mark F.

Boyd {Southern Medical Journal, April, 1920) be-

lieves that the evidence advanced by Ashford that

the specific yeastlike organism, Monilia psilosis, is

the cause of sprue appears conclusive. Manifesta-

tions suggestive of sprue may be observed in persons

who have never been outside the United States, and
from these persons Ashford's monilia may be re-

covered. Sprue, by reason of the disability it pro-

duces in the tropics, is of distinct public health

importance. Its importance in the southern United

States is as yet undetermined. Potentially it may
equal hookworm disease or pellagra, so every effort

should be made to ascertain its incidence and present

its characteristics to southern physicians. Our
knowledge of its means of transmission is nil, but
from the situation in which the organism can be
demonstrated, it would appear that measures de-

signed to reduce contact and promote proper disposal

of excreta might be of value in its control.-
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Modern Commentaries on Hippocrates'^

The Humoral Theory and Its Application

By JONATHAN WRIGHT, M. D.,

Pleasantville, N. Y.

The difficulty the modern essayist has in comment-
ing on the writings of the ancients may not always

be due to their obscurity. I realize, as I engage in

it, the force of the hint Goethe threw out to his

critics, that possibly the light burns dimly with me.

Miss Miliona started a thrift class when she heard

her father, the steel magnate, say what we needed

was more labor and less bread. When we wanted
peace a master of motors chartered a ship and went
after it. When a foundryman and a politician en-

tered literature, they started in to reform the Eng-
lish language. When a weaver found his purse

fuller than his time, he began to show the farmer
how to milk his cows and plant his potatoes. When
a doctor devoted to mortality statistics got* the

chance h^ wrote an essay on immortality. There-

ought to be a field, free for all, reserved for the

aberrant industry class in the world's exposition,

but even this should be entered by the dry goods
expert, interested in artistic architecture, or the

soap boiler devoting his last years to poetry, hat in

hand and with moveable joints in their .spines, char-

acters not acquired by men accustomed to the adula-

tions extracted from a world grovelling at the feet

of material success in life. Attempting to keep
full in view certain lessons to be garnered from the

later life of more distinguished men, when a medi-
cal man, though in no way handicapped by material-

istic laurels but no longer even politely referred to

as middleaged, enters the field of historical criti-

cism, he should first look carefully around him and
see who is occupying it and commune with himself
as to whether he belongs there. In their new activi-

ties it has not been observed that the gilded girl or
the foundryman or the politician or the weaver or
many another took these precautions, deeming suc-

cess a matter of course in any of their undertakings.

At least he need not add unnecessarily to the gaiety

of his own critics by a blindness which seems
usually really to arise as much from an insufficient

sense of humor as from the acquired characteristics

*I have used the translations of Adams into English and the
French translation of Littre for Hippocrates and Kiihn's edition
of Galen.

of persons having attained eminence in fields they
have cultivated in earlier years.

All of which admonishes me I have reason to be
cautious in ditfering a little in sentiment from that
which one sometimes notices in literature old and
new, to the efifect that the modern student of the
history of medicine, much less the casual reader,
can not enter profitably into the field devoted two
thousand years ago to the husbandry of philosophy
and medical science. I presume from the viewpoint

• which some critics hold there is a modicum of
truth in this. I think it very Hkely impossible for
any one, however studious and however well
equipped otherwise, ever completely to grasp or
thoroughly to enter into the manner of thought of
the ancients, or for that matter into the atmosphere
of thought pervading epoclis less remote than the
term, ancient philosophy, connotes. It is certain
one can never be sure that one has really penetrated
the inmost recesses of the ancient mind, however
assiduous one's study of it. These things mav be
freely granted. At least it is as impossible to deny
them as to prove them. I humbly question, how-
ever, whether this is the only viewpoint from which
a survey can profitably be made of the beginnings
of the history of science. All history, it is said,

must be written anew for each generation and the
force of the remark is obvious. Each generation
taking up its own angle of incident vision and seek-
ing only the lessons it thinks important in history
necessitates a continual shifting of the facts in and
out of the limelight. That this usually results in

the abolition or rather oblivion to the appreciation
of the way they were presented to former genera-
tions also has its interest for us.

In so far as historians, skilled in the art, make a
pretence of furnishing eternal, snow white truth,

without fleck or blemish, to a properly obsequious
and receptive world, eager for the news from the
inmost Olympian circles, I suppose we must
acknowledge that such sentiments are correct, but
I doubt very much if all the terms of this high ideal

are tenable, as sometime expressed. One naturally

CopyriEht, 1921, by A. R. Elliott Publishing Company.
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falls into this attitude, when one is too deeply im-

bued with the selfconsciousness of modern science

from a wide acquaintance with its literature. 1

read only yesterday the approving citation of a

reviewer, who yielded, coyly perhaps but with

graceful readiness, to the hold assertion of an

author, whoever he was, that it was false modesty

not to assert that all the secrets of nature had been

revealed in the processes of a certain disease, or was
it some other repositories of Nature's mysteries? It

is not well to be too specific about author or re-

viewer. I only wish to illustrate how easy it is for

these gentlemen, for all of us indeed, who linger on

the outskirts of things, to absorb some of this spirit

in the study of modern medical literature. But
is there not something, is there not some grateful

thought we can derive from only a proximity to this

luminosity of our times without unfortunately en-

countering its full glare? Is indeed after all the

impression general in science, even in medicine, that

we know it all? Are there not some at least who
are grateful for half truths? These questions are

natural in this connection and for me at least are

all important.

VALUE OF ANCIENT THOUGHT.
If these are considerations to ponder as to the

historians' audience, there are parallel ones not less

important as to his work. Even if it is true, and

I believe it is true, that it is quite impossible to

fathom all the depths of ancient thought, can we not

get flashes and gleams of hidden meanings, of

meanings at least for us even though false inter-

pretations, that will act as a stimulation to modern
thought? Was it Browning or some other cryptic

])hilosopher who, asked what he meant by such a

line, answered complacently he was blessed if he

knew what he did mean. It was of no consequence.

The important thing was to know what it meant to

the reader, if anything. It is not of prime importance

for us to know what Shakespeare or Homer, Herac-

litus or Hippocrates really meant by some cryptic

line. What is there in it for us? From Aristotle

and Plato we can not hope to derive what it was
possible for their contemporaries to learn, nor what
the next generation gathered, - nor the next and so

on for sixty or seventy generations, but it has

meant something to them all and be sure it can

mean something to us. Otherwise the good they

did would lie buried with their bones, but we may
equally be sure it was not absolute truth even at

the start, not such as modesty can be too modest

in concealing. And this abnegation of absolute truth

which we make in the face of history, the continual

revival of interest from a new angle, this gain of a

new point of view from which to behold the pano-

rama and speculate as to its interpretation, has in

fact been, with no attainment as yet of absolute

truth, an ever ready source of charm and interest

for thoughtful men throughout the ages. Without
this eternal resurrection, without this new point of

view, we should care no more for history than we
do for a catalogue of the stars. New ones are

discovered, of course, but they have no interest for

the public. This can hardly be otherwise in the his-

tory of science for scientific men in general. Con-
tinually exhibiting new facets of absorbing interest

to the intelligence of the modern worker as he
meets facts in his own work new to him, the critical

survey of the past, with its incidental reminder that

there were brave men before Agamemnon and wise
men before Solon, can not fail to be to him a sub-

ject of interest and profit, if he will heed. Those
gleams of light we get from it may not be such
as they existed for former generations. They may
not be such as will shine in the future, but this does
not wholly destroy the value they have for the pres-

ent, differing in each it may be and even always
wiJe of absolute truth, if any one knows what
that is.

So long as we make no pretence, then, of farming,
or of reforming the English language, no promise
to bring peace to a world in arms, no threat of print-

ing posters to enlighten the poor as to thrift, in so
far as we take care not to raise hopes in our read-

ers, which are bound to disappoint, so long as we
patiently and cautiously keej) Iiidden the conviction

that we possess the well springs of eternal truth,

so long as we humbly, manuscript in hand and with
many reverences, bow to the editor, who is the best

judge what it is practicable, even what it is best

for his multitude of urgently exigent readers to

read, I think we can still sleep o' nights even in

proximity to our neighbor exulting in the possession

of everlasting truth. I for one feel that I don't

need to worry about it, it being no possession of

mine. I am content to leave it to those who rejoice

in it. I am content with the impression ancient

literature makes on me and if I try to hand it on,

such as it is, soiled as it is with my own sordid

grasp of it, and the editor gives me a chance, why
should I stay my hand because I know it will all

be dust and ashes, while the works of genius are

immortal? It was not the dream in the old temple
slumbers that mattered, it was the interpretation the

artful priest of Aesculapius put on it that decided
the therapy the patient adopted. This is the sordid

grasp to which I refer, having here particularly in

mind somewhat I confess the peril of introducing

too much of the personal element in formulating

thq general principles of the humoral theory, which
was the subject of the last essay in this journal. It

is desirable in the exposition of a theory which had
such far reaching effects on the course of the evolu-

tion of medicine, not to be content with this per-

sonal interpretation but to illustrate it amply at its

inception and in its first developments.

TEMPERATURE CHANGES.
Having referred particularly to Hippocrates's

great appreciation of season, climate and weather
upon man in general outline, it remains to point out

the specific manifestations of his convictions in the

genuine books of the Hippocratic Corpus. Natu-
rally one first turns to the Airs, Waters and Places.

It opens with a recognition of the inflviences of tem-

perature changes in a general way on the system
and then specifically we find it explaining that there

are waters which are of a heating nature, some hav-

ing a .solvent effect on the bowels, being adapted to

boiling but some are intractable and dry up the

bowels. At once we grope, quite as admitted in ni}-

preceding remarks, but we see the association in the

mind of Hip])ocrates of water both with the dry
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and the moist state of the bowels and we learn that

to some extent the qualities of an agent are de-

termined not by its own physical condition but by

the effects it has on the human system so far as it

is classified in the humoral theory. This gives us

some enlightenment on how it was possible that a

theory so incongruous with all we regard as com-

mon sense could appeal to such a mind as that of

Hippocrates, ever ready to rebel at any violation of

it. In the Ancient Medicine he thus attacks its

special application. Let a man, he says, of a weak
constitution "eat wheat such as the threshing floor

supplies, raw and unprepared, with raw meat, and

let him drink water. . . . He will experience

pains, his body will become weak and his bowels

deranged and he will not live long. What remedy?
Hot? Cold? Or moist or dry?" Not at all, he

answers', change his diet. As far as he knew none
of these qualities ever existed alone but always

mixed with others, whether we consider them, I

suppose, from the physical or the therapeutic view-

point, but he jumps the later limitations of the

theory altogether when he says that in pneumonia,
there is something beside the hot mixed with it

—

the bitter, the salt, the acid perhaps.

TISSUE CHANGES.

He refers to waters which generate stone in the

bladder, in such a way, we perceive in the Airs,

Waters and Places, that there is a connecting thread

to the thought we meet in connection with water.

Our conception of inflammation has become so

largely one of tissue structure and tissue change,

it has become so much more associated with its

varying etiology, we forget it is but a short time

since it was almost exclusively a dynamic concep-

tion, one almost entirely symptomatic. For the old

physicians it was so exclusively. The sensation of

heat in the inflammations of the bladder had a literal

connotation for the ancients to a degree foreign to

us. The burning sensations in the urethra were
real heat. In Hippocrates's view the cause of stone

in the bladder was indubitably traceable to the water
habitually drunk. Stone in the bladder was accom-
panied by heat. Water, he thus demonstrates,

though cold and wet by nature, gives rise to heat.

Thus runs the thought apparently. We see at least

that water was heating, of a hot nature in connec-
tion with the symptoms.

So when "winter is dry and northerly and the

spring moist and southerly, the summer will be of

a febrile character," ophthalmies and dysenteries

will prevail ; it is the fever or the burning or the

smarting of these generated by the moist spring

weather, preceding the advent of summer, which
makes them hot. Here we see certain agents, cer-

tain elements, the water , and the air, working by
contraries, but cross purposes are not the rule.

Women are referred to, not only as moist and soft,

but as having a cold and relaxed belly. It would
seem then tiiat some of the idea of the warm we
found connected with inflammations is also inherent
in the figure of speech as to sexual appetence, the

men being more ardent and hence warm by tempera-
ment, the women colder. "The dysenteries are also

likely to occur in women and those Of a humid tem-

perament." The lack of musculature, the pHable

skin, the substratum of adipose tissue we recognize

as lending to the ancient mind the idea of moisture in

women and children and those of flabby flesh. Soft

clay, moist and cold, unbaked by heat, seems to have
been the mental association. Dysenteries and vio-

lent diarrheas drain the moisture away in their

copious stools and leave the plump figure of yester-

day a wasted and shrunken frame. I do not know
if modern statistical information or even if the im-

pression of modern clinical" experience confirms this

idea that the plumpness of women and children or

the flabbiness of ill nurtured males predispose to

diarrheas and dysenteries. In the latter instance

perhaps flabbiness and the diarrheas depend on a

common cause of intestinal inefficiency, but I sus-

pect the striking change wrought by summer diar-

rheas on the plumpness of women and children

multiplied the cases in the mind of him recording

a long clinical experience from memory without the

help of statistics, at least in their modern profusion.

At any rate, such things fell to the category of

humoral theories. Men of a phlegmatic tempera-

ment, that is, those subject to catarrh of the upper
air passages, "are like to have dysenteries too,"

perhaps especially when subject to stomach dis-

orders as they sometimes are. There is trouble

though for us about the brain ; that like the phlegm
which conies from it is cold and wet and the cold

and wet of the weather increase it. Thus water or

moisture we saw producing heat in stone in the

bladder, working by contraries, here in the head
works by similars. These two principles were as

great a blessing to the ancient pedant as the ubiquity

of bacteria is to his modern successor.

Why the phlegm is cold we perceive fairly well.

Of the body fluids whose physical attributes, when
they come under the notice of the observer, are

likely to be associated with certain definite mental

impressions it is the phlegm which most often leaves

the impression of being cold and wet. The blood

and the bile are warm when voided, while the

phlegm, for long lying in the air pasages before

coming in contact with the skin of the examiner,
is cold. Thus "some have catarrhs beginning in

the head and descending to the lungs." It is the

cold and wet phlegm for the ancient that caused
lung trouble—and we don't form quite so coherent

an etiological chain as this now, though we see the

gaps in the old one.

CHANGES WITH AGE.

"Those are bilious who have dry ophthalmies
from the heat and dryness of the flesh." The
thought stands forth when it is at once mentioned
in sequence that dryness and hardness of the flesh

is connected with old age, for that is dry and haid
too, if not hot; "the aged too have catarrhs from
the flabbiness and melting of the veins." The cold

and wet not seeming to fit in very well wiih the

dryness of old age, there seems a faltering here,

flabbiness also not being, it would seem, exactly

consonant with the hardness of old age. In fact it

is permissible to conclude that sometimes, at least,

when we grope, there is an irreconcilable clash

which no logic, ancient or modern, no diligence of
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search along the mental track, entirely silences. It

is a way theories have sometimes even in the best

regulated eras, like our own, but it is unsafe, living

in an era unsympathetic and intolerant of any logic

but its own, to yield too readily to this facile inter-

pretation.

The indications of the correlation of the humoral
states of the body with the climate of diiTerent

countries, of course around the Mediterranean for

the most part, are too diffuse to lend themselves

readily to citation, but permit the summary that the

question of health and disease is inextricably in-

volved in the interrelation of the qualities of tlie

animal system with the characteristics of the

weather and the seasons, of water and earth, in the

terms of the humoral ideas prevailing in the genu-
ine books of Hippocrates, but often as to the

humors themselves this is not specifically avowed,
even in this book of the Airs, Waters and Places.

In the Regimen in Acute Disease we scarcely get a

glimpse even of these ideas. Still less, if possible

do we get any intimation of the qualities in the /

and /// Epidevnics. In none of the foregoing is

there any talk of the discrimination of the body
fluids or any reference to the four humors as an
exclusive class, etiologically or pathologically, but

in the Epidemics there is frequent reference to the

weather, the climate, and the location in consonance
with the treatise we have had chiefly under con-

sideration. Indeed the /// Epidemics is divided

into "constitutions" in which the chief etiological

factors are these precisely and only secondarily the

humors at all. The ApJiorisms, some of which may
have been independently composed by Hippocrates,

some of which selected by him or by others from
his genuine works, but some of them too silly and
tautological to have been composed by anybody but

a fool, exhibit many instances of the frank avowal
of humoral doctrines. These are chiefly selections

from the spurious books we have not yet paused to

consider and therefore there is no reason for sup-

posing the aphorisms, not traceable to either the

genuine or the spurious books, are also from the

hand of Hippocrates himself. In the Prognostics
the best ertiesis is referred to as that which is

formed of phlegm and bile, thoroughly mixed and
much of the prognosis in pneumonia seems based
on this state of expectoration, the yellow color of

tiie sputum being thought of as derived from the

yellov/ bile.

THEORY OF THE COCTION.

The acceptation of the importance of the coclion,

that is the process whereby the excretions of the air

and food passages become loose and are easily

voided, corresponding frequently with the crisis in

pneumonia for instance, is an acceptance if not of

the theory at least of a participation in the manner
of thought of the humoralists. In the Regime in

Acute Disease it is said: "Fasting itself sometimes
attracts raw bilious humors to the head and the

thorax and interferes with the coction by causing

sleeplessness." Further along in this book we find

the clue to the theory of the coction in its assinala-

tion with digestion of food and drink, tlie lack of

which also gives rise to insomnia.

in the / Epidemics in a persisting opiitlialtnia the

humor (of the discharge, I suppose, remaining
ichorous ) continued without decoction. And there

were bilious diarrheas, "abundant, irritating, with-

out decoction," sometimes even watery, and again
we get the assimilation with digestive processes

—

but in everything pertaining to the disease there was
much humidity, there was vomiting of phlegm and
bile and food was returned from the stomach undi-
gested. This coction of the humors is so intimately

associated with the theory of crises and critical

days, it is difficult to go thoroughly into the matter
without going further than my remaining space
allows.

There is reason for the remark that the chief in-

ternal etiological factors in the projess of disease
for Hippocrates are the bile and the phlegm, but
especially the bile, as that occurs more persistently

in the discourse than the phlegm. Littre draws
attention to the fact that both the older philobopher
Anaxagoras and the younger dramatist Aristo-

phanes allude to the bile as the origin of disease,

but Plato still younger, in the Timaeus, which is

supposed to have been written in his old age, proba-
bly long after the death of Hippocrates (or in his

extreme senescence if we must accept the legends
of his longevity) explicitly refers to the four
humors as the causes of disease, when their equili-

brium is upset by the predominance of one or the

other. This matter has been alluded to in the pre-

vious paper and while the evidence as to the con-
clusions reached do not entirely conform to those
demanded by the orthodox tenets of science, they

are fairly within the usual limits of historical criti-

cism.

It is of some significance in approaching the con-

sideration of the full blossomed humoral theory,

such as appears in some of the spurious books of

the Hippocratic Corpus and such as Galen handed
dovvn to posterity, to note a few special indications

which point to its origin in the Sicilian School.

This also has been touched upon in the previous

paper. From Sicily direct rather than indirectly

from the Hippocratic Corpus we may imagine Plato

derived his fuller developed humoral theories. In

one of the fragments of Empedocles we find the

declaration, often quoted by Galen, that the vine

draws its characters from the soil. The fourth

book of Maladies Littre places in a special class

(VI) as continuous with several others all coming
from some able follower of Hippocrates, before the

time of Aristotle
;
Polybus, Galen thinks, perhaps.

This brings it close to the date that I have alluded

to for the Nature of Man, but from internal evi-

dence, from a significant ditTerence in the treatment

of the humors, we infer it certainly is not from the

same hand. The author of IV Maladies remarks
kow different are the lands lying around the Medi-
terranean in the virtues they impart to the vine.

This took place, he seems to conceive, by virtue of

a power, to which Hippocrates also alludes in

Ancient Medicine, assimilable to the famed ente-

lechy of Aristotle, so much exploited by Galen in

antiquity and also by Driesch and the modern vital-

ists. The immediate point for us is : "Moreover
there are four other sources by means of which
each humor arrives at the body . Those sources
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are for the blood—the heart ; for the phlegm—the

head; for the water—the spleen; for the bile, the

part which is in the liver. The food and the drink

contain all the biliary, the water, the sanguineous

and the phlegmatic elements, some less, some more."

In these origins and organs must exist powers which

give them their characteristics. Of course whether

it is the neovitalist or this ancient vitalist follower

of Empedocles, from whom Aristotle borrowed

so much, who begins to discourse on these attractive

powers, so convenient for both alike, we advance

not a whit, whether we call them entelechy or dyna-

mics. This puerile logic, such as it is, we see dis-

appearing behind Empedocles and the Sicilian

school into the mists of the infancy of thought, un-

refined by criticism, unfettered by reflection appar-

ently.

In the Nature of Man and here also in the IV
Maladies we find the authors, mindful of what Hip-

pocrates had to say in the Airs, Waters and Plaees,

also in difficulties with the details of reconciling all

the facts of climate with those of the corporeal sys-

tem of man. • We notice here too the fire that bums
the flesh in the humors of an eye afflicted with

phlyctenre and the advice to purge only the con-

cocted humors. We must judge of the medication

in disease by the revulsion obtained when the dry

becomes warm and the moist becomes cold, for this

is the true equilibrium of the qualities. The parable

of the vine adopted in the Nature of Man runs

thus : "What the earth is to trees, the stomach is to

animals ; it nourishes, warms, refreshes," and this

author runs into absurdities, which neither the

author of IV Maladies nor, much less, the author

of Airs, Waters and Places could be guilty of. In

The Humors as in TJie Aliment, the confusion of

language and of ideas often naturally suggests a

student with his notebook following a lecturer,

steeped in the doctrines of Hippocrates, it is true,

but to which, as he dilates on the points in them
related to the matter, the teacher adds his own pre-

possessions for the theory and such interpretations

of it as are set forth in The Nature of Man and
IV Maladies. These the note taker in Tlie Humors
and TJie Aliment sets forth with the usual half

lights of the unfledged medical student, foreshort-

ened, abbreviated and confused.

NUTRITION OF THE CHILD.

In the book on Generation, which opens the series,

with the Nature of the Child and the IV Maladies
following, all of which are supposed by Littre with
ever>- appearance of probability to be one treatise

by one author, it is declared at the start that the

sperm of man comes from everything moist in the

body, being the most active part which is thus sepa-

rated, the essence of the pangenesis of Empe-
docles(?), of Aristotle at least and of Darwin.
Much citation of proof follows, which does not

immediately concern us. In the nutrition of the

infant in utero nourishment is drawn both from the

food which the mother consumes and from the air

she breathes. These are attracted, "by the power," to

the child just the same as the stomach absorbs its

food, the head drawing to itself phlegm, the liver

to itself bile. Here, as in The Aliment, air is a

food. Again in the IV Maladies we meet with the

simile from Empedocles slightly altered. This sec-

ond reference is to vegetables drawing their par-

ticular characteristics each from the soil, their

flavor, I suppose. The seed or the grain swells with

the air and the humors it draws from the ground.

The force (the dynamics) in the humor condenses

the most volatile^ part in the seed. The con-

fusion, I imagine, is in the thought, not in the lan-

guage alone. Thus condensed by the humor and

driven by the pneuma, the seed breaks forth, by

virtue of the quality of its dynamics, into leaf and

this finds for a while its nourishment from the

burst seed itself. The comparison with the child

in utero is most excellently worked out, but it is

curious to see how the humors and the pneuma play

their part in the animal as well as in the vegetable,

true to the older pantheistic theory of primitive

man, but true also to the terms of the newer
humoral doctrine, the warm, the moist, the cold, the

dry govern it all.

The text really here takes on an exposition which

appeals to us, just as the argument must have ap-

pealed to the older Hippocrates, himself too cau-

tious to stretch the theory to the breaking point, a

catastrophe, as it appears to us, not avoided by the

other authors, carried away by their enthusiasm for

the neatness with which it sometimes works, per-

haps. It suffices to exhibit how helpful a false

theory can be, it is not necessary to show how se-

ductive and misleading it becomes in the hands of

those who deliver themselves up to it, typical fana-

tics in scignce, spellbound. The parallel reaches its

climax when the author triumphantly declares

:

"Xow I return to the purpose which has led me
into these explanations. I say all vegetable pro-

ductions live from the humor of the earth in a state

corresponding to the qualities of that humor which
the earth contains. So the child lives from its

mother in the womb and in a state corresponding

to the health of the mother. One may find a per-

fect similitude between the products of the earth

and the product of men." But his comparison is so

.successful that his elation leads him astray. He
does not heed the wise man's warning, pas trap de

zcle. He forces the parable into applications less

successful. In parturition the glairy and sanguino-

lent discharges come from the head, and the source

of the blood in general, as today, is a rather com-
plicated process, but evidently the heart and blood-

vessels attract it from the food. It is the stomach
necessarily that does most of this attracting and we
infer the other organs—the head, the heart, the liver

and the spleen when the water comes into play—are

secondary attractions, the bile, at least in some ac-

counts, being attracted by the liver from the blood.

This to us is utter nonsense and chaos. I am not

sure an unsympathetic analysis, such as I am mak-
ing, would not reveal holes in luodern physiology,

but we will leave that for the amusement of future

critics. They will have their share.

' The hereditary parts of it settled in the seed probably by a sort
of panseiiesis, since this passage seems to rest on doctrines ascrib d
to Kmpedocles. who held them before Darwin and even befor:' .\ris-

totle. apparently. I do not think we can entirely identify "dyna-
mics" with the modern girm plasm, thoush in this i)articular pas-
sage, the latter modern concei)tion fills the vacancy here, wliich
makes the trouble.
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Lung Mapping by the Injection of Bismuth Mixtures in

the Living*
By HENRY LOWNDES LYNAH, M. D.,

New York.

Accidental inhalation of bismuth mixtures has
occurred at times while patients were attempting
to swallow the mixture for a radiographic locali-

zation of an esophageal obstruction. Again, bis-

muth mixtures have trickled through a cancerous
tracheoesophageal fistula mapping the bronchial
tree ( 1 ) . In cases of esophageal paralysis the mix-
ture will not enter the esophagus at all, but will

be held in the reservoirs of the pyriform sinuses
and pour over between the arytenoids into the
trachea, and also map out the tracheobronchial tree.

Since the report of Heeler's case, many similar

observations have been recorded by such expert
radiographers as Gottlieb, Hirsch, Le Wald and
Stewart. The bronchial tree has been injected

many times in the cadaver, but Jackson was first to

recommend the insufflation of dry bismuth powder
for localization of small foreign bodies not visible

by X ray (2).

Bullowa and GottHeb (3) in an experimental
study on animals injected bismuth and barium mix-
tures into the bronchi and obtained some very beau-
tiful pictures. They were also able to study the
action of the bronchi in dogs, and demonstrated a

wavelike action in the larger bronchi and trachea.

It occurred to me that bismuth mixtui^s injected

into the lung of the living patient would probably
do no harm, especially in those subjects suiTering
from almost incurable diseases of the bronchi and
lungs, such as bronchiectasis and pulmonary abscess

;

and furthermore, that these areas, which heretofore
had never been mapped out, could be definitely local-

ized by the injection of some opaque mixture
bronchoscopically which would gravitate into the

abscess cavity.

The following patients were injected broncho-
scopically with an oily mixture of bismuth subcar.-

bonate.

Case I.—F. H., a man of twenty-six years, pre-
sented a lung abscess in July, 1919, after having
aspirated sea water while in swimming. He got
out too far and became exhausted and went under.
He was hauled out and by first aid measures soon
revived. One week later he sut¥ered from what
was supposed to be bronchopneumonia and there

was much foul expectoration at this time. Within
one month the acute symptoms subsided, but he
continued to expectorate large quantities of pus.

He was sent to New Platz, N. Y., with the diag:-

nosis of pulmonary tuberculosis, even though no
tubercle bacilli were found in his sputum. He had
fever and also complained of having a bubbling sen-

sation in his right chest. There were severe night

sweats at times.

On February 10, 1920, he consulted Dr. F. W.
Corwin, of Newark, N. J., who referred him to me
for bronchoscopic examination. The radiographic

*Reacl at the annual meeting of the American LarynoloKical As-
sociation, held in Boston, Mass., May 27 to 29, 1920.

plates which Dr. Corwin had taken showed a definite

shadow over the right lower lobe surrounded by
"pus sponge soaked" infiltrated lung. The dia-

phragm was attached and pulled upward. The
radiographer in his report .stated that there was a

level of fluid and gas bubbles in the abscess cavity.

This, however, we were unable to interpret. There
was profuse expectoration of foul smelling pus, and
the patient stated that he had coughed up as much
as would fill a large preserve jar every twenty-four
hours, and that he had been measuring the amount
of sputum for some time. He was bronchoscoped
after a further study of new radiographic plates.

There was a profuse discharge of pus which
poured out of the bronchoscopic tube mouth. It

was very foul smelling and blood tinged. A seven

mm. bronchoscope was introduced so that the lower
lobe branches could be studied with ease. After
thorough evacuation of the pus filled bronchi, the

superior lobe branch on the right side was exam-
ined and found on coughing to be free from pus.

There was some pus coming out of the middle lobe

branch which was directly anterior, but after this

branch was sucked out no ptis was seen when the

patient was instructed to cough. The right lower
lobe branches were filled with pus. This was re-

moved l)y suction and each branch examined in turn

and the patient instructed to cough. By this means
the branch from which the pus was coming could

be definitely located, and the small but constant

ejection of pus with each cough pointed towards
the right anterior branch. This branch bronchus
was sucked out, but pus would appear in the mouth
of the bronchus with each cough in spite of suc-

tion. The long slanting end of the bronchoscope
was insinuated into this branch. It was now noted
that there were many granulations in this branch
which bled freely. About one ounce of bloody pus
was aspirated at this time into a sterile bottle. This
was examined by Dr. George S. Dixon, of the New
York Eye and Ear Infirmary, who reported as fol-

lows : The pus removed bronchoscopically from the

lung abscess of Mr. F. H. shows a pure culture of

Friedlander bacilli. This was extremely interesting,

for most of the infected ears which we see in the

summer caused by swimming about New York har-

bor are usually due to the Friedlander bacillus, one
of the colon group. This man had a lung abscess

caused by the inspiration of sea water about New
York harbor.

For definite lung mapping the abscess cavity was
injected the following week with a mixture of bis-

muth subcarbonate in pure olive oil, one in three.

The anterior branch of the right lower lobe bron-

chus was injected around a corner by a special

curved spiral cannula. The bismuth mixture was
injected slowly so as not to infiltrate the surround-
ing lung tissue. Eight c.c. of the mixture was in-

jected, and within five minutes from this time the
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patient was fluoroscoped by Dr. Charles Gottliel)

and some very interesting observations were made.

By fluoroscopy we were able to see the cavity filled

with the opaque mixture. Plates taken before in-

jection of bismuth did not show any definite outline

of the abscess. Several plates were taken in all

Fig. 1.—Radiograph of abscess in right lower lobe of the lung.
Note the dense shadow produced by "pus sponge soaking" of the
lung. The outline of the abscess cavity is not clearly discernible.

positions and a set of stereoscopic plates made.
Within a short time after the taking of these plates

the patient was again fluoroscoped and the bismuth

mixture was seen to be coming out of the abscess

cavity and flowing upward. He had not coughed
up to this time for he was breathing as quietly as

possible. He did have considerable cough, how-
ever, immediately following the removal of the

bronchoscope, but the fluoroscopic studies made by
Dr. Gottlieb, Dr. Corwin and myself did not show
any bismuth in the bronchi, but only in the abscess

cavity. It was extremely interesting to note that,

while the bismuth was coming out of the abscess

cavity into the bronchi, it did not flow downward
but flowed upward, and radiographic plates taken

at this time showed the middle and superior lobe

branches well outlined by the opaque mixture, while

the lower lobe branches remained free. Shortly after

this the patient complained of such bubbling in his

chest that he was compelled to cough and expelled

about two c.c. of the white bismuth mixture. From
these observations Dr. Gottlieb and myself agree

that there is probably another mechanism beside

cough and the action of cilia which causes the ex-

pulsion of secretions from the tracheobronchial

tree. A second injection of the bismuth mixture
was repeated one month later.

The injection of bismuth mixtures while done
for the purpose of mapping the lung for the definite

location of abscess cavities seemed to have a bene-
ficial effect on the patient. There was no odor to

the pus expectorated after the second injection and
this was so .striking that the patient noticed it him-
self and said "that he no longer had a foul breath
for the bad smell and taste liad disappeared."
The patient was examined radiographically and

fluoroscopically one month later to ascertain how

long the bismuth remained in the abscess cavities

and also how long it remained in a small area of

lobular tissue into which it had infiltrated. The bis-

muth mixture, as previously stated, started to make
its exit from the bronchial tree within a short time

after injection. It is interesting, however, to note

that in the abscess cavities and lobular structure it

remains much longer but eventually disappears. In

the abscess cavities it may remain from two weeks
to two months, but the shadow gradually grows lessi

,

opaque until it finally disappears. This may per-

haps in a measure account for the improvement of

the patient and the gradual diminution in the cjuan-

tity of pus expectorated and the disappearance of

odor.

Case II.—The second patient injected was a

young lady of twenty years whom I had the good
fortune to see in consultation with Dr. Willy
Meyer and Dr. Richard Jordan. The patient was
admitted to the Lenox Hill Hospital and broncho-
scoped shortly thereafter. Some very excellent

radiographs were taken by Dr. William H. Stewart
which showed what appeared to be a very large

abscess in the left upper lobe well out towards the

periphery. From the surrounding pus sponge
soaked lung structure it appeared much larger than

it really was and also suggested some pleural in-

volvement. The patient had had a tonsillectomy

performed by an expert laryngologist one week be-

fore admission. At the time of admission she was
expectorating 250 c.c. of pus every twenty-four

hours, and her general condition was poor.

She was bronchoscoped, a seven mm. tube being

used. Pus was pouring out of the larynx and con-

tinued to pour out of the bronchoscopic tube. This

was sucked out and the left bronchus entered.

Fig. 2.—The abscess cavity mapped out by the injection of an
opaque mixture. The walls of the abscess cavity are clearly de-
fined. The dull opaque spot above and to the right of the abscess
cavity is due to the infiltration of bismuth in a minute branch
bronchus well out toward the periphery which connected with the
abscess cavity. The abscess communicated with an anterior branch
bronchus and was injected around a corner.

There was an "edematous bronchial stenosis oppo-

site the upper lobe orifice leaving only a small open-
ing through which pus was ex])clled with each cough.

There was also a memliranous phujue which caused
further obstruction of drainage. The membranous
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plaque was removed by suction. After evacuating

as well as possible the upper lobe branch the lower

lobe branches were examined, but no pus was found
in this locality. Now the upper lobe branch was
again entered and the patient instructed to cough.

With each expulsive cough there would be a gush

Fic. 3.—A left upper lobe abscess following tonsillectomy. Note
the dense shadow well out toward the periphery simulating pleural

involvement. Dense "pus sponge soaking" of the lung made the
interpretation of the abscess cavity difficult in the plates before
injection.

of pus from this branch. The bronchus was appar-

ently draining much more freely since the edema-
tous stenosis had been opened. With a ten inch

vacuum the bronchus was once more aspirated and
after fifteen minutes the bronchoscopic tube was
removed.
The following week the patient had improved

somewhat, but the amount of pus had not greatly

decreased. We again bronchoscopically aspirated

the left upper lobe branch, and then decided to in-

ject the bismuth and oil mixture to try and map out

the abscess cavity. With a curved spiral cannula,

eight c.c. of the mixtvire was injected.

Unfortunately the mixture was injected too forci-

h\y and some of it was squirted out of the spiral

and passed downward into the lower lobe branches.

Leakage out of the spiral will not occur if the mix-
ture is injected slowly, nor will it infiltrate into the

lobular structure of the lung. The upper lobe

branches and lung abscess were also injected ; the

bismuth sticking to tlie wall of the cavities and map-
ping them out. Several smaller abscesses were seen,

whereas in the plate taken before injection the

cavity was interpreted as being very large. The

bismuth did not infiltrate the lobular structure of

the upper lobe.

By stereoscopic plates the abscess cavities were
seen to be well out towards the periphery and an-
terior, while the mass which had leaked down into

the lower lobe branches was well posterior. A lat-

eral plate taken at this time sliowed the relations

of the upper anterior lobe abscess cavity which was
clearly defined, to the posterior dull opaque fan
shaped area due to gravitation into the dorsal

branch.

The bismuth was expelled from the lung as in

the other patient within twenty minutes after injec-

tion. As some of the bismuth mixture had leaked
downward into the lower lobe branches it was im-
])ossible to state whether or not the bismuth started

immediately to be expelled outward as in the first

])atient or if it had gravitated into the lower lobe
branches after it .started to be expelled. The patient

was studied from time to time with the fluoroscopic

screen, and further radiographic plates were taken.

At the end of one week there was still bismuth
])resent in botli the abscess cavity and in the lower
lobe where no abscess existed. This bismuth soaked

Fig. 4.—The abscess cavities injected around a corner. The
lower branches of the upper lobe were injected by turning the
curved spiral injector downward after introduction into the upper
lobe branch. Some of the bismuth mixture leaked out of the
curved spiral and gravitated into tTie lower lob; branches where
no abscess existed. Numerous small cavities were mapped out in

the original plates and there was a bright metallic lustre of the
mixture in the abscess cavities. In the lower lobe where no
abscess existed the bismuth mixture showed as a dull opaque spot.

area looked somewhat like an abscess cavity, but

there was an irregular outline of opaque dullness

and it had not the metallic lustre of the bismuth in

tlie abscess cavity. This is one of the distinguishing

points recorded by me between the infiltration of

bismuth into the lobular structure of the lung and
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in the abscess cavity. This patient improved after

the injection in a similar manner to the other pa-

tient. The pus decreased from her kmg and the

amount of measured sputum decreased from 250 c.c.

to 30 9.C. every twenty-four hours. The odor was
decidedly less and
the patient's gen-

^

eral health im-

proved.

The bismuth
mixture was still

present in the

lung when plates

were made ten

days later, though
both shadows
were decreasing in density and the lung ab-

scess was apparently , clearing up. The patient

has suffered no discomfort following the injections

of bismuth into her lung. She eats and sleeps well

and has but little cough. She has been broncho-

scoped twice since the two injections and no bis-

muth were we able to recover by suction even
though it is still present by x ray examination. At
later bronchoscopic examinations there was very

little pus recovered by suction, for no pus was ex-

pelled from the left upper lobe bronchus when the

patient was instructed to cough.

Of course this paper is not presented with any
tone of finality for it is only a short preliminary

report of the study by ii>jection of opaque mixtures
for the purpose of mapping abscess cavities in the

lung of the living subject.

SUMMARY.
1. Bismuth mixtures can be injected into tlie

bronchi and lung of the living without doing harm.
2. The injection of opaque substances into the

lung of the living will open up an enormous field

of usefulness in the study of cough, the expulsion
of secretions from the lung and lung drainage. It

will also localize bronchial strictures in the same
manner as seen in the esophagus. Furthermore, it

will be of the greatest aid to the thoracic surgeon
by mapping out the abscess cavity in the correct lobe

of the limg on which he is to operate.

3. A definite lung abscess cavity is seldom seen

bronchoscopically. Pus is usually seen coming
from a small branch bronchus, and the abscess cav-

ity may be well around a corner and not in a direct

line with the bronchus from which the pus is oozing.

An injection of a

bismuth mixture
or some other

opaque substance

will clear up this

error.

4. Bismuth
when it enters the

abscess cavity is

interpreted in the

radiographic plate

by its metallic lustre, and when it is in the lobular

lung structure it is interpreted by its dull opacity.

Pus diffuses "and soaks the lung structure, and this

often makes the involved area appear many times
larger than it really is.

5. The amount of bismuth injected in these pa-
tients was an eight cubic centimetre mixture of bis-

muth subcarbonate in pure olive oil, one in two
and one in three. The mixture is made sterile by
boiling before injection.

6. The injection should be made slowly and not

with a squirt, for the picture may be spoiled by
bismuth lung soaking.

7. From these preliminary studies it seems that

cough and the action of cilia may not be the only
means of expelling secretion from the lung.

8. While bismuth mixtures were originally in-

jected by me for purposes of lung mapping of

abscess cavities in their proper lobes, it seems to

have been of apparent benefit to the two patients in

whom it was tried. So far it has done no harm.
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Fig. 5.—The curved spiral injector and stilet. The branch
bronchus is located bronchoscopically from which pus is oozing and
the spiral introduced. If one wishes to inject the lower branches
of the upper lobe, the spiral is turned downward before the stilet

is withdrawn. If the upjier branches are to be injected the spiral
is reversed so that when the stilet is withdrawn it will point upward.
Leakage of the curved spiral may be obviated by applying a coating of flexible
collodion to it. The collodion should be thoroughly dry before introduction of
the spiral. This will prevent leakage and thereby overcome misinterpretation of
the radiographic picture.

Proofs of the Constitutional Nature of Cancer*
By L. DUNCAN BULKLEY, A.M., M. D.,

New York,

Senior Physician to the New York Skin and Cancer Hospital; Member American Association for Cancer Research.

Cancer has too long been studied and regarded

as a purely local disease. On the other hand, evi-

dence has been steadily accumulating all over the

world that, while the individual lesions of carci-

nosis may be incited by local injury, the disease

is really of a constitutional nature, Hke so many
other diseases, especially in middle and advanced
life. No one would think of regarding arterio-

sclerosis, arthritis deformans, gout, obesity, or dia-

*Read before the American Association for Cancer Research,
March 24, 1921.

betes as local atTairs, amenable to purely local treat-

ment, nor of expecting to accomi)lish anything of

importance by excising the late lesions of syphilis

or tuberculosis. As yet the medical profession and
laity are slow in accepting the now well recognized

constitutional relations and nature of cancer.

Not to go back too far, over a hundred years

ago the great English surgeon, Abernethy ( 1 ) ,
very

earnestly said: "There can be no subject which I

think more likely to interest the mind of the surgeon
tiian that of an endeavor to amend and alter the
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State of a cancerous constitution. The best timed

and best conducted operation brings with it nothing

but disgrace if the diseased propensities of the con-

stitution are active and powerful. It is after an

operation that, in my opinion, we are more par-

ticularly incited to regulate the constitution, lest the

disease should be revived or renewed by the dis-

turbance."

Over seventy-five years ago Walshe (2), in his

masterly treatise on cancer in all its relations, gave

numerous references, original or quoted from recog-

nized authorities, in regard to the constitutional

nature of cancer, as well as expressions in regard

to the futility of expecting that surgical interference

could cure the disease in any great proportion of

cases. He says : "It would in theory appear that

the removal of a tumor cannot of itself cure the

disease, as the local formation is but a symptom of

a general vice of the economy. . . . This tissue

being, as the normal textures, the seat of nutrition,

is, like them, susceptible of its disordered actions."

Sir Astley Cooper (3), a great surgeon, had some
time before expressed the same views.

Over fifty years ago, Sir James Paget (4), that

prince of pathologists and surgeons, spoke very

strongly in regard to cancer : "I believe it to be

constitutional, in the sense of having its origin and
chief support in the blood, by which the constitution

of the whole body is maintained. . . . The existence

of the morbid material in the blood, whether in the

rudimental or in the effective state, constitutes the

general predisposition to cancer."

Nearly forty years ago, Dr. Willard Parker (5),
one of New York's greatest surgeons and a wise

physician, in a study of 397 cases of cancer of the

breast, spoke very strongly on the subject. He says

:

"Cancer is to a great degree one of the final results

of a long continued course of error in diet, and a

strict dietetic regimen is, therefore, a chief factor

in the treatment, preventive and curative." After

speaking of the surgical removal of a cancerous

breast, he says : "We must then adopt the means
stated above to prevent a second development. We
must change the diathesis ; we must seek to modify
the patient's constitution, so that it will no longer

be prone to reproduce the disease ; and then only

may the surgeon be satisfied that he has done his

duty."

During all this period, and since, very many others

have promulgated the same views, with more or less

earnestness and persistency. One of these is Sir

Arbuthnot Lane, who a few years ago emphasized

the fact that one of the terminal results of intestinal

stasis may be cancer.

Dr. Forbes Ross (6), also of England, wrote

very strongly of the constitutional nature of cancer,

giving illustrative cases, and his untimely end soon

after the publication of his book robbed the cause

of an intelHgent and earnest worker in the field.

Having been a very active operator on cancer, and
seeing the unfortunate results of operation, he took

up the study of the blood and cancer, adducing very

strong arguments and illustrations of the constitu-

tional nature of the disease.

One of the most ardent supporters of this line of

thought is Robert Bell (7), of London, whose intel-

ligent and clever books have never been taken seri-

ously enough. Having also been a surgeon for

cancer for fifteen years, and experiencing the ulti-

mate bad results of the same, he abandoned surgery

in 1894 and has written volubly on the dietetic and
medicinal treatment of the disease, with illustrative

cases.

The late Dr. John B. Murphy, of Chicago, has

repeatedly expressed himself in his clinics (August,

1912, to June, 1914) most pessimistically in regard

to the ultimate results of the surgical treatment of

carcinoma, especially in those patients who are fat

and have lax tissue, that is, exhibiting evidence of

imperfect metabolism.

The latest, and under the circumstances the most
important, supporter of a constitutional nature of

cancer is Dr. William J. Mayo (8), who, in his

president's address before the American Surgical

Association, spoke in a manner which should attract

serious attention. Few have had wider acquaint-

ance with the surgical aspects of the disease than

he, and few others know better than he how rela-

tively impotent surgical procedures are to stay the

steadily increasing mortality from cancer, which
now claims about ninety per cent, of those whom
it once attacks. Speaking of the prophylaxis of

cancer, mainly from its surgical aspects, he says

:

"Cancer of the stomach forms nearly one third of

all cancers of the human body. So far as I know
this is not true of the lower animals, nor of un-

civilized man. ... Is it not°possible, therefore, that

there is something in the habits of civilized man, in

the cooking or other preparation of his food, which
acts to produce the precancerous condition? . . .

Within the last hundred years four times as much
meat has been taken as before that time. If flesh

foods are not fully broken up, decomposition results

and active poisons are thrown into an organ not in-

tended for their reception, and which has not had
time to adapt itself to the new function." In conclu-

sion he says : "Where cancer in the human is fre-

quent, a close study of the habits of civilized man, as

contrasted with primitive races and lower animals,

where similar lesions are conspicuously rare, may
be of value, and, finally, the prophylaxis of cancer

depends, first, on a change in those cancer producing

habits, and, second, on the early removal of all

precancerous lesions and sources of chronic irri-

tation."

But all these warnings, and many more, seem to

have been ignored and lost on the profession at

large, and surgery is still regarded as the only

hope for cancer, in spite of the demonstration that

under its rule the mortality from cancer has risen

steadily, since 1900 nearly thirty per cent., while

that from tuberculosis has fallen about the same
amount under proper medical care. Indeed, in 1915,

the year after active surgical propaganda through-

out the country, through the influence of the Amer-
ican Association for the Prevention of Cancer, the

actual rise in the mortality from cancer, as shown
by the United States Mortality Tables, was double

tlie percentage of the average rise of the five pre-

ceding years. Moreover, in New York city, from

July 1 to December 31, 1920, the number of recorded

deaths from cancer, 2,691, exceeded those from
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tuberculosis, 2,669, by twenty-two ! The reasons

for the lamentable condition in which carcinosis as

a disease stands today, in regard to its treatment and
ultimate results, are not difficult to discover, and
may be briefly mentioned

:

1. The glamor of surgery, and latterly of x rays

and radium, and the craze for immediate and spec-

tacular results.

2. The claims of the surgeons as to the success

of operations, and the failure to record and report

end results, after the lapse of years.

3. The results of laboratory and research work,

wrongly supporting surgeons as to the local nature

of carcinosis, and advocating the desirability of the

immediate removal of the results or products of it,

now called cancer.

4. Ignorance on the part of the general medical

profession as to the true facts concerning cancer.

5. The many fake cancer cures which have been
foisted on innocent sufferers, together with the

many failures of remedies and measures which
have been advocated by the regular medical pro-

fession.

I shall not discuss these points, which, I think,

will be recognized and acknowledged by all, but will

proceed to present, very briefly, facts which point

unerringly to the proof of the constitutional nature

of cancer. In order that these may appear clearly

and appeal properly to the understanding of my
readers, I have drawn them up in tabular form.

PROOFS OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL NATURE OF CANCER.
{Cancer is not parasitic.

Cancer is not contagious nor
infectious.

No cause for cancer has been
found.

II. Statistical evidence

IV. Clinical evidence

I. Laboratory findings <
{Cancer cells are but altered

normal cells.

Feeding experiments show a
possible control of cancer
growth.

/-Contrast of death rate since 1900 be-

J tween cancer and tuberculosis.
\ Steady increase of cancer deaths under
L active surgery, x rays, and radium.

/-Blood changes in early and late cancer.

III. Biochemical evidence J Metabolic changes in the system before

]
and after the development of the local

L cancerous lesion.

'Opinion of many celebrated surgeons
during the last hundred years to the
present time.

Spontaneous cures of cancer well au-
thenticated.

Dozens or hundreds of attested cases of
benefit or cure of cancer by other
than local measures, in this and
other countries.

Most of the items on this chart are so thoroughly
known and accepted, or are so selfevident that we
need not waste time in considering them ; but looked
at in their entirety the total evidence of the consiti-

tutional nature of cancer is fairly convincing.

While cancer has been found to be neither para-

sitic nor infectious, and after years of laborious and
honest laboratory research no cause of cancer has

been found, does it not seem natural to question

whether the research has been in the right direction,

and if scientific investigation has been following the

right clue? Has it not been following anatomical
and experimental lines to the too great exclusion of

physiological and clinical lines? For, as Pope says:

"The proper study of mankind is man," and man is

a living being, and in a practical way physiology is

more than histology in the actual life of man and
his diseases. But, on the other hand, laboratory

research has in a measure cleared the way along

certain lines for the study of cancer which are bright

with promise. All agree that cancer cells are only

body cells, once healthy, which have thrown ofif

their allegiance to normal control, leaving their

natural function of secretion, etc., and expending
their whole energy upon growth, which we call

malignant because of the harm which we observe

to result from their action.

Now, repeated laboratory experiences, by a num-
ber of reliable observers, have demonstrated in a

most remarkable way the absolute controlling effect

of diet on the development of inoculated cancer in

mice and rats, so that the process was inhibited al-

mo.st entirely by certain vegetable feedings. Does
this not stisnulate us to try to discover wherein this

mysterious influence lies? Does it not suggest that

possibly the outrageous conduct of the cells has

something to do with the pabulum with which they

had been nourished ? Even as mutiny in a regiment

or on shipboard might be started by one or more
men who rebelled at the quality or quantity of the

food furnished, and then be spread to inany others,

with new groups developing, until the errors were
corrected.

The mortality of tuberculosis and cancer have
often been compared and teach us a lesson along
these lines, although in a different direction; the

death rate of the former during the last twenty
years has fallen, under wise medical direction, about
thirty per cent., while that of cancer has risen al-

most the same thirty per cent., under active surgery,
x rays and radium, because they were operating on
the mistaken idea that cancer was a local affection.

Both. tuberculosis and cancer have to do with nutri-
tion, but at opposite poles. The tuberculous subject

is underfed and overworked, while the cancer pa-
tient is overfed or wrongly fed and underworked.
In the former poor nutrition allows the operation
of the omnipresent tubercle bacilli; in the latter

certain individual cejls rebel and mutiny. When the

tuberculous patient is properly nourished, including
oxygen, he ceases to furnish the necessary nidus
for the bacilli, and when the cancer subject is nour-
ished with a proper blood supply the rebellious cells

return to their allegiance, as would the soldiers or
sailors, if an intelligent officer rectified their errors
of nutrition.

The biochemical conditions of the system, both
in early and late cancer, attest the constitutional

nature of the disease carcinosis, of which the masses
we wrongly call cancer are but the product

; just as

the various lesions in tuberculosis, gout, syphilis,

and leprosy, are not the disease itself, but are only
its symptoms. All are familiar with the blood
changes occurring in cancer; but unfortunately most
of those known relate only to the corpuscular ele-

ments and not to its plasma, which has received the
partially elaborated products of digestion, and the
results of the metabolism of the system through the
thoracic duct, and from which the corpuscular ele-

ments are formed and the individual cells of the
body are nourished. Time does not permit of the
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elaboration of all this matter, which has been abun-

dantly treated of elsewhere. But to one who has

watched and studied carcinosis in all its medical and
surgical aspects for many years, it seems strange

that there can be doubt in any one's mind regarding

the constitutional nature of the disease, and the un-

reasonableness of attempting to check it permanent-

ly by simply attacking its local manifestations in

various parts of the body. The spontaneous cures

of well authenticated cases of cancer should teach

us that, just as at some particular time a condition

of system arose which led to the formation of a

malignant neoplasm, possibly from a local injury,

more often not, and then later something else

occurred which led to the return to normal of the

disordered cells, so medical acumen should seek to

discover the latent reason of this, and medical skill

should devise proper measures to correct it ; and
this has been done.

Finally, in regard to many matters in medicine

Ave are all willing to regard intelligently and accept

the judgment and views of those who have had wide
experience along particular lines of thought and
activity. But in regard to cancer, a mental obliquity,

obtuseness, or something, seems to have taken pos-

session of the entire medical profession, and also of

the laity, to such a degree that they will not accept

any cause of cancer unless it is absolutely proved by
laboratory research. In regard to no other disease

has there been such an imperative and insistent de-

mand for a definite, established, proved and recog-

nized cause as there has been in regard to cancer.

Now, no higher authorities could be quoted in

favor of a constitutional nature of cancer than those

given at the opening of this address. The opinions
from experience of many justly celebrated surgeons
and physicians, from Abernethy, one hundred years
ago, to J. B. Murphy and William J. Mayo of the

present time, besides many others not mentioned,
should quiet these unreasonable demands.
At the same time, the hundreds of cases of un-

doubted cancer which have been seen by many of
us to yield to internal measures, even including

various serums, should be enough to convince the

most sceptical of the constitutional nature of cancer.

This is especially true in view of the lamentable and
terrible increase of mortality from the disease, under
the local views held so strongly by many, since the

days of \'irchow, Cohnlieim, and Ribbert, and the

utter failure of local measures, such as surgery, x
ray and radium, to check the advance of cancer
racially all over the world.
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INTRODUCTION.

Neuralgia, defined in its primary sense, means
pain, or a painful sensation of a definite type,

limited to the sensory distribution of a peripheral

nerve, or nerves. This pain may be referred to the

surface distribution of the alYected nerve, pressures

on the areas of which causes a typical but not severe

pain, which we are pleased to term neuralgic in

character.

The neuralgias are difYerentiated from the neuri-

trides, in that they are con.sidered only as an affec-

tion of a peripheral sensory nerve, while neuritis

is thought of as an affection of a mixed nerve—

-

motor and sensory. This is a clinical differentiation.

•Read before the Schuyler County Medical Society, February
15, 1919.

The pathological differentiation is that in the neu-

ralgias there seems to be no constant definite rela-

tion of pathological change to clinical symptoms,
whereas, in the neuritrides, tissue change is not

infrequently demonstrated by microscopic methods,

and there is a relationship of pathology to clinical

symptoms.
In treating the neuralgias, our therapeutic re-

sources are directed to a temporary or permanent
relief of the chief symptom, pain.

Diagnostic technic should be exhausted in an

attempt to ferret out the productive factor or fac-

tors of the pain, and to search for any associated

pathological condition or conditions that may be the

instigator of the local agent to dynamically react

u])(in a perii)heral sensory nerve.
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Even though one be fortunate enough to locate

the local cause of irritation and remove that cause,

if associated or coexistent constitutional pathological

processes are ignored, it is to be expected that, in

the majority of instances, disappointment will occur

to patient and physician. This is especially true of

Fig. 1.—A schematic outline of the distribution of th? fifth nerve,

irom Porter's Qiiiz Compeiid of Anatomy. P. Blakiston's Son & Co.

the cjuintus neiiralgias. because of the widespread

distribution of the fifth nerve and the intimate

relationship that this nerve has to bbne and bone

cavities, as well as the number of constitutional

diseases frequently found associated with these

neuralgias.

The frequency of the occurrence of quintus

neuralgias leads us to believe that it has a greater

tendency to neuralgic involvement than any other

nerve of the body. It is believed that the superior

and inferior maxillary branches of this nerve,

because of anatomical distribution, the intimate

relation that they have with the teeth and the rela-

tively exposed positions of their terminal filaments,

are subject to a multiplicity of irritations that

account for the predominating frequency of quintus

neuralgias.

The causes of trigeminal neuralgia are many and
are mentioned for purposes of review as follows

:

The teeth play a predominant role, perhaps under-
going a constructive or destructive pathological

change, or, because of a constitutional defect in

•shape, position or development ; affections of the

gums, of the jaw bones, the cranial sinuses and the

mastoid, frequently produce neuralgias of the fifth

nerve and associated neuralgias that are difficult to

differentiate from a regional point of view ; diseases

of the eye, as iritis, cyciitis, iridocyclitis ; diseases
* of the ear ; constitutional diseases, as arteriosclerosis,

malaria, anemias, diabetes mellitus (this disease

being particularly prone to attack the teeth and

gums), syphilis; the exogenous and endogenous
intoxications

;
nonprogressive convalescent states

following acute infections and surgical procedures

with pyogenic complications ; the metabolic diseases

with their associated endocrine disturbances ; tumors
of the Gasserian ganglion, of the brain, of bone in

the adjacent vicinity or inflammation of the bony
structures within the neighborhood of the nerve.

Indeed, it may at times be the initial symptom of

tabes dorsalis, and Oppenheim cites a case of

multiple sclerosis beginning as a facial neuralgia.

Neuralgias of the fifth nerve, having a psycholog-

ical etiology, have been reported and are designated

as psychalgias. They are amenable to suggestion

therapy and psychoanahtical investigation. These
cases should impress upon one the necessity of

attempting to correctly evaluate the psychical con-

tent of a patient's mind, whether or not one suspects

an hysterical or a neurasthenic makeup, for, indeed,

it would be a serious reflection upon the intelligence

of one who would extract teeth, devitalize teeth, or

resort to surgical means, as alcoholic injections,

avulsions, extirpation of the ganglia and section of

the fifth nerve, in cases of psychical etiology.

In the following discussion the subject matter
will be limited to the neuralgias of the superior and
inferior maxillary divisions of the fifth nerve,

caused by dental pulp nodules. For a number of

years pulp nodules have been recognized as the

excitant factor of some cases of neuralgia of the

superior and inferior maxillary divisions of the
fifth nerve.

It is the purpose of this article to emphasize the

necessity of excluding the presence of pulp nodules
in apparently normal teeth, in all cases of intractable

neuralgia, before one hopelessly resigns oneself to

a state of helplessness in treating these cases. Pulp
nodules in apparently sound and healthy teeth, with
little or no reaction to the ordinary tests, are difficult

of diagnosis. Pulp nodules, present in decaying

Fig. 2.—A section of the pulp nodule showing many calco-
spherites, as pointed out by a, a. (By permission of Professor
Black, from Black's Special Dental Pathology.)

teeth, are comparatively easy to detect, and their

removal is but part of the operation, extraction or
devitalization deemed necessary by the operator for

that particular tooth.

PULP XODULES.

Pulp nodules are small masses of calcic material
suspended in the pulp substance which, by reason
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of their progressive formation, effects a mechanical

displacement to the point of strangulation, with

resultant death of that tissue. They are commonly
found in the bulb portion of the pulp, but may occur

in the root portion, assuming a number of forms,

those in the bulbar portion being round or nodular,

Fig. 3.—A small pulp nodule as seen with a low power, showing
Its nodulation: a, represents the actual size. (By permission of

Professor Black, from Black's Special Dental Pathology.)

while those in the root portion are. fusiform or

spindle shaped. They are more frequently multiple

than single, and it is believed that the larger nodules

are formed by the coalescence of the smaller ones.

Histologically, they consist of an amorphous,
translucent substance of a brittle consistency.

Occasionally, concentrically laminated bodies, called

calcospherites, are found irregularly interspersed

throughout the nodule. Why pulp nodules form is

still a matter of speculative conjecture. Black

reasons that pulp nodules are the homologues of

phleboliths, and believes that the calcifications are

formed from a solution of albumin, calcium salts,

and an excess of carbon dioxide, the result of

venous stagnation. The authors believe that pulp

nodules are not necessarily the result of a local

circulatory or metabolic disturbance, but a localized

manifestation, in some cases, of a constitutional

metabolic disturbance or dysfunction, much after

the same manner as the calcifications in arterio-

sclerosis.

In many instances it appears that abrasions,

erosions and slowly progressing caries are respon-

sible for their formation
;
however, this is by no

means the rule, for they occur in teeth free from
irritation or pathological attack. These nodules are

usually found in the teeth of persons in or past

middle life, but occasionally occur in youth.

SYMPTOMATOLOGY OF PULP NODULES.

There appears to be no relationship between the

frequency of occurrence of pulp nodules and the

production of symptoms. They do not produce

symptoms with any degree of consistency. They
may be present and apparently do no harm, and,

conversely, their presence may initiate an irritation

of the terminal dental nerve filament because of

mechanical pressure.

It is a reasonable assumption that these nodules

should produce symptoms in every case, but the

converse is true in the majoritv of instances, para-

doxical as it seems. This discrepancy between
cause and effect may be accounted for by their

slow formation, permitting the dental pulp to accom-
modate itself to the change within its tissue, without
giving rise to symptoms.

However, it appears that when the nodule or
nodules become large enough to strangulate or
obliterate the pulp tissue, symptoms are produced.
The symptoms are the result of mechanical irrita-

tion, by the nodule or nodules, to the terminal nerve
filament within the pulp tissue. Usually the local

symptom's are hyperesthesias, not limited to the

particular tooth or teeth affected, but affecting the

pulps of all the teeth on that side of the dentures.

Black has noted that general pulp hyperesthesia

may be the precursor of an acute gouty or neuralgic

attack.

Unless the nodule or nodules are located and
removed, continuous pain stimuli are transmitted by
that branch of the fifth nerve supplying the affected

tooth or teeth. It is known that if a sensory nerve
transmits continuous pain stimuli, fatigue will result.

Fatigue is the end result of biological changes, in

nerve tissue, necessary for the performance of

specific function. If fatigue is prolonged by reason
of constant irritation (pain) to a terminal dental

nerve filament, neuralgia of the main nerve trunk
results, with reflex neuralgic manifestations in its

branches. This explains why the neuralgia does not

disappear until some time after the local agent is

removed. Time is necessary for a complete re-

cuperation of the nerve itself.

DIAGNOSIS.

After excluding all probable etiological factors,

excepting calcifications occurring within the pulp
chambers of teeth, it is believed that a thorough
search should be made for pulp nodules. The only

definite means of determining whether or not they

exist is by radiographs. In many instances, because
of some fault in the technic, these nodules are not

revealed on the film, emphasizing the necessity of

making repeated exposures before one excludes their

presence. Unless all the teeth, upper and lower,

of the affected side be radiographed, the search for

nodules will not have been thorough.

Percussion, thermal and electrical reactions and
transillumination are of no definite value in the

diagnosis of these nodules. One may be led to

suspect calcific formations in the pulp tissue of

Fig. 4.—Pulp nodules in the canal portion of the pulp. ( Ry
jiermission of Professor Black, from Black's Special Dental
Pathology.)

teeth that are abraded, eroded, or in teeth containing

large metallic restorations ; however, this is by no
means axiomatic. To repeat, the diagnosis of pulp

nodules is possible only by means of careful radio-
^

graphic procedures, and the search should include

all the teeth, upper and lower, on the affected side.
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TREATMENT.
JMuch unnecessary ' disfigiirement has been done

by the promiscuous extraction of teeth in an attempt

to relieve a neuralgia in which a positive diagnosis

of the existence of a pulp nodule had not been made.

In many instances the local symptoms are refer-

able to an unaiTected tooth, and this again empha-
sizes the necessity of the radiographic localization

of pulp nodules.

Having determined the affected tooth or teeth,

devitalization of the pulps of the aiTected teeth is

of the trouble. It seemed that the hyperesthesia

was centred about this tooth. Despite the clinical

subjective evidence, radiographs facilitated the

localization of the pulp nodule, the extraction of

the right tooth, and gave her the much desired

relief. Otherwise, the wrong tooth would have
been pulled, with resultant disfigurement, the loss

of a useful tooth, and no relief from the pain.

Unfortunately, this case was not studied clinically,

and there is no data concerning her past history or

of her present physical status. This case was

Fig. 5. — Radiograph showing
pulp nodules in upper second
molar.

Fig. 6. — Radiograph showing
pulp nodule in upper third molar.

Fig. 7. — Radiograph showing
a calcification occurring in the
mesial horns of the pulp of the
lower first molar.

the only treatment after orthodox treatment of the

local and constitutional manifestations have failed.

One should be conservative in the ruthless destruc-

tion of pulps in apparently sound teeth, even

though pulp nodules have been radiographically

demonstrated, without first attempting to correct

constitutional disturbances, excepting in the cases in

which a large nodule almost or completely fills the

pulp chamber. However, if the usual therapeutic

measures fail to give relief, one should not hesitate

to sacrifice the pulp of an afifected tooth, for the

value of the pulp of a tooth is insignificant when
compared to the relief of an intractable neuralgia.

The favored method of devitalization is either

by pressure anesthesia, using cocaine or phenol, or

by conductive anesthesia.

C.-\SE REPORTS.

Case I.—Miss X., a girl of twenty years, came
for treatment because of a severe trifacial neuralgia

of the left .side of her face. She believed that the

pain was of dental origin, and insisted that the

upper left first molar be extracted. Her reason for

this belief was that this tooth had been devital-

ized, and previous to its devitalization had caused
her much pain. Radiographs revealed the presence
of a pulp nodule in the upper left wisdom tooth

(Fig. 2). This tooth was extracted. Upon dissec-

tion of the extracted tooth, the diagnosis was proved
to be correct, as a pulp nodule almost completely

filled the coronal portion of the pulp chamber, and,

through mechanical pressure, initiated the irrita-

tion of the terminal dental nerve filament in the

dental pulp, and in this way produced a severe

superior maxillary neuralgia. This tooth was ex-

tracted because of its inaccessibility for properly

filling the root canals (the roots being tortuous)

and because of its com])arative u.selessness. This
case teaches one the necessity for the absolute

localization of the afifected tooth, as the patient was
convinced that the upper first molar was the seat

observed from the clinic of the Dental Infirmary

of the University of California in the fall of 1917.

Upon Dr. John.ston's return to the infirmary,

after his discharge from the service, he found that

this girl had returned to the clinic, complaining of

an acute toothache. She told the dentist of her

former trouble, and he x rayed her teeth and found
that the lower first molar was badly abscessed.

The tooth looked normal ; that is, there was no
evidence of exposure of the pulp or any large

fillings which would have caused a devitalization

of the pulp with the resultant abscess. Pus was
discharging at the free border of the gum around
the neck of the tooth, having burrowed its way
along the roots of the tooth. The radiographs
revealed a large jnilp stone in the first left lower
molar and a smaller one in the second left lower
molar. This pulp stone in the first molar had
enlarged to the extent of strangulating the pulp,

causing its death and the resultant abscess. The
tooth was extracted after the acute stage had sub-

sided, and dissection again proved the correctness

of the radiographic diagnosis. This emphasizes the

necessity of x raying all of the teeth, for if calci-

fication is shown to exist in one tooth, there is a

reasonable assumption that there is a tendency for

similar changes in other teeth. Had this fact been
known when pulp nodules were first demonstrated
in the upper left wisdom, and had the other teeth

been radiographed, this large nodule in the first

left lower molar would have been found, and, fear-

ing that it might cause either a neuralgia or a
devitalization of the pulp, it would have been
ju.stifiable to remove the pulp and the nodule. This
would have saved her the loss of the tooth and
prevented the sufifering from an abscessed tooth.

From the looks of the nodule in the second molar
it appears that this tooth is doomed in short time to

come. The thing to do is to devitalize die i>ulp.

remove the contents of the pulp chamber, and till it

while it is in an aseptic condition.
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Case II.—Mrs. Y., aged thirty-four; referred for

treatment of an intractable trifacial neuralgia of

several months' duration. Patient developed nor-

mally, had the usual diseases of childhood, and at

the age of eighteen had typhoid fever. Had other-

wise been very well up to the past two years, when
she began putting on weight, gaining in two years'

time thirty pounds. Her menses became irregular

and scanty at this time. She was excessively fond

of sweets, and complained of always being thirsty.

Her family history was negative. Physical exam-
ination revealed a decayed wisdom tooth, slightly

enlarged and congested tonsils, a negative chest, a

large, pendulous abdomen and a flabby skeletal

musculature. Urine showed a three and four tenths

per cent, glycosuria, with no acetone or diacetic acid,

the blood Wassermann was negative, the blood covmt

showed a moderate anemia with a proportionate

diminution of the red l^lood cell count. The decayed

wisdom tooth was extracted and oral hygiene insti-

tuted. She was placed upon a diabetic regimen and
upon small repeated doses of aspirin for the tri-

facial neuralgia. After two weeks of this treatment

she became sugar free, had lost nine pounds in

weight, and felt physically improved, but the neu-

ralgia persisted. It was decided to x ray her teeth,

and in the lower left first molar was found a pvilp

nodule (Fig. 3). The tooth was devitalized and
the nodule removed. She did not . recover imme-
diately, but the pain gradually subsided until at the

end of three weeks she was practically free of it.

At the end of two months the pain had entirely

disappeared and the patient was discharged as cured.

Apparently a constitutionally metabolic disorder had
occurred some two years previous, which had not

been attended to, and the nodule was most Hkely

a localized expression of the general meta])olic dis-

harmony. There does not appear to be other

nodules in her teeth, and the likelihood is that if she

remains under intelligent supervision they will not

develop.

So far as we know, two such cases have never
been published before. While they perhaps have
occurred in the practice of a great many men, at the

same time it is not believed that such has been
reported. The authors would be glad, indeed, to

receive the cooperation of dentists and neurologists

throughout the country in reference to the produc-
tion of trifacial neuralgia by pulp nodules. Addi-
tional case reports may serve to teach us some facts

that may be pertinent in excluding pulp nodules
as a cause of trifacial neuralgia. While we recog-

nize that a great many men have been able to

demonstrate that a nodule has been the excitant

factor of a trifacial neuralgia, yet the point we wish
to make is that the pulp nodule can be and should
be radiographically demonstrated, not only in de-

cayed teeth but in teeth that are apparently healthy

and sound.

265 West Seventy-second Street.

2446 Channing Way.

The Influence of the Prostate on the Health of the Man
Past Middle Life*

By H. G. . BUGBEE, M. D.,

New York,

Attending Urologist to St. Luke's Hospital.

The health of the individual may be summed up
as the result of proper intake, assimilation, and
elimination. The last is the most vital, failure of

elimination causing a storing up in the system of

toxic products, with damaging effects upon all the

body tissues, resulting in impaired function of the

vital organs. Elimination is carried on by the skin,

intestinal tract and kidneys. The process, as in-

corporated in the action of the bowels and kidneys,

must have a free channel for its excretion to the

point of exit, i. e.. anus and meatus. No matter how
perfectly the kidneys functionate, urine excreted

must have free passage through the ureters to the

bladder, and from the bladder to the external

meatus.

At the outlet of the bladder the prostate holds a

crucial position. When we realize that between

thirty and forty per cent, of all normal men show
hypertrophy before the age of sixty and that rela-

tively forty per cent, of these present symptoms, the

importance of the proposition is at once apparent.

'Presented before the Springfield, Mass., Academy of Medicine,
October 12, 1920.

Fully twenty-five per cent, of patients presenting

symptoms from prostatic obstruction come to us

with carcinoma, thus adding to the severity of the

problem. The changes which the prostate under-

goes in men past middle life are degenerative, rather

than hypertrophic, being glandular, resulting in en-

largement of the organ
;
fibrous, causing shrinkage

and hardening, or carcinomatous. Symptoms re-

sulting from these changes are due to encroachment
upon the lumen of the vesical neck from enlarge-

ment of the prostate, or contraction of the neck,

with fixation, and narrowing of the lumen. While
prostatitis and prostatic abscess are encountered at

this age, they are rare in the absence of hyper-
trophy.

Realizing, then, that prostatic degeneration in the

form of hypertrophy, fibrosis, or carcinoma takes

place before the age of sixty in forty per cent, of all

men, let us see what symptoms are first en-

countered, and what bodily changes take place as a
result of this prostatic retrogression.

Since the prostate, by means of its lobes, sur-

rounds the vesical neck, changes in its contour, size
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and consistency, easily interfere with bladder drain-

age by encroachment upon the lumen of the vesical

outlet, or, by a hard ring, prevent the internal vesical

si)hincter from functioning properly. The first

symptoms, therefore, will be those connected im-

mediately with the primary function of the bladder,

namely, the proper emptying of the reservoir.

Probably the first noticeable sign, which is often

overlooked, is diminution in the size of the stream

and a slightly increased voluntary effort on the part

of the individual to expel the urine. This increased

effort causes congestion of the vesical neck, which,

in turn, gives rise to an increased desire to urinate.

Disturbed function of the internal sphincter, allow-

ing urine to leak into the prostatic urethra, causes

more constant pressure on the external sphincter

and further increases the desire to urinate. The
patient begins to get up at night to void. There

may be an interrupted stream. He notes that if he

relaxes while the urine runs slowly, in time he com-
pletes the act. This is due to the ball valve action

of the prostate which is often present early in the

hypertrophy.

Change in the size and force of the stream, in-

creased frequency, and intermittency, with dribbling

at the end, are the first symptoms of prostatic

change
;
and, while slight at first, in all probability

will increase in severity with the progression of the

pathological process. As the obstruction of the

vesical neck becomes more complete, actual in-

ability to empty the bladder takes place and residual

urine collects in varying quantities. The bladder

increases its effort to empty itself, resulting in

hypertrophy of the muscle bands and giving way of

the weaker places in its wall, with the formation of

pockets. Frequency of urination now becomes di-

rectly proportionate to the amount of residual urine.

The bladder fills more rapidly than usual, as it is

never empty. This symptom is particularly dis-

tressing at night. I have known such a condition

to progress until the patient, on first seeking advice,

was incontinent at night from the fact that the

bladder was always full and overflowed when the

individual was asleep.

In time the bladder, from its increased activity,

becomes dilated and weakened, and its efforts be-

come feeble and more frequent. The process does
not end here. The back pressure extends up the

ureters to the kidneys, resulting in ureteral dilata-

tion, pelvic dilation, and interference with kidney

function. Congestion of the kidneys leads to poly-

uria, thus increasing the frequency. Interference

with kidney function means poor body elimination

which, in turn, affects all body tissues anxl all

organic fimctions, with constitutional and local

symptoms referable to each. The foregoing is the

order of changes which take place. Some cases

seen early in the retrograde prostatic change pro-

gress slowly under medical supervision.

So far we have considered the sequence of

pathology and symptomatology, with the mainten-

ance of an uninfected urinary tract. The kidneys

eliminate toxic products, rendering the urine irritat-

ing, while bacteria in varying numbers are usually

present in the urine. No harm results until the

stasis takes place, with the presence of which inflam-

mation often supervenes spontaneously, or with the

first internal manipulation of the physician, or soon

thereafter. With the onset of infection all symptoms
increase to a distressing degree, and the health of

the individual suffers proportionately from added
septic absorption.

We have, therefore, a lesion which is progressive,

leading to farreaching complications, and which, if

left to itself, results in impaired comfort, efficiency

and health, eventuating in invalidism in a consider-

able proportion of men past middle life. It is there-

fore a subject of great importance. How shall we
cope with it? How can this prostatic degeneration

be prevented ?

ETIOLOGY.

The etiology of the condition is uncertain. De-

pendence upon infection is doubtful, as the process

is one of advancing years and well past the usual

period of venereal infection. The urine in early

cases often reveals no evidence of infection caused

by other pyogenic organisms. The prostates of

practically all men past middle life are shown, on
microscopical study, to be subject to the same adeno-

matous change which, in its more complete develop-

ment, is called prostatic hypertrophy.

All factors that lead to congestion of the prostate,

as inflammation, sexual excess or irregularity,

sedentary life, and poor elimination undoul:)tedly

predispose to the degenerative change ; and it is fair

to say that the prostate shares in the general well

being of the individual who maintains a physical and
mental equilibrium through proper intake, elimina-

tion, exercise, and sexual life, without undue mental

stress.

The periodical physical examination of males past

middle life may make it possible for us to detect the

first signs of prostatic change in a large proportion

of men ; and by studying more cases in this stage, to

arrest its progress, to alleviate the symptoms by
minor procedures, to radically cure the condition by
removal of the gland before secondary changes have
caused permanent damage, and to detect carcinoma
at a time when it can be handled to better advantage.

As a basis for what I shall have to say regarding
the handling of cases presenting disturbances of uri-

nation sent to me as prostatic cases, I wish to briefly

summarize 204 male patients of this type seen in

private practice during the past year. Hospital
cases have not been included in this group, as it is

difficult in this class of patient to adopt the regime
most satisfactory and to follow them carefully.

Of these cases fifty-two presented a clearcut

adenomatous enlargement or socalled hypertrophy.
Of these fifty-two, thirty-six were operated upon,
the prostate being removed. Seven others are under
observation, the condition not lieing extensive enough
to make operation imperative at the ])resent time,

although it was advised in four of these seven.

Seven others presented comi)lications without severe

symptoms, the symptoms being relieved by the elim-

ination of the complications. Two, given suprapubic
drainage, have not yet come to prostatectomy. Two
of these patients were under fifty years of age;
four between fifty and sixty; twenty-one between
sixty and seventy ; eighteen between seventy and
eiglity ; two between eighty and ninety.
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Four patients presented a small filjrous prostate.

In one ihe prostate wa^ removed, and in the others

the hard ring was released by the removal of pieces

with the intraurethral punch. The ages in this group
were sixty-seven to seventy-four.

The largest group of cases comprised those pre-

senting urinary symptoms in which a true hyper-

trophy could not be demonstrated, but in which a

slight enlargement or hardening in whole or part of

the prostate was present, often due to congestion,

sometimes a beginning hypertrophy, in others a

slight infection accompanied by a seminal vesiculitis.

In none of these cases was the prostate removed.

They form a type that requires observation—some
a punch operation, others a destruction of tissue

about the vesical neck by fulguration, others massage

and the institution of measures tending to reduce

congestion. Sexual excess, irregularities and con-

tinence played an important role in these cases.

Two of the patients of this group were under

forty years of age, forty-five between forty and

fifty, twelve between fifty and sixty, five between
sixty and seventy, and one over seventy.

Carcinoma of the prostate was found in twenty-one

cases, a strikingly large number even for private

cases, patients who are expected to seek advice

earlier than hospital cases.

Seventeen of these patients were treated by supra-

pubic drainage or radium or both. There ages were

:

under sixty, two ;
sixty to seventy, six

;
seventy to

eighty, eight ; eighty to ninety, one.

There were five cases of bladder calculus, two of

prostatic calculi, eight of stone in the ureter giving

urinary symptoms only, two of renal calculi, four

of pyelonephritis or pyonephrosis, nine of stricture

of the urethra, ten of cancer of the bladder, thir-

teen of central nerve lesion with bladder symptoms,
four of prostatic abscess, and eight of bladder

papilloma.

This brief summary of cases presenting urinary

symptoms characteristic of prostatic change shows
that but fifty-two presented a true hypertrophy, four

fibrosis, twenty-one carcinoma, and sixty-five were
in a class that may advance to hypertrophy or carci-

noma. The others were not true prostatic cases.

This study of cases under close observation shows
first of all the necessity of investigating the earliest

urinary symptoms, the establishment of an accurate

diagnosis by all our means at hand, and the institu-

tion of proper means of treatment.

TREATMENT.
When complete urological examination proves a

case to be one of true prostatic hypertrophy, prosta-

tectomy is the operation of choice, and can be

carried out in nearly all instances.

The keynote of the situation is the relief of the

most distressing symptoms as soon as is consistent

with the circumstances. This means drainage of the

bladder.

Bladder drainage relieves congestion of the pros-

tate, back pressure upon the kidneys, toxemia re-

sulting from interference with kidney function, and
sepsis when infection has taken place. Such a sud-

den change is not always advisable or safe at once.

The slow emptying of the bladder by catheterization,

if this is possible, or even an indwelling catheter for

a period of time, may be wise. The patient suffering

from prostatic obstruction and the back pressure re-

sulting from it, has developed a certain balance

which cannot safely be broken at once. A sudden
relief of this pressure may result in suppression of

urine from acute congestion of the kidneys.

I would like to cite the case of a man seventy-one
years of age, first seen with a bladder which extended
well above the umbilicus, and which, by estimate,

probably contained sixty ounces of urine. A cathe-

ter was passed and retained in position. The bladder

was not completely emptied for twelve days, at the

end of which time it was emptied every few hours.

Even then the patient became uremic, a condition

which lasted a week before the symptoms—dry
tongue, stupor, loss of appetite, abdominal distention,

hiccough, and suppression—disappeared. He was
then drained by a suprapubic tube. There was less

reaction following this procedure, and after the pros-

tatectomy, ten days later, there was no reaction, the

patient was out of bed the following day, the wound
was closed a week later, and he left the hospital two
weeks after prostatectomy.

The first step in the relief of the prostatic ob-
struction is suprapubic drainage (under local or gas
oxygen anesthesia ) . There is always a reaction fol-

lowing this step, from the cause mentioned above.

The difi^erence between the reaction after supra-

pubic drainage and that after catheterization shows
that the catheter drainage is not complete. Func-
tional tests, by the estimation of blood urea nitrogen
content and phenolsulphonephthalein output are ex-

tremely valuable during the period of drainage, to

give us the accurate kidney balance. This period of

drainage should continue until the patient has struck

a new kidney balance at a certain level, which is

maintained.

I would like to cite two recent cases. The first

was a man seventy-three years of age, who came to

me with sixty-two ounces of urine in the bladder,

infection of the urinary tract, sepsis, high tempera-
ture (105° F. ), kidneys that were palpable and
tender, poor heart action—in fact, a picture of ex-

tremis. After catheter drainage for two weeks he
was given a suprapubic drainage. This was followed

by temporary suppression, but this in turn, by im-

provement in his general condition, which was con-

tinuous. The kidney tests at this time showed blood

urea nitrogen sixty-four mils, to the c. c. and the

phthalein output was too low to estimate. After

three months of drainage, there was marked im-

provement in his general condition, the blood urea

nitrogen reached a level of thirty mils., and the

phthalein for two hours, fourteen per cent. He now
went through the prostatectomy with no reaction,

the wound was closed in ten days, and he is now in

excellent condition, although the kidneys are largely

destroyed.

Another patient, eighty-nine years of age, went
through the same clinical course, his suprapubic

drainage lasting three months, the prostatectomy at

the end of this time resulting in no reaction, the

wound closing in one week.

While these were extreme cases, many others in

which I would have hesitated formerly to do a pros-

tatectomy, went through with almost no reaction.
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Only one patient, an operative case, of this group
died, death occurring from puhnonary embolus
twelve days after operation, with the wound healed.

The essential features of the operation are

:

1. Suprapubic drainage of the bladder as soon as

is justifiable.

2. Maintenance of suprapubic drainage until the

patient has reached a new kidney balance, as evi-

denced by the patient's condition and by special

tests. Such drainage relieves congestion of the blad-

der neck, with shrinkage of the prostate and les-

sened liability of hemorrhage at prostatectomy. It

allows the wound to become a walled ofT sinus, lined

with healthy granulations, and the bladder infection

to clear.

3. Prostatectomy—performed through the dilated

suprapubic sinus—by intraurethral enucleation, con-
trol of hemorrhage by a Pilcher bag.

4. Removal of the bag in twenty- four hours, al-

lowing the suprapubic wound to heal by granulation,

which takes place rapidly owing to the healthy con-

dition of the wound and aided by an indwelling

catheter in the urethra.

Prostatectomy performed in this manner in cases

of true hypertrophy, by its safety and excellent

functional results, has changed the aspect of this

dreaded condition, with its farreaching complica-

tions. It is an operation to be considered before

serious complications have become manifest and in

cases that were formerly thought of as impossible
surgical risks.

Too much emphasis cannot be laid upon the neces-

sity of a careful study of cases presenting urinary
symptoms, as evidenced by the fact that but fifty-

two of 204 cases showed true hypertrophy, and of

the proper observation of all cases, bearing in mind
the large proportion of cases of carcinoma and our
limited means of coping with malignancy in this

location.

40 East Forty-first Street.

Urologic Life Extension

By T. WARSAW WILLIAMS, M. D.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

The incorporation of a Life Extension Institute

in New York city, under the auspices of such men
as former President Taft, Colonel William C.
Gorgas, Professor Irving Fisher, Elmer E. Ritten-

house. Dr. Eugene L. Fisk and many others, is sig-

nificant of the progressive spirit of the times. Life
extension depends largely upon the preservation of

virility; I might say almost wholly. Our chief in-

terest in it, as physicians, is the study of the re-

sources offered by the medical sciences for deferring
old age by deferring presenility. The physical and
mental processes of life are largely dependent upon
the reproductive functions and the ability to con-

tribute to the continuance of human life on the

globe. Their final extinction, from a physiological

viewpoint, indicates the termination of the useful

period of life, after which the individual cumbereth
the earth, and, as suggested by Osier, might as well

be chloroformed.
While the therapeutic plane has been elevated

within the last ten years to an extent that renders
the textbooks of our college days practically obsolete,

no material improvement is noticeable in urologic

teachings. This is due, as Dr. Vecki says, to the fact

that the subject has never received the attention its

preeminent importance deserves. Few medical men
can boast ever having had an opportunity to hear a

clinical lecture on sexual impotence, and the com-
plaints and criticisms of authors all over show that

this state of afifairs ' exists in both Europe and
America. Recent indications, however, as he admits,

point to a better future, since such men of promin-
ence and learning as Eulenburg, KratTt-Ebing, Fur-
bringer, Martin, Lydston, Block, Sturgis and many
others do not think it beneath their dignity to take up
the perplexing problems of sexual life. It is a con-

summation to be devoutly hoped for that ere long the

conventional medical lies that fill the pages of every
book, brochure and article on the subject will

disappear.

The light dawning upon urologic conservation is

not apparent to the medical eye alone, but also to

that of the public, which demands of science the

prolongation of virility. What can we do for the

sexually dead? If a man die, sexually, shall he live

again? Yea, verily. The world is awakening to the

possibilities of urologic life extension, i. e., to the

retention of physiological potentia virilis as long as

the other physical powers. The theory that the vita

sexualis contributes immensely to the prolongation

of life in general, and that the oncoming of age may
be deferred so long as the reproductive functions

remain active, is one pretty generally accepted by the

foremost medical men of our time. Complete
potency, as Dr. Iwan Block (1) says, has been
observed in men of seventy and ei.ghty years ; and
isolated cases have been recorded in which men of

ninety and a hundred years have procreated children.

The time will soon arrive when these will not be
isolated cases. In the sense of Metchnikoff and
Hirth, who proclaim the prevention of senility as

a hygienic ideal, this physiological potentia senilis

is no Utopia, and a future macrobiotic will defer

the onset of old age by from ten to twenty years.

Potentia senilis, the retention of youthful vigor

beyond the usual age at which most men lose all

interest in love and marriage, is now rendered pos-

sible, not by any elixir of life or universal panacea,

but by the scientific application of well known
j)hysiological principles developed from the re-

searches of the older German physiologists—some
of whom wrote over seventy-five years ago—includ-
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ing Guenther, Hirtl, Eckhard, Loven, Goltz and
others.

The science of medicine should afYord humanity
that relief which it has failed to give throughout the

centuries, and I am hap])y to say that we at least see

a new light in that direction. To get down to the

gist of the means at our disposal for restoring and
preserving the virile powers, I might as well confess

that it is useless to consult the oracles of the world's

Delphian temples that have spoken since Hippo-
crates was horn, some 460 B. C. They are not few
nor silent, it is true, as an ample catalog of musty
tomes attests ; hut they speak with an uncertain

tone. As Dr. Vecki says : "Everywhere in the world
it seems to he considered the proper thing to treat

the affair with supercilious nonchalance."

If we inquire into the causes- of premature decline

of the reproductive functions, we are answered with

words that mean nothing, "early ahuse or later ex-

cesses or both"
;
"overwork," "structural changes,"

"organic complications," "the natural depreciation of

age," etc., words that are only true in a general way,
that we knew before, used to cover ignorance of

fundamental principles of practice in this form of

urologic ailments.

We might ask why these causes do not operate

equally upon the other bodily functions—digestion,

metabolism, assimilation and nutrition ? Our present

inquiry refers more particularly to functional sexual

incompetence, in which the general physical condi-

tion in other respects is comparatively normal.

The ghost of sex weakness that has haunted the

pillow of mankind so long has been laid at la.st.

The greatest bugaboo of human ailments, one that

has opened a regular Pandora box of suffering,

misery and unhappiness, the mainspring of more
misery and crime than all other physical ills com-
bined, has at last been stripped of its terrors because

science has penetrated its causes and points out a

mode of relief.

In fact, there never was any real mystery about

impotentia sexualis to excite our special wonder.

On the contrary, there is no reason why the func-

tions of sex should not depreciate with the advance

of age or gradually fail in unison with other vital

functions, or in advance of them. The eyes usually

begin to get old at about forty, necessitating the use

of glasses and the teeth often give out before that

age. The hair also begins to get sprinkled with

"silver threads among the gold," and in many the

digestive functions become disordered at an even

earlier age. The functions of the liver, bowels,

kidneys, bladder, prostate gland, etc., from various

causes are frequently disordered before fifty or

sixty. Biliary insufficiency, intestinal indigestion

and autointoxication are common ailments and have

to be reckoned with before that age. Seventy-five

or eighty per cent, of the death roll previous to

eighty are preventable and curable conditions if

looked after and treated on common sense principles.

It is well known that these conditions may be

prevented, or removed, and life prolonged many
years, by proper care and treatment. The greatest

number of deaths from intercurrent aft'ections that

carry off hundreds, thousands and millions of

human beings every year, are due to preventable

causes. Most deaths, indeed, that occur previous

to eighty years, are premature. When we look over

I)opulous cemeteries, it is a saddening reflection that

the majority of those silent sleepers might have lived

ten, twenty, thirty, forty, fifty or more years longer

had they, or their physicians, known what should

be done to escape premature decay and death.

The sex functions provided by an Allwise

Creator, for the continuance of life on the globe,

are the very last of the vital functions to be devel-

oped. As a rule they do not begin to sprout, upon
an average, until after all the other functions have
been in operation for from twelve to fourteen years.

Logically, therefore they should be the last instead

of the first to fail, and in any case, .should remain
active at lea.st as long as the other physical functions.

Why don't they do it? The answer to this question

is that all the other vital functions are more or less

abused until their ability to functionate is impaired.

This is the case with the eyes, teeth and digestive

apparatus, as well as the sex functions.

It is a well known physiological law, that too fre-

quent or too powerful excitation of a nerve, exhausts

its power of reacting to that particular excitant

for the time being. It must have time to rest and
recuperate, after which it will again respond. If

forced to respond too frequently, with insufficient

rests between, its excitability is first reduced and
finally exhausted. This is what is meant by sexual

excesses,—too frequent excitation of the nerve-

centres, and insufficient periods of inactivity be-

tween, until their power of reaction is suspended or

annihilated. Evidently then, when an individual in

the prime of life, normal in other respects, com-
plains of impotentia sexualis, we are justified in in-

forming him that he has simply exhausted his

capacity for the time being ; but that it is not dead

;

it may be revived by rest, moderate use, and special

restoratives.

Abuse of any function does not mean misuse, or

excessive use. On the contrary the nonuse of any
function, organ or part, is more destructive than

its excessive employment, hence undue continence

is a moral as well as a physical evil. Man is sup-

posed to use the faculties that mother Nature and
father God gave him. Nothing was made in vain.

Why should men and women have been given a

purposeless, useless function or organ, and be told

to go forth and increase and multiply ?

Physiology emphasizes this fact in an unerring

manner. If we do not employ an organ or func-

tion, Nature treats it as a useless appendage and
proceeds to destroy it by starvation. "Why, in-

deed," she asks, "should I bring precious blood-

bearing nutrition for growth, development and func-

tional activity to an idle organ?" So she transfers

it to muscles, bones, and tissues that work and must
be sustained. Note what she did to that thymus
gland when it stopped functioning. The organ that

does not work, dies—literally starved. It does not

get its quota of nutrition, has to live on itself, until

it atrophies and fades away. Nutrition and work
go together. If a muscle works, it demands nutri-

tion—and gets it promptly. Nature never neglects

lier- workers. The more work it does, the more
nutrition it gets, and the more nutrition it receives.
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the bigger and stronger it becomes. It is begging the

question to say that the sex organs are anomalous

in this respect—that they maintain their vitality

just as ])erfectly as when working overtime. It is

simply a physiological lie. Nature never made one

law for a muscle and a different one for a gland.

She never made a gland to remain fallow and still

retain its functional power; if a muscle remains

inert too long, it wastes to a mere thread. Cease-

less activity is the price of vitality. Hold your arm
above your . head, like the Eastern fakir, long

enough, and nothing will be left but the skin and
bone. Hold the head of the penis down long

enough, and it shrinks away.
Those who preach and practise such logic, after

they have wasted their manhood, come to me, .some-

times, and ask for a remedy for the condition. But
although the blood can work wonders in restoring

and rebuilding injured and wasted tissue, there is

nothing about dried skin and inanimate gristle to

hang the flower of virility upon.

There is only one way under heaven whereby
virility can be restored, and weak men made virile

and that is flushing the anemic organs with an
abundance of red blood. The question is, how can

we do it ? How can we create an increased circula-

tion in the genitalia ? I have no new, untried dis-

covery to offer for the purpose, but have found the

old ones effective if properly used.

Parts that have depreciated on account of loss of

blood, starved as it were, can be restored by an
increased blood supply. Physiologists understand
this fact, and tell us that the nutrition, strength,

development and functional activity of an organ or

muscle depends upon the quantity of blood travers-

ing it. If the amount is too small, the structure will

be diminutive, and the part will atrophy. The athletes

of ancient Greece and Rome secured superdevelop-

ment of the muscles by a rigid system of exercise

which brought a larger quantity of pabulum to the

parts.

It would be illogical to assert that the rule did

not apply to the organs of sex, as all experience

proves the contrary. True, an athlete may be and
often is, partially impotent. So are many priests

who under their vows dispense with carnal pleas-

ures. The priest becomes emasculated by the non-
employment of the sex function. The athlete may
be equally so, despite the fact that he is otherwise

robust and powerful. But he understands that

exercising the deltoid and feeding it several times

the value of blood that uncultivated deltoids receive,

will not develop or strengthen his sex organs any
more than the muscles of the legs. For this reason,

it is a fact well known to practical men that nearly

all athletes are impotent.

In the treatment of sex weakness, we come in

contact with the hoary error of the popular idea,

shared to some extent by medical men, that a

remedy for impotence is some sort of aphrodisiac

that restores erectile powers as by magic, "while

you wait." But if we are asked how, or upon what
physiological principle such a restorer is suppo.sed

to act, we are compelled to answer that there really

is no such thing as an aphrodisiac or sj^ecial restorer

of virility known to medical science, as the late Dr.

Hammond said, although there are agents, like

yohimbin, cocaine, opium, cannabis indica, etc., that

exert an indirect influence in giving temporary "pep"

to the generative organs, either by suppressing the

inhibitive centre, or stimulating the spermatic and
ovarian plexuses, or perhaps both. But in such

cases, stimuli of this nature, while producing a

sporadic reaction, eventually render the impotence

more profound, as the nerves soon cease to respond.

Not to waste time on the usual methods, the usual

routine embracing local treatment, consisting of

cauterization of the ejaculatory ducts, argyrol or

other silver injections if prostatitis is present, Win-
ternitz psychrophores or cooling urethral and rectal

sounds, injections of cold water into the urethra,

sitz baths, river and lake bathing, matutinal ap-

plications of cold water, massage of the orchitic

glands as recommended by Abrams, etc. These are

all good things, in their way, and should not be

neglected, in conjunction with the specific treatment.

Their principle of action (not understood in many
instances by those employing them) is the produc-

tion of hyperemia sexualis, by reaction. But it is

too slow and tedious to be depended upon, and does

not produce sufficient reaction. The usual internal

treatment is almost anything the physician's fancy

may dictate—perhaps some of the much vaunted

aphrodisiacs, yohimbin, or cocaine, the action of

which is very similar, cannabis indica, opium,

quinine, etc. All these drugs are given empirically,

because they have been recommended as aphrodis-

iacs, without any clear understanding of their prin-

ciple of action which is (or should be) stimulation

of the genitospinal plexus. Favorable results may
sometimes be obtained by these means, but as a rule

they are uncertain, unsatisfactory, and disappoint-

ing. Very little permanent benefit can be expected

from them, except to entertain and buoy up the

patient for a while, and enable the doctor to enter

something upon his ledger. But upon the whole,

the final result in all cases, so far as my experience

goes, is that little or no relief for marital in-

competence can be expected from these measures.

They do not produce active hyperemia sexualis, in-

creased circulation, nutrition and functional activity

of the organs, without which no actual improve-

ment of the condition is possible.

If we specialize along this line, something more
is expected of us than of the family physician, who
only temporizes. In fact, the urgent necessity of

getting results by the specialist renders a remedy
that "cures quickly, safely and pleasantly" a sine

qua noil. In other words, we must bring about

functional changes that will enable the impuissant

patient to perform his role in the great drama of

life in a manner creditable to the attributes of his

sex.

All the processes of animated nature on the globe

e.xist by the contraction and dilatatit)n of the little

bundles of nerves called plexuses. They are re-

ferred to in a general way as nerve centres, from
which radiate the nerve branches and filaments

innervating the various organs and tissues of the

body.
According to a law of the economy, the stimula-

tion of a certain plexus will produce contraction
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of the ganglionic centre, and the muscular tissues

and arteries which it supplies, reducing the quantity

of blood reaching the organs or tissues supplied

by the arteries ; tickling another centre produces the

reverse effect : relaxation, and an excess of blood

supply of the parts supplied. Stimulation of the

third, fourth and fifth cervical, for instance, pro-

duced by percussion, the rapid sinusoidal current,

or hormones from the ductless glands, acts upon
the phrenic nerve and contracts the lungs and
bronchial tubes. A similar reflex action is produced
by ap])lying stimuli to the seventh cervical, caus-

ing contraction of the liver, spleen, heart, aorta,

stomach, pancreas and arteries ; it is resorted to for

decreasing the blood supply of the lungs in conges-

tion, as in pneumonia, for instance.

Percussion produces the vibrations upon which
the therapeutic efTects depend. The interrupted

sinusoidal current is better than percussion, because

the vibrations are shorter and more rapid. The
electric current has nothing to do with it, as the

vibrations produced by a vibrator, similar to that

used by barbers, but smaller, produce the same
effects. Rapid vibrations over the seventh cervical

will relieve asthma and enable the patient to take

a deep breath in one minute. A vibrator applied

over the first, second and third cervical is one of

our best remedies for the dizziness and vertigo of

elderly people in whose brains sclerosis of the small

arteries has already commenced. I have in several

instances reduced that form of fibrosclerosis of the

penis to which curvature upward or sidewise, is

due, by vibratory massage. Should trials of this

method establish its efficacy in this condition, so

common in advanced life, its simplicity, and the

fact that it involves no medication, will commend
it equally to the public and the profession. Vibra-

tory treatment is also valuable in deafness, lumbago,
neuralgia and muscular rheumatism. Just how it

does it, I do not pretend to know, but deaf people

who work in factories, where there are vibratory

noises, soon notice an improvement in their hearing.

Reflex dilatation of the abdominal arteries, stom-

ach, spleen, liver, intestines, uterus, ovaries, etc., is

caused by rapid vibrations over the tenth, eleventh

and twelfth dorsal vertebrae. The prostate gland

is contracted by vibrations, (percussion, electrical

or vibration) over the twelfth dorsal—a valuable

resource in prostatic aitections.

The recognized fact that the quantity of blood
traversing an organ can be increased or diminished
at will, and its nutrition, development and functional

activity modified, increased or diminished, by elec-

trical and mechanical means, or by reacting upon its

nerve centre, gives us a clue to the treatment for

impaired sexuality. In this condition we usually find

poor circulation in the organs supplied by the in-

guinal arteries. The organs themselves are often

found to be in a relaxed, frigid, unexcitable condi-

tion, and in those who have not cultivated their sex-

uality, they are srtiall and undeveloped. The condi-

tion in men, and women, too, for it is no respecter

of sex, of sixty or sixty-five, is often associated

w'ith high 1)lnod pressure. The inguinal arteries

consequently are more or less contracted, so that the

blood sui)i)ly of the organs is materially diminished.

When erection and libido occur, the blood pressure
in the arteries generally, particularly in the inguinal,

drops from fifteen to thirty degrees; they expand
and convey an increased supply of blood to the erec-

tile tissues, which become turgescent. If the general
blood pressure is abnormally high, the arteries are

contracted and do not expand sufficiently to supply
the additional circulation required to produce the

phenomena of erection. Remedies which lower the

blood pressure are therefore necessary in the treat-

ment of such cases, but should act directly upon the

centrum gcnitospinalc.

I have found that several of the hormones,
especially those of the orchitic, prostatic and thyroid

glands, stimulate the se.x centre almost instantane-

ously, causing it to dilate, producing a similar efifect

upon the arteries of the genitalia, increasing the flow

of blood into the sex organs. Their efifects may be
increased by combining them with pressure de-

pressants, such as the nitrite group.

The use of these combinations internally, however,
is not very satisfactory nor commendable on account
of the action upon the heart and their systemic

efifects generally. After much experimentation I

arrived at a less objectionable method of administra-

tion, viz., by securing their direct action upon the

genitospinal centre through the medium of the ncrvi

crigentcs of Eckhard. I found that this could be
readily accomplished by the injection of a well

balanced combination of the hormones referred to

into the anterior urethra of the male, or applying it

externally to the mcmhrana prcputialis of the male,

or to the glans clitoridis and the membranes of the

labia of the female, where it almost instantly induces

turgescence of the erectile tissues accompanied by
libido. I found, by actual tests, that within a few
minutes after applying these agents that the blood

pressure in the inguinal arteries dropped from fifteen

to twenty degrees, followed by more or less tur-

gescence of the organs and a tendency to erection.

I first made these experiments upon the assump-
tion that Goltz and Loven were right in the belief,

as stated by the former, that there was some sort of

connection of the pudic nerves of the penis with the

ncrfi crigentcs similar to that of the vagus with the

heart, or the chorda tympani with the vessels of the

glandula submaxilaris ; I demonstrated experiment-

ally that Goltz and Loven were right, and that im-

pressions made upon the terminal filaments of the

nerz'us pudcndus (which supplies the prepuce and

urethra in both sexes) react upon the genitospinal

centre within a few minutes. All that is necessary

to set in motion the train of phenomena which

causes normal erection is to apply the proper medica-

ment to the inner lining of the prepuce or the

urethra. The efifect is not due to stinuilation or

varicosity of the membranes, as the agent used may
be as bland as cream, but to a physiological impres-

sion reflexed to the centre.

These facts and experiments open the way to a

better understanding of the basic principles of a new
method of treatment to restore and preserve virility.

Sexuality, like the muscles and all the other physical

powers, can only be revivified, strengthened and de-

veloped by cultivation. There is absolutely no other

wav. The disuse or misuse of any organ leads in-
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evitably to its rapid deterioration. All the balsams

of the Orient and the Occident can never recuper-

ate, upbuild and strengthen them without the proper,

moderate normal exercise of their functions, which

increases the circulation in them. Enforced conti-

nence is an ascetic crime against nature ; it is the

mother of degeneration of the species. You might

as well suspend an arm in a sling and expect it to

remain strong or become muscular as to expect the

sexual organs to retain virile vigor while their func-

tions are suspended. It is a contradiction of terms.

The sacrohypogastric plexus (they are substanti-

ally one) presides over the genitourinary functions,

and it is through those centres that we reach those

organs by specific treatment. The object of the

orthodox treatment of sexual impotence is to pro-

duce hyperemia sexualis, an increased blood supply.

The easiest, I might say the only, el?ective way of

doing this is by stimulating the genitospinal centre.

Stimulation of that centre, by the God given stimu-

lus of sex or by any approved internal or external

agent, which increases the blood supply of the

generative organs and induces hyperemia in them,

is based upon a physiological anomaly met with only

in the circulation of the erectile tissues which is not

generally understood. Ordinarily, stimulation of a

nerve causes it to shrink and contract, reducing the

calibre of its arteries and the amount of blood it can

cafry. The reverse is true as far as the circulation

of the erectile tissues is concerned. Stimulation of

the genitospinal centre dilates instead of contract-

ing the arteries and arterioles of the genitalia and
causes a material drop in the blood pressure of the

arteries supplying the generative organs, such as

occurs in normal erection (Carpenter).

Erection of the intromittent organ as we know, is

caused by an increased afflux of arterial blood and
a retarded outflow of venous blood. Erection can-

not, however, as Vecki (2) remarks, be brought

about by mere compression or ligation of the

veins. "That an increased flow of arterial blood

takes place is proved by the lowering of the blood
pressure in the neighboring inguinal arteries, and
even as far as the arteria cruralis, as shown by the

manometer. How this increased arterial afflux is

caused is not yet explained." Hyperemia of the

sexual organs is caused by excitation of the erection

centre by either mental or physical causes.

The fact, as stated by Vecki, that mere compres-
sion or ligation of the veins will not produce erec-

tion, explains the fallacy of the various devices for

procuring erection based upon this principle. There
must be an increased afflux as well as a diminished
efflux. We frequently meet with cases in which the

afflux would be sufficient for erection if the blood

could be retained in the erectile tissues instead of

returning as fast as it enters. But, as a rule, there

is more or less anemia of the generative organs from
deficient circulation, and they are cold and clammy.

This condition is principally met with in elderly

men and younger ones who have been too active in

cultivating their sexuality. It is due, as a rule, to

varicosity of the trabeculae of the corpora cavernosa.

These cases call for a mixed treatment, something
to excite the influx of blood into the organs ancl

something to retard its outflow.

In these cases it is not sufficient to increase the

circulation in the parts. In addition we must apply

an obturator of some kind to compress the veins

just sufficiently to prevent the too speedy return of

the blood so as to retain the erection. These obtu-

rators can be made of different patterns. Some are

merely wide rubber bands with an elastic retaining

strap or cord that passes under the scrotum and
prevents the appliance from slipping off, and is not

in the way. These are better adapted for cases of

partial impotency. In more pronounced cases, more
satisfactory results are obtainable from an appliance

of unvulcanized and vulcanized rubber worn under

the everted prepuce, where it is invisible. Mechano-
therapeutics is properly employed in these cases on

the same principle as artificial teeth and limbs and

eyeglasses.

In my private practice during the last twenty

years I have adopted this treatment in several thou-

sands of cases, and through its instrumentality have

been able to extend the period of virility in many of

them from ten to twenty years, most of which other-

wise, must inevitably have been down and out years

ago.

That life is prolonged by keeping the genito-

urinary organs in a normal condition is a selfevident

proposition. Decadence of any one of the organs

may be compared to removing one of a row of bricks

which causes the rest to fall. Most men are really

potent up to seventy or eighty ; but owing to various

causes, principally loss of erectile power, are unable

to exercise the sex functions, and perforce are

obliged to discontinue sexual relations with their

wives. In most of these cases, libido and physical

vigor are practically unimpaired, but loss of erec-

tility prevents exercise of the sex function.

As age creeps upon man, like a thief in the night,

it first impairs and finally destroys the ability of the

obturator and constrictor muscles concerned in erec-

tion from performing their office or compressing the

corpora cavernosi and deeper veins of the penis and

thus preventing the return of the blood as fast as it

enters the organs. The trabeculae of the corpora

cavernosa also undergo structural changes, the ducts

become flal)by and patulous, rendering their closure

more difficult.

The remedy in such cases is the use of something

which accelerates the entrance of the blood, such as

I have previously referred to as hormone compounds,

and an artificial obturator which will slightly com-

press the corpora cavernosi and the dorsal vein

sufficient to prevent the too precipitant outflow of

the blood without disturbing the urethral canal.

The artificial obturators previously referred to in

this paper should be adapted to each individual case,

no one form being suited to all cases. When prop-

erly constructed, tliey have, in my experience, and in

connection with appropriate medical treatment, ex-

tended virility in many cases for several years.

Some patients for whom they were prescribed as

far back as 1900, although now from eighty to

eighty-five years of age, possess the ability to co-

habit with their spouses. A gentleman residing in

Kenoslia, Wisconsin, who adopted this method of

treatment ten years ago, recently married, at eighty-

six.
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IVIiddleaged and elderly men who do not wish to

relapse into innocuous tlesuetude, so to speak, should,

in niy opinion, keep alive the vital spark of virility as

long as possible. In this connection a remark of

George Hirth (3) is worthy of quotation.

"I do not ask," he says, "that the man in advanced
age should play with his sexual powers ; but that he

should possess the consciousness of being able to

use them—that I demand."
As previously remarked, sexuality is a cultivat-

able physical quality, and it .should be cultivated.

Cultivation not only promotes sexuality, but in-

creases the development of the organs. As a rule,

those who have abnormally small penes, have not

much sexuality. This creates a vicious circle. Lack
of sexuality disinclines them to cultivate it, and its

noncultivation retards the development of the or-

gans. When any glandular organ ceases to func-

tionate, and no longer fulfills the purpose for which
Nature intended it, she seeks to eliminate it by starv-

ing it out, by failing to supply it with blood. The
sexual glands are no exception to this rule. When
the sexual functions cease to be employed for the

legitimate ])urpose for which they are intended, they
invariably decay—or waste away. The remedy for

this condition, often unintentionally permitted to

develop, is to reverse the process and exercise their

functions. The blood supply of a part is propor-
tionate to the demands upon it. Nature is immedi-
ately aware of the demands being made upon the

part and hastens to supply blood to reinforce and
strengthen the parts to meet the demand. Thus,
when increased demands for work are made ujjon

the heart muscles, compensatory hypertrophy takes

place. Upon the same principle, in proportion as

an increased demand is made upon the sexual pow-
ers, Nature establishes compensatory development.
The physician logically seeks to aid her by stimula-

tion of the nerve centres controlling the nerve and
blood supply of the parts. This practice has suc-

ceeded in men of over fifty or sixty, but succeeds
better between the ages of thirty and forty, and still

more so in the constructive period previous to

thirty.

For the modern treatment of sexual debility in

man, I have no universal panacea, nor even a new
elixir vita to ofifer. As Dr. Sajous says, "the great

need of the times is not so much new remedies as

the judicious use of the old and tried ones with
vi^hich we have been familiar for fifty years or
more." Although we have no cureall, the treat-

ment I have employed in my clinical practice in

more than ten thousand cases, since 1890, has proved
curative, or substantially beneficial in about eighty

per cent, of the cases as they presented themselves.

Of the remaining twenty per cent., some were in-

curable, from structural organic changes or other

causes ; others w^ere of a psychic nature which no
medicine could reach, but the large majority of

failures were due to the habits and mental attitude

of the patients themselves, inability or indisposition

to carry out instructions. The treatment itself

is easy and simple, but no matter what class of ail-

ments are treated in dispensary and private practice,

nor what manner of treatment is employed, there

will always be a certain contingent that you cannot

materially help, owing to idiosyncrasies inherent in

the ])atients treated, regardless of the merits or
demerits of the kind of treatment em])loyed.

The basic principle of the method of treatment
I have found most .satisfactory, that has given the
best results in the usual forms of sexual debility

—

is the induction of active hyperemia sexualis by
regular moderate stimulation of the genitospinal
centre, flushing the organs with blood, increasing
their circulation, innervation, nutrition and func-
tional activity.

The experimental researches of some of the older
German physiologists, especially Guenther, Hirtl,

Loven, Eckhard, Budge, Goltz and others, gave
me the first inkling of this theory of treatment.
Guenther's experiments on stallions, nearly eighty
years ago, confirmed later by those of Eckhard, and
others, proving excitation of the nerviis pitdcndus
of the prepuce, capable of causing erections, are
particularly suggestive. Although neither Guenther
himself, nor the physiologists of his day, seemed to

be aware of the significance of his discovery, he
builded wiser than he knew. It was in following
out the logical inferences deducible from it that

suggested to me the clinical experiments which
finally led up to what may be truly called the

modern treatment of sexual debility in man. It

does not consist of any special specific aphrodisiac
to be taken inwardly or injected, nothing that will,

presto, change ! clothe the aged and impotent with
the toga I'irUis. like the baptism of fire administered
by Mephistopheles to Faust, changing them instantly

into vigorous, young men. True, it really is miracu-
lous in the sense that it transforms, so to speak,
premature senility into virile old age, "wintry, but
kindly," setting back the dial as it were, from ten

to twenty years ; but it is one of those miracles of
science which often happen these days, more
logical, if not as so supernatural, as the miracles one
reads about in ancient history. But it is a gradual
change from impuissance to a normal condition of

the reproductive functions, a steady, continuous
recuperation and building up process due to im-
proved circulation in the organs, effected by period-

ical stimulations and rests of the sex centre. It
^

keeps men young, young looking, young feeling,

young acting.

As previously remarked, the various substances

capable of stimulating the genitospinal plexus,

when taken internally—cocaine, yohimbin. can-
nabis indica and opium—although they pro-

duce an unwonted stimulation at first, the gang-
lion soon ceases to respond, and the last state of
that patient is worse than the first. One reason is

that it is necessary to take the.se stimulants in large

doses in order to affect the centre ; the mingling of

the ordinary dose with the thirteen pounds or more
of blood in the body being insufficient to affect

the nerve centre materially ; the latter becomes
accustomed to the stimulus and ceases to respond.

Poisonous doses speedily paralyze it and the patient

is bereft of what little virility he had left.

There are, however, benign, harmless stimulants

of the genitospina] centre which, when administered
in minute doses to the genitospinal centre direct, act

as a vital stimulus. The best of these are the nat-
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ural hormones, or active principles secreted by some
of the ductless glands—the orchitic, prostatic,

ovarian and thyroid, lecithin from cord and brain

substance. The action of some of the internal

secretions, the suprarenal and pituitary, for instance,

is quite different. What I have found most satis-

factory for the purpose is an organic compound of

the extractives first named, in a seven per cent,

alcoholic normal sokition, with the addition of anti-

septics and a small flavoring of the nitrites in the

form of a sterile, antiseptic, permanent emulsion,

suitable for urethral injection.

This organic compound is administered per urc-

thram, once a day as a rule ; in anticipation of coitus,

the patient may make an extra application. The
average dose is a cubic centimetre or an ordinary

medicine dropper or pipette half full. It is injected

into the urethra with a bulb pointed pipette, retained

for from one half to one minute, and the overflow
is applied over the glans and everted prepuce.

There is a slight twinge when it is first injected,

but no irritation of the urethra, followed by slight

frontal headache and flushing of the face for a

few minutes. After the lapse of five minutes or

less, the veins of the sexual organs begin to fill up,

and the organ becomes more or less turgescent.

This depends upon the degree of anemia and weak-
ness present, being less marked in weakened condi-

tions of the organs. Its aphrodisiac effects usually

last one or two hours, gradually subsiding.

It is not necessary, as a rule, to use it oftener

than once a day. It is a well known physiological

law that, if a nerve is excited too frequently, it will

cease to respond to that particular stimulus. Con-
sequently, when applied too frequently, or in over-

doses, it ceases to evoke the reflexes of the sex

centre, thus rendering it impossible to abuse its use
by keeping the organs in a continuous state of

erethism. This quality thus adds to its medical

excellence in premature emission in coitus, and
spermatorphea with involuntary seminal losses. In

these cases it may be used twice a day. At first,

of course, hypogastric stimulation aggravates the

symptoms; but if it is continued for ten to fifteen

days, the parts lose some of their irritability and
the chronic erethism, due to hyperesthesia of the

prostate and spinal centre, is gradually overcome.
The physiological explanation of how such a

medicament applied to the urethra and prepuce
stimulates the genituspinal centre, is as follows

:

Guenther's experiments on animals in 1836-37,

subsequently confirmed by Eckhard, proved that

excitation of the prepuce gave rise to the phenomena
of erection. Goltz's explanation was that connec-

tion of the ncrz'i crigcntes (which are mere filaments

from the hypogastric plexus), with the ncrvus
piidcndiis of the penis, is similar to that of the

vagus with the heart and the chorda tympani with

the vessels of the glandula submaxillaris. Whether
this is true or not, it has been clinically demon-
strated that some such nervous connection between
the nervus pudcndus and sacrohypogastric plexus

exist, as shown by the fact that certain stimuli

applied "to those membranes produce the usual

phenomena accompanying stimulation of the genito-

spinal ])lexus—dilatation of the arteries, lowering of

the blood pressure in the pelvic arteries and hyper-

emia sexualis, in less time than it has taken to

describe it. This fact enables us to flush the geni-

talia with blood and produce hyperemia sexualis

at will.

I should not omit to mention in this connection

that the action of the emulsified preparation on the

female organism is as prompt and efficient as upon
the male. A valuable adjunct in retarded sexuality,

chlorosis, anemia and amenorrhea, and in socalled

idiopathic frigidity or original absence of the sex

instinct, from anemia and atonic conditions of the

spermatic and ovarian centres.

Flushing the genitalia daily with warm, red blood,

producing periodical active hyperemia, gradually

reestablishes the normal circulation, increases nutri-

tion, sexual development and functional activity,

and in time restores normal potency. It is a good
thing for any old man to do this three or four times

every week ; a sense of sexual preparedness makes
him feel younger and creates an interest in life,

whether he cares about exercising his sexuality or

not. Improvement of sexuality is usually notice-

able in the course of a month or so—oftener in

much less time ; in other cases it is the work of

several months ; all depends upon the case : many
of the patients get discouraged if they do not feel

like twenty-one after using it a few weeks. As a

rule, within a few months material beneficial results

will reward faithful persistence in the treatment.

Reference is here made to purely functional debility,

without structural organic complications. These
are almost always present, in the shape of prostatic

troubles, frequent urination, dribbling of urine, in-

ability to hold the water long, getting up nights,

etc., due to prostatitis and hypertrophy, in those

between fifty-five and seventy. I cannot discuss

these cases now ; it would take a chapter to do so.

These form by far the larger proportion of cases

of sexual impotence met with in genitourinary

practice, and it is evident that these causal com-
plications must be ameliorated or removed before

we can reasonably expect to accomplish much in

the way of restoring virility. In fact, after the

removal of the causal complication, the improve-

ment of the circulation speedily revitalizes and in-

vigorates the organs.

I am in accord with Dr. Morrow (4) that the

exercise of the sexual organs within due limits,

has the effect of strengthening, invigorating and
preserving them in their full integrity, while the

opposite condition is produced by undue continence

;

and with Dr. Vecki, that in many cases treated, or

rather maltreated, by all kinds of local applications,

milked, massaged and bruised, they would receive

much more benefit from regular sexual intercourse.

The vesicuhe seminales, the prostate and neighbor-

ing glands, as he points out, are ofttimes clogged

with the products of their own secretions, the re-

sult of which is passive hyperemia and its conse-

quences. In all cases in which a physician might
massage the prostate and milk the seminal vesicles,

you may safely order regular sexual intercourse, the

natural way of emptying these glands of their secre-

tions.

But the trouble in these cases is that it is in this
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very condition that the patient is partially or wholly
physically incapacitated by loss of erection for tak-

ing this advice. The employment of the crippled

function is as essential as the passive exercise of a

crippled arm or leg. In these cases, a mechanical
appliance, or obturator, for supporting the intro-

niittent organ at its base, and supplementing the

erector muscles of the penis in their efYorts to close

the openings through which the blood returns as

fast as it enters the organ, is a sine qua non. It

must be constructed so as to produce no structural

injury, such as undue closure of the urethra, thus
arresting the ejaculation of the semen, which has
been one great objection to most devices proposed
for the purpose. Impotence, due to paralysis, atro-

phy, or decay of the posterior columns, in which
there is absolutely no motive j^ower to graft u])on,

are necessarily hopeless.

If an appliance is used, due care must be exer-
ci.sed that while it exerts sufficient j^ressure on the

corpora cavernosa and the vena dorsali.s—not to

arrest entirely, l)ut to diminish the outflow of blood,
it must in no case compress the urethra sufficiently

TREATING SYI'HIUTICS. FNew York
Medical Journal.

to interfere with the free ejaculation of the semen,
as the reflux of the di.scharge against the prostate

speedily kindles an acute form of prostatitis, accom-
panied by hematuria.
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Treating Syphilitics*

By LEO L. MICHEL, M. D.,
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and
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New York.

INTRODUCTION.

This paper has been named Treating Syphilitics

rather than the Treatment of Syphilis because it

has appeared to us that one of the great difficulties

today in the therapy of syphilis is that the patient

is almost, if not entirely, forgotten. Routine
schema are proposed, ideal courses are advanced,

injection rules are laid down, and the physician

takes his choice by lack of familiarity with all, or

by preference to the combination of six, or of seven,

or of twelve, or whatever numerical formula appeals

to him for the moment.

DRUGS.

In this communication and at this place we limit

ourselves to the specific drugs, or those found or

designed to combat the causative agent, the Spiro-

cheta pallida. The mercurial preparations—and,

hi.storically, mercury is the earliest antisyphilitic

—

may be indicated as those for external application,

for oral administration, for intramuscular injection,

and for intravenous introduction.

In 1910, Ehrlich introduced to the medical world
the results of his experiments to j^roduce a drug
having the greatest poisonous action on the cause

of syphilis, and yet, at the same time, having almost

no harmful effects on the living tissues of the patient-

This drug was salvarsan, a synthetic arsenic com-
pound, officially known in this country as arsphen-

•Read at a stated meeting of the Clinical Society of the Hospital
for Joint Diseases, April 12, 1921.

amine. Within a short time after its introduction

the results of the use of the drug in every possible

manifestation of syphilis proved that a specific had
been found. Although Ehrlich's idea that one dose

of salvarsan would sterilize the patient has not been

sustained, the drug today is our standby in the

treatment of syphilitics. Ehrlich did not stop with

606, but proceeded with his experiments until 914,

or neosalvarsan (neoarsphenamine ) had been pro-

duced.

Just prior to his death, Ehrlich produced a newer
drug caUed sodium salvarsan (sodium arsphena-

mine), which combined the good features of 606
and 914.

In 1918, Kolle, who succeeded Ehrlich, produced
silver salvarsan (silver arsphenamine ), which had
been' .suggested by Ehrlich. The rationale of the

combination is the reduction of the arsenic dosage

by the introduction of the silver component. The
preparation is said to be twice if not three times

as potent as old arsphenamine. According to Kolle,

the ratio of dosis curaliva to dosi.s tolcrata is one to

thirty. Solutions of the drug lead to a neutral

reaction of the fluid, which is less oxidizable than

neo compounds, but, if oxidized, preparations of

silver arsphenamine are toxic. The natural color

of the solution is brownish. In very dilute solution

there is also a suggestion of red. Some men have
found the color a disadvantage because they have

been unable to judge if the solution were proper or
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not, and also because the technic of using a syringe

and telling if the needle were properly introduced

into the vein by withdrawing some blood is not

feasible. Neither of these objections appears to

be valid.

The solution of silver arsphenamine should be

made with about twenty c. c. of freshly distilled

water, or four tenths per cent, saline to the deci-

gram, and in the cold. Agitation is not advised.

The fluid may be filtered. The injections should

be carefully given, and the drug slowly administered.

The doses vary from one tenth to three tenths gram,

and few men have advised larger doses, although

it has been suggested. The interval between doses

has been from twenty-four hours to four or five

days. The number of doses given has also varied

from six to sixteen, and the number of courses

has depended on the stage of the disease, and the

reaction therapeutically.

Byeffects and illefifects of silver arsphenamine
have been dilated upon by various writers. The
angioneurotic symptom complex is supposed to be

seen with greater severity than following other

forms of arsphenamine. Rise in temperature has

been reported. Icterus and exanthem have also

been reported, and several isolated grave cases of

the same. Bona fide agyria has never been reported.

As the result of an extremely short personal ex-

perience (1) and study of the hterature, it seems that

silver arsphenamine will be a popular drug that will

ultimately find a niche in the treatment of syphilis.

We digress here to speak of a nonspirocheto-

cidal but valuable drug in syphilis. Potassium iodide

was first recommended in the treatment of syphilis

about 1834 by Wallace. Jobling and Peterson have
recently explained the action of the iodides as

follows: The softening and removal of caseous

necrotic material from a gvimma is due to tryptic

ferment. The gumma, however, persists and re-

mains firm because it contains large quantities of

antitryptic substances which are of lipoid nature,

being combinations of unsaturated fatty acids.

Their power of antagonizing the ferment depends
upon their saturation, which in turn can, as is well

known, be satisfied by iodine, this forming the well

known index used in estimating unsaturated fatty

acids. Admini.stration of iodine by saturating the

antitryptic substances destroys their power over the

tryptic ferments, which then dissolve the caseous

material.

These, then, are the trinity of the modern drugs
at our command for the treatment of the syphilitic,

and it is a judicious use of one or more than one
of these in order, or in combination, that makes for

the treatment of syphilis. The patient requires

more than this, however, and considerations of

living conditions, working hours, mental attitude

toward the disease, social and marital obligations,

have to be fully investigated and properly settled.

The matters of food, drink (especially spirituous

liquors
) , and smoking should be mentioned, and

directions or prohibitions given as the exigencies

of the individual case demands.
It should certainly not be taken for granted that

the patient who is a known syi)hilitic has only

syphilis to contend with. A complete physical, neu-

rological, including ophthalmic, urinary and sero-
logical examination should be made. The mistake
of accepting a positive Wassermann test as proof
of syphilis, and therefore without further clinical

confirmation diagnosing a presenting symptom as
syphilitic, should not be made. Although a report
of four plus Wassermann from a reliable and pains-
taking laboratory undoubtedly means that the patient

has or has had active syphilis, many persons who
give a positive Wassermann reaction may also have
some other disease. This is important to keep in

mind in cases of new growth which may be clinically

difiicult to diagnose. The positive serological find-

ing may prove a deciding factor for the physician
to initiate antisyphilitic treatment, and much time
may be lost before the true character of the lesion
or symptom is recognized and the proper therapy-

instituted.
PROPHYLACTIC TREATMENT.

We have recently published (2) our observations
and abstracts from the literature on the prophylactic
treatment of syphilis with arsphenamine. Although
Metchnikofif's method of local application of mer-
curial salve is a recognized effective method if

properly done within one hour after the Spirocheta
pallida has been passed to the healthy person, it is

not so well recognized that the injection of arsphen-
amine in proper doses and at proper intervals is a
certain prophylaxis against the disease, even if the
injections are begun as late as perhaps three days
after the contamination and possible infection. We
quote from the summary of our paper: . . The
injections of arsphenamine in small doses in persons
who present no lesions, and who are definitely

known to have been exposed to syphilitic infection,

has in all the cases resulted successfully in acting
as a prophylactic measure. The time since exposure
has little bearing on the result, but must be taken
into consideration when the minutas of the procedure
are under consideration. In two reported cases, a
single injection has been held to be ample. In a
patient under our own care, we intend to use a
modification of the abortive cure, although she
presents no lesions, because the date of the first

exposure is longer than the usual incubation time
of syphilis." As far as we are able to ascertain

there are no reports of the failure of arsphenamine
to prevent syphilis when injected during the incuba-
tion time of the disease.

ABORTIVE TREATMENT.'

Every penile lesion and any suspicious extra-
genital sore is examined for Spirocheta pallida.

The primary lesion of syphilis may simulate any.
and every variety of nonspecific sore. We use as
routine the dark field method of demonstrating the
Spirocheta pallida (3). The demonstration of the
organism is proof of syphilis, and treatment with
arsphenamine is instituted at once and adhered to
in order to eradicate the disease. The period prior
to the wide diffusion of the syphilitic organisms

—

that is, the period of the chancre, negative Wasser-
mann, and no evidence of secondary symptoms—is

the primary stage of the disease. This stage is most
successfully attacked with intravenous arsphenamine
in otherwise healthy persons by the intensive treat-
ment. The intensive method (4 and 5) as used by
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us consists of the daily administration intravenously

of arsphenamine for three doses. The dose is one
decigram for each thirty pounds of hody weight,

dissolved in freshly distilled and hoiled water,

neutralized with sodium hydroxide.

We have also used the modified intensive treat-

ment, where it has seemed desirahle not to force

treatment, and have given arsphenamine on every

second day. The clinical results were astounding.

Syphilitic lesions disappeared within a few days,

and the patients were no longer a menace to them-
selves or to others. Although we are not willing

to let the patient's future rest with the single three

day-three dose or a modification of that method,
we are certain that in most if not all early initial

lesions stich an intensive course is sufficient to rid

the patient of his infection. All of our cases, how-
ever, receive a second course ahout six weeks after

the first.

The serological and clinical results have been ex-

ceedingly gratifying with this mode of treatment.

No case has clinically advanced from the primary

to the secondary stage, nor has there been any
suggestion of a positive Wassermann.

Although we have had no personal experience

with the following, we have considered injecting

three doses of arsphenamine in selected cases of

early- syphilis within a period of twenty-four hours.

This method has been proposed by Scholtz. He
states that such a course is sufficient without further

treatment. We would not rely on it alone.

SILENT GENERALIZATION STAGE.

The phase of syphilis next advanced from the

primary stage is one to which we have appended

silent generalization stage (6). The chancre is

present, there are no clinical skin or mucous mem-
brane lesions, yet the Wassermann is strongly posi-

tive. It has been our observation that the draining

lymph nodes are enlarged in this period. The spiro-

9hetes are free in the blood stream, but no meta-

static distant foci have had time to make themselves

evident clinically. Patients who are in this group

are given the intensive course of arsphenamine,

repeated two or three times, or, if the patient shows

no ill effects from the injections, a course of six or

even more intravenous arsphenamine injections may
be given in one series, one injection every other day.

The urine is carefully watched for any disturbance,

and of course evidence of disease of the urinary

apparatus is a contraindication for intensive therapy.

Whether to give mercury concomitantly with the

arsphenamine in this stage, or to wait until the

cessation of the course, is still a problem; but we
have considered that the body has enough to do

with the elimination of the arsenic, and the internal

rearrangements due to the disease,- and we have not

thought it wise to add another poison to the system,

namely, mercury.

CLINICAL GENERALIZATION .STAGE.

In the secondary stage of syphilis the spirochetes

have found lodgement in all the tissues of the body,

and the defensive perivascular and perilymphatic

infiltration of the host may prevent their immediate

destruction in every location, even by antisyphilitic

medication. (Jnce a sy])hilitic, always a syphilitic,

does not hold true in the primary stage of the

di.sea.se, but a certain percentage of secondary
syphilitics, especially those who evidence severe

cerebral .symptoms in the secondary period of the

disease, may never overcome their infection, in

spite of therapy.

According to the physical appearance of the

jjatient and the nature of the functions of his excre-

tory organs, vascular api^aratus, and other systems,

we decide the method of treatment to be instituted.

Often, especially if it appears to us that the patient

is being overcome by his infection, we delay arsphen-
amine injections until after the injection of mercury
intramuscularly. Ordinarily, we use the soluble

cyanide, but occasionally, and as a routine measure
earlier in our experience (7), we used the insoluble

salicylate. Arsphenamine may then be injected

every day, especially if we have the patient under
our control in bed at home or in a hospital. Injec-

tions of arsphenamine every other day for other

cases may be given, especially to ambulatory i)atients

or those unable to give uj) the time required every

day. The interval between injections may be

lengthened to four days, or even to a week, if it

appears to us that the patient, by reason of the

character of the reaction to medication or by failure

of his kidneys, is a poor risk. In this respect we
have more regard for the patient than for his dis-

ease. For similar reasons we would not ordinarily

give mercury during the courses of arsphenamine,
although occasionally, in robust, young syphilitics,

we have done so with very favorable effects, and
absolutely no ill effects. The main point in the

treatment of the frank secondary syphilitic is to

recognize that the disease has had a grand oppor-
tunity to get into every and any organ, tissue, and
cell of the patient. Maximum treatment, rather

than minimum treatment, should be insisted upon.
The ordinary rules for cessation of treatment cannot
be given or followed. Even after the eruption has

disappeared, even after the Wassermann has become
negative, treatment at regular intervals should be

insisted on, and it should be good treatment

—

arsphenamine and mercury, not a few drops of

potassium iodide solution at the whim of the patient,

or some mixed treatment in the very convenient

mixed treatment pill.

LATENT SYPHILIS.

The period following the clinical retrogression of

the widespread secondary symptoms, either with or

without treatment, we speak of as the latent tertiary

stage. It is the stage of potentially active syphilis.

Generalized eruptions may recur, or isolated lesions

manifest themselves as gummata of the skin, bone,

or any viscus. Latent tertiary syphilis is most
resistant to treatment. The blood serology either

remains persistently positive or becomes negative

for short periods only. During the course of treat-

ment the Wassermann may be favorably influenced,

or the provocative action of therai)y may act, and
only after cessation of treatment does the Wasser-
mann become negative. Resumption of treatment

usually provokes the positive reaction. It is thought

that well organized foci of spirochetes are ])resent

in this stage that neither the natural nor aided forces

of the body are able to destroy. Treatment in the
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latent tertiary (either Wassermann negative or

W'assermann positive) syphilitic should be main-
tained periodically as a prophylactic against an un-

controllable outi)urst. The absence of symptoms
may make it difficult to keep the patients under
orders, but the importance of treatment should be

successfully imijarted. During this stage of the dis-

ease, periodical clinical and laboratory examinations
should be made. The spinal puncture is recom-
mended as being especially indicated in this stage

in all cases.

The use of the Wassermann reaction as a routine

measure in the practice of most physicians and in

most hospitals has uncovered a large number of

latent syphilitics who have positive Wassermann
reactions. Not always, as mentioned above, does
this mean that the presenting symptom is syphilitic

in nature, and here, as everywhere else in medicine,

clinical knowledge must come to the aid of the

physician. However, many of these Wassermann
positive cases are brought for antisyphilitic treat-

ment, and it becomes a nice question to decide how
the patient is to be treated. The age of the patient,

and not necessarily the chronological age but the

tissue age of the patient, is taken into consideration.

; The patient is not treated in a routine manner.
Arsphenamine in smaller doses and at longer intervals

is given, mercury is injected, and we prefer the

soluble cyanide given every other day to the in-

soluble, more painful salicylate or grey oil. Potas-
sium iodide by mouth in increasing doses, or
sodium iodide intravenously in selected cases, is

part of the medical program in the later stages of
syphilis. Tissue reactions are watched for, espe-

cially those due to the medicine employed. We
never fail to examine the urine before each injection

of arsphenamine, and if there is any sign of a
reaction of any kind, treatment with the old arsphen-
amine group is stopped, and after a proper interval

we may change to the neogroup as being less toxic.

The neurological examination in the late syphilitic

is even more important than in the early case. The
ophthalmoscope is utilized as a routine measure.
The gait is Avatched. Sensation is investigated, and
if the symptoms point toward nervous system in-

volvement, the spinal fluid is examined early in the

treatment course. After a series of intravenous,
intramuscular and oral treatments, the fluid is again
investigated, and if the indications are that the

modes of treatment are inadequate for the case in

hand, intraspinous therapy may be instituted accord-
ing to the possibilities of avoiding further destruc-

tion of the nervous tissue.

ACTIVE TERTIARY SYPHILIS.
The treatment in this phase of the disease is little

different from the preceding. Local ulcers or indi-

vidual indications may require symptomatic treat-

ment. The heart and bloodvessels may present
changes which indicate changes in occupation, long
periods of rest, or graded exercises. Involution of
active gummata, gummatous infiltrations, and poor
granulation tissue of broken bones, etc., is sought
by arsphenamine and mercury and the iodide in

doses compatil)le with the physical condition of the
patient. We may give mixed treatment in these
cases, or restrict ourselves to mercury injections or

even mercury by mouth, or inunction if more drastic

treatment appears at all dangerous. Selected cases
may be tried on office administration of arsphen-
amine ; others may be restricted to bed for several

hours before and after injection. In the main the

doses are small, but they may be repeated more
often ; that is, over a longer period of time. The
prevention of further lesions should be kept in mind
always.

SUMMARY.
1. The patient with syphilis, and not syphilis

should be considered by the physician when it comes
to treatment. The tissues of the patient are worthy
of respect, especially when one considers that the
assault of the drugs needed in treatment is added
to the tissue damage of the spirochetes.

2. Specific treatment of the syphilitic requires
arsphenamine, or one of its newer salts, neoarsphen-
amine, sodium arsphenamine, or silver arsphenamine.
Mercury is also used in the specific treatment. The
iodides are very valuable, especially in the later

stages of the disease.

3. The use of arsphenamine in the prophylaxis of
syphilis is a phase in treatment that is very impor-
tant, and its results make.it worthy of wider use.

Its share in the public health aspects of this disease
are especially valuable.

4. The intensive treatment in the early syphilitic,

both when the abortive action and the quick and
thorough sterilization of the patient seems feasible,

is recommended for otherwise healthy persons w^ith

syphilis. Care in selection of the patient for this

form of therapy is of first importance.

5. Modified forms of injection of arsphenamine
should be given according to the patient, the reactions

of his excretory organs, response to drugs, and
phase of the disease process.

6. Iodides form a valuable addition, and the intra-

venous route should be considered, especially if large

doses by mouth tend to upset the patient.

7. Systematic and systemic examination of the

patient should be made at intervals, with especial

reference to the cerebrospinal system. When indi-

cated, the lumbar puncture for diagnosis and treat-

ment is advised.

8. Routine treatments in syphilis should be dis-

regarded. Every syphilitic patient should be treated

as an individual requiring attention, and not as a

case of syphihs.
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The Schellberg Treatment for Chronic Colonic Infections

By WILLIAM H. GALLAND, M. D., F. A. C. S.,

Croton-on-the-Hudson, N. Y.

During the past five years, O. Boto Schellberg

has given well over thirty-six thousand colonic

treatments. The results have been so favorable that

I wish to present them to the medical profession.

Schellberg has cured many very obstinate cases

of intestinal infection and ailments resulting from
the absorption of bacterial toxins. He has demon-
strated conclusively the practical value of the long

rectal tube for irrigation and cleansing the large

intestine. X ray photographs show clearly that

•^uch a tube may be passed through the colon as far

as the cecum. We. as medical men, know that a

large number of chronic pathological conditions are

traceable to the absorption of putrefactive elements

from the colon. These putrefactive elements are

either the bacterial toxins themselves or are formed
by the action of bacteria on proteid matter held in

the colon.

The infant comes into the world with a sterile

gastrointestinal tract. A few days after birth this

sterile field becomes a garden spot for many bacteria.

In the baby's gut two processes begii:^ early, one
fermentative and the other putrefactive. The lactic

acid fermentative processes should be always in con-

trol, but if through faulty diet, carelessness, or im-

pure food supply the butyric acid ferments and
putrefactive organisms become predominant good
health may be replaced by sickness and disease. As
a child develops, the difficulty of keeping the proper
healthful balance between the good lactic acid fer-

mentative processes and the evil putrefactive be-

comes greater. We have with the coming of teeth

more difficulty in keeping the oral cavity properly

cleansed ; meat, eggs and other foods causing more
putrefactive activity in the gut are added to the diet.

Metchnikoff and Lane were among the first to

trace chronic disturbances to infected or diseased

colons accompanied by more or less displacement.

They came to the erroneous conclusion that the

colon was a useless remnant of a formerly neces-

sary anatonjical structure. Lane developed and ad-

vocated a short circuiting operation. He made an
anastomosis between the small intestine and the

sigmoid, eliminating the colon from functional ac-

tivity. The result of Lane's operation discredited

his hypothesis that the colon was an unnecessary
part of the human digestive system.

Later and more logical researches have proved
that the colon is worthy of its place in our bodies.

While many disorders have their origin in the colon,

this is due not to its being a superfluous part but to

our misuse of it. Improper diet, overeating, lack

of care for the hygiene of the mouth, and an at-

tempt to conform Nature's excretory demands to

the conveniences of our daily tasks, are a few of

the abuses that combine to make such a burden to

the colon that it ceases to function properly. We
have resulting colic, flatulence, constipation, hemor-
rhoids

;
later, .stasis, ptosis, general lack of tone in

the intestinal walls, a symptom complex of non-
drainage.

P"ollowing, as a result of these disturbances, we
have varying gastrointestinal symptoms, autointoxi-

cation with the many systemic diseases which follow

this condition from the absorption of the bacterial

])oisons or the bacteria themselves, genitourinary in-

fections from the passage of germs through the

overstrained or damaged mucosa of the large' in-

testine through invasion of the lymphatics by the

infective bacteria. The colon, a useful organ, is

converted by ignorance, carelessness, or disease into

a menacing bacterial incubator.

The problem of keeping the colon actively healthy

is now receiving much deserved attention. The
treatment perfected by Schellberg from his original

method has for its fundamental principle the use of

lavage by which all parts of the large gut can be

reached and cleansed by antiseptic solutions. Fol-

lowing the cleansing and the disinfection of its

walls, he has carried the treatment to a cure by
adopting Nature's means of preserving the balance

of power to the beneficial organisms by planting in

the cleaned and sterilized gut pure, healthy cultures

of Bacillus bulgaricus and Bacillus acidophilus.

The treatment employed calls for a special but not

complicated equipment : A three gallon irrigator

connected with a three quart irrigator ; a forty-six

inch rubber rectal tube stifif enough not to l)end on
itself or be blocked by intestinal pressure, the tip

sufficiently flexible to pass around the flexures of

the colon
;
pure culture of the Bacillus bulgaricus

and Bacillus acidophilus in the inculjator for seventy-

two hours ; culture tubes for obtaining growths to.

determine the character of the intestinal flora.

The most satisfactory solution for the large con-

tainer is found to be one tenth of one per cent,

chlorazene, as chlorazene does not absorb readily.

The temperature of the liquid in the large container

should be kept at 37° C. One to eight thousand
collene (a colloid of silver), one to thirty thou,sand

chinosol may be used in the smaller tank. The
temperature of this solution to be kept at 52° C. for

use. The irrigators should be placed at least three

feet above the patient. A large connecting tube

from each passes through a three way valve con-

nection. This in turn is connected to the rectal

tube. If you wish to inject an oily substance, such

as kerosene or turpentine, use a ten to twenty per

cent, ichthyol solution as a medium. This emulsion

is best forced through the rectal tube by a hard

rubber syringe. The giving of a cathartic will aid

in the cleansing process.

The observation has been that the sigmoid lie*

most generally in the central line, the normal in-

clination being to the left side; a few have been
found on the right. As a rule, Schellberg begins

the irrigation with the patient lying on the left side

t(i gain the .slight advantage of gravity. Witk the
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rectal tube completely filled with the solution from
the large tank, taking great care that all air is

expelled from the tube, the tip is introduced into

the rectum. Allow ten ounces to flow into the

rectum, shut ofif, and. permit the gas and any fecal

matter present to escape. When the rectum is

Fig. 1.—Culture taken before treatment.

clean of feces, turn on the water, dilate the gut,

and begin feeling your way up into the intestine

with the tube. Never try to advance the tube with-

out the water flowing. After proceeding a distance,

it is wise to shut off the flow and allow the expul-

sion of the bowel contents. Again turn on the

water and proceed to advance the tube further.

Go slowly, be gentle, persevere, and you will reach

the ascending colon, and possibly even the cecum,

no matter how misplaced, ptosed or pocketed the

gut may seem. Gentle perseverance with the water

pressure will allow yovi to reach your goal, unless

there is some growth obstructing the gut.

Fig. 3.—Culture at beginning of treatment.

One must learn to differentiate the feel between
the tip of the tube striking a fecal mass and the

wall of the intestine. If you do not learn to

differentiate, you will not have great success with
the procedure. As the water flows into the bowel,
with one hand on the ])atient's abdomen, the operator

can easily trace the gut as it fills, except where the

abdominal walls are very thick and the intestine

lies close to the back. Even in such cases practice

will enable you to detect and trace it. When the

tube has reached the splenic flexure, place your
patient on his back, and, by the aid of the water

Fig. 2.—Culture three months after treatment.

])ressure, make the turn. With a little patience, the

tip of the tube will pass that turn into the transverse

colon. Here one may need to turn on the solution

from the small tank, and, by the heat of this solu-

tion, to excite upward peristalsis to carry the tube
farther. Once beyond the flexure, irrigate before
proceeding.

At first the treatments were begun solely for

cleansing the gut. As Schellberg followed certain

cases, he found that he not only cleansed the gut,

but, where there was marked prolapse and displace-

ment, even where the colon had been bound down
by adhesions, persistence for a time freed the intes-

FiG. 4.—Culture during treatment.

tine, made it normally movable as well as relieving

the sagging and ptosis. The correction of the

sagging and ptosis was to be accomplished by a

removal of the abnormal load of fecal matter and
by the stimulation of the cleansing. The freeing

of the gut from adhesion was not expected, but is
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forming one of the most gratifying results of this

treatment.

The study of conditions witliin the abdomen on
the operating table and from autopsjes teach that

intestinal pockets are common in the colon, formed,
as we know, when two inflamed surfaces lie close

together in the lumen. The exudates from the

-X ray showing ptosis and misplacement of colon.

inflamed stirfaces coalesce, consolidate, and form
a band of tissue which contracts, pulling the two
points together, forming a potich in the intestine,

the blind sacs making perfect bacterial incubators.

(To. these exudates, Schellberg has given the name
intestinal interlining adhesions.) No cathartic or

intestinal antiseptics given by motith will clean these.

Nor will the usual enemas remove the contents of

such a pocket. The irritation caused by the bacterial

growth in these pouches causes a reaction 0:1 the

walls of the intestines, with the throwing out of

a serous exudate which later becomes organized,

forming the socalled adhesion, binding the colon to

the abdominal walls or some intraaljdominal struc-

ture. As a result, there is a colon which has not

only lost its mobility but has become an incubator

for bacteria and a producer of toxic material. He
found that by passing the tul)e over these pockets

daily with the stretching of the colon, his solution

loosened these interlining adhesions, which were

expelled, and at times would break loose some of

the external adhesions. Sometimes this happened

during the treatment, causing the patient sharp pain.

More frequently it came after the lavage. \Vith

the opening of the pocket and the removal of the

irritating accumulation, the adhesion bands im-

mobilize the organ, atrophy, and give way. ITe

has seen misplaced immobile colons become moljile

and resume their normal anatomical position after

ten days of treatment. The parting of the binding
adhesion may give the patient a sharp, staljbing

pain, which is of short dtiration.

Schellberg has learned that Until the colon is fairly

sterile no lasting benefit is to be gained by the plant-

ing of the Bacillus bulgaricus or the Bacillus acid-

ojjhilus. His method is to wash the colon daily

with the antiseptic solution until the smears show
a low bacterial count in the gut. The desired sterile

condition is achieved in ten days with the average
case. Streptococctis and staphylococcus organisms
must be reduced to the minimum before planting.

Not infreqtiently a case is met in which the anti-

septic solution causes such an irritation that one
must stop the irrigation before the desired cleanli-

ness is obtained. Into these irritable colons Schell-

berg introduces a one per cent, solution of dextrose,

and a planting of twenty to thirty billion acidophilus

and bulgaricus is made as high up in the gut as

])ossible. After three or four of these daily plant-

ings the intestine is tisually quieted so that the

disinfection can be resumed.

A few cases which had apparently been in con-

dition for the permanent planting later showed in-

creased or renewed streptococci and staphylococci

after two weeks. In siich, he disregarded his plants

and renewed the disinfection. With the acidophilus

on the increase with the absence of streptococcus

and staphylococcus organisms, a chance of recur-

rence is not great. With ordinary care and diet,

Fig. 6.—Ptosis and displacement of the colon shown by the x ray.

])atients have shown a vigorous growth of acidophi-

lus two years after this treatment.

For planting, Schellberg uses four ounces of a

one per cent, dextrose solution, containing twenty

to thirty billion acidojjhilus and bulgaricus, injecting

this into the ascending colon or cecum. The tem-
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perature of this solution should be 50° C, a plant-

ing made daily for from four to seven days, and

then every second day for four or five treatments.

The patient is placed on the right side for the

planting. Before injecting the plant, be sure that

all the solution used to introduce the tube has been

expelled and that peristaltic action has become (luiet.

Fig. -Culture before treatment.

Following rectal plant the patient should remain
quiet, lying on the right side for thirty minutes
after the planting. After colonic treatment is dis-

continued the patient is instructed to continue taking

active licjuid cultures of Bacillus bulgaricus by the

mouth.
In unbalanced states of thyroid secretion the care-

ful physician has long recognized the necessity of

carefully studying his patient for some foci of in-

fection as a basic cause for, not only conditions of

hypothyroidism, but hyperthyroidism as well. In

cases of deficiency of thyroid secretion, or hypo-
thyroidism, attended by pallor, languor, a general

feeling of muscular weakness, and a general lower-

ing of all iDody function, with enlargement of the

gland, some very interesting observations have been
made.
Some physicians have the teeth and tonsils care-

fully gone over before beginning the use of thyroid
extract in cases of hypothyroidism, and some have
even gone further and, realizing that the intestines

might l)e the possible carrier of the infection, have
attempted to clean them out by brisk purging. Often
discouraging failures have followed the use of thy-

roid extract for reasons which Schellberg has been
able to demonstrate in an interesting series of cases.

When patients presented themselves with typical

symptoms of thyroid deficiency, coupled with dis-

tinct enlargement of the thyroid, the colon was
thoroughly cleaned out and a healthy growth of
Bacillus bulgaricus and Bacillus acidophilus im-
planted, and no further treatment was found neces-

sary. The use of thyroid extract was not found
necessary, I)ecause as soon as this source of infection

had Iieen removed the symptoms disappeared, and a

decided reduction in the enlarged thyroid promptly
followed. This em])hasizes the importance in all

unbalanced states of thyroid secretion first to clean

out the colon thoroughly by the methods followed in

this treatment, never failing, of course, to give at-

tention to other possible regions where foci of

infection might be located.

Schellberg has been able to demonstrate that many
of the debilitated patients show an excessive growth
of staphylococcus and streptococcus in the colon.

Schellberg also states that weakness and debility are

not contraindications for his treatment. On the

contrary, he has found such patients to be improved
from the very beginning of the treatment. The
amount of water absorbed by patients during lavage

is marvelous. This water is rapidly eliminated hy
the kidneys

;
patients urinate quantities immediately

follov.'ing the treatment.

It has been found of decided benefit to patients

suffering from pyelitis and certain forms of cystitis,

because by this means large doses of urinary anti-

septics can be given without the debilitating effect

they have on the patient if given in any other

manner. As an example, 380 grains of sodium
salicylate can be thrown into the cecum at one dose.

The patient will say that he can taste it within

fifteen minutes, but he will be entirely free from
the usual disagreeable symptoms a large dose by
mouth would produce.

Schellberg has found that when a hot solution,

given from the second irrigator at a temperature
of 52° C, was thrown into the cecum, when the

ileocecal valve was relaxed, some of the hot solu-

tion may by backward peristalsis be carried into the

ileum. This at times will produce a chill which
does not as a rule last long, and no serious conse-

quences follow.

Finally, physicians 'must remember that the colon

is a movable organ. It is not fixed, as is generally

supposed, but can be moved by the rectal tube quite

freely about the abdomen. A loop, twist, or kink

of the colon may or may not be due to an adhesion,

as more often the colon pulls itself into loops and as

Fig. 8.— Bacillus bulgaricus a year after treatiiuiii.

easily uncoils, sometimes due to an extreme peristal-

tic action and .sometimes in trying to e.xpel masses of

feces.

The x ray plates demonstrate the marked ptosis

and mis])lacement of the colon met with in some of
these cases.
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A Coordination or Reestablishment Clinic in Hospitals
and Dispensaries

To Furnish the Patient a General Survey, to Recognize and Remedy Minor, Associated, or

Beginning Ailments, and to Raise the Coefficient of Efficiency in the Organism as a Whole

By J. MADISON TAYLOR, M. D.,

Philadelphia,

Professcr, Physical Therapeutics and Dietetics, Medical Department, Temple University.

The enterprise of restoring health by no means
ends with the repair of an obvious or urgent ail-

ment. Ill health almost never is a single maladjust-

ment of function, even in the most acute conditions.

Back of the dominant feature lies yet other sources

and weaknesses, earlier disarrangements, or persist-

ing efYects of disorder or disease. So true is this

that human beings die only rarely of an acute dis-

ease but perish by reason of lowered planes of ener-

gizing, of overwhelmed defense reactions and vul-

nerabilities, constituting terminal phenomena. In

adults, notably in those of late maturity, these

phenomena are recognized as grouping themselves

along certain familiar organ systems forming dis-

orders—conscious or unconscious impairments

—

distresses or decrepitudes, in varying degrees but

all capable of mitigation when approached judi-

ciously.

We habitually deplore not being able to have had

a seriously compromised patient under observation

long before the presenting conditions had grown so

complex or obdurate. When the patient has come
under observation vv^hy not make sure that he or

she shall not now escape until our utmost has been

done to set them safely and' confidently on their

way? In jjrivate practice this enterprise can some-

times be carried out when we are permitted or en-

couraged to prolong our supervision. As the golden

age of cooperation nears we shall be increasingly

able to fulfill our plainly realized obligations.

In the instance of the hospital patient we chiefly

have to do with those less alert to their condition,

less able to afford the time and expense of com-

pleted restitution. These wage earners need, even

more urgently, to achieve a sound plane of jproduc-

tivity. And yet this result can be handsomely

approximated in the dispensaries among walking

cases, by economizing the time of those still under

treatment for one disability by directing patients to

go from one special department to another, and thus

secure relief from whatsoever ill defined disorder

mav be observed. Yet there often pass unrecognized

manifold ailments or latent diseases, or beginning

disablements, which deserve a thorough survey, rec-

ognition and treatment. The fact is, most patients

shrink from admitting collateral ailments. They
should be solicited and guided. Moreover, it is a

fact, not commonly known, that any one can give

their attention to only one misery at a time ; there

may be others but they sink into the background of

consciousness. When the most obvious is removed,

these others may come into the field of attention.

By that time the dispensary patient yields to the

urge to get home and remain at home, to cease com-

])laining. Thus many minor and some grave mala-

dies escape attention.

Students, or young graduates, could learn much
from a complete systematic survey of such clinical

material as this under the direction of a mature,
experienced, all rf)und teacher. Assuredly there
would be found many clinical conditions which
would profit by the searching out of subsidiary or
collateral ailments or disabilities, notably such as.

come under the domain of socalled physical therapy,
better orthokinetics, the modalities of motion, and
of systematic developmental measures.
The enterprise of readjusting structures and

functions, of reestablishing disorded reflexes

through influencing the sympathetic as well as the
spinal reflexes, is coming to be a large and increas-

ingly significant domain of human betterment.
Along with the physical are the mental readjust-

ments, needed less or more in every protracted or
chronic condition, and in most acute states, espe-

cially in those hypersensitive, apprehensive, or be-

wildered.

Hence in my judgment there should be a special

clinic or clearing house to investigate the status of
the case in its entirety, while undergoing treatment

in any one department.

REASONS FOR A DEPARTMENT FOR HUMAN ADJUST-
MENT.S IN DISPENSARIES.

In every systematic dispensary group there-

should, in my opinion, be organized a special clinic

to which should be referred practically all cases for

determination of any latent or obscure phenomena
deserving attention, for the remedying of distress-

ing residua or complications, and for general and
particularized integration.

Such a special department might be defined as a

reestal)lishment clinic. From this the patient when
coordinated or cured goes forth with some confi-

dence that he or she has received a rounding out

of advice, whereby a reasonable expectation can be

had of restored health and productivity.

In any patient seeking advice, there are often-

times subsidiary ailments long existing, overlooked,

not sufficiently distressing to suggest seeking relief,

Init which might readily act as a factor for com-
plicating the dominant distress or disability and in

a degree nullifying the good effects of the advice

already sought and received. Furthermore, such

subsidiary ailments might frequently become start-

ing points for yet further troubles, whereby the in-

dividual remains below par and unable to resume-

the full responsibilities of social or domestic or in-

dustrial undertakings.

W'hile it may be assumed that the dispensary

chiefs, .specialists in any one of the various lines of

medical endeavor, do try to discover all collateral!

disorders, it is only too true that, in. a. crowded serv-
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ice, many essential points or weaknesses or ailments

do escape attention. It is also true that when some
factor is suspected outside the purview or jurisdic-

tion of the thief, the case is^ or can be, directed to

one or the other of the definite departments. Too
often, however, in the hurry many escape needed

attention, after the major problem has been dis-

posed of.

Provision should be made for any concurrent ail-

ments, mental as well as physical, complicating the

problem and which deserve, indeed demand, atten-

tion, in the best interests of the individual as a

suffering, or an inadecjuate human being. Here we
have the justification of the department suggested,

a clearing house for not only the conditions now
recognized as conventional, but for that large group
of reflex conditions which as yet are only grudg-
ingly admitted to exist, or even are frankly denied.

In such a clinic the first work would be to search

for findings, to appraise the possibilities for ren-

dering service, and for aft'ording instruction to stu-

dents in solving unfamiliar yet significant problems.'

Ample justification and special classification would
in my opinion be found. All cases should, indeed,

be referred to the reestablishment clinic for extra

attention to collateral, subsidiary or complicating

conditions and their remedy. The nature, or char-

acter, of these disabilities will be mentioned later.

Relief along these lines, moreover, might readily

go far toward fortifying the individual to recover

constitutional vigor and do greater justice to the

primary advice. The kind of counsel I picture in

my mind is not only that which could be got at the

socalled medical dispensary but something much
more, and outside the domain of that department

as now constituted or executed.

In such a clinic for reestablishment an all rotmd,

careful stirvey woidd be made of the organism as

a whole, a visuahzation of the person and person-

ality in its entirety, or at least so much of it as

might seem needful in order to determine whether

the various parts, limbs, back, neck, static and kine-

tic mechanisms, are in order, and wherever is dis-

order, distress, disability or maladjustment, to apply

suitable measures for overcoming them, or to refer

the case for particular treatment to the special de-

partment provided. Most ailments found will, in

all probability, come within the scope of this special

clinic. The scope of endeavor includes disorders of

personality as well as of the material organism.

Hence some knowledge is needed of neurology, of

psychopathology, and of psychotherapy along with

a full appreciation of biophysics and of straighten-

ing out maladjtistments in the body as a biomechan-

ism, a mass of reflexes, in short, a balancing of the

defense mechanisms. To make plain this concept, I

have offered the descriptive term orthokinetics or

the rectifying of maladjustments throtigh the

modalities of motion, manipulation, replacement,

manual adjustment, and guidance in motor
performance ; in short, volitional training in the

active or kinetic phase, or in the reverse, the resting

or akinetic phase, also by quieting the overacting or

underacting reflexes, the release of tension, of tonic

protective spasm, of intraarticular ])ressure, and al-

ways along with specific or particularized motor per-

formance in accord with design and function.

Of similar importance is the undertaking of re-

adjustment of the disorders of personality, of emo-
tion, of the release of repression, or of suppression,-

of restoration from the effects of mental conflicts

which enter into most of the problems of disordered

life. Such measures for relief are in no sense a

thing apart but implicated in the web and woof of

most, if not all, human miseries and disabilities.

There is always available the neuropathic or psycho-

pathic departments for those in whom these fea-

tures are pronounced and obdurate.

The qualifications of chief for the special reestab-

lishment clinic thus would include fair familiarity

with, and skill in, several special fields of medical

art, as well as science. He and his assistants should

be men or women of forceful personality, warm
sympathy, ripe judgment, of ample and varied expe-

riences, which should include some years in the

active general practice of medicine in order to

achieve powers of visualization, perspective and

proportion. It is also desirable that they should

have certain endowments of deftness, of dexterity,

of motor common .sense, and of particularized apti-

tudes in the domain of economic conservation, re-

construction and coordination. Also a capacity to

win confidence, loyalty, cooperation ; to enhance

selfcontrol and selfdirection, selfsacrifice, and faith-

fulness in the performance of duties, obligations,

contributing to recovery of selfdetermination and

powers of worthy achievement.

They should have nice powers of observation and

interpretation of externals, of expression, of atti-

tude, of demeanor, of physical proportion, of sym-

metry, of variants in local tone or loss of tone, in

color alteration, in short, of significant appearances

visible to the eye, or to touch, or muscle sense (kin-

esthesia), and how they shall be appraised.

They should possess high endowments and trained

aptitudes in tactile apperception, in weighing the

evidence of resistance to the hands, and in rightly

inferring what is amiss and what must be done in

the way of physical adjustments, of setting in order

disordered biomechanisms through forms and mo-
dalities of motion (orthokinetics). Here we have

those fundamental means of restitution among
which are release of repressed reflexes, of tonic pro-

tective spasms, hence of transferred pains, of faulty

attitudes, of intraarticular overpressures, of com-

pressures exerted on tubular or hollow organs, of

displacements of viscera, of junctures, of nerve

trunks, of subsidiary centres and similar biomechan-

istic problems.

Included are the resources of replacing parts in

positions of advantage, of tact ancl i>ersuasiveness

in eliciting economic motor responsiveness, of de-

velopmental volition, in precision of purposeful

performances, whereby so much of cure as can be

shall be achieved. The straightening out of en-

tanglements or decrepitudes, lameness (orthokine-

tics) is both of the mental and of the physical. In

between the two lies the reflexogenic domain.

The right working of the human body depends, in

large measure, on nicety in equipoise and of instru-

mentalities ; next on the consciousness of the mus-
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cle structures in organs and this again upon intelli-

gence of reflexogenic groupings. Here set forth

is a field for cHnical endeavor as yet only suggested

but growing in certitude and usability. We hear

much of the vegetative and the autonomic nervous
systems, but they work through sensitive somethings

which we appreciate as reflex responses. These
suffer varied and complex forms of disorder, but

,
are capable of helpful readjustment and regulation,

and through them are capable of being relieved a

multitude of disorders of the vegetative and repro-

ductive life.

It is entirely possible usefully and economically to

control the involuntary motion in the tubular and
hollow organs, the ebb and flow of fluids, of blood,

lymph and the cruder intestinal and visceral con-

tents.

The accessible avenues are the .subsidiary centres

in the paravertebral tissues whereby vasomotor,
visceromotor and sensorimotor regulations can be

achieved. In vasomotion we can promptly release

or restitute vasomotor imbalance, so of the viscero-

motor and sensorimotor imbalance. There is also

the manual or mechanistic instrumentalities of re-

leasing many inhibited energies, of putting them
back on their job, encouraged, serene and efficient.

Finally there are large possibilities for raising

the plane of 'energizing in an individual from that

on which he has heretofore functioned, and to reach

a yet higher plane, partly by what has been said, i. e.,

placing parts in positions of advantage which had
come into those of disadvantage for performance..

This is to be done through attention to develop-

mental measures both physical and psychical. In

most patients latent obstacles exist to full health

which can be advantageqiisly removed by taking a

perspective view of the entire organism and by
applying suitable regulatory measures. In order to

make my meaning more clear, I may cite some of

my personal experiences.

Patients come to me, often sent by a specialist,

an internist or a general practitioner, suffering from
an ailment just outside the line of their familiarity

of which I am able to determine the character and
extent and which I am privileged to relieve or to

cure. The patient returns to the primary adviser

and may remain under his care, as well as under

mine, till I am done or he is done or both. Not sel-

dom the relief I am able to afford gives material aid

to what he is doing for the recovery of the disor-

dered organ or part, or even of a system, as of the

cardiovasculorenal or genitourinary or digestive or

metabolic system. Any one can work in complete

harmony with'the adviser and supplement his work.

In this connection may be mentioned a few of the

conditions thus surveyed and repaired and which

retroact on the sensory or energy reserves

:

Local pains, disabilities, dysfunctions, backaches,

headaches, neckaches, foot troubles, lameness, many
of which are due to muscle pains (fibromyositis ) or

to minor disturbances of joints, intraarticular pres-

sures, muscular imbalances, transferred pains,

pleural, and other adhesions.

Also a large number of ailments due to imjmired

tone in the abdominal muscles, anterior or posterior,

whereby digestive dysfunction occurs ])reventing re-

sponsiveness to pharmacogenic remedies. They may
have existed \on^ before the major or dominant dis-

order or distress, acting as part of the general handi-

cap. Unless removed before discharge from hos-

pital after appropriate and otherwise adequate
treatment, dissatisfaction results and retroactive dis-

turbances.

The whole topic of maladjustments is thus seen

to be obviously important, and becomes of vivid

interest to those who have directed their attention

that way. On a later occasion I will elaborate the

subject and submit a category or memorandum x)i

clinical phenomena.
Briefly, then, let me express my confidence that

when the subject of readaptation is carefully con-

sidered, it will be found to grow in importance and
usefulness. Indeed it is the logical outcome of

efforts at making medical art a complete and satis-

factory form of beneficent welfare work. Men
could be trained in readjustment whose observation

will prove of vast benefit to them in future profes-

sional careers. Also the potential of the profession,

the esteem in which they are held by the public, will

become stronger, fuller, more dynamic. There will

be far fewer loose or raw ends left to produce dis-

satisfaction or recrimination.

The point for particular attention is to let no ele-

ment of disablement escape recognition, explanation

or relief. Many points may seem trivial but they are

capable of proclucing, or contributing to varied mis-

eries and retardations of recovery. They may well

lie outside the purview or jurisdiction of the former
adviser. If suspected they could well be referred to

some suitable department.

In the absence of suspicion, or in a spirit of pa-

tient endurance, the individual departs carrying

away various retarding residua, disabilities, dis-

tresses, and then tends to blame the hospital or the

special adviser and to ascribe unjustly the asso-

ciated disorders to professional omissions or to

carelessness.

It is a well established fact that one can only be
conscious of one source of pain at a time : when the

one is relieved another may come into the foreground
of attention. So of tenderness, aches, asthenias,

chronic local overstress, disordered sensations of
diverse kinds. These come into active consciousness

as other are relieved. There may be many of them ;

especially in protracted or chronic or complicated dis-

orders, or after operation. Furthermore many
scarcely noticed ailments become the starting points

of severe, unremediable disease.

1504 Pine Street.

Charcoal and Laudanum.— I. Simon {Gaszetta

dcgli Ospcdali c dcUc Clinichc, December 4, 1920)

describes two strengths of the preparation, one of

two per cent, and the other of four per cent. It is

especially efficacious in the treatment of enteritis,

as it promptly alleviates the cramplike pains of the

condition and, when combined in this way, a much
smaller dose of the opium product is necessary than

when it is used alone. The action of the animal

charcoal is to absorb and fix the toxins of the in-

fecting bacteria.
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An Unusual Hypophyseal Syndrome*
By E. D. FRIEDMAN, M. D.,

New York,

Adjunct Neurologist, Bellevue and Mount Sinai Hospitals, Instruc tor in Neuropathology, University and Bellevue Hospital

Medical College.

The following case has recently come under my
observation, and it presents so many unusual fea-

tures that it was deemed worthy of recording in

the literature

:

Case.—E. C, aged nineteen, student. The chief

complaints were dwarfism and obesity, of nine

years' duration, hypertension, recurrent pains in

the region of the spine for six months. The family

history showed the parents and one sister to be short

and stout. The patient was the third of seven chil-

dren. One brother suffers from petit mal. The
previous history revealed measles and scarlet fever.

It was not known whether the kidneys were in-

volved at the time. His birth was normal. He
developed satisfactorily until the age of nine years.

Nine years ago the patient began to grow stout.

He gained much weight in two months. Since then

there had been very little growth in height. His
abdomen became pendulous, his fingers stubby, feet

remained small, and face became ruddy. In 1915

he was treated by an orthopedist, who administered

thyroid extract for over a year. He grew about

two inches in height in that time. The treatment

was then stopped. He felt well and went to college.

Six months ago shooting pains developed in the

region of the spine and chest. His urine was then

examined and showed socalled kidney trouble.

About one and a half months ago a pain developed

in the right upper quadrant of the abdomen. This

seemed to shift with change in position, and lasted

about two weeks. He had shortness of breath and
palpitation of the heart after exertion. His speech

became somewhat hesitant. He had some impair-

ment of memory. There was tremor after exertion.

He had dimness of vision for the past two months,
and occasional headaches. Nocturia was present,-

but no polydipsia.

The physical examination showed the patient to

be short and obese, with erythema of the face and
a pendulous abdomen. The mammae were well de-

veloped and the fat distribution was of the feminine
type. There was an overgrowth of hair at the

bridge of the nose, and the body was covered with
fine lanugo hairs. The total length of tlie patient,

standing, was 136.5 cm. (The normal for this age
would be 175 cm.) His weight was forty-six and
four tenths kilos. The pupils were normal and
fields normal. There were two minute retinal

hemorrhages at the outer side of the left disc. The
teeth were a bit spaced and irregularly placed. The
tonsils were moderately enlarged. The thyroid was
not palpable. The lungs were negative. The heart
was somewhat enlarged to the left. The aortic

second sound was accentuated. The abdomen was
distended. The liver edge was just palpable. The
genitals were small. The fingers were stubby. The

'Report presented at the meeting of the New York Neurological
Society on January 4, 1921.

knee jerks diminished. The skin showed ringworm
in the axilla and pubis, erythema and telangiectasis

of the face and striee distensse on the abdomen and
thighs.

The laboratory findings were : hemoglobin, 95 per
cent. ; red blood cells, 4,860,000 ; white blood cells,

13,400; polynuclears, 76 per cent.; lymphocytes,
19 per cent. ; large mononuclears, 3 per cent.

;

transitionals, 2 per cent. Blood pressure, 198/110.
Phenolsulphonephthalein excretion test showed at

the end of the first hour 35 per cent., and at the
end of the second hour 24 per cent. Chemical
examination of the blood showed : Urea nitrogen,

12.6 ; nonprotein nitrogen, 46.6 ; uric acid, 2.7

;

creatinin, 2.1; sugar, .240; cholesterin, .308 in 100
c. c. of blood. Wassermann of the blood was nega-
tive. The basal metabolism was 39, i. e., minus
5 per cent.

The patient was admitted to the service of Dr.
Libman at Mount Sinai Hospital, where some of
the observations included in this report were made.
The dental examination showed that the lower
molars were unerupted and impacted. The upper
first molar was found to be devitalized and was
extracted. There was considerable bleeding, which
was finally stopped with thromboplastin. Tempera-
ture varied from 98.6° F. to 99.8° F.

;
pulse from

90 to 100. Urine showed a specific gravity of 1.010

to 1.020. There was a faint trace of albumin, sugar
was i^resent, no acid bodies. Microscopic examina-
tion was negative. Adrenalin test of Loewi for

pupil dilatation was negative. Oculocardiac reflex

was positive. No slowing or sweating after pilo-

carpine. No effect after atropine. Adrenalin test

was not made, due to the high blood pressure.

Libido absent
;
only an occasional erection. Electro-

cardiogram showed a left ventricular preponderance,

tachycardia and sinus arrhythmia. There was slow-

ing of the rate on holding the breath and after vagus
pressure. There was a slight alteration of the size

and shape of the P wave (instability of the cardiac

pacemaker). There was an unstable vagus and
sympathetic balance.

X ray examination of the skull showed unde-
veloped sinuses, the left being opaque. The sella

was normal. Posterior clinoids as well as the bones

of the body of sphenoid appeared markedly atrophic

and thin. Entrance to the sella was narrow. There
was a dense shadow in the middle fossa. X ray
examination of the chest showed a shadow at the

root of the neck, extending up from the aorta, and
probably due to the large vessels. The aorta showed
considerable dilatation for an individual of this age.

This was probably due to the hypertension. X ray
examination of the hands showed development of

bones such as we tisually see in a person of thirteen

(epiphyseal lines were still present). X ray exami-
nation of the kidneys and lumbar spine was negative.
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The patient's stunted growth pointed to a defi-

ciency of the morphogenetic principle of the anterior

lobe of the pituitary. The posterior lobe was prob-
ably responsible for the hypertension and glyco-

suria. The adrenal was also concerned in these

abnormalities. Certainly the tendency to hypertri-

chosis and high cholesterin content of the blood
pointed to involvement of the adrenals. That the
thyroid was implicated is shown by the fact that

ossification of the epiphyses was mucli delayed.
The skin, too, was rather dry. There were disturb-

ances in the sex glands as. shown by the diminished
libido and disturbance in potency.

Thus far two main cHnical types of pituitary

disorder had been known, hyperpituitarism witli

resulting acromegaly described by Marie, and hypo-
pituitarism leading to the syndrome of Frohlich.
Recently Reichman (1) described another type of
pituitary disorder very much like this case. His
patient ditYered from ours in that he did not show
obesity and had a bradycardia instead of the tachy-

cardia seen in this patient. At the postmortem ex-
amination his patient .showed adenoma of the hypo-
physis. During life it seemed as though there was
hyperfunction of the hypophysis and adrenal, and
hypoactivity of the thyroid. ' Probably as time goes
on more of these syndromes will be described,

depending upcn the re])ressing or accelerating effects

produced upon the other glands of internal secretion.

Tn view of the tremendous interrelationship existing
between them, we shall probably always find pluri-

glandular manifestations. The dominating changes
may be -ascribed to vital disturbance of one of these
glands, but there are usually seen evidences of
deranged function in most of the others. The
])hysi()!( gy of these glands is so intimately concerned
with the problem of life itself, that definiteness in

this field is still far from the realm of pos-
sibility.

RFFEREXCES.

1. Reichman : Dent. Arch. f. klin. Med., 130, 1919, p. 133.

74 East Ninety-first Street.

The Etiology and Elimination of Tuberculosis
By G. LENOX CURTIS. M, D..

New York.

Ever since Koch, in 1890, announced his dis-

covery of a probable cure for tuberculosis, I have
given this subject special consideration, not alone
with a view to developing a cure for tuberculosis,
but also to understanding underlying conditions that

predispose to the disease. So profoundly did
Koch's announcement impress me that I remained a
year in the clinics of Berlin and Vienna where I

iiad daily opportunity to see patients treated with
tuberculin and to watch the results. I followed
closely the effect of the treatment " and noted the

terrible destruction of life that followed the in-

jection of this lymph into unfortunate patients who
flocked to the cure. As a result, I came early to

the conclusion that the principle of injecting the

deadly bacilli of tuberculosis into persons of tuber-

culous tendency was wrong. I was further con-

vinced of this from witnessing autopsies, where I

realized the destructive effect of the treatment upon
the system. For not only had the disease ravaged
the organs, but even the marrow in the bones was
dissolved into a culture bed for swarming masses

of tubercle bacilli.

During the thirty years that have since intervened

I liave watched with keen interest the persistent

efforts of those who have followed the great German
leader of science along the false trail of hope, until

the idea finally possessed me that the underlying

cause of tuberculosis might be similar to the causes

of other suppurative and socalled incurable diseases,

differing only in its stage of development. To this

end I quietly worked.
The facilities of the great clinics of Berlin and

Vienna, where I discovered the etiology of tubercu-

losis in 1890, and of the Post-Graduate Medical

School of Nev/ York, to which upon my return I

became attached, afforded me exceptional oppor-
tunities for continuing these studies and brought
me also into contact with a number of allied dis-

eases—notably cancer, gangrene, pyorrhijea alveo-

laris. and diabetes.

While in Germany, 1 gained- some knowledge of

the examination of the blood, but my persistent

question. Does not the baking of the smear destroy

some conditions that render an accurate reading of

the blood impossible? was never answered satisfac-

torily until in 1892 I became a student of the Ameri-
can system which I consider more trustworthy than

the baking and staining process. By this method
only freshly drawn blood is examined which is

immediately photographed for future reference.

Following this work in the examination of freshly

drawn blood, I was able to find indications of dis-

eases that the old drying and baking process com-
pletely obliterated. Finally I obtained convincing

proof of what I believe to be the underlying cause

of tubercvtlosis, as well as of gangrene, pyorrhoea

alveolaris, diabetes and cancer.

My convictions are based not alone upon my im-

pressions, microscopic and microphotographic veri-

fications, but upon long years of clinical experience.

As further proof of my views I quote from Jenner

:

"A healthy boy, vaccinated May 14, 1796, which

began the era of vaccination, died a few years later

of phthisis." Stefansson, the Arctic explorer and
discoverer of an isolated tribe of phenomenally ro-

bust E.skinios, states that venereal disease or tuber-

culosis is unknown to them. As a result, all my
tuberculous patients, several hundred in number, in

all forms and stages of the disease, who could have
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proper care and treatment, as hereinafter outlined,

were cured and remained cured.

Now, some products of the disease are less hardy
than others and oxidize more quickly, for instance,

tuberculous matter as found in freshly drawn blood

is not found when the smear is dried. Therefore,

Fig. 1.—Tubercle bacilli found in the .blood of a patient suffering
from tuberculosis.

in order to see all the blood contents, the specimen
should be immediately covered after being drawn,
and kept at body temperature and quickly examined.
For if the warm air in the lung oxidizes the blood,
how much more quickly will the cold atmosphere
change the form of the delicate products, or the pri-

mary signs of disease it contains? The technic in

securing these examinations should be accurate and
painstakingly aseptic.

In 1896 1 first secured photographs of blood from
tuberculous patients that distinctly showed the bac-
illi of tuberculosis, and again in 1902. I herewith
submit two pictures (Fig. 1 and 2), one showing two
normal bacilli, and the other showing many bacilli

undergoing segregation. The patients from whom
these blood photographs were made, were referred
to me as hopeless, and from general appearance one
might well accept the false prognosis. Yet both
recovered their health and are now living and well.

This, I believe, is the first authentic record of tu-

bercle l^acilli being discovered in living blood, also

the first photographs of bacilli in living blood.

In 1889, when assistant in bacteriology to Ernest
La Place, in Philadelphia, he demonstrated to me
that certain germs would not die when placed in a

one to one thousand solution of bichloride of mer-
cury, but would be immediately destroyed when the

solution was even faintly acidulated. I asked him why
not acidulate the body when attacked with disease

that progressed under albuminous conditions? He
replied that such a course would be likely to result

in phlebitis, and possibly in death. However, the

idea of acidulating the system affected with dis-

eases depending upon albumin, grew upon me, and
it was not long before I experimented with this

method, and with astonishingly successful results.

I was born of healthy parents and was always
rugged. During childhood I had measles and
mumps, but no other diseases until I was in the

twenties, when I had typhoid fever. I never
had venereal disease. During the epidemic of

smallpox in New York in 1892, rather than be re-

sponsible for carrying the disease to the homes of

my patients I felt it my duty to. be vaccinated. This
marked the flight of my robust health and all but

caused my death. I was vaccinated with fresh mate-

rial from the laboratory of the board of health, vac-

cine that had passed the test of the double and treble

X refinery. I was very ill. During the first

two weeks my temperature ranged from 106° to

110°. Another week passed before I could resume
practice, or could drag myself back to my
class. Long vacations in the woods kept me
alive, but my shattered health caused me to aban-

don teaching, and finally to give up my practice

and seek recovery in the sunny West. I had gradu-

ally gone into a decline until no hope of my recov-

Fic. 2.—Tubercle bacilli in the blood.

ery was entertained by my physician friends, who
pronounced me in the third stage of tuberculosis.

The sunshine and ozone of the prairies helped me
greatly, however, and within a half year's time I

was able to return, to work out the discovery that

ozone was the most potent factor in exterminating
tuberculosis.
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Prior to being vaccinated I had been a great suf-

ferer from rheumatism, and for several months was
practically helpless, being unable to dress or feed

myself. Soon after vaccination, however, this con-

dition subsided, and when tuberculosis made its

appearance rlieumatism had disappeared.

Examination of urine and saliva showed that

my secretions were alkaline, but it was not until

1896 that I realized that rheumatism and tttbercu-

losis were antagonistic, and that both could not

persist at the same time. I found that overacidu-

lation of the system was always present during

rheumatism and was responsible for the fibrin

which alone causes rheumatism. I therefore

treated all cases of rheumatism with antacids, soda

and ammonia, and all cases of tuberculosis with

acids, until the system was acidulated. I found
that by this method the alkalies dissolved the fibrin,

while the acid killed the bacilli and reinforced the

system against the development of tuberculosis.

But it was not until several years later that I

realized that by feeding albiuninous sul)stances,

milk and eggs, for instance, to tuberculous patients

I was unable to fully acidulate the body and to keep

it acidulated tmtil they were well, although I pre-

scribed acid food denied rheumatic i)atients.

The usual classification of the .stages of tubercu-

losis I consider too inaccurate for scientific pur-

pose, so I divide them into five instead of three

stages, as they are generally described. In the first

stage, the preclinical stage, the mucus peculiar to

tuljerculosis, designated as tuberculous matter, is

present I)efore the slightest ordinary clinical mani-

festation is evidenced. This is the most important

stage in which to make a diagnosis, for here a

prognosis of the future health of the patient can

be made with assurance. In the second, the in-

cipient stage, the first ordinary signs appear, such

as pallor, bronchitis, hoarseness, slight cotigh,

slight contraction or possiljly dullness of the apex

of the lung, increase in respiration, tenderness of

the spinal accessory nerves, due to luxation of

the vertebrae, especially dorsal or cervical vertebrae,

loss in weight, constipation, dysmenorrhea, amenor-
rhea, anemia, dullness of the eyes, and other well

known symptoms. In the third stage bacilli are

found, with slight or occasional night sweats, pro-

nounced dulln.ess, rales, abnormal temperature, ex-

pectoration in the morning, occasional surface ul-

cerations, bone necrosis, meningitis ( which can be

detected only with the ozone electrode j and ab-

dominal and pelvic tenderness. The fourth stage

shows many displacements of the spinal vertebrae,

sometimes curvature and extreme tenderness, men-
ingitis, peritonitis, and cessation of the menses.

This is the socalled hopeless condition, in which

most patients die. In the fifth stage, all the rec-

ognized symptoms of the fourth stage are increased.

Also there is frequently tuberculosis of the bowels,

pus filled cavities in the lungs, liver, and kidneys,

empyema, j^rofuse night sweats, gangrene of the

lungs, extreme emaciation, inability to take or re-

tain food or water, res])iration from 48 to 60 a

minute, parts of the lungs not consolidated filled

with rales, daily temperature up to 105° or 106°,

pulse from 150 to 300, and death hourly expected.

All tuberculosis ])atients have one or more other

diseases which comijlicate the case. The one thing

that is persistently present is subluxation of the

spinal column, which is not confined to tuberculosis

but is found in most chrcjnic disea.ses and is often

tlie direct cause of the same. The cav:se is tertiary

syphilis and is usually contracted through vaccina-

tion against smallpox, hence the white plague. But
it is often inherited.

In my judgment a great error in treating tuber-

culosis is made in sending the patients to the coun-
try, where physical comforts and proper medical

attention are often lacking. Most of such patients

die, and few are even helped. In the early stages

of the disease, woods or prairie life alone have
been known to effect a cure in some cases, but

home comforts and family associations are essen-

tials that should not be lost sight of. All my pa-

tients, except a few in my early practice, were
treated in this city, some of them leading a base-

ment and sweatshop life and without a direct ray of

sunlight, except when en route for treatment.

In all, I have treated more than seven hundred
cases of tubercidosis, the majority of which were
in the fourth or fifth .stages. In only one, fifth stage

case, could the patient have the care necessary for

recovery, but after several years of persistent ef-

fort she resumed the care of her home. She never

became robust, although able to resume social life,

and later traveled across the continent. She lived

fourteen years and died following apoplexy. Vac-
cination and a half inch displacement of the atlas

of the spine were the direct causes of her trouble.

Idle vertebra was so com]iletely anchored in the

false position that it resisted all efforts to re-

place it. The lower lobe of the left lung was
finally destroyed by pus, which by surgical means
was drawn off. Immediate and rapid relief fol-

lowed with a drop of temperature from 105.5°,

where it had been daily for months, to normal,

where it remained. When this patient began treat-

ment, only the extreme apex of the right lung ap-

peared in action, re.spirations were never less than

48, temperature 103° to 106°, pulse 150 to 300, as

near as could be calculated. With the exception of

a number of cavities, some of which were large,

all but the lower lobe of the left lung resumed a

normal condition. The chest expansion which, af-

ter the tuberculous matter had been thrown off, was

but one and a half inches, doubled under physical

training in three months, and the shoulders widened

three and a half inches.

Antisyphilitic treatment was employed in most of

the cases, but in the first and second stages the

patient will recover without it, providing they can

have ozone treatment, or possibly out of door life

in a dry atmpsphere away from tuberculous* pa-

tients, take regular pulmonary and general physical

exercise, and observe the natural laws of health.

Patients in the second stage should have the acid

treatment, avoid milk and eggs, tuberculous meats,

and foodstuifs gathered from farms where tuber-

culosis has been detected, and take mild antisyphi-

litic drugs. The method of juitting tuberculous pa-

tients to bed or confining them without an oppor-

tunity for physical exercise or outdoor life, is
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strongly to be condemned. Tuberculous patients

properly treated usually get well within four months
on intravenous injections of salvarsan, one injec-

tion, followed by red iodide of mercury, one sixth

to one fourth grain three times daily. Aqueous
solution of iodine three times a day or more often

as conditions indicate ; ozone once to three times a

day over the entire body, but especially the spine,

lungs and head ; substantial but palatable diet as

soon as it can be tolerated, and in small quantities

at a feeding; no creosote, codliver oil, and, so far

as possible, no predigested foods should be given.

If the temperature is high give whiskey sparingly.

Wash out the stomach and rectum twice daily with

a hot nonpoisonous disinfecting solution. All acid

food and drink that is acceptable to the patient should

be given. Acidulate the system rapidly and main-
tain this condition throughout the treatment. Ad-
minister from five to twenty drops of the clear acid

mixture in a glass of water several times daily,

preferably on an empty stomach.

Inhalations by atomizer, several times daily, of

equal parts of lactic, acetic and aromatic sulphuric

acids, one to four drams, sufficiently diluted, assist

greatly in acidulating the blood, and in preventing

hemorrhage. It also dissolves the mucus and pus.

and kills tubercle bacilli and other bacteria which
obstruct the breathing, and facilitates expectoration.

Following the inhalations, expectoration becomes
easy and free, and in a few days the tuberculous

matter in the lungs is dissolved, and is coughed up
in great quantities with ease. Pus cavities are

emptied and gangrenous portions of the lungs

thrown ofif. On two occasions I saw as much as

half a pint of gangrenous lung tissue expelled at

one time, along with a large quantity of pus.

Annoying conditions such as tooth trouble, eye-

strain, and constipation or diarrhea, must have
careful attention. When coughing is too exhaust-
ing, a very small dose of heroin may be injected.

The calm that follows this administration afifords

rest, renews strength, and eventually produces sleep.

The daily use of compound oxygen, especially in

early stages and in hemorrhage, is of great value.

As soon as the lungs are free, breathing exercises

should be adopted to strengthen the long unused
portion of the lungs, and permit of a greater amount
of air being taken in.

Cracked wheat cooked three hours, eaten with
syrup or with cream and sugar, bread from un-
refined flour, butter, pure olive oil, vegetables and
fruit that produce a minimum of gas, meat from
healthy animals, and alfalfa nutrient are all ex-

cellent foods. The value of onions, asafetida,

and garlic, cannot be estimated. I have made free

use of them in all infectious diseases as they seem
to have a decided influence on pathogenic condi-

ditions. If tuberculosis is rarely found among gar-

lic eating people, it may be attributed to this vege-

table. Plenty of pure water should be drunk al-

ways. The bodily temperature should be kept ecjua-

ble by hot and cold baths and jjroper clothing.

Pleasant surroundings should be maintained and the

patient encouraged to believe that recovery will be
rapid. If there is a hemorrhagic tendency, give

erigeron oil in small doses two or three times daily,

or turpentine or nutmeg, and inhale spray of the

acid solution. From the first treatment by ozone,

clinical signs of improvement are observed, and in

six weeks, with daily or thrice daily ozonizations of

the body, patients in the incipient stages apparently

recover, while the consolidated lungs of those in the

third stage are usually opened, the bacilli cleared,

and the patient dismissed as cured in four months.

Those in the fourth and fifth stages require a longer

time, but ninety-four per cent, of the patients are

usually well by the fourth month, while the remain-

ing six per cent., provided every care can be given

them, are free from all tuberculous symptoms in

from six months to three years. The common prac-

tice of admitting patients in all stages of the disease

under one roof, or a colony, is to be condemned.

Following twenty-two years of practical work and

observation with tuberculous patients, I am satis-

fied that the tuberculous matter can be got rid of,

and the patient rendered immune from the disease,

provided that the treatment indicated by this etiology

is properly administered.

This article was accepted in 1919 by the New
York Medical Journal, but not published until

now. In September, 1919, while in San Francisco I

met Dr. Albert Abrams, and discussed with him the

etiology of cancer. At that time he was unwilling

to accept my findings as pointed out in an article

published in the Medical Record of June, 1906, that

syphilis is the cause of cancer.

During July, 1920, while visiting the laboratory

of Dr. Abrams, he told me that since we had last

met he had verified my contention that the etiology

of cancer was syphilis, as he had found syphilis in

all cases of cancer coming under his observation

during the year. On this occasion I told him that

the indirect etiology of tuberculosis was the same as

that of cancer. This statement was also regarded

dubiously. However, he was willing to be con-

vinced, and immediately called to his laboratory sev-

eral cases of tuberculosis then under treatment and
applied his electronic reactions method for syphilis,

finding it present in all of the ca«es. Therefore he

accepted my theory.

In Physico-Clinical Medicine for June, 1921, ap-

pears an article by Dr. Abrams, on vaccination, in

which he substantiates my claim that the vaccine

ordinarily employed against smallpox contains

syphilitic virus. All but three of many tests made of

vaccine obtained from four laboratories contained

congenital syphilis. He also reported the case of a

boy whose blood showed no reaction of syphilis

before vaccination but did show it nine weeks later.

I cite these findings of this eminent pathologist

as further verification of my assertion that vaccine,

as employed against smallpox, contains syphilis and
is the primary cause of the white plague and that

syphiFis is the primary lesion that allows the devel-

opment of tuberculosis. It is interesting to note that

in all but two of the tests made, there was a reaction

of streptococci and staphylococci and that there was
a positive variolar reaction in all specimens.
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Editorial Articles
SOCIAL MISFITS

We were privileged (though the privilege was not

a pleasant one) to visit recently a home and school

for subnormal people, children and adults, where,

from all over the world, were gathered all manner
of specimens of human beings, or of beings in all

stages on the way toward the human state. Help-

less, immature animals many of them ; fools some
were once called, and these were of a kind once in

demand for the entertainment of princes—by any

name they may be called they are none the more
pleasant to contemplate, though they are of all

degrees of distressing appeal. The institution in

question has done somewhat more than house and

feed these unfortunates— it has been a leader in

the study of its inmates with a view toward making

the most of them, and, if possible, of discovering

means of reducing the oncoming crop of such speci-

mens, and of influencing public opinion to make
larger and better economic provision for those chil-

dren now in institutions who, later, may be cast upon

a world for which they are unfit and in which they

may do untold harm.

The five hundred inmates of this institution are

gathered from the four corners of the earth, but

that does not mean that one must search the antip-

odes to find such an array of vmfortunates. If we
may trust the figures of students, one community of

fifty thousand persons can furnish as many sub-

normals, even if there be not the variety of cases

found in this school. The number depends, of

course, on the tests we apply in determining men-

tality, and the human mentality is a complex thing.

The Binet scale with its various modifications is far

from being a satisfactory measuring implement,

but it is remarkably good and has served well for

purposes of sorting. It is not a fine measure of

social fitness nor of industrial capacity but for prac-

tical purposes a classification of this type is most

important. In the Vineland school such tests are

being worked out with a considerable measure of

success.

The classification and appropriate training of the

subnormal is of immense importance to society, for

they do not improve with age. A recent survey of

misfit adults in one of our states revealed the same

one per cent, or so belonging to the group of the

largely helpless but not harmless, of those needing

direction and supervision in conduct for life. For-

tunately, educators are waking up to the fact that

the ca])acity for ])rofiting liy pu])lic school instruc-

tion is very limited in subnormal children and that

elTorts to carry them with the average child are

wasted, while the normal child suffers from the

drag of these unfortunates. Special schools are

being established with special emphasis upon manual

training.

From a strictly medical point of view the fate of

these children after leaving school is of the greatest

importance, since at least half the army of prosti-

tutes is recruited from their ranks. Since even an

appropriate education does not render them less

dangerous from this viewpoint, the supervision of

such persons beyond school age is of prime import-

ance, though at present this is largely neglected by

the state. And here, as in other human defects and

diseases, prophylaxis comes first. Why should one

or two out of a hundred of the population be moron,

imbecile, idiot, or other menace to society? What
defective breeding! And heredity tells at least half

the tale.

THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF IN-

VOLUNTARY MOVEMENTS IN
NERVOUS AFFECTIONS*

A fact not perhaps generally known, is that

syringomyelia may give rise to involuntary move-

ments at its onset. The diagnosis is difficult be-

cause it is the very commencement of the disease

and at this time frecjuently the only symptom is

that of involuntary movements, either in the form

of tremor, jerks or choreiform movements. These

disturbances may lead to the erroneous diagnosis of

chorea, myoclonia or some other type of tremor, the

diagnosis of syringomyelia not being considered.

The chorea of pregnancy is usually observed in

young primiparse and a history of chorea in the

early life of the patient is not uncommon. The

abnormal movements usually appear during the first

half of pregnancy and the symptomatology is that

of an ordinary Sydenham's chorea. However, the

intensity of the phenomena is more marked and

chorea of pregnancy is serious. There are almost

invariably unquestionable evidences of an acute

psychosis, with intellectual failure, restlessness and

maniacal excitement. During labor the involuntary

movements increase in intensity, but this type of

chorea usually subsides after labor and finally dis-

appears.

Chronic chorea is exceptional in adults. The

motor syndrome is much the same as in Sydenham's

chorea, but the movements are slower and usually
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less extensive. Generally they begin in the face, then

extend to the upper limbs and only become general

little by little. The influence of the will is much

greater and causes an arrest or a momentary diminu-

tion of the involuntary gesticulations when inten-

tional movements are made. Very distinct mental

disturbances likewise exist ; a weakening of both in-

telligence and memory which may even reach

dementia and almost complete intellectual decay, all

of which may occur early in the process at the same

time as the motor disorders and sometimes even

before the latter. Sensory disturbances are usually

absent in chronic chorea. Dubini's chorea is a

pseudochorea, characterized by rapid, instantaneous

jerks. The principal element in the clinical evolu-

tion of this affection is the intermittent convulsive

paroxysms followed by hemiparetic manifestations,

but not generalized from the onset. Usually there

are at first some local monoplegic convulsions and

then progressively—requiring several weeks only

—

the convulsive state becomes general, as well as the

paretic condition. It would seem that there is the

same diffusion of the disorder as in the epileptic con-'

vulsive states whose onset presents the Jacksonian

type and which after several apoplectic attacks trans-

forms into a generalized epilepsy. Unquestionably,

this process is a chorea symptomatic of some cere-

bral lesion as yet not clear either as to its site or its

nature. Bergeron's chorea occurs between the age

of six and twelve years and is probably a manifesta-

tion of hysteria.

Under the heading of myoclonia, Vanlair includes

a certain number of more or less permanent morI)id

states characterized by sudden, incoordinated con-

tractions, rhythmical or arrhythmical, rapid in suc-

cession, aborted or followed by an effective displace-

ment, always occurring in the same parts and result-

ing from the alternation between the action and re-

laxation of certain muscles, multiple paramyoclonus

develops insidiously or more rarely suddenly, the

convulsions being usually clonic, sudden, involun-

tary and without displacement excepting when the

jerks are severe. These convulsions diminish when

the patient stands, increase when he is lying down,

but cease during sleep. The will also controls them

to a marked degree. There is no motor incoordina-

tion, no amyotrophy or mechanical or electrical

changes in the muscles. Neither are there any -

sensory, vasomotor, secretory or psychic disturb-

ances.

Athetosic movements of the fingers, sometimes

also of the toes, are involuntary movements occur-

ring especially around the metacarpal and metatarso-

phalangeal joints, the fingers passing" successively

from flexion to extension and from abduction to

adduction with remarkable slowness and extent.

This may be the only symptom present or it may be

accompanied by various motor disturbances—chorea,

spasms—which modify the symptomatic picture.

Athetosis ofl^ers two distinct types ; hemiathetosis

and bilateral athetosis. Anesthesia and sensory dis-

turbances are absent, but permanent intellectual dis-

orders often occur which may reach the state of

idiocy. Symptomatic tremors— toxic, hysteric or

idiopathic, sclerosis cn plaques—hardly resemble

athetosic tremors which disturb the health and

normal functions of the organs.

An intention tremor is a characteristic symptom
of sclerosis cn plaques and confusion with Parkin-

son's disease is not possible. The tremor of paralysis

agitans is in reality a permanent one which tends to

improve or disappear under the control of the will

or during intentional movement. Mercurial tremor

is also intentional but disappears with rest.

PHYSICIAN AUTHORS: JOHN KEATS.

This is the centenary year of the death of one of

England's greatest poets—John Keats, who died of

consumption in Rome on February 23, 1821, before

he had reached the age of twenty-six and before he

had attained the peak of possible development as a

poet. The anniversary has occasioned many ex-

pressions of regret for what might have been had

Keats lived out a normal span of life. Taking their

cue from Tennyson, his greatest disciple, who re-

peatedly said that had Keats lived he might possibly

have been the greatest English poet after Shake-

speare, critics now are agreed that Keats gave every

promise of ranking with Shakespeare, Homer and

Dante. But though he was cut down at the begin-

ning of his career, Keats was, as J. C. Squire points

out, "a prodigy unparalleled for the volume of mas-

terly early achievement." He left us the immortal

Odes and such treasures as St. Agnes Eve, Lamia,

Isabella and Endyniion, and a tidy quantity of the

loveliest lyrical poetry the world has ever seen. The

estimate of Keats's poetry today is not what it was

when he died, for his genius was not generally recog-

nized until long after his death. His poems were

unmercifully criticized by the reviewers of his day,

particularly those of Blackwood's Magazine and the

Quarterly Review. They advised the poet, when he

abandoned the practice of medicine, to "stick to your

ointments and plasters and ])ills" and Blackzvood's

noted his death briefly as that of "a young man
who had left a decent calling for the melancholy

trade of Cockney-poetry." Since that time, how-

ever, Keats's reputation has steadily grown. AW
critics are now ready to proclaim his greatness and
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the small circle of admirers of a century ago now
embraces everyone who has any love or apprecia-

tion of poetry.

Although Keats l)ecame a full-fledged surgeon,

his heart never was in the work and the Muse soon

won him for her very own. He was not tempera-

mentally fitted for the practice of medicine and

surgery. His biographers tell us he never was able

to concentrate on his surgical work, and, indeed,

we have it direct from Keats himself that his mind

was likely to wander, even while he was perform-

ing operations. "My last operation," he once told

Charles Armitage Brown, who accompanied him on

a walking tour of Scotland, "was the opening of a

man's temporal artery. I did it with the utmost

nicety, but, reflecting on what passed through my
mind at the time, my dexterity seemed a miracle,

and 1 never took up the lancet again." His deser-

tion of the profession at least showed a scrupulous

sense of responsibility to his patients. The trouble

seems to have been that Keats was forced into the

profession at too early an age, without being con-

sulted in the matter, or at least before he was pre-

pared to make an intelligent decision as to what

lifework he wanted to pursue. He was only fifteen

when his guardian (both his parents were then

dead) bound him as an apprentice for five years to

Dr. Thomas Hammond, a surgeon at Edmonton.

Even before that time, however, his passion for

literature had been awakened and whenever he

could spare time from his work he plunged into

reading and translating. A translation of the ^neid
was one of his achievements during this period.

Once a week or oftener he used to walk to the

village of Enfield, where the family had resided up

to the time of the death of his mother a few months

before, to visit his friend, Charles Cowden Clarke,

the son of his former teacher. Cowden Clarke fed

his hunger for literature, by discussing books with

him and lending him volumes to read. One of

these was Spenser's Fairic Quccnc, which had such

stimulating effect on his imagination that he set

himself to imitate it and was delighted to find that

he could do so with success. Keats's first poem

was his Imitation of Spenser. His genius thus

awakened, Keats continued to compose poetry and

the responsibilities of surgery became a secondary

matter in his thoughts.

His biographers are silent as to why Keats did

not finish out his apprenticeship with Dr. Hammond,
ljut no doubt his absorption in poetry had more to

do with it than anything else. It is likely Dr. Ham-
mond lost his temper because of Keats's indifference

to the tasks .set before him, and so, along toward

the end of the fourth year, they parted company,

with the surgeon making no effort to liold Keats

to his indenture. It may be assumed that this part-

ing was preceded Ijy a more or less heated con-

troversy, for Keats mentions in a letter that he

"shpok his fist at old Hammond." But Keats was

not yet ready to aljandon surgery ; lie was not yet

sure of himself as a poet. What little he had writ-

ten had not been shown to anyone, not even to his

friend Clarke. He had learned much during his

apprenticeship and wanted to learn more, and so

went to London to continue his studies in the surgical

school operated jointly by St. Thomas's and (juy's

Hospitals. In London, through Clarke, he met

Leigh Hunt, Shelley, and other literary Hghts and

his poetical ambitions were further stimulated. "He
gave way gradually to his growing passion for

poetry," we are told, and gained a reputation among
fellow students as "a cheerful, crochety rhymster,"

much given to writing verses in his friends' note-

books. Despite this his sttident notebooks show

that he was not lax or inaccurate as a student, says

Sir Sidney Colvin in his Life of Keats. The only

signs of a wandering mind occur on the margins

of one or two pages that contain drawings of

flowers. But the lecture notes themselves are full

and close and indicate that he listened with an ac-

curate and attentive mind.

"Poetry had become his chief interest," says Col-

vin, "but it is clear, at the same time, that he attended

the hospitals and did his work regularly, acquiring

a fairly solid knowledge, both theoretical and prac-

tical, of the rudiments of the medical and surgical

science, so that he always afterwards was able to

speak on such subjects with a certain mastery. On
July 26, 1815, he passed with ease and credit his

examination as a licentiate at Apothecaries Hall,

and was appointed a dresser at Guy's Hospital on

March 3, 1816, and the operations he performed or

assisted in are said to have proved him no bimgler.

But his heart was not in the work. He could not

find in the scientific part of it a satisfactory occu-

pation for his thoughts ; he knew nothing of that

passion of philosophical curiosity in the mechanism

and mysteries of the human frame which by turns

attracted Coleridge and Shelley to the study of medi-

cine. The practical responsibilities of the profession

at the same time weighed upon him and he was

conscious of a kind of absent, easy wonder at his

own skill. Voices and visions he could not resist

were luring his spirit along other paths, and once

when Cowden Clarke asked him about his prospects

and feelings in regard to his profession he frankly

declared his own sense of his unfitness for it, with

reasons such as this : 'The other day. during the

lecture, there came a sunbeam into the room, and
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with it a whole troop of creatures floating in the

ray ; and 1 was oi¥ with them to Oberon and fairy-

land.'
"

Keats definitely abandoned surgery in the winter

of 1816-17, and his first volume, Poems by John

Keats, appeared the following spring. But though

he hated the idea of practice, evidently he did not

feel himself unqualified for it so far as knowledge

was concerned. It is said he was always ready to

speak or act with autiiority in cases of illness or

emergency. .

OCULAR TUBERCULIDES
Tschoumakova in his work on attenuated tuber-

culosis of the eye, concludes by saying that these

processes offer characteristic signs of Dor's tuber-

culides. The ocular tuberculides comprise phlyctenu-

lar keratitis, parenchymatous keratitis and iritis of a

tuberculous nature. It should be recalled that they

are encountered in tuberculous subjects, those with

bacillary antecedents, or in patients who do not

appear to have Koch's bacilli by guineapig inocula-

tion, but give a positive tuberculin reaction fairly

constantly. Affecting the disseminated eruptive

type, they are benign, with a tendency to spontan-

eous recovery and appear in crops. For Dor, of

Lyons, subjects offering these processes react to

tuberculin ; their sera gives Arloing and Courmont's

reaction—agglutination of cultures of tubercle

bacilli at 1 :10—and when injected subcutaneously

into the guineapig causes a rise in temperature.

Tuberculides are not admitted by all observers and

various theories explaining the mechanism of the

bacillary infection have given rise to prolonged dis-

cussion. There are two principal theories to be con-

sidered, the oldest being the toxic theory of Hallo-

peau and, later, Boeck.

Wishing to explain the creating of nonspecific

lesions without typical tubercles, soluble tubercu-

lous toxins, elaborated in some small distant focus,

either visceral or lymphatic, have been involved.

Brought by the blood, these toxins are supposed to

irritate the tissues directly or by the intermediary

of the trophic nerves. Hence, absence of bacilli

and specific pathological lesions, the torpor of the

process and its indefinite duration or frequent re-

currences, the bacillary focus continuing to elaborate

new outputs of toxins. But Koch's bacillus

possesses other toxins than the diffusible ones and

Auclair's researches have shown that they act es-

pecially by the adherent toxins—etherobacillin or

chloroformobacillin, nondiffusible poisons which

necessitate the presence of the bacilfus at the site

of the lesion.

The second theory—that of Haury and Daries

—

is based upon the presence of Koch's bacillus in

certain lesions and positive inoculations, however

extremely rare. The local action of the bacilli has

given rise to three hypotheses : bacilli belonging to

special strains, dead or attenuated bacilli, and rare

virulent bacilli.

The theory of special strains of bacilli maintained

by Hallopeau in the case of erythematous lupus,

supposes mildly virulent attenuated strains and is

based upon the special clinical evolution of these

atypical tuberculoses. As a reason, those supporting

this theory state that it is difficult to conceive that

ordinary bacilli can create lesions differing so greatly

from typical follicular lesions. But patients pre-

senting ocular lesions included among tuberculides

usually offer other foci of visceral tuberculosis

created by the ordinary bacillus and it seems strange

that a patient should be infected by several strains

of bacilli at the same time. Consequently the two

following theories seem more likely.

The theory of very attenuated or dead bacilli due

to Haury, and later adopted by Darier and Jadas-

sohn, asserts that the tuberculides are the result of

emboli composed of bacilli very attenuated and ex-

tremely low in virulence, coming to the skin by the

blood, which promptly die in the struggle against

the phagocytic or bactericidal reaction of the in-

vaded tissues. The bacilli reach the skin still cap-

able of setting up a temporary local reaction or even

small foci of necrosis, but they die or disappear

rather quickly, hence spontaneous cure or non-

inoculability of the lesions. The tuberculides are

consequently cutaneous tuberculoses originating

in the blood. This theory based on the benignity

of tuberculides explains the rarity of the bacilli in

them and their accidental presence, as well as the

inconstancy of positive inoculations.

The third theory, due to Gougerot, is that of rare

but virulent bacilli. These come from some visceral

or lymphatic focus and reaching the skin are imme-
diately surrounded by a defensive reaction. The
tissue reaction may be intense precisely because the

bacilli are sufficiently virulent to set up a shar]5 cell

proliferation and an afflux of leucocytes, but this

nodular reaction is not follicular because the bacilli

are few and being isolated their toxic action is not

sufficient to create a tubercle. If a biopsy is done

at this time, a rare bacillus may be found in the

stained sections but only exceptionally. On account

of this sharp cutaneous reaction the bacilli cannot

multiply—they remain isolated.

The phagocytosis soon attenuates and destroys

them. They remain living for a certain time and

die at the end of the defensive tissue reaction. A
biopsy at this time reveals no bacilli in the sections

and guineapig inoculation is negative. The bacilli
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once destroyed and absorbed, the lesion heals spon-

taneously.

In favor of the rarity of Ijacilli, the extreme diffi-

culty of staining them in the sections may be men-

tioned and the impossibility of detecting them in

the sections although occasionally a positive inocu-

lation may be obtained. The small number of

bacilli certainly plays the most important part l)Ut

slow toxic impregnation of the organism unques-

tionably has an influence, while the nature of the

soil is of highest import. Diminution of organic

resistance has an unfavorable action in the develop-

ment of tuberculides, while the contrary is true in

favoring their development. And Gougerot insists

on the resistant soil slowly intoxicated and tul)ercu-

linized as being one of the most powerful factors

in the development of tul)erculides with rare viru-

lent bacilli. Undoubtedly, this theory seems more

seductive and likely than the others, but the ques-

tion is not yet solved, so that it is still uncertain

whether phlyctenular keratitis can be regarded as

a tuberculide. All that can be said for the pres-

ent is the frequency of this lesion in tuberculous

subjects.

MENTAL AGE OF ADULTS.
The increasing use of group intelligence tests

should reduce the adult vanity to zero if it is carried

far enough. Several years ago the average mental

age of adults was said by psychologists to be sixteen

years. Now comes a writer in the Journal of Ap-
plied Psychology and declares that it is only thirteen

years. Not only that, but he declares that "the

growth of general intelligence is found to be prac-

tically complete on the average by thirteen years of

age, and is not on the average thereafter exceeded."

This, he adds, applies strictly to the level of intel-

ligence of degree of brightness, and not to "intelli-

gence plus maturity, experience and acquisitions."

His conclusions are ba.sed on the application of

group intelligence tests to about 1.500,000 soldiers,

500 school children, 500 delinquent boys, and 250
feebleminded individuals.

«>

News Items.

Philippine Government Studies New York
Health Methods.—Dr. Juan Fernando, of the

Philippine Health Service, during the last six

months, has made an intensive study of the meth-

ods in use in the New York State Department of

Health.

Director of Tuberculosis Division Resigns.

—

Dr. Malcolm F. Lent, director of the division of

tuberculosis of the New York State Department of

Health, tendered his resignation, which became
effective on July 1st, in order to practi.se his .spe-

cialty at Saranac Lake, N. Y. Dr. Lent was for-

merly superintendent of Stony Wold Tuberculosis

Sanatorium at Lake Kushaqua. N. Y.

I New V'jrk
MliUICAI. JOL'R.NAL.

A Bust of Morton for the Hall of Fame.—At
the animal dinner of the x\merican Anesthetists held

in Boston during A. M. A. week, Dr. S. Adolphus
Knopf said it would be a proud privilege for the

Associated Anesthetists to place a bronze bust of
Morton in the niche assigned him by the electors to

the Hall of Fame. This is to be done on Octo-
ber ir)th.

1,900,000 Tuberculosis Invalids in France.

—

Dr. 15aill(jn, laureate of the Faculty of Medicine of

Paris, has come to America to reveal how serious

the tuberculosis peril is in France. He is president

of the Franco-American Committee of Fight

Against Tuberculosis and is seeking members. Dr.
Baillon says there are 1,900.000 cases of tuberculo-

sis in France and not more than 10,000 beds avail-

able for the invalids. Tfee number of deaths has

reached 20,000 a year.

Scientific Temperance Federation Library.—

A

valuable library service of scientific works and ref-

erences dealing with alcohol, owned by the Scien-

tific Temperance Federation of E^)OSton, is open to

students and physicians. At the annual meeting of

the Federation held June 23rd, a number of promi-
nent men were elected as officers. Among the hon-
orary vice-presidents are Dr. Richard C. Cabot, Dr.
Haven Emerson, Dr. W. A. Evans, and Dr. Harvey
AV. Wiley.

$35,000 to New York University.—The Rocke-
feller Foundation announces a contribution of $35,-

000 to New York University to provide a cHnic in

the new building which the university is erecting

adjacent to the university and to Bellevue Hospital
Medical College. The gift supplements a contri-

bution made last vear by the General Education
Board to the endowment fund of $350,000. The
new building will house a branch laboratory of the

New York State Department of Health.

State Health Department Uses Social Hygiene
Field Car.—The N'enereal Disease Division of the
New York State Health Department has secured
the use of the social hygiene field car. It will be
sent to counties where the home bureau agent

makes a request for. its use and agrees to arrange
in advance for at least one lecture for men each day
it is in the county. Lecturers will be furnished by
the division. Ten counties have already requested
the use of the car.

Public Health Institute Postponed.—The pro-
posed Public Health institute which the United
States Public Health Service contemplated holding
in Washington, D. C, during the fall of 1921. has
been indefinitely postponed. This action has been
decided upon after several conferences between
officers of the Service and officers of the American
Public Health Association. The fiftieth annual
meeting .of the American Public Health Association
is to be held in New York, November 14 to 18,

1921. Several other activities are planned by the

association in connection with their semicentennial

meeting, and it is at the request of the American
Public Health Association that the service institute

for next fall has been abandoned. The Service
hopes that it will be possible to arrange to hold a

similar institute in Washington during the spring or

fall of 1922.
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Cholera Spreading in European Russia.—Asi-

atic cholera is spreatling rapidly in the whole of

European Russia. There were six thousand cases

reported up to June 25th. Petrograd and Moscow-
have become infected and the disease is spreading

quickly and being propagated by the unusually hot

weather.

Cancer Days in Pennsylvania.—Dr. William
Pomp Walker, of Bethlehem, arranged for a cancer

day for Northampton and Leigh counties on Friday,

May 20th. A committee of arrangements was ap-

pointed, made up of the medical societies of these

two counties, the Lehigh Valley Homeopathic Med-
ical Society and the Pennsylvania Eclectic Medical

Society. Harrisburg is planning a cancer day for

September 6th.

American Gynecological Society.—At the an-

nual meeting of the American Gynecological So-

ciety held at Swampscott, Mass., June 2d, 3d, and
4th, under the presidency of Dr. W. W. Chipman,
of Montreal, the following officers were elected for

the ensuing year : President, Dr. George Gray Ward,
Jr., of New York ; first vice-president, Dr. Bar-

ton Cooke Hirst, of Philadelphia ; second vice-presi-

dent, Dr. Walter P. Manton, of Detroit; secretary,

Dr. Arthur H. Curtis, of Chicago
;
treasurer. Dr.

Brooke M. Anspach, of Philadelphia. Other mem-
bers of the council are Dr. Walter W. Chipman, of

Montreal; Dr. Dougal Bissell, of New York; Dr.

Fred L. Adair, of Minneapolis. The next meeting
of the society will be held at Washington. D. C, on
May 1, 2 and 3, 1922.

Personal.—Dr. G. Canby Robinson has been
appointed to succeed temporarily Dr. William S.

Thayer as professor of medicine at the Johns Hop-
kins Medical School and physician in chief of the

Johns Hopkins Hospital.

Dr. Calvin H. Goddard has been appointed sec-

ond assistant to the director of Johns Hopkins Hos-
pital, succeeding Dr. A. J. Lomas.

Dr. Livingston Farrand, chairman of the central

committee of the American Red Cross, formerly
professor of anthropology at Columbia and fonner
president of the University of Colorado, has been

elected president of Cornell University.

Dr. John J. Erwin has been appointed superin-

tendent of Mercy Hospital, Baltimore, taking

charge of the hospital on July 1st.

Dr. Lee K. Frankel, vice-president of the Metro-
politan Life Insurance Company of New York, has

assumed personal charge of the welfare bureau set

up in the Post Office Department to improve the

working conditions of the 300,000 men and women
postal workers.

Dr. Alexis Carrel has been elected a national

associate of the Academy of Medicine of Paris.

Under the rules of the academy, there' may be only

twenty national associates, all of whom have here-

tofore been residents of France.

Dr. Thomas W. Salmon has been appointed i)ro-

fessor of psychiatry at the College of Physicians

and Surgeons and has resigned from the staff of the

Rockefeller Foundation. Both appointment and
resignation took effect on July 1st. Dr. Salmon will

continue to serve as the medical director of the

National Committee for Mental Hygiene.

, Died.
Abbott.—In Chicago, 111., on Monday, July 4th, Dr. Wal-

lace Calvin Abbott, aged sixty-three years.

Bechtold.—In Belleville, 111., on Friday, June 17th, Dr.
Louis J. Bechtold, aged seventy-three years.

Burr.—In Williamson, N. Y., on Sunday, June 12th, Dr.
Henry Newton Burr, aged eighty-three years.

Butler.-In BufTalo, N. Y., on Wednesday, June 22nd.
Dr. George Frank Butler, of Wilmette, 111., aged sixty-four
years.

Dickie.—In Bremen, Ga., on Sunday, June 26th, Dr.
James R. Dickie, aged thirty-six years.

DuKBAR.—In Manchester, N. H., on Sunday, June 19th,
Dr. Eugene B. Dunbar, aged sixty-three years.

Earle.—In Greenville, S. C, on Wednesday, June 29th,
Dr. Thomas T. Earle, aged seventy-six years.

Elv.—In Ainsworth, Neb., on Thursday, June 23rd, Dr.
William B. Ely, aged seventy-nine years.

Field.—In Elroy, Wis., on Wednesday, June 22nd, Dr.
Ferdinand T. Field, aged sixty-nine years.

FixcH.—In New York, on Tuesday, June 21st, Dr. Sarah
E. Finch, of Sound Beach, Conn., aged thirty-nine years.
Gordon.—In Portland, Me., on Wednesday, June 22nd,

Dr. Seth C. Gordon, aged ninety-one.

Guv.—In Greene, N. Y., on Tuesday, June 21st, Dr.
Clement North Guy, aged eighty-one years.

Hartwell.—In Philadelphia, Pa., on Tuesday, June 21st,
Dr. John Henry Hartwell, aged forty-eight years.

Healy.—In Denver, Col., on Friday, June 24th, Dr.
Michael D. Healy, aged forty years.

Hunt.—In Little Falls, N. Y., on Saturday, June 25th,
Dr. Ward E. Hunt, aged fifty-one years.

Ingersoll.—In Canandaigua, N. Y., on Sunday, July 3rd,
Dr. Joel M. Ingersoll, aged sixty-four years.

Jenkins.—In New York, on Saturday, June 25th, Dr.
William T. Jenkins, aged sixty-five years.

Johnson.—In Toronto, Canada, on Thursday, June 9th,
Dr. Arthur Jukes Johnson, aged seventy-two years.

Johnson.—In Assumption, III., on Friday, June 10th, Dr.
Robert Wesley Johnson, aged seventy-two y^ars.

Kalish.—In New York, on Monday, June 20th, Dr.
Richard Kalish, aged sixty-seven years.

Laciar.—In Bethlehem, Pa., on Monday, June 13th, Dr.
Henry J. Laciar, aged sixty-three years.

Laird.—In Haverstraw, N. Y., on Friday, June 24th, Dr.
Eugene B. Laird, aged sixty-four years.

Moon.—In Cooperstown, N. Y., on Tuesday, June 28th,
Dr. John Henry Moon, aged seventy-two years.

Nightingale.—In Philadelphia, Pa., on Thursday. June
23rd, Dr. Henry B. Nightingale, aged sixty-six years.

Oliver.—In Chula Vista, Cal., on Friday, June 10th, Dr.
Leonard Briggs Oliver, aged sixty-three years.

Parry.—In Waynesburg, Pa., on Saturday, June 25th,

Dr. William M. Parry, aged seventy-eight years.

Potter.—In Rochester, N. Y., on Friday, July 1st, Dr.
Ezra B. Potter, aged seventy-two years.

Rose.—In Albany, N. Y., on Wednesday, June 22nd, Dr.
Edgar M. Rose, of New York, aged ^hirty-seven years.

Sligh.—In Long Beach, Cal., on Wednesday, June 8th,

Dr. James Sligh, of Montana, aged seventy-six years.

Stallman.—In Irondequoit Bay, N. Y., on Thursday,
June 30th, Dr. George B. Stallman, of Camp Dix, N. J.,

aged forty-four years.

Staton.—In Tarboro, N. C, on Saturday, July 2nd, Dr.

Lycurgus L. Staton, aged seventy-two years.

Thomas.—In Philadelphia, Pa., on Tuesday, June 28th,

Dr. Charles Hermon Thomas, aged eighty-two years.

TowNE.—In Lake Champlain, N. Y., on Saturday, June
18th, Dr. Everett S. Towne, of Burlington, Vt.,' aged
thirty-six years.

Vanderslice.—In Philadelphia, Pa., on Tuesday, June
28th, Dr. Edward S. Vanderslice, aged seventy-seven years.

Ward.—In Cohoes, N. Y., on Saturday, June 25th, Dr.

Bcla J. Ward, aged sixty-three years.

Winchell.—In Brooklyn, N. Y., on Saturday, June 18th,

Dr. Walter Bernard Winchell, aged sixty-three years.
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LONDON LETTER
(From our own correspondent.)

Obstetrical and Gynecological Unit of the Royal Free Hos-
pital, London—A' Ray Dangers—Conference on Na-
tional Health—Dangers of Radium—Professional Secrecy
—Infection with Syphilis from the Mother—Obituary.

London, May 30, ig2i.

Care and Ireatment of the sick and injured has

existed in all ages. In the early centuries of Chris-

tian civilization hospitals were founded and were
wholly in the hands of the religious orders. In

those days monks and nuns, especially those of cer-

tain orders, were well versed in the application of

simples, they had a somewhat elementary knowl-

edge of drugs and pharmacology, and knew how
to bind up wounds. It was not until the reign

of Edward VI that the charter of the Barber

Surgeons was granted in England (1461). The
first medical registration act followed in 1511 and

the Royal College of Physicians was founded, in

the reign of Henry VIII in 1518. Since that time

medical knowledge and education in Great Britain

has gone forward fitfully but the passing of the

Medical Act of 1858 marks a distinct step in the

progress of modern medicine and teaching.

Medical education in Great Britain was carried

on for many years under a system of apprentice-

ship which had developed from the day when young
men were apprenticed to physicians and surgeons

who had made a name for themselves either in

hospital work or private practice. This system

was developed or changed later on into that system

now known when all medical students become
clerks and dressers to the members of the hospital

staff and are taught their clinical work in the wards

of a general hospital recognized by the general

medical council (a general hospital being a hospital

where men, women and children are treated). The
physicians and surgeons on the staffs of these gen-

eral hospitals (there are twelve in London) were
usually those who had shown themselves to be

excellent clinicians and surgeons, and part of their

duties, a very important part, was the teaching and
training of the medical students. In many cases

the physicians and surgeons were thoroughly able

teachers and in some cases did much good and
original work in research. It can, however, be

readily understood that a capable physician or

surgeon had many calls on his time for private

work and that also that being a good physician or

surgeon did not necessarily mean that he was a

good teacher. Moreover, the work in medicine and
surgery has become more and more specialized as

time went on and pathology now occupies a large

place in the education of all medical students.

In 1913 the idea of "units" for the teaching of

medicine, surgery, obstetrics and gynecology was
first brought forward in Great Britain in the Hal-
dane Commission on University teaching, but owing
to the war the development of teaching on these

lines was held in abeyance for some years. The
underlying plan of a unit, or team work, is that a

director and two or more assistants should have a

certain numbers of beds, sixty to one hundred,
under their control, and that they should devote the

whole of their time to the care of these patients,

the teaching of students and to research, the

directors to be chosen for their known good work,
their powers of imparting their knowledge to the

students, and their interest in and capacity for re-

search ; and the assistants to be selected for the

promise of developments along these lines they had
exhibited since their qualification. Up to the pres-

ent time only five of the twelve great teaching

hospitals of London, to wit, St. Bartholomew,
London, University College Hospital, St. Thomas's
and the Royal Free Hospitals, have been recognized

by the University Grants' Committee as eligible for

the conduct of units and to which directors of units

have been appointed by the Senate of the Univer-
sity of London. In the first four hospitals in

this list units of medicine and surgery have been
organized.

To the Royal Free Hospital has been accorded
the honor of being the first hospital to be permitted
to conduct a unit of obstetrics and gynecology.
Hitherto the work in general hospitals in connec-
tion with obstetrics and gynecology has been under
the care of various physicians, obstetricians and
gynecologists, i. e., the antenatal work, the obstetric

department of the hospital and in the district sur-

rounding the hospital, the baby consultations and
infant welfare department, the outpatients' depart-

ment and wards for the diseases of women, and
the department for venereal disease. This work is

now coordinated in the unit of obstetrics and
gynecology under the Director, Professor A. Louise
Mcllroy, and her assistants who will follow the

cases from the time they first come under observa-

tion and in this way a more thorough view of the

history of disease will be obtained and the students

will be enabled to observe and study the early

stages of disease and its subsequent developments
instead of coming across the case at different stages

in different departments.
This system of unit teaching is in its infancy and

the University Grants' Committee have provided in

the first instance that it shall continue for a term of

five years when it will be examined carefully in

order to judge whether it has succeeded sufficiently

to warrant its continuance. This system of educa-
tion is necessarily very expensive, since the director

and assistants are debarred from private practice,

and could not be carried out without grants from
the treasury supplemented by payments from the

medical school, but if, as it is confidently believed,

it will result in a much more comprehensive and
vivid view of disease and lead to improved methods
of prevention and treatment, it will be well worth
the money expended upon it.

The Obstetrical and Gynecological Unit of the

Royal Free. Hospital School of Medicine for

Women, University of London, has its headquarters

at the Royal Free Hospital, Gray's Inn Road, Lon-
don, E. C. It occupies the top floor of the new
wing of the hospital building and consists of an
obstetrical ward of twelve beds, with smaller wards
for labor and isolation, etc.

;
adjoining it are three

wards of twenty-six beds in all for gynecological

cases with operating theatre, anesthetic and pre-

paration rooms attached. At the further end of

the wing is the teaching department, consisting of
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an examination room for patients and demonstra-

tions for students, a professor's room, assistant's

clinical laboratory with secretary's ropm where in-

quiries are made as to the work of the department.

A cloak room for the staff, and a suite of rooms

for the residential obstetric surgeon completes the

accommodation. Lectures are given to the students

in the main lecture room downstairs. There is a

branch of this hospital which is under the director

of the unit and which accommodates twenty-six

obstetric beds, a few venereal obstetrical cases be-

ing included. This hospital was given by the

Duchess of Marlborough, nee Vanderbilt, and is

situated in Endsleigh Street close by the main build-

ing. It is composed of small wards daintily furn-

ished and is run on the lines of a nursing home. The

patients in this department pay for their mainten-

ance in hospital according to accommodation. It

has labor wards, isolation, etc. The department at

the Royal Free Hospital is being equipped for re-

search work upon antenatal pathology and also upon

the physiological processes connected with child-

birth and pregnancy. Special researches will be

made upon the economic questions in women's

work, upon the influence of such upon .the child,

the influences of venereal and other toxic diseases

in pregnancy.

An account of the Obstetrical and Gynecological

Unit at the Royal Free Hospital would be incom-

plete without a sketch of the recently appointed

director of this unit. Dr. A. Louise Mcllroy is a

distinguished graduate of Glasgow University, and

has held important medical posts in the city of her

birth. Almost at the outbreak of the war Dr.

Mcllroy volunteered for active service and joined

the Scottish Medical Women's Contingent under

the leadership of Dr. Elsie Inglis. While serving

on all the fronts, with the exception of the Italian,

by far the greater part of her work was done in

the near Eastern theatre of war. At. one time Dr.

Mcllroy was surgeon in charge of the British Hos-
pital in Salonika, and when there she sent an ex-

tremely interesting paper which was published in

the special war number of American Medicine,

issued some two or three" years ago. For some time

before the end of the war and for a period after

its close. Dr. Mcllroy was the head of an obstetrical

and gynecological hospital in Constantinople where
she acquired a good deal of experience in the

idiosyncrasies, if the term is apphcable, of Eastern

women in labor. Some of these experiences and her

methods of treatment she related two months or so

ago before the Obstetrical and Gynecological Sec-

tion of the Royal Society of Medicine, London.
Dr. Louise Mcllroy was appointed recently in open
competition director of the Obstetrical and Gyneco-
logical L^nit at the Royal Free Hospital. A better

choice could not have been made as Dr. Mcllroy,

in addition to her mental gifts and comprehensive
and accurate knowledge of her special subject, is an
excellent organizer, and despite the fact that the

role of prophet is a thankless one, I venture to

predict that not only will good work be done at the

new Unit but that the original research there will

result in discoveries that will immensely improve
the practice of obstetrics. It it well known that at

the present time, this branch of surgery, especially

in this country, is in a backward condition. There
is room for great improvement and the establish-

ment of the Unit under the direction of Dr. Mcllroy
is an obvious step in the right direction.

^ ^ ^

The death of Dr. Ironside Bruce, the radiologist

to Charing Cross Hospital, presumably from the

eft"ects of Constantly operating x rays, has again

directed attention to the danger to which all are

exposed who treat disease by x rays and radium.

But the case of Dr. Bruce differs from that of the

earlier operators of this form of treatment. The
dangers then were chieHy those which were due to

the overexposure of the skin of the operator to the

radiations. The damage thus wrought frequently

developed into malignant growths. The risk of

such occurences has been overcome to a large extent

by the employment of appropriate protective meas-
ures. However, a new danger appears to have now
exhibited itself since the use of more penetrating

radiations. The result is, that in place of the ill

effects being manifested on the surface, the deeper

structures, particularly the blood forming cells,

have been attacked. One of the manifestations is

that form of anemia known as aplastic, to which
condition Dr. Bruce fell a victim. This type pf

anemia appears to be intractaWe to treatment, lead-

ing to general weakness and in some cases to death.

Still, it may be noted that anemia of this kind

occurs also in those who have never been exposed
to radiations. As for the precise manner in which
aplastic anemia is brought about opinions vary.

Although it has been proved in some cases to be

due to the radiations themselves, the view is held

that the production of nitrous acid in the air by the

electric discharges may be a predisposing factor,

one point is quite clear, namely that vitiated air

brings about that state of fatigue, well known to

x ray workers, especially in restricted spaces. The
necessity for well ventilated departments is there-

fore patent.

Up to the present time it has not been possible

to gauge what is a minimum safe dose to which
operators may submit themselves, but researches in

this direction now going on inspire the hope that

this difficulty is not insurmountable. The danger
to operators is a hidden one, as the collection of

radium emanations by means of the somewhat com-
plex apparatus now in use has a danger of its own.
As a rule, no special sensation is produced by these

radiations. Consequently, the danger is all the

greater because it is almost completely hidden. The
whole subject requires careful and systematic in-

vestigation. This much is plainly obvious, that the

rapid development of the technic has rendered those
protective measures already devised more or less

obsolete, at any rate, they are not completely
effective. Therefore, as said before, very extensive
research is required in all branches of radiation
work, and on the technical side, in particular. An
Institute of Radiology has been suggested for this

and there is no doubt whatever that it is greatlv

needed.

Radiologists here have been much handicapped
by the absence of means for research on organized
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and comprehensive lines. It is encouraging to learn

that in order to meet this pressing need an effort

is being made to obtain funds for an Institute of
Radiology as a memorial to the late Sir James
Mackenzie Davidson, a great pioneer of the science.

While, of course, such an institute should be
thoroughly equipped from the physical, biological

and technical side, it may again be emphasized,
that, owing to trade conditions, it is from the tech-
nical viewpoint that Great Britain has been more
handicapped than any other country. The large
electrical corporations in America and Germany
have fostered the development of applied science
and thus have been able to bring out new apparatus
and technic.

According to an article contributed to the
Observer, April 3, 1921, as a preliminary measure
to the establishment of an Institute of Radiology,
a committee of experts is being formed for the pur-
pose of investigating methods of protection. But,
as the writer of the article in question goes on to

say, "The outcome of the work of this committee
will be awaited with great interest ; to be, however,
of real use. any authoritative recommendations
which may be made must be followed up by equally
authoritative action." This advice is useful and to
the point, as it appears to be becoming somewhat
of a habit here for committees to be formed who
spend a good deal of valuable time and money in

investigation, write out a good and voluminous
report and then the matter is shelved indefinitely.

The subject of radiation is important and serious.
Recently, much progress in this form of treating
certain diseases has been made and its possibilties
from the therapeutic point of view seem to be almost
illimitable. No effort should be spared not only to
render the x ray and radium treatment more and
more effective but safe to the operator. It has been
shown to be safe so far as the patient is concerned,
but until it has been made safe for the operator also,

such treatment cannot be deemed really effective.

There is little doubt that carefully conducted investi-

gations done under favorable conditions would result
in the evolution and development of measures which
would safeguard the operator. An Institute of Radi-
ology would provide the means for carrying out
researches under the best possible conditions, and it

is to be hoped that an institute of this kind will be
founded in Great Britain in a reasonably short space
of time.

A conference on national health was held on
April 2, 1921, at the Central Hall, Westminster,
London, under the auspices of the Faculty of In-
surance, Ltd. Incidentally, it may be mentioned
that Dr. Christopher Addison has retired from the
post of minister of health, and that Sir Alfred
Mond has been appointed in his place. Sir Kings-
ley Wood, M. P., speaking at the conference, said
in part that the new minister of health had many
qualities of eminence, notably that of being a keen
administrator and a capable business man. He had
been interested in health work in connection with
hospital administration, and on the housing side

of their work he would prove a capable and popular
minister.

LETTER. ' [New York
Medical Jour.nai,.

Reviewing some of the points of heahh adminis-
tration. Sir Kingsley Wood remarked that dui-ing
the last two years the financial situation had had
a very serioiis effect upon national health plans.
A matter which would have to be considered by
every insurance worker in the future would be how
far they could, under the present condition of
affairs, hope to extend many of their services.

The trend of the deathrate in England and Wales
was steadily downward, and the decline had taken
place in all ages. Recently this improvement had
extended to the middle years of life. During the
first twenty years of the present century there had
been a remarkable fall in the infant mortality rate.

In no small measure the progress that had been
made was undoubtedly due to the continual steps
that were taken to combat disease and death. In

1919 forty-two per cent, of the total deaths tc ok
place under forty-five years of age, and this was
surely a matter within human control. In England
and Wales there were at least a million and a half

people constantly on the sick list; over 13,000,000
weeks were lost in England on an average every
year through sickness, and on that account the

nation lost every year the equivalent of the work
of 260,000 persons of the industrial classes alone.

The death rate of women in childbirrii remained
approximately what it was twenty-five years ago,

and 3,000 mothers were so lost every year, a mor-
tality which was almost entirely preventable. Sixty

thousand infants were lost every year. These were
some of the vital problems which confronted the

nation, and they were of exceptional difficulty,

having regard to the state today of the financial

resources of the country. Progress, commercial
and otherwise, depended largely upon the nation's

health. Nothing was so wasteful and extravagant

as preventable unhealthy conditions
;
nothing was

so economical as carefully expended money in

avoiding them.
Few people realized that the great influenza

scourge destroyed more human life in a few months
than the European war in five years. In forty-six

weeks, from June, 1918, to May, 1919, over 150,000

deaths were attributed to this disease alone in

England and Wales. Who could count what the

financial loss was to the community? While the

Ministry of Health had now to look twice at every

penny that was spent, he had no hesitation in saying

that they must continue their work, at the same
time having regard to the needs and difficulties of

the time.

Sir Walter Kinnear, controller of national health

insurance, who spoke on Valuations of Approved
Societies, paid a high tribute to Dr. Addison, who,

he said, had the entire confidence of the approved

societies, and carried with him to his new appoint-

ment the regard of all who came into personal con-

tact with him. Since' the National Health Insur-

ance Act was passed no less than £65,000,000

had been paid away in cash benefits, £53,000,000

had been spent in medical and sanatorium treatment,

and £83,000,000 had been accumulated in invested

funds. Now that the war clouds were lifting it was
not unnatural to turn to the National Health In-

surance Act and ask what the valuations of the
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approved societies were revealing. The valuation

results in respect of nearly 7,000 societies and

branches, out of the total number of^ 10,300, had

now been issued and showed an aggregate surplus

over liabilities of about £6,500,000 and a disposal

surplus of nearly £4,000,000. These figures re-

lated to 5,500,000 insured persons.

The completed valuation results indicated that

only eight per cent, of the societies and branches

had no disposable surplus, and only three cases had

yet emerged in which resort would have to be made
to the central fund. As to what the societies in-

tended to do with this large surplus, Sir Walter

Kinnear said that, in view of the high cost of

living, no doubt the inclination would be to increase

the cash benefits, but there was a growing feeling

among approved societies that the prevention and
eradication of disease was just as much their func-

tion as its palliation. As the maintenance

of the voluntary system of hospital manage-

ment is desirable in the public interest, it would be

regrettable if the exigencies of the situation com-
pelled the hospitals to close their doors to insured

persons. Sir Walter Kinnear said he understood

that a number of hospitals are prepared to accept

members of approved societies on the payment of

something like fifty per cent, of the actual cost, and,

in his opinion, this was an ofifer which the societies

ought carefully to consider. A weekly payment
toward the cost of each individual member might

be made, or a pooling system adopted, whereby in

return for a quarterly or yearly subscription to a

•central body, hospital services reasonably commen-
surate with the amount of the subscription could be

obtained.

Sir Thomas Neill, Consultative Council on Health

Insurance Approved Societies, urged the claims of

voluntary hospitals for support from approved
societies, pointing out that to these hospitals all

were indebted for the medical knowledge possessed.

Of the patients treated a considerable proportion

were members of societies, and, inasmuch as the

hospitals cured these people of their ailments, they

saved the societies large sums which otherwise would
have to be paid in sickness benefit.

* * *

At a meeting of the Section for the Study of

Disease in Children of the Royal Society of Medi-
cine, held in the building of the society on March
16, 1921, Mr. J. E. R. McDonagh said that if a

woman contracted syphilis before the fifth month
of pregnancy the child always contracted the dis-

ease; if she became syphilitic during the sixth and
seventh months the child was affected by congenital

syphilis in about half the cases, and, if during the

eighth and ninth month, the child escaped.

^ ^ ^

The French Academy of Medicine has recently

appointed a committee to frame a list of the meas-
ures of precaution to be employed to safeguard the

use of radium. The decision followed the reading
of a paper by Professor Bordier, of the University

of Lyons, who declared that the dangers incurred

by those manipulating radium are greater by far

than those faced by x ray operators. The com-

mittee will include Doctors Beclere, Delbet, Siredey,

Broca, Quenu, and Martin.

The Council of the Royal College of Surgeons in

Ireland has passed the following resolution: "The
Council is of the opinion that it is contrary to the

public interest that medical men should break their

professional tradition and, without the consent of

the patient, disclose information which they have

obtained in the discharge of their professional

duties. If any instance is reported to the Council

in which one of the Fellows or Licentiates of the

College is pressed to break confidence, such specific

case will be considered by the Council and repre-

sentations made to the authorities if such be thought

necessary."

On Tuesday, March 29, 1921, a notable figure in

the British medical world passed away. Reference

is made to Dr. Robert Murray Leslie, 143 Harley

Street, London, W., who died at the early age of

fifty-four. Dr. Leslie was one of the most dis-

tinguished students who ever passed through the

medical course at Edinburgh University. He took

his degree of M. A. with the highest honors, B. Sc.,

M. B., M. Ch., first of the first class. When he

obtained the degree of Bachelor of Science he was
awarded the Sir Edward Baxter Scholarship as the

most "eminent science graduate" of the year. He
was awarded the Ettles Scholarship, which is given

to the most distinguished medical graduate of the

year, and also obtained the Stark Scholarship in

Clinical Medicine. He was likewise awarded the

premier University Medals in Practice of Physic

and Obstetric Medicine. He held the post of House
Physician at Edinburgh Royal Infirmary, and when
he came to London was made House Physician ai

the Brompton Chest Hospital. In 1894 he was
appointed Assistant Physician to the Royal Hos-
pital for Diseases of the Chest, and after doing

good work there for twenty-six years retired a few
months ago, being then Senior Physician. He was
also physician to the Prince of Wales's General Hos-
pital at Tottenham, near London. Dr. Leslie was
one of the founders of the North-East London Post-

Graduate College, Tottenham, and of the North-

East London Clinical Society. He was Fellow of

several learned societies, and in July, 1896, was
elected an officer of the French Academy.

Dr. Leslie was an exceptionally able man from
all points of view. He was an excellent lecturer,

presenting his subject in a clear and vivid manner,

and as a writer, besides being logical and cogent,

possessed literary charm and distinction. Among
his writings may be mentioned the article on hemo-
ptysis in the Encyclopedia Mcdica, 1900, and shortly

before his death he had completed an imponant
work on Pneumonia and Its Modern Treatment fijr

the Oxford M cdical Press. He contributed many
papers to medical and scientific journals.

In private life Dr. Leslie was liked universally.

He was of a kind disposition, and he spared neither

time nor money to aicl those he knew and liked. No
man of the British medical profession will be more
greatly mourned or more keenly missed than Robert
Murray Leslie.
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THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF *

PYSCHIATRY.
Foundations of Psychiatry. By William A. White, M. D.
With an Introduction by Dr. Stewart Paton. Nervous
and Mental Disease Monograph Series No. 32. New
York and Washington : Nervous and Mental Disease Pub-
lishing Company, 1921. Pp. ix-136.

Dr. White has presented this monograph as

an exposition of features of the American School

of Psychiatry. He has done. more than this and
he has done less ; the viewpoint will depend largely

upon the reader. The socalled psychiatrist who
flamboyantly declares that any examination of the

unconscious is pernicious, and when it is attempted
in young people is "criminal," will deny that the

American school is represented, for is not this phy-
sician an Ainerican and does

he not call himself a psychia-

trist? But he has not been

overlooked in this valuable lit-

tle book of Dr. White's ; he has

been properly tabulated in the

evolutionary scale of the de-

velopment of psychiatry. He
is the physician who knows
every symptom of the neurotic

and given enough of these he

knows the name of the patient's

disease. He will attempt to say

if the patient can be cured or

whether the condition is hope-

less. This type of psychiatrist

is content with archaic psychia-

try. He best expresses his

attitude by saying "if it was in-

tended that certain things be

placed in the unconscious,

what right have we to bring

these things to light?" What
right did we have to dissect

bodies? What right have we
to cure neurotics or psycho-

paths if it was intended that

they function mentally in a different fashion?

Now there are others who will say the monograph
does more than the author modestly states. First

it presents with marked clarity many of the tenets

set forth by the more progressive psychopatholo-

gists ; many of which have not been realized by

workers in psychopathology on account of the high-

ly condensed form in which they have been pre-

sented. Many of the terms are used constantly by

psychopathologists, terms which can not be avoided

if common ground is to be held, are so simplified

in this monograph that for the first time many
workers will be able to get an understanding of

them.

One of the most important things that has been

done for the first time, is the binding together of the

salient features which have been developed by the

various workers in the American field. Dr. White
has shown how, in order to meet an efifective need

WILLIAM A. WHITE, M. D.,

Author of Foundations of Psychiatry,

due to environmental situations, the American
school has worked out a more pragmatic, a more
basic psychopathology than that of their European
coworkers. Much courage was required, for the

fundamental concepts as set down by Freud were
so farreaching and so basic that they startled the

workers who found his teachings to be truths and
workable. But it can safely be said that while

American workers have added much to the primary
principles of Freud they have followed him more
closely than have many European workers, who by
their labors have added less to the practical value

of analysis. So far the workers in the American
school have not attempted to enter the realm of

metaphysics as have some of the British workers,

nor the realm of theology as has been attempted

by some of the Swiss school.

It is stated that the war was
one of the factors causing a

demarcation in the trend of the

development of the various

schools. This may have has-

tened the process, but it was
bound to come, for the needs

were not the same. It may be
stated that neuroses and psy-

choses are the same the world
over. This is true, but the fac-

tors causing the various condi-

tionings are not the same here.

The obstacles encountered are

not the same. The mechanisms
of repression and regression

are the same. The patient al-

ways goes back to infantile

archaic levels when he en-

counters an obstacle which his

ego does not face or fight. For
this reason we have been able

to build on the foundations of

Freud and for this reason the

European workers will be able

to utilize the findings of their

American colleagues which here have been outlined.

White has enumerated the features emphasized
by the American school as follows: 1. The unity of
the organism as an energy system

; 2, human be-
havior as a special problem of energy transforma-
tion and discharge; 3, structural organization as an
instance of the phyletic synthesis of experience,
with the nervous system as the chief agent in this

organization
; 4, the principle of action patterns of

discharge as integral parts of the structural organi-
zation

; 5, the conception that the symbol is a source
and carrier of energy; 6, the abolition of the meta-
physical distinction between mind and body; 7. the
conception of the unconscious as a container of the

phyletic history of the organization of the psyche
in action pattern symbolization

; 8, the importance
of archaic symbols and their relationship to somatic
as well as mental diseases

; 9, the belief that organic
disorders have their psychological as well as their
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somatic symptomatology ; 10, the belief that stand-

ards of conduct are an integral part of the action

pattern symbolization and therefore must be in-

cluded in the understanding and management of all

medical and social problems.

This is an excellent resume of the situation.

White takes up each of these subjects in turn and
handles them with the same clarity as his initial

classification. He takes the matter up in historical

progression and traces the development of psychia-

try step by step. No clearer expose of the phylo-

genetic and ontogenetic archaic background of the

genus Homo has come to the notice of the reviewer.

Many monographs of great value have been pub-

lished in this series, but nevertheless this, the last

one of the series, is one of the most helpful to the

medical man interested in human behavior and its

queer twists and turns. It is intensely stimulating

to the worker in psychopathology who has long

looked for a book of this character and it is of real,

practical value to the medical man. It presents a

sound psychology and a profound philosophy.

SEX AND LIFE.
Sex and Life. By W. F. Robie, M. D., Superintendent of

Pine Terrace, Baldwinville, Mass. Boston : Richard G.

Badger, 1920.

Dr. Robie's work is to be criticized in order to

commend his purpose, for one would bid godspeed

to any such honest furtherance of sex knowledge.

Yet one would wish that he went further back in

order to go more forward. Robie has a genuine in-

terest in his fellow men and women. It is an in-

terest that carinot withhold itself from setting forth

their needs plainly and helping them to adjust them-
selves in the way that health and happiness demand.
He has done this and proved the sincerity of his

position in his practice and is unafraid to promote
his service still further in his writing. He has taken

into account the ever present pressure of sex and
followed it into the details of its manifestations.

He has freed the knowledge of these from the mis-

apprehensions and therefore the fear and shame
which have too long surrounded them. In none of

these things has he gone deeply enough into the

fundamental psychological principles underlying all

sex pressure as well as the difficulties in the way of

its manifestations. Nor has he considered the de-

tails of psychical experience which adhere to the

underlying psychology and complicate the difficul-

ties, intensifying and resistances, fears, and the de-

sires against which these are defenses. Robie does
need that more labored consideration of psychoana-
lysis over w^hich he is inclined to pass somewhat
impatiently. We like his enthusiasm, his genuine-

ness, yet his book would have gained rather than

lost by more thorough digestion of facts. His
rather exuberant style, hastily struck off diction,

after all do not so thoroughly drive the truth home
for acceptance as a more carefully chosen presenta-

tion might have done. At the«same time one realizes

the contagious interest with which he reaches his

readers. Of course there must be dififerent forms
of presentation to reach differently thinking types

of men and women.
The deeper criticism lies in the lack of the more

profound background of understanding. Robie
pays so much attention, and not without right, to

the sex need in itself that he gives the impression

of exalting it and its forms of gratification some-
what out of relationship to the whole personality,

to the responsibility to one's other interests and
those of the herd. Not that we believe this is the

practical effect upon himself or perhaps upon many
of those he helps. But his book reads to that effect

and one could be swung into such an attitude by the

neglect of those other personal factors which have
to be taken into account. In fact there would be

probably those upon whom his broad advice could

not work helpfully because these other factors are

not sufficiently taken cognizance of. He has

stressed the undeniable importance of the sexual

segment in the makeup of a human individual. He
has forgotten the struggles with its segment that

this same personality makes, that is, has forgotten

it in the light of this marked double pull in the

personality.

Freud has called it the conflict of the sexual libido

with the ego libido. Stekel has aphorized it as the

conflict of brain and spinal cord. This brings in so

many other possibilities for libido activity and the

effort to withdraw sex libido to them or the opposi-

tion of other aims to sex libido that the problem is

hardly so simple as Robie states it. It does involve

those infantile elements, those earlier preliminary

manifestations of sex and of sex struggle which he

tends to disregard and rather indifferently to rele-

gate to the Freudians. These also present such

an aspect of things that some of his measures might
be subject to question. To have a. mother present

sex problems so affectionately to her son as in

the model letter quoted suggests the need of that

caution which the study of child sexuality has
taught us.

There are many problems of affection involved

upon which Robie touches barely or not at all but

without which sex cannot be fully grasped by the

individual or one who would help him.

GERMAN SURGERY.
Chirurgie der Wirbehaiilc, des Riickcnmarks, der Bauch-
deckcn mid des Beckens. By Geh. Med.-Rat Prof. Dr.
G. Ledderhose, Munich, Germany. With a Foreword by
Prof. Dr. J. ScHWALBE, Berhn. With Twenty Illustra-

tions. Leipzig: Georg Thieme, 1921.

This little monograph of 160 pages covers in de-

tail the surgery of the vertebral coliunn, the spinal

cord, abdominal walls and pelvis, with particular

reference to diagnostic and therapeutic errors and
their prevention. It is characterized by the usual

German thoroughness and attention to detail. This
may be illustrated by the discussion of the diseases

of the navel, under which the following subjects are

discussed: Inflammation and the formation of con-

cretions ; timiorlike indurations ; adenomatous and
primary carcinomatous formations; enterotera-

toma ; fistula ; fistula of the vitelline duct
;
urinary

fistula; cyst of the urachus ; acquired fecal fistula;

fistula of the navel secondary to liver and gallblad-

der diseases ; fisttila of peritoneal origin and recur-

ring navel colic in chiklren. The German reading

surgeon who is willing to forget and forgive, will

find this little volume of considerable interest.
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AMERICAN REVIEW OF TUBERCULOSIS.
The American Review of Tuberculosis. Journal of the

National Tuberculosis Association. April and May, 1921.

Edward R. Baldwin, Saranac Lake, N. Y., Editor in

Chief ; Allen K. Krause, Baltimore, Md., Managing
Editor.

These numbers of the very popular and thor-

oughly scientific American Review of Tuberculosis

are of unusual interest. The April number con-

tains four of the most remarkable contributoins

which have been made of late on the various phases

of the tuberculosis problem. The first is Sunlight

and Artificial Light Therapy in Tuberculosis by

Edgar Mayer. This is a historical and critical re-

view of solar therapy, the physiology of light reac-

tion and the action of light upon bacteria, the arti-

ficial sources of light, particularly the Finsen lamp
and the Alpine quartz lamp and its various modifi-

cations
;

lastly, the therapeutic application of sun-

light and its contraindications in pulmonary tuber-

culosis. The author also refers to the encouraging

results of x ray and radium radiation in intestinal

tuberculosis. In his conclusions he admits that in-

sufiicient comparative and statistical studies upon
patients, especially upon those with pulmonary dis-

ease, leave much to be desired. Those interested in

the subject of solar and artificial light therapy might

care to look over the thirteen pages of bibliography

on the subject which the author has added to his

seventy pages of critical review of heliotherapy and
artificial light therapy.

The next article is on the subject of Heliotherapy

in Surgical Tuberculosis—Report of Results After

Six and a Half Years Use at the J. N. Adam
Memorial Hospital, by Clarence L. Hyde and
Horace Lo Grasso, Perrysburg, N. Y. A mere
glance at the twenty-six illustrations showing the

cases before and after treatment is sufficient to

arouse enthusiasm in any medical man over this

new and yet so old remedy. The results obtained by
Perrysburg seem to equal those obtained by Rollier

of Leysin in Switzerland.

The two concluding articles in this number of

the American Review of Tuberculosis are The Cost
of Tuberculosis by Louis I. Dublin, the well known
statistician of the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company, and Miss Jessamine Whitney, of the Na-
tional Tuberculosis Association, and The Reason
and Remedy for Missing the Early Tuberculous
Lesion by Henry F. Stall. Both articles deserve

a careful perusal by all students interested in the

social and clinical aspects of tuberculosis.

The May number is also of unusual interest. It

contains the following contributions : Studies on
Tuberculous Infection—VIII, Spontaneous Pneu-
moconiosis in the Guineapig, by Henry Stuart

Willis ; The Focal Reaction, by William F. Peter-

sen ; The Importance of Subliminal Symptoms and
Period of Alternation of Rest and Exercise in the

Treatment of Pulmonary Tuberculosis, by Henry
Sewall ; Additional Diagnostic Methods for Cases
of Suspected Intraocular Tuberculosis, by A. H. W.
Caulfield ; The Adrenals and Thyroid in Experi-
mental Tuberculosis, by G. B. Webb, G. B. Gilbert

and C. T. Ryder.
Dr.' Willis's contribution has a preface by Allen

K. Krause in which he justly says that the advan-

tages of such a study are plain and it is to be hoped
that it may throw light upon some features of ex-

perimental anthracosis which have remained obscure
because of technical obstacles. The titles of the

four other articles and their well known authors
speak for their importance, but to review them
even in' part wotild take more space than can be
given to reviewing in a medical journal. However,
attention should be called to the fact that the May
number of the American Review of Tuberculosis

has over ten pages of valuable abstracts from the

most important articles on tuberculosis which have
appeared recently in European and American medi-
cal magazines.

^

New Publications Received.

[We publish full lists of books received, but we acknowl-
edge no obligation to reviezv them all. Nevertheless, so

far as space permits, we review those in which we think

our readers are likely to be interested.']

RESURRECTING LIFE. By MiCHAEL Strange. With Draw- .

ings by John Barrymore. New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1921. Pp. 86.

OUTWITTING OUR NERVES. A Primer of Psychotherapy.
By Josephine A. Jackson, M. D., and Helen M. Salis-
bury. New York: The Century Company, 1921. Pp. 403.

THE RUSSIAN BOLSHEVIK REVOLUTION. By EdWARD OeS-
WORTH Ross, Ph. D., LL. D., Professor of Sociology, Uni-
versity of 'Wisconsin. Illustrated with Over Thirty Photo-
gra'phs. New York: The Century Company, 1921. Pp.
xvi-302.

CZECHOSLOVAK STORIES. The Interpreters' Series. Trans-
lated from the Original and Edited with an Introduction by
Sarka B. Hrbkova, Professor of Slavonic Languages and
Literatures at the University of Nebraska (1908-1919).
New York : Duffield & Company, 1920. Pp. iv-330.

HUMAN BEHAVIOR. In Relation to the Study of Educa-
tional, Social and Ethical Problems. By Stewart Paton,
M. D., Ex-President, Eugenics Research Association ; Lec-
turer in Neuro-Biology, Princeton University ; Author of

Textbook on Psychiatry and Education in War and Peace.
New York : Charles Scribner's Sons, 1921. Pp. 465.

THE DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF INTUSSUSCEPTION. By
Charles P. B. Clubbe, L. R. C. P., M. R. C. S., Consulting
Surgeon to the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital; Consulting
Surgeon to the Coast Hospital, Sydney ; Honorable Surgeon
to the Royal Alexandra Hospital for Children ; Late Lec-
turer in Clinical Surgery, University of Sydney, New South
Wales. Second Edition. London : Henry Frowde, Hodder
& Stoughton, 1921. Pp. x-91.

TRAUMATIC SURGERY. By JoHN J. MoORHEAD, B. S., M. D..

F. A. C. S. Late Lt.-Colonel, Medical Corps, American Ex-
peditionary Forces ; Professor of Surgery and Director,

Department of Traumatic Surgery, New York Post-Grad-
uate Medical School and Hospital

;
Visiting Surgeon to Har-

lem Hospital ;
Attending Surgeon, Park Hospital ; Consult-

ing Surgeon, All Souls' Hospital (Morristown, N. J.) ;

Lt.-Colonel, Medical Reserve Corps, U. S. Army. Second
Edition Entirely Reset. Philadelphia and London: W. B.

Saunders Co., 1921. Pp. 864.

MANSON'S TROPICAL DISEASES, A MANUAL OF THE DISEASES
OF WARM CLIMATES. Edited by Philip H. Manson-Bahr,
D. S.O., M.A., M.D. (D.T.M. and H.) Cantab.,

M. R. C. P. Lond. Physician to the Hospital for Tropical

Diseases, London, and the 'Albert Dock Hospital ; Lecturer

at the London School of Tropical Medicine ; Lecturer on
Tropical Diseases at the North-East London Post-Graduate
College; Examiner in Tropical Medicine to Cambridge Uni-
versity. Seventh Edition, Revised and Enlarged. With
Twenty-one Color Plates, Six Half-tone Plates, 404 Fig-

ures in the Text, and Thirty-one Charts. New York

:

William Wood & Company, 1921. Pp. xvi-960.



Practical Therapeutics
MARIENBAD SPRINGS

By Ernest F. Kerby, M. D.,

New York.

Ancient chronicles dating back to tlie fourteenth

century contain references to the therapeutic prop-

erties of natural mineral springs. Paracelsus, in the

sixteenth century, extolled their virtues and sought
a scientific explanation of their mode of action.

More than a hundred years ago Marienbad was
already established as a health resort of great re-

noAvn on account of the potency and variety of the

natural springs with which nature has blessed this

pretty Bohemian town. To be able to realize fully

the wide appeal of the Marienbad cure one has to

visit the city at the height of the season, when in-

habitants of every conceivable coimtry flock to-

gether on their annual pilgrimage in search of

health. It is in keeping with the spirit of our times

that the Marienbad municipality has decided to

annihilate distance by exporting their products into

remote countries, so that the natural treasures are

accessible to all instead of being reserved for the

few who can vmdertake the voyage to the springs.

The news that Marienbad products will be avail-

able for general use in this country, will be hailed

with satisfaction by all physicians who have had an
opportunity in the past to become acquainted with
their therapeutic possibilities. It appears opportune
at this juncture to give a description of the out-

standing features of the principal springs and t(j

discuss their mode of action.

Kreuzbrunnen is one of the most important of

the Marienbad springs. Its chief constituents are

sodium sulphate and sodium bicarbonate and it also

contains appreciable quantities of calcitmi and mag-
nesium bicarbonates. The essential action of this

water consists, therefore, in promoting increased

elimination. It is of interest to point out in this

connection that the usual explanation of the action

of saline cathartics has become untenable in the

light of recent pharmacological researches. For
long the theory had been accepted that all mem-
bers of this group of purgatives derived their po-

tency from the fact that they are not absorbed by
the intestinal mucosa and that for this reason a large

amount of water is retained within the lumen of

the gut in accordance with osmotic requirements.

The resulting increase in bulk of intestinal contents

was then thought to incite more vigorous peristalsis.

The simple observation that a full dose of salts

usually calls forth a watery evacuation shortly after

it has entered the stomach, served to indicate that

the problem was more complicated. It has been
definitely established (1) by accurate observations
in cases of ileal fistulae and by means of x ray ex-
aminations that the salts administered only reached
the cecum four hours after ingestion in cases where
a copious evacuation had resulted after two to three

hours. It must, therefore, be concluded that ab-

sorption had actually taken place in tiic small in-

testine, and that the salts in circulation had stimu-

lated the nervous mechanism of the colon. An im-
portant finding is the fact that up to fifty per cent,

of the sodium sulphate administered is excreted by
the kidneys within eight hours. Clearly, therefore,

the action of the saline group is more complex than
has been generally assumed.

These observations give a clue to the properties

of Kreuzbrunnen which is probably used more ex-

tensively than any other Marienbad spring. It in-

creases elimination without irritating the intestinal

mucosa or renal epithelium. Experience has shown
that it is suitable for prolonged courses of adminis-

tration without deleterious effects. It has, there-

fore, a wide range of utility in chronic intestinal

catarrhs and habitual constipation. As the stools

are rendered soft and unirritating, Kreuzbrunnen
is gratefully appreciated by sufferers from hemor-
rhoids, anal ulceration, and painful pelvic icondi-

tions. The typical Marienbad cure has as its aim
the reduction of excessive adiposity. This is a

problem which is receiving increasingly vivid atten-

tion, since the interpretation of life insurance statis-

tics has demonstrated its true significance from
the point of view of preventive medicine. It has

been shown that the expectation of life decreases

proportionally as the weight rises above the normal
average. The unhygienic habits of life which eco-

nomic necessity is forcing upon the majority of

people at the present time, all tend to swell the ranks

of the overweights.

Small wonder, therefore, that Kreuzbrunnen, the

time honored specific against obesity, is enjoying
increasing popularity. It is also used for a
variety of disorders of allied etiology, such as ar-

teriosclerosis, elevated blood pressure, fatty degen-
eration of the heart, and for congestive conditions

generally. Finally, patients suffering from renal in-

sufficiency often experience striking relief during a

course of Kreuzbrunnen
;
Owing to the increase of

elimination effected, many of their symptoms are

alleviated and their sense of well being and their

capacity for useful occupation are increased.

The details of a course of treatment vary natur-

ally with the individual needs of the patient. On
the whole, the chief aim has been to obtain the larg-

est possible daily stool. A different plan of treat-

ment has been advocated by Rheinboldt (2). He
suggests a subdivision of the course into three

periods. During the first, the dose of the water
is varied, until the minimum amount is determined,

which will insure one normal stool every morning.
Throughout the second period the patient estab-

lishes the habit of obtaining, with the help of the

minimum dose, a full daily evacuation. When this

aim has been fully attained, the last period is entered

upon
;
during that time the dose is gradually dimin-

ished by substituting a weaker water and, finally,

plain water. This course of treatment occupies at

least four weeks. It goes without saying that the

general hygienic regime of the patient receives due
attention at the same time.
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The outstanding characteristic of the Rudolfs-
quelle is its richness in calcium and magnesium
bicarbonates. It also contains protoxide of iron.

This water is used chiefly on account of its alkaline

properties, and it may be taken for long periods

without interruption. It is prescribed for patients

suffering from gouty manifestations and renal cal-

culi. Reliable results may be expected in cases,

where the urine is unduly acid or where it is to be

rendered alkaline in inflammatory conditions of the

kidney, bladder, and genitourinary passages. Ru-
dolfsquelle has been used tentatively in a number
of disorders thought to be dependent on, or accom-
panied by diminution of the alkali reserves of the

blood. This miscellaneous list includes affections

like diabetes, chronic eczema, and liability to attacks

of bronchitis and frequent catarrhs of the upper
respiratory tract. Another field of utility is repre-

sented by the group of disturbances associated with
hyperacidity of the gastric secretion. The com-
bined administration of Kreuzbrunne'n and Rudolfs-
quelle offers some practical advantages in the treat-

ment of gastritis and gastric and duodenal ulcers,

as well as after gastrojejunostomy. Hyperemesis
gravidarum, especially if accompanied by acidosis,,

may also be included in this group from a therapeu-

tic point of view. In all these conditions the two
Marienbad waters solve the problem of neutraliza-

tion of acid and of increasing elimination in a con-

venient and pleasant fashion.

By a process of evaporation of Kreuzbrunnen
and Ferdinandsquelle Marienbad spring salt is pre-

pared. It has been widely employed in the place

of the waters, especially where a reduction of the

bulk was desired for greater convenience.

Our knowledge of the ultimate properties of

natural springs, especially as compared with artifi-

cial solutions, is still rather incomplete. Of course
it must be realized that the results of analysis of

the various spring waters only reflect the temporary
state of our knowledge of chemistry. Thus, with
the growth of this science, the analytical tables have
undergone repeated changes. One of the latest ad-

ditions, for instance, is the discovery of helium in

the springs. This may or may not be of therapeutic

importance, but it serves to show that our knowl-
edge even of the chemical composition of Marien-
bad waters cannot be considered to be complete.
This applies with still greater force to the physico-

chemical problems involved. We have only recently

learned to attach importance to colloidal phenomena
and the varying rates of ionic dissociation of salts

in solution. Further research along these lines may
assist in throwing some light on the difference be-

tween natural and artificial solutions. Another
chapter of inquiry was opened soon after Madam
Curie's discovery of radium, when it was shown
that Marienbad springs were endowed with a re-

markal)ly high degree of radioactivity. This is due
to the presence of radioactive ore deposits in the

geological formation of the district Marienbad is

situated in. Joachimsthal, the famous centre of

radium production, l^elongs to the same region.

The suggestion that radioactivity of the springs may
enhance their curative effects appeared for a long
time to be not a solution of the problem, but merely

a restatement of it under another guise. However,
recent researches have brought some explanations.

It is now definitely established that, while strong

doses of radium destroy, small doses on the con-
trary stimulate the physiological activity of cells (3).
This property has been made use of in actinother-

apy with unequivocal results. For instance, expo-
sure of the spleen and of the bone marrow gives

rise to an increase in the production of erythrocytes.

The same principle has been applied in the treat-

ment of organs, the function. of which is deficient

owing to pathological changes. Thus the amount of

urine excreted has been markedly increased in cases

of renal insufficiency due to chronic nephritis. The
next link in the chain of evidence was the demon-
stration of the fact that the presence of radioactive

substances in the blood stream exerted a stimulating

effect on the tissues of a nature identical to that ob-

tained by direct radiation. It is, therefore, con-

ceivable that the secret of the efficiency of Marien-

bad waters— the mysterious "spirit of the spring"

hinted at by ancient writers—depends on radioac-

tive properties and special physicochemical factors

as much as on the felicitous combination of its min-

eral salts.
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Renal Function in Vascular Hypertension.

—

James P. O'Hare (Boston Medical and Surgical

Journal, April 1, 1920) considers it very important

to differentiate vascular hypertension from chronic

nephritis. While both may show albumin and casts,

the lesion in the kidney of the vascular hypertension

case is very slight and confined chiefly to the vessels,

while in the chronic nephritic the process is largely

in the renal parenchyma. The latter lesion is usually

progressive, whereas in the former the disease in the

renal vessels is stationary or so slow that its progress

can scarcely be recognized. The great majority of

patients with vascular hypertension die from cerebral

hemorrhage, some from cardiac disease, but in only

a few does the disease of the renal vessels become
so great that the parenchyma is progressively re-

duced and uremia supervenes. The treatment of

vascular hypertension has often been unnecessarily

rigorous because of the mistaken diagnosis. The
vascular hypertension patient can be recognized

clinically by his characteristic healthy appearance, his

lack of pure renal symptoms, and by routine physical

and laboratory examination, especially by the tests of

renal function. Twenty-five cases of vascular

hypertension are tabulated to show how readily the

functional tests in common use establish the diagno-

sis. It is briefly summarized by saying that in vascu-

lar hypertension: 1. The specific gravity of the

urine shows no loss of power of concentration, as

in chronic nephritis ; 2, albumin and casts appear in

the same quantities in both diseases ; 3, the functional

tests show but little renal impairment
; 4, a markedly

increased night volume of urine indicates a possible

renal death.
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Treatment of the Chronic Intestinal Invalid.

—

John Bryant {American Journal of the Medical

Sciences, January, 1921) says that there are five

distinct factors of fundamental importance in treat-

ment of the chronic intestinal invalid, which are

social, mental, dietary, orthopedic, ahd glandular.

The common objective of all these factors is in-

creased resistance of the patient to fatigue, and they

must be applied in overlapping sequence in order

to yield the maximum benefit. The chronic in-

testinal invalid usually recovers at a rate inversely

proportionate to the amount of surgery to which
he has been subjected. The physician who will take

the time and trouble may promise such a patient a

ninety per cent, prospect of a reasonable degree of

improvement, and an eighty per cent, prospect of a

marked or satisfactory degree of improvement as

a result of a few months of nonsurgical treatment.

Treatment which does not train the patient to avoid

or to recover from future relapses with a minimum
of medical assistance, falls short of what the

chronic intestinal invalid has a right to expect.

Pathological Changes in the Striped Muscles in

Choleriform Diarrhea.—H. Sloboziano {Prcsse
mcdicalc, January 12, 1921), in three out of six

cases of cholera infantum, found acute fatty degen-
eration of the myocardial cells, which accounted for

the small pulse and bradycardia witnessed in these

cases during life. The other striped muscles, includ-

ing the diaphragm, rectus abdominis and psoas, ex-
amined in eight patients, were found involved eight

times out of a total of thirteen muscles studied.

They showed either acute disseminated degeneration,

cloudy swelling, or fibrillar aspect of the muscle
cells. The dyspnea of cholera infantum may be
partly attributed to changes in the myocardium and
muscles of respiration. The poison of the disease is

apparently soluble in the fatty substances normally
present in certain amount in the muscles of small
children, and its dissolution in them promotes injury
of the cells. After the second year of life these

cellular fats are present only in much smaller amount,
and choleriform diarrhea therefore to a marked de-
gree loses its serious aspect in such children.

The Relation of Fistula in Ano to Phthisis.

—

Herman A. Brav (American Medicine, December,
1920), from personal observation, is led to the fol-

lowing conclusions

:

1. Tuberculous fistula of the anus is usually sec-

ondary to tuberculous disease of the lungs.

2. Pulmonary phthisis is rarely, if ever, secondary
to fistula in ano, either before or after operation.

3. Tuberculosis of the anal region should be dealt

with radically, as wounds upon the consumptive heal

more readily than is generally supposed.
4. When the patient's general condition will per-

mit, the surgeon should operate on all fistulas,

regardless of their type.

5. The surgeon should not refuse to operate on
persons suffering from a mild form of phthisis, for
in incipient cases the operation is always justifiable.

6. There is no reason why a tuberculous focus
should not be extirpated here as elsewhere. The
operation should be followed by a scraping of the
fistulous tract. Unless the lung trouble is active
and far advanced, operation is not contraindicated.

Streptococcal Leptomeningitis Due to Chronic
Suppurative Otitis Media.—S. Scott (Lancet, No-
vember 27, 1920) discussed the case of a ten year

old girl who had ear discharge some months before.

Symptoms were headache, vomiting, sensation of

falling, and twitching of face and amis, followed

by coma, retraction of the head, and extensor rigidity

of the hamstrings. Her temperature was 104°.

pulse 130, and respiration 30. The radical mastoid

operation, with translabyrinthine drainage and lum-
bar thecal, was performed. The mastoid antrum and
cells contained pus, granular and cholesteatomatous

material. An extradural abscess contained nearly a

dram of pus. The wound was packed open with

dressings. Lumbar puncture, repeated every twelve

hours, on the fourth day revealed sterile spinal fluid.

On the fifth day, the child was convalescing.

Primary Disease of the Pelvic Lymph Glands.

—John T. Williams (Boston Medical and Surgical

Journal, February 24, 1921) asserts that primary
enlargement of the pelvic lymph glands is a distinct

clinical entity. The diagnosis is to' be based upon
a pelvic mass definitely not connected with the uterus

or its appendages, which gives rise to pain and
tenderness in the iliac fossa of the afifected side,

with or without elevation of temperature, and with

or without psoas spasm on the alfected side. The
white count in the few cases so far observed has

been only slightly increased. The treatment is the

same as that of enlarged or diseased glands else-

where in the body. A mass definitely containing

pus should be opened. Where the glands are aoutel}'

ihflamed but suppuration has not taken place, treat-

ment should be restricted to rest and cold applica-

tions. Where the enlargement causes pressure on
important organs and does not rapidly subside under
palliative treatment, excision is indicated.

The Peristalticlike Nature of Organic Re-
sponses.—P. F. Swindle (American Journal of
PsycJwlogy, April, 1919) concludes that reasons

were given for supposing that all muscular responses

of long duration are discontinuous in the sense that

the nervous correlates of a limited portion of such

a response are not exactly identical with those of

any other portion of the same response. Assuming,
then, the discontinuity of all the muscular responses

or the peristalticlike nature of responses in general,

and speaking only of the behavior correlates of the

structures that function, the following law of in-

duction can be stated : The initial element of the

innately associated series of elements of the re-

sponses of long duration conditions or induces its

qualitatively most similar element ; this in turn

induces its most similar element which has not

occurred immediately before, and so on until the

qualitatively most dissimilar element to the initial

one is induced. This law is essentially the same
as a law of color induction, stated as follows : In
successive and simultaneous color induction, any
color induces first itself and last of all its antagonistic

color. The only difference between the two state-

ments of the same law of behavior is that, in the

one case, emphasis is laid upon the qualitative

natures of the muscular movements which succeed
one another, while in the other the succession of

psychical states only are brought into consideration.
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Acute Lobar Pneumonia; Treatment.—A. L.

Burnett {Colorado Medicine, January, 1921 ) sums
up the treatment of this disease in these four rules

:

1. Afford good hygiene and careful nursing. 2. Con-
serve and replenish the patient's energy. 3. Pro-

mote active elimination. 4. Treat the symptoms
when they arise, not before.

Raised Blood Pressure.—Paul M. Chapman
{Practitioner, January, 1921) says that we must not

assume all high blood pressures to be evil, and sug-

gests that the following considerations are worth
remembering: 1. The nourishment of the cardiac

muscle is conditioned by the blood pressure in the

aorta. 2. A plus pressure often means increased

cardiac vigor. 3. A minus pressure often entails

cardiac malnutrition. 4. A plus pressure should not

always, as a matter of routine, be taken to be harm-
ful. 5. The condition of the patient himself under
treatment is as yet all we have to go by, and we
have to consider every circumstance before we can

exercise a proper discretion in our treatment of

blood pressure,' except in extreme cases.

The Orbital Cardiac Murmur.—A. E. Vipond
{American Medicine, March, 1921) reports nine

cases where a systolic murmur was heard over the

orbit. He has found it in Graves's disease, endocar-

ditis, aortic and mitral valvular disease, in dextro-

cardia and in congenital heart disease. To detect

this orbital murmur the room should be free from
noise and the murmur is exaggerated by making
the patient exercise before examination. The stetho-

scope used was the ordinary Bowles type, placed

over the eyeball, with the eyelids closed, a little to

the outer side to exclude respiratory nasal sounds.

This murmur was never found in connection with

the normal heart.
<$>

Letters to the Editors.

MAN VERSUS THE MICROBE.

To the Editors:
Y"'*^'

It is always a pleasure to the old chap to see a

return to sane thinking. This is true in the world
at large ; it is also true, but in a greater degree, in

what relates to medicine, when one is or has been
during many years an all around practitioner. No
one believes more than I do in the proven specificity

of some microbes in the causation of disease, or

indeed, when present, in their farreaching impor-
tance in some local injuries. But, when at every

turn in the road, everywhere and among all people,

there is the continuous outcry against the ever-

present and inimical microbe and what terrible

consequences arise from its presence, unless it is

neutralized, its poison made nonexistent, and this,

too, by powerful, socalled disinfectants, then the

thoughtful mind cries a revolt.

To me, the effort made in so many directions and
the expense in mind, body and estate, to bring to an
end, or greatly diminish the great white plague

(tuberculosis) are sadly lacking in sanity. If tuber-

culosis were very contagious to the larger number
of men, women and children, where would we be

with our abominable housing and methods of traffic

in which fellow humans are crowded like cattle for

not a short time of the twenty-four hours. It is

only contagious, as I believe, in very small measure
and only then when the soil is ripe for its culture.

Let us stop this outcry for more sanitariums and too

much regulated lives for the very few, relatively.

Let us return, or rather advance more and more
to the sane judgment that good surroundings

—

healthful, sufficient air space, with sunlight and
sufficient nutritious food, properly prepared, are the

essentials in our combat against this disease and
indeed, against many others of supposed infectious

or contagious type, or which in some instances are

proved to be so.

In some of these cases, like influenza, they are

air borne, as I believe,—but the microbe itself has
small importance. What the real poison of the

disease is we do not know and may not know for a

long time in the future. While we do know that

a few disease.s, but again, relatively few, are con-

nected primarily, always up to date, with the pres-

ence of a microbe, singly or combined, its power for

evil is not always the same. Sometimes it is very

virulent, but the cases are in main few. Again, the

microbe, the habitat of the poison, carries with it

slight danger to the one attacked, but is very widely
disseminated. I have merely to mention what occurs

in epidemics of scarlet fever, of measles, of whoop-
ing cough, to carry home the truth of my statements.

The sooner we learn and bring to mind constantly

that microbes are often socalled scavengers of dis-

ease, and not the initial, most important cause, the

better for the world and now, the too much and
unnecessarily frightened humanity. Let our main
watchwords be; more and better homes, sufficient

good, nutritious food, sunlight, sanitary employ-

ments, and also, in time of sickness, a few well

selected and useful drugs, or combinations, from
the old doctor's storehouse of wide observation and
experience, backed up with a great fund of intel-

ligence, integrity and common sense.

Beverley Robinson, M. D.

129 East Thikty-fifth Street,

TOBACCO.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., June 13, 1921.

To tlie Editors:

In article, "The Effect of Tobacco on Man,"
by Gies, Kahn and Limerick, p'age 810, the follow-

ing paragraph will be found

:

The sequence of the potency of the different forms in

which tobacco is generally used runs as follows, in the

order of greatest degree to least : Chewing, smoking pipe,

smoking cigar, smoking cigarette. It can thus be seen that,

contrary to the prevailing belief among laymen, the cig-

arette is in fact the least harmful form in which it is possi-

ble to habitually use tobacco. There is not the slightest

foundation for the popular notion that the paper or the

tobacco used in the manufacture of the cigarette contains

any substance that is especially injurious to the human or-

ganism. Emphasis on the relative innocuousness of the

cigarette is deemed justified by the persistence with which
the misinformed strive to convey a contrary impression.

It is equally deserving of mention that analysis of tobacco

does not indicate with any degree of preciseness the actual

toxicity of, say, a cigar or a cigarette made of it, for a
great part of the volatile constituents of the plant is com-
pletely destroyed in the burning, hence does not enter the

body.
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With this paragraph I wish to take exceptions.

At my request, Mr. Joseph J. Walsh (Inspector

oi Mines), of Nanticoke, Pa., made tests. The

following is his report

:

For the purpose of determining the amount of

carbon monoxide in the gases drawn through a

cigarette, and also to determine what amount of

carbon monoxide is absorbed by the tissues of the

mouth, samples of the products due to this form

of combustion was collected in the following man-

ner: A rubber bulb force pump was used for the

purpose of collecting the samples. The pump con-

sists of a rubber bulb and two short rubber tube^,

one attached to each side of the bulb, the whole being

fitted with a valve mechanism. When the bulb is

compressed its contents are forced through the dis-

charge tube, and, when released, it expands, drawing

air in by other tube, which forms an inlet. Sample

number one was collected by putting the discharge

tube into a sample bottle and inserting a lighted

cigarette in the intake tube ; the bulb was then

pressed and inflated fifteen times, thus pumping
into the sample bottle a sample of the products of

combustion. Sample number two was collected by

means of same instrument and in the same manner,

excepting that the discharge tube was placed in the

mouth, into which a sample of the products of

combustion was pumped, which sample then passed

from the mouth through a glass tube into a sample

bottle.
SAMPLE NUMBER ONE.

Carbon dioxide 2.09 per cent.

Carbon monoxide 2.22 per cent.

Oxygen 16.23 per cent.

SAMPLE NUMBER TWO.
Carbon dioxide 3.00 per cent.

'

Carbon monoxide 1.63 per cent.

Oxygen 15.40 per cent.

The following samples were drawn through a

lighted smoking pipe, and collected in the same
manner as above. Sample three was pumped di-

rectly into the bottle
;
sample number four passed

through the ntouth

:

SAMPLE NUMBER THREE.
Carbon dioxide 4.10 per cent.

Carbon monoxide 2.75 per cent.

O.xygen 14.00 per cent

SAMPLE NUMBER FOUR.
Carbon dioxide 4.46 per cent.

Carbon monoxide 2.08 per cent.

Oxygen 14.30 per cent.

The following is the result of analysis of air

expelled from the lungs while in the ordinary per-

formance of work

:

AIR EXPELLED FROM THE LUNGS.

Carbon dioxide 3.67 per cent.

Oxygen 17.22 per cent.

Nitrogen 79.11 per cent.

Carbon monoxide 0.00

PURE AIR.

Carbon dioxide 03 per cent.

Oxygen 20.93 per cent.

Nitrogen 79.04 per cent.

From these analyses it is apparent that from six

to seven tenths of one per cent, of the carbon
monoxide contained in the gases given off during
smoking are absorbed in the upi)er air passages.
Inhaling the smoke would materially increase the
amount of carbon monoxide absorption, and the

continued absorption of carbon monoxide certainlv

would have a deleterious efifect on the human or-

ganism.

The continuous inhalation of one fifth of one
per cent, of carbon monoxide for a period of six

liours is sufficient to cause death. As the cigarette

smoker is, as a rule, an inhaler, I cannot understand
why assertion is made that the cigarette is the least

harmful form of tobacco, especially when the smoker
absorbs a larger amount of carbon monoxide.

27 East South Street. W. Collins, M. D.

TOBACCO.
,, T-,-, New York, June 17, 1021.

I 0 the Editors: .

"The cigarette is, in fact, the least harmful form
in which it is possible habitually to use tobacco,"

because it yields the smallest amount of toxic

materials.

As far as they extend, the tests reported to have
been made by Mr. Joseph J. Walsh and quoted by_
Dr. D. W. Collins confirm what has been said by
my collaborators and me of the relative innocuous-
ness of the cigarette.

Carbon monoxide is not the most toxic constituent

of tobacco smoke. The inhalation of tobacco smoke
is not confined to cigarette smokers.

Persons habituated to the cigarette usually exhibit

the more profound symptoms of acute tobaccoism
after having smoked a cigar or a pipe, which fact

proves the greater potency of the latter forms of
smoking tobacco.

550 Riverside Drive. O. Victor Limerick.

CONTAGION.

To the Editors:
^^"^

In your issue of May 18, 1921, page 751, Dr.
Arthur I. Blau, signing himself as diagnostician.

Department of Health, writes as follows

:

Not infrequently I encounter cases of contagion in

premises, the seat of that contagion weeks or months ago.
This occurrence, in my mind, is not merely incidental. It is

a late infection caused by the germ or poison of contagion
still present in those premises, left over by the patient after
recovery, which has not been removed or destroyed by the
disinfection or renovation. This is not a mere assumption,
for we know that the poison of the contagious diseases is

very tenacious, particularly that of scarlet fever, and clings
for weeks or months to furniture, carpets, and other house-
hold articles.

Inasmuch as these views were submitted for
publication without my knowledge and are directly

at variance with the teaching and practice of the
New York City Department of Health, I request
that you publish this letter in order that the readers
of the Journal may not be misled.

After prolonged and thorough experimentation,
both in the field and the laboratory, the department
decided that terminal disinfection was wholly in-

effective in diminishing the spread of contagion.
The department believes that persons, either as

patients, convalescents or carriers, are practically

the sole source of infection. Together with thor-
ough concurrent disinfection, the department finds

that procedures based on the above belief are entirelv

.satisfactory.

Louis J. H.VRRis, Director.
Bureau of Preventable Diseasf.s.
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The Status of Vaccination Against Influenza.

—Prophylactic vaccination against influenza was
practised extensively during, but mostly following,

the recent epidemic of the disease. From a scien-

tific point of view, such inoculation seems somewhat
premature, since the etiological factors are not

established, says the Journal A. M. A., May 28,

1921. In some districts stock cultures were em-
ployed ; in others a culture of a strain or strains iso-

lated during the epidemic, and in still others a

mixed vaccine composed- of the bacillus of Pfeif¥er,

the streptococcus, the pneumococcus, the staphy-

lococcus and other organisms. McCoy presented

his impression, as gained from the uncontrolled use

of these vaccines, that while theoretically they might

be of value in the prevention of influenza, yet in

every case in which they were tried under perfectly

controlled conditions they failed to influence either

morbidity or mortality. A well conducted investi-

gation is worthy of note even when the outcome is

negative in character. It may turn us away from
false hopes and force us to seek new solutions for

the problem at hand. In an elaborate study, Jordan
and Sharp of the Department of Hygiene at the

University of Chicago conducted observations

under the auspices of the influenza commission
established by the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company of New York on approximately six thou-

sand persons from November, 1919, to June, 1920.

About one half of these were vaccinated with a

saline suspension of a standard mixed vaccine pre-

pared by Dr. W. H. Park, of the New York City

liealth department. The remaining half were not

vaccinated. Comparable members of the two
groups in different localities lived under essentially

identical environmental conditions. The influenza

attacks among the vaccinated numbered 118, or 4.1

per cent.; among the unvaccinated the morbidity
from this disease was 4.8 per cent. Rbinitis and
bronchitis developed with about equal frequency in
the two groups. There were slight variations in the
incidence of the few cases of pneumonia, but the
Chicago bacteriologists regard it as unlikely that
any considerable degree of protection against in-
fluenza was conferred. Is it unfair to the propo-
nents of vaccination against influenza and other
respiratory infections to say: "Value unproven"?
The Psychopathology of the Fugue.—Erwin

Popper
( Monatschrift fUr Psychiatric nnd Neuro-

logic, March, 1920) describes the case of a student
who left his school and was found some days later
on the school grounds suffering from a total am-
nesia extending over a week's time. Letters de-
scribing his travels were subsequently received. The
student had always appeared normal, although he
indulged in phantasy stories and descriptions of his
exploits and travels. He himself denied all knowl-
edge of these phantasies. The fugue is interpreted
as a type of hysterical wish fulfilment delirium.
His fantasy life together with his normal life con-
stitute, an hysterical double personality. It is par-
ticularly striking that the retrograde amnesia
extends over all the periods of apparent pseudologia
phantastica, in this way appearing as an hysterical
repression of all these periods. No further analysis
of the patient to overcome the hysteria was at-
tempted.

High Mortality Rates.—In the United States
in 1919 one mother died for every 135 babies born,
and every eleventh baby born died before he was a
year old. That these rates are excessive is shown
in a bulletin issued by the United States Department
of Labor through the Children's Bureau, and just
revised to compare the latest rates for the United
States with those for foreign countries.

Six countries are shown to have a lower infant
mortality, and sixteen in a group of seventeen a
lower maternal mortality than the United States.
Not only do we lose more mothers in proportion to
births than practically any other civilized country,
but we apparently lose more on an average each
year than the year before. Whereas in other coun-
tries there has been a decrease in the death rate
from childbirth, the rate in tbe United States arose
from 6.1 in one thousand births in 1915 to 6.2 in

1916, 6.6 in 1917 and to 7.4 in 1919. Moreover, in

this country there is no appreciable decrease in the
proportion of babies who die from cau.ses largely
connected with the care and condition of the mother.

Experience has proved, the bulletin points out,
that thousands of deaths of both mothers and chil-

dren could be prevented every year by public meas-
ures for the protection of maternity and infancy.
In New York city, among 4,496 mothers who were
supervised by the New York Maternity Centre As-
sociation before and after the birth of their babies,
the maternal mortality rate was less than one third
the rate of the United States and the rate for deaths
in early infancy was less than half that for the city
as a whole. In other cities of the United States and
in foreign countries the institution of infant wel-
fare measures has been followed by greatly de-
creased rates.
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Some Remarks on the Elements of Diet in Infancy, with Special

Reference to the Employment of Gzerny and Kleinschmidt's

Butter Flour Mixture*
By J. P. CROZER GRIFFITH, M. D.,

Philadelphia,

and

A. GRAEME MITCHELL, M. D.,

Philadelphia.

In an article by Czerny and Kleinschmidt (1)
describing the method of production and the results

of the employment of their butter flour mixture,
they open with the explanation of the thought which
led to the construction of the product. They speak
of the composition of human milk and the conse-

quent suggestion which presents itself—that there

is probably something in Nature which demands for

the infant the relative proportions of fat, protein,

and carbohydrate which exist in the milk the human
breast supplies. They speak, too, of the assumption
by many that it is a matter of indifference whether
the fat of the food is largely or entirely replaced
by carbohydrate ; and evidently do not believe that

this is correct, leaving it for the writers who make
this assertion to bring forward positive proof in

support of it.

These statements, emanating as they do from
writers of such well known distinction, and oppos-
ing, as they do, so many expressed views of other
investigators likewise of prominence, naturally
arouse interest and stimulate the desire to know
just what is to be considered most nearly correct in

this much discussed question. It is evident that it

is a question as yet far from final solution; yet the
thought has long been present with us that the giv-
ing of high protein percentages to normal infants
was not a matter of indifference, and that even the
use of such food in many cases of digestive disturb-
ance might be harmful rather than beneficial. Fur-
ther, it has always seemed to us a question whether
the substitution of fat by large percentages of car-
bohydrate, useful as it is in so many cases, was one
which was to be persi.sted with as entirely satisfac-
tory after health had been regained. Our convic-
tion has long been that a relationship in the diet
closer in some respects to the proportions seen in

From the Wards of the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia and
the Children's Medical Ward of the Hospital of the University of
Pennsylvania.

Copyright, 1921, by A. R.

human milk was eminently desirable. These views
are, of course, shared by many others, and have been
repeatedly expressed by them ; and yet much that

one reads in modern medical literature would lead
to the idea that they were without satisfactory scien-

tific foundation. Many writers in their attempt to

simplify infant feeding have gone to such an ex-
treme that the efforts would seem to be toward ren-
dering the preparation easy for the physician rather
than to make the food the most suitable for the
infant ; and we see methods and formulae recom-
mended which are a reversion to those which the
experience of many years ago had relegated to the
undesirable.

A review of the enormous literature on the sub-
ject of the digestion and action of the different in-

gredients of the infant's diet is, of course, out of the
question ; but reference to a few of the more impor-
tant comparatively recent statements in medical lit-

erature in support of our contention may well be
permitted.

As regards the protein, Benjamin (2) in a long
article of over one hundred pages gives an exhaust-
ive review of the literature of the subject, and de-
tails his own experiments. He speaks of the un-
doubted injuries which may follow the employment
of an excess of protein, noted especially in a contin-
ued failure to gain weight and a general muscular
atony, such as is often seen in the employment of
protein milk. The fact that malt soup is often a
remedy for this condition has been attributed to its

low fat and high carbohydrate percentage; but it

must not be forgotten that it also possesses a per-
centage of protein which is low, and he believes that
the essential factor in many instances. Glanzmann
(3) studied the effect of casein milk in various
diseases, and found that when it was given in over-
amount, evidences of injury from protein developed,
shown by unhealthy appearance, pallor, loss of
strength, meteorism, and subfebrilc temperature.

Elliott Publishing Company.
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He regards it, therefore, as an unsuitable diet for

a healthy child, and not adapted for long employ-
ment even in those with digestive disorders. Hoob-
ler (4) in a careful study of the subject details his

own experiments, which confirm the views of others

that protein is often given too freely. Whereas seven

per cent, of the total calories represents the utmost
need of the infant, in such foods as that recom-
mended by Finkelstein the protein is about thirty per

cent. Protein fed in excess causes an increase of

the protein metabolism, but does not reduce the

amount of the fat and carbohydrate metabolized,

which must then be drawn from the stored up fat

and glycogen, unless sufficient is supplied in the

food. When fed greatly beyond its need protein is

likely to produce a condition of stupor. He thinks

the employment of any high protein diet is justified

only as a temporary therapeutic measure. Howland
and Stolte (5) found that the addition of casein to

the diet of breastfed children did, it is true, increase

the weight, but caused the development of exuda-
tive symptoms and diminished decidedly the cal-

cium balance. A very useful review of the litera-

ture of the subject, together with his own experi-

ences, is given by Tanaka (6). It would appear
from this that although infants absorb an excess of

protein readily, they are unable to retain it, indicat-

ing that there has been an overburdening of the

system by protein. The children to whom a high
protein diet was administered finalh' entirely ceased
to gain. Finally Bessau (7) in a long article upon
the pathology of injuries by milk maintains that

there is no more doubt about the production of
injury by the action of the protein than there is by
that of the fat, and by this he does not mean merely
evidences of indigestion. The protein can produce
damage not only through a lack of perfect propor-
tion among the milk elements, but by the presence

of an actual quantitative excess, and he asserts that

the well known blue gray coloration of the skin

often seen in infants fed on casein milk is a symptom
of the high protein diet.

The references given are selected from many, and

are enough, we believe, to show that both clinical

experience and metabolic investigations support the

opinion that a high protein diet, except for certain

specific purposes, is not desirable, and that the dif-

ference in the ratios of fat and protein as seen in

human milk and in cow's milk, respectively, is of

significance.

As regards the fat and the carbohydrate of the

food, the injuries which may follow a high percent-

age of fat are too well known to demand any dis-

cussion. The cause of this is not so certain. The
relief of vomiting by the butter flour mixture, to

which we shall refer later, appears to lend proof

to the opinion that the difficulty in the digestion of

cow's milk fat depends upon the high percentage

of volatile fatty acids present. The favorable ex])e-

rience, however, of Moro (8) and of Rietschel (9)

with foods analogous in composition to the Czerny-

Klein Schmidt butter flour mixture, yet prepared

without any driving off of the fatty acids by cook-

ing, would indicate that there may be other reasons

for the fact that the high fat percentage in this mix-

ture does not increase the tendency to vomit. Many

cases suggest that a common cause of injury by
fat is through the formation of soap stools, while

diarrhea produced by an excess of fat occasions a

loss of the alkalies and a diminished calcium absorp-
tion (Holt, Courtney, and Pales) (10). On the

other hand, the importance of fat in the diet is a
matter which cannot be disputed. Holt, Courtney,
and F~ales assert that a certain percentage of fat

must be present to obtain a satisfactory absorption

of calcium, and recent testimony from other writers

is all in favor of the value of fat. The importance

of butter fat on account of the vitamines contained

in it has been dwelt upon by many recent writers

and need not be discussed in this connection.

Although it has repeatedly been shown that the

carbohydrates may largely replace fat, yet that they

can do so satisfactorily is denied by many. Orgler

(11), for instance, speaks of the large absorption of

fat, Ijoth from human milk and from cow's milk,

and believes that children in whom the carbohy-

drates have to a great extent replaced this do not

do as well when fed in this way. He maintains that

the increase of the carbohydrates at the expense of

the fat causes a loss of water from the system. He
emphasizes the fact that animal experimentation

has shown that a certain amount of fat is necessary,

and points out the significance of the high percentage

of fat present in breast milk.

Yet in spite of the necessity for the administra-

tion of fat, the actual employment of it often

causes many difficidties. These may be overcome in

different ways. Bessau (7) emphasizes the fact,

already known, that it is not so much an excess of

fat which is detrimental as the lack of a proper pro-

portion to the other ingredients of the diet ; and
that the fat may remain in the food unaltered in

quantity if the amoimts of the other elements are

correctly arranged. That the fat is better tolerated

when an amylaceous substance has been added to

the diet is well known. It is exemplified, for in-

stance, in the employment of malt soup, and even
in the simpler preparations where a cereal decoction

is employed as a diluent instead of water. Regard-
ing the action of starch there are various opinions.

We need not enter upon them in this connection.

It is probable that there is more than one method
in which the favorable result is obtained. The sub-

ject is ably discussed by Bessau. In any event, the

fact of its value remains; and did it lack proof,

the experience of Czerny and Kleinschmidt would
remove all doubt. These authors in a somewhat
empirical but very successful manner devised a food
which permitted the employment of a high fat per-

centage in combination with a percentage of carbo-

hydrate also high, but with the protein reduced to

approximately the amount present in human milk.

They insist upon the great importance of having

the relationship of the fat and the carbohydrate a

fixed one. As soon as this relationship is altered,

the results are not so good. They believe that the

favorable results are to be ascribed in part to the

driving off of the volatile fatty acids from the milk

fat ; in part to the admixture of an amount of flour

equalling that of the fat ; in part to the chemical

alteration of the flour produced by the browning
which occurs during the preparation, and in part to
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the low percentage of protein present, the last being

particularly important in weakly infants.

The proportions recommended by them consist

of seven grams of butter, seven grams of flour,

five grams of sugar, and one hundred grams of

water, to be mixed with varying amounts of milk,

according to the age of the patient. These figures

may conveniently be rounded off to, say, twenty
grams of butter, twenty grams of flour, and fifteen

grams of sugar in three hundred grams of water

;

but, as stated, the relationship of the butter to the

flour must remain unchanged. In the actual process

of preparation, twenty grams of butter are placed in

a pan and heated over a gentle fire until foaming
takes place, and until any odor of volatile fatty

acids present shall have disappeared. This requires

from three to five minutes. Twenty grams of fine

wheat flour are then added and the mixture again

boiled over a gentle fire with constant stirring until

the mass becomes thin and of a brownish color

(four or five minutes). Now three hundred grams
of warm water and fifteen grams of sugar are

added. The whole is again boiled, rubbed through
a fine sieve, and then mixed with the desired

amount of previously boiled, cooled milk, and the

whole kept cold until needed for use. The addition

of salt is not necessary, as this is contained in the

butter. For children under three thousand grams
in weight one third milk is added to two thirds of

the butter flour mixture. For those of three thou-

sand grams or over two fifths of milk and three

fifths of butter flour mixture are employed. Not
more than two hundred grams to the kilogram of

body weight (i. e., about three fluid ounces to the

pound) should be given daily, and usually smaller

amounts than this are required, owing to the high

caloric value of the food. At the time of their

report forty infants had been fed in this way, of

an age varying from less than one month up to

six months. Twenty-one children had a weight of

three thousand grams or less. The results were
surprisingly good, and the gain in weight and
length was excellent. There was no meteorism

;

the stools were yellow and of salvelike consistence,

usually acid, and numbered one to three daily

;

sometimes three or four, yet without any harmful
effect. Any previously existing disposition to vomit
was not increased, and those who had not vomited
earlier did not show any tendency to begin it. In-

crease in weight did not always commence at once,

but would do so presently, and then went on rapidly

with but little interruption, resembling greatly the

gain in weight in healthy, breastfed children.

The improvement in general appearance and con-
dition of the infant was particularly striking. This
was in sharp contrast to that of other infants who
had been fed successfully by other methods. The
improvement was especially noteworthy in the de-

velopment of fat in the lower parts of the body.
Naturally not all of the infants did well, but the

success in general was greater than with any other
method of feeding which the writers had previously

employed. All the patients were subjects of malnu-
trition when treatment was commenced, and many
had had chronic nutritional disturbances following

the early employment of different sorts of artificial

nourishment, or as a result of infection of some
kind. The results were particularly good in weakly
and premature infants in the first three months of

life, weighing less than three thousand grams. If

any dyspeptic disturbance was present, they delayed

with the beginning of the food until there was at

least a subsidence of the symptoms to some extent;

but waiting for a complete restitution to health was
not in their experience necessary.

In a somewhat later article, Kleinschmidt (12)
describes the later experience of Czerny and him-

self with the butter flour food. They had tried it

now even in infants a few days old and in those

weighing less than two thousand grams, and found
that under these circumstances it was better to em-
ploy at first a mixture in which the seven per cent,

of butter and flour was reduced to five per cent.,

and the five per cent, of sugar to four per cent.

Later the strength of the original composition may
be employed, but this should always be considered

the maximum. So, too, in infants who have not

quite recovered from a condition of vomiting or

diarrhea, or in whom for any reason there may be

some doubt about the advisability of giving the

food, it is well to begin with the weaker mixture.

The results of Czerny and Kleinschmidt's experi-

ments were so encouraging that confirmation was
sought by numbers of other clinicians.

Berend (13) employed the butter flour mixture

in a number of cases. He thinks this food is a posi-

tive proof of the teaching of Czerny regarding the

injury which may be done by fatty acids. Circum-
stances compelled him to use cooking butter almost

spoiled, but the results were good. It sometimes

takes a week or more before increase in weight

commences. ^

Rietschel (9) showed by repeated trial the su-

periority in the very young and underweight sub-

jects of fat mixtures as compared with those of

milk, cereal and sugar, containing but httle fat. He
had very successful results with the Czerny-Klein-

schmidt food modified to a certain extent.

Ochsenius (14) gave the butter flour mixture
in 203 cases, always maintaining the relationship of

butter to flour which had been insisted upon, but

varying the proportion of the sugar to some extent.

He completely confirms the claims made for the

favorable action of the diet.

Stolte (15) tried the food thoroughly and fully

agrees with the claims that it is especially useful in

young and in premature infants of low weight. An
important element is that it supplies enough nour-
ishment ; which is frequently not true of other food
preparations. Its employment may be continued

indefinitely. His metabolism experiments are of

particular value, showing, as they do, that in spite

of the comparatively small amount of nitrogenous

material given, there was a positive nitrogen balance

in every instance in which the tests were made.
The high percentage of sodium chloride in the

food, coming from the salted butter, appears to

produce no disturbance in the water of the tissues.

Tiirk (16) tried the butter flour in sixty infants.

His results were good on the whole, although there

were eight who •failed to thrive.

Thiemich (17) used it in about eighty cases with
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very favoral)le results. He corroborates Czerny and
Kleinschmidt in practically every detail. He refers

to the belief that a diet rich in fat will make symp-
toms of the exudative diathesis worse, but did not

find this to be the case with the employment of the

mixture.

Friese (18) fed seventy infants with the butter

ployed them in thirty-one cases with excellent effect.

As already stated, he does not believe that the ex-
istence of volatile fatty acids has anything to do
with the great advantage of the food, inasmuch as
in his preparations he took no pains to dispose of
these. He found the diet very useful in atrophic

baljies, and good in persistent cases of regurgita-
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Fig. 1.—Weight chart of the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia. Case R. J., aged three weeks; admitted September 24, 1920.

flour food with results for the most part good, and
he regards the formula as a great advance in infant

feeding. Some experiments in which the butter

was cooked but the flour not produced bad results,

an indication that the browning of the flour is im-

portant.

Langstein ( 19) has in his own experience con-

firmed the value of the butter flour food in a large

number of weakly infants who had not advanced

tion and vomiting ; but does not think it suitable

for the newborn. He agrees with Czerny and
Kleinschmidt that there must be a certain fixed

relationship between the fat and the carbohydrate,

which should approach that present in human milk

;

viz, 1:1.7; and insists that it is important for suc-

cess in infant feeding that fat should be present in

sufficient quantity.

Bessau (7) found repeatedly that in the prepara-

l ii,. 2,—Weight chart of the Childreirs Hospital of Philadelphia. Case R. L., aged three months; admitted September 16. 1920.

with other methods of feeding. There may be, of

course, bad as well as good results. He questions

whether the value of the food depends upon the

driving off of the volatile fatty acids.

Moro (8) prepared two formufe, based on the

Czerny-Kleinschmidt butter flour mixture, and em-

tion of the butter flour mixture it was of the great-

est importance to brown the substance.

Plantenga (20) used the food in thirty-one cases,

with excellent results in most in.stances. He found,

as did others, that some cases of eczema were bene-

fitted by it, these being clearly instances where that
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disease depended upon defective nutrition. Some
others were made distinctly worse, these probably

being instances intolerant to a high percentage of

fat.

Friedberg (21) employed butter flour in seventy-

two cases and found it very efficacious in most of

them. He reports some bad results, some of which

he admits were not to be attributed to the food,

while in other cases he would hold it responsible.

In some of the patients who did badly it seemed
sufficient merely to reduce the amount of sugar in

order to obtain a good effect. He emphasizes the

fact that proper judgment must be used in the selec-

tion of cases suitable for this nourishment, and with

this, of course, all will agree.

Niemann and Foth (22) gave the food to sixty-

two infants, and failed to get good results in only

and of the condition of the stools must be made be-

fore selecting butter flour in preference to other

methods of feeding, and it is better to begin tenta-

tively with smaller percentages of fat and carbo-

hydrate. He found the results excellent in the exu-

dative diathesis. It appears, too, useful for the

prevention of rickets.

Beck (24) tried the butter flour food in twelve

cases, but with a modification of the original for-

mula. He found the mixture useful where there

had been no prolonged digestive disturbance which
was followed by an intolerance for fat.

Oertel ( 25) also reported on twenty cases in which

he had used a modification of the formula, employ-

ing buttermilk instead of whole milk. His results

appear for the most part to have been good.

Goett (26) tried the mixture in fifty-five cases,

Fig. 3.—Weight chart of the Children's Hos|)ital of I'hiladrlphia. Case J. H., aged nine months; admitted November 2. 1920.

seven instances. They, too, urge the necessity of

judgment in the selection of the cases, finding it un-

suitable in acute diarrheal disturbances, in which
all_fat foods act badly. They, as do others, empha-
size the importance of not giving too much, two
hundred grams daily to the kilogram of body weight

being the extreme maximum.
Reinach (23) has used the mixture in one hun-

dred and twenty children who were either healthy

or suffering from some nutritional disturbance. He
found it useful in young healthy infants, combined
Avith feeding from the breast. For premature in-

fants and those with congenital asthenia exclusive

breast feeding is to be preferred at first. In the

case of those with subacute and chronic nutritional

disturbances a careful study of the previous history

and found it especially useful in children much un-

der weight when combined with breast milk feeding.

He also found it of service in older children in com-
bination with malt soup feeding.

Pfaundler (27), in discussing Reinach's paper,

referred to the fact that among the Tyrolese peas-

ants it had been the custom for many years to em-
ploy a browned flour gruel (Brcnnsuppc) for the

feeding of infant;^

Timm (28) fed forty infants with the mixture
and considers it a valuable food. He agrees with

others in stating that it is not suitable for all cases

of infants with nutritional disturbances.

Oswald (29) used the butter flour mixture for

forty-five infants of whom seventeen were prema-
tute. In some of them the results were remark-
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able, and only comparable to the use of human milk.

He has had only one bad result, and thinks the food

is a very valuable one.

Feer (30) stated that he had given the food in

numerous cases with excellent results, particularly

in the delicate, poorly nourished infants. He had
seen rickets develop under its administration, but

this is equally true of other methods of feeding.

Wieland (31), in discussing Oswald's communi-
cation, stated that there was no question about the

favorable results which could be obtained, but he
warned against considering it a perfect food which

was suitable to replace human milk.

Reber (32) found the mixture unsuitable in se-

vere cases of dyspepsia with rapid loss of weight

and toxic symptoms, but had good results in other

conditions, especially in disturbance of balance,

atrophy, and decomposition.

Rhonheimer (33) points out that the Czerny and
Kleinschmidt diet was not intended for a food for

acute severe dyspeptic disturbances, but to be given

only during or after recovery had commenced ; and
he thinks that in forming any judgment of its value,

the directions for preparation given by the authors
should be strictly followed, and the selection of cases

also, as indicated by them. Its administration should

be begun cautiously in the doubtful cases during

recovery from severe digestive disorders. He says

that the diet does not prevent the development of

rickets, but that no one has ever said it was equal

to nourishment with human milk.

Jacki (34) reports an epidemic of dysentery oc-

curring in a number of infants fed upon the butter

flour food, this being traced to contamination prob-

ably from a nurse infected by the disease. She
thinks that final steriHzation should be employed.
This. experience, of course, does not militate in any
way for or against the value of the food.

Miiller and Brandt (35) compare the composi-

tion of the butter flour mixture with the older fat

mixtures of Biedert, Backhaus, and Gartner. They
modified the old ones by the addition of browned
flour, but omitted the driving off of the volatile

fatty acids by heat, and found by clinical experience

no essential difference in the result. They feel that

the butter flour food is a return to the old fat milk

mixtures.

Wolff (36) tried the food in a number of cases,

with excellent results, and corroborates the state-

ments of Czerny and Kleinschmidt in every detail.

He had good results in one case with symptoms of

pylorospasm. He found it beneficial also in some
cases in children of from two to four years with

malnutrition.

The only unfavorable report appears to be that

by Rosa Lange (37), who employed the food in

thirty-four infants. While admitting the good results

obtained by others, her own were not very satis-

factory, there being more failures than successes.

This can only be explained partly on the ground

that a number of modifications of the Czerny-

Klein.schmidt mixture were tried, not such as were

])roposed by the original describers, and chiefly

because, as .she admits, the clinical material was of

a particularly unfavorable nature, many of the cases

being evidently clearly unsuited for this form 'of

nourishment, if one follows the indications out-

lined by Czerny-Kleinschmidt. She speaks of what

appears to be the unnecessarily high caloric value

of the food, but found that a decided dilution of it

was accompanied by continued loss of weight. Mix-
tures in which buttermilk replaced the milk were

equally, for the most part, without good result.

Our own experience with the butter flour mix-

ture covers its employment in the feeding of thirty-

two infants. We have, for the most part, followed

the technic of preparation given by Czerny and
Kleinschmidt, and the amounts of the ingredients

which we have usually employed consist of butter

twenty grams, flour twenty grams, sugar fifteen

grams, and water three hundred grams. Emphasis

should be placed upon the necessity of following

closely the method outlined by the German authors,

especially in the browning of the flour. For con-

venience in making the mixture in the home we
have estimated the various amounts of the ingredi-

ents in tablespoons. Thus it is sufficiently accurate

to use two level teaspoonfuls of melted butter, two
and one half level tablespoon fuls of flour, and

one and one half level tablespoon fuls of sugar to

ten fluid ounces of water.' All those who have

used the food are insistent that the butter and the

flour should be maintained in the correct ratio ; that

is to say, that in whatever manner the mixture may
be modified, the amounts of butter and of flour

should remain equal. If this caution is observed

many different strengths of the mixture may be

employed. Indeed, we found it of considerable ad-

vantage in certain cases to reduce the amounts of

butter and of flour to less than twenty grams each

to three hundred c. c. of water. In infants in whom
there was evident fat intolerance, or who were con-

valescing from a severe intestinal infection or indi-

gestion, the mixture could be started earlier than

could otherwise have been done if only ten grams
of butter and ten grams of flour were used with

three hundred c. c. of water. The amounts of these

two could be increased later. In some cases the

sugar should be decreased in amount or omitted

entirely. Again, one to three feedings of butter

flour mixture a day were sometimes given as sub-

stitutes for the ordinary cow's milk mixtures which
constituted the other feedings ; and we have occa-

sionally alternated it with breast feedings, as has

been successfully done by others.

Czerny and Kleinschmidt recommended, as we
have stated earlier, that in young infants and in

those in whom the body weight is under three thou-

sand grams (six and one half pounds) a mixture

should be made of two thirds of the stock solution

with one third of milk ; in older infants three fifths

of the stock solution with two fifths of milk. Other

proportions of stock solution and of milk may, how-
ever, be employed at discretion. In certain cases

we found it preferable to use skimmed milk in

place of whole milk. In other words, it is quite

simple to manipulate the percentages of fat. carbo-

hydrate and protein in this food as the indications

'We wish to express to Miss B. L. Maraby of the Children's Hos-

I)it;il of Philadelphia our appreciation of her care and interest in the

preparation of the butter flour mixture, her determination of the

measurement equivalents, and her preparation of the weight charts

which accompany this communication.
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arise, always, however, maintaining the fixed rela-

tion of the butter to the flour.

We attempted to determine the percentage

strength of the elements of the mixture as finally

given to infants, but encountered some difficulties.

In the calculations the substances used were con-

sidered to have the following ingredients (38) :

Fat Carbohydrate Protein
percentage. percentage. percentage.

Butter 85.00 0.00 1.00

• Flour 1.40 76.40 7.90

Sugar 0.00 100.00 0.00

Milk 4.00 4.50 3.50

Using these figures as a basis the stock solution

should contain about 5.75 per cent, of fat, ten per

cent, of carbohydrate and 0.5 per cent, of protein.

Analysis of this stock solution after it had been
cooked was kindly made for us by Dr. Leon Jonas,

of the Pepper Medical Laboratory of the University

of Pennsylvania. This showed that the fat percent-

age as calculated was too high, and that the stock

mixture contained only about five per cent of fat,

owing to the loss of the volatile fatty acids by
evaporation. Inserting this correction, one fluid

ounce of the stock solution may be said to repre-

sent 26.6 calories. Based upon Dr. Jonas's analy-

sis, the mixture containing two thirds of the stock

solution and one third milk may be estimated as

representing approximately fat 4.6 per cent., car-

bohydrate 8.2 per cent., and protein 1.5 per cent.,

with a caloric value of 24.6 to the fluid ounce.

That containing three fifths of the stock solution

and two fifths of milk similarly contains 4.6 per

cent, of fat, and 7.8 per cent, of carbohydrate and
1.7 per cent, of protein, with a caloric value of 24.3

to the fluid ounce. Calculation of other strengths

of the stock solution and of various mixtures with
milk may readily be made.
Some of the probable reasons for the favorable

results following the use of this combination of but-

ter, flour, sugar and milk in infant feeding have
already been pointed out. Mention should be made
again of the form of fat supplied in this food. To
say that there is a biological difiference between
human and cow's milk does not satisfactorily ex-

plain the fact that an infant whose digestion will

tolerate a certain amount of human milk fat will

not necessarily bear an equal quantity of fat from
the mammary secretion of another animal. The
most important difiference which chemistry has
shown us in the composition of the fat of human
milk and of cow's milk, respectively, consists in

the greater proportion of volatile fatty acids in the

latter. In human milk these acids (butyric, caproic,

caprylic and capric) constitute about two or three
per cent, of the total fat, while in cow's milk they
are present in several times that amount (39). In
milk the volatile fatty acids are in combination as

giycerides, and in this form are not liberated un-
less heated to over 275° C. The acids themselves,

however, are soluble in hot water and can be dis-

tilled with steam at normal atmospheric pres-

sure (40). In butter the volatile fatty acids must
be present in looser combination than as giycerides,

or may even occur as uncombined acids, because
they are readily driven ofif by cooking. Their odor
is easily recognized when butter, and especially ran-

cid butter, is heated to the point where it bubl)les.

Furthermore, Dr. Jonas found that the fat of the

stock solution after cooking consisted entirely of

neutral fat, and that no trace of fatty acids was dis-

coverable. Whatever, then, may be the cause of the

good results produced by the butter flour mixture,

and whatever the relationship which the volatile

fatty acids may bear to this, it is at least certain

that the results are good and that in the food as

prepared by Czerny and Kleinschmidt these volatile

fatty acids have been removed.

We have, as stated, fed thirty-two infants with

the butter flour mixture. For the most part the

cases have been selected from among those infants

who had not seemed to thrive when fed with the

more commonly employed simpler modifications of

cow's milk. These were the infants whose digestive

capacity did not permit them to metabolize sufficient

fat, carbohydrate and protein, as ordinarily offered

them, to produce a satisfactory gain in weight. Such
a condition is variously diagnosed as gastrointes-

tinal indigestion, malnutrition, disturbance of bal-

ance, or dyspepsia, depending upon the nomencla-

ture adopted and the severity of the symptoms. We
found that the mixture, like other foods, had its

indications and contraindications, and that the suc-

cess of feeding depended upon the proper selection

of the cases. There are certain digestive disturb-

ances which appear to contraindicate the employ-

ment of the food. Thus, when from any cause

there was considerable diarrhea or a sudden distinct

loss of weight, or the intestinal derangement was
one accompanied by fever, the Czerny-Kleinschmidt

mixture not infrequently appeared to aggravate the

symptoms. The severer forms of malnutrition,

where the tolerance for any form of food is low,

may grow decidedly and rapidly worse when butter

flour mixture is used. The food should be given

cautiously, if at all, to infants sufifering from infan-

tile atrophy (athrepsia, decomposition). Other

conditions which might not be expected to respond

favorably to it nevertheless did so in certain in-

stances. Among these may be mentioned some
cases of eczema and certain instances of gastroin-

testinal indigestion in which vomiting was a marked
feature. Contrary to the experience of some of the

investigators we found pyloric stenosis benefited

by the butter flour mixture in two instances. We
found, however, that it was the infant whose low

body weight was due to a failure properly to meta-

bolize sufficient cow's milk fat who responded most
favorably to the Czerny-Kleinschmidt food.

In spite of the high fat content of the butter flour

mixture vomiting seldom occurred. Of our thirty-

two infants in only two did vomiting follow as a

marked syjnptom. Neither of these responded
favorably to butter flour feeding. Nine infants

vomited once or twice during the first two or three

days on which they received the mixture ; but five

of these nine had previously been vomiting foods

more than they subsequently did the butter flour.

Four infants who had been suffering from repeated

vomiting stopped this when they were given the

new pre])aration. Two of the.se were the babies

already referred to with distinctly visible gastric

peristaltic waves, one of whom had been fed unsuc-
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cessfiilly upon breast milk supplemented by a cow's

milk mixture, and the other upon a corn syrup and
buttermilk combination.

The stools of the infants taking the food were
rather characteristic. They were of a light yellow
color, resembling more the canary tint of the breast-

fed baby's stool than they did that of the stool of the

infant receiving cow's milk. The odor was not

offensive, but was somewhat aromatic. In consis-

tency the stools were soft, and at times lumpy rather

than smooth. Mucus was seldom present, although
a shiny appearance resembling it was not uncom-
mon. Under the microscope starch was almost in-

variably found, and it could also be demonstrated
by the iodine test. The usual im])ression received

when employing the method recommended by Morse
and Talbot (28) was that about one half of the

fat of the stool was present as a soap, and that the

remainder was equally divided between neutral fat

and fatty acids. Occasionally the last two were not

found under the microscope. The stools were acid

in reaction, but apparently not excessively so, and
it was only infrequently that the buttocks became
irritated. In number the movements varied from
one to three in twenty-four hours, and even in-

fants who were doing badly on butter flour feeding

did not have more than five stools a day.

The gain in weight in infants who thrive upon
the butter flour food is usually satisfactory and
often really wonderful. W'e exhibit three illustra-

tive weight charts which speak for themselves. Al-

though Czerny and Kleinschmidt state that the gain

did not begin at once, it has been our experience

that the favorable influence on weight was shown
very promptly, and that after twenty-four hours of

butter flour feeding infants, whose weight had been
previously stationar}^ or decreasing, started to ex-

hibit a steady increase in weight which continued

as long as the food was used. The average gain

on each day was about one and a half ounces. Some
of our patients gained in weight so rapidly that the

result, at the beginning, could only be explained on
the theory of water retention. Thus one baby
gained seven ounces over the first night, and another
twenty ounces in six days. The majority of our
patients received the butter flour mixture for a

month or longer. The greatest length of time dur-

ing which we have used the food in any individual

case was forty days, in which time the baby gained

fifty-four ounces. The stopping of the butter flour

diet was usually done simply because the progress

had been so excellent that it appeared time to send

the infant to its home. In some of our later expe-

riences we have had the mothers taught by the

nurse how to prepare the food in their own homes
—a matter which did not seem to be at all difficult

for women with average intelligence.

The amount of the mixture fed to the infants

de])ended on their age and weight, and did not differ

materially from that commonly employed with other

foods. Czerny and Kleinschmidt and other German
clinicians recommend that from one hundred and

twenty to two hundred grams of the food should

be given daily for each kilogram of body weight

(one and three quarters to three fluid ounces to the

jjound In our own cases we often exceeded three

ounces to the pound without deleterious effects.

From seventy-five to ninety calories of the food to

the pound of body weight a day were usually re-

quired in our cases. In one instance from one
hundred and ten to one hundred and twenty cal-

ories were well tolerated for the month. Occa-
sionally satisfactory gain occurred when but sixty

calories to the pound of body weight were given

daily.

Two symptoms were observed in the babies while

taking the new food, which were so noticeable as

to be worthy of remark. Without offering any ex-

planation of these phenomena, it may be stated

merely that sweating was present in almost all the

infants, and, as a consequence of this, sudamina

developed. This latter symptom was so constant

that it was spoken of in the hospital as the butter

flour rash. The sweating and the rash have not

been mentioned by other authors, so far as we
know. That the sweating had nothing to do with

the development of rickets, is evidenced by the

fact that no other symptoms of this condition made
their appearance. It may be stated, too, that observ-

ers in general have seen no tendency to any special

inclination to the development of rickets in infants

fed upon this diet.

The removal of babies from butter flour feeding

is not a procedure to be accomplished quickly. We
have not been successful in suddenly stopping it

and at once substituting all the feedings with an

ordinary cow's milk mixture containing a high fat

percentage and a strong cereal decoction. W^hen

this plan was attempted diarrhea and vomiting and
consequent loss of weight frequently developed. If,

however, a weaker cow's milk mixture made with a

barley Avater diluent was used, such, for instance,

as one containing fat two per cent., carbohydrate six

per cent., and protein two per cent., one bottle of this

substituted for one of the butter flour food, then in

two or three days a second bottle, and so on, indiges-

tion did not occur and gain in weight often contin-

ued throughout the transition stage.

The average age of the infants whom we fed on

the new food was four months, the youngest being

two weeks old and the oldest one year. The aver-

age w^eight at the beginning of the feeding was eight

and a half pounds ; the extremes being five and a

quarter pounds and fourteen and a half pounds.

Eight infants weighed each six pounds or less.

Of the thirty-two infants to whom we fed the but-

ter flour food twenty-three responded favorably.

These patients not only gained weight, but also

showed improvement in their general condition, in

that the digestion was good, the turgor of the tis-

sues increased, the maximum amount of sleep was
obtained, and contentment and satisfaction with the

food were notably manifest. Of the infants doing

well on the mixture three had eczema, two pyloro-

spasm, one was a cretin, and one a Mongolian idiot.

In analyzing the subsequent histories of the nine

infants who did not improve upon butter flour feed-

ing, it seems fair in seven instances to observe that

the type of feeding was not in itself responsible for

the failure. Thus one baby died suddenly two days

after the diet was commenced, nasal diphtheria de-

veloped in one, and bronchopneumonia in one, while
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one infant was sufifering from tuberculosis of the

lungs and bronchial glands, one from chronic basilar

meningitis, one from congenital syphilis and hydro-

cephalus, and one from a low grade peritonitis due
to a ruptured appendix. In one of the two remain-
ing babies the food was contraindicated and should

not have been employed, as the patient had been
exhibiting fever, diarrhea, and rapid loss of weight.

The other baby was a rather typical case of fat indi-

gestion and improved at once when removed from
butter flour feeding and given a skimmed milk
mixture.

The conclusions to be drawn from our own expe-
rience and that of others are so obvious that it

would appear unnecessary to formulate them at any
length. The two great lessons which we are taught

are, first, that when fed with the butter flour food
infants may often tolerate fat in a manner which
can be accomplished probably by no other means yet

known to us ; and, second, that the truly remark-
able results which often follow are a strong proof
of the great need which the infant's economy pos-

sesses for a food containing a sufficiently large

amount of fat.
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1810 Spruce Street.

Diagnosis of Summer Diarrhea
By J. CLAXTON GITTINGS, M. D.,

Philadelphia.

Nothing ofifers greater opportunity for difiference

of opinion than an attempt at a classification of in-

testinal disorders in early life. It would probably
be difficult to find two pediatrists agreeing abso-

lutely on any one selection.

Summer diarrhea may be considered as occurring
in two main types, one due primarily to infection of

the intestinal wall and the other due to a disorder

involving the intestinal contents. If these basic dis-

tinctions are admitted, it will be agreed at once that

hard and fast lines of demarcation between types
often are difficult or impossible to draw and that

mixed types are encountered not rarely.

•Read before' the Phila<lclphia County Medical Societv, May 11,
1921.

The distinguishing feature of type one is that

bacteria, usually introduced in food, drink or by
contact with infected articles, invade the wall of

the gut and set up definite anatomical changes. Type
two may be viewed as a functional disturbance

rather than a somatic disease, since the basic dis-

order involves the intestinal contents rather than

the intestinal walls. It is an open question whether
this disorder begins as a di.sturbance of digestion

due to a perversion of normal digestive function

resulting from the enervating efifccts of heat, phys-

ical exhaustion, or other cause ; or whether bacteria

play the most important role in inaugurating un-
usual forms of fermentation or by causing an excess

of what may be called normal l)acterial activity.
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The subject offers such intrinsic difficulties in its

solution that a decision at the present time is im-

possible.

Infectious diarrhea has two chief synonyms, ileo-

colitis and dysentery. The latter term suggests an
unvarying relationship to the Bacillus dysenteriae.

Many attempts have been made to prove the agency

of other types of bacteria, notably the gas bacillus,

various forms of streptococci, and Bacillus coli,

Bacillus pyocyanevts, and other bacilli. It is diffi-

cult to determine whether these organisms are pri-

mary or secondary invaders, so that no positive

statement can be made as to the exact importance

of any, except the Bacillus dysenterije. Although
hot weather, and especially the combination of heat,

humidity and stagnant air, undoubtedly predispose

to any of the diarrheal diseases, the infectious form
is seen occasionally in cool weather. For example,
a small epidemic of a mild type occurred during
March, 1921, in the children's ward at the Univer-
sity Hospital, in which the Bacillus coli was the pre-

dominating organism. Ileocolitis also seems prone
to follow other diseases, such as bronchopneumo-
nia, or to occur in infants who have suffered from
chronic intestinal indigestion and its consequent
malnutrition. In typical cases the infecting organ-
isms invade the wall of the gut early, causing infil-

tration of the mucosa. The inflammation spreads to

the submucous layer and involves the solitary

lymphatic nodules. The latter may break down and
ulcerate, resulting in small punched out cavities.

In other severe types the superficial infiltration may
be followed by necrosis which leaves irregular

ulcers. Secondary to the lesion of the bowel we
find enlargement and congestion of the mesenteric

lymph nodes and it is probable that bacteria may
reach the blood stream, by transfer to the thoracic

duct from the mesenteric lymphatics. In this way
can be explained secondary infections which some-
times occur in other parts of the body, such as

bronchopneumonia. Since the disease is a systemic

as well as a local infection we usually find parenchy-

matous degeneration to a greater or less extent in

liver, kidneys and spleen. True nephritis rarely

results.

The second or functional type of diarrhea prob-

ably depends more definitely upon atmospheric con-

ditions than does the infectious type. Not only does

heat exert its debilitating effect upon the child and
especially upon the infant in its first year, but it also

favors the development of various organisms in

the food before it is consumed, such as those in

milk and raw fruit. The direct agency of bacteria

within the intestine, however, has never been placed

upon a satisfactory basis and it is hard to avoid the

conclusion that various types may act upon the food

residue, but that defects in the mechanism of diges-

tion have prepared the appropriate pabulum. It is

also certain that the infant or child who has been

subject to intestinal indigestion is especially prone
to these functional forms of summer diarrhea.

Indigestion per se from carbohydrate or fat ap-

parently explains many instances of moderate diar-

rhea occurring at any season, in which the special

agency of bacteria cannot seriously be called into

question. These do not belong to the category of

summer diarrhea although, when they occur in sum-
mer, there can be little doubt that they furnish ideal

conditions for bacterial activity. In another class

of cases, bacterial toxins are developed in the food,

such as milk, before its consumption, and act as

acute and virulent poisons.

The intestinal lesions in the functional form of

diarrhea show a wide variation in intensity, but the

chief change consists in a superficial catarrhal in-

flammation. It would seem that this is due, for

the most part, to the irritation of abnormal or exces-

sive products of fermentation, such as the lower
fatty acids, rather than to the action of bacteria

per sc. Secondary involvement of the gut resulting

in a true infectious diarrhea probably occurs quite

frequently.
SYMPTOMATOLOGY.

This may be given in the form of a comparison
by grouping, first, tho.se symptoms which are more
or less common to both types of diarrhea, and sec-

ondly, those which show material points of differ-

ence. It must be understood also that the usual
differences in degree which are seen in mild, medium
or severe cases, cause pronounced variations in the

symptomatology.
Onset.—Both forms of diarrhea may be preceded

by symptoms of indigestion, but as a rule, the onset

in l)oth types is sudden, at least during hot weather.

Toxemia.—Toxemia will be present in both types,

depending upon their severity. As a rule, however,
the patient with functional diarrhea will show a

higher initial temperature and more severe toxic

symptoms than are seen in ileocolitis. In the lat-

ter, toxemia increases at a time when the functional

type begins to show improvement. The severe

toxic cases of functional diarrhea show a suggestive

facies, apathetic or stuporous, with dull, sunken
eyes. In others there may be restlessness or even
convulsions at the onset, but drowsiness or stupor

soon follows.

Vomiting.-—Vomiting is not as common in the

infectious as in the functional type. In the former
it usually occurs chiefly as an initial symptom, ceas-

ing when the stomach and duodenum are emptied

of food. In the functional type, vomiting may be

severe and prolonged although it rarely persists

throughout the attack and may be absent entirely.

Anorexia.—Anorexia is common in both types

but usually is more pronounced and protracted in

the infectious diarrheas.

Prostration.—Prostration at first depends upon
the severity of the toxemia and of the diarrhea and

vomiting. It is likely to be more severe at first in

the cases of functional diarrhea ; later it is equally

well marked in the infectious type. As an index to

the degree of actual prostration the pulse usually is

a reliable guide. It may be reiterated that a dis-

tinguishing feature between the two types of diar-

rhea is that in general the functional type tends to

an acute course with recovery or death, while infec-

tion of the intestinal wafl speaks for chronicity.

Restlessness.—As an early symptom restlessness

depends upon toxemia as well as upon abdominal

pain. Later we may expect to find it chiefly in the

infectious type in which the intestinal .lesions are

more provocative of hyperperistalsis.
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POINTS OF DIFFERENCE.

The characteristics of the diarrhea itself furnish

the chief diagnostic points of difference. For the

first six to twelve hours hoth types are likely to

show merely a rapid emptying of the gut with more

or less evidence of indigestion with serous transu-

date. There usually follows, in the functional type,

marked flatulence with a variegated type of stool,

six to twelve or more a day, of foul odor, usually

acid in reaction, and often causing irritation to the

skin of the buttocks. The offensive odor often

ceases by the second or third day and mucus ap-

])ears. In favoralile cases with suitable treatment

convalescence begins at this stage, and may be com-

plete within ten to fourteen days or sooner. In

debilitated or very young infants death may come
in two or three days. In others the acute attack may
be succeeded by chronic intestinal indigestion or a

secondary ileocolitis. The ultimate mortality in

such cases in hot weather is extremely high.

In infectious diarrhea, after the initial emptying

of the bowel, the stools become more frequent and
less copious, consisting chiefly of mucus, epithelial

and bacterial detritus intimately mixed with vary-

ing amoimts of blood, which is darker in color than

fresh blood. The reaction often is alkaline. Pre-

ceding each stool usually there is abdominal pain,

and the rectal tenemus during and after the stool

is one of the most characteristic symptoms. In mild

cases the blood may almost disappear after a few
days but an excess of mucus continues throughout

the acute .stage. In severe cases blood persists for

a longer period. When ulceration of the follicles

occurs, after the acute stage of congestion has

passed, the stools become less frequent, dark brown
or green in color, with offensive odor. Blood is

seen occasionally but not in large amounts. Mucus
or mucopus is always present and, microscopically,

large numbers of round cells can be seen.

To sum up, in functional diarrhea flatulence and
foul odor to the stools are early symptoms but the

number of stools soon tends to diminish and blood

is seldom seen. Abdominal pain occurs at first but

is not a symptom of major importance. In ileoco-

litis the stools consist in large part of mucus, and
the odor may not be especially offensive. Fre-

quency is marked and persistent, blood is a charac-

teristic finding, while abdominal pain and rectal

tenesmus are present in a majority of cases.

Fever.—In both forms there is an initial rise of

temperature which may be higher in the functional

type but in the average case soon tends to fall and
assume a slight or moderate irregular range. In

severe cases fever may persist and in others a recur-

rence is often seen before death. In ileocolitis, on
the other hand, fever is constant throughout the

active stage, tending to range between 100° and
102° or more for at least ten days, and. in pro-

tracted cases, simulates the temperature of typhoid

fever.

Dehydration.—In every case of severe diarrhea

with rapid loss of weight there follows to a greater

or less degree the condition known as dehydration.

In this there is a diminution of the blood volume
with increased viscosity, a retardation in tiie flow of

blood in the ])eripheries, stagnation of the red cor-

puscles in the capillaries, and an increased concen-

tration of solids in the blood serum (increased

refractive index).

Harriot believes that all of these symptoms can

be explained in large part on the basis of a severe

water loss from the body. Clinically, the skin and
subcutaneous tissues give every evidence of dryness.

The diminution in the output of urine, which always

occurs, probably explains in part the secondary

symptoms of intoxication which occurs pari passu

with the dehydration. Acidosis at times is another

factor in the production of the toxic state. The
dehydration and toxemia are likely to be more

marked in the functional than in the infectious type

of diarrhea, because the water loss usually is greater

in the former type. This forms additional evidence

in favor of Marriott's contention.

Two rare special forms of diarrhea may be de-

scribed, as follows

:

Membranous colitis.—This form of ileocolitis

usually resembles the severe forms of functional

diarrhea in the sudden onset, marked toxemia and

high fever. The stools are watery at first but blood

appears early and abdominal pain and tenesmus are

pronounced, the latter often leading to prolapsus

ani. On the wall of the prolapsed gut sometimes

can be seen patches of pseudomembrane, and the

stools may contain shreds of it. In some cases there

may be slight constipation at the onset so that the

toxic symptoms, vomiting, delirium and stupor, may
simulate meningitis, and the true nature of the at-

tack may be masked. Sometimes death may follow

before diarrhea sets in.

Cholera infantum.—Cholera infantum, a form of

functional diarrhea, usually is given a separate

place because of its special characteristics. As a

rule it occurs in babies who have been suffering

from chronic intestinal disorders. The first symp-
toms are prostration and fever, soon followed by

severe and protracted vomiting and a profuse

watery diarrhea. The stools are as frequent as in

the worst cases of ileocolitis but, after the initial

emptying of the gut,' consist of serous transudate

rather than mucus. The reaction is acid at first but

soon becomes alkaline. Tenesmus is rarely seen,

and as the disease progresses the fluid runs from the

bowel without any control .by the sphincter. The
abdomen is sunken. Tenderness and rigidity of the

walls are lacking. In such cases dehydration of

the tissues occurs early and becomes extreme and
the loss of weight is shockingly rapid. The urine

is scant, highly acid, and usually shows albumin.

Death occurs in stupor, often within forty-eight

hours of the onset.

Because of the excessive loss of fluid from the

bowel, and the absence of any signs or symptoms of

a severe inflammation or congestion of the intestinal

mucosa, it has been suggested that cholera infantum
may be a form of general toxemia rather than a
specific affection of the intestinal tract. If this is

true the loss of fluid evidences the attempt of the

organism to eliminate systemic toxins rather than to

get rid of a local intestinal irritant.

DIAGNOSIS.

Summer diarrhea usually does not offer any diffi-

culty in diagnosis except in the attempt to differen-
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tiate its two forms. Several other conditions must
always be remembered, however, as a failure to

recognize them may have most serious consequences.

The appearance of blobd in the stools in early life,

but especially in infancy, should always suggest the

possibility of intussusception. If vomiting and ab-

dominal pain or discomfort are present and if ene-

mas bring only mucus and a small amount of fecal

matter, intussusception becomes the most probable

diagnosis. Confirmatory symptoms are the absence
of fever and the presence of a sausageshaped tumor,
usually in the right iliac fossa. At times the tumor
can be felt best by rectal examination.

The presence of vomiting also shf)uld always sug-

gest the possibility of meningitis, which often begins
with a moderate diarrhea. Pneumonia, pyelitis, and
even otitis media also may be ushered in with gas-

trointestinal disturbances. In all of these diseases,

however, the diarrhea rarely is severe enough to

cause confusion with ileocolitis or functional diar-

rhea, and the characteristic symptoms of each dis-

ease usually are conclusive. Typhoid fever may
simulate ileocolitis but again the diarrhea of the

latter usually is much more severe than in typhoid.

Poliomyelitis in the preparalytic stage not rarely

is diagnosed as enteritis and even more frequently

in the abortive forms. From careful observation

and the results of lumbar puncture it should be pos-

sible to reach a conclusion, although, in the absence
of an epidemic of poliomyelitis, the decision is not

always easy to make.
The relation of diagnosis to treatment rests upon

the determination of three factors ; a, involvement
of the intestinal wall with a more or less specific

type of organism
;
b, perversion of digestion in con-

junction with more or less bacterial activity, and
c, dehydration of the tissues. In the first, specific

treatment may be tried but diet certainly plays a

much less important role than in the second class.

In the latter, dietary treatment is of extreme im-
portance. If a predominating type of organism can
be determined, the attempt can be made to secure a

change of intestinal flora by dietary procedure.

The occurrence of the third factor, dehydration,

even in mild degree, at once gives an imperative in-

dication for treatment. In the presence of a severe

diarrhea, even before dehydration can be recognized

clinically, appropriate measures for prevention

should be inaugurated. Particularly is this true of

infants whose nutrition has been retarded as a result

of previous indigestion or other illness.

An analysis of one hundred cases of .summer diar-

rhea at the Children's Hospital showed that thirteen

were of the infectious type and eighty-seven of the

functional type. The onset was recorded as sudden
in eve_ry case in which the history was complete.

Vomiting occurred as an initial symptom in sixty-

nine per cent, of the infectious cases and seventy-

one per cent, of the functional cases. Blood was
present in the stools in all the infectious cases and
to a slight degree in only eight per cent, of the func-

tional cases.

Considering a maintained average temperature
of 101° F. as febrile, fever was present in all of

the infectious cases and in twenty-six per cent, of

the functional caSes ; of the latter twelve and four-

tenths per cent, only showed a rise immediately pre-

ceding death
;
bronchopneumonia was the cause of

the fever in three and four-tenths per cent, and in

nine per cent, the fever barely exceeded 101°. In

only one case, therefore, was there any pronounced
and protracted fever without demonstrable cause

other than the intestinal af¥ection.

The mortality was sixty-one per cent, in the cases

of colitis and twenty-four per cent, in the functional

types. Not directly connected with the subject, but

of interest, was the average number of days that the

patients had been sick before admission, twelve and
one half days in the infectious type and eleven in

the functional. In only one fifth of the total num-
ber were the patients brought to the hospital on or

before the third day of the disease. This may ex-

plain in part the excessive mortality in hospital

ca.ses.

Use and Abuse of Drugs in Summer Diarrhea*
By JOHN F. SINCLAIR, M. D.,

Philadelphia.

To clear the way for the presentation of the

first part of the title of this article, i. e., the use

of drugs, let us at the very beginning consider the

latter part of our subject, the al)use of drugs.

The drugs which have been most grossly misused

are undoubtedly the laxatives, especially castor oil

and calomel. These are of undoubted value when

properly employed in appropriate doses, as an initial

laxative, at the very beginning of a gastrointestinal

attack, but when they are administered again and

again, often every .second or third day as is fre-

quently the cu.stom with .some physicians, they un-

neces.sarily deplete the system of the water and

*Rcad before the riiiladclphia County Medical Society, May 11,

1921.

mineral salts in which it stands greatly in need and
weaken rather than support the bodily defenses.

Furthermore, in those cases which are first seen

late in the attack after gastrointestinal disturbances

have progressed beyond the acute stage, it is fre-

quently ill advised to administer either castor oil,

calomel, or other laxative, for the reason that the

baby cannot survive if the reserves of water and
salts are still further and rapidly depleted. In the

case of castor oil it is also true that it tends to pro-

duce vomiting and that large or frequently repeated

doses may cause sufficient irritation of the intes-

tinal mucosa to bring about the appearance of blood

in the stools quite apart from any inflammatory

condition which may exist then or subsequently.
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Next to the laxatives the greatest misuse or abuse

of a drug is in connection with the administration

of opium. On the one hand, the laity and certain

physicians press the use of opivun, usually in the

form of paregoric, to such limits, that it is not infre-

quent in hospitals with infant wards to receive

patients Svho are sulTering from unmistakable

opium poisoning. Probably, however, the more
frequent error is in withholding opium altogether

when proper doses would allay excessive peristalsis

and relieve pain. Excessive peristalsis accompanies
and causes the very frequent diarrheal stools, while

lessening peristalsis puts a stop to the loss of water
and mineral matter. The main indications for the

use of opium then are to stop excessive peristalsis

and to relieve pain. The main contraindications to

the use of opium are found in an intestinal tract

which has not been completely evacuated, in infre-

quent and foul stools, in the early stages of acute

cases, and in those cases accompanied by high tem-
perature, cerebral symptoms, and scanty elimina-

tion. It is a valuable drug when properly employed
at the proper time and in the projjer place. It has,

however, been frequently used itnwisely.

Turning now to the use of drugs in summer
diarrhea, presupposing an infant with a gastroin-

testinal disease, how shall we proceed in so far as

the administration of drugs is concerned. The
diagnosis is of first importance. What are we deal-

ing with? An irritation, probably largely mechani-
cal, of the digestive tract, or, is it an inflammation
of stomach and bowels? If the former, what should

be the plan of action?

Where the symptoms and signs point to an irrita-

tion rather than to an inflammation of the intestinal

tract the procedure is simple. A prompt and ener-

getic use of castor oil, one to four drams accord-
ing to the age of the child, or calomel in divided

doses from one tenth to one quarter of a grain at

intervals of one half hour to one hour, until a grain
has been given, followed by calcined magnesia, five

to thirty grains, or milk of magnesia, half a fluidram
to two fluidrams, is indicated and this medication
should be followed by a period of temporary starva-

tion. In the great majority of cases in which there

is only the irritative or mechanical factor the pa-
tients will respond promptly to this simple mode of
medication. Occasionally, either the subcarbonate
or the subgallate of bismuth may be required for a
short period in doses of ten to twenty grains every
three hours, or dram doses of chalk mixture every
two hours may suffice.

The inflammatory or infectious types are unfor-
tunately not always so readily amenable to treat-

ment. Here in the acute cases the preliminary use
of castor oil, or calomel followed by magnesia, is

indicated and should precede brief periods of star-

vation as has been described above.
In the milder of these cases chalk mixture may

be employed with advantage while the more severe
cases call for the administration of bismuth sub-
carbonate or subgallate in full doses. If these cases
do not promptly show an abatement of the diarrhea
and especially if there are evidences of excessive
peristalsis and pain, opium in the form cf camphor-
ated tincture five to fifteen drops, Dover's powder.

half a grain, or deodorized tincture is indicated. In

the case of marked tenesmus the starch enema with

five to ten drops of tincture opii to th.i ounce of

starch water is usually efficient in relieving this dis-

tressing symptom.

If the inflammation is severe and extensive and
the patient has difficulty in combating the infection

it may become necessary to resort to stimulation.

Probably the best drugs for this purpose are cafifeine

sodium benzoate one half to one grain, tincture of

digitalis, one quarter to one minim, and brandy five

to twenty minims well diluted in water. For very

prompt but evanescent stimulation, as in a threat-

ened collapse, camphorated oil (one or two grains

in oil), hypodermically is generally employed. This

must be repeated at hourly or two hour intervals.

Atropine has a distinctly stimulating effect on the

heart, and in infants with subnormal temperature

its administration tends to raise the temperature

when used in connection with other appropriate and
external measures, such as annointing with oil,

wrapping in cotton, and supplying external heat by
means of hot water bags, bottles, etc. Atropine as

a cardiac stimulant in these cases may be given

hypodermically in doses of from 1/1000 to 1/500
of a grain every three or four hours.

In the more severe and active forms of the in-

flammatory types under consideration it is no*

unusual to meet with varying degrees of acidosis

brought about by the dehydration and loss of min-
eral salts previously referred to. To anticipate and
prevent any such eventuality it is a wisely estab-

lished practice to administer sodium bicarbonate in

fifteen grain doses every three hours routinely to all

infants who are more than mildly ill with inflamma-
tory or infectious forms of gastrointestinal disease.

Should this prophylactic measure not be success-

ful in warding ofif acidosis, as is sometimes the case,

one must either give larger doses by mouth or ad-
minister it either intravenously or subcutaneously.
The urine must be made alkaline and kept so. In
using the intravenous or subcutaneous routes as

much as fifty c.c. of a four per cent, solution of

sodium bicarbonate may be administered at one
time. This solution must be carefully prepared by
steriHzing a four per cent, solution of carbonate of

soda and then transforming the solution to the

bicarbonate of soda by passing carbon dioxide from
a Kipp generator, or a cylinder, through the cold

solution until it is colorless to phenolphthalein.

Even with all these precautions sloughing may re-

sult from its use.

Severe and prolonged attacks of inflammatory
types of gastrointestinal disturbance frequently lead

to more or less marked degrees of anemia which
call for the administration in the convalescent
period of such tonics and hematinics as iron and
arsenic ; Fowler's solution, one quarter to two minims
three times a day well diluted, or the lactate or
citrate of iron in doses of one quarter to one grain
three times a day may be given orally, or the green
citrate of iron in one quarter grain doses may be
injected intramuscularly every other day alternating
with sodium cacodylate three quarter grain, also in-

tramuscularly, on alternate days.

4103 Walnut Street.
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vSunimer diarrheas are so distinctly and definitely

preventable, that it seems advisable to consider for

a moment the dietetic prophylaxis of the subject

before proceeding to the management of the patho-

logical condition. One need only call to mind the

oft repeated statement that six bottlefed babies die

to every one that is Ijreastfed, to realize the tre-

mendous immunity to disease which the breastfed

infant possesses, and particularly is this true with

reference to diarrheas. That a very large percent-

age of women can and will, with a little encourage-

ment and advice, nurse their babies is proved by

recent statistics of the prenatal department of the

Starr Centre. Last year of 129 babies born con-

secutively under the care of this department, 128

were being breastfed at the end of the first month
of life. This, almost one hundred per cent, breast-

feeding, was among mothers living under the hard-

est possible conditions, and in an environment of

poverty, ignorance and superstition. Obstetricians

and maternity hospitals can do much to advance the

cause of breastfeeding by encouraging the mothers

to a persistent efi:ort to do their part. The efifect

upon the baby's development and resistance of even

a few months of breastfeeding cannot be overesti-

mated. Early weaning should always be avoided in

the summer months if possible.

A glance at the mortality statistics of any large

city for the summer months of the last ten years

shows the progress in baby saving which public

education has effected. A cleaner milk supply, with

a better understanding as to its care and handling,

has very appreciably reduced the incidence of diar-

rheas and consequent deaths. Where artificial feed-

ing is unavoidable it is important that the best pos-

sible milk be obtained and that it be prepared and
cared for in the most sanitary manner. In the

summer months all milk intended for infants should
be brought to the boiling point before using. All

additional food should be closely restricted by its

suitability to the age and digestive capacity of the

individual, always remembering that it is better to

underfeed in hot weather than to chance the dangers
of a digestive disturbance.

Regardless of the etiology of the various forms of

summer diarrhea, the preliminary management con-

forms with but slight variation to one mode of pro-

cedure. At the first sign of disturbance the stomach
and intestines should be cleansed immediately of all

irritating substances, by means of a laxative or by
colonic irrigation, or by both if necessary. All

food should be withheld for a period varying from
six to forty-eight hours, being replaced by boiled

water, cereal decoctions, or saccharine tea and simi-

lar substances. If mothers could be taught to follow
this simple procedure until tlie arrival of the phy-
sician, serious troul)le might often be averted. In
the case of diarrhea resulting from a simple gas-
tric disturbance accompanied by stools, more or less

frequent, green in color, frothy, foul, and contain-

ing curds or undigested food, the routine outlined

above is usually sufficient to relieve the condition,

and a gradual return to the normal diet is readily

efifected.

According to the bacteriological etiology of the

summer diarrheas, two types are distinguishable, the

fermentative and the infectious. Both types may
bear a distinct relation to bacteria. In the former,

the bacteria are chiefly saprophytes which do not
seriously injure the tissues, and in the latter they are

chiefly parasites, which directly or indirectly injure

the intestinal walls. Both types may lie present and
the distinction becomes an artificial one.

The fermentative or typical summer diarrhea is

characterized by intoxication or infection, or both.

It is due to a preponderance in the intestine of one
form of bacteria, usually saprophytic, either acid

forming or putrefactive. If the former type of

bacteria are in excess, then the carbohydrate and
fat elements in the food must be reduced or entirely

withdrawn for a time. If the putrefactive are

found to be in excess, then the protein element must
be withheld. By far the greater number of diar-

rheas are caused by the excess of the former, the

acid forming bacteria. The stools in this form of

diarrhea are loose, green, acid and irritating, and
may contain mucus.
The relief of the condition and the restoration of

the digestive functions lie in suitable dietary man-
agement. Talbot states it is possible in some in-

stances to destroy the pathogenic microorganisms,

or at any rate to diminish their number materially

and inhibit their activity by the administration of

antagonistic bacteria.

In the type of diarrhea under discussion, follow-

ing the preliminary emptying of the intestinal tract,

the withdrawal of food, and the substitution of a

water diet, the return to a suitable diet must be
undertaken cautiously. Beginning with cereal

gruels, plain or dextrinized, broths, jilain or thick-

ened with cereals and meat fibre, proceed to a fuller

diet as the condition of the patient, as indicated by
the character of the stool, permits. Because of the

constant tendency to relapse the quantity given

should be small, the intervals long between feedings,

and the strength much diluted. The return to milk

should be delayed and when finally resumed it

should be preferably in some form low in fat and
sugar, such as diluted skimmed milk, buttermilk or

casein milk. IMixtures may be gradually increased

appropriate to the age and development of the

patient, but the process should be slow, covering a

period of several weeks.

When the diarrhea is caused by an excess of the

putrefactive l)acteria, the stools are brownish, foul,

and alkaline. In feeding the protein must be kept

low and the carbohydrate content increased. Beef
juice, broth, albumen water and whey should not be
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given. Any one of the cereal waters or gruels al-

ready mentioned, to which has been added milk

sugar, or dextrimaltose, is a suitable beginning. In

resuming milk the protein percentages in the milk

should be low and very gradually increased.

The infectious type of summer diarrhea, known
as ileocolitis, is distinguished by inflammation. It

is frequently difficult to draw a sharp distinction

between this and the fermentative. In both we
have toxic substances resulting from bacterial

growth, producing symptoms and in some cases

pathological changes. In infectious diarrhea the

bacteria principally concerned are the dysentery
bacillus, the gas bacillus, colon bacillus, and the

streptococcus. The stools in these cases are alkaline

in reaction and show increasing frequency, with the

presence of blood, mucus, and finally pus. Mem-
brane may be present in the more severe cases.

The determination of the disturbing organism is

not always possible. Streptococci may be discovered

by the microscope, the gas bacillus by culture, and.
according to Talbot, Baker has recently developed
an intracutaneous test for the dysentery bacillus,

which gives positive results in from six to eighteen
hours. In cases of this type the complete with-

drawal of food applies equally to breastfed infants,

the usual diet being replaced by water, cereal decoc-

tions or broth, as previously described. But the

starvation period should not be too prolonged, par-

ticularly when accompanied by inanition, as the bac-

teria will tend to digest the protein found in the

tissues, unless carbohydrate is quickly added to

the diet.

For the purpose of dietary management, Talbot
here divides the organisms into two general classes

:

first, dysenteric groups, and second, gas bacillus

and allied organisms. In diarrheas caused by the
first, or dysenteric group, and patient should be
fed largely on carbohydrates. Lactose solution is

probably the best form because of the development
of lactic acid and should be given in a five to seven
per cent, solution, either alone or with barley
water.

As the acute symptoms subside, thickened cereal

gruels, fresh beef juice, and broth thickened with
meat fibre may be substituted for the weaker decoc-

tions. In particular I would suggest the use of

flour ball with either the cereal or broth diluent, or

in the form of brown flour soup, using one or two
teaspoonfuls with each feeding. Here again the

return to any form of milk food should be begun
with caution and abandoned at the first sign of

relapse.

In diarrheas related to the second group of organ-
isms—the gas and allied bacilli—the patient should

be treated by feeding with a moderately high pro-

tein, the carbohydrates being kept low, and by intro-

ducing acid forming bacteria into the diet. Either

skimmed milk, buttermilk or casein milk may be
used, starting with a weak formula and increasing

according to the progress of the patient, as indi-

cated by the stools. Fat should be kept low. Con-
valescence will be slow, covering a period of from
six to eight weeks or longer because of the tendency
to relapse.

A bacteriological examination of the stools is not
always possible. Clinically the question of suitable

diet then becomes a matter of experiment, the feed-
ing being reversed if the symptoms become worse.

In spite of frequent warnings as to the dangers
of underfeeding in these trying and serious cases,

I am confident that less danger can result from a

careful dietetic management than from attempting
to approach caloric requirements too early.

In many cases summer diarrheas are precipitated

by the presence of some form of metabolic disturb-

ance caused by an excessive amount of one or more
of the food elements in the diet. As is well recog-

nized an excess of fat or sugar rather than of pro-

tein is more likely to cause such disturbance. This
condition must be considered in the return to diet

following any diarrhea. The disturbing element
must be kept low and introduced very slowly so as

to overccme any previous intolerance.

1725 Pine Street.

Water Treatment in Diarrhea*
By JOHN D. DONNELLY, M. D.,

Philadelphia.

One of the complications of gastroenteritis when
accompanied by vomiting and severe or prolonged

diarrhea is dehydration. This is the result of rapid

loss of water from the blood and tissues of the body,

which in turn produces depletion of fluid in the cir-

culation and tissues, consequently a concentration of

the blood. Concentration of the blood diminishes

its volume, increases its viscosity, diminishes its

rate of flow, resulting in an accumulation of toxins

and waste products, passive congestion of the kidney
with oliguria, diminished oxidizing power of the

*Read before the Philadelphia County Medical Society, May II,

1921.

body cells, and favors a breaking down of body
tissues.

Utheim (1) has shown that infants suffering from
various diseases, with the exception of exudative

diathesis and nephritis, exhibit no great change in

their blood concentration. On the other hand, in-

fants with vomiting and acute diarrhea have a high

percentage of protein in their blood, the result of

blood concentration.

Dehydration in infants, aside from evidences of

loss of weight, presents certain definite signs. The
fontanel is sunken, the skin takes on an ashy hue,

which at times may be putty color, its turgor is lost,
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when folded or wrinkled it tends more or less to

remain so, its elasticity is gone, the eyeballs recede,

and oliguria is present. This state of dehydration

calls for immediate replenishment of water in the

infant's body. In the absence of vomiting and if the

dehydration is only slight or beginning water by

mouth usually suffices. When the infant will take

water from a bottle or off a spoon, four to ten

ounces daily (according to age) between feedings

will maintain the water balance. If this method is

not practical, water introduced by a nasal tube into

the esophagus offers advantages in that it is pain-

less and devoid of danger or of unpleasant after-

effects, with the possible exception that irritation of

the nares and nasopharynx may occur after the

repeated use of the nasal tube. This can largely

be obviated by the instillation of liquid petrolatum

into the nose before the introduction of the tube

and the use of a lubricant with a consistency suffi-

cient to prevent it being easily wiped off the tube

by the passage through the nose. White petrolatum

serves this purpose admirably. After the tube has

been passed into the esophagus, if its free end or

the funnel attached to it is held under water, the

absence of air bubbles makes certain that the tube

has not been passed into the trachea.

When dehydration is definite or extreme, or in

the presence of severe or prolonged diarrhea and
vomiting, recourse must be had to means other than

by way of the mouth for introducing fluid into the

infant. Four routes are offered; by rectum (en-

teroclysis), subcutaneously (hypodermoclysis), in-

travenously, and intraperitoneally. We have never

been able to utilize the rectal route with the degree

of success which is apparently obtained by others.

Rectal intolerance is usually established so early that

the rectal injections become not only useless but

actually harmful by setting up local irritation and
reflexes which further stimulate bowel evacuations.

Hypodermoclysis of normal sterile saline solution

may be used in threatened dehydration or in those

cases where dehydration is only slight. Two to

five per cent, dextrose (glucose) and sodium bicar-

bonate solutions may be used, but as their chief

value lies in the water content of these solutions

we rarely use them. We prefer the saline, as it is

the most easily prepared and sterilized and, unlike

the sodium bicarbonate, it does not have the attend-

ant risk of producing sloughs. Saline when sterile

is safe. However, hypodermoclysis is undoubtedly

a painful procedure and the amounts which can be

injected into small infants fall short of the needs of

the average case of moderate or severe dehydra-

tion. Only about one hundred c.c. of saline can be

administered at a time without causing discomfort

to the infant. Larger amounts or multiple injec-

tions make the infant restless and irritable—the

two things to be avoided in weak and dehydrated

infants. In combating dehydration this method
necessitates multiple punctures with their attending

risk of suppuration, and therefore is not a method
applicable for continuous use over seventy-two

hours.

Intravenous administration of fluid has obvious

advantages. We have used sterile solutions of nor-

mal saline, five per cent, glucose, three per cent.

sodium bicarbonate, and a glucose acacia solution,

made up of glucose five grams, acacia ten grams,
and normal .saline, q. s. one hundred c. c. The prac-

tical difficulties of entering the infant's veins and
the danger of the introduction of large amounts of

fluid by the longitudinal sinus, have made us reserve

this method for the treatment of marked dehydra-
tion cases only, where the call for replenishment
of the depleted va.scular .system is an urgent one.

When we use this method, the hair is shaved
closely off the scalp covering the anterior fonta-

nel and for an inch beyond. The injection into

the longitudinal sinus which lies from three to

five mm. beneath the scalp is made under the

strictest surgical aseptic technic. The injection is

made slowly, permitting the sterile fluid to enter by
gravity at the rate of three or four c. c. a minute
and at a temperature of 110° F. At the first sign

of discomfort or marked change in the pulse or

respiratory rate the needle is withdrawn, pressure

made with sterile cotton over the puncture wound
until all oozing has stopped, then it is cleansed

with tincture of iodine and alcohol and a sterile cot-

ton and collodion dressing applied. We have made
numerous injections by this method and have not

experienced any complications nor serious after-

effects ; on the contrary, many of our results have
been most striking in their beneficial effects. The
only contraindications to this method are the various

forms of infectious dermatitis, particularly if the

scalp is involved.

The use of the intraperitoneal route for the intro-

duction of fluid is a comparatively recent therapeu-

tic measure. In spite of the favorable reports of its

use, it was not until we had satisfied ourselves on
the cadaver that the penetration of the flaccid intes-

tinal wall by the needle was really difficult to accom-
plish, were we willing to make use of this method.

We have avoided the intraperitoneal injections in

all cases where there was any abdominal distention,

as the possibility of penetrating the intestinal wall

under such circumstances cannot be denied. We
carried out a series of experiments on guineapigs,

employing various sterile solutions for intraperito-

neal injections and found them to be without any
toxic or local irritant action, when employed in

proper amounts and in isotonic solutions. All fluids

injected into body cavities and tissues for the pur-

pose of immediate absorption must be isotonic and
made of chemically pure substances. Otherwise, in

many instances, abdominal distention, local discom-

fort, and signs of peritoneal irritation will follow

intraperitoneal injections.

Reassured that these injections were devoid of

serious risk we began our injections in the dehy-

drated infants and young children. Our technic is

as follows : After excluding abdominal distention

and the possible presence of an overdistended blad-

der the infant's arms and legs are restricted while

in the recumbent position. The injection is made
through the median line just below the umbilicus.

The skin about this area is sterilized by the ordi-

nary surgical method of preparation, tincture of

iodine and alcohol. The skin and subcutaneous tis-

sues are picked up between the thumb and the in-

dex finger of the left hand. A moderately large
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(eighteen gauge), short beveled needle about two

inches long, connected with a container by a rubber

tube, is held in the right hand and inserted with a

quick thrust, pointing upward and at an obilque

angle, through the abdominal wall into the perito-

neal cavity. The right thumb may be held on the

needle about three quarters of an inch from the

point so as to prevent too deep penetration. The
sterile normal saline solution is then run in slowly

by gravity at a temperature of 105° to 110° F. and

continued until the abdomen is slightly distended.

The needle is then removed and the puncture wound
covered with a sterile dressing. Usually one to two
hundred c. c. may be given to young infants, larger

amounts to older babies. Any evidence of shock

calls for immediate withdrawal of the needle and
appropriate stimulation. The fluid should not be

introduced too rapidly nor in too large quantities

so as to avoid possible embarrassment to the dia-

phragm and heart. The whole procedure must be

done under the strictest surgical aseptic technic.

During the past year we have used normal saline

routinely in our intraperitoneal injections with grat-

ifying success. A hypertonic solution of glucose

(ten to sixteen per cent.) given intravenously after

the intraperitoneal injection causes quicker ab-

sorption of the saline solution from the peritoneal

cavity and urine excretion increases earlier than

otherwise. Normal saline solution is absorbed com-
paratively rapidly, from the peritoneum. Postmor-
tem examinations on infants who had received in-

traperitoneal injections from a few hours before

death to weeks previously failed to show any evi-

dences of injury or infection of the peritoneum or

abdominal viscera.

The advantages of the intraperitoneal method of

administering fluid to the dehydrated infant are

those which were first pointed out in this country

by Blackfan and Maxcy (2). They are: 1. Admin-
istration of large amounts of fluid at one time. 2.

The fluid is quickly absorbed. 3. The method is a

simple procedure, it is practical, and permits of

repeated injections at frequent intervals with min-
imum risk to life.

As the circulation is replenished with fluid, by
whatever method, the dehydration disappears, pro-

vided the excess loss by way of the bowel has been
lessened by controlling the diarrhea, the infant's

general appearance becomes better, the fontanel

more full, pallor disappears, there are evidences of

better circulation, both general and peripheral, tox-

icity is lessened, the oliguria disappears, and the

whole picture is that of renewed and strengthened
vitahty. By this means we help tide over the nec-

essary period for readjusting the infant's feeding
and gastrointestinal tract.
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The General and Dietetic Treatment of Eczema
By J. P. CROZER GRIFFITH, M. D.,

Philadelphia,

Professor of Pediatrics in the University of Pennsylvania.

Before undertaking a discussion of the constitu-

tional and dietetic treatment of eczema in early life,

a brief consideration must be given to the etiology

of the disease ; since treatment must necessarily be

directed, at least in part, against the cause. In some
instances this is apparently purely local. The skin

of the infant is by nature sensitive and easily irri-

tated, and it is readily understandable that such in-

fluences as continued moisture from a wet diaper,

lack of cleanliness and dryness in the folds of the

skin, as, for instance, about the neck, chronic dis-

charges from the nose or ears, excessive perspira-

tion, exposure to cold winds, the presence of

pediculi on the scalp, the employment of an
excess of soap and water, and the like, may
start a cutaneous irritation which may easily

develop into an eczema. Even with these prominent
local causes, apparently sufficient in themselves to

account for the disease in many cases, there would
seem to be acting in most instances some more dis-

tant factor
;
otherwise, common though it is, eczema

would develop in every infant or child exposed to

*Part of a Symposium read at a joint meeting of the Philadelphia
Pediatric Society and the Philadelphia Pathological Society, March
8, 1921.

the unfavorable influences mentioned. Among these
more distant factors, which we may call constitu-

tional as a matter of convenience, are to be men-
tioned individual predisposition, inheritance, the
exudative diathesis, overfeeding, other errors in

diet, digestive disorders, disturbance of the urinary
secretion, and impairment of metabolic processes.

Limitations of space prevent a discussion in detail

of the possible action of each of these factors, but
I may be permitted to refer to some of those often-
est active in early life, since they bear so closely

upon the treatment to be employed.
The exudative diathesis, as it was first called by

Czerny, is a prominent predisposing factor, often
combined with evidences of lyniphatism. The chil-

dren suffering from this condition show a tendency
to inflammation of the skin and mucous membranes.
Many of the instances formerly called scrofulous
are properly to be included here, these consisting

merely of cases of localized tuberculous processes

occurring in exudative subjects. There is in the

exudative diathesis a special tendency to the devel-

opment of eczema in infancy, rei)laccd often later

by a disposition to asthma, recurrent bronchitis.
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urticaria, and the like. It would be incorrect, I be-

lieve, to attribute all these to some socalled anaphy-
lactic response. There exists the modifying basic

tendency which we may call exudative. This ten-

dency can be cured only by the passing of time,

but the exciting agent which produces an attack of

eczema should be sought for and removed. The
causes of this nature are chiefly dietetic, and the

treatment will be discussed presently.

Overfeeding is a prominent cause of eczema, even
when this does not result in any evident digestive

disturbance. It is a noteworthy fact that the healthy

appearing, or often somewhat anemic, very fat,

breastfed infants seem especially disposed to eczema.
The disorder is very much less common in wasted
babies. Gastrointestinal disturbances also consti-

tute a prominent cause of the disease. It is fre-

quently observed that an infant who has nearly

or quite recovered from. a more or less persistent

eczema relapses readily, with the appearance of coat-

ing of the tongue, vomiting, or other sign of indi-

gestion. Constipation, too, is an important factor

in this category.

But apart from distinctly digestive disturbance,

the specific influence of diet is remarkably evident

in many instances. Often there appears diminished

tolerance for sugar, especially maltose, and an ali-

mentary glycosuria is readily produced. In one

case under my care eczema was completely relieved

by using lactose instead of the pure maltose which
had been employed in the milk mixture. Other
carbohydrates, such as the starches, may be the

agent. Thus, in one instance the mere change from
an oatmeal water dikaent to one of barley water

was sufficient to cure the disease. Frequently an

excess of fat in the food is clearly the cause. In

a recent case the reduction of the percentage of

fat from two and seven tenths to two, was fol-

lowed in twenty-four hours by remarkable improve-

ment. The mineral matter of the diet has been ac-

cused by Finkelstein and others. Whether the pro-

tein can be an active agent is uncertain, yet it has

at least been shown by Schloss that infants with

eczema will in many instances exhibit a cutaneous

reaction to certain proteins. With this statement

other observers are in accord. White believed that

the majority of cases of eczema will react to a

cutaneous food test ; Blackfan found a cutaneous

reaction in twenty-two of twenty-seven cases of the

disease, and O'Keefe in a recent article observed

a positive protein reaction in forty-one per cent, of

seventy cases studied, all the patients being under

four years of age.

It is evident, therefore, that whereas food is a

prominent factor, the active ingredient of this in the

production of the disease must vary with the case.

In this matter a most careful study of the diet is

necessary in each instance. It is noteworthy that

infants with eczema are prone to recover completely

when the first year is passed, and a more general

diet is commenced. We cannot be certain that this

is due to the dietetic changes, but it is at least sug-

gestive, and indicates that a diet solely or largely of

milk may be the etiological factor in some instances.

With these facts in mind we are prepared, as far

as we can be in view of our lack of e:!^act knowl-

edge, to undertake the constitutional treatment of

an infant with eczema. This may be divided into

eliminative, dietetic, and medicinal. It was pointed

out to me years ago by an eminent dermatologist (jf

this city, who in turn had received the hint from an

eminent obstetrician with large practical experience

among women and children, that excellent results

were often obtained in eczema by giving a purgative

every five days. Calomel was the drug used, followed

by magnesia, if the calomel alone failed to purge. I

do not know that calomel is any better than any
other purgative for the purpose, but certainly pur-

gation brought about in some way has been very

successful in my experience. Of course between
these cycles of purgation attention must be given

to the satisfactory daily evacuation of the bowels.

For this purpose we do not want local measures,
such as enemata and suppositories, but laxatives in

small doses given by the mouth. Of course, too,

reliance is not to be placed on the purgative treat-

ment alone, but appropriate dietetic measures are

to be sought for as well. First of all, an excess of

food is to be avoided. The fat, rolypoly baby may
be a joy to its mother, but is no healthier than others

with only normal weight. Certainly if eczema de-

velops, tne amount of food must be decidedly re-

duced, whether the fat baby is breastfed or bottle-

fed. If it is not an instance of overfeeding in the

total quantity of all the ingredients, then a careful

experimental study must be made of the influence

of each of the different food elements. We may
advise a diminution in the amount of fat, and after

this, if not successful, in the amount of sugar. In

view of the tendency to cutaneous reactions seen in

some of the cases, a reduction of some of the animal
or vegetable protein of the food should be tried,

after cutaneous tests have been employed to deter-

mine which protein may reasonably be suspected.

Finally, in the case of infants of an age to permit
it, the total amount of milk given may well be les-

sened, and the caloric value of the diet made up by
the addition of starchy substances—always provided
that starch has not been proved to be a factor in the

production of the disease in such a patient. Broths

are not always well borne. Perhaps this is in the

cases where an excess of mineral matter is the active

agent.

Before coming to any positive conclusion, how-
ever, regarding the specific influence of some ele-

ment of the infant's diet, the question of the state

of the general nutrition must not be forgotten.

Thus, for instance, Plantenga in an article discuss-

ing the action of the butter flour mixture recom-
mended by Czerny and Kleinschmidt, pointed out

the fact that whereas some infants with a tendency
to eczema were always made worse when this diet,

rich in fat and carbohydrate, was given, others de-

cidedly improved, on account of the benefit which
accrued to their general nutritional state. This ap-

peared to indicate that in the first instance the

eczema was purely dietetic, while in the second it

was more of a general constitutional nature.

In subjects past the first year of life, a similar

study of the efifect of diet must be carried .out.

Certain articles of diet appear to bring on eczema
in certain children, without there being of necessity
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any evident gastrointestinal disturbance produced.

In general eggs are to be viewed with suspicion,

and the milk may be tentatively much reduced in

amount, or even for a time omitted from the die-

tary. Sometimes it is an excess of starch in the

food which appears to be the cause. Only trial can

determine which element is to blame.

In the way of medicinal treatment our armamen-
tarium is limited. For infants who are experienc-

ing loss of sleep and consecjuent loss of health, the

result of the persistent itching, phenacetin or the

bromides may be of benefit. For those with anemia
iron is often useful, and especially cod liver oil. For
the eczema attending chronic nasal or aural dis-

charge, and occurring in subjects of the exudative

diathesis, this latter remedy is especially indicated.

Bicarbonate of soda or other alkali in full dose is

recommended for those subjects in whom eczema is

associated, in themselves or in their parents, with
asthma, recurrent vomiting, and recurrent bron-
chitis. Arsenic, formerly much in vogue, is now
largely discredited. It has seemed to me, however,
occasionally of benefit in chronic cases. Finally,

the employment of purgatives, especially salines, to

which reference has already been made, is to be
regarded as one of the most important elements of

internal medication.

1810 Spruce Street.

The Management of Babies and Children Suffering from
Summer Diarrhea*

By A. GRAEME MITCHELL, M. D.,

Philadelphia.

At this season of the year the consideration of

summer diarrhea is timely. Often as the subject is

discussed it never lacks interest, as the prevalence

of the condition continues to be of the most serious

consequence to the baby. In the first year of life

the diarrheal diseases still cause about one quarter

of the deaths. Furthermore, methods of treatment

diiTer even among those who have given the matter

most thought. We are justified in speaking of the

diarrheal diseases provided we recognize that diar-

rhea is only a symptom of a number of difl^erent

conditions.

What constitutes diarrhea? The statement of the

mother is often unreliable in this respect. Her
idea as to the number and character of the bowel
movements that the baby should have may be in-

correct. We may accept her statement as to the

number but the character must be ascertained from
personal inspection. In general it may be said that

a baby should not have more than three stools a day.

Before entering upon a discussion of the man-
agement of summer diarrhea one must give some
thought to etiology. The influence of certain fac-

tors is undisputed.

Age.—The larger percentage of cases of summer
diarrhea occurs under two years of age. Babies at

this age are more exclusively milk fed than older

children, and they are also, 'as unstable and sus-

ceptible organisms, more easily influenced by infec-

tion and heat.

Time of year.—Summer is the season of most
frequent occurrence of diarrheal disorders. The
two influencing factors at this time are heat and
infected milk. The prevalence of summer diarrhea

seems to be in direct ratio to heat. Heat favors the

growth of microorganisms in milk, and also causes

lowered resistance on the part of the baby—a low-
ered digestive ability.

*Read before the West Philadelphia Medical Association, April,
1921.

Type of feeding.—That bottlefed babies are more
susceptible to diarrheal disorders than breastfed

babies in the ratio of five to one is axiomatic. This
would lay almost the entire blame for causation

upon dirty and infected milk. One must remember
that harmful bacteria may be introduced into the

gastrointestinal tract in other ways than in milk.

It is probable also that certain bacteria may be
present in the digestive canal and not become patho-

genic until an opportunity is offered for their

growth by lowered resistance in the host.^ Just as

the pneumococcus may be present in the mouth and
not be pathogenic, so the dysentery bacillus may be
a quiescent inhabitant of the normal gastrointestinal

tract until a favorable field offers occasion for its

proliferation and the development of its toxic prop-
erties.

State of health.—This has an influence, not onlv

upon the susceptibility of the individual to infec-

tion, but also upon the severity and end result.

Poverty, uncleanliness and overcrozvding.—These
conditions increase the number of cases of summer
diarrhea in various obvious ways.

Etiologically the diarrheal diseases must be
divided into some classification. Thus we have
mechanical diarrhea due to the ingestion of unripe
fruit or vegetable matter difficult of digestion ; nerv-

ous diarrhea due to the action of extremes of heat

or cold, excitement or fatigue ; metabolic diarrhea

such as occurs in the course of an acute infection,

or the eliminative diarrhea of uremia; infectious

diarrhea due to the action of bacteria or their

toxins ; the diarrhea of indigestion due to too much
food, or to the improper balance of food ingredients.

Whatever the initial cause of diarrhea all types may
eventually become infectious in nature. For ex-

ample, a diarrhea beginning as the result of an
excess of sugar in the food may be continued be-

cause of the change in intestinal flora and the proli-

feration of acid forming bacteria.
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In Finkelstein's classification of nutritional dis-

turbance one finds the term alimentary intoxication.

The symptoms which he describes as occurring in

this condition (disturbances of consciousness,

change in respiration, glycosuria, fever, diarrhea,

collapse, albuminuria, disturbance in the weight

curve and leucoc>-tosis ) are those which are present

in the severe forms of summer diarrhea. It is diffi-

cult to accept Finkelstein's view that these symp-
toms are due alone to the chemical injury of food
and that bacteria have nothing to do with the pro-

duction of intoxication. Even admitting" that vari-

ous symptoms may be produced by giving food to a

child whose tolerance for such food is diminished,

it has not been proved that bacteria have nothing

to do with the causation of the symptoms. The end
results, such as acidosis, may be chemical in nature,

but it cannot be denied that in gastroenteritis, not

only are certain harmful bacteria often found in

large numbers, but that the patient's improvement
is coincident with the disappearance of these organ-
isms and the change to a normal flora.

A satisfactory classification of the diarrheal dis-

orders, from the point of view of treatment, is a
rough division into three groups as follows

:

mechanical, when the intestinal mucosa is irritated

by raw fruit or uncooked vegetable matter ; fer-

mentative, when abnormal fermentation of the food
in the digestive canal takes place, due to the action

of bacteria already present or introduced from with-

out
;
infectious, when the bacteria instead of being

saprophytes are true parasites and attack the intes-

tinal mucosa itself, often causing serious lesions.

It is, of course, recognized that mechanical diarrhea

may merge into fermentative, and fermentative may
merge into infectious diarrhea. The usefulness of

a classification such as is given above will be espe-

cially apparent when the management of diet is

considered.

It will be easier to proceed if the therapeutic

measures are dealt with in their application to dif-

ferent types and grades of severity of gastroenteri-

tis, and later the treatment of special symptoms and
the diet outlined.

Purgation.—The question often arises as to

whether a purgative .should be given. It is undoubt-
edly a mistake to purge in every case of gastroen-
teritis. When the digestive canal has already rid

itself of oflfending material, when the intestinal dis-

charges are frequent and watery and dehydration is

present, purgation may be harmful as well as un-
necessary. If, however, fever is high and the stools

contain undigested food and much mucus, an initial

purge is indicated. Castor oil is usually the best,

especially in view of its constipating aftereffect.

If vomiting is marked, oil may not be retained and
calomel may be given and followed by a saline.

Gastric and colonic lavage.—These may be good
therapeutic measures in the beginning of an attack

of summer diarrhea. If vomiting is a noticeable

feature of the case one or two washings of the stom-

ach with normal saline solution, or five per cent,

sodium bicarbonate solution, are helpful. Colonic

lavage may be done several times when the tem-
jjcrature is high and there is considerable offending

material in the bowel. It is rarely necessary to

continue very long with colonic irrigation and it

should be done cautiously, if at all, when there is

blood in the stool.

Medication.—Drugs are to be used for several

purposes in gastroenteritis ; for purgation ; to check

diarrhea ; for stimulation ; to combat acidosis ; as

intestinal antiseptics ; for the belief of symptoms
such, for example, as pain and restlessness. The
emptying of the intestinal tract by purgative drugs
has already been spoken of. In giving drugs to

combat diarrhea one should remember that frequent

bowel movements, certainly in the beginning of a

gastrointestinal upset, act as an eliminative meas-
ure. It has been pointed out that when there is

fever and the digestive canal contains offending

material, diarrhea is to be encouraged, but that it

may continue and cease to be beneficial. Frequent
watery stools lead to a fluid loss which eventuates

in dehydration of the infant. When dehydration is

present there is no fever, the temperature, on the

contrary, often being subnormal ; distention has

disappeared
;
anything taken by mouth stimulates

peristalsis and a stool results. This is the time to

give such remedies as bismuth (subgallate or sub-

carbonate) in large doses, and if these drugs do not

have the desired effect, one should not hesitate to

use opium in sufficiently large doses to diminish the

bowel movements to a reasonable number. For
stimulation, digitalis, strychnine, atropine, caffeine,

and camphor are indicated at times. The use of

alcohol is often of value. It may be retained when
other fluids are not, and its calories are an aid. In-

testinal antiseptics are probably useless in the doses

in which they may be given. Abdominal pain and
restlessness are best combated by measures other

than drugs. The restlessness due to toxemia is re-

lieved when the toxemia is overcome. Occasionally

quiet is so urgently needed that a small dose of

morphine should be given hypodermically.

General Jiygienic measures.—These are of great

importance and the mother should always be in-

structed in them. The baby's surroundings, fresh

air, avoidance of chilling or of too heavy clothing

which prevents a proper radiation of heat, bathing

and sponging, are matters which should be under
the supervision of the physician just as much as the

administration of drugs or the prescribing of the

diet.

So far the treatment has been comparatively sim-

ple. Not so, however, with the more serious cases

of summer diarrhea—those that really tax the phy-
sician's skill. One may well ask the question. What
is the cause of death in these severe cases ? When
one sees a child prostrated and toxic ; the eyes, fon-

tanel and abdomen sunken ; the temperature ex-

cessively elevated or subnormal ; the skin lax and
easily lifted between the fingers ; the mental con-

dition one of irritability or coma ; the urine scanty

and containing albumin, casts and often sugar; the

respiration infrequent and deep—from what is that

chikl suffering? He is ill and he will die from a

combination of two conditions—dehydration and
acidosis. If one is to save such a child the most
vigorous methods must be adopted. Purgation, irri-

gation, drugs, diet will not be of avail in such an
extremity.
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I ntrapcritoncal administration of fluid.—-When
dehydration exists, or dehydration and acidosis ex>st

together, fluid is urgently inchoated. Unfortunately

fluid given by mouth or introduced by rectum will

not always be retained
;

vomiting and diarrhea

cause its expulsion before it can be absorbed. More-
over, if absorption does take place it is too slow

for the immediate needs of the child. Fluid may
be given by hypodermoclysis or intravenously, but

the procedure of choice is the intraperitoneal route.

More fluid may be given in this manner at more
frequent intervals, and with less distress to the

patient, than by any other method. The only con-

traindication to the intraperitoneal injection of

fluid is abdominal distention. Normal saline is the

solution employed. The same type of needle and

apparatus which would be used for hypodermocly-

sis is required. Having first ascertained that the

bladder is empty the skin of the abdomen midway
between the symphysis pubis and the umbilicus is

lifted with the fingers of one hand, and the other

hand plunges the needle ( with saline solution flow-

ing from it) through the abdominal wall. The fluid

is allowed to flow until distention of the abdomen
occurs, which may be after 150 or not until 300 c.c.

have been introduced. The intraperitoneal injec-

tions may be given many times and repeated within

eight hours if necessary.

If acidosis is present large doses of alkalies may
be given by mouth or rectum. Intravenous injec-

tions of sodium bicarbonate and glucose have their

place in this connection. It should be emphasized

that if dehydration can be prevented or success-

fully combated acidosis will not occur.

Diet.—The most important part of the manage-
ment of a case of summer diarrhea is the giving

of a proper diet. Thus far the etiology of the dis-

ease or the cause of symptoms have not concerned

us. That is to say, whatever the reason for the

vomiting, the diarrhea, the dehydration or the acido-

sis, they must be prevented if possible and treated

if present. With the feeding, however, it is differ-

ent. Not all patients with gastroenteritis can be fed

in the same manner. Before following any method
of feeding in these cases one must decide whether
to adopt the bacteriological or the chemical classifi-

cation of etiology. The bacteriological theory of

causation seems to be the more satisfactory to ad-

here to when planning the diet. Not that every
condition in which diarrhea is a symptom is neces-

sarily due in the beginning to the action of bacteria,

but many diarrheal diseases are so caused, and there

is no gainsaying" the fact that a change in tlie type

of the intestinal flora is coincident with improve-
ment in the symptoms. Such change m intestinal

flora can be ])rought about ])y diet.

If it is considered that the condition known as

gastroenteritis is due to bacterial action, it is neces-

sary to distinguish between two main types— fer-

mentative and infectious. In fermentative diarrhea

the bacteria in the intestinal tract cause fermenta-
tion of the food with the formation of products
which irritate the intestinal mucosa and cause diar-

rhea. In infectious diarrhea the bacteria not only
act on the food contents of the digestive canal, but
the mucosa itself is attacked. In fermentative diar-

rhea the bacteria at work are saprophytes, in infec-

tious diarrhea they are true parasites. The bacteria

which inhabit the intestinal tract in health and dis-

ease are of two groups—acid forming and putre-

factive (or protein splitting). The acid forming
bacteria thrive upon carbohydrates and the putre-

factive thrive upon protein. If one can determine

which group is causative in a given case the indica-

tions in planning the diet are clear. If the acid

forming group is at fault, then the patient must be

fed food high in protein and low in carbohydrate

;

if the putrefactive group is the trouble maker,

then the food must be high in carbohydrate and low
in protein. Such a diet would discourage the

growth of the causative group, but encourage the

growth of the antagonistic group.

In the majority of cases of summer diarrhea of

the fermentative type there is an active prolifera-

tion of the acid forming bacteria in the intestinal

tract. These are the cases where the intestinal dis-

charges are frequent, green, and so highly acid (due
to the action of formic, acetic and butyric acids)

that the buttocks are scalded. Litmus papers shows
tlie reaction, and it should be introduced into the

rectum by a glass rod or thermometer so that the

acid reaction of urine mixed with the stool will not

confuse the result. In fermentative diarrhea due to

acid forming bacteria the patient should be fed as

follows

:

In the milder cases all that is necessary is to

remove sugar and boil the mixture. In the severer

cases a preliminary period of starvation is to be
carried out unless the intestinal tract has already

rid itself of harmful material. Twelve hours is

usually enough and during this time fluid, prefera-

bly as water or weak tea sweetened with saccharine,

should be freely administered. After the starvation

period there are several choices of food, all of

which have a low carbohydrate content and a com-
paratively high protein content. Fat should be kept

low, because in all intestinal derangements the

digestion of this food element is interfered with.

Boiled skimmed milk answers these requirements

and it should be fed in dilutions and amounts that

depend on the age and weight of the child, as well

as the severity of the infection. Later, as improve-

ment occurs, fat and sugar may be cautiously added
to the food. Finkelstein's alluimin milk would be

indicated in this type of diarrhea because of its low
carbohydrate and high protein content. Powdered
casein or calcium caseinate may be added to the

skimmed milk mixture to reinforce the protein.

Milk fermented by the action of lactic acid bacilli

has been used in this type of diarrhea with good
clinical results. If used, lactic acid milk should be

comparatively fat free, at first, and no sugar or

other carbohydrate added.

There is a protein form of fermentative diarrhea

in which, instead of green acid stools, the ])atient

has brown, foul, alkaline stools. Under the condi-

tions the indication is clear to give low protein and
fairly high carbohydrate, such, for example, as

weak milk mixtures with carbohydrate added as lac-

tose and starch.

When the intestinal discharges contain blood and
pus the patient is suffering from infectious diar-
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rhea. From the macroscopic appearance of the stool

it is impossihle to tell what organisms are at fault.

Bacteria belonging to the dysentery group are not

infrequently found, but the gas bacillus may be

present. It is important to know which of these

organisms is causative as the management of the

diet is radically different in the two types. The
reaction of the stool is again a help because the

dysentery bacillus, being a protein splitter, gives an

alkaline reaction to the stool, whereas the gas bacil-

lus is an acid former. However, the gas bacillus

should be searched for. If careful bacteriological

examination of the stool is not possible, a very sim-

ple clinical test will .suffice. This is performed as

follows

:

To a test tube half full of milk add a peasized

portion of the stool and shake well. Boil for three

minutes. This will kill all the usual organisms in

the stool with the exception of the gas bacillus

which is a spore former. Set the test tube aside in

a warm place, preferably an incubator, for twelve

to twenty-four hours. At the end of this time the

milk will be shot full of holes (gas bubbles) if the

gas bacillus has been present in the stool. In a

given case of infectious diarrhea, if the test for gas

bacillus is negative the patient may be assumed to

be infected with the dysentery group.

The dysentery bacillus thrives and produces its

toxin when given protein to grow upon. The feed-

ing consists of nothing but barley (or other cereal

water) for twenty- four hours. The next twenty-

four hours eight per cent, of lactose may be added
to the cereal water. Not until the third day is a

small amount of skimmed milk added to the cereal

water and lactose solution. At times, especially

when the patient is seen late in the course of the

disease, food is so urgently needed that the prelimi-

nary starvation period cannot be carried out.

If the gas bacillus is found the feeding may be
the same as that which is recommended for fer-

mentative diarrhea due to the acid forming group
of bacteria. However, lactic acid milk is a specific

for gas bacillus infection and should be the feeding

of choice.

Summary.—Children and babies suffering from
gastroenteritis cannot be treated routinely. One
must consider in the management of an individual

case the condition of the patient, the type of diar-

rhea, and the severity of the disturbance. If blood
and pus are absent in the stools the fermentative

type of diarrhea is the probable form present. If

the stools contain blood and pus the patient has the

infectious form of diarrhea, and the test for gas

bacillus should be made. In fermentative diarrhea

there are two subdivisions—the common form, due
to the activity of the acid forming group of bac-

teria, and the uncommon form, due to the prolifera-

tion of the protein splitting organisms. Each of the

different varieties of diarrhea are quite easily rec-

ognized clinically, and each has a definite dietary

indication. Purgation, irrigation, and lavage are to

be used only as required in the individual case.

Dehydration and acidosis are conditions to be pre-

vented if possible; if present they demand urgent
treatment.

1717 Pine Street.

The Treatment of Nutritional Disorders in Artificially

Fed Infants*

By CHARLES HERRMAN, M.D.,

New York.

Although a discussion of rickets and scurvy would
properly come within the scope of the title of this

address, in order to keep within the space limit I

shall omit these two diseases. I shall not attempt

to discuss the subject in detail, but simply emphasize
certain principles which should guide us in the

treatment of the nutritional disorders of artificially

fed infants. I believe the term nutritional disorders

is preferable to digestive disorders, because the lat-

ter focuses the attention on the gastrointestinal tract,

to the exclusion of many other parts of the body
which are also affected.

Classification.—On account of our incomplete

knowledge, a perfectly satisfactory classification of

these disorders is extremely difficult. In this coun-

try, those of Holt and of Morse and Talbot are per-

haps best known. Holt describes as separate enti-

ties, acute inanition, malnutrition, marasmus, acute

and chronic gastritis, acute and chronic gastric indi-

gestion, acute and chronic intestinal indigestion,

acute and chronic ileocolitis, and cholera infantum.

•Read before the Bronx County Medical Society, May 18, 1921.

This subdivision into a large number of groups

is rather complicated. As a rule more than one seg-

ment of the digestive tract is affected and it is not

always easy to determine from the symptoms just

which portion is involved. The presence of vomit-

ing is not characteristic of any one type, and we
cannot always determine the character of the patho-

logical changes in the bowels, from an examination

of the stools. Even in the fatal cases of marasmus
the pathological changes may be very slight. Morse

and Talbot divide the cases into simple indigestion,

indigestion associated with fermentation, and infec-

tious diarrhea. They admit that it is often extremely

difficult to differentiate between them, that they

often merge into each other, and that it is largely

a difference of degree or severity. As they state,

cholera infantum has never been shown to be asso-

ciated with a specific microorganism, and it is not

even certain that it is of bacterial origin. It may
simply represent the result of some profound dis-

turbance of metabolism.

Etiology.—I believe that the original division of

Czerny and Keller is simple and satisfactory: 1.
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Disturbances due to the food. 2. Those due to

infections. 3. Those due to constitutional peculiari-

ties of the patient. In the first group, the disturb-

ances may be due to the quantity or the quality of

the milk, or to one of its constituents. The second

group comprises those associated with bacterial infec-

tions. The third represents an important group.

Although it is recognized in a general way that some
individuals are congenitally inferior, the laity espe-

cially do not appreciate the bearing of this fact on

the individual infant. Mrs. Smith does not under-

stand why her infant does not thrive when artificially

fed, while Mrs. Jones's does beautifully. There

must be something wrong with the formula.

There can be no doubt that some infants are below

par when born. To mention only two well recog-

nized types, there are the exudative and the spas-

mophilic or the hypertonic infant, which my col-

league. Dr. Haas, has described so fully and studied

so carefully. A large number of the difficult feed-

ing cases belong to these groups.

I believe it will be better for the present not to

draw the lines too sharply between the various

forms of disturbance. To a great extent they rep-

resent dififerent degrees of severity, and often merge
into each other. Bearing this in mind we may con-

veniently divide the cases into four groups ; these

do not represent disease but conditions with which

certain manifestations are associated.

1. The hypotrophic infant which is retarded in

its development, which does not gain properly in

weight, although no definite digestive disturbances

are present.

2. The atrophic infant which represents an ex-

treme grade of the preceding. This is a severe type

of nutritional disturbance, with distinct retardation

in development. Such infants are pale, the tissues

lack tone, so that when a fold of skin and subcuta-

neous tissue is lifted, it stays put, and their tempera-

ture is unstable.

3. Infants with indigestion—that is, those who
vomit, have abnormal stools, or both.

4. Those infants with symptoms of toxicosis.

Beside fever and loss in weight, these infants pre-

sent a characteristic change in the breathing, hyper-

pnea, and disturbances of the sensorium.

In the treatment of an infant with a nutritional

disturbance, a complete history may be of the utmost

importance. In those infants who are constitution-

ally inferior, the family history may show some
members who have had eczema, asthma, or are of

neuropathic tendency. It is important to know
whether the baby was born prematurely and whether
there is any constitutional disease in the parents,

more especially syphilis. The weight at birth, and
at various times since birth should be ascertained,

also the exact kind of feeding since birth, whether
there has been any disturbance previously, vomit-

ing, abnormal stools, and whether it sleeps well. It

is also important to note the child's disposition,

facial expression, the condition of the sensorium,

and the tone of the tissues.

Early treatment.—The sooner a patient is treated

the better. There is too great a tendency among
some to belittle the importance of nutritional dis-

turbances, and frequently to attribute them to teeth-

ing. In this way valuable time is lost, for a mild

disturbance is usually easily controlled, whereas a

severe one may be impossible to treat successfully,

even with the best surroundings and the most expert

advice.

Attention to detail.—This is of prime impor-

tance, instructions should be written clearly, an

anxious mother frequently forgets. Directions

should be carried out, the food should be prepared

and given as prescribed. In the severer caSes, when
the circumstances permit, it is preferable to have

the patient in charge of a trained nurse. In a few
cases in which relatives and friends interfere with

the proper treatment at home, institutional care may
be desirable. If there is a maternity ward attached

to the hospital, the possibility of procuring breast

milk is an additional advantage.

Contrast feeding.—As the choice of a new food

is often in the nature of an experiment, the princi-

ple of contrast feeding is rational. The infant is

placed on a food which is widely dififerent from the

one on which it did not thrive ; for example, if it

was doing badly on a high fat mixture, skimmed
milk would be employed; if it was not making
progress on a mixture containing a large percentage

of carbohydrates, protein milk would be indicated.

As an underlying principle, after an acute dis-

turbance, we begin with a small quantity of an easily

digestible food, and increase the amount and strength

gradually, noting the child's tolerance as manifested

by an increase in weight and the absence of fever,

vomiting, and abnormal stools. It is not unlike the

guiding principle in the modern treatment of

diabetes.

Prophylaxis.—As I have stated on a previous occa-

sion, infant feeding is a song of many stanzas, but

the refrain remains always the same, cow's milk is

not woman's milk. A very large percentage of

mothers, if properly encouraged and advised, can

nurse their infants at least during the first few
months. In 1909 and 1910, I followed up all the

infants born in the maternity ward of Lebanon
Hospital, and found that eighty per cent, nursed

their babies entirely or partially for at least five

months. Recently, by following practically every

baby born in Minneapolis during a stated period,

Sedgwick has demonstrated that ninety per cent,

of all babies can be nursed at the breast. Infants

should be kept cool during the summer months.

Overheating is imdoubtedly an important etio-

logical factor in the causation of digestive disturb-

ances in the summer. Water should be given

regularly. The dehydration of the tissues, even if

it is not the only factor in the causation of what we
term acidosis, is certainly an important one. The
milk should be of the very best quality and kept

cool. Everything which comes in contact with the

milk should be scrupulously clean.

TREATMENT.

Hvpotropllic infants.—In those infants who are

retarded in their devclo])ment and do not gain in

weight, the possibility of an underlying constitu-

tional disease, more cs])ecially syphilis, should be
borne in mind. Premature infants who do not

thrive, usually rc(|uire breast milk. If these factor.^
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can be excluded, it should be ascertained whether
the infant is receiving a sufficient amount of food.

It is not advisable to give a milk mixture of less

than one half strength—that is, half milk and half

water, with the addition of sugar. The caloric

requirements of a hypotrophic infant are greater

than those of a normal infant—namely, from fifty-

five to sixty calories a pound. In mild cases, the

addition of dextrimaltose instead of cane or milk

sugar may be sufficient to obtain a gain in weight.

If the child is constipated, and the stools putty-like,

a malt soup mixture will usually improve the charac-

ter and the regularity of the stools. The propor-

tions of the milk, flour, malt soup extract and water
can be modified to meet the individual case, accord-

ing to the age of the infant, and whether or not the

bowels are constipated. For infants over six months
cereals and zwieback may be added to the diet. A
few may not gain in weight until fresh vegetable

and fruit juices are added.

2. Atropine infants.—These represent a more
severe and advanced stage of the preceding gioup
and are more difficult to handle. As their heat

regulation is defective and they often have a sub-

normal temperature, they must be kept warm.
Many of them, especially those under three tnoiiths,

require breast milk. After the danger period has

been tided over, it may be possible to continue the

improvement on a malt soup mixture. Such infants

have a high caloric requirement per pound, and
must therefore be given large quantities of food.

It is in this group that the principle of contrasL feed-

ing sometimes finds its greatest usefulness.

3. Indigestion.—In cases of indigestion the indi-

cations are to remove the irritating and deleterious

material from the gastrointestinal tract and to with-
hold food. The first is best accomplished by giving

a dose of castor oil. If this is vomited, calomel
may be .substituted. If the vomiting persists, in

spite of the withdrawal of food, the stomach may
be washed out. If the diarrhea continues after the

irritating material has been entirely removed, small

repeated doses of the camphorated tincture of

opium are indicated. The infant is given water,

barley water or tea, if possible in amount equal to

the amount of milk which it is accustomed to take.

If this cannot be given by mouth, it may be given by
rectum, either by the Murphy drip method, or sev-

eral ounces may be introduced three or four times

a day. Food is withheld for twelve or at most
twenty-four hours. In those cases in which the

indigestion is associated with marked fermentation
in the bowel, protein milk is given. In simple indi-

gestion, I usually begin with a milk powder, prefer-

ably made from .skimmed milk, of which there are

now several on the market. Later the infant may
be given skimmed milk and gradually brought- back
to diluted whole milk with dextrimaltose added.

4. Toxieosis.—Infants with manifestations of

toxicosis are desperately ill, so that even with the

best possible care the majority succumb. While
the acute symptoms, hyperpnea, fever and disturbed

sensorium, are present, food is withheld for twelve
to twenty-four hours. The tissues must be sup-

plied with large quantities of water. If this can-

not be given by mouth or rectum, it can be given

subcutaneously, intravenously or intraperitoneally.

The last method has now been employed in a large

number of hospitals, and has been shown to be
effective, and without danger. After the acute symp-
toms have subsided, very small quantities of breast

milk, one teaspoonful every hour or two, are given,

and the amount is gradually increased, the infant

,

being watched for any recurrence of symptons. If

the patients can be tided over the danger period, a

small number may be saved, l)ut the prognosis is

always extremely grave.

76 West Eighty-sixth Street.

Unemphasized Essentials in Infant Feeding"^

By JESSE R. GERSTLEY, M. D.,

Chicago.

Probably one of the most important causes of

dissension among pediatrists of the various schools

is the significance attached to stool examination. In

the diagnosis and therapy of infantile diarrheal dis-

ease a large number of skilled pediatrists are guided

largely b}- the baby's diaper, and if this does not

suffice, by the microscope. The presence of fat es-

tablishes a fat diarrhea, or undigested starch a

starch diarrhea. Treatment then reduces or re-

moves the offending element of food. While much
success must attend this method, nevertheless an-

other procedure may be a little more appropriate to

the changing philosophy of the day.

This is distinctly the era of the baby. Pediatrists

"From the Northwestern University Medical School and the
Michael Reese Sarah Morris Hospital for Children.

concern themselves more and more with their

patient as a whole. The era of pathology is on the

wane. To the interest in the entire child, the pains-

taking pathological anatomical diagnoses of the pre-

vious decade become of minor importance. To es-

tablish laborious minutiae of pathology is not as

important to physician or parent as to succeed in

developing a happy, smiling, and thriving child.

So in the methods of treatment adopted by some
pediatrists, definite clinical symptoms and even un-

questionable pathological diagnoses are often disre-

garded in the larger interest of the patient's welfare.

The index of the latter is the weight curve and not

the stool.

Stool examination un(|uestional)ly tells of condi-

tions in the gastrointestinal tract. Suppose we say.
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however, that we are more deeply concerned with

the whole baby than with the stomach and the intes-

tines. Perhaps, if we disregard the gastrointestinal

symptoms to some extent and devote our treatment

to tlie weight curve—i. e., to the whole body—local

symptoms will improve proportionately to tlie im-

provement in the general condition.

To be more specific. In a case of diarrhea of a
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Chart I.—A, Child's feedings had been increased to albumen milk
tvventy-eiglit ounces with three per cent, dextrimaltose. K, Dextri-

maltose five per cent. C, Daily total thirty-two ounces. D, Dextri-

maltose seven per cent. E, Dextrimaltose nine per cent. In this

case as the stools were normal throughout there could be little

question as to the advisability of the increase.

fermentative or even an infectious nature two prob-

lems must always be borne in mind. First, what is

the condition of the child's intestine? Logically, the

food prescribed should be the most easily tolerated

and assimilated. The second problem, What is the

condition of this child's body? is more important.

What is needed to increase resistance to this dis-

ease? How can we guide the needed nourishment

through the intestinal wall ?

Scientifically, upon an experimental basis, the.se

problems may not have been answered. Clinically,

however, the problem is fairly definitely settled. To
carry on the daily work, to thrive, to keep up tem-

perature, to furnish energy for metabolism, above
all things to gain weight, the body needs carbohy-

drate. Even in a healthy child, the response of the

weight curve to dietetic variations of carbohydrate

is striking. Much more pronounced is the reaction

of the infant suffering from malnutrition or decom-
position. Here the presence or absence of carbo-

hydrate determines life or death.

At once it would appear that the problem of

therapy becomes complex. Carbohydrate fermen-
tation in the intestinal tract produces irritating acids

which cause .severe diarrhea with resulting dehy-
dration, prostration, loss of weight, and collapse.

Carbohydrate is the fuel so badly needed bv the

starving cells of the body. To increase the amount

in the ordinary way is out of the qucslinii. V^x-

mentation becoming wild and uncontrollalilc sweeps
on to a fatal alimentary intoxication.

This problem, the dilemma of pediatrists for

years, has at last been solved by albumen milk.

Based upon the older philosophy of exclusive atten-

tion to the gastrointestinal tract albumen milk was
devised with the idea of combating intestinal fer-

mentation by reducing carbohydrate and whey. It

serves this purpose well, but the loss in weight fol-

lowing its administration showed that it did not

meet the larger demands of the baby's body.
Further studies showed that upon a diet of albu-

men milk the child's body to exist needed a mini-

mum of three per cent, carbohydrate. Further work
demonstrated that often five per cent, became neces-

sary. But if no weight increase follows what then?
Suppose fermentation stopped by albumen milk is

activated again by the increasing carbohydrate.

Here our new philosophy becomes useful—the intes-

tine or the baby? OlDviously the intestine suggests

a decrease of carbohydrate. The l)ody as evidenced
by the stationary weight curve demands an increase.

Thinking of the baby first, we consider an increase

to seven per cent, and if no response even nine per
cent. Perhaps if sufficient carbohydrate enters the

body, in spite of some lost in the increased diarrhea,

the improvement in the general nutrition may result

in a corresponding improvement of the gastrointes-

tinal tract. That this philosophy leads to success is

evidenced by a large series of cases, but as yet the
majority of the profession seem loath to adopt such
radical teaching. It must be emphasized, however,
that such methods can be employed only with albu-
men milk. This mixture with its high protein and
low whey seems able to cope with a high carbohy-
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Chart II.—This patient was more perplexing. .\t .\. the diet
had been increased to albumen milk with five per cent, dextrimaltose
thirty-one and one half ounces daily. At 15, one faces a grave
problem. Here the six soft, green stools daily, suggest an increas-
ing int(jlerance of the intestine. The droijjjing weight curve sliows
the need of the body for food. Should one treat the intestine and
withdraw the food? Should one treat tlie body atid increase? W'ith
a child unikr rinse observation, in a fairly .satisfactory condition and
on allniiiu n niilk, it is permissible to follow the latter procedure.
At H, cU xi I im.iltus? was increased to seven per cent. The im-
mediate resiKuise of the child's general nutrition to the food leil to

a proportionate increase in the efficiency of the gastrointestinal tract
and within two weeks the stools were normal.

dratc in the intestine, while such an increase to an
ordinary milk mixture would result in uncontroll-

able and fatal diarrhea. Thus, albumen milk serves

a purpose never intended. It conveys a much higher
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carbohydrate through the intestine to the starving

body cells than can many of the usual mix-
tures.

The accompanying curves are representative.

The history in each case was typical of a non-
thriving child treated with many changes of diet.

The physical was the usual malnutrition or decom-
position. The clinical diagnosis in each case was
alimentary intoxication. Upon tea and small quan-
tities of albumen milk, the children made satisfac-

tory recoveries. The accompanying charts show
conditions after three weeks of treatment. Each
patient was then eleven weeks of age. Patient one
had reacted with normal stools. Patient two still

.showed five to six soft greenish movements daily.

Patient one took daily twenty-eight ounces of albu-

men milk, later increased to thirty-two ounces.

Patient two took daily thirty-one and one half ounces
of albumen milk.

Chicago Beach Hotel.

The Relation of Herpes Zoster to Chickenpox
By WALTER M. KRAUS, A. M., M .D.,

New York.

Of late years considerable evidence has accumu-
lated to show that there may be a common cause

for chickenpox and some cases of herpes zoster.

Until now, this evidence has been clinical rather

than experimental. The striking thing throughout
is the occurrence of one disease after the other

within the incubation period of chickenpox. The
subject has been reviewed a number of times, most
recently by McEwen. Certain aspects seem worthy
of further consideration and will be discussed after

the preliminary outline of the subject.

Considering the relationship between herpes zos-

ter and chickenpox, it must be carefully borne in

mind that herpes zoster is more frequently a mani-
festation of some disease. Cases due to cerebro-

spinal meningitis of syphilitic or other etiology, to

myelitis and syringomyelia, and to various infec-

tions other than chickenpox, are very common.
Those cases of herpes zoster which follow the ex-

tensive use of arsenic must also be included within

the symptomatic group. Cases of such etiology

must be ruled out, for under such circumstances no
relation to chickenpox could be expected.

Herpes zoster may, for practical purposes, be
divided into two groups, essential and symptomatic,
that is to say, cases in which the primary cause can-

not be determined and those in which some of the

causes mentioned above are demonstrable. In the

first or essential group the symptoms of onset are

very often those of an acute infection. Kraus says

:

"The disease usually begins with the symptoms of

an acute infection. There may be fever as high as

102° F., chills, malaise, pain either somatic or vis-

ceral, and of the neuralgic type. The patient may
be prostrated. At this stage of the disease diag-

nosis is difficult. Various conditions may be mis-

taken for it, such as pneumonia, pleurisy, acute ab-

dominal conditions, otitis media, and the several

causes of lumbar pain. In children pain may be

quite absent, while in adults, particularly of ad-

vanced age, the pain is usually very severe, continu-

ous, and of a burning or boring nature. The i>res-

ence of hyperesthesia over the painful area may
assist in the diagnosis. In some cases, the peripheral

stage is absent and the first sign is the herpetic

stage."

THE THEORY OF THE UNDERLYING FACTORS OF THE
RELATION OF HERPES ZOSTER AND VARICELLA.

Low has advanced the following theory in ex-

planation of the coincidence of these two diseases.

He believes that the toxin reaches the cerebrospinal

fluid via the lymph channels of the olfactory nerves,

and afifects the spinal ganglia (herpes zoster). This
occurs before the infection gets into the blood

stream, thus causing a general infection (chicken-

pox). In this connection it is interesting to note

that chickenpox begins in the respiratory tract and
that the virus of chickenpox enters by this pathway

(Jay F. Schamberg). There are a number of other

infectious diseases of the central nervous system,

such as epidemic cerebrospinal meningitis and epi-

demic encephalitis, whose pathway of entrance to the

nervous system is by way of the respiratory tract and
which are complicated in some instances by skin

involvement. For the present Low's theory ex-

plains some of the coincidences of the diseases

under consideration. However, it is difficult to un-

derstand why, if there is a known virus, it should

involve the skin in some instances by way of the

blood stream, while in others it should afifect the

spinal ganglia and particularly only two or three, as

is most frequently the case in herpes zoster.

THE QUESTION OF IMMUNITY.

The fact that herpes zoster does recur has been
taken as an argument against the identity of the two
diseases, .since chickenpox confers immunity. How-
ever, it will be necessary to determine that the re-

current cases of herpes zoster are not of the symp-
tomatic variety, before this argument becomes a

potent one against the theory. The argument that

patients who have had one of the diseases may ac-

quire the other at some other time of life, must be

subjected to the same careful scrutiny.

THE CLINICAL EVIDENCE.

In discussing the relations of these diseases it be-

comes necessary to consider the possibility, not only

of generalized skin eruption which resembles herpes

zoster, but also of localized skin eru]:)tion which re-

sembles chickenpox. Cases of this kind are some-
times difficult of diagnosis.
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A. Generalized herpes zoster and localized chick-

enpox.—Much has been written of this in connec-

tion with its possible relation to chickenpox. The
condition may consist of a localized herpetic erup-

tion with scattered aberrant vesicles appearing at

the same time, or scattered aberrant vesicles which

appear after the herpes has set in. Little is to be

gained by a lengthy discussion of this matter. In

many cases the examiner has been in doubt as to

what to diagnose, herpes or varicella. The same
applies to the cases which have been designated

localized chickenpox.

B. The occurrence of the tzvo diseases in the same
or different hut exposed individuals.— 1. Cases of

chickenpox followed by herpes zoster in another in-

dividual : Feer reported the following coincidence

:

A child contracted chickenpox. Two weeks later

herpes developed in a boy of nine who had
been in contact with the above mentioned case of

chickenpox. Seventeen and twenty days later, re-

spectively, chickenpox developed in two children

who had been in contact with this case of herpes

zoster. Gare reports two cases of chickenpox in a

family of three children, which was followed aljout

two weeks later by herpes zoster in the third.

2. Herpes zoster followed by chickenpox in an-

other individual : Chickenpox follows herpes zoster

much more frequently than herpes zoster follows

chickenpox. The following are typical case re-

ports : C. Wilson, in a short memorandum, describes

the case of a man of forty-nine with herpes zoster

of the right lower extremity. Seventeen days later

chickenpox developed in his son. Taylor mentions
the case of a woman with herpes zoster of the tri-

geminal nerve in whose daughter chickenpox devel-

oped a fortnight later. He cites another case, al-

most identical, in which two children contracted

chickenpox a week or two after having been in con-
tact with a man with herpes zoster. Herderschee
records a case of a nursing woman with herpes
zoster in whose nursing child chickenpox developed
ten days later. Two weeks after that chickenpox
appeared in an older child and two weeks after that

it appeared in a still older child. Von Bokay re-

corded thirteen cases of herpes zoster which were
followed by chickenpox from eight to twenty days
later. A. I. Cooke, in a short memorandum, cites

the case of a girl of sixteen in whom chickenpox
developed a fortnight after her father had had shin-

gles. Ker reported four cases of chickenpox after

herpes zoster. LeFeuvre in his review, noted that

forty one of the fifty cases which he had collected

belonged in this group. Five of these cases he col-

lected himself. Charpentier, Dingwell, Fordyce,
and C. Wilson report cases of chickenpox following
herpes zo.ster. Others could be added. The number
of cases of chickenpox following herpes zoster far

exceeds those showing the opposite sequence.
McEwen estimates the former at forty, of a proba-
ble sixty reported cases of both kinds. No reason
for this is apparent.

3. Herpes zoster and chickenpox occurring sim-
ultaneously in the same individual : This coinci-

dence has also been reported. Low cites the case of
a woman of forty in whom herpes zoster was fol-

lowed in two weeks by chickenpox. Neither of these

diseases was present in the house, though a case of

chickenpox had occurred in the neighborhood. Dr.
Fairbanks, the assistant resident neurologist at Bel-

levue, to whom I happened to mention this subject,

told me that her little sister of five had had an
attack of herpes zoster soinewhere between the

sixth and ninth thoracic segments, during an attack

of chickenpox, and about two weeks after the onset

of that disease. Bruijning reports a case of the

coincidence of herpes zoster and chickenpox. Gold-
berg and Francis record the history of three patients

having chickenpox and herpes zoster at the same
time. Head and Corlett and Richardson have re-

corded similar coincidences. Other cases are re-

ported.

4. Herpes zoster and chickenpox occurring sim-
ultaneously in different individuals closely asso-

ciated : This relationship of the two diseases has
also been reported. Oakes cites an instance of two
children in the same household, one of whom had
herpes zoster and the other chickenpox. Gray cites

an instance of herpes zoster in one of three broth-

ers which had followed within twenty-one days by
chickenpox in the two other brothers.

5. Herpes zoster and chickenpox may occur sim-
ultaneously in the same individual and chickenpox
may then be transmitted to another (McEwen's
case)

.

6. Separate epidemics of both herpes zoster and
chickenpox have often been reported. They have
been reported together (Heim).

7. Summary : Briefly summarized, cases are on
record showing that one disease may be present
with, or may appear after the other in different in-

dividuals, and that no matter which is first, the
other may follow. The sequence herpes zoster

—

chickenpox is most common. When the diseases
follow each other in the same individual the se-

quence is herpes zoster—chickenpox. This latter

may then give rise to either disease.

INCUBATION PERIOD.

It is striking that, when one disease has followed
the other in different individuals, the incubation
period, with very rare exceptions, has been within
that of chickenpox—twenty-one days. When the
two diseases have occurred in the same person the
interval has not been more than seven days, while it

has been as short as two days. Such closeness of
occurrence can easily be explained by the time re-

quired for the infection to pass from the spinal fluid

or ganglia to the skin via the blood stream. This
time relationship of the occurrence of the two dis-

eases has impressed many of those writing on the
subject.

DISTRIBUTION OF THE LESIONS.

There exists a definite similarity between the
localization of chickenpox and herpes zoster.

Neither affect the palms or soles. Both have a pre-
dilection for the thoracic region. That these facts
alone may not be taken as good argument in favor
of identity of cause is obvious. But combined with
all the other arguments they become of value.

PATHOLOGY.

The i)athology of the two diseases is almost iden-
tical. The sole difference is that the lesion is unilo-
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cular in herpes zoster and niultilocular in chicken-

pox. Scarring follows in hoth conditions.

PAIN.

The ahsence of pain in chickenpox is not difficult

to explain. There is no nen^e lesion. In herpes
the lesion is essentially a nerve lesion (posterior

ganglia). Furthermore, painless conditions occur-

ring in children in which the diagnosis is in doubt
cannot be settled on the basis of the presence or

absence of pain, since as is well known, herpes in

children is rarely associated with pain.

THE CEREBROSPINAL FLUID.

The argument that the presence of cerebrospinal

fluid changes in herpes zoster and the lack of these

in chickenpox nullifies the identity of the disease,

is untenable. In chickenpox the virus invades the

blood. Cerebrospinal fluid changes would not be

expected. When it invades the cerebrospinal fluid

(herpes zoster) they would. By analogy, when the

pneumococcus invades the blood, no spinal fluid

changes are present, while when it invades the spinal

fluid, there are.

CONCLUSION.

The pathology of the two diseases cannot be used

as a basis for or against concluding identity of

cause, since it is quite possible that two closely

allied poisons might produce practically identical

lesions. The same applies to the distribution.

At the present time, however, enough instances

of the coincidence of these two diseases have oc-

curred to make it more than likely that they have a

common cause, at least when they appear within

twenty-one days of each other. The occurrence of

herpes zoster without any definite association with

chickenpox or other cases of herpes zoster is not an
argument against this thesis, since herpes zoster is

very often only a secondary manifestation of some
other disease.

It appears that the sequence may be in either

direction, herpes zoster-chickenpox or chickenpox-

herpes zoster. The former is much more com-
mon. This gives rise to the notion that when the

diseases appear in the same individual, the virus

becomes disseminated in the blood, due to the vas-

cular damage in the ganglia. This would explain

the aberrant vesicles of generalized herpes zoster.

No explanation of transmission of either disease to

others is at hand.

Two methods of solving the matter present them-
selves : 1. Experimental. Up to now, however, no
organism or virus has been demonstrated for either

disease. 2.. By abundant reports of instances of the

coincidence of the two diseases and through the

efforts of boards of health. Were herpes zoster

made a reportable disease, some light would soon

be thrown on the matter.
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In order to manage any mental case logically and

scientifically, modern therapeutic methods have

made it imperative for one to make searching

inquiries into the environment, heredity, birth,

infancy and adolescence of the patient in question;

for all of these factors play an important role in

determining the mode of conduct of an individual,

in illness as well as in disease. Somatic diseases

occurring during infancy and childhood, especially

when the intracranial contents are involved in the

disease process, leave indelible imprints upon the

various factors that collectively determine the type

of reaction of an individual to a given situation.

While the general practitioner appreciates the pro-

found change of conduct that results from such dis-

orders as hemorrhage in the newborn, meningitis

and syphilis, it is only he who has been specially

trained in diseases of the nervous system, who is in

a position to realize fully the effects of such general

diseases as scurvy, rickets, scarlet fever, and ente-

ritis upon normal mental development.

For nearly four years the attention of the best

medical minds of the world has been arrested and
held by a pandemic disease which attacked essen-

tially the nervous system and has counted among
its many victims principally the young adults and
children. While the acute phase of the infection has

now practically subsided, there are still many spo-

radic cases reported, and, furthermore, we now are

left with a group of individuals who have been
handicapped in their efforts of adjustment because
of their illness.

In a previous communication (1) we reported
a group of children who had had definite attacks

of encephalitis lethargica, had made apparent recov-
eries from the disease, and subsequently showed
conduct disorders, which made it necessary for their

families to send them to the psychopathic wards of
Bellevue Hospital for observation and treatment.
While they differed somewhat in their conduct

disorders, they all presented a more or less uniform
mental picture, characterized by "purposeless im-
pulsive motor acts, marked irritability, definite atten-

tion disorders, distractibility and changing variable
moods, inadequate and inconsistent emotional reac-
tions, marked insomnia, and, in two cases, preco-
cious sexual feelings and intense eroticisms." (1)
The uniformity in their reactions was such as to

make us feel that the disorder was entirely different

from anything we had seen previously, caused by
a disease hitherto unknown and, therefore, deserv-
ing the name of a syndrome.

*From the Psychopathic Service of Bellevue Hospital, M. S
Gregory, Director.

The following two cases illustrate very well the

type of reaction that is met with in these cases.

They will also serve to illustrate the additional fact

that in many of the cases presenting the postepi-

demic encephalitic syndrome there may be a reversal

of the normal sleeping formula—i e., these patients

may be somnolent during the day and restless and
wideawake at night.

Ca.se I.—L. L., admitted January 2, 1920, female,

white, aged thirteen years, nine months ; native of

United States, schoolgirl, at present in 7B grade.

Family history was negative. The patient was
third in family of four ; was a full term normal
child

;
delivery imeventful, weighed eight pounds

at birth ; breast and bottle fed ; walked at thirteen

months, talked at same time ; had been a very
healthy child ; had diphtheria at ten years, without
complications, and measles as an infant. She had
always been a quiet, well behaved normal child until

after the present illness.

Present illness.—Began at Eastertime, 1920, when
she had a slight respiratory infection; then com-
plained of legs aching and saw double. Following
this, she had tic of all the facial muscles ; later a
twitching of the shoulders was noticed, and with
this she made a peculiar grunting noise. The diplo-

pia lasted about two weeks and the other manifesta-
tions noted "above lasted about the same length of
time. About two weeks after the onset of her ill-

ness, insomnia developed and she was very restless

and apprehensive at night, twisting and turning in

bed almost constantly.

Since her illness, the disposition of the child

changed entirely ; she became disobedient, answered
her mother back in a very insolent way and was
very fussy about everything. She became very
irritable and struck the younger children without
adequate provocation. She became very slow in

school and her deportment was bad; previously,
her conduct in school had been excellent and she had
done well. Her mother thought that her poor record
was due to lack of attention. She had been retarded
in the motor field all summer and talked to herself
a great deal. She had a ravenous appetite, lost an
interest in housework, which she used to show,
she continued to sleep poorly at night, especially the
early part, but from early morning she slept well
and also slept a great deal during the day. She still

continued to be apprehensive, even during the day,
and wanted the windows and doors kept locked.
Her interest in anything tired easily.

On examination, she showed a very natural atti-

tude : was perfectly clear mentally ; realized that her
condition was abnormal and was very anxious to
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get well. She stated that when her illness devel-

oped, she was drowsy and that her eyes became

crossed and she made all kinds of motions with her

face. After that, she said, she did not sleep for six

months; now was able to sleep a Httle. She was

unable to oiTer any explanation for her irritability,

except that she had "a French temper" (her father's

relatives were born in France). She further stated

that she tired easily and that she felt sleepy during

the day; also that she felt much different than she

used to ; that now she felt sleepy in school and was

unable to put her mind on things. Her memory and

orientation were intact, no delusional or hallucina-

tory trends were elicited.

Intelligence examination by the Stanford scale

showed an intelligence quotient of ninety per cent.,

placing her in the group of normals, although some-

what retarded. Physical examination showed a

well nourished and well developed child, four feet

eleven inches in height, weight ninety-five pounds,

no cranial nerve palsies. All deep reflexes were

equally active ; there were no pathological reflexes

elicited ; she walked in a rather rigid manner, but

examination of the individual limbs and muscles

elicited no spasticity. General sensory examination

showed no disturbances. Eye grounds showed no

pathological condition on examination. Her vision

was 20/20 in each eye. Blood Wassermann and

urinary examinations were negative. She showed
normal pulse, temperature and respiratory curve.

During her residence here she was rather excit-

able at times, twisting her fingers and biting her lips,

and she showed difficulty in concentration. At times

she had difficulties with the other children. This

soon passed, however, and she showed marked im-

provement. Her sleep at first was a little disturbed

but later, under the influence of occupational ther-

apy, this became practically normal. She was dis-

charged as much improved on January 30, 1921.

Case II.—J. E., male, aged nine years, admitted

January 26, 1921. Chief complaint, insomnia at

night and somnolence during the day. Unable to

learn well.

Family history.—Father was an American born

citizen, who, in 1908, at the age of twenty-one, had
gone to Germany to establish business associations.

He remained there, married an Austrian girl whom
he had met in Germany, and established a residence

there, retaining his American citizenship, however.
The family history, both maternal and paternal, was
good for two generations back.

Personal history.—The patient was born in 1911.

He was of normal birth and normal infancy; he
had had none of the other diseases of infancy except

measles. He was considered an average child and
learned easily and had acquired a good knowledge
of both the German and English languages. At the

outbreak of the war, in 1914, his father was not

pressed into military service l)ecause of his Ameri-
can citizenship. When the United States entered

the war, in 1917, the father was held as an alien

enemy and the family suffered great privations.

They lived close to the fighting zone and were in

several air raids. The greater part of the time they

were compelled to live in a cellar.

The patient would often have to pass days with-

out any food and was forced to undergo other inde-

scribable experiences. At the conclusion of the

war, the family migrated to America. The father

was apprehended in Paris and held a prisoner for

four weeks, being suspected as a possible German
spy. The informant stated that the father was
often maltreated by the P'rench police and she had
been told many times that he would be shot as a

spy. When released, the father's face was badly

bruised and the patient suffered great fear at the

sight of his father. When they came to America,
in February, 1919, the patient got along very well

with other children and made excellent adaptation

to his new country.

Present illness.—In January, 1920, the patient

was taken ill suddenly with fever and restlessness

and, later, somnolence. He slept for six continu-

ous weeks. At times he was in delirium, in which
he would call to his mother and point at the ceiling,

saying there were aeroplanes and Zeppelins arounc:

and asking her to remove him to a cellar. At other

times in his delirium he would call to his mother
and_ point at the ceiling, saying that he saw his

father with a distorted bruised face, saying that

there were people eating his father.

At the end of six weeks the fever gradually de-

clined and he began to sit up and his sensorium
gradually cleared. In March, his mother took him
to the Catskill Mountains, where he remained for

two months. Since his return from the mountains
the patient had become quite restless, he became
rather disobedient, would not mind his mother, and
he had a ravenous appetite. He could not sleep at

night and would prevent his mother from sleeping.

During the daytime, however, he would often go to

sleep, even while standing. It was impossible for

him to learn readily and in talking he would fre-

quently interpose English words when speaking
German and vice versa. He remained indoors the

greater part of the day and would not associate

with the other children.

At Bellevue Hospital, the patient showed a well

developed, well nourished physical condition. His
pupils were equal, regular and reacted to light and
accommodation. There was no nystagmus ; his cra-

nial nerves were intact. There were no tremors
anywhere in the body. All superficial and deep
reflexes were of the normal type. His gait was
normal and his station was steady ; he showed no
pyramidal tract signs, and no sensory disturbances.

His heart and lungs were normal. His pulse was
82, respirations 24.

Mentally, he was at first rather quiet, somewhat
forgetful, did not know anything about his cloth-

ing, appeared rather restless, and seemed to prefer
to be by himself. Would frequently interchange his

German and English when speaking. He did not
associate with the other children in the ward. He
did not seem to be pleased with his examination,
cooperated very poorly, and showed considerable
irritability. His mental tension was definitely low-
ered ; his memory and retention were somewhat
impaired. He showed definite attention disorder

and could not hold his attention on one subject for

any length of time. Intelligence examination I)y the
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Stanford scale on January 28th showed that he had
at that time a mental age of six years four months
with an intelligence quotient of sixty-seven per
cent, The psychologist, however, wisely added the

fact that patient ought to be retested later, in view
of his personal history in reference to the unfortu-

nate experiences during the war, as it was quite pos-

sible that his difficulties might be due to some other

cause rather than to an intellectual defect, and that

the mental age and the intelligence quotient obtained

at this test were probably incorrect.

The patient was immediately placed with the other

children. He required no sedatives nor any milder

therapeutic measures. He was kept from sleeping

during the day, was allowed to attend his school

both in the morning and afternoon and was placed

upon occupational therapy. Since that time he grad-

ually became brighter, liked to associate with the

other patients, and slept very satisfactorily at night.

His condition, though far from satisfactory, indi-

cated that he was on the way to greater improve-

ment.
A mental test, done on February 7th by the same

psychologist, placed the mental age of the patient

at seven years six months, with an intelligence quo-

tient of seventy-seven per cent. A supplemental

note by the psychologist stated that the gain of one
year and two months in his mental age Was due to

the fact that the patient had shown considerable

improvement, both in his attitude and general con-

duct. In the ward, he was less timid and talked

more freely and there was sufficient reason to ex-

pect further improvement in his mental age.

In presenting our plan of therapy, we have taken

into consideration mainly two factors : first, the an-

atomical lesions occurring in the disease ; and
second, those psychological factors usually employed
in the proper management of any child. In order

to understand the rationale of our therapy, it would
be opportune at this moment to describe briefly the

pathology of the disease process, both in the acute

period of the disease and during convalescence. All

the necropsy material thus far reported show that

the most profound change noted in the brains of the

patients in these cases is the intense mesodermic
inflammatory reaction. It is true that the ectoder-

mic tissue also undergoes considerable degeneration,

as is evidenced by the fact that one not infrequently

encounters many nerve cells wdiich are the seat of

cloudy swelling, chromatolysis and eccentrically

seated nuclei, and others are apparently the seat of

neurophagy. There is also considerable neuroglia

reaction. But this is practically overlooked when
one glances through the microscopic preparations

and sees the marked edema, the loading of the Vir-

chow-Robin spaces with lymphoid and plasma cells,

the proliferation of the endothelial cells, and the

collection of lymphocytes in the nerve tissues.

As explained in oiu- previous communication, the

resolving mesodermic inflammatory tissue and the

replacement of some of the destroyed nerve tissue

by neuroglia scar tissue, act as stimulating and irri-

tating agents to the remaining relatively normal

nerve tissue ; the latter, responding to this stimula-

tion and irritation in the usual physiological man-
ner, produces various forms of both motor and sen-

sory disturbances and causes the conduct disorder
under consideration.

We have divided our therapy into five subdi-
visions, because we found these to be the salient

points which offered the greatest difficulty in the
management of these cases. They are as follows

:

1, diet; 2, sleep; 3, schooling; 4, psychomotor rest-

lessness; 5, drug therapy.

1. Diet.—As pointed out, the brain in these

patients is very active, due to the irritability of the
nerve tissue, cau.sed by the resolving inflammatory
reaction. Nervous activity requires considerable

fuel, and this has been shown clinically by the fact

tliat most of the patients have a ravenous appetite.

We, therefore, gave them plenty of wholesome food,

and at more frequent intervals than ordinarily em-
ployed. These patients ought to be fed more fre-

quently than the average child, tc compensate for

the increased nerve activity.

2. Sleep.—We found that the most important
factor to prevent the reversal of formula from noc-

turnal to diurnal sleep, was to keep the patient

awake during the day and to keep him occupied
with some manual occupation. This occupational
therapy caused considerable physical fatigue, and,
toward evening, the patients slept very well, in the

majority of cases without a sedative. Not infre-

quently it was necessary to give the more restless

patients a dry pack, and, the still more disturbed

patients, a wet pack. Rarely did we employ any
drug sedative and then only the one that had no
cumulative action, the drug employed being paralde-

hyde. The majority of patients slept very well at

night, after several days' residence in the ward.
3. Schonliiuj.—These patients were in the forma-

tive period of their lives and, while handicapped
by their physical ailments, we regarded them in a
position to receive some schooling. We tried as

nearly as possible to avoid those factors that would
tax their memory or attention, as those were the

two faculties chiefly impaired by the disease. We
therefore, placed them under the charge of the

teacher assigned to the ward, who employed essen-

tially those measures that would promote associative

ideas and prevent taxing the memory and attention.

Manual training, in the form of occupational ther-

apy, was one of the measures chiefly employed. We
endeavored as much as possible, to cater to the play

instinct that is common in every child, and ordinary
games were frequently employed. It is of great

interest to study the patient in the last mentioned
case, who had apparently gained one year and two
months in mental rating, after a residence of only

eight days. One should be very careful in rating

the natural mental endowment of these patients, as

the majority of them will rate far below what their

natural endowment really is. With the restitution

to normal there is great improvement in the intel-

ligence.

4. Psychomofor restlessness.—This we tried to

combat essentially by limiting as nearly as possible

irritating stimuli from reaching the convalescing

cortex. The children were placed among other

groups of children and were allowed to play and
participate in all forms of amusement. They were
never ordered to do things, though gradually en-
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couraged to adapt themselves to the routine of the

ward. Occasionally we found it necessary to use

a wet pack and in the more disturbed cases a wann
bath.

5. Drugs.—Drugs were rarely used in these

cases. We found that, as in other conditions where

the brain is the seat of a pathological process, the

patients in general reacted very unfavorably towards

the drugs employed as a sedative. From the study

of conditions of excitement, seen in general paraly-

sis and exhaustive states, we have come to the con-

clusion that the drugs usually employed as sedatives

do more harm than good. Of course, there are times

when a sedative must be employed, in which case

we used paraldehyde, as that is the only drug to

our knowledge that has no cumulative action, if

used judiciously, and is, therefore, the least harmful

of all sedatives.

In conclusion, we feel that while much might be
expected from the plan of therapy outlined in this

paper, one should be guarded in giving an ultimate

prognosis. With careful management, these patients

might be placed in a position to be selfsupporting
and able to make a proper adjustment. We further
feel that they will always tend to show emotional
instability and impulsive tendencies and that their

brains will always be an organ of lowered resist-

ance.
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Nephritis occurs in childhood under a great va-

riety of circumstances, including all of the acute

general infections. In the absence of gross symp-
toms it is easily overlooked, largely because of the

apparent difficulty of making urinary analyses.

These difficulties, however, are exaggerated, and in

any case there is no excuse for failure to attempt

an analysis. Thus the urine may be caught on
absorbent cotton and expressed into a bottle until

enough has been secured for the more vitally impor-
tant tests, or a urinal may be worn for a time—

a

wide mouthed bottle for girls and a condom for

boys. Finally, it is always possible to obtain a

catheter specimen, and if aseptic precautions are ob-

served there is no danger from this procedure.

The mere presence of albumin in a specimen of

urine free from formed elements should not influ-

ence us to exclude nephritis, and in such a case

we should make further examinations. While the

early albuminuria may be febrile, the picture may
change unexpectedly to that of nephritis. The fol-

lowing is a personal case in point. A boy of nine

years, who was at the beginning of the third week
of a mild attack of scarlet fever, began to vomit off

and on, and complain of headache, while his face

showed slight puffiness. I had his urine examined
at a laboratory twice at three day intervals, and also

made almost daily examinations myself. There
were always traces of albumin, but neither blood nor
casts. At the end of the third week I left town
for one day and another doctor was called in be-
cause of scanty urine. On my visit the following
day I was astonished to find the child very ill with
inspiratory dyspnea, hoarseness, and difficulty in

swallowing. I depressed the tongue and made a
digital examination, discovering a very much swollen

*Rcad before the Eastern Medical .Society of the City of New
York May 13, 1921.

epiglottis. Cultures from the throat and nose ex-

cluded the presence of diphtheria. It was out of the

question to obtain promptly a specimen of urine

—

the child was too ill to be catheterized—and before
we could have scarified the epiglottis or performed
intubation or tracheotomy, the patient succumbed.
This case taught me never to give an absolutely

favorable prognosis even in an apparently mild case
of nephritis.

The general prognosis of nephritis in childhood is

good or, in other words, most patients recover. It

would not be fair to assert that recovery is absolute.

It is possible that a chronic latent type of the dis-

ease may sometimes persist, but it is more reason-
able to suppose that the inflamed organs may suffer

some impairment of vitality and invite disease in

adult life. In this connection we are discussing only
the acute type of nephritis and will mention the

chronic form later. In mild cases, recovery is spon-
taneous, treatment consisting of rest—rest of the
patient in bed and rest of the kidneys by suitable

diet. In severe cases, active treatment is required;
the kidneys do not function and other organs must
be made to function for them. We have no specific

remedies. The vicarious functions of elimination
are hot baths or hot packs, which answer equally
well, catharsis, and colonic irrigation. In addition
the hyperemia of the kidneys may be counteracted
by dry cupping over the loins, followed by poultices.

Since the common installation of electric lights in

houses, it is possible to employ electric light hot
baths. In giving cathartics we must avoid those
which irritate the kidneys during elimination and to
be on the safe side, should depend on phenol]^htha-
lein, citrate of magnesia, cascara, rhubarb, and com-
pound licorice or jalap powder. Sodium com-
pounds, because they tend to increase edema, are
contraindicated.
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The question of diet is all important, but there

have been and still are notable differences in opin-

ion and practice. The general tendency is to give

too much of both liquids and solids, the former
upon the theory that the kidneys must be flushed out,

and the latter for fear the patient will become weak-
ened. It is very probable that hunger and thirst

cures, by giving the kidneys absolute rest, are quite

rational procedures in theory, although hard to carry

out. Remarkable recoveries have been seen under
such circumstances in which no other measures were
used. After the prolonged rest the kidneys sud-
denly resume their functions. Probably the ten-

dency is to give too much food and drink early in

the disease, and too little in the subacute and con-

valescent stages. During the early days of the se-

vere cases in which marked antiria and edema exist,

' the intake must be very restricted ; even water and
milk will not be eliminated, most of the fluid remain-
ing in the tissues to increase edema. This was
shown conclusively by Von Noorden, who discour-

aged the free ingestion of milk, long believed to be

the T)est management of the disease. Milk is fur-

ther objectionable because it is a vehicle for an

excess of protein and also because of its sodium
content.

Goeppert and Langstein ( 1) classify nephritis un-

der three types, acute nephrosis, glomerulonephritis,

and chronic nephritis. In the United States the dis-

tinction between nephrosis and nephritis is less em-
phasized.

Nephrosis occurs mostly in diphtheria and cholera

infantum. The main histological change is a mild

degeneration of the tubules with a marked retention

of chlorides and water, but there is no hypertension

and nitrogen retention is not marked. Glomerulo-
nephritis follows mostly scarlet fever and angina,

where there is some destruction of the glomeruli,

occasional hypertension, at times bloody urine, the

kidneys might eliminate some water but excrete salt

and nitrogenous substances with difficulty. Uremia
may follow these cases.

Diet in nephrosis, according to the above named
authors, should be liberal, the chief care being to

keep down the saline content of the food. The
patient may eat bread and butter, vegetables, pota-

toes, rice, zwieback, fruit, meat and cheese. Most
uncooked food is fairly free from saline matter.

Half a litre of milk may be given daily, about

twelve hundred to fifteen hundred grams altogether

in twenty-four hours. Diuretin, one to two grams
daily, may be given to antagonize edema.

In glomerulonephritis, the amount of protein

.should not exceed one and one-half grams to the

kilo of l)ody weight, or about ten grams daily, not

more than one-third of a litre of milk. The bulk

of carbohydrates may be given in the form of lac-

tose about one hundred and fifty grams daily. For
not only does this substance furnish the caloric re-

(luirement but also acts as a diuretic. Other ingesta

comprise thin cereal soups, fruit juices, rolls and
butter. If the stomach is intolerant, withholding

food for twenty-four to forty-eight hours is advis-

able. At times, even water or cracked ice is not

retained, in which case water should be adminis-
tered by the Murphy drip method by rectum, or

three to four ounces, hypodermically. Four or six
ounces of a seven per cent, solution of glucose may
also be given by hypodermoclysis twice daily.

If we assume that the child is out of danger and
that the kidneys have begun to function, there
should be a gradual return to the normal diet, but
an exclusive milk regimen is not desirable from any
viewpoint. As a rule the child does not like it, and,
moreover, it often actively disagrees. It seems to
predispose to autointoxication and bacillary infec-

tions and retards convalescence. Some milk may
be taken with bread or crackers, cereals, milk toast,

rice pudding, coffee or cocoa, baked apples, oranges,
grapefruit and lemonade. Meat broths should be
reserved for a later period.

If, on the other hand, the case goes on to uremia,
or what appears to be such, we must bear in mind
that other intoxications—notably acidosis—may
cause much the same symptoms. In acidosis there
may be suppressed urine, vomiting, prostration, som-
nolence and coma. Laboratory examination of urine
by the discovery of diaceturia, etc., should prevent
such an error, and at the bedside there would be
acetone on the breath, and hyperpnea—a deep and
exaggerated inspiration and expiration, not very
rapid and without cyanosis. In passing, I may re-

mark that in any condition of supposed suppression
of urine, the bladder area should be percussed, to ex-
clude retention. Conversely, uremia may develop
in the presence of free urination and normal output
of urine. The laboratory man will, of course, in-

dicate the percentage of urea in- the twenty-four
hour sample. Normally it should be from two to

two and one half per cent.

For the high blood pressure of uremia, several

doses of nitroglycerin should be given—one three-

hundredth to one two-hundredth grain hourly. In
convulsions, bromides and chloral should be fol-

lowed, if necessary, by morphine, and if this fails to

control, by lumbar puncture. As a last resort and
very cautiously, chloroform inhalations should be
used. In spinal puncture, a test tube of fluid should
be withdrawn, which method has been used success-

fully in uremic headache. Venesection is indicated

at the first appearance of pulmonary edema. From
a child over five years of age from three to six

ounces of blood may be taken. If leeches are used,

one leech will withdraw ten c.c. of blood and as
much more will flow from the wound. Hence if six

are used—three over each kidney—the total amount
withdrawn should be four ounces. If much blood

is withdrawn, saHne infusion of one hundred to one
hundred and fifty c.c. should at once follow, the

intravenous method being preferable.

But in case the patient with uremia or with threat-

ened uremia has a low blood pressure with cyanotic

tendency and cool extremities, nearly all of our
resources are contraindicated. Hot baths and ])acks,

venesection and leeches, pilocarpine—if one is in

the habit of using it—must all give way to a stimu-

lant plan of treatment, camphor, digitalis, and simi-

lar preparations. Regular pulse with increased ten-

sion gives a favorable prognosis, other things being

ec[ual ; but low blood pressure and arrhythmia are
bad prognostic signs. In these cases there is always
the possibility of collections of fluid in the large
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serous cavities, pericarditis, and cardiac dilatation,

which affect the prognosis unfavorably.

Concerning chronic nephritis of early life, ac-

cording to systematic writers there are at least four

clinical types of this affection, two or which are so

uncommon that they may be left out of considera-

tion. These are respectively chronic interstitial

nephritis and a form of chronic nephritis associated

with infantilism. The two common types are both
of the nature of chronic parenchymatous nephritis

and of these the inost common and best known are

the moderate and severe types, differing in no re-

spect from the same disease in the adult. This may
also be left out of consideration under the circum-

stances, so that there remains for discussion only

the socalled benign or mild type of chronic paren-

chymatous nephritis which is peculiar to early life.

This is a very common affection, although less com-
mon than the preceding. It doubtless ends in re-

covery in the majority of cases, under proper man-
agement, and perhaps often spontaneously. It

would end favorably perhaps in all cases, were it

not for the fact that exacerbations occur from a

variety of causes and at times serve to transform
the mild into the severe type ;

or, failing in this, to

prolong indefinitely the duration of the disease. As
a rule, in chronic nephritis irrespective of type, an
acute attack is succeeded by a subacute stage which
may persist for about a year, after which it is

termed chronic. In the form under consideration

this order may be reversed and a mild chronic lesion

may light up into an acute one or become, as stated,

of a more severe type, in either case through various

degrees of exacerbation.

In the mild type of chronic nephritis the child

presents no definite symptomatology until the uri-

nary examination is reached. He belongs simply to

the undernourished type—pale, thin, and under-
w^eight, with poor appetite and little energy. Exam-
ination of the urine shows some albumin with
formed elements in the sediment. There may be a

few casts. Red blood cells should not be present,

save in, acute exacerbation. These findings are

quite sufficient to make the diagnosis after ortho-

static albuminuria has been excluded by a day or

two of rest in bed. It must be remembered that a

few formed elements may also occur in the latter

condition. In following up these cases, evidences of

exacerbation are often seen either in response to an
infection, an act of exposure and perhaps from med-
ication or dietetic errors. The albumin in the urine
will then be increased and some edema appear about
the ankles, while the amount of formed elements
will also be augmented and red blood cells will ap-
pear. It should be added that exacerbations may ap-
pear without any evidence of an exciting factor.

In these cases no diagnosis is complete without
blood and urine chemistry and some method for
estimating the efficiency of the kidney. Blood chem-
istry is of importance because there are cases where
the amount of urea excreted in twenty-four hours
may be normal and the concentration of urea in the
blood may be very high. Dr. Hill, of Boston, finds

that two tests will cover all the reciuirements of
rapid and efficient means to determine the functional
capacity of the kidney. (3ne is the phthalein test.

which has no decisive value if high (because even
with eighty or more the kidneys will be damaged),
but it is very valuable if persistently low—say be-

low fifty-five or sixty—indicating then badly dam-
aged organs. The other is the Mosenthal two hour
test, socalled, in which the specific gravity alone is

measured and differences noted between the high

and low readings. In this test, the kidneys are al-

ways roused to action by throwing work on them.

Usually the patient is made to consume (for a brief

interval only) an excess of protein—more than is

allowed in his diet. Some pediatrists would not use

animal proteins in this test, but this caution is prob-

ably unnecessary. One gram of salt and two grains

of benzoate of caffeine are used to stimulate the

renal secretion. In the normal child the differ-

ences between the highest and the lowest specific

gravities should average eight, while in damaged
kidneys they should not be more than one or two.

Another concentration test worth mentioning and
easy to carry out is to keep the child the entire day
on dry food only (no cereals nor fluids). Collect

day and night urine separately. In normal concen-
tration there is a diminution in the amount of urine

secreted and a marked increase in the specific grav-
ity up to a 1.030 and over. If there is interference

in the concentration, the diminution in the amount
of urine is not very marked and the specific gravity

will hardly rise to 1.010. The above mentioned func-
tional kidney tests are of great assistance in outlin-

ing a diet and the amount of fluid to be allowed.

The treatment is one of complete rest and proper
diet with the avoidance of everything which could
possibly cause an exacerbation. Diseased teeth and
tonsils should be removed and the surface systemat-
ically protected from chilling. The question of

bathing is a difficult one, but cool baths are in gen-
eral condemned and in some subjects even tepid

baths may be contraindicated. It is hardly practi-

cable to speak of avoiding measles and influenza,

although everything possible should be done to pre-
vent exposure to these diseases. If one of these

affections or even a bad cold is contracted it mav
mean an acute exacerbation. The diet should be
liberal, with meat once a day. There is no need to

make the diet salt poor, but if the child has a crav-

ing for salt it should certainly be discouraged. There
is a prejudi(;e against meat broths, which may not
be rational, but Dr. Hill does not allow them, as they
do no good and the patient gets the benefit of the

doubt. Water can be drunk freely and there is no
prejudice against milk, while there is no ban on fish

and eggs. General tonics, especially iron, should be
given steadily.

These children should recover, barring accident,

in the space of several years. Disappearance of
albumin from the urine is no criterion of recovery
and reliance should be placed on the negative ])htha-

lein and Rosenthal tests and the absence of formed
elements and casts in the centrilugalized sediment.
The younger the subject, other things being equal,
the better the prognosis.
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Artificial Feeding of Normal Infants
By WILLIAM L. ROST, M. D.,

New York.

Although somewhat reluctant to approach a sub-

ject about which so much has been written, I feel

sure that the observations made in a large clinical

experience will be helpful. All fairminded persons
readily concede that fads and fancies are observed

in the practice of medicine and infant feeding has

undoubtedly come in for a great share of this insta-

bility
;
apparently the final word has not been said

on this most interesting subject.

Time was when those clinicians who believed in

and fed high fat formulas condemning the protein,

held sway ; then along came observers of equal clin-

ical, distinction who asserted that the fats and sugars

were the disturbers of peace in artificial feeding;

finally others were convinced by clinical experimen-
tation that cow casein was not only tolerated by well

children, but that infants with gastrointestinal dis-

turbances were Ijenefited by the administration of

a mixture rich in cow casein and relatively low in

fat, sugar and salts. These diverse opinions and
observations helped not a little to confuse the gen-

eral practitioner when he was confronted with the

problem of artificial feeding. He had been taught

at college that high fat and low protein were best

suited, but unfortunately he had heard a paper read

at a medical meeting condemning this method and
suggesting the employment of whey mixtures. An-
other advised and recommended the memorizing of

various tables and formulas he found beneficial.

Still another authority insisted that artificial formu-
las must approximate mother's milk, this necessitat-

ing a knowledge of the various percentages of top

milk and cream mixtures. His perplexity was in-

creased as he learned of the various malt prepara-

tions, dry milks, evaporated milks, and buttermilk

and corn syrup mixtures that were used by the

experienced clinician, with excellent results. He
found himself in a maze and finally gave up in dis-

gust ; I do not blame him.

Infant feeding cannot be taught, therefore no
attempt will be made in this brief discussion to do
more than to give in a concise and simple way the

fundamental principles involved and some practical

suggestions that have been found useful. One must
remember that the art of infant feeding can be

accjuired only by constant application to this branch
of medicine and that a large clinical experience is

of paramount importance. It is for this reason that

I am of the opinion that the general practitioner

should take charge of the normal cases only and
those infants who manifest the slightest pathological

distur])ance should be referred to one of qualified

clinical experience.
• During my college days Dr. John O. Polak, of

Brooklyn, obstetrician and gynecologist, used to

insist that all he attempted to do with his pupils was
to teach them safe obstetrics

;
by that he meant that

if the doctor was unable to cope with his case he

should recognize this early and seek aid before it

*Read before the Bronx County Medical Society, May 18, 1921.

was too late. I take this as my text and make a
plea for .safe infant feeding.

The obstetrician, as well as the general practi-

tioner, are the first to observe the infants from birth

and it behooves them to familiarize themselves with
the ordinary principles of infant feeding if they are
to attempt at caring for these future citizens. They
must learn to appreciate what delay and procrastina-

tion means when an infant does not take kindly to
the formuJas that may be prescribed. Do not wait
to consult or refer the cases when severe dyspejisia

has developed or the infants have become atro])hic

or are sufifering from an acute alimentary intoxica-

tion, which in the majority of instances means
death. Seek aid just as soon as there is the slightest

variation from the normal if you wish to do justice

to your patients and save life. I am makin-i' this

plea in behalf of those little patients who do not

need rhubarb and soda and calomel and fre(|uent

bowel washings when they are suffering from the

results of improper feeding.

It is now well recognized that practically all die

digestive ferments are present in the newborn and
very young infant; some of these ferments are only

mildly active at birth
;
very soon, however, the in-

fant learns to take care of a fair amount of carbo-

hydrate in the form of cereal decoctions and even
well cooked gruels; therefore the infant is prepared

to digest fats, protein, carbohydrates (sugars and
starches), salts and water.

It is also well estabhshed now that cow's niilk

cannot under any circumstances be made to approxi-

mate human milk because of the biological dififer-

ences ; the best that we can do is to give cow's milk

in such dilution and qviantity as experience has

taught us is safe for an infant, at a given age and
of a given weight. The prerequisites for a baby to

thrive on are the following: 1. It must receive the

proper quantity of food calculated in food calories

in proportion to its body weight. 2. The food must
contain the proper elements (fat, protein, carbohy-

drate, salts and water) to maintain nutrition and
allow for growth, and it must be assimilaljle. The
fats supply heat and energ}', add to the body weight

by storing up fat, and save nitrogenous waste. The
proteins are essential for cell construction and the

replacement of nitrogenous waste. The sugars sup-

ply heat and energy and replace fat waste or fat

deficiency. The salts are essential to growth and

development of the tissues of the body and enter

into the various chemical reactions of the food and

body fluids.

While the composition of human milk gives us

a guide as to the digestive capacity of infants, in

attempting to feed cow's milk in composition re-

sembling mother's milk, a great deal of trouble due

to fat indigestion has been experienced by some

clinicians, while others say they have observed no

untoward ef¥ect in certain normal infants. After

studying both sides of the question, and from our
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own experience with a large numljer of infants of

Jewish, ItaHan, German and Irish parentage, we
have come to the conclusion that simple dilution of

whole milk making up the deficiency in sugar is

safest, simplest, hest tolerated, gives the least digest-

ive disturbance, and is readily taken up by the aver-

age mother. The latter is by no means a negligible

factor in the success of infant feeding.

In order to make clear our conception of this sub-

ject it is well to consider the differences between

human and cow's milk.

HUMAN MILK.

Fat 4.0 per cent.

Protein 1.5 per cent., casein 0.5 per cent.

Sugar 7.0 per cent.

Salts 0.2 per cent.

cow's MILK.

Fat 4.0 per cent.

Protein ... 3.5 per cent., casein 3.0 per cent.

Sugar 4.75 per cent.

Salts 0.7 per cent.

Both are amphoteric in reaction when they leave

the breast ; cow's milk is usually acid by the time

the baby gets it ; human milk is practically sterile,

while cow's milk is not. The fat emulsion is finer

in human than in cow's milk ; the greatest propor-

tion of protein in human milk is lactalbumin, while

in cow's milk it is the casein. The enzymes of the

two milks are different and each has a specific serum
reaction. Water is the simplest diluent and lactose

is the natural sugar; cane and malt sugar are also

well borne by healthy children ; there is, however,

some difference in their effect, which makes it at

times desirable to use one in preference to the other.

Milk sugar does not ferment with yeast and is not

readily broken down in the stomach, hence in infants

who vomit it is preferable to cane or malt sugar.

It is slightly laxative and is usually well borne by
healthy infants in amounts up to seven per cent.,

beyond this diarrhea is likely to occur ; it is badly

borne by infants with a tendency to looseness of the

bowels. Cane sugar is mainly used because of its

cheapness. It is likely to set up alcoholic fermenta-

tion and may cause vomiting, but some infants

thrive on it.

Malt sugar is rarely used on account of its ex-

pense ; the preparations most commonly employed
are combinations of maltose and dextrin. In these

preparations we have a combination of polysac-

charide dextrin and a disaccharide maltose ; maltose

is a crystalloid, fermentable and dialyzable, while

dextrins are reversible protective colloids, nonfer-

mentable and nondialyzable ; both are eventually

absorbed as dextrose. The advantage gained in the

use of these sugars lies in the fact that maltose is

readily absorbed and dextrin, through its protective

action, aids in the assimilation of the cow's milk
;

there is slight increase in the water retention, the

combined action resulting in a more rapid gain in

weight. When the proportion of maltose is greater

than that of dextrin, the laxative effect is increased

;

as a rule more of this sugar can be given than of

the others without causing gastrointestinal disturb-

ances.

The starches act as protective colloids, and in

this way prevent the formation of tough curds.

Those most commonly employed are barley, oat-

meal, and imperial granum
;
barley is slightly con-

stipating while oatmeal is somewhat laxative ; the

reverse of these effects has been observed iii some
infants. After the second month the majority of

infants can tolerate cereal decoctions used as dilu-

ents, and at six months the average infant can

digest well cooked gruels. The starches may be

utilized advantageously where there is a dimin-

ished tolerance to sugar or fat, so as to make up
the deficiency. In those children who have some
difficulty with casein digestion, boiling the milk is

the simplest means at our command to prevent

tough curd formation. The addition of cereal de-

coction or an alkali such as sodium citrate, two
grains to each ounce of milk in the formula, will

hinder the formation of large curds.

Having discussed the several principles of prac-

tical importance, let us now apply them in a prac-

tical way.
1. How to determine what to give.

2. How much at a given time.

3. At what intervals.

In prescribing a given formula the directions

must be specific and should be written or printed

plainly. The best milk obtainable (certified raw
milk preferably) should he used and some fruit

juice (orange, pineapple, tomato, grapefruit, prune)
should be given after the .sixth week ; beginning"

with small amounts diluted with boiled water and
gradually increasing up to one or two ounces daily.

To determine a given formula according to the

method suggested, it is well to know that one ounce
of average cow's milk has a caloric value of 20

;

one quart of whole milk about 640 to 670 ; one gram
of fat 9.3 calories, and one gram of sugar, starch,

or protein 4.1 calories.

Careful energy metabolism experiments carried

out by Rubner and Hoebner, Benedict and Talbot,

Holt and others have shown that the average nor-

mal infant in order to thrive requires about fifty

to sixty food calories to the pound of weight up to

six months of age, after that from forty-five to

fifty. Very active babies require more because

they use more; fat, lethargic infants require less

because their metabolism is less active and little

is used up in energy. Experience has taught that

an average baby requires from one to one and a

half ounces of sugar in twenty-four hours ; this

represents 120 to 180 calories. Given an infant

four months old weighing thirteen j^ounds, the

approximate caloric requirement would be 650

;

deduct the amount of sugar, 180 calories, leaving

470 calories to be supplied in the form of whole
milk, or about twenty-four ounces. The average

four months old infant will take about seven feed-

ings of from five to six ounces, making a total of

about forty-two ounces ; of this, milk represents

twenty-four ounces, diluent eighteen ounces, and
sugar one and a half ounces.

When beginning artificial feeding it is advisable

to feel your way, give less than the calculated

amount until you have determined the tolerance

of the patient, and then gradually work your way
up. As a safe although not invariable guide, we
would suggest up to two months of age about one
third milk and two thirds diluent; from two to
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four months half milk or a trifle over ;
from four

to six months twice as much milk as diluent; from
six to nine months three parts of milk and one of

diluent, or even whole milk undiluted.

The amount of a feeding will vary with the size

of the infant; some will take two and a half to

three ounces the first month, others more ; after

the second month a safe rule is to feed from one to

two ounces more than the age in months, the max-
imum being about eight ounces—I know that some
of our ablest clinicians feed ten ounces or more
at one feeding, but in our experience we did not

find this necessary. Very young and small in-

fants may require feedings every two or two and
a half hours the first month or two, some will

thrive very well on a three to four hour schedule

;

judgment and careful observation are necessary.

Hard and fast rules as to the exact intervals of

feeding are irrational because of the variations in

some babies of the gastric motility and the amount
consumed. It is also well to remember that cow's
milk remains in the infant's stomach longer than

mother's milk.

To summarize, we in our experience have found
it preferable to employ whole milk dilutions, using

the caloric method as a check, for the following

reasons: 1. It is simple to carry out. 2. Infants

thrive better and have less gastrointestinal disturb-

ances. .3. It is more adaptable to the average house-

hold. 4. The ready cooperation of the mother be-

cause of the simplicity.

2001 (jRAXD CONXOURSE.

Clinical and Therapeutic Observations on Biliary Disorders

in Children
By J. EPSTEIN, M. D.,

New York.

Jaundice of the newborn or icterus neonatonmi
is the first biliary disorder in early life. Statistics

from maternity hospitals indicate that about sev-

enty-five per cent, of the newborn become more or

less jaundiced on the third or fourth day after

birth. This discoloration is transitory, lasting from
a few days in the majority of cases to a week or two
in some cases, finally clearing up without therapeu-

tic help. The infant does not show any evidence of

ill health, the digestion is good, and there are usu-

ally no abnormal changes in the color of the urine

and feces.

The etiology of this early biliary atfection is not

definitely known. It may be due to an excessive

biliary secretion, with an imperfect drainage through

the narrow infantile bile ducts, or to an erythro-

cytolysis which, in turn, causes an increase in bile

formation and an absorption by the general circula-

tion. The erythrocytolysis may be considered as

part of the general anatomical and physiological

changes that take place in the newborn during the

period of transplantation from intrauterine to extra-

uterine life.

This icteric manifestation must be differentiated

from icterus due to sepsis, syphilis, hereditary fam-

ily jaundice, Winckel's disease, and congenital oblit-

eration of the common bile duct. In sepsis there is

fever, prostration, and the underlying focus of

infection which can be frequently traced to the um-
bilical region. Syphilis can be diagnosed by the

parental history, the fate of previous pregnancies,

the symptoms and signs of lues in the infant, and
by the Wassermann test. Hereditary family jaun-

dice may be diagnosed by the familial history, the

variable degree of jaundice, the absence of bile from
the urine, its presence in the feces and by the fra-

gility of the red blood corpuscles. Winckel's dis-

ease is rare and is characterized by intense jaundice,

cyanosis and hemoglobinuria. Congenital oblitera-

tion of the common bile duct becomes evident from
the constantly increasing jaundice, the exclusion of

sepsis and syphilis, the occasional subcutaneous
and submucous hemorrhages, and the enlargement
of the liver and spleen.

Icterus neonatorum requires no treatment. In
septic jaundice the underlying infection must be
treated. Syphilitic jaundice will clear up under
antiluetic therapy. For familial jaundice the treat-

ment is merely symptomatic, while Winckel's dis-

ease and congenital obliteration of the common bile

duct are beyond therapeutic help.

After this infantile jaundice there is a period of

comparative freedom from biliary disturbances till

the child reaches the age of three or four years,

when jaundice is again prevalent. This second

period of biliary disease coincides with the period

of the exanthematous diseases. At this age, the

jaundice is commonly known as catarrhal jaundice.

The diagnosis is usually simple because those patho-

logical processes which cause jaundice in early life

are not present at this age ; the cholecystitis, chole-

lithiasis, hepatic cirrhosis, and malignant growths,

which are the cause of jaundice in adult life, are

too rare in childhood to be of etiological importance.

The cause of this biliary affection is not known.
It is a cold wet weather disease, occurring mostly
during the cold rainy season and occasionally mani-

festing itself in epidemic form. Some infection or

intoxication is undoubtedly the cause. Gastroduo-

denitis with an ascending infection through the com-
mon bile duct is thought to be the cause of catarrhal

jaundice, but gastroduodenitis is of frequent occur-

rence in children without the complication of jaun-

dice. It is a common digestive disorder, uninflu-

enced by seasonal variations, and does not affect

children in large groups. If ga.stroduodenitis
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should be accepted as the etiology of catarrhal

jaundice, it must then be assumed that it is caused

by a special type of organism as yet unknown. It

is also probable that a hemolytic organism is the

cause of this hepatobiliary disease. This organism

causes a destruction of many red blood cells and a

liberation of a great many infected hemoglobin
fragments, which are used as bile material, with the

consequent infection and obstruction of the biliary

channels. Whether the infectious process along the

biliary tract is an ascending or descending one,

catarrhal jaundice is evidently not a local disease

but a general infection with the hepatobiliary sys-

tem mostly involved.

From an observation of a large number of chil-

dren with catarrhal jaundice, I was impressed with

the fact that the disease runs through three stages

or periods. There is a short but indefinite period of

incubation during which time the child is not as

well as usual. It is restless, fretful, refuses food,

and many have some fever, but there are no definite

symptoms or signs. This is followed by a well

marked period of invasion lasting two or three

days. The child looks ill, sore throat is frequently

complained of, and almost all have abdominal pain

and general aching. Slight chilliness and more or

less fever are present in the majority of cases.

Then comes the third or icteric period which lasts

from two to three weeks. The child complains of

abdominal distress after eating, the appetite is poor,

there is occasional vomiting and marked constipa-

tion. Some children complain of 'dizziness. A
slight afternoon rise in temperature is always pres-

ent and the pulse, unlike that in adult jaundice, is

not slow but may be irregular. The skin may be

of all shades of yellow and the child complains of

severe itching. The urine is laden with bile and
the stools are clay colored. There is a large tender

liver and a palpable spleen. This characteristic

third period is frequently followed by a definite

posticteric fourth period during which time there

are often attacks of intestinal indigestion, the appe-
tite is poor and the bowels irregular. The child

loses weight and becomes anemic. This fourth

stage or period, which may last for weeks, is prob-
ably due to some structural or functional disturb-

ances of the liver or pancreas and is a sequel to the

acute inflammatory process.

This clinical observation of jaundice in children,

extending over several years, which during certain

winter seasons assumed epidemic proportions, makes
it quite evident that it is a systemic disease. The
infection invades the body either through the upper
intestinal tract or through the pharyngotonsillar
region, finally selecting the liver where it causes
structural and functional changes resulting in hepa-
tocholangitis with jaundice. The infection pn)l)al)ly

extends to the gallbladder and pancreas and is the
cause in many cases of chronic intestinal indiges-
tion. It may also have some etiological relation to

cholecystitis, cholelithiasis and pancreatic disorders
in later life.

Mild cases of catarrhal jaundice are frec|uently
not properly diagnosed and the patients are treated
for all kinds of gastrointestinal disorders. These
children usually complain of headache and abdomi-

nal distress after eating. The bowels are consti-

pated and there is occasional nausea and vomiting.
Not uncommonly there is daily morning vomiting.
A careful examination will show the conjunctivae

and skin to have an icteric hue, the tongue coated,

the liver slightly enlarged and tender, and the urine
and feces indicative of jaundice. Many cases of
periodical vomiting and obscure metabolic derange-
ments, which are commonly diagnosed as acidosis,

may be found on careful examination to be cases of
hepatic toxicosis or cholemia, due to a dysfunction

of tlie hepatobiliary system.

A functional deficiency of bile may be diagnosed
in certain cases. These children show a persistent

fat intolerance and various dyspeptic manifesta-

tions. There is a peculiar sallow tint to the skin,

the stools are light colored, and there is no bile in

the urine.

While in the majority of cases catarrhal jaun-
dice runs a benign course, it is not as harmless a
disease as it is usually thought to be and it should

he accorded more diagnostic study and therapeutic

care. An apparently mild case may progress to a
more severe type. The biliary inflammation may
extend to the gallbladder and pancreas and cause
either immediate complications or serious sequelie.

The usual treatment is very unsatisfactory. A
few perfunctory remarks about diet and a bottle of

rhubarb and soda mixture is all that the child gets.

Acute catarrhal jaundice or acute catarrhal cholan-
gitis is an acute infectious disease and it should
receive the same therapeutic care as any other infec-

tious disease. The entire digestive and metabolic
system is probably afifected in this hepatobiliary dis-

ease, because the task of the liver is not only to

secrete bile but it has also glycogenic, lipogenic and
urea forming functions. The bile is essential in the

digestion of fat and probably has a stimulating effect

on intestinal and pancreatic secretions.

Every jaundiced child should be kept in bed till

the jaundice has entirely cleared up. The diet

should consist of proteins with a small amount of

carbohydrates and a minimum amount of fat. Fre-
quent drinks of warm alkaline water are very useful.

This can be prepared by adding a half teaspoonful

of bicarbonate of soda, sodium phosphate, or sodium
sulphate to a glass of warm water. The bowels
should be kept open, preferably with milk of mag-
nesia. A powder made up of pancreatin, salol, and
sodium bicarbonate, taken three times a day after

meals, I have found very efiicacious. W'arm appli-

cations to the hepatic region and a daily warm bath

do much good.

As a therapeutic experiment, I have used some of

my jaundice patients as controls and have treated

them according to the prevailing idea of little or

no care, while the others were confined to bed and
given the proper general care, diet and medication.

The results fully justified the care and trouble of

keeping an unwilling child in bed. In those children

who were kept in bed the duration of the illness was
much shortened, there was little gastrointestinal

upset, the itching of the skin was not so distress-

ing, and there was no aftermath of various compli-
cating efi^ect on the intestinal secretions.

213 East Broadway.
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The Prevention of Contagious and Infectious Diseases in a
Children's Orthopedic Ward

By WALTER G. ELMER, M. D.,

Philadelphia.

A children's ward in a general hospital is likely

to be under quarantine several times during the

year, as it is exceedingly difficult to prevent the

introduction of contagious disease with the incom-
ing children. The period of quarantine may vary
from one to three weeks, during which no children

are admitted or discharged. If a disease like

measles or mumps finds its way into the ward there

may be a quarantine lasting six or eight weeks. Scar-

let fever is most difficult to eradicate if the infection

extends to several children. In any case the child

must be removed to an isolation building and the

ward quarantined for a reasonable period.

This naturally results in a considerable loss, as

a number of children must be fed and cared for that

would otherwise have returned to their homes, and
children seeking admission must be kept waiting.

Sometimes children are brought long distances by
their parents and on arriving at the hospital dis-

cover that the children's ward has been quarantined
and they must return home or go to another hos-

pital. In a teaching institution the disadvantages are

still greater, as the stlidents are deprived, to some
extent at least, of the advantages of practical and
clinical instruction in the ward, and the regular

operating clinics are also restricted.

A children's orthopedic ward of thirty-three beds
in one of our general hospitals had been quaran-
tined from time to time, sometimes for a month or
longer, and this so seriously interfered with the
teaching courses that I endeavored to find some plan

by which we could as nearly as possible eliminate

the contagious and infectious diseases. It did not

seem possible to control scarlet fever but I felt

that most of the others could be prevented. The
following plan was adopted

;

Children who were brought for admission to the

orthopedic ward were examined for any evidence of

throat infection, rash on any part of the body, and
in the case of the girls, a vaginal discharge. The
parents were questioned in regard to any recent

contagious disease in the home or school or among
the child's playmates. Cultures were made from the

nose and throat, and specimens obtained from all

the girl children to be examined for vaginitis. If

these latter specimens were pronounced negative by
the laljoratory, the child was admitted to a proba-
tion room for five days.

If a child had never been vaccinated, that was
done some time during the first three days. Every
child was immunized with diphtheria antitoxin in

this same period. If over two years of age one
thousand units were given and if under two five

hundred imits. On the second day the reports from
the laboratory on the nose and throat cultures were
received. On the fourth day a second vaginal speci-

men was sent to the laboratory. On the fifth day
after a careful ins]X'ction of the child's body and all

the reports being negative, the child was transferred

to the ward. Vaginal specimens were sent to the

laboratory each week so that a record might be kept

of every girl child during her stay in the hospital.

The bed pans were sterilized in a large utensil steri-

lizer that was used for that purpose alone. When a

girl patient asked for a bed pan, the nurse took one

from the sterilizer. Every bed pan was .surgically

clean every time it was used.

This plan has been entirely successful. I put it

into efifect early in March, 1919, and up to this

time, the end of June, 1921, the ward has not once

been quarantined—a period of two years and four

months. About two hundred children are admitted

to the ward each year. More than four hundred
and fifty children have been admitted during this

period if the usual average has been maintained.

Before putting these rules into efifect I considered

all the features of the plan very carefully and espe-

cially in regard to immunizing every child with

diphtheria antitoxin. There may be a little risk

in this but it is exceedingly slight, and even that may
be practically eliminated by injecting about one drop

of antitoxin intradermally and waiting three min-

utes. If no local reaction occurs, the injection of

antitoxin may be given in the usual way.
An alternative to this plan is to use the Schick

test on all the children and immunize those that are

susceptible by the toxin antitoxin method.

As none of the children during this period has

developed a contagious or infectious disease it

seems likely that their general resistance to infec-

tion has been increased by the diphtheria antitoxin.

That advantage would be lost if the Schick method
was employed.
Every effort should be made to prevent the en-

trance into the ward of cases of specific vaginitis as

the infection may be transmitted to other children

before its presence is discovered. The two forms

of valvovaginitis, specific and simple catarrhal, are

transmissible. The former may lead to serious re-

sults while the latter is comparatively harmless. A
child with a vaginal discharge should not be ad-

mitted to the ward, but should receive proper treat-

ment until cured. It is difficult to determine when
a specific case is cured. If the infection has ex-

tended into the uterus it is doubtful if the child

can be cured in months, and she may be a carrier

for several years.

A child may have recovered entirely from the

acute infection and have no discharge and yet a

positive report may be returned from the laboratory.

Or occasionally a child may give one or two nega-

tive results and then a positive smear be obtained.

It is the child with no clinical evidence of the infec-

tion and yet is a carrier of the infection which must
be carefully guarded against, as the nurses or doc-

tors in handling such a child might carry the infec-

tion unknowingly to another child. It may happen
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that after an operation which requires a consider-

able amount of manipulation as, for example, con-

genital dislocation of the hip, the child may within

a few days present a vaginal discharge and the

smears show the presence of the gonococcus. By
careful questioning of the mother it may be discov-

ered that the child had a vaginal discharge two or

three years previously from which it had apparently

entirely recovered. The unavoidable contusion of

the soft parts had ligkted up the old infection.

The greatest care should be used in the laboratory

examinations and they should be made by an ex-

perienced bacteriologist. The failure to distinguish

between the true and the pseudodiplococcus may
result in confusion and embarrassment to those in

charge of the ward. The gonococcus is decolorized

in staining by Gram's method, while the pseudodip-

lococcus is not.

Adult visitors were admitted to the ward on regu-

lar visiting days. Each visitor was provided with

a gown which completely covered the clothing.

The head nurse used her judgment in regard to

the presents which were brought for the children.

There seemed to be no objection to new books and
toys. Certain of the patients were sent each day to

the orthopedic gymnasium during the public clinic

hours ami no harm resulted from this. So far our
plan has been successful, and a period of two years

and four months is a very fair test.

1801 Pine Street.

Intussusception in an Infant Six and a Half Months Old
By SOLOMON ROTTENBERG, M. D.,

and GEORGE M. SCHWARTZ, M. D.,

New York.

The following case is reported, first, because of

the large amount of intestine being intussuscepted

;

second, because of a previous gastroenteritis being
the etiological factor, and third, because of the un-
eventful recovery following resection of the large

intestine.

Case.—A female child, six and a half months
old, normal delivery, weight seven and a half

pounds at birth. Was breastfed for the first five

and a half months, and during that time had no
gastrointestinal disorder. Five and a half weeks
ago the mother noticed the baby had diarrhea, with
six and seven stools a day, green and frothy, with
foul odor. The child was treated for the diarrhea,

but the condition persisted, and the child was los-

ing weight. Three weeks ago the family doctor

placed the child on Mellin's food "and barley water,

but the diarrhea persisted.

Present illness.—On February 24th, the mother
noticed a slight streak of blood in the stool. The
following day the child had six bowel movements,
each of which was streaked with blood. On Febru-
ary 29th the child had six bowel movements, each
of which was streaked with blood. The mother also

noticed that the baby was cold and had marked
pallor. It cried all day, and the mother thought it

seemed Unconscious at times. The baby did not

vomit. The family doctor called Dr. Hermann N.
Appel in consultation, who made a diagnosis of

intussusception and advised immediate operation.

Physical examination.—Female child, six and a

half months old, crying, thighs flexed at abdomen.
The child showed marked pallor. The general phys-

ical examination was negative except that the abdo-
men was slightly distended. No peristaltic waves
were visible. A large tumor mass about the size

of a grapefruit was palpable in the left lower quad-
rant. Pulse was 130, temperature 98°. A mass
was felt high up in the rectum, and there was free

bleeding from the anus. The blood count showed

white cells, 14.000 ;
polymorphonuclears, eighty-

two per cent.

Operation.—Under ether anesthesia a median in-

cision was made. There was an escape of consider-

able serous fluid and a large tumor was found in

the left lower quadrant. The ileocecal junction, the

cecum, ascending transverse and descending colon

were found invaginated into the sigmoid, which

was reduced by milking the intestine out. All of

the intussuscepted gut was very much congested and

the mesenteric glands of the entire small intestines

were much enlarged. At the ileocecal junction there

was an ulcer about the size of a quarter which was
surrounded by an area of gangrene which showed
impending perforation. The lower three inches of

the ileum and cecum, and three inches of ascending

colon were resected (including the appendix), the

ends of the intestine were pursestringed and invagi-

nated, and a side to side anastomosis was done be-

tween the terminal ileum and the ascending colon.

The abdomen was closed in layers.

Postoperative course.—The child made an un-

eventful recovery except for a slight stitch infec-

tion. On the sixth day, postoperative, the patient's

temperature rose suddenly to 103°, which was due

to a double otitis media. After a paracentesis, the

temperature dropped to normal and the baby went
home on the fourteenth day, perfectly well.

Pathological findings.—Specimen of ileocecal

junction including appendix, three inches of ascend-

ing colon, and three inches of lower ileum. There
was an ulcer about two inches in diameter, circular

at the ileocecal junction. The cecum surrounding

the ulcer was markedly indurated and edematous.

The mesentery of the ileum showed patches of gan-

grene. At the centre of the ulcer there was a spot

covered only by serosa with impending perforation

at this site. The mucosa of the cecum showed
areas of gangrene and hemorrhage. The ascend-

ing colon showed no pathological findings.



Editorial Articles
INFANT WELFARE

It is now recognized by the medical profession

that on the healtli of the child hangs, to a large

extent, the prosperity, even the existence of a

nation. The general public is awakening to a reali-

zation of the truth of this statement, with the con-

sequence that the infant welfare movement has re-

ceived a great impetus. Various societies have been

organized, among them being the National Bal)y

Week Council, in the foundation and organization

of which Dr. Eric Pritchard has been largely in-

strumental. A meeting of this council was held in

London on May 24, 1921, at which Dr. I'ritchard,

who is chairman of the executive committee, pre-

sided. In his opening address he said that the three

special phases of the work of infant welfare which

the council was emphasizing were the import-

ance of breast feeding, the urgent need for some

scheme of pension for civilian widows, and the

prevention of blindness, with special attention to

ophthalmia neonatorum. The National Bal)y

Week Council celebrated its fifth birthday during

the first week of July and it was suggested that a

combined health and baby week l)e held in Great

Britain in October.

Dr. Mabyn Read, medical officer of health for

Worcester, presented an address in which he re-

ferred to the success of the efYorts which had been

made in that city to improve infant life. When he

was appointed medical officer in 1891, the infant

death rate was two hundred and eight in a thousand.

During the years 1900 to 1905 the rate was one

hundred and five in a thousand ; in the next five

years it was one hundred and twenty-four-; trom

1910 to 1914 it fell to ninety-four; in the next five

years it was sixty-nine, and last year figures showed

the infant death rate to be sixty-seven in a thousand.

Previous to the founding of the Infant Health

Society in 1907 there had been no particular public

health activities, though some two hundred of the

worst houses had been removed ; a sniall proportion,

in a total of about eleven thousand dwellings. The..

Infant Health Society began with one health visitor

but in 1910 the city council gave an appropriation

to this society and two years later took over the

health visitor as a city official. Though a few

classes for mothers were held, no clinics were

started until 1917, when a woman doctor was ap-

pointed, giving half her time to the clinic and half

to school work. In 1919 the society obtained a

grant from the American Red Cross Society and

established an antenatal clinic. Milk was provided

for mothers and children by the city council. In

1913 dinners were given to expectant mothers and

a small amount of dental work was provided for,,

both of these activities being limited by the finances

of the society.

An imiportant factor in the progress of the work

was the sympathetic cooperation of the midwives,

some sixteen of whom attended about eighty per

cent, of the births in the city. The opinion prevail-

ing among the mothers now was that it was a dis-

grace to have an unhealthy baby, and that good

results were due almost entirely to home visiting.

At present there were four health visitors and an

antenatal centre which was kept full constantly by

the recommendations of the midwives.

Miss Eleanor Rathbone, rt Liverpool, deplored

the lack of provision made by the State for babies,

motherhood not being recognized as work of public

importance. The poverty period of the ordinary

working class family usually came at the time when

the mother was bearing children and this had serious

efTects on the health of the race. Nothing could

be more wasteful or extravagant than the present

system of neglecting mothers and children.

Dr. Leonard Hill said that health, including the

health of the baby, was closely connected with the

question of coal. With our present wasteful merh-

ods of using coal, only aliout five per cent, of its

energy and heat value was utilized, the other ninety-

five per cent, merely polluting the atmosphere and

setting up conditions which caused ill health. Lon-

don and other industrial centres, he said, were now

experiencing the benefits of unobscured sunlight as

a result of coal shortage, and he instanced the ad-

vantages of sunlight and fresh air as shown in the

results obtained in tuberculous children in Alpine

countries where the children ran about covered

only with a loin cloth. The eff^ects upon these

diseased children were extraordinarily good. If

this life and the open air schools were good for

diseased children the same conditions should be

beneficial for the healthy. He believed that in

London there were only two open air schools, while

in New York there were over a hundred.

Professor E. L. Collis said that economy con-

sisted in spending money wisely and well and must

not be confounded with parsimony. By a long

series of enactments in the interests of economy,

during the past hundred years, the country had been

nationalizing the care of health. The first test of
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spending" money wisely was the return of the

expenditure. On the credit side was the productive

activity, mental and physical, of adult members of

society. The results of nationalizing the care of

health, however, were not as yet the most econom-

ical. In order to have a healthy nation the first

need was healthy babies. The standard of health

of children at birth was fairly satisfactory and

should be maintained or improved. Girls in school

should be taught mothercraft. Money spent on

health visitors was true economy. It was cheaper

to spread a knowledge of fresh air and cleanliness

than to patch up casualties in sanatoriums and dis-

pensaries.

In the brief discussion which followed, reference

was made to the need of better housing conditions

and for supplying children with pure milk in the

interests of sound health.

PATHOGENESIS OF POSTOPERATIVE
LEUCOCYTOSIS.

If there is an interesting question to study it is

certainly that of the various causes giving rise to

leucocytosis after surgical operations in general.

Why do reactions take place after aseptic surgical

acts of the same order as in infectious diseases

strictly speaking? Polynuclear neutrophile hyper-

leucocytosis follows both aseptic and septic opera-

tions and occurs in infectious diseases as well.

According to Schultze, hyperleucocytosis is merely

apparent ; it is due to the fact that the leucocytes

accumulate in the deep capillaries and afterward

emigrate to the superficial capillaries. This theory

is both insufficient and inexact and it is enough to

examine the rich leucocytic content of the central

and superficial capillaries to perceive that there is

a real increase in the leucocytes. Roemer and

Buchner state that this increase may take place

directly in the blood and as proof they refer to the

leucocytic masses described by Everard, Demoor,

Massart and others, but the latter observers look

upon them as leucocytic thrombi circulating in the

blood. Schwer and Lowy's theory can only account

for leucocytoses without a local focus, so that

Metchnikoff's conception is not generally accepted,

which attributes the polynuclear leucocytosis to a

chemiotaxic action of the bacteria, as well as various

substances circulating in the blood.

However, observation tends to show that the

process is of a yet more general order and may be

produced by various factors, as postoperative leu-

cocytosis proves. Buchner remarked that certain

principles resulting from the destruction of tissues

or transformation of albumins enjoy the same

properties, and the trauma of the surgical act is

undoubtedly itself of a nature to provoke the forma-

tion of substances capable of engendering polynu-

clear neutrophile hyperleucocytosis. Therefore, it

may be supposed that operative trauma in itself, no

matter how aseptic, may cause reactional leucocy-

tosis due to the transformation of the albumins of

the traumatized tissues.

But chemiotaxis itself is not enough to explain

all, and it may be said that these substances act on

the hematopoietic organs themselves and thus pro-

voke the passage of the leucocytes into the circula-

tion. We know only too well that absolute asepsis

is rarely, if ever, realized, so that even the most

minute infection, clinically imperceptible, may cause

an increase in the white blood cells. Animal ex-

periments confirm these considerations, so that in

our socalled aseptic operations the trauma of the

tissues probably alone acts in the production of the

leucocytosis. It is impossible to carry out a surgical

act without manipulating the tissues to some extent

and the handling places the tissues in a state of

lowered vitality and it may very likely be that these

tissues are capable of engendering toxins, the prod-

ucts of cell disintegration.

The slight mononuclear development following

postoperative polynucleosis may be due to the neces-

sity of the organism to elaborate substances capable

of reacting against the products derived from the

albuminoids in order to neutralize and destroy them.

However, the quantity of this antitoxin must be

very minute because the mononuclear reaction is

also trifling and may be in direct ratio to the power

of the substances elaborated during the polynu-

cleosis phase. As to the mechanism of the eosino-

philia and basophile leucocytosis, their genesis is

still obscure.

Levaditi has pointed out that in infections there

is a balancing between the eosinophiles and neutro-

philes ; for example, there will be an eosinophilia

with a maximum polynucleosis and a minimum
polynucleosis with maximum eosinophilia. It

would seem that the chemiotaxic substances reject

the eosinophiles and attract the neutrophiles. The
former possess the phagocytic reaction but their

appearance at the close of the disease shows that

their function is to eliminate detritus accumulated

in the organisms during the initial phase of the

process. Loeper has supposed that possibly the

eosinophiles carried substances for repair into the

focus of disease.

These theories are interesting but are yet merely

hypotheses. There is one certain fact, however,

that has l^een proved by Bouchez and that is that

eosinophiles are usually the index to convalescence.
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Basophile leucocytosis—mastzellen leucocytosis

—

appears to follow the same laws as eosinophilia and

they likewise appear to be endowed with the same

chemiotaxic sensibility and may engender an active

leucocytosis.

PHYSICIAN AUTHORS: JOHNSTON,
COWLEY AND CHAMBERLAYNE

The earliest British physician author of whom
we have any record was Dr. Arthur Johnston, the

Latin poet, born in 1587, near Aberdeen, Scotland.

If there were any before Johnston's time, they were

not of sufficient importance to be mentioned in any

of the standard histories of English literature. Up
to the time of Shakespeare (1564-1616) about

ninety per cent, of British authors were churchmen

of one sort or another. Prior to the Norman Con-

quest and for a long time thereafter the churchmen

seem to have had practically a monopoly of author-

ship. It was not until the sixteenth century that

men of other professions began to enter the profes-

sion in any considerable numbers, and even then the

physicians with literary amljitions seem to have

been few. A few years before Johnston's death, in

1641, Abraham Cowley, who. got a medical degree

at Oxford on December 2, 1657, began to be popu-

lar as a poet, and then came William Chamberlayne,

another poet who also was "a doctor of physick."

These three were the pioneers, with the possible

exception of some inconsequential representatives

of the profession.

Johnston was perhaps the best physician of the

three—certainly a much better physician than

Cowley—and his literary reputation has stood the

test of time better than that of the other two.

Samuel Johnson praised him as "one of the best of

the Latin poets" and later critics have endorsed

this opinion. He wrote a collection of Latin epi-

grams and elegies, a Latin paraphrase of the Song

of Solomon, a collection of short poems ( 1637) and

a complete Latin version of the Psalms, his greatest

work. He began his medical studies at the Uni-

versity of Aberdeen, afterwards going to the Uni-

versity of Padua, then the scientific centre of the

world, where he got his M. D. degree. Instead of

returning to Scotland, he began practising in Paris

and remained there nearly forty years. Upon his

return finally to Aberdeen he became principal of

the University, but soon went to London to practise

and became physician in ordinary to Charles I. He
remained in London in jjractice until his death.

Abraham Cowley's connection with the medical

profession seems to have been rather slight. Va-

rious biographical sketches of him say he obtained

his degree "by an order from the government,"

evidently for some political purpose, but the bio-

graphers are somewhat hazy as to what this political

aim might have been. Cowley was an ardent Royal-

ist and a great friend and assistant of Charles I,

going to Paris on diplomatic missions for him and
otherwise aiding the cause of the king. When he
died, July 28, 1667, he was buried with great pomp
in Westminster Abbey, near Spenser and Chaucer,

and Charles II said at his grave, "Mr. Cowley has

not left a better man behind him in England."

The reticence of the biographers as to Cowley's

medical degree also applies to his practice. Beyond
saying that after he had his degree he went to Kent

"to pursue the study of simples" they are silent. He
was thirty-nine when he got the degree and died in

his forty-ninth year.

Cowley's is a dead name in literature today, at

least so far as his poetry is concerned, though in

his day he was even more popular than his con-

temporary, Milton. "During all of Milton's life-

time his fame was obscured and dwarfed by the

exaggerated reputation of this writer," says Ed-
mun Gosse, who professed himself to be the last

of Cowley's admirers and contended that Cowley's

utter obscurity and neglect were far from wholly

de.served. Cowley was one of the child prodigies of

literature. His first volume. Poetical Blossoms,

appeared when he was fourteen years old. One of

the poem was Pyramus and Thisbe, based on the

old Babylonian legend which Shakespeare carica-

tures in Midsummer Night's Dream. This was
written when Cowley was ten years old and Gosse

calls it "an extraordinary piece for so young a child

... a work which few of the adult poets of that

day would have been ashamed of writing." Among
his more mature works were The Cutter of Cole-

man Street, a dramatic satire
; Davideis, an un-

finished epic based on the life of King David

;

Love's Chronicle, The Mistress and other poems.

Although his poetry is no longer read, Cowley still

has some vogue as an essayist. His essays, inci-

dentally, were written after he had retired to Kent

to study simples, which seems to have been the

extent of his medical studies. Charles Lamb found

these essays "delicious" and preferred them to

Addison's. Taine found the essays "as easy and

sensible as his poetry is contorted and unreasonable"

and the late John Burroughs carried a copy of

Cowley's essays about with him. "Solitude," he said,

"seems to bring out their quality, as it does that in

some people." They are indeed among the finest

essays in the English language.

William Chamberlayne, born in 1619, was a con-

temporary of Cowley, who was born in 1618. Like

Cowley, Chamberlayne also was an ardent Royalist
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and during the civil war was one of the most active

supporters of the Charleses. He wielded the sword

as well as the lancet, as it appears from a passage

in his Pharonnida that he took part in the second

Battle of Newhury. When King Charles II was

restored to the throne he wrote a long poem, Eng-

land's Jubilee, in honor of the event. Robert

Southey, the poet, said that Chamberlayne was "a

poet to whom I am indebted for many hours of

delight," but Chamberlayne is almost as obscure

today as is Cowley. His chief work was his

Pharonnida, an heroic poem in five books. "One

of the most interesting stories that was ever told

in verse," said Thomas Camp]iell, the Scottisli poet

and critic. This poem, full of stirring incident,

later was made into a novel, under another title,

and had a large sale. Although praising the plot

of Pharonnida, Campbell added that "never was

so much beautiful design in poetry marred by in-

felicity of expression and style that is at once

slovenly and quaint." Henry Neele also called

Pharonnida "a very noble work" and Edmund
Gosse points out the close resemblance, in metrical

form, of this poem and Keats's Endymion and is

inclined to regard "the debt owed by Keats to

Chamberlayne as larger than has generally been

recognized." Chamberlayne's chief work other

than Pharonnida was Love's Victory, a Tragi-

comedy. Chamberlayne spent practically all of his

life as a physician at Shaftesbury, in Dorsetshire,

where he died in January, 1689.

GERMAN DOCTORS CHANGE THEIR
MINDS

One result of the prevailing degeneration in

Central Europe which even the worst enemy of

Germany probably did not foresee is the change in

attitude of the medical men toward socialization,

according to a dispatch from the Berlin correspond-

ent of the Federated Press, dated May 10. This

observer states that physicians who before the war

were bitter foes of any attempt to socialize medicine

have gone over to the ranks of the converts, and that

the once obscure little Society of Socialist Physicians

is now voicing the thoughts of a great number of

medical men.

The basis for this change, if the correspondent

reports correctly, is grim economic necessity. With

the increased cost of living in Germany and the con-

sequent impoverishmlent of the people, the situation

of the doctors grew rapidly worse. The head of

the family, if ailing, still came to the physician of

the krankcnkassc or sick benefit society, but the

members of his family stayed away and tried to cure

themselves. As a result, the situation of medical

men likewise grew desperate.

"There is the keenest of competition for the 'job'

—this is all that it now amounts to—of curing an

ailing i)erson, and a consequent demoralization of the

medical profession," writes the correspondent.

"Quackery is encouraged, for a j^hysician who might

otherwise have sent a patient to some colleague who
is a specialist on the particular disease in question

will now, for economic reasons, hang on to the victim

and try to effect a cure."

There is little hope of wealth and glory just now
for the German medical man who distinguishes him-

self, and while the doctors of the krankenkasse se-

cure a precarious living, the situation of the others

is even more precarious. They are, of course, only

sharing in the great nightmare which has fallen upon

the professional classes everywhere in the war ridden

countries, but their change of heart is significant.

W^OMEN AS CAR CONDUCTORS
When the National War Labor Board, after the

war, ordered the women discharged from trains,

there was a great outcry from the National

Woman's Trades Union League, and it was the same

in England. No one wants to detract from the splen-

did service they rendered, nor to deny that it might

wisely have been continued if babies—or rather,

some satisfactory substitute for them—had been in-

vented, but not the wisest obstetrician could think of

anything save the old fashioned baby travelling the

same route into the world and demanding prenatal

care, and equally postnatal fostering. Any girl might

become pregnant. There was continuous standing,

and, in England, mounting outside steps, she was

only partly sheltered from the rain ; the safety

of the riding public depended largely on her in

rush hours ; she had to exercise continuous self

control and, instead of a low growled "damn,"

would answer back to any irritating passenger.

There were late hours and seldom any Sunday rest.

One or two days a month she would have been

better at work under less nervous strain, but that

item, of course, prevails everywhere, except that re-

sponsibility is here added. I have seen girls adding to

the amusement of passengers by snapping at inofifen-

sive people and storming at impertinent ones. "I'm

doing what your mother neglected to do," said a

red faced, angry conductor, as she smacked a cheeky

boy's face, she herself being then liable for a sum-

mons for assault.

All this comes from Dr. Anna Howard Shaw's

saying that the time has come when women have

a right to ask that they shall be free to labor where

labor is needed, and tested by their ability to render
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service. "No human being can tell what another

human being can do," she says. In the case of car

work the doctors say that this special work is bad

for prospective mothers with nervous dispositions,

and a doctor cannot exactly be imagined as actuated

by any personal desire to keep women out of any

particular job. A girl, too, seldom eats properly

;

she is content with a "little something" in the form

of coffee and sandwiches, eaten hurriedly, whereas

a man sits stolidly down to a square meal, then has

his pipe and forgets his car until he has to remember

it.

LEGISLATION FOR WOMEN AND
CHILDREN.

In spite of temporary setbacks, the realization

that women as the mothers of the next generation

require special protection in industry is being in-

corporated into law in an increasing number of

states. The March issue of the AIout lily Labor

Reviezv recounts a number of these instances. Re-

cent legislation in New Jersey prohibits women
from engaging in any industrial occupation for six

weeks before and six weeks after childbirth; pro-

vides for an eight hour day and a forty-eight hour

week in industries now covered by the ten hour

law, and prohibits night work between the hours

of ten p. m. and six a. m. Wyoming has passed

an eight hour law for women except domestic ser-

vants. In South Dakota the mothers' pension law

has been liberalized to include nursing, medical and
hospital care for needy and expectant mothers.

Pennsylvania has created a department of public

welfare which will have supervision over mothers'

pensions, work for dependent and delinquent chil-

dren, prisons and prison labor, and other activities.

Strengthening of the child labor law is recorded in

Colorado, New Mexico, Vermont, and Wisconsin.

^

News Items.

Canada's Birthrate Is Double Mortality.—Can-
ada's birthrate during the year 1920 was 27.47 in

one thousand of population, as against a death rate

of 13.31 in a thousand.

Jewish Memorial Hospital.—Plans have been
completed for the Jewish Memorial Hospital to be

erected at Dyckman Street overlooking the Hudson
River. It will be dedicated to the memory of the

Jewish soldiers, .sailors and marines who died in

the World War. The completed structure will cost

about $350,000.

Health Records Urged to Safeguard Marriage.
— Dr. Max Hirsch, of Berlin, has suggested the

establishment of a system of health registrations, to

be carefully kept from childhood on, and available

to marriage candidates upon mutual agreement. He
states that this system would have a tendency to

check social diseases and reduce undesirable mar-
riage of the physically ill mated.

Dr. Addison Resigns from British Cabinet.

—

Dr. Christopher Addison, Minister without ];ort-

foHo and formerly Minister of Health of England,

has sent his resignation to Mr. Lloyd George. Dr.

Addison resigned because the housing schemes,

which the Government once supp(jrted with enthu-

siasm, had been abandoned.

Medical Societies to Hold Joint Meeting in

Kansas City.—The plans for the fall meeting of

the Medical Association of the Southwest have been

combined with the annual meeting of the Medical

Society of the Missouri Valley and the Medical
Veterans of the World War. The meeting will be

held in Kansas City on October 24th to 28th.

Sheppard-Towner Bill Passed by Senate.—The
Sheppard-Towner bill providing for cooperation

between the Federal and State Governments in pro-

tection of maternity and infancy was passed on July
22nd by the Senate and sent to the House. The bill

carries initial appropriations of $1,480,000 which
the States would be required to match. It was
passed by a vote of sixty-three to seven.

Doctor Telephones Radio Orders for Opera-
tion at Sea.—Dr. Raymond Barrett, of Brooklyn
Hospital, recently telephoned instructions, which
were wirelessed to sea, how to perform an opera-

tion with a herring knife on a man aboard a Stand-

ard Oil tanker two hundxed miles away. The man
had cut his finger with a piece of wire and an in-

fection set in which required immediate treatment.

Death Rate Smallest in St. Paul.—The mortal-

ity statistics of the twenty principal cities for 1920
show that St. Paul, Minn., has the low death rate of

10.18 in a thousand and Portland. Ore., a close

second, with 11.20 in a thousand. The New York
city rate is 12.93, and Denver 17.47. Washington,
D. C, had the highest death rate from typhoid fever,

Cincinnati for measles, Rochester and Boston for

scarlet fever, Buffalo and St. Louis for diphtheria

and croup, Pittsburgh for influenza, Denver for

tuberculosis, and San Francisco for cancer.

Infant Death Rate Lowest in the West.—The
report of the American Child Hygiene Association

for 1920 lists cities of over ten thousand population

according to the number of infant deaths to a thou-

sand of population. Seattle is first among cities of

over 250,000 with fifty-six; Portland, Ore., sec-

ond, with sixty, and San Francisco, third, with

sixty-two. Among cities between 100,000 and 250,-

000, Houston, Tex., has the lowest infant death rate

of thirty-seven
;
Spokane, Wash., comes next with

seventy-one, and Oakland, Cal., with seventy-two.

Cholera in Soviet Republic.—Cholera is rap-

idly spreading in Russia, the disease being carried

by starving refugees from the districts suffering

from drought and famine. Over eight thousand
cases have been reported in the Russian Republic,

three hundred in the Ukraine, forty-eight in Sim-
brisk and nine hundred in Astrakhan. Cases to the

number of 624 were discovered on railway trains

in June. One of the chief causes of cholera along

the Volga, where famine and disease are at their

worst, is the migration of complete villages because
of the lack of food.
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Start Hartley Foundation.—At the first meet-
ing of the Hartley P'oundation, recently granted a

special charter by the Legislature, Mrs. Helen Hart-
ley Jenkins, the founder, was chosen president. The
members of the executive committee include Dr.

Samuel A. Brown, dean of Bellevue Hospital Medi-
cal College, and Dr. Thomas W. Salmon. The
funds given by Mrs. Jenkins to the foundation, iu

memory of her father, amount to several million

dollars. Special attention will be given to pui;iic

health, mental hygiene and probation work.

National Health Gouncil Issues Biweekly Re-
ports on National Health Legislation.—Biweekly
summaries of national legislation concerning public

health have been issued by the National Health

Council since last March, when Congress convened
in special session. These summaries list and ab-

stract all new health legislation and also report pro-

gress on bills previously outlined. The demand for

them has been so great that arrangements have been
made to distribute copies at twenty cents apiece.

They can be secured by addressing the National
Health Council, 411 Eighteenth Street, N. W.,
Washington, D. C.

Personal.—After thirty-one years' service, Dr.

Charles P. Thwing, president of Western Reserve
University, tendered his resignation on June 14th.

He will devote his time to writing.

Dr. Alonzo E. Taylor has resigned from the stafif

of the University of Pennsylvania and will go to

the University of California to conduct special re-

search work on the subject of nutrition.

Dr. George M. Piersol, for thirty years professor

of anatomy at the University of Pennsylvania, has

resigned to devote his entire time to research work.

Dr. Charles H. Mayo, of Rochester, Minn., re-

ceived the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws at

the commencement exercises of Northeastern Uni-
versity on June 15th.

Dr. Hideyo Noguchi, of the Rockefeller Institute

for Medical Research in New York, had conferred

upon him the degree of Doctor of Science at the

recent commencement exercises of Yale University.

Sir Robert Jones, of London, Dr. Carlos Chagas,

of Brazil, and Dr. Herbert Charles Moffitt, received

the degree of Master of Science at the commence-
ment exercises of Harvard University held on

June 23rd.

Dr. Alfred S. Burdick has been elected president

of the Abbott Laboratories to fill the vacancy
caused by the death of Dr. W. C. Abbott. Dr. Bur-
dick has been closely associated with the Abbott
Laboratories for over seventeen years.

Dr. and Mrs. David E. Hoag, of New York,
sailed for Europe on July 21st. After an extensive

tour they will return to New York in November.
Dr. Henry W. Frauenthal, medical director of the

Hospital for Joint Diseases, New York, sailed on
July 27th to visit the various modern hospitals in

England, France and Italy.

Dr. L. Duncan Bulkley, of New York, has re-

tired from the active practice of dermatology, to

devote his attention to consultation practice and to

the treatment of cancer. He has turned over his

dermatological practice to his former associate, Dr.
A. Schuyler Clark.

Postgraduate Medical School in Vienna.—The
dean of the \ ienna Medical Faculty has announced
that the facilities for study are now the same as
before 1914. The professors, doctors and assist-

ants are ready to resume the teaching of graduate
physicians in the same manner as before. The total

number of beds in the Allgemeines Krankenhaus in
Vienna available for teaching purposes amount to

thirteen hundred. The opportunity for observing
postmortem work is also the same as formerly, the
number of autopsies being about three thousand
annually. The official lectures and courses are de-
livered in German but special arrangements can be
made for private English courses. Further infor-

mation may be had by addressing the editor of the
Wiener iiicdhinischc IVochcnschrift, Vienna, IX.,.

Borsellangasse 22.

^

Died.

.\rrington.—In Murrayville, Georgia, on Saturday, July
2nd, Dr. John D. Arrington, aged thrity-nine years.
Baer.—In Pittsburgh, Pa., on Sunday, July 10th, Dr.

George FrankHn Baer, aged thirty-seven years.

Beardslee.—In Rye, N. Y., on Friday, July 8th. Dr.
Frederick M. Beardslee, of Manchester, N. H., aged forty-
six years.

Beebee.—In Buffalo, N. Y., on Friday, July 15th, Edwin
L. Beebee, aged fifty years.

BuRRiTT.—In Washington, D. C., on Wednesday, July
6th, Dr. Alice Burritt, aged sixty-seven years.

Cornell.—In Wappingers Falls, N. Y., on Saturday,,
July 16th, Dr. Isaac Martense Cornell, aged seventy years.

Cox.—In Sandy Creek, N. Y., on Sunday, July 17th, Dr.
William H. Cox, aged eighty-two years.

Drake.—In Detroit, Mich., on Tuesday, July Sth, Dr.
Harlow B. Drake, aged seventy-two years.

Davidsox.—In Parkersburg, W. Va., on Wednesday,.
July 13th, Dr. William Johnson Davidson, aged fifty-four
years.

.
D'AviGNON.—In AuSable Forks, New York, on Saturday,

July 9th, Dr. Francis J. D'Avignon, aged seventy years.
Davis.—In Patchogue, L. I., on Friday, July 15th, Dr.

Milton Burr Davis, aged thirty-eight years.
Elliott.—In Highlands, N. C, on Sunday, June 26th,

Dr. John B. Elliott, aged seventy-nine years.
Erh.^rd.—In Syracuse, N. Y., on Thursday, July 7th, Dr.

Philip Erhard, aged forty-four years.
Fehr.—In Allentown, Pa., on Saturday, July 16th, Dr.

Howard A. Fehr, aged fifty-one years.
Galliv.\n.—In Boston, Mass., on Wednesday, July 13th,

Dr. William J. Gallivan, aged fifty-six years.
Herman.—In Long Branch, N. J., on Tuesday, July 12th,

Dr. Henry Herman, of New York, aged sixtv years.
HixsoN.—In Cambridge, Ohio, on Friday, July Sth, Dr.

George W. Hixson, aged forty-nine years.
Jansing.—In Gushing, Okla., on Sunday, July 10th, Dr.

Joseph Henry Jansing, aged thirty-seven years.
MiDDLEDiTCH.—In Bamevcld, N. Y., on Monday, July 11th,

Dr. James Middleditch, aged srxty-six years.
Morrison.—In Los Angeles, Cal., on Sunday, July 3rd,

Dr. Norman H. Morrison, aged sixty-eight years.
Robards.—In Columbus, Ind., on Thursdav, July 7th, Dr.

Richard B. Robards, of Harrodsburg, Kentucky, aged
forty-five years.

Ross.—In Grand Rapids, Mich., on Thursday, July 14th.

Dr. William H. Ross, aged seventy-six years.
SiLER.—In Mercer, Tenn., on Monday, July 4th, Dr.

Manly J. Siler.

Smiley.—In Philadelphia, Pa., on Tuesday, July 19th,

Dr. Edwin R. Smiley.
Staton.—In Tarboro, N. C, on Friday, July 1st, Dr.

Lycurgus Lafayette Staton. aged seventy-one years.

Taluot.—In Racquette Lake, N. Y., on Saturday, July
16th, Dr. Robert Bancker Talbot-, of New York, aged sixty-
eight years.

Weeuon.—In Eufaula, Ala., on Saturday, July 2nd, Dr.
Walter R. Weedon, aged forty-eight years.
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LONDON LETTER.
(From our ozvn correspondent.)

London, June 4, 1921.

Smokeless Fuel—The State and Housing—The Prevention
and Treatment of Tuberculosis—Postgraduate Instruc-
tion in Glasgozv.

A smokeless fuel is a desideratum from many
points of view, not the least of which is that of

health. In London -this question is one of supreme
concern, and that the subject of low temperature
carbonization and smokeless fuel is arousing in-

creased interest and attention was shown by the

large audience which came to the Royal Society of

Arts, London, on April 13, 1921, to hear Professor

H. E. Armstrong discourse on the subject. The
professor has long given prominence to his personal

conviction as to the great possibilities of the newer
method of carbonization as a means to the more
efficient utilization of coal, with the recovery of im-

portant byproducts and a step toward the reduction

of atmospheric pollution. Professor Armstrong
referred to the natural store of products, chemical

and power, in the form of coal, the great asset

and salvation of this country's progress.

Reviewing the history of the methods of direct

consvunption and indirect treatment, he emphasized
the appalling waste which had resulted, waste now
proverbial. Coming down to modern times, the

work done by Parker and Jones was sketched, and
some indication of the scale of operations at Baraugh
given. The methods of low temperature carboniza-

tion have for some time been under critical review.

Totally diverse opinions and convictions are forth-

coming as to the efficacy of the several processes.

These depend to some extent upon the point of view.

As a source of heat and power, the gas engineer

may want to adopt a British Thermal Units basis

of adjudicating the results. From the point of

view of oil production in times of emergency and
shortage, the tar distillates would increase in im-
portance. From the domestic and health points of

view, a sufficiently compact, easily burnable product

is the chief desideratum. The economic adaptation

of low temperature carbonization processes is a
matter upon which a full and frank discussion would
doubtless be welcomed in many quarters.

* * *

Sir Alfred Mond, who has been appointed Minister

of Health in the place of Dr. Addison, made an
important announcement as to the future policy of

the Government in regard to housing to a deputation

from the Association of Municipal Corporations.

Sir Alfred dealt with the question of commitments
into which local authorities have entered, and said

that, in view of falling prices in material and labor,

every effort must be made to obtain modifications

of the contracts already let. The general housing
subsidy extends only to July next year, and "it is

not impossible," the Minister observed, "that the

Government may be ready to enter into another
scheme, should it be necessary." The National

House and Town Planning Council, in the course

of a statement, said that the fall which has recently

taken place in the cost of cottage building is warmly
welcomed by the housing committees of local author-

ities as removing yet another of the difficulties

which have delayed the fulfillment of a national

duty. The decline in cost varies greatly from
district to district. Compared with the tenders
submitted in September, the reduction is in some
areas equal to twenty per cent. This reduction
in cost, it is stated, is in some measure due to the

steady desire of employers and operatives alike to

fulfill, in respect of housing, their duty to the rest

of the community.
It may be said that the erection of houses has

been the great stumbling block in the way of carry-

ing out the .schemes of the Ministry of Health.
This was the first and most important plank of

their platform. It has been long conceded that the

bad and indifferent housing accommodation of the

masses of Great Britain, especially perhaps in the

cities, although it is woefully inadequate in the

rural districts, was chiefly responsible for the

prevalence of ill health and lack of development in

all parts of the country. The slogan of the Ministry

is prevention of disease, but how can disease be
successfully prevented while domestic hygiene is as

it is? Obviously, then, the first and most essential

step in the direction of prevention was to provide

a sufficient number of hygienic houses.

Dr. Addison and his colleagues fully grasped this

fact, and proceeded with plans to remedy the defi-

ciency. But they do not seem to have quite under-
stood the state of affairs that confronted them.
They sketched an ambitious plan for building houses
on a wide scale. So far so good, but they had not

counted the cost. It was found that to build houses

conceived on a modest plan would cost so much
that workingmen could not afford to pay the rent,

and that the greater part of the burden must fall

on the ratepayers. The ratepayers, taxed already

almost past endurance, strongly objected, and so

the projected housebuilding has been extremely
slow. It is to be hoped that a satisfactory housing

scheme will be ult'mate'y earned irto effect.

The prevention and treatment of tuberculosis is

a subject of perennial interest, not only because of

its manifest importance but also because of the

diverse views which exist regarding the disease.

There are still many unsolved problems with regard

to tuberculosis, and if advance is to be made in

prevention and treatment these problems must be

earnestly grappled with and some of the obscure
features elucidated. In many parts of England
there has been an increase of tuberculosis during
the past few years, and this has been the case in

other parts of the world.

Dr. Sidney Barwise, in his annual report for 1919
as medical officer of health for the County of Derby,

provides some interesting facts and makes some
pertinent remarks on tuberculosis. It is pointed

out that only a few years ago the generally accepted

view was that phthisis was due to inhalation of

tubercle bacilli in dust from dried sputum, and that

over fifty per cent, of glandular and abdominal
tuberculosis was due to the consumption of milk

containing the bovine type of tubercle bacillus.

Investigations on the portals of entry into the body
of the specific microorganism have modified our
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views on this point. A leading authority. I. M.
Pottenger, has recently . described tuberculosis as

primarily a disease of the lymphatic system, and

there is a considerable amount of evidence in favor

of the view that the tubercle bacillus gains access

to the body through the tonsils or intestine. The
droplets sent out in coughing by a person in certain

stages of the disease are j^robably one of the chief

sources of infection. Walsham, in 1903, called

attention to the tonsil and the cervical glands as a

common channel of entry. Beatty and Carnegie

Dickson believe that the most frequent mode of

entry in the human subject, except in the case of

young children, is by way of the tonsils, and per-

haps in some cases by way of the teeth. The bacilli

pass to the cervical glands and into the lungs by

way of the peribronchial lymphatics. From the

root of the lung the path of infection may be out-

ward and u])\vard, .involving the apex of the upper
lobe, or it may spread fanwise and involve the

pleura. There is now fairly general agreement with

Sanarelli's view that man only survives by having

acquired immunity as a result of a mild attack in

early life. Support is, of course, given to this view

by the large proportion of bodies showing either

active or healed manifestations of the disease at

postmortem examinations made upon persons who
have died from other causes.^

Among the practical suggestions made by Dr.

Barwise to prevent the spread of tuberculosis are

better ventilation in houses, better facilities for

washing, and better places for storage of food.

The efiforts of health visitors should be concentrated

on preventing infection during the first few years

of life. The child should not be allowed to crawl

on the kitchen hearth rug, but have a clean, wash-

able crawling rug, and its hands and face must be

washed before each meal. If infected during the

first year of life, the result is almost always fatal,

and children should be removed from tuberculous

mothers, as Bang, of Copenhagen, removed the

calves from tuberculous cows. Moreover, the cam-
paign against tuberculosis in cattle must be con-

tinued, and until milk is available from certified

tubercle free cows that given to infants under two
years of age must be sterilized. It must be re-

membered, however, that the child has to acquire

immunity. It cannot always be kept wrapped in

cotton wool. Dr. Barwise, therefore, thinks that

after it has reached the age of two years it should

take its risk in acquiring immunity through a

localized tuberculosis by allowing it occasional small

doses of the ordinary milk of commerce.
* * *

According to the correspondents of the Lancet,

April 2, 1921, in Scotland, for many years post-

graduate instruction in medicine has been given in

several Glasgow hospitals, but only in the early part

of 1914 was a special endeavor made to organize

a permanent, comprehensive postgraduate teaching

scheme for Glasgow as a whole. The outbreak of

war delayed further progress until 1919, when an
emergency postgraduate course was organized and
carried on in the summer and autumn. The course

was highly successful, and the committee in charge
felt justified in recommending the institution of a

permanent scheme. A scheme of this kind was
adopted on March 2, 1920, at a joint meeting of

the Faculty of Medicine of the University of Glas-

gow, and the General Committee for Postgraduate
Medical Teaching, which had been appointed in 1914.

The various teaching institutions and teachers taking
in the scheme constitute an association the busi-

ness of which is managed Ijy a board elected period-

ically by them. The chairman of the board is Sir

Donald MacAlister, and the vice-chairman Sir

Hector C. Cameron. To inaugurate the scheme,
the board arranged a series of weekly demonstra-
tions for practitioners, extending from November,
1920, up to May of this year, and the number of

practitioners taking advantage of the series is said

to be satisfactory. For the ensuing summer and
autumn the board has arranged a comprehensive
course of instruction for -medical practitioners ex-
tending from May to October. Most of the Glas-

gow hospitals are taking part in the scheme, which
has been arranged as far as possible so that a prac-

titioner who so desires may occupy the greater part

of each day attending classes open to all qualified

medical men and conducted independently of the

undergraduate courses. A practitioner may enroll

for one or several classes, and may attend for one
or more months, at his discretion. The board has

also had in view the provision of facilities for young
graduates and others who may wish to obtain a

closer acquaintance with hospital work in one or

other of its branches, and who are prepared to give

the necessary time. Arrangements have been made
whereby a limited number may become attached to

wards or outpatient departments nominally as clin-

ical assistants, for definite periods throughout the

year. As such they would work under the direct

supervision of the physician or surgeon in charge
and carry out such detailed investigations as

directed. A young graduate wishing to specialize

in children's diseases, mental diseases, tuberculosis,

venereal diseases, or other subjects, should find such
training invaluable. It has long been felt that Glas-

gow, in the midst of a vast industrial population,

should become one of the leading centres of post-

graduate medical teaching.

The question of postgraduate medical teaching is

arousing a good deal of interest now among mem-
bers of the medical profession here, although not so

great interest as the obvious importance of the sub-

ject would seem to demand. As has been pointed

out several times in this letter, London is an ideal

centre for postgraduate teaching, certainly in wealth
of material equalled by no European city and sur-

passed only possibly by New York. Of course, the

situation of London as a medical centre is greatly

superior to that of New York. However, a great

deal of organization is required before London can
compete with Berlin and Vienna, at least as these

cities were before the war. It is likely, too, that if

the schemes formulated to make of London the

Mecca of postgraduate medical students, especially

of American postgraduate students, fail, that Berlin

and even Yienna may regain their pride of place.

It is encouraging to learn that the Glasgow medical
profession is taking time by the forelock in this

direction.
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HIPPOCRATES.

The Genuine Works of Hippocrates. Translated trom the

Greek with a Preliminary Discourse and Annotations.
By Francis Adams, LL. D., Surgeon. Two Volumes in

One. New York : William Wood & Co., 1921. Pp. v-366.

In this edition of the translation of the seven

books of PauUis yEgineta, Dr. Adams in 1844 says

he is sensible of the growing conviction in the pro-

fession of the value of ancient authorities. He has

been in his grave sixty years and we again enter-

tain the saine conviction after an interval almost as

long during which the medical profession has not

had that conviction at all. In the days of Adams's
bright hopes Sprengel's history, the best by far ever

written, had passed into the French edition. Kiihn,

a living monument of industry and erudition, was
but recently dead, Daremberg
was beginning his career, Er-

merins, Coray, Grimm, Green-
hill, Littre above all, were
marking the epoch by histori-

cal research in medicine and
Adams's hopes had full justi-

fication, though they had no
realization. With the death of

Adams (1861) that epoch had
all but closed and Daremberg,
living eleven years longer, left

much work unfinished and still

more, apparently, un])ublished

in the debacle of 1871, and
when France arose again pro-

fessional interest in that branch

of medical knowledge was
practically extinct. "Know
thyself" is the first apothegm
the wisdom of age ladles out to

youth. How the medical pro-

fession is going to know itself

without knowledge of its birth,

adolescence and vigorous man-
hood surpasseth understanding

indeed. What are we? Whither are we going?—
The problem for the philosopher and the problem for

the prophet—it is quite futile to consider until we
have some idea whence we come.

We are now entering upon a revival of interest

in the history of medicine, borne on the crest of a

wave of angry protest against the long raging abuse

and insvdts which men of science, for at least a

generation, have heaped vipon the cultivation of the

humanities. The folly of discarding the granary

which has fed human thought for two thousand

years, because the harvest was abundant in the fields

around it, is now only too apparent. This harvest,

it is true, had already swelled to portentous propor-

tions thirty years ago, but even then the evils of a

narrow specialism had begun to be fully manifest.

1 doubt if for many years we can hope for a re-

nascence of that fruitful interest in the history of

medicine which preceded the rise of modern path-

HirrOCRATES,
Father of Medicine

ology, of synthetic chemistry, of bacteriology, but

at least let us beware of the silliness of imagining
that these et alia similia are the only fields worthy
of culture by medical man.

If then we are to find in the pulsations of world
thought an explanation of why we have not seen a
second edition of Adams's Hippocrates in a period

of more than seventy years since its first issue under
the segis of the Sydenham Society, we must realize

we are up against a sort of cosmic law. This, if

true, also is ample to explain why no other author
has given us another and a better rendition of the

works of the great Hippocrates. But perhaps it is

not true, perhaps it is because men's minds were so

widely diverted to, so powerfully attracted by the

great discoveries made pos.sible by the inventions of

physical science, by the micro-

scojje and a hundred other

scopes and meters, that they

were drawn away from the

ancient sources which still ex-

ist. Adams's translation of

Hippocrates, the only one so

comprehensive in the English

language, still exists for us and
though in America we have it

only in this bulky, fragile, one
volume form of reprint, the

profession owes its sincere

thanks to the publishers for

making it accessible to us in

any form. It cannot compare
in scholarship with Littre's

great work. No translation un-

accompanied by the text lends

itself to serious critical study.

The Preliminary Discourse is

of historical value, but this

also suf¥ers from the absence

of the Greek text. Nor has

Adams's edition the value of

his treatment of the Paulus
yEgineta. The commentaries to that, including ex-

tensive though not always exact and specific refer-

ences to all Grjeco-Roman and Arabian writers,

dealing with the same points, are invaluable to the

student and all but unique. By this alone he could

claim rivalry in service to medical history with the

great, if not encyclopedist, the encyclopedic French-
man. In his edition of ArctccHS Adams showed he

too could edit a Greek text and it was a serious

oversight, either on his part or on the part of the

Sydenham Society, that the text he used does not

accompany his translation. In its absence there is

little use in speaking of its fidelity of rendition de-

spite his protest that he paid more attention to

faithfulness in this than to elegance in diction. Cer-

tainly no reader will accuse him of the latter, but he
occasionally will have reason to complain of his

obscurity and to suspect that at times he adds his

own incoherence to that of an ancient manuscript.
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Littre's work is open to no such uncharitable con-

jectures.

The question of the authenticity of the Hippo-

cratic books has ahvays lieen a baffling one, but in

its pursuit so much is elicited of an historical and

literary nature that it is, incidentally and in itself,

interesting and instructive and such it will probably

always remain. It can only be touched upon here

and an enumeration of all its canons even is im-

possible. Adams urges that if we are to be at all

influenced in our judgment of the genuineness of

the various books of the Hippocratic Corpus by

their style and contents, we must first establish in

our minds which ones we are to regard as the style

and opinion of Hippocrates as standards by which

to judge the others. We have no resource for this

but authority and we have no authority ancient

enough to make it impressive. Erotian and Galen

lived, one about five hundred and the other about

six hundred years after the birth of Hippocrates,

probably a little longer afterwards if anything.

The former gives no reason for the books be selects

as genuine and Galen gropes in much the same way
as we do. So this canon of criticism, this basis of

comparison upon which, in our hero worship, we
are prone to lay the most stress we perceive to be an

exceedingly shaky one. Such being the state of

the matter a critic of much later times feels him-

self quite at liberty to dififer with Galen as to what

is worthy of Hippocrates and what is not and in his

opinion he is likely, if this is the only rule he goes

by, to be largely prejudiced, at least as to the real

doctrines of Hippocrates, by the prevailing fads

of his own epoch. From this Adams, despite the

exceptional clearness with which he defines this

aspect of Hippocratic criticism, largely suffers and

even Littre does not escape its influence. Never-

theless it is not always fallacious. For instance, all

agree that The Aphorisms is a genuine book, but to

assert that a very large minority of the aphorisms

are from the hand of the Father of Medicine is to

brand him as a blathering idiot. A few of them
inevitably arouse contempt whatever the stage of

our medical evolution may be.

The etymological, idiomatic, linguistic guides to

criticisms of authenticity are excluded in the face

of a translation without a text. In Adams's day
archeology hardly at all controlled the historical

data, and here is an opportunity for the modern
critic to find a new point of view from which to re-

view the matter, but in this field of Hippocratic

interest as well as in others the modern commenta-
tor has an especial advantage in the possession of a

hoard of knowledge in regard to primitive man
which practically was not existent at all until many
years after Adams's death.

He and Littre being contemporaries one need not

be surprised to find The Genuine Works of Hip-
pocrates correspond very closely indeed with the

works which are regarded as genuine by the great

French savant, ])Ut Grimm's list amounted to only

five. The list of Littre runs to thirteen and Adams
looks with favor on seventeen as being authentic,

but he is in doubt as to five or six he has included,

while Littre thinks perhaps he has excluded too

many. Adams is not at all satisfied with the genu-

ineness of Ancient Medicine and Littre is quite

sure TJie Sacred Disease is not from the hand of the

Master. The former book is surely of the very
highest rank among the works of Greek genius and
the latter is plainly worthy of the hand of the

Father of Medicine. So it must be acknowledged
that the sort of Hippocratic criticism I have singled

out for mention is not always open to the objection

of the bias of the critic.

The plainly spurious books which are found in

the Littre edition but are excluded by Adams's title,

a little presumptive one may be permitted to think,

in themselves throw much light not on Greek medi-
cine alone, but on this very (juestion of authenticity.

Some of them are quite evidently the products of

a later generation than that of Hippocrates II, one
or two are probably largely anterior to it in origin,

some are the work of ignorant and superstitious

men, some probably not of medical men at all, but,

genuine or spurious, they all form a Corpus of ab-

sorbing interest to the student of the progress of

human thought and a collection of writings which
are scarcely less so to the broad minded student of

medicine.

LAW AND PSYCHIATRY.
Das Ehcrecht der Geistcskranken und Ncrvdsen. By Prof.

Dr. A. H. Hi'iBNER, Olierarzt fiir Klinik. Bonn : A. Mar-
cus iind E. Weber's Verlag, Dr. Jur. Albert Ahn, 1921.

Pp. 87.

This little book has its value to psychiatrist or

jurist as a comparative study of conditions which
pertain in this as w^ell as in the author's country.

It is a stimulus to the mutual interest of psychiatrist

and jurist in testing the laws regarding marriage as

to their accordance with the actual conditions which
they presume to regulate or to remedy. It is a com-
monplace of knowledge that such laws everywhere
fall short of such aim. Hiibner has here in a some-
what more definite way pointed out the actual dis-

crepancies between theory and fact. In doing so

he shows that the sciences of psychiatry and juris-

prudence have not been idle during the twenty
years of the existence of the present laws in Ger-
many in improving interpretation and application

of such laws. He shows the difficulties which lie

in the way of exactness of diagnosis of personal

condition, of the mental disease or other matters

and how therefore at best general laws are either

too sweeping or too restricted to cover individual

situations. So much the more then is there neces-

sity for broad and just psychological and as well as

psychopathological consideration of each case and
of the reform of the whole body of laws. He re-

minds his readers of the sense of justice which actu-

ates the mass of people and which makes objection-

able the subterfuges that have to be resortecl to un-
der imperfectly fitting laws. These same people

are at the same time so driven by economic needs
and by life hunger that they must take up with even
imperfect aid. One could wish that Hiibner had
enlarged upon the psychological and psychiatric as-

pects of the situations in many cases and made a

fuller treatise of the subject. He has given fruit-

ful suggestions, however, for the furthering of his

avowed purpose, to aid in the jM-eparation of more
scientific foundations for the law of the future.
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SQUINT.
Sqidnt. Its Causes, Pathology, and Treatment. By Claud
Worth, F. R. C. S., Consulting Surgeon to the Royal
London Ophthalmic Hospital (Moorfields)

;
Consulting

Ophthalmic Surgeon to Queen Mary's Hospital for the

East End. Fifth Edition. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's

Son & Co., 1921. Pp. ix-242.

Five editions within the space of some seventeen

years is indeed an enviable record that any medical

author may be proud of, the more so as the work is

on a narrow special subject that appeals to a limited

circle of readers. A medical best seller must pos-

sess peculiar qualities to have obtained such a suc-

cess ; and foremost among these we consider the

clarity of style and simplicity of exposition, com-
bined with an absence of dogmatic or supposititious

reasoning that cloud and obscure many a thesis.

Thus the book is made very readable and easily ac-

cessible to the general practitioner, we are almost

tempted to say to the average intelligent layman.
At the same time the specialist will find many an
interesting page that he may peruse most profitably.

We were especially impressed by Chapter X on
Treatment of Squint, with illustrative cases, an array
of clinical cases of particular interest and instruc-

tion as their histories are gone into most minutely

and conscientiously, extending over a period of

years, thus enabling the reader to follow up and par-

ticipate, as it were, together with the author in the

treatment of the cases, and analyze the results. The
authoritativeness of the author's conclusions,

whether one agrees with him or not, may be gauged
by the fact that he had kept detailed notes of every
case of squint which came under his observation

since 1893, and his experience was thus drawn from
an enormous mass of material, both clinical and
from private practice. For the last twenty years
he was gradually weaned from doing simple tenot-

omies, or shortening of the muscles, or advance-
ment with tenotomy of the opposing muscle, until

he began doing exclusively simple advancements,
an operation, as he thinks, which admits of accu-
rate adjustment, and gives permanent results.

A MANUAL ON DISEASES OF THE NOSE
AND THROAT.

A Guide to Diseases of the Nose and Throat, and Their
Treatment. By Charles A. Parker, F. R. C. S. (Edin.),
Consulting Surgeon to the Throat Hospital, Golden
Square, W., and Lionel Colledge, M. B., F. R. C. S.,

Surgeon to the Ear and Throat Department, St. George's
Hospital, S. W., and to the Throat Hospital, Golden
Square, W. Second Edition. London. Edwin Arnold,
1921. Pp. xv-583.

Many portions of this useful guide have been
rewritten and much, new matter has been ad'ded,

owing to the delay in preparing the edition, caused
by the war. In its present form Parker and Col-

ledge give us an excellent manual for the instruc-

tion of the postgraduate student as well as a con-

venient reference handbook for the practitioner.

The most instructive and practical section of the

entire volume is the introductory one, dealing with
methods of examination of the upper respiratory

tract, the various jM-ocedures of local treatment, with

numerotis formuhe; and the general principles and
tecimic of internal and external operations, and of

diathermy.

MERRICK.
A Chair on the Boulevard. By Leonard Merrick. With

an Introduction by A. Neil Lyons. New York : E. P.
Button & Co., 1921. Pp. xiii-390.

A collection of stories with great charm. They
show a bit of O. Henry, of Balzac, of De Maupa-
sant, and yet have an individuality all their own.
The boulevard and the twisting stairway of the

Paris Latin Quarter are brought to the reader with-
out the ponderousness of detailed description. Each
story in the book may be depended upon to furnish
an enjoyable quart d'heure.

Ne'w Publications Received.

\We publish full lists of books received, but we acknowl-
edge no obligation to revieiv them all. Nevertheless, sa
far as space permits, we review those in which ive think
our readers are likely to be interested.]

addresses on psychoanalysis. By J. J. Putnam, M. D.,

Emeritus Professor of Neurology, Harvard University.
With a Preface by Sigmund Freud, M.D., LL. D. In-
ternational Psychoanalytical Library, No. 1. London,.
Vienna and New York : The International Psycho-Analy-
tical Press, 1921. Pp. 470.

psychoanalysis and the war neuroses. By Dr. S.
Ferenczi (Budapest), Dr. Karl Abraham (Berlin), Dr.
Ernst Simmel (Berlin), and Dr. Ernest Jones (London).
Introduction by Prof. Sigmund Freud (Vienna). The In-
ternational Psychoanalytical Library, No. 2. London, Vienna
and New York : The International Psycho-Analytical Press,
1921. Pp. 59.

general pathology. An Introduction to the Study of
Medicine, being a Discussion of the Development and
Nature of Processes of Disease. By Horst Oertel,
Strathcona Professor of Pathology and Director of the

Pathological Museum and Laboratories of McGill Univer-
sity and of the Royal Victoria Hospital, Montreal, Canada.
New York: Paul B. Hoeber, 1921. Pp. xxi-357.

diabetes mellitus. A System of Diets. Diet Table I

:

Starch Free Diet, Qualitative List ; Diet Table II : Minimal
Fat, Starch Free, Measured Diet; Diet Table III: Minimal
Fat, Starch Free, Weighed Diet ; Diet Table IV : Low Fat,

Starch Free, Measured Diet; Diet Table V: Low Fat,

Starch Free, W^eighed Diet ; Diet Table VI : Accessory
Diet, Rich in Carbohydrates. By Herman O. Mosenthal,
M. D., Assistant Professor of Medicine and Attending
Physician, New York Post-Graduate Hospital ancj Medical
School. New York: Paul B. Hoeber, 1921.

the assessment of physical fitness by correlation
of vital cap.^city and certain measurements of the
body. By Georges Dreyer, C. B. E., M. A., M. D., Fellow
of Lincoln College, Professor of Pathology in the L^niver-

sity of Oxford; Corresponding Member of the Royal Dan-
ish Academy of Letters and Sciences. In Collaboratioir

with George Fulford Hanson, Late Lieutenant U. S. A.
Medical Corps, Air Service. With a Foreword by Ch.\rles

H. Mayo, M. D.. Rochester, Minn. New York : Paul B.

Hoeber, 1921. Pp. xiv-127.

ANXIETY hysteria. MODERN VIEWS ON SOME NEUROSES.

By C. H. L. RixoN, M. D.. M. R. C. S. Senior Neurolo-
gist, Ministry of Pensions' Neurological Hospital, Exeter,

Late House Physician, Casualty Officer, and Resident

Anesthetist, St. Thomas's Hospital
;
Captain, R. A. M. C.

;

Officer in Charge of Neurological Section, Reading War
Hospital, and D. Matthew, M.C, M.B., Ch.B., Neurologist,

Ministry of Pensions' Neurological Hospital, Exeter ; Late

House Physician, and House Surgeon. Dundee Royal In-

firmary; Captain, R. A. M. C. With a Foreword by Colonel

Sir A. Leslie Webb, K. B. E., C. B., C. M. G., etc.. Director

General of Medical Services, Ministry of Pensions. New-

York: Paul B. Hoeber, 1921. Pp. xi-i24.
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TREATMENT OF ACUTE ALIMENTARY
DISTURBANCES OF INFANCY.

By Harry Lowenburg, A. M., M. D.,

Philadelphia,

Pediatrist to the Mount Sinai and Jewish Hospitals.

The multiple classifications of the diarrheas of

infancy, variously founded upon more or less in-

secure pathological, etiological, and clinical data,

have provided a medley of therapeutic procedures

according to the particular viewpoint adopted by
their originators. .Of farreaching importance is the

knowledge that rarely, except in the truly infec-

tious types of the disease, which, except in epi-

demics, constitute the minor number of cases seen,

do definite or lasting changes develop in the mucosa
of the gut. This observation has been made in in-

numerable instances, to the amazement and discom-
fiture of painstaking observers in cases when death

resulted from severe alimentary disturbances for

which no explanation seemed available. Thus have
become obsolete the terms gastritis, gastroenteritis,

enterocolitis, and similar expressions, in so far as

each respectively is intended to represent definite

organic change in a particular section of the gastro-

intestinal mucosa and a definite symptom complex
as characteristic of that section supposed to be in-

volved. Pathology alone therefore cannot provide

us with a projjer index for treatment. It will be
seen that the trouble lies not so much in the intes-

tinal wall as in the intestinal contents. Clinical data
likewise, i. e., a classification based upon symptoms
alone, will not provide a definite basis for treatment.

Viewed etiologically, however, the situation may
be more intelligently approached. Certain types of

bacteria, supposedly having invaded the intestinal

mucosa, were held responsible for the various forms
of the condition as represented by more or less

severe vomiting, the different types of diarrhea, and
systemic toxemia. However, this can be true of but
a limited number of cases, the infectious type al-

ready referred to, notably the Shiga bacillus variety

of dysentery. The principal food elements, pro-
tein, carbohydrate and fat, producing socalled food
injuries and resulting in protein intolerance, carbo-
hydrate intolerance, fat intolerance, as represented
by supposedly definite gastrointestinal symptoms
ascribable to each respectively, cannot alone explain
or form a basis for definite treatment. Nor can the

effect of high temperature, either through its action

ui)on the principal food, milk, or by reason of its

depressing effects upon the individual, as many of
these cases occur during cool weather. A combina-
tion of these elements, however, especially the first

two, bacteria and food, provides the most rational

explanation and points the way to treatment.

Bacteria require pabulum for their growth and
development. Food provides that pabulum and the

type of food will determine the preponderating type
of bacteria in the intestinal flora. The disintegra-

tion of certain foods, notably fat and sugar, pro-

duce an acid medium in which only acid producing

organisms will thrive. These organisms, together

with certain enzymotic agents, further assist in the

digestion or disintegration of these food elements.

When within the limits of tolerance, this action is

normal and a state of intestinal neutrality or of

mild alkalinity is maintained by the digestion and
disintegration of protein, which provides an alka-

line medium in which many alkali producing organ-

isms will thrive and which in turn assist, together

with enzymotic agents, in the digestion of protein.

Thus there exists a certain form of symbiotic activ-

ity between food and bacteria and this activity seems

to be the responsible factor determining intestinal

normality or abnormality. Fat and sugar deter-

mine intestinal acidity ; protein determines intestinal

alkalinity. A correct balance between the three

means normality and it is readily conceivable how
by means of proper food manipulation the actions

of the bowels may be controlled. If either excessive

acidity or excessive alkalinity persists over too long

a time diarrhea and systemic disturbance will ensue

as a result of irritation of the intestinal mucosa.

The bowel runs exactly as the nose runs when the

Schneiderian membrane is irritated by snuff, for

instance. Thus it becomes clear that the exciting

factor lies not within the intestinal wall but within

the intestinal contents as previously stated and it

seems logical to assume that by means of an intelli-

gent application of dipt we possess the most effective

means, not only of preventing but of curing the

acute alimentary disturbances. This is borne out

clinically. However, one may not speak accurately

of a protein disturbance, a fat disturbance, or a

sugar disturbance, by reason of the mere presence

of any excess of any particular food element in the

stool. Anything that increases peristalsis to the

point of causing diarrhea interferes with the diges-

tion of all the food elements and hurries them
through the intestinal canal. Hence, if sugar hap-

pens to cause the diarrhea there is no good reason

to expect that the stools will not contain an excess

of undigested protein and fat curds and oil globules.

The same effect would result from mixing a purga-

tive with the food and yet it would be manifestly

wrong to regard the appearance of curds as con-

firmatory of the baneful effect of protein or the fat

of the food as the case may be.

Diagnostically and therapeutically, therefore,

more information is obtained from a study of the

reaction of the stool than from its gross and micro-

scopic appearance and from a careful history of

the case, for after all the matter of food tolerance

is a matter of individual resistance and is not deter-

mined by a fixed academic percentage of a particu-

lar ingredient. Excessive alkalinity would indicate

that cure would be accomplished by the withdrawal
of protein and the feeding of fat and sugar in toler-

able amounts. Excessive acidity, by far the more
common occurrence in diarrhea, indicates the with-

drawal of fat and sugar from the diet and the feed-
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ing of large amounts of protein in digestible form.

Inasmuch, however, as anything which would cause

diarrhea impairs the functional activity of the gut,

the first requisite of treatment, irrespective of the

causative factor, would be the withdrawal of all

food in order to rest the bowel and thus increase

its digestive functions, or, in other words, its toler-

ance for any food element.

TREATMENT.

As far as treatment goes, from the foregoing,

therefore, diarrhea may conveniently be roughly
classified as noninfectious—that dependent on food
and bacteria within the gut, and the infectious

—

that wherein the bacteria have invaded the intes-

tinal wall and are responsible for inflammation and
ulceration. In order to meet the indications of the

more common variety or the noninfectious type

—

that dependent upon fat and sugar intolerance,

Finkelstein has provided us with two fundamental
procedures, a, hunger period of twenty-four to

forty-eight hours and, b, the use of. comminuted
cow curd as represented by Eiweissmilch (albumin
milk—protein milk), which is fat and sugar poor
and protein rich and in which the protein exists in

finely comminuted curds.

The question of purgation must be decided in

each individual case. If the infant is toxic, as evi-

denced by extremely high temperature, then swift
purgation is indicated. Calomel is too slow and
should not be employed unless vomiting, which does
not yield to a single lavage, is present, when the

drug should be placed dry upon the tongue in doses
one tenth to one twentieth of a grain for ten doses
every ten to fifteen minutes. During this time no
fluid or food is given by mouth. Half an hour after

the last dose half an ounce of castor oil is admin-
istered. If vomiting is absent or yields to a single

lavage, calomel is omitted and castor oil is admin-
istered immediately. The majority of infants, how-
ever, do well without initial purgation if the tem-
perature is not high. Diarrhea for the first twenty-
four hours may be regarded as a benign process,

provided no food is given. The bowel simply
empties itself of irritating material.

Whether purgation is employed or otherwise the

next step in the management of these cases is proba-
bly the most important of all and must be strictly

enforced. This consists of a hunger period to

which reference has just been made and which
should last from twenty-four to forty-eight hours,
depending upon the severity of the symptoms ; usu-
ally twenty-four hours is sufficient. During this

time absolutely no food of any character is allowed.

This cannot be too strongly impressed upon the per-

son in charge of the case. Weak tea is administered
freely. It is made in the usual way from ordinary
tea leaves and is sweetened with one grain of sac-

charin to the quart. It may be administered cool

or at room temperature. The infant may take as

inuch of it as it will and its use is not contraindi-

cated by vomiting should this be continued, after

lavage or the calomel course. Even after feeding
is started the tea may be administered between feed-

ings simply as a drink. During the hunger period

saccharatecl tea serves to provide fluid, which is all

important in combating acidosis, and it is also

slightly astringent. During the tea feeding period
or numediately following it and continued '-ver a

more or less indefinite period of the illness, i. e.,

until the stools become thick and constipated, the fol-

lowing is administered every three hours in tea-

.spoonful doses

:

Calcii carbonatis (cretje Jjreparati) 3iv
Fuller's earth 5ii

Tr. kino fl. 3iv
Oil anise TTliii

Aquae dcs., q s.. ad fl.

Saccharin gr. 1/10

The purpose of the calcium carbonate is to hasten
intestinal alkalinity. The fuller's earth is a thick-

ening, alkalinizing and astringent agent. Kino is a

powerful astringent. Oil of ani.se is carminative
and of pleasant flavor and the saccharm sweetens.

This combination has proved eminently satisfactory

and is a decided improvement upon the old chalk

mixture since the latter is too rich in sugar, which
at this stage of the treatment should be withheld.

Aside from this no other medication is employed
unless clearly indicated, and this rarely happens in

the noninfectious type of diarrhea. Excessive peris-

talsis and restlessness may be controlled by small

hypodermic injections of morphine sulphate (one
eightieth to one twentieth of a grain), repeated if

needed at six hour intervals. I have also expe-

rienced excellent quieting and anticolic efi^ect from
small doses (one sixteenth to one half of a grain)

of luminal. Where there have been repeated re-

lapses, the result of mismanagement, and the infant

appears dehydrated, the intraperitoneal injection of

normal saline or the same given by hy])odermoclysis

or intravenously by fontanelle (longitudinal sinus

route) or a five per cent, solution of sterile glucose

solution—one sixtieth of the body weight, are all

useful Hfesaving measures, as is also hydrotherapy

(bathing) in general.

Irrigations.—These need not be employed unless

blood is present in the stool, when once or twice

daily a pint or more of one half of one per cent,

solution of tannic acid, temperature 100° F., may be

allowed to run in and out of the bowel. It seems

to have an excellent effect in causing the blood to

disappear.

Hydrotherapy.—High temperature and restless-

ness, if not controlled by the hunger period and
purgation, are best influenced by the gradually

cooled bath. The temperature is started at 100° F.

and gradually cooled to 80° F. while the patient

remains immersed. The effect is usually prompt

and persists over a period of three to four hours,

when it may be advantageously repeated if neces-

sary. This measure failing to control restlessness,

however, recourse may be had to morphine or

luminal, as just stated.

Feeding.—This logically follows the preliminary

treatment by starvation and tea. If we believe that

the majority of these cases of diarrhea depend upon
fermentation of fat and sugar, which serve as

j^abula for the acid producing bacteria, as evidenced

l)y the reaction of the stools to litmus paper, then

these sub.stances must be eliminated from the diet

for no anti.septic possesses the power to destroy or

change the intestinal bacterial flora as well as the

food pabulum in which these bacteria find them-
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selves. They will disappear if their source of life

is destroyed or withheld. This is the correct phil-

osophy which underlies a correct conception of the

dietetic treatment of these cases. Hence we must
provide aliment upon which only alkalinizing micro-

organisms will thrive. The end products of the

enzymotic and hacterial digestion of this agent must
tend to produce intestinal alkalinity or at least intes-

tinal neutrality. Such a substance is protein.

Ordinary cow curd, however, is thick and tough

and indigestible to a high degree. This may be in-

fluenced favorably by boihng, predigestion, cereal

decoctions, dilution, citrate of soda or best by me-
chanical comminution, as found in buttermilk or

the albumin milk of Finkelstein. The latter is an
excellent therapeutic agent in controlling the diar-

rheas of infancy. Great difficulty, however, has

been experienced in making it in the home and it is

not commercially available in liquid form in Amer-
ica. Stoeltzner, of Halle, has suggested a dried

preparation of Finkelstein's milk which is known as

larosan and which is an agent of inestimable value

in the management of the acid diarrheas of infancy.

Larosan consists of chemically pure casein, precipi-

tated from milk, and which has been rendered solu-

ble in hot milk by exact neutralization with calcium

hydroxide and subsequent evaporation to dryness

;

it is therefore a soluble calcium caseinate. It is a
white powder of light consistency and is really an
evaporated or dried albumin milk. My method of

procedure, therefore, following the hunger period,

is to start the infant on a weak formula as follows

:

Skim milk 5 oz.

Water 15 oz.

Salt a pinch
Larosan 1 to 2 packages
(These packages contain two thirds of an
ounce of the dried powder.)
Unsweetened cocoa 2 teaspoon fuls

Saccharin 1 gr.

The water and milk and salt are mixed together

and the larosan is added slowly, stirring to prevent
the formation of lumps. Strain, bring to boiling

point, stir, and while hot add the cocoa without
lumps. Strain and whip with an egg beater till

cool and add sufficient cool boiled water to bring
the total bulk up to twenty ounces. Feed from two
to six or more ounces every three hours according
to the age and appetite of the infant. The mixture
is of course warmed before feeding. If a sediment
appears it does no harm. It is only necessary to

remember to shake the container thoroughly before
pouring the necessary ration. The preparation may
be made without cocoa but in my experience the use
of this agent has proved to be of extreme value. It

is nutritious as well as astringent and therefore con-
stipating and further adds materially to the taste of
the mixture and most infants take to it readily. The
preparation, however, without the cocoa is not un-
pleasant to the taste if properly sweetened, and even
in cases where it appears desirable to withhold milk
entirely, may be used simply by diluting it with
water and adding some sweetening agent.

Following the use of this mixture, together with
the chalk, fuller's earth and kino mixture, it may
be predicted with almost mathematical accuracy that

within twenty-four to forty-eight hours the infant

will pass a thick brown, constipated stool. If the

cocoa has been omitted the stool will be yellow.

The reaction will be alkaline.

It is necessary, however, to proceed further with
the nourishment because the mixture above ordered
is not sufficiently strong to nourish. Hence an
ounce of milk replaces an ounce of water from day
to day until a mixture is reached that appears suffi-

cient at least to maintain tissue balance. While the

larosan and cocoa mixtures are not regarded as per-

manent foods, nevertheless the error is usually made
in removing them too soon. They should be used
until a certain feeling of surety prevails that re-

lapses will not occur. After the stools have become
thick and brown or thick and yellow, if cocoa has

not been employed, carbohydrate is cautiously

added. My own preference is for cane sugar as

experience and habit of years have convinced me
that it is as serviceable and as least likely to dis-

agree as any of the sugars. This being so its ac-

cessibility is an additional rea.son for its use. At
first one half of one per cent, of the total volume
of formula is employed and the amount is gradually

increased until three or four or five per cent, is

reached. More than this is neither necessary nor
safe. For those who so prefer, milk sugar or malt

sugar in its various forms as found on the market
may be substituted. A few formulas follow as

illustrative of the method of procedure. Not any
of these are intended as a criterion for use at any
particular age. This must be decided at the time
according to the infant's appetite and digestive

powers and its general condition. The fundamental
idea is to start the milk weak and then gradually

work it up. As the carbohydrate is increased the

saccharine is gradually omitted.

Skim milk 6 oz.

Water 14 oz.

Salt pinch
Larosan 1 to 2 packages
Saccharin 1 gr.

Cocoa (unsweetened) 2 teaspoonfuls

Skim milk 7 oz.

Water 13 oz.

Salt pinch
Larosan 1 to l '/2 packages
Saccharin 1 gr.

Sugar '. ..1 teaspoonful
Unsweetened cocoa 2 teaspoonfuls

Skim milk S oz.

Water 12 oz.

Salt pinch
Larosan 1 package
Saccharin '2 gr.

Sugar 2 teaspoonfuls
Unsweetened cocoa 2 teaspoonfuls

Skim milk 9 oz.

Water 11 oz.

Salt pinch
Larosan 1 package
Saccharin Is gr.

Sugar 3 to 4 teaspoonfuls
Unsweetened cocoa 2 teaspoonfuls

Skim milk 10 oz.

Water 10 oz.

Salt pinch
Larosan 1 package
Saccharin omitted
Sugar 5 to 6 teaspoonfuls
Unsweetened cocoa 2 teaspoonfuls
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Skim milk 10 oz.

Water 10 oz,.

Salt pinch

Larosan ^ package
Sugar 5 to 7 teaspoonfuls

Unsweetened cocoa 1 teaspoonful

And so the method proceeds until a strength

suitable to the individual is reached. This may be

a partially diluted or undiluted skim milk ; diluted

partly skim milk, or diluted whole milk or whole
milk. By this method of gradual increase of

strength, meanwhile continuing the larosan and
cocoa, the general weight is not only maintained but

an actual increase may occur. This is particularly

so if well cooked cereal, such as farina or cream of

wheat, is added to the diet, first once, then twice a

day, just preceding a bottle feeding. Small amotmts
are_ first employed as one to two teaspoonfuls, and
these are gradually increased to two to three table-

spoonfuls. The cereal after cooking in water in a

double boiler for two hours is served with a pinch

of salt, a sprinkle of sugar and a half an ounce or

so of milk, and the same of water and brought to

what would be the boiling point (too thick to boil)

a -second time. If the infant is beyond six or seven

months and not too feeble, the gradual addition of

mashed baked sieved potato with some mashed
sieved greens, such as spinach, should be started

once daily—preferably around the noon hour.

There now develops in each case a time when the

albumin milk feeding is no longer needed and the

larosan and cocoa are omitted from the formula.

When to make this change to a simple formula of

boiled diluted whole, or diluted skimmed or partly

skimmed milk, must be decided for each individual

case. Certain criteria are of value in making this

decision and the most reliable is the condition of the

stool. If this is thick and mushy and free from
blood and mucus, the larosan and cocoa may be

omitted. Undue haste, however, in doing this or in

increasing the fat and sugar content of the milk

mixture, will lead to a relapse. Relapses are treated

exactly as original attacks including the use of a

hunger period and tea feeding as previously de-

scribed. It is worth repeating that the weak sac-

charated tea may be continued throughout the

course of the case,^ being used simply as a drink
between feeds. Medication with the mixture of

calcium carbonate, fuller's earth, and the other sub-

stances, should also be continued for several days
throughout the course of the case, in gradually

lengthening intervals, but care should be exercised

not to discontinue it too soon.

After the attack, great care is needed to pre-

clude relapses by preventing the influence of the

factors which were responsible for the first attack.

Milk should be boiled, overfeeding should be
avoided, rich milks and cream should be restricted

and great care exercised in feeding sugar. The de-

pressing efTects of external heat must be combated
if summer prevail. Two drops of tincture of nux
vomica in a little water and given before feeding
will be useful.

INFECTIOUS DIARRHEA.

The general management of these cases differs

very little froiu those of the noninfectious type, ex-

cept that one must proceed more cautiously in in-

troducing milk of any kind in the diet. The results

of treatment are by no means as good and many
infants succumb to the toxic effects and to dehydra-
tion and demineralization. Sera have given very
little encouragement for their use. An attempt
should be made to discover the dysentery organism.

The free use of water and the intraperitoneal injec-

tion of saline and of tannic acid irrigations may be

lifesaving. Alkalis, such as potassium citrate and
bicarbonate of soda, in large doses by the mouth,
are often useful in combating acidosis. Morphine,
brandy, digitalis, Siberian musk and camphor may,
each or all, be useful when indications for such

remedies arise.

ILLUSTRATIVE CASES.

Case I.—Baby H., ten months old, breastfed;

had been ill six weeks when first seen. Birth weight

was nine pounds
;
weight at beginning of illness

twenty pounds
;
weight after six weeks of illness,

fifteen pounds. Symptoms began with vomiting.

Whole raw milk had been given, and fever and
diarrhea were present. The patient had received

during six weeks of treatment various proprietary

foods, purgatives and homeopathic remedies. The
infant was wasted, irritable and toxic; temperature

was 103° F.
;
vomiting; fifteen and more stools

daily containing mucus, undigested milk, and some
blood, reaction acid. Treatment for the first twenty-

four hours : hunger period with saccharated tea,

hydrotherapy, simple fever mixture, colonic irriga-

tioiis with one per cent, tannic acid solution ; tem-

perature 100° F. morning and evening. On the

second day, tea was continued as a drink, and one

dram of the diarrhea mixture, as detailed above,

was administered every three hours. Tannic acid

irrigations were continued
;

temperature 99° F.,

vomiting ceased, bowels had not moved. The fol-

lowing preparation was ordered

:

Skim milk 10 oz.

Water 20 oz.

Larosan 3 packages
Salt a pinch
Saccharin 1 gr.

Cocoa (unsweetened) 3 teaspoonfuls
Fed six ounces every three hours.

Third day, temperature 99° F., no vomiting

;

bowels moved twice, thick chocolate stools, some
mucus, no blood. Tea was continued as a drink.

Similar treatment was continued for two weeks,

gradually increasing the strength of the formula.

Diarrhea mixture and saccharated tea were con-

tinued during this time. Irrigations were stopped

after one week. Carbohydrate was added gradually

to the diet. Larosan and cocoa were stopped at this

time and feeding continued with the following

:

Skim milk 20 oz.

Water 10 oz.

Cane sugar 1 oz.

Powdered flour ball with pancreatin and bicorbonate of

soda (one ounce of the former and five grains and fifteen

grains, respectively, of the latter). These substances added
to the formula at 100° F. for fifteen minutes, and then
brought to boil. Seven ounces every three hours.

In addition cereal was fed twice daily and once

daily mashed baked sieved potato and mashed sieved

spinach. There was some tympany so two drops

of tincture of nux vomica and two drops of tinc-

ture of belladonna, four times a day, were ordered.
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Bowels were normal, moved twice daily, free of

mucus and blood. Infant was contented, weight

sixteen pounds six ounces. At the present writing

it weighs twenty-two pounds, has cut four teeth

without disturbance, and is walking at thirteen

months. It is receiving whole boiled milk, cereal,

egg, vegetables and minced chicken and beef and
baked apple.

Case II.—W. B., male, five months, September
23, 1920. Birth weight eight pounds twelve ounces,

present weight nine pounds twelve ounces. It was
breast fed for one day. It did not thrive; suffered

from diarrhea. It was now on barley water and
milk mixture. Treatment consisted of a hunger
period, saccharated tea, and the diarrhea mixture.

Skim milk 7.5 oz.

Water 22.5 oz.

Salt pinch
Cane sugar oz.

Larosan 2 packages
Cocoa 3 teaspoonfuls

Six ounces every three hours.

On September 25. 1920, its weight was nine

pounds nine ounces ; bowel movement better. Or-
dered two tablespoonfuls of cereal in the morning
and the evening just preceding the following for-

mula :

Skim milk .: 10 oz.. .

Water 20 oz.

Salt pinch
Sugar oz.

Larosan 2 packages
Cocoa 2 teaspoonfuls

On September 27th the infant's weight was nine

pounds ten ounces. Condition continued the same.
Bowel movements were thick and brown.
On September 29th the weight was ten pounds

two ounces. Bowel movements were thick and
brown, two daily. The following mixture was
ordered

:

Skim milk 11 oz.

Water 19 oz.

Salt pinch
Sugar oz.

Larosan and cocoa reduced to one half amount.

This method of gradually reducing the cocoa and
larosan was continued with increase of skim milk
and decrease of diluent and gradual increase of sugar
for about two weeks when a change was made to

a simple milk formula with cereal fed twice a day.
Infant improved in weight and general condition.

On November 15, 1920, it weighed sixteen pounds
and beside cereal, egg, mashed potato and spinach
it was taking the following formula

:

Skim milk 24 oz.

Water 6 oz.

Salt pinch
Sugar IJ^ oz.

Eight ounces every three hours.

Case III.—A. E., four months old on September
9, 1920. Birth weight was seven pounds five ounces,

present weight ten pounds eight ounces. Was
breastfed for sixteen days ; now getting boiled water
and milk and Robinson's barley flour. Complaint

—

diarrhea, fifteen movements daily; buttocks excori-^

ated, no vomiting, no elevation in temperature, stools

green, mucus, curds, acid. Treatment was started

with a hunger period, .saccharated tea, diarrhea mix-

ture, and after twenty-four hours the following

mixture

:

Skim milk 5 oz.

Water 15 oz.

Salt pinch

Saccharin 1 gr.

Larosan 1 package

Cocoa 2 teaspoonfuls

On September 11, 1920, the infant was consti-

pated, bowel movements dark brown, three daily.

Case IV.—L. G., female, fourteen months.

Birth weight eight pounds eight ounces, present

weight twenty pounds. Complaint, diarrhea for one

week, with ten to twelve watery acid movements
daily, buttocks excoriated, temperature normal.

Saccharated tea was given for twenty-four hours,

followed by diarrhea mixture. No movement ap-

peared after hunger period was instituted until

thirty-six hours later.

Skim milk 20 oz.

Water 20 oz.

Salt pinch

Larosan 2 packages

Saccharin 1 gr.

The next bowel movement was thick, yellow, con-

stipated smooth, alkaline.

In all there are records of some forty-five to fifty

office cases wherein this method of treatment was
followed and in all wherein directions were carried

out the results were good. In a few instances the

infants refused the mixture. Here the addition of

cocoa usually made it acceptable, although in two

or three instances, even after persistence, it was re-

fused. In such cases reliance was placed upon sac-

charin sweetened skim milk mixtures thickened with

powdered arrowroot (two drams to the pint of for-

mula) or to the same mixtures to which powdered

flour ball and pancreatin with bicarbonate of soda

had been added. Space forbids further details of

cases treated. Those described are sufficient to make
clear the method pursued.

In the infectious type of the disease, except in

true dysentery, we possess no special therapy and
must rely upon the measures enumerated. Sera are

disappointing although good seems to have followed

the use of antidysenteric and of antistreptococcic

serum in a few cases. Emetin should also be em-
ployed where bloody mucous stools persist. In these

cases high temperature and toxemia must be vigor-

ously combated. Cold bathing is always dangerous

in infants. ci^^ir^^r ^^a^rSUMMARY.
1. Purgative: To be employed if temperature

and toxemia are pronounced. Castor oil, or calomel,

if vomiting does not yield to a single lavage, to be

followed by castor oil.

2. Hydrotherapy.
3. Hunger period for twenty-four to forty-eight

hours. During this time give freely of saccharated

tea (one grain to a quart) regardless of vomiting

and continue same throughout treatment as a drink.

4. Feeding of diluted skim milk mixture sweet-

ened with saccharin (one grain to twenty ounces)

and containing larosan with or without unsweetened

cocoa. The skim milk and the larosan mixture may
be replaced l)y Finkelstcin's eiweissmilch if this is

available. Carbohydrate is gradually added, prefer-

ably cane sugar, and strengtli of formula otherwise
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gradually increased. Larosau cocoa and sugar

gradually are reduced as mixture becomes stronger.

Formula may then be boiled with arrowroot or flour

ball, pancreatin and bicarbonate of soda may be

added. Cereals and vegetables (comminuted) are

gradually added.

5. Diarrhea mixture continued throughout treat-

ment.

6. Potassium citrate in large dose if acidosis is

marked.
7. Irrigations of one half to one per cent, tannic

acid solution if stools contain blood.

8. Demineralization and dehydration combated
by intraperitoneal injection of saline, or intravenous

injection of saline, glucose, or alkaline solutions if

acidosis is marked.
2011 Chestnut Street.

Treatment of Ununited Fractures.—M. S. Hen-
derson (Annals of Surgery, April, 1921) gives the

following resume : As a result of our experience

in the treatment of ununited fractures we be-

lieve that the bone graft is primarily the method of

choice, but there are certain conditions in which it

is probably not the best method. Frequently in

operations on certain ununited fractures of the femur
with much fibrous tissue and abundant callus, in

which bleeding is very free and cannot be controlled

absolutely, we have found it better to use metal or

beef bone plates, which are more easily applied

than autogenous bone grafts. Beef bone plates and
screws are not irritating and have sufficient strength

to stand the strain. In treating ununited fractures

of the tibia the inlay graft is probably the method
of choice

;
this, like all bone grafts, should be held

firmly in place by the aid of beef bone screws. In

the femur and humerus, and in the radius and ulna,

we prefer the massive bone graft which permits

the approximation of the cancellous tissue of the

graft and of the fragments.

Treatment of Fracture of the Forearm in Chil-

dren.—Jacob Grossman [Jounial of Orthopedic

Surgery, May, 1921) concludes as follows: 1.

Where, for any length of time, infants and chil-

dren refuse to use their forearms, after having sus-

tained an injury, fracture should be suspected. 2.

Colles's fracture occurs rarely in infants and chil-

dren. 3. Fracture may be present, even though the

cardinal signs of fracture are lacking. These frac-

tures are usually of the subperiosteal variety. Pen-
cil tenderness is the diagnostic sign. 4. Epiphyseal

separation of the lower end of the radius should be

looked for in all cases with injured forearm. It

occurs often enough to be considered. 5. Plaster of

Paris bandages are by far more efficient than splints

and should be given the preference in the treatment

of fractures. 6. Proper immobilization is as im-

portant as proper reduction in obtaining a successful

issue in the treatment of fractures. 7. Shorter

periods of immobilization, early massage and passive

movements should be employed in children. 8. A
pad between the shafts of the fractured bones, as

recommended by many, for the purpose of prevent-

ing fusion of the fractures, is unnecessary as it

could not separate the bone ends without exerting

injurious pressure upon the circulation.

Treatment of Scoliosis.—S. Kleinberg (Sur-

gery, Gynecology and Obstetrics, April, 1921) as-

serts that the mo.st effective means of recognizing

scoliosis early is by regular frequent examinations

of the naked backs of all school children. Corrective

treatment should be instituted as soon as the curva-

ture of the spine is discovered. Treatment should

be carried on uninterruptedly for years until im-

provement has been obtained and until such time as

will reasonably assure arrest of the deformity.

Treatment with the spine in extension is at present

the best form of treatment for it enables us to

arrest the progress of the deformity and in many in-

stances to reduce the curvature. It is the least un-
comfortable treatment and does not cause malfor-

mation of the chest. The essential feature of the

treatment is keeping the patient in a position that is

opposite to that of the deformity. During change
of jackets there must be no opportunity for relapse

of the deformity.

Abortive Serum Treatment of Typhoid Fever.
G. Etienne (Paris medical, March 19, 1921) states

that Rodet's antityphoid serum is capable of aljort-

ing typhoid fever in a large proportion of cases

when the treatment is begun between the eighth

and tenth days of the disease. The fastigium is

done away with and the period of decline usually

begins between the tenth and twelfth days of the

disease. This result was obtained in fifteen out of

twenty-three cases thus treated. In the remaining
eight cases the result was interfered with either

through failure of the temperature and general con-

dition to show consentaneous improvement, through
secondary infection, or through actual failure of the

treatment to cause anything more than an attenua-

tion of the typhoid manifestations. However severe

the typhoid case may be at the start, it generally fol-

lows the mild course of typhoid in a vaccinated in-

dividual when the serum is administered before the

tenth day.

Ultimate Results of Laryngectomy for Cancer
of the Larynx.—E. J. Moure (Bulletin de I'Acade-

mie de medecine, March 1, 1921) maintains that if

cases of cancer of the larynx could be subjected to

early operation, permanent cure would be the rule

in this disorder, upon which neither radium nor the

X rays have as yet seemed to have any hold. Out
of thirty-one cases dealt with surgically by the au-

thor,, two patients died soon after the operation, in-

cluding one with an abscessed lung. Twelve died

in six months to a year from local recurrence. Four
more died two or three years after the operation,

from intercurrent disorders. Eleven appear to have
been definitely cured, remaining well for periods

of from one to nine years after the operation. The
two other cases were lost sight of. In general, i*"

seems that if recurrence has not taken place at the

end of one year, either locally or in the cervical

glands, the case may be considered cured. Laryn-
gectomy may now be looked upon as a relatively

mild operation which gives very useful results if

performed under favorable circumstance and in

due time. The author has improved the operation

of late by making only a single broad flap, which
gives better exposure of the excised organ and
facilitates subsequent plastic surgery.
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X Ray Treatment in Acute Dyspnea the Result

of Tracheobronchial Glandular Enlargement.

—

D'(l*-lsnitz and Carcopino (Bulletins ct inciiioircs de

la Socicte mcdicalc dcs Hopitaux dc Paris, March
10, 1921) report the case of a child aged three years

who, upon admission to a hospital, was at once

isolated for diphtheria and given antitoxin, having

been thought sulfering from hxryngeal diphtheria.

The history obtained was that the child, apparently

well the preceding evening, had waked up in the

night with severe difficulty in breathing. Examina-
tion showed her face somewhat cyanosed, with

marked dyspnea and infrasternal depression during

inspiration, hoarse voice, temperature 39° C, pulse

very frequent, throat slightly reddened, breath

sounds reduced especially on one side, and absence

of abnormal thymic dullness. Immediate x ray ex-

amination revealed a marked glandular shadow
masking the entire middle portion of the retrocar-

diac space and extending more distinctly toward the

right; there was no thymic shadow. The x rays

were then used for therapeutic purposes over the

chest for fifteen minutes ; this caused immediate

betterment of breathing, and the next day the child

seemed well and remained so thereafter. The con-

clusion reached from this and other cases is that

while the x rays cannot as yet be said to exert a

selective action in chronic enlargement of medias-

tinal glands, they constitute a useful emergency
treatment in acute cases with pronounced dyspnea.

Incontinence of Urine in Childhood.—Charles
E. Sundell (Practitioner, April, 1921 )

says that it

is necessary to investigate every case of enuresis

very fully, and to take into account all the factors

which may have a bearing upon it. The most suc-

cessful line of treatment is a triple one: 1. Deal

with the associated conditions, if they are present:

2, build up the health of the child with a special

regard for its nervous balance; and 3, form and
confirm a habit of recognition of the bladder's de-

sire to empty itself. The method of treatment upon
the first line has been indicated— it is at best sub-

sidiary. The second line of treatment includes at-

tention to the whole nutrition, habits of work, play

and rest, and an estimation of the general health of

the child. Arsenic in small doses is the most useful

drug, and can be combined with strychnine with

advantage. Attempts to influence the lumbosacral
cord directly by intrathecal injections of normal
saline are a crude procedure ; there is no real evi-

dence that the spinal centre is at fault in these cases,

and this line of treatment is unjustifiable. The main
effort in the campaign against enuresis must be

directed to the brain and consciousness, and most
important of all is the cordial, continuous, and self-

sacrificing cooperation of the mother or nur.se.

Under similar conditions of life and activity during
the waking hours, and with similar amounts of food

and fluid in the diet from day to day, it will be

found that enuresis occurs at a fairly constant time

during the night. In order to determine this hour
the mother will have to sacrifice her sleep for sev-

eral nights, look at the child every half hour, and
record the time at which bedwetting occurs. By this

means a timetable of enuresis for the individual

child can be compiled, and it will be found that

this remains constant. When this timetable is once

established, the rest is easy. The child must be

roused a quarter of an hour before each bladder

emptying is due. Habits are very easily formed in

childhood, and treatment on these lines will quickly

ensure that the child wakes spontaneously, and by a

judicious system of rewards he can be trained to

empty his bladder in the proper manner. This line

of treatment is most successful, but it calls for two
forms of sacrifice upon the part of the mother:

first, complete supervision during the day so as to

render each day's routine as nearly like its predeces-

sor as possible ; and second, the greater sacrifice of

sleep for several nights in succession.

Colic in the Nursing Infant.—T. Wood Clarke

(Nczv York State Journal of Medicine, April, 1921)

is sceptical of the frequent diagnosis of colic in the

nursing infant. He believes that there are three

conditions which produce symptoms commonly at-

tributed to colic. These are hunger, otitis media,

and temper. There is, of course, such a thing as

true colic in infancy ; the irregularly fed infant, the

infant fed on patent foods, or the infant getting

too much fat or sugar may have true colic. Ap-
pendicitis, peritonitis or intestinal obstruction will

give a real entity, but in such cases the baby looks

and is ill. The point to be brought out is that in the

properly breastfed infant, and the decently fed bot-

tle baby, the symptom complex diagnosed by the

family and treated by the physician as colic, if care-

fully studied, will be found in the vast majority of

cases to be in no way associated with intestinal

spasms but to be due to hunger, earache, or temper.

Clinical Study of Tuberculosis in Children.

—

•—Abraham Levinson {Medical Record, May 7,

1921 ) summarizes his study of three hundred chil-

dren, most of whom had come in contact with tuber-

culous people. Of these children one hundred and

forty-one reacted positively to the von Pirquet test,

eighty-three were negative and seventy-six were still

pending on diagnosis. Of the one hundred and

forty-one positive cases ninety per cent, had only

a latent infection, and in only three cases was there

active pulmonary tuberculosis. In ninety-eight per

cent, of the latent cases the patients presented no

subjective symptoms, and in ninety per cent, the

patients were from four to eight per cent, under
weight. Long eyelashes and visible veins over the

chest were present in the greatest number of chil-

dren with latent tuberculosis. Seventy-five per cent,

of the positive cases showed hilus dulness and whis-

pered bronchophony to the seventh dorsal vertebra.

The X ray usually confirmed the hilus dulness by
showing a shadow over the hilus, and often calcified

spots in the substance of the lungs, and radiating

toward the apex. The Eustace Smith sign of venous
hum over the aortic region was very infrequent in

this series. Tuberculin tests, when positive, should

establish a diagnosis of the presence of tuberculosis

in children. The classification of the type of infec-

tion must l)e made by the subjective and objective

.symptoms and by the x ray findings. Latent tuber-

culosis requires no active treatment. All children

who have been in contact with a tuberculous indi-

vidual should be under observation in order to es-

tablish the diagnosis and institute treatment.
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Obituary.

WALLACE C. ABBOTT, M. D.,

of Chicago.

Dr. Wallace Calvin Abbott, who died at his

home, 4605 N. Hermitage Avenvte, Chicago,

July 4, 1921, was born in Bridgewater, Ver-

mont, October 12, 1857. His early education was
obtained at the State Normal School, Randolph, Vt.,

the St. John.sl)ury Academy, St. Johnsbury, Vt., and
Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H. Coming west,

he worked his way through the University of Michi-

gan, winning his degree of Doctor of Medicine in

1885. The following year he engaged in the prac-

tice of medicine in Chicago, building up a large

practice on the North Side and winning many
friends. It was during this time that Dr. Abbott

established the Abbott Alkaloidal Company, now
known as the Abbott Laboratories, of which firm

he was president continuously from the time of its

establishment until his death.

For several years previous to his decease. Dr.

Abbott had been in ill health. Anticipating his

active retirement from the large and successful

business which he had founded, he placed the con-

duct of the Abbott Laboratories largely in the hands

of his older employees, under a generous coopera-

tive reorganization plan on which it has been oper-

ating for more than two years.

Dr. Abl)Ott was a man of broad vision and

great energy. He was an organizer of rare ability,

warmhearted and beloved by his employees, business

associates and hundreds whom he had befriended.

He was a pioneer in the field of alkaloidal medica-

tion, lie labored incessantly through his writings,

and ])crsonal contact with thousands of physicians,

to bring about a more careful study of the patient,

and the treatment of .separate symptoms as they

[New York
Medical Journal.

developed, as contrasted with the older method of

treating by disease names only. His influence upon
the medical profession in this respect has been pra-

found.

Dr. Abbott was coauthor, with Dr. William
F. Waugh, of several medical books, including The
Practice of Medicine and Positive Therapeutics.

He was, also, editor in chief of The American Jour-

nal of Clinical Medicine, now in its twenty-eighth

year. For the past five years he had encouraged
extensive research work along the line of new
medicinal chemicals. As a result, a number of the

remedies, formerly made only in Europe, are now
manufactured by the Abbott Laboratories.

Dr. Abbott was a member of the Ravens-
wood Methodist Church, the American Medical
Association, the Illinois Medical Society, the Chi-
cago Medical Society, the Medical Editors' Asso-
ciation, American Drug Manufacturers' Associa-
tion, American Pharmaceutical Manufacturers'
Association, Ravenswood Lodge 777, F. & A. M.,
the Oriental Consistory and the Shrine.

Letters to the Editors.

PROHIBITION AND OTHER THINGS.
'T il r-j-i CaNAXDAIGUA, N. Y., /((/v 8, 1021.
1 0 the Editor: , j , y

On looking over the Endocriiiology Number of

March 6th a reader must be impressed with the re-

markable collection of articles relating to that inter-

esting aspect of medicine that yoti have brought
together in this great nitmber, and when he con-

siders the large amount of valuable material you
have presented in the pages of the Journal in pre-

vious numliers he will cordially agree with the ed-

itors that you are rendering a distinct service to the

medical profession in pttblishing these important
papers by the masters of their respective fields.

The editorial article entitled Reformer or Ideal-

ist in the same number is an admirable crystalliza-

tion of a number of ideas which I think most phy-
sicians must have entertained in the past few years,

but in my judgment the force of the article is lost

when you make the unfortunate comparison of the

suppression of public prostitution with the suppres-

sion of the public manufacture and sale of alcoholic

liquors or beverages. The similarity in the effects

is imaginary, not real. You arouse only a smile in

the reader's mind when you insinuate that more
alcoholic liquor is constijned now than was consumed
before prohibition and that prohibition has driven

vast numbers of previously sober citizens to drink.

It must have been a very hot, dry day when you
banged that out of your typewriter! If you feel

so badly about the difficulty of getting a drink why
not go otit and whip a couple of policemen or some-
thing? Surely it is a childish thing to insinuate that

the hated 18th Amendment has made fools of a lot

of ordinarily cautious, sensible folks. Perhaps you
cannot see it now, but you editors (newspaper and
periodical) are making plain humor in your puny
efi^orts to oppose by every possible schoolgirl argu-

ment the enforcement of the prohibition law.

William P>r.\dv, M. D.

OBITUARY—LETTERS TO THE EDITORS.
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The Predisposing Factor in Diphtheria
By BELA SCHICK, M. D.,

Vienna,

Professor of Diseases of Children, University of Vienna; First Assistant to Professor Von Pirquet.

The discovery of the diphtheria bacillus has

brought about a fundamental change in our methods
of diagnosis of this afifection. While the clinical

picture furnished the only means of identification

in the past, we now insist upon a certain demonstra-
tion of the specific organism. This method has
enabled us to recognize mild attacks, which formerly
would have been overlooked or misinterpreted.

Thus, scientific precision in the diagnosis of diph-

theria—the aim of many researches—appeared to

have become a practical reality. Bacteriologists laid

down the rule that diphtheria was present whenever
the bacilli were found, and that, on the other hand,
there could be no diphtheria without the organism.
While the latter view has been amply corroborated,

the former requires certain modifications. It did

not seem surprising that the causative organisms
could be demonstrated in the throat of patients who
had already recovered from the disease. Thus
seventy-five per cent, of the patients harbor them
in a state of varying virulence up to three weeks,
while in two per cent, they were found after more
than ninety days.

However, confusion arose when typical Klebs-
Loeftler bacilli were encountered in the mucosa of
the nose and throat of healthy persons, who had
never sufifered from diphtheria. This finding nat-

urally caused some alarm, since it was thought at

the time that the causative organism was of itself

sufficient to provoke a typical attack of the disease.

The presence of the diphtheria bacillus in healthy
throats was cited as the basis for an attack on the
accepted etiological factors of diphtheria by those
who are ever ready to place obstacles in the path
of scientific progress. Little did they realize that
the discovery of socalled carriers was destined to
enrich our knowledge of the fundamental nature
of infectious diseases. These carriers have revealed
the full significance of resistance of the body to
infection; they afford a daily demonstration of the
fact that the diphtheria bacillus is unable to attack
his host unless the individual is predisposed to the
infection.

It is instructive and interesting to note that man
alone is susceptible to diphtheria, though the organ-

isms have a well nigh ubiquitous distribution

throughout the animal kingdom. Even the guinea-
pig, the classical subject of animal experiment, never
becomes a victim of the disease under natural con-
ditions, in spite of the fact that it is not immune
to the efTects of diphtheritic toxins, but, on the con-
trary, reacts strongly against them. It has, indeed,

Ijeen possible to produce the afYection in animals
like guineapigs and rabbits, but the lesions resemble
those seen in man only in certain respects, and one
of the outstanding characteristics, the formation
of a membrane, appears to be restricted to man.
Numerous investigations have furnished reasons

for the belief that carriers accjuire the organisms

_
by direct contact with other carriers or with persons
actually sufi^ering from diphtheria. Naturally, the

question arises, why only a comparatively limited

number of individuals, in fact chiefly children be-

tween the ages of one and five, fall victims to the

infection, while in the vast majority of the popula-
tion the presence of the bacilli has no apparent cfm-
sequences? Shortly after the Klebs-Loeffler bacilli

had been identified as the causative organisms of

diphtheria, it was demonstrated that antitoxic sub-
stances existed both in adults and in infants. These
observations led to the formulation of the axiom
that susceptibility to diphtheria was caused through
lack of specific antibodies. Since that time it has
been confirmed repeatedly that these antibodies are
absent in children su fleering from diphtheria.

On the other hand, the important fact has crystal-

ized that diphtheria cannot occur in individuals pos-
sessing protective bodies. Examinations on a large

scale only became possible after a way had been dis-

covered of testing for the presence of antibodies by
means of the intradermal injection of small quantities

of toxin, namely, one fiftieth of tlie mini-
mum lethal dose for a guineapig weighing 250
grams. The following figures are the results of
extensive animal experiments carried out by Groer
and Kassowitz at the \'ienna Children's Clinic. If

the skin shows no reaction to the injection, the
result is negative. In i)ositive cases a sharply de-
fined spot of erythema is noticed with an area of
infiltration possessing a diameter of ten to thirty

Copyright, 1921, by A. R. Elliott Publishing Company.
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mm. A negative result not only proves the pres-

ence of antibodies, but also excludes the existence

of diphtheria. This fact has been established by
numerous observations carried out by me and by
American physicians like Park and his assistants.

There are but two exceptions to the rule : these

occur in virulent or septic cases of diptheria and in

cachectic children. Otherwise, a negative intrader-

mal reaction rules out the presence of diphtheria,

even in cases where microscopic examination shows
the presence of true diphtheria bacilli. In such in-

stances we deal with angina occurring in carriers

of the Klebs-Loeffler bacillus. It may be stated,

therefore, that the intradermal test may carry more
weight than the result of bacteriological examina-
tion.

A positive intradermal reaction only proves the

absence of protective bodies—omitting from con-

sideration a pseudoreaction, which need not be fur-

ther discussed here. However, a positive result

does not necessarily signify that the affection present

is diphtheria. In this connection it is interesting to

note that infection does not always occur, even

if antibodies are absent. This applies also to pa-

tients who harbor organisms the virulence of which
has been established by animal experiments. This

phenomenon may be due to mechanical protection

derived from the intact mi:cous membrane against

bacterial invasion, just as the skin, as a rule, shuts

out infection. This explanation is supported by
the observation that infection may occur in chronic

carriers who lack antibodies, after operations such

as removal of tonsils or adenoids or turbinectomy.

Investigations have shown that the presence or

absence of protective bodies is a characteristic

shared by all members of a family.

Most authorities hold that antibodies are the re-

sult of a previous attack of diphtheria. Indeed, it

has been shown that they are present in individuals

after an attack, who had been unprotected previ-

ously. It is important to determine how long anti-

bodies thus formed remain in the organism, or, in

other words, how long the immunity acquired per-

sists. It has been shown that antibodies have al-

most completely disappeared a year after a severe

attack ; no large scale investigations have yet been

carried out after milder infections. It has been

suggested that the antibodies, which are found in

normal individuals and which have an action iden-

tical with those appearing after infection (according

to Groer and Kassowitz), are due to an attack of

diphtheria within the preceding year. However,
there are many objections to such an assumption.

Thus a different origin of the antitoxin of socalled

normal persons is by no means excluded ; conceiv-

ably, their appearance might be a fmiction of age.

Another aspect of the problem is the fact that the

virulence of diphtheria shows such marked varia-

tions in different cases. We may ask, if the pre-

disposition to a severe or a mild attack can be

explained.

The early discoveries of bacteriology .sought an
explanation of these clinical variations by presimi-

ing either changes in the virulence of the infecting

organi.sm or the presence of a mixed infection. This

statement cannot be maintained, since animal ex-

periment has clearly shown that no relation exists

between the virulence of a strain or organisms and
the severity of infection with this strain. I may
add that I think animal experiments offer reliable

data for deciding such problems. With regard to

the malignant or socalled septic form of diphtheria

most authors now agree that it is not a mixed infec-

tion, but that all the severe symptoms are due to

the diphtheria bacillus. We must, therefore, again

refer to the second factor, which plays an important
role in all infectious processes, namely, individual

susceptibility. Morbid symptoms are the expression

of the reaction of body cells. It might, therefore,

be suggested that variations exist in the suscept-

ibility of cells to diphtheritic toxins, in other words,
that severe cases are due to special idiosyncrasy.

Though this does not offer a complete solution of

the problem, it renders it at least more intelligible.

In my opinion an explanation of the clinical

phenomena can be gathered by a consideration of

the following observations.

We know that persons may be subject to repeated

attacks of diphtheria. According to statements

made above this implies that the antitoxins produced
in response to the infection and leading to its ter-

mination, disappear after convalescence. There-
fore, a fresh exposure may result in another attack,

and the character of such repeated attacks may
show variations

;
they may be milder or severer than

the first. Karasawa and I have reported a case of

four attacks of diplitheria, where the intensity of

the
_
morbid manifestations increased every time.

Examination showed that the patient's serum did

not contain any antibodies. Tests were continued

throughout the whole period. It was found during

the fir.st attack that antitoxin did not appear until

the third week after onset
;
however, in the fourth

attack, it was present in abundant quantities after a

few days. Though all antibodies formed during the

first three attacks had disappeared, yet the infection

had left its marks on the body. We may presume
that cells had acquired the faculty of producing anti-

toxin more and more rapidly and abundantly. As
Professor Pirquet defines it, the body had become
allergic, and, as in the case of other infections, the

phenomena accompanying the establishment of im-

munity took a more accelerated course. Since re-

peated infection leads to a more rapid and abundant
formation of antitoxins, the successive attacks are

brought to a speedier conclusion, thus the forma-
tion of membrane at the fauces is arrested sooner

:

in a word, the curative process commences earlier

and terminates more quickly. Cases which manifest

symptoms of increasing severity in successive at-

tacks may be explained by assuming that the cells

had failed to acquire the faculty of accelerated

antitoxin formation.

If this explanation is true for multiple attacks

occurring in one individual, it may also be held

that differences in the severity of first attacks in

different patients are based on the same principle.

It need only be assumed that the speed and quan-
tity of antitoxin formation is a function of the body
cells with a tendency to individual variations. This
has been a well established fact for a long time with

regard to animals. For it was foimd that, while
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some horses formed antitoxins rapidly and in abund-

ance, others were so unsatisfactory in this respect as

to be useless for the purpose. Identical variations

can be observed in man, as the immunization ex-

periments carried out by Behring have demon-
strated.

It seems justifiable, therefore, to make use

of experimental findings in the interpretation of

clinical phenomena ; thus it may be concluded that

the function of antitoxin formation in diphtheria

varies in dififerent individuals both with regard to

speed and quantity. We may assume that the mor-
bid processes reach their climax and commence to

decline as soon as antitoxin appears in the cir-

culation, for from this moment newly formed toxin

will be neutralized. It is, therefore, clear that the

symptoms of an infection of a given virulence will

be the milder the greater the speed and abundance
of antitoxin formation. Thus, the most severe

manifestations will be encountered in those indi-

viduals who are unable to produce it altogether or

only after a long delay. In practice children are

found to exhibit all grades of reaction between the

two extremes. The mildest cases may be expected
in patients who did in fact have traces of antitoxin

before onset of the illness, though the amount in

circulation was too small to be detected clinically

and insufficient to prevent infection. Such chil-

dren would be specially adapted to react to the

stimulus of circulating toxins by producing the nec-

essary quantity of antibodies in the shortest space

of time.

Thus we arrive at the conclusion that, in addition

to the local protection derived from the intact and
impregnable mucous membrane, there are two fac-

tors producing immunity against diphtheria : the

one As humoral in nature and its presence is deter-

mined by demonstrating and measuring specific

antibodies in the serum ; the other is the cellular

factor, which is based on the varying faculty of

cells to generate antitoxins.

Humoral immunity signifies absolute protection

as long as antibodies are circulating. Cellular im-

munity, while unable to prevent infection, deter-

mines the intensity and duration of the attack. The
later and the less efficient the defensive mechanism
of cells reacts to the morbid stimulus, the later the

efifects of the organisms and their toxins can be

counteracted, and, naturally, the more opportunity

is given for the diphtheria bacillus to develop its

dangerous activity. In this way we are able to in-

terpret the malignant forms of diphtheria, which
are due to the complete inability of the body to

defend itself against the toxins of diphtheria.

Medical Supervision of the Destitute Child'

By MAYNARD LADD, M. D.,

Boston,

Physician in Chief to the Children's Hospital of the Boston Dispensary.

The introduction of social service departments
into the more progressive hospitals of the country
has greatly increased the efficiency of the medical

service rendered to the community. The introduc-

tion of medical departments into the social agencies

which assume the care of destitute children prom-
ises to be equally revolutionary. I have been asked
to discuss the way the problem of the destitute

child has been handled in Boston, and to present the

evidence on which we base our belief that the medi-
cal supervision of the boarded out child must be

one of the first and most important considerations

of any child placing association.

About five years ago Mr. J. Prentice Murphy,
who was then secretary of the Boston Children's

Aid Society, came to the conclusion that the medi-

cal supervision of the children boarded by the soci-

ety was in many ways inadequate. The policy of

placing children in boarding homes, instead of

herding them in institutions, had proved a wise

measure, but it made more difficult the problems of

health supervision. The children were living in

homes widely separated. The social visitors were
not trained to handle medical problems which were
continually arising and the foster mothers were still

less competent to do so. Dependence had to be
placed upon local physicians in a hundred dififerent

*Read before the Philadelphia Pediatric Society and Children's
Bureau, May 10, 1921.

localities. In cases of serious illness requiring hos-

pital care it was difficult to obtain prompt and effi-

cient service. The large group of babies who from
necessity were separated from their mothers and
fed on substitute foods could not receive the special-

ized care to which they were entitled. In short,

while the social end of the job was scientifically and
efficiently managed, the medical supervision of the

children from a physician's point of view was very

inadequate if not actually bad.

The problem which had to be worked out was
how to establish an organization which would as-

sume the medical supervision of the children, cor-

relate the social end of the job, and provide proper

hospital facilities for those who became seriously

ill. The expense of such an organization was of

primary importance. The group of children vary-

ing in number from five hundred to eight hundred
cared for by the Boston Children's Aid Society and
the Church Home Society was not large enough to

warrant building up a separate medical department
with the heavy overhead expense. The only solu-

tion appeared to be to utilize the facilities of a

large hospital and so to arrange the work that it

would not conflict with its regular service. Thanks
to the cooperation and spirit of Mr. Michael M.
Davis, then director, the Boston Dispensary was
selected for the experiment and the chief of the

children's department assumed the medical direc-
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torship of the Boston Children's Aid Society and
of the Church Home Society. The advantages of

this arrangement were obvious. In the first place

it centralized the medical care under one respon-
sible head, who by virtue of his connection with the
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Fig. 1.—General scheme of organization.

dispensary was able to secure the cooperation of the

different departments. Small but for the time suffi-

ciently large quarters were set aside for the use of

the socalled preventive clinic, with its own corps of

workers. The facilities of the clinical laboratory,

the X ray laboratory, and the special departments,
such as eye, ear, nose, and throat, g^'necological

and orthopedic, were made available without prohib-
itive overhead expense. The children's hospital of
thirty beds became the natural centre for seriouslv

ill children, thus relieving the foster mothers and
social visitors of responsibilities they should not
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Fig. Z.—Showing the extent to which the various departments of
the dispensary are utilized. The sum total of cases examined and
treated in other departments almost equals the visits to the preventive
clinic itself. This is convincing proof of the many medical prol)-

lems which arise when one conscientiously supervises the health of
a group of children. In the last fourteen months we have made 202
routine examinations of the eyes of children of school age, with the
result that fifty-one children have been fitted with glasses. Note
also the fact that in four years we have had onlj' thirteen cases of
scabies, a disease which has proved one of the most difficult condi-
tions to handle in some of our cities.

be forced to assume. In the care of contagious

diseases, the special hospitals were utilized, but their

cooperation was more easily obtained from an or-

ganized department of the dispensary than by the

individual efiforts of the agencies—and it has not

infrequently happened that their favors have been
returned when they have had to face the problem
of providing for a convalescent child.

It is only fair to state that there were in the be-

ginning many persons connected with the agencies,

and with the dispensary, too, who were skeptical

in regard to the success of the experiment. The
conservative elements in the societies were fairly

content with the services they had been rendering

and felt that a preventive clinic would complicate the

social problem without any corresponding advan-

tages. Some of the dispensary staff, on the other

hand, looked upon the children in the preventive

clinic as well children involving no particular med-
ical problem and as likely to prove a source of an-

LflBORATORY EC/IMIWATIONS - SnE/lR& W/iSSERMflNS -URIMES

Fig. 3.—Data in regard to certain of these clinical tests. A child

with a positive vaginal smear would not be accepted by the societies.

In two years the occurrence of gonoccocal infections has been limited

to four cases. We made one hundred consecutive Wassermann tests

with only four positive reactions. Since then we -have exercised our
judgment as to cases which might be placed in a suspicious class.

\ aginal smears and W^assermann reactions are made in all cases in

which there is physical evidence of vaginal inflammation or discharge;

in all unmarried mothers and illegitimate children, in all court

cases and children with sex delinquencies, and whenever the

history or physical examination leads to a .suspicion of venereal
disease. About twenty-five per cent, of the children are tested, thus
allowing a large margin for error in judgment. Out of 214 blood

specimens taken, nine have been positive. Routine W'assermann
reactions in groups of children such as these we are speaking of,

in our opinion are an unnecessary expense and annoyance. The
cases selected for tests could in my opinion be cut down to much
less than twenty-five per cent of the whole number, without risk of
overlooking an obscure case of congenital syphilis. Undoubtedly this

question must be judged diflFerently in different communities, as the

incidence of congenital syphilis varies greatly. In a similar examina-
tion of the urines in seventy-six consecutive cases (whenever a

specimen could be obtained at the first visit) only two gave positive

findings. Of 142 selected or suspicious cases, thirty-three gave posi-

tive findings. There is much more to be said in favor of routine
urine examinations in groups such as ours, but there are physical

difficulties in securing fresh specimens when patients are placed
miles from the hospital centre and we cannot and do not secure the
urine in every case. Whenever a child is reported ill, or in the
convalescence from most of the infectious and contagious diseases,

great efforts are made to secure specimens for examination.

noyance and of very little medical interest. How-
ever, the machinery was set in motion and it has

now been running for five years. Its usefulness

has been fully demonstrated—to the agencies as a

means of lowering mortality and morbidity, and to

the dispensary as an added service which it has been
able to render the community.
The organization of the clinic may be considered

in more detail by separating it into groups, all of

which are under the one management but with re-

sponsibilities sharply defined. The two children's

societies have offices located outside of the dispen-

sary building. Their general offices are concerned
with social, financial, and administrative details of

their work. W ith them rests the selection of cases,
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the study and social diagnoses of families, the prep-

aration of histories of children received, the selec-

tion of footer homes into which the children are to

be sent, the supervision and training of the foster

parents, the selection and training of the nonmedi-

MAYS c
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Fig. 4.—Very liberal use of the x ray is made in our first ex-
amination. Many of our children have been exposed to tuberculosis,
many are undernourished. It is of practical importance to have
a record of the chest as shown in the x ray, not only to show
lesions which might be overlooked by the ordinary methods of ex-
amination, but as a basis of comparison for future examinations.
The result of such examination—about half of these plates gave
positive findings of clinical importance. If the resources of the
societies and clinic permitted I should favor a considerable increase
in the number of x ray examinations. As it is now, about one in

ten children are x rayed, the thorax being selected in the majority
of cases.

cal workers, the social case work supervision of the

medical workers, the provision and distribution of

special foods, etc., which as a result of their own
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Fig. 5.— Represents a study of 144 tonsil and adenoid operations
upon children carefully selected for some definite state of ill health.

This group represents about twelve per cent, of the whole number
of children accepted by the societies. Thirty-five of this number
made a noticeable gain in weight following the operation; sixty-three

showed a diminution in respiratory infections, and thirty-three were
improved in their general condition without noticeable improvement
in weight. In thirteen only was there no appreciable change in

condition. The cases are brought to the hospital of the dispen.sary
by appointment in the morning, are examined on their arrival for

any evidence of an acute infection contraindicating operation, and
remain in the hospital under observation over night, or for longer
periods in case of any unfavorable development. There have been
no accidents or serious complications in this group.

observation, or that of the medical director, are

found to be necessary.

Theoretically, the final disposition of the child, and
generally its original acceptance, are decided by the

respective societies through their own office group.
In special cases, such as with feebleminded children,

children still undernourished or convalescing from
disease, syphilitic or tuberculous children, the medi-
cal director is consulted and the dispostion of the

child is by mutual consent. Actually, however, the

general current of all social case work of these two
societies is determined by the advice and counsel of

GENERAL STATISTICS

New patients 1127
Patients supervised each year (average) 530
Home visits (twenty-five months) 1284
Laboratory tests 1018
X ray examinations . 334
Wassermann tests 197
Admissions to hospitals 337
Adenoid and tonsil operations 157
Visits paid to all clinics 8432
Reports from social workers, nurses, etc. (three years) 3298

YE.\RLY MORTALITY STATISTICS

Individual cases under supervision 1127
Total deaths (four years) 24
Average number of deaths a year 6 or

For each 282 new patients 2.12%
For average number carried each year (530) 1.13%

MORTALITY BY AGE

Cases Deaths Percent
Birth to 1 year 302 9 3.0

1 to 2 years 157 9 5.7
2 to 5 years (inclusive) 336 3 0.9
6 to 10 years (inclusive) 336 0 0.0

11 to 16 years (inclusive) 290 3 1.0

CAUSES OF DEATH
Acute toxemia with cerebral hemorrhage 1

Chorea, endocarditis, nephritis 1

Status lymphaticus 2

Meningitis 3

Syphilis 1

Pneumonia 7

Pulmonary tuberculosis 1

Malnutrition and intestinal indigestioit 3

Pertussis 2
Anterior mediastinal abscess 1

Acute encephalitis 1

Septicemia, nasopharyngitis 1

MEDICAL SUPERVISION IN ITS EFFECTS UPON DEVELOPMENT
THREE YEAR PERIOD 1916 TO 1919

Age

Birth to 1 year
1 to 2 years
2 to 5 years (inclusive)
6 to 10 years (inclusive')

11 to 16 years (inclusive)

<^

to
<^

No.

of

Time
stiperv IVeigh

Develo
Disch

Gain

0

Months Percent Percent Percent
135 13.6 80.7 89.3 8.6 gained
57 12 86.2 89.1 2.9 gained

128 13 97.7 97.6 0.1 lost

133 13.5 97.2 98.2 1.0 gained
102 15 100.0 99.0 1.0 lost

Fig. 6.-

to 1920.
-A statistical study of four years of supervision, 1916

the medical director. As for example, frequently

when from the viewpoint of family conditions the

child might well be returned to its own people, the

medical director will order a longer period of foster

home care because of some special physical or health

need which exists in the child.

The preventive clinic at the Boston Dispensary is

organized under the control of the medical director

of the two societies, whose duties are those of a

consultant in all cases involving special decisions

or judgments, and who also directs, as his particu-

lar charge, the feeding of infants and undernour-

ished children. The routine examinations and home
visits are largely made by a full time physician, at

present Dr. Leslie H. Macmillan. Her mornings

are spent at the dispensary making first examina-

tions and reexaminations ; her afternoons in visiting
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in their homes children who are reported by the vis-

iting nurses or social workers as ill, but not ill

enough to necessitate hospital care.

Both societies follow the plan of having trained

graduate registered nurses for the medical social

mPANT S WEIGHT CHABT.

Fig. 7.—J. K., admitted from the Infants' Hospital, and Eye and
Ear Infirmary as a difficult feeding case. The solution to the
feeding problem was found after four weeks of hospital care, after
which the baby made rapid and uninterrupted progress in his weight
development.

supervision and training of all their children under
the age of three. The assistant physician keeps the

director particularly informed of the progress of

all problem cases and children who are in any way
below par. When conditions press morfe responsi-

bility upon the foster mother than her experience

justifies the child is ordered to some hospital. So
far as possible the children are transferred to the

Children's Hospital Department of the Boston Dis-

pensary, where they come under the immediate care

of the director. Contagious cases are sent to the

special hospitals ; older children to other institu-

tions, or wherever they can be most effectively

treated. Upon their discharge from the hospital

they are again brought to the preventive clinic and
examined in the light of their recent illness, and
their disposition and subsequent treatment is deter-

mined by the director.

The importance of an all time physician cannot

be overstated ; for no consultant of experience could

give the necessary time for the daily routine ex-

aminations and treatment. With us, a woman phy-

sician, on the whole, fits into the place better than

a man, for much of her work is with yoimg girls

and young unmarried mothers, whom she is better

fitted to influence. The older boys, especially those

over puberty, have their first complete examination
by the director or by some other physician at the

dispensary designated by him.

Notes on all examinations are made in triplicate.

One copy goes to the office of the society responsi-

ble for the child, one to the dispensary general

record files for the benefit of other clinics to which
the child may be referred for diagnosis or treat-

ment, and the third is kept on file in the preventive
clinic ofiice. The central office is thus informed
automatically of everything that transpires in the

hospital clinics, and can utilize the knowledge thus

obtained in their followup social work and in the
final disposition of the child.

A child on entrance is subjected to a thorough
physical examination and is referred to special de-
partments when the director or assistant physician
thinks it is desirable. When this is done a worker
in the clinic personally conducts the child to the
chief of the special clinic, calls his attention to the

particular points under discussion, and gets a de-
cision promptly and without waiting his turn. If

the case is urgent, as for example where carious

teeth or diseased tonsils must be removed, the direc-

nsrPANT'S WEIGHT CHABT.
-

Fig. 8.—C. K., a child from a family with a long and hopeless
history. A brother has been in our care for four years. Catherine's
development has been considerably more than normal, in sjiite of
a rectal fissure and an attack of bronchopneumonia and furunculosis
which required hospital care.

tor recommends that the child be placed by the

society in some foster home accessible to the hos-

pital, so that its attendance may be enforced with

the minimum of inconvenience to the child and to

the central office ; for the latter is under obliga-
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tion to see that the children are brought to the

chnic as often as the director or assistant physician

requires.

The assistant physician visits each home within
a certain rachus of Boston every month or two, and

INFANTS WEIGHT CHART.

Fig. 9.—T. F., a very difficult feeding case, beginning with an
attack of pneumonia, and interrupted by an intercurrent severe in-

fectious diarrhea requiring prolonged hospital care. Since then the
progress has been rapidly upward, and the net weight development
during the fourteen months has been only slightly below normal,
as seen by the weight curve.

oftener if the condition of the child indicates some
special condition calling for her attention. These
visits to the foster homes produce many results, not

the least important of which is the training and edu-

cation of the foster parents, especially the mothers,

in providing really expert care for very ill and
needy children. This visiting by the assistant phy-

sician represents a definite medical survey in many
of the foster homes, and results in information

of very great importance for the social case work-
ers who are operating from the offices of the re-

spective societies.

The foster mothers report all cases of illness to

the central ofiice of the society with which they are

associated, and some one at this office communicates
immediately with the assistant physician. She acts

upon her own initiative, generally visits the child,

and reports to the director when the illness is seri-

ous or involves some special judgment. If the case

is too far removed from Boston to l)e visited, the

foster mother calls in a local physician, with whom
the central office of the society keeps in touch, and
if necessary the director communicates with him
also. Young girls who are pregnant, young un-
married mothers, and girls who have contracted

venereal diseases are seen as privately as possible,

and their routine care is under the direction of the

assistant physician ; but in case of venereal disease

they are treated in the special clinics of the dispen-

sary. The services of the assistant physician in

connection with these older girls are of the utmost
importance. Frequently opportunities are of¥ered

for consultation which have a weight and a value

that would not hold in the case of a nonmedical
person. Moreover, important and vital changes in

methods of living result from simple statements of

facts on hygiene and personal care.

It has not been found necessary or desirable to

equip the preventive clinic with all the facilities of

the specialized clinics. The .sy.stem of consultation

with other departments, the patient being person-

ally conducted by one of the preventive clinic work-
ers, saves much duplication of equipment, workers,
and incidental expenses. As stated in an earlier

part of this paper, the Boston Dispensary, with lit-

tle expense to its own management, adds to its

many public services the medical supervision of a
large group of children who are more efficiently

cared for than they would be if, without such affili-

ation and cooperation, they were to apply as indi-

viduals for medical examination and treatment.

INFANTS WEIGHT CHART.

Fig. 10.—A. R., an illegitimate child of a mentally deficient
mother. She has been a peculiarly resistant child, with an obstinate
rectal fissure, cardiospasm, and extremely freakish appetite. She
has been admitted to the hospital on three ditferent occasions, and
is making slow but steady improvement, but her weight curve is

the least favorable of any in the series.

There arc constantly in the care of the Boston
Children's Aid Society anywhere from si!xty to one
hundred infants, and a smaller number in the care

of the Church Home Society. These infants are
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placed in foster homes at board. This group pre-

sents particular problems separate from those of

the older children, and to meet them there is a spe-

cial baby clinic under the immediate supervision of

the director. This group requires experience and

INFANT'S WEIGHT CHABT.

Fig. 11.— S. G. This patient was interesting on account of be-

ing an illegitimate child of a tuberculous mother and was nursed
three months before we took her. She made one hundred per cent,

weight development and so far has escaped tuberculous infection.

judgment in the matter of substitute feeding, for

very few of these babies have mothers to nurse

them. It is in such a group that the greatest danger

lies, and in which the child placing agency without

medical guidance is bound to go far astray. How-
ever experienced a nurse may be, she needs the

direction and supervision of an experienced pedia-

trist. The difficulties of handling such a group are

great. The physical exertion and expense involved

in transferring so many babies to a feeding clinic

from widely separated foster homes would be very

costly. We have organized the preventive clinic

for these cases with the idea of getting the maxi-

mum supervision with the minimum expense and

trouble.

The babies are divided into four groups, each

visited by an experienced trained nurse. All babies

are examined in the clinic at the time they are

accepted by either of the societies. The details of

feeding are then carefully formulated and the child

is placed in its foster home. The nurse visits each

home once a week, or once in two weeks, examines

and weighs the baby, goes into details of the hygiene

and preparation of the feeding with the foster

mother, and makes upon special record blanks notes

of the case, and on a weight chart plots the weight

curve. Once a week the four nurses meet the

director in conference. Each case is carefully re-

viewed and changes made in food, and the nurse

instructed in the principles underlying the changes.

They are given directions when next to report.

The foster mothers are always in telephone com-

munication with the nurses. Any unfavorable

symptom is reported. The nurse visits the child,

gives directions herself to the foster mother if the

condition is not serious; otherwise reports the case

to the assistant physician, who visits the child. If

in her judgment it is necessary, she reports to the

director and he either prescribes the treatment or

orders the child to be brought to the clinic for his

own examination, or arranges for its admission to

the hospital. The results of this close supervision

are seen in the low mortality rate, and in the almost

normal development of the babies, even thtjugh bot-

tlefed. The educational value of such a system

of .supervision upon the foster mother, the .social

worker, nurse and doctor, is very valuable and

points the way by which large groups of destitute

babies may be successfully reared without institu-

tional care with minimum expense and with a com-
paratively simple organization.

The results of four years' operation of the pres-

ent method of supervision are shown in Fig. 6. The
total nuniljer of individual patients carried in the

four year period from 1916-1920 was 1,127. repre-

senting about 530 cases carried each year. The
total number of deaths in four years was twenty-

four, or an average of six deaths per year. This

represents a mortality of 2.12 per cent, for a yearly

average of 282 new patients, or 1.13 per cent, for

an average of 530 patients carried each year.

The mortality rate by age is seen in Fig. 7. The
figures represent individual cases carried during the

four year period, and include all deaths of babies

registered as wards of the Boston Children's Aid
Society and of the Church Home Society, whether
they occurred in the homes or in hospitals. The
mortality rate of three per cent, for the first year

babies, and 5.7 per cent, for the .second year babies

represents the total mortality for the four year

period. The causes of death bring out the interest-

ing fact that during the four year period there have
been only three deaths from gastroenteric disorders

and malnutrition, two of which were hopeless when
taken by us fom an institution—one dying in twen-

ty-foui hours and one in seven days. \\'hen one

considers that there were 459 individual babies in

the first two years of life in this period one real-

izes that the elimination of deaths from gastroen-

teric disturbances depends upon conditions within

our control. These babies were fed upon substitute

feeding from the time they came under our care.

Not only has the infant mortality in this group been

reduced to a point far below what has been consid-

ered the minimum for the community but the nutri-

tional development of the child from birth to

two years has been considerably above the normal

development for their ages as shown in Fig. 8.

These latter figures are for the three year period

1916-1919 and exclude cases carried for less than

one month.

270 Clarendon Street.
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The Nervous Child*

By CHARLES W. BURR, M. D.,

Philadelphia,

Professor of Mental Diseases, University of Pennsylvania.

Dr. Leonard G. Guthrie, in his charmingly writ-

ten and thought provoking book. Functional Nerv-
ous Disorders in Childhood, from which I have
culled much wisdom and science, divides neurotic

children into two great classes : in one, the tmre-

strained emotional type, the child makes no attempt

to control or hide his emotions, in the other, the

restrained emotional type, pride compels him to

pretend stoicism. In the first class, intellectual

power may be, indeed usually is, above the average,

but emotionally the child is a bundle of contradic-

tions. The young victim of a despotic nervous or-

ganization is imaginative, often superstitious, high

spirited but timid, worried by trifles, vain, feels he

is unappreciated, craves sympathy, has no idea what
discipline means, learns quickly but instantly for-

gets, works feverishly for a short time and then

idles for days, suffers remorse but repeats the

offense, is affectionate l^ut his love is purely sel-

fish. As Guthrie says, many of these children

eventually become the mainstay of rest houses ; a

few attain great success in art or literature. Physic-

ally they are thin and slimly built. They suffer

from night terrors .and migraine, and sometimes,

but by no means always, are sickly and physically

weak, and have poor vasomotor balance, as shown
by profuse sweating and cold, damp hands and
feet. They, especially the sickly ones, feed the army
of the hysterics and neitrasthenics in mature life.

Insanity often closes the long melodrama.

Children of the second type have strong emotions
but try to hide all signs of feeling. They are obser-

vant and intelligent, but so reticent they are often

thought to be dull, sullen, and obstinate. They are

sensitive, shy, and proud. They yeam for affection

but are too shy to show it and brood over imaginary
slights. They misinterpret the conduct of others

and, being suspicious, are unresponsive to friendly

overtures. They are solitary, introspective, and have
occasional outbursts of furious anger. They have
phobias, pass through periods of religiotis expe-

rience and possess no sense of humor. They are

prone, at the best, to become incurable sexual neu-
rasthenics, hypochondriacs, mischief making spin-

sters, or crossgrained and useless old bachelors ; at

the worst, they become delusional lunatics and may
murder supposed persecutors. Few of them attain

distinction in any worth wdiile work, though they

may in manhood be industrious in a commonplace
way.

Many children, of both types, show at some time

some physical signs of nervous disease. They are

prone to be peevish infants, to have otitbursts of in-

fantile anger without physical cause, and at seven

to ten years tics (socalled habit spasms) often

develop. They are sometimes spasmophiliacs, i. e.,

the local reaction to percussion of muscles is greatly

*Rea(l before the Philadelphia Pediatric Society, April 12, 1921.

above the normal and they are prone to diseases

characterized by spasms. Cyclical vomiting is fre-

quent and asthma very common. As soon as they

are old enough to be put on a mixed diet, finding

food suited to them is a serious problem. Parents

think them whimsical and capricious in their likes

and dislikes, but the matter is more complex and

has deep seated causes. They crave certain articles

because of peculiarities in their bodily chemistry,

and since all sensory stimuli, those arising from
articles of diet quite as much as others, cause in

them an associated emotional tone much stronger

than in the average child, the color, smell consist-

ency, and general appearance of anything offered

them to eat causes much more pleasure or disgust

than in the healthy youngster, who cares only for

taste and smell. Their esthetic sense and cellular

chemistry together cause their gustatory likes and

dislikes. They are often stammerers. They are

not very subject to St. Vitus's dance, and I am not

in agreement with the prevailing medical opinion

that the occurrence of this disease is a sign of in-

herent nervousness in the person affected. It is

true that all children during an attack are fretful,

peevish, easily frightened, and that sometimes seri-

ous mental symptoms appear and become so severe

as to end in acute insanity, but the great majority

of sufferers from St. Vitus's dance are inherently

normal and suffer a mere temporary nervous upset

during the acute illness. On recovery from the dis-

ease they again become nervously normal. But St.

Vitus's dance must never be confounded with tic,

which is a sign of a defective nervotis heredity and
is a somewhat serious warning of future neurotic

trouble. My opinion is based upon the fact that

very few of the several thousand children who have

been treated, many of them for several attacks, at

the Orthopedic Hospital and Infirmary for Nervous
Diseases, have returned later for any functional

nervous or mental trouble, whereas frequently pa-

tients, who in mature life come because of hysteria

or some other mental disorder, have been treated

there in childhood for tic. My experience in private

practice has been similar.

Children of both types are victims of an abnor-

mality of personality: their disease is one of per-

sonality. They present three problems for study.

On what does personality depend ? What are the

causes of abnormality of personality? What can

be done to make the abnormal personality normal?
Personality is the thing which differentiates e very-

human being psychologically from all others, Vil ich

gives him his psychological individuality. It is the

sum of his intellectual ability, his moral sense, and
his emotions.

He would be a !)rave man who tried to ai.swcr the

question. What makes personality? The theo-

logical view, that it is sometiiing independent of

physical organization and is tied up with the soul.
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may be correct, but men of science, as such, cannot

study the soul and, as men of science, have no right

to an opinion on such a matter because it is outside

the domain of knowledge and belongs in the realm

of belief. From the point of view of the man of

science, personality depends upon the individual

peculiarities of the anatomical makeup and physi-

ological working of the human machine. Personal-

ity, from the viewpoint of science, is a result of the

working and interworking of all the organ? and
systems of the body. Some systems arc more im-

portant than others. Of course, the brain is the

great organ of thought and feeling, but it can be

so hurt by failure of other organs as to be thrown
out of gear and made to function abnormally, though
every disorder of mental function does not alter

personality. For example, if the personality has

previously been healthy and has become fixed and
crystallized, injury and disease, even of the brain

itself, though they cause intellectual defect or dis-

order, may not change the personality. Purely
nutritional disorders, even if they occur during the

period in which personality develops, i. e., during
infancy and childhood, have little or no deleterious

influence. Thus rickets does not, in the slightest

degree, cause an abnormality of personality. In-

deed rhachitic dwarfs are often blessed with a

shrewd, cunning wit. The acute infections of in-

fancy and childhood do not cause the nervous child.

When they affect the brain permanently, they cause
idiocy or imbecility or that sad condition, aphasia

with hemiplegia, usually resulting in mental defect

largely from the speech disorder. Acute infantile

mania, which I believe to be more frequent than

is commonly supposed, also leads to a complete

mental breakdown ; not an alteration of personality,

but its destruction, very early in life. The causes

of the condition we are studying lie deeper, and
do not result in visible and gross destruction of

brain tissue with a corresponding abolition of func-

tion, but in perversion of function without a dis-

coverable lesion.

The fundamental factor in the formation of per-

sonality is heredity. The immortal stream of proto-

plasm, which has never ceased to flow since life

began, carries with it from generation to generation

qualities or rather potentialities, varying in number
and complexity with genera, species, and individual

families within the species. What happens to any
ofie stream in the human branch of the river of life

(any one family) whereby new potentialities arise,

whether for evil or for good, we do not know.
We do know that characteristics acquired by the

individual from without are not carried over,

whether they are physical or mental. Thus a man
with little natural aptitude for mathematics, who by
long training has acquired a great deal of mathe-
matical knowledge, will pass on to his children only

the mathematical ability with which he was born.

You cannot breed a race of mathematicians by
teaching that science to successive generations of

ordinary mortals. If a college professor of merely

common])lace ability, who has passed his life in the

study of pedagogic problems, breeds children and
grandchildren who also become college professors,

they do not increase in professorial ability as the

generations pass, even if in each generation the

organ of thought has been, by practice, trained to

its highest professorial efficiency. This is rather

fortunate, for the consequences to the world of

breeding a race of superprofessors would be rather

dreadful to contemplate. The king born with the

sneak thief's personality but never becoming a sneak
thief, because kings do not need to indulge in petty

crime, will probably have a son like himself, unless

inheritance is wholly from the mother, no matter
what care may have been exercised in choosing the

child's environment and in guiding his education.

On the other hand, we know that in an appar-
ently commonplace and ordinary family, there may
appear at any time a child whose personality differs,

it may be for evil or for good, entirely from its

forebears. I am not of course speaking of cases

in which parental disease (syphilis) infects the off-

spring and causes blight, or where accident or in-

jury injures the brain and causes physical disease

and hence mental defect, but of cases in which seem-
ingly healthy, but ordinary, parents conceive a child

who is a genius or a born criminal, or one of these

nervous children we are discussing. There must
surely be a physical cause and it may be that, while

in each parent each system (brain, bloodvessels,

endocrine glands and the rest ) is adapted to the

others, in the offspring the combination of systems,

their interrelation, is bad. I can conceive that a

vascular system a, in one parent, may be just suited

in structure to work well with his adrenal system b,

while if it is hitched on, by inheritance, to an ad-

renal system c, in itself entirely normal, inherited

from the other parent, the result may be bad.

Knowledge, at the moment, seems to indicate that

certain of the endocrine glands have much influence

on personality and it is becoming fashionable to talk

of hyperthyroid and hypothyroid people. Whether
fashionable scientific opinion will turn out correct

only time will show. Certainly disease of the

thyroid may cause mental and emotional symptoms.
For example, a boy was bright till his twelfth year.

He was easily head of his class, he was fond of

play, happy, cheerful and with fair imagination.

Then he rapidly became lazy, fell to the foot of the

class, ceased to have any imagination, rapidly put

on fat and became dull, inert, and, looked at super-

ficially, appeared to be an imbecile. He could not

be driven to play, nor roused to any joy of living.

When put on thyroid he recovered in six months.

He was a hypothyroid. I am inclined to think that

some of the nervous children are hyperthyroids.

Hypothyroidism deadens rather than perverts per-

sonality. It may, however, as one often sees in

cretins, increase the feeling of the joy of living,

but so far as intellect is concerned it destroys abil-

ity ; it does not cause perversion of function.

The nervous child, of the first type, may become
a poet, even a great one, a musician, even having

creative art, and, more rarely, a painter or sculptor.

(I suspect that when we learn of the childhood of

the sincere and intelligent followers of the newest
schools of painting we will find that the percentage

of nervous children among them is very large.) He
may, in short, become a great artist, but he never

can become a great administrator, a great man of
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affairs, statesman, general, or leader among busi-

ness men. He will not become a philosophical man
of science, but he may be a religious leader, espe-

cially in the ranks of heresy, schism, or false doc-

trine. When made on a smaller scale he may grow
into a sincere Bolshevik, amateur or professional,

or an uplifting sociologist. I am quite sure, that

many of the men and women who are attempting to

save the world today, by trying to destroy it, are

examples of untreated, or unwisely or unsuccess-

fully treated nervousness in childhood. They have
all the earmarks.

Let me draw a few illustrations of the nervous
child from biographical literature. I can give only

fragmentary bits from the lives of distinguished

men, because biographers are rarely psychologists,

have no interest in the study of behavior as in-

fluenced by psychological trends, and regard mere
trifles of our external life as vastly more important
than things showing the nature of the boy. As a

student of human nature, I would rather know
whether a small boy was social or asocial, cruel to

animals and little children or fond of them, feared

the dark or braved all its dangers, lied because of

fear of slight punishment, or only when the punish-

ment was sure to be severe, shared the schoolboy's

sense of honor or was a hypocritical little prig,

walked with shoulders straight or with a slouch,

played outdoor games well and with zest or badly

and on compulsion, and was graceful or awkward
in movement, than to be told the stuff most biog-

raphies contain. Still we can learn something from
the books. Thus I have discovered only a little

about Jonathan Edwards but that little is significant.

At ten years he wrote a semihumorous tract on the

immateriality of the soul, entered Yale at thirteen

and at fourteen was profoundly influenced by
Locke's Essay on Human Understanding. At
seventeen he had a religious experience that satisfied

him of his conversion and made him see that the

doctrine of the election of some to damnation and
of others to salvation was not "a horrible doctrine,"

but "exceedingly pleasant, bright and sweet." Such
certainty about the purpose of God, the universe,

and his own infallibility is pathological in a boy no
matter what it may indicate in a man.
Lord Byron's mother was passionate and given

to shrieking. He was an only child, of violent tem-
per or rather sullenly passionate, but also affection-

ate. Classmates say of him he was lively, warn;
hearted, high spirited,- passionate, resentful, ven-

turesome and fearless. Mentally he developed very
quickly. He read the Old Testament through with
pleasure before he was eight years old, but when
he came to the New Testament^ found it a task.

People not encumbered with religiosity and remem-
bering their own childhood, will comprehend his

reason and sympathize with his attitude. He fell in

love at eight and at sixteen, on hearing of the girl's

marriage, almost fell into convulsions. He wrote
Hours of Idleness between his fourteenth and
eighteenth years.

John Forster says of Dickens, he was "a sensi-

tive, thoughtful, feeblebodied little boy, with an
unusual sort of knowledge and fancy, and with a

dangerous kind of wandering intelligence that a

teacher might turn to good or evil, happiness or

misery, as he directed it." As a child he was sub-

ject to spasms, was never a good little cricket player,

nor was he first class at marbles, or peg top.

Friedreich Nietzsche's father was insane. The
son was always supersensitive and began to examine
his conscience at nine years. He improvised on the

piano and studied ballistics at ten years. At four-

teen he wrote the history of his childhood and
mapped out a vast program of study of geology,

botany and astronomy.
Percy B. Shelley, as a child, was very sensitive to

pain and subject to paroxysms of passion. Once he
even seized a smaller boy and flung him at his per-

secutor. He was a strange unsocial being and did

not care for outdoor play. Once only he walked in

his sleep, but day dreamed often throughout chil-

hood and youth. He early became an omnivorous
reader.

George Meredith asserted that he had an un-

happy childhood but really his parents spoiled him.

He feared ghosts and the dark. He did not care to

play with other children, was very introspective and
"assumed an air of superiority." He never played
outdoor games and his companions thought him "a
cocky prig." At fifteen years he had a spasm of

religion, lasting about six weeks and making him
a nuisance to everybody, as he repeatedly asked
them if they were sure they were saved. He is the

classical example of the boyhood of the prig. One
weakness he carried through life; he did not care

enough for the memory of his mother to refute the

silly stories about his being the natural child of

great people.

Did time permit I could multiply indefinitely,

from biographical literature, cases of nervous chil-

dren who became men and women distinguished as
novelists, poets, dramatists, painters, and both crea-

tive and performing musicians. I could quote from
my private records histories of more than a few of
the same kind of children who never reached dis-

tinction, because in them intellect was not so highly
developed that they could do work attracting the
attention of the world. My records also agree with
biographical literature in proving that the offspring
of these people are more prone to be degenerate
than are the children of average people. In all, the

childhood history is the same ; there is a very early
and rapid development of mind and the emotions,
a total lack of emotional control shown by causeless
fits of anger and not infrequently spasms, not
epileptic but emotional, sleep walking and sleep talk-

ing, delirium with the slightest fever, intense super-
sensitiveness and extreme selfishness, a lack of the
sense of duty towards others, and precocity in the
growth of the love feeling long before sexual desire
has been established, being indeed asexual. The
time of crisis is at puberty, li they pass that suc-
cessfully, or rather if they fight successfully through
the period of adolescence, they may become in spite

of their handicap, even brilliantly useful men and
women. Otherwise they become useless and, em-
bittered themselves, they make the world bitter to

others and if they breed, breed weaklings.

I do not wish you to get the impression from any-
thing that I have said about the nervous child, that
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I believe there is a class of children, clearly marked
off from all others, children we can put in one
pigeonhole, and that I or anyone else can draw a
line and say on the one side are gathered all the

normal, and, on the other, a special class of the

abnormal, the nervous. Such a belief is absolutely

incorrect. There are not only no clearcut bound-
aries between the different types of the diseased but
no clearcut line between the healthy and the dis-

eased, the. normal and the abnormal. All types of

men merge into each other. There are all degrees
of health and of disease and pathological qualities

are found in queer companionship with health.

Every child is, then, a mixture of healthy and un-
healthy potentialities and this increases the interest

in and the importance of the study of the nervous
child, because in planning treatment much will de-

pend upon whether the healthy or the unhealthy
potentialities are the stronger. The personality

may, because of inherited tendencies, be so warped
and twisted that we can do nothing, or the inherent

tendency towards health may be strong enough to

win out, if the child is wisely managed. The wise
physician will guess the riddle rightly : the unwise
will rush in with optimism to cure the incurable, or

fail properly to handle the curable. One frequent
error is to mistake the unbalance many boys have
at puberty for degeneracy. It is not. A wise

schoolmaster or physician will not be frightened be-

cause a boy suddenly says or does something out of

consonance with his previous conduct, whether he is

a nervous boy or a much to be envied healthy young
savage, because he knows that every boy passes

through several stages before he comes out a human
being. The superficial psychologist of the Freudian
/School will frighten the parents and, if the boy is

left with him long enough, probably injure him un-

less he is made of very good stuff.

The treatment of the nervous child is nnportant

because he is so often the starting point of degen-

eracy in a family, and, on the other hand, because

much of the world's higher work in things above

the material, things higher than inventing motor en-

gines and telephones and cotton gins, things more
important than those which increase opportunity

for soft luxurious living, has been done by people

who certainly were nervous children. Too often,

because of parental ignorance, tPiey have been neg-

lected and all through childhood have fought their

own battles toward health, not only unaided by good
environment but held back by bad, whereas they

should have been helped in all ways to do the work
they were fitted for. The nervous child has so often

fought his own battle successfully that one is in-

clined almost to believe that our efforts in influenc-

ing Nature are wholly futile and that what Avill l)e.

as determined by inheritance, will be, no matter how
hard we may try to change the current of develop-

ment. Would Dickens have done more or better

work in manhood had his childhood been passed

imder theoretically better conditions? I doubt it.

Would an environment such as is advised by what
calls itself the newest school of pedagogy and sociol-

ogy (the school of psychoanalysis) have increased

his capacity for creative work and his happiness?

No.

We can do something, sometimes a great deal, to

help the nervous child to find permanent healthy

balance. The matter is not one of giving physic.

In the dim distant future, when we really know
something of biological chemistry, when our chaotic

knowledge of those glands now attracting so much
attention, becomes much greater and we really know
what their functions are, and how performed, we
may be able to stabilize the emotional side of chil-

dren by medication, by giving this or that chemical
substance. Today we must use other means.

Nervousness depends upon, in fact it is. emo-
tional instability, lack of inhibition, absence of will,

enslavement to impulse. The one object of treatment
is to strengthen the will and dethrone the tyrant im-
pulse. This is a hard task at best in a healthy

world
;
today, in a sick world, itself suffering from

the very disease we want to cure, the task is harder.

Before entering into the question of treatment, I

wish strongly to protest against certain teachings,

advanced by people who assert that they have dis-

covered what they call a new psychology, which is

largely advertised in newspapers and the popular
magazines under the name of psychoanalysis. The
literature on the subject is enormous and is grow-
ing daily. Starting out as a method of treating

hysteria, it now lays claim to being a great system
of philosophy, explaining all things. It has ex-
panded into an educational system. The disciples

of psychoanalysis say there is a subconscious mind
which is the real personality. It reveals itself in

dreams. According to them, consciousness exists in

utero, and libido begins while the fetus is swimming
in the amniotic sac and repressed, unconscious sex-

ual desire causes practically all emotional disease

;

conscious sexual desire they pay little attention to.

A boy's dreams reveal sexual desire, which may
have been unconscious since he was an unborn
fetus

;
though unconscious or subconscious it con-

trols him. Treatment consists in having the pa-

tient describe his dreams to the psychoanalyst who
interprets their symbolism. The symbolism is to

say the least peculiar. Any elongated object, an
umbrella, a toadstool, a key, water, animals, and a
thousand other things are symbolic of the sexual
organ or act. The patient is cured by having his

unconscious desires explained to him by the inter-

pretation of his dream. This doctrine is being
preached by men and women who lay claim to being
decent, and who say that we, who know it is inde-

cent, are ourselves dirty minded.
Several writers are clamoring for the introduc-

tion of psychoanalysis in the normal schools, social

teachers may practise it on their young pupils. Need
I tell you what the effect on nervous children such
examinations would have? Sexual feeling has
much to do with hysterical disorders, but it is not
unconscious or subconscious and does not date back-

to thumb sucking. Another fad is the cure of dis-

orders of personality by surgical operations on the

skull for supposititious fractures in infancy, and a
third is the cure of badness by removal of adenoids.

Now as to real treatment. It is a matter of edu-
cation, which is a very different thing from mere
school training. First, parents must change their

attitude toward life, must get away from the pre-
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valent belief that it must be made easy, that luxury

is the thing, and must relearn the lesson that inhibi-

tion is the one thing children must learn. We must
cast aside the false doctrine, that to save a boy you
must remove all temptation, prevent all stress, and
give him no battle to fight. He must be made strong

to fight the battle against evil. We must relearn

that innocence, which after all is ignorance, though
pretty in a baby is hideous in an adult ; that hiding

nasty truths does not make them untrue or abolish

them, and that work is the one thing worth while.

Our public educational system increases the num-
bers of nervous children because it teaches not truth

but falsehood. It teaches that life should be easy,

that society "must care for everyone. In some
schools ranking has been abolished on the ground
that it hurts the feeling of the boy who cannot be

at the head of the class (really a sensible boy cares

naught for such things) and that competition is an
evil. More than one pedagogue teaches that chil-

dren must not be allowed to play with soldiers lest

a spirit of militarism develops ; others, that history

is useless, because, forsooth, what can we learn

from Greece and Rome, and the founders of the

Republic can teach us nothing because the world,

i. e., man, has so changed. Fairy tales, these unwise
educators say, must not be told to children lest they

aid in the development of imagination, but wise men
know imagination is the world's great need.

Women, we are told, are the best teachers because

they are so gentle, but we know that no boy over

ten years old should be taught by women.

Our system of trying to make education univer-

sal is fundamentally wrong because it is wasteful

to prodigality : many boys and girls are incompetent

to take in anything beyond the merest fundamentals,

and both public money and their time is wasted by
trying to make bookish people of them. Money
that should be spent on intellectual boys is wasted

on children whom Nature intended should work
only with their hands. To hold them in school does

them no good and much harm. They want to work,
the years of idleness at school destroy that desire

and they become lazy. The one thing to make a

boy a man is to teach him selfcontrol, a love of

truth, and a desire to work. These are the impor-

tant, vital things. Our public school system, far

from helping the nervous boy, is injuring him, and
many boys, just on the borderline, it pushes over.

The parent's part in the training of children and
in the prevention of nervousness is of more im-

])ortance than that of the school. Today parents

are in a very unpleasant situation. If they are wise,

they may overcome to a greater or less degree the

evils of our effeminized public school system, with

its superficiality, lack of discipline, multiplicity of

useless studies, absence of real and prompt punish-

ment for boyish sins, mixing of sexes and of races

;

if the father, and especially the mother, are unwise,

only Nature can help the child. Fortunately Nature
often does help by giving the boy a strong enough
healthy tendency to health to overcome the evil

potentiality.

I have said little or nothing as to medical and
surgical treatment. It can be summed up in a

phrase, the nervous child's anatomical apparatus
should be kept in good condition and if he has any
defect therein, it should be remedied. If he really

needs glasses he should be fitted with glasses ; cir-

cumcision is a wholesome practice in all boys and, if

the prepuce is very long or adherent, it is impera-

tive ; adenoids should be removed always, tonsils

sometimes, teeth should be looked after, but boys
should not be tortured for years for the sake of

prettiness ; noses that fail as organs of respiration

should be seen to, but we must not expect miracles

by the removal of socalled reflex causes of disease.

1918 Spruce Street.

Psychoses and Potential Psychoses of Childhood*
By EDWARD A. STRECKER, M. D.,

Philadelphia,

Senior .Assistant Physician. Pennsylvania Hospital, Department for Mental and Nervous Diseases, and Chief of Clinic for Mental and
Nervous Diseases.

Trj.ie mental disease in children is extremely rare.

Hagen (1) stated that it occurred in but one of

every 17,752 inhabitants and in more recent times

Rhein (2) in addition to five cases in his personal

experience was able to collect only forty-four

instances from the literature. Melancholia in chil-

dren was first described by Berkham (3) in 1750

and what is undoubtedly a description of the young-
est mental patient on record was a case of insane

fury in a nine months old infant, published by
Greding (4) in 1790. We should be skeptical about

this report. Probably if a pediatrist had been pres-

ent a more reasonable diagnosis of intestinal colic

would have been made.

•Read at a meeting of the Philadelphia Pediatric Society at the
College of Physicians and Surgeons, April 12, 1921.

STATISTICS.

A review of five thousand consecutive hospital

admissions brought to light only eighteen instances

of undoubted psychoses in children under the age

of fifteen. This is less than one half of one per

cent, of the admission rate. Ten of the children

were girls and eight were boys. The type of mental

disease was doubtful in four cases. In ten the final

diagnosis was manic depressive psychosis. In

seven of these the depressive element was more pro-

nounced and in only one was there frank mania.

These statistics do not include postinfectious mental
disease, juvenile paresis or psychotic manifestations,

or episodes in epileptics, psychoneurotics, constitu-

tional psychopaths, or the mentally defective. How-
ever, dementia prsecox was carefully searched for
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and only four examples found. It is likely that this

extreme rarity is more than accidental. When one
recalls that this disease has its greatest incidence at

puberty, or soon thereafter, and that a wealth of

endocrine anomalies and disorders have been noted

in the fully developed and chronic stages of the psy-

chosis, it would seem that we have a clue too signifi-

cant to be overlooked in future attempts to uncover
hidden etiology.

The age of incidence in the manic depressive

group was as follows : one at ten, three at twelve,

one at thirteen, and five at fourteen. In dementia
prsecox the age at onset 'was eleven and fourteen in

the male children and eleven and thirteen in the

females.

CASE REPORT.

I have selected one case of dementia prsecox for

brief description. The patient's heredity was
heavily charged. The father had melancholia and
a paternal uncle and cousin were mentally sick dur-

ing the greater part of their lives. The child was
bright, in fact, precocious. Coincident with the

establishment of the menses at thirteen, she became
irritable, seclusive, depressed, and made two dra-

matically planned attempts to end her life. A brief

remission was followed by rapidly progressing and
final deep dementia. There were hallucinations of

hearing, silliness, vague ideas of reference, delu-

sions of persecution, untidiness, and frequent out-

breaks of catatonic excitement, during which she

blindly and desperately attempted to injure every-

one in her vicinity. At the present time, in the

fourteenth year of the disease, at the age of twenty-

seven, she is hopelessly demented.

SYMPTOMATOLOGY.

It seems probable that the symptomatology of

mental disease is relatively more simple in children

than in adults. In the manic depressive group, the

depression was often nothing more than an elemen-

tary emotional reaction or else it was supported by

vague and trivial delusional formation. In only one

patient was the idea of personal wrongdoing and

selfdepreciation expressed comprehensively and
more or less logically. The psychomotor activity

was seemingly more motor than psychic and the dis-

tractibility and flight of ideas were apparently very

closely related to the contents of the environment.

Mental confusion occurred frequently. In demen-
tia precox delusions were usually of uncomplicated

construction.

It must be borne in mind that the central nervous

system, particularly in respect to its more complex
differentiation, is the final acquisition of the child.

A structure or organ which has not reached its

maximum growth is imable to respond by complete

functional expression to either physiological stimu-

lation or pathological irritation. Among primitive

races mental disease, especially dementia prsecox, is

uniformly simple in its clinical expression. For
instance, among the Javanese, Kraepelin (5) found
a preliminary period of confused excitement which
rapidly passed into a silly dementia. Catatonia was
infrequent; hallucinations rare; delusional forma-
tion very elementary and prodromal depression

absent.

MENTAL SYMPTOMS IN DISEASES OF CHILDHOOD.

Of particular importance to pediatrists are the

mental symptoms which occur in the course of, or
as sequels to the infectious and contagious diseases

of childhood. They are very frequent. Alexander
(6) states that between ten per cent, and thirty per
cent, of psychoses in children are due to acute dis-

eases, especially the exanthemata. Spitzka (7)
found that seven per cent, followed fevers ; mental
episodes have been reported after scarlet fever,

diphtheria, whooping cough, typhoid, and malaria.

During the course of the acute illness we may ex-

pect a varying grade of delirium and subsequently
an unmotived excitement or depression with con-

siderable confusion, often without -hallucinations

and delusions. Of recent interest are the psychoses
which follow epidemic encephalitis in children (8).
The clinical picture is more or less uniform. There
are impulsive, purposeless motor acts, marked irri-

tability, attention disorders, distractability, an in-

consistent, variable, and unstable emotional reaction,

marked insomnia, and occasionally intense eroticism

and precocious sexual feelings.

It seems likely that the frequency of mental dis-

orders in the common diseases of children is another

expression of the structural and functional incom-

pleteness of the central nervous system. In other

words, the resistance which later will be highly

developed, is still in an unstable and formative

stage.
.

POTENTIAL PSYCHOSES.

To judge from the case histories of adults with

mental disease, there is often in childhood a predis-

position which is expressed in terms of abnormal
makeup. How may these potential psychoses be

recognized ? In children who are brought to the

clinic we not uncommonly meet the shutin type of

personality. These children, as Dr. Burr once aptly

wrote, are a curious combination of child and adult.

Intellectually they are often precocious. Socially

they are not boisterous, vivacious, or openly inquisi-

tive, but show a passive resistance to their environ-

ment. They do not enjoy play with other children,

are much alone, and do not readily confide their

thoughts to others, even to their parents. They are

unduly sensitive and often absentminded and
dreamy. On such a basis may develop distinct

seclusiveness and a gradual withdrawal from prac-

tically all human contacts. This is essentially de-

mentia prjecox, the preeminent psychosis of ado-

lescence.

While a manic depressive temperament often ex-

ists in the adult, it is less clearly recognized in early

life. A certain percentage of children show an

undue amount of emotional instability often with

pronounced moodiness and sulkiness. I have under

observation several intellectually supernormal boys

who present almost constant and uncontrollable

motor restlessness, which if accompanied by cor-

responding mental hyperactivity would be equiva-

lent to true mania.

MENTAL HYGIENE.

The pediatrist has the unusual opportunity of
studying and sometimes controlling the environ-

mental factors of childhood. While to some extent
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the child is Hniited by its heredity, it is undoubtedly

true that much of the future is determined by early

influences and training. Without attempting to dis-

cuss preadolescent psychology, it might be worth
while to point out certain elementary facts. It is

probably true that in the early years of life there is

an ef¥ort on the part of the child to dominate its

immediate surroundings. When the path of least

resistance is followed by the parents the outcome is

a spoiled child. When the opposite extreme method
is used, and there is constant severity and harsh-

ness, we may expect a repressed child with a

crushed spirit, either vindictive or lacking in initia-

tive and courage. What is needed is a reasonable,

middle of the road course.

IMust normal children are animated interrogation

marks. Their curiosity, and especially their sexual
curiosity, needs to be taken seriously and generally
frankly. If denied by the parents or physicians, the

desired information will soon be supplied by ques-
tionable sources which may prove highly dangerous.

Punishment of children is a much mooted ques-
tion. It is generally conceded that it is harmful to

the child, if it occasions a marked loss of reasonable
emotional control in the parent or individual who
administers the punishment. Usually it is possible

to buikl up more logical barriers against bad be-

haviour. Children are individuals and have their

own ])oint of view and the adult conception may be

totally inexplicable and seemingly inadequate to the

youthful mind.
Finally no two children are alike. There are per-

sonal differences and peculiarities which must be

carefully studied. Certain traits need to be en-

couraged and others discouraged, if the child is to

reach the apex of its inherited and developmental
possibilities.
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The Problems of Personality in Disease*

By MARION E. KENWORTHY, M. D.,

New York.

In order to have an understanding of the mental
aspects in any given case, we must first have a clear

conception of the personality makeup of the pa-

tient, and so it is pertinent to ask, What do we mean
by personality ? It is not my intention to give a long-

didactic definition of the concept of personality, for

it would be confusing. Paton, in his discussion of

personality, states it well when he says : "The person-
ality expresses the individual's biological capacity for

adaptation, and in a certain sense measures the de-

gree of adaptation of which he is capable at all the

diiferent levels of living, reflex, autonomic, and
voluntary."

In our consideration of personality this concept
must be borne in mind, that the kind of integration

with which we are dealing is not inherited, but is

acquired in the course of the life time of the indi-

vidual
;
hence it is possible, arbitrarily, to divide the

growth of the personality into various stages, and
for the sake of convenience we may designate the
first stage as the intrauterine, the second as the in-

fantile, the third as the preadolescent, the fourth as

the adolescent, and so on through the life span of
any given individual.

Thus it will be seen that as the individual pro-
gresses through each period of his development, his

experiences involve a more and more complex or-

ganization of the nervous system. Concurrent with
this growth, we find larger and larger association

*Address d"livered at the Rraduation of nurses of the United
Hospital at Portchester, May 25, 1921.

areas becoming involved. Therefore, in the consid-

eration of the personality of any individual, we
must bear in mind the necessity of obtaining a con-

cept which contains a longitudinal section of the

individual's life rather than accepting as sufficient

data that which we can obtain by taking a cursory

cross section observation. That is to say, it is al-

ways essential that we study the past, for we react

to the present in a manner which is largely deter-

mined by our past experiences.

In order to arrive at a satisfactory understanding

of the elements which may have exerted some in-

fluence in the shaping and growth of the personality

we must inquire into the possible factors which may
mold the growing personality. Our first considera-

tion then, most naturally, would be those factors

which fall under the category of hereditary influ-

ences. These factors, as such, have long been recog-

nized in their potency, and in the present considera-

tion we shall confine ourselves to the discussion of

patients who receive an essentially normal heredi-

tary endowment. Second in our consideration are

the influences of the environment. The scope of

these broaden as the individual gains growth and
experience. Included in these, we must recognize
those influences exerted by the home surroundings,
the .schools, the neighborhood, and those produced
by the broi&der social setting as the individual ex-

pands his interest and activities.

In the early periods of development of the i)er-

s(Miality the home stands out preeminently as the
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most important factor. In this consideration we
not only must look at the home setting as such, but

recognize the various potent factors which may
contribute to faulty adjustments on the part of this

growing personality in the home. In this field

alone the nurse can make a monumental contribu-

tion to the health of the home, if she, in her capac-

ity as guardian of the sick, can instruct the mother

and father of the child how to meet certain simple

everyday problems in a healthy, objective, unemo-
tional manner.

Among the most potent early influences we must
recognize the importance of the commonplace events

of everyday life, such as the apparently simple

problems of nutrition, of sleep, of habits of clean-

liness, the ability to accept certain restrictions placed

upon them, and the ability to acquire independence.

From personal experiences one will be able to see

the power for good or evil contained in the possible

reactions of the child to these apparently common-
place events and will recognize that they contain

elements by which the child builds his progressive

steps towards habit formation and behavior mani-

festations. In other words, the way the child re-

sponds to these simple environmental situations pre-

determines, to a large degree, his future ability or

inability successfully to function as an adult.

For example, if the child finds that through the

manifestation of fear and sleeplessness when con-

fronted by the dark he can gain the attention of the

parent, possibly force the parent to sit by his bed,

or lie down beside him, or leave the light burning,

he will soon accept this as the most successful way
of putting himself across ; in other words, he gains

attention where otherwise he would not. The same

principle can be found in the various reactions to

food, his refusal of certain articles, his insistent de-

mand for others. A frequent example of this is the

demand for cofifee or tea, often a mere transition or

continuation of his infantile habit fostered by the

mother through her habitual giving of the breast

each time he cried.

It is only a step further in this process of mal-

adaptation that one finds the beginning evidences of

somatic or physical complaints. We are all familiar

with the child who complains that if he is made to

eat certain foods he will be "sick at tlie stomach"

and if perchance the parent persists in forcing the

ingestion of this undesired food, he soon finds that

vomiting of the disliked food becomes the most effi-

cient protest against a repetition in the future. It is

evident, then, that even in childhood we may get

certain physical symptoms or manifestations as a

direct response to certain psychic attitudes. That

is to say, if the child finds that he can dominate the

situation through somatic complaints, or definite

physical symptoms, in this manner avoiding the

necessity of making undesired adjustments, he is

laying a foundation for future responses, and under

the stress of difficult adult problems, he may refuse,

or be incapable of facing, responsibilities and may
develop an obscure invalidism.

A case in point is that of an eleven year old girl

who came to the clinic with a complaint that for the

past two years she had been nervous and that each

morning she was troubled with an intestinal upset

and vomiting which often made her so weak she

could not go to school. The child was evidently

dependent upon her mother, cried when asked to

enter the examining room, and clung to the mother's
hand during the interview. The father was dead

;

the mother, the patient, and a brother fourteen

years of age, lived in a small apartment, the mother
earning a livelihood as janitress and washerwoman.
The early history was negative, except that the

child was nursed until she was sixteen months old.

She had always received a good deal of attention

from the mother who was oversolicitous and ex-

travagant in the afifection which she showered upon
the child ; this tendency could be explained on the

basis that the lonely woman found, through the

medium of her children, a source of emotional satis-

faction.

The present nervousness was reported to have
begun as a result of fright two and one half years

ago, when, while playing in the park, she saw a

cousin fall into the pond. The patient cried hys-

terically for hours, and her present symptoms,
nervousness, sleeplessness, nausea and vomiting,

gradually developed.

On questioning, it was found that the child had
always slept with her mother. She habitually re-

mained up until the rnother retired, because she was
frightened of the dark. The mother was unwilling
to allow the child out of her sight, always accom-
panying her to school. When the child vomited, the

mother became much upset, was very solicitous and
more attentive. The child talked freely of her past

experiences, of her love for her mother, etc. It

was felt that the ])resent symptom complex was
largely the result of an unconscious infantile wish
to remain with her mother, and because of this, the

first step in treatment should be along lines which
would tend to free the child from this fixation. The
first point of attack naturally would be to assist the

mother to gain a new point of view.

This approach met with success. The mother
was persuaded to allow the child to sleep in a room
alone, to allow her to go to school unattended, to

furnish her with certain responsibilities about the

house, and above all to help the child become eman-
cipated from her state of infantile dependence. She
returned in a week much improved, had had only
one attack of diarrhea, was feeling much better, less

nervous, and had attended school each day. Four
subsequent visits were made, each time with con-
tinued improvement, and gradual loss of all symp-
toms ; she had become more self reliant and inde-

pendent, to all intents and purposes. She is now
enjoying good health.

This case illustrates very well the ease with which
a child may become habituated to certain psycho-
pathological means of adaptation and demonstrates
the necessity of obtaining a comprehensive under-
standing of the life of the patient in all its aspects,

but especially those presented in the home surround-
ings. The lesson to be gained from it is even more
forceful when we recall that this child had been
receiving medical treatment as such, for her physi-

cal complaints for a period of over two years.

The frequent occurrence of just such cases in the

everyday experience of the nurse leads one to ap-
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preciate the oppi rmnity presented to the nurse in

her intimate contacts in the home to assist very

materially in the education of the parents and

through her insight furnish a powerful means of

forestalling these beginning manifestations of mal-

adjustment.

The principle here illustrated is becoming more
and more recognized and even in literature it is pos-

sible to find concrete examples. In a recently pub-

lished life of Margaret Fuller, we find existing be-

tween the father and daughter a pathological attach-

ment which wrought indelible change, afifecting her

general attitude throughout Margaret's life. As a

result of this profound attachment, we discover evi-

dences of precocious stirrings of sex interests and
desires : concurrent with these desires come the con-

flicting emotions and the attempt on the part of the

girl to repress these unacceptable thoughts. It

woixld seem that for some years she was able to do
this fairly successfully but when in her twenties, the

family removed to a remote farm district where
opportunities for companionship were confined to

her father, she was able to sustain the emotional
conflict for two years and then fell desperately ill,

so that even her life was despaired of. This case

illustrates very well the tendency on the part of

certain individuals to find expression for the emo-
tional conflicts through a displacement of the de-

structive forces at work to the physical levels. It

is in just such cases that nurses may, with a broader
understanding of psychological principles, be able

to help materially in constructing a healthier mental
attitude in these patients, and by so doing free them
from the bonds of invalidism.

The third great factor is the influence of organic

and functional inferiorities on the personality.

Alfred Adler first emphasized the importance of or-

ganic inferiorities as the cause of distressing com-
pensatory strivings. We perforce must recognize

that inferiorities of an organ or function become
emphasized when they tend to cause failure in the

competition of everyday Hfe; repetitions of this

failure tend to create a fear of failure. The task

then is to find a means of adequate compensation.

This is frequently displayed on the physiological

level, for it is a common occurrence to find a hyper-

trophied left ventricle in mitral insufficiency, the en-

largement of the remaining kidney when the other

is removed or destroyed through disease processes,

or the enlargement of the thyroid when the pituitary

gland underfunctions, etc.

If such compensation occurs on the physiological

level, is it not easy to conceive this process as oc-

curring in the higher psychic levels ? As a matter
of fact this is just what does occur. In the competi-

tion of everyday life, we find certain individuals

with recognized inferiorities; it is the fear of their

organic or functional inferiority that forces them
to make compensation. This is most often true of

the functional inferiority which manifests itself in

a struggle for heterosexual virility.

Where there exists a condition of sexual inferior-

ity as measured by the sex standards of their asso-

ciates, such as we find in the efifeminate man or the

woman with marked masculine attributes, or in

those individuals with functional inferiority due to

perverse sexual tendencies or autoerotic cravings,

there is prone to exist a "pernicious sense of in-

feriority from which they are forced to protect

themselves in some manner." When we consider

the various means an individual may use in seeking

to protect himself we find that they may for the sake

of convenience be divided into three groups.

First. He may seek protection through avoiding

competition. By so doing he need not expose him-
self to the task of measuring up to the standards
of his rivals. But this solution contains within it

elements of destruction to the personality, for he

may soon find that it is necessary to withdraw from
all personal contacts in order to avoid the stressing

of his own inferiorities. Through this habitual

withdrawal from competitive reality, we find the

gradual development of a shutin personality, with
his seclusive suspicious, selfloving tendencies. In
other words, there occurs a retrogression toward
the deteriorating psychoses. Examples of the end
products of this type of defense are numerous in

the hospitals for mental diseases.

Second. He may seek for an elimination of this

inferiority either through a psychic castration (by
this I mean refusal to admit the presence of the

ofifending part), or, as occurs very often, he may
seek elimination through actual surgical excision.

This type of reaction might be conceived by many
as being socially acceptable, for has not the sub-

ject of surgical operations become the popular topic

of discussion at pink teas and social functions of
all kinds?

Not long ago, in discussion with an eminent phy-
sician, the statement was made that at least sixty

per cent, of the surgical operations were performed'
in cases where the symptom complex, while appar-
ently due to physical causes, was in truth due to the

unconscious affective cravings of the patient. If

we accept this as the existing state of affairs, it is-

easy to see why nurses and physicians should have
a thorough understanding of these mechanisms in

order that they may better understand the true con-
dition of the patient. It is a common occurrence
for patients to return after a surgical operation
complaining that only temporary relief was gained
and that now they are worse than ever. How can
we expect cure when the root of the trouble lies in

the maladaptations of the individual in his emotional
life? A case which illustrates this point is that of
a girl of thirty-two, well educated and holding a
responsible position. Two and one half years ago
she began to complain of extreme discomfort after

eating and showed all the cardinal symptoms of a
gastric ulcer. She was cared for by one of the best

internists who treated her for gastric ulcer accord-
ing to all the modem methods of medical treatment,
including the use of the duodenal tube for two
months. Little improvement resulted and finally he
advised a change of scene, restricted exercise, a spe-

cial diet, etc. A year and a half later she came to

me complaining of excessive distress and nausea,
gastric pains, and loss of weight. An examination
showed extreme tenderness and rigidity over the

pylorus. The history of the girl showed many evi-

dences of a neurotic makeup, with an extreme fixa-

tion on her father, severe conflicts about certain
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friendships, and a recent disappointment due to the

uphappy ending of a love affair ; in other words,

there were evidences of profound affective cravings

which were essentially unfulfilled.

I placed her in the care of an eminent surgeon

for observation. His first impression as the result

of a brief examination led him to believe that sur-

gical intervention might be needed, but careful study

for ten days in a hospital, with the use of all the

modern methods of diagnosis, failed to reveal the

presence of any pathological condition. The stom-

ach contents were normal, digestive functions were
normal, the x ray showed no retention, thickening,

or any findings suggestive of trouble. Through
psychoanalysis, she gained much selfknowledge and
as a result of this was able to reconstruct her atti-

tude towards life, so that she accepted a more ob-

jective viewpoint regarding the painful repressions,

etc., and became finally a well integrated individual.

Concurrent with the unfoldings of this selfknowl-

edge, the gastric symptoms disappeared, and she

now eats anything she likes and feels like an alto-

gether different person.

We all can learn through illustrative cases of this

sort that surgical procedures may not furnish the

medium of cure in all cases. Frequent reports of

such cases are made. Dr. Jelliffe in his publications

reports the case of a man with a sex inferiority

which was much overcompensated giving rise to

affective tensions resulting in the production of a

duodenal ulcer.

This naturally leads me to the consideration of

the third type of defence, that of compensation.

This is by and large the most frequent and most

often successful. By the development of a pro-

tective superiority in some other function, the indi-

vidual is able to gain satisfactory social recognition

;

if, however, we deprive this individual of his means
of compensation by forcing him into a vocation he

dislikes, or by preventing him from giving up work
that deprives him of a means of solving his affective

craving, we drive him back to the realization of his

inferiority and then he is prone to become "a pa-

tient complaining of distressing cardiac, respiratory,

gastric, intestinal or genitourinary symptoms, re-

sulting fom an unbalanced and pathological tension

of certain autonomic segments."

As Kempf so well states : "These tensions are

conducive to unbalancing the reciprocal relations of

the segments of the (vegetative) or autonomic sys-

tem and, by their causing a stream of distressing

sensations, force the individual to make a social

adjustment. For example, when an artisan loses

his right hand in an accident and complains of in-

somnia, loss of appetite, a sinking feeling in his

abdomen, we know that the stomach and viscera in

the epigastric region have assumed postural ten-

sions that are the source of a stream of fearful

feelings, as he compensates by developing efficient

skill with his left hand the dangers of failure and

poverty decrease, and the troublesome tensions are

relieved. Thus it will be seen if the individual

finds a successful means of compensation, he makes

a successful adjustment, but when for any reason

his means for compensation of his inferiority are

removed, he is driven back upon himself, and as a

result of tlie autonomic tensions set up, lie will

display a variety of symjitoms which we know as

physical."

This holds true throughout life. It is a common
occurrence to have a child complain of headache
when it is tinie to go to school in the morning, and
when nine o'clock has passed the symptoms may
gradually disappear into thin air. If, however, one
will investigate, it will frequently be discovered that

a written test was due which the child feared, or a
competitive drill of some sort was scheduled which
would force the child to measure himself in com-
petition with others, with the fearful possibility of

finding that he would fail to measure up or be

unable to put himself across according to the stand-

ards of his classmates. If perchance he should,

through painful past experiences, have known the

dissatisfaction of defeat, the situation is aggravated.

Thus it will be seen that the somatic symptom com-
plex has as its basis this driving fear of failure

;

failure, with its consequent insult to the ego, which,

for the comfort of the individual, must be protected.

To give medicine for the distressing symptoms of

headache or nausea will not eliminate the basis of

trouble. What the child really needs is help in

facing difficult situations and in order that he may
be better able to do this, we must help him to gain

a better mental attitude by teaching him to recognize

his assets and his limitations, to accept them as such

and to make the most of the equipment which he

already has, by finding successful means of adapta-

tion to the realities of life as. he finds them.

I have attempted to suggest to you in this brief

presentation some of the possible factors which tend

to contribute to the shaping of the growth of per-

sonality
;
first, the influences which are exerted from

the conception of the individual as a unit, the pos-

sible influence of heredity; secondly, the influences

of environment in all its aspects, through the me-
dium of the home surroundings, the school, the

neighborhood, and the broader community influ-

ences met with as the individual expands his social

interest and activities. Thirdly, I have presented

briefly those factors rising from within the indi-

vidual himself which tend to bring about changes
or adjustments in the personality makeup as such,

first through the avoidance of the stress of com-
petition through fear of failure in the measuring of

himself with the standards of his associates, sec-

ondly, through the refusal of recognition of the

offending difficulties or through the attempt to rid

himself of the offending inferiority through actual

surgical intervention, and lastly, through an at-

tempt to solve his difficulties by compensating for

the inferiority through the development of an ac-

ceptable superiority.

It is my desire to assist you to gain a viewpoint

which will enable you to appreciate the fact that

through this psychological approach, you have a

definite approach to the physical ; that it is never
possible to dissociate absolutely the mental and phy-

sical elements in any given case ; that this inter-

relation of mental and physical must be accepted,

and in order that we may gain a satisfactory under-

.standing of it, a knowledge of the psychological

elements at work in each human problem is required.
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Personality in the Making
By WALDEMAR H. GROSZMANN,

Plainfield, N. J.

We all have a warmly personal feeling of self

which is the mainspring of all our actions, thoughts

and emotions. This is the ego. The ego finas its

expression primarily through the exercise of our

instincts which represent within us the heritage of

human as well as of all other life since the beginning

of time. We have long recognized that life centres

about the operation of two all important instincts

—

that of selfpreservation and that of procreation.

The first seeks the welfare of the individual, the

second that of posterity. The instinct of self-

preservation, with its many collateral, supplemen-

tary and dependent instincts to reinforce it, and
that of procreation, with which are combined in-

numerable other instincts whose manifestations can

either be raised to the highest ideational spheres or

be dragged to the depths of grossest animalism,

exist in dilTerent relative combination and strength

within each one of us. The ego is the resultant

expression of this distinctly individual complex.

To these primary evidences are added those secon-

dary ones which result from the ego's struggles to

preserve its identity in the face of the ceaseless

onslaughts of the external forces in hfe. Those
expressions of ego resulting from the instinct com-
plex are thus due to heredity ; those modifications

in the assertions of the ego which result from the

struggle for acceptance are due to environment.

The life of each of us is a series of ef¥orts to re-

shape the ego of heredity into forms acceptable to

the world of environment. This is indeed a life

task, for the original ego is exceedingly tenacious

and active in its own behalf to preserve contact with

the world outside free from all restraint. To
accomplish this end, it will surround itself with an
astonishing array of disguises, tricks and other

devices intended to deceive the self and the world
about.

From this we may infer that the ego labors.

First of all, from its earliest beginnings the ego,

through its instinct complex, strives for conscious

recognition of its existence by the individual.

During the early stages the baby is an almost un-
conscious, plastic medium. Through the very fact

of this struggle for conscious recognition, we recog-

nize that by far the greater part of the ego always
exists in the unconscious part of each person's

psychic life. It is the initial state out of which all

forms of the ego must emerge. Such forms of the

ego as do finally receive conscious recognition must
then be still further modified and curtailed before
the prudent individual allows them to meet the eyes
of outsiders. In fact, only a small portion of the

conscious ego is ever permitted an external life.

For purposes of convenience, let us consider un-
conscious and inner (that is, outwardly unobserved)
conscious life as subjective phases of the psyche,
while all evidences of consciousness, whether orig-

inally conscious or unconscious, which take form in

an external object, we shall consider as objective

phases of the psyche. We shall find that it is the

constant aim of the ego to externalize its identity,

preferably by way of the inner subjective conscious-

ness into which it has gained admission, or directly

from the unconscious into the external if the

resistance to even the briefest flight through inner

consciousness is too great. The latter is usually

resorted to only when immediate external action is

needed to meet an emergency through a powerful

assertion of the ego in the interest of selfpreserva-

tion or when pathological mental conditions exist.

It will have become clear from this conception

that the ego struggles against certain restraints

which threaten its free expression. Such restraints

do definitely exist. They are most easily thwarted

in youth, but become more definite and closely inter-

locked as we grow older. On the one hand they

form the basis for mental health, selfpoise, person-

ality; on the other, lack of these restraints explains

all the varied and heavily disguised forms of psychic

abnormality encountered in such profusion through-

out the human family.

These restraints arise from two sources : one of

them external to the individual, the other internal.

At times they work together
;
again they will work

independently ; and not infrequently they will work
violently against each other. We are here particu-

larly interested in the psychic restraints.

Let it be emphasized here for purposes which
shall become clear in later writings that it is in youth

that the barriers between unconscious, inner and
outer life are simplest, and that, therefore, the

strivings of an active and turbulent ego for objective

life are easiest of attainment. It is during 'these

earliest years that the ego wins repeated epochal

victories over all psychic resistance—victories which
stand out as fixed points in the individual's evolu-

tion and from each of which will radiate new lines

of conduct which will determine the whole future

course of existence in health and in sickness—be this

physical, mental or emotional.

What, then, are these psychic restraints, and
wherefore the need of struggle?

Who is there who has not at some time felt that

he is of better and finer clay than that common to

general mankind? This feeling is normally felt

most frequently in childhood and early youth, but

even through maturer years it is likely to crop out

at strange and unexpected moments. Ordinarily,

however, as we grow older and realize our short-

comings, as we compare our individual attainments

with the even better attainments of others, as our
mental horizon broadens through contact with our
fellowmen we seek to repress this feeling of smug-

superiority and strive to content ourselves with a

more modest estimate of self. We laboriously train

ourselves through systematic and cumulative intel-

lectual discipline to accept the abstraction of reason

that we are truly but a single and unimportant phase
in the human cosmos of the ages. But we far from
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accept tliis verdict of intellect in our emotional

appraisement of self. Here, under many disguises,

we continue unto death to believe firmly that we
are of the elect in the human family.

That this feeling is normal is evidenced by the

fact that we all confess it at some time in our lives.

Selfdiscipline, especially when accentuated through
fear of ridicule by others, may lead us to hide this

feeling completely from the world. But it is only

hidden, buried in the deepest recesses of inner

consciousness. Even here it is not long permitted
to^parade in its nakedness before our mental vision,

but is pilloried, clothed, and then put to useful work.
The suppression, disguises and work to which we

subject this irrepressible feeling leads to many
strange variations in the normal life of mind and
emotions, and produces within each individual an
outward guise or pose which we sometimes call

personality. Commonly we associate the idea of

personality, not with the neutral aura of average
persons, but rather with the striking individuality

of persons of distinctly greater intellectual or other

attainments than common, or even with mentally
peculiar, erratic, abnormal or deranged beings.

Nevertheless, the same processes which bring out
striking personalities underlie the life of those of

us who are average. Everyone possesses person-
ality, but, as we shall learn later, most of us defi-

nitely prefer to be average and to regulate our lives

in accord with that aim. Average personality, trans-

planted into strange countries or into other times,

would clearly appear to be anything but average
to the regular people of those countries or Limes.

They would be like pictures taken from their

conventional' frames and placed into strange or
incongruous settings.

Let us recall the statement that the feeling of a

superior quality of our personal clay is felt in it?.

purest form in childhood and early youth. After
these early years the feeling is more and more
suppressed and mutilated through the conflicts with
the ego.

Human society has always realized the existence

of conflict between the ego and the world outside,

although it cannot be said to have realized this con-

dition in an analytical sense. It has at all times

definitely striven through teaching to conciliate the

individual and the social group for their mutual
advantage. Where it cannot conciliate, society

firmly restrains excessive egoistical tendencies. Even
in the simplest social organizations a definite course
of initiation into family and tribal customs was
prescribed for its youth. The individual was
taught through religious ceremonies, folklore, cere-

monials of tribal organization, customs in hunting,

in the use of weapons in warfare, etc., just how to

conduct himself, not merely to meet the various

demands and exigencies of life for his own pro-

tection and advantage, but to meet them accor-ding

to acceptable standards of conduct. We realize

today that even the most obscure religious and other

rite ceremonials of ancient peoples originally had
basically no other object than to teach youth the

acceptable use of its instincts of selfpreservation

and of procreation—acceptable to the standard

requirements of that social group and time. In

the civilized communities of today we have an even

more complete and thorough, though considerably

less obvious and direct, education for our youth,

calling into service the facilities of family life, a

complicated social order and a paternal government.

Thus the first steps in the rules of life are gradu-

ally unfolded to each child through some form of

systematic external education and restraint. These
rules form but a framework for conduct, it is true,

but this framework represents a good model. It

epitomizes human efYort through all stages of its

evolution. With this model as a guide, each indi-

vidual may construct the framework of his life

over which he may then cast the mantle of his own
personality which shall be woven out of the varied

material brought together by his ego.

While external education may proceed according

to plan, the individual must begin an adjustment in

his inner consciousness practically immediately on
the heels of the ego's first defeats which have fol-

lowed its turbulent stormings into consciousness

and the instant conflict with environment which an

overflow of this unrestrained ego precipitated.

From infancy he is made to understand that his ego

and the environment clash in almost constant con-

flict and that the outside world has an advantage
in resources and authority which cannot be gainsaid.

Thus the conclusion is forced upon him that, to

reduce conflict with environment to a minimum,
some definite control to hold the assertive ego in

leash must be devised.

The normal healthy ego must of necessity develop

into a fighter in order to establish its identity objec-

tively ; but it must learn to fight according to certain

rules which are sanctioned by the outside world,

otherwise it must suffer the penalty of ostracism.

Then, like every accredited fighter, it will thrive

through training, abstinence and struggle. Not
only must it fight according to the rules, but must
set before itself a goal, an ideal, which shall be an
embodiment of the spirit behind the letter and shall

through its distinctive merit give the owner an
honorable rating before his audience. Of this the

ego is incapable without the aid of definite grooming
and control from forces within the realm of sub-

jective consciousness. As this ideal which shall

control the ego must make its influence felt before

the ego emerges from either the unconscious or the

inner conscious phase of the psyche, the latter casts

about for a suitable subject within its own domain
which shall be enthroned with sufficient power to

enforce its dictates.

The realization by the self of this necessity for

inner control strengthens the newborn knowledge
of the limitations of self which contact of the infant

with the outside world has engendered, especially

as these conflicts of ego with environment rapidly

rise from the level of sensation to those of simple

ideation. It affords him the first feeble recognition

that he is of other substance than that all about

him. The more conflicts he witnesses and the more
experience he gains, the stronger and more clearly

defined becomes this feeling of separateness, of

aloofness, until an exaltation of the feeling of self

results. This, as a purely emotional phenomenon,
produces a conception of personal separateness from
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all things external—the rest of the human family

included—and leads from what at first appeared to

be only a physical and quantitative difference of

individuality to a qualitative one. The emotional

exaltation then takes the form of an individual

estimate of superiority.

This essentially personal feeling, then, is selected

by the psyche to enact, after careful transformation,

the role of ideal. Through ctnsoring all expressions

of the ego which pass in review before it before

being allowed out of its control, this ideal shall pass

upon or reject what is offered. Its difficult role

shall be to change the primary ego of heredity into

an acceptable secondary ego which shall exist on
terms of harmony and cooperation with the environ-

ment for the peace and happiness of the individual

and of his fellowmen.

The point will here be raised that this peculiar

feeling is but a phase of the ego, rather than some-
thing distinct ; but this is only true in another sense.

It is true in so far as the ego adopts the dictates of

this ideal as a part of its own acts. To revert to

the simile of the fighter: he may be powerfully built,

possess great endurance and skill, be well equipped
with the weapons of combat, and not only be capable
of inflicting punishment but be able to accept severe
punishment in return without giving up. But it

rests with him whether he shall be hailed with
acclaim or with abhorrence, should victory fall to

him. The verdict of onlookers will be based first

of all upon a common understanding of rules

according to which he will be expected to right.

They will then apply this standard to his actions,

and will judge him well or ill in so far as he has
complied with and lived these rules. In themselves,

the rules are an abstraction, an ideal. This abstrac-

tion exists outside the individual in the general
consciousness of a large group. It is the result of

preserving the best experience of the ages. Only
in so far as each individual translates this outer

general consciousness into terms of his own inner
consciousness and stamps with his approval the

accepted rules as a true measure of his own acts

is this ideal a part of himself. In the same manner
the inner ideal is an abstraction which has an exist-

ence within the ego only in so far as it serves as

an influence on its behavior.

Let us now conceive all individual consciousness,
when stripped to its simplest terms, to consist of
three phases comparable to a house with three
peculiarly built rooms. The first of these is like

a dark, unexplored and mysterious cave, a cellar,

whose far recesses may, for all we know, extend to

the very depths of the earth with its fearsome in-

habitants. It seethes with a strange life which is

hidden from the light of day. Its forms are in-

choate, monstrous, or belong to forgotten ages.
Above is a large, half lit room, crowded with furni-

ture and strange beings all in kaleidoscopic motion.
Not only do the contents of this room change their

relative positions, but at short intervals even the
contents themselves seem to melt away and to re-

assemble in other shapes. Then to our surprise we
often note on closer scrutiny that many of the
contents which apparently disappeared or changed
their form in reality only draped themselves in

clever disguises to hide the original shapes beneath.

Thus it goes on incessantly, grouping and regroup-

ing, a partial or complete change of furniture and
inhabitants, with new groupings and regroupings,

transformations whereunder the hideous assume an
alluring covering, while the shy, the beautiful, the

wistfully hopeful hide under tenaciously clinging

disguises of ugliness and horror—always grouping

and regrouping. In spite of this life, this change,

this evident rivalry and intrigue and upheaval for

favored places, all moves silently. The hal flight

comes through several small windows which give a

view outside. And all this grouping and regroup-

ing, all this restless change, all this fighting for

position by force or by trick, have these windows
and the two doors in this room as their pivotal

points. All strive either for vantage positions to

reach one in particular of these two doors, or, as

next best, to reach the windows to catch fleeting

glimpses of the outside before the next change.

All frantically avoid proximity to the remaining

door, and can be made to near it only when strength

fails under the resistless pressure of the moving
mass. The third room is light, airy and amply large

for its few inmates. Except where joined to the

second room, and except for a roof sufficient to

cover the floor space, it is open on all sides. We
may think of this room as a porch. -Out of the

connecting door leading from the second room come
strange people, mostly in conventional garb, who
either loiter contentedly beneath the shelter afforded

by the roof or, glad of the freedom from former

discipline and confinement, wander from this shel-

tering roof forever. They join the increasing

throng which seems to spring up on every hand
from numerous similar little houses about, all bend-

ing their steps toward a common meeting place

ahead.

Thus let us conceive individual consciousness, and
now let us follow further some of the strange details

which this picture has visualized for us.

Up out of the dark, underground room (the un-

conscious) rises a stairway to the door leading into

the half lit room above (inner consciousness).

Within this upper room all motion (or processes) of

perception, imagery, ideation, are normally under
definite control. Not only the motions, processes,

groupings and regroupings, behavior and transfor-

mations of all things within this room, but the door

of ingress from the cellar and the door of egress to

the porch are under the control of a guardian—the

censor. He it is who opens the door a crack in

answer to the summons from below, who passes

upon the fitness of some new appearance of the

importunate ego to enter, or slams the door upon
it if judged undesirable. He it is who enforces the

rules within that half lit room according, to which
that house is to be run. Then, too, it is he who
jealously guards the door of egress into the open,

allowing none to pass that fail to satisfy him as to

their worthiness to act as representative products

of his training when they reach the outside. Thus
it is normally.

Onslaughts from below often disturb the motions

above. Intrigues and deceptions above lead to

occasional uprisings against restraint, resulting in
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fierce struggles for mastery between inmates and
guardian. Such diversion of attention or actual

inefificiency on the part of the guardian may result

in complete momentary or even permanent overthrow
of restraint and a bursting open of both doors. Then
follows an orgy of lawless upheaval from below,

a storming of the room above, and a headlong melee
which debouches upon the open porch and into the

free world outside. The ego in all his most un-

desirable forms is rampant, and, unless order can be

promptly restored, the strange house is ruined and
ready to collapse.

Thus we see why it is fitting to consider the un-

conscious and inner consciousness as subjective

phases of the psyche, whereas those phases which

have passed beyond the control of the censor and
find their existence in the external world are objec-

tive expressions of the same. Actions, thoughts,

emotions, feelings or other evidences of self which
have once passed or escaped the censor and have
externalized themselves are beyond the further con-

trol or influence of the individual. Only the effect

of their entity into the outside world can be observed,

and, eventually, valuable experience is gleaned from
this observation which will be reflected in the

censorship of further releases.

And it is this very evaluation of experience from
the unrecallable acts of the self which are of such

inestimable value for the future control of the indi-

vidual. In infancy, when the censor is practically

missing or inexperienced, the door from the uncon-

scious into the inner conscious is open and un-

guarded. The ego stalks through in whatever
form he pleases. He needs no disguise. As the

need for control becomes evident, censorship asserts

itself in unmistakable terms which become increas-

ingly strict. Then we observe that the ego resorts

to wiles and deceptions to gain admission. Further,

we note that at certain times, which we now recog-

nize as distinct developmental periods, the onslaughts

by the ego become more concentrated and powerful
in their pressure. The ego assumes forms with

which the censor is so unfamiliar that he is fre-

quently misled into admitting them upstairs without

proper credentials for their object or behavior.

Only experience will make him more wary for the

future. At times the struggles between some new
phase of the ego, as it emerges from the unknown,
and the censor are so severe that both suffer cruelly

from wounds that leave lasting deformities and
scars. This battered form of the ego becomes
stultified, fixed, and will remain for years hidden

in some recess of the cellar or of the upper room,

suppressed or forgotten. Then unexpectedly it

escapes control when the censor has his attention

diverted or is worn with the struggles on every

hand. The deformity becomes the source of evil

contamination for all the other forms of our mental

life. This mutilated form serves as the actual basis

of some deepseated neurosis.

As with the doorway between subjective phases

of consciousness, so, too, with the doorway leading

from inner to outer consciousness. In infancy it is

wide open at first. The ego, whose constant aim
it is to emerge from the unconscious into objective

ex])resion, ])asses through Ixjth doors of the

upper room as if borne on the wings of a drait.

Externalization is quickly accomplished. Quick
demoralization and death must follow unless at least

the outer door is speedily closed.

Let us now look more closely into the evolution

or transformation of the superior clay feeling for

identity—a transformation which must take place

before the role of guardian or censor can be effec-

tively established. W* wish to discover how, as a

psychic phenomenon, censorship is enthroned and
develops an existence distinct from the ego it is to

control.

Very evidently this transformation results from
the interaction of forces exerted both from within

the individual and from the world outside. As the

feeling of selfappraisement gradually develops it is

accompanied by feeble experiments whereby simple

modifications of the primary ego are thrust outside

for the purpose of checking up the conception of

separate entity. Accumulating sense perceptions

serve as the basis for simple ideation. Ideation, in

turn, serves as the means of orientation as to which
of these simple modifications are acceptable outside

and which must in future be suppressed. Outside
censorship having promptly made its presence known,
it becomes clear that future experiments wall prove
disastrous unless the restrictions and the demands
upon the externalized ego are understood. Other-
wise the feeling of self becomes so confused in the

din of strife between ego and environment that

ideation and rationality cannot develop (as we ob-

serve in cases of feeblemindedness, idiocy, and other

abnormal states).

As a matter of fact, the outside world soon

assumes the initiative in making known its rules,

not waiting for ego experiments to make their

appearance. A very comprehensive system of in-

formation about and enforcement of its schedule of

restraints and rules is made known to the individual

according to which his censor shall in future be
guided before the ego emerges. As indicated in

another place, this system or code for conduct is

presented in the shape of formal instruction under-
taken by various agencies of the social group
in which each lives. As we observe how social

standards have emerged from their simplest forms
to the higher ones of the present day, we note how
experience as it has confronted countless individuals

in various life situations has been absorbed within

a general consciousness common to the entire social

group. The lessons of this experience are so pre-

served as to make it possible to easily teach them
to each rising generation.

We may thus conceive that the outside world
has developed, first, a social conscience which is a

composite conception derived from experiences and
observations demonstrating that, whatever line of

human endeavor may be under consideration, suc-

cess for the group depends upon holding the indi-

vidual to strict adherence to a correct and high level

of action. This level is what we may call the

group's idealization of its composite self for which
it will strive in terms of accomplishment and
morality for the common good and in its relations

with other social groups. Then we may conceive

further that this idealization for the group will pre-
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scribe certain standards in accordance with which
the actions of each individual member shall be

measured. In other words, his degree of con-

formity or nonconformity to the rules of the group
ideal will be tested under a censorship. This cen-

sorship we recognize under the name of public

opinion.

Group experiences upon which rules are founded
fall under different headings which correspond to

the principal tyf>es of human activity. Therefore,

the teaching of these rules for individual conduct

likewise falls under subject heads corresponding to

group experiences which involve either social organ-

ization or control or evolution, etc., or religion,

intellectuahty, business efficiency, etc. Thus the

individual is coached in the rules of community life,

of political government, of business cooperation,

etc.—eventually even to the extent of acting as an
all rounded representative and mouthpiece for his

social group in establishing relationship with other

groups. The young and growing child learns his

first systematized rules mainly through family pre-

cepts, playing with companions of his own age and
through a lengthy formal scholastic education.

Whatever phase of the lessons in human experience

it may be, each is intended to teach to the inex-

perienced self the mechanics of inhiliition and of

correct expression.

That group instruction is in a constant state of

readjustment is witnessed, for example, by the

history of even the most abstract and formal of

these systems, that of scholastic education. Here
are illustrated the many changes in the conception

of relative values and in the aim which the social

group has entertained from time to time as to the

proper relation of the individual to his group. We
need to recall but a few of the main historical

viewpoints to realize their diversity
;

recapitulistic,

practical, disciplinary, humanistic, religious, idealistic,

naturalistic, sociological, etc. Each in turn sought

to set up a syllabus of rules and aims which, through
their retroactive effect, were so to organize indi-

vidual consciousness as to curb or develop only such
activities of the ego as would advance individual

welfare in such manner as would at the same time
insure the desired group welfare and progress suited

to the group ideal for that age. One system would
arbitrarily postulate its mandates, demanding im-
plicit mechanical obedience by the individual with-
out caring whether that individual's censor under-
stood or could assimilate the restrictions ; another

would endeavor to win the cooperation and endorse-

ment of the individual by painstaking explanations

;

again, one would emphasize certain activities and
aims, much to the detriment or even to the exclusion

of others ; another would place a similar emphasis
elsewhere with equal narrowness. Similarly, our
social, political, religious and other forms of educa-
tion have undergone almost startling revisions, not

only of the substance of their precepts but of the

very objects underlying them.

Today we have broader vision, and the education
that comes to us through so many distinct agencies

is more harmonious in its aims than in the past.

Group consciousness recognizes the value of versa-

tility, of flexibility, of emphasis, particularly upon

those forms of education which not merely curb but

help the individual to develop his best self by im-

parting those rules and aims which the censor most
needs. With the greater complexity of community
life, the diversity of individual interest and effort,

the increasing homogeneity of large social groups

through the aid of inventions, improved communi-
cations, an almost universal interchange of com-
modities and ideals, individual censorship receives

practical demonstrations of the great bulk of com-
munity rules in most divers ways. Vicarious teach-

ings through travel and through the rapid changes
in environment are so general that they very thor-

oughly supplement all merely formal instruction.

Examples of the consequences of an ego rampant
in a community are thrust upon the attention of

the individual censor from every side and make
obvious the need and purpose of organized restraint

to insure safe and happy intercourse within masses.

Thus in every possible way the censor of the

individual is informed about the demands of life as

far as these can be taught in advance from outside.

Just as throughout the course of history, so, too,

in the lives of individuals this training is a continu-

ous process subject to revision in content and pur-

pose as the environment changes. In their highest

forms the rules and ideals of general consciousness

are definitely codified in written and spoken lan-

guage and in the language of a varied symbolism,

all of which are incorporated in the teachings, cus-

toms, laws, ethical morality and religion of the

group.

With this training in example, guidance and re-

straint from without it is now incumbent upon the

censor to evolve its own set of rules and aims in a

manner similar to the evolution and to the main
outlines of this model. We are now prepared to

proceed to define the origin and the nature of this

individual censor.

The inconsistency of flaunting to the world at

large a feeling of individual superiority early be-

comes evident to its owner as he winces under re-

peated and drastic rebuffs of his ego. Therefore,

to shield this feeling from complete disruption under
these attacks, the individual locks all evidences of

it within his inner consciousness. Here it is kept

hidden from observation from without. As there

lurks a danger of an occasional unintentional escape,

the feeling is suppressed under a new guise whose
appearance is not objectionable to others. The indi-

vidual now takes the position that he will develop

a set of rules for himself beneath whose standards

one of his superiority must not stoop. Thus, from
a misconception of the meaning of physical entity

which the individual first builds up out of the realm

of sensation, general perception, and simple idea-

tion, he transforms this feeling to an idealization of

self. This idealization of self increases in projior-

tion to his higher ideational emancipation from
material conceptions.

Such self idealization of necessity implies the

scrutiny of all acts, thoughts and emotions of the

primary ego to compare them with the demands set

by the ideal. This is censorship. Censorship serves

as the dynamic aspect of the ideal. This dynamic
aspect is what external education strives to help into
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action by the example of its precepts and restraints.

Through the conversion of the earlier inner feeling

of superiority and through the retroactive efifect of

this education from without idealization of self

rises out of nebulous stirrings to definite form. As
the outlines emerge they remain plastic to contact for

a long time and are capable of considerable growth
and development.

However, while normally the ideal resembles a

living thing with capacities for growth, development
and change, such is not always the actual history,

for contact with a virulent primary ego and the

often hostile attacks made upon it from the outside

tend to disfigure it. It is then warped by fixations,

mutilations, excrescences, perversions, inversions

and other unhealthy conditions which in turn

weaken its power of censorship. The psyche is

then exposed to maladjustments to Hfe situations

which become the precursors of unhappiness and
mental derangements.

Just as general consciousness places experiences

and their lessons in cause and ef¥ect together under
various headings in accord with their meaning and
activity, so the idealized self soon surrounds itself

with certain concepts. These concepts are the foci

about which all rules pertaining to that subject are

catalogued and upon which the censor relies for

guidance. When correlated, these foci in time form
the structure known as individual morality.

Among the many such foci which might be men-
tioned as particularly important is the concept of

selfrespect, together with its vital complement,
humor. About the concept selfrespect cluster the

standards for preserving physical wellbeing, for

maintaining mental cleanliness consistent with a

sound morality, for insuring mental poise and con-

trol, for developing honesty with self in the recog-

nition and appraisement of the primary ego, no mat-

ter in what crude form it wells up out of the un-

conscious. On the other hand, humor is necessary,

not merely to help us to see the inconsistencies which
exist in the broad world of men and things, but

more particularly to enable us to recognize how
incongruous some of our own ego transformations

appear to others. An unbiased understanding of

the ofttimes ludicrous roles we ourselves play un-

wittingly, together with a kindly receptivity towards
criticism, helps to show us how in future we must
mold our ego transformations in better proportions

before releasing them to outside view. He who
lacks selfrespect and humor as definite and well

developed concepts belonging to selfidealization

lacks important factors necessary to mental health.

Another focus is the conception that effort must
be centrahzed about certain aims of attainment.

This concept we call ambition. Ambition estab-

lishes the intensity standard as well as the particu-

lar limits within which primary ego forms shall

seek suitable secondary expression to insure cher-

ished external ef¥ects. The intensity standard deter-

mines the degree to which the individual ego shall

strive to stand out clearcut in group conscious-

ness.

Similarly the reader may easily select other con-

cepts necessary to a wellrounded ideal of self (such

as reverence in a religious garb, ethics suitable to

social or business relations, love in the form of

brotherliness, altruism or self sacrifice) . About
each of these the ideal of self will group appro-
priate rules to permit the censor to have a compre-
hensive control over the ego in whatever garb or
in whatever situation it makes its presence known.
We speak loosely of these foci as the individual's

various ideals. It would be more correct to say that

they are but separate aspects of a central ideal, this

very ideal of self. A frank scrutiny of our many
different ideals will show us that they are nothing
else than standards of measurement in terms of

moral values for selfconduct. We understand how
to be honest, unselfish, brave, and religious—only

to the extent that we have set up an ideal of our-

selves and imagine our personal role in enacting

the rules which we believe to be consistent with
these ideals.

Most of us greatly prefer to keep the struggles

between our ego and the world outside down to a
minimum. This means conserving energies which
might otherwise be wasted through diffused efforts

in selfassertion on unessentials. Or it spares the

uncreative the physical discomfort and the mental
travail that high ambition, for example, entails by
forcing distinctive ego forms upon a hostile world
for acceptance. Equilibrium is easiest of attainment

when the group ideal and the self ideal are as nearly

identical as possible. Individual censorship then

becomes a mere imitation of external restraints.

Most of us definitely seek such equilibrium in all

ordinary occupations necessary for the pursuit of

health, comfort and happiness. In an environment
of peace, habit, conservatism, it is not necessary to

stimulate high ideational centres to keep this equili-

brium serene for carrying on a routine existence.

But we must possess a docile ego which allows itself

to be externalized in whatever guise is desired with-

out raising an issue. At such times we are simply

average in our reactions dormant in effort, in a rut.

Stagnation would soon result in any group where
all the members continued undisturbed in their pur-

suit of such a supine existence.

Fortunately for an active evolution, however, few
social groups become stagnant nowadays. Even the

average person reposes in false security if he de-

pends upon such imitative censorship to suffice in

all situations. Even he possesses certain primary
ego forms which will refuse complaisance to accept

only such secondary transformations as will not con-

flict with exterior standards. Instead they will

struggle obstinately with their censor for recogni-

tion on the merits of their distinctive appearance
and value. The group is then likely to witness an
outburst of individuality which will be duly put to

the test of public opinion.

Again, as communities in these days of travel and
industrial flux seldom remain constant in member-
ship for more than brief periods, individuals shift

about from one environment to another. Group
standards vary. Even where this variation is slight,

an equilibrium founded upon weak, imitative cen-

sorship is in danger of serious tremors with each

change. An imitative censor has to have time to

discover and assimilate the new rules. Such slight

variations accompanying a moderate number of
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changes of environment have a beneficent effect on

the censor in that it becomes accustomed to read-

justments. But rapid and radical changes from one

environment to another, such as sudden upheavals

in the social order and violent emotional storms, all

of which demand immediate reactions to totally dif-

ferent or unfamiliar standards, find such a censor

so unprepared to function as to be quite useless. It

suffers immediate breakdown and can exercise no
restraint during the instant clashes between the new
mandates outside and the stampede for the open
which is made by the primary ego forms. The old

battles must be fought once more before equilibrium

can be reestablished. When such loss of control

occurs we say that for a time at least the individual

has lost the veneer of his civilization. This is some-
times never regained.

But every group has in addition to a majority

membership of average citizens, at least a sprinkling

of individuals who are not satisfied to be average

and who therefore do not conform to group stand-

ards simply on a basis of imitation. Through
greater selfidealization, which must be prefaced by
higher ideation than that needed to meet the imme-
diate demands of environment, such persons develop

an inner censorship which shows an increasing inde-

pendence of outer standards. Through more varied

and more mature experience, through the observa-

tion of remote relationships, of cause and etTect,

etc., ideation has enabled idealization not only to

rise to greater heights but has prepared the ideal

to foresee demands which might suddenly arise.

Thereupon the ideal has instructed the censor how
to meet eventualities. Thus the individual can main-
tain equilibrium in the face of radical changes of

environment, sudden social catastrophies, emotional

strains and any other severe tests with which the

censor might have to cope.

We are now prepared to understand that per-

sonality is a composite effect which the individual

makes upon others, the sharpness of outline whereof
depends upon the extent to which idealization has
taken place and has demonstrated its dynamic power
to censor the primary ego before it is permitted

freedom in its secondary forms. Regardless of a
common heredity idealization of self and censor-

ship are individual. Only in so far as we can lay

bare this idealization and this censorship are we able

to understand the relation of individual to general

consciousness, are we given a key to each person-
ality. This explains the marked differences in indi-

viduality that exists between brothers and sisters,

families and communities or nationalities, etc.

From the viewpoint that censorship is the dyna-
mic side of idealization of self, it follows that im-
perfections or errors in this censorship must be due
either to a faulty ideal or to inconsistencies in inter-

pretation causing differences between the idealistic

concept and the censor's practical application there-

of, especially in the cases of those ego forms which
are insistent upon immediate liberation. That these

imperfections or errors whatever their cause, are
very common is manifest.

Where the fault lies with the ideal itself correc-

tion is difficult unless it is merely a question of
juvenile immaturity. We have observed that the

ideal is the result of subjective developments within

inner consciousness. If an improvement or change
is to be effected, this must result from an inner re-

appraisement of self. In youth such a reappraise-

ment might follow a series of severe defeats at the

hands of one's own ego which brought social ostra-

cism or other community punishment as a result.

But after childhood and early youth the plasticity

of the psyche has diminished to such an extent that

such reappraisement is seldom successful or even

voluntarily considered. In the adult the psyche as

a whole is often unhealthy, abnormal or incomplete.

When ego triumphs over a faulty ideal, selfrespect,

ambition, honor, love and all other focal concepts

upon which a sound ideal should be founded prove
themselves in this case to be but shams, substitu-

tions, adulterations. They cannot give the censor

the necessary strength to resist the pressure. Either

the framework they form for the ideal must be
shored up from within by a sudden selfrevelation

and be replaced as promptly as possible by perma-
nent and honest materials or both framework and
ideal must collapse. In some cases outside assist-

ance may accomplish results indirectly. This is

possible when some powerful external example or

suggestion can be interpreted by the self to be auto-

suggestion. Then the feeling of separateness of

self from the outer world is momentarily lost in a

confusion as to which is which and in unhealthy

minds especially this confusion may persist over
considerable periods. More often it is fleeting in

character and temporary in effect. Usually society

can do little for or with the individual whose un-
healthy abnormal or incomplete psyche can unfold

only an imperfect selfidealization. Ordinarily it

simply takes purely repressive or protective meas-
ures in its own interest. It calls such an individual

permanently insane, criminally defective, feeble-

minded, etc., and seeks to make him harmless when-
ever he threatens community life with ego forms
dangerous to others.

Where the imperfections or errors in censorship

are due to a hiatus between a correct idealistic con-

cept and its practical realization into ego action, cor-

rection may be more easily effected either by read-

justment within or by direct outside influence. The
outside world offers its wealth of historic and cur-

rent examples of concrete idealism. Most misin-

terpretations of the individual's own ideal may
readily be modified by finding the proper prototype

already existing outside. The censor has but to

search. Where actual pathologies in censorship

exist which interfere with the free search for the

right prototype, the physician, the psychoanalyst or

some other intermediary can usually effect the con-

nection and establish a harmonious relation between
the idealistic concept and its dynamic interpretation.

In fact, a very large proportion of the successful

corrective treatments of mental cases are due to

establishing such harmonious relations. Where no
prototype exists the censor, after a possible succes-

sion of failures, must await further ideational evolu-

tion of the ideal whereby the concept to be inter-

preted will be clarified. Then the censor may
proceed to call into play such ego forms as will

execute the required transformations. But the cen-
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sor of the ordinary normal person is rarely at a

loss to understand what interpretation to put upon
his ideal. This is more likely to occur where persons
possess special abilities, talents or genius of a crea-

tive kind which seek new vehicles of expression.

It is not within the scope of this general presenta-
tion to enter upon more than a very brief survey of
some of the common defects in censorship based
upon errors in idealistic interpretation. Their in-

tensive study opens up the brqad subject of the

range of types of personality, their variants and
their characteristics. It furnishes an insight to prac-
tically the entire gamut of psychoses encountered in

mental pathology.

Let us revert for a moment to our visualization

of the three phases of consciousness. Idealization

of self being subjective, we shall expect to find the
censor enthroned in the middle room—inner con-
sciousness. Here it creates, struggles and errs, act-

ing as buffer, mediator, advisor and master on the

battleground where untamed and uncouth ego forms
of heredity meet the hosts of personal and social

precepts which would bar the path to their ruthless

expression. Therefore the censor to be efficient

in exercising his control, should possess adaptability

to meet the ego in whatever guise it rises out of
the unconscious and should be in instant command
of suitable transformations for externalizing each
ego phase. Likewise it must possess strength, in-

genuity and judgment sufficient to cope with the

powerful and strange shapes through which the ego
may make its appearance.

Common errors of the censor are those of being
too strict, too lax or unstable in interpreting ideal-

istic standards. Excessive severity keeps the door
to inner consciousness shut to all but the most
docile ego assertions. If perchance an admitted
form becomes restive while being shorn and trans-

formed, it is promptly ejected and cast back into

the unconscious. The docile forms which remain
in good standing become so few and are so regularly

transformed into stereotyped patterns that they do
not represent the virile ego which is being forcibly

relegated to inaction. Painful repressions and dis-

tortions are effected by too ascetic, too consistent,

too Hteral an enforcement of the rules. At best,

inner consciousness becomes cluttered with stulti-

fications and fixations. These in time may accumu-
late such strength as to offer serious resistance.

The upheaval may confine itself to the upper room
and be quelled eventually. But not infrequently the

censor himself has been chastened with the result

that it enters into compromise with the ego. This
often seems to be the real history of many a missing

person who is discovered in new surroundings
under a new name after having suddenly dropped
completely out of sight at home without clue or

explanation. Censor and ego have agreed to inter-

pret the ideal self anew by making a fresh start.

As this could not be effected among the old asso-

ciations, a new and sufficiently remote environment
is selected. Such disappearances are particularly

characteristic among adolescent boys and girls who
run away from what they deem undue external

restrictions. In reality it usually is a wild ego
assertion against too strict an interpretation of the
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personal ideal. The immediate external incident is

but the signal for revolt. In later years under new
surroundings, the individual will almost invariably

realize that even the external event was a correct

interpretation of his own ideal though harshly ap-

plied. With a more friendly censorship he will

successfully fulfill the very idealistic concepts which
at an earlier time caused such upheaval.

Laxity of enforcement of restraints results in

admitting disruptive and dangerous ego forms to

inner consciousness. Under slipshod censorship
these will escape into objective expression in flimsy

guises which do not' deceive even the censor as to the

sinister acts they may immediately commit upon
reaching the outside. We say that such individuals

are too impulsive. Many of the crimes and other

regrettable acts • which constantly occur in every
community have no other origin than carelessness

in censorship due to laxity in applying the existing

idealistic standards.

Instability in censorship is a frequent cause under-
lying peculiar forms of personality. The censor is

inconsistent in his enforcement of the rules. At one
time he will hold the ego down to rigid restraint

;

at another he will be almost indifferent how the ego
emerges into the world. Or he will emphasize now
one rule, now another for the same ego form. Such
censorship is characteristic of emotional individuals

and is a frequent cause of multiple personalities.

The censor that causes the most startling and
varied transformations is the unhealthy one. Strange
as it may seem, an individual may have a high ideal

of self and at the same time possess a censor that is

wholly or partially paralyzed, vicious, corrupt, nega-

tive, perverse. The individual fully recognizes the

standards of his high ideal, yet is unable to make
that ideal function in terms of action in accord with

these standards. His ego will be thrust upon the

world by the censor in forms wholly at variance with

his desires. He will knowingly commit acts which
he himself condemns. The reasons for such con-

trariness and failure on the part of the censor are

many. It is possible that the ideal, through purely

ideational evolution without concomitant actual

graded practice, has left accomplishment in terms
of action so nebulous that the censor is helpless to

translate abstract rule into concrete act. Again, the

censor himself suffers fatigue, loss of strength, weak-
ened resiliency, amputations, scars, etc., through his

constant conflicts with the primary ego. This leaves

him in serious ill health or even diseased. He suf-

fers amnesia regarding whole sections of the ideal's

concepts and their concentric sets of rules. The
existence of the whole catalogue of restraints and
precepts connected with selfrespect, with honor, are

forgotten. The individual retains his knowledge
and belief in them, will discuss them, yet will be

unable to influence his censor to observe them.

We see practical examples of this phenomenon on

many sides. We recognize selfishness, loss of self-

respect, lack of humor, treachery, cowardice, etc., in

individuals we know possess the true concepts in

well developed form, who have observed them at an

earlier period in their lives, but who now do not

practice even the most evident rules. This un-

healthiness of the censor in time assuilies more seri-
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ous forms, such as hysteria, dementia prsecox, sex-

ual perversions and inversions.

Thus we see that personality, while doubtless in-

fluenced in its outward guise by the kind and degree

of individual selfidealization, is particularly the re-

sult of the type of his censorship. Nor do we judge

an individual's personality by the total work of his

censor (for this includes his activity in admittirig

the primary ego and governing conscious life within

inner consciousness), but only by the accredited

transformations into secondary ego forms which

this censor sends out into the world.

In closing, the following resume may be helpful:

We have sought a closer understanding of the evo-

lution of the ego as it wells up in its primary forms

out of the unconscious, undergoes transformations

within inner consciousness and is then launched

into the objective world in guises acceptable to

group standards. This evolution involves certain

factors whose functions we sought to analyze.

From the early material misconception which gave

rise to a feeling of the individual superiority of. our

own clay there develops the idealization of self.

This represents a subjective evolution and results

from arranging ideational and spiritual concepts in

focus for suitable interpretation in terms of ego

transformations. For accomplishing this, the ideal

brings into play its dynamic side—the censor. Both

ideal and censor are a part of self distinct from the

ego they govern. The censor is guided by the

definite restraints and precepts grouped about the

concepts (or ideals) which form the framework for

the ideal of self. These concepts and their rules

are the combined result of external example pre-

sented to the individual in youth through formal

and practical education and of personal ideational

evolution. As the idealization of self is a subjective

development, it cannot be altered directly through

external interference. On the other hand, the cen-

sor is a plastic reflection of environment and of

ideal of self and is therefore readily readjusted from

without or from within when ordinary difficulties

in interpreting either community or idealistic stand-

ards arise. But the type of censor varies in dif-

ferent individuals, thereby causing differences in

the transformation of similar ego forms and also

giving rise to inconsistencies between selfidealization

and selfexpression. As these variations in censor-

ship are the controlling factors in ego externaliza-

tion, their study gives us the key to understand the

causes of variations in personality.
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Marked or well advanced tuberculosis is readily

recognized, but attempts to overcome the infection

and to prevent its further progress are rendered more
difficult the longer the infection has persisted and
the further it has invaded the tissues. Therefore,

it is of the greatest importance that the disease be

recognized early.

Statistics show that tuberculosis is frequent in

children. These figures have been generally high,

averaging from thirty to fifty per cent, of the lesions

found in postmortems. Bradley (1) says that dur-

ing 1919, 2,207 deaths from tuberculosis in Pennsyl-

vania occurred in persons under nineteen years of

age, and that during the same time for the same
age period there were 515 deaths in Philadelphia.

These figures are not based upon autopsy findings,

but upon the clinical diagnosis of the cause of

death. They, therefore, probably represent only in

part the entire number of deaths in which tubercu-

losis was present.

Cooke and Hemplemann (2) describe as a sepa-

rate clinical type masked juvenile tuberculosis,

which they think is sufficiently distinctive to warrant
a position in the classification of tuberculous affec-

tions of childhood. The characteristic clinical pic-

ture shows a history of frequent coughs and colds,

attacks of unexplained fever, anorexia, loss of

weight and asthenia, and apathy. Physical exami-

nation reveals more or less evidence of malnutrition,

anemia, manifestations indicating involvement of

the tracheobronchial nodes, and usually some varia-

tion from the signs elicited over the normal lung.

There may be phlyctenular disease or tuberculides.

The von Pirquet test is positive, as are also the

intracutaneous tuberculin tests. In children past

the fourth or fifth year seventy-five per cent, give

positive complement fixation tests for tuberculosis.

X rays often reveal unsuspected lesions in the lung

tissue, as well as involvement at the hilus of the

lymph glands. The diagnosis is based upon a con-

sideration of all these points.

The routine examination of all children in the

Children's Clinic of the Samaritan Hospital has re-

vealed a frequent incidence of incipient, masked,
and frank juvenile tuberculosis. Except in the lat-

ter type improvement has followed simple thera-

peutic measures, especially hygienic and dietetic

care. These results seemed sufficiently constant to

warrant calling attention to the benefits to be de-

rived from early recognition and treatment in the

first two classes of cases. A few illustrations are

offered.

Case I.—J. I. H., aged nine years, presented an
example of easily recognizable variations from nor-

mal that were not recognized because there had
never been an examination of the chest. On ac-
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count of the child failing to improve under treat-

ment, a former patient of the Samaritan Hospital

recommended that he be brought there for removal
of his tonsils and adenoids. He w^as a mouth
breather, had occasional sore throats, but frequent

coughs and colds. He was backward at school and
at play, and was overmodest. He had whooping
cough at twenty-two months, and had also had
chickenpox. The father and mother were both liv-

ing and well. There was one sister living and well,

and one brother, who had been badly burned some
months before. Physical examination revealed that

the tongue was clean and moist. Several teeth were
missing, and one was carious. The tonsils were en-

larged, especially the left. The chest was long and
thin, expansion poor but equal, with resonance

slightly impaired over the right side both anteriorly

and posteriorly, and over this area there was some
roughening of breathing with prolongation of expi-

ration (bronchovesicular breathing). Tactile and

vocal resonance were increased, while over the left

side the sounds were normal. The heart was slightly

enlarged to about three cm. to the left of the mid-

clavicular line, the sounds were of poor tone, and
there was an inconstant systolic murmur at the apex.

There was a marked phimosis. In view of the phys-

ical findings it was deemed inadvisable to have the

tonsils and adenoids removed, and it was recom-

mended that dietetic and hygienic measures be fol-

lowed until the pulmonary condition might permit

of operation.

Case H.— R. V., aged seven years, presented an-

other illustration of this type of case. He was
brought to the hospital complaining of a cold, which
had persisted for more than a week. He was unable

to sleep on account of coughing, which was continu-

ous. The cough was dry ; there was no expectora-

tion. He had had a similar cough every winter.

He had some coryza, and his mother thought that

he had some sore throat. His bowels were regu-

lar. He had mumps in 1920, but had had no other

illness. The father was living and well. The
mother had a similar kind of cold. There was one

sister living and well. The patient attended school.

Physical examination showed that his tonsils were
enlarged, the nares were occluded, several teeth

were missing, and several of the permanent set were
erupting. There was enlargement of the cervical

lymph glands. The tongue was clean and moist.

His posture was stoop shouldered, scapulae promi-

nent. The chest was poorly developed and nour-

ished. Expansion was poor but seemed equal. The
lungs showed impaired resonance amounting prac-

tically to dullness over the greater part of the right

lung, and over this area there was increased tactile

and vocal fremitus with roughened breathing and
prolongation of expiration or bronchovesicular

breathing. The left lung seemed normal except for

a slight variation from normal resonance. The rate

of the heart was increased ; no murmur was heard

;

the second sound at the apex was accentuated, the

tone was fair, and there was no evidence of cardiac

•enlargement. The nose and throat department
reported that there were large irregular tonsils,

with the nares partially occluded with mucus. The
breathing space was fairly clear, although there was

a good sized mass of adenoids. An x ray of the
chest showed no evidence of tuberculosis. After
treatment at a later period examination of the lungs
showed that the signs were clearing up. He seemed
much better. His color had improved, his face was
fuller, and he had gained in weight. The only com-
plaint was night sweats.

Case HI.—P. W., aged six years, who was
brought to the clinic complaining of a cold which
had existed for about a week, presented anotlier

striking example of this type of involvement.
There was considerable cough, with expectoration
of a light colored fluid, which was worse at night.

He had been subject to frequent colds, and was usu-
ally constipated. He had had measles at two years,

whooping cough at four years, and no history of

any other illness except frequent colds and tonsilli-

tis. He had been under treatment in the surgical

dispensary for a laceration of the head, which had
no bearing on the complaint for which he came to

the children's clinic. His father was living and
well. His mother was under treatment in the medi-
cal dispensary for diabetes. Four brothers and
three sisters were living and well. One brother was
under treatment at the Naval Hospital for stomach
trouble. The child spoke with a decided impedi-
ment of speech, and was understood with difficulty.

Physical examination showed that liis nares were
occluded, and the tonsils greatly enlarged. The
tongue was coated, and there was some cervical

adenitis. The chest was thin and lacking in subcu-
taneous fat, but the muscles were well developed.

Expansion was poor at the right apex, there was
dullness both anteriorly and posteriorly over the

right lung, and anteriorly the dullness was accom-
panied by increased vocal resonance. The breath

sounds did not seem to be increased, but there was
some prolongation of expiration, and sonorous
rales were scattered through both lungs. The von
Pirquet test was negative. X ray showed extensive
adenitis at the right hilus, indicating incipient tuber-

culosis of the right lung. Under treatment his gen-
eral condition improved. He became brighter,

more active, had a better appetite, and began to gain

color and weight. After a few weeks the signs in

his chest began to clear up, although they persisted

for more than a month more. After this time his

lungs seemed normal, he had no cough, and there

had been a marked improvement in his general

health so that his condition seemed to warrant re-

moval of the tonsils and adenoids.

The cases already cited were either examples of
incipient tuberculosis or probably of pretubercu-
lous manifestations. They are only a few in-

stances taken more or less at random from a num-
ber of such involvements that have been observed
in one of the three divisions of the Children's
Clinic. A case, which was under my care in an-
other institution, so well illustrates the type of
masked juvenile tuberculosis that I feel justified in

adding the history to this presentation.

Case IV.—The patient, a boy, C. L., aged five

years, was brought to the hospital for weakness
and fever. He was admitted October 5, 1920;
since September, 1919, he had not been well. At
that time he had an illness which had been diag-
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nosed as typhoid fever both clinically and from
positive Widal reactions. After this illness he did

not gain as he should have. In May, 1920, he had

another somewhat similar illness which was diag-

nosed as paratyphoid fever by laboratory findings.

Since these illnesses he had been very weak, had
poor color, no appetite, and was very apathetic. He
was rather constipated. There was no cough, but he

frequently had colds. Tonsillectomy and adenoid-

ectomy had been performed two years before.

The fever which he showed at the time of admis-

sion occurred ^rom time to time. Just prior to

coming to the hospital it had been associated with

considerable and definite rigidity over the gall-

bladder region. His past medical history was nega-

tive except as already set forth. He had never

had any of the diseases of childhood nor any other

infectious condition, such as influenza or pneu-

monia. Examination showed a pale, weak looking

boy, who seemed apathetic and undernourished.

No gross deformity could be noted except a slight

lateral curvature of the spine. His head was neg-

ative, but the face was pale and thin. The tonsil-

lar bed was clear, but the pharyngeal wall was
fibrous and rough in appearance. The cervical

glands were palpable, but not greatly enlarged.

The posture was somewhat stoop shouldered. The
chest was thin and poorly nourished, expansion

fair and equal. The clavicles and scapulae were
prominent. Percussion showed little or no varia-

tion from the normal. There was some roughen-
ing of breath sounds over the left apex and the

right base, . but no rales or other adventitious

sounds were heard. There was apparently no en-

largement of the heart, and the sounds were of

fair tone. The cardiac rate was rapid, but no
murmur was heard. The abdomen showed some
lack of tone of the large muscles. There was no
apparent enlargement of the liver or the spleen,

and there was no rigidity or tenderness over the

gallbladder region. No tumors or masses could

be felt. The extremities were thirf but were other-

wise normal.

Five days later examination of the chest showed
that there was a slight increase in vocal resonance
at the left apex above the posterior scapular spine.

There was slight bronchovesicular breathing.

There was no sense of resistance or tenderness
over the lower rib margin or over the gallbladder

area. The condition remained the same for more
than two weeks, there being a temperature range
between 97° and 100°. After this period subse-
quent to catching cold the temperature rose to 102°,

fell to 100° and rose again to 104°, after which it

ranged irregularly from 98.6° to 102.6° for nine

days. After five days of normal temperature
there was another flareup and a period of normal
temperature for sixteen days followed by another
similar flareup, on the subsidence of which he was
discharged.

Beginning with this febrile period his physical
signs changed somewhat. There was increased
dullness at the right apex, especially in the first

interspace, shading into an element of resonance
at the third space. The breath sounds over this

area were not increased. Dry rales were heard all

over the chest, [ust prior to discharge physical

e.xamination showed dullness over the right apex
anteriorly from the second space upward; poste-

riorly the note was impaired over both apices,

but more especially over the right. The breath

sounds were distant over the right apex ;
dry,

sibilant, and sonorous rales were heard all over

the chest. The voice sounds were lessened over

this region. Laboratory studies were made.
Examination of the stool for tubercle and typhoid

bacilli was negative. Blood examinations showed
red blood cells 4,990,000 ; white blood cells 22,300

,

hemoglobin eighty-five per cent.
;
polymorphonuclear

leucocytes forty-seven per cent. ; small lymphocytes
forty-eight per cent.

;
large lymphocytes two per

cent. ; transitionals three per cent. Blood smears
were negative for the plasmodium malariae.

The first Wassermann test was reported as

doubtful, but another made a week later was nega-
tive. Many attempts were made to collect sputum
for examination but without success. The von
Pirquet test was positive. The x ray studies were
interesting. The first made a few days after

admission showed consolidation of the upper right

apex. It was impossible to tell whether this was
fluid or a mass as in unresolved pneumonia.- A
week later the x ray findings were that the condi-

tion remained much the same, but the mediastinal

glands at the right hilus were more enlarged. Two
weeks later it was reported that the upper right

lobe was still thickened, and the mediastinal glands

were still enlarged. This area of consolidation or

fluid seemed to be gradually lessening in density.

A final x ray was taken previous to discharge.

This showed about the same conditions as in the

last examination. After going home the improve-
ment in the general condition was progressive for

about four weeks, when he was seized with another

febrile attack with an acute cold and cough ushered
in by vomiting and associated with marked abdom-
inal tenderness and rigidity, this time over the

appendiceal region. Appendicitis was so markedly
simulated that the attending physician felt inclined

to operate. After a few days the attack subsided

and the abdominal symptoms disappeared, and
after a short time the cough again improved.

The child was seen a few weeks ago and his gen-
eral appearance showed a marked improvement
over his appearance on admission. The physical

signs still remained much the same as at the time
of his discharge from the hospital. The improve-
ment in his general condition was, however, very
apparent, in his good color, round face, well nour-
ished body, animation, and happy expression. This
case is not to be considered as terminated. Care
and observation must be practised even past the

years of adolescence and well into adult life. There
was here a latent, or perhaps more accurately

speaking, a masked focus of infection which be-
came activated as a result of an acute catarrhal

infection.
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Hyperchlorhydria in Childhood
By L. BERMAN, M. D.,

New York

Associat: in Biological Chemistry, School of Medicine, Columbia University

There occurs in childhood, most frequently dur-

ing" the period between the termination of the first

dentition and the beginning of the second, a symp-
tom complex or syndrome referable to a disturbance

of gastric function, secretion and motility. The
symptoms, one of several of which may be present,

are 1, disturbance of appetite, 2, abdominal pain, 3,

nausea and vomiting, and 4, constitutional symp-
toms. Because of good therapeutic results, obtained

by the elimination of dietetic irritants and poor

feeding methods and the giving of alkaline antacids,

these cases have been ascribed to hyperchlorhydria.

Thus Hutchinson (1) refers to the case of a Httle

girl who complained of abdominal pain shortly after

meals, which was relieved by carbonate of mag-
nesia. He supposed the pain was due to overpro-

duction of acid, and he believed that such cases were
uncommon.

Early in the history of gastric analysis M. Rosen-
thal, of Vienna, published, in 1887, a paper on

hyperacid vomiting and its effect upon the urine,

and reported that in a number of children between
the ages of seven and eleven, suffering from
paroxysmal vomiting, the vomitus was hyperacid,

and that at the same time the urine showed a de-

crease of chloride. He refers to a previous work
of Rossbach in 1884 describing a condition of gas-

troxynsis, occurring in young neurotic school girls,

characterized by paroxysmal vomiting and hyper-

acidity. In 1885, Tepine described a similar con-

dition as gastroxie.

In 1897, Soltau Fenwick (2) described paroxys-

mal hyperchlorhydria as a cause of abdominal pain

in children. He cites cases in which abdominal pain

occurred, with vomiting, preceded by headache,

manifested for the first time at the age of four.

The vomitus acidity was 0.45 to 0.52 per cent, of

hydrochloric acid, the normal being about 0.2 per-

cent.

Most of the work done since has been on the gas-

tric secretion of infants. The majority of observers

are agreed that the amount of free hydrochloric acid

in early infancy is very small, in fact, often nil.

Thus the investigations of Sotoff showed that in

early infancy the total acidity of the gastric juice

was 0.02 per cent, forty minutes after suckling and

0.08 per cent, eighty minutes after suckling. Most
of this is due to fatty acid, free hydrochloric acid

being about 0.0088 per cent.

Hahn found the acidity of the gastric juice in in-

fants, as expressed in terms of hydrogen ion con-

centration, to be 1 x 10.5 at the height of digestion.

McClendon investigated the change of hydrogen
ion concentration of the stomach in the adult and
infant during the progress of digestion by lowering

a hydrogen electrode into the stomach. By taking

quarter hourly readings, he found that the acidity

of the adult stomach rapidly rose during the first

one and one half to three hours after a meal, after

which it remained stationary until the food had left

the stomach. In an infant, in the first month the

acidity rose slowly during the first hour, but after

that it rose rapidly; four hours after nursing it

might be as high as in the adult.

The occurrence of hyperchlorhydria in infancy
was described as an unusual condition by the French
observers, Oddo and DeLuna. They described eight

cases of hyperchlorhydria in infants of four months,
.seven months, eighteen months, nineteen months
(two cases), twenty and twenty-one months. All

these infants were dyspeptic. They showed hyper-

acidity varying between 0.148 and 0.475.

Knoepfelmacher, a German, described a case in

a baby girl of ten months in whom at different ex-

aminations the free acid varied from 25 to 55 and
the total acid between 82 and 105. Cases were also

referred to by Hecker, Raudnitz, Bauer and-
Deutsch.

As far as I know, however, there is no study in

the literature of a series of gastric examinations in

supposed hyperchlorhydria in children. In the cases

I am reporting, seen in private practice, gastric

examinations were made, gastric juice being ob-

tained one hour after a test meal consisting of a few
biscuits and a glass of water. The analyses were
made by a modification of the Topfer procedure.

They showed hyperacidity.

The constitutional symptoms of the children in

this group were interesting. They were nearly all

dark or sallow complexioned. They tended to be

hyperactive and yet tired easily, especially in the

afternoon. They were all of the nervous type. In

view of the observations of John Rogers on fatigue

disease in relation to the thyroid and adrenal glands,

and their effects upon the gastric secretions and
hyperchlorhydria, determinations of the blood pres-

sure were made in those above the age of three.

It was found consistently lowered. Blood sugar

determinations were also made. Results are shown
in the following table :

Free HCl Total HCl Blood pressure Blood sugar

M. B 58 70 .... 0.85

I. G 62 80 70-55 0.72

E. H 60 76 80-64 0.80

J. L 60 78 75-60 0.78

J. L 48 85 70-58 0.72

L. M 48 90 78-60 0.90

A. H 38 70 68-60 0.65

B. S 40 60 .... 0.95

J. K 50 84 80-60 0.75

P. S 40 60 75-60 0.88

J. B 42 76 70-55 0.80

The abdominal pain was variable, sometimes

occurring directly after meals, sometimes in the

morning or at night, or awakening the child from
sleep. It was nearly always umbilical or epigastric.

It might last for hours. The anorexia was also

variable, being intermittent in some cases, in others

constant, and in a few characterized by being pres-
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ent between meals, but destroyed by a small amount
of food. The vomiting occurred most frequently

after meals, especially after the evening meal.

Case I.—M. B., two and a half years old. Pa-
tient suffered from abdominal pain, with frequent

vomiting after meals, and occasional attacks of pain

at night. Physical examination of the abdomen
was negative. The child's breakfast consisted of

orange juice at 7.30 and at 8.30 cereal, against which
she rebelled. At 12.30 she had lunch, with hot broth

or soup as the first course, and at supper she ate an
egg. Test meal showed hydrochloric acid 58, total

acid 70 and blood sugar .85 per cent.

Case II.—I. G., aged five years. Patient had a

poor appetite and -presented alarming symptoms of

fatigue in the afternoon. Breakfast began with

orange juice and the patient ate a good deal of ice

cream and pastry with candy and milk frequently

between meals. Physical examination of the ab-

domen was negative. Test meal showed free hydro-

chloric acid 62, total hydrochloric acid 80, blood

sugar .72 per cent, and blood pressure 70-55.

Case III.— E. H., aged four years. Patient suf-

fered from frequent paroxysmal attacks of ab-

dominal pain. Several attacks of pain occurred at

night, with screaming, hypodermic injections of

morphine being required to quiet the child. Physical

examination of the abdomen was negative. Orange
juice was given in the morning before breakfast and
highly seasoned beef or a chop, with other condi-

ments, for lunch. Test meal showed free hydro-
chloric acid 60, total acid 76, blood sugar .80 per

cent, and blood pressure 80-64.

Case IV.— J. L., aged six years. Patient suffered

from lack of appetite, with nausea before meals, and
occasional attacks of vomiting and abdominal pain.

Sliced orange or other raw fruit was eaten for

breakfast and salad with French dressing for lunch

;

coffee at night. Physical examination of abdomen
was negative. Test meal showed free hydrochloric

acid 60, total acid 78, blood sugar .78 per cent, and
blood pressure 75-60.

Case V.—J. L., aged four years. Patient suf-

fered from abdominal pain and indigestion and
was always thin. There was a history of difficulty in

feeding in infancy and various attempts to fatten.

The child was ten pounds underweight and was
being fed every two hours, with ice cream at least

once a day and six teaspoonfuls of cane sugar with

cereal. Physical examination of abdomen was nega-

tive. Test meal showed free hydrochloric acid 48,

total acid 85, blood sugar .72 per cent, and blood

pressure 70-58.

Case VI.—L. M., aged five years. The patient

was tliin and suffered from recurring abdominal
pain and fre(|uent colds. Epigastric pains occurring

paroxysmally after meals, sometimes spreading to

appendiceal region, were relieved by bicarbonate of

soda. Physical examination of the abdomen was
negative and fluoroscopy showed hyperperistalsis of
the stomach. Test meal showed free hydrochloric

acid 48, total acid 90, blood sugar .90 per cent, and
blood pressure 78-60.

Case VII.—'A. H., three and a half years old.

There was lack of appetite, with abdominal pain

occasionally. The child's appetite was so poor that

it would touch no food except milk, of which it took
about a quart and a half a day at irregular inter-

vals. He vomited often small quantities of sour
smelling material. The child was dark com-
plexioned, pale, flabby and underweight. Physical
exainination of the abdomen was negative. Test
meal showed free hydrochloric acid 38, total acid

70, blood sugar .65 per cent, and blood pressure
68-60. .

Case VIII.—B. S., aged two years. The qhild

suffered frequently from abdominal pain and
anorexia. Breakfast consisted of orange juice with
a fried or a scrambled egg; lunch, steak of roast

meat with hot soup
;
supper, boxed cereal and ice

cream or candy. Test meal showed free hydro-
chloric acid 40, total acid 60 and blood sugar .95

per cent.

Case IX.—J. K., aged four and a half years.

Patient suffered from vomiting after meals. Appe-
tite was not very good but patient ate his meals and
vomited after nearly every meal. The vomitus was
very sour. The vomiting, which occurred about an
hour after every meal, was occasionally preceded
or accompanied by umbilical pain. The child was
pale, underweight, and generally constipated. Phy-
sical examination of the abdomen was negative.

Test meal showed free hydrochloric acid 50, total

acid 84, blood sugar .75 per cent, and blood pres-

sure 80-65.

Case X.— P. S., aged four years. The patient

was sallow, poorly nourished, had a poor appetite

and suffered from eructation of gas and abdominal
cramps after meals. The abdomen was negative ex-

cept for tenderness in appendiceal region. Test
meal showed free hydrochloric acid 40, total acid 60,

blood sugar .88 per cent, and blood pressure 75-60.

Case XI.—J. B., aged three years. Patient suf-

fered from frequent umbilical pain, sometimes re-

lated to meals, and cramps which at times were very
distressing. The appetite was capricious and there

was occasional vomiting. Physical examination of

abdomen was negative. Test meal showed free

hydrochloric acid 42, total acid 76, blood sugar .80

per cent, and blood pressure 70-55.

Of these eleven children ten were given orange
juice in the morning, when the stomach was
relatively empty. All of them received in

addition other gastric irritants in the form of
highly seasoned or sugar concentrated foods. That
these played a part in the production of the symp-
toms was demonstrated by the therapeutic response
to their elimination. The return to orange juice,

regarded quite superstitiously by some mothers as

a divinely ordained constituent of the diet, as well

as an appetizer, always produced a return of the

symptoms. Yet many children do take orange juice

and other fruits, as well as the other gastric irri-

tants, and are apparently not adversely affected by
them, no interference with their appetite nor vom-
iting or abdominal pain being produced.

The occurrence of these symptoms may perhaps
l)e explained by the fact that they occur in a

certain type of child, generally dark complexioned.
with a tendency to low blood pressures and low
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blood sugar and a relatively abnormal fatigability.

This type seems to be disposed to a development of

hyperchlorhydria under irritant food provocation.

This predisposition perhaps depends upon a cer-

tain relation to the adrenal-sympathetic-thyroid

mechanism of the organism, which controls the

nerves conducting, inhibiting or stimulating im-

pulses to the gastric cells. Although this remains to

be determined, these cases point to the existence of

a constitutional type, perhaps dependent upon a con-

stitutional hypoadrenalism, in which gastric irrita-

tion and bad hygiene produce hyperchlorhydria,

hyperperistalsis or disturbances of peristalsis of the

stomach and accompanying symptoms.
All of these patients have done well under a

general hygiene regime, with removal of the gastric

irritants from the diet. Antacids and adrenal

nucleoprotein also seemed to assist in the restora-

tion of conditions to the point at which the symp-
toms disappeared, and general wellbeing returned.
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The Prevention of Measles*
By ISAAC W. BREWER, M. D.,

Watertown, N. Y.

The importance of measles as a cause of sick-

ness and death is not appreciated. In many cases

the patients are never seen by a physician and of

those who do come to the attention of a physician

most of them are seen but once. For a number of

years I have been deeply interested in the preven-

tion of this disease and think that probably my ex-

perience may help others to avoid the errors into

which I have fallen.

In the following table are presented some brief

data regarding the morbidity and mortality of this

disease which show its importance

:

communicable diseases in the united states as re-

ported TO THE united STATES PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE.

Average for the years 1913 to 1919.

Case Death
rate in 1000 rate in 1000

Disease No. of cases of population of population

Measles 404,548 5.2 Oil
Diphtheria 110,992 1.3 0.16

Scarlet fever . .

.

100,321 1.2 0.03

Typhoid fever.. 59,103 0.7 0.12

Smallpox 37,085 0.4 0.005

Ce r e b r ospinal

meningitis . .

.

21,998 0.04 0.04

As a cause of sickness measles ranks fir.st and
as a cause of death it is third among communicable
di.seases. However, we know that most of the

deaths from diphtheria are unnecessary and that

typhoid fever can easily be prevented. In the case

of measles it is quite probable that there are many
deaths in which this disease is an important con-

tributory cause. Vaughan, basing his opinion on the

stati-stics of the Army during the World War, says

:

"Where one man without measles has pneumonia,
two or three (2.6) men with measles have pneu-

•Read at the Conference of Sanitary Officers, Watertown, N. Y.,
May 25, 1921.

monia. . . . Thus in 2,075 cases of pneumonia
following measles 888 or 42.7 per cent, of the pa-

tients died. In 8,432 pneumonia cases not following

measles 949 patients, or only 11.3 per cent., died.

Measles thus not only predisposes to pneumonia, it

predisposes to fatal pneumonia."
If there is ever produced a measles vaccine as

potent as the typhoid vaccine, measles will disap-

pear from the medical nomenclature, provided the

people will avail themselves of this vaccine, which
is rather doubtful. Until such a vaccine is devel-

oped and used we shall have to depend upon isola-

tion to prevent epidemics of measles.

We all know that during the preeruptive stage the

disease is highly infective and that with the appear-

ance of the eruption the potency of the virus seems

to diminish. It is only in rare instances that we are

able to place a patient in isolation during the pre-

eruptive stage, and that when the case comes to our

attention the damage has to a large extent been

done. In other words, the isolation we' impose is

of secondary importance. Unless we can arrange

to have all cases isolated during the catarrhal stage

we shall have epidemics of measles at regular inter-

vals as soon as a nonimmune population of sufficient

size grows up in the community.

In Watertown we have an epidemic about every

third year and just now we are in the midst of one

of the most extensive of which we have record. It

began in January and there was an interval of

eleven days between the primary case and the sec-

ondary ones arising from it. At that time we en-

deavored to discover the cases before the patients

came down with a cold, and in a number of in-

stances the Koplik spots were found before there

were other symptoms, but many cases were not de-
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tecled. In one instance a child was found in school

with a rash on the body. The mother remarked
that she was not sure it was a case of measles and
therefore sent the child' to school. We kept up
our inspections until it was manifest that nothing
further could be accomplished by that measure. So
our epidemic got started and is now burning itself

out and will cease when all the nonimmunes have
been attacked.

In contrast to this are the conditions which ob-
tained at a military station during the first nine
months of the World War. Our post was desig-

nated as a reorganization camp and early in April,

1917, recruits began to arrive. With the first de-

tachment came a man who was sick with measles in

the eruptive stage. He was at once isolated and all

of his companions who had not had the disease were
inspected daily, their temperature being taken in the

afternoon. Those with an elevation of temperature
were isolated, and in this way we found a number
of cases before they reached the catarrhal stage.

Although there were constantly importations of the

disease it did not spread beyond the primary con-
tacts in any instance. It may be said that the dis-

ease was not virulent, but in a regiment which was
camped nearby, and for a long time was not under
our jurisdiction, they had numerous cases of measles
during that time. Later when I became sanitary

inspector for the entire camp and the same measures
were put in effect there was no further spread among
the new men.

This last story was told at the 1917 meeting of the

American Public Health Association and was re-

ceived with doubt. Many of the best men in the

country seemed to feel that it was impossible to

prevent an epidemic of measles. Without doubt it

would be difficult to inaugurate the plan followed at

the camp but I know of one place where it was car-

ried out with success. I do not believe in doing
nothing and as soon as this epidemic has passed I

propose to lay plans for combating the epidemic
which may be expected in 1924.

We must acknowledge that the socalled cold is

the point of attack and I hope so to impress this

community that before the next measles epidemic
they will see that all children with colds are isolated,

or at least excluded from school. I have been told

that the public would never stand for it, but I be-

lieve they will as soon as they realize wliat it means.
The trouble with most of our health legislation is

that it comes before there is a demand for it. Not
understanding, people resent the restrictions it im-
poses, and in many instances it is impossible to en-

force the laws. We have a shining example of this

in the regulation against spitting. In very few cities

is it enforced, in most instances because the judges
or the jury do not realize the importance of the

ordinance.

In addition and to support the campaign of edu-
cation which it is proposed to inaugurate, I hope
our sanitary laws may be so changed that there will

be less restriction of the liberty of the other mem-
bers of the family. I think the time has come when
we must recognize that in most of the common
diseases it is not things but persons who are

dangerous.

Children's Fears
By FRANCES RUSS-BARKER,

London,

Children's Era Organizer for Infant Welfare under the Auspices of National Baby Week Council.

Scientific investigators, doctors, and those who
have studied child life, tell us that the making or

marring of the child's bodily health, and, as a result,

of its character and career, is very largely accom-
plished in the first years of its life, when the emo-
tions of fear and love begin to develop. Perhaps
the first to develop is fear; it is on record that an
infant twenty-three days old has been known to

evince fear. Clever, high strung children have, as

a rule, many fears, most of them creations of their

own little minds, but these same fantastic fears

very often grip the child with such intensity that the

effects on its life and health are sometimes of a

most detrimental and lasting character.

Dr. Leonard G. Guthrie says : "The importance,
long neglected, of acquiring knowledge of children,

as well as of their diseases, is now recognized. If

children were ill or ailing, the doctor was called in

to prescribe for disease, but not on their manage-
ment ; he was not asked to see a child because it

was wayward, but because it was wasting; not be-

cause it was dainty, capricious in appetite, refusing

food considered good for it and craving for all food

that was unwholesome, but because it had pains in

the stomach. Advice was not asked for peevish,

passionate children, nor for those who were afraid

of the dark or unnaturally timid, absentminded,

or brooding and morose, jealous, spiteful, or cruel,

nor for mischievous, untruthful, dishonest, or im-

moral children" ( 1 )

.

All such defects were regarded as moral rather

than morbid, and were treated as such. It was long

before it was recognized that a child might be dull

and stupid in consequence of defects of sight and
hearing. We are likely to attribute an enormous
variety of symptoms to one cause in particular, in-

stead of to many diflerent factors, and when we
have removed or treated the presumed cause, we
are much concerned because the child is not materi-

ally better. For instance, a child has night terrors,

and as indigestion will certainly give rise to bad
dreams, we think to stop the night terrors by treat-

ing the child for dyspepsia. Or headache is the

complaint, and having observed a slight error in
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refraction, we are disappointed that the headaches
do not disappear when suitable glasses have been
obtained.

In the case of adults, the effect of mental troubles

on the course and origin of illness is well recog-

nized. Medical treatment alone will not cure in-

somnia in a clerk who has been robbing a till, or

dyspepsia in a wife who is jealous. Yet where
children are concerned we often forget that the

influence of their mental troubles may be as great

or greater than our own in causing and prolonging

their complaints. We know that excessive emotion

of any kind, whether restrained or unrestrained,

produces lowered vitahty and prostration, enfeebled

circulation, and disorders of the whole system ; hence

the importance of recognizing the presence of emo-
tional excitability in early childhood.

Those who are neurotic will sympathize with the

statement of George Eliot that emotional suffer-

ings in early childhood are very great indeed

:

"that they were intensified by being neglected or

ignored ; that they affected our health as much as

our happiness, and that we bear their traces still."

Dr. Guthrie traces ill health in after life, in many
men and women of the greatest genius in our coim-

try, "to want of sympathetic and judicious treat-

ment in their youth. Parents being nowadays fully

alive to the effect of mind upon disease, expect to

be told how ill health may be averted by mental as

much as by medical treatment."

All children have an inborn sense of justice, and
a corresponding inborn resentment of injustice,

hence the importance of sifting evidence whenever
an opinion is to be pronounced for or against the

child. It is within the knowledge of the writer that

a child spent many sleepless nights because of a

wrongful accusation. No child should ever be al-

lowed to go to bed brooding upon its wrongs, sup-

posed or otherwise. This is likely to engender
smouldering resentment, jealousy, or even hatred,

and to darken the child's outlook on life, thereby

having lasting ill eft'ects upon its health.

Referring again to fear: Children, as a rule,

have such fine susceptibilities that they read accu-

rately the feelings expressed in the faces of those

about them, and gauge exactly the emotional atmos-

phere around them. If mother comes downstairs

not feeling good humored, the sensitive child feels

it and his own mental attitude is similarly affected.

If mother is nervous or unhappy, her emotions re-

act upon the household ; hence the importance of a

mother learning to control her own emotions, ex-

pressions, and tone of voice, that in turn she may
teach her child proportion and control. Take an
everyday instance : Tommy, running along, falls

;

he has perhaps slightly grazed his knee, but being in-

terested in his play would have recovered his balance

and gone along as before. Mother rushes up, conster-

nation and fear written on her face. "Poor Tommy,"
she exclaims, "where is my ' darling hurt ?" etc.

Tommy looks at the dirt on his clothes, sees a faint

scratch on his knee, glances at mother's telltale face,

and goes off into loud howls, showing at once the

effect of her mind on his.

There are other objects of fear: Fear of the doc-

tor, the policeman, the dark, witches, giants, hob-

goblins, dogs, the sweep, fear of being alone; all

these and many other fears, if not sympathetically
treated, wear down the child's nervous system, lower
his vitality, render him s'usceptible to a thousand
and one ailments, and in many cases account for

morbid conditions in after life, from mental trouble

downwards. To meet a child's fears with harsh-

ness or ridicule is a criminal fault, and is equal to

mentally and morally murdering him. Children's

fears should be met with sympathy and kindness,

and, above all, with explanation.

The development of love in the very young child

is fostered chiefly by example. Everyday kindness,

gentleness, loving ways, etc., should surround him
in the home and also in the school. In the home
where there are jars, angry words, nagging, ungra-
cious or rough behavior, we find that the children

imitate their parents' methods of speech and con-

duct, and there is little atmosphere in a home like

this for the development of the love inborn in every,

heart. In my experience the remark is constantly

heard, 'T can't understand why my girls and boys
will not stay at home." The answer is, if the at-

traction of love and cheerfulness and sociable con-
ditions are not in the home, those necessities will,

of course, be sought elsewhere. Love should be
developed in the home together with the idea of

service. Children should be taught to do little acts

of service from earliest infancy for mother, for

father, and, above all, for each other
;
boys taking

equal share with girls in home duties and service.

Judicious praise should always be bestowed for such
acts of kindness and service, because this will stim-

ulate in the child a desire to become more worthy of

the parents' loving appreciation. Parents and teach-

ers should realize that loving ways and an apprecia-

tion of the child's efforts will bring forth results

undreamed of, acting as a tonic, physical and mental.

Nagging and faultfinding prey upon the nerves,

mind, and general health, and make children resent-

ful and stubborn. As a woman once said to me:
"The children are so naughty, I'm always at 'em."

What a hopeless situation for this family

!

The old adage, "Know thyself," points out the

only means by which it is possible to acquire knowl-
edge of others. Therefore, the study of this fas-

cinating and all important subject of psychology
(which means selfknowledge) is recommended to

all who have the interests of the young at heart.

But even knowledge will not suffice, unless its

application is enforced with sympathy. The power
to feel with a nervous child, to realize the burning
sense of injustice in the heart of a child wrongfully
punished, to look at life through a child's eyes, this

power will do much to make the way smooth for

both parents and children, both teacher and taught.

Tact has been described as educated love, and sym-
pathy might be described as love that takes trouble.

It is much easier to scold a nervous child than to

try earnestly to enter into its fears, and so banish

them ; but it is not too much to say that, for many
a child, the treatment it receives in these respects

is a matter of life and death.

REFERENCES.
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A Suggested Form of Treatment for Mental Deficiency

in Children
By J. A. MILLER, M. D.,

New York,

Neuropsychiatrist to the Educational Clinic, College of the City of New York.

More than a decade ha.s passed since the innovation

of treating all types and grades of mental

retardation in children and young adults by means
of glandular therapy. And for this period various

results from this method of treatment have been
published all more or less optimistic as to the future

progress on these lines. Following this theory the

tendencies of the times have been an attempt to

increase mental capacities by stimulating the

brain cells or bringing into activity dormant brain

cells through these glandular extracts by some ob-

scure action.

It is my belief that this method of treatment is

due to the improper understanding of the condition

and causes of mental retardation and mental de-

fectiveness. We cannot stimulate a dead body or

an absent one. For example, a weakened muscle
can be made strong by suitable treatment and so

increase its activities, but medical science, thus far,

has not discovered any method whereby dead or

absent muscle tissue can be brought to life and made
to function in a normal way. So let us start with
the assumption that each human being is endowed
with a certain fixed amount of acting brain tissue.

This gives each individual a definite measurable
quantity of mentality that cannot be increased.

This mentality, however, can be left idle or can be

decreased by disease or accident during the period

of life.

From these statements the following conclusions

must be drawn : The child at birth has the same
amount of living active brain cells as it will have
when grown to adult age. During the time inter-

vening from birth to adolescence these brain cells

are stimulated and exercised until they function at

their greatest power. The intelligent child at six

will not be the dullard at sixteen, barring disease

or accident that may cause definite or obscure or-

ganic lesions. The dullard at six will be the

dullard at sixteen come what way. Bearing this

in mind let us for the present, until medical science

shows more specific methods, treat these various
mental retardations and defections by means that

will bring the best results for the individual and
the general public. The problem now for considera-

tion is the best form or method of treatment for

the retarded or the defective child.

At what age can we detect any subnormality of
mentality of any considerable degree? Usually
unless the retardation is extreme the knowledge is

unfortunately concealed unwittingly until the child

goes to school. And even then, because of our
pre.sent day methods, if the child is of a pleasant

disposition and not marked by any of the stigmata
of degeneracy it may esca])e notice until consider-

ably older. Or in the higher strata of society where
l)rivate tutoring is substituted for school the knowl-
edge of the child's inferiority may not be known

until adolescence. Therefore, I suggest that all

children should be examined and their mental capac-

ity ascertained at the age of about five or six for

in the treatment of the retarded or defective child

the earlier started the better.

In contrast to the good that can be done we must

consider what will become of the children of low

mentality if the proper steps are not taken imme-

diately for treatment and care. Offhand, I dare

say a great many of these children will be public,

social or moral menaces. The majority will help

keep up the number of inmates in the prison, the

poorhouse, and other public and charitable institu-

tions. They will propagate species of as low or

lower mentality, potential criminals, aments and

dements.

We know that there is a definite curve of distri-

bution in mental capacities, as has been shown by

h
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Fig. —Chart shovvjng approximate frequency of various degrees

of mentality.

the extensive examinations made by army psycholo-

gists and educators, the highest and greatest

portion of the curve representing the average nor-

mal human being with regard to mentality. This

curve descends gradually from either side of the

highest point to the genius on one side and the

idiot on the other.

The accompaiiing diagram shows as near as

possible the true relationship of the various degrees

of mentality to each other and the approximate fre-

quency. The midsection of the curve represents

the normal group with the dull normals on one side

and the superior normals on the other. The next

right side section represents the superior mentality

and then the mental giants running to genius. Cor-

respondingly on the left of the dull normals we
have the group of retarded mentality and then the

defective mentality running down to the idiot.

Having been unsuccessful in our attempts to

treat the individuals falling in the lowest two
groups (almost ten per cent, of the children) by

means of glandular therapy, under the assumption

that they were suffering from some disturbance of

their endocrine system, let us devote our time and

expend our energies in believing for the jiresent

that these individuals are normal mcntallv as one
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of that Specific group. To illustrate my meaning,
let us suppose that a ten year old child has a mental
age of seven years. We would then call that child

a normal seven-f^n child or in terms of intelligent

quotients a normal of 70 I. Q. child, all other things

being equal. This in spite of the fact that medically

we have heretofore termed the child mentally de-

fective or feebleminded or retarded or whatever term
might have been used by the diagnosing physician

before starting on a more or less lengthy attempt
to cure or improve by means of the glandular ex-

tracts, only to be disappointed except in cases of

cretinism. Now should this child be a social defect

then we would term the child a seven-ten social

defect or a 70 I. Q. social defect. And again a

physical defect, glandular defect (cretin), or neu-
rotic, moral or any other defect as the case may be.

This tells us the true defect and the treatment
can be given in accordance. In other words it is

more important to treat the defect whenever pres-

ent and not the mentality which may be normal for

that individual. The aim of the treatment would
then be to make the children able to care for them-
selves totally or in part in after years.

To do this these children must be examined
thoroughly both medically and psychologically at an
early age and at periods varying from six months
to a year. All their physical, social, neurotic and
other defects must be noticed and the future treat-

ment be governed by the findings. Their tempera-
ment and physical possibilities must be studied for

ultimate use.

With the knowledge thus gained and knowing
that all these children have a definite capacity for

learning, steps can then be taken to lessen their

great handicap by means of training in suitable

schools or institutions and the utmost done to edu-

cate them to the fullest of this capacity, bringing

out any latent or potential powers or individual

asset, all methods bearing on the one theory of

making these children selfsupporting in whole or

in part in adult life.

The best asset is a sound body and too much
stress cannot be placed on the importance of main-
taining the good physical qualities that a child

has or improving the condition of those not so

normally endowed. Variability of mentality is

great, as shown by the diagram, but the variability

in manual ability is small, therefore attention must
be paid to the physical possibilities in order to make
up for the handicap of a low mentality.

Not being an educator I will suggest only in a

general way the proper methods to school and train

these children. First of all there must be special

or individual schools for these children so that

they themselves may not be imbued with the idea

that they are abnormal in some unknown way, as

is so often the case among these children who at-

tend schools of the modern system. Special schools

should be provided for the training and education

of these children who are not up to par mentally,

compared with the average child. These mentally

subnormal children should be graded both according

to mentality and to age. A fifteen year old boy will

find no incentive in working alongside of an eleven

year old boy, even though they have the same men-
tal capacity. Special subdivisions or departments
should be made in the various grades to train or

treat any defects that may be found existing in

individual cases, such as physical, social, moral, or

other defects.

The training and treatment should go to the home
by means of social workers wherever needed, and
where the home is not conducive to proper

training or treatment, due to parental indifference

or antagonism, the child should be cared for in an
institution.

If these suggestions are followed out and too

much of the child's time is not wasted by attempting

to bring about a cure or even a betterment by means
of glandular therapy in the child's pliable years,

much will be accomplished and a far greater per-

centage of these children of low mentality will be

able to become entirely or partially selfsupporting.

Chronic Effects of War Gassing
Notes on the Examination of 1200 Cases

By Z. I. SABSHIN, M. D.,

New York.

The lethal gases have played an important role

in the recent European war. From the military

viewpoint it proved to be an efficacious agent, throw-

ing thousands out from the line of active duty, and,

while on one hand it might have made the impression

9i being comparatively humane, it has nevertheless

proved to be the cause of many of the disabilities

of the American expeditionary force. From my
own experience in handling exservice men who
applied to the government for compensation, al-

though with no definite statistical data, I may state

that about thirty-five per cent, of all the disabilities

are traced back to the gassing, v/ith or without other

injuries. In taking the histories of these patients I

learned that many of them were not directly gassed

in the front lines, but were afifected by handling the

clothing and other articles of those who were gassed,

or by contact with munitions that were in the

vicinity of the gassing.

The immediate and early symptoms of gas

poisoning are well known to those who were over-

seas. Although the chemical composition of the gases

varied, some of them affecting mostly the lung tissue

(phosgen), while others afifected every tissue with

which they came into contact (mustard), the usual

case, however, was a picture of an inflammatory

reaction of some part, or the entire respiratory

tract. It seems that all the gases are respiratory
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irritants, and, judging from the physical findings

later on, they have also had an escharotic action

upon the lungs. The chronic effects, however, are

not confined to the respiratory tract only. We find

that every system of the body, as well as the special

senses, were disturbed, though some may be con-

sidered as complications. The usual complaints

given by the patients, whom I have seen from a few
months to two years after having been gassed, were
as follows : cough, pain in chest, dyspnea, fatigue,

dizziness, palpitation, vomiting, indigestion, im-
paired vision, headaches, aphonia, and nervousness.

The first important fact noted from the examination
and reexamination of these patients is that the

gassing was either a mild one, or of a severe nature.

On the one hand, I found marked bronchial disorders

a few months.after the exposure to the gas, and have
seen these same cases fully cleared up several

months thereafter. On the other hand, I noted the

persistence of the abnormal subjective and objective

findings, even over two years after the gassing.

The pathology of this latter group of cases is not

very clear, and one is likely to change his opinion

on examination and reexamination of these patients.

The first phenomenon that attracted my attention

was the occurrence of chronic pulmonary tubercu-
losis in these patients, and I have wondered as to

what may be the relation of war gas to pulmonary
tuberculosis. I have asked this question of one of

the older men in the army service, and his answer
was that the tubercle bacillus was killed by the gas,

and hence gassing did not cause tuberculosis. I

could not contradict this statement, and was puzzled,

as my list of chronic pulmonary tuberculosis in the

gassed exsoldiers was growing larger. The next
group of cases with a peculiar morbid anatomy from
the causative point of view is the one with typical

subjective as well as physical findings of bronchial

asthma. I do not know to which of the existing

theories as to the cause of asthma gas poisoning can
be added. The fact remains that the war gassing
did cause bronchial asthma. Not less interesting,

and at first more mysterious, is the group of cases

with chronic cardiac disorders. Here are cases with
all signs and symptoms of a valvular lesion, re-

gurgitation, stenosis, or both, with no history of
rheumatism or any other known cause of heart dis-

ease, and the trouble starting from the day of the
gassing. There are other cases with tachycardia as

the only finding, some of which resemble greatly

a clinical picture of hyperthyroidism, and may be
easily mistaken as such in private practice.

I have mentioned these groups of cases because
of the puzzling relation of the cause to the patho-

logical sequelfe. The bulk of my cases, however,
were recorded as chronic bronchitis. In some we
have added the term emphysematous type, in others

asthmatic type, disregarding the terms mild or

severe, which were often used. All these cases

came in with the chief complaint of cough and
shortness of breath. The physical findings were the

usual signs of a bronchitis. The peculiar feature

is the marked roughness of the breath sounds, mostly
found in the interscapular region. In some cases

this type of bronchial breathing resembles actual

sawing of wood, while percussion would give nearlv

normal findings, with or without other auscultatory

abnormalities.

The etiology accounting for the form and prog-
ress of all the chronic disorders mentioned above
is only a matter of speculation. The first thing the

gas does is to irritate the lung tissue, thereby caus-

ing an inflammation. Associated with that there

may also be deepseated necrosis of the parenchyma,
which later probably heals by fibrosis, thus account-
ing for the roughened respiration. The inflamma-
tory process in some cases is accompanied by the

development of fluid in the alveoli, and violent

coughing, caused by the irritation, results in the

destruction of the alveolar epithelium and bursting

of the air vesicles, thus developing a disruptive

emphysema. With the edema and congestion of

the lungs there is also probably some thrombosis,

slowing up the pulmonary circulation, causing an
oxygen deficiency in various systems and organs,

and in turn, sooner or later, leads to a disturbance

in the right heart. There may also be some changes
in the concentration of the blood, which, together

with the lack of oxygenation, causes changes in the

cardioaugmentory and cardioinhibitory centres,- thus

accounting for the cardiocirculatory disorders. The
gas most probably is absorbed through the lungs

into the system and causes the general symptoms.
Destruction of the lining of the respiratory tract

predisposes to invasion of the lungs by bacteria

from the mouth, so that a tuberculous process can
be easily started. The lowered resistance is also

demonstrated by the fact that influenza occurred
about twice as often in the gassed soldiers, as com-
pared with those who were not gassed. Contrary
to what one might expect, it seems that the negro
had a greater resistance to the gas, as seen from
the comparatively milder symptoms in this class of

patients.

As stated above, the bulk of my cases were those

of chronic bronchitis. It may, however, be of some
interest to copy some of the figures from my record,

which I do not consider of any statistical value.

I have had 104 cases of chronic pulmonary tuber-

culosis, fifty-four with bronchial asthma, forty-eight

with chronic valvular disease of the heart, thirty

cases of tachycardia, twenty-two cases of chronic

myocarditis, twelve cases of chronic nephritis, six of

neurocirculatory asthenia, and eight cases of chronic

gastritis with or without dysentery. The special

senses in my cases were affected as follows

:

Sixty-eight had chronic conjunctivitis, four had
retinitis, twelve had chronic otitis media, twenty-

three cases of chronic laryngitis. Eighteen were diag-

nosed as suffering from neurasthenia. From the

histories I also learned that fourteen were blind

from one to four weeks after their having been
gassed, one had loss of speech for five months, one
still has loss of smell, and two have lost the power *

of erection.

The practical question which faces the community
as well as the government is the extent of perma-
nent injury and the period of disability of the

gassed soldiers. From this point of view this ques-

tion proves to be much more complicated than it

was originally believed.

1393 Fr.\nki.t.\ Street.



Editorial Articles
DIPHTHERIA

Professor Schick's article on the Predisposing

Factor in Diphtheria, which appears on page 197 of

this issue, commands special attention, hoth an ac-

count of the eminence of its author and the im-

portance of the subject. The very greatness of the

accomplishment reminds us forcibly how much
remains to be done before we can interpret with

any degree of certainty even those phenomena of

infection which are easily observed and of common
occurrence. The author refers to the early struggles

of the young science of bacteriology against the

ever alert powers of darkness. This remark serves

as a useful reminder of the fact that many of our

basic truths were only yesterday held to be fantastic

heresy. We need only refer to the fight that centred

around the present conception of immunity and the

phenomenon of bacterial carriers.

Diphtheria has lost much of its element of dreaded

terror since the advent of specific serum therapy.

It is well to remember, however, that the disease

is not as harmless yet as many observers who do

not come into close contact with it may be led to

believe. It is left to pediatrists and the hospital

staffs to realize to its full extent the peculiarly

treacherous character of the affection.

The case incidence of diphtheria in New York

city reached its recent climax of 433 cases in the

week of April 30th. This was by far the highest

figure shown by any individual disease during that

period. On July 23rd the incidence had dropped

to 136, while the mortality amounted to nine cases

during the week, which represents one per cent, of

all deaths. Though the death rate of laryngeal in-

fection is no longer ninety per cent., we still find

the worst features of diphtheria in this variety.

Holt estimates the mortality of laryngeal diphtheria

at forty per cent., while many English observers

place it even at fifty per cent, and over. If we
conclude this short survey with a reference to

cardiac and nervous sequelae, we will have succeeded

in emphasizing the undiminished urgency of com-

bating diphtheria.

In his present paper Professor Schick gives us

an interesting outline of the early history and later

development of the intracutaneous test. He also

indicates the gist of the theoretical considerations

and sf)me of the experimental work which form

its scientific basis. In discussing natural protec-

tion against infection emphasis is laid on the me-

chanical factor, while no special reference is made

to the defensive forces centred. in the vital processes

of cell function. One may wonder if a more active

share in the defense of the body should not be

attributed to the cells of the pharyngeal mucous
membrane, rather than to the mechanical structure

of the tissues. The author mentions an instance,

where trauma ])roke down the efficiency of the

mucosa and an attack of diphtheria resulted in a

carrier after a tonsillectomy had been carried out.

Is not the process identical in the type frequently

met with in clinical practice, where an acute non-

specific tonsillitis is followed after an interval by

an attack of true diphtheria? We need only pre-

sume that the onslaught of the first variety of

organisms, the shock troops, damaged the previously

healthy epithelium in such a way that the originally

powerless diphtheria bacilli found a suitable soil in

the now devitalized tissues. MacCallum's Textbook

of Pathology contains an interesting pho'.omicro-

graph showing an advanced line of streptococci

actually within the tissues of the pharynx, while

diphtheria bacilli have gained a footing on the more

superficial necrotic portions. Though other explana-

tions cannot l)e altogether ruled out, it may be

admitted that it has all the appearance of a case of

genuine symbiosis. In any case, the fact that the

mucosa becomes damagec^ in the course of diphtheria,

makes it highly probable that absorption of toxins

of other than diphtheritic origin does actually take

place. This is a possibility which seems to us

worthy of more consideration than has hitherto been

accorded to it.

Schick has forged a weapon which enables us to

attack diphtheria from many different points of

vantage. For the first time we are able to determine

the susceptibility of large bodies of individuals with

speed and accuracy and within the bounds of

economic possibilities. It is, perhaps, with justifi-

able pride that we point to the progressive spirit our

health department has shown in quickly appreciating

the potentialities of the test and in utilizing it on

such a large scale without courageous enterprise

The good results obtained in New York city are due

to a great extent to the wise publicity service which

has widely diffused a knowledge of the merits of

the test. We remember with admiration the public

spirited demonstration given at the recent New York

State Medical Society exhibition in Brooklyn.

Schick's test has confirmed the findings of clinical

observation with regard to the dangerous age. Chil-

dren between the ages of six months and six years
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show the greatest susceptibility. The author points

out that in at least one important point the test is

superior to bacteriological examination : this is the

decision, whether a carrier of diphtheria bacilli in

whom tonsillitis develops, suffers from a super-

imposed acute attack of diphtheria, or whether he

continues to be resistant to the specific organism and

merely has a septic sore throat. In the latter case,

the bacteriological examination would indeed show

the presence of Klebs-Loeffler bacilli, but Schick's

test would be negative and thus reveal the true

state of affairs. Again, during an epidemic of

diphtheria in an institution, such as a school or a

hospital, there would be no need to inflict the annoy-

ance inseparable from a course of serum immuniza-

tion, on those individuals who are naturally pro-

tected, as demonstrated by the Schick test. Finally,

we may point out that the test has been and to an

even larger exteiit in the future will be an important

help for researches into the nature of immunity and

infection. The test has added another triumph to

the fair fame of ^sculapius's youngest daughter.

Prophylaxis. It also is endowed with a special at-

traction, inasmuch as it stimulates the development

and rewards the public spirited application of a. rare

and precious faculty of the mind of man— fore-

sight.

PEDIATRICS AND OTHER THINGS.
This issue of the New York Medical Journal,

as well as that of August 3d, is devoted to papers

on the subject of pediatrics. Many of them will be

found useful and most of them present new findings

or shed more light on things known but not always

emphasized.

The mental and nervous factors are among the

most important considerations in the study of child

life. The conditionings of the first few years of

childhood, as shown by the studies of Freud, Hug
Helmuth, White, and other workers are the most

important in the entire life cycle of the individual.

We have always attempted to be fair and publish

papers by men of standing even though we did not

agree with them. In this instance, we publish a

reactionary paper by Dr. Charles W. Burr, of Phila-

delphia. He has either ignored or failed to keep

up with the literature on the subject. It would be

well if he would get in touch with the works of

Jones of England, Hug Helmuth of Germany, and

Kempf and White of America. He would then

secure a better understanding of the causative fac-

tors in the behavior of children. The great diffi-

culty with Dr. Burr is that he only observes things

on the surface and never gets down to fundamen-

tals. He classifies children into groups. He for-

gets that they are individuals with a personality in

the making. He accepts them as they are and at-

tempts to label them. It is depressing to find work-

ers holding positions of prominence clinging to dog-

mas long since relegated to limbo, calling the brain

"the great organ of thought and feeling" when we
thought that this scholastic point of view had been

abandoned even before James and Lang had put

forth their theories. The author frequently naively

seeks answers for questions which are no longer mys-

teries except to those who refuse to see :
".

.

whereby new potentialities whether for evil or for

good arise, we do not know." It would be more

accurate if the personal I were substituted for the

more amorphous editorial we, for there are work-

ers in this important field who do know, and who
base their therapy upon their knowledge. We
would not attempt to say that psychoanalysis would

have improved the products of Dickens, but we do

feel that a better understanding of human behavior

would materially improve Dr. Burr's concepts of

the nervous child. His therapy consists of repres-

sion, repression of the things that should be brought

to light and examined and then synthesized, but it

is difficult to do this when the physician himself is

groping about and has lost contact with reality. Dr.

Burr's paper, however, is not wholly bad. One
statement in particular is extremely well put

—"We
must relearn that innocence, which after all is ig-

norance, though pretty in a baby, is hideous in an

adult ; that hiding nasty truths does not make them

untrue or abolish them and that work is the one

filing worth while." This is sound common sense,

and it does not seem to be in keeping with most of

the reactionary parts of the paper.

VACCINATION METHODS
The average physician regards vaccination as

more or less of a nuisance—an unimportant task

to be relegated to the office nurse or to be hurriedly

performed by the doctor himself with a prayer that

a bad arm may not follow. As a rule, the patient's

family does the afterdressings according to their

several lights, and if the vaccinee goes to school a

certificate of vaccination is issued if any sort of a

scar results. There is no generally followed vac-

cination technic, some scratch, some bore, and some

squirt the vaccine beneath the skin with a hypodermic

syringe. There is no universal site for vaccination

;

the deltoid insertion, right or left, the inner aspect

of the arm, the calf and the thigh being used alike.

There is no definite rule regarding revaccination

;

no uniform method of diagnosing a "take," an

imnuine reaction, or a failure. In other words, by
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and large the practicing physician is neglecting a

tremendously important public health duty.

This results, perhaps, from the fact that the

average practitioner sees few cases of smallpox, and

those which come to his attention are generally be-

nign. Hence, unconsciously, smallpox has come to

be regarded as an almost negligible danger.' Yet

mild smallpox is pretty generally distributed

throughout the United States and if physicians con-

tinue their present vaccination technic we are likely

to see a good many old fashioned virulent cases.

Certainly, improperly performed vaccinations do

not help the cause of vaccination ; one bad arm in

a community will undo a year spent in carefully

teaching public health, and furnish the conscientious

objectors of that neighborhood with a telling argu-

ment.

It is up to the health authorities to lay down a

standard of vaccination technic and to define ac-

curately what is a "take," an immune reaction, or

a failure. This standard should be nationwide in

its application, and once promulgated should be

enforced by the local health organizations. For

years the Public Health Service has safeguarded the

purity and potency of smallpox vaccine. Could it

not with equal propriety standardize vaccination

methods ?

PHYSICIAN AUTHORS: DR. JOHN MOORE
When Dr. John Moore, the father of Sir John

Moore, (hero of the Battle of Corunna, immortal-

ized in Charles Wolfe's poem, Tlic Burial of Sir

John Moore) wrote his first novel, Zeluco, he issued

this warning to the public : "Tracing the windings

of vice and delineating the disgusting features of

villainy are unpleasant tasks, and some people cannot

bear to contemplate such a picture. It is fair,

therefore, to warn readers of this turn of mind

not to peruse the story of Zeluco." This warning,

we are told, was issued in all sincerity, though if a

similar warning in connection with a novel were

issued today one would be justified in suspecting its

purpose. At any rate, human nature in those days

(1789) was no different from that of today, and so

the warning was not heeded. Instead, Zeluco in-

stantly became a best seller. It ran through several

editions in England and Ireland and was translated

into French. Then, like many another best seller,

it sank into oblivion. Critics say that, as novels

go nowadays, it was a pretty dull story and generally

defective as a piece of literature. But although

Zeluco was a third rate product, it has, as Thomas
Spencer Baynes points out in the Encyclopedia

Britannica. left an abiding mark on English litera-

ture through Byron's Childe Harold, which was in-

spired by Zeluco. "The character took great hold

of Byron's imagination," says Baynes, "and prob-

ably influenced his life in some of its many moods,

as well as his poetry. It is not too much to say

that the common opinion that Byron intended

Childe Harold as a reflection of himself cannot be

cleared of its large mixture of falsehood with a

study of Moore's Zeluco. Byron said he intended

the Childe to be 'a poetical Zeluco,' and the most

striking features of the portrait undoubtedly were

taken from that character. At the same time it is

obvious to everybody acquainted with Moore's novel

and Byron's life that the moody and impressionable

poet often adopted the character of Zeluco, fancied

himself and felt himself to .be a Zeluco, although

he was at heart a very dififerent man."

Mr. Baynes is one of the few latter day admirers

of Dr. Moore's fiction. "In these days," he says,

"Zeluco would be called a psychological novel ; it

is a close analysis of the motives of a headstrong,

passionate, thoroughly selfish and unprincipled pro-

fligate. It is full of incident and the analysis is

never prolonged into tedious reflections nor suffered

to intercept the progress of the story, while the main

plot is diversified with many interesting episodes."

Dr. Moore wrote two other novels, Edward and

Mordaunt, and several other books. Edward, in two

volumes, and Mordaunt, in three, were both dull

stories and neither as successful as Zeluco. Dr.

Moore intended Edward to illustrate the admirable

side of life, the reverse of Zeluco. George Saints-

bury, one of the ablest of present day critics, says

Moore's novels "lacked concentration and finish, and

he is likely never to be read again as a whole."

Moore's first book was his Views of Society and

Manners in France, Switzerland and Germany (two

volumes), published in 1779, after he had spent five

years on the Continent with Douglas, eighth Duke

of Hamilton, who was in poor health. He followed

this with two more volumes of Views of Society

and Manners in Italy and in 1786 he published Med-

ical Sketches, in two parts. The first part is physio-

logical and its most original remark (says Norman

Moore in The Dictionary of National Biography)

are on the reflections and impressions from one nerve

to another, illustrated by the fact that eating ice

cream gives pain at the root of the nose. The

second part treats, but with no great clearness, of

several varieties of fever. Moore also wrote two

volumes on the French Revolution, of which he

was an eye witness, having gone to France in 1792

with the Earl of Lauderdale. He saw the disturb-

ances of August 10th and the massacres of Septem-

ber 29th, and many other features of the revolt.

His account of these events is set down in his

Jourml During the Revolution in France from
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August first to December 15, 1792. The Journal

appeared in two volumes, in 1793 and 1794, and

was followed by two volumes entitled A View of

the Causes and Progress of the French Revolution.

Carlyle quotes Moore frequently in his history of

the French Revolution, despite the fact that he dis-

paraged Moore's reportorial ability. "As an author,"

says Carlyle, "Dr. Moore was more distinguished

by the range of his information than l)y its accuracy

or extent upon any particular subject, and his writ-

ings did not owe their celebrity to any great depth

or originality of thought. ... As a novelist he

showed no extraordinary felicity in the department

of invention, no great power of diversifying his

characters or ease in conducting his narrative."

Moore's other literary work included a biography

of his friend, patient, and fellow physician, Dr.

George Tobias Smollett.

Dr. Moore was born in Stirling, Scotland, in

1729, and was educated first at the Glasgow gram-

mar school, after which he entered Glasgow Uni-

versity and at the same time was apprenticed to

Dr. John Gordon, the surgeon to whom Smollett

also was apprenticed. Beside attending the med-

ical courses at Glasgow University he devoted

himself to the study of literature, history, and phil-

osophy. At the end of his apprenticeship, in 1747,

he was made a surgeon's mate in the Duke of

Argyll's regiment and saw considerable service on

the Continent. After peace was declared he attended

Dr. William Hunter's lectures in London, then went

to Paris to continue his medical studies, returning

to Glasgow in 1751 to become Dr. Gordon's partner.

On his way from Paris he attended another series

of Hunter lectures and took a course in midwifery.

He practised two years with Gordon, and then with

Hamilton, the professor of anatomy, but it was not

until 1770 that he obtained his M. D. degree at

Glasgow University. It was two years later that

he started on the five year tour of Europe with the

Duke of Hamilton. Upon his return to England he

resumed practice in London. After many years'

practice his health broke down and he went to live

at Richmond, Surrey, where he died on January

21, 1802.

"Dr. Moore was sagacious as a physician and

throughout his life had intense enjoyment in general

observation and in every kind of good literature and

good society," says Norman Moore (in the Diction-

ary of National Biography). "He was universally

liked and most of all in his own house. He was well

built and had regular features. Sir Thomas Law-
rence painted his portrait and there was another

portrait of him with the eighth Duke of Hamilton

and Sir John Moore Hiis son) by Gavin Hamilton."

DEATH RETURNS
The examination of the mortality records of a

community is not the most pleasant pursuit from

a general point of view, and it is certainly not en-

couraging to one who has the progress of medical

science and the advancement of health at heart. We
do not refer here to errors as to "cause of death"

nor to that always confusing "contributory," "sec-

ondary" or "intercurrent" factor in the taking of?

of the deceased. The former is too often puzzling

and we must confess that we sympathize with any-

one who becomes confused by these latter terms and

have been longing to have someone render them

lucid or replace them by a word or phrase of better

defined meaning. One might find fault with the

continued use of the expressions heart failure, de-

bility, old age, and many others, if they were not

such convenient and expressive term.s and did not

so readily cover our clinical ignorance. It is not

so easy to give, instead, the name of a "definite dis-

ease" demanded by the registrar.

While the cause or causes of death should be given

as carefully as possible we all have good reason

for not always knowing just what brought the human
motor to a stop. We seldom, however, have an ex-

cuse for not knowing the occupation and the exact

occupation of the deceased. Moreover, when we
fail to give these it is plainly evident, not only that

we are not interested in, and do not comprehend,

the full purpose of vital statistics, but it reveals the

fact that we never made a thorough study of the

case.

Occupation (or lack of it) is perhaps the greatest

factor in the welfare of the human machine, and one

cannot go too carefully into the work done by a pa-

tient and the conditions under which he works. It is

not enough to know that a man labors in a factory,

or that he is employed in a factory producing a cer-

tain product. There may be a dozen special occupa-

tions in this business with as many sources of wear

and tear to the organism. It is not sufficient to ask a

man where he works or in what department. He
should be pinned down to the exact process he car-

ries out and, if the lead seems at all promising, to

an exact account of the materials and methods em-

ployed. It is of no use in diagnosis and of no

service to statistical science to be able to place on

the death certificate merely that the deceased was

a carpenter or a musician or a painter. Without

specification the student of certificates does not know

whether the first stooped all day over a- lathe in a

dusty room or built houses, whether the second con-

ducted an orchestra at ten thousand dollars a year

or turned the crank of a hurdy gurdy, or whether

the third was a ])r()spt"rous landscape artist or a
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worker in the lead laden atmosphere of some paint

shop. Nor is it of any use to anyone to say that

the decedent was retired, further than that retire-

ment from work is often a dangerous procedure.

If retired, retired from what? He might be a re-

tired printer or a retired preacher. There is con-

siderable difference when it comes to tracing and

eradicating sources of occupational menace.

It is of great importance to be as exact as possible

in giving the causes of death, but, with the exact

occupation preceding death or for the major portion

of life given, the death certificate becomes of far

greater statistical value. Without this information

it is of comparatively little use except for collecting

insurance. The physician has no excuse for not

making the death certificate a valuable document.

CHILD LABOR IN WISCONSIN.
Children in Wisconsin who are compelled to work

have a distinct advantage over their young fellow
toilers in other states, according to data set forth
in the Biennial Report of the Industrial Commission
(1918-1919), recently issued. All occupations ex-
cept agriculture are covered by the child labor law
of the state. Not only are working children thor-
oughly supervised, but those found physically dis-

qualified are given medical service at nominal cost.

Below fourteen years of age, Wisconsin children
are given only vacation permits. Between the ages
of fourteen and seventeen permits for regular em-
ployment are given on the basis of physical and
educational qualifications. Close cooperation with
the system of vocational and continuation schools
is maintained by the stafif of the commission and its

agents throughout the state.

NOTICE TO OUR READERS.
The index for Vol. CXIII of the New York

Medical Journal will be sent on the request of our
subscribers. Those desiring it will kindly" write to

the editors.

News Items.

Pennsylvania Hospital to Be Enlarged.—The
Pennsylvania Hospital, Philadelphia, is having plans
drafted for a nurses' home, an outpatient building,

a private patient building, a service building, and
additions to the heating plant, laundry and labora-

tory.

New X Ray Tube.—Dr. Julius Lillienfeld, pro-
fessor of i)hy6ics at the University of Leipsic, in-

ventor of a new x ray tube, gave a demonstration
in the presence of Professor George Pegram and
Professor Davis at the Department of Physics of

Columbia University and before the New York
Rontgen Ray Society. Experiments are being car-

ried on with the new tube at Bellevue Hospital
under the direction of Dr. I. Seth Hirsch.

American Chemical Society. — The annual
meeting of the American Chemical Society will be
held in New York, September 6th to 10th.

Cholera in Russia.—The Moscow authorities

have officially admitted 47,779 cases of cholera

throughout Russia and have also admitted that the

number is on the increase.

Smallpox in a State Hospital.—Ten cases of

smallpox were discovered in the State Hospital for

the Insane at Waterbury, Vt. A new patient was
said to have carried the disease to the hospital. The
infected persons have been isolated and the entire

hospital is under quarantine.

American Association of Obstetricians, Gyne-
cologists, and Abdominal Surgeons.—The thirty-

fourth annual meeting of the American Association

of Obstetricians, Gynecologists, and Abdominal Sur-

geons will be held at the Hotel Statler, St. Louis,

September 20th to 22d, imder the presidency of

Dr. Henry Schwarz, of St. Louis.

Reconstruction Assistant.—The United States

Civil Service Commission announces an examina-
tion for reconstruction assistants in physiotherapy

and occupational therapy. The salaries range from
$600 to $960 a year, and maintenance. Applica-

tions will be rated as received until further notice.

Applicants should apply for form 304, to the United
States Civil Service Commission, Washington,
D. C.

Death Rate of New York City.—^According to

statistics of the Department of Health, the deaths

in New York city during the week ending July

23, 1921, were fewer than in the corresponding week
of 1920. The figures are 984 deaths, giving a rate

of 8.93 in 1,000 of population for 1921, against 9.21

in 1,000 a year ago. For the first thirty weeks of

1921 the death rate was 11.89 in 1,000, against 14.80

in 1,000 in 1920.

One Million Five Hundred Thousand Cancer
Deaths.—The League of Red Cross Societies has
just issued a report in which it states that in the

four years from 1908 to 1912 cancer caused more
than 1,500,000 deaths in civilized countries. The
country which had the highest mortality between
1900 and 1919 was Switzerland, with 125 to 100,000

inhabitants. Holland and England come next, with

about 100 in 100,000. The United States comes
after England with a steady tendency toward in-

crease in the number of cancer deaths. Italy has

the smallest number of deaths from cancer.

Consultants to the National Pathological Lab-
oratories.—Dr. George Dock, of St. Louis, Dr.
Otto Folin, of Boston, and Dr. Ludwig Hektoen,
of Chicago, have accepted appointments as con-

sultants to the National Pathological Laboratories,

New York. They will specify the methods to be

used and keep the laboratories in touch with the

most modern advances that will be useful in aiding

the practising physician. Problems relating to the

application of laboratory service to clinical medicine

will be referred to Dr. Dock ; Dr. Folin's advice will

be followed in problems of blood chemistry and
other biological siibjects, and questions relating to

tissue diagnosis, bacteriological and serological

methods will be referred to Dr. Hektoen.
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Johns Hopkins Hospital Fees.—The Board of

Trustees of the Johns Hojikins Hospital has issued

a dictum fixing the maximum fee for an operation

in the hospital at $1,000 and the maximum charge

for attending a patient in the hospital at $35 a week.

The ruhng applies to only part time professors and
their assistants.

New Ofificers of Medical Association of Mon-
tana.—At a recent meeting of the association, the

following officers were elected for the ensuing year

:

Dr. Wyman F. AndrUs, of Miles City, president

;

Dr. Charles F. Watkins, Billings ; Dr. Aloysius N.

Dolan, Great Falls, and Df. Percy S. Rennick, Ste-

vensvilie, vice-presidents. Dr. Elmer G. Balsam,

Billings, was reelected secretary-treasurer.

Cosmopolitan Cancer Research Society.—

A

new research laboratory has recently been formed
in Brooklyn to study cancer and disseminate infor-

mation as to the nature of the disease, its causes,

methods of prevention, and treatment. The society

will cooperate with federal, state and municipal

health departments, hospitals, and all organizations

through which education may be extended to the

people.

Prevention of Rickets.—A committee was re-

cently appointed in New York for the purpose of

ascertaining the prevalence of rickets among chil-

dren born of Italian parentage, in those nursed ex-

clusively and in those fed artificially ; to devise

means of preventing rickets by various measures,

such as the use of cod liver oil, sunlight and fresh

air, diet, hygiene, etc., and to cure the condition after

it has appeared. The committee is composed of rep-

resentatives of the bureau of child hygiene of the

New York City Department of Health and the As-
sociation for Improving the Condition of the Poor,

and among its members are Professor H. C. Sher-

man, • Professor Mary S. Rose, Professor Graham
Lusk, Dr. Alfred F. Hess, Dr. Charles Hendee
Smith, Dr. Louis C. Sfhroeder, Dr. Jules M. Blu-
menthal. Dr. Jacob Sobel, Mr. Bailey M. Burritt and
Mr. John C. Gebhart.

Personal.—Dr. George E. de Schweinitz and
Dr. John G. Clark, both of Philadelphia, will leave

for Peking, China, on August 18th, to attend the

installation of the new director of the Union Medi-
cal College, founded by the Rockefeller Foundation.

Lieutenant Colonel Harry L. Gilchrist, Medical
Corps, United States Army, has been awarded the

distinguished service medal for exceptionally meri-

torious and distinguished service while serving as

chief of the delousing and bathing services of the

American Expeditionary Forces.

Walter G. Campbell, assistant chief of the Bu-
reau of Chemistry, Department of Agriculutre,

Washington, D. C, since 1916, has been made act-

ing chief to fill the place of Dr. Carl L. Alsberg,

who resigned July 15th. Dr. W. W. Skinner, chief

of the water and beverage laboratory of the bureau
since 1908, is designated as assistant chief.

Dr. W. C. Billings has been appointed director

of inspection of immigrants at Ellis Island. He suc-

ceeds Dr. J. W. Kerr, who has been transferred to

the Surgeon General's office, Washington, D. C.
Dr. BiUings has been executive officer twice since

•entering the United States Public Health Service in

1898.

Suicides in 1921.—In the first six months of
the year 1921, there were reported to the Save-
a-Life I^eague 6,509 suicides. of whom 4,527 were
males and 1,982 females. In the first half of 1920,
2,771 suicides were reported in the United States,
1,810 males and 961 females. The average age of
the male suicide is forty-three years. Unsettled
economic conditions, with loss of employment and
bu siness failures, are blamed for the suicide wave
which has spread over the country since the first of
the year. Two hundred and twenty-five children
ended their lives in the first half of 1920; the num-
ber has more than doubled this year. The average
age of girl suicides is fifteen and of boys sixteen
years.

<$>

Died.
Abbott.—To Brookline, Mass., on Monday, August 1st,

Dr. Florence Hale Abbott, aged fifty-three years.
Adam.—-In Jersey City, N. J., on Thursday, July 28th,

Dr. Clovis Adam.
Blocklinger.—hi Dubuque, la., on Wednesday, July 20th,

Dr. Albert Herman Blocklinger, aged fifty-four years.
Brown.—In New York, on Friday, July 29th, Dr. Helen

Williston Brown, aged thirty-seven years.
Brown,—In Parkersburg, W. Va., on Sunday, July 24th,

Dr, Robert L. Brown, aged sixty-six years,
Bryant.—In Berkeley, Cal, on Saturday, July 16th, Dr.

John Bryant, of Independence, Mo., aged seventy-six years.
BuRGiN.—In Philadelphia, Pa., on Sunday, July 31st, Dr.

George H. Burgin, aged sixty-seven years.
Crosthwaite.—In Altoona, Pa., on Monday, July 18th,

Dr. David Wilmot Crosthwaite, aged sixty-four years.
Croston.—In Haverhill, Mass., on Saturday, July 30th,

Dr. John F. Croston, aged sixty-six years.
Gray.-In New York, on Saturday, July 23rd, Dr. Her-

bert L. Gray, aged thirty-nine years.

Hicks.—In Mobile, Ala., on Monday, July 18th, Dr.
Lamartine O. Hicks, of Jackson, aged seventy-two years.
HuRLOCK.—In Philadelphia, Pa., on Sunday, July 24th,

Dr. Frank I. Hurlock, aged sixty-two years.
LoMisoN.—In Mt. Carmel, Pa., on Monday, July 18th.

Dr. William A. Lomison, aged seventy-four years.
McCay.—In Sunbury, Pa., on Thursday, July 28th, Dr.

Mary Anne McCay, of Northumberland, aged sixty- four
years.

Moon.—In Philadelphia, Pa., on Sunday, July 24th, Dr.
Rachael Tatnall Moon, aged forty-seven years.
MooRE.—In New York, on Sunday, July 31st, Dr. Edwin

W. Moore, of San Diego, Cal., aged seventy-three years.
MusGRAVE.—In New York, on Sunday, July 31st, Dr.

Christopher James Musgrave, aged forty-six years.
Selden.—In Troy, N. Y., on Sunday, July 24th, Dr.

Robert Selden, of Catskill, N. Y., aged seventy-three years.
Sims.—In Memphis, Tenn., on Thursday, July 14th. Dr.

Samuel C. Sims, aged fifty-nine years.
Smith.—In Kingston, N. Y., on Saturday, July 30th, Dr.

George De Forest Smith, aged sixtv-nine years.
Swinburne.—In Rye, N. Y., on Saturday, July 23rd, Dr.

George Knowles Swinburne, of New York, aged sixty-three
years.

Todd.—In Cleveland, Ohio, on Sunday, July 17th, Dr.
Frank H. Todd, aged seventy-two years.
Toombs.—In Lexington, Ky., on Friday, July 15th, Dr.

R. Saunders Toombs, of Memphis, Tenn., aged seventy-
seven years.

Ullrich.—In Brooklyn, N. Y., on Wednesday, July 27th,
Dr. Robert Matthew Ullrich, aged fortv-six years.
Vanderhoof.—In Phelps, N. Y., on Friday, July 29th, Dr.

Frederick D. Vanderhoof, aged seventy-eight years.
^Westfall.—In Dresscrville, N. Y., on Sundav, July

17tli, Dr. Helen M. Westfall, aged seventy-one years.
Wiutesides.— In Indianapolis, Ind., on Sunday, luly

17th, Dr, Lindsey L. Whitesides, of Franklin, Ind.', aged
sixty-one years,

WooFTEk.— In Centralia, W. Va., on Wednesday. Julv
20th, Dr. James Vernon Woofter, aged forty-five years.
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THE SYRACUSE CLINIC.

By C. E. Coon, M. D.,

Syracuse, N. Y.

Much has been said about group medicine since

the close of the World War. During the conflict it

became apparent that free collaboration of two or

more specialist physicians brought quicker and hap-

pier results to all concerned. The immense amount
of progress in each subdivision and redivision of

medicine has rendered the individual specialist

capable of correctly handling only a certain propor-

tion of cases, and apart from medical advancement

the conclusions of several men are less likely to be

in error than those of a single practitioner.

Loose forms of group medicine have been prac-

tised for years, such as the calling of consultations,

socalled hospital clinics, ward work, and in other

apparent ways. Group medicine in the true sense

general surgery ; Dr. T. H. Halsted and Dr. F. J.
O'Connor, otolaryngology ; Dr. A. C. Durand, oph-
thalmology; Dr. S. P. Richmond, dermatology; Dr.
T. F. Laurie, genitourinary surgery; Dr. N. P.

Sears, gynecology ; Dr. C. E. Coon, orthopedic sur-

gery; Dr. J. H. Burch and Dr. F. C. Rulison, ront-

genology, gastroenterology, radium and electrother-

apy ; Dr. A. B. Siewers, neuropsychiatry; Dr. H. G.
Locke, consultant neuropsychiatrist ; Dr. O. W. H.
Mitchell, consulting bacteriologist : Dr. R. K. Brewer,
consulting chemist; Miss Mary B. Cooper, A.B., in

charge of the laboratory. To these will be added
other special departments and a dental diagnosti-

cian and surgeon will be included. Thus all the im-
portant departments of medicine and surgery and
the specialties are represented.

A graduate of the Nitchi School is instructor in

the teaching of lip reading for the deaf, and a com-
petent instructor is in charge of corrective gymnas-

FiG. 1.—Syracuse Clinic, Fayette Park, Syracuse, N. V.

implies much closer association, preferably all

housed under a single roof and in more or less

legal affiliation with one another. Thus there may
be liberal use of one another's time and apparatus

to the single end of securing an accurate, quick, and

less expensive diagnosis. It is the most practical

manner of making use of the principles of collab-

oration, and opportunities for research are afforded

that do not obtain in individual practice. The Mayo
clinic stands out as a testimonial of the truth of this

statement.

The Syracuse Clinic is an association of physicians

for the practice of group medicine. The partnership

consists of Dr. T. H. Halsted and Dr. C. E. Coon,
with fifteen physicians comprising the active staff of

the clinic. They are as follows: Dr. W. A. Groat,

Dr. E. V. Sweet, and Dr. C. E. McElwain, internal

medicine; Dr. A. G. Swift and Dr. P. K. Menzies,

tics. A trained mechanic is in charge of the shop

for the construction of various orthopedic devices.

A force of trained nurses, secretaries, stenographers

and a trained librarian complete the staff.

The site of the Syracuse Clinic building is an ex-

cellent one, on Fayette Park, close to the business

centre of Syracuse. The colonial type of the struc-

ture adds dignity to its purpose. There are three

large floors and a well lighted basement. A spacious

reception hall on the main floor serves as a common
waiting room and in addition to this the two corri-

dors serve as waiting rooms. The offices are large

and provide ample space for greater facility in work.

The equipment of the various departments is very

complete and in keeping with the latest advances in

medicine.
^

In the X ray room various screens, filters and
grids are constantly in use to improve the quality
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of the picture work and there are offices equipped

for the use of diathermy, high frequency, and other

electrotherapeutics. A quantity of radium is owned

by the chnic and its use is directed by an experi-

enced physician. The examination rooms and op-

erating room are tiled. The medical section is, of

course, the largest, having six connecting offices.

In this department there is also a room for the study

of basal metabolism by the Benedict method. The

large laboratory is completely equipped for clinical

and research work. The well supplied library is a

most useful room and in this daily consultations are

held on the group and other cases following luncheon

in an adjoining room.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD PURSUED

BY THE CLINIC IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE

AND THE TREATMENT OF PATIENTS.

Diagnosis is the foundation of treatment. Ef-

fective treatment depends upon accuracy of diag-

nosis.

The majority of persons requiring medical treat-

ment are suffering from some disease of a definite

Fig. 2.—General waiting room of the Syracuse Clinic.

nature, the diagnosis of which may be made by one

physician or specialist. This class of patients may
not need an exhaustive examination and it may not

be necessary for them to be examined or treated by
more than one physician. In this- case the method
of procedure is exactly as if the patient were con-

sulting any competent doctor.

In the more complex cases, however, every avail-

able means of investigation may be required to reach

a diagnosis. Various special tests and examinations

are usually necessary and the services of a number
of physicians, representing different specialties, the

laboratory and x ray, all working in collaboration,

may be needed before the nature and cause of the

disease or affection can be made clear, in which
event the method known as group diagnosis is em-
ployed. Briefly this method is as follows

:

A comprehensive history of the patient's complaint

is taken by the physician making the first examina-
tion, after which the patient is seen by such special-

ists as are required to examine the case. Laboratory

tests of secretions, excretions, blood and the neces-

sary X ray examinations are made. Written reports

of the findings of the different specialists and de-

partments are furnished to the physician of the

group having the case in charge. Following this, con-

sultations of the doctors especially concerned in the

case are held, and an opinion or diagnosis is reached.

After the examination is completed, if the patient

Fiii. 3.—Laboratory of the Syracuse Clinic.

has been referred to the clinic by an outside physi-

cian for diagnosis alone, the patient will be returned

to his own doctor with the opinion and advice of

the clinic. If he has come for treatment he will

be referred to the proper specialist for treatment of

his particular case.

The organization of the clinic, then, is such that

a patient may have to consult but one physician and
be examined or treated by him alone, or the services

of as many physicians as may be needed in any given

case may be utilized for either diagnosis or treat-

ment. The patients requiring hospital service are

sent to one of the hospitals of the city with which
the physicians of the clinic are connected.

Fig. 4.—Orthopedic shop of the Syracuse Clinic.

Periodical health examinations for the purpose of

discovering early tendencies to disease or its pres-

ence are undertaken by the clinic, there being a very

definite demand by persons, especially those over

forty years of age, for the character of medical

examination known as life extension service.
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The expense to any patient will, of course, vary
in accordance with the amount of time, labor, care

and material expended. Patients consulting one
doctor only would pay the ordinary fee charged by
a specialist for similar services. In more complex
cases, requiring group diagnosis, there is conserva-
tion of time, easy collaboration of the specialists,

and unity of control. A single bill, which includes

the services of the various physicians engaged in

any given case is rendered by the clinic and not by
the individual doctor. A flat fee is chargecl for

group diagnosis and life extension examinations,
while for treatments or surgical work the fees de-

pend upon the work performed.

LONDON LETTER.
{From our oix'n Correspondent.)

London, June ii, 1921.

The Hospital Crisis—Sir James Catitlie on Tobacco— A'oti-

fication of Venereal Disease—Maternity Endowment—
Physical Education in Schools.

This unfortunately is a time of crises, of un-
wonted happenings, and like industry the hospitals

seem to be in a state of chaos or more probably of

evolution. Perhaps your readers may think that I

dwell somewhat unduly upon the hospital question,

but when it is considered that it is one of the most
insistent questions of the hour, both from the point

of view of the medical profession and of the gen-

eral public, it is difficult for a writer on medical
matters to evade it. At once it may be said that the

situation is as bad and in many respects worse than
ever. No solution of the problem appears to be in

sight. Two letters contributed to the London
Times, May 12th, from chairmen of two of the most
important London hospitals will show more clearly

how affairs stand than anything I can say. Lord
Knutsford has been referred to in these letters

previously. He is the chairman of the immense
London Hospital, situated in the midst of the poorest

district of London, and has made for himself a

name throughout the length and breadth of the land
for the manner in which he has kept the institution

going despite the fact that its endowment is trifling.

Indeed it has been for years the very type of a
voluntary hospital. Lord Knutsford writes as fol-

lows: "Owing to the serious position of the London
Hospital, the committee settled at their last meeting
to close two hundred beds, and to cut down the out-

patients by 35,000. The patients now occupying
the beds will, of course, remain until well enough to

leave, but no more patients will be admitted to them.
The announcement has caused consternation in East
London. This means that in a fortnight or so hence
200 beds in England's largest hospital will be closed

and what adds to the tragedy of it is that there is

today an accepted list of 761 poor people waiting
for a vacant bed, whose illnesses have been recog-
nized by the medical staft as curable only if they
can get inpatient treatment."

The other letter is from the chairman of King's
College Hosj)ital, the hospital immortalized by the
fact that Lister was a member of the staff. The
letter reads thus: "About this time last year it

became known that the voluntary hospitals in Lon-

don were faced with a financial crisis, and that un-
less some special grants could be made to them they
would be compelled to close many of their beds.
This disaster was averted, but the position today is

unfortunately no better than it was twelve months
ago, and there appears to be no prospect of imme-
diate relief. So serious indeed has it become that
at two hospitals a decision has already been taken
to close wards, which will reduce the number of
beds available by nearly 400, and it is certain that
this example must be followed by others unless debts
can be paid and larger income assured for the future.

Hospitals have carried on in the hope that payment
by patients, assistance from approved societies, or
the institution by the Government of a general
health scheme in which they could participate and
be paid for services rendered would relieve them
of their difficulties but, in fact, many of them are
faced with great debts and can no longer gamble on
hopes for the future. These debts were in some
cases incurred or increased during the war. At
King's College Hospital, in the years from 1914 to

1919, three quarters of the beds were devoted to

military patients of whom nearly 31,000 were
treated ; but voluntary contributions and income
from endowment exceeded the total amount paid by
the War Ofiice in those years by over £34,000, and
in addition the hospital spent during the same period
nearly £34,000 more than it received. I think it

is clear that the Government received much more
than it paid for, and I do not believe that volun-
tary effort would be discouraged if in such cases

grants from public sources were made with the ob-

ject of helping to extinguish the debt."

Although the prospect for the hospitals seems
dark, there are some gleams of light breaking
through, the prevailing gloom. They received re-

cently a large amount from the National Relief

Fvmd as well as a goodly proportion of the surplus

of something like £7,000,000 of the approved socie-

ties. But these are merely stopgaps. What is re-

quired is the evolution and carrying out of a scheme
which will place them on a sound financial basis.

Better organization is needed, closer cooperation be-

tween the hospitals and perhaps, above all, a well

arranged pay system.
^ ^ ^

Sir James Cantlie seems to be endeavoring to

rival the gloomy Dean of St. Paul's, Dean Inge, as

a prognosticator of evil and a sayer of caustic albeit

frequently pertinent phrases. He has within the

past few months inveighed in no measured terms

against many of the habits of the modern man and
woman, which he regards as contrary to the laws

of health. The other evening he addressed mem-
bers of the tobacco trade on Tobacco and Health,

at a conference in London. Sir James as a matter

of fact, used mild language with regard to tobacco.

He described it as a luxury, and hesitated to call it

a physical necessity. But, in his opinion, it was
none the worse for being a luxury. While he

could not assert that it had done people any good
physically, neither could he state that it had done
any harm. According to Sir James, tobacco is one
of the four social poisons, the other three being tea,

coffee and alcohol, and it was the last of the four
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to be introduced. Alcohol was known by the first

man, and it would go on for ever and ever.

He hastened to explain, however, that the juice of

the grape was one thing, and alcohol as we know it

today, another. Tobacco might cause trouble now
and again, but it was not nearly so dangerous as

alcohol. If a person gave up tobacco for three days,

he would free his body of every particle of nicotine.

Taken at the first blush, tobacco was the least harm-
ful of the social poisons, and tea was the most harm-
ful. The speaker unreservedly condemned cigarette

smoking and said that when he was a boy it was
only the villain of the piece who smoked a cigarette.

Cigarette smoking was a habit that came from the

East. The French, who were early cigarette smok-
ers, were taught by the Arabs. He considered that

cigarette smoking stained one's inside worse than it

stained one's skin and he proceeded to point out

the dangers of inhalation which, he said, tended to

make the lungs leathery. He had heard of a man
who smoked an ounce of tobacco every day of his

life, and yet lived one hundred years. H that man
had smoked an ounce one day and half an ounce the

next day, he would not have lived so long. The
smoker tuned his heart to a certain amount of

nicotine, and he should be very regular in the

amount of tobacco he smoked. Referring to smok-
ing by women, Sir James pointed out that woman-
kind had long been addicted to the habit.

^ ^ ^

Notification of venereal disease has been proposed
more than once in this country but the proposal

does not seem to find favor with the medical profes-

sion as a whole. A Dr. James Hamilton in a letter

contributed to the Medical Press and Circular, May
11, 1921, pertinently points out that were it possible

to spy out all women, professional and otherwise,

with venereal disease and segregate them, there

would be a rational ground for compulsory notifica-

tion, but as that is impossible, compulsory notifica-

tion would only tend to selfmedication, as women
especially would not consult a doctor if notification

were compulsory and would treat themselves.

There has been a good deal of discussion recently

on the endowment of motherhood and undoubtedly
with regard to the welfare of the race such a scheme
has much to be said in its favor. But it also has
several obvious drawbacks. At the League of Na-
tions Labor Convention, held some little time ago, it

was proposed that the State should support women
industrial workers before and after childbirth. Sir

Alfred Watson, the British Government actuary,

urged many objections to the scheme from the
financial viewpoint. He estimated that of approxi-
mately 4,520,000 women of childbearing age belong-
ing to the industrial classes, about 460,000 would
be entitled to benefits under the convention. As
regards single women, about half of the unmarried
mothers are domestic servants who are excluded
from the scheme. Taking married and single

women together, the number of births among those
industrially employed would probably be about 120,-

000. It is further pointed out that the title to bene-
fits is governed solely by the employment of the
mother, and is independent of the position of the

father. From this it would appear open to question

whether in practice the benefits could be limited to

employed women, and it does not seem unreasonable
to assume that there would spring up an immediate
and insistent demand for the extension of the bene-
fits to mothers of every social class irrespective of

any question of employment. The proposal is that

in every case where the grant becomes due, benefit

shall be paid for six weeks following confinement
and that it shall be open to the woman to give up
employment at any time within six weeks of the

expected date and commence to draw benefit forth-

with. This implies twelve weeks' benefit in each
case. A uniform rate of benefit is not laid down,
but the amount is to be determined separately in

each county. Assuming that the benefit was fixed

at no more than twenty shillings a week, the

cost for each woman would amount to i\A in-

cluding, say, £2 for medical expenses. On
the assumption that effective means of protection

could be devised the cost of the scheme is estimated

at about £1,700,000 a year.

Sir Alfred Watson points out that this estimate

is subject to two conditions: 1. That the bene-

fit did not draw into the labor market a large num-
ber of married women who otherwise would never

have sought industrial employment. If this should

happen the cost might easily be doubled. Other
untoward consequences would also follow. Com-
petition for work would increase unemployment,
promote casualization and, in the long run, lower

wages. 2. That the provision of the new benefit

was not followed by an increase in illegitimacy.

The provision of an unconditional subsidy to mater-
nity of employed women, represented by a benefit

of several pounds might have reactions which should

not be overlooked. If the benefits were universal

at £1 for each birth the cost would be over £15,000,-

000 a year.

* * *

Women appear to be invading what used to be

deemed the especial realms of men, more and more
as time goes on. There has been recently quite a

heated discussion in the public press regarding the

desirability from the health viewpoint of girls tak-

ing up very strenuous games and physical exercises

as part of their training. Opinions differ somewhat
widely on the subject, but the general view seems to

l)e that exercises of a vigorous nature do most girls

good, but that they are not suitable for women.
Now educational authorities here are entrusting

women with the physical training of boys. A strong

protest against this new departure was made at the

conference of the National Association of School-
masters, held at Cardiff recently. Mr. G. K. San-
derson, of Leeds, said that educational authorities

throughout the country were appointing women to

take charge of physical training, but by far the

worst offender was the Board of Education itself.

That board had eleven inspectors in that branch
of education. The head of the department was a

man, but of the remaining ten inspectors in charge
eight were women. If women were not fitted for

the physical instruction of boys, how much less were
they fitted to supervise the men who were doing
the work.
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SEX IN HYSTERIA.

Das Gcschlcclitsleben der Hysterischen. Eine medizinische,

soziologische und forensische Studie. By Dr. med.
Placzek, Nervenarzt in Berlin. Bonn: A. Marcus & E.

Weber's Verlag, Dr. jur. Albert Ahn, 1919. Pp. 264.

This is a book to hold the reader from beginning

t<j end. In fact, the brief foreword with its few
pointed sentences rouses an eagerness to enter into

the variety of material which these few words
promise.

There is a special clearness of style on the part

of the writer. He is never verbose nor extravagant

of detail but strikes that most happy balance which

comes of abundance of well mastered material pre-

sented with a commanding power of expression.

He has a keen eye for facts and a broad basis of

judgment in handling men. The book becomes a

literary as well as a strictly technical treatise upon
hysteria. It goes to prove indeed that hysteria,

participating as it does in every walk of life, must
needs be treated in that broader relationship which
constitutes also a literary balance in writing. It

suggests a still further truth, and that is, that the

sex life is no narrow technical subject but extends

itself into every phase of life and its discussion,

even as related to one particular form of mental

disturl)ance, is bound to take wide account of life.

The one ground on which one might quarrel with

the writer lies just here. The quarrel need be no
bitter one for Placzek has gone much further than

half way to meet his critic. One only wishes that

so progressive a thinker and observer had opened
bis eyes just a bit more widely. In reading his

book carefully one fails to find him bound in actu-

ality to any limitation of the sexual etiology or

manifestation of the sexual as a factor to be con-

sidered in hysteria. Yet he repeatedly asserts his

disbelief in the sexual as the complete etiology con-

cerning hysteria. In this he frankly states his dif-

ferences with Freud and his followers. He comes
so close, however, to Freudianism, so hospitably

accepts much of its service and its theory, one feels

that only a little more understanding is needed.

This, however little, is important, for he makes a

mistake that is common in not sufificiently compre-

hending how all pervasive sex is in the sense in

which Freud uses it, not alone in its more limited

sense, but also in its polymorphous manifestations

as it underlies and creates hysterical reactions.

Placzek does not quite grasp the concentrated

dynamism which underlies life's manifestations and

which must necessarily be inseparable from the sex

pouring through it and really constituting it.

Yet no criticism of Freud has appeared more

sanely fair than this of Placzek. He evinces no

emotional resistance which prevents a calm survey

of the work Freud's theories have accomplished.

One of his brief and by no means antagonistic ex-

pressions of disagreement reads thus : "One may
take what position one will in regard to the Freu-

dian theory ; one may complain of its outgrowths,

which are especially to be laid to Freud's disciples

;

one may regret its onesided pansexualistic interpre-

tations ; nevertheless it has been thought out by a

profound, intellectually gifted thinker. It has
already given fruitful incentive in many directions,

it has brought deep and dark phenomena closer

to the understanding and, what is none the less im-

portant, it has shown the significance of sexuality

in a manner that is awakening medical science from
its fixation upon a too long exercised ostrichlike

policy toward everything sexual." There are many
other similar expressions of appreciation for the

service Freud has rendered the theory of hysteria.

The book also has a positive value of its own.
It embodies a rapid survey of the theory of hys-

teria throughout the history of medicine with refer-

ence especially to the swinging back in most recent

times to the ancient conception that hysterical mani-

festations were somehow related to the sex life.

Now, the writer insists, this is rightfully the posi-

tion to be taken and it can be taken more fully than

was possible in earlier times. He proceeds to show
how the recognition of this relationship is inevitable

in a review of the facts of the manifestations of

hysterical characters whether viewed purely from
clinical experience, or in cases involving legal situ-

ations. He quotes a number of cases which at

various times have come prominently before the

public and shows the farreaching sexual involve-

ments in each one as well as the strong sexual fea-

tures in the individual's makeup. There is an en-

lightening discussion of the relation of witchcraft

to the sexual constitution manifested in the hysteric

both in the past history of witchcraft and in the

present day manifestation in hallucinatory or other

forms of phantasy of the same factors which earlier

led to belief in witchcraft.

Special chapters are given to those phenomena
which have particular legal bearing, such as the path-

ological lying impulse or that of stealing, useless

purchasing, and so on. More individual clinical

symptoms get a somewhat briefer mention but are

passed over comprehensively although rapidly. Two
sections deal respectively with the hysterical woman
and the hysterical man in their typical manifesta-

tions. Chief emphasis is laid upon the social and
legal bearing of hysteria and the importance from
these viewpoints of recognizing with full compre-

hension the pervasion of the sexual through all

these relationships. For this reason there are im-

portant chapters dealing with definite forensic

questions as related to hysterical individuals.

The whole work is stimulating to thought. It is

instructive in the history of the hysterical theory as

understood by its various chief exponents. The
author has reviewed these difYerent expositions,

particularly of his contemporaries, with free inter-

spersion of his own valuable comments. He has

opened the way to wider interest in the subject and

he awakens interest in its still more intensive study

in all directions. Chiefly does he demand the at-

tention of his readers to the seriousness of the
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sexual aspect of the question which he constantly

holds hefore them. He has certainly opened rather

than blocked any avenue of further thought or re-

search here, even though he himself has pursued it

more in the field of etifect than of cause. If he

penetrated the latter more completely perhaps he

would be compelled to a fuller acceptance of

Freud's more sweeping position. It is no small

service, however, to impress upon the medical world
the more obvious facts in the field of results of

sex factors because even these, as Placzek has said,

have been strangely neglected.

DISEASES OF NOSE AND THROAT.
Diseases of the Nose and Throat. By Herbert Tilley,

B. S. (Lond.), F. R. C. S. (Eng.), Surgeon, Ear and
Throat Department, University College Hospital, Lon-
don ; Surgeon, Ear and Throat Department, King
(ieorge's Ho.spital ; Teacher of Laryngology and Otology,
University of London : Laryngologist to the Radium In-

stitute, etc. Fourth Edition. With Seventy-four Plates and
Numerous Text Illustrations. New York: Paul B.

Hoelier, 1920. Pp. xx-844.

The author and publisher have combined to pre-

sent a volume of unusual excellence, both as to text

matter and appearance. This is a manual belong-

ing to a Practical Series, and therefore the author

devotes most of his attention to the subjects of

symptoms, diagnosis and treatment, although there

is no evidence of neglect in the consideration of

•etiology and pathology.

Old chapters have been completely or partly re-

written for this fourth edition, and new chapters

liave been added on certain affections of the trachea

and esophagus, intranasal dacryocystotomy for the

relief of suppuration within the lacrymal sac, and
a description of the intranasal routes employed in

-operations for pituitary tumors. Greater attention

also has been given to postoperative treatment, than
in previous editions. The chapters on the tonsils

are carefully written and the teachings generally are

distinctly conservative in character. The author
considers chronic tonsillitis in children a menace,
and believes the possibilities for evil are greater than
the probabilities of danger incident to the removal of
the tonsils, while the difficulties, risks and complica-

tions of operative intervention increase with the age
of the patient. There is a good chapter on endo-
scopy of the breathing passages, well illustrated.

The drawings throughout are clear and plentiful.

LIGHT AND RADIANT ENERGY.
Light By Frederick Booth, Author of Radiant Energy
and the Ophthalmic Lens. Introduction by Whitefield
Bowers. A.B., M. D., Formerly Major, M. C, U. S. A.
South Bend, Ind. : Frederick Booth, 1921. Pp. 15.

Radiant Energy and the Ophthalmic Lens. By Frederick
Booth. Introduction bv Whitefield Bowers, A. B.,

M. D., Formerly Major, M. C, U. S. A. Two Hundred
and Thirty Illustrations. Philadelphia : P. Blakiston's
Son & Co., 1921. Pp. xxvii-226.

It is easy to pick flaws in theories more or less

tentatively advanced to explain phenomena which
are not understood ; it is quite a different matter to
correct those flaws, or to construct a new and better

theory. The author of Light has done the first, but
has not attempted the second. If he has advanced
a constructivie idea, it has escaped the reviewer.

In the second book, one of 211 pages, excluding
the index, the reviewer has vainly sought for some-
thing new. The writer says : 'Tn order to obtain

a better understanding of optics, I have included

radiant energy. These sections describe the ether

theory ; also actinic light, electrical heat, cathode,

X ray, alpha, beta, and gamma rays ; sound and
water waves ; also waves in a rope. Harmonic mo-
tion is described. The various theories of light are

explained." All of these things are mentioned, but

the best that the reviewer can make of the book is

that it contains a lot of facts well known to every

student of optics, stated curtly and not always in the

clearest manner. It is not well written. The defi-

nition of radiant energy on page 6 is a meaningless

jumble of words as it stands, though the reader can
easily understand what is meant. On page 120 he

says: "In testing the refraction, unless the ciliary

is relaxed (a cycloplegic is positive), the optical

condition of an eye cannot always be ascertained."

The book is profusely illustrated and references to

other writers abound, but it will give little help to

the student of ophthalmology.

WAGNER IN ENGLISH.
The Pertinent Wagnerite. By B. M. Steigman. New
York: Thomas Seltzer, 1921. Pp. 127.

This title introduces a series of brief essays of the

sort that are gradually recalling us from our hasty

reactions when the event of war precipitated convic-

tions out of emotion without the cooling aid of

reason. The writer pokes fun at us over the head
of a pretended serious proof of Wagner's prophetic

powers and thoroughly pro-Ally spirit. He shows
Wagner as enlisting the personnel of Dor Ring des

Nibchmgen to foretell the events of the war and to

preach to the last detail all the gospel of the new
democracy rising upon the downfall of kings. Then
Steigman goes on to show what remarkable simi-

larity in action we produced to the actions of de-

struction for which the eneiny were decried when
we stormed against the production of the works of
this master of art. He goes further and reveals in

some detail the mutilation which the English trans-

lation has perpetrated upon these monuments of

thought and art. He seriously sounds a note of
warning of the permanent efifect this is likely to

have upon our artistic taste as it silently condones us
in that slipshod habit of art of which we are guilty.

There is more of this sort of half fuij making, half

seriousness, recalling us to ask ourselves what we
really have been about and what is our responsi-
bility toward the future. This is not alone in re-

gard to these works of art but to the justice of
calmer thought and action as a matter of truth to

ourselves both artistically and morally.

The writer has pertinently—we borrow his word
—laid his finger upon some of the psychology at

work within us, some of those deeper facts from a
too clear knowledge of which we squirm away under
cover of mob sentiment. Now that the war is over
and Wagner has come back, even in a mutilated con-
dition, it will not hurt us to think at least a little in

regard to our psychology as a group of facts.

Steigman might have been a little more clear in his

statements, then his fun and his seriousness would
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both have gained in pungency. Nor has he been
quite fair to Wagner. It does not matter that he
has indulged in a completely worked out interpre-

tation of his own in regard to the Ring. A pretty

one it is too in the face of recent events. A mas-
ter's works remain quite unaltered by any such
borrowed use of them. Wagner might have been
impatient with any such surface interpretation but
he did have a ready humor as a personality even
though he did, as Steigman reminds us, allow the
swan to be borne out on a flimsy litter. But there
are places where Steigman has touched upon deeper
psychic meanings and we do not think he has always
been happily correct. The attempt to put a tem-
porizing explanation warps the appreciation or

realization of some of the more fundamental truths.

Wagner seized with a threefold grasp profound
human truths which have been and will be while
humanity shall stand. Steigman is right that none
of his forms of expression, words, music, charac-
terization can be divorced from the others. Beneath
and within them lie the psychic truths themselves,

deeper than any fun, than any partial or specially

applied interpretations, deeper than all the scorch-

ing flames of war.

BERGSON'S PHILOSOPHY.
Bcrgson and Future Philosophy. An Essay on the Scope

of Intelligence. By George Rostrevor. London : Mac-
miUan & Co., Ltd. Pp. 152.

Rostrevor in his criticism of Bergson reasons in

an interesting fashion even though his conclusions

are not conclusive. He has built a superstructure

of philosophy on a flimsy base for his entire concept
of instinct is altogether too mystic. Philosophers

of his type, who are earnestly seeking the truth and
are forced to accept rational substitutes, would do
well to look upon instinct as vmconscious memory.
This would remove much mysticism and enable

Rostrevor, Bergson, and a host of his followers

better to imderstand the past and also the conscious-

ness of tlie present. They have given us many in-

vigorating ideas and have clarified many obscure

points and it is to be regretted that they cannot ac-

cept the more simple yet more workable hypothesis

of unconscious memory. They could then divide it

into the phylogenetic and otogenetic unconscious

—

keeping it separate from the conscious. Perhaps
we are asking too much of them, forgetting for the

moment that they profess to be philosophers.

-
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Pp. 118.

psychoanalysis and THE UNCONSCIOUS. By D. H. Law-
rence. New York: Thomas Seltzer, 1921. Pp. 120.

PRACTICE OF MEDICINE. A Manual for Students and
Practitioners. By Hughes Dayton, M. D., New York.
Fourth Revised Edition. Philadelphia and New York

:

Lea & Febiger, 1921. Pp. xi-328.

the GENUINE WORKS OF HIPPOCRATES. Translated from
the Greek, with a Preliminary Discourse and Annotations,
by Francis Adams, LL. D., Surgeon. Two Volumes in

One. New York: William Wood & Co., 1921. Pp. v-366.

LIGHT. By Frederick Booth, Author of Radiant Energy
and the Ophthalmic Lens. With an Introduction by White-
field Bowers, A. B., M. D., Formerly Major. M. C., U. S. A.
South Bend, Ind. : Frederick Booth, 1921. Pp. 15.

A HISTORY OF PSYCHOLOGY. By GeORGE SiDNEY BrETT,
M. A. (Oxon.), Professor of Philosophy in the University
of Toronto. Volume II : Medieval and Early Modern
Period. London : George Allen & Unwin, Ltd. New York

:

The Macmillan Company, 1921. Pp. 394.

cancer and its nonsurgical treatment. By L. Dun-
can Bulkley, a. M., M. D., Senior Physician to the New
York Skin and Cancer Hospital ; Member of the American
Association for Cancer Research. New York : William
Wood & Co., 1921. Pp. viii-457.

the seeds OF enchantment. Being Some Attempt to

Narrate the Curious Discoveries of Dr. Cyprian Beamish,
M. D. Glasgow, Commandant Rene De Gys, Annamite
Army, and the Hon. Richard Assheton Smith, in the

Golden Land of Indo-China. By Gilbert Frankau. Gar-
den City, N. Y., and Toronto : Doubleday, Page & Co.,

1921. Pp. x-364.

urinary analysis and diagnosis, by microscopical and
chemical examination. By Louis Heitzmann, M. D.,.

New York, Formerly Professor of Pathology and Bac-
teriology, Fordham University School of Medicine, N^v
York. Fourth Revised and Enlarged Edition. With One
Hundred and Thirty-one Illustrations, Mostly Original.

New York: William Wood & Co., 1921. Pp. xxi-362.

THE clinical STUDY AND TREATMENT OF SICK CHILDREN.

By John Thomson, M. D., F. R. C. P. (Edin.), Honorary
Member of the American Pediatric Society; Consulting

Physician to the Royal Edinburgh Hospital for Sick Chil-

dren
;
Formerly Clinical Lecturer on the Diseases of Chil-

dren, University of Edinburgh. Third Edition, Rewrittert

and Greatly Enlarged. With Two Hundred and Forty-nine

Illustrations. Edinburgh and London: Oliver & Boyd, 1921.

Pp. xxxii-877.

human physiology By Prof. Luigi Luciana, Director

of the Physiological Institute of the Royal University of

Rome. With a Preface by J. N. Langley, F. R. S., Pro-
fessor of Physiology in the University of Cambridge. In

Five Volumes. Volume V : Metabolism, Temperature, Re-
production, etc. Edited by M. S. Pembrey, M. A., M. D.,

Professor of Physiology, University of London, and Lec-

turer in Physiology, Guy's Hospital. New York and Lon-
don : Macmillan & Co., 1921. Pp. viii-422.

THE evolution OF DISEASE. With a Discussion on the

Immune Reactions Occurring in Infectious and Noninfec-

tious Diseases. A Theory of Immunity, of Anaphylaxis,

and of Antianaphylaxis. By Prof. J. Danysz, Chef de

-Service, Institute Pasteur, Paris. Translated by Francis
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PARAFFIN TREATMENT OF BURNS.
By Harry Cohen, M.D.

New York.

Attending Surgeon, Peoples' Hospital.

About ten years ago it was my privilege to treat

three cases of extensive burns. The first was in a

woman thirty years of age, who had received a third

degree burn on her chest and back from the sudden
outburst of flames after pouring kerosene into a

stove to brighten the fire. She was sent to a hospi-

tal where she received the open air treatment. Heal-

ing took months, and resulted in a very painful keloid

formation of the whole back and chest, which lasted

for years. The second case was a severe scalding

with boiling water of a considerable part of the

body in a little child, who died on the third day, in

spite of active treatment. In the third case, a child

had sustained an extensive burn of the body and
had been treated with picric acid for about a week.
The child was delirious and very toxic. A striking

feature was the condition of the urine, which was
scant and of a dark color. The picric acid was dis-

continued, boric acid solution applied and constitu-

tional treatment vigorously pushed. This child re-

covered, but the constitutional symptoms were al-

ways marked. These experiences caused me always
to dread treating extensive burns. In reviewing
the literature previous to the last few years, similar

experiences and results appear to have been the nile.

Recently a patient with an extensive third degree

burn came under my observation. The paraflin

treatment was applied with an excellent result. The
paraffin treatment will most likely be the method
of choice in the future.

PROGNOSIS.

Leale (1) sums up the prognosis in burns, as

follows. In first degree burns if two thirds of the

body is burned or in second or third degree burns
if more than one third of the body is burned, especi-

ally in adults, the prognosis is bad, usually fatal.

In children even less area is necessary for a terminal

result. With many exceptions this has been the

general experience.

PATHOLOGY.
In a thorough review of this subject, Weiskotten

(2) discusses the possible causes of death that had
been advanced as follows :

1. Toxins acting in the body after extensive

burns of the skin.

2. Loss of the function of the erythrocytes.

3. Production of thrombi.

4. Severe affection of the nervous system.

Bardeen (cited by Weiskotten) performed five

autopsies on children who had died in a few hours
after being burned and found early changes in the

lymphoid tissues of the body and parencliymatous
degeneration of the liver and kidneys..

Weiskotten (3) performed ten autopsies in burn
cases, five in adults and five in children. The ages
ranged from nineteen months to sixty years. The

deaths occurred from a few hours to twenty days.

In none of the cases was there charring. His find-

ings may be called authoritative. There was a uni-

formity of pathology in all cases. He observed the

main lesions in the adrenals. These were swollen,

deep red and on section showed congestion of the

blood vessels and minute hemorrhages. The condi-

tion of the cells resembled the appearance of the

liver in chloroform pqisoning. In the spleen and
lymph nodes there was edematous swelling especially

of the germinal centres. The changes in the spleen

and lymph nodes suggest that the changes are due
to the presence of a poison in the circulating blood.

In the heart, there was distinct hyaline degeneration

of the fibres, the same as is seen in deaths from
diphtheria, scarlet fever, and severe toxemias. The
kidneys showed small fibrin thrombi. In the gastro-

intestinal tract small hemorrhages of the mucosa
and punctate ulcers of the stomach were present.

These findings, especially in the adrenals, will ex-

plain the sudden death and alsb many of the early

symptoms that so many have called attention to, such

as shock and fright.

METHODS OF TREATMENT.
The treatment may be divided into two groups

:

the old or ordinary method, and the new or paraffin.

A brief description of some of the popular and
fairly well sponsored forms of treatment for burns
other than parafiin are carron oil, wet dressing, open
air, continuous bath, ointments, adhesive strips and
rubber tissue strips.

Carron oil is a distinctly popular remedy both

with the general public and some physicians. It is,

however, universally condemned by the majority of

surgeons who treat many burn cases because it al-

most always infects the wound.
Ravogli (4) in a paper read at the sixty-sixth an-

nual session of the American Medical Association

described the various forms of treatment then in

vogue. He laid considerable stress on the value of

wet dressings of aluminum acetate. The wound
should be cleansed and w^et compresses applied. Al-
though this treatment has many advantages over

other methods, there are several disadvantages, viz.

the difficulty of keeping the gauze saturated, and of

drying in places resulting in adhesions forming be-

tween the gauze and tissue. Haas ( 5 ) who advocated
the open air treatment, in speaking about the other

forms of dressings, says: "The terrors of the one
waiting for the next dressing and the shrieks which
accompany such a dressing are not easily forgotten."

Also from another surgeon : "The ren\oval of gauze
which becomes enmeshed in the burned surfaces and
granulations is a very painful and barbarous proce-

dure and should be condemned." (Sherman, 6).

The continuous bath treatment, as its name im-
j)lies, consists of placing the patient in a tub of warm
water and keeping him there continuously until

cured. This has no special advantages over other

methods, and is difficult to carry out.

Picric acid used in one per cent, solutions as wet
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dressings has many exponents and undoubtedly
possesses many excellent healing qualities, but it

stains everything yellow, and in the case' origmally
described possibly many of the toxic symptoms were
due to the absorption of the picric acid.

As for ointments, there are countless numbers of
them in use, boric acid being the one most frequently
employed. Others are salicylic acid, resorcin, derma-
tol, and zinc oxide. Although each has some good
qualities, they are relatively expensive, require con-
siderable gauze, are not easy to handle, stick to the
tissues, and do not prevent ugly scars and contrac-
tures from forming.
The open air treatment, first sponsored by Haldor

Sneve (7), consists of placing the patient in bed and
leaving the burned parts exposed to the air, the other
parts of the body being well covered. In warm
weather cheese cloth or mosquito netting is placed
over the bed to keep files from the wound. Herr-
man (8j, in addition to exposing the parts to the

air, makes use of a dusting powder, preferably boric

acid. Haas who advocates the open air method
says : "To be sure, this method of treatment does not
create a pleasant view. The odor and appearance of
the wound are two objectionable features as is also

the tendency of the •j^atient to pick of¥ the scabs."
A serious objection, however, to this method of
treatment consists in the disfiguring scar formation
which frequently follows.

Parker (9) treated burn cases with adhesive
plaster strips about one inch wide and slightly over-
lapping one another, the purulent discharge under-
neath the plaster making removal easy. He also ap-
plied casts and other apparatus to prevent contrac-

tures.

A method that for a time proved popular simulated
the adhesive strips, using instead sterile rubber tis-

sue or silver foil strips. This treatment was advo-
cated by Leale. In both these methods scar forma-
tions very frequently follow.

THE PARAFFIN TREATMENT.
We now come to the paraffin treatment. This

method was first advised sixteen years ago by Barthe
de Sandfordt, and although the results appeared
satisfactory, he was unable to popularize the treat-

ment. The war presented a great opportunity for its

use, however, and as the results were very satis-

factory, its use was popularized. It was introduced
into this country largely by William O'Neill Sher-
man who gave a thorough description of the prepara-

tion and its application.

Barthe de Sandfordt called the preparation he
used ambrine (a compound of paraffin and resin).

The two main reasons why it failed of popular ap-
proval in this country were, first, its recommenda-
tion for all kinds of diseases and, second, that the

preparatjfm was secretly patented and highly com-
mercialized. During the war when de Sandfordt
treated thousands of cases of all degrees of burns
with ambrine, it was very evident that the patients

when having their wounds dressed sufifered no pain
and recovered very rapidly with fewer scars and
contractures. "Frightful disfigurement and loss of

function were practically eliminated." (Sherman).
The ])araffin does not cure, it simply acts in

a mechanical way allowing nature to heal under con-

ditions favorable to repair. It excludes the air,

maintains a constant temperature, and forms a pro-

tective dressing. It "serves as a superstructure or
scafTolding to new epithelium which rapidly re-

generates. The dressing serves as a poultice and
cast. A secretion soon forms under the dressing

which makes it easy to remove without pain, or

bleeding or destroying the new regenerated epi-

thelium, thereby facilitating the healing ^vithout

apparent contracting cicatrices and without causing

functional disability." (Sherman).

METHODS OF APPLICATION.

Briefly stated, the method consists of the follow-

ing: Careful and gentle cleansing, removing all

blebs
;
drying

;
paraffin layer

;
layer of absorbent cot-

ton ; paraffin layer
;
heavy dressing

;
bandage.

The practical method of its application may be
more fully described in the following way. If the

patient is seen immediately following the burn, the

paraffin is applied at once. The paraffin preparation,

either ambrine, redintol, parresine, stanolind or

other preparations of which there are many on the

market, is placed in a double jacketed atomizer and
heated until the paraffin preparation is liquified. It

is then sprayed over the burn, going beyond the

margin about one or two inches. A thin layer of

absorbent cotton or gauze is then spread over the

wax film and the paraffin again applied, covering

the cotton. The latter application is made by means
of a camel's hair brush, as with this the area is

covered more quickly. If the patient is confined to

bed, that is all that is necessary. If ambulatory, a

heavy layer of absorbent cotton is applied and then

a bandage. The burn must be dressed daily, when
a considerable discharge of seropus will be found'

under the paraffin, loosening and lifting it up and
making its removal easy and painless. Each sub-

sequent dressing is a repetition of the first. The pus

does not cause any constitutional disturbances and
in fact is a help in that it facilitates the removal

of the paraffin cast. Where pus is too profuse or

where absorption symptoms occur (fever, redness,

and swelling) the paraffin treatment is discontinued

for a day or two and the Carrel-Dakin solutiett

applied. Chemical, x ray, electrical, and all other

kinds of burns are amenable to this treatment.

Cassellberry (quoted by Sherman) treated seventy-

five cases from a munitions explosion and had ex-

cellent results. His observations were: relief from
pain, patient cleaner and more comfortable, fewer
scars and contractions, skin grafting rare, more
rapid healing, and he believed the method to be

superior to other methods commonly used.

Behney (10) calls attention to the treatment of

exuberant granulation tissue w-hich is encouraged

by this treatment. He says that granulations be-

come vigorous and healthy and are controlled by
pressure. He warns against the use of silver nitrate,

because, if used, the healed skin will not be smooth.

Although grafting is minimized, still in extensive

burns he advises early grafting, usually in al)Out

three weeks.

The only disadvantage that Beiter (11) found

was that more time and patience were required to

apply this treatment. He also found that furuncles

developed less frequently.
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Hiulson ( 12 ) voiced the sentiments of many when The third patient was treated the first two days
he objected to anilirine because it was patented, com- with wet dressings, and on being admitted to the

posed of a secret formula, and commercialized. How- Peoples' Hospital, was placed under my care. The
ever, many of these objections have since been over- first unpleasant task was to remove the gauze, which
come. An excellent and inexpensive formula de- was painful. She was immediately placed under
vised by Max Kahn (13) is: the paraffin treatment (ambrine preparation) ac-

Paraffin

70.0

gin. cording to the method previously described. The
Liquid petrolatum, U. S. P 3.0 c. c. dressings were changed daily and gave her no pain.
White beeswax

10.0
gm. Originally the dressings were very tedious, later

Rosin i 7.0 gm. ii ^ i i x- -ri
Resorcin 0 2 gm ^"^^ '^^^ time. Ihere never was any constitu-

Sudan III 0.05 gm. tional disturbance. The result was excellent. The
Alcohol (95 per cent.) 10.0 c. c. extent of the burn was as follows: The back of

Other formuke are given by SoUman (14). the left arm to elbow, the entire back, both buttocks,

Emerson ( 16) objected to the jjarafiin treatment, left thigh, left leg and left foot. Altogether she was
stating that he could not heal one case in twenty- in the hospital thirteen weeks, which seemed a dis-

three, claiming among the disadvantages that the couragingly long time. She had to come for dress-

wound was covered with a sealed dressing, that a ings to the ofiice for four weeks more. A stubborn
copious seropurulent exudate was present on every bit of granulation tissue on the shoulder required

dressing removed, and that there was no way of treatment during all this time.

controlling the temperature of the wax. To answer About seven weeks after the accident, while still

these objections briefly, the seropurulent discharge in the hospital for the burn, she had an attack

is an advantage because it does not produce absorp- of acute nephrolithiasis. Cystoscopy was impos-
tion symptoms and allows the parafiin to be removed sible owing to the burned condition of her back,

painlessly, and if the paraffin is applied with an ato- A rontgenograph showed a large stone, the size of

mizer, there is no need of controlling the tempera- a grape, in the parenchyma of the right kidney. On
ture of the wax as it is impossible to burn the account of the burns she at first refused operation,

patient. but after suffering violent pains for a week, she
The constitutional treatment depends upon the consented, and on December 17, 1919, I did a nephro-

COMP.VRISON OF THE THREE C.\SES.

Girl Boy Mrs. K.
Extent of burn Entire back from neck to gluteal Entire back from neck to gluteal Entire back from neck tO'

folds, plus two arms. folds, plus neck, one arm and gluteal folds, plus one
Treatrnent Modified open air hand. arm
Duration of stay in hospital Seven and a half months Ointment adhesive strips .\mbrine
Length of time of subsequent dressing. Seven and a half months Seven months Three months, utie week
Total duration of treatment Fifteen months Still being dressed (1-15-21) One month
Skin grafting None Fifteen months plus Four months, one week
Result Considerable scarring and keloid One year ago None

formation Vgly unsightly scarring. Slight scarring

condition of the patient and consists of giving an tomy and removed the stone from the parenchyma
initial hypodermic injection of morphine when in- of the right kidney. She made an uneventful re-

dicated, stimulations with strychnine, and looking covery and was out of bed in two weeks,
after the kidneys and intestinal tract. The following conclusions may be drawn from

The case reported below has two interesting fea- comparing these three cases

:

tures associated with it. In the first place, there 1. Enormous time saved. 2. Skin grafting not
were three persons burned at the same time and necessary. 3. Dressings painless and comfortable,
to about the same extent, but to each different treat- 4. Minimtim scarring. In my case also, the presence
ments were applied. In the second place the condi- of a serious kidney complication was possibly in-

tion of my patient was complicated by the presence fluenced for the better by this method of treatment,
of a large stone in the right kidney. references.

Case.—Mrs. S. K., thirty-five years old, referred 1- Leale, Medwin : New York Med. Jour., May 9, 1908.

to me by Dr. J. Ruchman, was burned when her Weiskotten H. G : Jojir M. A., Jan. 25, 1919.

house set on fire during the early hours of Sunday, i g^^^cE^.tSS • /L! 'juiv 24, 1915.
October 19, 1919. She and two others who were 5. Haas, Sidney V.: American Journal of Sure/cry,

burned at the same time were removed to a hospital. February, 1915.

The burns in each case were of about the same extent ^- Sherman, William O'Neill: Surgery. Gynecology,

af)rl nil r^f tU^ fl-,,V,i r\„ +u„ v-i
' 1 1

"'"^ Obstctrics. April, 1918.; Casselberry, R. C. : Cit. ibid.and all of the third degree On the third day the 7 s^.^,.,_ Haldor : Journal A. M. Julv 1, 1905.
patients were removed to different hospitals and m 8. Herrman, Charles: American Journal of Surgery,
each case a different method of treatment was ap- February, 1915.

])lied. One patient was treated with ointments for Packer, Charles A.: Journal A. M. A.. July .\ 1915.

two or three months, following which the paraffin
j,- ASgusflS mT'^''

treatment was instituted for about a week and then '

'li'/ Beiter, John 'r. : Journal A. M. A., June 16, 1917.
given up (not a fair test), and for the rest of the 12. Hudson, W. : New York AIedical Journal, Febru-
time the treatment consisted of adhesive plaster ^"^^ l'-^^^-

strips. The .second was treated by the open air
Haworth, Elwood B : /our. .J. I^lay 12. 1917.

^1 t • , • , ,
'4. SoLLMAN, Torald: Ibid. June 23, 1917.

method, and in addition was given warm baths about 15. Mem: Ibid. April 7, 1917.
three times a week. These two patients were 16. Emerson, Mark L.': Ibid, July 28, 1917.

children, one thirteen years of age, the other ten. 221 Second .\ve.\ue.
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NEW LARYNGEAL SPECULUM *

By Henry Lowndes Lynah, M. D.,

New York.

The long slanting end anterior commissure specu-

lum shown in Fig. 1 has been found very useful

for the inspection of the larynx in adults, and also

for the removal of tumors from the anterior com-

FiG. 1.—Long slanting and an-
terior commissure speculum.

missure. The lumen of the

speculum is not obstructed

by the light carrier, as the

carrying tube is placed out-

side the speculum, and the

light so arranged at the end
of the tube that it illumin-

ates very clearly the an-

terior commissure. The
light, being outside of the

lumen of the tube, does not
flare back in the eye of the

operator. The speculum is

also useful for upper esophageal examination in

children.

The ovoid laryngeal" speculum for infants and
children (Fig. 2), on account of its ovoid shape, is

Fig. 2.—O'void laryngeal speculum
for infants and children.

very useful for direct

laryngoscopy in infants and
children from birth to

twelve years of age. The
light carrier is also outside

the lumen and does not ob-

struct the view. The light

is focused on the larynx

and gives a view equal to

a speculum of much great-

er diameter. The long

slanting end of the specu-

lum contributes largely in producing this ocular

appearance.

127 West Fifty-eighth Street.

NEW TONSIL FORCEPS.
By Isidor F. Shapiro, M. D.,

New York.

The securing of a good grasp on the tonsil is, of

course, essential to a successful dissection in the

snaring method, particularly if the tonsil is of soft

and friable consistency. The forceps illustrated has

been found to have especially good seizing and hold-

ing qualities, due to the two new features of the

•Presented at the annual meeting of the Association of American
Peroral Endoscopists, Boston, Mass., June 1, 1921.

fenestration at A, and the receptive hollow at B

;

and being narrow, it does not get in the way of

uvula or pillars.

In using this forceps the ordinary procedure is

followed. It has been found that routine attention

t(j the following steps gives uniformly good re-

I'lG. 1.—New tonsil forceps.

suits. First, using a tongue depressor, the forceps

is inserted closed (to avoid grasping the uvula).

Secondly, after the forceps touches the tonsil, its

jaws are widely opened up to enclose both its lower

and its upper poles. Third, before biting into the

tissue the forceps is made to press the tonsil for-

ward and outward, causing the anterior pillar to

bulge. Fourth, in that position the jaws of the for-

ceps are then shut, liiting into the capsule. The
operator may then proceed with his dissection, in

the assurance that his forceps will not come away
with small chunks of tonsil tissue.

For the subsequent dissection the author prefers

an instrument which has the dissector combined on
the other end of a tongue depressor (1). This

enables the operator to save time in handling sep-

arate instruments, and before hemorrhage or frothy

mucus has time to obscure the field he can complete

the dissection and snaring, thus minimizing spong-

ing and exposure of the patient to etherization.

REFERENCES.

1. Shapiro, IsinoR F. : Instrument for Simplifying Ton-
sillectomy liy Snare, New York Medical Journal, October
30, 1920.
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Treatment of Stenosis of the Esophagus.

—

Nathan W. Green (Annals of Surgery June, 1921)

gives the following resume : There were eight cases

;

two were in adults and six were in children three

years old and under. One case of stenosis in an

adult was due to sulphuric acid, and the other was
recurrent after being treated in childhood. One
was without history of burn, and was unquestion-

ably congenital. It was coupled with stenosis of

the outlet of the stomach. One in an infant gave

the history of coming on after diphtheria. All eight

were improved. All ])ut one were cured with the

necessity of occasional bouginage. One required

further slight dilatation by the oral route. Four
had the string sawing operation of Abbe. These
were the worst cases and have done very well. Four
had dilatation through the esophagoscope and were
not treated so vigorously. The results are as good,

but all kept track of are dependent upon following

up with the ])ougie. The longest interval in the last

six cases in which the ])ougie has not been passed is

a year. In the milder types of stricture dilatation

through the esophagoscope is sufficient.
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Dangers to Life of Severe Involvement of the

Thorax in Rickets.—Edwards A. I'ark and John
Rowland (Bulletin of the Johns Hopkins Hospital,

April, 1921) based their study on thirty-two col-

ored children, between the ages of eight months and
four and a half years. All of them showed well

marked rachitic deformities of the thorax, with
great weakening of the thoracic wall, and all were
greatly underweight and undersized. In all there

were characteristic x ray findings in the chest, which
are fully described. The authors state that de-

formity and normal thoracic function are compati-

ble, so that the element of danger is not the deform-
ity, but the loss of rigidity of the thoracic wall. The
only course of treatment recommended is the ad-

ministration of cod liver oil in moderate doses, and
the avoidance of infection and of those things which
give rise to abdominal distention.

Antiscorbutic Potency of Milk Powders.—E.
B. Hart, H. Steenbock and N. R. Ellis ( Journal of
Biological Chemistry, April, 1921) using the guinea-
pig as the experimental animal, fed it a basal ration

of heated alfalfa flour, rolled oats, and common
salt, to which was added the milk powder to be

studied. Milk powder made by the Merrell-Soule

or spray process, that developed at the California

Central Creameries, and that made by the Just

process were compared as to their antiscorbutic

power. This was found to vary considerably, for

aside from the initial quantity of the vitamine in

the milk as influenced by feed, the method of

manufacture was important as the Just proc-

ess was less destructive of the antiscorbutic vita-

mine than the spray processes. The authors

state, however, that milk powders made in this way
should not be condemned, but that the results ob-

tained demonstrate their limitations when used as

the sole source of nutrients in infant feeding.

Probably with all milk powders, irrespective of their

method of manufacture, the safest plan in a re-

stricted dietary, especially in infant feeding, is to

supplement the diet with some jootent source of

antiscorbutic vitamine.

Stability of the Antiscorbutic Vitamine and Its

Behavior to Various Treatments.—N. R. Ellis,

H. Steenbock, and E. B. Hart (Journal of Biologi-

cal Chemistry, April, 1921) deal in this paper with
the properties of the antiscorbutic vitamine, its de-

structibility by various processes, and its behavior
to some common reagents and solvents. Cabbage,
both .in the undried state and as sauerkraut, and
corn in the form of silage, were studied, and the

effect of various treatments on orange juice was
described. The antiscorbutic vitamine was not re-

moved from the latter by either ether or aeration.

Such oxidizing agents as hydrogen peroxide and
potassium permanganate destroyed it, but the mild
reducing action of molecular hydrogen was with-
out effect, and a measurable amount of the vitamine
was removed by blood charcoal and the Chamber-
lain filter. Desiccation of cabbage in an atmosphere
of carbon dioxide for thirty-five hours at 65° C.
did not prevent the destruction of the antiscorbutic

vitamine, but fermentation processes involved in the
making of sauerkraut from cabbage and silage from*
corn resulted in its destruction.

Nutritive Properties of Milk.—H. A. Mattill

and Ruth E. Conklin (Journal of Biological Chem-
istry, October, 1920) found in an experimental
study in the albino rat that a ration containing dry
milk and one per cent, of yeast was the only milk
diet studied which would permit normal growth and
partially successful reproduction, and the growth
of rats on this ration and on one containing five

per cent, of yeast has been practically normal.

Vitamines in Milk.—M. J. Rosenau (Boston
Medical and Surgical Journal, May 5, 1921) states

that canned milks and dried milks retain the fat

soluble A and water soluble B vitamines in almost
their original potency. The only vitamine in these

preparations that may be affected is the antiscor-

butic vitamine. The amount of this in canned milk

will vary with many factors, primarily the amount
in the original milk, and, secondarily, upon the

process of heating and evaporation, with special

reference to oxidation.

Surgical Complications of Influenza in Children.

—Blanc y Fortacin (La Mcdicina Ibera, December
27, 1919) found that in the recent epidemic these

complications took various forms, namely, peri-

toneal, pleuropulmonary, perinephritic and osteo-

myelitic. When influenza attacked surgical cases

postoperatively the results were much more grave

than when a surgical condition supervened upon an

original grippal infection.

Clinical Indications for Tonsillectomy.—M.
Quackenbos (Medical Record, April, 1920) sets

down the following four local conditions indicating

enucleation: 1, New growth; 2, incomplete tonsil

operations previously done
; 3, recurring acute in-

flammations
; 4, hypertrophy associated with Eus-

tachian or nasal obstruction, and a fifth may be

added in diphtheria carriers. Three reflex condi-

tions warrant enucleation: 1, cough due to an en-

larged lingual tag ; 2. nocturnal enuresis
; 3, petit

mal or meningism. Other indications are cervical

adenitis, arthritis or joint lesions, middle ear deaf-

ness and acquired palsy in childhood. Waugh's
method is that of election.

X Ray Pictures of the Bones in the Diagnosis
of Syphilis in the Fetus and in Young Adults.

—

P. G. Shipley, J. W. Pearson, A. A. Weech, and
C. H. Greene (Bulletin of the Johns Hopkins Hos-
pital, March, 1921) recommend routine examination

of the osseous system in newly born children as a

source of valuable diagnostic data. They state that

it will insure recognition of the presence of a heredi-

tary infection in a certain number of children who
otherwise might go unaided for some time before

some clinical symptom of the accidental discovery

of a positive Wassermann would secure for them
the much needed treatment. Three hundred white

fetuses formed the basis of this study, ranging in

age from the sixth month of intrauterine life to

nearly term. The skeletons of twenty-five per cent,

of the first one hundred examined showed marked
signs of lues, and forty-six of the first one hundred
examined showed well marked or suspicious lesions.

Lues of the fetus and newly born child apparently

interferes very little, if at all, even in advanced
cases, with skeletal growth.
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Thirty-second Congress and Health Exhibition,

Held in Folkestone, June 20 to 25, 1921.

Alcohol and Alcoholism.—An interesting fea-

ture of this congress was a breakfast given by the

National Temperance League, over vi^hich Vis-

count Burnham presided. Dr. Courtenay Weeks
delivered an address in which he said that alcohol

and alcoholism were great coefficients in damaged
life and disease met with in the national life of

Great Britain. On this point there was the evi-

dence of the chief medical officer of the Board of

Education who said that there were in Great Brit-

ain over a million children of school age so de-

fective, mentally or physically, that they were un-
able to derive reasonable benefit from the educa-
tional facilities provided by the State. There was
also the testimony of the national insurance com-
missioners who said that there were lost annually,

through sickness and disability among insured
people, the equivalent of fourteen million weeks'
work. The army authorities, in the last year of

the war, found that 64 per cent, of all the men ex-

amined were physically unfit for the work of a

soldier. In the asylums there were 125,000 lunatics

and 150.000 feebleminded persons and the chief

medical officer of the Ministry of Health said that

if the deficiency was to be met, the first thing they

had to deal with was alcohol.

Sir George Newman, who was a real leader

among men, had said that if England was to be a

healthy nation alcohol must first be dealt with,

then venereal diseases, and finally feebleminded-

ness, but the three went hand in hand. During the

war the liquor control board was set up in the

interests of efficiency and many of the restrictions

established by this iDoard should be maintained in

peace. Experts of the board had reported on the

scientific position of alcohol. That report had been
embodied in a syllabus on the hygiene of food and
drink which he hoped members of the. institute

would do all in their pow-er to have placed in the

curricula of the schools of the country.

Industrial Hygiene. — A'iscount Burnham,
president of the section of industrial hygiene, in

his presidential address, said that Great Britain

had paid in full measure the penalty of her past

greatness. She was the first countrv to be indus-

trialized and in advocating new methods, perhaps
still more in inculcating a new spirit, they had run
counter of settled habits of old established indus-

try. On the other hand, he said, if her industrial

system was old, if not senile, they could not get rid

of their own responsibilities by blaming those who
had gone before them. In the Victorian era it

would have been considered an interference with
divine providence, as well as with individual lib-

erty, to attempt anything in the direction of indus-

trial hygiene. The ^Manchester School of Econo-
mists would have thought this mollycoddling. It

of Societies

was not want of humanity but difference in point

of view that caused them to adopt this policy. On
the other hand, possibly they were going too far

in the other direction and safeguards were cer-

tainly required to prevent the national character

from becoming enervated and even emasculated

by too much supervision and interference. In

America, welfare work, if imposed by those in

authority in the factories and mills, was resented

as being paternalism, and it was essential that in

connection with the work being done in industrial

hygiene in Great Britain, there should not be the

spirit of paternalism, but the spirit of copartner-

ship. Unless there was a concordat between em-
ployer and employee, it would be found that the

great difficulty lay in a veiled hostility or an indif-

ference to their own w^elfare hy the working class.

It was essential that there should be a free and
frank aUiance between employers and employed.

Unless there was cooperation of energy and good
will, the progress of social science would be slow.

In the \\'hitley councils we had machinery which

was admirably adapted to embody the spirit and
perform the duties involved in industrial health

and welfare. Those councils were never meant to

be arbitration boards to deal with wages alone, but

unless we had the active assistance and coopera-

tion of the working people employed in all national

industries, no matter what the code of sanitary leg-

islation, or the zeal of medical officers of health,

or how great the sympathy and good intention of

employers, they would effect nothing morally, and

little in any sense, to reach the purpose in view.

In conclusion, Viscount Burnham spoke of the

conditions peculiar to the printing trade and the

methods taken through sanitation and ventilation

to stamp out printers's phthisis.

The Organization of Welfare Schemes.—A pa-

per on this subject was read by ]Mr. Robert R.

Hyde, director of the Industrial Welfare Society.

In a discussion of the subject which followed. Sir

Arthur Newsholme said that in the United

United States very little was being done regarding

factory hygiene from the governmental side. What
was done was voluntary work by .great industrial

concerns where they realized that they were de-

pendent upon the health and efficiency of the

workers. In Great Britain there was some danger

of welfare workers being regarded as a charitable

institution, conferring benefits on the working
classes. It was necessary to get rid of this idea

entirely, as it was in the interests of the employer

as much as the employed that the workers should

do their work.
Mr. B.\RR0N, a miner from Durham; said the

one thing needed in the collieries at the present

time was something that would relieve the suspi-

cion existing l:)etween employers and employed.

The truest economy was not the question of giving

or receiving wages, but something that would make
a man feel that he was more than a machine.
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Sanitary Science and Preventive Medicine.

—

Sir Leslie MacKenzie, president of the sec-

tion in Sanitary Science and Preventive Medicine,

in his presidential address said that the new object-

ive in preventive medicine was to produce fitness.

This was one of the primary lessons of the war.

If the signs of the times could be read, even in

part, they seemed to indicate that in the coming
years the races that constitute Great Britain would
have to set themselves consciously and openly un-

der the guidance of the best science, not merely

to control great infections and otherwise to pre-

pare a healthv environment, but also to equip each

individual with the strength to produce and cour-

age to endure. If we expected to maintain our

pace in production, we must be quite clear that the

duties of civilized living, if not so urgent appar-

ently as the duties of war, were in the long run just

as exacting and required for their performance
the same high qualities of mind and body.

No more illuminating study in the whole range

of public health was made during the war than

the special investigation on industrial fatigue, bring-

ing out just how the hours of labor, kind of food,

character of work and general working conditions

showed themselves in the form of increased or

diminished output. During the past thirty years

the drift had been from the study of environment
to the study of individuals, and in medicine gener-

ally the drift had been from the study of end prod-
ucts to the incipient physiological deviations that

need never become pathological. There was a

dawning hope that in the years immediately be-

fore us the general public would have the benefit

of the highest medical skill, informed by the latest

medical science, by means of the improved organi-

zation of the whole forces of research and treat-

ment.

Smoke Abatement.—Professor Leonard Hill
said that while coal fires were the cheapest source

of radiant energy in luminous form required in

our climate, the time spent in attending to it and
the ill effects on health of smoke pollution made it

the dearest.

Dr. J. S. Owens, in an analysis of a London
fog, said that to produce a dense smoke fog about
four milligrams of soot to the cubic metre of air was
all that was required. One milligram produced the

ordinary winter haze. If a dense smoke extended
over the whole of London and up to a height of

four hundred feet, a trifle under two hundred tons

of soot would be present. The domestic fires of
London from six in the morning till nine at night

produced over two hundred tons of soot, sufficient

to produce one of the densest fogs.

The Effects of Environment on Output.—Dr.
D. R. Wilson, secretary of the Industrial Fatigue
Research Board, presented a summary of the re-

sults of the investigations made by the board of

the efifects of environment on output. In heavy
work involving exposure to high temperatures, pro-

duction, he said, underwent a persistent seasonal
variation, being, with few exceptions, greater in

winter than in summer. The opposite effect was
suggested in light work, such as silk weaving.
Good ventilation was found to neutralize seasonal

variations and was reflected in the evenness of out-

put throughout the year. In silk weaving it was
estimated that even good artificial light caused a

reduction in output of ten per cent, compared with

daylight.

Miners' Nystagmus.—Dr. D. Lechmere An-
derson presented a resolution, which was passed,

that the home ofifice should be urged to fix a stand-

ard refraction test for coal miners, with the object

of diminishing the incidence of miners' nystagmus.

It was possible, he said, to detect the primary symp-
toms of the disease in nearly twenty-five per cent,

of the men engaged in the coal mines.

Personal and Domestic Hygiene.—The May-
oress of Folkestone presided at the meeting of the

section devoted to a consideration of personal and
domestic hygiene. In the course of her address

she said that she had had many opportunities of

seeing the necessity of increased cleanliness, both

of the person and the home. She regretted, how-
ever, that the right people did not use the facilities

at their disposal for personal cleanliness. With
the provision of cheap public baths and of baths

provided for in all the new housing schemes, per-

sonal cleanliness should not be a difficult matter.'

In the poorer houses, however, there was still a

great lack of cleanliness, which was no doubt due

to ignorance or laxity on the part of the mother.

Much was being done in the schools today to teach

the girls housewifery, cooking, and laundry work.

This should have a beneficial effect. Much more
might be done by the church agencies to bring ob-

scure cases to the attention of the sanitary authori-

ties, so that such persons might be visited and
treated in the cleansing stations which all up to

date authorities provided. She said that domestic*

hygiene was, to her mind, not a scientific subject,

but might be summed up in one word—cleanliness.

The later Sir Benjamin Ward once said that if by
some magic spell England could wake up clean she

would wake up pure in spirit and godly in the com-
prehension of godliness.

A general discussion on the hygiene of the home
followed the reading of the main papers in this

section. Dr. P. Jones, of Glanmorgan, urged that

the basis of public health in the future lay more in

the direction of giving the people proper food than

in providing nice houses to live in.

Dr. C. S. Thompson, of Hythe, suggested that

in teaching children hygiene appeal should be

made to their vanity. If a young girl was told that

if she grew up with yellow teeth she would never

get a husband she would begin at once to clean her

teeth. He also said that the old idea that an ex-

pectant mother should be fed on stout in order that

she would have plenty of milk should be suppressed.

Mrs. Eva Fuller, a member of the Dover town
council, said she was of the working class and re-

sented any suggestion that the working classes did

not make the best use of their opportunities.

The Hospital as a Health Centre.—Mr. E. L.

Martvn Lobb read a pa])er tlcaling with the hos-

pital as the primary health centre in relation to

health service. He said that a health service should

work for and secure the health of high and low,
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rich and poor. More than that, health service must
work to maintain health rather than to cure dis-

ease. "Public Health Is Purchasable," was the
motto of the New York Health Department, he
said. Given unlimited finance, an adequate health
service would be a comparatively easy affair, but
finance today was anything but unlimited. It

would seem that the great renaissance of medicine
which we were witnessing could hardly have oc-
curred at a more inopportune moment. The hos-
pitals said that they would not bear their present
burdens, still less add to them, and municipal au-
thorities, the public, and the ratepayers, while ap-
plauding the abstract idea of primary health cen-
ters dismissed it as a fantastic mirage, crying "not
a penny from us." Medical practitioners viewed
the scheme as an insidious attempt of socialistic

dreamers to rob them of the little they might yet
earn. It was certain that for many years to come
we could not afford a perfect health service, but
we could make a start with the facilities we had.
As for hospitals, he maintained that better organ-
ization would relieve much of the pressure of
crowded premises and long waiting lists. He
hoped that the day of a sliding scale of payment by
patients to a hospital was not far distant. An-
other abuse was that too many treatments were
being given in hospitals which could just as well
be carried out in the patient's home or in a con-
valescent home. It was time that a sort of dooms-
day book of England's convalescent accommoda-
tion was complied and to every hospital, accord-
ing to its size, a fraj:tion of the available convales-
cent bed accommodation should be assured. Poor
law infirmaries were empty to a large extent, and
if the stigma of pauperism was removed from the
name their doors might be thrown open to the hos-
pitals for the accommodation of convalescent
patients.

During the debate which followed, Doctor
Wheatley, medical officer of health, for Shrop-
shire, said he looked forward to a district nurs-
ing service trained in public health as a means of
having many cases now treated in hospitals dealt

with at home.
Doctor Handford, of Nottingham, urged that

hospitals must have more financial help from the

insurance societies, a help to which they were mor-
ally entitled.

Mrs. Palmer, of Southampton, thought a State

medical service was bound to come and the best

organizations to control that service would be the

already established health committees. Hospitals
should concern themselves more with the preven-
tion of disease and become centres of good health

instead of centres of bad health and disease, as

they were today. It was deplorable the number
of medical men who failed to keep abreast of mod-
ern developments, and there should be research

departments in connection with hospitals in which
every medical man should be compelled to do a

period of service. Although surgery had made
great advances in recent years, medicine had made
practically none.

Mr. Arthur F. Wickenden condemned the

disregard of common sense principles in crowding

small houses with superfluous furniture and dust
collecting bric-a-brac. When one took stock of
the accumulation of pictures plastered over every
available inch of wall space, one could solve for
all time the problem of where the flies go in the
winter time.

Miss Amy Hughes said that there was need of
a much wider education for parents. It was curi-
ous hovv many people accepted disease and ill health
as inevitable and did not realize that a great deal
of trouble could be avoided by following the rules
of personal hygiene.

€>

Letters to the Editors.

LITERATURE ON RESECTION OF THE
TARSUS.

9 East Forty-sixth Street,

To the Editors: '^^i-

I am in receipt of a reprint by Dr. Arthur S.

Tenner, entitled Resection of the Tarsus and Con-
junctiva, printed on March 16, 1921. This is the

reprint of a paper read by the author before the

Section in Ophthalmology of the New York Acad-
emy of Medicine, November 16, 1920, and pub-
lished in your issue for March 16, 1921. I was
present on the occasion of the reading of that paper.

In the references to the literature on the subject

the author of the reprint and the reader of the

paper on that occasion refers to H. W. Wootton
and Hiwatari Kazuo alone. In the Archives of
Ophthalmology, 1912, Vol. 41, p. 141, will be found
an article by myself on the Resection of the Tarsus
and Conjunctiva, with description of a clamp,

whereby this operation can be performed practically

in a bloodless manner. A cut of this clamp which
I constructed, together with other illustrations

showing the various steps of the operation as sug-

gested by myself, can be found in that article. If

one cares to refer to the paper by Dr. Tenner, he
will observe that the cut of his clamp bears a strik-

ing resemblance to that which I invented, the differ-

ence consisting mainly in the presence of tvvo spikes

on Dr. Tenner's clamp and five on my own ; like-

wise, he has at the end of his clamp a screw

whereby the bar holding the spikes may be slid up
and down.

Subsequent to the publication of a description of

my instrument, a few months afterwards. Miss
Ehrhart, a nurse at the New York Eye and Ear
Hospital, had constructed a clamp, of which the

one described by Tenner is almost an exact coun-

terpart. Instead of the serrated teeth used by Miss
Ehrhart, Tenner substituted the two spikes and in

addition the aforementioned screw at the end of the

instrument. To this Dr. Tenner makes no refer-

ence either in the paper as he read it or as it was
printed in your journal. A description of Miss
Ehrhart's instrument has not been published, I un-

derstand, but it is well known and has been used
continually at the Eye and Ear Infirmary in resec-

tion of the tarsus.

A great deal depends on the matter of placing

tlie sutures in this operation. I changed the method
employed by Wootton in inserting the sutures, and
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in my fourth conclusion stated as follows: "The

line of the sutures is not at right angles to but is

parallel to the border of the lid." Fig. 5 in my
article will show this, and if the reader will refer

to Fig. 3 in the article by Dr. Tenner, he will see

that the stitches in the two cases are exactly alike.

This may appear to be an insignificant matter, but

it is not. Parallel sutures secure smoothness and

complete adaptation of the conjunctiva to its new
position in the lid, thereby preventing puckering.

It is usual, ethical, and proper, when one pre-

pares a paper on a scientific subject, to acquaint

himself with the literature bearing upon it, and all

matters touching it. When questioned at the meet-

ing before the section, Dr. Tenner disclaimed

knowledge of these two instruments and said he

was not well acquainted with my paper. My in-

strument was the first clamp invented for the per-

formance of this operation. Any inodification of

that clamp or my procedures by anybody should

have been attended by a reference to my paper and

to the instruments constructed by myself and by

Miss Ehrhart. Dr. Tenner disclaimed any inten-

tion, when the facts had been presented to him, of

being disregardful of the proprieties or of taking

credit from any one, nevertheless, in the publication

in your journal, there is no footnote or postscript

in support of his disclaimer.

It is unnecessary before ethical men to dilate

upon the proprieties in such manners, but it is just,

right, proper and imperative, that credit should be

given where it is due, and that no one should take

the ideas or appropriate the el¥orts of others in ex-

ploiting his own endeavors. If all men insist

strictly on the enforcement of such principles, much
confusion will be avoided and subsequent genera-

tions will not be confounded by dififerent claimants

to priority. Witness in this connection, the con-

tention in regard to the introduction of ether in

the practice of medicine as an anesthetic.

The Scripture has said that ignorance is no ex-

cuse, the assumption being that the means of in-

formation are at hand. Dr. Tenner refers to the

paper of Dr. Wootton in the Archives of OpJithal-

mology in 1910. My paper was published in the

Archives of Ophthalmology in March, 1912. Dr.

Tenner evidently had the means of information at

J. H. Claiborne, M. D.

Chicago, June g, ig2i.

To the Editors:

Dr. A. S. Tenner's favorable report of Tarsus
Resection in Trachoma published in the New York
Medical Journal for March 16, 1921, seems
hardly to represent correctly its status in the Tjnited

States and Egypt. He asserts that "the American
literature on the subject is exceedingly scanty" and
refers to "Wootton's classical paper (1910)" as if it

were the first to be published in this country. In
justice to my colleague, Dr. Casey Wood, now in

Europe, I feel compelled to remind Dr. Tenner and
others that not only were the Heisrath procedure
and all its modifications carefully described, thor-
oughly discussed, and well illustrated, but a volu-
minous literature on the subject appeared many

years before the appearance of Wootton's paper in

1910.

It is well known that Dr. Wood was the first one

to introduce this subject to English readers and
he has in several journals and before a nunilier of

societies asserted its extreme value in certain forms

of trachoma, reporting numerous instances of relief

in intractable cases, with accompanying histories,

illustrations -of instruments, and description of

technic. His earliest paper was published in 1898

in the Annals of Ophthalmology (page 372) ; an-

other in the American Journal of Ophthalmology in

July, 1903 ; still another in the Practical Medicine

Scries for 1913. Finally, the whole matter is fully

thrashed out (including an abstract of Dr.

Wootton's "classical paper (1910)" in the American
Encyclopedia of Ophthalmology under the caption

Trachoma.
Dr. Tenner should also read Dr. A. F. MacCal-

lan's (Cairo) approval of this method, published

some years ago and mentioned also by Dr. Wood
in his well known report of two trips to Egypt ap-

pearing in the Ophthalmic Record.

After all, nothing really worth while has been

added to the experience and observations of Jacob-
son, Heisrath, and Kuhnt in this matter. It was,

as Dr. Wood clearly pointed out, chiefly to the last

named that we are indebted for the improvements
in a measure that the two former observers were in-

strumental in giving to the surgical world.

Frank Allport, M.D.

A MANUFACTURER'S PROTEST.
.

Cincinnati, Ohio, July 28,
To the Editors:

Our attention has been called to statements ap-

pearing in a number of professional journals which •

might lead some physicians to believe we had dis-

continued the manufacture of proteogens. Such is

emphatically not the case.

In order to keep up with the tremendous strides

that are being made in biochemistry and to keep
our nonspecific protein products, known under the

registered trade name of proteogens, well in ad-

vance of other products, we have recently reor-

ganized our biochemical laboratories.

As a result of this reorganization the name of

Horovitz no longer appears on the labels and litera-

ture of our products. The present state of perfec-

tion of proteogens is due entirely to experimental
work in our own laboratories, where under expert
supervision these products are being further im-
proved. The research work connected with the de-

velopment of proteogens is now in charge of an
American biochemist of unquestioned reputation
and highest scientific standing.

We trust, therefore, that the pharmaceutical and
medical professions will not be misled by any false

claims. The nonspecific vegetable protein solutions

originally supplied in ampoules under the name of

proteogens are manufactured by the Wm. S. Mer-
rell Company. You are urged, therefore, to insist

upon receiving original sealed packages bearing the

name of this company and the registered word
proteogens.

Wm. S. Merrell Company.
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Miscellany.

Experiences of the Child.—C. Macfie Campbell
(Mental Hygiene, April, 1920) states that it is time

to eliminate the mystery attached to taboo. The
child as he develops has of course to outgrow the

more primitive reactions, subordinating them to the

more mature and socially important reactions. The
child can, however, be encouraged to outgrow primi-

tive reactions without giving to them false values

;

he can learn frankly how more mature values su-

persede the less mature, but he can do this while

still realizing that his native promptings and ques-

tionings are the real stuff out of which his life is

to be made, and that they are all fit to be subjects

of honest scrutiny and of trustworthy information.

Nonrheumatic Aortic Stenosis in Young Sub-
jects.—Gallavardin {Prcsse luedicale, March 19,

1921 ) refers to the occurrence, usually in young
individuals, of a form of aortic stenosis with clear-

cut physical signs which neither corresponds to what

is now known of congenital aortic stenosis nor is of

arterial nonrheumatic origin. As a rule, the steno-

sis is quite imcomplicated ; where accompanied by
slight regurgitation it always remains distinctly pre-

dominant. Clinically, this form of stenosis is well

tolerated for a prolonged period ; it may, however,

in its advanced stages be associated with disturb-

ances of function, and in some instances develop-

niental disturbances have been reported. The origin

of the disorder is in doubt. In a few cases, possi-

l)ly, it consists in a congenital lesion which is re-

vealed late ; but in the majority of cases it appears

rather to be an acquired lesion, developed slowly

during childhood or adolescence on account of a

subacute or chronic endocarditis, due to some as yet

undetermined factor. The .several features of this

disorder warrant comparison of it with the mitral

stenosis of Duroziez.

Manganese in Pediatric Therapeutics.—Cames-
casse (Pressc mcdicalc, March 19, 1921 j refers to
certain children who, in spite of having been kept
for a time in the country, remained subnormal in

body weight. The weight showed a notable increase
anfl the general condition improved upon adminis-
tration of manganese dioxide in a daily dose of 0.0.3.

to 0.07 gram.

Destruction of Fleas.—Loir and Legangneux
{ Journal dc nicdccinc do Bordeaux, March 10. 1921

)

recommend the solution of 300 grams of soap in

1500 grams of water, followed by the addition of
eight litres of coal oil. An emulsion is made by shak-
ing the mixture. Just before use, one part of this

emulsion is poured into twenty parts of water. The
resulting mixture is applied over the woodwork and
poured between the cracks in the flooring. For
protection of the person against flea bites oil of
cloves and tincture of cevadilla are serviceable.

Studies on Measles.—Francis G. Blake and
James D. Trask {Journal of Experimental Medi-
cine, May, 1921) describe a series of reinocula-
tion experiments in monkeys which had recovered
from a previous attack of experimental measles.
It was found that one attack of experimental
measles apparently conferred a complete immunity
against reinfection for at least a considerable period,

and in all probability, permanently. This was true
whether the virus of measles was of homologous
or heterologous origin. In this respect experi-

mental measles in the monkey corresponds with
measles observed in himian beings.

Syphilitic and Familial Graves's Disease.

—

Leredde and Drouet { Pressc uiedicalc. ]\Iarch 16,

1921 ) refer to the case of a woman in whom
exophthalmic goitre set in during the war after she

had been greatly alarmed by an airplane raid. Three
other cases of Graves's disease are known and
three more believed to exist in the same family.

In the four cases actitally under observation the

Wassermann reaction was negative, but the Hecht
reaction, tested in the first patient, was positive at

first and later became negative under treatment.

The tachycardia and palpitations disappeared under
novarsenobenzol therapy, but lumbar pimcture
yielded a still positive Wassermann reaction in the

cerebrospinal fluid. The case is thus believed to be
one of syphilitic exophthalmic goitre due to syphilis

in the second generation.

Complement Fixation Test in Tuberculosis.

—

A. L. Punch {Lancet, September 25, 1920), basing

his studies on the work of Wassermann and Bruch,

has investigated the complement fixation abilities of

the blood of tul)erculous patients, with the view of

finding a definite test for the presence of tubercu-

lous lesions. He uses an emulsion of tubercle bacilli

as antigen, in three dilutions. The author concludes

that: 1. The complement fixation test specifically

indicates the presence or absence of an active or

recently active lesion. 2. A positive reaction in the

highest dilution of the complement used is as reliable

an indication as positive reactions in the other dilu-

tions. He believes that positive reactions in the case

of arrested tuberculosis are due to the persistence of

antibodies in the blood.
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Peritonitis*

By JOHN B. DEAVER. M. D..

Philadelphia.

I am not aware that I can offer anything new on
the subject of peritonitis, but I beHeve that it is one
of such vast importance that it does not suffer from
being repeated from time to time, even though its

most saHent features are probably famiHar to us all.

I will not discuss the microscopic anatomy of the

peritoneum as to the presence or absence of stomata,

nor will I discuss whether the peritoneum is a part

of the lymphatic system or not ; this is really only

of academic importance. What we want to know
is that the peritoneimi has great absorptive and exu-
dative power.

THE PERITONEUM.

The peritoneum, by its folds, convolutions and
fossae, is without doubt the most extensive serous

membrane of the himian body, covering as it does

an area almost eciual to that of the skin. It is a com-
plex sac containing several diverticula and the hol-

low and solid viscera, the latter projecting into the

cavity but being shut out of the cavity proper by
their serous covering of peritoneum, the visceral

layer. Its function is mainly protective, in that it

provides a surface which permits free play tipon

each of the other organs which it covers, the proper
degree of lubrication being maintained by its re-

markable powers of exudation and absorption, the

chief characteristic of the peritoneum. One of the

most important factors in peritoneal absorption is

the vitality of its endotheliiun represented by a sin-

gle continuous layer of delicate, flat, endothelial

cells, by virtue of which the peritoneum remains a
cavity in spite of its folds and undulations. Nor-
mally the eqtiilibrium between exudation and ab-

sorption is so well balanced that there is never an
excess of fluid in the peritoneal cavity, therefore
the presence of even a small amount of free fluid

must be taken as an indication of the presence of
some pathological process. It is also owing to these

same phenomena that protective temporary adhe-

sions are formed in the peritoneimi by which its

surfaces adhere to each other when irritated by a

reactive process, and which leads to the familiar

walling off of the affected area that prevents the dif-

fusion of the infection, for peritonitis is always due

*Read before the Philadelphia County Medical Society, March
9, 1921.
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to bacterial infection. Aside from the very rare
cases of socalled chemical and idiopathic peritonitis,

which probably represent a hematogenous or lym-
phatic infection, the most important source of infec-

tion in peritonitis is directly from some intraabdo-
minal organ, mainly the appendix, the intestines,

the female internal genital organs, the stomach, and
the gallbladder, the result either of trauma or dis-

ease or both.

TYPES OF PERITONITIS.

The question of chemical and mechanical peri-

tonitis is one around which considerable discussion
has always centred. The term chemical peritonitis,

according to Murphy, is a convenient one for those
instances in which typical peritonitis is produced by
the introduction of presumably sterile substance's

into the cavity, such as the contents of a ruptured
ovarian cyst, or some chemical, either foreign or
coming from adjacent viscera. At bottom, how-
ever, I am inclined to believe that this form of peri-

tonitis is infective, inasmuch as the excoriation of
the endothelium prepares the way for the entrance
of pathogenic bacteria, in the same way as the twist-
ing of a pedicle of a tumor, the presence of a for-
eign body, such as a sponge, with the resulting red-
dening and exudation, represent what may be termed
a mechanical peritonitis by preparing the way for
the bacteria to gain a foothold in the peritoneum.
The first effect of the bacterial invasion is a hy-

peremia with exudation into tiie subperitoneal tissue
of the part aroupd the infected focus, soon fol-

lowed by exudation of fluid into the peritoneal cav-
ity, lliis fluid is at first protective and bactericidal
in character, but by impairment of its vitality it is

gradually converted into pus. the rate of the conver-
sion being dependent upon the degree of intraabdo-
minal tension, the virulence of the infecting organ-
ism and the individual power of resistance.

It is well known that the presence of practically

any foreign substance is capable of producing irri-

tation in the peritoneal cavity. Blood, bile, and
urine, even if not infected, will excite an inflamma-
tory reaction, the two last named being especially
irritating; when present they interfere with intes-
tinal function and damage the walls of the intestine
ancf thus favor bacterial invasion of the peritoneal

Elliott Publishing Company.
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cavity. In the presence of a perforating viscus the
bile and urine may already be infected and their

extravasation into the peritoneal cavity will set 'Up
an infective and irritative peritonitis. Such double
peritonitides result, for example, from perforations
of the stomach, duodenum and gallbladder in which
bile and activated pancreatic secretion play a part.

Peritonitis from the lower intestinal tract and the
female pelvis is also infective and bacterial in nature.

EXUDATION AND ABSORPTION.

Whatever the source of the irritation or the in-

flammation, the result is abnormal activity of the
phenomena of exudation and disturbance of the rate

of absorption. From the results of extensive and
careful experimental work we know that absorption
takes place through the lymphatics or through the
blood stream and in this way bacteria and their pro-
ducts are distributed to the lymphatic tract and the
circulation, while at the same time there is an ex-
cess of serous exudation in the peritoneum. Ab-
sorption takes place through the lymphatics and the

bloodvessels, both fluid and soluble substances being
absorbed by both sets of vessels, while acid sub-

stances (bacteria, foreign, animal cells) are absorbed
almost, if not quite, exclusively through the lym-
phatics. Absorption by the blood stream constitutes

one of the greatest perils of peritonitis. On ac-

count of the wonderful absorptive power of the

peritoneum it makes its own toilet. Early in the

process, unless the exciting organism is one of great

virulence, the resistance of the body and particu-

larly the protective powers of lymph and of phago-
cytic leucocytes assist in inducing more or less

prompt absorption. But the protective properties of

this early turbid peritoneum fluid are lost soon after

the serous and seropurulent stages of exudation are

passed, and the damaged peritoneal membrane re-

sponds by depositing a fibrinous material rich in

leucocytes, and thick and tenacious. The effects of

this deposit is cofferdamming the lymph and blood-

vessels and cementing the adjacent peritoneal struc-

tures together, thus shutting off and isolating areas

which are so highly infected as to interfere with
absorption and the bacterial action of the exuded
fluid.

The infective process may go on within this

walled off area, while the general cavity remains pro-

tected against its spread. It stands to reason, there-

fore, that the essential feature in the treatment of

peritonitis is not to interfere with the walling off or

localization process and to avoid any measures that

favor its diffusion. Murphy, in his classical paper

on peritonitis, aptly compared the role of fibrin in

the peritoneal cavity to the action of a board of

health in protecting a community by isolating in-

fected individuals.

Diffusion, we know, is increased by general bod-
ily activity and movements of the diaphragm, and
that reduced respiratory force and peristaltic move-
ments are Nature's way of preventing diffusion.

Practically we make use of this knowledge by put-

ting the body at complete rest and by means of

proper posture encouraging the gravitation of the

noxious fluids to the lower and less dangerous por-

tions of the peritoneal cavity. It is a well known

fact that peritonitis arising from lower areas of the
peritoneal cavity are less serious than those coming
from the upper zones, because the greater activity
of absorption in the diaphragm in the upper portion
favors diffusion. The rhythmic pumplike action of
the diaphragm, in action day and night like the
heart, is one of the most important factors in aid-
ing peritoneal absorption, its alternating contraction
and relaxation being instrumental in sending on-
ward fluid and particles aspirated from the peri-
toneum. In addition to this, peristaltic activity is

of equal importance in that it favors an even dis-

tribution of fluids and prevents their accumulation in

the pelvis toward which they naturally gravitate.

QUESTION OF BACTERIAL FLORA.

As to the question of bacterial flora in peritonitis,

it is today generally recognized that it nearly always
is a mixed one, the most important organisms being
the staphylococcus albus, colon bacillus, streptococ-
cus, pneumococcus, typhoid bacillus and gonococcus.

Great stress is laid on the protective influence of
the staphylococcus albus which, according to Dud-
geoh and Sargent, is the first to appear and the last

to disappear in peritonitis of intestinal origin, and
whose presence in conjunction with other organisms
influences prognosis. In the presence of abundant
phagocytes and staphylococci at a site distant from
the focus of infection the prognosis is favorable ; it is

grave but not hopeless if some bacilli are associated

with these organisms, and very gi-ave if only a few
phagocytes, few staphylococci and numerous bacilli

or streptococci are present.

The importance of the colon bacillus is generally

recognized, although the idea that every peritonitis

of intestinal origin is due to this organism exclu-

sively is not supported by facts. The error is proba-
bly due to the well known rapidity with which the

colon bacillus increases and its tendency to over-
shadow the other associated organisms.

STREPTOCOCCIC PERITONITIS.

Streptococcic peritonitis occurs more frequently

in women than in men because of the greater fre-

quency of that organism in pelvic infections of the

female. When due to pelvic inflammation, as in

puerperal infections, this streptococcic inflammation
is a retroperitoneal phenomenon, and is familiarly

known as concealed erysipelas. A form of strepto-

coccic infection of the peritoneum is occasionally re-

ported in which the peritoneum becomes involved

without concomitant involvement of any of the ab-

dominal viscera. The route of infection in these in-

stances is by way of the blood stream, the source

being acute inflammation of the nasopharynx, par-

ticularly the tonsils. The relationship of this type

of peritonitis and streptococcic epidemic sore throat

has been suggested by observations made during re-

cent epidemics of this character. The cases ob-

served show a tendency to affect females, especially

among children, rather than males. Pneumococcic
peritonitis is not common, although cases are being

reported with increasing frequency. It is a fatal

form of infection, and occurs more often among
female children than among adults.

Sometimes pneumococcic peritonitis arises second-

arily to pneumonia. According to Hertzler, this
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occurs in one per cent, or less of all pneumonias,

and it also affects little airls more often than boys

and children more frequently than adults, the sex

incidence of the latter being about equal. Gono-
coccic infective peritonitis is probably the most

clearly delined type of inflammation originating as

it generally does from an infected Fallopian tube

and being marked by sudden stormy onset and early

localization in the lower abdominal cavity, usually

at one side.

PERFORATION.

By far the most frequent avenue by which the

peritoneum becomes infected is from perfoi-ation of

some intraabdominal viscus—the most common, of

course, being the appendix. But, vi'hatever its origin,

the symptoms of peritonitis have much in common.
In the order of their occurrence these symptoms
comprise pain, vomiting, fever, distention, and rigid-

ity. The pain, especially in the presence of per-

foration, is sudden and severe, its intensity varying

somewhat according to the organ involved and its

pathological condition.

SYMPTOMS.

In appendicitis, for example, the most common
source of peritonitis, the initial pain is very severe,

owing to occlusion of the appendicular artery

and beginning necrosis, but later, when necrosis is

complete, the pain loses its severity, indeed it may
subside altogether. This subsidence without doubt
is the most serious of the many insidious features

of nearly all types of peritonitis, more particularly,

however, of appendicitis. The false security aroused

is responsible for many of the fatal cases of acute

appendicitis.

The initial pain is often accompanied by a chilly

sensation or a distinct chill, and in case of per-

foration is soon followed by primary reflex nausea
and vomiting and the typical reflex rigidity and ex-

quisite tenderness of the abdominal muscles, the lat-

ter being usually more marked over the seat of the

trouble ; the picture of the patient, with thighs drawn
up, shoulders high, and superficial and costal respira-

tion, is too familiar to need more than passing men-
tion. It evidences the fact that much of the pain is

due to friction of one diseased part against the

other, and represents an involuntary act of pro-

tection against such contact. The pulse is rapid,

small, thin and wiry.

The temperature at first is low, especially in the

presence of a large perforation, but it very soon
rises to considerable height. The temperature,

however, is not of much diagnostic or prognostic

value. The vomiting is often interpreted as Nature's
effort to throw off the toxins absorbed by the gas-

trointestinal tract. It is well to aid the process by
the use, not of purgatives, but of gastric lavage.

The abdomen usually becomes distended and tym-
panitic. In' the fatal cases the patient shows all

the distressing signs of general toxemia until

relieved by death.

DANGER OF PURGATION.

The danger of purgation in acute abdominal con-
cHtions is one that cannot be too frequently empha-
sized. While it is true that the practice is on the
wane among physicians, it nevertheless is still en-

tirely too common among the laity, and it is the

manifest duty of a general body like the County
Medical Society to spread effectual propaganda on
this sybject. About sixty per cent, of my cases of

acute appendicitis at the Lankenau Hospital give a

history of purgation, and of these about seventy-

two per cent, are complicated by pus, abscess, gan-

grene or perforation, and in many instances a com-
Tjination of these catastrophes.

There are, of course, some cases, fortunately few,

in which the virulence of the infection is such that

nothing that can be done is of avail, and at the other

extreme there are mild cases in which the inflamma-

tion is transitory and will subside with or without

treatment, with or without leaving any trace of its

presence. But it is impossible to tell which of such

cases will or will not subside, for so much depends
on the degree, and the type of infection. While the

peritoneum can take care of a moderate number
of virulent organisms, their presence in numbers
beyond the limit of tolerance may result in a danger-

ous peritonitis, and if eventually perforation and
gangrene develop the disaster is complete.

LOCALIZATION OF INFECTION.

The localization of the infection is also important

because, as is well known, infections of the jDelvis,

the lower abdomen, are less serious than those of the

upper abdomen, and infection involving the margins
of the peritoneal cavity are not so dangerous as

w'hen the infection is central and the coils of the

small bowel are involved. The folds of the peri-

toneum and the mesenteries play a part in limiting

the peritoneal inflammation and directing its spread.

The most potent protective agent in this respect is

the great omentum, which stands guard, and at the

first sign of danger wraps itself around the in-

flamed areas and endeavors to protect them against

slow perforation, shuts out purulent collection, and
aids in absorption and exudation.

In the absence of injury to the endothelium, bac-

teria and foreign substances will, within limits, be
safely disposed of by the lymphatic route, but dan-

ger to the endothelial cells permits absorption by the

vascular route. The uninjured hands, for example,
may be soaked in virulent material with compara-
tive impunity, but if there are abrasions, epidermis

being denuded, infection is almost 'sure to follow.

Similarly, in the peritoneum, among the factors

favoring absorption are abrasions or exfoliation of

the endothelium, tearing of peritoneal adhesions,

and consequent exposure of the underlying vessels.

If the,picture of peritonitis as we know it was
of the early stage of the disease the question of

treatment would be much simplified ; but the classical

picture is that of the disease in a more or less ad-

vanced stage, and there enters the question of when
to operate. Peritonitis is seen either as a circum-
scribed or diffused inflammation. The terms dif-

fusing, general, universal, are nothing more than
advanced stages of the diffused variety, therefore

should not be used, as they only tend to confuse.

In a diffuse appendiceal peritonitis, with no definite

point of localization and with peristalsis absent,

the question of operation was at one time a diffi-

cult matter. But with the recognition by Ochsner,
Murphy, Fowler and their followers of the value of
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complete rest and the institution of the now gener-

ally accepted treatment which bears their names, the

question of when to operate is more easily decided.

TIME OF OPERATION.
'

There is, I am aware, a certain class of surgeons

who boast of operating in every case of acute ap-

pendicitis no matter at what stage it may be. I

have expressed my opinion of this procedure on*

numerous occasions, and will here repeat that he

who operates in a case of acute diffusing peritonitis

after the first thirty-six or forty-eight hours of the

onset of the peritoneal inflammation with no evi-

dence of a localizing point is, in the majority of

cases, not serving the best interests of his patients,

nor his own best interest either, nor that of the pro-

fession. Operation at an indiscreet time in the

presence of diffused peritonitis and in the absence

of a localizing point, liberates toxins which are the

cause of death in these cases. Although occasion-

ally a patient may get well in spite of precipitous

and ill advised operation, the operative mortality

in these cases is sure to be a high one. Success in

this type of surgery, I cannot help thinking,, is

much a matter of luck—no matter how skilful the

surgeon. Judgment is as indispensable to success-

ful surgery as is skill.

In the presence of a circumscribed peritonitis

with a localizing definite point of exquisite tender-

ness, due to an acutely iiiflamed, perforating or gan-

grenous appendix, operation can be undertaken, in

the absence, of course, of constitutional or other

contraindications, provided the proper technic is

observed with respect to safeguarding the peri-

toneum from contamination by the proper disposi-

tion of gauze packings. After removal of the ap-

pendix, the operation can be completed by providing

for drainage and closing the wound up to the point

of exit of the drainage or by not closing the wound
at all. In cases of abscess treated as open wounds
which have already filled in, it is not my practice to

suture. While this may and usually does lead to a
subsequent hernia, I believe, nevertheless, that it is

better to repair the deformity when the tissues have
recovered their normal vitality.

SEVERE INFECTION.

In badly infected cases where the peritoneum in

the immediate neighborhood of the lesion is green

and there is foul smelling pus, the infected cavity

should be surrounded by a rubber dam or oiled

silk, and lightly packed with gauze ; the wound is

left open but silkworm gut should be carried through

the margins of the wound and tied loosely to pre-

vent protrusion of the intestines. The packing-

should be allowed to remain in for several days be-

fore being removed. If in addition to the coffer-

damming, rubber drainage has been placed in the

subhepatic space, or between the diaphragm and the

liver, and a glass or rubber tul)e placed in the pelvis,

the latter should be removed when aspiration yields

a straw colored fluid. If, at the end of twenty-four

hours, the glass or rubber tube contains pus, if glass

it should be replaced by one .of rubber carried down
into the pelvis through the glass tube and the

latter gently withdrawn by revolving it around the

rubber tube; if rubber, it should be left in. At

the end of four to six days the rubber tube
can be gradually withdrawn, cutting off the pro-
jecting end a little at a time until it is entirely

removed. Before the cofferdam is removed it should
be soaked several times daily with hypertonic salt

solution and also during its removal. This policy

is best to pursue in cases of peritonitis where the

assvmiption is reasonable that the trouble has its

origin in the appendix, or the lower abdomen ; but
where the symptoms indicate perforation of one of
the larger viscera, such as the stomach or the duode-
num, immediate operation is urgent. Peritonitis,

the result of intestinal obstruction, gastric, duodenal,
gallbladder, intestinal or colonic perforation, should
be immediately operated upon if the condition can
be recognized, which it usually can if the case is seen

early. The longer the peritonitis exists, other things

being equal, the more grave the outlook. Peritonitis

is dangerous directly in proportion to absorption.

It is not the inflammation of the peritoneum that is

fatal, but the toxins which are absorbed from its

products that cause the severe manifestations or

perhaps death. It is true that severe peritonitis of

several hours' duration often masks the situation so

completely that differential diagnosis may be im-

possible. Nevertheless, a carefully taken history will

generally be of the greatest aid. By far the vast

majority of cases of perforating gastric or duodenal
ulcer give a previous history of digestive disturb-

ance, while if the gallbladder is at fault it is almost
sure to have been preceded by indications of chole-

cystic disease, either calculous or noncalculous.

POSTOPERATIVE TREATMENT.
Postoperative treatment differs little from

operative. Purgation here is as ill advised as be-

fore operation. The lower bowel can be emptied by
a gently given enema. The upper bowel will take

care of itself and will begin to empty as soon as

nourishment is given, which can be done as sopn as

the passing of flatus indicates the subsidence of the

storm, and peristalsis is restored. The quiescence

of the intestine is a prime factor in bringing about
early circumscription of the process by adhesions.

Too thorough operation in peritonitis very often

spells death. Peritonitis is dangerous directly in

proportion to the absorption. It is not the inflam-

mation of the peritoneum that is fatal, but the

toxins which are absorbed from the products of the

inflammation that cause death. In cases where it

is necessary to prolong the fasting period beyond
forty-eight hours nourishment must be provided by
means of nutrient enemas, according to the judg-

ment of the individual surgeon or practitioner, that

is, adding nutriment to the salt solution.

1634 Walnut Street.

Determination of the Acidity of Gastric Con-
tents.—Alfred T. Shohl (Bulletin of the Johns

Hopkins Hospital, May, 1920) states that in order

to determine the acidity of gastric contents by
methods based upon sound principles one must
consider acidity in terms of ionization and hydrogen
ion concentration. The expression of gastric acidity

in terms of pH (hydrogen ion concentration) will

bring out clearly the relation between acidity and
peptic digestion.
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Surgical Conditions of the Stomach*
By JOHN J. GILBRIDE, A. M., M. D.,

Philadelphia.

Ulcer and its complications are the most common
surgical conditions of the stomach. The three out-

standing essentials in the surgical treatment of gas-

tric ulcer are, first, the selection of the cases for

operation ;
second, the technic of the operation, and,

third, the aftercare of the patient.

The treatment of acute peptic ulcer of the stomach
belongs to the internist. In the first place, it goes

without saying that one must be certain so far as

possible that the diagnosis is correct. Many cases

that were thought to be gastric ulcer proved on fur-

ther investigation to be duodenal ulcer, cholelithiasis,

or not infrequently chronic appendicitis. It has also

been shown that gastric ulcer is not as common a

disease as was formerly believed. In many cases

one cannot make an absolutely positive diagnosis

of peptic ulcer on the clinical findings alone, but

these must be corroborated by the x ray or by
operative findings. It has been stated that more
mistakes have been made in the diagnosis of gas-

tric ulcer than in any other abdominal disorder.

Duodenal ulcer occurs two. three or four times as

often as gastric ulcer ; cholelithiasis occurs even more
often than duodenal ulcer, dififering in frequency

according to different authors, and it is not an un-

common experience to see patients, whose s\-mptoms

and laboratory findings are suggestive of gastric

ulcer, subsequently suffer from an acute attack of

appendicitis which when followed by operation

usually results in a complete cure of the gastric

symptoms.

About ten per cent, of the cases of gastric ulcer

are penetrating ulcers, usually into the liver, spleen,

or other surrounding structures.

The first case of this type that I ever saw was
in a cadaver, in which the ulcer was of the lesser

curvature of the stomach, circular, craterlike, meas-
uring about three inches and a half in diameter. The
wall of the glass was formed by the under surface of

the liver to which the stomach was strongly adher-
ent. Eggleston says that penetrating ulcers are

usually diagnosed only by the use of the x ray, but
their presence may be suspected by certain clinically

distinguishing features of pain of greater severity,

greater local tenderness, and absence of relief from
the administration of alkalies. When the stomach
is empty and peristalsis is more or less at rest these

patients may be quite free from pain or other symp-
toms suggestive of adhesions.

Repeated hemorrhage is a condition demanding
surgical intervention and for its arrest a simple gas-
troenterostomy may be sufficient, but in some cases
it is also necessary for one to deal locally with the
ulcer in conjunction with the performance of a gas-
troenterostomy. In about twelve per cent, of the
cases of gastric ulcer gross hemorrhage or macro-
scopic blood occurs. In over eight per cent, of

•Part of an address delivered before the Lancaster County and
City Medical Society. Lancaster, Pa.. November 3, 1920, and before
the York County Medical Society, York, Pa., March 3, 1921.

cases of gastric ulcer with a history of hemorrhage
before operation, there is a history of hemorrhage
following the operation. The best method of deal-

ing with the ulcer is to excise it and then perform a

gastroenterostomy. Hemorrhage has occurred after

infolding of the ulcer. Hemorrhage in these cases

may occur months or even years after the operation.

In the selection of cases for operation the best re-

sults are obtained in those cases where medical treat-

ment has been tried, but has failed to effect a cure.

Many cases of ulcer of the pylorus, in which there

is a swelling producing a moderate grade of ob-

struction, yield promptly to medical treatment. I

have found the Sippy treatment very satisfactory

and cases that respond usually do so within a few
days. As an illustration of the improvement which
takes place in patients with pyloric ulcer and in

those in whom the obstruction and the other symp-
toms were severe enough to demand operation after

the performance of a gastroenterostomy the pylorus

frequently becomes patent and functionates prop-

erly. In some cases the stoma formed at operation

becomes nearly closed and in other cases the gastro-

enterostomy produces symptoms which demand
restoration of the normal condition by taking down
the gastroenterostomy. As stated, many cases re-

spond in a few days to medical treatment, but if

it is deemed advisable to continue medical treatment

a few weeks should decide as to whether surgical

intervention is required.

So far as rectal feeding is concerned, I think the

theory was exploded years ago and it has been
proved conclusively that nutrition cannot be main-
tained in this manner. Fluid is supplied to the body
but that is all. The Einhorn tube is both serviceable

and practical. May the starvation treatment never
return. Chronic ulcer of the stomach which has

been treated medically without success should be

operated upon. As to the diagnosis of ulcer of the

stomach, William J. Mayo says that the x ray gives

a correct diagnosis in about seventy-one per cent,

of the cases, and that clinical diagnosis is correct in

about seventy-one per cent, of the cases.

It is difificult to determine the frequency with
which gastric ulcer undergoes malignant degenera-
tion. Wilensky and Thalheimer made serial sections

of gastric ulcers that had been diagnosed benign
after a single section had been examined and found
many of these to be malignant. Aschoft' points out

that if the lesion is cancer originally the base of the

ulcer will prove to be cancer, while Wilson and
MacCarty have shown that in cancer on ulcer the

cancer existed in the overhanging edge of the ulcer

and not in the base.

A new symptomatology must be written for gas-

tric carcinoma. The old one of vomiting of coffee

ground blood, emaciation, cachexia, glandular en-

largement, including the wrong notion about the

age of after forty, will not do. The laboratory find-

ings also are mostly the findings of long standing
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disease, namely, the presence of lactic acid, Oppler
Boas bacilli, etc. When all these are present one
can be certain that the diagnosis is malignancy, but
that does not do the patient any good.

The same thing is true in the findings of gastric

and duodenal ulcer. For I doulrt if there is any
surgeon who is at the present time influenced to any
great extent by the presence or the absence of hydro-
chloric acid in the gastric contents. The only prac-
tical thing that we can see at the present time that

will enable us to get cases of cancer of the stomach
earlier is the early use of the x ray. The only treat-

ment that offers any hope for the patient with can-
cer of the stomach is the removal of the growth
and the invaded lymphatics, as gastroenterostomy is

only a palliative procedure, good, of course, when
one is unable to do anything better. There is one
other point about the use of the x ray which I think
is necessary, not only in cases of cancer of the stom-
ach but in cancer of other organs as well, and that

is, that other parts in which metastasis is likely to

occur should also be included in the picture, as it

would not be worth while to operate for the removal

[New York
Medical Journal.

of a malignant growth when metastasis has oc-

curred. Patients with cancer of the stomach may
be improved considerably by preoperative treatment

for a few days or even longer by forced feeding

with milk, raw eggs, thin gruels and possibly by the

addition of small amounts of whiskey. Cancer of

the pylorus rarely produces complete obstruction,

therefore, a liquid food usually passes through the

pylorus.

The treatment after the operation is also impor-

tant, as these patients usually have been on a starva-

tion diet, and sometimes either through lack of

liquids or from vomiting the tissues have become
dehydrated, which also affects other excretions and
secretions. Feeding should, therefore, begin after the

operation as soon as the stomach becomes retentive.

If the stomach is not retentive gastric lavage should

be resorted to until it is retentive. It is my prac-

tice to begin giving nourishment in the form of

albumen water within t^velve hours after the opera-

tion. The quantity of food is gradually increased

according to toleration by the patient.

1934 Chestnut Street.

The Action of Various Salts and Other Substances on the Liver
After Their Introduction Into the Duodenum*

Second Series.

By MAX EINHORN, M. D.,
,

New York.

In a paper recently published (1) it was shown,
as first stated by Lyon, that magnesium sulphate

when injected into the duodenum, usually provoked
a color reaction in the bile. The reaction in most
instances takes place gradually, reaches an acme of

color intensity (becoming very dark), then step by
step diminishes, returning to a light yellow. The
dark bile did not appear to be real gallbladder bile

as Lyon assumed, for the following reasons

:

1. If the color change of the bile was due to the

action of the magnesium sulphate on the gallbladder

causing an emptying of its contents, the change of

color would necessarily be an abrupt one, beginning
and ending sharply. This, however, is not ordi-

narily the case.

2. Magnesium sulphate, which is believed by
Meltzer to relax Oddi's sphincter and by Lyon to

cause the emptying of the gallbladder, would in this

way have no direct effect on the character of the

bile evacuated. Solutions of twenty-five per cent,

or ten per cent, of magnesium sulphate would, if

the emptying of the gallbladder is accomplished,
furnish a bile of identical color and other qualities.

This, however, is not the case, the stronger the

magnesium sulphate solution, the darker the color

and the higher the specific gravity of the bile, indi-

cating that the magnesium sulphate has a direct

influence on the bile itself.

•Read before the American Gastroenterological Association at
Boston, Mass., June 7, 1921. (From the Lenox HiU Hospital.)

3. A great many other salts (which have no re-

laxing action) like sodium sulphate, bicarbonate of

soda, and other chemicals, act in a manner similar

to that of magnesium sulphate, effecting the color

reaction named above. The latter must be due to

the action of these ingredients on the liver and the

bile production, and not to a mere evacuation of

the gallbladder contents.

4. After applying the magnesium sulphate test,

an immediate repetition of the test frequently pro-

vokes a reiteration of the same reaction with its

entire series of color plays. If the dark bile would
be gallbladder bile, the reaction could not take place

anew right after the gallbladder had emptied its

contents.

5. Patients whose gallbladders have been removed
frequently give similar reactions after magnesium
sulphate instillation, clearly showing that the gall-

bladder as such can have nothing to do with this

phenomenon of color changes in the bile.

Although the mentioned arguments are quite

clear, it appeared worth while to repeat some of the

given experiments and to increase their number in

order to substantiate this view. This the more so

as the power of the magnesium sulphate to evacu-

ate the gallbladder contents is generally accepted

among the profession.

The studies on the action of salts and other sub-

stances on the liver after their introduction into the

duodenum have been repeated and amplified. Be-
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sides magnesium sulphate, sodium sulphate, sodium
citrate and magnesium citrate, bicarbonate of soda,

chloride of sodium, calomel, mercurochrome and a

great many other substances have been added to the

list of drugs used in the investigations.

The method used was identical with the one

Fig. 1.—Mr. J. G. B. Magnesium sulphate twenty-five per cent.,

March 8, 1921.

described in the former paper, instilling a sixty c. c.

solution of the desired salt or some other ingredient

into the duodenum at blood temperature and then

syphoning it back by gravity.

In the following cases the new investigations will

be given in concise form, with a few graphic repre-

sentations :

Case I.—J. G. B., a patient with duodenal ulcer

and chronic cholecystitis, had a complete series of

dififerent salts and other chemical ingredients in-

stilled into the duodenum, so that a comparative
study can be easily made. All these tests are briefly

sketched and graphs given.

TEST I.

March 8, 1921. Magnesium sulphate, 25 per cent.

1. Fasting, orange yellow, very turbid; 10 c. c. ; alk. =
15; s. g. = 1010.

2. After six minutes clear and watery ; 4 c. c. ; alk. =
20; s. g. = 1040.

3. After fifteen minutes light yellow, ckar
; Sec; alk.

=: 20.

4. After nineteen minutes shade darker yellow, clear

;

Sec; alk. rr 20; s. g. = 1020.

5. After twenty minutes shade darker yellow; clear;

5 c. c. ; alk. = 25.

6. After twenty-five minutes dark brown yellow, clear;

10 c. c; alk = 30; s. g. = 1020.

7. After thirty-two minutes lighter brown yellow, clear

;

10 c. c; alk == 25 ; s. g.. — 1010.

8. After thirty-eight minutes yellowish green, very tur-

bid; 10 c. c; HCl. = 15; Ac. = 30.

9. After forty-one minutes yellowish green, very turbid;

20 c. c; HCl. = 10; Ac. = 20.

10. After forty-seven minutes yellowish green, very tur-

bid; 10 c. c; HCl. = 10; Ac. = 20.

11. After sixty minutes yellowish green, very turbid; 10

c. c; HCl. = 10; Ac. = 20.

12. After sixty-two minutes clear, dark brown; 2 c. c.

;

alk. = 20.

TEST II.

March 20, 1921. Magnesium sulphate, 13 per cent.

1. Fasting, canary yellow, turbid; 4 c. c. ; alk. = 15.

2. After three minutes light yellow, greenish tinge,

slightly turbid; 4 c. c. ; alk. = 20; s. g. = 1030.

3. After seven minutes dark yellow, brownish tinge,

slightly turbid ; 40 c. c. ; alk. = 25 ; s. g. = 1010.

4. After fifteen minutes brownish yellow, slightly turbid;

40 c. c; alk. = 30; s. g. = 1010.

5. After eighteen minutes golden yellow, clear ; 30 c. c.

;

alk. = 20 ; s. g. = 1005.

TEST III.

March 17, 1921. Magnesium citrate, 13 per cent.

1. Fasting, turbid, canary yellow; 8 c. c. ; HCl. = 10;

Ac. = 20.

2. Fasting, slightly turbid, light yellow; 5 c. c. ; alk. =
10; s. g. = 1010.

3. After hree minutes watery, clear; 10 c c. ; alk. =r

10; s. g.. = 1010.

4. After ten minutes light yellow, greyish, turbid; 10

c. c; HCl. = 5; Ac. = 10.

5. After fifteen minutes light canary yellow, turbid; 10

c. c; alk. = 20; s. g. = 1005

6. After twenty minutes light yellow, slightly turbid;

40 c. c. ; alk. = 20.

7. After forty-five minutes dark yellow, turbid; 10 c. c.

;

alk. = 20 ; s. g. = 1,005.

Fig. 2.—Mr. J. G. B. Magnesium sulphate thirteen per cent.,

March 20, 1921.

TEST IV.

March 9, 1921. Peptone, 5 per cent.

1. Fasting, canary yellow, turbid ; 5 c. c. ; alk. = 20; s. g.

= 1010.

2. After four minutes greyish, turbid; Sec; alk. =: 10;

s. g. = 1010.
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3. After seven minutes light yellow, slightly turbid;
3 c. c; alk. = 25.

4. After eleven minutes dark brown yellow, clear ; 5 c. c.

;

alk. = 25; s. g. = 1020.

5. After sixteen minutes light brown yellow, clear; 5

c. c. ; alk. = 20.

F;g. 3.—Mr. T. G. B. Magnesium citrate thirteen per crnt.,

March 17, 1921.

6. After twenty-three minutes light brown, clear; 5 c. c.

;

alk. :- 10.

7. After thirty minutes light yellow brown, clear; 5 c. c.

;

alk. = 10; s. g. = 1010.

TEST V.

March 12, 1921. Sodium bicarbonate, 8 per cent.

1. Fasting, canary yellow, turbid; 5 c. c. ; alk. = 15.

2. After four minutes watery, clear ; 5 c. c. ; alk. = 25

;

s. g. = 1012.

3. After six minutes dark vellow brown, clear; 10 c. c.

;

alk. =r 30; s. g. = 1020.

4. After nine minutes light yellow brown, clear; 5 c. c.

;

alk. = 20.

5. After twelve minutes dark vellow, turbid; 5 c. c. ; alk.

= 15; s. g. = 1010.

TEST VI.

March 10, 1921. Glucose, 25 per cent.

1. Fasting, canary vellow, slightlv turbid; 5 c. c. ; s. g.

= 1010; alk. 20.

2. After two minutes clear, watery; 5 c. c. ; s. g. =
1020.

3. After four minutes light yellow, clear; 10 c. c. ; alk.

= 20; s. g. = 1040; sugar = 1 per cent.

4. After six minutes dark brown vellow, clear: 10 c. c.

;

alk. = 25 ; s. g. = 1030.

5. After ten minutes ligh brown vellow, clear 5 c. c.

;

s. g. = 1030; alk. = 25.

6. After fifteen minutes darker brown yellow, clear; 5

c. c; alk. = 30; s. g. = 1020.

7. After twenty minutes brownish yellow, greenish tinge,

turbid; c. c. ; alk. = 20; s. g. = 1010.

8. ' After thirty minutes light yellow, clear; 40 c. c. ; alk.

= 15.

9. After forty minutes light yellow, clear; 10 c. c. ; alk.

= 15; s. g. = 1010.

IN THE DUODENUM. [New York
Medical Journal.

TEST VII.

March 11, 1921. Pilocarpine, 0.005 gm.

1. Canary yellow, turbid ; 5 c. c. ; s. g. = 1006 ; alk. — 10.

2. After ten minutes light yellow, clear; 10 c. c. ; alk. =
10; s. g. = 1004.

3. After fifteen minutes canary yellow, turbid; 4 c. c.

;

alk. = 20; s. g. = 1004.

4. After twenty-five minutes light yellow, brownish,
clear; 5 c. c. ; alk. = 30; s. g. = 1005.

5. After twenty-five minutes dark brown yellow, clear

;

10 c. c; alk. = 30 ; s. g. = 1005.

TEST VIII.

March 14, 1921. Atropine sulphate, 0.0005 gm. in 60 c. c.

of water.

1. Fasting, canary yellow, turbid, greenish tinge; 10
c. c; alk. = 20; s. g. = 1015.

2. After four minutes, clear, waterv; 5 c. c. ; alk. = 20;
s. g. = 1005.

3. After five minutes, canary yellow, turbid; Sec; alk.

= 20.

4. After seven minutes light yellow brown, clear; 4
c. c. ; alk. = 25.

5. After nine minutes dark yellow brown, clear; 5 c. c.

;

alk. =r 35; s. g. = 1005.

6. After twenty minutees dark yellow brown, clear;
alk. = 20 ; 5 c. c.

7. After thirty-eight minutes dark yellow, brownish
tinge, clear; alk. = 20; 40 c. c. ; s. g. = 1002.

TEST IX.

March 28, 1921. Mercurochrome, 0.5 per cent, in 60 c. c.

of water.

1. Fasting, pea soup yellow, turbid; alk. = 20; s. g. =
1006; 10 c. c.

2. After three minutes verv dark red, turbid; 5 c. c.

;

alk. = 15; s. g. = 1005.
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Fig. 4.—ilr. J. C B. Peptone five per cent., March 9, 1921.

3. After seven minutes very dark red, yellow, turbid;

10 c. c; s. g. = 1002; alk. = 20.

4. After fifteen minutes lighter red yellow, slightlv tur-

bid; 10 c. c.; alk. = 25; s. g. = 1002.

5. After twenty-five minutes light yellow, reddish, tur-

bid : 10 c. c. ; alk. = 35 ; s. g. = 1005.
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6. After thirty minutes dark yellow, reddish, clear; 10

c. c. ; alk. = 25 ; s. g. 1005.

7. After thirty-five minutes light yellow, reddish tinge,

turbid; 10 c. c; alk. = 30.

8. After fifty minutes light yellow, reddish tinge, turbid;
10 c. c.; alk. = IS; s. g. = 1010; (color altered by red of
mercurochrome)

.

Fig. S.—Mr. X- G. B. Sodium bicarbonate eight per cent., March
12, 1921.

TEST .X.

March 11, 1921. Saline, 0.5 per cent.

1. Fasting, canary yellow, turbid; 5 c. c. ; alk. = 20;
s. g. = 1002.

2. After ten minutes watery, clear; 2 c. c. ; alk. = 20.

3. After seventeen minutes light yellow, clear; 5 c. c.

;

alk. = 25; s. g. = 1010.

4. After thirty minutes light vellow, brownish, clear;

20 c. c; alk. = 30; s. g. 1005.

5. After fifty minutes dark yellow, brown, clear; 40
c. c ; alk. = 20 ; s. g. = 1002

TEST XI.

March 19, 192-1. Calomel, 0 06 gm. in 60 c. c. of water.

1. Fasting, canary yellow, greenish tinge, turbid; 15 c. c.

;

s. g. = 1010; alk. = 20.

2. After one minute watery, clear; 2 c. c. ; alk. = 15;
s. g. = 1010.

3. After nine minutes light yellow, turbid; 10 c. c. ; alk.

= 20; s. g. = 1012.

4. After eleven minutes dark yellow, clear; s. g. = 1020;
alk. = 15; 40 c. c.

5. After twenty-nine minutes dark brown, yellow, clear;

alk. = 15; s. g. = 1010; 15 c. c.

Fig. 1 (J. G. B.) shows the high specific gravity

after twenty-five per cent, magnesium sulphate ; the

curve' reaches 1040, when the salt partly returns

with the light bile, then in the dark bile it is 1020,

in order to go down with the lighter bile to 1010.

Fig. 2 (J. G. B.) gives the .same items with the

thirteen per cent, magnesium sulphate. The spe-

cific gravity in the light bile (from the admixture
of the salt) gives a specific gravity of 1030, in the

dark bile 1010, and goes down in the lighter bile to

1006.

Comparing Figs. 1 and 2 one sees the influence

of the greater concentration of magnesium sulphate

on the height of the color reaction (reaching up to

deep brown when twenty-five per cent, and yellow

brown when thirteen per cent, was given) and the

specific gravity, which is correspondingly lower,

with the smaller concentration.

Fig. 3 (J. G. B.) shows the action of thirteen

per cent, magnesium citrate which gives a very faint

color reaction, in fact less than any of the other

substances tried.

Fig- (J- G. B.), five per cent, peptone, shows a

good color reaction, with the specific gravity fluctu-

ating between 1010 and 1020.

Fig. 5 (J. G. B.) shows a pronounced color reac-

tion after eight per cent, bicarbonate of soda, with
the specific gravitv fluctuating between 1010 and
1020.

Fig. 6 (J. G. B.) shows an intense color reaction

after the twenty-five per cent, glucose, with a spe-

cific gravity between 1010-1040.

Fig. 7, pilocarpine 0.005 gm.
;

Fig. 8, atropine
0.0005 gm.; Fig. 10, sodium chloride one half per
cent., and Fig. 11, calomel 0.06 gm., all give good
color reactions, with low specific gravities varying
from 1006-1010. Fig. 9, mercurochrome, gives, like-

wise, a low specific gravity while the color reaction,

although present, could not be illustrated on account
of the admixture of the original red color.

Fig. 6.—Mr. J. G. R. Glucose twenty-five per cent.. March
10. 1921.

With regard to the quantity of bile excreted and
in what time (or length of cycle) after the differ-

ent ingredients, we find the following relations in

the graphs of J. G. B.

:
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Fig. 7.—Mr. J. G. B. Pilocarpine 0.005 gram in sixtv c.c. water,
March 11, 1921.

Fig. 9.—Mr. J. G. B. Mercurochrome one half per cent., March
21, 1921. (Color altered by presence of mercurochrome.)

Fig. 8.—Mr. J. G. B. Atropine O.OOOS gram in sixty c.c. water, Fig. 10.—Mr. J. G. B. Sodium chloride one half per cent.,
March 14, 1921. March 11. 1921.
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Fig. 11.—Mr. J. G. B. Calomel 0.06 gram in sixty c.c. water. Fig. 13.—Mrs. Bella G. Cholecystectomv, peptone five per cent.,
March 19, 1921. March 25, 1921.
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Magnesium sulphate, 25 per cent . .

.

Magnesium sulphate, 13 per cent...

Magnesium citrate, 13 per cent

Peptone. 5 per cent

86 c.c. 60min.
114c.c. 18min.
80 c.c. 46 min.
28 c.c. 30 min.

Fig. 15.—Miss Marie L. Cholecystectomv. peptone five per cent.,

March 25, 1«21.

Sod. bicarbonate, 8 per cent 25 c.c. 12 min.

Glucose, 25 per cent 95 c.c. 40 min.

Pilocarpine, 0.005 29 c.c. 25 min.

Atropine, 0.0005 64 c.c. 38 min.

Mercurochrome, per cent 60 c.c. 50 min.

Sodium chloride, ^ per cent 67 c.c. 50 min.

Calomel, 0.06 37 c.c. 29 min.

The largest amount of bile furnished was after

thirteen per cent, magnesium sulphate, namely, 1 14

c. c. in eighteen minutes ; the next highest is after

glucose twenty-five per cent., ninety-five c. c. in

forty minutes.

Case II.— F. J. R., with probable cholecystitis.

The following ingredients were tested

:

TEST I.

March 14, 1921. Magnesium sulphate, 25 per cent.

1. Fasting, canary yellow, greenish tinge, turbid; 5 c. c.

:

alk. = 20; s. g. = 1010; (cholesterin crystals, pus cells, and
mucus)

.

2. After one minute watery, clear; alk. = 20; s. g. =
1010; 5 c. c.

3. After three minutes light golden vellow, clear; alk.

= 25; s. g. = 1020.

4. After twenty minutes very dark brown, greenish, yel-

low, turbid; alk. = 35 ; s. g. = 1030.

5. After thirty minutes shade lighter brown, greenish

yellow; alk. = 30; s. g. = 1020.

6. After forty minutes shade ligher brown, greenish

yellow; alk. = 30; s. g. = 1010.

TEST n.

March 20, 1921. Magnesium sulphate, 13 per cent.

1. Fasting, light canary yellow, turbid; alk. = 20; 4 c. c.

2. After ten minutes light yellow, clear, greenish tinge;

s. g. = 1025; 10 c. c; alk. = 20.

3. After twenty-five minutes turbid, very dark yellow;

alk, = 30; s. g. = 1020; 20 c. c.

4. After thirty-five minutes light yellow, turbid; alk =
15; s. g. = 1015; 40 c. c.

TEST III.

March 16, 1921. Sodium sulphate, 25 per cent.

1. Fasting, dark yellow, greenish tinge; 5 c. c; s. g. =
1010; alk. = 20.

2. After eight minutes greyish yellow, turbid; 15 c. c.

;

alk. = 25; 8. g. = 1025.

3. After twenty minutes dark yellow, slightly turbid; 10
c. c; alk. = 20; s. g. = 1020.

4. After thirty-five minutes very dark brown, yellow,
turbid; 10 c. c. ; alk. = 20; s. g. = 1010.

TEST IV.

March 19, 1921. Calomel, 0.06.

1. Fasting, dark yellow, turbid; alk.; 1 c. c.

2. After five minutes, watery, clear; alk. = 20 ; 2 c. c.

3. After ten minutes light yellow, turbid; alk. = 20;
4 c. c.

4. After twenty minutes dark vellow, greenish tinge,
turbid ; alk. = 25 ; 40 c. c.

5. After thirty minutes light yellow, turbid; alk. = 20;
5 c. c.

TEST V.

'March 21, 1921. Mercurochrome, 0.5 per cent.

1. Fasting, light yellow, greenish tinge, turbid; 2 c. c.

;

alk. = IS.

2. After ten minutes dark red, clear; alk. = 15; 5 c. c.

3. After twenty minutes light red, turbid; alk. = 15;
5 c. c.

4. After thirty minutes canary yellow, turbid; alk. =
20; 10 c. c. ; s. g. = 1010.

5. After thirty-five minutes dark green, yellow, turbid;
40 c. c. ; alk. = 30; s. g. = 1010.

6. After fifty minutes pale red, turbid; alk. = 10; 5 c. c.

Case III.— Isaac A., with gastric ulcer and
chronic cholecystitis. The following ingredients
were given alternately

;

Fig. 16.—Mr. H. B. Before cholecystectomy, magnesium sulphate
twenty-five per cent., March 20, 1921.

TEST I.

March 3, 1921. Magnesium sulphate, 25 per cent.

1. Fasting, light golden yellow, clear; alk. = 20; s. g.

= 1010; 10 c. c.
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2. After fifteen minutes golden yellow, clear; alk. = 25;

s. g. = 1030; 10 c. c.

3. After twenty-five minutes dark yellow, slightly turbid;

Sec; alk. = 25 ; s. g. = 1020.

Fig. 17.—Mr. T. G. R. Magnesium suli^liate twenty-five per cent..

March 2}. 1921.
"

4. After thirtv-five minutes golden yellow, clear ; alk. =
20 ; 10 c. c.

5. After fortv-five minutes dark yellow, clear ; alk. =
20; s. g. 1010; 5 c. c.

TEST II.

March 5, 1921. Peptone, 5 per cent.

1. Fasting, dark yellow, turbid; alk. =20; 10 c. c.

2. After fifteen minutes dark vellow, greenish tinge, tur-

bid; alk. = 25; 8 c. c.

3. After twenty minutes dark yellow, greenish tinge

;

alk. = 25 ; 6 c. c.

4. After thirty minutes canar\- vellow, turbid; alk. =
20; 5 c. c.

5. After thirty-five minutes canary vellow; 5 c. c. ; alk.

= 20.
TEST III.

March 8, 1921. Magnesium citrate, 13 per cent.

1. F'asting, canarv vellow, verv turbid; 10 c. c. ; HCl =
10; Ac. = 20.

2. After twentv minutes canary vellow, turbid; 10 c c.

HCl = 10; Ac. = 20.

3. After thirty minutes light yellow, clear ; alk. = 20
10 c. c.

4. After forty minutes light vellow, clear; alk. = 20
10 c. c.

Fig. 18.—Mr. J. G. R. Sodium bicarbonate eight per cent.,
March 28, 1921.

Fig. 19.—Mr. Henry S. Tumor of liver, magnesium sulphate
twenty-five per cent., January 21, 1921.

TEST IV. '

March 5, 1921. Sodium bicarbonate, 8 per cent.

1. Fasting, dark yellow, turbid; alk. = 20 ; 4 c. c.

2. After thirty minutes dark yellow, greenish tinge,

clear; s. g. = 1030; 15 c. c. ; alk. = 40.

3. After sixty minutes golden yellow, slightly turbid;

s. g. = 1020; alk. 25; 10 c. c.

4. After one and one half hours golden yellow, turbid;

s. g. = 1020; 15 c. c; alk. = 20.

5. After two hours light yellow, slightly turbid; s. g. =
1010; alk. = 20; 4 c. c.

TEST v.

March 1, 1921. Saline, 3 per cent.

1. Fasting, light canarv yellow, turbid; 10 c. c. ; HCl.
5 ; Ac. = 10.

2. After five minutes verv light vellow, turbid; HCl. =
5; Ac. = 10; 10 c. c.

3. After ten minutes dark yellowish, brownish tinge; alk.

= 25.

4. After twelve minutes very dark brown yellow, green-
ish tinge, clear ; alk. = 25.

5. After fifteen minutes shade darker, brownish yellow,
clear ; alk. = 25.
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TEST VI.

March 11, 1921. Saline, 0.5 per cent.

1. Fasting, yellow, slightly turbid; s. g. = 1006; alk. =
20 ; 5 c. c.

2. After twenty minutes light yellow, slightly turbid

;

alk. = 20; s. g. = 1010; See.
3. After twenty-five minutes canary yellow, turbid;

HCl. = 10; Ac. = 20; s. g. = 1012; 10 c. c.

4. After thirty minutes light golden yellow, clear; alk.

= 25; s. g. = 1010; 8 c. c.

5. After forty minutes canary yellow, turbid ; alk. = 20

;

s. g. =1006; 8 c. c.

Case IV.—Mrs. J. L. B., patient with duodenal

ulcer and probable cholecystitis. The following

ingredients were tested

:

TEST I.

March 10, 1921. Glucose, 25 per cent.

1. Fasting, light canary yellow, turbid; alk. = 15; s. g.

: 1020.

2. After ten minutes watery, clear; alk. = 15.

3. After twenty minutes light canary yellow, slightly tur-

bid; alk. = 20; s. g. = 1040.

4. After thirty minutes very light yellow, clear ; alk. r=

20; s. g. = 1030.

TEST II.

March 11, 1921. Saline, 0.5 per cent.

1. Fasting, brownish yellow, slightly turbid; s. g. =
1005; alk. = 20; 5 c. c.

2. After ten minutes watery, slightly turbid ; s. g. =
1004; alk. = 20; 4 c. c.

3. After twenty minutes light brownish yellow, clear;

alk. = 25 ; 10 c. c.

4. After forty-five minutes brownish yellow, clear ; s. g.

= 1002 ; 40 c. c.

TEST III.

March 15, 1921. Pilocarpin, 0.005 gm. in 60 c. c.

1. Fasting, canary yellow, turbid; s. g. = 1010; 5 c. c.

2. After one minute clear, watery; s. g. = 1002; 2 c. c.

3. After thirty minutes canary yellow; turbid; s. g.

= 1002; See.
4. After forty-five minutes dark yellow, brownish tinge

;

turbid; s. g. = 1000; 10 c. c. (patient vomited).

TEST IV.

March 14, 1921. Atropine sulphate, 0.0005 gm. in 60 c. c.

of water.

1. Fasting, canary yellow, turbid; alk. = 15; s. g. =
1010; 5 c. c.

2. After four minutes light canary yellow, clear ; alk. =
15 ; 5 c. c.

3. After ten minutes dark yellow, brownish tinge, clear

;

alk. = 15; s. g. = 1010; 5 c. c.

4. After fifteen minutes light yellow, brownish tinge,

clear; alk. = 20; 10 c. c.

5. After twenty minutes light yellow brownish tinge,

clear; 10 c. c. alk. = 20; s. g. r= 1005.

Case V.—Fabian B., patient with achyHa gastrica

and cholecystitis. The following substances were

given

:

TEST I.

March 25, 1921. Magnesium sulphate, 25 per cent.

1. Fasting, light yellow, turbid; alk. = 20 ; 4 c. c. A. =
10; S. = 1; T. = 0.

2. After eight minutes light straw yellow, clear; s. g. =
1030; 5 c. c.

3. After twenty minutes dark yellow, turbid; s. g. =
1030 ; 5 c. c.

4. After fiftv minutes very dark brownish green, turbid;

s. g. = 1025; 40 c. c.

5. After fifty-five minutes light yellow brown, clear; s. g.

= 1020 ; 5 c. c.

6. After sixty minutes light yellow brown, clear; s. g.

= 1020 ; 3 c. c.

7. After sixty-five minutes light yellow, turbid; s. g. =
1015; 5 c. c.

TEST II.

March 12, 1921. Peptone, 5 per cent.

1. Fasting, grevish ; no bile; alk. = 10; s. g. = 1010;
15 c. c.

2. After two minutes greyish, no bile; alk. = 15 ; 10 c. c.

3. After four minutes dark yellow, turbid; alk. = IS;

5 c. c.

4. After thirteen minutes very dark yellow, turbid; 15

c. c; alk. = 20; s. g. = 1012.

5. After fourteen minutes dark yellow, turbid ; alk. =
20 ; 4 c. c.

6. After twenty-eight minutes lighter dark yellow, tur-

bid ; alk. = 20 ; 3 c. c.

7. After fifty minutes very dark yellow, turbid; alk. =
20; s. g.' = 1010; 40 c. c.

8. After fifty-five minutes lighter dark yellow, turbid;

5 c. c; alk. = 10.

9. After fifty-seven minutes lighter yellow; 5 c. c. ; alk.

= 15.

TEST III.

March 19, 1921. Glucose, 20 per cent.

1. Fasting, greyish turbid; alk. = 10; 2 c. c.

2. After seventeen minutes watery, clear; s. g. = 1040;.

alk. = 10; 50 c. c.

3. After forty minutes dark yellow, turbid; s. g. =
1020; alk. = 20 ; 20 c. c.

4. After fifty minutes shade lighter yellow, turbid; alk.

= 25 ; 15 c. c.

5. After fifty-six minutes greyish, turbid; alk. = 10;

10 c. c.

A number of other patients were given the dif-

ferent salts mentioned and also various medica-

ments. The present article would become too cum-
bersome should they all be described. Suffice it to

say that similar reactions although in various grada-

tions, were obtained in most patients from all the

ingredients tested. The specific gravity of the dark
bile was increased, when the substance given had a
high specific gravity (magnesium sulphate, glucose)

and not increased when the substances ingested did

not influence it, like peptone, calomel, atropine,

pilocarpine, etc.

Four new cases, patients with cholecystectomies,

Mrs. B. G., Miss M. L., Mrs. C. S., and Mrs. Y. S.,

gave a good' reaction with magnesium sulphate and
also with a five per cent, peptone solution. Studies

of two of these cases, Mrs. B. G. and Miss M. L.,

are illustrated in graphs (Figs. 12 to 15). Here also

as in patients with the presence of a gallbladder the

specific gravity of the dark bile after magnesium
sulphate is much higher than in the dark specimen
obtained after the peptone instillation. In fact all

the substances producing reaction (dark bile) do it

whether the gallbladder is present or not. It is evi-

dent that the gallbladder as such has nothing what-
ever to do with this phenomenon.

Dr. Willy Meyer and I were able to furnish an-

other positive proof that the dark bile need not come
from the gallbladder, but can be eliminated from
the liver directly. The following instance demon-
strated this very clearly

:

Patient H. B., with cholecystitis, was- given mag-
nesium sulphate on the day previous to operation.

He gave a characteristic dark color bile reaction as

the following notes from our notebook demon-
strated and as the subjoined graph (Fig. 16) shows:

Case VI.—Mr. H. B., with chronic cholecystitis.

TEST I.

March 21, 1921. Magnesium sulphate, 25 per cent.

1. Fasting, pea soup appearance, yellow, turbid; alk. =
10; 20 c. c.
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2. After five minutes dark yellow brown, greenish tinge,

turbid; 40 c. c. ; alk. = 20; s. g. = 1050.

3. After ten minutes brownish yellow, turbid; 10 c. c.

;

HCl = 10; Ac. = 20; s. g. = 1040.

4. After twenty-one minutes dark brown yellow, green-

ish tinge: 40 c. c.; s. g. = 1030; HCl = 5 ; Ac. = 10.

5. After twenty-six minutes yellowish green on upper

three-quarter; dark brown yellow on lower one-quarter; 40

c. c; s. g. = 1020; alk. = 20.

6. After thirty minutes greenish yellow, turbid; 10 c. c.

;

alk. = 25; s. g. = 1010.

7. After forty minutes light yellow, brown, turbid ; alk,

= 20; s. g. = 1010; 10 c. c.

TEST II.

March 23, 1921. Magnesium sulphate, 25 per cent.

1. Fasting, light yellow, very turbid; alk. = 20.

2. After eleven minutes light yellow, greenish tinge, tur-

bid; alk. = 35; s. g. 1016.

3. After thirty minutes light greenish yellow, slightly

turbid; s. g. = 1060; alk. = 30.

At the operation (the duodenal tube had been

left in sit It) two important points were ascertained:

1, magnesium sulphate was given through the tube;

after waiting from five to ten minutes no dark bile

was obtained. The gallbladder which was exposed

and constantly observed did not show any contrac-

tions ; 2^at the operation the cystic duct was found

tightly closed by a stone so that nothing cotild leave

or enter the gallbladder. Moreover, after opening

the latter, the contents were found to have a reddish

appearance and consisting of pus and red blood

corpuscles mixed with mucus, without any bile.

Inasmuch as there has been no bile in* the gall-

bladder and this condition must have existed for

quite some time and inasmuch as nothing could

enter or leave the vesicular cavity, the dark bile

obtained the day previous could not have orginated

from this source and must of necessity have come
from the liver ducts (choledochus).

In a few rare instances the color reaction of the

bile after magnesium sulphate appears quite

abruptly, lasts a little while and suddenly ceases.

In these cases it would be natural to assume that the

dark colored bile came from the gallbladder as a

result of the relaxing action of the magnesium salt.

This, however, does not seem to be the case, for in

these patients other salts, especially bicarbonate of

soda, or other liver irritants will do the same, show-
ing that this phenomenon is not due to an evacua-
tion of the gallbladder contents. As an illustration

two graphs are given (Figs. 17 and 18).

C.^SE VII.—John G. R., patient with duodenal
ulcer and chronic cholecystitis.

TEST I.

March 23, 1921. Magnesium sulphate, 25 per cent.

1. Fasting, watery, canarv yellow, turbid; See; s. g. =
1010; alk. = 15.

2. After five minutes yellow, watery ; s. g. = 1010 ; 5 c. c.

3. After ten minutes light yellow, greenish tinge, turbid

;

alk. = 30; s. g. = 1035; 15 c. c.

4. After twenty-five minutes very dark brown, turbid

;

alk. = 40; s. g. =1035; 40 c. c.

5. After thirty-five minutes light brown, turbid ; alk. r=

30; s. g. = 1020; 15 c. c.

6. After forty minutes very light yellow, brownish tinge,

slightly turbid; alk. =r 25 ; s. g. = 1015 ; 5 c. c.

7. After forty-five minutes light yellow, slightly turbid;

alk. = 20; s. g. = 1015; IS c. c.

TEST II.

March 28, 1921. Bicarbonate of soda, 8 per cent.

1. Fasting, very light yellow, turbid; 20 c. c. ; HCl. =
10; Ac. = 20.

2. After ten minutes light yellow, clear; s. g. = 1040;
alk. = 20; 40 c. c.

3. After twenty minutes dark yellow, slightly turbid;
alk. = 30; s. g._ = 1020; 15 c. c.

4. After thirty minutes light yellow, clear; alk. = 15;
s. g. = 1020; 15 c. c.

5. After forty minutes light yellow, clear; alk. = 10;
4 c. c.

The difference in the specific gravity of the dark
bile after magnesium sulphate and that after the

bicarl)onate of soda clearly indicates that this pro-
cess is not due to a mere release of concentrated bile

from the bladder, but rather to a chemical action on
the liver. Thus the higher concentration of the

magnesium salt (twenty-five per cent.) caused an
elimination of a bile of a higher specific gravity
than bicarbonate of soda (eight to nine per cent.).

From my experiences with different salts and
other chemical ingredients when injected into the
duodenum, it is apparent that the liver can be in-

duced to a greater activity to an elimination of a
darker, more concentrated bile.

As mentioned in my former paper on this sub-
ject, injections of these substances into the duode-
num can be conveniently used as a functional test

of the activity of the liver. Magnesium sulphate,
sodium sulphate, peptone, glucose solutions, also

bicarbonate of .sodium, appear to be appropriate for
this purpose.

We give here three new cases of severe liver

lesions in which this color reaction of the bile after
the injection of these liver stimulants into the duo-
denum did not show up. One of these cases is given
in Fig. 19. The others are briefly described.

Case VIII.— S., patient with cancer of the liver.

TEST I.

January 21, 1921. Magnesium sulphate, 25 per cent.

1. Fasting, dark yellow, turbid; 5 c. c. ; alk. = 15.

2. After eight minutes dark yellow, clear ; alk. = 30

;

s. g. = 1050; 15 c. c.

3. After thirteen minutes dark yellow, turbid; alk. =
20 ; 5 c. c.

4. After eighteen minutes dark yellow, turbid; alk. =
20; s. g. = 1020; 40 c. c.

5. After thirty-three minutes very dark yellow, turbid;
s. g. = 1015; alk. = 15; 40 c. c.

Case IX.—Mrs. A. A.
; January 18, 1921

;
patient

with subnutrition and chronic cholecystitis.

TEST I.

Magnesium sulphate, 25 per cent.

1. Fasting, dark yellow, turbid; alk. = 15 ; 5 c. c.

2. After five minutes light yellow, clear; alk. = 15;
5 c. c.

3. After eleven minutes light yellow, slightly turbid;
alk. = 20; 5 c. c.

4. After twenty-one minutes dark yellow, turbid; alk. =
20; s. g. = 1030; 15 c. c.

5. After forty-three minutes shade lighter vellow, turbid;
alk. = 20; 10 c. c.

6. After fifty-two minutes dark yellow, clear; alk. = 20;
4 c. c.

TEST II.

Mrs. A. January 15, 1921. Sodium sulphate, 25 'per cent.

1. Fasting, dark yellow, greenish tinge ; alk. = 16 ; 10 c. c.

2. After three minutes light golden yellow, turbid; alk.
= 15; 5 c. c.

3. After eleven minutes light golden yellow, turbid; alk.
= 20; 10 c. c.

4. .\fter seventeen minutes light golden yellow, turbid;
alk. = 15; 10 c. c.

5. After twenty-two minutes yellow, turbid; HCl. = 5;
Ac. = 10 ; 5 c. c.
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6. After twenty-eight minutes light golden yellow, tur-

bid; alk. = 10; 5 c. c.

7. After thirty-five minutes dark yellow, slightly turbid;

alk. = 15 ; 5 c. c.

TEST III.

January 22, 1921. Glucose, 20 per cent.

1. Fasting, light yellow, turbid; alk. = IS; 3 c. c.

2. After five minutes light yellow, turbid; alk. = 20;
Sec; s. g. = 1060.

3. After ten minutes light yellow, turbid; s. g. = 1045;

alk. = 20; 10 c. c.

4. After twentv minutes light yellow, clear; s. g. =
1030; alk. = 15; 5 c. c.

Case X.—Mrs. Anna R., with cholecystitis and

cirrhosis of the Hver (with jaundice) ; March 21.

1921. Twenty-five per cent, n^agnesium sulphate.

TEST I.

1. Fasting, greyish, tinge of yellow, turbid; alk. =
10; 2 c. c.

2. After eight minutes light yellow, clear; alk. — 10;

5 c. c.

3. After ten minutes light greenish yellow, slightly tur-

bid ; alk. r= 20 ; s. g. = 1025 ; 40 c. c.

4. After forty minutes yellowish, greenish tinge, turbid;

alk. = 20; s. g. = 1020 ; 40 c. c.

TEST II.

March 28, 1921. Sodium bicarbonate, 8 per cent.

1. Fasting, light green yellow, clear; alk. = 10; 10 c. c.

2. After ten minutes light green yellow, clear; alk. =
20 ; 20 c. c.

3 After fifteen minutes dark green yellow, clear; alk. =
20; 30 c. c.

Lyon had suggested the employment of the mag-

nesium sulphate in.stillation as a means of diagnosis

in gallhladder lesions and also for the dif¥erentia-

tion of the different biles (from gallbladder, com-

mon duct, and hepatic duct).

As shown before and again in this paper Lyon's

assumption of the different sources of bile, as

judged by the color, does not seetn to be correct.

The question arises what are the best conditions

for the examination of the bile in gallbladder

lesions.

Inasmuch as the magnesium sulphate and other

liver stimulants increase the flow of bile from the

liver and drive it, so to say, quickly and directly

into the duodenum, there will be after these sub-

stances a bile product from the liver direct contain-

ing very little if any bile from the gallbladder. In

the fasting condition and without any previous

stimulation the aspiration succeeds in obtaining what
little bile there is in the duodenum from the liver

and the gall bladder, or there seems to be more
chance for the appearance of soine gallbladder bile

when the flow of Hver bile is not extensive.

In practising bile examinations in the fasting state

of the patient, for the last ten years or so, I found
this to be the case.

Diagnostically, then, we can find many more valu-

able hints regarding gallbladder lesions from the

examination of the natural fasting bile than from
the bile obtained after the stimulation by magne-
sium sulphate.

In cases of jaundice, however, in which no bile

is found in the fasting state, a liver stimulant may
be injected into the duodenum, in order to ascertain

whether the increased flow of bile from the liver is

still able to push through some of its products into

the duodenum. In fact, in a number of such cases

of chronic jaundice with no bile in the duodenum
while fasting, the magnesium sulphate caused the

appearance of some bile after a short time, thus
showing that the common duct occlusion was not

complete. In these cases the magnesium sulphate

or peptone or glucose test is of diagnostic aid.

Before I conclude this paper I wish to thank Dr.
Willy Meyer and Dr. Torek for permission to

exainine their cases and Dr. H. Bockus, Dr. H.
Puhlman and Dr. H. A. Rafsky for assisting in

carrying out the investigations.
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Clinical Gastric Analysis with Detail of Method and a Consideration of
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We have not endeavored to present anything

particularly new in this study, but it is rather our

purpose to present in detail a practical, clinical

method of performing a fractional gastric analysis

and also to reemphasize the statements of other

writers that the estimation of the acid values is the

least important of the many points that can be

learned from such an examination when intelligently

conducted. We wish particularly to stress a few

points which to us seem important, and to ainplify

•Read before the American Gastroenterological Association, Bos-

ton, Mass., June 6, 1921.

certain microscopic observations which are helpful

in arriving at a diagnosis. The method to be out-

lined we have found practical for both dispensary

and private practice, and the information obtained

has amply repaid us for the large amount of time

consumed in securing detailed facts.

No two fractional charts can be compared unless

they have both been done under identical conditions

and the same points noted for each, and the obvious

advantages of a standard technic are seen when an

attempt is being made to analyze the deviations

from normal in any given chart. This is even of
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greater importance when two charts from the same
patient are being analyzed. We also wish to em-
phasize the need of investigation into the associated

findings of the stomach, other than the acid values.

These include the presence of mucus and bile, and

the addition of pathological products, such as bac-

teria, pus, blood and tissue juices. These associated

findings all have a direct influence on the interpre-

tation of the acid curves and also yield much in-

formation as to the intragastric and extragastric

pathology.

We will not enter here into a discussion of the

relative merits of fractional analysis versus the

single extraction method, other than to say that we
agree with Best (1), who says: "The advantage of

these curves in their superiority over the older one

sample test is comparable to the advantage of the

moving picture over a single snapshot."

It has only been since 1914 that fractional gas-

tric analysis has been in general use. At that time

Rehfuss (2) revived the fractional method and

gave it a fresh impetus by using the small sized

tube with metal tip. In this and subsequent papers

this investigator laid down certain fundamental

principles of fractional analysis to which subse-

quent writers have been able to add little of vital

importance. Socalled normals, as well as abnormals,

were studied by Rehfuss and Hawk, Best, Rutz,

and others to determine a normal curve and insti-

tute a standard. But since the type of normal curve

could not be stabilized, other investigations took

place involving the enzyme action of gastric and
duodenal juices, together with microscopic observa-

tions of fasting and digesting stomach contents.

The fractional analysis method is simple, safe

and extremely sane, and is a method not only of

choice but one of necessity where gastric function

is to be studied. Who of us would think of return-

ing to the one hour test extraction after he had
experienced the value of the information to be ob-

tained by the fractional study method. It presents

for your elucidation, graphically recorded if you so

desire, the acid values jof the contents of the stom-

ach at any time you may care to estimate them.

Errors of secretion and motility of either the fast-

ing or the digesting stomach can be observed. The
time of duodenal reflex can be checked up and
matched with the appearance of blood, pus, or duo-

denal exfoliation in.the stomach; a strong confirma-

tory observation in suspected duodenal ulcer, if

they should be coincidental. The time of mucoid
impregnation of the contents can be estimated, and
microscopic examination can be made of the fast-

ing and digesting residues.

METHOD OF ANALYSIS.

But, to turn now to the detailed description of

our method of performing the actual test. Each
patient is given the following typewritten instruc-

tions preparatory to presenting himself for a gas-

tric analysis

:

"At nine o'clock the night before examination
eat one meat sandwich (anjj kind of meat) with

twenty raisins or six stewed prunes, and drink a

glass of water or cambric tea. Eat or drink noth-

ing after this, either during the night or early morn-
ing, until we give it to you in this office at nine

a. m. Do not brush teeth on morning of examina-
tion."

This motor meal is to be taken twelve hours be-

fore the test is to be started, the principal object

of the long fast being to have the stomach empty
so as to get a true picture of both the acidity and
microscopy of the interdigestive stomach. The
purpose in not brushing the teeth is to avoid trauma
to the gums with the subsequent misinterpretation

of the swallowed blood when found in the stomach.

The patient is warned against swallowing post-

nasal discharge and bronchial excretion during his

waking state.

When the patient presents himself a small sized

gastrointestinal tube, with any one of the various

metal tips, is passed into the stomach. Note is

made of the way the patient takes the tube, whether
quietly or with retching, and to what extent the gag
reflex is manifested (vagotonia versus sympathetico-

tonia) and evidence of cardiospasm watched for.

The entire contents of the stomach should be gently

lifted out and saved for subsequent examination.
The patient is then instructed to place the tube on
one side of the throat bringing it out into the buccal

space behind the last molar, and in this position he
will find that it interferes very little with his com-
fort in eating the test meal.

In the selection of a test meal we agree with
Rehfuss (3), who says: "A fixed test load, simple
and accessible, readily withdrawn, and capable of

showing both secretory and motor variations, as

well as pathological products, is a sine qua non as

the basis of intelligent analysis of the stomach,"
and we have long used the true classical Ewald
meal of fifty grams of white bread and 350 c.c. of
water (as personally taught by Ewald to one of us
in Berlin in 1914). Approximately fifty grams of
bread is represented by two half inch slices of
white bread, three inches by three inches, with the

crust cut of¥.

From the time of the last swallow of brearl and
water up until the tube is finally removed at the

completion of the test, the patient is instructed to

expectorate the saliva into a receptacle. The object
is twofold

;
first, to prevent its obscuring the an-

alysis by mechanical interference, and by lowering
the acid curve ; and second, by recording its amount,
an added bit of information is obtained relative to

vagotonia (hyperptyalism) and enzyme activity

can be estimated. More attention should be paid to

salivary examinations.

Fifteen minute extractions are now made over an
average period of two hours, making eight extrac-
tions in all. The first seven of these are not to

exceed ten c.c. each, and each amount is to be
measured and recorded, but at the two hour extrac-
tion the stomach is entirely emptied and the amount
recovered is to be measured and recorded. The
material from each extraction is filtered through
gauze or linen, and the filter then tested for starch
with iodine solution. In this way the point at which
the stomach becomes empty can readily be deter-

mined. If the stomach does empty before the two
hour period an attempt should be made to continue
the extraction of gastric secretion to the end of the
two hour test, as much additional information may
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thus be obtained. Whefi the stomach is emptied

at two hours it is then lavaged with 250 c.c. of

water to prove not only that it is empty of the fluid

part of the meal, but also that it is empty of bread

crumbs which may remain in dependent portions

or in gastric crypts. The tube is then removed.
This portion of the test being completed the col-

lected material is examined immediately, if possible.

This point is of importance, since evaporation of the

samples increases their acidity, and the continuation

of digestion changes the relation of free and com-
bined hydrochloric acid. Each sample is examined
grossly for amount, chyme, mucus
and bile, and chemically for free

hydrochloric acid, total acid and
occult blood. The fasting stomach
content should always be exam-
ined microscopically. In testing

for acid one c.c. of filtrate is ti-

trated against one one hundredth
sodium hydroxide, of which the

number of c.c. is multiplied by

ten, giving the degrees of acidity

for each 100 c.c. of gastric con-

tents. Dimethyldiamidoazobenzol

and phenolsulphonephthalein are

used as indicators. In testing for

occult blood either a freshly pre-

pared solution of benzidene or the

commercial occult blood tablets

are to be used. Rutz (4) has

shown that hematin granules have

a tendency to adhere to other par-

ticles in suspension and that,

therefore, the sediment gives a

more delicate reaction.

With the figures obtained from

the titrations a graphic chart of the

changes in acidity is constructed,

using the degrees of acidity as

ordinate and time as abscissa, and

making thirty minutes the equiva-

lent of 30°. The total amount of

material withdrawn is computed

and this is subtracted from the

350 c.c. originally given, and

therefore the amount that has

passed the pylorus can be noted

and a clinical estimation of gastric

motility is thus obtained.

We wish here to refer to a fur-

ther procedure that was first ad-

vanced by one of us (Lyon) in

1915 of obtaining the contents of the stomach crypts.

The mouth and throat are rinsed and gargled with

an astringent mouth wash (Hquor zinci formalde-

hyde) followed by a one grain to the ounce aqueous

solution of potassium permanganate, and again with

sterile water. The sterile tube is then introduced,

and the fasting residuum aspirated and the stomach

is washed with 250 c.c. of sterile water at body

temperature run in the tube through a glass con-

tainer elevated about two feet above the patient's

mouth, and immediately siphoned to a 250 c.c.

graduate on the floor. The inflow and outflow

durations are recorded, inasmuch as we feel that

this gives us certain clinical data relative to the

state of tonicity of the gastric wall. Repeated wash-
ing is done until the return is crystal clear, and un-
less there is marked gross retention this is usually

accomplished in from two to three washings. Then
250 c.c. of a weak solution of zinc chloride and
formalin is run in and allowed to remain for one
minute, when it is siphoned ot¥. This acts as an
astringent and causes the mucous membrane to con-

tract, and the secretions in the ducts are forced

out and appear as floccules in the subsequent wash-
ings. These floccules are pipetted out of the solu-

tion and examined microscopically, or the complete
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Chart I.—Curve and findings in active prepyloric ulcer, later followed by acute hemorrhage.

Chart II.—Curve and findings in same patient after treatment.

sediment may be collected and run through a harden-

ing process, mounted in celloidin and sectioned and

stained and examined by microscope, just as any

pathological specimen is -handled. The technic of

the method was presented in 1915 (5), and has

proved of great help to us in keeping permanent

records of intragastric pathology.

Gastric analysis is primarily a measure of gastric

work, fasting and digesting, motor and secretory,

as has been pointed out by Rehfuss and Hawk (6),

and in order to measure the work done and compare

it with a normal, a standard test load must be given

the stomach to handle. This measure of work is

in realitv the measure df the physiological function
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of the stomach, secretory and motor, and any devia-

tion from the nonnal in either acid values or motor

activity must be viewed only in the light of patho-

logical physiology. But gastric analysis when in-

telligently conducted is more than just a measure

of the work done, it is an indicator of true intra-

gastric pathology. The evidence of such pathology,

however, lies in the addition to the gastric juice

of the products of that pathology. These are mucus,

exfoliated epithelial elements, pus, blood, and bac-

terial colonies. And there is a third and equally

important side to gastric analysis, namely, that it
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Chart III.—Average typical findings of benign achylia with oral sepsis.
Chart IV.—Anacidity with fermentation and chemistry and microscopy of carcinoma

serves as an indicator of extragastric pathology. It

has long been recognized that most systemic condi-

tionsy and many strictly local conditions, even though
far removed from the stomach, may influence that

viscus. The evidence of such influence is seen in-

directly in its effect on the acid curves, and directly

by the finding of products of this extragastric

pathology added to the gastric secretions. Examples
of this latter are the finding of swallowed pus from
various sources and the occurrence of occult blood

associated with biliary regurgitation which, accord-

ing to Rehfuss (7), is the only direct evidence of

duodenal ulcer to be obtained from a gastric an-

alysis (Chart I). To this should be added the

findings of regurgitated duodenal epithelium, pus,

mucus, and bacteria.

Whenever there is any deviation from the normal
values in a given gastric analysis it is of the utmost
importance from the clinicians' viewpoint to deter-

mine whether these variations are due to intra-

gastric pathology, or are the indirect evidence of

conditions outside the stomach. But before the

deviations from normal can be appreciated it is

necessary that we have some conception of what
constitutes normal findings in a test conducted as

outlined above. We will, therefore, briefly dis-

cuss what we consider to be nor-

mal findings as found in patients

who not only have no gastrointes-

tinal ailments, but are also free

from any general or other local

conditions. We will also point out

the chief types of pathological

curves.

TO CONSIDER FIRST THE TWELVE
HOUR FASTING STOMACH

CONTENTS.

The amount varies in health

from a few cubic centimetres to

fifty to eighty c.c, anything above

that amount being due either to

hypersecretion or retention, that

question being decided by the mi-

croscopic picture. Sediment up to

five per cent, of the total amount
recovered cannot be considered

beyond normal limits. Mucus
that floats is generally freshly

swallowed, whereas the type of

very viscid, stringy, intimately

mixed mucus is usually associated

with absence of free hydrochloric

acid at that particular period of

the gastric cycle. We have found

the acid values of the fasting

stomach to vary within wide

limits. Attention has been called

by different writers to the fast and

slow motility of normal stomachs,

and we feel that there should be

a comparable secretory classifica-

tion of high and low stomachs

both within normal limits. It

would seem that this question of

fast and slow, high and low, is

often dependent on the habitus of

the individual, and that this fact must be kept in

mind. This accounts for the variations in the acid

values in different persons, but we have also found

that if the stomach contents of the same individual

are examined daily under the same conditions of

time, and length of preceding fast, great variations

of acid values will also frequently be seen. The
explanation of this is, we believe, that the level of

acidity in the interdigestive stomach is an expres-

sion of a vital function, and like other vital func-

tions it fluctuates from day to day and is easily in-

fluenced by such things as loss of sleep, worry,

Impussion:

Motilitj,

OtxtmctioD,

Cudio«pum,

PyloroipAfiii,

SecrctiOD

Gutritia,

" InfecUvc,
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nervousness, or overeating, drinking or smoking the

night before the examination.
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The question of biliary regurgitation is one to

which we have given considerable attention. We
believe that frank macroscopic regurgitation of bile

into either the fasting or digesting stomach is, with

certain exceptions, an abnormal finding and points

to disturbed physiology of the pylorus and duo-

denobiliary apparatus or to pathology within the

latter zone. The exceptions to this statement are

:

First, if the patient does not take the tube well, but

gags and coughs, bile may be squeezed out of the

gall tract by the simultaneous contraction of the

abdominal muscles and the diaphragm, and be re-

gurgitated into the stomach. Sec-

ond, in those cases of marked
hyperacidity, alkaline duodenal

contents mixed with bile may be

regurgitated into the stomach in

an effort to lower physiologically

the excessive acid (Chart VI).
We have been led to this opinion

by the following facts : in healthy

individuals the duodenum in the

fasting state is bile free. The
normal direction x)f progression of

the contents of this portion of the

gastrointestinal tract is aboral

—

there should be no reversed peris-

talsis. Interference with the in-

nervation of this portion of the

gut by operative procedure, exci-

sion of duodenal ulcer, cholecys-

tostomy and cholecystectomy in-

creased the percentage of biliary

regurgitation. Postoperative cases

showed a larger percentage of

biliary regurgitation than non-

operative cases, and those showing
evidence of pathology in the upper
right quadrant showed a higher

percentage than those in whom no
pathology could be demonstrated.

Most of the writers on this sub-

ject have stated that bile in the

stomach is a normal finding, being

present in about fifty per cent, of

cases. One of the great difficul-

ties in gastrointestinal work is to

determine accurately socalled nor-

mals. Simple absence of present-

ing complaints does not mean that

there is no disturbance of physiol-

ogy or even actual pathology pres-

ent. To realize this one only has

to think of the spontaneous remis-

sion of symptoms so common in

duodenal ulcer, although the ulcer is far from
healed. Medical students, to our mind, fur-

nish the least satisfactory group for the determina-

tion of socalled normals. Furthermore, in a study

of a series of one hundred cases of fractional an-

alyses on patients with gastrointestinal complaints

we found fasting regurgitation in thirty-six per

cent, and digesting regurgitation in twenty-three

per cent. In spite of these lower figures we wish

to emphasize that we consider biliary regurgitation

an abnormal condition, especially when encountered

in the digesting stomach. Jarno (8 J found that

there was a regurgitation of bile into the fasting

stomach in association with the normal hunger con-
tractions, and this may account for the finding of

bile in fasting stomachs.

MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION.

The microscopic exaiuination of the fasting

stomach contents is of the greatest importance, in

fact we attach perhaps more importance to it than
to the motorsecretory curve in determining gastric

pathology. The whole question of the interpreta-
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Chart \.—Case of marginal ulcer following gastroenterostomy showing regurgitated

stained pus and bacteria. Note extremely rapid mutility.

Chart VI.—Case of duodenitis and jejunitis following gastroenterostomy showing
hyperacidity checked by regurgitation of bile containing positive digestive cytology. Test
lavage at 120 minutes proved starch empty.

tion of the microscopic picture seen is one of rela-

tive values, for prolonged search will reveal ex-

amples of all the types of cellular elements. As
was said above, sediment up to five per cent, of the

amount extracted may be considered within normal

limits, but anything above this must be looked upon

as pathological, and its source must be fixed. Swal-

lowed mucus either floats or is seen in dense masses,

while duodenal mucus is u.sually associated with

biliary regurgitation. Gastric mucus when seen

grossly is generally flocculent. All these types may
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be seen in the same sediment, and if so each must
be examined and the relative amounts noted.

In making a preparation for microscopic exam-
ination a small amount of the material is placed
on a slide and a cover slip dropped on top. We
prefer routinely to use unstained preparations ex-
cept when searching for particular elements when
various dififerential stains may be used. On looking
at this with the high power objective it will be seen
that either the cells are practically intact or that the
cytoplasm is entirely digested away (Fig. 1), leav-
ing only the more resistant nuclei. The nuclear
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Chart VII.—Catarrhal hyperacid gastritis with cholecystitis as extragastric lesion.
Late sustained acidity, normal motility, congested mucosa. No cytology to indicate ex-
tragastric lesion.

Chart VIII.—Duodenal ulcer. A slightly different curve of extragastric lesion, but
diagnosis evident from the positive cytology. Total acidity kept low by biliary reflux.
Marked bleeding delayed emptying.

remains of gastric cells are oval, highly refractive
hod ies, and the polymorphonuclear cells are seen as
groups of two or three small globules. There is

always a certain number of leucocytic cells in the
fasting stomach, but if these occur in sufficient

numbers to constitute pus, they are a distinctly

pathological factor. The type of epithelium with
which the pus is associated is the deciding factor
in locating the point of its discharge, and the finding
of a predominance of buccal or respiratory epithe-
lium sliciuld lead to a careful search of the mouth

and respiratory tract for evidence of infection (Fig.
2). In an acid stomach both the chief and parietal
types of gastric cells can be seen, but it must be
remembered that these, as well as other cells, are
dead or dying, and usually show cloudy swellinff
(Fig. 3).

In regurgitation from the duodenum the cytology
is usually very well preserved if an examination
is made promptly. Duodenal cells (round, cuboidal,
or oval cells somewhat longer than pus cells)

can be recognized, and at times bile stained
columnar epithelium from the biliary tract can be

seen. The very tall bile stained
columnar epithelium we believe is

only derivable from the gallblad-
der. Bile stained pus cells, when
found in association with this lat-

ter type of epithelium, point to in-

fection somewhere in the duodeno-
biliary tract (Fig. 4). When bile

is regiirgitated into a stomach
containing free hydrochloric acid,

the bile salts are precipitated, giv-
ing the material grossly a turbid
appearance, and microscopically
appear as small clumps and masses
of yellow amorphous material.

When such regurgitation takes
place in an anacid stomach there
is no such precipitation. Bile
that has remained in the acid
stomach for some time assumes
various shades of blue and green,
due to oxidation or other chemical
changes and can readily be dii¥er-

entiated from freshly regurgitated
bile from gagging or under reflex

causation.

Normally there is no gross or
microscopic evidence of food re-

tention in the twelve hour fasting
stomach. Retention when found
is not pathognomonic of any one
pathological process, but it is fre-

quently enough associated with
graver conditions in and about the
pylorus to necessitate a careful in-

vestigation into the causative fac-

tor. (Atony, pylorospasm, adhe-
sions, stenoses from inflammatory
edema, hypertrophy or from new
growth within or without.)

The question of the bacterial

flora of the stomach is one upon
which much still remains to be

written. Bacterial bodies can always be found in the
.stomach, but whether they are living organisms, and
whether they are truly resident in the stomach, con-
stituting an infected gastritis, or only in transit, are
points of vital importance to determine. To answer
the second question first, bacteria that are in transit
are seen as single organisms or grouped in small
masses. If, however, visible organisms linger long
enough to become im])lanted in the gastric mucosa
they grow in colony formation (Fig. 3) just as
colonies grow on the surface of any suitable media.
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When they become detached and are seen in the
fasting- stomach contents they are entirely similar

to the surface colonies of a Petri culture plate when
viewed through a low power ocular. The final

answer to the question of viability must depend on
culturation. but we feel that for all practical pur-
poses the finding of colonies' associated with gastric

mucus or epithelium is positive proof of the pres-
ence of infection in the gastric mucosa. Particu-
larly is this so if they occur conspicuously in the.

floccules pressed out from the gastric tubules after
washing the stomach clean and then rewasliing with
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lution. The col-

onies are micro-
scopically here
found associated

with exfoliated

gastric epithe-

lium, pus cells

and inflamma-
tory debris.

To the find-

ing of occult

blood in the

fasting stomach
we do not at-

tach much im-

portance unless

the benzidene

reaction be very
strong and the

guaiac reaction

positive. This
is because, in

spite of the pre-

caution taken, it

is generally ex-

tragastric i n
origin. It is

only definitely

of value when
the nasopharyn-
geal and bron-

chial secretions

have been
proved to give

negative reac-

tions.

Having com-
pleted the ex-

amination of the

fasting stomach
content, the next point in the examination
is the analysis of the type of curve obtained. We
agree with Best (1) who says, "The actual acid value

means very little. The shape of the curve means
more," and with Rehfuss (9) who says, "There is

no pathognomonic curve in any gastric condition,"

and yet we feel very strongly that there are certain

types of curves that point to certain conditions.

From a study of many analyses we find that they all

fell into one of five groups. Any of these groups,
with the exception of the third, can be associated

with either hyperacidity or subacidity. The question

of the amount of acid secreted in response to the

F 1 5 30 45 60 75 90 105 120 135 150 165

Stimulation of the test meal seems to us to depend
on the irritability of the vagus, and the state of
fatigue or integrity of the gastric glandulature.
Type 1. Normal curve. This is the type of curve

in which the ai)ex is reached in from sixty to seventy-
five minutes, and a return to within 15° of the fast-

ing values occurs at 120 minutes. It is the type of
curve seen in perfectly healthy persons and also in

certain early states of intragastric conditions—prin-
cipally catarrhal. The points indicative of an early
catarrhal process are gastric mucopus in the fasting
stomach content, and mucus and perhaps traces of

,
I

blood in the di-
"^^-'-'^'M' Date, sjixo gesting .stomach.

Type II. Ex-
tragastric curve
(Charts VII
and VIII). In

this type the

curve rises
steadily during
the entire two
hour period, or
until the stom-
ach becomes
empty if there

is an associated

hype rmotility.

This is the type

of curve that is

usually found
due to reflex ir-

ritation from
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Chart IX.—Delayed digestion, also called psychical achylla.
Chart X.—Anacidity without fermentation in case of carcinoma.

pathology out-

side the stom-
ach. It is fre-

quently seen in

cases of duode-
nitis, duodenal
ulcer, gallblad-

der conditions,

appendicitis and
sigmoiditis. It

may be found in

association with

a clean stomach
or with all the

evidence of a

high grade in-

fectejd gastritis,

but in either

case the princi-

pal source of

(Exception: functionaltrouble is

pylorospasm.)

Type III. Achylia. This is a type of curve in

which there is no free hydrochloric acid present at

any time. It is most frequently seen in cases of

malignancy of the stomach in the later stages, in

oral sepsis, long standing cholelithiasis, and in the

severe anemies, either primary or secondary. Dif-
ferentiation of the type of achylia comes from the

testing of gastric filtrates for organic acids pro-

enzymes and for the soluble albumin and from the

microscopic picture. (Charts III, IV, and X.)
Type IV. Stepladder curve. In this type of
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curve the smooth ascent is broken by drops in both

free hydrochloric and total acid, unassociated with

biliary regurgitation, followed by a rise to a still

higher level than that preceding the drop (Chart I).

This curve is not often seen, but is of grave signifi-

FiG. 1.—Hyperacid catarrhal gastritis; A, buccal epithelium di-

gested; B, nuclear remains of digested gastric cells; C, nuclear re-

mains of digested leucocytes; D, mucus spirals (myelin?) in "snail"
. forms; E, bacteria in clumps and masses.

cance. We have only seen it in ulcer cases in the

active stages, and it is generally preceded or fol-

lowed by hemorrhage. Best (1) illustrates a curve

of this type, and notes that there was a recent

hemorrhage.
Type V. Delayed digestion curve. In this curve

Fig. 2.—Gastric subacidity, with extragastric cytology; A, respira-
tory and buccal epithelial cells; I!, salivary corpuscles; C, leuco-
cytes or pus cells with protoplasm intact; D, colony of cocci; E,
occasional gastric epithelial cells.

there is a primary small rise followed by a drop,

and then by a practically normal curve. In certain

cases of this type the free hydrochloric acid does not

come in until the secondary rise, and it corresponds
to the psychical achylia of some writers (Chart IX).

A possible explanation of this type of curve is that

the primary rise represents the psychic secretion, and
the secondary rise the hormonic secretion. This

latter, which should normally pick up and carry on
the psychic secretion, is delayed, and therefore per-

FiG. 3.—Anacid gastritis; A, pus cells, with cloudy swelling of
protoplasm, predominating feature; B, gastric epithelium, degener-
ated; C, buccal epithelium; D, salivary corpuscle; E, strand of

mucus, with bacteria and pus cells; F, colony of bacteria; G, red
blood corpuscles.

mits of a wearing ofif of the psychic stimulus and a

consequent drop in the acid values.

In addition to the study of the fasting stomach

content, and an analysis of the type of curve, there

are certain other findings which must be tabulated.

Fig. 4.—Catarrhal exfoliative cholecystitis; A, tall bile stained
columnar epithelium from gallbladder, arranged in fan shapes and
rosette clusters; li, oval or cuboidal duodenal epithelial cells; C,
pus cells or leucocytes, appearing much like duodenal cells but
usually smaller. Note: The nuclei can be brought out by adding
dilute acetic acid.

The motor element is of great importance, and when
carried out as detailed earlier in this paper, we be-

lieve will give a more accurate estimate of gastric

motility than the x ray examination for six hour
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barium retention or from any other unphysiological

test meal. In all cases of achylia the associated

tests mentioned above should be done. The details

of these reactions do not fall within the scope of

this paper, but can be found in any standard work
on the stomach.

Mucus, when found in all the extractions, espe-

cially when associated with low salivary output
(gauged by measuring the amount of saliva spat

out during the two hour test), is probably swal-

lowed ; whereas mucus, appearing only in the sec-

ond half of the examination, is generally gastric in

origin. The interpretation of bile in the digesting

stomach has been discussed above and need not be
repeated here. The finding of blood in the digest-

ing stomach must not be taken as evidence of ulcer

or neoplasm unless the evidence of careful history

and physical and x ray examinations lend their sup-

port to such a diagnosis. It is more often to be in-

terpreted as mucosal congestion with diapedesis, or

due to miliary erosions, and should lead to a careful

examination of heart, lungs and liver and for ob-

struction in the portal circulation. We consider

the finding of occult blood in the gastric filtrates as

of much more importance than its demonstration in

the gastric residues. The number of times that it

appears in the fractional analysis also adds greater

significance to its finding.

In closing we want to say a word about the diag-

nostic and prognostic value of repeated fractional

gastric analyses. We have found this method of

checking our findings of the greatest practical value

(Charts I and II). It is especially useful in cases

where repeated x ray examinations cannot be ob-

tained, because it gives a very accurate picture of

the motility of the' stomach, as well as its secretory

curve. It has also been of value in following the

progress of medical treatment, and in estimating the

benefit derived from surgical interference (Charts

V and VI). In many cases, with complete arrest

of symptoms, it will be found that the fractional

analysis has not returned to normal, and unless

treatment is continued a relapse is C|uite likely.
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Personal Experiences with Nonsurgical Biliary Drainage'
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It is a well recognized fact that the medical treat-

ment of gallbladder affections has been quite unsat-

isfactory, and that even surgery does not always
afford the relief which should be expected from pro-

cedures of this character. The very fact, for in-

stance, that the choice between such operative pro-

cedures as cholecystostomy and cholecystectomy

has not as yet been fully established among sur-

geons is evidence sufficient to attest to the truth

of this assertion. Disregarding the immediate opera-

tive risk, which is usually slight, the subsequent re-

sults as they are observed by the family physician

months, or even years later, in the form of recur-

rence of pain due to a return of the original affec-

tion or adhesions, producing digestive disturbances

of various forms, are all too frequently the evidence

of unsatisfactory operative measures, which are

alike distressing to the patient as well as to the

physician. It is on this account that we must wel-

come any new measure that may render the diag-

•From the Gastroenterological Clinic of the Mercy Hospital, Bal-
timore, Maryland.

/

nosis as well as the treatment of biliary aftections

more satisfactory.

Based on Meltzer's observation that a twenty-five

per cent, solution of magnesium sulphate introduced

locally into the duodenum causes a relaxation of the

sphincter of the common duct and according to his

law of contrary innervation a contraction of the

gallbladder, Lyon evolved his method of diagnosis

as well as a method of nonsurgical biliary drainage.

This plan has marked an advance in the study and
treatment of these affections. We have employed
this method in cases totalling three hundred and
fifteen single observations. The technic is quite

simple and in many instances the treatment has been

carried out for us by nurses and later on by the

patients themselves.

DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURE.

With but few minor modifications the original

plan of Lyon's- has been followed. The patient is

instructed to fast, and with the exception of a glass

of water, if this is desired, nothing else is allowed
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after ten
i").

m. on the evening before the treatment

is instituted. At nine a. ni. on the following day,

after the teeth have been brushed thoroughly, the

mouth cleansed and throat gargled with an antiseptic

solution, the tip of a freshly sterilized duodenal tube

is placed in the back of the mouth and swallowed
with a sip of water. After the tube passes into the

stomach, lavage is practised at first with water until

the wash water is returned sparkling clear and again

with 250 c. c. of a one to 10,000 solution of potas-

sium permanganate, as much as possible of which
is immediately recovered. We have practised lavage

of the stomach when obtaining cultures only to

avoid contaminations and when considerable mucus
was present in the stomach. The patient is then

ordered to lie on the right side and to swallow very

slowly an additional twenty cm. of the tube totalling"

a distance of from seventy-five to eighty cm. from
the incisor teeth. This process should consume
about twenty minutes. During this procedure swal-

lowing efforts are repeated at regular intervals. A
large swallow of water frequently facilitates the

passage of the tube into the duodenum. At times

the passage into the duodenum is accomplished in

ten minutes and rarely does it consume longer than

an hour. Before proceeding further it is necessary

to determine whether entrance into the duodenum
has been effected. According to our experience, the

most reliable evidence in this respect is the change
occurring in the color and character of the aspirated

fluid. The fluid assumes a canary yellow color

which soon turns to an amber hue ; and the charac-

ter changes from a tenacious mucoid liquid to a

clear, limpid, alkaline fluid which at times presents

suspended floccules. Another method of value in

determining this fact is the failure to withdraw any
fluid swallowed, such as broth or milk. The so-

called duodenal tug is obtained but rarely and can-

not always be relied upon. The rontgen ray is the

method par excellence, but for obvious reasons can-

not always be employed. Recently Palefski sug-

gested inflating air slowly through the tube and if

it has passed into the jejunum the lower abdominal
quadrant will become distended and tympanitic, and
the patient will neither eructate nor complain of

discomfort.

After being assured that the bulb has passed the

pylorus, the tube is connected with an aspirating

bottle and the duodenal secretion obtained. Under
normal conditions the common duct sphincter is fre-

quently found closed and then but little or no bile

can be aspirated. Fifty c. c. of a warm sterile

thirty-three and one third per cent, solution of mag-
nesium sulphate is then injected into the duodenum.
The duodenal tube is again connected with the

aspirating bottle and the magnesium sulphate

siphoned off. In a few moments bile mixed with
the magnesium salt appears in the glass cannula
inserted in the tube. At times it is necessary again
to stimulate with half the amount of magnesium
sulphate to secure a flow of bile. We have not
infrequently restimulated with fifty c. c. of hot
water- or broth with unusually good effect. The
first bile obtained is considered common duct bile,

and requires from one to three minutes to collect,

the amount varying from ten to twenty c. c. It is

clear, light yellow in color, with but traces of mucus.

Suddenly a transition occurs, the bile becomes darker

and more viscid. This is gallbladder bile and is

collected in a separate receptacle, appearing nor-

mally in amounts of from thirty-five c. c. to ninety

c. c. Soon a third change occurs, when a thinner

yellow bile appears in the glass cannula, which is

then drained into a third bottle ; this is freshly se-

creted liver bile which occurs normally in amounts
averaging about ten c. c. When the aspirated fluid

returns clear, which occurs after a variable period

of time, 250 c. c. of warm Ringer's solution is slowly

injected into the intestine to wash out any of the

injected material that may have escaped into the

bowel. This plan is followed for diagnostic pur-

poses, but in the subsequent treatments no attempt

is ordinarily made to segregate the various speci-

mens of bile. Before treatment is instituted it is

well to investigate and eradicate thoroughly all foci

of infection, such as the teeth, tonsils, and para-

nasal sinuses, and on the other hand it is of great

importance to note that the source of the focal in-

fection may be located in the gallbladder itself and
that this method presents a means of thoroughly

investigating this possible focus. Cultures are taken

of the common duct, gallbladder and liver bile, be-

fore, during, and at the end of a course of treat-

ment. In quite a number of instances among our
cases. Dr. C. E. Simon has discovered pure cultures

of streptococci and staphylococci which have largely

disappeared in a number of instances after pro-

longed treatment. No attempts were made by us to

use autogenous vaccines in the treatment of any
of our patients.

Before applying this method in the diagnosis and
treatment of biliary and duodenal lesions, a knowl-
edge of the normal appearance of the bile and
duodenal secretions is of primary importance. As
has been pointed out, in the fasting state the common
duct sphincter is normally closed and the duorlenal

content is free of bile. It is alkaline in reaction,

pearly gray, fairly transparent, syrupy, and stringy

in consistency, and contains a few suspected floc-

cules. The bile flows intermittently quite like the

secretion of urine into the bladder through the ure-

ters. This characteristic feature is especially mani-
fested when the freshly secreted liver bile is being

collected. The bile as it is obtained through a duo-
denal tube under normal conditions undergoes cer-

tain definite changes in color and viscosity, accord-

ing to Lyon, first from 'a light lemon to a golden

yellow then to a deeper, richer, viscid, more syrupy
golden yellow to dark brown, and finally to a uni-

formly light lemon yellow, thinner and less syrupy
than either of the first two specimens. Microscopic-

ally, normal gallbladder bile is free from pus cells

and contains a few epithelial cells, bile crystals and
traces of mucus. Bacteriologically, no pathologi-

cal organisms are observed. Chemically, the bile is

alkaline in reaction and contains the biliary ])ig-

ments—bilirubin and biliverdin ; the biliary acids

—

glycocholi'c and taurocholic, cholesterin, lecithin,

fats, etc.

The diagnosis, as Lyon describes it, is then devel-

oped around the direct study of the bile and the

manner of its discharge, on the gross appearances
of the several specimens— the quantity, color, con-

sistency, viscosity, transparency, turbidity, floccula-
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tions, mucus, etc. ; the cytological examination

—

epithelium, whether bile stained, its source, pus cells,

crystals, concretions, red blood corpuscles, inflamma-
tory debris, mucus, bacteria ; into the chemistry

—

lecithin, cholesterin, calcium, pigments, effervescence

on acidification, etc. ; and into the bacteriology by
culturation of each of the segregated samples of

the bile.

Failure to obtain gallbladder bile after stimula-

tion with' magnesium sulphate indicates complete
obstruction of the cystic duct either due to stones,

adhesions, or pressure from without by a tumor.
Failure to obtain the clear, lemon yellow bile or

common duct bile is indicative of common duct
obstruction. Of course, neither gallbladder nor

' common duct bile is obtained when the common duct

is obstructed. In these cases it is interesting to note

that frequently, by means of fractional analysis of

the duodenal contents, the pancreatic ferments are

markedly diminished or absent. A mucoid discharge,

bile tinged with flakes of red blood corpuscles fol-

lowed by a thin watery discharge, has been frequently

observed by us in cases of partial obstruction of the

common duct, while an excess of gallbladder bile,

that is, over ninety c. c, is indicative of gall-

bladder stasis. A diagnostic measure, which we
have observed in a fair proportion of cases and
which is of considerable value, is the pain produced
immediately upon the introduction of the magne-
sium sulphate solution which is much like a mild

gallbladder attack and is analogous to the pain

occurring in cases of strictured ureters or in Dietl's

crises when fluids are instilled into the pelvis of the

kidney. Inspissated mucous or tarry bile ; extreme
atony or atrophy of the gallbladder ; absence of bile

in the gallbladder, the contents consisting of calculi

only, are other conditions in which the recovery of

bile may be impossible even after stimulation.

The chemical investigation into the composition

and physical properties of bile is yet in its infancy

and it is very probable that in the future much addi-

tional light will be thrown on this subject whereby
the diagnosis of biliary conditions will be materially

aided.

We have also noted, as Lyon has pointed out, in

some instances a sudden turbidity in a clear bile will

develop during drainage, which is due to the sudden

passage of acid into the duodenum. The same con-

dition can be produced artificially by adding dilute

hydrochloric acid to bile in a test tube. Lyon has

also encountered clear bile in which an effervescence,

as well as a turbidity, was produced on adding

hydrochloric acid, similar to the reaction of acetic

acid and calcium phosphate in the urine, and it has

been suggested on this account by Lyon that "we
may possibly be dealing with calcium phosphate

stones, potential or formed in the gallbladder."

In our study of the three hundred and fifteen pa-

tients on whom biliary drainage was practised all

were cases that presented gallbladder disturbances

in some form or another. Of these there were

thirty-one cases of cholelithiasis, fifteen of obstruc-

tive jaundice, one hundred and forty-nine of chole-

cystitis, and one hundred and twenty of biliary

stasis due to gallbladder atony. The diagnosis in a

number of these cases was verified by operation, but

the clinical manifestations in all were so distinctive,

while the x ray and laboratory findings presented
such corroborative evidence, that there could be but
little doubt as to the correctness of the diagnosis.

CHOLELITHIASIS.

This method of examination was found of value

as an aid in the diagnosis in a number of our thirty-

one cases of cholelithiasis. A dark turbid bile con-
taining numerous microorganisms, with large quan-
tities of mucus and pus and an increase in the cel-

lular elements, is indicative of the presence of an
infected gallbladder, and when such signs are accom-
panied by paroxysmal attacks of pain radiating under
the right costal arch toward the back they are of

considerable value in the diagnosis of cholelithiasis.

But little can be expected from this form of treat-

ment as a means of cure in this disease ; on the other

hand, the method is of undoubted value following

operations as a means of overcoming infection and
thus acting as a preventive measure in the recurrence

of gallstones. It also enables us to give relief from
discomfort and even from pain which still remains

following the removal of calculi.

OBSTRUCTIVE JAUNDICE.

Of our fifteen cases of obstructive jaundice, eight

were instances of catarrhal jaundice and seven of

obstructions due to other causes. The inability to

obtain the gallbladder bile in these cases may be

explained in one of several ways

:

L To a cystic duct obstruction in which repeated

efforts may fail to obtain gallbladder bile and in

which there is also often present a catarrh of the

common duct.

2. To inspissated bile too thick and ropy to flow

through the duct or in which the duct contains cal-

culi causing obstruction to the flow. In the first of

these conditions repeated daily drainage is likely,

after a longer or shorter period of time, to be fol-

lowed by a free flow of bile with the disappearance

of the jaundice.

3. To pressure on the duct from without, as by
tumors.

In cases of catarrhal jaundice our experience is

entirely in accord with that of Lyon. The duration

of the jaundice is lessened by this plan of treat-

ment and recovery greatly hastened. In all of our

cases the jaundice had entirely disappeared within

ten days to two weeks. We have also observed in

all of our cases of obstructive jaundice that by
means of fractional examination of the duodenal

contents the ferment values are markedly dimin-

ished.

CHRONIC CHOLECYSTITIS.

In our one hundred and forty-nine cases of

chronic cholecystitis the most brilliant results were
achieved by biliary drainage. This condition is dem-
onstrated by obtaining gallbladder bile containing

much mucus and a slight increase in leucocytes and
with large numbers of microorganisms (streptococci,

staphylococci, micrococcus catarrhalis, or colon

bacilli) often in pure cultures. When the leucocytes

are markedly increased in numbers and are largely of

the polymorphonuclear type, the condition points to

an acute .stage of the infection which may pass into
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the suppurative type and lead to an empyema. In

cases of chronic cholecystitis our labors are fre-

quently rewarded by noting a gradual reduction in

the number of colonies of organisms as the treat-

ment jirogresses, with marked improvement in the

patient's condition.

BILIARY STASIS.

One hundred and twenty cases in our series were
due to biliary stasis ; these present an interesting

group. Lyon has called attention to this condition and
has pointed out that many cases of socalled bilious-

ness are really instances of biliary stasis. The condi-

tion is due to an atony of the gallbladder, the degree

of which may vary from a moderate weakness of the

walls of the gallbladder to a stage in which the gall-

bladder is no longer able to discharge any of its con-

tents. According to our experience the normal
amount of gallbladder bile varies between thirty-five

and ninety c. c. ; an amount obtained over ninety

c. c. is indicative of gallbladder stasis. In this con-

dition the bile is ordinarily of the static variety

;

very thick, tarry in character, requiring usually many
attempts before the gallbladder can be thoroughly

cleared, and it is infected with many microorgan-

isms. With daily treatments often extending over

many weeks such cases can be greatly benefitted,

the bile assuming after a time a more normal ap-

pearance, the microorganisms gradually decreasing

in numbers, and the patient then presenting a

marked improvement in his condition. It is quite

l^robable that in many of these cases the formation

of gallstones can be prevented by this form of

treatment.

There is a large series of cases to which attention

has already been drawn and which are grouped
under the term biliousness. Such patients are sal-

low in appearance, weak, afifected with indigestion

and constipation, and are frequently the subjects

of sick headaches and migraine attacks.

Our observations regarding this condition are en-

tirely in accord with those of Lyon, that in many
of such cases severe types of biliary stasis are ob-

served due to atonic infected gallbladder. By means
of biliary drainage it is not unusual to observe a

rapid change in the appearance and strength of the

patient and an improvement in the digestion and
constipation, with complete relief from the acute

attacks.

CASES EXAMINED.

The efficacy of this new procedure is well illus-

trated in the following two cases:

Case I.—Mr. J. S., aged fifty-five, had his gall-

bladder drained and adhesions liberated in 1915,
following years of indigestion and mild though
typical gallbladder attacks. No stones were found.
The patient was apparently well until four months
ago, when attacks of colicky pain in the upper right

abdomen reappeared. The x ray and bile examina-
tions corroborated the diagnosis of an upper right

quadrant affair. The patient reported for treatment
and was perfectly willing to submit to a surgical

procedure. After four weeks of daily bile drainage
treatments the patient was dismissed entirely well,

with the bile free of any infection. We have heard
from this patient recently and he writes that he has

been perfectly well, but he still employs the duo-
denal tube every two weeks as a factor of safety.

Case II.—Mrs. W. B. P., aged forty-three, had
typhoid fever at the age of sixteen, and ten years

later began to complain of acidity, gas, and fullness

in the abdomen after eating. Shortly afterward,

typical, severe gallbladder colic attacks appeared

followed by jaundice. These attacks increased in

severity and frequency until it was deemed advis-

able to operate. In March, 1917, Dr. Finney re-

moved a gallbladder filled with stones. For one
year there was complete relief, when the attacks

of pain followed by jaundice reappeared. Dr.

Charles H. Mayo made an exploration in the early

part of 1918, and found a strictured common duct,

due to adhesions. No stones were present. Then
followed a period of absolute freedom from attacks

for over a year when they reappeared identically

the same but of increased severity, and for the

past six weeks a protracted attack with jaundice and
pain required the constant administration of mor-
phine for relief. On account of her past operative

procedures it was deemed advisable to institute non-
surgical biliary drainage. After a few weeks' treat-

ment the patient was also entirely relieved. At the

present writing she is still employing the treatment

at intervals of two weeks.

CONCLUSIONS.

1. The method of biliary drainage, as instituted

by Lyon, furnishes a valuable aid in the diagnosis

of gallbladder affection. It is particularly valuable

in that it enables us to diagnose these conditions

early before evidences of complications have mani-
fested themselves.

2. It presents an important means of determining

the presence of focal infection in the gallbladder, a
condition which may be of the greatest therapeutic

and diagnostic value in obscure conditions.

3. While this method of treatment is still in its

infancy and is as yet too new to draw conclusions

regarding its end results, there can be no question

that it furnishes us with a means of affording def-

inite relief in certain biliary affections for which
hitherto radical measures have been required. It

is an extremely valuable aid in the treatment of

catarrhal jaundice, bihary stasis, and gallbladder

infections, and is helpful in relieving the infection

which may still remain following gallbladder opera-

tions.
BACTERIOLOGICAL STUDY.

The following bacteriological study was made by
Dr. Charles E. Simon, of Baltimore.

Until very recently very little was known of the

bacterial flora of the bile. It had been ascertained

that in most if not all cases of typhoid fever typhoid
bacilli appeared in the feces at some stage of the

disease, and that these come more commonly from
the gallbladder than from the intestinal ulcers. A
certain degree of cholecystitis it was ascertained

occurred in practically all cases of the disease and
the persistent elimination of typhoid bacilli by fecal

carriers was found to be due to a persistence of

the infection of the gallbladder, which not infre-

quently was associated with the development of

gallstones. These findings were based in part upon
postmortem investigations and in part upon opera-
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tive procedures which had been called for by the

existence of stones.

PRESENCE OF COLON BACILLI.

Colon bacilli have also at times been encoun-

tered in the bile at autopsy, and, as Welch has

shown, they occasionally occur in gallstones, which
proves that the infection of the gallbladder with these

organisms may take place intra vitam and is not

necessarily a postmortem event.

In cases of acute cholecystitis streptococci and
staphylococci have further been encountered at

operation, but little attention has been paid to such
observations. The various works on surgery and
pathology up to the present time offer very little

information indeed on the subject under consid-

eration.

The systematic study of gallbladder infections

has as a matter of fact been inaugurated only since

Lyon called attention to the comparative ease with

which bladder bile can be obtained through the duo-
denal tube, after stimulating the duodenal mucosa
with magnesium sulphate.

FREQUENCY OF INFECTION.

The data which have been obtained in this short

interval of time are very interesting from many
points of view. They show very clearly that bac-

terial infections of the gallbladder are much more
common than had hitherto been supposed, and that

infections with pyogenic cocci are much more fre-

quent than bacillary infections. Whatever the thera-

peutic value of nonsurgical drainage of the gall-

bladder may ultimately prove to be, so much is cer-

tain that as a method of diagnosis the bacterio-

logical study of the bile has already assumed a posi-

tion which must rank as equal in importance with

other standard methods of examination. No search

for foci of infection can hereafter be regarded as

complete which does not include an examination of

the bile.

METHOD OF PLATING.

It is not the purpose of the present paper to enter

into a detailed discussion of the technic which is to

be employed in the bacteriological study of the bile.

It is merely intended to present in concise form the

findings which were obtained in the course of a rou-

tine examination of seventy-eight specimens of

bladder bile from forty-seven different individuals,

such as they were received from Dr. Friedenwald's

clinic. It may be mentioned, however, that in every

case the specimens were plated out both on blood

agar and upon Drigalski-Conradi's medium. This

is alDSolutely essential. A mere examination of

smears will furnish an altogether erroneous impres-

sion of the true situation. The latter method
should never be employed alone.

BACTERIA FOUND.

No organisms of any kind were found on seven-

teen occasions. Saprophytes, for the most part

, spore bearers, were encountered thirty-one times;

diphtheroids, twice ; colon bacilli, six times
;
staphy-

lococci, twenty-seven times, usually Staphylococcus

aureus, on three occasions Staphylococcus albus

;

large gram negative side to side diplococci which
were viewed as Micrococcus catarrhalis twice and
hemolytic .streptococci five times ; on two occasions

capsulated diplococci were encountered, but not

identified.
NUMBER OF COLONIES.

The number of colonies per c. c. of bile varied

within wide limits, viz., between 100 and 750,000.

In some cases a striking diminution was noted on
successive examinations. In one instance the fol-

lowing figures were obtained

:

November 27, 1920 12,500 organisms to the c. c.

December 15, 1920 6,250 organisms to the c. c.

January 13, 1921 9,000 organisms to the c. c.

February 4, 1921 0 organisms to the c. c.

In another case the figures were the following

:

February 7, 1921 11,250 organisms to the c. c.

February 25, 1921 4,500 organisms to the c. c.

March 8, 1921 0 organisms to the c. c.

In other cases, on the other hand, no change was
observed. Single infections were the exception.

Leaving the saprophytic organisms out of consid-

eration the findings were the following:

Staphylococci alone 11 times
Streptococci alone •. . . 15 times
Colon bacilli alone 2 times
Staphylococci together with streptococci 5 times
Staphylococci together with colon bacilli 2 times
Staphylococci, streptococci, and colon bacilli 2 times

Of special interest was one case, an old gall-

bladder infection, in which Bacillus subtilis was en-

countered again and again as the only organism that

developed on the blood agar plates. At operation

the same organism unaccompanied by any others

was cultured directly from the gallbladder. Fol-

lowing the removal of the gallbladder the bile was
found to be sterile' on subsequent examinations.

ABSENCE OF TYPHOID ORGANISMS.
Typhoid bacilli were not found in any of the cases.

But it is well to bear in mind that Bogart found
that in typhoid carriers the organisms could be
demonstrated much more readily and much more
constantly in the bile than in the feces. In sus-

pected cases this method of examination should al-

ways be' employed when fecal examinations give

negative results.

METHOD OF INFECTION.
It would, of course, be tempting to speculate upon

the manner in which the gallbladder becomes in-

fected in those cases in which no history of a severe

systemic pyogenic infection can be elicited, whether
the organisms gain entrance by way of the common
duct or whether they reach their destination through
the circulation. From the available data we are

scarcely in a position to reach a conclusion. It

would be interesting to conduct bacteriological blood
examinations as a matter of routine in large series

of cases of tonsillitis and socalled winter infections,

to determine whether organisms do not pass through
the circulation in these maladies, which are so com-
monly regarded as unimportant and which we are

coming to look upon more and more as really seri-

ous. During those febrile flareups. which one meets
so frequently in individuals with badly infected

teeth, blood cultures would also seem to be indi-

cated, and, as we have already pointed out, no search

for pyogenic foci can hereafter be regarded as com-
plete in which the condition of the bile has not been
adequately investigated.

1013 N. Charles Street.
1528 Eutaw Place.
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Gastroenterological Gleanings from the Mayo, Sippy, and
Boston Clinics*

By S. WENDKOS, M. D.,

Philadelphia.

Before niy departure 1 had in mind certain defi-

nite problems on which I wanted light. Some of

them were

:

1. How to diagnose cancer early enough to be

operable. 2. How to recognize with greater sure-

ness ulcers of stomach and duodenum in the early

stages, before perforation occurs, and before adhe-

sions and deformities have taken place. 3. How to

differentiate more definitely the symptomatology of

organic disease from functional disturbance. I also

wanted to get a clearer conception of functional

disease, or .socalled neuroses, one sees so much of,

and so frequently mistakes for organic trouble.

THE MAYO CLINIC.

To solve one or all of these problems I betook

myself to America's medical ^lecca, the Mayo
Clinic at Rochester. I arrived there on a Saturday
afternoon, and on my way from the station I

inquired of the taxi driver where St. Mary's Hos-
pital was. thinking that was where the Mayo Clinic

could be located. I was informed that it was two
miles away from my hotel, so decided to wait until

Mondav to visit the clinic. Late in the afternoon,

while walking out to see the town and before I had
gone more than a few steps from the hotel, I saw
people coming from every direction toward the

hotel. I walked around the corner and looking up
at the front entrance of an imposing building, I saw
the inscription Mayo Clinic. I stopped in amaze-
ment and watched the people going in. There were
hundreds ; old and young, on foot and in wheel
chairs, lame and straight. Many had dressings

around their necks and many others carried bundles

under their arms, the bundles happening to be gal-

lon bottles wrapped up neatly and containing urine

(twenty-four hour specimens). For many minutes
I stood and watched the crowd. It was Saturday,
when the Clinic is usually closed, but since it was
the fifth of July and the Clinic had been closed on
the Fourth, it was impossible to close it an extra

half day. That was the reason so many people

rushed to the place for examination, advice, or

treatment.

To the newcomer it was a sight not easily for-

gotten, and it would require the pen of an artist

like Zola, who described similar scenes at the French
Grotto at Lourdes, to do this scene justice.

I walked in, following the crowd, and saw an

immense waiting room, more like the beautiful

foyer of a hotel than a waiting room in a hospital,

in which hundreds of patients were waiting. Upon
inquiry, I learned that about three hundred new
patients register daily. When I presented my let-

ter of introduction from Dr. John B. Deaver, I was
cordially received by Dr. Eusterman, chief of the

gastroenterological department. I told him my
*Read before the Mt. Sinai Hospital Clinical Society, Philadelphia.

mission, and the first thing he did was to take me
up to their splendid library and gave me to read

the introductory chapter of the Oxford Loosc-Leaf
Medicine, by Dr. MacKenzie. Weeks later I real-

ized the significance of that act. Those of you who
read abstracts of Dr. MacKenzie's papers or ad-

dresses while he was in this country recently will

remember that he evolved a new philosophy of

medicine, distinct from the German conception

which prevailed hitherto. I shall not enter into

this at present ; suffice it to say, that the main prin-

ciple is the recognition of the diseased condition,

not by signs and symptoms derived from gross pa-

thology and the postmortem room, but by func-

tional disturbances which precede gross patholog}'.

In other words, we should endeavor to recognize

conditions in their incipiency. The spirit pervading

the article is that of rugged common sense and
sane conservatism. The same spirit I found per-

vading the Mayo Clinic.

Fully half their patients are sufferers from gas-

troenterological disease. All are given a thorough
physical and routine laboratory examination, in-

cluding uranalysis, blood tests, (very frequently a

Wassermann), chemical analysis of the gastric

secretion, and x ray examinations. For the past

six months only, they have used the fractional

method of gastric analysis, but in a modified form
on account of lack of time; instead of every fifteen

minutes as Rehfuss directs the secretions should be
extracted, they do it every forty minutes for three

specimens. Before the tube is removed a test is

made of the acidity. If achyHa is present then the

tube remains longer and more specimens are with-

drawn. However, if acid is present in the first

three specimens, the remains of the test meal are

withdrawn until the stomach is empty. If 200 o.c.

are recovered, it speaks for retention. This is

strengthened by the fact that on examining this

residue, bits of raisins and rice are found. These
facts are carefully noted on history charts ; the

patient is then referred to the x ray laboratory.

All such cases are fluoroscoped and plated. Flu-

oroscopy is done by Carman himself. From fifty

to sixty patients are referred to him every after-

noon. He works rapidly and his vast experience
enables him to see in a flash what it would take

others many minutes to see. The element of time
is here also a great factor. He cannot wait to ob-

serve the normal action of each particular stomach,
but by quickly forcing the barium into the duo-
denum, it becomes distended and better visualized,

and the outline can be seen either clearly defined

or deformed. If the latter, it indicates, of course,

organic disease. Only fifteen per cent, of the cases

sent to him are diagnosed as organic in nature with
a definite pathology. Now, reniembering that all

the cases are special cases, the patients coming from
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afar, not only highly neurotic city bred individuals,

but the majority farmers, ranchers, and country

people, I questioned in my mind about the remain-

ing eighty-five per cent. The fifteen per cent, with

organic disease represent the far advanced cases,

with marked pathological development, for which
there is hardly a need for the x ray. I expected

to see this important laboratory ])rocedure of ser-

vice in less marked cases. Assuming that fifty

per cent, of the cases were sent as a matter of

routine, there still remained thirty-five per cent,

which presented definite clinical signs and might
have been overlooked for lack of time to study them.

I have seen patients brought to the operating room
and a diagnosis of duodenal ulcer made, but upon
exploration several gastric ulcers were found and
these had been missed by the x ray.

Fluoroscopic examination is considered at this

clinic of the greatest importance. Plates are made
simply to demonstrate the lesion and sometimes to

bring out doubtful points which do not clearly

show on fluoroscopy. A definite diagnosis is based,

first, on the x ray
;
second, on the history, and third,

on chemistry. On rare occasions, however, when
the X ray is negative and the hi.story suggestive of

ulcer, the order is reversed. In my judgment his-

tory should always be first, provided one knows
how to elicit a proper history ; the x ray should be

second, and chemistry third. The evidence of this

trinity should always be taken together.

During operation, the Mayos philosophize on the

relation between ulcej-s and cancers, their etiology,

treatment, and the relative merits of medical and
surgical treatment. Very often, they take a fling

at the medical man, and Sippy, the exponent of

medical treatment, comes in for sarcastic remarks.

The Mayos, of course, uphold the surgical treat-

ment of gastric and duodenal lesions. The younger
men, however, do not share this extreme view, but

admit that certain cases are amenable to medical pro-

cedures. In a recent article, the Mayos even advise

a reasonable medical cure before surgery is re-

sorted to. This feeling is widespread now even

among surgeons. I was watching the examination

of a patient by Dr. Eusterman, when he turned to

me and said, "Sometimes we are compelled to make
a diagnosis for geographical reasons," and he

showed me a man who came from Alaska, com-
plaining of pain in the right quadrant. Localiza-

tion was not definite, but nevertheless, a diagnosis

of subacute appendicitis was made and an opera-

tion ordered, simply because the patient lived too

far away from a reputable surgeon. If he had
lived nearer, he would have been sent home for the

further development of more severe symptoms and

a more definite pathology. At operation, however,

a large stone was found in the gallbladder, which
undoubtedly accounted for his symptoms.

I have dwelt so far on the diagnostic and med-
ical sides of my observations and have not said a

word concerning the surgical aspect, the reason

being that I am not competent, since I am not a

surgeon. However, my opinion as a medical man
is that their surgery, technically speaking, is superb.

They believe in large incisions, and they believe in

seeing what they are doing. The importance of this.

I leave to the surgeons to discuss. Their work, no
matter how complicated a condition may be found,
seems comparatively easy to the onlooker. On the

other hand, I have seen a surgeon in Chicago do a
gallbladder operation through a small incision, and
he literally sweated blood.

All the stomach cancers I have seen operated upon
were inoperable. This was very discouraging to

me. 1 thought to myself that the patients either

arrived too late, or the diagnosis was delayed too
long for definite and classical symptoms. I have
seen a man there with a history of pain, some loss

of weight, and a slight degree of dilatation and
retention, as shown by the x ray and gastric findings,

^'et, he was sent away for six months after which
time he was to return and report on his condition.

Suppose he had an incipient cancer which was op-

erable, in six months becoming inoperable? I .saw

another patient opened up for inoperable cancer
who had been in the clinic a year previous to opera-

tion, but who could not stay longer for observation

and perhaps operation. Dr. Mayo told us that

surely the man must have shown symptoms of

cancer and if he had been impressed with its

seriousness he would certainly have submitted to

surgical treatment. On the other hand, they do
wonderful work in intestinal cancer. The slightest

jjain in the abdomen with mucous or bloody stool

is thoroughly investigated by proctoscopical and
sigmoidoscopical examination, as well as x ray, and
thus they are able to discover the earliest mani-
festation of malignant changes. Wonderful results

follow their resections.

In mentioning some of their errors, as I have
done, I do not wish in the least to depreciate the

Clinic in any way ; I simply desire to point them out

as human errors, which are inevitable as a part of

so much clinical material and so much excellent work
which may depend on extraneous factors, such as

economy of time, lack of sufificient space where pa-
tients may be observed for a longer time, and per-

haps lack of sufficient medical help.

My method of observation was entirely original.

Many patients were registered at my hotel while

they were undergoing examination, and as all pa-

tients like to talk, I had no difficulty in eliciting a

history of their complaint. When I told them my
reason for being in Rochester, they were pleased

that I took an interest in them. In this manner I

was able to follow up many patients from clinic to

operating room.

Usually physicians go to the operating room and
look on the procedures which are well nigh perfect

and very interesting to the surgeon. As I was not

much interested in the surgical technic, but more
in diagnosis, I had to be shown the why and where-
fore, and so I looked for it. I read histories, looked

at charts, and wanted to know the reason for op-

eration. In this way I came across many curious

and interesting conditions. One day I came into

the operating room where a patient, already under
ether, was being prepared for operation for vari-

cose veins. Her legs were exposed preparatory to

the application of iodine and I looked again and
again, but could not see any varicosities. Well, I

thought to myself, they might perhaps be collapsed

;
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but, yet, one should see their tortuous course. The
patient was a big woman, "fat and forty," from
South America, 1 believe. 1 walked over to the

wall where the charts were and read some of the

history. In brief it was as follows : Chief com-
plaint, bearing down pain. The patient had had
varicose veins, but there was also a history of gastric

distress with jaundice several times. Patient vom-
ited bile, had sour stomach, and was bloated after

meals. Tenderness under right costal margin was
present. Now you all know what Dr. Deaver

would have operated upon this patient for, and yet

the simple operation for varicose veins was per-

formed. Can Dr. Deaver blame the medical man
alone for procrastination in gallbladder surgery?

Another case that interested me greatly was that

of a man of fifty, who was operated on for the

removal of an impalpable and invisible thyroid, for

the only reason that he had a persistent tachycardia

and a high basal metabolism, which was plus forty-

five ; and this to them indicated a thyrotoxic con-

dition. The operation was performed to save his

heart from further myocardial damage. No such

patient would have been operated upon here. Their

immense experience in thyroid surgery entitles

them to our confidence in their better judgment.

Fully half of my time I spent in their splendid

library, which was a beehive of activity. Here one

meets the chiefs pouring over some old periodicals,

or the younger men engaged in research on prob-

lems assigned to them, or visiting physicians who
wish to supplement their observations by reading.

Here I read Dr. Deaver's paper on gallbladder

pathology, where he blames the medical man for

not recognizing gallbladder disease early enough.

I carefully read and digested the original papers

of the Mayo staf¥ and assistants, regarding the eti-

ology, pathology and bacteriology of gastric and

duodenal ulcers.

As you know, Rosenau isolated a specific strepto-

coccus causing ulcers of stomach and duodenum.
He was able to reproduce these ulcers in the stom-

ach by the injection of certain types of streptococci.

Luigi Durante, of the clinic, experimentally pro-

duced gastric lesions through the artificial perver-

sion of the nerve supply of the stomach and the duo-

denum. F. C. Mann made a study of gastric ulcers

which followed the removal of the adrenals, and so

I have learned that a real, chronic or mucous ulcer

may begin as a neurosis due to faulty innervation

and failure of certain internal secretions, or to

fatigue or degeneration of the nerve fibres supply-

ing the mucosa of the gastric and intestinal tract.

A potential ulcer may then masquerade as a neuro-

sis for a long time.

THE SIPPY METHOD.

Next, I wept to Chicago to study the Sippy
method of medical treatment of ulcer. His in-

fluence over the Chicago medical profession is ap-

parently so great that during my stay of nearly two
weeks I did not see one operation for ulcer listed

on the surgical bulletin. I was pleasantly surprised

to find that he does not lay claim to an ulcer cure,

but terms his method ulcer management. I think

credit is due to him for the very fact that he im-

pressed the medical profession that ulcers must be
managed by strict regime, even as diabetes or
Bright's disease was for a lonn time. He keeps his

patients from two to four weeks in the hosoital

and plays with them to get the "dope," as one of

his assistants expressed it to me, by a system of
gastric aspirations, such as. 1. secretory; 2, thera-

peutic; 3, control; 4, motor aspiration. If patients,

are not benefited bv alkalinization, he doubts the

existence of an ulcer. If relief results from an
enema, he suspects intestinal irritation as the cause
of the stomach symptoms. The enema is also a

diagnostic procedure with him. It is given a quart

at a time at short intervals. If by gradual disten-

tion of the intestines pain is aroused, and when
expelled pain disappears, then the condition might
be intestinal. If no efifect is produced by the enema,
then the pain is gastric in origin.

Sippy has elaborated a complex system of dietetic

treatment for gastric and intestinal conditions, espe-

cially ulcers. He starts his ulcer management by
giving half of a glass of sweet cream and milk every
two hours, and a powder of calcium carbonate or
magnesium oxide in combination with sodium bicar-

bonate. The cream and the powders alternate. This
is kept up for four days. On the fifth day one
feeding is added and consists of an egg. The non-
milk feedings are increased to six a day, and they
comprise nonirritating and bland foods, rich in fat

and protein. The increased fat in the stomach coats

the gastric mucosa and thus lessens irritation. His.

belief is that the acid secretion is the cause of the

pain.

Chronic diarrhea is often treated by diet, but I

have noticed on Sippy's charts that, opium is fre-

quently used in this condition, so the formed stools,

cannot be due to his diet alone, which he asserts

to be the case. In my opinion his claims are greatly

exaggerated and when it comes to treating gastric

ulcers, real or even suspected, he is playing with
fire, since in thirty per cent, of these cases cancer
develops. When it comes to treating women with
gastric disturbance, the control of the hyperchlor-
hydria assumes an importance out of all proportion
to its real significance as the cause of the condition,,

forgetting that it may be a concomitant symptom of
gallstones or pelvic disease, which surgery alone
can cure. Sippy's aversion to abdominal surgery
has come at the psychological moment when surgery
has begun to take stock of its afterresults and has
found a great gap. What physician does not know
of cases in which the patients have been operated
upon without relief from the symptoms that led to
operation? How many have been operated upon on
X ray evidence alone and no lesion found ? So there
arose scepticism, in both laity and medical pro-
fession as to surgery's infallibility in this field.

Sippy swung the pendulum to the other extreme,
asserting that all ulcers should be treated medically.
He is taking advantage of the present state of in-

credulity existing in the public and, to use the slang
ex])ression, "is cleaning up" in Chicago and the ter-

ritory it drains. Furthermore, he does not believe
in the newer advances in diagnostic procedure ; he-

relegates even the x ray to a far removed seat : he
uses it only for confirmative purposes, so when there
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is nothing to confirm, he does not employ it ; and yet

his cases with epijjastric pain pass for ulcer. The
Chicago profession swallows his claims, which
Philadelphia would not. I am sure.

BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM.

From Chicago I went to the Battle Creek Sanita-

rium. This institution has my greatest respect. It

stands between Rochester and Chicago, embodying
the spirit of scientific investigation and research and
thorough diagnosis and the belief in systematic, pro-

longed, dietetic, and physical treatment as neces-

saries to a cure. My detailed observations I shall

reserve for another occasion in a separate paper.

BOSTON CLINICS.

Boston clinics were mv last destination, the two
institutions that claimed my attention being the

Massachusetts General Hospital and the Peter Bent
Brigham Hospital. At the latter institution I found
a gastrointestinal clinic conducted by Dr. McClure,
who was treating his patients with psychotherapy.

In Chicago, or elsewhere, this would have surprised

me, but in Boston, the home of American religious

mysticism, philosophy, psychology and the Em-
manual movement, such a clinic was a logical con-

clusion, and it interested me greatly. In a conver-

sation with Dr. McClure I asked him the reason

for such a clinic. He answered that he was doing

it for experimental purposes. The gastrointestinal

disturbances are so many and the correct diagnosis

so difficult that he was endeavorinsf clinically to sift

and separate them into distinct groups. Further-

more, he was trying to find out what part physical

and nervous fatigue, as well as mental strain, played

in the productioji of gastric symptoms. In so many
cases patients had been operated upon for chronic

appendicitis and even for ulcer with no relief, that

he was desirous of finding- the reason. "What if

the nervous manifestation merely masks an organic

lesion?" I asked him. "We do not lose sight of this

possibility," he answered. "All that we do is to

try to restore the patient's confidence in his own
stomach by assuring him, after a careful physical

examination, that there is nothing wrong and in-

struct him to eat plenty of nourishing food and at the

same time to build up his morale. We believe we re-

lieve him of his worry; if fatigued, we send him to

a convalescent home ; if he has financial and family

friction, we send a social worker to smooth them
out; if he has bad teeth, we urge him to have them

attended to. In this way we succeed in building

up the individual and curine him of gastric trouble."

While this clinic has been conducted only six months,

many patients have been restored to normal diges-

tive activity.

In the general medical clinic I have seen many
patients who gave as their chief complaint gastric

symptoms of varioug degrees of severity, but after

routine examination manv were found suffering

from tuberculosis, heart disease, or other nongastric

conditions. A good gastroenterologist must indeed

he a first class internist.

Dr. Shmookler used to maintain that the only

•gastroenterologist in existence was the surgeon ; of

course, he meant Dr. Deaver, who used to lay

Ibare the living gastric pathology and upon the re-

moval of either an ulcer or a cholecystitis the symp-
toms would usually disappear, at least for the time.

I hope that both of them think difYerently now. I

know that Dr. Shmookler and Dr. Deaver, and
others as well, have patients on their hands who have
undergone several surgical cures and still complain
of the original symptoms. So you see, some patientf.

do not get well even after surgery has tried its sure

method.
In the past, except in cases of acute ulcer, there

was no rational medical treatment for the chronic

types, because we had no rational conception of the

underlying factors. Our first real knowledge in-

deed came from the surgeon, but the application by
the thoughtful physician of this knowledge made
the subject much clearer to us than it had been for-

merly. Moynihan's classification of the sympto-
mology was a great help, but when carelessly ap-

plied met with many failures, so much so that sur-

geons were afraid to make a definite diagnosis and
the era of explorations held swav. The x ray then

came to their assistance and aided considerably in

localizing the various gastric lesions actually seen by
the radiographer. But when Holzknecht came out
with his ulcer syndrome of hyperperistalsis, delayed
motility meant ulcer, and the result was the same as

that which followed the symptom complex of

Moynihan.
CONCLUSIONS.

To sum up, from the dififerent modes of thought
regarding the etiology, psychology, pathology, diag-

nosis, and treatment of gastric disease, I formed one
composite conception, for myself, of this most diffi-

cult branch of internal medicine. It consists of the

most widely prevailing opinion, that as regards or-

ganic disease of the stomach and its adnexa. infec-

tion and intoxication play the most important role

;

that infection takes place as a result of infections in

the mouth, respiratory tract, appendix and else-

where, as primary foci ; that the seat of intoxica-

tion is in stasis of the intestinal tract; that disturb-

ances of the autonomic nervous system produce
many gastric conditions, simulating organic disease

;

that the diagnosis should be based on a thorough
study of the individual from the points of view
outlined above, and of the intestinal tract, includnig

detailed history, physical examination, x ray, and,

last but not least, chemical examination of the secre-

tions ; that medical treatment properly applied, even
in organic disease, is more efficient in earlv cases

than surgery ; that chroncity of ulcers is produced
by lack of proper treatment in earlv stages ; when
properly managed by dietetic regime and frequently

gauged by the fluoroscopic screen, the degree of

improvement can be studied to better advantage. I

Ijelieve that by following such a program many
more cases can be cured medically, more cases

brought to the surgeon much earlier, ,and thus will

be diminished the incidence of cancer implantation,

and the surgical complications arising from myocar-
ditis, arteriosclerosis, and other conditions when
operation is delayed too long. I believe that the

newer type of gastroenterologist is to be com-
mended for selecting the most difficult branch of

medicine.

1527 North Franklin Street.
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Some Interesting Gastric Gases
By HENRY FLACK GRAHAM, M. D., F. A. C. S.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

The argument over medical versus surgical treat-

ment for gastric disorders is an ancient one. Fre-

quently the problem is a hard one to solve correctly,

but I think no one will dispute the fact that surgery

alone could have given relief in the series of cases

herewith reported. They illustrate a number of dif-

ferent conditions that have purposely been abbre-

viated as much as possible.

The operation used in most of the ulcer cases

consisted of excision of the pylorus of the stom-

ach and adjacent duodenum, closing up the end of

the duodenum and uniting the open end of the

stomach to the jejunum through an opening in the

transverse mesocolon. The portion of jejunum used

was about four inches from the duodenojejunal

junction.

CARCINOMA OF THE STOMACH.

Case L—J. J., femak, aged thirty-nine years.

Six years ago, after the birth of a baby, she began

to feel tired. For the past seven months she had
regurgitated her food, often immediately after eat-

ing and sometimes at night. She had no pain except

immediately before vomiting, and the vomiting re-

lieved it. She had never vomited blood and had

lost only four pounds in the last six years. Exam-
ination showed a thin, emaciated v^^oman of sandy

complexion. The teeth were very bad. The abdo-

men was thin and spastic and there was a sensation

of mass in the epigastrium. The x ray showed con-

siderable six hour residue. A diagnosis of pyloric

obstruction was made and operation was performed
at the Norwegian Hospital, August 23, 1920.

The entire pylorus was the sight of a hard nodular

mass measuring two inches by five inches, infiltrat-

ing the wall of the stomach and gradually shading

ofif into the normal stomach withotit any sharp

border. The pylorus and adjacent two thirds of

the stomach were resected. A posterior no loop

anastomosis was made with the jejunum. The time

of operation was two hours. Microscopical report

on the section removed was carcinoma.

This patient vomited off and on for the entire

day following operation. The interns were afraid

to perform lavage and so let it go. After lavage,

however, she vomited only once during her entire

stay in the hospital and that was only three ounces.

She received over two hundred ounces of fluid by
rectum and under the skin. Our rule now is that

a lavage shall be done after the first vomiting that

occurs later than the anesthetic vomiting.

When seen two months later she weighed the same
as before her operation, was feeling better daily,

and gaining weight, she thought. Qn January 6,

1921, she was again seen. She had no pain and felt

the best she had in ten years. She had three chil-

dren and did all her own work, including washing.

Three pieces of bread and a glass of milk filled the

stomach. There was no sign of recurrence. On
February 26, 1921, she had distention of the lower
abdomen and a sense of mass in that region. The

epigastrium was soft, and no masses were present

there. Evidently a recurrence was taking place at

some distance from the site of operation.

CALLOUS ULCER OF THE STOMACH ( PYLORUS).

Case II.— S. H., female, aged tliirty-seven years.

This patient had had indigestion for twenty years

with periodical attacks of pain in the epigastrium.

She rarely vomited. The attacks would last for sev-

eral weeks. The pain came on several hours (three

or four) after eating and radiated through to the

back. It was relieved by eating. She was always
hungry. On Jantiary 13, 1920, she vomited a large

amount of blood and was taken to a hospital in an
ambulance. Since 1917 the suffering had increased,

the attacks had become more frequent, and there

had been more vomiting. She vomited food twenty-
four hours after eating it.

Examination disclosed a hard, tender mass the

size of a golf ball in the epigastrium. Her weight
at that time was about seventy-nine pounds. She
was much emaciated and had been in three other

hospitals for treatment. Operation was performed
at the Norwegian Hospital on June 23, 1920. A
mass was found at the upper and posterior portion

of the pylorus which was adherent to the abdominal
wall anteriorly and to the pancreas posteriorly. The
latter formed the bed of the ulcer. A pylorectomy
was done and a portion of the head of the pancreas
shaved off, or Polya's operation, as in the previous

case. Time of operation one hour and fifty minutes.

The microscopical report gave no evidence of malig-

nancy. She vomited three times during the first

twenty-four hours, was lavaged once, and received

about two hundred ounces of fluid by rectum and
skin in the first few days.

After leaving the hospital she was troubled by
cardiospasm. A stomach tube caught at the cardia

but after a couple of minutes the spasm relaxed

and allowed it to enter. On August 8th, seven weeks
after operation, she had gained twenty-three pounds.
A letter received January 8, 1921, said: "I was on
seven machines and the average weight was 120
]30unds. In March I was down to seventy-nine

pounds. As regards pain I have none. I feel strong

and very well indeed. It is a long, long time since

I enjoyed such healthy days. I can do all my house-
work, washing, ironing, etc." Ihen follows a long

description of the attacks of pylorospasm which still

interfere, at times, with her eating!

I have ordered gradual dilatation with olivary

esophageal bougies for this patient. She lives in

Pennsylvania and it is difficult to carry on any
proper line of treatment.

CARCINOMA IN THE EDGE OF A CALLOUS ULCER.

Case III.—E. S., male, aged fifty-four. He had
had pain in the chest for two years. It was not
increased on inspiration and sometimes shifted to

the back and right shoulder blade. Meat caused the

pain two or three hours after eating and taking food
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relieved it. He seldom vomited and the vomitus

was clear sour water only, never blood. There had
been three or four attacks in two years, each attack

lasting two or three weeks. The present attack had
lasted four weeks. This patient was given an ulcer

diet and alkalis. He gained two pounds and a half

•Fig. ].—Anterior long loop operation with enteroenterostomy.

in a month and at times had no pain, but later be-

came worse again and was sent to the Methodist
Episcopal Hospital. An x ray examination showed
bismuth in the stomach twenty-four hours after the

meal.

Operation was performed on December 23, 1920,

time consumed one hour and forty-five minutes.

The posterior wall of the stomach and the duodenum
were found very adherent to the pancreas. There
was a hard ulcer the size of a half dollar on the

posterior wall near the lesser curvature. As the

stomach was loosened up behind and separated from
the pancreas it left a round hole in the stomach wall

and a large round ulcer base in the pancreas.

(Microscopical report of the edge of this ulcer

was carcinoma.) The ulcer was cauterized and the

pyloric half of the stomach resected. An anterior

long loop anastomosis with the jejunum was made
and a jejunojejunostomy with a Murphy button.

There was considerable vomiting following opera-

tion and on the fifth day it seemed advisable to ex-

plore again. The button was loose and was removed
and the anastomosis, which showed practically no
sign of union, was siltured with two layers of suture

material. The gastroenterostomy seemed freely

patent and the suture line there was intact. The
patient was given powdered charcoal which ap-

peared in the stools. Lavage reduced the six hour
gastric retention from twenty ounces to six ounces.

Milk was given through the stomach tube and seem-
ingly passed down through the intestines. Death,

however, ensued.

At autopsy it was found that practically no repair

had taken place in the closed end of the duodenum
or at either anastomosis ; both were easily pulled

apart. There was some peritonitis where the last

suture line had pulled completely out of the wall

of the gut. The gastrojejunal opening now seemed
rather too .small. Diagnosis, peritonitis and lack of
repair.

As an example of the tremendous amount of work
entailed in the care of some of these cases: This
patient received twelve hypodermocly.ses of 335
ounces in all ; 350 ounces of fluid were given Ijy

rectum, making a total fluid intake of 685 ounces.
There were seventeen gastric lavages.

PERFORATED DUODENAL ULCER.

Case IV.—J. C, male, aged twenty-two years;

sheet metal worker. This patient had suffered in

the past from acid eructations and indigestion. He
once weighed 178 pounds. On August 6, 1918, he
was operated upon for a perforated ulcer by Dr.
Parker at St. Mary's Hospital. The perforation was
closed but a gastroenterostomy was not done. Fol-
lowing this operation he was well for some months.

Six months previous to admission to the hospital

he began to have a stabbing pain in the epigastriumi

which radiated up to the chest. It usually came
two or three hours after eating and was relieved

by eating. A severe attack at Christmas time lasted

two or three weeks. -He vomited nearly every day.

Last March he vomited nearly a half pint of blood'

and also in May a smaller quantity. There were
frequent white burning eructations. He was not

constipated. He stopped work two months ago.

X ray examination showed a dilated stomach. After
entering the hospital the patient vomited three times

before operation^

Operation was performed at the Norwegian Hos-
pital on July 28, 1920; time one hour and forty

minutes. A mass the size of a golf ball was found
in the first part of the duodenum. Dense adhesions

were all about. It was adherent to the liver and
the pancreas and had ulcerated through into bothi

Fig. 3.—Posterior no loop operation.

leaving a crater. A pylorectomy, with a posterior

no loop anastomosis to the jejunum, was done.

The pancreas was sutured. Convalescence was very

stormy. The patient returned from the operating

room with a pulse of 160. Lavage on the second

day was clear. On the succeeding four days there-
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were eight more lavages, then there was an inter-

mission. On the ninth day bile appeared in the

wound and a diagnosis of duodenal fistula was made.
Pancreatic juice was present and excoriated the skin

for an area of six inches in all directions. The
petrolatum gauze used with Dakin's solution gave
the most relief from this.

On the eleventh day he vomited again and was
lavaged twice. On the thirteenth day he expec-
torated bright red blood, his respirations were
labored, he was irrational and weak. By the four-
teenth day the pulse was thready and his hands were
cold and clammy. The relatives were notified and
death seemed imminent. A surgeon, who saw him
at this time as he was walking through the ward,
remarked later,'"! wouldn't have given you ten cents

for him." He had received fourteen lavages. Much
saline, glucose and sodium bicarbonate had been
given by rectum and by many hypodermoclyses.
We felt for these fourteen days as though we were
sitting on a red hot griddle. Now the tide turned
and the remainder of his stay in the hospital, thirty-

eight days in all, was uneventful.

On October 4th I saw him and he was eating
everything except meat and soups. His bowels
moved regularly once or twice a day. There was
no pain, and very little gas. On January 10, 1921,
his weight was 151 pounds. He looked fine and
healthy, color was splendid. He had gained twenty-
five pounds since leaving the hospital, and was eat-

ing a little meat. Bowels moved once daily. He
had no pain at all and no acid eructations. He was
eating regular meals. The abdominal scar was firm

;

there was no ventral hernia.

DUODENAL ABSCESS.
Case V.—O. E. H., aged thirty-two years, ma-

chinist. He had had attacks of indigestion from the
age of twelve years. During an acute attack in

1909 he was taken to a hospital and his appendix
was removed, without improvement of the conditipn.

He had had severe headaches and vomiting spells

at intervals of two or three weeks. On a trip to

Norway in 1913 he noticed blood in his stool.

Operation was advised at that time and refused. He
had been careful of his diet ever since.

In the spring of 1920 he began to lose weight and
look paler, and there was a sharp expression in

the eyes. On August 3, 1920, after eating herring
and tomato which had been in the ice box three

days, he went into convulsions which lasted two
hours (perforation?). There remained a soreness

in the right upper abdomen so painful that the pa-

tient could not move in bed. Five days later he
entered the Norwegian Hospital. Some tenderness

and rigidity were present over the duodenal region.

There was a high differential and leucocyte count.

Operation was performed on August 18, 1920.

An abscess containing four ounces of thick yellow

pus was found occupying the region bounded by
the pylorus, duodenum and gallbladder. The ab-

scess was drained and the patient made a good
recovery. Later reports indicated that he might
possibly be cured although he had had one attack

of indigestion from an indiscretion in diet. I would
have done a gastroenterostomy in this case but it

seemed inadvisable with pus present.

In conclusion let me make a plea for the surgeon

who handles these cases. This is glorified plumb-
ing, the hardest kind of surgery. It requires the

greatest skill at the table and the utmost persistence

and judgment afterward. And even if the work
is all done properly there are still other factors to

be reckoned with that may cause a fatal outcome.

I know that the results in many of these cases are

far from perfect but many a human machine has

been taken from the junk heap and made to run
again once more when there seemed to be no pos-

sibility of it. We cannot "restore again the •>'ears

that the locusts have eaten," as the Bible puts it,

nor can we make them all strong, healthy and free

from symptoms, but we can get them back to work
and useful members of society once more. Only
one word in regard to aftercare. Frequent small

meals of soft material ; no meat or meat soups or

condiments, and keep them away from work and

worry as long as possible.

A Report of Some Abdominal Gases*
By VERTNER KENERSON, M. D.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

About six years ago one of two young men, who
were out at the Buffalo city line practising with a
rifle, had the misfortune to shoot the other in the
abdomen, causing a penetrating wound of the small
intestines, the bullet puncturing the gut seven times
and passing out of the abdomen at the opposite side
from that at which it entered. I was on service at

the Erie County Hospital and was summoned at

once. The young man was in a state of collapse,

was bathed in cold perspiration, with weak pulse,

and in poor condition generally. The intestines

were full to overflowing with partly digested food.
I took with me two books of a dozen each of Lem-

*Read before the Buffalo Medical Society, February, 1921.

bert silk sutures, which were already sterilized, and
had them resterilized at the hospital after I arrived

there. These books are simply pieces of cotton

cloth, on which have been arranged twelve fine cam-
bric needles, threaded with fine white surgical silk,

and drawn into the cloth so that they will be readily

available, and drawn out by simply taking hold of

the needle and drawing, so that they will not be
snarled when withdrawn. The silk in each needle

is tied to the eye of the needle so that as little incon-

venience as possible will result during the opera-
tion. These needles are so fine that it takes con-
siderable time and patience to thread them, and there

must be a supply sufficient for any given case al-
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ways ready, and in this case two books were taken
and resterilized by boiling with the instruments at

the hospital after my arrival there.

No attempt was made to evacuate either the
bowel or the stomach. The exterior of the

abdomen was cleaned as carefully as possible,

shaved, and scrubbed with green soap, tur-

pentine, and alcohol. An incision was started at the
point of entrance of the bullet, and carried down
to the peritoneal cavity. This at first was made
about three inches along the line that the bullet was
supposed to take, indicated by its direction from
entrance to exit. When the peritoneal cavity was
opened all extraneous matter was sponged out, the

immediate surroimding viscera were sponged off,

and the intestines examined without luinecessary

handling.

Immediately below the bullet hole in the body wall

I found the first hole in the small intestine, and this

was pulled out ever so gently, walled off by laparo-

tomy sponges, and repaired. Without trimming the

ragged hole in the least, but simply inverting the

edges into the wound, a double row of sutures were
used to close each one in turn. The first row of
Lembert sutures were placed close to the wound,
passing the fine straight needle through the serous
and muscular coats, but being careful not to pene-
trate the mucous coat.

The second reinforcing row of sutures was placed

parallel to the first row but a little removed so that

they were folded into the first row. No attempt
was made to roughen the serous surface to make the

stitches hold better, but the serous surfaces were
coaptated as carefully as possible, and a double row
of sutures used to make a tight seal. This turning

in of the gut, using the second row to seal the first,

was applied so that the pucker in the gut came in

the length and not the circumference of the gut. In
only one instance was there a hole on directly oppo-
site sides of the same inch in length of the gut, and
there was so much puckering that I thought there

might be some loss of peristalsis and consequent
occlusion. None developed, however, only some
sluggishness, which was to be expected, especially

after the administration of opi'ates. The little bleed-

ing spots on the serous surface of the gut were
simply turned in, if at or near the bullet hole, or

simply tied in with a separate Lembert tie, if at a
distance; no ties of catgut were used. There was
little outside bleeding, and when Lembert ties were
necessary, great care was used not to penetrate the

mucous coat, as the silk suture is left in situ, and
would act as a constant drain if infection followed

from the site of the suture to the mucous canal.

After each bullet hole had been closed with this

double row of Lembert sutures, as described, the

surrounding tissues were sponged with normal ster-

ile salt solutions, some being poured on the sur-

roimding abdominal tissues, and the uninjured gut

was sponged off as carefully as the circumstances

would permit. The gut was then examined inch

by inch and as soon as the next penetrating wound
was encountered, steps were immediately taken to

wall off that section of gut so that as little con-

tamination as possible would be spread. This sec-

ond hole was then repaired in the same manner as

the first, namely, with one row of sutures close to

the bullet hole and a second reinforcing the first.

In its turn the immediate surroundings were
cleansed, the packing removed, and the wound left

as dry as feasible and the exploration contiiuied.

I did not make any attempt at first to determine
how many holes there were, but simply repaired
each one as fast as it was found. There was little

bleeding except from the individual bullet wounds
in the gut, and after seven had been repaired, ex-
ploration was made in the back of the abdomen and
pelvis to be sure that all the blood had been re-

moved. There did not seem to be much soiling of
the serous coat, either with the intestinal contents
or with blood, except on the tissues- immediately-
surrounding the bullet holes. Wh^n the final toilet

of the peritoneum had been made, the exploratory
incision made in the abdominal wall, which had,
pro rc nata, been lengthened to seven inches, was
closed with silkworm gut sutures and a small drain
of iodoform gauze left in the end of the wound first

made. This wick of gauze remained in place until'

the bowels had been moved twice, but there was no
dressing and no manipulation of the wound with
irrigation that disturbed the wound, until that wick
of gauze was taken out. The patient's bowels were
tied up with opium for two days and he was given
hypodermics of morphine for pain, but the bowels
moved on the third day and there was no vomiting
after the second day. All stitches in the abdominal
wall were out at the end of a week.

Of course the fine Lembert sutures are usually

left in situ and are eventually absorbed. They
usually cause no difficulty, unless they have been
accidentally carried too deep and involve the lumen
of the gut, and in that case sometimes cause local

infection, which if insignificant is cared for by the
system, but if considerable the infection may become
general and a general peritonitis follow. In the case
reported no untoward symptoms arose and the
young man went home at the end of three weeks.
Today I called up his father, who reported that his

son had had no sickness or accident since that time,

weighed about 160 pounds, and was the picture (5f

health and strengrii.

The second case was that of a woman about fifty

years of age, who had suffered for a number of
years from a long and increasingly complicated

rectal disorder. She had passed through many
cycles of advice and discouragement and at the end
of it all was no better. She came to me about three

years ago, giving the history of increasingly diffi-

cult defecation with stooTs gradually increasing in

size. Local examination showed no induration of

the abdomen at any point, comparatively little ten-

derness, no loss of flesh, and no cachectic pallor. The
patient was fairly well nourished, ate and slept well,

but was somewhat neurotic and had a sense of ful-

ness in the abdomen at all times. Rectal examina-
tion did not show any bulging of the rectum or

anus, no enlargement of glands, no history of ven-

ereal disease. She was married but had no chil-

dren ; husband healthy and robust, with no history

of venereal disease. Five members of her own im-

mediate family had died of tuberculosis and one

sister at that time was in Colorado under observa-
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tion for suspected tuberculosis. Dr. Leonard Reu,

under my direction, made a series of x ray plates,

with different times of advancement of the intes-

tinal contents. These showed nothing that could be

interpreted as growths, but simply emptying viscera.

The stomach and small intestines were normal in

function, no gallstones, but the descending colon

showed a tortuous, very much diminished lumen for

about four inches, with an entirely patent bulging

gut at the lower end of this tortuous canal. The
stools, that had with great difficulty been expelled

before the operation, were soft, varying from the

diameter of an ordinary lead pencil to that of the

lead of the pencil.

The clinical history was such as to lead to the

inevitable conclusion that there was a malignant

growth, but the personal history of the patient was
at entire variance with that conclusion. What occlu-

sion there was of the colon was in the descending

arm and did not involve the last four inches. Rea-
soning by afterresults, this condition must have been

caused by some low grade tuberculous ulceration,

long since quiescent but continually more potent,

until something had to be done.

The full details were explained to the patient and
her husband, with all the dangers and the possibili-

ties. With the assistance of Dr. Rasbach, Dr.
Leonard and a competent nurse I undertook the

operation in a private house. I took with me sev-

eral books of Lembert sutures, some Murphy but-

tons, surgical dressings, and other operating para-

phernalia from my own office. After careful pre-

operative and surgical preparation, which included

no food for twenty-four hours, a median incision

was made and extended until a complete inspection

of the colon was possible. A part of the transverse

colon was then selected and drawn into the wound,
packed about with sterile compresses, and the colon

opened on the side opposite the mesenteric attach-

ment and the male portion of the Murphy button

was inserted and held in place by means of a
hemostatic. A pursestring suture of fine white silk,

but not so fine as the Lembert suture silk, was
passed around the protruding end of the button,

in the serous and muscular coats, but not impinging
on the mucous coat. This was held taut. Then a
similar opening was made in the part of the de-

scending colon below the cicatrix, in the bulbous

portion, the female end of the button inserted, a
pursestring suture passed about this opening, and
the end of the button was held by Dr. Rasbach by
grasping that portion of the button through the gut
wall. Then the pursestring suture was drawn
tightly around this latter portion, narrowing the

opening until the serous coverings of the gut from
both sides of the Murphy button were brought into

apposition when the button was snapped together.

When the two ends of the button were snapped to-

gether and before the serous surfaces were too

tightly clamped, a careful examination was made
to be sure that there was no leakage, then the two
parts of the Murphy button were clamped tightly,

but not enough to cause strangulation. A single

row of Lembert sutures were inserted in the serous

surface about one quarter of an inch apart connect-

ing the serous surfaces on the one side of the button

with a serous surface on the other side. These were
accurately tied, and the serous coats were cleansed

from any possible contamination by the bowel con-

tent, and the whole mass was returned to the abdo-

minal cavity. I hope that I have made this clear.

At the time of the operation there was almost en-

tire occlusion of the descending colon, probably

from cicatricial contraction of the lumen of the gut

from, to me, causes unknown, but supposed by me
to have been tuberculous. There was no specific

history and none could be elicited and none sus-

pected. The occlusion was relieved by short cir-

cuiting the colon from a place well above the stric-

ture to a place about two inches below and this was
done by inserting a Murphy button. I realized the

difficulties of this short circuiting and told the fam-

ily that that piece of gut might later fill up and
cause pain, perhaps also some necrosis, in case it

did not "empty. A realization of this possibility

did not deter me from leaving it, but a more com-
plete operation would have been to short circuit the

gut and then to excise the stricture and the portion

above it that was left out of the current, but I

thought best not to prolong the operation and hazard

the patient's recovery by prolonging the shock. She
was given an anodyne and put to bed with the foot

of the bed elevated, and food and water were with-

held for twelve hours. The dressing was a simple

dry dressing on the surface, with silkworm gut

sutures and a simple iodoform gauze drain extending

down to the button, which was left in situ super-

ficially and that gauze drain was not removed until

her bowels had moved. The first movement showed
the characteristic movements with colon operations,

with some blood which did not reappear after the

button sloughed away at the end of seven days.

She was kept on a lic[uid diet for two weeks and
soft food for a month, but was given no anodyne
after the first three days. There was no elevation

of temperature when the button came away.
The patient is alive at the present writing and

as well and healthy as women of her age are ex-

pected to be. There has been no cachexia, no en-

larged glands, no stoppage of the bowel, no indura-

tion, and there has been no aftertreatment with

tuberculosis antitoxin or has there been any specific

treatment with mercury or salvarsan. I go into

these details as the explanation of the stricture was,

and still is, unsatisfactory, but the relief has lasted

for three years and I am sure if there was any
taint of malignancy there would have been evidences

of return long before this. She was a music teacher

and the wife of the mayor in a city of a neighboring

state. Her weight before the operation was 132

pounds and a few days ago when weighed in my
office her weight was 148 pounds. She suiYers from
periodical attacks of high blood pressure, but has
practically no abdominal symptoms. She has one or

more bowel movements every day, normal in size

and consistency, with a simple hepatic stimulant.

She is never depressed nor melancholic. I do not

presume to state what was the real cause of the stric-

ture, but feel that malignancy can be ruled out.

The unused circuit in the colon still remain>. hut

with little or no untoward result.

181 Allen Street.
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Spontaneous Pneumoperitoneum Demonstrated by the X Ray
in Acute Gastrointestinal Perforations*

By WILLIAM A. KELLOGG, M. D,
New York,

Adjunct Attending Surgeon, Bellevue Hospital.

In most acute perforations of the gastrointestinal

tract the clinical picture is pathognomonic, but occa-
sionally the symptoms and physical signs are so
atypical that a diagnosis is difficult. In such a sit-

uation the possibility of demonstrating with the

fluoroscope the presence of free air in the peritoneal
cavity should be considered, as is illustrated by the
following case report

:

Case.—The patient was a male, aged fifty, of
Turkish nationality. He spoke very little English
and the only information obtainable on admission
was the occurrence of severe pain some twelve hours
before, with one attack of vomiting, and a marked
subsidence of symptoms since. The house surgeon
found generalized abdominal rigidity and tender-
ness and at first considered it an acute abdomen, but
after the patient was made comfortable in bed,
the rigidity diminished and he improved so rapidly
that no attending surgeon was called.

The patient was seen on the attending surgeon's
rounds in the afternoon, sixteen hours after the
onset of the attack. He was smiling, sat up in bed
easily, and there was no complaint of pain. He did
not appear acutely ill. His temperature was 100.4°,

respiration 24, pulse 96, and excellent in quality.

The blood count was 12,000 total, polymorphonu-
clears 88 per cent. The urine showed a few granu-
lar casts and an occasional white blood corpuscle.

Physical examination at this time showed the pa-
tient's abdomen to be flat and soft, with only a slight

suggestion of muscular spasm in the epigastrium,

which was thought to be more or less voluntary, as

it was difficult for the patient to understand what
we wished him to do. There was only slight tender-

ness in the upper abdomen, even on considerable

pressure. No obliteration of liver dullness on per-

cussion could be demonstrated.

In view of the history and rigidity observed by
the house surgeon on admission, a perforation of
the stomach or the duodenum was naturally con-
sidered, but the clinical picture was so unhke that of

a ruptured ulcer of sixteen hours' duration that we
hardly felt this could be the actual pathological con-
dition. We had almost decided to wait for further

developments when Dr. Edwin Beer fortunately sug-

gested a fluoroscopic examination and the diagnosis

in a very puzzling case was made absurdly easy by
observing the air line between the liver and the

diaphragm.

On operating, an upper right rectus incision was
made, but before opening the peritoneum saline was
poured into the wound so that the air in the ab-

dominal cavity was seen to bubble through the water
when the peritoneum was incised. There was a
small amount of stomach contents between the liver

'Reported from the Fourth Surgical Division of Bellevue Hos-
pital; case report presented before the Surgical Section of the
New York Academy of Medicine, May 6, 1921.

and the duodenum, and a moderate degree of local-

ized peritoneal irritation. The perforation was a

small one near the pylorus on the anterior surface

of the -stomach and was plugged by a bit of omental
fat so that nothiijg escaped until this was wiped
loose. This sealing ofif of the perforation accounted,

of course, for the absence of progressive symp-
toms. The perforation was closed with three purse-

string sutures, reinforced by a piece of omental fat.

A posterior gastroenterostomy was performed, the

peritoneal toilet completed, and the wound closed in

the usual manner with a cigarette drain through the

peritoneum. The patient made an uneventful re-

covery except for a slight infection in the upper
angle of the wound and when last heard from, five

months after the operation, was in good condition.

A search of the literature dealing with this subject

reveals only a few reports in which this aid to

diagnosis has been utilized.

In 1916 Robert Lenk (1), a military surgeon

working on the Isonzo section of the Eastern front,

reported the x ray findings in fresh gunshot in-

juries of the abdomen. He particularly emphasized

those cases in which the x ray showed the presence

of air between the liver and diaphragm, establishing

the presence of a gastrointestinal perforation. He
suggested that this method would be of value in

civil practice in the diagnosis of perforated ulcer.

Dr. Walton Martin (2) in 1917 reported a case

presenting conflicting abdominal and pulmonary
signs in which an x ray photograph had been taken

with the idea of demonstrating pneumonia. Dr.

LeWald, the rontgenologist, observed an area of

lessened density between the liver and diaphragm
and suggested that there was free air in the peri-

toneal cavity. On the strength of this Dr. Martin
urged an operation, but it was refused by the medi-

cal attendant. Subsequently the patient manifested

a fluctuating mass in the right flank from which
pus was evacuated. Dr. Martin regarded the pri-

mary condition as probably a subacute duodenal per-

foration.

The difficulty of diagnosing perforations in ty-

phoid fever is frequently experienced, so the fol-

lowing case report pubHshed in 1919 by Dr. Walter
E. Danby (3) is of unusual interest.

The patient had been under observation at Johns
Hopkins Hospital for two weeks and the case was
regarded as probably typhoid, although the labora-

tory findings were negative. Upon the development
of obscure abdominal symptoms a possible perfora-

tion was considered. Some of the consultants sug-

gested the diagnosis of acute miliary tuberculosis

with peritoneal involvement. For this reason an

X ray of the chest was taken. This fortunately

showed the upper abdomen and demonstrated free

air between the liver and the diaphragm. The op-
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eration disclosed a large typhoid ulcer perforation,

which was sealed over by omental adhesions.

In attempting to use this means of diagnosis, it

should be remembered that the air will rise to that

part of the abdomen which is uppermost, whether

the hypochondrium, the flank, or the pelvis. It is

also possible that the air might be held by adhesions

in the region of the perforation. Before x raying

the patient, therefore, he should be placed in such a

position that the air will rise to the part of the

abdominal cavity which is easiest to expose, and the

plates should cover every area suspected of being

the site of the perforation in case the air should

be encapsulated by surrounding adhesions.
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The Diagnosis and Treatment of Gallbladder Disease

By ./ABRAHAM O. WILENSKY, M. D., F. A. C. S.,

New York.

Disease of the gallbladder and biliary apparatus

—

cholecystitis, choledochitis, cholangitis and chole-

lithiasis— is most commonly an affection of middle

age, occurring with special frequency in women and
closely associated with the incidence of pregnancy.

There is, however, no restriction of this disease to

the middle periods of life and many cases probably

originate at a very early age, under fifteen years,

and persist with no or only indefinite symptoms until

later.

Abundant surgical experience teaches that the

various pathological pictures which one can encoun-
ter in the manifestations of this disease are essen-

tially the following

:

1. Gallbladders of a practically normal histologi-

cal structure. There may be many or few stones,

or a single fairly large stone is present, which, be-

coming encysted in the neck of the gallbladder or
cystic duct, gives rise to hydrops.

2. Large distended gallbladders, showing histo-

logically more or less atrophy and containing many
or few stones. Stones may be present in any of the

ducts.

3. Gallbladders in which infection has taken place.

These include empyemata of the gallbladder (or in-

fected hydrops), acute and chronic cholecystitis

with or without productive changes in the gall-

bladder wall, all of these with or without stones.

Pericholecystitic abscesses with and without perfora-

tion of the gallbladder wall may complicate the pic-

ture. Stones may be present in any of the extra-

hepatic or intrahepatic ducts and may or may not
be associated with a cholangitis.

4. The end results of group 3. The gallbladder
may be larger or smaller than normal, may be much
thickened or much thinned, and is usually much de-
formed. In some of the cases the gallbladder is so

shrunken, that, when no stones are present, a natural

cure may be approximated. The amount of peri-

cholecystitis may be so extreme as to be capable of
producing symptoms of its own accord.

5. Any of these types associated with a swelling
of the head or head and body of the pancreas. The

•From Mount Sinai Hospital. Read at a meeting of the Harlem
Medical Society, February, 1921.

clinical picture may not be distinctive, or it is marked
by the characteristics of a fulminating acute hemor-
rhagic pancreatitis.

In any of these cases the sequence of events in

the development of the finished pathological and
clinical picture varies with the nature of the inciting

agent. In some of the cases the disease is initiated

by a frank infection ; in these the infection may
begin as a catarrhal cholecystitis, or the first mani-
festation may be that of an acute empyema of the

gallbladder. In others the etiological cause seems
to be a disturbance of the cholesterin metabolism.

Most of these have their beginning in pregnancy or

in the postpartum period, and the symptoms are

directly due to the stones acting as foreign bodies.

In much the larger number of cases the mechanism
includes both infection and disturbances of meta-

bolism acting alternately or together and with vari-

ous degrees of severity. Depending upon the factor

which is uppermost at the time the patient is seen,

the stage of the process, and the presence or absence

of complicating factors which now become numer-
ous, the pathological picture shows wide variations.

The important point to remember is that all of the

pictures described in this communication are but

stages of one another and the ultimate development
is only a question of time.

The advance of the pathological process is. how-
ever, unfortunately associated with complicating

changes in neighboring viscera. Graham has shown
that all cases of cholecystitis are accompanied by
inflammatory changes in the liver parenchyma itself.

These vary from an infiltration with small round
cells to necrosis with fatty infiltration, and in chronic

cases there are changes suggestive of cirrhosis of

the liver in its early stages. There has been some
experimental work done (Ogata, Rous and Larri-

more) to show that in human pathology these liver

changes probably result from a combination of in-

fection and biliary stasis. In intrahepatic chole-

lithiasis a form of biliary cirrhosis is fairly common.
There is considerable clinical evidence to show

that advanced disease of the biliary system is asso-

ciated with changes in the pancreas ; these latter

are of an infectious origin and are due to the spread
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of bacterial toxins along the lymphatics into the sub-
stance of the pancreatic gland. Clinically the anato-
mical changes may not be productive of immediate
symptoms—except, perhaps, those of an acute hemor-
rhagic pancreatitis—but ultimately these give evi-

dence of their presence in one way or another.

One should not forget that acute infections of
the gallbladder can produce perforation and either a
general peritonitis, which is rather rare, or a local-

ized pericholecystitic abscess, which is rather com-
mon; and that chronic infective processes associated

with stones can produce chronic penetrations and
perforations into adjoining viscera and produce such
a stubborn pathological process as to result finally

in a fatality. Under the latter conditions a cholan-

gitis develops and plays a prominent part.

Of all the varied pathological conditions to which
disease of the biliary tract may lead, and of all of

the complications which may occur, the most to be
feared is a true infection of the intrahepatic bile

passages. True infectious cholangitis is a most
serious lesion, not rarely resulting in a fatal issue,

marked with chills and fever and other signs of a
high grade of intoxication and frequently running a
rapid" course ; in its milder forms it leads to con-
nective tissue changes in the liver parenchyma and
commonly a precipitation of stones in the intra-

hepatic biliary passages is part of the pathological

picture.

In order to obviate these unnecessary complica-
tions and sequelae of gallbladder disease it is essen-

tial that the condition be correctly diagnosed at a
comparatively early stage of its development. Un-
fortunately, however, there is not available at the

present writing any method of precision for this

purpose except in a very small minority of the cases.

One must, therefore, in the greatest number of the

cases, rely on the general manifestations of the dis-

ease and on those elicitable indirect data which, by
their presence, give presumptive evidence of the

presence of diseased processes in some part of the

bihary system.

Of all of these the history is most important.

These include 1. cases with definite attacks of gall-

bladder colic
; 2, the cases with indefinite symptoms

referred to the right hypochondrium, or to the stom-
ach ; and 3. the cases w-ith the clinical picture of an
acute intraabdominal infection localized in the right

upper quadrant of the abdomen. These various
clinical pictures difi^er essentially in the presence or
absence of definite attacks of biliary coHc. When
these attacks are present, either observed by the

physician or so well described by the patient as to

correspond to our notions of what these should be,

they furnish indubitable and the most important
single evidence of the presence of some form of dis-

ease in the gallbladder or bile ducts.

The physical examination yields the second best

data useful in the making of the diagnosis. The
possible data may be, 1, entirely negative; 2, par-

tially positive ; or 3, entirely positive. The definitive

data include the presence of a palpable mass, the

local and general signs of peritoneal inflammation
or irritation, and the presence of jaundice. When
the evidence is entirely positive it is always of so

decisive a nature as to make an immediate diagnosis

possible ; this is most likely to happen in the acute
inflammatory cases. In the chronic cases the physi-
cal examination usually yields negative data.

In the absence of definite criteria, either in the
history or in the physical examination, the diagnosis
of gallbladder disease is always a presumptive one
except in those fortunate instances in which the

X ray is capable of yielding positive evidence of the
presence of calculi. These positive evidences are,

however, neither the rule nor very common, so that

in many of the cases of gallbladder disease operation
frequently assumes the characteristics of an abdo-
minal exploration.

It is rather premature, at the pre.sent writing, to

formulate the final opinion of the value of the intra-

duodenal use of magnesium sulphate (Lyon's test)

in the diagnosis of gallbladder conditions. The
method needs much more extensive experiment and
use and the procedure ought to be further simpli-

fied in order to make it the basis for reliable work
by the general practitioner. The method, however,
holds forth promise.

Medical treatment of gallbladder disease can at

most be only palliative. To those of us who see

these conditions demonstrated day after day on
the operating table, from the very simplest of dis-

eased processes to the most complex, and who realize

the seriousness of the late complications, it is incon-

ceivable that medical therapy can ever accomplish

a permanent cure. And if one realizes these facts

it is apparent that the only efficacious treatment is

that yielded by surgery. Those of us who see the

late results of neglected gallbladder disease are im-

pressed with the great necessity of operating upon
these patients at the earliest opportunity in order to

minimize the risk of operating, which is much
greater in the late cases, and in order to obviate

all the secondary changes in the liver and pancreas.

One should not be led astray by the enthusiasm

of Lyon as regards the therapeutic possibilities of

his method. With the presence of stones, or the

results of infection, the method at most can be only

palliative, or perhaps adjuvant to the very necessary

surgery. Any condition of a nature more com-
plicated than the simplest is practically entirely be-

yond the reach of the method for the procurement
of permanent results.

The mortality in gallbladder operations is depend-

ent upon the presence and number of complications,

and upon the presence of associated conditions.

The presence of an associated cholangitis is a most
serious matter. With common duct obstructions the

mortality may run as high as fifty per cent. In

uncomplicated cases, the presence of disease in the

lungs, heart, or kidney plays a most important role

in the mortality statistics. All of these facts have
extremely important bearings, inasmuch as at an
early stage of the primary disease in the gallbladder

these either do not exist or have not been aggra-

vated to such an extent as to increase the risks of

operative intervention. With the removal of these

handicaps—which can only be accomplished by early

surgical intervention—the mortality of operation

upon the gallbladder should not be more than two
or three per cent.

1200 Madison Avenue.
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The Nonsurgical Drainage of the Gallbladder as an Aid in the

X Ray Diagnosis of Gallstone Disease

By SAMUEL WEISS,_ M. D., F. A. C. P,

New York,

The rontgen diagnosis of gallstones within the

past few years has almost been accomplished by
the use of new and powerful apparatus and im-

proved technic. Carl Beck, in 1899, demonstrated

a rontgenogram of biliar}' and hepatic calculi. Since

then frequent attempts have been made by men to

show gallstones with more or less success. Pfah-
ler, Case, Cole, and George are among those who
have been enthusiastic in their endeavor to demon-
strate the feasibility of the rontgen ray method of

detecting calculi. Pfahler believes that about fifty

per cent, of stones are demonstrable. Case is of

the opinion that when gallstones are present he can

demonstrate forty or fifty per cent. Cole regards
catharsis and fasting as an essential preliminary to

plating. George and Leonard lay claim to eighty-

five to ninety per cent, success.

The composition, size, number, and situation of

the gallstones, their enveloping medium, the amount
of obstruction by liver tissue, the intervening adipose

tissue, the preparation of the patient, and the tech-

nic, all are factors affecting the demonstrability of

stones. Pure cholesterin stones have slight density

and are more difficult to show. The mixed type of

stones, containing cholesterin, bilirubin, and cal-

cium salts, are most common and their density is

proportionate to the amount of lime present. Stones
composed wholly of lime salts cast the deepest

shadows. Large stones, even though poor in cal-

cium, and numerous small stones massed together

are demonstrable. Bile is a poor conductor of the

rays, and the presence of stones in a bile filled and
distended gallbladder do not give satisfactory

shadows. The density of the liver tissue, by ob-
scuring the shadows of the stones, is a serious ob-

stacle to their detection. A corpulent individual is

not a satisfactory patient for rontgenography of the

gallbladder.

In 1917, the late Dr. INIeltzer, writing in the

American Journal of the Medical Sciences, demon-
strated the action of a twenty-five per cent, mag-
nesium sulphate solution when applied to the

mucous membrane of the duodenum. This applica-

tion caused a complete local relaxation of the intes-

tinal wall. It did not exert such an effect when the

salt was administered by the mouth, that is, when
it had to pass through the stomach before it reached
the intestine. He further stated that the applica-

tion of a twenty-five per cent, solution of mag-
nesium sulphate by means of the duodenal tube
may relax the sphincter of the common duct and
permit the ejection of bile, and perhaps, even per-
mit the removal of a calculus of moderate size

wedged in the duct in front of the papilla of Vater.
Immediately after the publication of Meltzer's

paper, Lyon, of Philadelphia, demonstrated that the

local use of magnesium sul])hate in various strengths

in the duodenum of human beings would promptly
deliver bile through tlie duodenal tube in varying

quantities and of various quality. It would do this

when the duodenum was previously bile free, indi-

cating that the magnesium sulphate had relaxed the

sphincter action of Oddi's muscle. Further than

this it was noticeable that the character of the bile

recovered by means of the duodenal tube under-

went certain definite changes in color and viscosity,

first a light lemon to golden yellow, then a deeper,

richer, more syrupy golden yellow, and finally to

a uniformly light lemon yellow, thinner and less

syrupy than either of the first two ; and that this

sequence occurred in all normal cases.

Two years later Rehfuss, of Philadelphia, pub-

lished a paper on the Medical Treatment of Biliary

Affections, in which he described the method of

obtaining bile and treating the biliary apparatus

through the duodenal tube. Since the publication

of Meltzer's, Lyon's and Rehfuss's papers I have

made several hundred observations of the practica-

bility of a nonsurgical method of biliary drainage.

With certain exceptions, it is possible to drain the

gallbladder wholly or partially of its fluid contents,

to drain the bile ducts, and to obtain bile freshly

secreted from the liver cells. Furthennore, it is

possible to segregate the bile from these several

sources by collecting it in individual bottles for

chemical, microscopical, and bacteriological examina-
tions that give us a direct method of differential

diagnosis in diseases of the biliary system.

The rontgen examination consists of direct ex-

amination of the gallbladder region to determine

whether visible shadows can be detected ; whether
the gallbladder itself contains inspissated bile, or

its walls are thickened or calcified. Indirect signs

obtained in the course of a routine examination

of the digestive tract (Carman) are: 1. Gastric

spasm
; 2, six hour residue in the stomach or duo-

denum
; 3, fixation of the pyloric end of the stom-

ach, duodenum or hepatic flexure
; 4, drawing of the

stomach to the right by adhesions, or displacement

to the left by an inflammatory mass about the gall-

bladder; 5, increased gastric peristalsis; 6, demon-
stration of Riedel's lobe of the liver; 7, localization

of tender point over the gallbladder area
; 8, demon-

stration of an organically normal stomach and duo-
denum, thus excluding them as probable causes of

the symptoms. The most common lesions giving

rise to symptoms which are often confusing are

gastric ulcer, duodenal ulcer, cholecystitis and ap-

pendicitis. In the absence of peptic ulcer, the gall-

bladder and appendix must be considered.

In examining the plates taken of patients sus-

pected of having gallstones, my attention was di-

rected to the greater number of shadows visible in

the gallbladder region of some patients than in

others where the same rontgen technic was em-
ployed. After careful investigation 1 found that

drainage of the gallbladder through the duodenal
tube after the introduction of magnesium sulphate.
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permitted better demonstration of the calculi with
the rays. The accidental discovery caused me to

"sit up and take notice," using the vernacular; that

is, I experimented with the same individual before
and after aspirating bile through the duodenal tube
and the results were phenomenal. Where in one
case there were none or barely perceptible shadows
in the gallbladder region before duodenal drainage,
they were visible after aspiration. I did not permit
my enthusiasm to wane but kept up my investiga-

tions and, where possible, followed the patient to the

operating table and found that the diagnosis was
corroborated.

For the benefit of the uninitiated it will not be
amiss to mention the method of obtaining the bile

through the duodenal tube. To make possible an
accurate diagnosis of the duodenal biliary zone it

is necessary that we adopt means to prevent cytolog-

ical and bacterial contaminations from the teeth,

tonsils, respiratory tract, and stomach from con-

fusing us in our interpretations of duodenal and
biliary materials. To prevent this as far as possible

I have adopted the method advocated by Rehfuss
and Lyon. The patient is instructed to purge him-
self the night before with castor oil and in case the

results are not satisfactory to use an enema in the

morning. He is also instructed to fast prior to the

examination. When the patient is not to be x
rayed on the same day I omit the castor oil and
enema. The mouth is rinsed with some antiseptic

solution, a sterile duodenal tube is passed into the

stomach, and the contents of the fasting stomach
aspirated. The stomach is then thoroughly rinsed

and the patient is given a glass of sterile water to

drink while slowly swallowing the tube to the duo-

denal point. In some cases I place the patient on

his right side, while in other cases this is unneces-
sary as the tube slips into the duodenum readily.

The time required for the entrance of the tip into

the duodenum varies in each individual, and also

depends upon the tube used. The bile is readily

recognized by its appearance, and it will be noticed

that the flow is intermittent. Failing to obtain bile

after a certain reasonable time, or if the flow is not

sufficient, the duodenum is douched with about
fifty to seventy-five c.c. of a twenty-five to thirty-

three per cent, solution of magnesium sulphate.

Where the gallbladder is found to be atonic it is

necessary to restimulate its contraction by douch-
ing again with half the amount of magnesium
sulphate.

Failure to obtain bile may point to the following

conditions

:

1. Obstruction of cystic duct by, a. stone or

stones
;

b, adhesions or angulations
;

c, pressure

from without, tumors, lymphatic glands
;
d, inspis-

sated mucus—hydrops. 2. Gallbladder contents may
be entirely calculi and no, or relatively little, bile.

3. Weakness of gallbladder musculature—atony,

dilatation, or too weak to move its fluid contents.

4. Tarry bile. 5. Fibrosis of the gallbladder.

The scope of this paper does not embrace the

technic for taking the plates nor do I wish to inti-

mate that other methods may not be employed and
the same results obtained. The purpose sought at

this time, however, was merely to focus attention

on the diagnostic and therapeutic possibilities in-

volved in the method, with the hope that a more
general interest and a wider application of the pro-

cedure might be stimulated among the profession.

616 Madison Avenue.

Carcinoma of the Stomach Simulating Pernicious Anemia*
By A. E. OLIENSIS, M. D.,

Philadelphia,

Associate in Medicine, Temple University, Visiting Physician, Samaritan Hospital.

The chief reason for presenting this case is not

that it is unusual or new, for Osier and others have
reported similar cases, but because of the interest-

ing points presented bv an analysis of the history,

physical signs, and laboratory studies.

The patient, Mrs. H. C widow, aged sixty-

seven, white, was admitted to the Samaritan Hos-
pital, February 23, 1921. under the service of Dr.

W. E. Robertson. Her chief comolaints were weak-
ness, pain in the lower rieht chest and epigastrium,

diarrhea (three or four bowel movements daily),

numbness and tingling of hands and feet, and other

paresthesia. The pain was of a shooting character,

worse at night, and bejjan in the lower right chest,

radiating to the epigastrium. She said her health

had been failing since May. 1920, at which time the

pain first occurred. The pain usually occurred in

•Read before the Northern Medical Society, Philadelphia, May
27, 1921.

the early afternoon and lasted well into the night

;

as a rule she did not sleep well on that account.

Her appetite was good ; the pain was not influenced

by the quality or quantity of food, nor was there

any time relationship to food, but it was increased

after a bowel movement. At times the patient suf-

fered from nausea, belching, and a sour taste in

her mouth, but she never vomited. There was some
shortness of breath and she tired easily. She had

a slight dry cough, and had lost thirty pounds in

the past year. Menopause occurred at forty-two.

She denied venereal infection. Had always had

good health up to the present illness. She had two
children, living and well ; no miscarriages. Her
husband was killed by accident twelve years ago.

Her father died before she was born, cause un-

known; her mother died of tuberculosis, and two
sisters died of pneumonia.- Her family history was
otherwise negative.
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Physical examination.—-TemDerature varied be-

tween 97° and 99.5° : pulse rate between 70 and

90; respiratory rate between 20 and 26. The pa-

tient was found to be very anemic. The mucous

membranes were blanched and the skin of the cov-

ered parts resembled the whiteness present in an

advanced case of parenchymatous nephritis, while

the skin of the face and arms was of a lemon yel-

lowish hue. There was no iaundice. Her adipose

tissue was well preserved, but her musculature was

flabby and her lips were cyanotic. Marked pyorrhea

was present, with roots and sna^s. There was mod-
erate general adenopathy. The chest was somewhat
emphysematous. There was an area of fulness

and dulness under the first portion of the sternum,

continuous with the cardiac dulness and extending

two and a half cm. to right of right sternal line and

four cm. to the left of left sternal line. There

was also an area of dulness posteriorly extending

from a line across the spines of the scapuhe down to

ten cm. below, and laterally from left midscapular

line to five cm. to the right of the spinal column. The
right border of cardiac dulness was two and a half

cm. to the right of the right sternal line, while the

left border was in the midclavicular line. A slight

thrill, systolic in time, was palpable at the base of

the heart. A murmur was heard to the right of this

area (systolic in time) and was conducted to the

vessels of the neck. Heart sounds were weak.

There was an accentuation of aortic second sound.

The vessels were slightly fibrosed, pulses of low

tension, and equal on both sides. Blood pressure,

systolic 108, diastolic 84. The abdomen was found

to be relaxed though frequently distended with gas

;

no fluid present, and no localized rigidity or tender-

ness. The liver was slightly enlarged, with upper

border at fourth interspace and lower border five

cm. below costal margin. The extremities showed
no edema. Reflexes were exaggerated. There was
a scar on the left leg which showed some ulcera-

tion, which the patient said was due to an old burn.

Rectal and vaginal examinations were negative.

The features, then, which seemed most striking

from the viewpoint of the history were: 1. Pain in

the lower right chest and epigastrium, which had no
relation to time or quality of food. 2. Gradual and
progressive loss of strength and moderate loss of

weight. 3. Paresthesia of hands and feet and of

other parts of the body. 4. Fairly good appetite and
tendency to diarrhea.

On physical examination the most striking fea-

tures were : 1 . The marked pallor, the lemon yel-

lowish color of face and extremities, the weakness
with preservation of adipose tissue. 2. Pyorrhea.

3. Physical signs of aneurysm of the arch of the

aorta, confirmed by x ray and fluoroscopic examina-
tion, and by two Wassermann tests, both of which
were reported delayed negative (which we consid-

ered positive because of the presence of the

aneurysm)

.

The problem we were called upon to solve was
the etiology of the anemia and the right inferior

thoracic and epigastric pain. Was the cause intra-

abdominal or extraabdominal ? If intraabdominal,

the most likely conditions seemed cholecystitis, gas-

tric ulcer or cancer. If extraabdominal, aortic

aneurysm or pernicious anemia ; or the combina-
tion of these two might explain the symptoms.

It was here that the laboratory was brought into

play and added to the confusion. A fractional gas-

tric analysis was made on February 24, 1921, which
showed a free acidity varying from 54 to 70 and a

total acidity varying from 92 to 126. Occult blood
and lactic acid were negative. The gastric analysis

was repeated several times with the same result,

except that in a number of specimens the occult

blood test was positive. A duodenal tube was intro-

duced repeatedly but could not be made to enter the

duodenum. X ray examination of the stomach
showed absence of the duodenal cap. The gall-

bladder was negative.

These data would favor the diagnosis of gastric

ulcer but the history and physical findings were
against it, and they did not seem sufficient to explain

the anemia. The diagnosis of pernicious anemia
was then considered

;
clinically it was a well marked

case as shown by physical examination. We also

felt that factors were present in this case which
favored such a picture, namely, the severe

pyorrhea and the possibility of syphillis. Intestinal

parasites were ruled out by an examination of the

stools.

Several blood counts were therefore made at dif-

ferent times with the following results : 1. Red blood
cells varied from two to three million, usually two
and one half million to the cm.m., while the hemo-
globin varied from sixty per cent, to sixty-five per
cent., thus giving a plus one color index. 2. The
leucocyte count varied from 18,000 at the first

count gradually coming down to 5,200, while the

polymorphonuclears were usually above seventy per
cent. 3. There were also slight poikilocytosis and
anisocytosis, some granular degeneration, and occa-

sional normoblasts. The blood picture, on the

whole, looked more like a secondary anemia, due
possibly to some focus of infection or suppurative
process.

A number of urine examirfktions were also made,
but had no bearing on the case except that they
showed moderate interstitial involvement of the kid-

neys. Carcinoma was then considered but the high

acidity, the relatively insignificant loss of weight,

and the absence of other physical signs were
against it.

What then was to be the treatment in such a case ?

An exploratory laparotomy would have cleared up
the diagnosis, as far as the abdominal condition was
concerned, but the patient's general weakness did

not justify such a procedure. We therefore had
to content ourselves witli treatment more or less

symptomatic. The pyorrhea was treated locally and
several roots were extracted.

Alkalies and belladonna were given to counter-

act the hyperacidity, and small doses of neoarsphena-
mine were injected intravenously and other anti-

syphilitic treatment was also given. Blood trans-

fusion was recommended, but was practised only

once on account of the failure of the donor to

appear. The patient, however, did not improve but
became gradually weaker, and died April 19, 1921,

two months after her admission.
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CYSTS OF THE MESENTERY AND

THE MESOCOLON.
The diagnosis of cysts of the mesentery is difficult

because objective signs are wanting, and in cysts of

the mesocolon it is probable that a diagnosis has

never been made before the abdomen was opened.

The only clinical indication of cysts of the mesen-

tery and mesocolon is an increase in the size of the

abdomen. Their onset is insidious, and except in

those cases where the patient has consulted a physi-

cian because of abdominal enlargement, the subject

is not seen until a sudden pain occurs, due to an

intestinal occlusion from the pressure exercised by

the tumor. The umbilical region is the most frequent

site of the pain at the beginning, and from there it

spreads over the abdomen.

One of the principal characters of these tumors

is that they are mobile transversely and frequently

also horizontally. This transverse mobility dis-

tinguishes them from pancreatic cysts. By palpation

their surface is found to be smooth and fluctuation

may be elicited at certain spots, while a tympanic

area is often present in front of the tumor. When

the cyst has attained considerable size, certain dis-

turbances resulting from compression arise, particu-

larly of the digestive tract.

The evolution of these cysts is prolonged in most

cases and the symptomatology is vague, none of

the signs mentioned above belonging exclusively to

them. Pancreatic cysts progress more rapidly and

afifect the general health in a marked degree. It is

evident that a differential diagnosis between cysts of

the mesentery and mesocolon must be made between

many intraabdominal growths, particularly ovarian

cysts, renal tumors, hydronephrosis, and pancreatic

cysts, as well as acute inflammatory abdominal

processes, such as appendicitis.

In addition to cysts of the mesentery and meso-

colon properly speaking, otlier cysts may develop in

the folds of the peritoneum and have the same

pathology as the former. These are cysts included

in the mesoappendix and gastrohepatic omentum.

As to frequency of occurrence, the statistics pub-

lished by Herrera Vegas .showed ten cysts of the

mesocolon, two of the mesentery, and one each of

the mesoappendix, gastrohepatic omentum and gas-

trocolic ligament.

According to their contents, cysts of the mesentery

and mesocolon may be divided into hydatid and

serous cysts. The former are rare, and when they

do occur there is an echinococcosis elsewhere in the

abdominal viscera. The serous cysts are due to .some

morbid change in the lymphatic .system. Their walls

are composed of three strata: a fibrous external

stratum, a middle one, very vascular. conipi)>ed of

connected tissue, lymphoid tissue and lymphatic

follicles, while the internal layer is epithelial. The
contents are fluid, but become creamy, and when
they contain blood assume a brownish hue. The
specific gravity of the fluid is about 1.004. Chemi-

cally, the liquid is alkaline, containing albumin but

no fibrin, carl)onates, sodium chloride and sulphates

in. crystals. Throughout the fluid, cells are .seen

which have undergone fatty degeneration and even

some fate globules may be present.

The origin of these cysts is generally attributed

to the lymphatic sy.stem and three hypotheses have

been put forward to explain them, namely, degenera-

tion of the lymph nodes, ectasis of the lymphatic or

chyliferous canals, and rupture of lymphatic vessels

with encystment of the escaped fluids. It should

be remembered that Dickenson has reported

the pathological examination of a very complex

growth of the mesentery containing cartilaginous and

bony foci developed in masses of connective tissue

and fat and cysts lined with endothelium with cilia.

This case is unique, but from that very fact interest-

ing.

MALIGNANT TRANSFORMATION OF
DUODENAL ULCER

Malignant transformation of duodenal ulcer has

been regarded as rare, l)ut an exception to this is

made by Meulle in his thesis (Paris, 1913) in the

case of callous ulcer which appeared to have a great

tendency to malignant change, since he found that

it took place in fifty per cent, of the cases of ulcer.

An examination of 216 cases of duodenal ulcer at

the Mayo Clinic, in which resection had been per-

formed, showed that cancerous change was present

in sixty-three per cent, of the cases. Out of a total

of thirty 'cases Kuttner found thirteen undergoing

malignant transformation and this was found to be

the case by Kelling in eight out of eleven cases of

callous duodenal ulcer. The latter seems to have

the same tendency to malignancy as callous ulcer

of the stomach.

Perhaps the callous ulcers of the duodenum in

which malignant transformation has taken place,

are in reality gastric ulcers, because statistics deal

with specimens excised in which the pyloric region

is deformed and where a distinction is difticult to
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make between the stomach and the duodenum. The

starting point of the carcinoma often is not noted

precisely and undoubted instances of ulcer-cancer

of the duodenum are not common. Mayo even be-

Heved that mahgnant transformation is as rare in

the duodenum as it is common in the stomach, hav-

ing met with only four cases, and of these two were

doubtful.

Moynihan has encountered two cases of duodenal

cancer and believes that in one case at least ulcer

was the starting point, because the patient had a

past history of duodenal ulcer. Perry and Shaw
recorded five cases, but in only two was the relation

between ulcer and cancer distinctly proved at

autopsy. Other cases have been reported by com-

petent observers.

The rarity of cancer of the duodenum developing

from ulcer may be accounted for by the fact that

there is a greater infrequency of callous ulcer of

the duodenum than of the stomach. Nevertheless,

duodenal cancer certainly exists and further re-

search is necessary to ascertain if it is really as un-

common as is generally supposed. Hartmann, of

Paris, recently published three authentic cases while

Houdard records another in which microscopical

examination left no doubt that the growth developed

from an ulcer.

PROTECTION FROM X RAYS.

In consequence of the death of Dr. Ironside

Bruce, radiologist to Charing Cross Hospital, Lon-

don, from the efifects of continued exposure to x

rays of a highly penetrating nature, and in view of

the fact that the existing means of protection for

workers was insufficient in the altered circumstances,

a committee was appointed to consider the dangers

involved in modern x ray work and to endeavor to

suggest adequate measures for safeguarding the

health of those engaged in this kind of work. The
report of this committee, which has just been issued,

lays stress on the danger of overexposure to x rays

and radium, but states definitely that these dangers

can be avoided by the provision of efficient protec-

tion and suitable working conditions.

The effects to be guarded against, so far as at

present known, are, first, visible injuries to the

superficial tissues, the skin, etc., which may result

in permanent damage. Second, derangements of

internal organs and changes in the blood, which are

especially important as their early manifestation is

often unrecognized. The committee urges, as a

general precaution, that not more than seven work-

ing hours a week should be undertaken and that

operators should spend as much time as possible

out of doors. An annual holiday of one month or

two separate vacations of two weeks each are also

advised, and nurses employed as whole time workers

in X ray and radium departments should not be

called upon for any other hospital service. Various

precautions are mentioned in detail, and the import-

ance of thorough ventilation is emphasized. Indeed,

ventilation is regarded as being of supreme import-

ance. The X ray room should not be below ground

level. Artificial ventilation is necessary in most in-

stances, for, with very high potentials, socalled

coronal discharges are difficult to avoid, and these

produce ozone and nitrous fumes, both of which are

prejudicial to the operator. Dark rooms are capaljle

of being opened up to sunshine and fresh air when

not being used. The walls and ceilings of these

rooms are best painted some more cheerful hue

than black. Precautions against injury in using

radium are also noted in detail.

The impression to be gained from a careful read-

ing of the report is that the dangers attending the

employment of x rays have in no wise been exag-

gerated. It is understood that the committee in-

tends to add to the value of its work by endeavoring

to find out a method of arriving at an accurate dosage

of X rays. This is an ekceedingly difficult problem,

as the rays themselves are capable of wide variation

with respect to their wave lengths, and the suscepti-

bility of the body tissues varies also. The solution

of this problem is urgent, as accurate knowledge of

dosage is essential to the complete safety of the

workers. It is hoped therefore that success will

attend the efforlis of the investigators.

PHYSICIAN AUTHORS: DR. CHARLES
BALGUY

Dr. Charles Balguy was an English country

physician of the eighteenth century, unknown to

fame then and unknown to fame now despite the

fact that millions of people have enjoyed his liter-

ary work, for in 1741 he gave Boccaccio's Decameron

the English dress that it has worn ever since. The
Decameron sold in bookshops today is the Balguy

translation with modernized spelling and only a few

slight modifications, generally for the worse. The
editions of today also include two' stories, exceed-

ingly licentious, which Balguy thought it best to

omit. The great difference in style makes it easy

to detect these two. Prior to Balguy's there had

been only one translation of the Decameron into

English. It appeared in 1620 and was published by

Isaac Jaggard. But this was a gross and unliterary

product, and beside, it was translated very inac-

curately, apparently from the French version of

Antoine Le Macon. Balguy's translation, made
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direct from the original Italian, is a master})iece of

noble English and so vastly superior to the Jaggard

folio in all respects that it was adopted by publishers

as the standard and has been reproduced in all sub-

sequent editions. The Jaggard translation quickly

went into olilivion, where it has remained ever since.

Only a few collectors of rare books know it now.

In his preface, speaking of the Decameron, Dr.

Balguy says : "This hath been reprinted an infinite

number of times and translated into divers lan-

guages. Two translations there are in French that

have come to my knowledge, and the same number

in our own language, if they inay be styled so, for

such liberties are taken everywhere in altering

everything according to the people's own taste and

fancy, that a great part of both bears very little

resemblance to the original." Up to the time of the

Jaggard translation, however, the Decameron had

been kno'wn in England only in fragments and

Balguy's translation was the first and only one pub-

lished after that put forth by Jaggard. The other

translation to which Balguy probably refers is

William Paynter's Palace of Pleasure (1566), which,

however, contained only about sixty Decameron

tales and was a mixture of Queen Margaret,

Bandello, Straparola, Livy, Herodotus, Aulus

Gellius, Boccaccio and others. But Paynter did not

pretend to translate. He stole the tales of others

and wrote them in his own way as his own—thereby

creating a treasure house w^hich many others after

him pillaged, including Shakespeare, who got his

plot for Romeo and Juliet from the Palace. In those

old days, as Charles Whibley points out, plagiarism

does not seem to have been regarded as a heinous

sin.

Never has an edition of the Decameron carried

Dr. Balguy's name. Edition after edition has been

published either without any acknowledgment or

with only a bare reference to the edition of 1741,

despite the fact that they are printed practically

word for word from the 1741 edition. Dr. Balguy

himself was somewhat to blame for his obscurity,

for his translation crept into the world anonymously

and it is doubtful if the later publishers were aware

of his connection with it or had ever heard his name.

The translation was first published by R. Dodsley,

the famous eighteenth century London publisher,

when Dr. Balguy was thirty-three years old and it

was a closely and well printed octavo of 591 pages,

dedicated "to Backe Thornhill," a relative and friend

of Dr. Balguy.

S. P. Addy, writing in the Journal of the Derby-

shire Archceological and Natural History Society,

(Vol. 6, 1884), says: "My own copy of Balguy's

translation was described by Mr. Quaritch, of whom

I bought it, as being bound in 'bright old calf.' The

stories themselves are bright as Italian skies. . . .

It was Charles Balguy's task to present those old

stories in a fair English dress, and he accomplished

that task well. His English is always pure, and

some parts of the prose translation read like poems.

His metrical versions have no great merit. They

are merely such as a scholarly writer would make in

an age when everybody imitated Pope. His prose

has the true Addisonian ring and the archaisms

which have been altered in subsequent editions have

no vuicouthness to the literary eye. Whether Balguy

ever lived in Italy I know not, but he had certainly

a scholarly acquaintance with Italian literature.

... In his boyhood members of his family had

espoused the cause of James Stuart, the Pretender.

Had he lived in our time, he might have forsaken

the older scholarship and written a good novel or

two. As it was, he practised physic and contented

himself with translating the Decameron. In 1741

the modern novel had hardly been 'invented'. .
."

Dr. Balguy came of an old Derbyshire family

(originally de Balgi) who had been seated in that

part of England since the time of Edward I. They

were possessed of large estates which included the

famous old Derwent Hall, where Dr. Balguy was

born in 1708, the youngest of a family of five

daughters and two sons. He was educated at the

Chesterfield Grammar School, under the Rev.

William Burrow, M. A. For many years the

masters of this school were men of the first literary

eminence and the school was reckoned one of the

best in the north of England. Ellis Farenworth,

translator of Machiavel
;
Halifax, Bishop of Glou-

cester ; Dr. John Jebb, an eminent Eighteenth cen-

tury physician; Dr. Samuel Pegge, the antiquary;

Seeker, Archbishop of Canterbury; Dr. Erasmus

Darwin, grandfather of Charles and author of The

Botanic Garden, and other notables were educated

at this school. At the age of eighteen Balguy

entered St. John's College, Cambridge, (July 5,

1725) and took his degree of Bachelor of Medicine

in 1731. He was made a 'Doctor of Medicine at

Cambridge in 1750. He died March 2, 1767, at the

age of fifty-nine years and was buried in the

chancel of St. John Baptist's church at Peter-

borough, where he had practised medicine for many

years. A marble tablet on one of the chancel piers

describes him as "a man of strict integrity, various

and great learning, and of distinguished eminence

in his profession." Whether he ever married is

uncertain. Dr. Peege, his companion at Chester-

field, says he did, but there is no mention of wife or

children in his will or on the memorial tablet.

Other than his translation of the Decameron, Dr.
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Balguy's literary output was slender. In 1734 he

contributed to the PJiilosopJiical Transactions of the

Royal Society an account of "the dead bodies of a

man and woman preserved forty-nine years in the

moors of Derbyshire" and in 1736 he contributed

to the Medical Essays. In 1758 he wrote the

Epistola de Morbo Miliari, evidently a short Latin

treatise on some form of pulmonary disease. Any
other writing or translating he may have done is

unknown. And few know that he translated that

precious volume of tales of the days when "all men
were gallants and all women grandes dames and

all birds nightingales." But in that he has merely

suffered the melancholy fate of most translators, for

the way of the translator is hard. Only a few bril-

liant exceptions, such as Burton's Arabian Nights,

Fitzgerald's Omar, Chapman's Homer, the Plu-

tarch's Lives of Sir Thomas North, the Rabelais

of Urquhart and Motteux and a few others such as

these, are remembered. The majority are forgotten.

Balguy has perhaps been more completely forgotten

than any of the rest.

DOCTORS' FEES
The pronouncement of the Johns Hopkins Hos-

pital authorities, that the surgeon should not charge

more than a thousand dollars for any operation and

not more than thirty-five dollars a day for attend-

ance on any patient, has directed the attention, not

only of the medical profession but also of the lay

press, to the question of physicians' fees. One of

the great difficulties encountered in discussing the

question of physicians' fees is that of determining

how large a part of the physician's time is devoted

to eleemosynary work. Any effort to place an ar-

bitrary and universal limit upon the fees to be

charged would work a hardship in many instances

and would be as little welcomed by the patient as

by the surgeon.

The general practice in the medical profession as

in transportation has been to "charge what the

traffic will bear." In transportation one. of the

fixed charges is the free transportation of employees

and their families. Some one must pay for these

free rides and consequently their cost is merged in

the general overhead and eventually figures in the

cost of transportation charged against paying

patrons. In very much the same way the members

of the medical profession do a great deal of charity

work. They attend patients both in and out of

hospital from whom they never expect to receive

any remuneration whatever. This service is part

of the overhead in the practice of medicine and

must be paid for by those who have the means to

pay for expert medical advice.

The mere formulation of a rule by any one hos-

pital cannot be expected to govern the actions of

the profession as a whole. The vast majority of

surgeons would be delighted to accept a fee of a

thousand dollars for an operation and the number

who have ever received any such fee is relatively

small. But for the expert surgeon, who by special-

ization in some particular field and by reason of

extraordinary skill has built up a national reputation,

limiting the maximum fee to a thousand dollars

would be unfair. Men of great wealth who require

the services of such experts will not hesitate to pay

many times this sum named and would consider the

service rendered as entirely adequate.

Among lawyers we frequently hear of fees vastly

in excess of anything paid to medical men and no

question of profiteering is raised. It seems to us

unfortunate that so conservative an institution as

the Johns Hopkins Hospital should have taken

action which has been construed by the general

public as setting a maximum fee, though the hospital

authorities no doubt would disclaim any such idea

and probably intended merely to suggest a maximum
fee for the members of its own particular hospital

staff and had no idea of attempting to dictate to the

medical profession at large in this matter.

PROFESSIONAL SECRECY.
The breach of professional secrecy in the Still-

man divorce case has directed public attention in the

United States to the question of professional secrecy

as it applies to the physician. In Great Britain the

subject came to the fore about the same time as a
result of a ruling made by Mr. Justice Horridge to

the effect that information acquired at a venereal
clinic was not "privileged" but that the physician

must testify or be subject to proceedings for con-
tempt of court. This ruling brought the matter be-

fore the British Medical Association at its recent

annual meeting and the subject was discussed at

great length and with much diversity of sentiment.

A resolution was first introduced by the council to

the effect that when called into court the physician

should obey the direction of the presiding judge re-

gardless of the wishes of the patients. Eventually,

however, another set of resolutions was introduced
which recommended "that the association use all

its power to support a member who refuses to

divulge, without the patient's consent, information
obtained in the course of his professional duties,

except where it is already provided by the act of

parliament that he must do so." Such an act of

parliament already exists regarding the notification

of certain diseases. It is intimated that an effort

will be made to bring about a test case in England
with a view to determining not only the precise

legal status of the physician in the matter of pro-

fessional secrecy but also the attitude of the judi-

ciary and the public as well. It is contemplated that

eventually the ([uestion of professional secrecy for
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medical men in Great Britain will be definitely de-

fined by act of parliament.

In the United States the courts have taken a
rather more liberal view of the subject than that

taken by Mr. Justice Horridge and where the physi-

cian has declined to answer on the ground of pro-

fessional secrecy his actions have usually been up-
held by the courts.

Many problems are presented, of course, in this

matter of professional secrecy, particularly where
criminal law is involved. On the whole, the atti-

tude of the medical profession and the courts of

the United States differs somewhat from that in

Great Britain, both physicians and courts in this

country being more inclined to recognize the claim

of the physician for exemption from testifying

where the testimony would involve a betrayal of

professional secrecy. The pubHc outcry against

the doctor in the Stillman case, who, by the way,
was an osteopath, shows that the public generally

supports the medical profession in its efforts to

preserve professional secrets as inviolate, even in

the courts of law.

THE ORIENTAL SORE.
The last inquiry as to the etiology and removal

of the oriental sore contradicts somewhat the clas-

sical literature which says that the majority of cases

seem to be confined to one place and to exist under
the same conditions. Cases outside this zone are

rare. Those observed recently in Crete convince us

that they are not ectopic, but seem to have a real

botbed there, the principal places being La Cance,

Rethymno, and in all the region which extends from
Heracleion to the Plain of Messara. It is found in

the east, but rarely at Sitia. At Canee it is fre-

quently found in the crowded quarters of the old

town. In Crete, man alone seems to be troubled,

and epidemiological investigations prove it trans-

missible without the intervention of a biting insect.

Contaminated flies cannot transmit it after five

hours. The report is fully given in the February,

1921, number of the Annalcs de I'Insfitut Pasteur.

SOUTH AFRICA'S NEEDS.
It does seem somewhat unfair to medical eyes

that large fortunes, amassed during life in South
Africa, particularly in mining, should go largely to

English charities, and Dr. R. P. Mackenzie, in his

address as retiring president of the British Medical
Association, Witwatersrand Branch, dwelt some-
what bitterly on the fact that in his neighborhood
the Chronic Sick Home at Rietfontein is quite in-

adequate for the numbers waiting, also that the only

tuberculosis sanatorium is that provided by the

Chamber of Mines at Spring Kell, and it is only

lately that they have agreed to accept municipally

paid for cases. A large bequest was made recently

to hospitals in London by a man who had made
his money in South Africa, yet only £2,000 came
here—£1,000 to the New Somerset Hospital at Cape
Town, £1,000 to the Kimberley Hospital. Naturally

a man's thoughts turn home, but common justice

demands a share of that gained in another country.

News Items.

Typhus on an Ocean Liner.—A case of typhus
was discovered among the second cabin pas-

sengers of the Aquitania, when the ship reached
quarantine a few days ago. The patient was a

Rus.sian refugee.

Colorado Hospital for War Veterans.—Under
an Executive order signed August 20th by Presi-

dent Harding, the Veterans' Bureau has taken over
the naval tuberculosis hospital at Fort Lyons, Las
Animas, Colorado. It will be used as a tuberculosis

institution for war veterans. The capacity is 780
beds.

War Nurses Sought for Relief Work in Russia.

—War nurses will be recruited in the United States

for aid in administering American relief to Rus-
sia's needy children, according to plans completed
by Secretary Hoover. Several hundred nurses will

be selected largely from the ranks of those who saw
service in France.

Typhoid Fever Epidemic in New Jersey.—The
State Department of Health has sent all its avail-

able forces to Burlington County where there is a

serious epidemic of typhoid fever. It is said that

more than two hundred cases have been reported in

twelve towns of this covmty. Dr. J. B. Fitzrandolph,

assistant director of the State Board of Health, and
Dr. David Bowen, state epidemiologist, are in charge

of the situation.

School for Ship Doctors.—Dr. William H.
Dieffenbach. on behalf of the Board of Directors of

the Broad Street Hospital, New York, announces
that ship doctors are to have a medical graduate

school of their own. He points out that maritime

doctors would be enabled through such a school to

perfect themselves in the latest technic of the pro-

fession, with particular attention to the diagnosis

and treatment of transmissible diseases, in order to

nullify the spread of ailments likely to develop into

a plague.

School of Public Health at Harvard.—Through
a gift of $1,785,000, made by the Rockefeller

Foundation, Harvard University will establish a

.School of Public Health. The purpose of the school

is to train public health administrators, making of

such work a distinct career rather than leaving it to

general practitioners. Special courses in preventive

medicine, tropical medicine, and industrial hygiene

are already taught, but the enlarged school will offer

opportunities in public health administration, vital

statistics, immunology, bacteriology, medical zoology,

physiological hygiene, and communicable diseases.

United States Civil Service Examinations.

—

The United States Civil Service Commission an-

nounces an examination for associate in clinical

psychiatry and psychotherapy to fill vacancies in St.

Elizabeth's Ho.spital, Washington, D. C, at $2,500

a year. Papers will be rated as received until No-
vember 1st. There will also be an examination for

rontgenologist, associate rontgenologist, assistant

rontgenologist, and junior rontgenologist for posi-

tions ranging from $70 to $250 a month. Applica-

tions will be rated as received until December 1st.

Further information may be obtained from the Civil

Service Commission, Washington, D. C.
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France in Danger from Epidemics of Cholera

and Typhus.—According cable dispatches

from i'aris, dated August 20tli, France's health ex-

perts are beginning to worry over the fact that not

having established a system of sanitary inspection

of immigrants for contagious or infectious diseases,

there is nothing to prevent the spread of these dis-

eases into French territory.

Meeting of Maine Medical Association.—On
June 27th to 29th, the sixty-ninth annual meeting

of this society took place in Bangor. Dr. Theodore

E. Hardy, president, and Dr. George R. Campbell,

vice-president, presided. The following officers

were elected: President, Dr. Addison S. Thayer,

Portland
;

president-elect, Dr. Langdon T. Snipe,

Bath, and secretary-treasurer, Dr. Bertram L.

Bryant, Bangor.

Medical Intern, Saint Elizabeth's Hospital.

—

The United States Civil Service Commission an-

nounces an examination for medical intern to fill

vacancies in Saint Elizabeth's Hospital, Washington,

D. C, at $1,200 a year and maintenance. The ex-

amination is open to both men and women. The
positions are tenable for one year. Applications

will be rated as received until November 1, 1921.

For further information address Civil Service Com-
mission, Washington, D. C, apph-ing for Form
1312.

Infantile Paralysis in New York.—Ten cases

of infantile paralysis have been reported in West-
chester County, thirty-three in Utica, and others in

various parts of the state, making a total of about

one hundred cases. In Greene County there have

been five cases with two deaths. In New York city,

during the first eighteen days of August, fifty-eight

cases were reported, all of a mild type, with eight

deaths. Active steps are being taken by the health

authorities of both state and city health departments

to control the outbreak and it is said that there is no
immediate cause for alarm.

Personal.—Dr. and Mrs. Gregory Stragnell, of

New York, announce the birth of a daughter, on
Wednesday, August 17th.

Dr. George O'Hanlon, general medical superin-

tendent of Bellevue Hospital, and Dr. John W.
Perelli, member of the Board of Tru.stees, have
been made Chevaliers of the Crown of Italy by T. F.

Bernardi, the Italian Consul General. The decora-

tions were authorized in recognition of the work
of the two physicians in the reorganization of the

Italian Hospital, East Eighty-third Street.

American Society for the Control of Cancer.

—

Dr. John C. A. Gerster has been appointed chairman
to. organize a Metropolitan district for the National

Cancer Week campaign, for an attack on cancer in

Greater New York, Long Island and Westchester
counties. Dr. George E. Armstrong, of Montreal,

has undertaken to organize the society's work
throughout the Dominion of Canada. Dr. Joseph
Bloodgood, regional director for the States of Mary-
land, Virginia and Delaware, has asked Dr. Robert
C. Bryan, of Richmond, to organize the State of

Virginia. Dr. V. J. LaRose, of Bismarck, has ac-

cepted the chairman.ship of North Dakota, and Dr.
Fred E. Clow, of Wolfeboro, has been appointed
chairman for New Hampshire.

American Gastroenterological Association.

—

At the twenty-fourth annual meeting of the Ameri-
can Gastroenterological Association, held in Boston,

June 6th and 7th, Dr. Allen Jones, of Buffalo, was
elected president for the coming year. The vice-

presidents are Dr. George B. Eusterman, of Roches-

ter, Minn., and Dr. R. Walter Mills, of St. Louis;

secretary. Dr. Arthur F. Chace, of New York

;

treasurer. Dr. Clement R. Jones, of Pittsburgh, and
recorder, Dr. Ernest Gaither, of Baltimore.

<^

Died.

Bantley.—In Danville, 111., on Tuesday, August 9th, Dr.
Barth Bantley, aged seventy-four years.

BoiCE.—In Sisterville, W. Va., on Wednesday, August
3rd, Dr. John M. Boice, aged sixty-five years.

Brough.—In Boston, Mass.. on Sunday, July 31st, Dr.
David D. Brough, aged fifty-one years.

Coll.—In New York, on Wednesday, August 10th, Dr.
Arthur P. Coll, aged fifty-five years.

Coy.—In Napoleon, Ohio, on Tuesday, August 9th, Dr.
Henry C. Coy, aged sixty-six years.

Cryer.—In Lansdowne, Pa., on Friday, .A.ugust 12th, Dr.
Matthew H. Cryer, aged eighty-one years.

Dyer.—In Whitman. Mass., on Friday, August 5th, Dr.
E. Alden Dyer, aged sixty-four years.

Eisenberg.—In Norristown, Pa., on Saturday, August
13th, Dr. Phillip Y. Eisenberg, aged seventy- four years.

Feltv.—In Gettysburg, Pa., on Sunday, August 7th, Dr.
John C. Felty, aged seventy-two years.

French.—In Rochester, N. Y., on Thursday, August 11th,

Dr. Robert T. French, aged sixty years.

Green.—In Long Gree, Md., on Tuesday, August 2nd,
Dr. John S. Green, Sr., aged sixty-four years.

Gresham.—In Birmingham, Ala., on Saturday, July 30th,

Dr. A. Belton Gresham. aged forty-four years.

Hambright.—In Philadelphia, Pa., on Wednesday,
.August 10th, Dr. Edwin A. Hambright, aged seventy-five

years.

HiLLER.—In Bellefonte, Pa., on Monday, August 8th,

Dr. Hiram M. Hiller, of Chester, Pa., aged fifty-four years.

Hirst.—In Salisbury, N. Y., on Monday. August 8th, Dr.
Patrick J. Hirst, aged thirty-six years.

Ingoldsby.—In Dorchester, Mass., on Tuesday, August
9th, Dr. Joseph E. Ingoldsby, aged forty-eight years.

Leidy.—In Reading, Pa., on Monday, August 15th, Dr.
Thomas H. Leidy, aged seventy-six years.

Mahady.—In Rome, N. Y., on Monday, August 8th, Dr.
Charles Mahady, aged forty-nine years.

McWhorter.—In Akron. Ohio, on Monday, July 18th,

Dr. John S. McWhorter, aged eighty-three years.

Meichen.—In Littleton, W. Va., on Tuesday, July 9th,

Dr. Thomas H. Meighen, of Wheeling, W. Va., aged fifty-

si.x years.

Mindel.—In Wildwood, N. J., on Sunday, August 14th,

Dr. Henry W. Mindel. of Philadelphia, aged seventy years.

Moseman.—In Point Pleasant, \V. Va., on Monday,
-\ugust 1st, Dr. Elmore Moseman, aged sixty-eight years.

OviATT.—In Cleveland, Ohio, on Monday, August 1st,

Dr. Wilson H. Oviatt, aged eighty-seven years.

Quest.'\.—In Arcade, N. Y.. on Tuesday, August 2nd,
Dr. Guido J. Questa, aged twenty-five years.

Reynolds.—In New "^'ork, on Tuesday, .\ugust 16th,

Dr. William Myron Reynolds, aged fifty-nine years.

Swift.—In West Chazy, N. Y., on Wednesday, .August
10th, Dr. Frederic N. Swift, aged fifty-seven years.

Taft.—In New York, on Monday, .August 8th, Dr. Rob-
ert McLean Taft, aged forty-seven years.

Watson.—In Sheridan, .'\rk., on Thursday, July 18th.

Dr. H. P. Watson, aged one hundred years.

White.—In Indianapolis, Ind., on Wednesday, .August
10th, Dr. Charles .A. \Miite, aged seventy-six years.

Whittingtox.— In New York, on Tuesday, .August 16th,

Dr. Samuel Betts \Miittington, aged fifty-two years.

Wilson.—In Pleasure Ridge, Ky.. on Wednesday, July
27th, Dr. Jasper M. Wilson, aged eighty-nine years.

WiNANS.—In Belleville, N. J., on Tuesday, .August 9th,

Dr. Joseph Clark Winans. aged forty-two years.



Book Reviews
A PIONEER IN PSYCHOANALYSIS.

Addresses on Psychoanalysis. By J. J. Putnam, M. D.,

Emeritus Professor of Neurology, Harvard University.
With a Preface by Sigmund Freud^ M. D., LL. D.
International Psychoanalytical Library, No. 1. London,
Vienna, and New York: The International Psychoanalyti-
cal Press, 1921. Pp. 470.

In many ways these collected papers by Dr. J. J.

Putnam are of historical interest. They should

have a special value at the present moment, being
presented at a time when the British Medical Asso-
ciation has given official approval of the methods
of psychoanalysis. For many the name of Putnam
gave a certain cloak of respectability to the move-
ment of psychoanalysis in America. Now the offi-

cial sanction of the British Medical Association will

do much the same thing. Putnam was first op])osed

to the tenets of psychoanalysis and looked with

scepticism, if not ridicule, on
the theory which ascribed the

neurosis to a sextial etiology.

When Freud, Jung, and Fer-

enczi visited this country some
.years ago Putnam made their

acquaintace and was impressed

by their personalities and their

earnestness. This visit marked
the beginning of his interest in

analysis. From that time on
until his death some ten years

later he was an earnest worker
and a staunch supporter of

psychoanalysis. He found that

analysis offered a pragmatic

method for the cure of the

neuroses. He also fought val-

iantly to place the theories be-

fore his medical colleagues. In

this battle he admitted his own
initial resistances and did every-

thing in his power through lec-

tures and papers to show medi-

cal men that they were ignoring

and combatting a theory which
would prove the most useful that could be adopted in

the treatment and understanding of the psychoneuro-

ses. He was ever on guard against the weaknesses

of analysis and tried to confirm each step he took. He
followed closely Darwin's dictum of examining the

point of view of his opponents with the same care as

that given to the view he accepted and set forth.

No doubt it was difficult for him to overcome his

original puritanical environment but fortunately he

was honest and always open to conviction. This

honesty is shown in the way he has admitted the

narrowness of the views he once held. Another ex-

ample of such fearlessness has been shown by the

English neurologist Stoddart.

In reading the collected papers in this voltunc.

which is the first issued by the International Psycho-

analytical Library, one is struck by the effort Put-

nam made to show the harmlessness of the Freudian

sexual theory. He felt that once this phase of the

JAMES .1. I'L TXAM, M. D.

theory could be robbed of its obnoxiousness it would
be more readily accepted by the medical profession.
Would that this were true. Unfortunately he did
not realize that many personal weaknesses pre-
vented an acceptance of a theory which, if fol-

lowed, would ferret them out. He did not fully

take into consideration the additional resistance
which was caused by an unwillingness on the part
of physicians to give up the old classifications—the
last thread that bound them to their old professors.

In these papers we can follow Putnam when he
tried to find out what the rebels in psychoanalysis
had to offer. He sympathized with Jung's cravings
for a metaphysical something which he could not
find in following Freud too closely, but could not
accept the conclusions as set forth by Jung, for they
were too far from reality. It was this very reality

which kept Putnam with his

feet to the ground and his head
up, for while he felt that he
should like to see a fine philoso-

I)hy evolved from analysis, still

he felt the time inopportune as

there was still too much work
of a practical nature to be done.

He clung with fervor to the be-

lief that one day in the not too

distant future analysis would
form the foundation of a sub-

lime philosophy. Perhaps his

feelings were not far wrong.
He saw how analysis had in-

vaded almost every field of en-

deavor and he felt that it only

required a correlation of this

work to establish a new set of

values. A following out of the

"evaluation" of Nietzsche, but
on a constructive plan.

The attitude of Adler gave
him inore pain, for he felt that

Adler had much to offer, and
indeed he admits that he derived

stimulation and received many fundamental ideas

from Freud's former student. However, as in

the case of Jung, he did not feel that Adler
was right in the theories where he flatly

contradicted Freud. So to the end of his days,

while keeping his mind open to any criticism, he

remained a true Freudian. He felt that the theories

advanced by the Viennese savant were basic, and
he found none by which they could be replaced. His
role was not that of an original worker, as he added
little new to the science of analysis, btit he was a

severe critic and used analysis in a practical way.

His principal desires were to benefit his patients

;

to spread the gospel of psychoanalysis among his

fellow workers ; to see a new philosophy evolved

from analysis. His first two wishes were fulfilled

;

the last remains to be accomplished by his successors.

In his addresses he cites many cases in detail

which are of practical value, and he states lucidly
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the views of the opponents of analysis as well as

what he considers its weakness. His writing is al-

ways fluent and enjoyable and this set of addresses

should prove of interest to all medical men whether
they agree with analysis or whether they are in a

position similar to that occupied by Putnam when
he first heard of this strange gospel.

Freud has written a brief preface in his usual

clarifying manner and Jones has presented an obit-

uary in which he pays homage to this great veteran

in psychoanalysis.

INSTRUCTION FOR DIABETIC PATIENTS.
A Primer for Diabetic Patients. A Brief Outline of the

Principles of Diabetic Treatment, Sample Menus, Recipes,

and Food Tables, By Russell M. Wilder, Ph. D., M, D.

;

Mary A. Foley, Dietitian, and Daisy Ellithorpe, Dieti-

tian, The Mayo Clinic. Philadelphia and London : W. B.

Saunders Company, 1921. Pp. 76.

The title of this work adequately conveys the

scope of this rather practical little book, which aims
to instruct the diabetic patient in some of the basic

ideas employed in the treatment of diabetes. Briefly

and clearly the authors describe the function of

foods in the general normal metabolism, their caloric

values, and their methods of estimation. Then fol-

lows a brief chapter discussing the various com-
ponents of foods—carbohydrates, fats, and proteins

—examples of which are given; the role that they

play in the production of energy, individually and
collectively ; their transformation in the process of

metabolism into simpler substances which may at

one stage or another, depending upon' the severity

of the diabetes, prove detrimental to the patient.

Emphasis is placed on the importance of the knowl-
edge of the relative proportion of carbohydrates,

fats and proteins in foods, for the wise selection of

a diabetic diet and menu. To aid the patient in this,

a short table of foods in common use is appended,
giving the percentage values of fats, proteins and
carbohydrates, in definite weighed amounts of the

particular food in question. In all this the metric
system is employed.
The review of the steps in the dietary manage-

ment, in which the principles of graduated restric-

tion of carbohydrates, fats and proteins as exempli-
fied by the starvation diet, with a view to controlling

the sugar excretion, so successfully advocated by Dr.
Frederic M. Allen, will help the diabetic patient to

understand his disease more thoroughly. It will

enable the patient to realize what to him, straining

under the deprivation of foods to which he has been
accustomed, may seem cruel and useless, is logical

and necessary.

The complications as to the teeth, and skin, seen

in the course of the disease, the importance and
prevention of acidosis and coma, are duly stressed,

and treatment briefly but clearly indicated. The
value of the examination of urine by the patient

himself, the methods and their significances also are

referred to.

The latter part of the book deals largely with the

question of diet, menus, and recipes. These the pa-

tient as well as the nurse will find exceedingly help-

ful, inasmuch as their selection is presented not in

any haphazard fashion, but with a careful regard of

the needs of the mild, moderate and severe diabetic.

This book should be of value to the patient, as well

as the nurse, not to speak of the general practitioner

who would acquire an intelligent cooperation on the

part of his patients.

HEMORRHAGE.
Le Einorragie. Nelle Ferite d'Arma da Fuoco in Giierra.

Dott. Giuseppe Fantozzi, Assistente e Libero Docente,
Institute di Clinica Chirurgica della R. Universita di

Pisa ; diretto dal Prof. D. Taddei. Pescia : Benedetti &
Niccolai, 1920. Pp. vii-385.

This is in many ways a remarkable work, consist-

ing as it does of 376 pages of text and 116 pages
of bibliography, all on the subject of hemorrhage.
The writer begins with a section on the history of

surgery in relation to hemorrhage, especially that

of war injuries; he then goes on to the anatomy of

the bloodvessels and to the blood, with special ref-

erence to coagulation. The main body of the text

is then set forth, in which there are noted the follow-

ing divisions: Wounds of bloodvessels; hemorrhage
in general

;
primary external hemorrhage ; intersti-

tial hemorrhage
;
hemorrhage of the body cavities

;

secondary hemorrhage. Then follows an appendix
which takes up shock, blood transfusion, and trench

methods of arresting hemorrhage. Even the bibliog-

raphy is systematically divided into sections on gen-

eral consideration ; bloodvessels ; the cranium ; the

thorax ; the abdomen ; shock ; and blood transfusion.

A prodigious amount of work must have been
entailed in the preparation of this treatise and the

author's personal views are so intermingled with

citations from the literature that nothing of impor-
tance in any language can have escaped his search-

ing eye. There is a characteristic European pains-

taking thoroughness about the volume and it would
seem to deserve a place among the classics on the

subject.

SURGICAL CLINICS.
The Surgical Clinics of North America. New York Num-

ber, April, 1921, vol. i. No. 2. Philadelphia and London:
W. B. Saunders Company, 192L

This number presents twelve clinics given by sur-

geons in various New York hospitals. Perhaps the

most interesting article in the series is the clinic by
Dr. Willy Meyer on The Importance of Posture in

Postoperative Treatment, in which he points out

that methodical insistence on certain postures in

postoperative treatment will often enable us to avoid
the eventual occurrence of serious complications,

especially thrombosis.

There are interesting and practical clinics by Erd-
mann, Gibson, Hartwell, Albee, Buerger, Heyd, and
others, all of which combine to make this a useful

volume, both to the student and the practitioner.

LYMPHOID TUMORS.
Lymphosarcoma. Lymphatic Leuceniia. Lcucosarcoma.
Hodgkin's Disease. By L. T. Webster. The Johns Hop-
kins Hospital Reports, vol. xx. Fasciculus HL Bal-
timore, 1921.

This monograi)h contains the histories and a care-

ful analysis of 123 cases of the* group mentioned
above. It represents an enormous amount of work
in an attempt to simplify the classification of these

much discussed conditions, and to eliminate a part

of the confusion which surrounds them today. One
must agree with Ewing that the complexities of the

subject of lymphoid tumors depend chiefly upon
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the lack of knowledge of their etiology, and until this

has been disclosed, such studies as these cannot help
greatly in solving the problem of their classification.

However, among the few conclusions that Webster
draws are the following: "The conditions described
are all dif¥erent manifestations of the same disease,

and the term 'lymphadenosis, leukemic or aleukemic'
would describe them better and simplify the classi-

fication until a definite etiological agent is found.
This disease is not a neoplasm, but a direct response
on the part of the lymphocytes to a chemotactic in-

fluence exerted by the disease causing agent. The
presence of this substance in any tissue or organ
produces there a local accumulation of lymphoid
cells."

THE LOVE OF LIFE.

Back to Methuselah. A Metabiological Pentateuch. By
Bernard Shaw. New York : Brentano's, 1921. Pp. ci-300.

Shaw has threatened this work for many years.

In his own criticism of Shaw, written for Frank
Harris, he gives warning that he is planning a play

which is going to set forth his ideas on creative evo-
lution. Frank Harris found an imago in Shaw and
Shaw in turn found his in Samuel Butler. When
he wrote his own biography for Harris he felt that

Harris was too full of his own ego to give a proper
appreciation of Shaw—no doubt he was right.

After a careful reading of Back to Methuselah and
with a comprehensive appreciation of Butler, one
feels that Shaw is not an adequate biographer of

Butler. Shaw has found his Bible in Butler and
there are few living authors who could better cham-
pion him. Perhaps if he had not made so great

an efifort and abandoned himself to fantasy so com-
pletely he would have succeeded better. There is

plenty of room for the application of Butler, and
his sound theory of creative evolution in the fields

of reality, to busy Shaw and many other weaker
contemporary writers.

There are parts of Back to Methuselah which
show Shaw at his best, the Shaw we have known
and enjoyed in his former plays. He confesses that

he has been mediocre in his earlier works, that he
has only imitated other mediocrities like Voltaire,

Moliere, and perhaps the almost forgotten sup-

posedly English playwright called Shakespeare. He
tells us that in the past he was only playing, that his

near serious efforts were never taken seriously, that

his previous efforts dealt with trivialities. Now,
he insists, he makes his final effort and if we do not

appreciate him our grandchildren may. However,
he cannot complain if we read his products and ex-

press our most humble opinions.

Can it be that Shaw shows signs of senility? Is

he going to join Conan Doyle, Bergson, and the

many other gifted men who at some point in their

search for truth abandoned themselves to meta-
physics when they encountered an obstacle which
they could not overcome ? Why do they all seek a

new form of immortality? Why are they not con-

tent with making the most out of reality and their

own abilities? Why do they admit defeat in this

peculiar way? Perhaps one day an answer will be

found when the psychology of senility is better un-

derstood. For the present we must be content to

take what they offer and separate the wheat from
the chaff.

Shaw has evolved in his concluding scenes a

poultry yard myth of creation. Should this form
of generation ever come into being it would cause

a revision in the technic of obstetrics and in the

studies of gynecology. This should be of primary
interest to the specialists in these branches of the

I)rofession.
<$>
——

New Publications Received.

[IVe publish full lists of boolis received, but we acknowl-
edge no obligation to review them all. Nevertheless, so

far as space permits, ive review these in ivhich we think

our readers are likely to be interested.]

THE EMl'^i<OR JOXES; Dn-FRENT; THE STRAW. By EUCENE
G. O'Neill. New York: Boni & Liveright, 1921. Pp. x-

285.

NERVOSE AXGSTZUSTAXDE UND )HRE BEHANDLUNG. Von
Dr. WiLHELM Stekel. Nervenarzt in Wien. Dritte, Ver-
mehrte unci Verbesserte Auflage. Berlin and Wien : Urban
& Schwarzenberg, 1921. Pp. x-672.

DIE GESCHLECHTSKALTE DER FRAU. Eine Psychopathologie
Des Weiblichen Liebeslebens. Von Dr. Wilhelm Stekel,
Mervenarzt in Wien. Zweite Verbesserte und Vermehrte
Auflage. Berlin and Wien: Urban & Schwarzenberg, 1921.

Pp. xii-490.

DIAGNOSTIK UND THERAPIE DER LUNCENTUBERKULOSE. Von
Heinrich Gerhartz, Professor Dr. med. et phil. Dritte,

verbesserte Auflage. Mit sixty-seven teils tarbigen Ab-
bildungen und X\T teils farbigen Tafeln. Berlin and
Wien : Urban & Schwarzenberg, 1921. Pp. x-296.

THE anatomy of THE HUMAN SKELETON. By J. ErNEST
Frazer, F. R. C. S. Eng. Professor of Anatomy in the

University of London and Lecturer in the Medical School
of St. Mary's Hospital ; Examiner in Anatomy for the

University of London. Second Edition, with 219 Illustra-

tions. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's Son Co., 1920. Pp.

viii-284.

INFECTIONS OF THE HAND. A Guide to the Surgical
Treatment of Acute and Chronic Suppurative Processes in

the Fingers, Hand, and Forearm. By Allen B. Kanavel,
M. D., Assistant Professor of Surgery, Northwestern Uni-
versity Medical School

;
Attending Surgeon, Wesley and

Cook County Hospitals, Chicago. Fourth Edition, Thor-
oughly Revised. Illustrated with 185 Engravings. Phila-

delphia and New York: Lea & Febiger, 1921. Pp. xiii-500.

THE CLINICAL EXAMINATION OF DISEASES OF THE LUNGS.
By E. M. Brockbank, M. D. (Vict.), F. R. C. P. Hon.
Physician, Royal Infirmary, Manchester ; Lecturer in Clini-

cal Medicine ; Dean of Clinical Instruction, University of

Manchester, and Albert Ramsbottom, M. D. (Vict.),

F. R. C. P., Hon. Physician, Royal Infirmary, Manchester.

Lecturer in Clinical Medicine, University of Manchester.
With Illustrations. New York: Paul B. Hoeber, 1921.

Pp. viii-88.

nutrition AND CLINICAL DIETETICS. By HERBERT S.

Carter, M. A., M. D., Assistant Professor of Medicine,
Columbia University, Associate Attending Physician to the

Presbyterian Hospital, and Consulting Physician to the

Lincoln Hospital, New York ; Paul E. Howe, M. A., Ph. D.,

Associate in Animal Pathology. Rockefeller Institute for
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Practical Therapeutics
CONSTIPATION AND ITS TREATMENT.

By ARTHUR H. HOPKINS, B. S., M. D.,

Philadelphia.

There is probably no symptom more commonly
encountered by the general practitioner than con-

stipation. A review of our records will probably

show that at least fifty per cent, of our patients com-
plain of it, and in view of its farreaching efTects,

other than the symptoms directly attributable to it,

it behooves us to leave no stone imturned in the

search for its cause and its subsequent correction.

Constipation is a condition in which the feces are

not passed sufficiently often, or in which defecation

occurs daily but the movements are insufficient in

quantity. As the normal amount of fecal material

varies from 100 to 250 grams, depending on the

type of diet, weighing the feces in questionable cases

will frequently yield information of value.

SYMPTOMS.

In many cases there are no subjective symptoms;
in many more there are sensations of fullness, ten-

sion, and abdominal discomfort. At times these

sensations are referred to the stomach, as manifested

by loss of appetite, belching, nausea, and disagree-

able taste in the mouth. Coated tongue and head-

ache are often present, while colicky pains and dis-

tention may occur.

It is to be recalled that constipation may occur

with one or more daily stools and even diarrhea, a

gradual accumulation of fecal material developing

all the while. With fecal impaction there may be

some escape of material around or through the mass,

or at times the irritation of the mass may cause

diarrhea.

ETIOLOGY.

To attempt to treat constipation without ascer-

taining the cause is futile. The first and most im-

portant step is to determine the etiological factor or

factors, and, in order to do this, a careful history

of the patient will throw much light on the subject.

By inquiring into what food is taken at each meal,

the amount of liquids, the habits of the patient,

whether sedentary or active, the first guide for treat-

ment may easily be obtained.

These factors are almost too well known to bear
repetition but their repetition seems justified when
we consider for a moment the enormous sale of

cathartics and purgatives, legitimate and patent,

which is carried on by the pharmacist and the manu-
facturing chemist of today. Let me further empha-
size this point by referring to a single drug and
showing you the combinations and preparations that

commercial exploitation has done for it. I refer to

phenolphthalein. Some of the twenty-seven varieties

are: Alophen, cholelith pills, ex lac, laxophen, laxine,

laxophalen tablets, ])henalin, ])henolax wafers, pro-

bilin prunoids, purgatol, purgella, purglcts, purgo,

purgolade, purgotin, veracolate and zam zam.
This camouflage for revenue is evidently success-

ful and it will doubtless continue to be so until we

can do more to support the efforts of the medical

profession in curbing the advertising of patent medi-

cines in the newspapers and magazines of the coun-

try. We may render such support by the proper

study of our cases and the refusal to prescribe

cathartics when diet and other measures would cure,

instead of protract, our cases of constipation. Of
importance also is the prescribing of drugs by their

official rather than their trade names.

To revert to the question of etiology, several fac-

tors deserve our consideration. These are best

divided into two groups.

Group I includes actually diseased conditions in

which constipation is a symptom, such as the follow-

ing: 1. Diseases of the stomach, heart, lungs, liver,

kidney, pancreas, brain, spinal cord and nervous

system. 2. Acute febrile diseases and other diseases

confining the patient to bed. 3. Obstruction of en-

trance of bile into the intestine. 4. Obstruction of

the bowel by tumors, stricture, adhesions, and kinks.

5. Malformations, such as dilated colon and diver-

ticula. 6. Enteroptosis. 7. Loss of power of ab-

dominal muscles in emaciated and multiparous

women.
Group II is composed of those conditions leading

to socalled chronic constipation, the search for and

correction of which is so essential for its proper

management. Here we have to deal with impaired

physiological functions, such as: 1. Retarded intes-

tinal peristalsis, as atony or relaxation of the bowel.

Intestinal stasis and enteroptosis may be included

in the light of therapy. 2. Spastic constipation, per-

verted action or enterospasm. 3. Spasm of sphincter.

In short, chronic constipation may be divided

into two classes, atonic and spastic. The causes of

atonic constipation are: 1. Character and quantity

of diet. 2. Lack of physical exercise. 3. Careless

habits with regard to stool. 4. Irregularity in living

—as traveling, etc. 5. Depressing emotions. 6. En-

teroptosis associated with general atony and relaxa-

tion. 7. The abuse of cathartics or of large enemas.

On the other hand, the etiological factors under-

lying spastic constipation are: 1. Nervousness and

hysteria. 2. Diseases of the pons and medulla,

spinal meningitis and chronic lead poisoning. 3.

Debility caused by long continued disease. 4.

Sphincter spasm secondary to fissure or ulcer of

rectum or reflex from inflammation in neighboring

organs, such as the uterus and bladder.

TREATMENT.

This must of necessity depend upon the type, just

as the type depends upon the etiology. Regardless

of type, however, we have always to bear in mind
that the efficiency of peristaltic movements depends

upon the normal strength of the bowel muscles, the

integrity of the nervous mechanism, the amount of

residue in the intestinal contents and the chraacter

of the contents as solid, water, liquid, gas and bulk,

which are variable in their production of irritation

of the bowel. The gases, hydrogen, oxygen and

nitrogen, are indifferent, while carbon dioxide.
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hydrogen sulphide, and the volatile hydrocarbons

stimulate activity.

Sansum calls attention to the three twenty-four

hour periods required by the food to traverse the

gastrointestinal tract of man. These are : First, to

the hepatic flexure
;
second, descending colon below

splenic flexure, and third, rectum and out. This

holds for bed patients, but not, as a rule, for those

who are ambulatory. He then shows how the type

of diet may alter this passage. Probably the sim-

plest measure for estimating the time required for

the passage of food through the gastrointestinal

tract, in a given case, is to administer a teaspoonful

of powdered charcoal and observe the appearance

of a black stool.

In the treatment of constipation associated with

diseased conditions, as noted in the first group of

etiological factors, little will be said here other than

to call attention to the fact that the proper treatment

of the underlying disease will do much to relieve

the constipation. In the management of these pa-

tients great care should be taken to avoid rendering

them chronically constipated during their illness by

establishing the cathartic habit. Diet, water intake,

massage in selected cases, the judicious use of an

enema and the use of the proper cathartics, only

when necessary, would seem to be the more rational

method of treatment. Frequent irritating cathartics

and purgatives, rendering the bowel more irritable

and later more helpless as a result, are in a major-

ity of cases inexcusable.

The daily morning dose of salts (magnesium
sulphate, etc.) is insulting to the stomach as it both

irritates the mucosa and delays the emptying time,

frequently nauseating and depleting the patient and

always irritating the intestinal mucosa. There are,

of course, indications for salts in selected instances,

but Thave long felt that the practice was overdone

and the indications far too frequently misinter-

preted.

With regard to the management of the second

group, i. e., chronic constipation, we will first dis-

cuss a few general measures. After eliciting the

cause by methods mentioned above and eliminating

all but the atonic and spastic types, and using the

x ray as an aid to diagnosis of type, a hygienic

method of living should be established in so far as

it is compatible with the patient's occupation. If

entirely incompatible, a change of occupation may
be essential. Strain and worry should be relieved

as far as possible. This holds for both types but

especially for the spastic.

Training of the patient, as well as insistence upon

cooperation, is very important. Allay anxiety and

reassure the patient that if the bowels do not move
for a day or so, no harm will be done. Regularity

of time for stool at a time when free from hurry

is very helpful. The use of a glycerin suppository

or the injection of one to two ounces of olive oil

by means of a small syringe may afford sufficient

stimulation to start a movement and by so doing

a normal habit may be reestablished.

DIET.

The human intestinal tract was planned at a time

when coarse foods were eaten, while advancing

civiHzation has furnished us with a more concen-

trated diet in which the smoother foods occupy the

leading role. This change, coupled with sedentary
city life, has produced a potent cause for the ever
present complaint of constipation. While a part of

the stool is composed of the bodies of living and
dead bacteria, a part comes from the secretions of
the alimentary tract and a far larger part consists

of indigestible residue.

Grains eaten in the form of fine white flours and
cereals, eggs, milk, cream, butter, fats, oils, meat,
fish and sugars are all digested and absorbed and
leave little if any residue and yet they form the

major part of the diet for many of us. As an illus-

tration, a dog, which on an ordinary mixed diet

will have one movement a day, if fed entirely on
meat will have one movement in five days. The
same holds in starvation. The cell walls of plants

are made up of cellulose which is indigestible and
forms with the water, which it has the power of
holding, the bulk of the normal stool. Bran which
is nourishing, agar, vegetables and fruit contain the

greatest amounts of cellulose.

Of the vegetables, spinach, cabbage, cauliflower

and carrots produce stools nearly equal in amount
to the vegetables taken, while fruits produce only
about one fourth in bulk. Some of the cellulose in

bran undergoes fermentation giving rise to gas and
acid both of which are laxative. The dose, to be
effectual, should be about two tablespoons twice a
day, most pleasantly taken in the form of graham
bread or other bakery products, and in purees. It

is, of course, contraindicated in excessive digestion

of cellulose and consequent flatulence, in gastric

motor insufficiency, and in intestinal stenosis.

Agar agar, introduced by Schmidt, is a dried

mucilaginous material which adds bulk and softens

by retaining moisture. It is most useful where bran
is not well borne and is of especial value in spastic

constipation and mucous colitis. The dose is from
two to four tablespoons used in cereals, in jelly, or

added to cooked fruits, but not cooked with them.

OHve oil in doses of one to two ounces is both
nourishing and laxative; it lessens gastric acidity

and retards motility. Its chief indications are spas-

tic constipation, hyperchlorhydria, pylorospasm and
peptic vilcer.

In summing up the diet for those patients where
too little or too concentrated food has been the

cause of the trouble, the introduction of green vege-

tables, fruit and the reenforcement, if necessary, of

bran, agar or olive oil, will do much to relieve the

disturbance. Water before breakfast and sufficient

through the day should, of course, be urged.

PHYSICAL METHODS.

These are of use to strengthen the abdominal
muscles and the bowel, to promote better action and
to stimulate peristalsis directly. Massage for se-

lected cases is excellent. Vibratory massage is

warmly recommended by some, as is electricity.

Gymnastic exercises as an adjunct should be men-
tioned, as should also hydrotherapy.

INJECTIONS.

Enteroclysis with hot normal saline solution at

110° to 115° for fifteen minutes, three times a

week, is of use in obstinate cases, while colonic irri-
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gation is valuable in colonic and cecal stasis. The
soap and water enema is a simple and effectual

measure and one useful, because unpleasant, when
training a patient away from the constipation habit.

A patient who will use this every third day, or

when necessary, instead of using a cathartic, will,

as a rule, be particularly careful in carrying out

the routine treatment. Klemperer recommends the

injection of half a pint of water into the bowel at

bedtime, the patient being told to retain it, while

Kussmaul and Fleiner employ an injection of sweet

oil in the same manner. The amount is gradually

increased to eight ounces and is very useful, espe-

cially in cases of spastic constipation.

ORTHOPEDICS.
For cases of enteroptosis the abdominal support

of one form or another is one of the most valuable

measures at our disposal.

DRUGS.
These are mentioned last, because I believe they

should be the last to be considered in probably the

majority of cases of chronic or habitual constipa-

tion. Kemp generally starts the treatment with
laxatives, training the patient as to regular habits,

etc., and gradually reducing the dose. This, it must
be admitted, is in some cases a very useful method.
By means of the x ray we are gradually discovering

the selective action of certain drugs for certain por-

tions of the intestinal tract, and with further ad-

vances in this line more accurate medication will be
attained. I refer to the action of podophyllum on
the duodenum and aloes and senna on the colon.

Of the more important cathartics a word before
closing. Castor oil is comparatively nonirritant

and reliable and the quantity of oil that exceeds the

digestive capacity is passed through unchanged. It

can be so refined as to render it free from smell and
taste if protected from the air. Liquid petrolatum
is harmless, as a rule, and has its particular useful-

ness in spastic constipation and in stasis. It lessens

irritability, softens feces, but has a tendency to

leak. Many varieties are on the market, but by
ordering the U. S. P. variety the patient will be
saved expense. There is little difference in action

between the light and heavy kinds. Cascara in

proper doses is exceedingly useful. Senna acting

upon the large bowel, is useful in completing
the action of a duodenal purgative, such as the mer-
curials or podophyllum. Rhubarb, the socalled con-
stipating purge, is irritant and has the greatest ten-

dency to succeeding constipation.

I have touched briefly upon some of the most
useful cathartics, but it has been my purpose to deal

with the treatment of chronic constipation and with
that end in view cathartics have been relegated to

their proper place, namely, the background. There
is no doubt in my mind that there are many types
of constipation, as mentioned in the first part of this

paper, which call for the judicious use of cathartics,

but their discussion lies beyond the scope of this

paper.

Permit me to emphasize two points in closing and
they are, first, cathartics should not be used where
other measures will suffice, and secondly, purges
should not be used where laxatives will do.

1726 Pine Street.

A NEW DUODENAL TUBE FOR THE
STUDY AND TREATMENT OF DIS-

EASES OF THE DUODENAL
AND BILIARY PASSAGES.
(Preliminary communication)

By L. WINFIELD KOHN, M. D.,

New York.

The important role that the duodenum plays in

disease of the alimentary tract impels every student

of gastrointestinal disturbances to centre his atten-

tion upon this organ and the neighboring biliary

apparatus \vhenever patients complaining of symp-
toms of indigestion present themselves for study.

Disease of the duodenum is of rather common
occurrence ; in fact, many regard the duodenum as

being the seat of ulcer more often than the stomach.

It may also be emphasized that diseases of the gall-

bladder, gallducts, liver and pancreas are more
common than many of us have suspected. The
reason why affections of these organs have been
found so frequently within recent years is that our
methods of investigation of the duodenum have
become more practicable and efficient, in conse-

quence of which diseased conditions are more
readily recognized. It would be unreasonable to

suppose that diseases of these organs were less

prevalent in former years, but it would seem logical

to presume that because of our lack of knowledge
at that time many of these ailments were overlooked.

When we consider the relationship of the duo-
denum to its neighboring organs from anatom-
ical and physiological viewpoints, we can readily

appreciate the reasons for the formation of disease

at this site. We can readily understand the possi-

bility of a transference of disturbance affecting the

many functions of the stomach to the duodenum.
The results of disturbed gastric function such as

hypersecretion or hyposecretion or disturbed motil-

ity may in many instances contribute to the creation

of duodenal disease. In a similar manner we can

presuppose the establishment of disease of this

organ from primary disturbance in the adjoining

organs of the biliary system, and we may also assume
that primary disease in the duodenum may cause

disease in the organs of the biliary tract.

We cannot dispute the fact that the duodenum is

open to the development of disease from other

sources through the blood or lymphatics as mediums
of conveyance. This same process of reasoning
applies to disease in the organs of the biliary system.

The more or less constant abuse inflicted upon the

organs of alimentation through dietary indiscretion

also invites disease of the duodenal mucosa. Me-
chanical interference, as in instances of high fixation

of the duodenum by the ligament of Treitz while
the rest of the small bowel and stomach are

profoundly ptosed, will also encourage duodenal
disease. Excessive chemical stimulation of the duo-
denal mucosa by hypersecretorj' gastric material may
also incite disease of the duodenal lining, and the

same may be said of irritation by the pancreatic and
biliary secretions.

Now that we have admitted the frequency of

duodenal disease and appreciated the reasons for its

occurrence, we also immediately become impressed
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with the great need of recognizing the disease or

disturbance when it exists. Many mechanical con-
trivances, such as the Einhorn, Jutte and other tubes,

have been devised for the purpose of rendering this

cavity accessible to study and treatment. Palefski

recently laid stress upon the use of the duodenal
tube for the purpose o.f outlining the duodenum.
Lyon came forth with his method which aims at a

better understanding of the pathology of the biliary

system and which consists of introducing magnesium
sulphate solution into the duodenum, in consequence
of which the sphincter muscle at the papilla of

Vater relaxes and biliary material enters into the

duodenum.
The new tube that is introduced here has been

designed with the object of isolating the duodenum
from the remainder of the alimentary tract. By
temporarily separating this portion of the tract from
the remainder of the bowel and stomach, certain

detailed studies can be carried out that are other-

wise impossible. As a result, the duodenum and
its contents are under our immediate control, and
although as a result of the temporary isolation there

may be some slight interference with duodenal or

gastric physiological activity, I hardly look upon
such disturbances as objections to the use of this

instrument. Of course, further experience with the

use of this tube will bring out both its good and
bad features.

The instrument consists of a hollow tube which
embraces in its cavity two separate hollow tubes

of decidedly smaller calibre and a columnar hollow
space. The tube is widest down to its pyloric mark
and below this point is much narrower, owing to

the fact that from here down it contains only two
avenues of communication. The lowermost avenue
communicates with a rubber bag that can be suffi-

ciently dilated with air to approximate the circum-
ference of the duodenum, thus cutting the duodenum
in its lowermost or distal portion off from the rest of
the bowel beneath. Above, at a certain point corre-

sponding to a position within the stomach just above
the pyloric ring, another air bag arrangement exists,

to be ballooned out so as to hug the circumference
of the lowermost pyloric part of the stomach just

proximal to the pyloric ring; or, if this bag also

is allowed to pass into the duodenum, it may be
blown up and drawn upward so as to hug the duo-
denal side of the pyloric ring. Between these two
outlets, within the duodenum, a small opening in

the tube communicates with the duodenal cavity,

and through this opening the duodenal contents can
be aspirated or, instead, the duodenum can be filled.

Above, outside of the mouth, we can connect with
each tubal compartment separately. Both air spaces
may be filled with air while the duodenal space is

managed according to our judgment. The tube in

its widest diameter is quite small and slightly longer

than the ordinary duodenal tube, and is marked off

so as to give us an idea of its position in the diges-

tive tract. Slight improvement from time to time
may render this contrivance still more serviceable.

By an elongation of the distal end of the tube we
may be enabled to make studies of 'the jejunum and
the gastrojejunal communications of gastroenteros-
tomy patients.

Another similar tube arrangement, devoid of air

bag attachment near the jjylorus, has also been made,
and with this I am also making studies of the duo-
denum. I am looking into the effectiveness of the

pyloric contraction about the tube without the use
of the supportive closure influence of an inflated

air bag at or above the pylorus.

Both of the tubes described above are modi-
fications of the duodenal obturator and sectional

' intestinal examiner tubes, described by Einhorn ( 1

)

but not advocated by him for study in the same
detail as indicated below, 'i'o Einhorn, however,
belongs the credit of having first delved into the

innermost recesses of the smaller bowel.

By thus isolating the duodenum, numerous possi-

bilities for the use of this instrument loom forth

very forcibly.

1. Its greatest immediate use will probably be for

studying the outline of the duodenum in its entirety

and the nature of its association with the stom-
ach through fluoroscopic or radiographic methods.
By more adequately filling out the duodenum, our
knowledge of the anatomy and physiology of the

duodenum may in the future become considerably

enhanced. By the process of alternately cutting otf

and supplying air to the rubber bags at estimated

intervals, the motor activity of the duodenum or

jejunum may be better appreciated. The effect of

muscular contraction upon the artificial air bubbles

may lead us on to some conclusions, and the em-
ployment of both the prone and upright position

during the course of the examinations may also aid

in clarifying matters.

2. We may even contemplate going a step farther,

since we feel that we can relax or open Oddi's
sphincter at the papilla of Vater and make an effort

to fill up the galldiicts and pancreatic duct with
either air or a harmless yet impenetrable rendering

solution so that by shadows the x ray may delineate

the biliary system and pancreatic ducts. By filling

up the duodenum above the blockade it may be
possible to dam such a solution back up through
the previously relaxed sphincter.

3. From the viewpoint of biliary system study,

we may, through isolation of the duodenum, gain a

better idea of the true effect of magnesium sulphate

and other medicaments upon the biliary tract. A
more adequate appreciation of the amounts of bile

eliminated, the quality of the biliary and pancreatic

secretions and the pathological elements present in

these parts will be attained.

4. More satisfactory means of directly applying

medication to disease in the duodenum may be

practised, and the treatment may be continued in

an uninterrupted manner for a period long enough
to obtain better results from the viewpoint of heal-

ing effect upon ulcer, inflammation, etc. The proba-

bility of directly treating diseases of the bile tract

through this contrivance does not seem remote.

5. By employing a tube, the distal portion of

which is prolongated, studies may be made of the

gastrojejunal stoma and of lesions at this area, espe-

cially through fluoroscopic and radiographic means.

6. With this tube as a medium, we are now
attempting to gather direct evidence of conditions

existing within the duodenum, pancreatic and biliary
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tracts in a manner that has never been employed
before to our knowledge.

1 am greatly indebted to Mr. A. E. Pfarre for

his kind suggestions and valuable aid toward the

development of these instruments.
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SIMPLE METHOD OF REFILLING CON-
TAINER FOR ADMINISTERING FLUIDS.

By Jacob Buckstein, B. S., M. D.,

New York,

Consultant in Gastroenterology, U. S. Public Health Service.

This container consists of a nonbreakable vacuum
hottle, a thermometer and a graduated gauge. The
vacuum bottle conserves the temperature of the
contained fluid. The thermometer is so arranged
as to register the temperature of the fluid as it makes
its exit. By means of the graduated gauge, the level

of the fluid within the opaque container can be de-
termined, and also the rate of flow. The container

Fig. 1.—Container for administering fluids. 1, Hollow projec-
tion piece; 2, end of rubber tubing detached from 1; 3, long
stemmed glass funnel; 4, flask; 5, thermometer; 6, graduated gauge;
7, rectal tube.

has the capacity of approximately one litre. After
it has been emptied of fluid, I have devised the fol-

lowing simple method of refilling it, as often as may
be desired, without the necessity of inverting the

container, and removing the cover and stopper.

Ordinarily the piece of rubber leading from the

fluid outlet tube is attached at the projection marked
I, as indicated by the dotted line in the accompany-
ing cut. In refilling, this piece of rubber is dis-

connected and at its end a glass tube with funnel

shaped top is inserted. The tube is. approximately

the length of the container. The fluid may then be
poured in from the flask. The level of the fluid

within the container will rise to the same height as

the level of the fluid within the glass tube. After
the container has been filled to the desired level, the

glass tube is removed and the rubber tubing reat-

tached to the projection. By relea,sing the clamp
the fluid will again 'flow through the rectal tube.

Continuous or even intermittent protoclysis is

thus simplified, through the easy manner in which
the container may be refilled. The same principle

may be employed when the apparatus is arranged
for the administration of fluids intravenously, by
hypodermoclysis, and for administering irrigating

fluids.

Treatment of Mucous Colitis.—G. P. Hamner
(Virginia Medical Monthly, March, 1921) recom-
mends daily colonic lavage with a solution of

sprudel salts as the best measure for removing
mucus and relieving toxemia in this disorder. To
this may be added, on occasion, large doses of

castor oil by mouth to facilitate passage of the mu-
cus. The enemas should be taken with the patient

on the left side and hips elevated slightly higher than

the shoulders, and the solution should be as hot as

can be comfortably borne. Transduodenal lavage

with four per cent, sodium sulphate solution has

been used of late with reported success. There
should be insistence on regularity of bowel move-
ments, but overuse of enemas and colon irrigations

is to be forbidden. The diet must be ample. Use
of bran, coarse foods, and too much fruit should

be discouraged at the start, a mild laxative agent

such as liquid petrolatum, cascara agar, phenolphtha-

lein agar, or small doses of magnesia being prefer-

able. If these do not suffice, cascara, rhubarb, aloes,

senna, or compound licorice powder may be added.

Retention overnight of four to sixteen ounces of

cottonseed or olive oil is also valuable. If, after

long and faithful trial, these measures fail to over-

come stasis and toxemia, surgical treatment is to be

seriously considered. Where hemorrhoids interfere

with treatment, nightly instillation into the rectum
of sixty mills of warm olive or cottonseed oil with a

soft rubber ear syringe is advisable, but only until

the patient is able to have them removed surgically.

The diet should, at the outset, generally be of the

bland, lactofarinaceous type. Coexisting appendi-

citis, cholelithiasis, adhesions, bands, or pelvic dis-

turbances should be surgically corrected. Occupa-
tion, recreation, and rest in proportions should be

advised and introspection strongly discouraged.

Change of scene is of great help. In attacks of

colic, the indications are to relieve pain and neurotic

symptoms and promote evacuation of mucus. The
measures appropriate are rest in bed, one half to one

dram of bromide, a hypodermic of atropine, the

hot water bag, electric pad stupes, morphine very

carefully, a large dose of castor oil, and colon irri-

gations with warm soda solution. A combination

of castor oil by mouth, codeine and atropine hypo-

dermically, and colonic lavage is often followed by

relief and sleep.



Proceedings of Societies

AMERICAN GASTROENTEROLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION.

Twenty-third Annual Meeting, Held in Atlantic

City, 'N. J., May 3 and 4, 1920.

Dr. Franklin W. White, of Boston, First Vice-President
and Acting President, in the Chair.

President's Address.—In the* absence of the
president. Dr. Thomas R. Brown, of Baltimore,

Dr. Franklin W. White, of Boston, the first vice-

president, delivered the annual address.

Diaphragmatic Hernia Diagnosed During Life.

—Dr. AliLTOx M. PoRTis, of Chicago, said that only

a small number of these cases were diagnosed during
life, most of them being found at operation or

autopsy. The cases were either congenital or

acquired, trauma being a factor in the latter—espe-

cially war injury—and were not so rare as was
ordinarily believed. These hernias most frequently

occurred in the congenitally weak places in the

diaphragm, and they occurred fifteen timps as often

on the left as on the right side, this probably being
due to the protective action of the liver. The
organs most commonly found in the hernia were
the stomach and colon. At times, however, the

small intestine, the liver, spleen, and all the medi-
astinal viscera might be found in the hernial sac.

There were no pathognomonic symptoms. In some
cases the symptoms pointed to the gastrointestinal

tract, and in others the symptoms pointed to the

chest. The symptoms, he said, depended upon the

size of the hernial protrusion and its location.

When the hernia was large, one found tympany
where there should be lung resonance

;
or, when

there was fluid, one found dullness where resonance
should be. The diagnosis was largely made by the

X ray. The fluoroscope made it possible to demon-
strate the condition easily. For the radical cure of

these hernias, surgery was the only method of treat-

ment. Small hernias that gave no symptoms required

no treatment. In mild cases, the treatment might
be purely palliative, along simple lines. When
however, the symptoms w^ere persistent and resisted

ordinary medical measures, there was only one
treatment—surgery.

Dr. Seymour Basch, of New York, said that Dr.

Portis had correctly stated that the diagnosis of

diaphragmatic hernia had advanced considerably in

the last decade, mainly through the aid of the x ray,

and, probably from the fact that increasing
knowledge had directed attention to its recurrence,

more cases had been discovered, and not because

the condition was of greater frequency than for-

merly. Previous to the use of the x ray , the

diagnosis had sometimes been made during life by
clinicians, and, of course, it was considered a con-

dition of great rarity.

The diagnosis of diaphragmatic hernia was very
easy in modern times, as hinted by Dr. Portis, when
one had a pronounced, an extreme case ; but when
there was a small hernia, such as might be produced

by a stab or a pistol wcjund, or by spontaneous rup-
ture of the diaphragm, the difficulty was much
greater, and could be made only through repeated
and careful examination.

The two points that were important to remember
regarding x rays were that, w-hile one saw the upper
line of the stomach, it was not, as Dr. Portis pointed
out, the line of the diaphragm. The line of the

diaphragm in a true hernia was broken, and one got
the contrast with the other side by comparison.
The line of the stomach was a large, pronouncedly
white line, and could be diagnosed readily, even
without the stomach being filled. A second point

of importance in the dififerentiation between either

the relaxation of the diaphragm in congenital con-

ditions and trtte hernia was that in watching the

fluoroscope and having the patient breathe deeply,

the abdominal organs, in true hernia, tisually moved
tipward

;
whereas, in congenital relaxation, the respi-

ration pushed them down. From the x ray view-
point, this was more important through the fluoro-

scope than through the x ray plate, because with

the fluoroscope one could, by changing the position,,

notice the line of fluid and see the organs almost
as well as with the plate. Among the physical

signs there were two or three that were of impor-
tance, one of which was not mentioned by Dr.

Portis, namely, displacement of the heart. Almost
all of these hernias were on the left side, and, as a
result, the stomach being prolapsed, the heart was
pushed to the right.

Elevation of the Left Diaphragm.—Dr. Frank-
Lix W. White, of Boston, presented lantern slides

of an unusual case of elevatioii of the left

diaphragm (eventration), with inverted stomach,
stomach, as part of the discussion on Dr. Portis's

paper on hernia. The patient was a man sixty

years old, a typical club man, well preserved and
goodlooking ; he had used alcohol freely, and had
been free from gastrointestinal symptoms until about

a year and a half ago, the sole exception to this

being that if he ate a big dinner, he almost invariably

vomited it up. The other unusual thing about the

case was that during the last ten years the patient

habitually gulped up some fluid about ten minutes

after a meal. In the past eighteen months he had
had several serious attacks of gastric pain, and had
had two serious hemorrhages from the stomach.

Several x ray plates of the patient's stomach were
presented, one of the most important showing the

extreme dififerences in the position of the stomach at

diflferent times. Dr. Portis fotind that when the

patient had his worst attacks, the stomach was above
the diaphragm, and that when it was going along

relatively well, the stomach was three fourths below
the diaphragm. He also got it in several interme-

diate positions.

Concerning the diagnosis, he said the important

thing was to distinguish it from a highsided left

diaphragm, which he thought was a better term
than eventration. The highsided diaphragm was not
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a surgical condition ; eventration was. Physical

signs did not distinguish the two things. One got

the splashing associated with air in the lower part of

the chest in both conditions, and could make the

clear diagnosis only by x ray examination. Some
things had been put down as diagnostic that were

not of great value, in his opinion. Respiratory move-

ment on both sides did not help in distinguishing

highsided left diaphragm from hernia. The hernia

might move up and down and the diaphragm might

be immobile. The movements must be equal with

respiration and must be in the normal direction.

The donieshaped line was considered characteristic

of the leftsided diaphragm. In the right kind of

hernia, one got a symmetrical donieshaped line, even

in hernia. The socalled paradoxical respiration, the

right side going down and the left going up, was

not a good sign, because it was too rare to be a good

diagnostic sign.

Diagnosis and Treatment of Recurrent Chole-

cystitis.—This paper was by Dr. Max Einhorn
and Dr. Willy Meyer. Dr. Einhorn said he would

not give in full his portion of the paper, but would
pick out only a few points to discuss. He said that

there existed two types of chronic cholecystitis, 1,

those with symptoms of a distinct biliary colic, and,

2, those with definite abdominal disturbances. A
diagnosis of chronic recurrent cholecystitis could

frequently be made, even when stones were absent,

by the symptom present, in conjunction with a direct

examination of -the bile. When, in such case, he

found turbid bile, he operated. When operating for

cholecystitis, a chronically diseased gallbladder

should be excised, even if no stones were found in

the atTected organ. If the contents were found to

be turbid, the gallbladder should be rejected. In

those cases of cholecystitis where there was pro-

tracted fever and in which there was a leucocytosis

and perhaps a polynuclear increase, operation should

be performed, especially if the bile in the duodenal
contents was found to be turbid.

As regards the treatment, there was no doubt
about the thoracic method's being better for the

repair of the hernia; but it had one drawback, and
that was that it was impossible to inspect the abdo-
men and see whether there was any injury to the

organs. Many operators use both : the thoracic first,

and later through the abdomen below. A surpris-

ingly large number of good results had accrued in

the last six years from operative procedure, com-
pared with the previous lamentable results.

Dr. Meyer discussed the subject from the view-
point of the surgeon. He said that whenever a case

of recurrent cholecystitis was presented for treat-

ment, one naturally thought of the stomach, the

duodenum, the pancreas, the gallbladder, and fre-

quently the appendix or the kidney. Other abdom-
inal troubles often arose. So far, it had not been
found, since the introduction of the x ray and the
cholesterol treatment, that the findings had greatly

iaiiproved the means of diagnosis, although progress
had been made in that respect. Nearly fifty per
cent, of the cases showed stones in the gallbladder,

but he did not believe that at that time the x ray
was able to show a nondistended, nonthickened gall-

bladder on the plate. Cholesterol had been found

to be unreliable as a method of diagnosis. When
asked to operate in such cases, an examination of

the duodenal contents had been made. In every

case in which the gallbladder cannot be, felt and the

symptoms do not point to gallstone colic, examina-

tion of the duodenal contents was pretty nearly sure

to reveal turbid bile, cholesterol, bilirubin, etc., even

if no stone was found at operation. Dr. Einhorn
had preserved the turbidity and the color of the

bile artificially, so that one might compare it with

the findings during operation. Naturally this could

be done only by aspirating the gallbladder. While
aspirating, greenish black and brown turbid bile

had been found, which, up to the present time, had
been considered as an indication for the removal of

the gallljladder.

Dr. Meyer found, in cases where operation was
refused for one reason or another, that the symp-
toms recurred eventually and for the patient's life-

time, up to the time that the gallbladder was re-

moved. Reports of sterile bile in such cases had
been received frequently, and one had begun to ask

whether the right thing was being done. On think-

ing of what might produce the sterile bile, one
realized that bile of itself would, in a little while,

destroy the contained microorganisms. It was an
anaerobic condition. The laboratories made their

studies not in an anaerobic way. Then there might
be a certain number of bacteria in the bile at times,

and at other times none ; the bit of bile examined
might contain bacteria, and other portions of the

bile, none.

The second question was, How does normal bile

in the gallbladder really appear? In other words,
was a greenish black or brown bile, slightly turbid,

always anaerobic ? He believed that it was, be-

cause since they had started they had adopted the fol-

lowing procedure in their investigation ; the instant

the person in the laboratory received the bile from
the gallbladder which had been operated upon, he
spread it out on the bouillon, at the operating table.

He then bisected the gallbladder transversely, using
the lower portion and the cystic duct for culture

and the upper portion for pathological examination.
In the majority of their cases, they had found that

the gallbladder wall, as such, contained the bacteria

;

and they recognized the fact that these bacteria might
now and then enter the bile and reinfect it. They
considered this an indication for removal, because
they could not see how such a gallbladder could, by
internal means, recuperate itself. It had to come
out. Therefore, it was thought that cholelithiasis

was a more frequent disease than' heretofore con-
sidered.

With the x ray they could exclude gastric and du-
odenal ulcer, where it was shown that the pancreas
was discharging normal ferments ; but they found
this turbid bile with cholecystitis, without stone. It

was more common in the male than in the female.
Women almost always had the stone in connection
with the cholecystitis. In one case they found a
stone that had ruptured the gallbladder so that the
bile was running down from the liver. A coiulition

like that, this method could not show ; but it could
show turbid bile.

(To be concluded.)
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Cholecystostomy and Cholecystectomy.—Frank

D. Moore {Surgery, Gynecology and Obstetrics,

July, 1921) asserts" that we may summarize the

end results of cholecystectomy as compared with

those of cholecystostomy as follows.

In general, cholecystectomy is the operation of

choice in all cases, except where general debility,

serious complications, such as abscess, peritonitis or

previous extensive adhesions make removal too dan-

gerous or prolonged an operation. In these cases,

cholecystostomy with possible later cholecystectomy,

may be done with advantage. It has been proved

by numbers of cases and observations by various

authors, that a removal of the gallbladder is not, in

itself, detrimental to the future health and well being

of the patient. Why, then, permit the patient to

face the risk, not only of possible, but of probable

recurrence of trouble, with the necessity of a future

second and more difficult operation, when, in the

hands of a careful surgeon, a total removal of the

offending organ may be done with but slightly

greater expenditure of time and with but little more

immediate risk to the patient?

Judgment in the selection of cases for removal,

early diagnosis and early operation, all make for the

choice and ultimately vastly more satisfactory re-

sults of cholecystectomy. The value of this method

of treatment for appendicitis is unquestioned, and

it seems as logical to follow this same procedure

in the case of a similarly affected gallbladder. A
diseased appendix is obviously of no use and is

manifestly a source of danger. Is not a function-

less and diseased gallbladder to be regarded in the

same light ? The diseased gallbladder has also come

much into the limelight, of recent years, as a focus

of infection for various forms of arthritis, anemias
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and general constitutional disturbances, and manj
removals of the gallljladder have been followed l)y

marked improvement in the general bodily meta-

bolism and welfare. It would seem, then, that cho-

lecystostomy may well be regarded only as a make-
shift or temporary resort, where conditions are such

as to contraindicate the performance of a truly

remedial operation, and that cholecystectomy may
be accepted as the operation of general choice.

Foreign Bodies as a Cause of Appendicitis.

—

S. A. Mahoney {Boston Medical and Surgical Jour-

nal, February 3, 1921) has made quite a study of

the literature on this subject, and finds that pins

are the foreign bodies most frequently found in

the appendix. The cases are rare, only forty pins

in 160, or possibly 228 years, if the case of Ruysch
in 1691 is considered the first. Only eighty-six

cases of true foreign bodies were found in the

literature. Cases of true foreign bodies range from
0.2 per cent, to 12 per cent, among American ob-

servers, while foreign observers make the percent-

age higher—as high as fifty per cent., probably

because they classify fecal concretions as foreign

bodies. The pin generally lies quiescent in the

appendix for a long time, and the attack causing

operation generally is acute. The pin may enter

by head or point, and lie transversely or parallel

to the axis of the appendix. The appendix is gen-

erally perforated by the point of the pin and abscess

formation is generally present, with metastatic

abscesses of the liver rather common. Pins occur

more often in males than in females, and mqst
frequently in children under ten years of age.

Chronic Afebrile Appendicular Jaundice.—C. P.

Caplesco {Bulletin de I'Acadhnie de medicine,

March 29, 1921) describes an afebrile chronic jaun-

dice of mild grade due to toxemia from unrecog-

nized disease of the appendix. The patients suffer

from digestive disturbances of various sorts, such

as epigastric pain and weight after meals, capricious

appetite and irregular digestion, and sometimes

nausea ; other patients are constipated and suffer

from migraine. The icteric condition is marked
merely by a varying degree of discoloration of the

conjunctival cul-de-sacs, associated occasionally

with a yellow color of the bulbar conjunctiva. Care-

ful examination of the region of the appendix in

over fifty cases revealed tenderness in this area.

By beginning the examination of his patients with

a search for this discoloration of the conjunctiva,

or conjunctival sign, the author has been led to de-

tect appendicitis in individuals who did not suspect

that they had any appendiceal trouble. In all cases

subjected to operation on the basis of the conjunc-

tival sign obvious appendiceal disease was found

—

e. g., an enlarged, congested appendix containing

bloodstained material or fecal matter, calculi, and
parasites, with constant dark areas and ulcerations

of the mucous membrane beneath such foreign

bodies and a fibrous thickening of the submucous
layer. The discoloration of the conjiuictivre is

ascribed to toxic material formed in the diseased

appendix, absorbed and carried to the liver, where
it causes enough disturbance of the hepatic cells to

induce a mild toxic icterus.
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Pseudotabetics and Their Reeducational Treatment
By PIERRE KOUINDJY, M. D.,

Paris,

Late Chief of the Reeducation Services at the Salpetriere, and of Physiotherapy at the Val de Grac?e.

It is often simple enough to mistake a pseudo-

tabetic for a genuine case of tabes, for the symp-

tomatology in both instances is frequently very

similar. Thus one finds incoordination of move-
ment of the lower limbs and ataxia of the upper,

Romberg's sign, absence of patellar and Achilles

tendon reflexes, anesthesia, analgesia, delayed

transmission of impulses, lightning pains, gastric

crises, visceral crises, amblyopia, muscular pains,

and, occasionally, a disturbance of the reaction of

the pupil. These symptoms may be encountered in

pseudotabetics, either isolated or in groups of two,

three or several signs together, and thus suggest

the presence of a true locomotor ataxia of Duchenne,
of Boulogne. Ocqasionally, this similarity extends

even to a confusion in the findings of morbid anat-

omy. Thus, Tuczek, of Vienna, has published re-

ports of four cases of pseudotabes with records of

autopsies and serial sections of the spinal medulla,

in which one can trace sclerosis of the whole length

of the posterior colunms similar to the lesions in

true tabes.

In spite of this, pseudotabes is a pathological en-

tity easily distinguished from true tabes on account

of its etiology and, especially, of its course. Ac-
cording to Professor Dejerine and Dr. Thomas
pseudotabetics are characterized by their tendency

to complete cure, by tenderness on pressure of mus-
cles, and by the absence of the Argyll Robertson
pupil. Further, they can be distinguished by the

different topographical distribution of anesthesias,

"which here diminish from the distal end towards
the root of a limb, whereas in tabes they always

show a radicular distribution" ( 1 )

.

Professor Dejerine, who published his first two
observations on pseudotabes in 1882, has termed
this affection neurotabes or peripheral tabes, thus

indicating the polyneuritic origin of the disease.

We have noted above that even medullary lesions

may exist in cases of pseudotabes, as demonstrated
by the observations of Tuczek. There are also

varieties of pseudotabes which show at the same
time medullary and peripheral lesions, such as in

those due to diabetes. In the majority of cases

])seudota]jetics also present psychic disturbances in

the form of phobias in addition to two or three signs

of tabes, such as Romberg's sign, lightning pains
and disturbances of sensation, or the loss of re-

flexes. The dominating obsession is the morbid
fear of walking. Basiphobia is the psychic element
characteristic of pseudotabetics.

Further, there are the phobia of space, agaropho-
bia, and the fear of standing alone and unsupported,
stasiphobia. We have known a pseudotabetic who,
on finding herself suddenly isolated from the crowd
with which she had been crossing the entrance hall

of the Saint Lazare Station, experienced great diffi-

culty in walking. When surrounded by people, she
could manage to reach the platform, but when iso-

lated, she could not move and had to wait for the
propitious moment when she could join the com-
pany of others, before she was able to continue on
her way. It has to be noted in this connection that

the same psychic condition may be encountered in

cases of true ataxia. However, in the latter it as-

sumes a graver aspect, for this complication consid-
erably increases motor incoordination and finally

renders progression quite impossible.

It has been stated that the motor incoordination
of pseudotabetics does not resemble the locomotor
ataxia of Duchenne, of Boulogne. Nothing could
be more inexact. Though in some cases of pseudo-
tabes the motor incoordination approaches the type
of polyneuritic ataxia, characterized particularly by
"steppage," yet, in the majority of cases it is, so to

speak, a copy of the ataxia found in true tabes. The
walk of pseudotabetics is precipitated, jerky, stag-
gering, hesitating, and spasmodic in a fashion equal
to that of a good many true tabetics. These mani-
festations show the closest resemblance in the case
of a pseudotabetic whose symptoms suggest an
early stage, or the first degree of locomotor ataxia.

There we find the same inequality of steps and the
same absence of rhythm in the walk and the uni-
lateral predilection of spasms. Dr. Herbez has re-

ported a very curious case of false tabes with
severe motor disturbances of the upper limbs. "The
patient was unable to carry to his mouth a glass
filled with water without sjiilling the contents" (2).
Quite recently Professor IJejcrine presented at his

Copyright, 1921, by A. R. Elliott Publishing Compar.y.
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interesting Tuesday demonstrations a girl, eleven

years old, who suffered from peripheral tabes of

infectious origin, probably diphtheria. She was
affected at the same time with pronounced motor
disturbances of the upper limbs, diplopia, and very

extensive sensory changes.

The motor disturbances of the lower limbs may
become so troublesome in pseudotabetics that they

are rendered quite helpless. Fourteen years ago, at

Charcot's clinic, we had under our care a pseudo-
tabetic with complete lack of control of the legs.

The patient was confined to his bed for four months
without being able to hold himself upright for an
instant. However, reeducation exercises trained the

patient to walk well and unsupported at the end
of a month's treatment. In Dr. Berbez's case the

paraplegia of the lower limbs was complete. Thus,
motor incoordination of pseudotabetics may present

all the phases of tabetic ataxia ranging from com-
mencing to final paralytic ataxia.

Romberg's sign is the second symptom of tabes

dorsalis which is foimd again and again in pseudo-

tabetics. Incidentally, it may be mentioned that the

pseudotabetic usually discovers the presence of his

illness by the impossibility of standing upright in

the dark or with his eyes closed. This sign is rarely

absent, and, whatever the cause of the pseudotabes,

it can be noted with ease. Occasionally, it is neces-

sary to let the patient stand on one foot in order

to demonstrate it clearly.

The pains in pseudotabes differ in character from
the lightning pains of true tabes. They seldom

occur in the form of regular crises, and, often, they

are only of short duration. They may be localized,

as in true tabes, in the lower limbs, in the chest, or

they may assume the form of unilateral or bilateral

sciatic pains. Sometimes they persist for long

periods. The chief characteristic feature, however,

is their complete cessation with the disappearance of

the other tabetic symptoms.
The sensory disturbances in false tabes also dif-

fer from those found in true tabes. They have an

irregular topography, being localized sometimes in

one limb, sometimes in both at the same time, but

only rarely do they present the symmetrical form

shown by the sensory affections in true tabes. They
are situated distinctly at the periphery and dimin-

ish steadily as the root of the limb is reached. They
are, therefore, differentiated from the sensory dis-

turbances of true tabes by the absence of the radicu-

lar arrangement. In a few instances one meets with

plantar anesthesia and the "cotton wool sole" of the

tabetic.

Delayed transmission of impulses is a relatively

frequent phenomenon in pseudotabetics. especially

if neurasthenia is present. Absence of the patellar

reflexes is not a constant phenomenon in pseudo-

tabes, but in many cases it exists together with

Romberg's sign and motor incoordination. In other

cases one finds, on the contrary, that these reflexes

are exaggerated. Generally speaking, return of re-

flexes is the rule here, whereas their abolition is per-

manent in cases of tabes dorsalis. The gastric and

visceral crises of pseudotabetics have not the same

severity as in true tabes
;
they are never continuous.

Among the visual disturbances of pseudotabes

diplopia is only rarely met with
;
and, if it does

exist, it is only partial and often very faint.

It is clear from the preceding that cases of pseudo-
tabes may occasionally resemble so closely cases of
tabes dor.salis, especially when locomotor ataxia

exists, that confusion may arise in spite of all en-

deavors. However, if investigations are persisted

in with patience, one cannot fail to establish the cor-

rect diagnosis of the affection. This has called

forth the statement by Professor Raymond in his

masterly dissertation on the Diseases of the Nerv-
ous System, that pseudotabetics are differentiated

from true tabetics by the evolution of the symptoms,
tiie rapidity of their development, and their usual

curability. In fact, a pseudotabetic recovers al-

ways and in a very short time, relatively speaking.

Relapses may occur and the same manifestations
recur as before, but in the end a definite and com-
plete cure is effected. A true tabetic may improve,
often to a notable extent, but he will always retain

the stigmata of the affection for his whole life.

Among the etiological causes of pseudotabes we
may quote intoxications, such as alcohol, lead, cop-
per, arsenic, nicotine, carbon bisulphide, ergot, and
diabetes

; infections, such as diphtheria, smallpox,
scarlatina, syphilis, and dysentery

; hysteria, neuras-
thenia, overwork, and exposure. There are also

cases of pseudotabes of obscure origin. The list

given above makes it unnecessary to discuss each
etiological form of the disease. We shall only deal

with syphilitic pseudotabes, for syphilis may be the

cause of this affection, just as it is responsible for

the great majority of cases of tabes dorsalis. Lamy
(3) in his remarkable work on syphilis of the spinal

cord, presents the observations of several authors
on cases in which cerebrospinal syphilis represented

the clinical picture of pseudotabes, identical with
that of tabes dorsalis, with ocular paralysis, light-

ning pains, visceral crises and incoordination of pro-

gression. This author also quotes a similar obser-

vation of Fournier and Dieulafoy in a case of tabes

where the symptoms of cerebrospinal syphilis were
manifested by gradual paralysis of the lower limbs,

lightning pains, loss of patellar reflexes, and dis-

turbances of progression; in other words, by the

l^henomena of syphilitic pseudoparalysis.

Claude reported to the Neurological Society in

1908 the case of a man, forty-one years old, who had
acquired syphilis five years previously. Four years

before examination the patient experienced weak-
ness in his lower limbs and marked lightning pains.

Under the influence of mercury, prescribed by
Claude, the latter symptoms disappeared com-
pletely. A few months later difficulties arose in the

control of micturition. On examination Romberg's
sign, recurrence of motor incoordination, and pare-

sis of the lower limbs were discovered. The patellar

reflexes were present, and the pupils were normal.

A second vigorous mercurial treatment was insti-

tuted and, once more, all symptoms disappeared.

The patient died two years later of phthisis. At the

autopsy a few strands were found to be affected

with syphilitic meningitis and with slight medullary

degeneration
;
however, no trace of a lesion of the

posterior cords could be discovered. Undoubtedly
then, this was a case of syphilitic pseudotabes.
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We have seen above that two causes are neces-

sary for the production of pseudotabes: 1, the true

etiological cause, such as intoxication or infection,

and 2, the predisposing cause—the psychic con-

dition of the patient. Pseudotabetics are above all

neurotics, a fact explaining to a certain degree the

characteristic aspect which tabetic symptoms as-

sume in these cases. This further serves to explain

the rapid development of the illness as well as the

complete cure and the disappearance of symptoms.

The therapy of pseudotabes must, therefore, be

divided into two groups : the first aims at removing
all causes of intoxication, infection, or overstrain.

The patient should be placed under the best hygienic

conditions and submitted to an appropriate dietetic

regime, and all therapeutic means should be applied,

which act internally on the specific causative agent:

potassium iodide, arsenic, mercury, benzonaphthol,

aspirin, etc. The second group comprises all ex-

ternal measures, or, in other words, all physical

agents which act on the symptomatology of the

affection and on the psychic condition of the patient

at the same time. The measures referred to are

psychotherapy and all agents of physiotherapy: iso-

lation, direct and indirect suggestion, hydrotherapy,

electrotherapy, radiotherapy, thalassotherapy, creno-

therapy, and exercises.

We shall refrain from discussing the special in-

dications of all these physical agents for the treat-

ment of pseudotabes. But we shall dwell at some
length on the physiotherapeutics of pseudotabes and,

more especially, on its treatment by massage and
reeducation of movements, which we consider the

method of election in these cases. Experience has

shown that physical agents act on the patients in

question by direct action on their motor disturb-

ances, and by indirect suggestive effect on their

psychic troubles. Massage stimulates the circula-

tion in a large number of pseudotabetics and coun-

teracts the destructive influence of the causal etio-

logical agents. Thus in many cases it suffices to

massage the paretic muscles in order to arrest the

paresis and to prevent in this way the onset of mus-
cular paralysis. The ordinary principles of mas-
sage must be observed : that only the muscles in a

state of hypotonia require treatment. Mechano-
therapy and gymnastics can be frequently utilized

as complementary agents. Alone, reeducation of

movements forms the pivot of the kinetic treatment

of pseudotabetics ; for reeducational exercises take

the principal share in correcting the motor disturb-

ances of these patients and in influencing their

psychic condition. The choice of reeducational ex-

ercises is of great importance in this connection.

All the different series of exercises should not be
gone through repeatedly, otherwise they might be
discredited in the eyes of the patient. He must not

be allowed to come to the conclusion that his exer-

cises are too simple and, consequently, not suited

to his condition ; neither should his exercises be too
difficult so that his enthusiasm gets chilled by the

impossibility of their execution. The nature of the

exercises at the commencement of the treatment of

pseudotabetics vary; thus, if in one case we begin

with walking exercises, in another we start with
those aiming at standing upright, equihbrium of the

trunk, or stability. If a pseudotabetic is in a stage

resembling locomotor ataxia of the first degree, we
begin at once with exercises on the graduated floor

or with a chair, in other words we aim at regulariz-

ing his steps or at teaching balancing of the chest.

And often we can note that such exercises succeed

in securing further results, such as reduction of the

basis of support or progression on the horizontal

ladder. In the rare cases of pseudotabes with ad-

vanced weakness we commence reeducation by ex-

ercises in the sitting position, whereas with true

tabetics the prone position is adopted.

Whatever the nature of the exercises chosen, they

are always arranged in rapid and almost uninter-

rupted progres.sion, so that a period of one or two
weeks enables the pseudotabetic to regain his coor-

dination completely. Just as much depends on his

psychic condition. In this connection we must
make use of psychotherapy, verbal assurance, rea-

soning, suggestion. .cA.ll these measures together

and reeducation, succeed in mastering the motor
disturbances, especially when the patient be-

comes convinced that the exercises prescribed are

within the boundaries of his strength and physical

powers. One certainly must look to the action on

the psychical element in pseudotabetics in order to

find the explanation of the miraculous effects of

the many new methods advertised by the daily press

in a sensational fashion and utilized by some peo-

ple for the shameless exploitation of public credul-

ity. There is no need to describe all these methods

;

it is quite sufficient to glance through the lay papers

in order to find instances. However, the fact must
be pointed out with emphasis that the great major-
ity of tabetics proclaimed to be definitely cured are

only doubtful cases or simply pseudotabetics.

1. Pseudotabes is not as rare as has been as-

sumed. It may be due to a number of different

causes, such as intoxication, infection and overwork.
2. Pseudotabes may also have a syphilitic origin.

3. The symptoms recall those of true tabes dorsalis.

They are distinguished by the intensity of their

manifestations and by their complete disappearance

ultimately. 4. It is characteristic of pseudotabetics

to be cured completely in all instailces. 5. Pseudo-
tabes is distinguished from tabes dorsalis by the

evolution of the symptoms, by their rapid develop-

ment, and by their customary curability. 6. The
treatment of election of pseudotabes must com-
prise treatment of the etiological cause and also

symptomatic treatment. Physiotherapeutic treat-

ment occupies a predominant place in the second
instance. Thanks to the four physical agents, of

which it is built up, this treatment renders great

service in the therapeutics of pseudotabes, what-
ever the origin of the disease. Among these four
physical agents, reeducation must be considered the

most rational measure, being calculated to combat
at the same time both the motor disturbances of

progression and the psychic state of pseudotabetics.
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Protein Sensitization with Special Reference to Bronchial Asthma,
Hay Fever, and Eczema*
By MAXIMILIAN A. RAMIREZ, M. D.,

New York.

The theory of protein sensitization is so familiar

and so much has been written on the subject that 1

shall not review the literature and present a dis-

cursive paper on its etiology ; 1 shall only touch

on those aspects which concern us as practical phy-
sicians and clinicians. It is impossible to .say any-

thing about it without quoting freely from I. Chand-
ler Walker's classical researches. I wish to acknowl-

edge a great indebtedness to him. His excellent

writings have been of the greatest assistance to me
in this work, and I take this opportunity to acknowl-
edge my appreciation of the courtesy shown me
while visiting his clinic.

Now, in what way are we interested in a sub-

ject which up to the past few years has been the

concern only of research workers and i)rofessors of

medical science? In what way does it enter inti-

mately enough into our diverse practices to make
worth while a discussion of this kind? Before an-

swering these questions let us define protein sensi-

tization. It is that state in which an individual is

sensitive or hypersusceptible to some foreign pro-

tein to which he maintains a certain intrinsic physio-

logical antipathy. This antipathy lies essentially in

the blood, a product of the intricate chemistry of

that tissue, about which we as yet know so little.

By means of the blood it is disseminated throughout
the entire organism, with the result that whenever
there is absorption of the specific protein to which
the blood is antagonistic, an unmistakable and typi-

cal reaction -is set up, whether that absorption be by
way of an abraded surface, as scarified epithelium,

or by intact but vulnerable epithelium, as the con-

junctiva or alimentary tract. How and why it is

set up we do not know : it is an individual idiosyn-

crasy; and this remains a fascinating problem for

some future Pasteur to solve. But we do know
this—and this enters intimately into our practice

—

that even as individuals differ in susceptibility to the

various foreign proteins, so do they dififer in the

type of their reaction. In one, the reaction may
occur as the violent coryza so familiar to us as hay
fever and rose fever, or what could be termed
anaphylactic vasomotor rhinitis ; it may occur as an
eczematoid eruption ; it may present itself as a gas-

tric disturbance, or in a still more interesting fash-

ion, as bronchial asthma.

The proteins may enter the body by inhalation,

ingestion, absorption, and infection
; by inhalation

through the respiratory tract
;
by ingestion through

the digestive tract; by absorption, apart from in-

halation and ingestion, through the conjunctiva and
to a less extent, the skin

;
by infection through the

presence of pathogenic bacteria in any part of the

body, especially in the teeth, tonsils, nose, throat,

lungs, and intestinal tract.

Now let us consider the most common of these

*Read before the City Hospital Alumni Association, New York,
December 15, 1920.

jjroteins. Food jmjteins generally cause skin dis-

eases, especially in children, as egg white, wheat,

milk, beef, strawberry, oats, tomato, fi.sh, almond,

pork, buckwheat, oyster. The most common pro-

teins causing hay fever are ragweed, goldenrod, red

top, golden glow, sunflower, timothy, and corn.

Emanation of hair of the horse and horse dan-

druff are the most common epidermal cause of bron-

chial asthma. Wheat and egg are the most com-
mon of the food proteins to cause asthma; oats,

corn, beef, fish, almond, chicken, walnut, rye, pea,

and peanut, the next active of the food proteins.

Ragweed is the pollen protein most frequently caus-

ing asthma. In some cases these pollens caused

hay fever, rather than asthma, and in other cases the

jjollens were probably the primary cause of the

asthma but bacteria continued the condition.

The most frequent bacterial cause of bronchial

asthma is the protein of Staphylococcus pyogenes
aureus, the Streptococcus hemolyticus, the Staphylo-

coccus pyogenes albus, and the Micrococcus catar-

rhalis. A patient may be sensitive to one protein

or to a combination of proteins. He may react to

several of the food proteins or to a combination of

food, animal, plant or bacterial proteins. This is

known as multiple sensitization. It is commonly
found and is more difficult to treat than the cases

of simple sensitization.

In the study of each case a detailed history of

the patient is of the greatest importance. A note

should be made of the age of the patient, home and
Inisiness environment, occupation, habits, and family

history, mode and season of onset, and the course

of the disease during the beginning. The family his-

tory in asthma, hay fever, or food allergy is very

important. It has been shown that patients with

idiosyncrasies to some foreign protein apparently

inherit the tendency in at least fifty-five per cent,

of the cases ; where the symptoms are due to bac-

teria the patients inherit the tendency in about ten

per cent. If it is suspected that some foreign pro-

tein substance is the basis of the condition, the diag-

nosis consists of the identification of the protein.

The particular food thought to be causing the symp-
toms should not be avoided before the test is made

;

the result may be a negative test which would not

prove the sensitization. We know that patients

who are susceptible to certain foods, animal dusts,

and pollens, will react positively when a solution of

the protein is applied to a scratch on the arm, called

the skin or cutaneous test, or a solution of the pro-

tein in high dilution and in definite quantity is in-

jected between the layers of the skin, which is the

intradermal or subcutaneous test. Both of these

are commonly used and the result is usually the

same.

The intradermal test is more delicate than the

cutaneous test, but has a more limited application.

The objections to the intradermal method are: 1. It
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is nidre difficult to perform. 2. It is often quite

painful and one can test only comparatively few
proteins at each session. 3. There is greater danger
of infection; it requires careful technic and the

careful sterilization of all instruments and solutions

used. 4. There is danger of causing serious reac-

tion by the introduction of an overdose in a highly

sensitive patient. 5. Frequent occurrences of pseudo-

reactions.

P'or these reasons I have employed the cutaneous

or skin scarification method almost exclusively, and
it has been shown, not alone by my own work, btit

by careful and extensive studies carried on by
Walker, to be just as accurate as the intradermal

method with the added advantage of greater sim-

plicity and less disturbance to the patient. The test

is done as follows : A number of small cuts, each

about an eighth of an inch long, are made on the

flexor surface of the forearm. These cuts are made
with a sharp scalpel, but are not deep enough to draw
blood, although they do penetrate the skin. On
each cut is placed a protein and to it is added a drop
of tenth normal sodium hydroxide solution to dis-

solve the pr&tein and to permit of its rapid absorp-

tion. At the end of half an hour the proteins are

washed ofif and the reactions are noted, always com-
paring the inoculated cuts with normal controls on
which no protein was placed. A positive reaction

consists of a white elevation or urticarial wheal at

the site of inoculation. The smallest reaction that

we call positive must measure 0.5 cm. in diameter.

All larger reactions are noted by a series of plus

marks and any smaller reaction is called doubtful.

If a smaller wheal surrounded by an area of ery-

thema appears around one or two of the tests I

consider it of great importance and insist on repeat-

ing the tests with these proteins at a later date. At
times no wheal appears but a definite erythema
occurs around one or two of the tests, and although

this cannot be called a positive reaction it must be

viewed with suspicion and the tests repeated.

In performing and interpreting the skin test there

are a few things that should be remembered. Occa-
sionally we get a negative reaction to a protein to

which the patient is really sensitive if the test is

performed immediately following an attack due to

that particular protein. Occasionally reactions are

obtained to food proteins of which food the patient

has never eaten. This is due to an inherited sensi-

tivity and. of course, these foods must be avoided.

This is of importance in cases of wheat sensitiza-

tion, where one would test against rye and corn to

determine if these are safe for the patient to take

instead of wheat. Occasionally a reaction is ob-

tained, let us say, to com, and the patient will say

that he has never taken corn. This is explained, as

mentioned above, as an inherited sensitivity.

Delayed reactions may also occur. A test which
appears negative or doubtful when read a half hour
after applying the protein, may become definitely

positive twenty-four hours later. This is the ex-

ception, not the rule. A marked difficulty arises in

the interpretation of cases which have been negative

to all tests, but in which a clearcut anaphylactic

asthma appears. In these cases there are three pos-

sibilities which must be considered and ruled out

before definitely labelling a case negative: 1. The
great possibility of having omitted the causative

protein from your test. 2. The possibility of a

toxin and not a true protein being the cause. 3.

The possibility that the patient may at the time of

the test be in a stage of recovery from an attack

and therefore, with the system loaded with free

antibodies, gives a negative reaction to the test.

Occasionally a patient gives a positive reaction with
a protein that apparently has no bearing on his con-
dition. In cases of this kind the patient may eat

sparingly of that particular protein without symp-
toms arising, but if much of the protein is taken

symptoms do arise.

We may dififerentiate between true or typical

bronchial asthma and the atypical or asthmatic

bronchitis by means of the cutaneous test. In the

typical variety the patient will react positively to

the protein or group of proteins which is responsible

for the asthma, while the atypical case will give

a straight negative to all tests. Occasionally one
will find a patient who shows a wheal and erythema
around every protein tried out, but it will be found
that the control will also be positive, showing that

there is at the time of test an abnormal irritability

of the skin. These socalled dermographic skins

cause great difficulty ; all tests must be discontinued

and postponed to a future time.

Specific protein treatment, which is the most suc-

cessful procedure, consists of treating or desensi-

tizing the patient with those proteins to which the

individual is found to be sensitive by the skin test.

Bronchial asthma caused by animal emanation is

successfully treated by subcutaneous inoculations of

the ofifending protein. Before this can be done,

however, skin tests must be made with varying dilu-

tions of the particular protein in order to find out

the initial therapeutic dose. Each week the dose

is gradually increased. As the amount of treatment

increases, the positiveness of the skin test progres-

sively diminishes until the skin test becomes nega-

tive with concentrated protein and the patient be-

comes absolutely desensitized. The treatment out-

lined above is given in horse, cat, and dog cases,

but in those patients who are sensitive to feathers,

wool, and the hair or fur of other animals, ir is

easier to avoid these substances than to treat the

patients with their protein. Pollen asthmatics are

tested and treated in like manner with subcutaneous
inoculations, and the treatment should be given pre-

ceding the pollen season, rather than during it.

Patients who are sensitive to bacterial proteins are

given subcutaneous inoculations with vaccines of

that particular organism. Subcutaneous inocula-

tions with ofifending food proteins do desensitize

but the process is long and tedious. The method of

feeding proteins has proved unsatisfactory in many
cases. The most obvious treatment is to take the

offending foods out of the diet and resort only to

active immunization in epidermals, bacteria or pol-

len cases. In most cases this is a simple matter,

with the exception of those sensitive to wheat, egg,

and milk. The difference in the length of time re-

quired to desensitize the patient dcjiends ujion the

size of the initial amount which the i)atient can take

without symptoms. Climate does not bcnetil tlio>-"C
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sensitive to proteins, with the exception of pollen

cases and then only when the ])atient goes to a place

where the particular pollen is not present. The bac-
terial cases are benefited by warm, dry climates.

In the bacterial cases and those with severe sec-

ondary bronchitis, intratracheal injections of oily

solutions sometimes give marked temporary relief.

For immediate relief of symptoms in paroxysms of
true asthma, adrenalin is the drug par excellence,

but a certain amount of caution must be observed,

for some people are quite sensitive to its action and
occasionally go into a state of collapse after its

use. This reaction is especially likely to occur in

asthma and allied conditions where the sympathetic

nervous system is in a highly unbalanced state.

In the preparation of an autogenous vaccine for

the treatment of the bacterial type of asthma or the

relief of the secondary bronchitis, a sterile specimen
of sputum is examined for the predominating or-

ganism, and if this corresponds with the reaction

obtained by the skin test, a simple vaccine is used.

If, however, the predominating organism is one
other than that giving a positive skin test a mixed
vaccine should be used, using the predominating
organism and the one giving the skin test.

There is a group of cases of asthma, perhaps more
correctly classified under asthmatic bronchitis, where
we obtain no reaction to proteins—all the tests are

negative. These cases are probably of infectious

origin and are very refractory to treatment. I have
a series of fifteen of these cases in which I have
used injections of a nonspecific protein, using intra-

venously a secondary proteose as my antigen. In

four of these cases I obtained relief of symptoms,
in three marked relief, in two slight relief, and in

the remaining six no improvement. This form of

treatment, which has been extensively used in the

treatment of chronic arthritis, is still in its infancy

in asthma and allied conditions. In two cases of

hay fever during the acute stage, I have injected the

patients with secondary proteose without apparent

influence on the symptoms or course of the dis-

ease. The question of passive anaphylaxis is one
which must not be entirely overlooked, the clinical

importance of which I called attention to, in a case

which I reported (1). Whether this was a true

case of passive anaphylaxis in the strict sense, of

the term, I am not prepared to say, for more care-

ful laboratory study than was carried out in this

case would be necessary before definitely determin-

ing this question.

The bronchial asthma cases may be classified as

follows : Those sensitive to proteins and those not

sensitive to protein. Then divide these into those

occurring throughout the year and the seasonal

cases. The cases not sensitive to protein are classi-

fied as due to bacteria, while those sensitive to pro-

tein are subdivided into those occurring through-

out the year due to animals, food, and bacteria, and
the seasonal cases due to pollens.

The prognosis of asthma with proper treatment

is excellent in the sensitive cases, provided the pa-

tient has not chronic bronchitis or marked emphy-
.sema. The severity of bronchitis, the degree of em-
physema, and the resistance of the individual to bac-

teria modify the prognosis in the nonsensitive type.

HAY FEVER.

In testing hay fever cases it is necessary to empha-
size the importance of testing not only with the vari-

ous pollens as is ordinarily done, but also with all the

foods, epidermals and bacteria, for although most
cases of socalled hay fever, or seasonal vasomotor
rhinitis, are true pollinoses, a certain number are

due to one of the other proteins, either entirely or

as an associated sensitization, which aggravates the

symptoms and the elimination of which is neces-

sary in order to obtain complete recovery.

A great many patients show multiple sensitiza-

tion and I am convinced that in order to obtain

really satisfactory results, one must actively im-
munize against every pollen giving a definite reac-

tion. This conclusion I believe is contrary to the

view expressed by Walker, who asserts that im-
munization against the pollens giving the largest

reaction of a botanical group is sufficient. For
example

:

If a patient reacts very strongly to ragweed
and weakly to goldenrod. Walker advises using rag-

weed solely in the treatment. I hope I am not mis-

quoting him but that is my understanding of his

views on the subject. I feel justified in stating,

after careful observation of several classical cases,

that all the pollens giving a definite reaction should
be used in the treatment. I have not collected my
results, in a large number of cases that I treated

this past year, but I know they have been much
more satisfactory than in previous years and I ex-

pect them to be even more so next year, for I am
starting the injections at least four months before

the expected onset of the attack. I think this is im-

portant. Treatment should be started about four

months before the pollen season and continued right

up to it and at times during the season, dropping
down to a small dose of a high dilution. I also be-

lieve it is necessary to carry the immunization down
to a one in one hundred dilution, giving as much
as ten minims of this dilution. The separate pol-

lens in varying dilutions should be used and the

dose adapted to the individual patient.

ECZEMA.

Our present knowledge of the etiology and speci-

fic treatment of eczema is so vague that any pro-

cedure indicating a clearer understanding of this

condition is indeed worthy of special note. Only a

small percentage of all eczema cases are anaphy-

lactic, but it is essential that patients be thoroughly

tested in order that they may be properly classified

and treated.

Before concluding I will give a brief review of

several cases exemplifying the various clinical types

of protein sensitization.

CASE REPORTS.

Case I.—C. H., male, aged fourteen, had attack

of asthma on and off for the past four years. Be-

tween attacks he felt perfectly well. His previous

history was negative and his family history was
also negative. Skin tests with the various proteins

showed a two plus reaction to herring. Elimina-

tion of this food from the diet resulted in a com-
plete recovery. The patient was seen six months
later and was absolutely free of all symptoms.
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Case II.—I. P., female, aged eight, had suffered

repeated attacks of bronchial asthma for the past two

years. Her tonsils were removed four years ago

;

no other previous illness. Family history was nega-

tive. Skin tests showed a positive reaction to wheat,

rice and codfish. Complete elimination of these

foods resulted in recovery. Patient occasionally

suffered mild attacks, characterized by cough,

wheezing and slight difficulty in breathing, but they

were of short duration and caused her little dis-

comfort. They are probably due to the taking of

wheat inadvertently.

Case III.—M. S., female, aged forty-five. She

had had frequent and repeated attacks of asthma

for the past eight years, but felt comparatively well

between attacks. Skin test showed a four plus

reaction to horse dandruff, and reacted to as high as

one in 100,000 dilution. This patient was inoculated

with increasing doses of horse dandruff. Symp-
toms gradually disappeared and she became abso-

lutely free of all asthmatic symptoms. Close con-

tact with horses now cause no discomfort.

Case IV.—M. B., female, aged forty-seven. She
had had asthma for the past fifteen years; had not

had a good night's sleep in eight to ten years, and
slept on a chair every night. For the past few years

she had had a distressing cough, with expectoration,

and shortness of breath ; previous to this she was
free from symptoms during the day, the attacks

coming on at night. Examination showed a two
plus reaction to goose feathers, a one plus to Staphy-

lococcus albus and one plus to Micrococcus catar-

rhalis. Examination of the spvitum showed the pre-

dominating organism to be a Micrococcus catar-

rhalis ; there were some staphylococci present.

A mixed vaccine was prepared and injected

weekly. The feather pillow was discarded and a

hair pillow used in its place. Symptoms improved
considerably on discarding the feather pillow. The
cough and expectoration improved rapidly under the

vaccine treatment, but some cough and slight short-

ness of breath still remained, due to emphysema and
fibrous changes in the lungs. However, the patient

now sleeps in bed every night and is comfortable.

Case V.—J. W., male, aged twenty-two. He had
had asthma for the past six years and had noticed

the relation of dogs to his symptoms. Skin test

showed a three plus reaction to dog hair. Patient

was inoculated with varying dilutions of dog hair

and can now come in close contact with dogs with-

out discomfort.

Case VI.—C. E., male, aged fifty-three. He had
had repeated attacks for the past fourteen years

;

symptoms had been growing worse and finally there

was constant cough with expectoration. He had
had a dog in the house for the past seven years, but

it was only within the past few months that he
noticed any decided influence on his breathing when
in close contact with the dog. Cutaneous tests were
strongly positive to dog hair, goose feathers, beef,

rice, oat, and rye ; also to Staphylococcus aureus and
Micrococcus catarrhalis. The foods to which he
was sensitive were removed from his diet, and in-

jections of dog hair and a vaccine of Staphylococcus
aureus and Micrococcus catarrhalis given. The
feather pillow was also discarded and a hair pillow

used instead. This patient improved rapidly and is

now practically well, though he gets an occasional

attack of embarrassment in breathing and cough,

especially if exposed to dust or a cold wind.

Case VII.—W. F. T., male, aged thirty-nine.

Had suffered from asthma for the past two years,

following severe bronchitis. Cutaneous tests were
negative to the various foods, pollens, and epider-

mals, but positive to Staphylococcus albus, and Strep-

tococcus communis. An autogenous vaccine was pre-

pared and injected in increasing doses. The patient

improved rapidly and two months later he was free

from symptoms which have not recurred although

treatment was discontinued nearly eight months ago.

Case VIII.—C. G., female, aged twenty-five.

Had suffered from asthma for the past five years

;

during the first three years only during August and
September, but for past two years had had recur-

ring paroxysms throughout the entire year. There
were no hay fever symptoms at any time. Cutane-

ous protein tests were negative with the various

foods and epidermals but strongly positive to rag-

weed and corn pollen and to Staphylococcus aureus

and albus. A vaccine was prepared and injected

during the winter, spring and summer months and

injections of ragweed and corn started last May.
The patient improved markedly on vaccine treat-

ment and went through a season without symptoms.

I will not take up space by citing ordinary cases

of hay fever, showing single or multiple pollen sensi-

tization, but will review briefly the history of one

or two hay fever cases showing sensitization to bac-

teria, foods, and epidermals, as this phase of sen-

sitization as regards hay fever is often overlooked.

Case IX.—C. J., female, aged twenty, for the

past few years had had repeated severe attacks of

sneezing, itching and running of the eyes, coming
on especially during June, July, August and Sep-

tember, during which time she always went to her

country home. She occasionally had similar attacks

during the winter but they were not as persistent

nor as frequent. Cutaneous tests were negative to

the various pollens, foods, and bacteria, but strongly

positive to the protein of horse dandruff. Repeated
inoculations with this protein resulted in complete

recovery and satisfactory protection.

Case X.—H. H., female, aged thirty-five, had
repeated attacks of itching and running of the eyes,

coryza, and sneezing, coming on during June, July,

and August. Cutaneous tests were negative with

the various pollens, bacteria and epidermals, but

strongly positive to strawberry, blackberry, and can-

taloupe. The patient abstained completely from
taking these fruits this season and was absolutely

free from symptoms, except on one occasion, when
she had a little itching of the eyes and sneezed once

or twice after eating strawberry ice cream.

In conclusion, allow me to say that I do not intend

to convey the impression that all patients with

asthma and hay fever respond as satisfactorily to

treatment as those which I have cited ; for these are

selected cases, reviewed for emphasis and exempli-

fication. However, I do believe that a sufficient

numbcM- are definitely of protein origin and can be

materially helped, thus justifying the testing of all

suspected cases.
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Protein Desensitization From the Point of View of the

General Practitioner

By J. FRANCIS WARD, M. D.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

An increasing number of diseases are being recog-

nized as of protein origin. Some of them have been
very puzzhng to the general practitioner and because
the trtie character of the disease was not understood
treatments have been hazardous and usually ineffec-

tual. Among the disturbances which are frequently

met with are various skin affections ; infantile con-

vulsions and epilepsy
;
digestive disturbances, such

as autointoxication
;
indigestion and conditions sim-

ulating gastric ulcer ; and hay fever and asthma. In

fact it is not uncommon to have a patient present

symptoms of more than one of these disturbances,

which are eventually found to be referable to one
or more proteins poisoning the system.

After a brief review of the subject of protein

sensitization and my method of desensitization, the

disturbances mentioned will be considered in the

order named.
Brown ( 1 ) believes that the undue reactions

caused by the jirotein of food may take place in

any tisstie or organ of the body, and the symptoms
]jroduced do not depend tipon the variety of the pro-

tein but tipon the tissue in which the manifestation

takes place. He, as well as O'lveefe (2), calls spe-

cial attention to the evident hereditary tendency of

protein sensitization, as it is not uncommon to find

whole families sensitive to one or more protein foods.

The source of the proteins is practically endless, in-

cluding not only foods, but hair, dandruff, bacteria,

and pollens from many trees and flowers. The
method of determining to what protein or proteins

the patient is sensitive is comparatively a simple

matter. It has been fully described by Rlackfan (3),
Walker (4), Coke (5) and others.

Of the several tests to determine a patient's sensi-

tization to proteins, the one which has proved safe

and most reliable is the skin test, performed briefly

as follows

:

The flexor surface of the arm is timroughly

cleansed and a number of small cuts, not deep
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enough to draw blood, are made, each about one
eighth of an inch long. On each cut is placed a pro-
tein and to this is added a drop of decinormal (four
tenths per cent.) sodium hydroxide solution. Pro-
teins are permitted to remain on cuts for half an
hour, after which they are washed of¥ and the reac-

tions noted, always comparing the inoculated cuts
with normal control on which no protein was placed,
but to which a drop of the solvent was applied. A
positive reaction consists of a raised white eleva-

tion or urticarial wheal. Generally surrounded by
erythematous blush, the smallest positive (one plus)
reaction must measure 0.5 cm. in diameter. Any
smaller reactions are doubtful. Negative skin tests

with proteins rule out those proteins as a cause of
the symptoms. All the proteins which react posi-

tively must be suspected. If the patient is sensitive

to food proteins, such foods should be omitted from
the diet for at least a month, following which it

sometimes happens that the toxic food can be re-

turned to the diet in gradually increasing amounts.
Change in living habits usually is all that is necessary
to avoid contact with toxic proteins whether foods
or animal emanations.

In those cases where relief cannot be effected by
change of daily routine, active treatment must be
instituted. Reaction to pollens should be anticipated

by preseasonal treatment. A course covering ten

or twelve weeks and comprising at least twelve in-

jections should be completed, if possible, before
commencement of pollination. If, however, the pol-

linating season arrives before the completion of the

necessary injections and continuation or repetition

of the treatment is considered advisable, the initial

dose must always be of such a liigh dilution that

there is no skin reaction whatever and the increase

of doses must be given more slowly than in tlie pre-

seasonal treatment.

The majority of physicians treat cases of eczema
by intestinal cleansing, such as calomel purges, in-

testinal antiseptics, and high enemas. Patients suf-

fering from eczema are told by the dermatologist to

eliminate red meats from the diet. Some of these

patients are relieved, some cured, thus showing that

they belong to the class which is sensitive to beef

protein. Strawberries often cause urticarial rash

almost immediate!}- after ingestion. Sea food may
act in the same way. It must be emphasized that no
one food protein is at fault in all patients ; it de-

pends upon the particular protein to which the pa-

tient is sensitive.

According to the experience of Ramirez (6), in

only a small percentage of eczema cases are the pa-

tients anaphylactic, but when the skin condition is

associated with asthma or hay fever it is usually so.

It is therefore essential that patients be thoroughly
tested for protein sensitization in order that they

may be properly classified and treated. O'Keefe (2)
has reported observations upon seventy cases of

dietary eczema in children under four years of age.

The tests were made by linear scarifications upon
the back instead of the arm, as is usually done in

adults. Although the mother in no case showed
sensitization to the protein to which her child re-

acted, nearly twenty per cent, gave a history of

asthma, eczema, or urticaria in some other member

of the family. Elimination or modification of the
offending food resulted in so markedly improving
the children's condition that O'Keefe concludes that
dietary regulation is essential in the treatment of
eczema.

We know that attacks of infantile convulsions can
be avoided or lessened by intestinal purging, enemas,
and intestinal antiseptics. This directs attention at

once to the food ingested. Formerly, teeth were
considered as the inciting factor. Although some
cases of epilepsy develop late in life, the great
majority occur between the ages of two and seven.
When we consider that this is the age when the
child leaves his nursing mother to partake of adult
diet, we witness an attack of convulsions which in

a great many cases is a forerunner of a later epil-

epsy. In most cases of epilepsy there is no patho-
logical lesion, excluding, of course, traumatism ; the

attack appears after a hearty meal. Such attacks
are lessened or aborted by cleansing the intestinal

tract thoroughly. In static seizures the accepted
treatment is limited diet and intestinal cleansing by
antiseptics and high colonic irrigations. Is it not
reasonable to suppose that by this treatment we rid

the body of all foodstuffs which contain the offend-
ing protein or proteins?

Dr. H. Geyelin, of New York, in a paper read
before the American Medical Association in Bos-
ton, in June, 1921, told how very effective had been
his fasting method of treating epilepsy. In the dis-

cussion following the paper. Dr. Stanley Cobb, of
Boston, and Dr. Tom A. Williams, of Washington,
spoke very favorably of Dr. Geyelin's theory. The
method consists of putting the patients on a series

of fasting periods. During these fasting periods
they had no attacks, showing that the foods contain-

ing the protein to which the patients were sensitive

were probably the cause of the epilepsy. Dr. Fred-
erick De Lue, of Boston, also discussed the paper and
spoke highly of advocating a diet. In view of this

testimony and my own experience, I believe that

food is the dominating cause of epilepsy. I think

that if epileptics were tested and the foods contain-

ing the proteins which reacted positively were elim-

inated from the diet, we would see a great improve-
ment in the patients, if not an actual cure of the

disease.

I am inclined to believe that rheumatism and
neuritis may also be caused in some cases by protein

sensitization, just as in the case of skin disease and
epilepsy. This field needs further investigation,

however, before positive statements are warranted.

In certain digestive disturbances, however, sensi-

tiveness to certain proteins has been definitely shown
to be the underlying cause. Recently the French
pediatrist, Grueit (7), reported on the toxic property

of cow's milk made evident by the injurious effect

on very young infants. The protein is not enzymatic
in nature, and is apparently heat stable to a consid-

erable extent. It is only imperfectly attacked by the

digestive juices of the infant, and also is able

to make its way through the gastroenteric wall and
into the circulation, where it deranges the meta-
bolism. Incidentally it often leads to nitrogen re-

tention, and the symptoms of uremic intoxication be-

come evident. The development of acidosis may
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also be seen. In general, the condition invariably

terminates in a wasting process.

Still more recently the experimental work on rats

done by Hartwell (8) showed the extraordinary

reaction which will follow upon the excessive inges-

tion of a specific protein. In this experiment caseino-

gen, added to the diet of the nursing mother, caused

the death of the rats while the mother remained in

apparently good health. The few rats which sur-

vived the lactation period were not successfully

weaned. The young rats had fits, exhibited exten-

sor and contractor spasms, and just before death

extreme exhaustion was evident. While it is un-

likely that a nursing woman would ever take so large

a proportion of a specific protein as was given in

these experiments, it is clear that excessive protein

in the mother's dietary may lead to metabolic and
nervous trouble in the nursing child.

Case I, reported at the end of this article, is

typical of my experience with protein intoxication

causing gastric symptoms. Ramirez (9) reports

the case of a child of seven who had attacks of

severe epigastric pain. The attacks came on three

or four hours after eating and lasted thirty min-
utes. X ray examination showed a decided pyloro-

spasm. The protein test showed a strongly positive

reaction to whole egg. Four months after the en-

tire elimination of egg from the diet the child had
only occasional attacks, but the skin test was still

slightly positive. Ramirez believes the occasional

attacks were due to the presence of some egg in

the food. He has had four cases of pylorospasm
with moderate increase in gastric acidity of definite

anaphylactic origin in which the spasm completely

disappeared on removal of the offending protein.

That hay fever and asthma may be cured by pro-

tein desensitization is probably more generally recog-

nized than the diseases previously referred to. Un-
doubtedly this is due to the fact that individuals

afifected with these respiratory diseases noticed the

connection with flowers and attention was directed

into the proper channel. Among those who have
done excellent work in this field are Walker (4, 10),
Babcock (11), Thro (12), Donnelly (13), Cooke
(14), Ramirez (9), Coke (5) and Luckie (15).
Naturally a diversity of methods has been the re-

sult of the various researches. Experience has
shown, however, that essentially the treatment out-

lined at the beginning of this article has been most
practical, as well as gratifying in results. Therefore
no other methods will be detailed at this time and
the reader is referred to the bibliography for the

historical development of this treatment.

Ramirez (16) has reported a striking case illus-

trating an acquired anaphylaxis. A man was trans-

fused with 600 c. c. of blood with no immediate dis-

comfort. Two weeks later, on going out for a drive,

he was seized with violent asthma. He had never
had any symptoms before. It was found that the

donor of the blood was an admitted horse asthmatic,

and on testing it was found that he was sensitive to

a much higher dilution than the recipient. Another
man who had received blood from the same donor
presented no symptoms of asthma.

The following case reports are typical of my ob-
servations with the efl^ect of protein sensitization :

Case I.—J. D., German, butcher, aged forty-two

years. Chief complaint : stomach trouble for the

past five years with symptoms typical of gastric

ulcer. He had been to various stomach men who
diagnosed his case as gastric ulcer of the pylorus

and advised operation. As he refused this he was
referred to me as possibly suifering from anaphy-
laxis. His radiograph was negative. Tested with
the various proteins on his diet list, he showed four

plus to beef, three plus to onion and two plus to

cabbage. Without questioning the diagnosis of gas-

tric ulcer, I told him to eliminate these three foods
from his diet and report back to me after a week.
At his second visit he informed me that he had suf-

fered from none of the symptoms during the past

week. [ then had him try eating a little beef, onion
and cabbage for a week. At the appointed time he
reported that he had had a return of the symptoms.
He then completely eliminated these three foods for

a period of six weeks and reported that he had had
no return of the symptoms. He has now gone for

four months without a recurrence.

Case II.—J. D., a boy of three years, had sutfered
from eczema for two years. He had been treated
by various physicians without success and was re-

ferred to me for a protein sensitivity test. He
showed three plus to white of egg and two plus to

potato. His mother eliminated these two foods
from his diet and by the end of a week the rash had
entirely disappeared.

Case III.—Mrs. R. S., aged forty-nine years.
Chief complaint : slight attacks of hay fever and
eczema starting about the middle of August and
continuing to the latter part of September, every
year for the past ten years. She was sent to me in

June, 1920, to be tested for the possible cause of
the hay fever. She showed five plus to ragweed and
two plus to daisy. I started treatment at once to

immunize her and she passed through the fall sea-

son with no attack of hay fever and no sign of
eczema. I believe the eczema was due to the rag-
weed.

Case IV.—R. H., a boy of nine years. Chief
complaint : asthma for six years. He was referred
to me for protein diagnostic tests. He was found
to respond four plus to chicken feathers. He lived

on a farm where there were a number of chickens
and he slept on a feather bed and mattress. A hair
mattress and pillow were substituted with some
relief. This was in January of the present year. I

was about to start immunizing him against chicken
feather protein when his aunt informed me that
she dreaded the spring and fall because they seemed
to aggravate his symptoms. I then tested him for
the spring and fall pollens. He showed six plus
to orchard grass and five plus to ragweed. I started
treatments with orchard grass. I did not use feath-
ers as he could partially avoid them. The twelve
treatments for orchard grass were fini.shed by the
middle of June. During this period he had had but
two attacks which were very slight. From the mid-
dle of June alternate treatments for immunization
against ragweed and feathers were given.

Case V.—N. S.. a man of twenty-eight years, a
chaufi"eur, had suffered from asthma for twenty
years. His mother told me that as a young boy he
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was in the habit of playing in a stable near their

home. It was at that time that he first showed
asthmatic symptoms and he was taken to a doctor.
She supposed he had catarrhal bronchitis, but the

doctor diagnosed a typical asthma. The boy had
always lived near stables and he had noticed that he
always had attacks when he came near horses. Of
late years he had had symjitoms when he drove the
automobile into the country. Tests for horse dan-
der and the spring pollens showed him to be four
plus sensitive to the former and six plus to timothy
grass. Alternate treatments for the two proteins
have effected a partial immunization. He has had
four slight attacks since last February. The treat-

ments for horse dander have not yet been completed.
Case VI.—Mrs. F., aged thirty-five years, a suf-

ferer from asthma since she was sixteen years of
age. Tests for all proteins were negative except for

Staphylococcus pyogenes aureus. Twenty-two
treatments brought about no immunization.

^
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Pollen Protein Intoxication in Nonseasonal Bronchial Asthma*
A Study of Thirty Cases

By ALEXANDER STERLING, M. D.,

Philadelphia.

During the past few years much has been writ-

ten about food protein sensitiveness and animal

emanation sensitiveness as exciting causes of

asthma. In September, 1918, at a meeting of the

Pennsylvania State Medical Society, we expressed

our disappointment in food protein sensitive-

ness (1). If we stopped at food tests and did not

look for other factors as a cause for the paroxysm,
we .should certainly be far from doing good to our
patients, notwithstanding the fact that in some cases

it might be the only cause producing the asthmatic

paroxysm, as has been so ably presented by Dr.
Walker, of Boston. We have thus made it our prac-

tice to have each patient tested for all food pro-

teins, animal emanations, bacterial proteins, and all

pollens routinely, in all one hundred or more tests.

Pollination has been considered by all asthma stu-

dents as a cause of hay fever and seasonal asthma

;

in other words, pollination is understood to be the

exciting factor responsible for the occurrence of

hay fever in the spring, summer and fall, which in

some cases is accompanied by asthmatic paroxysms
during the pollination period. Testing the patients

•Read before the Philadelphia County Medical Societv
8, 1921.

June

routinely on a large scale, we find that the major-
ity who suffer from asthma all the year round, or
socalled nonseasonal asthma, show positive skin re-

actions to one or more pollens, and that in some of
them it was never accompanied by any symptoms
of hay fever, as far as the information from the pa-
tients was concerned. Eight patients, or about one
third of those tested, showed positive skin reactions

to pollens only. One patient, who was positive to

ragweed pollen from ninety tests, had had asthmatic
paroxysms throughout the year since childhood.
Another patient was positive to com pollen from
eighty tests, who had had paroxysms throughout
the year for ten years. Still another was positive

to all pollens of the spring, summer and fall, and
had had paroxysms throughout the year for fifteen

years.

True, a certain number of this type of patients,

who had had hay fever symptoms for a number of
years previous to the development of asthma, for
the last few years did not have any symptoms of
hay fever, but had had asthma throughout the year

;

thus, pollination, which is probably the exciting fac-

tor responsible for the paroxysms, was not thought
of by the patient or the physician. My observa-
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tion of the thirty cases lead me to beheve that in

sixty-six per cent, of the patients sufifering through-

out the year the asthmatic paroxysms are due to pol-

Hnation ;
hence, nonseasonal asthma is not neces-

sarily due to bacterial infection only, unless pollen

sensitiveness is also excluded from the diagnosis.

Some of these patients had positive skin reactions

to both fall and spring pollen, while others had posi-

tive reactions to either fall or spring pollen.

The asthmatic paroxysms were evidently due to

the pollen in question, as an exciting factor, because

the patients improved when desensitized by the

oiYending pollen or pollens, and sixty per cent, of

them had no more paroxysms after a few desensi-

tizing doses. Some of these desensitized patients

have remained well, while others have had a

return of the asthmatic paroxysms occasionally.

In the other forty per cent, desensitization

did not make any improvement, possibly due

to the presence of various complications, such

as emphysema, myocarditis, irreparable nasal

and throat abnormalities, and general endocrine dis-

turbance in two female patients, possibly of ovarian

origin. The frequency and severity of the

paroxysms are the same as before, although in some

of them no other positive skin reactions could be

demonstrated by rather extensive skin tests. One
patient, A. P. G., after fifteen desensitizing injec-

tions showed no improvement in the asthmatic

paroxysms, and on retesting gave the same positive

reaction as when treatment began.

^

We think that, fundamentally, patients sensitive

to a certain pollen cannot throw off the pollen pro-

tein intoxication when once they have come in con-

tact with it, and that state is kept up by some pa-

tients throughout the year, and in others irregularly

throughout the year. In the same manner one of

the patients who had socalled horse asthma, giving

a positive skin reaction four plus to horse dander

and horse serum, suffered from paroxysms all the

time, whether he was near horses or not. Of course

this patient stated that he would be worse or his

attacks more violent when he happened to be near

horses, but the asthmatic paroxysms were always

present, though he might be miles away from horses.

A similar history is obtained from the pollen

asthmatic
;

that, though he might have paroxysms
throughout the year, he might be decidedly worse
at the pollination period.

The majority of asthmatics were found sensitive

to some form of food protein, animal emanation,

and pollen proteins—twenty-four out of thirty; a

lesser number, or twenty per cent., did not show any
sensitiveness by the skin reaction tests to the above
mentioned proteins, hence, we should be guarded in

stating that proteins were the only exciting factors

responsible for the production of paroxysmal
dyspnea. Many doctors are of the opinion that in

all those patients who do not show sensitive skin

reactions to food or animal emanation the asthmatic

paroxysms are bacterial in origin and that good re-

sults are obtained from autogenous vaccine. In a

great many of my own patients, the results from
c'utogenous vaccine were far from favorable, al-

' This patient called at the office, since this paper was written,
and stated that he felt greatly improved.

though the vaccines were prepared in a good labora-

tor}', according to the method as suggested by its

advocates.

Desensitizing a great number of patients and
carefully recording the results, testing and retest-

ing them every two months in the course of their

treatment, we are impressed by the following con-

clusions : That a pollen positive asthmatic should

be desensitized for the particular pollen or pollens

he shows a positive reaction for, no more and no
less. This rule applies also to seasonal rhinitis,

or socalled hay fever. To be more specific, the ma-
jority of the pollens are classified as Graminsc, Com-
positse, Leguminosse, and so on.

If a patient is positive to ragweed, goldenrod,

golden glow, and daisy, you cannot desensitize him
so as to improve the asthma by injections of rag-

weed alotle, although they all belong to rhe same
class, Compositse. It will be necessary to inject an
extract containing all of the above mentioned pollens

to which the patient has shown a positive reaction,

in order to get well. Again, if a patient has had a
positive reaction to timothy and re<i top, you will

not have satisfactory results when using a poly-

valent pollen containing timothy, red top, June
grass, orchard grass and rye, although they all be-

long to the same class, Gramins. If you do, you
will induce an acquired sensitiveness in the patient

for the other three pollens, which he was not sensi-

tive to originally, for this has repeatedly and dis-

tinctly shown to be the case by retesting these pa-

tients in the course of the desensitization treatment.

The same reaction happened in the case of horse

dander and horse serum positive asthmatic, men-
tioned above. After three months of horse dander
desensitization, the patient's improvement was not
marked, but on the addition of horse serum desen-
sitization, the patient made a marvelous improve-
ment and at present is free from asthma. There-
fore, desensitization should be more specific in order
to get proper results, with fewer failures. A speci-

fic pollen extract prepared according to the positive

reaction tests obtained from the patient could be
made to order in from four to six days, by simply
making the proper dilution from concentrated stock

extracts.

In conclusion, I would like to state that those of

us who are engaged in studying and treating

paroxysmal dyspnea, or socalled asthma, realize that

much is yet to be learned before the problems of
the asthmatics are entirely solved. I am presenting
to you the results of my observations as I find them,
without any exaggeration on my part and carefully

guarding against undue enthusiasm in the applica-

tion of the protein work, and ask that you consider

and discuss them. To treat paroxysmal dyspnea
successfully, we must intelligently apply our knowl-
edge of general medicine and therapeutics, to test

the patients routinely, so as to exclude any sensitive-

ness or anaphylactic factors of any nature, or to

treat them, which depends upon the accuracy with

which the cutaneous sensitization tests are per-

formed and interpreted. It depends upon the ac-

curacy and specificity of the methods of desensiti-

zation, which should be checked up by repeating

tests at intervals to determine the progress of the
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case in relation to desensitization. Last, but not of

least importance, it is necessary to correct any nose

and throat abnormality, as well as to treat any pos-

sible or probable focus of infection.

SUMMARY.

In this series of thirty cases, twenty patients, or

sixty-six per cent., had positive skin reactions to

one or more pollens, which apparently had been the

exciting factors in the production of the paroxysmal

dyspnea throughout the year.

EIGHT CASES OF POLLEN SENSITIVENESS ONLY.

1. J. B. R. Corn, three plus.

2. E. R. W. Corn, three plus
;
ragweed, short, three

plus ;
sunflower, one plus

;
goldenrod, one plus.

3. I. R. Corn, one plus
;

ragweed, short, four plus

;

ragweed, giant, one plus.

4. A. P. G. Ragweed, short, two plus
;
ragweed, giant,

one plus.

5. C. B. Ragweed, short, two plus.

6. H. S. Corn, one plus.

7. J. S. Ragweed, short, two plus
;
ragweed, giant, one

plus ;
goldenrod, one plus

;
daisy, one plus ; red top, one

plus ;
golden glow, two plus, dahlia, one plus.

8. H. R. Corn, two plus.

TWELVE CASES OF MIXED SENSITIVENESS, IN THE MAJORITY
POLLEN SENSITIVENESS PREDOMINATING.

1. A. S. B. Ragweed, short, four plus; ragweed, giant,

four plus ;
timothy, four plus ; red top, four plus ; orchard

grass, four plus
; June grass, four plus ; corn, four plus

;

goldenrod, four plus
;
daisy, four plus

;
dock, poplar, maple,

tomato, goose feathers, cucumbers, wheat, and potato, each

had one plus.

2. M. D. Mc. Ragweed, short, three plus
;

ragweed,

giant, two plus
;
corn, two plus

; June grass, timothy, dog
hair, and pneumococcus, each one plus.

3. I. E. Corn, four plus
;
goldenrod, two plus

; ragweed,

short, one plus
;
rye protein, two plus.

4. William W. Corn, one plus ; chicken feathers, two

. plus ;
Staphylococcus pyogenes aureus, one plus

;
Strepto-

coccus, nonhemolyticus, one plus.

5. B. Th. Ragweed, short, one plus ;
goldenrod, one

plus ; sweet vernal grass, one plus
;
rye pollen, one plus

;
egg

white, two plus
;
egg yolk, one plus ; cheese, one plus.

6. J. H. Corn, one plus
;
tomato, one plus.

7. Th. S. Corn, two plus; ragweed, short, one plus;

tomato, one plus.

8. C. N. Ragweed, short, one plus
;

corn, two plus

;

timothy, one plus ; chicken feathers, two plus
;
potato, two

plus.

9. S. E. Ragweed, short, one plus
;

corn, one plus

;

locust, two plus
;
willow, one plus ; rabbit hair, three plus.

10. B. S. Ragweed, short, two plus
;
ragweed, giant, one

plus ; corn, two plus
;

carrot, one plus ; sheep's wool, one
plus.

11. H. S. Ragweed, short, three plus; goldenrod, one
plus ; corn, one plus ; rice, one plus ; onion, one plus.

/ 12. M. W. Rabbit hair, three plus; clover, one plus.

TEN CASES NOT SENSITIVE TO POLLEN.

Of the ten cases not sensitive to pollen, three were sensi-

tive as follows

:

1. M. R. Horse dander, four plus; horse serum, four
plus

;
almond, two plus ; hickory nuts, one plus.

2. Mrs. J. C. A. Cabbage, one plus ; lima bean, one
plus ; oysters, one plus

;
rye, one plus

;
butternut, one plus

;

black walnut, one plus ; peanut, one plus.

3. Mg. W. Sweet potato, one plus
;

Streptococcus
hemolyticus, one plus.

SEVEN CASES HAVE NOT REACTED TO EXTENSIVE PROTEIN
SKIN TESTS.

1. Mrs. Vi. Myocarditis.
2. C. L. Loss of pulmonary elasticity—apparently no

chest expansion.

3. DeL. Atrophic pharyngitis.

4. Dom. Gases from the acids and dyes in the leather

industry.

5. Sol. Myocarditis and arteriosclerosis.

6. Na. Apparently no pathological condition.

7. Dub. Mitral regurgitation, right basal pkurisy,
cystitis.

CASE HISTORIKS,

The majority of histories obtained from asthma-
tics may not be of great value, but now and then

one sees patients whose histories are of rather more
than passing importance and I should like to present

the histories of several cases which I consider of

interest

:

Case I.—Mrs. I. R., a native of Philadelphia,

thirty-nine years old, married five years, no cliil-

dren, no miscarriages. Menstruation was normal,
of the twenty-eight day type. She had had measles
three times, left sided pleurisy eleven years previ-

ously for ten days. Her mother died at the age
of fifty-five—cause unknown ; father living and
well. One brother had had asthma and hayfever
in the fall for a number of years. Four of an aunt's

children (on the father's side) had died from tuber-

culosis of the lungs. Her father's sister had died

of tuberculosis of the larynx and her mother's
brother had died of tuberculosis of the lungs. Pa-
tient was well built; height five feet five inches,

weight 185 pounds.

The patient had had hay fever for nine years from
August 15th to frost and never before had been
accompanied by attacks of asthma. In May, 1920,

three teeth were extracted under nitrous oxygen
anesthesia, shortly after which attacks of asthma de-

veloped and no attacks of hay fever occurred the

following fall. She had had good medical attention

with no relief, followed by three or four months
of osteopathic treatment, with no improvement.
On the advice of a colored woman she was taking
kerosene oil, twenty to fifty drops, two tc three

times a day. She had been free from asthma for
forty days, but had had to discontinue the nil on
account of a furunculosis produced by it.

At my first call, her temperature was 101° F., and
during the following four or five months the tem-
perature was normal most of the time, but occa-

sionally she would have a fever for a number of
days, but for two months it was normal. The pulse
was always between 120 to 130. Dyspnea was
very marked, chest was full of musical sounds, and
there were moist rales at the base of both lungs.

Marked greenish yellow expectoration. Coughing
was about the same day or night. She slept at

intervals in a chair, fearing the bed on account of
a choking sen.sation. She had coughing spells, lasting

from ten minutes to two hours, terminating in a
desire to vomit, but she did not vomit, except occa-
sionally in the morning. She always felt cold, had
crying spells, suffered from hoarseness occasionally.

Urine, on several examinations, was negative
; spu-

tum, three examinations, negative to tubercle bacil-

lus. A culture from the nose and throat, and spu-
tum was full of pneumococcus, staphylococcus,
pyogenes aureus, the streptococcus hemolyticus and
the influenza bacillus. Blood pressure was 180 to

160 systolic, and from 120 to 100 diastolic. There
were no abnormalities in the nose and throat and no
cardiac murmurs. The patient had ninety skin tests

with the following results : Ragweed .short plus four,
ragweed giant plus four, timothy plus three, corn:
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l)his one, and daisy plus one; doubtful to sunflower,

<;uidenrod and to the proteins of wheat, potato and
rye. I should like to remark, at this point, that this

patient, though Ijeing strongly positive to timothy

pollen, which is considered a spring pollen, had

never had .spring rhinitis, or socalled rose fever.

The patient was given desensitizing injections and
after the first week was free from asthma and kept

well for two months. On retesting, she was found

to be still positive to the two ragweeds. Desensiti-

zation was continued for two more months and
when retested the third time she was found to have

no more positive reactions.

Suspecting some endocrine disturbance, ovarian

extract and corpus luteum, of each five grains,

were given in a capsule with good results* She still

had an occasional attack of asthma once a week or

once every two weeks. Her pulse varied from 120

to 130, and no medication would bring the rate

clown. She refused to stay in bed. I consulted a

cardiac specialist and his opinion was that the high

pulse and high blood pressure might possibly be due
to the oncoming menopause. On March 1, 1921, the

]iatient had a severe attack of angina and was put
to bed for three weeks. Her pulse went down to

68 and is now about 90, for the first time in six

months.

Summary.—Pollen intoxication, glandular dis-

turbance, possibly of ovarian origin ; a possibility of

tuberculosis, although no tuberculosis was demon-
strated by the x ray and the sputum was negative

repeatedly.

Case II.i—Mrs. M. W., of Philipsburg, N. J.,

thirty-six years old, married six years ; two chil-

dren, five and two years respectively ; had had no
miscarriages ; menstruation normal. She had had
measles in childhood and pneumonia eight years

ago. Grandmother on her father's side had had
asthma at forty years for a number of years.

The patient had had asthma for fifteen years, all

the year round, but for the last four years she had
been free from May to September, but from Sep-
tember to May the asthma had been very bad. The
attacks were irregular throughout the year and
were getting worse with each childbirth. It started

during a cold summer when she contracted a cold.

The paroxysms were the same day or night, with
a yellow, frothy expectoration. Attacks were pre-

ceded by rhinitis and sneezing, with dyspnea on
the slightest exertion, marked cyanosis, and cold

perspiration. The patient's appetite was good.

There was a great deal of belching and constipation,

with offensive stools. She had no knowledge of

any animal or pollen sensitiveness. She had many
times walked through fields without any bad effects,

l)ut thought that milk, onion and cabbage made at-

tacks worse. She had taken large doses of mor-
phine for some time, the only medicine, she said,

Avhich made her comfortable. No abnormalities in

the nose and throat could be detected. Urine, sev-

eral examinations, was found negative, and sputum,
after several examinations negative to tuberculosis.

Blood pressure was 100 systolic; 70 diastolic, with

' This patient called to the office since reading this paper. There
was a return of the asthmatic proxsyins, in a much milder form,
possibly due to a pregnancy of four months.

some variation on dififerent examinations. There

was marked cardiac dilatation with feeble heart ac-

tion and weak radial pulse. A mitral systolic mur-

mur, of a blowing type, was not transmitted. From
ninety skin diagnosis tests, she was found positive

to streptococcus hemolyticus plus one, sweet potato

plus one, and doubtful to the proteins of oyster and
orange and to the pollens of red top and timothy.

The patient was referred to her family physician,

F. A. Wolf, of Philipsburg, N. J., with the sugges-

tion that she be put to bed for two months, to im-

prove the heart muscle, and also to inject stock vac-

cine containing streptococcus hemolyticus for the

purpose of giving the physician a chance to watch

the patient, rather than expecting any curative

effects from the stock vaccine. Digitalis, bromides

and arsenic were prescribed with other minor sug-

gestions. She improved wonderfully and in Decem-
ber, 1920, Dr. Wolf wrote me that she was doing

well. She had not had an asthmatic attack during

the past four weeks. He had examined her chest and
found her lungs clear, no rales of any kind. The
first heart sound was a litle weak, but otherwise she

was in good condition. At present she is walking
around, attending to her home duties and is feeling

quite well, except for an occasional precordial pain.

Summary.—This patient api^arently was not sen-

sitive to pollen. No abnormalities in the nose and
throat could be detected, although rhinitis and sneez-

ing always preceded her asthmatic attacks. The
plausible diagnosis in this case is : Marked cardiac

dilatation without hypertrophy, a mitral systolic

murmur, possibly due to the cardiac dilatation, be-

cause it was not present three months later when she

called for relief from the precordial pain that she

experienced occasionally.

Case III.—Miss C. B., a native of Philadelphia,

aged eighteen years. She was employed in an office

but had never worked a full week. Her family his-

tory was negative. She had had measles in child-

hood and asthma since infancy. She was treated

for worms up to the age of twelve, when a physician

informed the parents that she had asthma. She had
always been weak, suffered from dyspnea on exer-

tion, and had been troubled with rhinitis and attacks

of sneezing, which were worse in the fall and
throughout the entire winter, but were usually bet-

ter in the spring. I^ast spring, however, the attacks

were very bad. They came on at two or three

o'clock in the moming, and were accompanied by
dyspnea and choking but very little cough. The at-

tacks also came on when she was excited or when
laughing heartily. The patient was well built, five

feet five inches in height, and weighed one hundred
and forty-five pounds. Menstruation was normab;
urine negative; sputum negative; blood pressure 120
systolic, 85 diastolic. She had a deviated septum
with spurs and was sent to a rhinologist for a sub-
mucous resection, but there was no improvement
in the paroxysms. From one hundred skin tests

she had a positive reaction to ragweed (short) three

plus, and goldenrod one plus. Desensitization was
made with a stock extract containing ragweed, gold-

enrod and corn. The patient improved wonderfully
and for the next six months, for the first time in her
life, she worked every day. On retesting, she was
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found to be negative to ragweed and goldenrod, but
positive to corn one p\us, to which she was not posi-

tive originally. 1 mention this fact because it is

contrary to the impression that polyvalent pollen

extracts may be used with impunity. This patient

is still having attacks once in three or four weeks,

though they are mild and are probably due to the

acquired sensitiveness to corn extract which she

showed on further retestings.

Case IV.—Mrs. H. C, a native of Philadelphia,

aged forty-six years. She was married fifteen years

ago, had had no children, and no miscarriages. The
menopause occurred one year ago. She had had
whooping cough twice, once at the age of five and
again at twenty-five. She had also had influenza

twice, in the last attack spitting up blood for one
night, and had had pneumonia two years ago. Her
father had had asthma for twenty-five years and
died of Bright's disease at the age of fifty-five. The
patient had had asthma for thirteen years, but never

had had hay fever, rhinitis or sneezing. She was
unable to walk more than a block at any one time

on account of dyspnea on exertion. The attacks

were worse at night around two o'clock in the morn-
ing, and last year she was worse in September. The
patient said that she did not notice any sensitive-

ness to grasses or plants nor to any animal emana-
tion, but she had observed that potatoes, milk dress-

ings, rice pudding and vegetable soups made her

attacks worse. She had sufifered from disorders of

the stomach for a number of years with belching,

regurgitation of a good deal of sour mucus, bloat-

ing after meals, vomiting after breakfast, globus

hystericus, and so on. She had had osteopathic

treatment three times a week for six months.

The patient was well built
;
height five feet four

inches; weight one hundred and fifty pounds; tem-

perature 99.5 degrees; pulse 100; heart enlarge-

ment downward and to the left, no murmurs, car-

diac sounds not distinct ; no abnormalities in nose

and throat ; urine negative on several examinations

;

sputum negative to tubercle bacilli on two examina-
tions; blood pressure systolic 125, diastolic 75, with

slight variations under dii¥erent occasions. We
made about one hundred skin tests on the patient

and found that she reacted to ragweed (short) three

plus, goldenrod one plus, corn one plus and the

proteins of onion, rice, beef and celery, each one
plus.

Patient was given desensitization injections and
at the time advised to abstain from the foods to

which she had a positive reaction. After two weeks
no paroxysms occurred and at present she expe-
riences merely a slight dyspnea on exertion due to

the presence of myocarditis, otherwise she is well.

Practically all her stomach trouble improved when
the proteins mentioned above were removed from
her diet. When retested, after eighteen desensitizing

injections, she did not react to the pollens to which
she had originally been positive.

Case VI.—Mr. G. A. R., a native of Pennsyl-
vania, musician by profession. He had been mar-
ried nine years, he had one child, and his wife was
well. Family history was negative. The patient

' An additional case (V) cited by the author will appear in his
reprint.

had had influenza and pneumonia two years before
and measles and whooping cough in childhood. He
had suffered from asthma for the past twenty years,

the attacks being worse at night. He felt badly in

the winter but was worst in September. He was
using a proprietary inhalation which gave him some
relief but carrying the inhalation apparatus con-
stantly with him was inconvenient. The asthma
attacks were made worse by exertion, stooping
down, and contact with horses. He was unable to

assist his father in his shoe store as contact with
the farmers would cause a severe attack of asthma.
While a boy he was around horses a good deal but
never noticed any ill effects until about twenty years

ago. He had been getting worse since.

From,one hundred tests the patient was positive

to horse dander four plus ; horse serum four plus

;

almonds two plus
;
hickory nuts one plus ; doubtful

to parsnip, buckwheat and peach. The patient was
given desensitization injections of horse dander.

Mild and severe reactions interfered with his regu-
lar attendance, but gradually increasing doses were
kept up for five or six months with very little im-

provement. The patient was retested every two
months and he gave about the same reactions to

horse dander and horse serum as he had originally.

He stated that he had never had antitoxin injec-

tions nor had he, to his knowledge, ever eaten horse

meat, but the persistent reaction to horse serum
could not be ignored, especially when he did not im-

prove on horse dander desensitization although
strong dilutions were used.

We obtained his consent to further injections of

horse serum, starting with one twentieth of a drop,

gradually increasing to one drop, then suddenly in-

creasing from one to two drops. This was followed
by a marked local reaction. The arm was swollen

from the tip of the fingers to the shoulder, but there

was no marked constitutional reaction. The swell-

ing subsided in from seven to ten days. Exercising
great care, but disregarding the swollen arm which
invariably followed each injection, in the course of

three months the dose was gradually increased to

five drops which was injected subcutaneously in the

inguinal region. The local reaction was very
marked and the patient was unable to walk for a

week or more. This patient presented apparently

a case of true anaphylaxis where the interaction of

anaphylactic antibodies and specific anaphylactogens
produced an acute hyperemia of the skin where the

injections were made. (Kolmer.)-

To make a long story short, the patient had no-
ticed a disappearance of the asthmatic paroxysms
following horse serum desensitization. This was
apparently a case of horse asthma in which the pa-
tient gave a reaction of four plus to horse dander
and horse serum, did not improve on horse dander
desensitization alone, but on the addition of horse
serum the results were better. Hence, desensitiza-

tion should be more specific.
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The Endobronchial Treatment of Bronchial Asthma and
Asthmatic Bronchitis

By MARK J. GOTTLIEB, M. D.,

New York.

The purpose of this paper is to report the appear-

ance of the bronchi in cases of bronchial asthma and
asthmatic bronchitis and the results of treatment by

topical applications to the bronchi in such cases.

Galebsky reports redness and swelling in one section

of the bronchus. Horn reports a spasmodic stenosis

simulating scar formation which on subsequent

bronchoscopy was not found. Jackson observed in

two cases during attacks of asthma that the mucous
membrane of the bronchus was purple and not red,

no stenosis being evident, and the bronchi were filled

with secretions. Freudenthal reports the appearance

of a scarlike mass closing the entire bronchus. This

was overcome by applications of twenty per cent,

cocaine solution.

In 1910 Ephraim reported one hundred and three

cases of asthma treated endobronchially with a spray

of suprarenin and novocaine. Ultimate results were
known in eighty-eight cases. The result in seventy-

three was reported as good, in forty-eight of which

the patients were free from recurrence, some of them

for a period of one and a half years. In seven cases

the attacks were lighter and occurred with less fre-

quency. Horn, in 1910, reported a case of asthma in

which five bronchoscopies were performed, using

each time a twenty per cent, solution of cocaine with

a few drops of epinephrine. The result, as he re-

ported it, was far from satisfactory. Freudenthal,

in 1911, reported the results of the treatment in

thirteen patients, eight of whom he considered cured,

three improved, and two not benefited ; but I believe

that since then Freudenthal has revised his opin-

ion regarding the number of cures, being less than

he had first thought.

The foregoing workers dealt entirely with the en-

dobronchial picture and the treatment of the condi-

tion in the bronchi and apparently did not make an

effort to uncover the etiological factors concerned in

the production of the symptom complex called

asthma, except probably in so far as intranasal or

throat disease was concerned.

All of the thirteen cases herein reported have been

tested for skin sensitiveness with one hundred and

nineteen proteins consisting of bacterial, epidermal,

and food proteins. When indicated they were tested

with pollens. Nose, throat, and teeth examinations

were made and the pathological conditions found

were eradicated wherever possible. Radiographs

were taken of the lungs and when necessary of the

paranasal sinuses. Complete bacteriology of the

nasal secretion, tonsils, teeth, sputum, and stool was
attempted and the patients tested for skin sensitive-

ness with suspensions of the various bacteria iso-

lated. In the majority of these cases the urine was
examined for possible evidence of nephritis and the

blood for Wassermann reaction and uric acid con-

tent. A short resume of each history giving the al)-

normal findings and treatment will be ])resented. In

the cases where no skin sensitiveness was elicited to

epidermal, food, or pollen proteins, although the

patients were found sensitive to bacterial proteins

or autogenous bacterial suspensions, they were con-
sidered as cases of asthmatic bronchitis, whereas
those sensitive to epidermal, food or pollen proteins

were considered to be cases of bronchial asthma.

ASTHMATIC BRONCHITIS.

Case I.—Mr. J. R., fifty-six years of age; sick

for thirteen years. He complained chiefly of
dyspnea, cough, constant expectoration, and gen-
eral weakness. Attacks were perennial. Radio-
graph of chest revealed the bronchial shadows to

be very well defined throughout, especially at the

bases. Sputum revealed the presence of Strepto-

coccus nonhemolyticus and Staphylococcus aureus.

Bronchoscopy showed the mucous membrane of both
primary bronchi to be intensely red and swollen, with
large quantities of thick mucopurulent sputum exud-
ing from all secondary bronchi. He was treated

with adrenalin one to one thousand solution, silver

nitrate ten per cent, solution, a mixture of menthol
and guaiacol two and five tenths per cent, each in

sweet almond oil, 1.5 c. c. of which was deposited in

both main bronchi. The condition was considered

hopeless and no further treatment was given.

Case II.—Mr. M. G., sixty-one years of age, sick

.seven years. He complained chiefly of dyspnea and
expectoration, which were worse about seven o'clock

in the morning when he arose. He was worse in the

winter. He had pyorrhcea alveolaris and chronic

ethmoiditis on the left side. Radiograph of the chest

revealed the bronchial shadows to be intensified

throughout the chest, especially at the bases. In
addition there were several places in the right and
left lung just external to the hilus which gave evi-

dence of peribronchial fibrosis. Sputum revealed the

presence of Bacillus mucosus capsulatus and Bacil-

lus influenzae. From the teeth Streptococcus hemo-
l>1:icus was isolated. A vaccine containing Bacillus

influenzae and Bacillus mucosus capsulatus was
given. Most of the injections were given subcu-

taneously and a few intravenously, twenty-four in

all, without the slightest amelioration of his symp-
toms.

Bronchoscopy revealed the presence of large quan-
tities of grumous, mucopurulent sputum issuing

from all secondary bronchi. The patient was bron-

choscoped three times at intervals of about one
week each and at each time he was treated with ten

per cent, solution of silver nitrate and five c. c. of

orthoform and tannic acid mixture was deposited

ii^ eacli main bronchus. He did not improve, how-
ever, and death finally ensued due to general debil-

ity and exhaustion.

Case III.—Mrs. A. C, sixty years of age, sick

three years. She complained chiefly of attacks of

shortness of breath, cyanosis, and wheezing which
were likely to occur at any time during the day or
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niglit. These attacks ini<(ht rectir once or many
times during the day. The patient was made worse
by mental anxiety and worry and acute infections

of the upper respiratory tract, and she was worse in

the winter, though attacks occurred in the summer
also. She demonstrated no allergy. X ray of the

chest revealed some old healed foci in both upper
lobes. X ray of the head showed that the frontal

and sphenoidal sinuses were absent. The antra were
small and partly cloudy. Nasal examination re-

vealed a bilateral chronic etiimoiditis and polypi.

Streptococcus hemolyticus and Staphylococcus
aureus were isolated from the sputum. Thirteen
doses of a vaccine of these were given.

On December 21, 1920, bronchoscopy showed the

mucous membrane of the left bronchus pinkish white

and stippled with small red areas. Mucus was exud-
ing from its lumen which was contracted and it Was
impossible to pass the tube except for about half

the distance. The right bronchus was normal. The
mucous membrane of the left bronchus was treated

with ten per cent, solution of silver nitrate and five

c. c. of orthoform and tannic acid mixture were de-

posited in its lumen. After this the patient remained
free from symptoms for a little over six weeks,

when, after a great deal of worry incident to busi-

ness and the contracting of a severe cold in the

head, her asthmatic attacks returned slightly and
gradually increased in severity until on March 3,

1921, she was bronchoscoped during an attack. The
left bronchus was found to be entirely occluded and
its mucous membrane intensely red and swollen.

After using one in one thousand adrenalin solu-

tion freely on the mucous membrane of the left

bronchus, it was completely opened and the attack

of asthma stopped. The mucous membrane was
swabbed with a ten per cent, solution of silver nitrate

and five c. c. of the orthoform and tannic acid mix-
ture deposited in the left bronchus.

During all this time the patient was receiving

vaccine every four or five days, when about March
20, 1921, an abscess of the left arm developed. This

proved to be an infection from the vaccine, which
had evidently not been sufficiently sterilized, as the

same organisms were found in the abscess which

were incorporated in the vaccine. The patient was
very sick and was constantly having attacks of

asthma, which ceased after the abscess was opened,

except for an occasional attack. She has been very

comfortable up to the present writing.

Case IV.—Mr. J. P., fifty-two years of age. ill

six years. He complained of obstructed breathing,

attacks of coughing, dyspnea, and expectoration,

which were worse in the winter. He had a deviated

septum. Radiograph of the chest revealed a mod-
erate infiltration and retraction in both apices (old

healed lesions); aorta moderately atheromatous;

paranasal sinuses and head normal. He was slightly

allergic to stock Streptococcus nonhemolyticus pro-

tein. A specimen of sputum was not procuralple.

Cultures from the nose revealed nonhemolytic strep-

tococcus and Staphylococcus albus. The patient was
found to be slightly sensitive to autogenous suspen-

sions of Staphylococcus albus but not to be Strepto-

coccus nonhemolyticus. Fourteen doses of a vac-

cine of these were given.

Bronchoscopy revealed occastcnial red areas in the
trachea ; the left bronchus constricted in its lower
])ortion ; the mucous membrane of the right bron-
chus thickened and roughened,, with areas of scar
formation. The mucous membrane of both bronchi
could not be shrunken entirely by adrenalin. 'IVeat-

ment consisted of ten per cent, silver nitrate solutbn
a{)plied to the inflamed areas and about five c. c. of
orthoform and tannic acid mixture deposited at the
bottom of each main bronchus. The patient was
much improved but not cured.

Case V.—Mr. M. L., twenty-nine years of age,
sick six years. He complained chiefly of cough,
expectoration, and heaviness in the chest, and felt

worse in the winter time. He had enlarged middle
turbinates and mucus dripping from the naso-
])harynx. An examination of the sputum revealed
the presence of Staphylococcus aureus and the [)neu-

mococcus. He was very sensitive to autogenoius sus-

pensions of the pneumococcus.
Bronchoscopy showed red patches in the left

bronchus and mucus exuding from all secondary
bronchi

; right bronchus constricted in its lower por-
tion, and mucus exuding from all secondary brotichi.

Treated with adrenalin, one in one thousand solu-

tion, silver nitrate ten per cent, solution,, menthol and
guaiacol two and five tenths per cent, each in sweet
almond oil, followed by five c. c. of orthofonn and
tannic acid mixture deposited at the bottom of each
main bronchus. Following this treatment he felt

very badly for a few days, probably due to the irri-

tating efifect of the menthol and guaiacol mixture.
After this the patient declared the heaviness in his

chest was much relieved and he was able to cough
up the sputum with greater facility. Two and a
half months later the patient was again broncho-
scoped and mucus was found only in the left bron-
chus. Upon opening one of the secondary bron-
chi it was found swollen and red and mucus was
exuding from it. Treatment consisted of silver

nitrate application to the inflamed secondary bron-
chus followed by orthoform and tannic acid mixture.
F"ollowing the bronchoscopy the patient said that he
felt much improved.

Case \1.—A. K., male, ten years of age, sick

three and a half years. He complained chiefly of

coughing, expectoration, dyspnea and cyanosis,

which were perennial. Sputum examination re-

vealed the presence of Bacillus diphtheroideus.

Fourteen doses of a vaccine of this organism were
given. Bronchoscopy was performed for diagnos-

tic purposes mainly and treatment incidentally. It

was done under ether anesthesia. The left bronchus
was normal in appearance, and the right bronchial

mucous membrane was swollen and intensely red.

The lumen was much smaller than normal and con-
tained a good deal of mucopurulent sputum. After
adrenalin was applied the lumen assumed its normal
size and large quantities of mucus exuded from all

of the secondary bronclii. The mucous membrane
was swabbed with a ten per cent, solution of silver

nitrate and five c. c. of orthoform and tannic acid

mixture deposited in the lumen of the bronchus.
The condition of the patient improved remarkably
after this treatment but he still suffered from mild
attacks.
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Case VII.—Mr. W. H. C, sixty-one years of

age, sick eighteen months. The patient complained

chiefly of eczema, cough, expectoration, and dyspnea.

He was allergic to crab and lobster. Dr. Selian

Neuhof reported the heart to be normal. Traces of

albumin and a small number of hyaline casts were

found in the urine. Blood revealed 3.5 mgm. of

uric acid to 100 c. c. The patient's teeth were in bad

condition. From his sputum were recovered pneu-

mococcus and Staphylococcus aureus. Two series of

fifteen doses each of vaccine of these organisms

were given. He was bronchoscoped four times, on

September 15, October 15, and November 15. 1920,

and on January 2, 1921. At the first bronchoscopy

mucopurulent sputum issued from both bronchi.

The left bronchus was red and swollen and dilated

at about its bifurcation where it was lined with a

grumous exudate. This area was treated with a ten

per cent, solution of silver nitrate and five c. c. of

orthoform and tannic acid mixture was deposited

in both bronchi. At each subsequent bronchoscopy

the condition of the bronchi gradually improved, so

much so that when he was bronchoscoped last the

exudate in the left bronchus had entirely disappeared

and the dilatation was found to have narrowed.

Since then the patient has been entirely well.

Case VIH.—Mr. N. D.. thirty-eight years of age,

sick eighteen months. The patient complained

chiefly of dyspnea, cough, and expectoration, aggra-

vated by colds in the head. Condition was peren-

nial. He was allergic to chicken, clam and chestnut.

From the sputum were recovered Staphylococcus

aureus and Streptococcus viridans. Twenty-one
doses of a vaccine of these organisms were given.

Notwithstanding the vaccine the patient continued

to present symptoms until December 6, 1920, when
he was bronchoscoped. The mucous membrane of

both bronchi was found to be swollen and red, par-

ticularly the left, and thick mucus poured constantly

from all the secondary bronchi. He was given the

usual silver nitrate and tannic acid and orthoform
treatment. On December 27, 1920, he was again

bronchoscoped and mucus poured from the right

bronchus in fairly large amounts, while the left bron-
chus was apparently normal except that the mucous
membrane of one secondary bronchus was red and
swollen. This patient had been entirely free from
symptoms since the last bronchoscopy and in a

letter which was received from him about May 1,

1921, he said he was entirely well.

Case IX.—Mr. V. T., thirty-five years of age,

sick fifteen years. The patient's illness began with
fall hay fever and finally, a few years ago, dyspnea,
cyanosis, cough and expectoration developed, which,

continued throughout the winter. He was allergic

to potato and ragweed and goldenrod pollen. From
his sputum Streptococcus nonhemolyticus and Bacil-

lus influenzae were isolated. He was found to be
exquisitely sensitive to an autogenous suspension of

influenza bacillus. Pie was bronchoscoped on Feb-
ruary 11, 1921. The mucous membrane of the left

bronchus was reddened and moderately swollen and
a small quantity of mucus exuded from it. On
touching the mucous membrane of the bronchus it

bled readily. The right bronchus was normal.

Treatment consisted of applications of ten per cent,

solution of silver nitrate, adrenalin one in one thou-

sand solution, 1.5 c. c. of menthol and guaiacol

2.5 per cent, each in sweet almond oil and five c. c.

of orthoform and tannic acid mixture. The symp-
toms continued, but with less severity, and on Feb-
ruary 18, 1921, he was again bronchoscoped. The
mucous membrane of the left bronchus was found
to have a granular, reddish appearance and a small

([uantity of mucus exuded from one of the secondary

bronchi. The treatment consisted of the usual silver

nitrate solution and the orthoform and tannic acid

mixture. The patient has been well up to the pres-

ent time but it is too early to come to definite con-

clusions as he has not been treated for hay fever.

Case XI.—Mrs. A. A., fifty-five years of age,

sick three years. The patient complained chiefly of

dyspnea, cough, and slight expectoration, worse in

winter. She was allergic to dog hair, chicken feather,

goose feather, crab, and veal. Radiograph demon-
strated heavy bronchial shadows ; sputum was not

obtainable. Bronchoscopy showed the left bronchus
swollen and red, with mucus exuding from the sec-

ondary bronchi
;
right bronchus normal. The pa-

tient was treated with the usual silver nitrate and
orthoform and tannic acid mixture. No further

treatment was given and the patient has felt entirely

well for the last six months.
Case XII.—Mr. M. I., sixty-three years of age,

sick twenty years. He complained chiefly of

dyspnea, cough, and expectoration. For the past

three years he had had attacks of coughing and ex-

pectoration every two or three hours, which were
perennial. The patient was allergic to goose feath-

ers, rabbit hair, lima bean, oat, pecan, pineapple,

turnip, almond, cabbage, chestnut, cucumber, can-

taloupe, lentil, and tobacco. He had a chronic

ethmoiditis on the left side which was treated sur-

gically. Radiograph of the chest revealed the hiius

and bronchial shadows to be much accentuated. On
the right side the increase in density of the bron-

chial shadows extended to the base and on the left

side, especially in the first and second interspaces.

There was a suggestion of adhesions at the cardio-

phrenic angle on the left side. From the sputum
Streptococcus nonhemolyticus, pneumococcus and
Staphylococcus albus were isolated. Fifteen doses

of a vaccine consisting of Streptococcus nonhemo- •

lyticus and Staphylococcus albus were given. On
February 5, 1921, bronchoscopy revealed red areas

in both bronchi and pearls of mucus adherent to

their sides. Secondary bronchi were reddened and
mucopus exuded from most of them. On March 12

and April 23, 1921, bronchoscopy revealed right

bronchus apparently normal; mucous membrane of

left bronchus red and swollen and mucopurulent
sputum exuded from all secondary bronchi. The
usual treatment was given in each instance except
the last, when in addition 1.5 c. c. of a four per

cent, solution of antipyrine was instilled into the

bronchus. The patient continued to improve up to

about the middle of March when he contracted a

severe cold which increased his bronchial secretions

and left him in the same condition that he was be-

fore treatment was instituted.

' The report of Case X will appear in the author's reprints.
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Case XIII.—Mr. A. K., forty-two years of age,

sick fifteen years. The patient complained chiefly

of shortness of breath, cough and expectoration,
especially at night. Two paternal aunts had had
asthma. He had a cat and a dog in the house. He
said that for the past fifteen years he had had hay
fever during August and September. He was aller-

gic to dog hair and lettuce. The dog was disposed
of November 3, 1920. From his sputum was recov-

ered pneumococcus and Staphylococcus aureus,

fifteen doses of a vaccine of which were given.

The patient continued to have more or less severe

attacks of asthma whenever he contracted an acute

rhinitis and on November 15, 1920, he was broncho-
scoped. Red velvety areas were found in the lumen
of the trachea about the carina and at the bifurca-

tion of the primary bronchi. Pearls of tenacious

mucus were found attached to the mucous mem-
brane of both bronchi. The inflamed areas were
treated with a ten per cent, solution of silver nitrate

and five c. c. of the orthoform and tannic acid mix-
ture deposited in both bronchi. On December 20,

1920, he was again bronchoscoped, whereupon the

mucous membrane of the right bronchus was found
to be slightly congested, otherwise the findings were
normal. The same treatment was given as in the

first bronchoscopy.

After this he remained free from symptoms until

about the early part of May, 1921, when an acute

rhinitis and bronchitis developed followed by difii-

cult breathing, and on May 11, 1921, he was again

iironchoscoped. At this time the mucous membrane
at the carina was reddened and the mucous mem-
brane of both bronchi congested, pearls of mucus
hanging to their sides. A small ulceration was found
at the branching of the right bronchus. He was
treated with silver nitrate solution, ten per cent., a

solution of four per cent, antipyrine, and orthoform
and tannic acid mixture. The symptoms imme-
diately subsided and the patient has been well since.

The great majority of physicians have an idea

that, given a case of bronchial asthma in which the

I)atient has been found sensitive to one or more pro-

teins, upon the elimination of these proteins from
his economy and enviromnent the symptoms will

disappear. This is undoubtedly true if the case is

not complicated by chronic respiratory infection, but

in most of the cases there is also a chronic bron-

chitis and that is the reason why failure to cure

occurs in so many cases. Cases presenting a gen-

eralized infection of the bronchial tree with peri-

bronchial changes, with or without allergy, are, so

far as my experience goes, almost hopeless of relief

or cure, as is shown in Cases I and II.

Factors that are not usually considered in the

etiology of bronchial asthma, which to my mind are

\-ery important, are susceptibility of the bronchial

mucous membrane to reinfection, habit, and the

psychology of the patient, as is demonstrated in

Cases III, VIII, and XIII. Whenever the patients

acf|uired an acute nasal infection it was always fol-

lowed by infection of the bronchi, with an aggrava-

tion or return of their symptoms. In such cases

.sui ely the bronchial mucous membrane is a locus

niinoris resistentijE. The constriction of the main
bronchus in these cases is due either to a swelling

of the mucous membrane, to a spasm of the muscular
coat of the bronchus which lies directly underneath
the mucosa, or to a combination of both. Whether
the spasm of the bronchial musculature is due to

direct irritation at the site of infection or to reflex

spasm from the upper respiratory tract, it seems
quite reasonable to suppose that one or both factors

may be operative. It is a well known fact that nerve
pathways that are traversed constantly transmit im-

pulses more rapidly and with greater facility than
those which are occasionally used. This is demon-
strated in piano playing and in other manual habit

formed occupations. This may also apply in cases

of bronchial asthma where the patients suffer from
a recurrence of their symptoms while undergoing
mental distress or following an infection in some
other part of the body, particularly in the upper
respiratory tract.

With these considerations in mind it is necessary

that, whenever possible, patients should be free from
worry and irritation. They should be instructed

to avoid crowded places and especially to abstain

from coming in contact with people who are suffer-

ing from respiratory infections. If their living cjuar-

ters are poorly ventilated and devoid of sunshine,

they should be changed. Vaccines of the predomi-
nant organisms found in the sputum or nasal dis-

charges are of value, especially in those cases where
the individual is sensitive to autogenous suspensions

of these, with the exception of Bacillus influenzae.

As was .seen in Cases II, IX, and X,^ vaccines of

influenza bacilli had not the slightest effect in

ameliorating the symptoms.
Endobronchial treatment is the most valuable pro-

cedure that we have at our disposal for treating

cases of asthmatic bronchitis and bronchial asthma,

where the elimination of the allergic substances and
vaccine therapy, combined with the other measures
suggested, have failed to produce the results desired.

I am firmly convinced that astringents, such as silver

nitrate and tannic acid, have not only the property

of temporarily dilating the lumen of the bronchial

tree but also, when applied often enough and at

short intervals, say weekly, have the effect of ren-

dering the mucous membrane less susceptible to in-

fection. Unfortunately, it is not possible in every

case to have the patient submit to weekly broncho-

scopies as the procedure is trying and disagreeable.

I have not made an attempt to treat the lumen of

the secondary bronchi directly because I have felt

that some of the orthoform and tannic acid mixture

deposited in the main bronchus must find its way
into the smaller bronchi by aspiration. There is no
doubt that bronchoscopy is rather a spectacular per-

formance, to the patient at least, and in that way
may have a decidedly salutary effect upon the mind
of the individual.
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PoUinosis, or Hay Fever
By BEN CLARK GILE, M. D.,

Philadelphia.

In recent years the term pollinosis has come into

general professional use to designate a widely dis-

tributed and prevalent disease, popularly known as

hay fever, harvest catarrh, rose cold, autumnal
catarrh, and vasomotor rhinitis. These titles either

describe some symptom or have reference to one
or another of the various theories held in regard

to the etiology of the disease.

Examination of the older literature shows that

clinicians had long observed manifestations of this

disorder, but were confused in their interpretation,

and classed such manifestations with a variety of

other nasal afifections. It was not until the nine-

teenth century that the disease was recognized,

under the name hay fever, as a distinct pathological

entity and segregated from all others. For this

advance we are indebted to John Bostock, an Eng-
lish physician (1773-1840), who was himself a suf-

ferer from the disorder, and who in 1819 pubHshed

a monograph upon its clinical history ; a monograph
so comprehensive and accurate that subsequent

writers have made no additions to the symptomat-
ology therein given.

In 1873, Dr. Charles Blackley, of Manchester,

England, using as a basis the study of his own
case and the opinions current in his time regarding

the causation of hay fever, demonstrated that the

pollen of nearly all grasses and plants, either fresh

or dried, was capable of producing the symptoms
of this disease. He also showed that symptoms did

not appear until a certain number of pollen gran-

ules were present in the atmosphere, and that the

intensity of the symptoms was in direct proportion

to the prevalence of the pollen granules. Blackley's

admirable research was lost until 1903, when Pro-
fessor Dunbar, of Hamburg, inspired by the suc-

cess of the diphtheritic antitoxin, administered to

horses a substance derived from the pollen of many
plants, and then from the equine blood produced a

serum called pollantin, which was given both as a

preventive and as a cure for hay fever. This at-

tempt to find a serum treatment being in accord
with the trend of therapeutic investigation of the

time, excited considerable interest and elicited some
hopeful reports ; but with the discovery of anaphy-
laxis and some of the laws governing its manifes-
tations, the toxin-antitoxin theory of Dunbar was
found to be fallacious. It was he, however, who
demonstrated that the active principle in pollen was
an albuminous body which could be extracted from
the pollen granules by salt solution; although it

remained for other investigators to show that the

symptoms of hay fever were manifestations of hy-
persusceptibility in the individual to the albumen
of certain pollens of flowering plants, floating in the
atmosphere and reaching the nasal mucosa in the act

of inspiration. The pollen, coming thus into con-
tact with the sensitized mucous membranes, causes
a local intoxication which results in irritation of the
terminal nerve fibrilcs. In this way the symptoms
of hay fever are developed.

During an attack of hay fever there is a peculiar

form of intranasal inflammation with great vaso-
motor relaxation, so that bloodvessels are turgid,

and there is edema, soreness, itching and profuse
leakage of serum. The conjunctiva is affected in a
similar way, presenting a bright red congested as-

pect, and there is copious lacrymation. The sen-

sory nerves share in the disorder, becoming so

hyperesthetic that irritation of the most trivial kind
will excite violent and persistent sneezing. A
psychic element is frequently present manifesting
itself in a restlessness and irascibility out of propor-
tion to the physical discomfort, great as that is.

Persons whose selfcontrol is habitual, may, during
an attack, display an excitability almost hysterical.

Another sign of psychic involvement is the fact that

at least some of the symptoms may be produced by
subjective sensations. In sufferers from rose cold,

the neural phenomena are excited by inhaling the

fragrance of a rose; and some of these patients will

sneeze violently if a rose, which they think natural,

is brought close to their nostrils, although the flower

may be artificial and devoid of odor.

Hay fever is especially prevalent in the latter half

of August when the pollen of ragweed is most
abundant, and gradually subsides with the passing
of the season. In making a diagnosis of the disease,

the season during which the symptoms occur should
receive due consideration

;
as, for instance, rose

cold occurs when roses are in bloom—the end of

May and the month of June—although, strange as

it may seem, hay fever is usually due to the pollens

of the common grasses, rarely to the pollen of the

rose.

As hay fever is prone to attack unhealthy mucous
membranes, careful search should be made for any
nasal lesion that may have proved a causative fac-

tor. Abnormalities of the septum should be cor-

rected, hypertrophies of the turbinals reduced, and
polypi removed. Hyperesthetic spots upon the

nasal mucosa should be destroyed with chromic
acid, or with the galvanocautery under local anes-

thesia. In addition, every effort should be made to

build up the patient's health by the restriction of
stimulants and excitants, and by the use of nour-
ishing food, exercise, and a hygienic mode of life.

The best material for making the intradermal
tests of hay fever is the dried pollen of each individ-

ual species of plant, which should be free from
admixture with the granules of any other variety.

With the point of a scalpel a slight scarification of
the skin is made on the anterior surface of the fore-

arm, care being taken that no blood is drawn. Place
upon the scarified areas a drop of salt solution, and
upon the drop of saline a small portion of pure
pollen which should be carefully worked into the
open scarification. Although the dermal reaction
may take place within a few minutes, it is best to

allow the pollen to remain for an hour, when it may
be washed away without interfering with the re-

sult. When the reaction is intense, there is at the
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seat of the inoculation a raised white centre re-

sembHng a bee sting, which is surrounded by a red-

dish areola measuring from one half to three inches

in diameter. This reaction is accompanied by more
or less itching and burning. Negative reactions

may show an immediate area of redness but this

does not increase and the positive tests act as con-

trols.

When making an inoculation a careful record is

ke]>t of each variety of pollen used in every indi-

vidual scarification. The positive tests show the

pollens to which the individual is susceptible, and
from them a vaccine of definite strength is ex-

hausted. The dose is noted in terms of the pro-

tein nitrogen content of the extract.

The prophylactic treatment of hay fever is of

paramount importance and may be begun two or

three months before the expected attack. The ini-

tial dose of pollen protein nitrogen is 0.0025 mg.,

which will reduce some immunizing response with-

out producing disagreeable effects. The subsequent
doses are gradually increased until 0.02 mg. are

reached
;
although in some instances larger doses

are necessary to relieve symptoms.
The intervals between injections are usually from

five to seven days.

During an attack of hay fever the injections of

pollen extract are given daily in ascending doses

until relief is obtained. At this point the dose is

usually about 0.02 mg. although larger amounts
may be given, and from then on the intervals be-

tween injections are gradually increased until they

are given from five to seven days- apart. If the in-

jections are re<iuired oftener than every five days

the data upon which the diagnosis is based should

be carefully reexamined. If the symptoms persist,

notwithstanding a carefully reviewed diagnosis and
specific treatment, injections of an autogenous bac-

terial vaccine should be alternated with the pollen

extract. This vaccine should contain the bacteria

found in the nasal fossa, and which may grow vig-

orously, exerting a toxic effect upon the mucous
membrane whenever the secretion is modified by
the irritating action of the pollen. The dose of this

bacterine is gradually increased until at the point

of injection a slight local reaction appears.

The results of treatment so far recorded have
been highly encouraging. More than eighty per cent,

of those treated have been entirely reheved or

markedly benefitted by the specific injections. The
immunity obtained is relative ; that is, an over-
whelming exposure to the pollen may produce symp-
toms, but as a rule they are much less severe and
disappear more rapidly than those experienced by
patients who have not been desensitized.

1627 Walnut Street.

A Few Meteorotelluric Observations

By GEORGE N. JACK, M. D.,

Buf¥alo, N. Y.

In the vicinity of Buffalo last year, we had an

unusually cool August, without the usual epidemic

of heat retention hemolytic crises, as summer autum-
nal coryza, sunstroke, cholera infantum, cholera

morbus, or summer eczema. Only a few cases oc-

curred and these were very mild. Many persons

escaped summer autumnal coryza, who for years

had never before skipped an attack. Two victims

escaped an attack of summer autumnal coryza last

August for the first time, one in twenty-four years

and the other in eighteen years.

August, last year, in the vicinity of Buffalo was
windy, sunny, unusually cool, and visited by five

electrical storms, occurring on the 7th, 9th, 13th,

17th, and 22nd. Also we did not have the usual

August droughts, with their accompanying death of

vegetation, thus adding another factor in causing a

seasonally subnormal production of deleterious

vegetation decomposition gases. Vegetation of all

kinds, hay, grain, fruit, flowers, ragweed, and gol-

denrod, continued to grow as it never did before,

and the growing vegetation absorbed much of the

ground gases and also diminished the poisonous

gases arising from the decomposition of vegetation.

According to my ob.servations, the temperature

has to be above 86° to produce heat retention hemo-
lytic crises (1). During August, 1920, in Buffalo

the temperature did not reach 86° and on no day

was there the usual August hemolytic combinati(jn,

as: 1. Heat retention temperature above 86°; 2,

cloudy; 3, high heat humidity; 4, stale, windless

atmospheric stasis
; 5, toxic ground gas accumula-

tion
; 6, diminished atmospheric magnoelectricity,

elasticity, and absorption. The temperature was
uniform and without any extreme variation between

day and night temperatures, until August 23rd,

when the cool nights began with a temperature of

48°, an extremely cool night for August.

This cool, windless, ground gas accumulating,

humid, dewy, blood disintegrating night was fol-

lowed by an epidemic of asthma and chills, with a

mild, incapacitating, febrile reaction. The weather

bureau report for the weather during August, taken

from the newspaper, is as follows;

At 8 o'clock in the morning Buffalo not only held the

"chill" record for the country, but also broke a record of

forty-five years' duration for August 1st, and came within

one half of one per cent, of being the coldest August 1st

in the history of the local weather bureau. The tempera-
ture here at that hour yesterday morning was 53.5, the

lowest for August 1st recorded in the country since 1875,

when the mercury registered at exactly 53°. At the same
hour yesterday all the proverbially cold cities of the conti-

nent were higher than Buffalo on the weatherman's chart.

The monthly meteorological survey for that month shows
that the monthly mean temperature was 70.2°, which \yas

a trifle higher than the average for the last fifty years. The
mean maximum temperature was 76.5° and the mean mini-
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mum was 63.8°. At no time was it particularly hot, since

the highest recorded temperature was 84° on August 12th.

The low mark for the month was made on August 1st and
23rd, with a temperature of 54°. It was, in fact, a month
of remarkably uniform temperature, since the range was
only about 30°.

The total precipitation in August was 1.77 inches, a

trifle less than normal. The wind movement was light,

totalling 8009 miles, an average hourly movement of 10.8

miles with a prevailing direction from the south. The
highest velocity for any five minute period was forty-two
miles from the southwest on August 30th. There were
three clear, twelve partly cloudy, and sixteen cloudy days.

The sunshine averaged fifty-five per cent, of the possible

amount. It was, in fact, an almost perfect month so far as

the weather was concerned.

This seasonally cool, magnetic, clear Atigust, with

an unusually low humidity, and its very decidedly

beneficial effect upon the health of the community
was personally observed in my general practice with

a great deal of interest, as it confirmed my former
observations and conclusions as worked out in the

paper above referred to.

The summer autitmnal eqttinoctial coryza and
asthma season becomes epidemic when we have
blood heat days or a day temperature above 86°,

which tends to produce a heat retention blood dis-

integration, followed by chilly, dewy, foggy, humid,
windless ground gas accumulating nights with a

temperature below 60° with their blood disintegrat-

ing action. After the process of blood disintegra-

tion, capillary congestion, and skin or mucous mem-
brane elimination and lymph, serum, mucous oozing,

with their characteristic itching, burning, smarting,

sneezing, wheezing, watery eye and profuse nose

running is established, or an epidemic of summer
autumnal coryza, it generally continues with exacer-

bations unless properly treated, until cool, windy,

freezing weather sets in, or the proverbial first

frost. This year has been an exceptionally bad year

for coryza and asthma. During May and June when
the ordinary or detectable meteorotelluric pheno-

mena were fairly favorable, excepting the cool night

ground gases from the day heated earth, we had an
epidemic of septic sore throat, whooping cough,

mumps, smallpox and more asthma than could be

explained in any other way than due to blood dis-

integrating gases from the hobo comet. I heard a

lecturer say before the Natural Science Society that

the comets were surrounded by poison gases and he

thought that no doubt some of our epidemics of in-

fluenza were due to poison comet gases.

From July 1st to July 24th the earth was en-

circled by a thin tentlike cloud close to its surface

that held the heat and humidity to the earth like a

l)lanket, and yet was so thin as only slightly to dim
the sun. During this period the day temperature

ranged between 84° and 88°, the night temperature

between 66° and 76° and the humidity between
fifty-eight and eighty-three. There prevailed a

windless atmospheric stasis that permitted smoke
and ground gases to settle to the earth morning and
evening. As a result we had an epidemic of heal

retention prostration, the end metabolic products

being locked in by constipation, scant urination,

dropsy, and dry skin.

On July 25tli the thin tent cloud began to break
up and form cirro cuinulous clouds with blue sky
between, and on July 31st the day temperature

dropped to 76°. The cool weather was probably
due to the tent cloud breaking up to make formed
clotids, showing the blue sky between, thus permit-

ting the cooler strata of air that were held above
the tent cloud to mix with the warm strata of air

confined to the earth below the tent cloud.

On August 3rd the night temperature dropped to

56°, a chilly, humid, dewy, windless, ground gas

accumulating, blood disintegrating night, and from
this date our epidemic of summer autumnal coryza,

asthma, cholera infantum, and cholera morbus
started. From August 3rd to September 7th, of this

observation, we had seventeen nights when the ther-

mometer dropped to or below 60°, followed by hot

day temperatures of from 80° to 82°, and summer
autumnal coryza and asthma have been unusually

epidemic and stubborn.

The blood disintegrating action of decomposing
vegetation and mouldy grain gases has been very
convincingly demonstrated in the sudden deaths of

silo fillers
;
mouldy grain thrashers' chills and fever

;

and the war gas from decomposing mustard seed

with its influenzalike blood disintegrations.

The summer and autumn of 1915 were so wet that

the farmers had great difficulty in harvesting their

grain without its moulding. The man on my farm,

who was an inexperienced farmer, put the grain in

the barn in a mouldy condition. I was at the farm
when this grain was thrashed. The mouldy grain

gas from the thrashing machine was very evident

and after one day's thrashing five of the thrashing

men had their blood disintegrated by the mouldy
grain gas, giving them chills, fever, an influenza

like coryza, and bronchopneumonia, or in other

words they were gassed.

Growing vegetation absorbs carbon dioxide and
ground gases and gives off blood stabilizing oxygen
that is very beneficial to animal life, but dead, de-

composing, and mouldy vegetation gives off carbon

dioxide and other blood disintegrating gases that are

extremely injurious.

Heat, or a temperattire above 86°, in an arid at-

mosphere does not as a rule cause heat retention

hemolytic crises or heat prostration, owing to the

rapid elimination of end metabolic products through
perspiration and evaporation. Heat, or a tempera-

ture above 86°, in a highly humid atmosphere or

hitmidity above 70, often results in heat retention

hemolytic crises, as heat prostration, sunstroke, and
dropsy, and when a spell of weather of this char-

acter is followed by chilly, humid, dewey, groiuid

gas accimiulating, blood disintegrating night with a

temperature below 60° or between 34° and 60° then

after the blood disintegrates it dumps its disinte-

grated material through an exudative process that

results in summer auttimnal coryza, asthma, eczema,

cholera infantum, cholera morlnis, dysentery or

vomiting, according to the line of least resistance.

The conclusions drawn from these observations

are based on a study of 1,184 cases of summer
autumnal coryza and asthma extending over a period

of twenty-five years.
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Causes of Internal Hemorrhoids
By CHARLES J. DRUECK, M. D,

Chicago,

Professor of Rectal Diseases, Post-GraJuate Medical School and Hospital; Rectal Surgeon to People's Hospital.

Internal hemorrhoids are varicosities of the supe-

rior hemorrhoidal vessels and arise entirely within

the anus. They begin at the points of anastomosis
between the portal and the caval systems. These
anastomoses are numerous. The most common
origin is at the level of the valves of Morgagni,
about a half inch above the anal orifice, and from
here they gradually extend up to the larger trunks

and plexuses. Even normal veins are somewhat
enlarged in this situation and are called glomeruli.

Hemorrhoids occur in two distinct types, the

small capillary and the large venous.

A capillary hemorrhoid is a small tumor rarely
• larger than the end of the little finger and some-

times as small as a pinhead. It is an arterial naevus,

spongy in texture and resembling a strawberry.

Early in their existence, these tumors have a gran-

ular surface covered with a thin wall and are likely

to bleed. Later, a plastic exudate and thickened

areolar tissue covers the vessel, hemorrhage then

occurring less readily. The gentlest examination

or even the passage of the feces may be sufficient to

start hemorrhage. I recall one case in which bleed-

ing was profuse while the pile was found to be no
larger than the head of a black pin. Excessive

hemorrhage, particularly if spurting in character, is

pathognomonic of capillary hemorrhoids. Frequently

large amounts of blood are lost and a number of

deaths have been recorded from this cause. Of
course, a large capillary or arteriole is necessarily

involved here.

This tendency to profuse bleeding makes a capil-

lary hemorrhoid much more dangerous than the

venous variety. In the palliative treatment this

distinction is imperative, because the patient may
be exsanguinated while the physician is temporizing

with injections of styptics. The capillary piles do

not protrude or cause any of the pain or discomfort,

attendant upon the venous variety. Hemorrhage
itself is the cardinal symptom and requires energetic

or even heroic treatment.

The venous hemorrhoids are of more common
occurrence than the arterial. The pile may appear

as a good sized tumor, frequently a half to an inch

across its base and covered with a livid bluish and

glistening mucous membrane. Matthews reports

seeing one as large as a small orange. These venous
hemorrhoids are situated in the submucous connec-

tive tissue. They begin with venous pools and are

composed of a dilated and varicosed vein, with its

capillaries, and also the arterial capillary supply.

They are located, usually, one on each side of and
slightly in front of the posterior commissure and on

the right and sometimes left of the anterior com-

missure. Sometimes the whole anal ring is a mass
of varicosed veins, especially when due to diseases

of the heart, liver or kidney, and this varicosed con-

dition may extend the whole length of the rectum
and even to the colon.

Sometimes several small veins may be twisted

together into one mass. The sacculations and
varicosities are limited to the venous vessels and
do not afifect the arteries. The tumor is not wholly
composed of veins but around this mass of vessels

there is a fibrous capsule which sends trabeculae

(partitions) in between the veins. The mucous
membrane covering the pile is chronically inflamed
and the walls of the veins are early thickened by
this inflammatory hypertrophy ; but later they are

extremely thin, with nothing but an endothelial

covering. Sometimes such vessels may form large

venous pockets.

Internal hemorrhoids are brought on by anything
that increases the local blood pressure. Man is the

only animal assuming an erect posture during most
of the waking hours. In this position, of course,

a heavy column of blood must be lifted through
these veins continuously for many hours. During
our whole active life, there is the predisposition to

the formation of hemorrhoids, and only some little

local congestion or inflammation is required for the

varicosities to develop. For this reason proctitis

is a very common cause of hemorrhoids.

THE RELATION OF PROCTITIS TO HEMORRHOIDS.
Early in my work I noticed this association of

hemorrhoids with proctitis. The acute catarrhal

proctitis is often met with and always you will find

an edematous mucous membrane with its hemorr-
hoidal vessels engorged. As the proctitis subsides,

the hemorrhoidal edema and engorgement also is

reduced and finally disappears. If, however, the

])roctitis persists as a subacute or chronic form, the

hemorrhoids also continue and a gradual hyper-
trophy of the mucous membrane results. This in-

creases the bulk and weight of the mucosa, which
separates and slides down on the areolar tissue until

it is grasped in the sphincter. The spaces of the

submucosa about the hemorrhoid are filled with
connective tissue. Later, when the proctitis reaches

the atrophic stage, the hemorrhoids remain, because
of this connective tissue infiltration which per-

manently constricts the venous overflow.

Now a second factor enters. The descending
fecal mass, acting in the reverse direction on the

veins, distorts the latter further and tears more
mucosa from the muscular wall. With each bowel
movement, the hemorrhoidal mass acts as an ob-

struction as the feces are forced through. This
increased muscular action drags down the hemorr-
hoid and the adjoining mucous membrane until they

prolapse, thereby increasing the size of the heinorr-

hoid itself. Finally when they have attained con-

siderable size, they prolapse easily and act as foreign

bodies tending to excite the sphincter.

CAUSES OF HEMORRHOIDAL CONGESTION.
Hemorrhoids brought on in the manner described

are the result of digestive disturbances, the im-
properly digested or fermenting bolus acting as an
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irritant. In this way, constipation is a frequent

cause, while the vein is ruptured by the engorge-
ment and stretching due to the passage of the feces.

Thus it is that drugs used to relieve the constipa-

tion (aloes, senna, calomel, gamboge) also fre-

quently congest the rectal circulation. Warm enemas
also act in this manner. Certain articles of food,

by irritating the mucous membrane, cause increased

peristalsis or tenesmus and thus provoke hemorr-
hoids. (Notable among irritating comestibles are,

spices, peppers, mustard, sauces, radishes, water-
cress, tamales, chili con carne and pickles, also alco-

holics and tea.) An excess of a carbohydrate diet

that cannot be cared for by the liver, blocks the

portal circulation and later the hemorrhoidal vein.

These dietetic changes account for the apparent in-

fluence of the seasons upon the hemorrhoidal
circulation. As the warm spring weather comes,
the system cannot dispose of the same amount of

carbohydrates as it had been accustomed to do dur-
ing the winter, and so the load is thrown upon the

portal circulation.

Besides constipation, there are other conditions

that cause straining or a bearing down and thus tend
to congest the pelvic venous current

;
among these.

particularly, are stricture of the rectum or urethra,

stone in the bladder, an enlarged prostate gland,

the pregnant uterus or a myoma of that organ, pelvic

exudates, adhesions, even a retroverted uterus. It

is well to bear each of these conditions in mind,
because a patient may consult you when suffering

from one of them, and, at the same time, complain
of hemorrhoids. The hemorrhoids, however, do

)

not require treatment directly, being wholly depend-'
ent upon the underlying condition. In this same
manner, all those occupations that increase the ab-

dominal or pelvic pressure will induce hemorrhoids,
such as severe muscular exertion or prolonged
standing or sitting still, especially if on a vibrating

platform, as in the case of railroad men, or team-
sters. Desk workers also frequently are sufferers,

owing to sitting in a bent over position, which
crowds the abdominal contents toward the rectum.
One other class of positive causes of hemorrhoids

is disease of the heart, liver, or pancreas, and
syphilis. Since the exciting cause in this class of

cases cannot be removed there is no hope of curing
the hemorrhoids and a tentative treatment is all that

can be undertaken.

30 North Michigan Ave.

Acute Appendicitis in Inguinal Hernia

By ARTHUR WILDMAN, M. D.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Case.—J. H. G., male, sixty-five years of age,

gave a history of recurring attacks of pain and
swelling in both inguinal regions, especially the left,

for the past four years. He was advised by a physi-

cian to wear a double truss continuously. One day
prior to the operation, the patient came to my office

complaining of severe pain in the left inguinal re-

gion. Examination showed a soft swelling in both

inguinal hernial regions. The mass on the right

side was only slightly tender to palpation, and there

was an expansile impulse on coughing, and a tym-
panitic note on percussion. This mass was readily

reducible by taxis, a distinct gurgle being heard on
reduction. The mass on the left side, however, was
extremely tender to palpation and not reducible by
taxis. A lifting nonexpansile impulse was elicited

on coughing and a dull note on percussion ; intes-

tinal peristalsis had increased, and the man was
markedly constipated. He had vomited once, but
no signs of shock were present. The abdomen was
not distended, but was distinctly tender in the right

iliac region. Pain over the mass on the left side

was continuous and throbbing in character. Mus-
cular rigidity, however, was entirely absent. The
pulse was 78, temperature 99°, respiration 18. The
Ijlood count showed 7,800 leucocytes and eighty

])olyinorphonuclears. The urine was negative.

In view of the salient feature of the case, namely,
the extremely severe localized pain over the left

inguinal mass, and its nonreducibility, the patient

was admitted to the hospital with a diagnosis of

strangulated inguinal hernia.

Operation was performed under general ether

anesthesia. An incision was made, commencing at

a point half an inch above and somewhat external to

the middle of Poupart's ligament on the left side

and carried downward and inward to the spine of

the pubes. This incision was carried through the sub-

cutaneous fatty layer of the skin to the aponeurosis

of the external oblique, the fibres of which were then

divided over a grooved director, the inguinal canal

being thereby laid open. A tense elastic tumor was
exposed, embedded in a dense mass of fatty tissue.

The spermatic cord was freed by blunt dissection

and retracted. The sac was recognized by its bluish

white color and by its gliding over the contained

viscera. Its various layers were divided between
pinched forceps. Lying upon the posterior wall of

the sac was an acutely inflamed appendix, six inches

long, bound down by a mass of adhesions. By
blunt dissection the appendix was freed, its mesen-
tery ligated, and the appendix then followed iip to

the neck of the hernial sac, which was tightly con-

stricted about its base by dense bands. These bands
were nicked with a blunt pointed scissors, intro-

duced along the finger, and pointing directly up-

wards to avoid injury to parts, thereby freeing the

neck of the sac.

Attached to the upper and inner surface of the

neck of the sac was the cecum. Evidently the mesen-
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teric folds of the cecum were directly continuous

with the sac wall. It was therefore impossible to

free the cecum completely and return it independ-

ently to its normal position in the abdominal cavity.

The redundant folds of the sac were freed, tied

off, and cut away while the remaining part of the

sac was sutured to the cecum and returned to the

abdomen. The peritoneal cavity was then closed

with continuous No. 2 plain catgut, inserted in

pursestring fashion. The free edge of the con-

joined tendon was sutured to the reflected portion

of Poupart's ligament below (the spermatic cord

being kept out of harm's way by means of a strip

of gauze), by five interrupted kangaroo tendon

sutures, thereby forming a solid wall upon which

the cord rested. The split margins of the aponeuro-

sis of the external oblicjue were brought together

with No. 2 chromic catgut, commencing above and

running below to the external ring, being careful

not to grip the cord too tightly at the lower angle.

The skin was then sutured witli silk. No drainage

was instituted. The patient being in good condition,

the regular Bassini operation for inguinal liernia

was performed on the other side. Convalescence

was uneventful.

A review of the cases reported in the literature

of appendicitis in hernial sac reveals some very in-

teresting data. Coley (1) reports a group of 1,874

inguinal hernia cases, in six of which appen-

dices were found ; and 140 femoral hernias, in seven

of which the appendix was found. In a series of

100 cases reported by Wood, where the appendix

alone was found in the hernial sac, eighty-one were

in women, seven were in men, and the rest in chil-

dren under fifteen years of age. Of the adults, over

fifty per cent, were over fifty years of age. In a

study of sixty-three cases reported by Gibbons,

fiftv-six were inguinal and seven femoral; of the

inguinal, only one was in a female; the appendix

alone being found in all the femoral, and in forty-

one out of the fifty-six inguinal cases ; while in the

others, the cecum also was present in the sac. In

another series of 145 cases by Spurrier and Cowen,

seventy-one were inguinal and sixty-nine femoral.

In a series of 2,200 hernial cases operated in at

the Hospital for Ruptured and Crippled between

1890 to 1908, ten appendices alone were found,

eighteen with cecum, one with the sigmoid, and six-

teen combined. In no case of femoral hernia was

an appendix found. Abroad, at the cHnic of Colzi,

France, among 1,586 hernias operated upon, the

appendix was found in twenty-seven cases. Doolin

(2) reports a case of appendicitis in the femoral

hernial sac where a diagnosis of strangulated fe-

moral hernia was made, and an acutely inflammed

appendix removed without drainage.

Mencke (3) describes the case of a young man,

twenty-two years of age. who had had a hernia

since infancy, thought at the time to be a non-

descended testicle. On operation, when the sac was
opened, an appendix was found, the neck of the

sac reaching up to its junction with the cecum (as

in my case). Schrager (4) describes a case of ap-

]>endicitis on femoral hernia in a woman. West-

brook (5) also reported such a case in 1908.

In studying the etiology of this frecpiently

occurring condition one must remember the anatomy
of the cecum. "The normal cecum is provided with

a complete peritoneal investment, is movable, and
lias a mesentery which is short and serves to anchor
it to the posterior abdominal wall" (6).
The layers of the mesocecum are but loosely ad-

herent to each other and may be easily separated.

As a result of tiiis loose arrangement the cecum may
slip down from between the folds of its mesentery
and escape into the inguinal canal and form a hernia

which is only partly provided with a sic. Since

the appendix is more or less fixed to the cecum and
to the posterior wall by its mesentery, when the

cecum prolapses the a])pendix necessarily follows

suit. This ordinarily occurs when excessive and
continuous strain is placed on the abdominal muscles,

or there is an increased intraabdominal pressure. A
large internal abdominal ring would predispose to

such a condition. The ])ressure of the contracting

neck of the hernial sac upon the incarcerated con-

tents, i. e., the appendix, gives rise to the extreme
venous congestion and edema making an excellent

medium for the ever present colon bacillus, resulting

in an acute inflammatory process (7).
In a series of fifty ca.ses reported by Tarnowsky

(8) where the appendix could be reached and was
removed during the course of the ordinary inguinal

hernial operation, thirty ])er cent, of the appendices

so removed showed pathological changes. One other

distinct feature deserving comment was the marked
tenderness in the right iliac region. Jones (9)
(quoting Pottenger) states that no matter where the

appendix lies, whether in the left side of the body
or in the right, whether high or low in the abdo-

men, the natural ]:>lace for the pain is in the right

lower quadrant of the abdomen. "This is due to

the nervous distribution in the abdomen, the motor
cells sending fibres to the appendix being situated

in the superior mesenteric ganglion." Therefore,

reflexes from the appendix are transmitted to the

abdominal wall in that region normally supplied by
this ganglion and there is hyperalgesia through sen-

sory afferent impulses. Aside from this right sided

iliac tenderness there was also severe local hyper-

algesia directly over the appendix in the hernial

mass. This was due to reflecting afferent stimuli

traced centrally through the lower dorsal segments
to the overlying muscular tissues.

If drainage is required in acute appendicitis after

the aj)pendix has been removed, radical treatment

of the hernia proper should be deferred until the

acute inflammatory process has subsided, to elim-

inate a possible infection (10).
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The Combined Right Inguinal Hernia Appendix Operation

By HARRY COHEN, M. D.,

New York,

Attending Surgeon, People's Hospital.

J'he combined operation consists of removing the

apijcrndix through the hernial sac whenever a right

liernujtomy is performed. It has been performed

pendices will be encountered and removed. The only

exceptions to its use are an acute emergency con-

dition, such as strangulation, acute gangrenous

Fig. 1.—Shows the anatomical location
of the cecum, appendix and internal
and external abdominal rings. It also
illustrates the location of McBurney's
point, McBurney's incision, and the
right rectus appendix incision.

Fig. 2.—Skin and superficial fascia
inci.sed by usual right inguinal hernia
skin incision. Aponeurosis of external
oblique exposed; also, external ring.
Grooved director inserted through ex-
ternal ring under aponeurosis.

Fig. 3.—Aponeurosis incised. Ileoin-
guinal and ileohypogastric nerves ex-
posed and protected. Muscular fibres
of internal oblique visible. Reflected
portion of Poupart's ligament visible in
entire length.

by many surgeons for a long time and more recently

on an increasing number of patients; I feel, how-
ever, that its application should be universal. Tar-

nowsky (1) in 1915 was the first to advocate the

combined operation as a routine procedure in all

cases.

There are many reasons for performing this com-

appendicitis, or poor physical condition of the

patient.

Anatomically considered, "the internal abdominal
ring is on a line midway between the anterior

superior iliac spine and the pubic symphysis, and
about half an inch above the inguinal ligament."
"The cecum is situated in the right iliac and liypo-

FiG. 4.—Sac separated from the conl
and exposed to the internal ring. Geni-
tal branch of genitocrural nerve seen on
cord. Sac has been opened. In the
female patient, the operation is even
si mplcr.

Fig. 5.—In this illustration the in-
dex and middle fingers of the right
hand are inserted into the sac and the
left hand is placed on the abdomen. By
bimanual examination the appendix is

located. If the neck of the sac is nar-
row, the index finger alone is inserted.

Fig. 6.—The appendix is grasped by
a ring forceps and delivered through
the sac. Where the least difficulty is

encountered in locating or delivering
the appendix, the cecum is mobilized
into the sac. This is accomplished with-
out any difficulty.

bined o])eration. It is easy of accomplislimcnt, de-

void of danger, retjuires little extra time, and by its

routine e.xercise a large number of pathological ap-

gastric regions, just above the middle of the inguinal

( Poupart's) ligament and behind the anterior abdo-
minal wall," Gerrish (2). It can readily be seen
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Fic. 7.—The mesoappendix has been
ligated and cut. The appendix is then
removed. The succeeding steps of the
operation resenihle that for an inguinal
hernia operation.

Fig. 8.—The sac is tied in the usual
way. The ligatures are left long and
each strand is threaded on a needle.
The redundant part of the sac is ex-
cised.

Fig. 9.—The neck of the sac is fixed
high up by passing the threaded needles
through the fibres of the internal oblique
muscle.

that the appendix is proximal to the internal abdo-
minal ring.

Fig. 10.—Shows the fibres of the con-
joined tendon being sewed to the inguinal
ligament. The Bassini is not followed
but the modified anatomical operation.

Fig. 11.—Shows the divided aponeu-
rosis of the external oblique being sewed
up. The skin suture completes the
operation.

TECHNIC OF COMBINED OPERATION.
Any method of inguinal herniotomy operation i.s

utilized and after the sac is opened the appendix is

located and removed. The operation is then com-
pleted as for simple herniotomy.

CONCLUSIONS.
I

To conclude, the combined opera-

tion is feasible and should be
the routine in all right inguinal

hernia cases. The removal of

the appendix through the sac does
not interfere with any of the herni-

tomy operations.
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Strangulated Inguinal Hernia Reduced En Bloc*
By MARSHALL W. DYER, M. D.,

Syracuse, N. Y.,

Adjunct Surgeon Syracuse University Hospital.

Reduction of a strangulated hernia en bloc means,

taxis having been applied in an attempt to reduce

the hernia, the sac has been torn from its normal

position and, together with its contained strangulated

viscera, has been displaced into the abdominal cavity.

Case I.—Mr. C, aged fifty-four, seen with Dr.

Cornell Smith, September, 1919. The family his-

tory was negative. The past history was negative

except for complete right inguinal hernia for fifteen

years. Has worn a truss during this time. The
hernia had occasionally been scrotal but had always

reduced easily by the patient lying on his back and
applying pressure. The present illness began twen-

ty-four hours before the patient was .seen, the hernia

came down into the scrotum, followed by immediate

•Read before Syracuse Academy of Medicine, February 1, 1921.

pain in lower right abdomen and nausea. The
liernia seemed harder and more tender than at any
previous time. Lying down, the patient attempted

reduction, at first without success, then by hard
pressure he felt the hernia slip back. The pain was
not relieved. Nothing had passed by rectum and
he had vomited five or six times during the twenty-
four hours.

Examination.—The chief complaint was a severe

pain in the lower right abdomen, and nausea. The
patient's color was pale, tongue coated, pulse 72,

temperature 98, respiration 18. The abdomen was
slightly distended, lower half of right rectus slightly

rigid. There was no fluid in the flanks, no areas

of dullness. The left inguinal ring was normal,

right inguinal ring dilated to the size of two fingers,
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right inguinal canal empty. At upper end of in-

guinal canal a tense swelling could be felt. A
diagnosis of strangulated hernia en bloc was made.

Operation—Right rectus incision. Right in-

guinal region, extra peritoneal swelling about two

inches in diameter, lying above Poupart's ligament

at the site of the internal inguinal ring. The in-

ternal ring was small and firm and tightly constricted

a loop of small bowel. The constriction was re-

lieved by incision and the loop of constricted bowel

drawn out. The loop was badly discolored and

dull, but partially regained its circulation when

surrounded by warm sponges. A finger introduced

into internal ring entered a sac that could easily

be pushed into the inguinal canal and to scrotum.

The patient stood the anesthetic poorly, and no

attempt was made at hernia repair, except to care-

fully close the internal ring. The recovery was

normal. Examination a year after operation showed

the patient still wearing a truss, and no recurrence

of the hernia. Operation for radical cure was

postponed by the patient.

G. A. Harrison (1), of the King's College Hos-

pital, London, reports the following case:

Case H.—C. C, aged forty-four, sudden illness

February 5, 1917, severe pain in left iliac fossa,

followed by vomiting. Bowels moved normally

February 4th and by enema February 6th and 7th.

Less severe attacks of a similar nature January 26th

and January 28th. Double inguinal hernia for

fifteen years. Three or four days before admission

to the hospital the hernia came down. He reduced

it and reapplied truss. February 7th, pulse 80, tem-

perature 100.2° F., tongue furred, abdomen slightly

distended. More resistance on left than on right

side. In the region of the lower quadrant of the

left rectus muscle there was a swelling the size of

a tennis ball, tender, and resonant on percussion.

No dullness in flanks. Operation February 7th

through left rectus muscle. Ten inches of the small

gut was found strangulated in a large sac, com-

municating with the peritoneal cavity by a narrow

neck which was deeply situated. The constricting

ring was divided, and ten inches of the gut resected.

The sigmoid colon, with its mesentery, lay posterior

to the swelling, which was immediately beneath the

abdominal wall and was pushing the peritoneum

lining the left iliac fossa toward the diaphragm.

H. H. Rayner (2), of the Manchester Royal

Infirmary, reports the following case:

Case III.—Female, aged forty-five. Three days

previously the patient suddenly began to have pain

in abdomen and right groin. She had never suf-

fered previously from hernia. She had been seen

by a doctor two hours after the onset of the symp-

toms, and a swelling the size of a small orange in

right inguinal region had been found, with no im-

pulse on coughing. The swelling was clearly a

strangulated hernia, and by gentle manipulation was

reduced. The reduction had been sudden and com-

plete, like pushing a button through a button hole.

Vomiting and pain continued between the time of

reduction and when the patient was seen. No
opiate had been given, as pain was not severe. The
bowels had not moved. Examination, when seen

on the fourth day of the illness, showed the general

condition good, appearance good, temperature 98.6°

F., pulse 92, abdomen slightly distended and show-

ing no evidence of peristalsis during observation

for several minutes. On handling the abdomen a

splashing sound could be heard, giving the impres-

sion of distended coils of intestines. Hernial orifice

and pelvis normal. Laparotomy: Right rectus in-

cision disclosed small intestine four inches in length,

about thirteen inches above the ileocecal junction,

tightly strangulated in a peritoneal pouch. The
origin of the pouch was not at first clear, but it

proved to be a direct inguinal sac displaced from
the inguinal canal into the abdominal cavity. By
dividing the orifice of the sac, the loop of strangu-

lated bowel was easily released. At its point of

entrance into the sac, the bowel showed a strip of

gangrene which was covered over by invaginating

suture. After closing abdomen, right inguinal canal

was exposed and the sac pulled out into the canal

and its relation as a direct hernia clearly established.

Radical operation performed.

The following case was reported by Edmund
Andrews (3), of the Mercy Hospital, Chicago:

Case IV.—Strangulated umbilical hernia followed

by abdominal pain and vomiting. Hernia of fifteen

years' duration. Complete reduction had been made
at 2:00 o'clock in the morning. At 7:00 o'clock

that afternoon the patient was seen again. The
pain and vomiting continued, with a history of

reappearance of hernia shortly after reduction. A
diagnosis of strangulated hernia en bloc was made.
The sac was multilocular, containing chiefly omen-
tum with one badly discolored loop of small bowel,

which partially regained its color on relief of pres-

sure. Radical operation performed, with recovery.

When an apparently successful reduction of a

strangulated hernia by taxis has been made, and the

pain, vomiting and shock do not immediately im-

prove, no time should be lost in finding the cause

of continued symptoms. Vomiting may continue

for a time if an anesthetic has been given, but the

pain is relieved. Other hernia openings should be

examined carefully. Ruling out these, we know
that the continued symptoms are due to the sac or

viscera it contained ; a ruptured sac without relief

of constriction at the neck; pockets in the sac into

which the still strangulated viscera has been pushed

;

displacement of the sac with its strangulated con-

tents into the abdominal cavity
;
ruptured bowel

pushed into the abdominal cavity ; omental split,

through which a loop of bowel has become strangu-

lated, reduced into the abdominal cavity without
relief of constriction. The results of constriction

of tlie bowel, gangrene, ulceration and perforation,

occur later, when general peritonitis and toxemia
intervene.

If all strangulated hernia were operited upon and
taxis never used, the mortality would be lower.

Successful reduction by taxis, if it does not imme-
diately relieve pain and vomiting, calls for surgical

treatment. In the inguinal and femoral regions the

best route is through the rectus on the side involved.

Umbilical hernia are best attacked at the site of
the hernia, enlarging the opening as necessary.

First, relieve constriction and then repair damage
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done by constriction. When resection of the bowel

is necessary, the resection should be wide on the

proximal loop. Baker, in the Oxford series, states

that the change in the proximal loop depends upon
the degree of constriction and duration. The pres-

sure of the bowel contents causes early distention

above the point of stricture. Bacteria multiply,

early passing into the lower bowel wall, causing

thrombosis of the smaller vessels. The bowel wall

itself becomes congested and its muscles paralyzed,

the extent depending upon the degree of obstruction.

In this area uf congested and paralyzed gut, anasto-

mosis should not be done. Late perforation, due
to stitches or ulcers, or a failure of the paralyzed

portion of gut to expel its toxic contents, is almost

certain to occur. To overcome these dangers, he
advises pulling down the proximal loop, usually a

distance of from one to five feet, resecting and doing
an anastomosis at the .site of normal bowel. Patients

in extremis can be treated by bringing the gangren-
ous loop into the wound, attaching it to edges of

same and establishing a temporary fecal fi.stula at

that point.

In four cases reported, pain, rapid pulse and
vomiting were not severe enough to bear out the

findings at operation. In all four cases the bowel
was badly discolored. In one, resection, and in one,

invagination, was necessary. Three had hernias of

long standing, one immediately before strangulation.

In no case did reduction relieve pain or vomiting.

All cases presented total obstruction.

The dangers of taxis in reducing hernia are failure

to relieve strangulation or injury to sac or viscera.

Early operation should be done if taxis fails to

relieve symptoms. If resection of bowel is neces-

sary, a wide excision of the proximal loop is neces-

sary in order to anastomose through healthy tissue.
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An Unusual Foreign Body in the Rectum
By JOHN F. W. MEAGHER, M. D., F. A. C. P.,

Brooklyn,

Neurologist to .St. Mary's Hospital, Consulting Neurologist to Kings Park State Hospital, etc.

The following case of a foreign body in the rec-

tum is reported because of two unusual features

:

First, the nature of the foreign body
;
second, the

persistent refusal of the patient to aid any of the

five physicians who had examined him to arrive at

what would have been an easy diagnosis, though the

jjatient was in great pain, and even in danger. This

attitude was especially remarkable, in view of the

apparent intelligence of the patient and the absence

of any real psychotic phenomena. His reactions

following the operation were also out of the ordi-

nary.

I will briefly review the clinical picture as it was
presented, rather than retrospectively, as this will

show better the sort of a problem we had to deal

with.

Case.—The patient, A. A., male, twenty-four

years old, a painter by occupation, was admitted to

St. Mary's Hospital, Brooklyn, on March 20, 1920.

He was rather uncommunicative, complaining only

of severe pain in the midlumbar region. He laid

stress on the fact that he had been treated for a

twisted spine some time previous to the onset of

this illness. This was strange, in view of our later

findings. The orthopedic surgeon, who was asked

to examine him by the house physician, found noth-

ing, and referred him to my service for a neurologi-

cal examination.

I examined him on the evening of his admission

to the hospital. He was lying curled up in bed, and

was evidently in great agony. He spoke in a low

voice and kept his face averted most of the time.

He told me that two years previously he had been

operated upon for a stone in the bladder, at the Long
Island College Hospital; this I was able to verify.

He had no bladder symptoms at this time. He
.said he had had the pain for two days before he

called a doctor, but that his family had tried home
remedies. His family physician, Dr. J. G. Glynn,

a well known local physician, saw him twice and
'.sent him to the hospital for diagnosis. The patient,

of course, had hidden the facts from Dr. Glynn.

He told me that he had no idea as to the possible

cause of his pain. He described it as being constant,

severe and cramplike, situated in the midlumbar
region, and radiating only slightly downward.
The neurological examination was negative. In

the light of his scant history, I ordered an x ray

examination, to rule out renal or ureteral calculus

;

I also asked that the routine laboratory tests be

made. I then transferred the man to the surgical

service.

The following morning Dr. M. T. Reynolds, of

the surgical staflf of the hospital, made a complete

examination, and on introducing his finger into the

patient's rectum—the patient in no way. even now,
directing the surgeon's attention to this field— felt

the hard edge of the foreign body, situated high up
in the rectum. It proved to be a full sized drinking

glass.

Under ether narcosis, the rectum was widely

dilated, and the glass was removed, with difficulty,

by traction. The mucous membrane about the lower

end of the glass (i. e., the top, for the glass had
been introduced inverted) was markedly edematous.

The glass measured four inches high, two and three

eighths inches across the bottom, and two and fi-ve

eighths inches across the top. The lower (top) edge
of the glass was chipped. We later learned that this

was caused by the patient's frantic efforts to remove
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it in the beginning, with a pair of pincers. Possibly

tilling the glass with plaster of Paris before at-

tempting extraction might have made the task

easier. Two lacerations which the patient received

during the extraction of the glass were sutured.

The patient made an uneventful surgical recovery.

Later, when first informed of what had been

found, he had no voluntary explanations to make.
He at no time expressed any gratitude to Dr. Rey-
nolds ; instead, was rather sullen. Needless to say

the rontgenologist was somewhat perplexed at his

own findings, for at the time he knew nothing about
the surgical condition. The patient resented our
attempts to get a complete history during his con-

valescence. He was at times mildly arrogant, in-

clined to argue, and said that he did not have to

answer our questions. It was not until I threatened

to send him to a psychopathic ward that he became
more communicative. He came from a comfortable
home but I never could get his mother to visit us.

This seemed doubly strange, in view of the fact,

which I learned after he had left the hospital, that

he spoke once to his mother about using a glass.

She thought that it was just a queer idea of his.

We had to build up his history with facts as we
could get them ; neither the patient nor his family

gave us any help. We knew that Dr. Glynn had
been first called to see him two and a half days be-

fore the operation ; that he then told the physician

he had been in bed for two days in great pain. At
the time of the operation he said that his bowels had
not moved for five days. Later he told me that he
introduced the glass five days before the operation.

He admitted it was done for its erotic efifect.

His diffidence and failure to cooperate made it

difficult to form a complete psychometric or psy-
chiatric estimation of his personality. He was with
us only two weeks. He showed no intellectual defect

and I did not feel that I could call him a moron. He
was in the 8B grade when he left school at the age
of fifteen. A painter by occupation, he followed
this calling rather spasmodically. His family, with
whom he lived, supported him when he was not
working. He was hypochondriacal, and at varying
periods during the past few years he would say he
was too weak to work ; or that he had a twisted
back; or that he was lame; but neither doctors nor
clinics could find any organic condition. He evi-

dently capitalized his hypochondriacal trends to

evade his obligations. He looked strong, was about
five feet seven inches tall, and weighed 145 pounds.
The general physical examination of him was nega-
tive. It might be said here that he was not regarded
as queer by his neighbors.

He was of the seclusive type, rather inattentive,

introverted, selfish, lazy, and evidently had few
friends. He had avoided the opposite sex all his

life, even in a social way. He denied masturbation,
as ordinarily practised. He spoke to a few patients

in the ward ; most of the time he was quiet and
rather submissive. He showed no other psychotic
phenomena while under our care. I did not feel that

he should be classed in the dementia prjccox reac-
tion type at this time. I inclined to the belief that
he was a constitutional psychopath, of the inadequate
and sexual type.

He was very resentful for having been drafted
into the Army. I wrote to the War Department
about him but the only information they had was
that he had received an honorable discharge at Camp
Upton two months after his induction into the Army.
This was at the time of the Armistice. He illogically

blamed the Army for the persistence of his symp-
toms. He used good language in answering our
questions. In answer to my question asking him if

he was not abnormal, and not fit to take care of
himself, he said rather petulantly

—
"Certainly, I con-

sider myself normal."
This case is remarkable when one considers that

for four and one half days this man had a danger-
ous foreign body in the rectum ; that it caused in-

tense pain, necessitating the giving of morphine;
that though he begged for the relief of pain, never-
theless he allowed five physicians to examine him
and purposely hid the facts, even going to the operat-
ing room, stubbornly keeping his story to himself.

He said to me later : "I didn't tell what was wrong,
because I knew you would find out some time, any-
way." . . . "No, I sufifered too much, to think
about shame." And he was still waiting on the fifth

day. During convalescence he showed little real

shame ; nor was there any real mental tension.

He evidently had no conflicts whatever concern-
ing this method of gratifying his feelings. After
repeated questioning, he admitted active rectal auto-
eroticism extending over a period of ten years, i. e.,

since his fourteenth year. Twice as a boy he per-
mitted rectal coitus. Then for a long time he intro-

duced ordinary candles into this organ. Next he
employed medicine bottles of gradually increasing
size. After a number of years' practice with the
foregoing articles, he felt qualified to try the piece

de resistance—a drinking glass. This brought him
to the hospital. I could not get him to state whether
he had an orgasm or not, at the time of this acci-

dent
;
however, I believe that he did have one.

This aberrant type of rectal stimulation is not as
rare as some physicians think it is. The use of the
particular object used by this patient is rare, of
course. In those cases, the supremacy or primacy
of the genital zone as the source of pleasurable stim-
uli is transferred or displaced to the anus and the
rectum. It is important to remember that patients
afflicted with such anomalies of the sexual impulse
rarely spontaneously complain of them to the physi-
cian, even in the minor cases. This case was very
unusual, in that here we had a man who hid the
facts for nearly five days, and might have sufifered

a fatal ulceration of the gut because of his

secrecy.

The mere fact that these cases are esthetically dis-

pleasing must not prevent the physician from becom-
ing acquainted with, and recognizing the pathologi-
cal use made of this part of the body by psycho-
paths. The literature, especially that part covering
the neuropsychiatric and genitourinary fields, con-
tains numerous references to these cases.

It is a well known physiological law, which
Ernest Jones has so often referred to, that body
orifices, where skin and mucous membrane meet,
are very sensitive and under certain conditions may
become erogenous zones. Routh, Dessoir and others
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have called attention to the erogenous irritability of

the anus and rectum. Garnier, Iwan Bloch, Ham-
mond, von Krafft-Ebing, Taxil, Ellis, von Schrenck-

Notzing, von Maschka, also the gynecologist Kisch,

Miiller the ethnologist, Weeks the anthropologist,

and numerous other writers cite cases dealing with

these abnormal conditions.

While not intending to enter into a discussion of

all the physical and psychic factors causing these

anomalies, I would merely like to refer to a few
explanations given by modern writers. Practically

all authorities agree that these anomalies have their

origin in childhood. 'J he habitual and often un-

necessary administration of enemas to young chil-

dren is warned against, as is also the unlimited, inno-

cent patting of the skin of this region, done for its

soothing effect and to induce quiet and sleep in

children. Kempf has shown in his book on Psycho-
pathology, how these pleasurable stimuli in the child,

particularly the neurotic child, condition the feelings

and reactions in adult life.

William A. White, of Washington, who has writ-

ten masterfully on this subject, calls attention to the

fact that children often take an undue interest and
pleasure in the excretory acts. This pleasure may
become so intense and fixed as to interfere later in

the biological supremacy of the genital sensory zone.

One can then readily understand how the anal and
rectal zones—becoming of the greatest sensory im-

portance to the individual—open up a field for the

development of perversities and perversions. I

might note that in this patient neither ordinary mas-
turbation nor coitus were ever indulged in. ]^Ioll,

a profound student of child psychology, refers re-

peatedly to the abnormal activities of children in

this direction. A patient of mine, a refined young

woman, is too conscientious to .stimulate the genitals

directly ; her autoeroticism is consummated by means
of the enema. Montegazza, in showing that rectal

sensory stimuli may be pathologically pleasant, men-
tions a writer whom he knew, in whom defecation

v;as more pleasant than coitus.

Pronounced psychopaths of this class are said by
some writers to have certain characteristic traits

;

e. g., they are said to be sullen, morose, slovenly and
miserly, hoarders of trash

;
they are often cruel,

and hate with great intensity. If they recogin"ze

these traits, they may compensate in the opposite

direction. This is merely in keeping with a well

known psychological law, that the most natural asso-

ciation of a word or an idea is its opposite—e. g.,

we first think of short, when we hear tall
;
good,

when we hear bad ;
white, when we hear black, and

so on. The hebephrenic form of dementia praecox

in the anal erotic types, if they become psychotic,

is very likely to develop. Two of the chief charac-

teristics of this form of dementia prsecox are de-

.structiveness and wastefulness.

In concluding, I would like to reiterate that rec-

tal anomalies of the sexual impulse are not rare;

that patients rarely compbin spontaneously of the

minor ones to the physician, even though they are

causing symptoms. It is a sine qua non that these

patients must be recognized, before they can be
managed. That they are unpleasant is uncontrovert-

ible, but one should remember the words of Tardieu :

"No physical or moral misery, no sufifering, hov/ever

corrupt it may be, should frighten him who has de-

voted himself to a knowledge of man and the sacred

ministry of mt-dicine ; in that he is obliged to see

all things, let him be permitted to say all things."

92 Gates Avenue.

Traumatic Injuries of the Abdomen
By FRANK W. McGUIRE, M. D., F. A. C. S.,

Buffalo, N. Y.,

Associate in Surgery, University of Buffalo, Attending Surgeon to the Emergency Hospital.

Traumatic injuries of the abdomen are often so

serious and at times so insidious, that the skill and
prompt decision of the surgeon is taxed to the ut-

most. They are serious because important struc-

tures have been injured or entirely destroyed. They
are insidious because during the first few hours fol-

lowing some accidents the symptoms may be mild,

and I am sure we all have seen abdominal injuries

immediately following an accident in which the

symptoms were almost entirely lacking. In order

to prevent serious hemorrhage or spreading peri-

tonitis in those cases an early and correct diag-

nosis must be made. Late diagnosis and late opera-

tion may spell disaster.

In considering injuries within the peritoneal and
abdominal cavities and considering the causative

force jjroducing those injuries, you immediately

conclude that there are two types of missiles pro-

ducing them, first, penetrating missiles, such as a

bullet, piece of steel, knife, or some pointed object,

and second, those that are blunt and not penetrating.

The injuries produced by the first type of missiles

are usually penetrating wounds, while those from
the second are usvially a blow from a piece of gas
pipe, a kick from a horse or a person, a fall from a

distance on the abdomen, or pressure over the ab-

domen between two objects, such as a squeeze be-

tween two cars. It is quite evident that penetrating

wounds will be more often met and will more often

be serious, but this does not mean but that just as

serious wounds cannot be produced by blunt ob-

jects. I am sure all have seen ruptures of the bowel
and injuries to the viscera produced by the kick of

a horse or a fall from a distance.

In injuries to the abdominal contents pain is

usually one of the first and most constant symp-
toms, its character depending upon the amount of

fluid, whether blood or intestinal contents, escaping
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into the peritoneal cavity. Associated with pain

there will be spasm of the abdominal muscles, espe-

cially the recti. Spasm may be slight, especially

dtiring the early stages, btit if care is taken it usually

can be detected. Following these we find accelerated

pulse, increasing temperature, leucocytosis and, if

excessive hemorrhage is present, we will find the

blood picture of hemorrhage. To this may be added

clammy skin and an anxious expression. Vomiting

may or may not be present but is usually present

when blunt objects have produced the injury. In

stab wounds of the belly it is not unusual to find

^ a piece of omentum or bowel protruding through

the wound. In kidney lesions we find distress in

the lumbar region and, on palpation, a tender tumor

over the kidney together with blood in the urine.

In bullet wounds the x ray is of value in determin-

ing the direction and location of the bullet.

1he point of entrance may be a guide to the struc-

tures injured. In injuries to the lower thorax or

upper abdomen the following structures may be in-

volved: stomach, spleen, liver, pancreas, transverse

colon, and kidney. In midabdomen the small bowel

is most frequently injured. To this may be added

the large bowel, mesentery, and omentum. In the

lower abdomen we find the large and small bowel,

rectum and bladder. Not infrequently we find a

fracture of the pubic bones, associated with which

may be a ruptured urethra. In the lumbar region

the kidneys and large bowel are most frequently in-

jured. Out of my patients was shot through the

upper right thigh posteriorly with the bullet entering

the right pelvis, the only abdominal injury pro-

duced being a contusion of the head of the cecum.

The bullet was removed from the pelvis. Another
patient was shot in the left lower abdomen and died

suddenly. At autopsy the bullet was found to have
entered the abdominal cavity and severed the right

iliac artery near the junction of the femoral. There
was no other abdominal injury except contusion of

the bowel.

There are patients brought to the hospital in whom
we are called upon to differentiate between shock

and active hemorrhage. Patients operated upon
while in shock nearly always die. In cases of active

hemorrhage the patients will die if not operated

upon, so it is necessary to make a prompt and
definite decision between these conditions. The
mistake ustially made is that active hemorrhage is

treated as shock and valuable time lost. However,
the distinction is not an easy one. The symptoms
of rapid pulse, anxious expression, clammy skin,

low blood pressure and subnormal temperature are

the same in both instances, but the history of the

case, together with examination of the blood, will

help us in the diagnosis. If the history suggests

possible injury to a large artery we should be sus-

picious of hemorrhage and in an examination of

the blood in hemorrhage we will find an increased

leucocytosis. In shock the blood shows very little

change. It is scarcely necessary to say that in cases

of active hemorrhage operation should be performed
promptly and in cases of shock the patients should
not be operated upon until they have responded to

stimulation.

If the lesion is intraperitoneal the median inci-

sion of good size should always be used, as all intra-

peritoneal lesions can be best reached by this inci-

sion. The wound produced by the missile is closed

from within by a running suture of catgut in the

peritoneum. It seems unnecessary to add that these

operations must be done thoroughly and as quickly

as possible. When the abdomen is opened we first

find blood, and if gas is noticed we know that there

is a lesion of the intestinal canal. In injuries of this

type the whole intestinal canal must be examined
and each hole in the bowel closed as it is reached.

All exposed bowel must be kept warm by hot towels

or packs. Occasionally we find a piece of small

bowel so badly injured that resection is necessary.

If the anterior wall of the stomach is perforated the

posterior wall will usually be perforated also. When
this condition is present the gastrocolic omentum
is opened and the lesion found and repaired, the rent

in the omentum being repaired immediately after-

ward. It is unusual to find sufficient soiling of the

lesser peritoneal cavity to require its drainage.

However, when there is demonstrable soiling of

the peritoneum, whether in the lesser or greater cav-

ity, it should be removed by mopping with moist

gauze. We do not irrigate as we are convinced that

this procedure only spreads infection.

If the liver is injured and bleeding, the bleeding

can be controlled by grasping the hepatic vessels

through the foramen of Winslow. Deep sutures

should be placed in the liver and tied gently. If

the hemorrhage is not too serious the actual cautery

may be used or, in cases of severe hemorrhage, the

placing of a piece of omentum in the wound before

the stitches are tied has been most successful in

controlling such hemorrhage. If the spleen is in-

jured a splenectomy, partial or complete, may be

done and if the injury is not too serious, the spleen

may be sutured. Another method followed by Senn
is to crush the splenic structure slowly with broad
pressure forceps, then suturing the crushed margins
with catgut. In injuries to the pancreas an attempt

should be made to suture the pancreatic structure.

This, however, is a difficult and serious lesion.

Packing may be all that can be done. If the bladder

is injured intraperitoneally, interrupted and Lem-
bert sutures are placed, a catheter inserted in the

bladder through the urethra and left for forty-eight

hours, and urotropin given by mouth. If the blad-

der is ruptured in the space of Retzius the lower
abdomen should be opened to this space and the

bladder sutured, after which the abdominal wound
should be drained and a catheter placed in the blad-

der. If the membranous urethra is ruptured the

perineum should be opened and the bladder drained.

When blood is found in the tirine after an acci-

dent it is usually evidence of the fact that the kid-

ney has been injured. However, we have found
bloody urine in patients who received a blow in

the lumbar region and who recovered in a few days
after simple rest in bed. Those cases undoubtedly
are due to contusion without laceration of the cap-

sule. In cases in which the capstile has been rup-

tured and where the urine has escaped perirenally,

operation offers the only hope of cure. If the rent

in the capsule is slight it may be sutured but if

mtich destruction has taken place, it will be neces-

sary to remove the kidney. In all those cases in

which we have endeavored to repair extensive in-
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juries of the kidney, we have had to remove the

organ later because of tlie infection which has taken

place.

Drainage in all these cases is of importance and,

if there is soiling of the peritoneum, the womid
should always be drained. When the incision is in

the lower abdomen the drain can be readily placed

in the pelvis. When the incision is in the upper

abdomen and much soiling of the peritoneum has

occurred, one small drain may be placed in the

wound itself and another drain instituted through

a stab wound in the lower belly so as to drain the

pelvis. All drainage should be removed at the end

of thirty-six or forty-eight hours. The wounds in

severe cases should be closed with through and

through sutures of silkworm gut, as closure can be

done more rapidly in this manner. The patient

should be placed in the Fowler position and proc-

tolysis immediately instituted. M<)r])hine and atro-

pine are prescribed as retjuired. The necessity of

other stimulation is questionable and we are con-

vinced that any patient requiring further stimula-

tion than morphine and atropine usually dies, if

undue vomiting occurs the stomach is washed out.

No attempt to move the bowels should be made
until the end of three or four days.

C0NCLUSI0N.S.

1. Some abdominal injuries are serious but lacking

in .symptoms during the first few hours following

the injury. 2. Pain and muscle spasms are the first

and most constant symptoms. 3. Patients are lost

when the distinction between shock and hemorrhage
is not promptly made. 4. Soiling of the peritoneum

should be removed by moist sponges. 5. Median
incision should always be used.

470 Frankli.n- .Street.

The Abdominal Contraction Method of Diagnosis

By L. WINFIELD KOHN, M. D.,

New York.

Physical examination of the abdomen does not

as a rule reveal as satisfactory evidence concerning

the true nature of conditions within the abdomen
as is obtained from a physical examination of the

chest and the rest of the body for information relat-

ing to the status of these respective parts. How-
ever, in spite of the inadequacy of this means of

abdominal study, we feel inclined to make use of it.

We may from time to time obtain interesting data

from a physical study of the abdomen and since

such a study entails little, if any, discomfort to the

patient, its use appears justified.

Dififerent methods have been employed in the

examination of the abdomen, based principally upon
the appreciation of variations in percussion or aus-

cultatory sounds, in palpatory sense, or in a com-
bination of both. Practically all methods of physical

examination of the abdomen incorporate these prin-

ciples to a certain degree. Through the methods
in vogue we make a study of abdominal tenderness,

differences in muscle tension, changes in general

abdominal tension, variations in abdominal tympany
or flatness, and so on, and from the results of our
findings we endeavor to ascertain the causes.

Of all the methods employed, I have heard no
stress placed upon a method embracing the prin-

ciple of maintained voluntary abdominal contrac-

tion. I have used this method as a routine in a great

number of cases and as a result feel that I have de-

rived information that other methods had not

afforded quite so distinctly. That it is far from
perfect goes without question. That the x ray and
other studies give more definite information is not

doubted, yet, for a simple method, easily induced
with no discomfort to the patient, and productive

of information that is often of value, this method,
in my opinion, deserves mention.

The method is based upon the principle of in-

creased intraabdominal tension and the pressure is

exerted in a downward direction. It may be called

the abdominal contraction method of diagnosis. It

consists simply in having the patient institute the

bearing down act of defecation after having first

taken a deep inspiration. The patient is instructed,

while in a recumbent position, to take a deep breath
and then bear down upon the abdomen while hold-
ing the breath. As a result, the diaphragm is pre-

vented from moving upward by the closure of the

glottis and the abdominal muscles are contracted
down while the muscles of the perineum are relaxed,

in consequence of which the visceral organs of the

abdomen and pelvis are forced downward. It seems
to me that during this act the stomach and bowels
assume a more anterior as well as lower position

in the abdomen and are, therefore, more accessible

for study. Inspection, percussion, auscultation,

deep pressure, and other palpatory methods mav be
practised while the abdomen is thus contracted.

This method, however, will not promise clarifica-

tion in every case. I have noticed that in some
cases it serves much better than in others, probably
because in certain instances the abdominal muscles
are not so stout nor so highly developed or because
the particular degree of muscle tension favorably
adapts itself to our means of study. It also has its

disadvantages as well as its advantages. It should
not be used as a substitute for any other method but
rather as a supplement. Heretofore it has been our
main object, while examining a patient, to gain as

complete relaxation of the abdomen as possible and
to overcome every possible chance of contraction so

that the organs may be palpated through the soft

abdominal wall. This method, on the contrary, is

supported through the medium of abdominal con-

traction. It may be contended by some that this

bearing down method gives us a false idea of the

position of the organs, in other words, a dislocated

picture, but I feel that in those cases where an organ
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shows itself in an unduly low position, there is a def-

inite anatomical or pathological reason for it. It has

also occurred to me that the methods of i)ercussopal-

pation and percussoauscultation, so often practised in

our study of the abdomen without fruitful results,

may make a more favorable impression when re-

sorted to under the conditions of abdominal contrac-

lion. It seems that the contracted muscles with the

associated downward pressure so modify the sounds
that ordinarily emanate fom a lax abdomen as to

enable us to dififerentiate more clearly the tones from
the different organs, either by hearing or through the

sensation imparted to the finger tips. Often, when
inspecting an abdomen, little information of value is

obtained, but when this saiue abdomen is examined
during the period of contraction, additional points

of interest may be noted. The outline of the stom-
ach and bowels are often seen in the abdominal sur-

face and the condition of the abdominal wall is

often much better appreciated. Therefore, from the

viewpoint of inspection, percussion, and ausculta-

tion, this method has a place. I might also add that

in examinations of the vagina for cystocele and rec-

tocele, for other examinations by the vaginal route,

and for inspection of the anus, this method will

serve its end.

The process of contraction and its unopposing
perineal relaxation will serve to demonstrate weak-
nesses in the abdominal wall, such as ventral and
inguinal hernias, diastasis recti, general abdominal
loss of tone, and similar conditions. Visceroptosis

will appear more clearly defined in many patients,

especially fat people, who do not ordinarily clearly

show this condition. Very often by taking a side

glance at the abdomen, the surface contour will

define clearly the position and limit of the ptotic

or atonic stomach underneath. Profound ptosis and
gastric dilatation show their impression very clearly

and abdominal asymmetry due to tumors will often

demonstrate itself plainly. In spite of the contracted

abdominal muscles, palpation may reveal a ptotic

kidney or liver that was impossible of palpation

through other means, suqh as forced inspiration or
expiration. Peculiar as it may seem there are times

when certain masses are more clearly felt by the

use of this method. Percussion over the contracted

abdomen will often enable us to outline the stomach
more distinctly and to dif¥erentiate stomach from
colon tympany more clearly. It seems that the

stomach is wafted forward, as a result of which a

fairly good idea is obtained regarding its size, posi-

tion, form and mobility. Abdominovaginal or ab-

dominorectal palpation during the application of

this method will also facilitate the examination of

the fallopian tubes, ovaries, and uterus.

I have also noticed that in acute diseases of the

abdomen, where muscle rigidity overlying the dis-

eased organ has already established itself, this super-

added contraction efifort seems to aggravate the

existent tenderness or pain. I have also observed
that in most cases where patients complained of sub-

jective abdominal pain, independent of palpation or

deep pressure, this voluntary contraction had a ten-

dency to augment it, whereas, in those instances

where pain or tenderness was experienced only upon
palpation, additional muscle contraction did not

seem to influence it, except in a favorable way.
Muscle hyperalgesia, which supposedly bespeaks dis-

ease or disturbance in a visceral organ that seg-

mentally corresponds to the nerve distribution in the

muscle, may also become better understood through
a more thorough and consistent study of this sub-

ject. Therefore, let us more closely investigate con-

ditions of voluntary muscle contraction and volun-

tary relaxation, as well as conditions of involuntary

muscle contraction and involuntary relaxation, their

relations to one another, and their effects upon mus-
cle sensitiveness.

In conclusion, I would say that, although there is

nothing new about abdominal contraction, there does
seem to be something new about its use in abdo-
minal study, and for that reason I have given con-

sideration to it.

768 West End Avenue.

Certain Infectious Diseases Which Are Interesting the Medical
Profession at the Present Time*

By JOHN RANDOLPH GRAHAM, M. D.

New York,

liorough Diagnostician, Healtli Department.

The title of this paper is a rather elastic one, but
I am going to use it as a text on which to base a
practical discussion of three diseases which are more
or less in the public eye just now, namely, typhus
fever, encephalitis lethargica, and smallpox. I will

confine myself principally to their clinical pictures,

as they have appeared to me in the course of my
diagnostic work in the Bureau of Preventable Dis-
eases, Department of Health.

TYPHUS FEVER.
The incubation period of this disease is twelve to

fourteen days. If, as seems proper, typhus fever

'Read before the West End Medical Society, March 26, 1921.

is considered an eruptive disease, the entire period
of onset should be looked upon as a prodromal
stage. The outstanding features of the clinical

history can be summed up under four heads, as

follows

:

1. The onset is abrupt, with chill, nausea, vomiting,

high fever, backache, and a headache which is very
severe and which persists unabated ihrough the

greater part of the attack.

2. The temperature rises sharply, reaching its high-

est mark early in the disease, and, having attained

this mark, the fever chart will resemble somewhat
the fastigium stage of typhoid fever until approxi-
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mately the eleventh day. The evening temperature
will be 104° F. in an ordinary case and 106° F. or
107° F. in a severe one, with a morning remission

of a degree and a half to two degrees. On the

eleventh day there begins a steplike drop which
brings the temperature to normal usually on the

fourteenth day, the patient showing marked im-

provement with this defervescence. Rarely in place

of the abbreviated lysis there is a distinct crisis,

and again the fever may last only twelve days, or

it may run over to sixteen days, but the steplike

drop terminating the fourteen day fever course is

most characteristic.

3. The rash which appears from the third to the

fifth day is a most important addition to the picture,

for without it, in the present state of our knowl-
edge, it is impossible to make a definite diagnosis.

It generally shows first on the abdomen, and spreads

over the trunk and extremities. It exhibits a ten-

dency to avoid the face and less and less disposition

to develop as it approaches the distal ends of the

extremities. It may be profuse on the trunk, and
the entire skin between the lesions may appear con-

gested. There are two distinct features to this

exanthem. First there appear small red macules of

irregular outline which vary in size from a pinhead
to a split pea. These lesions are subcuticular, rather

indistinct, fade readily on pressure, and, when pres-

ent in numbers, give a decidedly mottled appearance
to the body. About forty-eight hours after the

appearance of the macules one may distinguish with
a magnifying glass, or perhaps with the naked eye,

little petechia; forming on some but not all of these

lesions, and not infrequently these petechiae may
simulate delicate red striae running from the centre

to the periphery of the macule. The petechise are

caused by stasis in the capillaries running through
the lesions, and soon the blood extravasates through
the vessel walls, coalesces into a homogeneous layer,

and gives a purpuric spot which will not fade on
pressure. The spots will remain after the return

of the temperature to normal, and with age they

acquire a brown or greenish brown hue. In a case

recently seen on the fourteenth day the trtmk, groin,

axillae and flexures of the elbow were literally

peppered with these small spots. It is asserted that

they are somewhat raised above the surface, but the

elevation must be very slight.

4. The other distinctive point about this disease is

the peculiar facies. The patient looks stupid and
apathetic (or, if delirious, he has a wild, staring

expression) ; the eyes are heavy, the pupils are con-

tracted, and the conjunctival blood vessels intensely

injected ; the face is swollen and is covered by a

dark red flush, which at times is so marked as to

give the impression of a confluent rash.

Keeping these four main features in mind, we
may in addition count on some or all of the follow-

ing symptoms and signs. Prostration which is pro-

gressive
;
constipation ; the pulse is rapid and, in

contrast to that of typhoid fever, generally in keep-

ing with the temperature ; the mucous membranes
are congested ; the tongue is brown and furred ; there

is a cough with or without definite pulmonary signs

;

delirium ranging from the low form to the maniacal

;

subsultus tendinum and carphologia ; tinnitus aurium

with deafness developing late in the attack ; there is

likely to be nosebleed,, repeated and perhaps uncon-
trollable

; the spleen is only moderately enlarged,

and there is always a leucocytosis, the white cell

count varying from 10,000 in mild to 30,000 or

more in severe cases.

Now as you know we seldom have an opportunity
in New York to study epidemic typhus fever, al-

though in the limited number of cases I have been
privileged to inspect I have been fortunate enough
to see some very typical attacks. We do have each
year a considerable number of cases of endemic
typhus, or Brill's disease which, in its clinical pic-

ture, bears a striking resemblance to epidemic typhus.
The fever curve in each instance is similar, though
the temperature is not so high, perhaps, in the en-

demic form. In this disease, too, the rash looks

like that of real typhus in many respects, but it

neither develops so profusely nor does it show much
tendency to become purpuric. Moreover, in endemic
typhus the nervous symptoms are not so pronounced,
the white cell count is lower, rarely over 15,000,

and the facial appearance is not distinctive. The
patient does look dull ; he complains much of head-
ache if asked about it, and in general is a sick

looking individual. There are three particulars in

which these two varieties of typhus, if I may so

call them, difTer materially: 1. Endemic typhus oc-

curs mostly in the summer and fall, real typhus
principally in the winter. 2. The victims of the

milder affection apparently do not die. 3. Secon-
dary cases rarely develop. If the etiology and mode
of transmission of these two forms of the disease is

the same, as claimed by some good authorities, this

last point certainly leaves something for the louse

to explain.

A laboratory aid to diagnosis which is used by
the health department in doubtful cases is the Weil-
Felix reaction. This is similar to the Widal, save

that it is not a specific test, the agglutination taking

place in the presence of the Bacillus proteus X^g. It

is said that this organism can be regularly recovered

from the urine of the typhus patient. Agglutination

may occur early ; it should respond in a one to

twenty-five dilution by the sixth day, but is of real

value in the second week when clumping will occur

in one to two hundred or higher dilutions.

Typhus fever must at times be differentiated from
malaria, meningitis, smallpox, pneumonia and other

acute infections, but the diseases which we would be

called upon in all likelihood to exclude in this localit)^

are typhoid fever and measles. The former has a

less violent onset, longer course, slower pulse, greater

enlargement of the spleen, a rash of a decidedly

different character, absence of leucocytosis, a longer

stage of defervescence, and a positive Widal.

Every now and then someone mistakes measles

for typhus fever, and the diagnostic error is not in-

excusable. You certainly can get the impression

that typhus is measles from the appearance of the

trunk ; the deeply flushed face as has been intimated

before may at times resemble a confluent rash, and
the congested conjunctiva adds to the perplexities

of the case. In measles, however, we have a distinct

prodromal period characterized by catarrhal symp-
toms and cough, the rash when it appears is more
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diffuse, it freely involves the extremities, the face

and the region behind the ears, and we have Koplik

spots before and during the appearing of the rash.

ENCEPHALITIS LETHARGICA.

This disease has but recently been made a report-

able one by the Board of Health, and I am of the

opinion that that fact is responsible for our hearing

so much about it this winter, for it seems certain

that there have been actually fewer cases so far this

year than in the corresponding period last year.

Encephalitis lethargica has probably more varied

ways of manifesting itself than any other infectious

disease, and as a result of its protean character there

is no affection of the central nervous system which

it may not at some time simulate. We still in all

probability have much to learn about many of its

phases. The group of symptoms and signs now to

be mentioned will include all of those regularly met
with and a good proportion of the rarer features

of the clinical picture.

The onset is usually gradual, though it may be

abrupt in children : there is very consistently head-

ache, dizziness and diplopia
;
constipation is the rule,

vomiting is not so common ; there is somnolence

almost always ; some fever, irregular, rarely high,

and possibly long continued ; the pulse is increased

in rate and regular; there is mental sluggishness

and a notably belated response to questions ; the

features show a striking immobility and there may
be insomnia, tremors, muscular tvvitchings, delirium

and convulsions.

There is early and very constant evidence of ocular

palsy, most often of parts supplied by the third

cranial nerve, then of the fourth and sixth, and
occasionally all three nerves are affected. As a

result there will be ptosis, internal or external

strabismus ; the pupils may be unequal, slow to re-

spond to light, and perhaps failing entirely to do so

;

there may be nystagmus and other disorders caused

by the involvement of these nerves. One form of

abnormality may affect one eye and a different form
the other, as, for example, a ptosis on one side and
a strabismus on the other. In addition to the nerves

just mentioned, the motor fibres of the fifth, the

seventh, ninth, eleventh and twelfth, more rarely

the tenth, cranial nerves are attacked. The disease

appears to confine its attention to the motor nerves.

The neck is often stiff, there is sometimes a

Kernig, the knee jerks are regularly increased at

first but may return to normal as the disease pro-

gresses. The somnolence will vary from a slight

and even an intermittent drowsiness to a very deep
sleep from which it is difficult to arouse the patient.

There are attacks in which there is wild excitation

instead of somnolence. While low grade tempera-
ture is the rule, I am told that it is not uncommon
to find a case with no elevation of temperature at all.

Dr. Josephine B. Neal, of the Health Department
Research Laboratory, to whom I am indebted for

much valued information about this disease, states

in a treatise on the subject (Epidemic or Lethargic
Encephalitis in Children) that an officer in the Public

Health Service told her that he had seen in the

South many cases with a transient diplopia and
strabismus without other symptoms, certainly a
queer feature of a serious disease.

Spinal puncture produces a clear fluid, increased

in amount and showing moderate increase in cells

(of the small mononuclear lymphocyte variety),

albumin and globulin with normal reduction of

Fehling's.

The course of the disease has no set limits, and
the patient may drag along for many weary days,

weeks, and even months, with from time to time

rapid changes for better or worse.

Encephalitis lethargica must in practically every

instance be differentiated from one or more of the

following diseases : brain tumor, syphilis of the

brain or cord, uremia, meningismus, poliomyelitis

and polioencephalitis, epidemic cerebrospinal menin-
gitis and tuberculous meningitis. From the view-

point of a Health Department diagnostician, it

appears that acute anterior poliomyelitis and tuber-

culous meningitis are the most prone to cause trouble

in diagnosis.

At the present time polioencephalitis and lethargic

encephalitis cannot be differentiated. Nor is it pos-

sible to decide between poliomyelitis and lethargic

encephalitis by the spinal fluid examination. The
former disease, however, occurs more often in chil-

dren, has a more abrupt onset, the temperature goes

higher but is shortlived, the reflexes, though possibly

exaggerated at first, soon decrease and then dis-

appear, the patient is seldom delirious and the

accompanying paralyses affect the trunk and ex-

tremities.

Tuberculous meningitis is difficult to exclude by

the clinical picture. In adults, of course, there is

usually an easily recognized focus of infection else-

where, though in children it may occur as a primary-

trouble. The onset is generally more gradual than

that of lethargic encephalitis, vomiting is more fre-

quent, there is loss of weight, irregular pulse, early

irritability followed by a stupor which increases -to

the point where it is impossible to arouse the patient,

and the tendon reflexes disappear with the advance
of the disease. The eye palsies in each disease may
be similar.

In tuberculous meningitis the spinal fluid, though
perhaps not always helpful early in the attack, will

eventually solve the difficulty. As the disease pro-

gresses, the cells show notable increase in numbers
and the sugar disappears. In encephalitis lethargica

there is no great cell increase, and the Fehling's

reduction remains normal.

SMALLPOX.

I am taking up this disease for consideration here

not because it is occupying any noticeable place of

interest in the mind of the profession, but because

it ought to. Smallpox, in company with scarlet

fever, has in recent years shown a marked tendency

to become less severe than formerly. In the out-

break of 1900-1902 there were 3,631 cases recog-

nized and 732 deaths, a mortality of twenty per

cent. The stamping out of the disease at that time

is a lasting testimonial to the efficiency of a wide-

spread vaccination campaign, energetically followed

up. From 1903 to 1920, inclusive, there were 567
cases, with forty deaths, a mortality record of eight

and six tenths per cent., and, strange to relate, there

has not been a death from smallpox in this city

since 1912. When one traces out the peregrinations
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of the visitor infected with this disease as he comes
into our midst from Michigan, Oklahoma, South
Carohna, and many other parts North, West and
South, and who quite often is treated for several

days by a most reputable physician, his trouble the

while remaining unrecognized, one is forced to the

conclusion that the same Providence which is

reputed to watcli over the drunken individual and
children is working overtime in guarding New York
from smallpox. The immediate, active and thorough

steps employed by the health department upon the

discovery of a case imdoubtedly account to a great

degree for our immunity, but even with these pre-

ventive measures always operating I fear that small-

pox will not forever remain (|uiescent and that

sooner or later a violent recrudescence of the dis-

ease will occur.

So, without undertaking any exhaustive review

and without wandering far into the field of abnor-

malities, let me just refresh your minds with cer-

tain fundamental points which should be kept before

us when attempting to diagnose smallpox or when
differentiating it from its near relation, chickenpox.

Onset and stage of invasion : In siuallpox it is

as a rule sudden, with high temperature, prostra-

tion and severe general symptoms, most notable of

which is the headache and lumbar backache, best

described as excruciating. After approximately

three stormy days, the temperature drops abruptly,

though not necessarily, to normal ; discomfort van-

ishes promptly, and, coincident with this subsidence

of subjective symptoms, a rash appears on the face

and wrists. Such a history, no matter how scanty

the rash, means smallpox. True, the severity of the

onset varies with different attacks, and in those

who at some time have had a successful vaccination

the stage of invasion may be greatly modified or

even lacking. As a general thing, though, the pro-

dromal illness is away out of proportion to the

immediate subsequent developments.

Chickenpox in adults may be characterized by a

violent onset, but it is shorter, a day or at most two
days, in duration ; and the discomfort and tempera-

ture overlap the appearance of the rash by a con-

siderable time. In children, prodromal disturbance

is negligible.

As just stated, the smallpox rash appears first

and simultaneously on face and wrists ; it then pro-

ceeds to occupy other portions of the body, and
the lesions on the lower extremities may show up
thirty-six to forty-eight hours after their first

appearance on the face. But there is no disposition

whatever to come out in crops, and all lesions in a

picked locality will be of the same age.

The chickenpox rash shows first on the back as

a rule, rarely on the face, and successive crops come
out for the space of sixty to seventy-two hours. In

contradistinction to smallpox, new lesions appear on
parts previously invaded, and it is not uncommon
to see representatives of three different crops along-

side one another.

Dr. W. L. .Somerset, chief diagnostician of the

Health Department, aptly says that "the smallpox
rash is centrifugal in its distribution ; that of chicken-

])Ox is centripetal." The former invades most freely

the exposed parts, the face, neck, wrists and hands.

There will be more lesions below than above the

elbow ; also more below than above the cuff line

;

there will be many more on the upper than on the

lower extremities, and the palms and soles, are

attacked consistently. The rash is closest set on

the face, next on the backs of the hands, and in

comparison to either is sparse on the trunk. An-
other department phrasemaker with an observant

eye for outstanding points says: "Give me the hands

in smallpox, and you can have the rest of the body."

One familiar with the disease will recognize the

significance of his .statement. There is, too, a

noticeable tendency on the part of smallpox lesions

to appear on the mucocutaneous border of the lips,

tu group themselves thickly around the mouth, and

in light cases to avoid the hairy scalp.

Chickenpox rash is most profuse on the back,

particularly the region of the scapulae, though it

may also freely involve the face ; it always attacks

the hairy scalp, absolutely avoids the mucocutaneous
border of the lips, and I think is thickest set on
the upper half of the face. The wrists and hands

may be free from exanthem even where the trunk

is invaded very thickly. On the other hand, it is not

rare to find lesions on the palms and soles where
there is a profuse rash elsewhere. In each disease

the rash is equally distributed on both sides of the

body.

Smallpox lesions pass through fairly definite

stages to maturity without abortion, collapse or

rupture
;
they are, on the whole, deep seated, have

an indurated red areola, feel shotty, and they are

practically uniform in size in each stage. The
vesicle in its early development is small, pinkish in

color, and may be umbilicated ; as it progresses it

attains the size of a split pea, is pearly white in

color, opaque, and, owing to its multilocular struc-

ture, it will not collapse if punctured, nor can it be

crushed under the finger. In the pustular stage the

lesion reaches its greatest proportions ; it appears

overstuffed or ballooned up, it is gray or yellow in

color, and it desiccates without rupture, forming
the firm, thick scab which completes the cycle of

the lesion.

The chickenpox lesion has no such impressive

course as has that of smallpox. A few may run
through macular, papular, vesicular, pustular stages

and scab in a brief period, but many lesions abort,

many more have their fluid contents absorbed, and
many rupture early in the disease. The lesions

show great variation in size. The chickenpox
vesicle is superficial and may have a very wide non-
indurated areola ; it is translucent ; it is monolocular
and easily crushed imder the finger, wetting both
the finger tip and the skin around the lesion. The
scabs are most often formed by rupture of the

lesions, and they are thin and friable.

The umbilicated vesicle deserves a special word,
for it is pathognomonic of the disease. This fea-

ture is much talked of but seldom seen, for it occurs

in the majority of cases before the doctor is called

to the patient. It is not noted in every vesicle, but
when present it gives the appearance of a tiny dent

in the top of the developing vesicle. In addition to

appearing early it also disappears very promptly.

The apparent explanation of the umbilication is that
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exudation and cell hypertrophy proceed more rapidly

around the periphery of the lesion than in the centre,

causing- a peripheral bulging.

The chickenpox vesicle never shows a true uni-

bilication. There does appear a retrograde stage,

due to desiccation, which frecjucntly bears a resem-

blance to the progressive umhilication of smallpox.

The other conditions which may simulate small-

pox are too numerous for consideration in this paper.

Syphilis and drug rashes may be mentioned as con-

stituting at times disturbing elements in the field

of differential diagnosis. In syphilis we may have

a history of infection: the onset is not violent, there

is no marked prostration, and the prodromal period

is prolonged and mild in comparison to smallpox.

In syphilis also the lesions do not appear suddenly

with cessation of general symptoms ; there is a ten-

dency for the rash to come out in crops, there is

no umbilicated vesicle, and there is very seldom the

regularly distributed rash which is so characteristic

of smallpox.

As to drug rashes, we may learn that the patient

has been taking a rash producing drug. In such

conditions also we have no stage of invasion, the

lesions often lack any appearance of inflammation,

and in their general appearance, behavior and dis-

tribution there is always something irregular.

202 West Eighty-sixth Street.

Grime and the Drug Habit

By JAMES A. HAMILTON, Ph. D.,

New York,

Commissioner of Correction

Nine hundred and fourteen persons were received

at the Workhouse, Black well's Island, during the

year 1920 for drug treatment. They were com-
mitted in one of three ways

:

1. Under section 249-A, known as selfcommitted,

the person applies to the health department to be

placed in an institution for treatment. The health

commissioner commits addicts to the workhouse
for treatment, and they are released only by direc-

tion of the medical authorities of the institution.

2. Under section 438, also known as selfcommit-

ted, the person who is addicted applies to a judge

of the Magistrates' Court and at his own request is

committed to the workhouse hospital for treatment.

3. Under section 327 addicts can be committed by
a judge, usually of the Court of Special Sessions.

When they appear before the judge charged with

some crime, he, finding them to be drug addicts,

commits them to the workhouse for treatment, which
terminates by direction of the medical authority.

They are then returned to court and are dealt with

on the original charge as the court sees fit.

Of the seven hundred and sixty-five men com-
mitted to the workhouse hospital for drug treat-

ment, four hundred and thirteen, or fifty-four per

cent., were old offenders ; of the one hundred and
forty^nine women committed, seventy-two, or forty-

eight per cent., were old offenders. The eighteen

men committed through the health department had
previous records in one or more of our institutions.

The accompanying charts liave been prepared by
Mr. Gerhard Kuhne, of the bureau of identification,

and throw much light upon the extent and growth of

dr^g addiction and its relation to crime.

Our records show that more than fifty per cent,

of those addicted to the use of drugs have criminal

histories. Some have had bad records prior to the

use of drugs; but most have gone into criminal life

as the result of the drugs.

That one may obtain a comprehensive idea of the

Showing the number
Blackwell's Island, for

the number of previous
correctional institutions

CHART I.

of persons received at the Workhouse,
drug treatment during the year 1920 and
sentences each had served in one of the

for various offences.
-Men- -U'oi}icn~
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206* 189* 18* 413*
54 per cent, men are old offenders.
48 per cent, women are old offenders
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CHART II.

Showing the number of persons committed to the Workhouse,
Blackwell's Island, for drug treatment under the various sections
of the law, who had received previous treatment at the Workhouse
and how many times.

§i27 i4S8 ^249-A Total

2nd time 56 64 4 124
3rd time 11 12 1 24
4th time 1 4 1 6

5th time 1 1 .. 2

CHART III.

.Showing number of persons committed to the Workhouse, Black-

well's Island, for drug treatment each month during the year 1920,
under Sections 438, 249-A and 327.

February

April
May
Tune
July

November
December

Men ^ {
—11 omen— ^

o isf^l
"o> !S

f~.

64 12 12 76
40 3 6 49 11 11 60
32 21 3 56 6 "i 9 65
23 6 1 30 10 10 40
36 16 52 9 2 11 63
58 IS i 74 5 5 79
43 25 1 69 11 2 13 82
28 39 67 7 6 13 80
26 50 76 1 12 13 89
36 56 92 3 11 14 106
38 29 2 69 9 12 21 on
17 49 I 67 10 17 84

438 309 18 765 91 58 149 914
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CHART IV.

Showing the number of persons committed to the Workhouse,
Blackwell's Island for drug treatment under Sections 438, 249A and
327 during the year 1919, compared with the persons committed
under the same sections of the law during the year 1920.

Men ( , Women ^

Year «S «i t-. ^. h. tjf~.

1920 438 309 18 765 91 58 .. 149 914
1919 365 .. 133 518 61 .. 5 66 584

53 309 US* 247 30 58 5* 83 330
*Decrease

treatment of drug addiction it is necessary to note

the effects of opium or its derivatives on the habitual

user, and to bring out the salient features and the

reasons for different methods of treatment as out-

lined by the several observers who have made exten-

sive and original attempts at a cure.

EFFECTS OF OPIUM.

The principal action of opium is exerted on the

nervous system. All three divisions are involved,

the sympathetic system, the cerebral centres, and
the gray matter of the spinal cord. As a result there

are mental depression, a slowing of the respiration,

and the cardiovascular and other centres are de-

pressed. Exaggerated reflexes are common. Meta-
bolism is affected, the secretions diminished, and
the biliary and glycogenic function of the liver im-

paired. The disturbed vasomotor centres cause a
contraction of the peripheral circulation with a dila-

tation of the splanchnic, producing a rise of blood
pressure and a cold, pale skin. All secretions are

diminished, with the exception of the sweat.

The patient presents a picture of a poorly devel-

oped, poorly nourished individual, with a cold,

clammy, wet skin, who is apathetic, does not care

to move about, and is particularly loathe to bathe.

If he is careful in the amount of the drug taken,

he is able to attend to his daily task, does not suffer,

but is continually losing ground. His power of re-

sistance is lowered and he becomes an easy prey
to current affections, tuberculosis, pneumonia, in-

fluenza, or any of the maladies we have to combat
in every day life. If the opium is suddenly with-

drawn there is a set of symptoms which are fairly

constant and have been termed withdrawal signs.

This condition is generally ushered in by yawning,
sneezing, tremors, vomiting, and sometimes symp-
toms of collapse.

TREATMENT.

There are two plans of treatment that have been
generally accepted as serious efforts for the estab-

lishment of a cure. The first of these abruptly
withdraws the opium and substitutes some other
drug. The second plan gradually withdraws the

opium and meets the symptoms when they appear.
The first plan may be further divided into a, the

use of belladonna or hyoscine, and, b, an original

method developed by Stokes. •

Lott and Bishop are the exponents of the use of
hyoscine. Bishop has advanced the theory that

the body in an effort to combat overdoses of opium,
develops or produces an antibody which is really

responsible for the withdrawal signs.

Inhibition of function, which is one of the effects

of the use of opium, locks some of the excess opium

in the cells in the organism, notably in the liver,

where it is stored up and given off in the circulation

from time to time as inhibition declines and the

organs resume their normal functions. This stored

up opium enters the circulation sometimes as late

as a month or more after the withdrawal of the drug
and produces new antibodies which in turn give

rise to withdrawal signs. This accounts for the pa-

tient having recourse to the use of opium again.

Bishop's treatment, based on this hypothesis, calls

for a careful preliminary treatment to bring about,

as near as possible, the normal functions. He rec-

ommends giving the patients sufficient opium for

their bodily needs, and by cholagogue catharsis elim-

inating the excess of stored up opium and stopping

autointoxication. When such a condition has been
obtained the drug is withdrawn abruptly and sen-

sation deadened with hyoscine. The patients are

kept under the influence of this drug for several

days, then hyoscine is stopped and rehabilitation

started.

The Stokes method of treatment is based on the

hypothesis that the sympathetic nervous system
plays the important role ; which is strikingly evident

by the effect produced on the preganglionic nerve
fibres going to the adrenals, a sharp output of ad-

renin being the result. Inhibition, especially of the

vagus, is also accountable. Stokes asserts that he

has found in eserine and pilocarpine a physiological

antidote, and with these drugs he stimulates secre-

tion and diaphoresis ; the flow of saliva is increased

;

the tone of all involuntary muscle fibres is improved,
and it is not necessary to give a laxative on account

of the increased peristalsis and intestinal secretion.

It slows the heart by stimulating the peripheral ter-

mination of the vagus.

According to the second plan, which is based on
the assumption that opium is merely a toxic agent,

the drug is gradually withdrawn, and at times

the general economy is assisted in readjusting itself

by the judicious use of a few medicaments to meet
the symptoms when they appear. The term "when
they appear" has been used for the reason that often

there are no symptoms attached to the withdrawal of

the drug. A great many drug users, especially those

of the better type, use no more opium than is suffi-

cient to keep them in perfect balance. These are

not true drug addicts, but merely habitues, and the

withdrawal of the drug is a very simple matter, en-

tailing no more suffering than obtains with the

breaking of any other habit, for instance, tobacco or

alcohoK

After carefully considering them, plans a and b
seem to be very plausible, each in its own way.
Theories have been advanced which are reasonable,

and they have many adherents who are excellent

observers. The objection to them is in the use of

dangerous drugs and the liabilities in inexperienced

hands are enormous ; so that the "cure" can never
become universal owing to the scarcity of especially

trained physicians and attendants.

There are just as many excellent clinicians who
use the withdrawal plan of treatment as there are

those who use the other two methods. The par-

ticular features that recommend the gradual with-

drawal method are its absolute safety and its inex-
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pensiveness. The real test, or proof, of the effi-

ciency of any treatment is the result obtained. No
one plan shows better results than another. They
all come to a happy termination, the patient rapidly

regaining weight and quickly reestablishing the nor-

mal functioning of the organs. The general im-

provement is so marked as to be a source of won-
der even to the laity.

The method that lias been selected for the De-
partment of Correction was developed only after

careful study and investigation of all methods used.

The dangers of the other two methods were con-

sidered, as was also the expense, and finally a canvas

was made of the drug addicts themselves as to the

method they would prefer. Ninety-nine per cent,

selected the gradual withdrawal system. The great

majority showed a reluctance to accept the hyoscine

method, because thev were afraid of any possible

complications that might arise from the use of this

ver\- potent drug.

The treatment given under the supervision of Dr.

John M. O'Connor, briefly outlined, is as follows

:

When the patient is received he is immediately sent

to the reception or clearing house hospital where he
is given a thorough physical examination, note being
made of any complications or other disease condi-

tions which may need urgent or coincident treatment.

If he is suf¥ering from any infectious or contagious
disease, he is retained at the reception hospital on
Blackwell's Island and the drug cure is given there

in conjunction with the treatment of his other ail-

ments.

If the case is one of a combination of tuber-

culosis and drug addiction, it is first determined
whether or not the patient's condition will permit the

withdrawing of the drug. If it is not feasible to

withdraw the drug, on account of aggravating his

tuberculous condition, he is transferred to the

tuberculosis hospital on Hart Island; or. if it is

a court case, a report is sent to the commissioner
with the suggestion that the patient be returned to

court and the judge notified that it would be inad-
visable to withdraw the drug at that time. In an
uncomplicated case the patient goes immediately
to Riker Island, where he starts on the cure. Here
they determine his bodily needs; i. e., he is given
sufficient opium to keep him out of pain. This is a
variable amount, but as a rule fifteen drops of Ma-
gendi's solution administered three or four times
a day is sufficient. The dose is prescribed at or near
mealtime as an inducement for him to take some
nourishment. If necessary a laxative is given. The
opium is gradually withdrawn, one drop each day,
so that at the end of two weeks they are completely
off the opium and are then given strychnine or some
supportive measure. The insomnia is taken care of
by sedatives, preferably liyoscyamus, and the pa-
tients are taken out of doors as quickly as possible.

The best somnifacient is not drugs, but fresh air

and exercise. A body physically tired will sleep.

The use of drugs and sedatives is to be curtailed as
much as po?sil)le. The gastric secretions are just
beginning to develop, and the stomach muscles, long
disused, are awakening from a state of atony, and
groat care must now l)e exercised to keep anything
of an irritating nature away from this organ, as it is

here that we build our hope on the future rehabili-

tation.

The nourishing of these drug addicts is really the

most vital part of any treatment. Sufficient nour-
ishment of an easily digested nature must be given,

and that in amount which will not prove irritating

to the delicate mucous membrane then in a state of

metamorphosis. Physiologists have agreed that the

number of calories needed to sustain a normal man
at rest is in the neighborhood of 2,400. Estimates
made of the dietary at the correction hospital have
shown addicts to be receiving at least 4,000. This is

considerably more than sufficient. It is true that

too much reliance cannot be placed on these labora-

tory deductions, and we must, necessarily, corrobo-

rate these findings with the practical results. Over
a thousand drug addicts have passed through the

treatment in this department, and the average gain

in weight is somewhere between thirty-five and forty

pounds. This speaks very well for the treatment
and the nutritive value of the food. Research work,
particularly along the lines of the food given, is

being conducted. The incidence of gastric disorder,

hyperchlorhydria, gastric ulcer, hepatitis and chole-

dochitis is so high that steps have been taken to

determine if we are not feeding too much.
The opportunities for observation and study are

better in this institution than at any other place.

The court rules that they shall remain in custody
at least one hundred days. Certainly, if complica-
tions are to arise, they will make their appearance
within that time. We have never found a single

patient who has taken the cure, as prescribed by the

physician, who has ever felt a physical craving for

the drug. When they have been taken off the drug
and kept off at least one hundred days the doctor is

through. The question then becomes a sociological

one. There is nothing in any cure that will pro-

duce a later antagonism to the taking of opium, and
by a cure we simply mean to relieve the patients in

the safest and most humane way of the physical

torture attending the withdrawal of the drug.
Dr. Stuart MacVean, resident physician at Riker

Island, can point with just pride to a thousand or
more drug cases, in which the patients have passed
through the cure with no untoward symptoms in

any case—a record that is not surpassed in any
particular by any of the expensive institutions. He
has been responsible for the treatment, the care,

and the condition of the patients for a period of
time that is considerably longer than at any other
drug hospital. Complications would surely arise

within a hundred days where they might not in three
weeks, so that his results, while as good as any, have
borne scrutiny for a longer period of time.

Dr. MacVean's good work has gone on without
any flare of trumpets, without any advertisement,
and without the hope of personal aggrandizement.
Society in general, and particularly the common-
wealth of New York, owe Dr. MacVean a debt of
gratitude for his untiring labors, for his zeal, and
for his rare judgment and tact in dealing with a
class of patients that would make a man of less

sterling qualities abandon the situation as being al-

together hopeless.

Municipal Building.



Editorial Articles
ENTERORRHAGIA IN HERNIA.

Tliis complication arising in cases of hernia has

not received the attention it deserves, although it

occurs almost exclusively in strangulated hernia and

follows reduction either by taxis or kelotomy. Never-

theless, intestinal hemorrhage has been known to

occur after a difficult reduction of large nonadherent

hernia, as well as after a radical operation in cases

where the omentum was resected. Dieulafoy,

Eiselsberg, Castagnol and others have shown that

hematemesis may occur in hernia from torsion or

resection of the omentum or from a liernial toxi-

infection. They are of considerable gravity and

frequently fatal.

The pathogenesis of hernial enterorrhagia is very

complex, but has been enlightened by clinical, patho-

logical and experimental data. There is invariably

an extensive congestion of the walls of the intestinal

loops involved in the hernial sac with more or less

sanL,.uineous exudation in both the cavity of the sac

and lumen of the gut, and for these reasons it is

somewhat surprising that hernial hemorrhages are

not more frequently encountered. On the other

hand, the circulation is interrupted Ijy constriction

of the vessels of the mesentery, comprised in the

strangulation, especially the venous flow, so that the

arterial blood can arrive in large amounts until it

breaks through its natural barriers, exfoliating the

mucosa by infarcts and thus cause considerable or

even fatal hemorrhage. Venous thrombosis brings

about the same result.

The afflux of arterial blood, checked by the con-

striction of the mesenteric branches, can produce the

same disorders and consequences at the moment
when, the obstacle having been removed, the blood

rushes under high pressure into the empty arterial

territory which is more or less weakened by ischemia

and microbic invasions. The ulcerations on the

mucosa of the strangulated loop, which are prone to

develop in the sulci formed by the strangulation, may
give rise to quite considerable enterorrhagia and in-

testinal perforation with intraperitoneal collections

of blood and peritoneal accidents. The ulcers of

toxiinfectious origin—the intestinal loop being a

closed cavity—have probably the right to deserve a

special place in the etiology of hernial enterorrhagia.

There is a group of late occurring intestinal

hemorrhages, arising during the early days following

surgical treatment of hernia, whose etiology is not

clear. In cases of tight strangulation they seem to

be due to deep sulci produced by the stricture of the

gut and on the point of becoming gangrenous, usually

in arteriosclerotic subjects. It seems probable that

they result from the elimination of the sloughing

tissues when the loss of blood is small and" is later

accompanied by intestinal stenosis, but it is still more
likely that they are due to a thrombosis of the

vessels resulting in necrosis of the mucosa of the

corresponding territories, or perhaps the arrest of

the circulation and afflux of blood cause a sangui-

neous exudation into the lumen of the gut and the

peritoneal folds.

The prognosis of hernial enterorrhagia is serious

when the loss of blood is considerable and recurs

frequently; on the other hand, the prognosis is nut

serious when the Ijlood is passed in small amounts

and at infrequent intervals. On the whole, however,

the mortality is quite high. Treatment is both pro-

phylactic and symptomatic. Rest after the operation

must be strictly enjoined, and the diet and digestive

functions carefully looked after. When the hemorr-

hage occurs it is to be dealt with ]jy the usual means

at our disposal in such cases.

THE WHITE RACE IX THE TROPICS.
It is an argument almost as old as the hills that

the white race cannot live in health in the tropics for

any prolonged period. While this statement is

probably true in the main, it should be accepted with

certain reservations. Granted that the black man is

physically adapted for life under a burning sun and

dry climate and that the white man is not so adapted,,

yet the manner of life and especially the type of

clothing have a good deal to do with the ill health

of the Caucasian race in tropical climes. Part H of

the British Medical Research Council Special Report

Series has this to say on the subject

:

As pigment renders the colored man indififerent to.

sunburn, he can go naked and secure the full cooling

power of the environment, with the heat lost by radia-

tion, convection and evaporation, untrammeled by

the confined atmosphere of house or clothes. The
white man, in so far as he is afraid of sunburn, wears

clothes and confines himself in shady, close places,,

is at a disadvantage from the point of view of heat

loss. His customary diet, in particular the amount

of protein consumed with its high specific dynamic

energy, sets his heat production at too high a level.

When a white man enters the tropics he should wear

the loosest and lightest clothes and allow himself to

become tanned, adjusting his diet and working hours

to those of the natives, keeping up his metabolism,
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by open air exercise in the early morning hours, and

sleeping away the heat of the day. He should use

double roofed shelters and conveyances with free

ventilation of air space between the roofs. He

should sleep on roofs exposed to the breeze and use

fans to work by. His clothes should be shorts and

a white shirt with short, wide sleeves and open at

the neck and sides to allow free ventilation. Custom

and fashion should not forbid white women to

secure in their dress sufficient exposure and ventila-

tion of the body surface. They should take exercise

freely, and not confine themselves or their children

within houses, or strive to preserve their whiteness

of skin. It probably is the stagnant, moist environ-

ment produced by clothes and houses which tells

against the metabolism and health of women. The

men working stripped in the open keep up their

metabolisrn and vigor. A more open air life for

women, the better construction of houses and the

wearing of clothes as suitable as those worn by the

men may prevent these ill efifects. Much stress is laid

on the thorough ventilation of tropical houses. It

must also be remembered that by the elimination of

tropical parasitic insect and water borne diseases the

tropics can be made far more healthy for whites.

However, there is no evading the fact that from

every point of view, the black man or the yellow

man is better adapted to the environment of the

tropics than the white man. Some of this superior

adaptation is due to physical causes, and some of it

to the fact that the former clothes himself more

suitably, if he wears clothes at all, and chooses food

more in accordance with the climate than the white

man. After all has been said that can be said on

the sutyect, it seems to be an invariable rule that

white people who live in the tropics for a lengthy

period deteriorate physically and mentally, and

women and children in particular. At the same time

there is little doubt that if they adopted the kind of

life and clothes and diet best suited to the situation,

they would be in better physical and mental health.

The Special Report Series of the British Medical

Research Council dealing with white persons in

tropical countries is a valuable pronouncement on

the subject, and may be recommended for study to

those who are thinking of living in the torrid zone.

The late Colonel Charles A. Woodruff, of the

^Medical Department of the United States Army,

who had considerable experience of life in the

tropics, would have dissented, however, from the

views on diet set forth in this Special Report Series.

He believed that the white man should not stint him-

self of meat in the tropics and that there was no

need for him to forswear alcohol. Other medical

men who have passed a goodly ])()rtion of their

lives in lands where the sun beats down the livelong

day and the air is arid, do not hold with living on

the same food as the natives. In India, for instance,

if they tried to follow this rule, they would starve.

Probably the wisest mode -of life is not to abolish

meat from the diet altogether, but to curtail the

amount and to eat plenty of vegetables and fruit.

As in temperate climes, the diet must be well

balanced and in keeping with the altered conditions,

and perhaps, above all, the vitamine content must be

sufficient. It is the general opinion that alcohol is

not needed in the tropics, and it is certain that its

abuse is most harmful.

It is well that the question of the white man in the

tropics should be carefully studied from the medical

viewpoint. The countries with a temperate climate

are beginning to be overcrowded, while Africa and

South America, teeming with riches, agricultural and

otherwise, are underpopulated and in parts almost

untouched. The white man must learn how to live

in fair health in the tropics, and it is for medical

men to teach him how to do this.

THE ANTIPEPSIN THEORY
The resistance of the stomach to autodigestion

cannot be explained by any of the older theories

—

epithelial, protective action of the mucus, the neu-

tralization of the gastric jviice by the alkali of the

blood, or sweeping away of the ferment by the cir-

culation. The defense against the proteolytic

enzymes is a process of a general order. The
various organs and tissues of the same animal—in-

testinal mucosa and serosa, spleen, omentum, gall-

bladder—are capable of supporting a prolonged

contact with the gastric juice on the condition that

the surgical procedure employed has not brought

about circulatory disturbances which may result in

necrosis of the anastomosis opening. Consequently,

the theories of local means of protection which only-

have in view the defense of the stomach against

proteolysis are to be rejected, including that of

antipepsin understood in the sense given it by Katz-

enstein.

Looked at from the more general viewpoint, the

antipepsin theory pretends to explain the resistance

to hydrochloropeptic aggression from the presence

of a specific antifernient in the digestive mucosa

and in the circulating blood. This theory, however,

can hardly be sustained, since no specific antipepsin

exists in the blood serum. The prevention of auto-

fligestion, observed under certain conditions, consists

of a simple deviation of the pepsin which in all

probability becomes fixed on the colloids of the

serum. The albuminoid substances of the serum,
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SO resistant to tryptic digestion, are quickly attacked

by hydrochloropeptic mixtures. Thanks to its great

power of absorption of pepsin, the free albumin of

the serum may prevent the digestion of coagulated

albumen, which serves as a coating although it itself

is attacked.

There unquestionably exists in the gastric mucosa,

as well as in both natural and artificial gastric juice,

an organic substance which hinders peptic digestion

and which is quite distinct from salts and albumoses

;

but from all its characters—pronounced thermosta-

bility, resistance to acids and considerable diffusi-

bility to dialysis—it is remote from true antibodies.

On the other hand, nothing in its maner of action

recalls a reaction between antibodies and antigens.

This substance appears to act only by creating a

medium unfavorable to pepsin. From the data so

far obtained we are not authorized to suppose that

this preventive action occurs iyi I'ivo ; many ordinary

substances possess in vitro a marked influence on

peptic digestion, which have no evident action on

intragastric digestion.

Tlie antipepsin theory is also met by serious ob-

jections in principle. In the present state of our

knowledge the theory of biochemical resistance of

the living cells appears, at least for the present, the

most capable of explaining the antiproteolytic power
of the tissues in general, thanks to the chemical

anhydrolysable constitution of the living cell or to

the absence of affinity for the proteases.

PHYSICIAN AUTHORS : ARMSTRONG AND
HILL

Nearly all critics who have examined Dr. John

Armstrong's Art of Preserving Health are agreed

that it is the best didactic poem in the English

language. Leigh Hunt and others have given it this

honor and Thomas Campbell said of it : "It is the

most successful attempt, in our language, to incor-

porate material science with poetry." Arthur H.

Bullen, in the Dictionary of National Biography

declares that "no writer of the eighteenth century

had so masterful a grasp of blank verse as is shown

in this poem. The powerful passage descriptive

of the plague (book three) has been highly praised.

As in all didactic poems, the practical directions are

of little interest, but those who value austere

imagination and weighty diction cannot afford to

neglect Armstrong's masterpiece." Among present

day critics there is George Saintsbury, who says

;

"Armstrong must always have, with competent

judges, the praise which belongs to an author who
has a distinct and peculiar grasp of a great poetical

form."

The author of The Art of Preserving Health was

said to be a skillful physician, but not a great success
in his profession. This limited success he a.scribed

to the fact that "he could neither tell a heap of lies

in his own praise wherever he went; nor intrigue

with nurses; nor associate, much less assimilate,

with the various knots of pert, insipid, lively, stupid,

well bred impertinent, good humored malicious,

obliging, deceitful, waspy, drivelling gossips; nor
enter into juntos with people not to his liking."

Thus writes one of his biographers, but Mr. Bullen

adds that "habitual inertness and a splenetic tem-
perament were probably the real drawbacks to his

advancement."

Armstrong was born in 1709 in Castleton Manse,
Liddesdale, Roxburghshire, and got his medical
degree in 1732 at Edinburgh University, after

which he began practising in London. Four years
later he published anonymously The Economy of
Love, a nauseous work which damaged his profes-

sional success. This work was considerably toned
down in a second edition. Like Smollett, Arm-
strong also was fond of assailing his professional

brethren. His first book An Essay on Abridging the

Study of Physic, (1735 ) was a satire on the ignor-

ance of the aix)thecaries and medical men of his

day. He assailed the profession at various other

times and in his last work. Medical Essays, coarsely

charged physicians in general with incompetency and
servility. But Armstrong was a clever writer, both

in poetry and prose, though all his work, with the

exception of The Art of Preserving Health, has

fallen into neglect. His work, other than that al-

ready mentioned, included a tragedy. The Forced
Marriage, written in 1754 but not published until

1770; Miscellanies (1770), containing short poems
displaying much humor; Sketches and Essays on

Various Subjects, published in two parts in 1758

under the pseudonym of Launcelot Temple; A
Synopsis of the History and Cure of Venereal

Diseases, and some acrimonious epistles published

in pamphlet form.

Armstrong was for many years physician to the

Soldiers' Hospital in London and in 1760 he was

appointed as a physician with the British forces in

Germany. After three years' service in the field

he returned on half pay to London and resumed

practice. In 1771 he made a Continental tour with

Fuseli, a painter, and upon his return wrote A
Short Ramble Through France and Italy, described

as merely a volume of desultory notes. He died in

London on September 7, 1779, as the result of a fall.

Contemporaneous with Dr. Armstrong was the

notorious Dr. John Hill, whom Nathan Drake called

"one of the most extraordinary characters of the

eighteenth century." Some other writers have been

more outspoken concerning Hill, as, for instance,
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Frederick Lawrence in his Life of Henry Fielding,

wlio says, "Hill shared with Orator Henley the

dubious honor of being the most notorious man of

his age," and Samuel Johnson, who called Hill "an

ingenious man, but he had no veracity." As a

physician Hill's standing seems to have been very

low. Sir John Hawkins in his Life of Samuel

Johnson tells us that "Hill had received no academ-

ical education, but his ambition prompting him to

be a graduate, he obtained, from one of those uni-

versities which would scarce refuse a degree to an

apothecary's horse, a diploma for that of doctor

of physic." The university in question was that of

St. Andrews. Hill had been an apothecary and his

chief medical activity after receiving his diploma

seems to have been in concocting and manufacturing

several quack nostrums, for which he found a ready

sale. These included Pectoral Balsam of Honey,

Essence of Waterdock, Tincture of Bardana, Tinc-

ture of Valerin and a numi)er of others.

Despite his unscrupulousness Hill had versatility,

ability and perseverance, and he must have had a

great capacity for hard work, for both before and

after he got his medical degree he did an immense

amount of writing of all sorts. In the Dictionary

of National Biography he is credited with no less

than seventy-six separate works, some of them in

several volumes. His most ambitious product was

a huge botanical work, in twenty-six volumes,

called The Vegetable System, on which he worked

from 1759 to 1775. He presented a set of this work

to the King of Sweden, who invested him with the

Order of Vasa. From that time on Hill always

referred to himself in his writings as "Sir" .John

Hill. His other writings included many novels and

a large number of farces. Because his farce, The

Rout, was hissed off the stage, he made a series

of venomous attacks on David Garrick, the actor

and dramatist, whose only reply was this famous

couplet

:

For physics and farces his equal there scarce is

;

His farces are physic, his physic a farce is.

A bitter dispute also was started by Hill when,

in 1738, the manager of Covent Garden refused to

produce his Orpheus, an English Opera, but in the

following year produced Theobald's Orpheus and

Eurydice. But what brought Hill most of his

notoriety was his daily letter, headed The Inspector,

in the London Advertiser and Literary Gazette,

which the elder Disraeli described as "a light scanda-

lous chronicle all the week with a seventh day

sermon." This scurrilous column involved Hill in

(|uarrels with many of the leading men of his day.

When the Royal Society blackballed him he assailed

it and its members with extraordinary malice when-

ever he lacked other prey. Hill died in London on

November 21, 1775, of the gout, a disease for which

he had advertised his tincture of l^arbana to be an

infallible specific.

PSYCHOANALYSIS AND QUACKERY
The following timely editorial is reprinted from

TJie Prescriher (Edinburgh, June, 1921.)

It appears that a number of morally misguided
individuals have discovered a new and lucrative

way of living on their wits; they have hit upon
the happy idea of floating in on the flowing tide of

pyschoanalytic ascendancy, of posing as practical

psychoanalysts, of extracting fat fees for services

of less than disputable value, and so (as the saying

goes) "getting money for dirt." A representative

of the Daily Graphic has, with humor and shrewd-
ness, been making a round of calls upon certain

of these up to date impostors, and by describing his

neurotic symptoms and hinting at considerable ex-

pectations of a pecuniary sort—wholly imaginary in

both cases—has succeeded in disclosing their

methods of work. It would seem that these soi-

disant Freudians had absent mindedly overlooked
the necessity for acquiring a knowledge of the ele-

ments of their science. Instead, they appear to

have laid in a copious supply of pseudoscientific

jargon, and nothing else. Further, it is pretty evi-

dent that somehow they are confusing psycho-
analysis with spiritualism—although in reality the

two things are mutually exclusive—and a little chat

about dreams is followed by the inquiry. Would you
not like to be put into communication with the

shade of your great great grandmother? Now, it

is fairly certain that no great positive harm can be
wrought by these ignorant mountebanks. It is the

knowledge of psychoanalysis which is power, either

for good or ill. The charlatan is comparatively
harmless. The only thing he injures is his victim's

pocket. Fools will continue to be gulled by knaves
to the end of time. Then why bother? The reply
is twofold. First, the neurotic, by resorting to the

quack, has his cure delayed and his disorder thus
accentuated. Secondly, the public has the right to

be warned against impostors, especially in the realm
of medicine, so that it may know that a practitioner

is competent : that, of course, is the whole case for
compulsory registration of doctors, dentists, phar-
macists, and so forth. There would thus appear to

be a clear case for the registration of psychoanalysts,
following qualification by suitable means.

MAD SOLDIERS.
All over the city, all over the State of New York,

bombs of terrific importance are exploded by those
who know, or seem to know, what alarms are piling

up slowly to confound us and our boasted progres-
sion. The prospect held out for 1927 will make
some give money, some flee away in yachts and air-

ships to far away places where insane exsoldiers
dwell not and the tuberculous patient does not hack
the calm to pieces with his cough. As it is, we are
in a parlous state with the civilians who are on the
borderland, those who need three living wives, who
hurl their babies from the window, with mothers who
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\ anish, sons and daughters in their lowest teens who
hurtle through tiie town and the daily journals at

amazing speed, drug fiends whose career the bar

men joyfully watch.

Now comes Colonel Wickersham, investigator

of the American Legion, to get an answer to the

President's proposed relief legislation for exsoldiers.

He begins with the insane exsoldier, and says their

increase in the State is 250 new cases a month, also

that they are roaming the streets of New York
uncared for. The Federal Government has pro-

vided 177 beds in Federal hospitals and 759 in State

hospitals, the men not getting the right kind of

attention in either. The number of new hospital

beds needed for disabled men now in unsuitable

Government and private hospitals and asylums is

19,240. The peak of necessity is to be reached in

1927, when from 33,000 to 50,000 will need liospilal

accommodation

.

Making deductions from faulty statistics, the

prospect of rapidly increasing insanity and tuber-

culosis makes us ])icture our various public build-

ings, museums, art galleries, filled with cases of

useless soldiers, because Colonel Wickersham seems
to conclude that no efforts will be made to combat
disease.

What is an insane soldier? Are all those to be

included who, failing to find work, have developed

•great depression, brooding, indignation, queer habits

such as restlessness, insomnia, unreasonable dis-

likes, apparent laziness, a condition born of not

liaving been fit before they left hospital? These are

not, as a rule, madder than the average, and time

or a change of environment might restore the men-
tal balance. As to the tuberculous, surely years

will show the wisdom of doing what ought to be

done and that which officers of health are weary
of telling us to do.

THE INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.
India, according to her friends in America, is

liaving a horrible time under Britain's brutal rule.

Plague, pestilence and famine have been as nothing

.compared with the horrible treatment ministered by
his majesty's representatives, so it is good to learn

that the Indian Reform Act will give the native

officers of the Indian Medical Service a larger par-

ticipation in the government of the country. In

prewar days of competitive examination the propor-

tion of successful Indian candidates was seven to

twelve per cent. Now the candidature is to be by
nomination only. Pay for all officers has been in-

creased, also the pension rate. The study leave re-

serve is increased to twenty-five per cent, for

furlough, in addition to two and a half per cent, for

study leave. Free passage home means much to a

doctor. The Secretary of State has promised the

military side of the I. M. S. that they shall be treated

as combatant officers, and those in civil employ, the

same grantings as other officers in civil employ.
Arrears of pay will be paid up, a source of great

satisfaction. The Indian Medical Service offers dis-

tinct monetary advantages, to compensate for service

in the East. Also, there are professorships in the

colleges, research appointments in the bacteriological

departments, and toxiocology appointments. There

is scope for botli native and British doctors who
have special talent to develop their own particular

work. The full advantage as to language, customs,
to the natives ought to be a big item in their progress.

.V NEW TREATMENT FOR TUBERCULOSIS.
Several series of experiments in the treatment of

tuberculosis have Ijeen carried out at North Brother
Island under the au.spices of the Department of
Health of the City of New York. A new remedy,
called nuforal, has been used, and the results are
most interesting. A report of the findings will be
])ublished in the New York Medical Journal,
(X-tober 19, 1921.

OUR CRITICS.
We have received many letters criticizing an arti-

cle by G. Lenox Curtis, which was published in our
July 20tli issue. In the current issue we present one
of those letters. When Dr. Curtis's article was re-

ceived we realized that it had no scientific value,

but as it was written by a physician practising medi-
cine we decided that it should come to light, in spite

of its weird conclusions. We believed that it should
be ])resented before the medical profession and cause
a healthy discussion, rather than have it suppressed
and cause an abnormal effect by breaking out in

other channels. We were sure that it would evoke
just the type of criticism which we have received.

We regret that we had to give valual)le space to such
material, but in view of the circumstances we
thought it best to let Dr. Curtis express his views, in

order that the medical profession might come back
at him directly.

^
News Items.

Cincinnati Health Exposition.—During the
week of October 15th, Cincinnati will hold a health

exposition under the auspices of the Public Health
Federation.

Health Clinics for Country Doctors.—The Uni-
versity of Maryland has made tentative plans for

medical extension work by establishing health clinics

in the smaller towns, where physicians may see dem-
onstrations of new ideas in medical and surgical

practice and receive instruction in certain special

topics. The v\'ork will be in cooperation with the

United States Public Health Service and the Johns
Hopkins Medical School.

Meeting of Electrotherapeutic Association.

—

At the annual meeting held in Washington, D. C,
on September 8th, the American Electrotherapeutic

Association elected the following officers : Dr. Virgil

C. Kinney, of Wellsville, N. Y., president; Dr.
Christian M. Sampson, of New Brighton, N. Y.,

Dr. Elnora C. Folkmar, of Washington, Dr. Charles

Read Collins, of Washington, Dr. Howard T.

Plank, of Chicago, and Dr. William T. Johnson, of

Philadelphia, vice-presidents; Dr. Willard Travell,

of New York, treasurer ; Dr. A. Bern Hirsch, of

New York, secretary ; Dr. Byron Sprague Price, of

New York, and Dr. Frederick H. Morse, of Boston,

trustees.
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Meeting of the North Dakota Medical Associa-

tion.—At the annual meeting-, held in Fargo on
May 26th and 27th, the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year : President, Dr. Harley

E. French, Grand Forks
;
president-elect. Dr. Eric P.

Ouain, Bismarck
;

vice-presidents. Dr. William C.

Fawcett, Starkweather, and Dr. John H. Rindlaub,

Fargo
;
secretary. Dr. Hezekiah J. Rowe, Lisbon

;

treasurer. Dr. James P. Aylen, Fargo.

Meeting of Medical Association of New Jersey.

—The one hundred and fifty-fifth annual conven-

tion was held in Atlantic City, N. J., on June 14th

to 16th, under the presidency of Dr. Philander A.
Harris Paterson. The following officers were
elected for the ensuing year : President, Dr. Henry
B. Costill, Trenton; vice-presidents. Dr. James Hun-
ter, Westville ; Dr. Wells P. Eagleton, Newark, and
Dr. Alexander McAllister, Camden

;
corresponding

secretary, Dr. Harry A. Stout, Wenonah ; record-

ing secretary. Dr. William J. Chandler, South
Orange ;

treasurer. Dr. Archibald Mercer, Newark.
Dr. David C. English was reelected editor of the

society's journal.

Connecticut Psychopathic Hospital.—Plans are

being made for the erection of a psychopathic hos-

pital in New Haven, Conn., to be operated in con-

nection with the New Haven General Hospital, now
a part of Yale University. According to present ar-

rangements the Rockefeller Foundation and the

State of Connecticut will each provide $500,000 to-

ward financing the proposed institution, while the

share Yale University will have in the transaction

has not yet been announced. Details will be ar-

ranged at the next meeting of the Yale Corporation.
Dr. Paul Waterman, of Hartford, is chairman of a

commission appointed by the Governor to take

charge of the expenditure of the State fund of

$500,000, and Dr. Milton P. Winternitz, dean of

Yale Medical School, is a member of it.

Vital Statistics.—During the month of July,
1921, the death rate for. the city of New York was
the lowest on record for that month. The total num-
ber of deaths from all causes was 4,767, compared
with the corrected monthly average for July, a de-

crease of 754 deaths. The following causes showed
material decreases: Measles, 24; diphtheria, 21;
poliomyelitis, 160 ; tuberculosis of the lungs, 208

;

other forms of tuberculosis, 31 ; lobar pneumonia,

50 ; other respiratory diseases, 33 ; diarrheal diseases,

under five years of age, 14 ;
Bright's disease, 33

;

violent deaths, 54. Typhoid fever showed an in-

crease of 1 death
;
typhus fever, 1 death

;
whooping

cough, 5; cancer, 17; organic heart diseases, 38;

appendicitis, 60; puerperal diseases, 12; congenital

debihty and malformations, 10; sunstroke, 18.

There were fifteen deaths reported from encephali-

tis lethargica, compared with no deaths in the Julys

of 1916-1920. Under five years of age, there were
330 fewer deaths ; between five and sixty-five years

of age, 420 fewer deaths ; and at sixty-five and over,

4 fewer deaths. There were 11,073 births reported

during the month, compared with 11,616 during

the corresponding month of 1920, a decrease of 543.

There were 5,977 marriages reported during the

month, compared with 5,240 in July, 1920, an in-

crease of 737.

Personal.— Dr. Russell F. Maddren, of Brook-
lyn, sailed recently for China to occupy the chair of

ophthalmology in the Yale Medical School, Chang-
sha, in the Hunan Province.

Dr. Charles Herrman announces the removal of

his office to 685 West End Avenue, New York.
Dr. William George MacCallum, chief patholo-

gist of Johns Hopkins University, returned a few
days ago from Tahiti and Moorea, in the South Sea,

where he spent five weeks studying the diseases, of

the natives. He found no malaria or malaria mosqui-
toes. There were some yellow fever mosquitoes but
nobody on the island had ever had this disease.

Dr. Calvin H. Goddard, of Birmingham, Ala., has
been appointed second assistant director of the Johns
Hopkins Hospital. He succeeds Dr. Arthur J.
Lomas, who is now director of the Iowa State Hos-
pital, Iowa City, la.

Dr. Francois L. Hughes has been appointed super-

vising medical inspector of the bureau of health of

Philadelphia.
®

Died.

Ballard.—In Birmingham, Ala., on Wednesday, August
24th, Dr. Asa N. Ballard, aged seventy-nine years.

Berry.—In Wheeling, W. Va., on Sunday, August 7th,

Dr. Jacob Edward Berry, of Clarington, Ohio, aged forty-

six years.

Bishop.—In Brooklyn, N. Y., on Monday, September 5th,

Dr. Gertrude A. Goewey Bishop, aged eighty-three years.

Chapin.—In New York, on Sunday, August 28th, Dr.
Warren Blanchard Chapin, aged fifty-nine years.

Crenshaw.—In Atlanta, Ga., on Saturday, August 20th,

Dr. Hansel! Crenshaw, aged forty-four years.

D'Amico.—In Somerville, N. J., on Sunday, August 28th,

Dr. Americo G. D'Amico, aged thirty years.

Dr.'\ke.—In Easton, Pa., on Friday, August 26th, Dr.
Francis James Drake, of Phillipsburg, Pa., aged forty-nine
years.

GiLMORE.—In Emlenton, Pa., on Tuesday, August 16th,

Dr. William G. Gilmore, aged fifty-seven years.

Goss.—In Athens, Ga., on Wednesday, August 24th, Dr.
Isham Hamilton Goss., aged sixty-eight years.

Green.—In Utica, N. Y., on Wednesday, August 17th,

Dr. .A.lbert W. Green, aged sixty-eight years.

Henderson.—In Sardis, Miss., on Sunday, August 28th,

Dr. Charles M. Henderson, aged sixty-four years.

Kline.—In Richmond, Va., on Sunday, August 14th. Dr.
Howard W. Kline, aged forty-two years.

Knight.—In Geneva, N. Y., on Thursday, August 25th,

Dr. William Knight, aged fifty-seven years.

Ludden.—In Colton, Cal., on Saturday, August 13th, Dr.
Raymond Ludden, of Kirksville, Mo.
McGraw.—In Detroit, Mich,, on Tuesday, September 6th,

Dr. Theodore A. McGraw, aged eighty-one years.

McRae.—In Atlanta, Ga., on Saturday, August 13th, Dr.
Floyd W. McRae, aged fifty-nine years.

Patek.—In San Francisco, Cal., on Thursday, ,\ugust
25th, Dr. Robert Patek, aged forty years.

Price.—In Brooklyn, N. Y., on Tuesday, August 30th,

Dr. George Vickers Price.

Redditt.—In Carrollton, Miss., on Friday, August 12tli,

Dr. William Joseph Redditt, aged seventy-four years.

Sauville.—In New York, on Sunday, .August 28th, Dr.

John S. Sauville, aged fifty-nine years.

Thompson.—In Pine BlufT, Ark., on Thursday, August
18th, Dr. Arthur C. Thompson, aged seventy years.

Tilden,—In Omaha, Neb., on Tuesday, August 16th, Dr.

George Tilden, aged seventy-eight years.

Veazie.—In New Orleans, La., on Thursday, .August

11th, Dr. Henry A. Veazie, aged sixty-six years.

Warner.—In Canandaigua, N. Y., on Tuesday, .Xugust

30th, Dr. Franklin Pierce Warner, aged sixty-eight years.

Wingfield.—In Salonika, Greece, on Saturday, .August

20th, Dr. Russell Stewart Wingfield, of Richmond, V"a.,

aged twenty-six years.
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( From our own Correspondent.)

More Concerning Venereal Disease—Payment by Patients
in Hospitals—The Death Roll of the Great War.

London, July 2,

The venereal question is still exercising the minds
of the medical profession here. The National Coun-
cil for Comhating Venereal Disease and the Society

for the Prevention of Venereal Disease have not

come to an agreement as to the best course to pursue
in order to check the ravages of syphilis and gonor-

rhea, in "fact, there seems little likelihood of their

being in accord with regard to the means used to

prevent the spread of infection. Dr. J. H. Sequeira,

the well known London skin specialist, who is physi-

cian to the skin department of the London Hos-
pital, some months ago made an extremely valua-

ble contribution to the subject of venereal disease

when he opened a discussion held under the auspices

of the Royal Institute of Public Health. He dealt

with the matter from the point of view of the State

and the doctor. He pointed out that the outbreak

of the great war in 1914 coincided with the early

stages of the antivenereal campaign in Great Britain,

and it was soon recognized that venereal disease in

this, as in all great wars, would be a very serious

problem. As time went on the removal of millions

of men from their normal surroundings, the placing

of them by tens of thousands in camps in the home
country and abroad, the constant stream passing to

and from the continent of Europe, produced condi-

tions obviously favorable to promiscuous intercourse

and consequently to venereal disease. The hysterical

enthusiasm and relaxation of selfrestraint on a part

of a section of the female population were also

prominent features. Official statistics show that

only one third of the venereal disease in the British

Army was contracted from professional prostitutes.

In spite of all efforts, 340,000 British soldiers had
been under treatment for venereal disease during

the last four years of the war. After the armistice,

the natural desire for early demobilization led to the

concealment of a large amount of venereal disease

with the result that demobilization greatly increased

the number of cases coming to the civil clinics. In

Dr. Sequeira's own department at the London Hos-
pital the male patients in 1919 showed an increase

of ninety per cent, over the numbers in 1918, while

the number of female patients rose fifteen per cent.

The most interesting part of Dr. Sequeira's ad-

dress was that which discussed preventive measures,

indeed so much to the point was it that it will be

quoted from extensively. With respect to preven-

tive measures of a special character he spoke as

follows: "Science has shown us that the Spirochaeta

pallida and the gonococcus are two of the most vul-

nerable organisms causing disease. In the male the

area of attack in the large majority of cases is easily

accessible by simple antiseptic measures. There is

no question that the earlier an antiseptic is applied

to the area exposed the less is the risk of infection.

This axiom holds equally good for the spirochete

and gonococcus as for the bacillus of tetanus or

any other pathogenic organisms." Among the con-

crete exami)les given by the speaker in proof of

Ihis statement were these: For the past eighteen

years Dr. Sequeira has had charge of the skin afifec-

tions occurring in the nurses of the London Hos-
pital. Part of the work of this great charity is a
large maternity department. During this period
thousands of women have been attended in their

homes and in the wards by the maternity nurses.
From a knowledge of the prevalence of venereal
disease in the district it is certain that many of these
nurses must have run the risk of contracting syphilis

in their work. Only one nurse has been infected in

eighteen years. Why? Because immediately be-
fore and after contact with the patient, the hands
were disinfected in a one in two thousand solution

of corrosive sublimate. No single infection has
occurred among the nurses employed in the venereal
clinic where patients in the most infective stages

are under treatment, again the result of common
sense precautions and the efficient use of disinfec-

tants. Dr. Sequeira drew attention to the fact that

under the conditions in which venereal disease is

commonly contracted it is obvious that immediate
disinfection can only be carried out by the indi-

vidual. The commonest method is the immediate
application of Metchnikofif's thirty-three' per cent,

calomel ointment to the area exposed and of a pro-
targol jelly to the urethral orifice. The efficiency

of these remedies was well illustrated in the follow-

ing report of a former assistant of Dr. Sequeira,
Dr. C. E. Jenkins, late surgeon in the Royal Army.
A certain port in the West Indies is such a hotbed

of venereal disease that a large vessel which put in

there and landed her men for a few hours' leave

had 160 cases of syphilis, over twenty per cent, of

her complement. These men had no protection. A
large cruiser with a crew of 950 visited this port
within a week or two and the men went ashore as

usual by watches during the week's stay in harbor.

These men had been instructed by their medical
officer how to prevent infection and by his order
the necessary disinfectants were placed unobtru-
sively at the disposal of the crew. The result of

that visit was four cases of syphilis, four of gonor-
rhea and twelve of soft sore.

The speaker expressed himself as strongly in

favor of educational propaganda on a wide scale and
is of the opinion that it should not be a campaign
of terrorism. The motto should not be "Fear of

Venereal Disease Is the Beginning of Wisdom."
Young .men should be insistently taught, 1, that chas-

tity is the only certain means of avoiding infection;

2, that continence is consistent with perfect health;

3, that those who indulge in promiscuous intercourse

owe it to the community, more than to themselves,

to take every precaution against contamination
; 4,

that infection contracted in illicit intercourse should

be held to be evidence of negligence.

In conclitsion, Dr. Sequeira urged that the present

conditions in Great Britain show the need of an
extension of the campaign against venereal disease.

Speaking as an individual and in no sense as repre-

senting the views of any society or association, he

would like to see an approach to the conditions now
obtaining in the Dominions, especially in the follow-

ing directions: 1. To make it obligatory for all per-

sons infected with venereal disease to present them-

selves for treatment within a given period either
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at the free clinics provided by the State or by a

private practitioner, and to continue under treat-

ment as long as neces.sary to render them free from
infection. To enforce these obligations notification

may be necessary. Such notification should be at

first anonymous but in the recalcitrant by name to

the sanitary authority who should be able to obtain

the necessary powers to enforce compliance. 2.

Power should be given to compel persons reasonably

suspected of suffering from venereal disease in an

infective stage to undergo treatment, e. g., a hus-

band when the wife is under treatment, or a parent

whose child is found suffering from the disease.

Proceedings, if any are necessary, should be in

camera, and heavy penalties should follow fake

allegations. 3. The law should be altered so that

disinfectants for the prevention of venereal disease

may be sold by chemists. 4. Support should be given

to the action taken by the municipality of Ports-

mouth to spread a knowledge of the means of self-

disinfection.

Dr. Sequeira is convinced from experience that

both syphilis and gonorrhea are amenable to proper

preventive measures, the use of an appropriate dis-

infectant, if these measures are employed in time.

However, this point is agreed upon by all authorities

and it is also the universal opinion that the sooner

disinfecting methods are used after intercourse the

less likely is infection to occur. Consequently, im-

mediate selfdisinfection, as urged by the Society for

the Prevention of Venereal Disease, if properly car-

ried out, is the only sure means of preventing infec-

tion. The crux of the problem is, can such disin-

fection be carried out effectively by civilians? The
answer of those who advocate this means of pre-

vention is, that when the public have been instructed

how and when to use the disinfectant that it can be

carried out successfully, so far at least as greatly to

impede the spread of venereal infection. As Dr.

Sequeira pointed out in his address, immediate self-

disinfection is now carried out by a large number of

persons on the advice of their medical advisers.

After all the object is to prevent, as far as possible,

the spread of venereal infection. The fear of the

consequences has not prevented it nor have moral

scruples. It is not a question of the individual, it is

a question of the entire community; more than that,

it is the outstanding international medical question,

the solution or partial solution of which will be of

untold value to the entire human race.

* -f *

A court of governors of the Middlesex Hospital

was held on May 26th last, when the experience of

the hospital with regard to paying patients was dis-

cussed. It was stated by the chairman that the gov-

ernors now had full and interesting statistics of the

first three months' working of the new scheme by
which all patients are required to contribute accord-

ing to their means towards the cost of their main-
tenance. The results of that period show contribu-

tions received at the rate of over £10,000 a year, and
a further improvement might be expected when the

scheme had been longer in working order, and was
more generally and thoroughly understood by all

classes of patients. Meanwhile, it was gratifying

to know that the adoption of this |X)licy had been

approved by a large number of governors, and had
been willingly accepted and even welcomed by the
contributors themselves. It was pointed out that

important financial questions affecting voluntary
hospitals to a considerable degree were now before
the committee of inquiry appointed by the Ministry
of Health. The findings of this committee and their

adoption by the Government should exercise a
marked influence upon their immediate financial con-
ditions. Whatever the outcome, however, the chair-

man went on to .say, and taking into account the
anticipated revenue from patients' contributions, the
hard fact still remained that the working of the hos-
l^ital on its present system must necessarily depend
u]5on the voluntary efforts of the community. As
the public come to realize more fully the value to

them of voluntary hospitals, especially those
equipped with adequate facilities for scientific and
medical research and with medical schools attached,
and also to realize their responsibility in maintain-
ing such hospitals at their present high standard of
efficiency, they hopefully anticipated a sufficient

measure of support from that source. The inquiry
by the committee appointed by the Ministry of
Health will doubtless throw a good deal of light on
the hospital question, and it is certainly to be hoped
that suggestions may be made which will help to

solve the problem. At the same time, everything
goes to show that to depend mainly upon voluntary
contributions to support the hospitals is to lean upon
a broken reed. The people who formerly gave can-
not do so now because they have not the money to

give, and those who can give do not appear to be
willing. There is scarcely a hospital in the country
that is not heavily in debt, and so far no workable
scheme has been brought forward to -place matters
on a sound basis.

A parliamentary return has been issued recently,

showing the total number of enlistments from
within the British Empire for the Great War, and
the number of deaths and other casualties, the figures

embracing not only the armies, but the mercantile
marine. The following is a summary of the table

:

Enlistments Deaths
Country All From All Total

Great Britain and Ranks Causes Wounded Prisoners Casualties
Ireland 6,211,427 744.702 1.693,262 176,305 2,614.269
Canada 683,170 56,625 149,732 3,754 210,111
Australia 413,453 59,330 152,171 4,084 215,585
Ncw Zealand 227,325 16,136 40,729 502 57,367
South Africa ... 136,373")
Newfoundland ... 9.869 1. 8,832 15,153 1,718 25,708
Other Colonies . . . 135,337]
Total Dominions
and Colonies ... 1,605,527 140,923 357,785 10,058 508,766
India 1,679,416 61,398 70,859 11,070 143,327

Total 9,496,370 946,023 2,121,906 197,433 3,266,362

The following table gives the nearest figures

available for all the countries engaged in the hos-

tihties, excepting Japan and Russia:
Country Deaths Wounded

Germany 2,050,406 4,202,028
France 1,385,300 3,620.01)0
Austria 1,200,000 3,620.000
British Empire 946,023 2,121,906
Italy 460,000 947,000
Rumania 335,706
Turkey 300,000 870,000
Serbia 127,535 133.148
United States 115,660 205,<>90
Bulgaria 101,224 152,400
Belgium 38,172 44,686
Portugal 7,222 13,751

Total 7,097,048 15.930,609



Book Reviews
PSYCHOPATHOLOGY.

Instinct and the Unconscious. A Contribution to the Bi-

ological Theory of the Psychoneuroses. By W. H. R.
Rivers, M. D., D. Sc., LL. D., F. R. S., Fellow and Prse-

lector in Natural Sciences, St. John's College, Cambridge.
Cambridge : The University Press ; New York : The Mac-
millan Company, 1920. Pp. viii-252.

This work is of great interest. It presents the

views of a worker who entered the field of psycho-

pathology during the war and great credit should

be given him for the ground he has covered and
the more or less progressive attitude he has taken.

To the worker well grounded in modern psycho-

pathology the book should prove helpful, but to the

novice and to one who is not sure of his ground
or who does not know the various theories which
Rivers attempts to set forth—e. g., psychoanalysis

and suggestion—harm may be done. This harm
cannot be lasting, however, for the careful worker
will soon find the weaknesses of the doubtful

points brought out by Rivers.

He seems inclined to accept the findings of

Freud, but when it comes to the stress of the sex-

ual conflicts, with their many sublimations and
ramifications, Rivers is tempted to step aside and
attempt a rationalization on some other basis. He
quotes cases in which the patients were cured by
catharsis who had resisted socalled psychoanalytical

treatment, where blatant attempt had been made to

place the entire sittiation on an obvious sexual

basis. The example given is hardly fair and the

proof is far from convincing. First of all, he justly

criticizes the methods of another worker who was
a victim of technic rather than a master

;
secondly,

from the anamnesis given it is clear that the phobia

of the patient which is attributed to a straightfor-

ward fear reaction had a definite sexual basis. The
sexual significance is not obvious, for the affective

fear reactions were brought about by objects or per-

sons which were symbolic of persons or objects

bound up in the patient's sexual conflicts. The
initial inferiority, he would find on more careful ex-

amination, was dtie to an initial inferiority caused

by the successful rival ; the rival for the love object

—tisually the father directly and not infrequently

a father image. It is understood that Rivers did

not have an opportunity to go into the cases he de-

scribes thoroughly enoitgh to work out these prob-

lems. A better opportunity would be had under
other more favorable circumstances. The practical

results he had were undoubtedly better with the

methods he employed than they would have been
had he attempted to go into the matter more exten-

sively. His methods were more nearly allied to

those of the new Nancy school than to those of

straightforward analysis. The new Nancy school

also uses psychoanalysis as part of their technic,

but they then ptit the entire matter on a pernicious

basis by using suggestion as a cornerstone of their

edifice. They, too, get good results, but they do not

give the patient an insight into the true state of

afifairs, nor do they add to the material which is

being brought to the surface for use in the future.

Rivers attempts to divide hysteria into two groups,
according to etiology. It is safe to assume that he
will be well content to keep them in one rather com-
pact group when he reaches the bed rock of the real

etiology of the malady. He assumes that the cases
of hysteria he saw were all brought about by a fear

reaction. This reaction he likens to a modification
of the reaction of immobility, a reaction analo-

gous to the epicritic modification of the more primi-
tive protopathic reaction which it supersedes or
tends to absorb. This idea is a good one, but why
does he assume that the hysteria found in civilian

practice is different merely because it is more com-
mon among women? After all, why not allow that
the hysteria is an unconscious mechanism having for

its ptirpose the attaining of some craving of lower
segments? An obstacle has been encountered, a
difficulty which cannot be overcome, then the un-
conscious machinery is put into play. Mutism,
anesthesia, paralyses, and any number of somatic
manifestations may occur. They are all symbols
of attaining an object craved or rejecting something
which cannot be faced. When we consider more
carefully what the patient is trying to do—con-
sciously or unconsciously—we will come more
nearly to working otit the problems on a basis of
simplicity and better understanding. The attempt
to simplify or change some of the more common
terms which have been accepted by the modern
workers in psychopathology will lead to confusion.
No doubt Rivers had an object in making this ef¥ort,

but a reconsideration should show him how con-
fusing it would be if an attempt were made to con-
form to his new classifications. We have too many
classifications now ; what we want is a better under-
standing of the underlying mechanisms. In spite of

these shortcomings, which Rivers himself will one
day admit, for he is earnest and capable and at

times brilliant, the book should be widely read, as

it is stimulating and very well written.

URINARY ANALYSIS.
Urinary Analysis and Diagnosis. By Microscopical and
Chemical Examination. By Louis Heitzmann, M. D.,

New York. Formerly Professor of Pathology and Bac-
teriology, Fordham University School of Medicine, New
York. Fourth Revised and Enlarged Edition. With
One Hundred and Thirty-one Illustrations, Most of Them
Being Original. New York: William Wood & Co., 1921.

Pp. xii-362.

This work, well known for some years, comes to

us in its fourth edition, revised and enlarged. While
no extensive changes have been made, the author

has added a number of new chemical tests which
have been found useful and of proved value. A
number of old illustrations have been replaced by
new ones.

As in previous editions, the author lays the great-

est stress on microscopic diagnosis. He still, insists

that while it is manifestly impossible to diagnose the

origin of every single epithelial cell found in the

urine, nevertheless by far the greatest number can
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be located accurately and valuable deductions de-

rived therefrom. He urges the employment of high

power microscopic studies of the urine, no less than

four or five hundred diameters being advised. By
this means the various cellular elements can be rec-

ognized and their source determined, thus ensuring

correctness in diagnosis, especially in doubtful cases.

These microscopic examinations of the urine are, in

the opinion of the author, of greater value than the

most painstaking chemical examination.

Exception will be taken to some of the state-

ments made in this volume, such, for instance, as

that regarding the diagnosis of prostatic hyper-

trophy, which, it is said, can be made by the micro-

scopic examination of the urine "especially when
the age of the patient is above forty or forty-five

years."

The work is a most interesting and useful one,

even though it might be charged with extravagances
based on the personal enthusiasm of the author.

RELATION OF SOCIETY TO MENTAL
DISEASE.

Social Aspects of the Treatment of the Insane. Based on
a Study of New York Experience. By Jacob A. Gold-
berg, Ph. D. New York : Columbia University and
Longmans, Green & Co. ; London : P. S. King & Son,
Ltd., 1921. Pp. 247.

This book should serve several most necessary
ends. It first of all fulfills the writer's purpose in

putting directly into the hands of many everyday
workers, those who are coming forward in ever in-

creasing numbers to meet the needs of a mental
hygiene for the community, a concise yet very clear

statement of certain facts needed for daily equip-

ment for their tasks. These facts are the actual

condition of affairs in the treatment of those men-
tally ill in the state of New York, and with this gen-
eral background, certain important facts both of

mental diseases and of their treatment by the hospital

or the larger body of society are stated. The study
presents a brief review of the subject in its larger

setting but purposely confines itself to one state and
to one particular group in the state. This makes
it of more distinctively practical value by permitting

greater definiteness in handling the material and the

drawing of such material from the author's own con-

tact with it in his investigations. It therefore makes
his particular study typically illustrative of the sub-

ject of society's relation to mental diseases.

The writer has discussed statistically and briefly in

theory the incidence of insanity among the Jews,
not because he has any particular theory to set forth

or any special emphasis to lay upon mental dis-

eases within this group, but only because his study
has fallen among members of this race. While this

necessarily opens up to a slight extent the question

of any particular tendencies toward mental disease

which may exist among them, it permits of general

lessons to be drawn from one of any number of

groups that might have been chosen. With this

group as a basis the various aspects of insanity and
the obligations of society toward it are brought for-

ward in the discussion of commitment of patients

to hospitals, in a review of the care and methods of

treatment at such hospitals, questions of discharge,

following up of patients, readmissions, the duties

toward patients' families. The chief forms of men-
tal symptom groups are briefly gone over, together

with chances for recovery in them or possible re-

lapse. Then a survey is made of the large number
of cases which have been available for this study and
which are here discussed chiefly in this relation of

society's duty toward them.

In summing up the writer calls attention to the

inadequacy as to means and to method of the pres-

ent facilities in dealing with the great problem. He
pleads for more attention to prophylactic work and
less of the diverting of available funds merely to

stop up holes already made in the mental health of

the community. Mental hygiene has, he says, as

yet far too little hold on the attention of society.

Then, more definitely, clinics should be more intelli-

gently established, there should be provision for

convalescent care, a workshop where patients can

make a new adjustment to active life, and there

should be a psychopathic hospital where patients

can be received, observed, and treated who other-

wise would drift on without care into serious illness.

The writer's recommendations deserve earnest

thought. He has surely voiced crying needs in a

community such as that in which he makes his spe-

cial plea, that of New York city. He has put the

problems simply with such emphasis on the facts

about him as well as upon the statements of authori-

ties upon the subject of mental diseases that no one

can pass them by. There is much that might be

said further of the problem of the disease forms
themselves, and not the least of these are the bor-

derline and incipient cases for which he makes spe-

cial plea. He might have added something more
penetrating right here as to the meaning of mental

disease and the possibility of reaching the difficul-

ties through an understanding of that fact. For
this is of utmost importance in considering treat-

ment whether preventive or curative.

A MUMMER'S TALE.
A Mummer's Tale. By Anatole France. A Translation

by Charles E. Roche. London and New York : John
Lane Company, 1921. Pp. 240.

"The scene was an actress's dressing room in the

Odeon. . . . Dr. Trublet, the physician attached

to the theatre, and a friend of the actress's, was
resting his bald cranium on a cushion of the divan,

his hands folded upon his stomach and his short

legs crossed." So runs the beginning of the story

that Anatole France tells us, an uncommon story

and told with all the beauty that France can muster.

For here he goes to a world of unreality, for the

setting of his quaint histoirc, and then projects his

egocentric figures into a further world of phantasy

of their own making. Dr. Trublet is the philosopher

in the background who attempts to neutralize the

fears and the narcissistic cravings of the weaklings

who fear their own projected conscience. In spots

we see the more basic underlying motifs which serve

as wellsprings of the disorders which breed phobias

and other mental disorders. A clue might be

gleaned from the following: "Do not blame me,

Cecile ; I felt for you a friendship dating from child-

hood, one of those fraternal friendships which im-

part to the love which springs from them a dis-
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quieting appearance of incest." "Incest" shouted
Pradel, "you cannot let the word 'incest' remain,
Monsieur Constantin Marc. The public has sus-
ceptibihties of which you have no idea. . .

."

Again we have the dialogue between the ])hysician

and Constantin Marc which tells us more than any
comment could.

Says Marc: "Excuse me! Since you are speaking
of the action of alcohol, I should like your advice
on the subject. I am in the habit of drinking a
small glass of Armiagnac brandy after each meal.
That's not too much, is it?" "It's a great deal too
much. Alcohol is a poison. If you have a bottle
of brandy at home, fling it out of the window."
Pradel was pondering. He considered that in sup-
pressing will and responsibility in all human things
Dr. Socrates

|
Dr. Trublet] was doing him a per-

sonal injury. ".
. . Will and responsibilities are

not illusions. They are tangible and powerful reali-

ties. I know how the terms of my contract bind
me and I impose my will on others. I believe in the
will, in moral responsibility, in the distinction be-
tween good and evil." The doctor's final comment
on this is that the ideas are "stupid, venerable ideas.

Men have felt that, without these ideas, they would
all go mad. They had only the choice between stu-

pidity and madness. \'ery reasonably they chose
stupidity. Such is the foundation of moral ideas."

So France takes us through tortuous pathways,
flinging his spears of philosophical irony. He wends
his way through sordid love af¥airs and the shallow
life of the play people of the stage : through their in-

fantile superstitions which to many may appear as

mockery
; through narrow hallways into the cramped

rooms which shelter sordid intimacies
;
through to

the end of remorseless remorse and the revenge of
dementia and neurosis. Throughout we find the

actor and his own world of selfdelusion. And old
fat Socrates can scarcely wait for his cue to bring
in an ironical comment.

It is seldom that a work of this character is so

commendable to the physician. It serves as a study
of humanity, not alone the humanity of the stage,

but of the mental processes of all who have a ten-

dency toward exhibitionism, and who of us can say
that we do not possess in part these traits?

ANOTHER CAPE COD STORY.
Galiislm the Magnificent. By Joseph C. Lincoln, Author

of Sha-vings, The Portygee, Extricating Obadiah, Mary
'Gusta, etc. New York and London : D. Appleton & Co.,

192L Pp. 407.

Mr. Lincoln has written another delightful story

of Cape Cod folks, in which Galusha Cabot Bangs,
the absentminded archaeologist, is dropped, rather

unceremoniously, into the hands o'f Miss Martha
Phipps of East Wellmouth, Mass. Galusha is the

typical scientist, shabby in dress, caring nothing for

money, and living wholly in daydreams in the land
of the Pharaohs. An excellent plot is afforded by
the aflfairs of Cap'n Jethro, the lighthouse keeper,

who is interested in .spiritualism and being duped
by local mediums, the love af¥air of his daughter,

and Miss Martha Phipps's investment in a rather

dubious land development enterprise. Galusha,
being a relative of the wealthy Cabots of Boston, is

aWe to unravel the local tangles. He is altogether a

lovable character and his ability to be able always
to command a situation wins for him the title

"Galusha the Magnificent." The .story is a very en-
tertaining one of typical Cape Cod life.

^
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HUMAN HEREDITY. By Casper L. Redfield, Author of
Control of Heredity, Dynamic Evolution, Great Men, etc.

Chicago: Heredity Publishing Company, 192L Pp. xi-110.

RADIANT ENERGY AND THE OPHTHALMIC LENS. By FRED-
ERICK Booth. Introduction by Whitefield Bowers, A. B.,

M. D., Formerly Major, M. C, U. S. A. Two Hundred
and Thirty Illustrations. Philadelphia : P. Blakiston's Sonr

& Co., 1921. Pp. xxvii-226

A history of psychology. By George Sidney Brett,
M. A. (Oxon.), Professor of Philosophy in the University
of Toronto. Volume III: Modern Psychology. London:
George Allen & Unwin, Ltd. ; New York : The Macmillan
Company, 1921. Pp. 322.

AIDS TO electrotherapeutics. By J. Magnus Redding,
F. R. C. S., Surgical Radiographer, Guy's Hospital ; Late
Assistant in X Ray Electrotherapeutic Departments, Char-
ing Cross Hospital, etc. New York: William Wood & Co.,

1921. Pp. viii-196.

HENRiK IBSEN. A Bibliography of Criticism and Bi-

ography with an Index to Characters. Compiled by Ina
Ten Eyck Firkins. Reference Library to the University

of Minnesota. New York : The H. W. Wilson Company,
1921 ; London : Grafton & Co. Pp. 80.

foundations of PSYCHIATRY. By WiLLIAM A. WhITE,
M. D. With an Introduction by Dr. Stewart Paton.
Nervous and Mental Disease Monograph Series, No. 32.

New York and Washington : Nervous and Mental Disease
Publishing Company, 1921. Pp. ix-136.

the technic of psychoanalysis. Nervous and Men-
tal Disease Monograph Series, No. 26. By Smith Ely
Jelliffe, M. D., Ph. D. Second, Revised and Enlarged,
Edition. New York and Washington : Nervous and
Mental Disease Publishing Company, 1920. Pp. xi-171.

A GUIDE TO diseases OF THE NOSE AND THROAT, AND
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Square, W., and Lionel Colledge, M. B., F. R. C. S., Sur-
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W. Second Edition. London : Edward Arnold, 1921.
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Series of Graduated Diets. By Lewis Webb Hill. M. D.,
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Boston ; Alumni Associate in Pediatrics, Har\-ard Medical
School, and Ren.'v S. Eckman, Dietitian, Massachusetts
General Hospital, Boston, 1911-1916. With an Introduction

by Richard C. Cabot, M. D. Fourth Edition. Boston

:

W. M. Leonard, 1921. Pp. vii-140.

oper.\tive surgery. For Students and Practitioners. By
John J. McGrath, M. D., F. A. C. S., Professor of Surgery,
Fordham University
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Consulting Surgeon to the People's
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Visiting Surgeon to the Fordham, Columbus, and

New York Foundling Hospitals; Fellow of the .American
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TREATMENT OF TUBERCULOSIS WITH
DERIVATIVES OF CHAULMOOGRA OIL.

Preliminary Report of Cases.

By Thomas J. Beasley, M. D.,

Indianapolis.

The valuable work which has been accomplished

in the last two years in the treatment of leprosy

with derivatives of chaulmoogra oil has aroused

much interest and speculation as to the applicability

of this agent in the treatment of tuberculosis. It

has been found by McDonald that the ethyl esters

of chaulmoogra oil, as developed by Dean, are

effective in the treatment of leprosy, and the

demonstrations of Walker and Sweeney have shown
that the bactericidal action of this agent extends to

many acid fast bacteria, but not to nonacid fast

bacteria. It would then appear rational to attempt

the application of this treatment to tuberculosis,

inasmuch as the two diseases are closely related in

many ways. Since time out of mind they have been

referred to as first cousins.

After reviewing carefully the recent literature

upon the treatm.ent of leprosy, and having had an ex-

tensive hospital training in the tropics, where I

came in contact with many cases of leprosy, I have

made a comparative study of the two diseases.

This comparison would lead us at least to hope that

any agent which will prove curative in the one would
be applicable to the other.

There is a marked similarity between the patho-

logy of leprosy and tuberculosis. We find each

following a course of an ulcerative necrosis. They
both are characterized by the development of tuber-

cles, which only in minor ways differ from each

other, and so nearly alike are they in both diseases

that we find they are capable of invading any organ

or tissue of the body. They are also alike in their

geographical distribution, being found all over the

world.

The bacilli of leprosy and the bacilli of tuberculo-

sis are greatly alike in their morphological appear-

ance, each being surrounded by a fatty acid capsule.

Their staining characteristics are much alike. The
lepra bacilli are more easily decolorized by acids

than the tubercle bacilli. The cultural characteristics

of these two bacilli are very similar.

The empirical use of chaulmoogra oil in the treat-

ment of leprosy has come down through the ages,

and it has been proved by McDonald and Dean that

the ethyl esters of this oil represent its specific prop-

erties and that their administration has a marked
and specific activity in destroying the lepra bacillus

ill vitro.

McDonald (1 )
reports that since October 1, 1918,

seventy-eight ])atients who received this form of

treatment have been dismissed as cured and paroled

by the Territorial Health Board. Not one of this

nimiber has shown the first signs of relapse. Mc-
Donald's work included careful and frequently re-

peated examination for the lepra bacilli taken from

the lesions of patients under treatment, and he has

noted that bacteriological slides made from new
patients disclose myriads of well defined bacilli of

even homogeneous stain and of practically even
length, showing scarcely any morphological differ-

ences. In contrast to this he noted the changed
appearance of the bacilli in specimens taken from
patients who for several months had been under in-

tensive treatment with Dean derivatives of chaul-

moogra oil. The greater number of the bacilli were
found to have undergone destructive changes which
caused them to take the stain only in segments, be-

coming in due time simply a row of bright red dots.

When masses of them were crowded together there

was a characteristic granular appearance in which

the rodlike appearance was entirely lost.

McDonald calls attention to the fact that this

phenomenon is also frequently observed in tubercle

bacilli. This morphological change in the tubercle

bacilli was first described by Koch and named by
him moniliform, or "like a string of beads," and has

been regarded as representing destructive changes in

the fatty capsules of these bacilli.

McDonald further observed that later on after

additional months of treatment the bacilli nearly

cease to be acid fast and present in a microscopic

field not a single normal bacillus. In the early cases

of leprosy examined by him, he states that it is the

rule not to find any instances of beaded and granular

bacilli, and gives, it as his conclusion that along with

and in proportion to the amelioration of the clinical

symptoms of his patients under treatment with the

ethyl esters of chaulmoogra oil the foregoing

changes in the bacilli regularly take place, and that

they finally disappear altogether.

Walker and Sweeney (2) report that they have

made very extensive laboratory investigations for

the purpose of discovering the method of action of

chaulmoogra oil, to identif}' and isolate the thera-

peutic active principle, if such exists, and to deter-

mine its distribution in other animal and vegetable

oils. The report of these two investigators was
concerned exclusively with a study of the antiseptic

and bactericidal action of chaulmoogra oil and its

derivatives, together with the identification and
isolation of the bactericidally active substances of

chaulmoogra oil, the determination of the specific

bactericidal action on acid fast bacilli, and an in-

vestigation of the presence or absence of this bacteri-

cidal substance in codliver oil and other oils.

For testing the antiseptic and bactericidal activity

of chaulmoogra and other oils and their constituents,

cultures of the following acid fast bacilli were em-
ployed : Bacillus lepra muris (Hollman), Bacillus

lepra hominis (Levy), Bacillus smegmatis, Bacillus

lymphangitidis boris (Traum ), Bacillus tulierculosis

avis. Bacillus tuI)crculosis bovis and Bacillus tulier-

culosis hominis. They found that sodium chaul-

moogrates killed the bacillus of rat leprosy in

twenty-four hours up to a dilution of 1-75.000, but a
dilution of 1-100,000 of the chaulmoogric acids was
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not effective. They concluded that probahly the

limits of complete bactericidal action in vitro of the

chaulmoogric acids on this bacillus lie somewhere
between 1-75,000 and 1-100,000.

These workers also made attempts to obtain data
on the bactericidal action of the chaulmoogrates on
the Bacillus tuberculosis hominis by the combined
vitro and vivo method. These experiments con-

sisted in subcutaneous inoculation of a number of

guineapigs with five tenths c. c. of saline suspension
of the tubercle bacilli which had been subjected to

the action of definite dilutions of the chaulmoogrates
for twenty-four hours at 37.5° C. The controls

were inoculated with the same amount of untreated

saHne suspension of the tubercle bacilli. These
experiments show a complete bactericidal action of

the sodium salts of the total fatty acids of chaul-

moogra oil on Bacillus tuberculosis hominis (only

up to a dilution of one to twenty thousand). They
call attention to certain dangers of error in these

experiments.

The work of these two investigators was extended
to a study of the antiseptic and bactericidal action

of chaulmoogric acids on nonacid fast bacteria.

These experiments show that the sodium chaulmoo-
grates are antiseptically and consequently bacteri-

cidally inert against nonacid fast bacteria in dilutions

as low as one to one hundred. In such dilution the

growth was usually found to be as luxuriant as in

controls.

Walker and Sweeney summarize their findings in

the following statements

:

"Chaulmoogra oil contains bactericidal substances

that are about one hundred times as active as

phenol. The bactericidally active substances of chaul-

moogra oil are the fatty acids of the chaulmoogric
series, chaulmoogric and hydrocarpic acids and
possibly lower isomers of this series. The bacteri-

cidal activity of the chaulmoogric acid series is

specific for the acid fast group of bacilli, and, to-

gether with the clinical results obtained from their

use in treatment of leprosy, furnish theoretical

grounds for the application of the chaulmoogrates
to the therapy of tuberculosis."

Kolmer, Davis and Yager (3) report the follow-

ing observations

:

"Undiluted chaulmoogra oil (Taraktogenos kurzii

King) and dilutions in paraffin oil, had no appre-

ciable germicidal influence in vitro on a strain of

bovine tubercle bacilli, according to the results

observed with technic employed in these experiments.

Undiluted and diluted chaulmoogra oil had no ap-

preciable germicidal effect on virulent tubercle bacilli

as determined by an in vitro-vivo method, employing
guineapigs. Chaulmoogra oil in doses of 0.2 c. c.

to 100 grams of body weight, administered by intra-

muscular injection at weekly intervals (equivalent

to 2 c. c. to the kilo or 120 c. c. to 60 kilos), had none
or but slight effect on the course of tuberculosis in

infected guineapigs. Chaulmoogra oil is relatively

nontoxic for guineapigs ; animals have borne at

least eleven intramuscular injections of 0.2 c. c. to

100 grams without deleterious effect, except localized

inflammatory changes at the sites of injection."

An interesting feature of the review of the recent

literature upon this subject shows that the bacteri-

cidal action toward acid fast bacilli did not develop
in experiments with crude chaulmoogra oil, but this

bactericidal action against acid fast bacilli was ob-

served when the miscible or absorbable ethyl esters

or sodium salts of this oil were used.

In view of these developments in the cliemo-

therapeulics of chaulmoogra oil and the niarked

similarity of these two diseases, I have felt war-
ranted in attempting to determine by clinical test if

the derivatives of this oil would be of therapeutic

benefit in the treatment of tuberculosis, and in pur-

suit of this purpose have prepared, according to the

method of Dean, the ethyl esters of chaulmoogra oil,

and now have ten patients receiving this form of

treatment. This paper is presented as a preliminary

report upon this work, as I desire at this time to

outline briefly the scope of the work undertaken
and the means of recording the findings observed,

which will be the subject of a more complete report

later.

To be worth while, I am aware that a large

number of patients must be treated, and those that

thus far have been selected have been chosen to

represent the various types and stages of the dis-

ease, ranging from those that have the disease in

the incipient stages to those whose condition is far

advanced. The final test that will standardize the

value of this procedure, like that of leprosy, will

be microscopical findings. Specimens of sputum
from each patient are examined before they are

placed on the treatment, and each week thereafter

reexamination of sputum is made. Each of these

specimens is permanently mounted in order to afford

comparative study and to give us the opportunity

of determining if any destructive changes occur in

the fatty capsule and body of the bacilli. Micro-
photographs can be taken of these permanent mounts
at a subsequent time.

The preparation used in this work is the ethyl

esters of chaulmoogra oil, prepared by the method
of Dean. The work has been tinder way since

November, 1920. Ten patients are now receiving

the injections, and, while it is too early to arrive at

definite conclusions as to the value of this agent in

tuberculosis, the following observations have been

noted

:

The preparation is well borne. Even in an ad-

vanced case, with great emaciation and hence very

little muscular structure in which the injections

could be given, there was no complaint of pain and
there has not been any marked or annoying indura-

tion or infiltration of tissue, although the same site

has been used repeatedly for injections. I gave my-
self one c. c. injection hypodermically, which caused

considerable pain and much subsequent discoloration

of adjacent tissues, thus proving that, while this

preparation is well borne intramuscularly, it is not

suitable for subcutaneous administration. No re-

actions have followed any injections, except that in

two patients there occurred a very marked reaction

in the infected lungs. These reactions were similar

to those observed following too large a dose of old

tuberculin.

In these two instances the amoimt of moisture in

the areas involved in the tuberculosis process was
much increased, causing increase in cough and ex-
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pectoration. There was general muscular aching

and malaise. The temperature ascended about two
degrees higher than its former average. These
manifestations were carefully observed, and it was
pleasing to note their general subsidence and a re-

turn within a few days to the same clinical condition

that had existed before the reactions. In one of

these patients that reacted in this way there has

been a decided improvement in the general clinical

picture since this reaction occurred. The other was
a far advanced case, and the patient, as was to be

expected, has become now much as he was before

the reaction, showing no improvement.
This observation has been interesting and valu-

able, and is taken as proof that it is possible with this

preparation to cause a focal reaction at the site of

the disease and hence lead one to suspect more
strongly, since this is true, that it is capable of doing

good. Nevertheless, while these reactions promptly
subsided and resulted in no harm to the patient,

they should serve as a warning as to the proper dose,

and be recognized as indicating that the dose of this

preparation for tuberculosis patients should be very
small at the beginning and cautiously increased as

tolerance is established, in order that such marked
reactions be avoided. McDonald has called atten-

tion to a similar reaction in leprosy, and has made
the observation that leprosy patients who so reacted

showed marked improvement afterward.

The apparent, primary effect of the injections is

first to cause a decided increase in the amount of

cough and expectoration. After a few injections the

cough and amount of expectoration decrease, and
in this connection it has been noted that frequently

there is a marked increase in the number of tubercle

bacilli found in each microscopic field. This in-

crease in the number of bacilli coincides with the

decrease in the quantity of sputum. This lessening

of moisture is easily detected by stethescopic obser-

vations, and in two patients has proceeded to the

point where there is almost no cough or expectora-

tion. This has been regarded as very favorable, as

in these two patients the disease was of long stand-

ing with extensive involvements, and they had not

done well before the injections were begun. There
has as yet been no change noted in the morphological
structure of the tubercle bacilli, but I would regard

it entirely too early to expect such findings. As Mc-
Donald states, it was after several months' treat-

ment that he was able to note the changed appear-
ance of the lepra bacilli.

In one case of extensive, cervical, tuberculous
adenitis, in which there was much suppuration and
discharge, it was observed that the thick purulent

discharge promptly lessened, and after the third in-

jection there was only a serosanguineous discharge

with marked diminution in the size of the adjacent

glands. In this patient there was also a tuberculous

process involving the two lower lumbar vertebras, and
it was noted that the discharge from the sinus lead-

ing to this focus of infection had changed, as did that

from the cervical glands.

One patient who had an extensive active pulmon-
ary tuberculosis, with frequent hemorrhages of four
years' duration, had attained a very satisfactory

arrestment of the disease by the intravenous use of

calcium chloride, except that there was left a moder-
ate sized cavity in the middle lobe of the right lung,

which caused no ill effects, except that at intervals,

varying from one to three weeks, this cavity would
spontaneously open into a bronchus and discharge

about half a pint of thick, bloody pus. On my sug-

gestion her physician placed her on injections of the

ethyl esters of chaulmoogra oil, beginning with one
half c. c. and gradually increasing to forty minims,
injecting each fifth day. The injections have been

continued over a period of seven weeks, and during

this time the cavity has opened only once, discharg-

ing then about half the quantity that it had been
discharging in the past four years. The patient's

general condition is now much better than during

the past two years. The injections have been given

each fifth day. The beginning dose is a half c. c.

and is gradually increased ; the maximum dose is

six c. c. The injections are given intramuscularly

into the deep gluteal muscles.

Intervening between the injections of ethyl esters

of chaulmoogra oil, half the patients on this form
of treatment are also given intravenous injections of

calcium chloride (4). The remaining patients are

given only the injections of chaulmoogra oil, hoping
in this manner to be able to determine if the com-
bination of these two forms of treatment would
produce better results than if only one is given.

I have been guided in this for the last six years

by the thought that calcium does bear a definite

relationship to the healing of tuberculous lesions.

If there are those who deny this, let them afford

another explanation for that peculiar but usual

phenomenon that compounds of this base pre found
to be so uniformly deposited in tuberculous lesions.

If we would carefully consider what actually

happens in the development of a primary tubercle,

with its myriads of tubercle bacilli, surrounded as

they are with their fatty acid capsule, it would ap-

pear that they must be able to change the chemistry

of the immediately adjacent tissues from the normal
alkaline state to an acid state, thus producing what
might be called a localized acidosis, and as the dis-

ease progresses this battle of acids and alkalies

goes on until in the terminal stages we find the tide

running fast in the direction of the acid state, it is

then allowable to act upon the hypothetical assump-
tion that this bacilli, with its marked fatty acid

structure, is capable of producing in tissues it infects

a localized acid state, and that the organism does

deposit calcium in these lesions for the purpose, not

as has been thought heretofore, of walling off and
calcifying these areas primarily, but attempts to

concentrate there an excessive amount of alkaline

substances for the purpose of counteracting the

effect of the acids of this bacilli upon surrounding

tissues. Therefore, if these deductions seem
rational, it would be supposed that supplying the

system with an abundance of calcium, the tissue salt

which for some peculiar reason nature chooses to

use, we would be aiding in the production of a

chemical state, which is inimical to the environment
of the tubercle bacillus. So, for the reasons outlined

above, these forms of treatment have been conjoined,

believing that the one would favor the action of the

other.
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This work will be pursued with every painstaking

precaution that observations may be accurate and
dependable in order that it may be known definitely

whether derivatives of chaulnioogra oil are appli-

cable alike in the treatment of leprosy and tubercu-

losis.

In closing, I would be unappreciative if I did not

offer my thanks to Mr. A. D. Thorburn for his

valuable aid in preparing for me the ethyl esters of

chaulnioogra oil.
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Postoperative Treatment of Abdominal Cases.

—E. R. Flint (Practitioner, April, 1921) says that

the wound should never give any trouble ; if it does,

it is the surgeon's fault and not the patient's. Starv-

ing and purging before operation are physiologically

unsound, and contribute largely to the discomforts

after operation. This is especially applicable to

flatulence. For a comfortable convalescence, it is

essential that at the operation the surgeon should

use his hands lightly and intelligently, so that han-

dling is reduced to a minimum ; that the body fluids

should be reduced as little as possible by the avoid-

ance of drying and the arrest of bleeding even

from the tiniest point ; that infection from without

or W'ithin should be rigorously excluded ; and that

the anesthetic should be unaccompanied by frothi-

ness. After operation the sitting posture should be

encouraged, and the patient turned aboitt freely

;

the passage of flatus shotild be assisted, fluid should

be given freely from the first, and aperients avoided

as far as possible. Lastly, it is .undoubtedly pos-

sible to render the postoperative time one of com-
plete comfort to many patients, and it should be

one's ideal to attain this end in all cases, and no
means to that end should be left out of the tech-

nique.

Vesicosigmoidal Fistulae. — George Douglas
Sutton { Surgery, Gynecology and Obstetrics, April,

1921) presents the follow-ing conclusions. 1. Blad-

der mucosa may be normal in the presence of a

vesicosigmoidal fistula. 2. Vesicosigmoidal fistulae

are far more commonlv the result of infective or

inflammatory causes than the result of malignancy;

probably the most frequent cause is inflammatory
disease of the uterine adnexa and next in frequency

is sigmoidal diverticulitis. 3. Stricture or stenosis

of the rectum or the sigmoid below the fistulous

opening tends to increase the size of the fistula; it

may also be one of the factors in the development
of acquired diverticula of the sigmoid. 4. Mild
cystitis or local areas of cystitis arovmd a fistulous

opening with intervening normal bladder mucosa
are common symptoms. 5. The symptoms from
vesicosigmoidal fistula existed in the majority of

the thirty-four patients for a year or more prior to

operation. Two had symptoms for ten years with

only . mild diffuse cystitis, while those with marked
cystitis had had symptoms for about a year. 6. As-

cending ureteropyelonephritis is not usually asso-

ciated with vesicosigmoidal fi.stulae. 7. Vesicosig-

moidal fistula; may heal spontaneously, if of

infective or inflammatory origin. 8. Subsequent to

an operation for vesicosigmoidal fistula due to a

diverticulitis of the sigmoid, a new, acquired diver-

ticulum may form in which a diverticulitis may de-

velop and produce a second vesicosigmoidal fistula.

Such a predisposition to the development of ac-

quired diverticula and their ultimate results may be

overcome by a resection of the sigmoid of the

Mikulicz type in which tis.sue of suspicious cancer-

ous appearance is also removed. 9. A large rectal

tube is a very useful aid in the closure of the sig-

moid ; it should be passed up beyond the closure

and thus relieve an unnecessary strain that might

be exerted upon the anastomosis. 10. Operative

results show cure in sixty-seven and sixty-four

one hundredths per cent, of the patients and im-

provement in seventeen and sixty- four one hun-
dredths per cent. more. Contrary to the opinion

frequently expressed, the operative results in the

pressure of local tuberculous infection were good.

11. In thirty-two and thirty-five one hundredths per

cent, of the patients cured of vesical fistula a fecal

fistula remained which gradually healed within fif-

teen days to three years and three months, and in

only two of these cases was there a frank recur-

rence of all the symptoms which were cured or

improved at the second operation. 12. The oper-

ative mortality is low (eleven and seventy-six one

hundredths per cent.) 13. Any reasonable attempt

to improve the condition of these patients is arl-

vi.sable.

Iodine in the Treatment of New, Unfamiliar
Infections.—Boudreau (Journal de inedecinc de

Bordeaux. ]March 10, 1921 )
protests against the

tendency of the practitioner to consider himself

helpless, because no specific agent is yet known, in

the presence of unfamiliar infections, such as epi-

demic £ncephahtis. hiccough, or influenza. A gen-

eral, useful treatment for such infections is avail-

able in the administration of iodine—not as an

iodide but in pure form. There has been suffi-

cient clinical experience with iodine in tuberculosis,

typhoid, typhus, cholera, influenza, pertussis, plague,

leprosy, trypanosomiasis, malaria, and rheumatic

and pseudorheumatic disorders to warrant recom-

mendation of iodine as a general remedy against in-

fection. The mode of administration should be

adjusted to the disease. In slowly progressive disturb-

ances, one should begin with small doses and in-

crease them very gradually, finally reaching what-

ever dose may be necessary for proper results. In

acute diseases with immediate danger to life, large

amounts must be given from the start to insure

prompt effects, and such amounts are far more
harmless than is generally thought. In cases of in-

termediate severity the author gives ten drops of

the French official iodine tincture every hour in a

cup of some beverage, preferably milk. Even where

good effects promptly appear, the "dose .should only

he gradually reduced, as it is well to maintain the

action as long as possible where the drug is well

borne. If the disorder does not appear to be yield-

ing and either fever or hypothermia persists, the
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dose bliould be unhesitatingly increased to twelve,

fifteen, or even twenty or tliirty drops of the tinc-

ture an hour. Some patients have even taken a

small leaspoonful of tincture in milk at the start

without any difficulty. In a severe case of encepha-
litis the i)atient was brought in a few days up to

daily doses of 300 drops, which were taken without
difficulty

; ini])rovenient in all the symptoms was
observed as the size of the dose was increased.

Coffee and chocolate are also good vehicles, or may
be added to the milk. In the influenza epidemic,

apparently doomed patients are asserted by the au-

thor to have been saved and quickly improved by
iodine treatment. Iodine greatly shortens convales-

cence from any sort of infection.

Pericardiotomy for Suppurative Pericarditis.

—Eugene H. Pool {Annals of Surgery, April, 1921)
concludes that the method described (resection of

portions of the seventh, sixth, and fifth cartilages)

meets the most important indications—namely, it

opens the pericardium at its lower part ; involves

little risk of injury to the pleura; provides ample
drainage, and allows such exploration as is neces-

sary bcth at the time of operation and during the

postoperative course. If the condition of the patient

Avarrants it, the author l)elieves that this method is

advisable, especially if a brief general anesthetic
can be tolerated. In some cases, a less extensive

exposure may seem imperative. Under these condi-
tions resection of the sixth and seventh cartilages

seems best. The procedure was employed in the

•case here reported and gave quite satisfactory ex-
posure and provided efficient drainage. In conjunc-
tion with the Carrel-Dakin method it probably
•would prove adequate for many cases. Resection
•of the sixth cartilage alone may be done readily

imder local anesthesia and is temi)ting by reason of
its simplicity, but the drainage is not satisfactory.

The Carrel-Dakin method appears well adapted to

the postoperative treatment of suppurative peri-

carditis.

Typhoid and Paratyphoid Fevers.—Alexander
J. Wilson (Glasgoi^' Medical Journal, April, 1921)
says that in mild cases no special treatment is neces-
sary or advisable. Fresh milk is the safest food.
It should be citrated or diluted with lime-water and
its proper digestion determined by an examination
•of the feces. If it is not digested it should be. re-

placed by malted milk, or peptonized milk or -whey.

^\'eak tea, chicken broth, and meat extracts can be
given in most cases. Beef tea and hough soup are
very useful in the absence of diarrhea. A three
•grain dose of calomel every second night prevents
•stagnation of fermenting material in the ileum, and
lias an antiseptic effect. An enema should be given
six or seven hours after the dose. Special symptoms
may require treatment. Tympanitis should be
treated by fomentations and turi:)entine enemata

;

constipation by simple enemata every second day

;

hemorrhages by turpentine internally, and sips of
cold water. A hypodermic of morphine is very use-

ful, also calciiyii lactate given internally in ten grain
doses. In ])crforation the only treatment likely to be
•sticcessful is laparotomy performed as soon as pos-
sible. Excessive diarrhea may be treated by small
doses- of opium combined with kino and catechu.

Starch enemata and laudanum are valuable. The
milk should be boiled and well diluted with lime

water. I have foimd mistura bismuth pepsin com-
poimd very useful, but the objection to bismuth is

that it obscures traces of blood which may give valu-

able hints of a possible hemorrhage. Cholecystitis

should be treated by urotropine, and when chronic

by antityphoid inoculation, and, of course, surgical

treatment may be necessary. Hyperpyrexia may be

treated l)y tepid, cool, or even iced sponging, or by
immersion in baths of a temperature between 75°

to 85° F. For the delirium sedatives are required,

and lumbar i)uncture has been performed to relieve

intracranial pressure. A hypodermic injection of

morphine one fourth grain, atropine one hundred
twentieth grain, and hyoscine one hundredth grain

is most useful in cases of violent delirium. Many
other complications may arise which require treat-

ment, especially pnetmionia, failing heart, or phle-

bitis, and an important point is the treatment during

convalescence of the acute carrier. The acute car-

rier should be treated by antityphoid inoculation,

and urotropine should be administered, for this

drug in addition to its action on the kidney is ex-

creted during twenty-four hours by the liver cells

and by those of the gallbladder. According to Cas-

tellani a dose of fifteen grains a day is sufficient to

destroy the bacillus typhosus in a gallbladder in ten

days, but experience proves that the complete cure

of carriers is usually a difficult matter. Vaccine

treatment has been extensively tried as a routine in

enteric fevers with such varying results that the

method cannot be said to be on a sure footing.

Instruments for Joint Range.—W. H. Robin-
son [Journal of Orthopedic Surgery, February,

1921) states that while the careful methodical meas-

urement of the amplitude or range of motion of

joints offers an opportimity to obtain valuable clin-

ical data, it is even more valuable to record the

progress toward complete recovery of certain types

of joint disability. Taken in comiection with meas-

urement of muscle power the usefulness of the pro-

cedure is, in certain cases, increased. A simple

type of instrument should be used. It is not pos-

sible in the ordinary hospital to have a mensuration

department and therefore the more cumbersome
instruments are not recommended. As all bones

move from the joint on an arc of a circle we may
accept measurements reading in degrees as recorded

on the ordinary quadrant or protractor scale, but

it would seem most desirable that all observers use

the same method of taking and recording their

measurements, and this necessitates the tise of a con-

stant base line for each joint, and that the angle be

taken in relation to this base line. Doubtless no
better base line can be found than the long axis of

the proximal bone member of the joint under obser-

vation. For the shoulder and hip we use a line

parallel to the long axis of the body and stopping

at the anterior end of the axis of the motion. For
rotation of the humerus and femur we use a verti-

cal, in the fir.st at the flexed (ninety degrees) elbow
and in the second at the sole of the foot. For supi-

nation and pronation the most convenient base line

is a horizontal line across the closed fist with the

hand in full supination.
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Cysticocholedochostomy.—Mont R. Reid {An-
nals of Surgery, April, 1921) states that prolonged
leakage of bile is distressing in its consequences to

those who withstand it and has occasionally, both
directly and indirectly, been responsible for the
death of the patient. The incision into the common
duct should be closed and the tension on the suture
line be relieved by a tube passed through the cystic

duct. This tube, if properly fitted, may function
for weeks, conveying the bile, without peritubal
leakage, to the surface. On removal of the tube
the discharge of bile through the fistula ceases either

immediately or within a day or two, provided the
common duct is not obstructed. The patency of the

duct may and should be tested by clamping the tube.

Gibson-Mikulicz Tampon in Acute Appendici-
tis.—Charles E. Farr (Annals of Surgery, April,

1921) asserts that we have no comparative statis-

tics to ofifer that would be of any value, but we are
quite sure from careful observation over a period
of years and a considerable series of cases, that the
Gibson tampon does lessen mortality in the very
severe type of cases. We feel also that it lessens
morbidity and suflfering and that the number of
postoperative hernias is no greater than in other
forms of treatment, that the hospital stay is no
longer, that the conditions of the wound and the
intraperitoneal conditions are better than by any
other form of drainage. If these things are true,
the tampon, as improved by Gibson, is a real step in

advance in the treatment of appendicitis.

Treatment of Recent Empyema.—Frank S.
Mathews (Annals of Surgery, June, 1921) con-
cludes that: The percentage of recoveries in empy-
ema will be increased by more frequent resort to
aspiration. A wide thoracotomy will not delay but
hasten healing by favoring the early lung expansion.
Valve action at the wound is essential to healing.

Fear of irrigation of small cavities should be aban-
doned. Delay in obliteration of a small cavity may
depend on contained air. Measurement of cavities

from time to time is desirable as a measure of pro-
gress in treatment. The walls of a cavity may be
approximated by replacing mr by liquid, on the
escape of which the cavity is left empty, i. e., with
walls in contact. Interest, experience, and painstak-
ing are desirable at every stage in the management
of empyema. Operation is a very small part of it.

Treatment of Leg Ulcer.—Louis Carp (Ameri-
can Journal of Surgery, June, 1921) says that a
wholehearted interest should be taken in the treat-

ment of leg ulcer. After etiological factors have
been removed as far as possible, the great problem
of infection must be dealt with. There are two
vicious cycles regarding infection

;
first, reinfec-

tion from the skin, and second, reinfection from the
deep structures. An ulcer cannot be sterilized all

at once by a powerful antiseptic. Under such a con-
dition, tissue is killed, and then a favorable medium
for growth of bacteria is j^roduced. A slowly act-
ing antiseptic, such as chlorazene paste, would seem
to be more nearly the ideal. To promote epithcliza-
tion, ointments and mechanical factors must be used
but not abused. Finally, plea is made for even a
modest allotment of linsj)ital beds for leg ulcer
patients.

Transient and Paroxysmal Auricular Fibrilla-

tion.—V. K. Mason (Bulletin uf the Johns Hopkins
Hospital, May, 1920) describes eighteen cases of
auricular fibrillation occurring in 258 medical ad-
missions. In about seven per cent, of the total

number of cases the arrhythmia was transient or
paroxysmal. Over two thirds of the patients were
in the sixth decade, and cardiac disease as evidenced
by symptoms of myocardial weakness was a nearly

constant finding.

Hydrotherapy in Tachycardiac Neuroses.—R.
Dubois (Presse medicale, March 19, 1921) reports

three cases, in two of which the patients exhibited

continuous tachycardia and in one a typical paroxys-

mal tachycardia, all of which were markedly im-
proved by cold water therapy. In the third patient

the attacks of tachycardia disappeared for four

years, and when he was treated again later, they

were reduced to two in a year.

Some Limitations of the Flotation Method of

Fecal Examination.—J. Daley McDonald (Jour-

nal of Laboratory and Clinical Medicine, March,
1920) states that while the brine flotation loop

method has many advantages over other methods in

the saving of time and materials and in the ease of

manipulation, its range of usefulness is limited by
the type of ovum. It was impossible by this method
to detect infections with Clonorchis and Fasciola,

and doubt is thrown on its efifectiveness in detecting

any operculated ova.

Personal Experience in Sclerocorneal Trephin-
ing.—Frank A. Morrison (Indianapolis Medical
Journal, April, 1921) says that he has not obtained

the slightest benefit from this operation in any case

of simple glaucoma that had not a tension of at

least fifty, as measured by the McLean tonometer.

In a second class of cases where an intermittent

high tension existed, probably thirty per cent, of the

patients have been benefited, while in a third class,

with tension constantly over fifty, marked benefit

has been secured by fully eighty per cent.

Submucous Resection of Nasal Septum.—W.
Meddaugh Dunning (A)ncrican Journal of Surgery,

October, 1920) states that the advantage of the

submucous operation over other operations for

deflection are

:

1. That no mucous membrane has been destroyed.

2. That spurs and deflections have been entirely

removed with the thickening of the septum.

3. That the ridge of cartilage which is wedged in

between the lateral cartilage has not been interfered

with, and there is absolutely no danger of a falling

or saddleback nose.

Experience with Bacterial Vaccines in the

Pneumonias.—Gustav Goldman (American Medi-
cine, March, 1921) since the epidemic of 1918 has

treated one hundred and thirty cases of lobar pneu-

monia with six deaths, and one hundred and eighty-

seven cases of bronchopneumonia with five deaths.

The vaccine used contained the influenza bacillus,

the pneumococcus, the micrococcus oatarrhalis, the

staphylococcus aureus and albus. In a large per-

centage of cases of lobar pneumonia, the crisis oc-

curred on the fifth day, and was rarely as late as

the seventh day.
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Letters to the Editors.

CRITICISM
New Yokk. .hti/nst 50, 1021.

To the Editors:

I hope you will have the courage to print this

letter in spite of the fact that it constitutes an ar-

raignment of your journal.

Being especially interested in tuberculosis I shall

not attempt to judge the quality of the papers ap-

pearing in your publication on other subjects. In

your January 4, 1919, issue you published a paper

by the writer entitled "Fads and Fancies about

Pulmonary Tuberculosis," a criticism of Dr. Gluck's

paper on "The Real Value of Fresh Air in Tuber-

culosis and Many Infectious Diseases." Since

that time I have noted other papers by faddists

and worse in your journal. I recall one in which
the author cured, 1 l)elieve, about eighty per cent, of

advanced cases of tuberculosis by diathermy.

A paper by G. Lenox Curtis (The Etiology and
Elimination of Tuberculosis, New York Medical
Journal, July 20, 1921, p. 114), which I have

only just now had the opportunity of reading, has

completely disgusted me. The paper I refer to is a

gem for an antivaccination, osteopathic, chiropractic,

or some other pamphlet advertising fake tubercu-

losis cures and nostrums of other kinds. Are you
aware of the kind of stufif you are laying before

reputable, intelligent physicians, or do you print

anything that comes along in the mail without even

looking at it? Permit me to quote a few of the

passages which support my contention.

"The facilities of the great cHnics of Berlin and
Vienna where I discovered the etiology of tuber-

culosis in 1890."

"In the second, the incipient stage . . . tender-

ness of the spinal accessory nerve, due to luxation

of the vertebrae, especially dorsal or cervical ver-

tebrae, . . . meningitis (which can be detected

only with the ozone electrode). . . . The fourth

stage shows many displacements of the spinal ver-

tebrae. . . fhe one thing that is persistently

present is subluxation of the spinal column, which
is not confined to tuberculosis but is often found in

most chronic diseases and is often the direct cause

of the same. The cause is tertiary syphiHs and is

usually contracted through vaccination against

smallpox, hence the white plague."

In describing a case of fifth stage tuberculosis

( ?) : "She lived fourteen years and died following

apoplexy. Vaccination and a half inch displace-

ment of the atlas of the spine were the direct causes

of her trouble. The vertebra was so completely

anchored in the false position that it resisted all

efforts to replace it."

In the "more than seven hundred cases of tuber-

culosis, the majority of which were in the fourth
or fifth stages Antisyphilitic treatment was
employed in most of the cases, but in the first and
second stages the patient will recover without it,

provided they can have ozone treatment

Patients in the second stage should have acid treat-

ment, avoid milk and eggs, tuberculous meats. . . .

The method of putting tuberculous patients to bed

without an opportunity for physical exercise or

outdoor Hfe is strongly to be condemned. Tuber-

culous patients properly treated usually get well

within four months on intravenous injections of

salvarsan, one injection followed by red oxide of

mercury . . . ozone once to three times a day

over the entire body, but especially the spine, lungs,

and head. . . . Acidulate the system rapidly and
maintain this condition throughout the treatment.

. . . Inhalations by atomizer, several times daily

of equal parts of lactic, acetic, and aromatic sul-

phuric acids, one to four drams, sufficiently diluted,

assist greatly in acidulating the blood and in pre-

venting hemorrhage. It also dissolves the mucus
and pus, and kills the tubercle bacilli and other bac-

teria zvhich obstruct the breathing, and facilitates

expectoration. ... If there is a hemorrhagic ten-

dency, give erigeron oil in small doses two or three

times daily, or turpentine or nutmeg and inhale

spray of the acid solution. From the first treat-

ment by ozone, clinical signs of improvement are

observed, and in six weeks, with daily or thrice

daily ozonizations of the body, patients in the incip-

ient stages apparently recover, zuliile the consoli-

dated lungs of those in the third stage are usually

opened, the bacilli cleared, and the patient dismissed

as cured in four tnonths. . . . Those in the fourth

and fifth stages require a longer time (The fifth

stage of tuberculosis, according to Dr. Curtis, is

characterized by 'frequently tuberculosis of the

bowels, pus filled cavities in the lungs, Hver, and
kidneys, empyema, profuse night sweats, gangrene

of the lungs, extreme emaciation, inability to take

or retain food or water, respiration from 48 to 60
a minute, parts of the lungs not consolidated filled

with rales, daily temperature up to 105 or 106,

pulse from 150 to 300, and death hourly expected.')

hut ninety-four per cent, of the patients are usually

well by the fourth month. . .
.'

'

Equally exquisite is the author's contention "that

.syphilis is the cause of cancer," and that the "emi-

nent pathologist," Dr. Abrams, agreed with him
that "the indirect etiology of tuberculosis was the

same as that of cancer." "However, he was willing

to be convinced and immediately called to his lab-

oratory several cases of tuberculosis then under
treatment and applied his electronic reactions

method for syphilis, finding it present in all of the

cases." He also cites "findings of this eminent
pathologist as further verification of my assertion

that vaccine as employed against smallpox con-

tains syphilis and is the primary cause of the white

plague and that syphilis is the primary lesion that

allows the development of tuberculosis."

One must read the article to appreciate the humor
and the shame of finding it in a medical journal.

I don't know whether extracts of this paper have
appeared in some of the daily papers. If so, what
a treat for all the "antis," the "pathies," and the

"practics" that are increasing as rapidly as religious

cults to fleece the dear gullible public. Has the New
V'oRK Medical Journal gone over to their camp?

H. SCHWATT, M.D.

[Editorial comment on this letter apj^ears in this

issue, p. 362.—EornMis.
|
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Miscellany.

Urticaria Due to Fatigue.—E. Joltrain {Bulle-

tins ct uicnioircs dc la Socictc mcdicalcs dcs Jiopitaiix

de Paris, March 17, 1921 ) states that urticaria is

one of the commonest manifestations of loss of

colloid equilibrium—a process termed colloidoclasis

by Widal, Abrami, and Brissaud. Usually it re-

sults from the ingestion of foreign substances, and
occasionally from exposme to cold, as exemplified

in cases of paroxysmal hemoglobinuria. In the

author's case fatigue and exertion were obviously

the chief factor in the urticaria. The patient was a

woman aged thirty-two years, who had had attacks

of urticaria two or three times a week ever since

the age of twelve. Itching was such as to lead to

ulcerations from scratching, and the body was cov-

ered with pigmented scars. The patient had always

been considered as having bowxl trouble, with ob-

stinate constipation, occasional attacks of diarrhea,

slow digestion, a sensation of weight after meals,

sometimes nausea, and rarely vomiting. Fluoro-

scopic examination showed the transverse colon

folded down toward the cecum and adherent in the

appendiceal region. The patient at various times

had suiTered from rather severe pain in the iliac

fossa. Ingestion of chocolate and eggs sometimes
brought on urticaria, but dieting and digestive treat-

ments had always failed to relieve the condition.

It was found that the patient could never climb a

hill, run, or attempt any outdoor game such as ten-

nis or golf without the development of urticaria.

A test walk of half an hour, with the bowel empty
and nothing eaten for a day, resulted in hemoclasic

blood changes within five minutes, followed by
patches of urticaria over the thighs, arms, and chest.

The entire body, particularly the face, became cov-

ered with an intensely red scarlatinoid erythema.

Dyspnea and high fever—39° C.—were also noted.

and the itching persisted until the following morn-
ing, resulting in abrasions, nearly all infected with
the staphylococcus albus. Repeated similar tests
yielded like results. Raising the arms twenty times
with a five hundred gram weight in each hand,
while the patient was in bed, produced the same
results. Exposure to cold or warmth failed to bring
on urticaria. Nicolle observed an autoprecipitation
in the patient's serum just before the appearance
of urticaria. The phenomena of hemoclasis due to
fatigue consisted in leucopenia, disturbance of coag-
ulation, and lowered blood pressure. As the tem-
perature rose, a considerable amount of albumin
appeared in the urine, and the refractometric index
of the serum was lowered. The condition met with
in this patient is described as an autocoUoidoclasis,
as against the heterocolloidoclasis that occurs where
urticaria is due to introduction of foreign proteins
into the body.

Duration of Constriction of Bloodvessels by
Epinephrine.—Mehzer and Auer { Journal of Plmr-
macology and Experimental Therapeutics, April,
1921 ) found that subcutaneous injection of epine-
phrine in the ear of a rabbit causes a constriction
of all the vessels of that ear. The constriction is

intense, but the outstanding feature is its very con-
siderable duration—between three and eight hours.
The rise of blood pressure from an intravascular
injection of epinephrine, on the other hand, lasts at

most seven minutes. The latent period between the
time of injection and onset of constriction is the
longer the further away the injection is made from
the central artery. Injections made near to the cen-
tral artery and on both sides of it cause practically
an immediate paling of the entire ear and constric-
tion of the central artery, with all its branches, and
of the veins. The epinephrine apparently reaches
the musctilar sheath throtigh the adventitia and not
from the lumen of the bloodvessels.

Etiological Relationship Between Lethargic
Encephalitis and Epidemic Hiccough.—G. Le-
moine {Bulletins et memoircs dc la Socictc medicalc
dcs hopitanx de Paris, March 17, 1921) notes that

observations in various localities have led to the sup-
position that epidemic hiccough is merely an atten-

uated form of lethargic encephalitis. A recent case
of this affords unusually striking evidence in favor

of this view. A boy who was in a boarding school

in Belgium developed epidemic hiccough, from
which he recovered in three days. On the following

day he returned home for his Christmas vacation

and was in constant contact with his brother for five

days. The brother then was seized with malaise

and fever, followed by persistent strabismus, diplo-

pia, ptosis, marked somnolence, and exaggerated
reflexes, with absence of Kernig's sign. The case

was treated promptly by a fixation abscess and
the injection of five mils of blood serum from the

brother who had had hiccough. The abscess was
opened on the seventh day, yielded a free flow of

pus and was kept open by a drain. The tempera-
ture dropped abruptly to normal and all the local

and general symptoms began to improve, recovery
following. Lemoine has treated six cases of en-

cephalitis by prompt institution of a fixation abscess,

and none of these cases succtimbed to the disease.
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The Etiology and Treatment of Eclampsia*
By BARTON COOKE HIRST, M. D.

Philadelphia.

If one would envelop himself in a mental fog

he should read the literature of the etiology of

eclampsia. One of my staff, wishing to write a

paper on the subject, appealed to the professor of

pathology for advice. He was told to begin his

paper with the statement that nobody knew anything

about the etiology of eclampsia and then to amplify
that text as much as he chose.

First came the albuminuric and nephritic theory,

followed by the toxemic doctrine, and then too

many theories more or less visionary to record in

their totality. There was the giant cell embolism
in the lungs, of Schmorl ; the bacillary theory of

Gerdes, cruelly exposed by German critics, who at

once identified the specific microorganism as the

Bacillus prodigiosus ; .Sellheim's remarkable notion

that the origin of the disease was to be found in the

breasts and that their amputation was the proper
cure. Then a deficiency somewhere in the chain

of ductless glands was advanced as an explanation,

not to mention the commonly accepted fact that a
deficient functional activity of liver and kidneys
allowed an accumulation of toxins in the blood
which acted directly on the cortex of the brain pro-

ducing the convulsions, affected the epithelium of

the kidneys causing an acute parenchymatous neph-
ritis, and destroyed the liver cells, with a resulting

hepatic degeneration like that of chloroform or

phosphorus poisoning.

The origin of these toxins is admittedly either

the fetal body, the placenta, or both ; but there is no
agreement yet as to which of these sources the pro-

duction of the toxins is to be credited. Some re-

cent experimental work throws a little additional

light on the subject. It has been demonstrated that

the placenta has the power to convert certain pro-
ducts of metabolism into urea, thus rendering them
fit for excretion.

It was asserted some years ago by Italian inves-

tigators that there was an analogy between the tetany

following removal of the parathyroids and eclamp-
sia, and the extract of these glands was recom-
mended for the treatment of the disease. I tried

it for a time but could not observe any benefit

*Read before the King's County Medical Society and the Brook-
lyn Gynecological Society, April 19, 1921.

from it. Recently this line of thought has been
revived.

It has been demonstrated that if hypoparathyroid-
ism is produced by partial removal of the glands
in dogs the animals show no tetanic tendency if

fed upon bread and milk, but if given meat convul-
sions develop. From this it is argued that the para-
thyroids either themselves are active in reducing
products of metabolism to excretable substances or
else that they activate the liver in this function ; that
a failure to reduce these substances evidences either
a deficient action of the parathyroids or that an
excessive task thrown upon them results in a break-
do \vn and a failure to function. Anyone who has
given this matter long and careful attention must
arrive at some conclusion of his own, however er-
roneous it may be. I venture, therefore, to express
my belief as to the etiology of eclampsia.

ETIOLOGY OF ECLAMPSIA.
I believe that the origin of the toxins of eclampsia

is mainly in the fetal body; to a less degree in the
placenta. Every living cell must get rid of some
of the products of its life activity or it perishes'.

The vast aggregation of cells in the fetal body has
no way of eliminating these products except by
emptying them into the maternal blood. The fetus
lacks perspiration, respiration, defecation and urina-
tion. The placental cells also must get rid of their
waste products. These also are thrown into the
maternal blood. The process of conversion into
excretable substances begins in the placenta, but
only to a moderate extent ; the process is continued
by the maternal liver and probably to a less but an
important extent by the endocrine system. Finally
all the excretory organs of the body eliminate the
substances thus reduced to excretable form, the
principal role being played by the kidneys, but the
lungs, the skin and the bowels play their part. The
adult body has enough to do to take care of the
incineration, oxidation, and elimination of the pro-
ducts of its life processes ; when the waste products
of the fetus and the placenta must also be taken
care of, it is no wonder that overburdened organs
break down

; which is all the more likely if a heavy
proteid diet, an inactive .skin, and sluggish bowels in-
crease the work they have to do.

Copyright, 1921, by A. R. Elliott rublishiiig Company.
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Hence the success in avoiding toxemia by a diet
light in proteids, by preserving normal skin action,
by regulating the bowels and stimulating the liver
at stated intervals of about every four weeks
by a mild course of calomel and soda followed by
a light saline laxative. This preventive treatment
minimizes to the utmost the incidence of eclampsia
in the private patients under our immediate observa-
tion and control.

TREATMENT OF ECLAMPSIA.

The second part of my subject, the treatment of
eclampsia, is much easier to deal with than the

etiology. It will be admitted, I think, that there are
four therapeutic principles to be considered, if one
accepts the etiological theory just advanced, namely,
elimination, the sedative treatment, measures to re-

duce blood pressure, and if the patient is not yet

delivered, the operative treatment. I am not a
fanatical adherent of any of these principles but
employ them all as follows

:

Elimination.—It has been contended that elimina-

tion is not scientific because it has not been demon-
strated that the toxins of eclampsia are eliminable

by the only agents at our command, the skin and the

bowels, the kidneys being temporarily out of com-
mission. But this objection ignores the fact that in

every case of eclampsia the patient has an acute

parenchymatous nephritis and is uremic as well as

toxic from the original cause of the nephritis. We
employ diaphoresis and catharsis, therefore, ener-

getically, sweating the patient in a sweat cabinet

every four hours for thirty minutes and supplying

the subtracted fluid by proctoclysis—a quart of

water with an ounce of bicarbonate of soda (to

combat acidosis) by the drop method midway be-

tween the sweats. I have no experience with the

method proposed by Dr. H. J. Davidson, of Seattle,

of filling the stomach through a stomach tube with

large quantities of water, one thousand to fifteen

hundred cubic centimetres at regular intervals. I

tried it once but got alarming symptoms of acute

dilatation of the stomach and cardiac embarrass-

ment. I think, however, it should be tested more
thoroughly.

In common with most physicians I always begin

the treatment of eclampsia by washing out the stom-

ach to remove undigested food, and use the stom-

ach pump to instil a purgative. I have been in the

habit of using two ounces of castor oil with two
drops of croton oil. If the patient is able to swal-

low, this is supplemented by repeated doses of con-

centrated epsom salts solution every half hour until

two ounces are taken. If the stomach pump is not

used for any reason, a quarter of a grain of ela-

terium on the back of the tongue replaces the castor

oil, and if there is much edema, twenty grains of

compound jalap powder is administered. Directly

after the gastric lavage the colon is also washed out

to remove fecal masses which might add their quota

to the general toxemia and to prepare the rectum for

the proctoclysis.

Sedative treatment.—Anesthetics are not used

;

morphine alone is depended upon, but is only admin-

istered if the convulsions are violent and frequent.

It seems injudicious to give morphine to a coma-

tose patient in whom convulsions occur only at long

intervals. I confess I cannot understand the 8.9
per cent, mortality in 829 cases quoted by the advo-
cates of the Stroganof¥ treatment. I am sure I

could not obtain such resuhs by this treatment alone
and I do not know of any of my colleagues in this

country who do.

Measures to reduce blood pressure.—These must
have a place in the treatment of eclampsia, for the
mere excess of systolic pressure may be a cause
of the multiple apoplexies in many organs which are
often found postmortem. We find the following
means most efficacious : An initial dose of ten
minims of veratrum viride and the subsequent ad-
ministration of one hundredth of a grain of nitro-

glycerine every four hours. Venesection is done
routinely to the extent of sixteen ounces if the
systolic pressure is at or above 180. Sweating is

almost always followed by a decided depression of
systolic pressure and is therefore doubly useful. If

the woman is not delivered, puncture of the mem-
branes brings the blood pressure down in the most
remarkable manner. I have seen it fall one hundred
points in three minutes, from 236 to 136. Diastolic

pressure should be carefully observed. If the pulse
pressure is low the energy of the treatment sliould

be diminished ; it may be necessary to drop all treat-

ment of eclampsia and to substitute stimulation for
it temporarily.

The operative treatment of undelivered women.—
This is a matter of great interest. It seems logical

;

the woman is eclamptic because she has a fetus in

utero; clinicians often see convulsions cease when
the woman is delivered. Acting on this apparently
logical idea I adopted the immediate operative treat-

ment three separate times but the mortality always
rose ; and my experience is not unique. Dr. Reuben
Peterson's collection of more than one thousand
cases, although made to support an argument for
this procedure, showed a mortality of about twent}--

five per cent. I now reserve the operative treat-

ment by Cesarean section for those cases in which
there have been preliminary elimination, sedative

treatment, measures to reduce blood pressure, with-

out progress in labor and without improvement.
Although reserved for the worst cases, therefore,

with preliminary treatment as described, Csesarean
section has given surprisingly good results.

SUMMARY.
During the last five years in the University Ma-

ternity Hospital we have had eighty-nine cases of

eclampsia as follows

:

Maternal mortality, 21.3 per cent.; mortality in

postpartum cases, nineteen per cent.
;
mortality in

antepartum cases, twenty-two per cent. ; infant mor-
tality, thirty-six per cent. There were fourteen

Ciesarean sections ; maternal mortahty fourteen per

cent., infant mortality thirty-four per cent. An-
terior vaginal hysterotomy, which is no longer done,

was performed in three cases ; maternal mortality,

thirty-three per cent. ; infant mortality sixty-six per

cent. Spontaneous or forceps delivery in thirty-

seven cases ; maternal mortality, nineteen per cent.

;

infant mortality, thirty-five per cent. Cured with-

out delivery, five, or 5.6 per cent.

Once one begins to juggle with figures there is no

end to the twists that may be given to statistics, but
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this much may be said in explanation ; Four patients

died within an hour of admission. It is not unfair

to omit them. Tliis reduces the total mortality in

eighty-five cases to fifteen per cent., comparing
favorably with the twenty to twenty-five per cent,

mortality that both DeLee and Williams declare

must be expected, and with 28.3 per cent, in 251

cases in the .Sloane Maternity Hospital in New
York.

In the fourteen Csesarean sections, two deaths oc-

curred, one two weeks and the other three weeks
after operation, one from staphylococcemia and the

other from aspiration pneumonia. In neither of these

cases was the operation responsible and in both the

eclampsia had been cured, so that it would not be
unfair to state that there were no deaths from
eclampsia in the women subjected to Csesarean sec-

tion after preliminary treatment, although these

fourteen patients had not responded to the ordinary
treatment and were rapidly going from bad to worse.
They were better prepared, however, to endure the

operation by the preparatory treatment, especially

the elimination.

1821 Spruce Street.

Surgical Endothermy in Malignancy and Precancerous

Conditions

By GEORGE A. WYETH. M. JJ.,

New York.

Endothermy, the production of heat in the tis-

sues from within, is particularly applicable in the

treatment of accessible malignancy and precancerous

conditions.

It is generally accepted as true that any treat-

ment of cancer which does not remove the last ves-

tige of malignant cells is likely to accelerate the

disease. With surgical endothermy, visible and pal-

pable lesions of the skin and mucous membranes
can be completely de-

stroyed. So perfected is

the technic that treat-

ment may be applied

with equal success to the

cornea or to an epithe-

lioma involving the

greater part of the lip or

tongue.

Treatment by endo-

thermy is rapid and easy

of application. Blood-

vessels and lymphatic

channels are sealed of¥

before the malignant

area is attacked, thereby

greatly reducing the dan-

ger of metastasis and the

likelihood of recurrence.

The operation is thus

bloodless and is practic-

ally unaccompanied by
surgical shock. The im-

mediate postoperative

condition is gratifying

to operator and patient alike, for the relief from
sufYering is generally prompt and there is little or no
painful reaction. The wound heals rapidly and a

good cosmetic result is another of the many advan-
tages of this method.
Endothermy is not heat applied from without, as

in cauterizing with the actual or cold cautery. It

is not fulguration, as advocated by De Keating-

FlG.
prickle

Hart. It does not burn, it does not char, but acts

with a minimum of trauma. The heat is produced
by the resistance of body tissue to high frequency

electric currents varying in voltage and amperage,
each current with its own adaptability to certain

cases. Since electric currents heat the conductors
through which they pass, it is impossible to raisie the

internal temperature of the body by the continuous
or faradic currents. The pain of strong applications

would be too great. It

is necessary, therefore,

to employ currents which
reverse their direction

many thousands of times

a second—the socalled

high frequency currents.

Surgical endothermy
comprises desiccation

and coagulation. Desic-

cation, or dehydration,

was devised by Dr. Wil-
liam L. Clark, of Phila-

delphia, who has also

perfected the technic of

treatment by coagulation,

and it is to him that I

am indebted for the

methods I employ.

Desiccation is per-

formed by the use of the

Oudin or monopolar
current, a current of

high voltage and low

amperage, and is used in

all work of lighter character, such as the destruction

of malignancy of. the vocal cords, papilloma, warts,

moles, njevi, leucoplakia, vernal catarrh and milder

skin epithelioma.

Coagulation is accomplished by means of the

d'.\rs()nval or l)ip()lar current of relatively low vol-

tage and high amperage, which is more penetrating

and more intense in action. Lesions of larger size

Section from floor of mouth showing nests of cells

epithelioma of the floor of the mouth. (Case I.)
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Fig. 2.—Kapid growing, prickle cell epithelioma of the floor of

the mouth, showing marked areas of induration and craterlike

ulceration. (Case I.)

Fig. 4.—Basal cell epithelioma of four years' duration, patient

seventy-seven years old.

Fig. 3.—.Same patient as in Fig. 2, after one treatment by coagu-
lation, showing lesion completely healed and no clinical evidence
of old trouble.

Fig. 5.—Same patient as in Fig. 4, after nne iix.iimcut by desic-

cation. Note the large, newly formed, pulsating blood vessel travers-

ing the treated area.
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and greater depth are destroyed by this current and
it is particularly applicable to lesions of the lips,

alveolus, tongue, floor of the mouth, palate, buccal

surfaces, and more widespread skin involvement.

One pole is applied by means of a well wet, indiffer-

ent electrode placed generally underneath the but-

tocks as the patient lies upon the table. The other

pole is the active electrode which executes the work
of destruction. This is done by an ordinary sew-
ing or darning needle held in a suitable handle.

The lighter work is performed with local anes-

thesia. A general anesthetic, however, is necessary

for the more extensive lesions. When ether is used
the patient must be deeply narcotized for the time

being and the ether removed during the actual use

of the current. We are using a machine designed

especially for this work by Dr. Clark. Its cost is

relatively low when one compares it with the cost

of an X ray outfit or of a usable quantity of radium
and it is invaluable in many cases of malignancy
which do not respond to treatment otherwise avail-

able.

The following is a typical case of rapid growing,
prickle cell carcinoma of the floor of the mouth.

Case I.—J. W., aged sixty-six, sailor, reported that

about two months previously a pimple had appeared
under his tongue. He thought that the dental plate

was irritating his mouth, but was assured by his

dentist that this was not the case. He paid scant

attention to the matter thereafter, but while he was
at sea the pimple began to grow. On returning to

New York he went to Bellevue Hospital where
"the doctor opened it and since then it has had a hole

in it."

Examination showed an indurated mass the size

of a small hen's egg involving the floor of the right

mouth. It was foul and had a craterlike ulceration

at right of frenum. It was painful and tender, but
no palpable, cervical glandular enlargement could be

made out. Under ether narcosis the entire mass was
completely surrounded or shut off by the coagulation

needle. This walled off the whole malignant area,

by a definite wall of coagulation necrosis, it being

necessary to coagulate through the frenum, under

surface of tongue and inner surface of right jaw in

this case. A section for the microscope was then

removed by the knife, after which the whole mass
was coagulated or cooked in situ. The dead tissue

was next removed by scissors and the entire cavity

seared over with the current, thereby doubly protect-

ing the operator against hemorrhage. The lingual

artery was not ligated.

Patient returned to room in good condition. Next
day there was considerable swelling of tongue and
a profuse flow of saliva, but he was free from
pain and was able to take liquid nourishment. He
left the hospital on the third day in fairly good con-

dition, although toxic absorption had rendered him
very cachectic in appearance, with skin of a dark,

yellowish hue, both of which cleared up rapidly.

Sloughing of the remaining necrotic tissues began
shortly afterward and was complete in the third

week, although a piece of bone sequestrated from
the inner surface of the jaw in the sixth week.
Wound has completely healed, and patient has re-

mained free from pain. Both sides of patient's neck
were treated with deep penetrating x ray by Dr.

Remer as a postoperative prophylactic measure.

As here illustrated this method would be justified

as highly intelligent and humane if it carried no ad-

vantages except the definite alleviation of pain ; but
I am convinced that surgical endothermy, on account
of its power to attack accessible lesions, can render

operable many socalled inoperable cases, and that,

with our radium needles and deep penetrating x ray,

it is a trustworthy ally in the fight against malig-

nancy.

167 West Seventy-first Street.

The Treatment of Carcinoma of the Cervix and Uterus by
Radium Supplemented by Deep Roentgen Therapy*

By RUSSELL H. BOGGS, M.D.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Treatment of carcinoma of the cervix and uterus
is still far from satisfactory. Really, the only pro-
gress made during the past twenty years is radiother-

apy and operation by cautery. The cautery opera-
tion as performed by the late Dr. X. O. Werder and
Dr. E. A. Weiss has been an exceedingly efficient

method of removing the uterus without opening the
lymphatics. There are not many more cases cured
surgically at a certain stage of the disease than
there were twenty years ago, except by the Wertheim
operation which most American surgeons consider
too radical, although earlier cases have been oper-
ated in successfully. The improvement in sur-

*Read before The Rontgen Ray Society of Central Pennsylvania,
Pittsburgh, Pa., April 30, 1921.

gical technic reduced the mortality, from an opera-

tive viewpoint, more than it increased the number
of patients cured of cancer at the end of five years.

Operations by the cold knife are certainly meeting
with less favor each year, since we are able to ac-

complish so much by radiotherapy. Carcinoma of

the cervix is still considered a surgical disease, but

if the patient is to receive full benefit from all meth-
ods of treatment, it must be accomplished by the

cooperation of a well trained surgeon and a well

trained radiologist. Results are certainly not ob-

tained by the man who has a few milligrams of

radium, applies it locally, has only seen and treated

a few cases, and, instead of deep therapy using both
large quantities of radium and the x ray, gives
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superficial radiation. With all these methods em-
ployed, even in the early cases, we are not curing a

sufficient number of patients at the end of five years.

The treatment of carcinoma at present consists,

first in the radical operation by a surgeon who
still thinks he can cure a large percentage of cases

by the cutting method
;
second, by those gynecolo-

gists who remove the uterus and expect inefficient

superficial therapy to cure their patient
;
third, there

are a few gynecologists who consult with a quali-

fied radiologist to determine the method of treat-

ment
;
fourth, there are a large number of surgeons

who will buy from twenty-five to fifty mg. of radium
and believe they can treat cancer of the cervix and
uterus intelligently without the assistance of deep
X ray therapy from the outside; fifth, there are also

a few rontgenologists who have put themselves in

the same class by buying a small quantity of radivmi

and giving superficial radiation instead of deep
therapy and expect results. This shows us that it

is difficult to draw conclusions from cases treated

by radiation, because it is given in so many dif-

ferent ways, using from twenty-five mg. up to a

gram, most of this being used carelessly and inade-

quately, and omitting, in most cases, deep rontgen
therapy.

The brilliant results of radium in the treatment

of carcinoma of the cervix and uterus are drawing
many into this field without training, as may be ex-

pected, and, consequently, poor technic and judg-

ment are bound to react ; but fortunately there has
been sufficient good work done that it will react

more against the radiologist and gynecologist who
have made a reputation than against radium. It is

just as necessary to develop a radium technic as a

surgical technic, and for some time to come the best

end results are bound to be produced by those who
have studied every detail, checked up by a large

number of cases, and compared details and results

with a large series of cases treated by others.

Until lately only the hopelessly inoperable and
recurrent cases were referred for radium treatment,

but now we are getting borderline and more favor-

able cases for treatment. Then we should be care-

ful not to make enthusiastic and unwarranted state-

ments. In any method of treatment of cancer, con-

servative statements and ralJier radical methods of

treatment are advisable. Can a gynecologist give a

prognosis from clinical history, pelvic examination,

examination of tissues at the time of operation or

a pathological report? No. Then, why should we
make extravagant statements or promises in any
given case from the use of radium and deep therapy ?

Experience has taught that removing the local

lesion is not the most important factor in the oper-

able case, and that, in order to increase the number
of cures, our efforts must be directed towards the

involvement, often impalpable and invisible, of the

lymphatic tissue throughout the lower part of the

pelvis. Hysterectomy, with the most careful dis-

section and removal of the adjacent tissues, has been

an efYort in the right direction, although it is a pro-

cedure that carries a high primary mortality, and
until recently has been the only method which of-

fered any hope to these poor sufferers. Neverthe-

less, the five year period shows a discouragingly

low percentage alive, and from a microscopical point

of view it must be admitted that even the boldest

operator can hardly hope to remove all the lymphatic
tissues about the base of the bladder, in the para-

metrium beyond the uterus or in the base of the

uterosacral ligaments.

Most of those who have treated a large number
of cases agree that the evidence indicates that radium
destroys disease at a greater distance than the knife

is capable of removing it, and does this with no risk

or inconvenience to the patient. Investigations have
shown that, in from thirty to fifty per cent, of oper-

ative cases of cancer of the uterine cervix, the dis-

ease has formed metastases into the pelvic nodes.

Unfortunately, we are unable by any clinical test to

determine whether or not there is an extension into

the pelvic lymphatics. Therefore, the only safe way
is to ray the pelvic glands in all cases, regardless of

the stage of the disease. It has been shown there is

no dependable relation between the size of the pri-

mary growth and the presence or absence of metas-

tases. In about forty per cent, of inoperable car-

cinoma of the cervix the pelvic nodes are free from
metastases. This would account for brilliant results

in moderately advanced cases by radical hysterec-

tomy and from local radium treatment with even
inefficient radiation to the pelvic lymphatics, be-

cause even local radiation, properly given, appears to

destroy cancer cells at a greater distance than can

be removed by a single hysterectomy.

It has been stated in the different clinics that only

about seven or eight per cent, of the patients coming
for treatment are free from carcinoma of the cervix

at the end of five years. This shows that the num-
ber of inoperable cases when first seen, together

with the recurrences, makes it imperative that at

least ninety per cent, of these cases should have the

benefit of radium.

Uterine cancer, which arises in the fundus, grows
slowly and usually does not extend beyond the

uterus until late in the course of the disease. Opera-

tive mortality is low with a high percentage of

cures. Cancer which arises from the cervix runs

a more rapid course, early invading adjacent tissues.

Hysterectomy for carcinoma of the cervix is at-

tended with a higher mortality and a larger per-

centage of recurrences.

Cancer of the cervix is divided histologically into

the squamous celled and the cylindrical celled, or

adenocarcinoma. The squamous celled type is the

most common ; but the adenocarcinomas are most

malignant, are usually situated in the cervical canal

and are not diagnosed early. Anteoperative treat-

ment is strongly advocated by many and should be

employed in every operable case.

If we consider an operable case is one in which

there is not extension of the cancer cells beyond the

cervix, then three things will be accomplished by

anteoperative treatment : destroying cells entirely,

checking cell division, and the formation of pro-

ductive inflammation to be followed by fibrosis. The
first effect is obtained in from two to four weeks,

but .the fibrous formation will not take place until

from four to eight weeks. During this time, in

many cases of cancer of the cervix, there is a disap-

pearance of cancer cells in the cervix and even to
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considerable depth. It has been stated that this has

been accompHshed by actual catitery, but it should

be remembered that radium will destroy cancer cells

at a greater distance than heat. When radium is

used as an anteoperative procedure the operation

should be performed within from four to eight weeks
before marked fibrous formation has taken place.

The results by the Wertheim operation in favor-

able cases correspond with statements which have

been made by various authorities ; that is, the early

involvement of the parametrium or the lymphatics

at the time of the operation, according to different

observers, varies from thirty to sixty per cent. This

would lead us to believe that only cases in which
really no glandular involvement whatever has taken

place, were cured by a Wertheim operation alone,

and that proper raditim treatment locally, supple-

mented by sufficient crossfiring from radium packs

or the X ray from outside as an anteoperative pro-

cedure, would cure many more cases. Then we may
ask the question, should those who do the most radi-

cal operation subject their patients to a high opera-

tive mortality without giving them all the

benefit possible from radiation, or until a larger

percentage of cures takes place than has ever been

reported by the boldest operators ? It is neither the

occasional brilliant result nor the failures that count

in work of this kind, but it is the correct analysis of

all cases with full histories and a careful followup

record that will give us the real value of this pro-

cedure.

TYPES OF CANCER.

Cancer of the cervix may be classified into four

groups clinically, namely

:

First, early cases where the growth or ulceration

is limited to only a part of the cervix and does not

extend into the vaginal walls. Even in these early

ca:ses recurrences take place and even metastases

into the glands may have occurred before the opera-

tion.

Second, where the process is moix advanced and
the involvement, clinically, is still limited to the tis-

sues of the uterus because the organ is freely mov-
able. Cases of this class may include cauliflower

growths, which protrude from the cervix and often

fill the greater part of the vagina. Even in these

cases the cancer cells may not have reached the pelvic

lymphatics. This is a class of cases which will

derive great benefit from anteoperative treatment,

and by such procedure the end results should be

better.

Third, where the disease is further advanced and
the carcinoma extends into the vaginal wall. There
is a slight fixation of the uterus, but, clinically, there

is not extensive involvement of the broad ligaments.

If there is no glandular involvement in these cases,

which fact we can never determine clinically (but as

stated the glands are often free in cases of this

class), rather a high percentage may be clinically

cured by radium treatment. Time alone will tell

whether or not we should depend upon radium alone
in these cases, even if we have obtained brilliant re-

sults by radium in a number of cases.

Fourth, cases of carcinoma of the cervix with
marked fixation of the uterus, the disease extending
into one or both broad ligaments with involvement

of the vaginal wall and a greater part of the cervix

destroyed.

When one considers that about a third of the pa-

tients with cancer of the cervix that receive no treat-

ment die within a year, and that a large percentage

of the remainder die within two years from the

first manifestation of the disease and very few live

three years, it is apparent that the amount of pallia-

tion and prolongation of life from radium treatment,

and the fact that many of them die of internal metas-

tases without return of the local symptoms, means
much to the patient. Today, radium is indicated

as a palliative measure for hopelessly inoperable

and recurrent cases, as an anteoperative procedure

and for prophylaxis after surgical removal. Lately,

radium is being used by some for primary cases of

carcinoma of the cervix when the disease extends

into the cervical canal, because nearly all of those

cases are followed by a recurrence even in the early

cases after operation. The malignant process in

these cases will disappear rather promptly by radium.

Radium is a specific palliative in inoperable can-

cer of the cervix and uterus. It will clinically cure

some of the cases, and subjective improvement is

noticed in a certain percentage of others. However,
recurrence takes place in many of these clinically

cured cases within six months to three years. The
patient during this time regains normal health and
can lead a useful life. If a recurrence takes place,

as a rule the patient suffers little in comparison with

those who had no radium treatment. In these hope-

less cases, the offensive discharge and hemorrhage
usually completely disappear within from two to

four weeks. The cessation of discharge, which
often is so offensive to the family and even to the

patient, is a remarkable feature in itself. The local

condition changes in character within from two to

four weeks after the treatment, the mass begins to

contract and shrink and continues to decrease in size.

This is more marked in some cases than others. The
deodorizing and steriHzing effect of radium is re-

markable in the inoperable or recurrent cases where
there is a broken down mass of carcinomatous tissue

or a craterlike sloughing extending into the broad
ligaments. These cases have a discharge with a
foul odor and manifest an irregular temperature.

One application of radium will alleviate these symp-
toms and mean much to the patient. The radio-

therapeutic treatment consists in the local applica-

tion of radium in the cervix and the vagina, supple-

mented by either radium or the x ray from the out-

side or the combination of both. The local applica-

tion of radium to the cervix is carried out by most
operators on a sounder basis than treatment given
from the outside.

In the last few years I have employed three thou-

sand milligram hours in the vagina, using one and a
half millimetres of brass and sufficient gauze and
rubber to make fifteen millimetres of filtration.

Three tubes were usually employed, one directed to-

ward the cervix and one toward each broad liga-

ment. These tubes were packed as far as possible

from the rectovaginal wall, thereby lessening the

danger of the fistula, and unless the uterus was fixed

from disease, the organs were pushed higher up in

the pelvis by the amount of packing used, tlius giv-
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ing more efficient treatment to deeper pelvic glands.

Each half inch treated means the same as a more
radical operation. The importance of this has l)een

overlooked by many and is undoubtedly one of the

causes of producing an unnecessary fistula. In-

volvement of the rectum is nearly always a late

manifestation of the disease and the amount of

radiation the rectovaginal wall receives is usually

sufficient to destroy outlying cancer cells. The tis-

sues of the cervix are relatively insensitive in com-
parison to other tissues of the body. It is always
important to bear this in mind, but we must re-'

member that there is always a limitation to the

amount of radium that can be used. Whenever it

was possible by any means to insert radium into the

cervical canal it was always done, because cancer
cells thereby can be reached which could not be from
the tubes applied in the vagina. I have given three

thousand milligram hours in the cervical canal, in

addition to three thousand milligram hours in the

vagina, making a total local dose of six thousand
milligram hours.

METHODS FOR DEEP RAYING.
During the past year the Germans have claimed

better results by using a large port of entry, and
this has. caused considerable discussion and investi-

gation in regard to the best method of treating the

deep metastatic glands. At present, four principal

methods are employed in raying the deep pelvic

glands in the treatment of carcinoma of the cervix
and uterus. They are as follows

:

First, by using heavy filtered x ray at a greater
distance and using as large a port of entry as pos-
sible anteriorly over the abdomen, one large port
of entry posteriorly over the sacrum and lower
part of the back and two laterally. This is the Frei-

berg method, and they state that by using such
large ports of entry the scattered radiation

measured at a depth of ten cm. is from two to three

times more than the direct radiation. This method

encounters many dangers and requires special equip-
ment and technic to be carried out accurately, and
certainly it should not be employed by the beginner.

The patient is subjected to about seven hours' treat-

ment in one day and the treatment is not to be re-

peated. The patients usually become nauseated and
it is often necessary to transfuse following the treat-

ment. At present, it is doubtful whether the Ameri-
can people will stand for such radical treatment.

Second, Seitz and Wintz at the Erlangen clinic

have modified the Freiberg technic by using three

areas six by eight cm. on the abdomen, three areas

of the same size posteriorly over the sacrum and
a seventh through the vulva. Their technic was
about the same, except that they used less tube dis-

tance, which required less time to give a lethal or a
cancercidal dose.

Third, the method ordinarily used in this country
has been about the .same as the technic described by
.Seitz and Wintz, except we use more jwrts of entry

and do not attempt to give the entire surface area

in less than a week, instead of a day.

Fourth, some in this country use large quantities

of radium spread out on a square of not less than
fifteen by fifteen cm. and place the radium pack at

a distance of four cm. from the skin. Then, the

scattered rays from radium are beneficial as well

as the direct. Space would not permit to discuss

these dififerent methods in detail. All have the same
object, that is, to give a lethal or cancercidal dose
to all the glands which have metastasized.

However, it is true, that with all these variations,

in the selection of radiation and the dif¥erent meth-
ods of technic, many are producing about the same
results because these radiotherapeutists know the

proper dose, difference between the skin dose and
depth dose and the difference between a lethal dose

and an erythema dose, and know what should be
expected in a given case presented for treatment.

Empire Building.

Prophylaxis in Carcinoma of the Cervix
By IRVING SMILEY, M. D.,

New York.

At no time in the history of medicne has the sub-

ject of cancer been brought to the attention of not

only the medical profession but also to that of the

general public, as at present. In spite of every re-

source known to science, in spite of the great minds
daily devoting their time and energy to this problem,

in spite of vast sums of money expended by gov-

ernments, individuals and scientific societies, we
must confess that cancer today remains to the pro-

fession an unsolved problem.

As a matter of statistics it would seem that the

incidence of malignancy is actually on the increase.

Bland's statistics show that one woman out of every

eight dies of cancer, and that thirty per cent, of all

cases in females have their origin in the uterus. In

31,482 cases Welch found the uterus involved in

twenty-nine and a half per cent. Studying the death

rate of cancer occurring in Philadelphia covering a

period of twenty-five years, it was found that 9,777

women succumbed to this disease. Of this number
3,172 involved the uterus. The statistics for New
York city show that in the year 1918 approximately

2,740 females died of cancer, in 1919 approximately

2,874, and in 1920 there were over three thousand
deaths from this disease. Recalling Bland's and
Welch's statistics, probably about one third of this

number died of cancer of the uterus. Mayo's statis-

tics are somewhat more favorable in that he finds

that only one woman out of every eleven dies of

cancer.

Peterson has made a careful study of five hundred
cases with special reference to the age incidence.

He found the following:

1. Eighty-two per cent, of all uterine cancers
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occur between the ages of thirty-five and sixty-

five.

2. The younger females are not immune, since

seven out of the five hundred cases occurred between

the ages of twenty and twenty-five. In these

the cervix was involved in six. This predom-
inance of the cervical location is significant and
proves that the younger the patient, the more prone

is the cervix to become the seat of the disease as

opposed to adenocarcinoma of the fundus.

3. The greatest number of cancers of the cervix

were found among patients of forty to forty-five

years.

4. There were ninety-four cases of cancer of the

fundus, or eighteen and eight tenths per cent., an

unusually large number in this series. This per-

centage is much higher than that reported by other

observers. Anderson and Piatt found fifteen per

cent, in 250 cases of uterine cancer. Koblanck's

records show only four and four tenths per cent, in

6,354 cases. Kutner's records show nine and four

tenths per cent., Hofmeier eleven per cent.. Hammer
thirteen per cent., Olshausen twelve per cent., Wil-
son eleven per cent., and Mayer, in a recent German
publication, eighteen and eight tenths per cent, out

of 830 cases.

Peterson draws the conclusion that it is fair to

assume that of all uterine cancers ten to fifteen per

cent, occur in the fundus, leaving eighty-five to

ninety per cent, involving the cervix. Another in-

teresting conclusion in this study is that a large

proportion of the cervix cases, 369 in all, were
squamous cell carcinoma, while only thirty-seven

per cent, were of the adenocarcinoma type. Of the

369 cases of the squamous cell carcinoma, twenty-
three and a half per cent, were found in patients

under forty years of age, while fifty per cent, oc-

curred between the ages of forty and fifty-five. In

the thirty-seven cases of adenocarcinoma of the cer-

vix, thirty per cent, occurred in women between
twenty and forty years of age, the remainder oc-

curring between the ages of forty and forty-five.

While Peterson's statistics show that there is a

distinct cancer age, i. e., between thirty and sixty-

five, it seems to me that it is of importance to re-

member that cancer may occur at any age in the life

of a female. There is a case on record of a cancer

of the cervix in a girl aged two and a half years,

and Findlay has reported a case in a woman of

ninety-three. The safest rule, to my mind, is to

keep the possibility of cervical cancer constantly

in view in every gynecological examination regard-

less of the age of the patient.

Nothing has been added to our knowledge of the

cause of cancer in recent years. The entire subject

centres about the factor of continuous irritation in

any part of the body, more especially in the cervix.

It is a clinical fact, as Polak states, that cancer of

the cervix is noted almost exclusively in women
who have borne children or have been subjected to

some form of cervical traumatism with incidental

infection. Sampson, in an analysis of 421 cases of

cancer of the cervix, found that ninety-seven per

cent, of the total number had been pregnant one
or more times. Hence, it must be admitted that the

most important predisposing influences in the pro-

duction of cervical carcinoma are the traumatisms

of childbirth which expose the cervical tissues to the

incidence of infection, which, in turn, increases the

cell activity in the region of the wound thereby sup-

pljing the necessary chronic irritation for active

cell proliferation. Bonney states that in all cases

of cervical cancer examined by him there were evi-

dences of erosion and cervicitis, and these conditions

are more likely to become unhealthy and persistent

with repeated pregnancies.

The cervix is infected in a large proportion of

women, sixty per cent, to seventy per cent, as shown
by clinical records. This includes every degree of

cervicitis, from the inflammation in the conical in-

fantile cervix of the nullipara to the very severe in-

fections accompanied by either lateral, bilateral or

stellate tears. This infection, according to Sturm-
dorf, pursues a slow, insidious course. It is pri-

marily an infection of the deeply situated terminal

tufts of the endocervical muciparous glands. These
glandular saccules harbor the infecting organism for

years or a lifetime. Their distention from duct

occlusion honeycomb the cervical tissues with the

socalled Nabothian cysts. This infection invades

the length and breadth of the cervical mucosa from
external to internal os. In this condition there is an
extension of the cervical canal inflammation beyond
the external os on to the vaginal portion of the cer-

vix, where it is subjected to friction against the

vaginal walls and the constant irritation of the acid

vaginal secretions, the epithelium on the sur-

face thus becoming part of the general infection that

began in the cervical canal. To these red inflamed

surface areas, the name cervical erosion or ulcer

has been applied. We know now that all these path-

ological processes are part of the inflammation in

the cervix and that endocervicitis as such involves

both the cervical canal and its contiguous vaginal

covering.

Cancer of the cervix develops within the areas

thus involved. Normally, the cervix shows two dis-

tinct forms of epithelium— 1, stratified squamous
epithelium covering the vaginal layer, and, 2, colum-
nar epithelium lining the cervical canal and racemose
glands within the cervix, continuous and identical.

Hence, the origin of the squamous and glandular

types of cervical cancer.

That endocervicitis today must be considered the

starting point in all cancers of the cervix is, I

think, a position accepted by all authoritative path-

ologists. Chronic ei^docervicitis is definitely a pre-

cancerous condition. As Wilson of Birmingham,
England, states : "At present there is a practical

unanimity in the view that in its beginning cancer

is distinctly a local afifection, and this is especially

so in the local affection of the cervix." Graves states

as follows : "It is distinguished among other neo-

plasms of the body by having a very definite and
constant factor in its histogenesis because it occurs

almost exclusively in cervices that have been the

seat of some inflammatory or traumatic lesion."

Ewing definitely observed the development of cancer

in the cervix and determined its etiological factor.

He studied three instances of polypi in eroded cer-

vices showing metaplastic overgrowth and beginning

invasion of the stroma by adeiutcarcinoma. He
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States boldly that chronic endocervicitis precedes

cancer in the great majority of cases, and that cervi-

cal erosion is the most definitely established lesion

known to initiate cervical carcinoma. Polak in

thirty-four out of forty-eight cases established the

same sequence. Beckman observed tlie development
of carcinoma in an erosion which he treated for five

years. Early stages of carcinoma from chronic en-

docervicitis are also described by Waldeyer, Ruge,
Veit, Cullen, Shauenstein, Sitzenfrey and others.

In this connection I shall report only two cases

out of a number that were observed by me.

Case I.—Mrs. H., aged thirty-two, para III, had
been treated by me for lacerated cervix chronically

infected. This treatment was carried out for the

greater part of a year. She refused surgical inter-

vention and disappeared from o]:)servation. She
visited me six months later complaining of foul

smelling discharge of three weeks' duration. Exam-
ination revealed a soft friable mass situated on the

posterior lip of a tear, and extending into the cer-

vical canal ; the uterus was freely movable. Diag-

nosis of cancer of the cervix was confirmed by Dr.

Sturmdorf and a typical Wertheim operation was
performed. This specimen was shown by me at that

time at a meeting of the New York Physicians' As-
sociation. Here was a definite cancer that had en-

grafted itself upon an old standing cervicitis and
one that I had been able to watch.

Case II.—Mrs. T., aged forty-two, para IV, had
been under treatment for six years at various times

:

had always refused surgical measures. Examina-
tion of her cervix showed an infected tear on the

left side extending almost to the fornix, constant

irritating discharge present, also typical periannex-

itis. The patient visited me the last time in October,

1920. The cervix had imdergone change as fol-

lows : There was a hard indurated feel about the cer-

vix, the discharge had become serosanguineous in

character and very foul smelling; uterus was freely

movable. Diagnosis of beginning cancer confirmed

by Dr. Sturmdorf and a Wertheim operation per-

formed.

There is no doubt in my mind that had these two
patients been operated upon earlier for endo-

cervicitis cancer would not have developed. This
contention is in line with the dictum as laid down
by the American Society for the Control of Can-
cer, i. e., secure early treatment for irritating dis-

charges from the uterus or the vagina and have any
injury promptly repaired. W. J. Mayo, in speak-

ing of the increase in the number of cancers, states

that one means of preventing this increase is the

universal appreciation of the fact that chronic irri-

tation is the great underlying cause of the disease,

and that the attack against the large incidence of

cancer lies first in removing causes, that is, the

avoidance of all sources of continued or repeated

local irritation. He emphasizes the need of early

recognition of not only the cancerous, but, what is

far more important, the precancerous condition, and
remedying them.

There is pr<)l)ably no part of the Ijody that lends

itself to prophylactic treatment in connection with

cancer as does the cervix. The cervix can always

be expo.sed, the endocervical inflammation studied

and the correct method of procedure carried out. If

we are agreed that cervical erosion, ulceration, or

what we now know to be the different stages of

endocervicitis, is definitely a precancerous condi-

tion, and, as such, lends itself readily to true malig-

nancy in a great number of cases, the problem of

j^rophylaxis becomes simple. The mere fact that

all enclocervical inflammations do not degenerate into

malignant conditions should in no way deter us from
correcting any inflammatory process in the cervix.

We have not as yet reached the stage whereby we
can predicate just which cervix will undergo malig-

nant change. From our present knowledge and ex-

perience the safest course to pur.sue, it seems to me,
is to consider every case of severe cervical inflamma-
tion a potential cancer and treat it as such. In this

manner we can safely be assured that we can eradi-

cate the great majority of cervical cancers.

The cure of endocervicitis can be obtained by sur-

gery alone. Medical treatment for this condition is

a delusion, and does harm by causing loss of time

and giving the patient a false sense of security. This
form of treatment should be entirely eliminated.

In dealing surgically with the cervix, there are

four recognized methods of procedure. The first

two, trachelorrhaphy and low amputation of the

cervix, are mentioned only to be condemned, for not

only do they not cure the endocervicitis, but leave

the inflammation in the cervical canal practically in-

tact with all its cancer possibilities. The third

method, high amputation of the cervix, will eradi-

cate the diseased area since it takes away the entire

cervix, the diseased mucosa, muscle and all. This

operation, like the others, is open to serious objec-

tions. Leonard, who made a study of these three

surgical precedures in a series of 128 postoperative

cases from among 400 patients operated upon in the

Johns Hopkins Hospital, came to the following con-

clusions :

1. Nearly five per cent, of the patients presented

postoperative hemorrhages occasionally after estab-

lished convalescence.

2. Ten per cent, of the patients suffered from a de-

cided augmentation of a preexisting menorrhagia or

dysmenorrhea.

3. Four fifths of the women in whom pregnancy
might reasonably be expected to follow remained
sterile, fifty per cfent. of the pregnancies occurring

after cervix amputation terminated prematurely,

while among the few who progressed to full term
even a larger proportion experienced difficult and
prolonged labor. These were his conclusions in the

typical amputation cases.

His conclusions for trachelorrhaphy are that it can-

not be considered, like amputation of the cervix, a

curative measure for this condition.

The ideal plastic operation for endocervicitis must
conform to the following demands—it must eradi-

cate the entire diseased area without obliterating the

physiological function of the cervix.

These two factors are ideally met with in the

fourth method of treating the cervix or what is now
known as the Sturmdorf tracheloplastic operation.

By meanS; of this operation the entire diseased area
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is removed leaving only the musculature of the cer-

vix intact, thereby preserving the physiological func-

tion.

In my experience of over eight years with this

operation covering a great many cases, I have been

able to note with entire satisfaction to myself and
patients the following results

:

1. There have been no postoperative hemorrhages

except that the first menstrual period following the

operation, in some cases, is slightly more exaggerated

than other periods.

2. Dysmenorrhea and menorrhagia were improved
in some cases and cured in a great majority.

3. I have records of many cases in which after

repeated miscarriages normal pregnancies took place

after this operation. That these postoperative preg-

nancies terminate normally in every respect is, to

my mind, one of the most important assets of this

jirocedure.

This operation is ideal because it meets and ful-

hlls all physiological demands, meets and eradicates

the pathological conditions present, and obviates the

shortcomings of the other methods mentioned above.

Lastly, and what is germane to the subject at

hand, it removes just those diseased infected tis-

sues in which we know cancer of the cervix devel-

ops, and once removed all possibilities of future can-
cer in this area become negligible.

I would epitomize my conclusions as follows : The
morbidity and mortality of cervical cancer opera-
tions at the present writing approximate forty

to fifty per cent. Chronic endocervicitis is an
established precursor of cervical cancer. Trachelo-
plasty correctly executed is a cancer prophylactic,

hence the teaching to postpone all tracheloplastic

procedures until after the childbearing period,

still advocated by some, thus exposing the irritated

cervix to further traumatism, is both fallacious and
pernicious.

1057 Hoe Avenue.

Obstetrical End Results of the Tracheloplastic Operation*
By M. O. MAGID, M. D.,

New York.

During the past few years, the question has been

agitated by the general practitioner and the special-

ist, as to whether to advise cervical repair in women
who are still in the childbearing period. This un-

certainty is due to the fact that there still exists

some confusion of the newer method of repair with

the older methods
;
namely. Emmet's trachelorrhaphy

and Sims's amputation. Physicians, knowing the

end results of the' latter operations, often tell their

patients that any repair of the cervix should be

postponed until the time when they shall have passed

into the climacteric period. Such advice has been
published by Green in a recent edition of a book on
diseases of women. He says : "Under these circum-

stances it is well to postpone the surgical repair at

least until the menopause, for the reason that, on the

one hand, unsuccessful trachelorrhaphy may so far

distort the cervix or unduly diminish its lumen that

dysmenorrhea, or even sterility, may result
;
or, on

the other hand, the subsequent labors may again re-

sult in laceration. Generally, with perhaps occa-

sional local treatment, the lesion may be left until

the functional activity of the uterus is over. 'The
ship may often wisely be allowed to finish her voy-
age before she is placed in dry dock.' The danger
of possible malignant neoplasm must ever be borne
in mind. Unrepaired torn cervices should be in-

spected from time to time, perhaps occasionally

treated, and the skilled sight and touch can easily

determine when it is necessary or judicious to resort

to trachelorrhaphy or amputation."

With this quotation in mind, contrasted with my
observations of eight years, I am prompted to write
this paper in order to elucidate the conditions which
require the tracheloplastic operation, comparing this

*Read before New York Physicians' Association, May 26, 1921.

method with the other methods of repair, as to tech-

nic and end results, thus showing that there is no
need to expose these patients, by waiting, to the

possibility of developing annexal disease, or to the

further possibility of becoming victims of carcinoma
of the cervix, especially since the proper and timely

treatment is not attended by any serious immediate
dangers or later aftereffects in the process of labor.

This operation may therefore be considered a pro-

phylactic measure.

The indications for the repair of a cervix are

at present viewed differently than heretofore. We
know now that the symptoms of cervical disease are

due to the presence of an endocervicitis. Emmet's
trachelorrhaphy was founded on the fact that the

symptoms were due to the gaping of a torn cervix.

He observed that "whenever the rent has extended
into the vaginal junction or beyond, there will exist

a tendency for the tissue to roll out from within

the uterine canal, as soon as the female assumes the

upright position. As soon as the flaps formed by
the laceration are once separated, their direction

of divergency becomes increased by the anterior lip

being crowded forward in the axis of the vagina to-

ward the outlet, in the direction presenting least

resistance, while the same force naturally crowds
the posterior lip into the cul de sac. From forcing

the flaps apart, a source of irritation is at once estab-

lished, which arrests the involution of the organ, and
the angle of laceration soon becomes the seat or
starting point of an erosion, which gradually ex-
tends over the everted surfaces."

These pathological changes in the lacerated cervix

and the symptoms which those patients complained
of were attributed to the erosion in the angle of
the tear. Emmet accordingly denuded the raw sur-

faces and excised the diseased angle, then sutured
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the surfaces together with several strands of silver

wire. Trachelorrhaphy thus became a very impor-
tant operation in November, 1862, and is still "being

performed by many surgeons with the hope of re-

lieving their patients of a distressing condition.

While the cosmetic appearance of the cervix is im-

proved by this operation and the gaping mucosa is

protected from constant irritation, patients continue

to complain of pain and discomfort in the pelvis, be-

cause the real indication for the cervical repair was
not eradicated.

The conclusions of V. H. Leonard, who had made
an exhaustive study of the aftereffects of Emmet's
trachelorrhaphy on patients operated upon at the

Johns Hopkins Hospital, are very interesting.

Summed up, they show that trachelorrhaphy should

not be performed in the presence of chronic endo-

cervicitis. When this operation is performed, it

cannot be considered a curative measure, but will

render a mild endocervicitis more amenable to treat-

ment. Leonard's conclusions are correct in so far

as Emmet's classical trachelorrhaphy is concerned.

This operation necessarily leaves the greater por-

tion of the infected endocervical mucosa in situ to

perpetuate the symptoms, with the result that sooner

or later the annexa become involved and derange-

ment of function follows. The aftereffects of

Emmet's trachelorrhaphy on the future marital his-

tory of these patients, according to Leonard, are

more encouraging than those following Sims's am-
putation ; but as to the permanent cure of chronic

endocervicitis, the result is rather disappointing.

Amputation of the cervix has long been an estab-

lished operation. Lisfranc, in 1815, frequently per-

formed it for what he considered to be cases of in-

cipient carcinoma. After performing cervical am-
putations according to the old method, by cutting

away a wedge shaped portion of the cervix as far

as the internal os and allowing the raw surface to

heal by granulation tissue, Sims, in 1861, devised

the newer method of complete transverse amputa-

tion. He amputated a part or the entire cervix and

united the vaginal covering of the remaining stump.

He found this method better, as the wound healed

promptly instead of taking several months to heal.

The sepsis and hemorrhage, which often followed

the older type of amputation, became a compara-

tively rare complication. The patients had a short

convalescence.

This operation became popular among surgeons

as a means of curing the patients of complaints

which were due to the presence of a local infectious

focus. As time went on and the end results of

this operation were noted, the surgeons began to

realize that, while some of the patients were re-

lieved of their complaints, this operation should be

postponed until after the menopause had been

reached. While many of the surgeons experienced

disappointment in the results of Sims's amputation,

it was not until 1913, when Leonard published the

statistics of the postoperative results of amputation

of the cervix, in patients operated upon at John

Hopkins Hospital, that the sentiment against am-

putation began to manifest itself. Leonard's con-

clusions in connection with the marital histories of

these patients coincided with those of many other

observers. He found that in those patients, in

whom the occurrence of pregnancy might have been
expected, four fifths remained sterile. On the other
hand, over fifty per cent, of the pregnancies occur-
ring after operation ended in miscarriage* or prema-
ture delivery, while the remaining few which pro-

gressed to full term experienced prolonged and
difficult labor.

While these facts were clearly stated and were
very convincing, no one suggested a remedy that

would cure the diseased cervix, at the same time ob-

viating such aftereffects as have been depicted by
Leonard, until Sturmdorf published his trachelo-

plastic method of cure and its results. In his elab-

orate studies on chronic endocervicitis, Sturmdorf
calls attention to the fact that the musculature of

the cervix is not arranged to form a sphincter, be-

cause its fibres, which are continuous with those of

the uterine body, do not at any point encircle the

cervix, but are disposed in a serried succession of

oblique circle segments, which by contracting spir-

ally upward necessarily shorten every diameter of

the uterus, and by their uncoiling in the cervix widen
the OS like an iris diaphragm in a microscope. The
infection which takes place in the cervical mucosa
manifests itself by a lymphangitis in the musculature
of the uterus and around the annexa, producing in

time annexal disease with disturbed function. By
Sims's amputation, the muscular mechanism in the

cervix is removed and the remaining stumps of the

muscle bundles become imbedded in the scar, thus

interfering with dilatation at the time of labor.

Emmet's trachelorrhaphy does not bring about dys-

tocia to the same degree as the Sims amputation, but

a focus of infection remains in the cervix which
continues to menace the patient's vitality.

Sturmdorf's tracheoplasty may be performed in •

cases requiring surgical intervention for disease of

the cervical lining—chronic endocervicitis—in the

nulliparous and in those cases of endocervical infec-

tion accompanying lacerations, which may be the

result of childbirth or of instrumentation associated

with dilatations of the cervix for abortion or other

conditions. Sturmdorf emphasizes the fact that

lacerations of the cervix, per sc, are of no clinical

significance. They assume importance only when
infection is present. This is, therefore, the opera-

tion of choice in the very cases in which Leonard
asserts a trachelorrhaphy should not be performed.

The tracheloplastic operation is based on scientific

observation. It aims to enucleate the diseased cer-

vical mucosa and to reline the cervical canal with a

healthy vaginal lining. This is accomplished with-

out destroying the muscular arrangement in the

cervix, therefore its effect on future labor is nil.

While the cases I am about to report are fewer
in number than those studied by Leonard, they prove

that the tracheloplastic operation from the obstet-

rical end results is very satisfactory. These pa-

tients, before the tracheoplasty, suffered from leu-

corrhea, menorrhagia or metrorrhagia, backache,

and pain in the lower abdomen, either on one or on

both sides. (3n inspection, the cervix showed a

laceration of mild or severe form, but in every case

the mucosa was inflamed. After the operation im-

provement followed in nearly every case. One fact
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is certain, this operation does not act as a hindrance

to conception. I have made a special effort to in-

terview a number of patients who had apparent

steriHty for four or five years after the operation.

These patients told me in confidence that tliey had

been using precautions for varying periods of time,

and had to be "fixed up" on several occasions.

Case I.—B. W., aged thirty-one, para II. Diag-

nosis, lacerated cervix with chronic endocervicitis,

lacerated perineum, rectocele and cystocele. The
patient was operated upon on October 29, 1917, at

the Polyclinic Hospital, when the tracheloplastic

operation with levator myorrhaphy was performed.

She was confined on August 1, 1918; normal labor;

duration four hours. Patient has been well since.

Case II.—L. D., aged thirty, para I. Diagnosis,

chronic endocervicitis, with periannexitis on the left

side. The patient was operated upon on June 15,

1917, at the Polyclinic Hospital, the tracheloplastic

operation being performed. She was confined on
August 21, 1918; labor five hours; normal baby;
patient well ; no leucorrhea ; menstrual function

normal.

Case III.—M. G., aged thirty-two, para I. Diag-
nosis, infected cervix and pelvic abscess. The pa-

tient was operated upon in June, 1913, at the Poly-

clinic Hospital. She was confined with her first

baby on January 16, 1918, at the Polyclinic Hos-
pital, and her second baby was born on February 1,

1921, at the Bronx Hospital; labor normal, lasting

three hours. Patient has felt well since her first

operation.

Case IV.—R. F., aged twenty-seven, para I.

Diagnosis, lacerated and infected cervix; double
periannexitis. The patient was operated upon on
February 3, 1919, at the Community Hospital, the

tracheloplastic operation being performed. She was
' confined in March, 1920, at the Community Hos-
pital. Labor was normal and the child normal.
Menstrual function is normal now and there is no
leucorrhea.

Case V.—A. C, aged thirty-one, para I. Diag-
nosis, lacerated infected cervix, right periannexitis.

Patient was operated upon at the Polyclinic Hos-
pital on February 15, 1917. She was confined on
April 17, 1920, at the Community Hospital, labor

lasting six hours.

Case VI.—S. G., aged twenty-eight, para I.

Diagnosis, lacerated and infected cervix. She was
operated upon in November, 1918, at the Community
Hospital, and was confined at the Bronx Hospital
on January 8, 1921. Labor was normal, lasting

seven hours.

Case VII.—L. G., aged thirty-two, para I, mar-
ried in 1907. The patient was operated upon for

sterility in April, 1917, at the Polyclinic Hospital.

Menstrual function was regular until February,
1918. She was confined on November 10, 1918;
time of labor, five hours.

Case VIII.—B. F., aged thirty-six, para V. Diag-
nosis, cystic left ovary, lacerated infected cervix,

rectocele and cystocele. She was operated upon in

May, 1919, at the Community Hospital, plastic

operation being performed on cervix and perineum,
and removal of cyst. On July 30, 1921, she was

delivered at the Community Hospital, normal labor,

duration five hours.

Case IX.—P. G., aged thirty-five, para III.

Diagnosis, lacerated infected cervix, lacerated peri-

neum, cystocele and rectocele. The patient was
operated upon at the Polyclinic Hospital in May,
1914, tracheloplastic levator myorrhaphy being per-

formed. She was pregnant two months when abor-

tion occurred on January 15, 1921.

Matthews, in writing of the end results of the

cone operation, as performed in Dr. John O. Polak's

clinic, Brooklyn, says : "We have not delivered a

sufiicient number of these women, in whom the ex-

cision of the cervical mucosa has been performed, to

draw any definite publishable conclusions, but so

far, in a limited number of cases, we are of the

opinion that a cervix upon which the cone operation

has been done, will cause little, if any, more trouble

during pregnancy and labor than one upon which
trachelorrhaphy has been performed."
From the numerous successful deliveries by my

colleagues, who are doing this work, together with
the cases I have cited, my conclusions are

:

1. Fear to perform cervical repair in women dur-

ing the childbearing period is unfounded.
2. Trachelorrhaphy and cervical amputation have

outlived their usefuhiess in gynecological surgery.

3. The tracheloplastic operation should be per-

formed in all cases where chronic endocervicitis ex-

ists, whether the cervix is lacerated or not.

4. The bad effect of the tracheloplastic operation

on possibilities of future conception, pregnancy, or

delivery is nil.

5. The tracheloplastic operation as a cure for

chronic endocervicitis acts as a prophylactic measure
against more serious annexal involvement, and also

prevents the possibility of the occurrence of cancer

in the cervix.

6. To do this operation in all the details, as sug-

gested by Sturmdorf, one must see the operation

performed on the living patient, as a description of

the method for all varieties of cases is impossible.

7. Considering the fact that in the cases reported

the patients have given normal birth to living chil-

dren after tracheoplasty, and recalling Leonard's
statistics on Emmet's trachelorrhaphy and Sims's
amputation, further comment on the merits of the

tracheloplastic operation becomes unnecessary.
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Drainage in Pelvic Abdominal Surgery
By HOWARD KELLY, M. D.,

Baltimore.

The problem of drainage in lower abdominal sur-

gery is one of perpetual interest, and may still be

said to belong in some measure to the realm of moot
questions. While the excessive drainage of thirty

and thirty-five years ago has been abandoned, there

are still left among us those who drain regularly in

certain groups of cases, while others with large ex-

perience declare they never drain. The original

conception of a drain to be left in the abdomen was
a bold one, and its widespread use in the early days

(late seventies and eighties ) undoubtedly saved

many lives. It was then not uncommon for surgeons

to drain for a few days in seventy, eighty and ninety

per cent, of their ovariotomies, and great was the

technic of the glass drainage tube. It had to be

watched to keep it acting, the gauze plug removed,

and the accumulating fluids sucked out ; then if it had
perforations in the lower end, the omentum worked
into these, became strangulated, and was often pulled

out with the tube. Then, also, the tract might sup-

purate and a hernia often followed. Hunter Robb
had a technic which was the forerunner of the rubber

gloves worn universally today. He never dressed

tubes in the wards of the Johns Hopkins Hospital

without slipping rubber bottle nipples over his fin-

gers to prevent contamination. This was in the

early nineties.

The excessive drainage we used was in reality a

confession of weakness in our aseptic technic, the

aseptic conscience was not yet so developed in the

operator as to act almost automatically. So we
fluctuated from ninety to ten per cent, or even to no
drainage at all, and lived in a state of mental anxiety

and uncertainty, not having the confidence of a gen-

eration of experience and feeling our way toward an

uncertain goal. Well do I remember our state of

startled scepticism roused by Bennie Baer (peace to

his ashes!) in the Philadelphia Obstetrical Society,

who reported a lot of "pus tubes" operated upon and

ruptured in the removal, and yet the abdomen was
closed without a drain. We knew that pus was in-

fectious and would kill, and so could not be allowed

to remain ; at any rate, it was not a safe rule, for

sane men to do as Baer urged, give up the drain. A
little later we discovered that most of the pus in

those big old tubes was sterile, or comparatively in-

nocuous and that Baer had made a discovery and
was right in about nine cases out of ten.

I was in England in 1886, and judging by the little

surgery I saw Tait do. he drained about everything;

which act illuminated his dictum that germs were so

harmless that if he could get them dry he would use

them as a dressing ! And now, after thirty years,

there is still use for the drain in some cases, and
anent this matter I wish to say a few words.
The field of the drain is limited today by a more

thorough routine aseptic regime throughout. What
we older men had to learn so painstakingly seems as

natural as the simple functions of life to our juniors.

The bowel is nowadays less frequently injured.

raw areas are covered more carefully, manipulations
are more confined to the structures which are re-

moved, the duration of the operation is cut down,
and above all we use sterile absorbable catgut and
never the dangerous stock braided silk ligatures. If,

with all these eliminations, we have brought the
surgery of the abdomen so much nearer to perfec-
tion, why is there any room yet for drainage? Must
we in the occasional case still admit this acknowl-
edged imperfection in our technic, namely, the
leaving of a hole in the abdomen to carry off accu-
mulating discharges we would have been glad to

prevent ?

I feel sure that from time to time the judicious
use 'of a drain o'ver a short period of time, from
thirty-six hours to several days, does one of three
things

: It is an unspeakable comfort to the surgeon
to be sure that there is no collection of fluids

about the field of operation. It relieves the patient

of a vast amount of discomfort in her early con-
valescence, converting a stormy, febrile recovery into

a smooth, peaceful one. It carries ofif the serum and
blood, and, it may be, lingering infections which
occasionally give rise to a general peritonitis.

1. I would drain in every case where infectious
material has been widespread and there remain some
lingering suspicious areas. I include here cases in

which there has been soiling by bowel contents.

2. I would therefore drain in all ragged cases,

that is, in those where the pelvic adhesions have been
so extensive and firm about the floor and walls that
the occurrence of considerable serosanguineous
weeping is a moral certainty.

3. I would always, without exception, drain after
removing a cancerous uterus.

4. I use a small, special drain in most cases of
myomectomy, where sometimes weeping and bleed-
ing occur unaccountably.

5. When in serious doubt, I say dram ! Some, I

feel sure, would reverse this dogma.
Now, a few words as to the drain, where to place

it, and how to care for it.

If the trouble in the pelvis is very severe,
then a good big drain of washed out iodoform
gauze (Max Saenger) in protective rubber tissue

ought to be laid through the vaginal vault, to cover
the pelvic floor loosely. Never pack it in tightly and
never, under any circumstances, allow the drain,

however inserted, to extend up or down between
loops of bowel. That kind of drain is provocative
of obstruction. Let the drain always be peripheral,

that is to say, touch or cover some part of the ab-
dominal or pelvic wall, and then lead outside by the
shortest possible route. Always give the drain a free

vent ; do not lay it well and then choke it at the
vaginal vault or in the abdominal wall. Such an
error is worse than no drain at all, begets false con-
fidence, and may kill the patient. If rubber tissue

does not protect the avenue of exit from the drain,

the latter will adhere, and it may be necessary to
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give gas anesthesia to pull it out. I have no objec-

tion to a rubber tube in the centre of the gauze ; it is

at times a great help. In all bad cases demanding a

drain, drainage should be through the vaginal vault,

for to this region the fluids inevitably gravitate and
by this avenue is provided the route of immediate

escape, the great desideratum in drainage.

I desire now to call attention to a form of drain

vi^hich 1 have found most useful in my own work,

and which, so far as I know, has not been described

or appreciated elsewhere. I call it a provisional or

a teUtale drain. 1. It is a small drain about the size

of a cigarette or a little larger. 2. It is peripheral

in two senses, it is laid through the abdominal wall

at or near the lower angle of the median incision,

above the symphysis, reaching well within. 3. No
attempt is made to come into contact with the field

of the operation which lies, it may be, well below the

pelvis. I use such a drain in myomectomies as well

as where serious weeping is to be expected, but never
where there is reason to expect immediate infection.

Its sole function is to let out all the excess of serum
and blood welling up from the pelvis and seeking

this direction of least resistance. It is temporary in

character, being removed in from twenty-four to

thirty-six hours, as soon as the outward flo,w abates,

as shown by the dressings remaining dry.

Let me recall a case, of last fall, in which this

form of drain was used. The patient had much
tympany and extreme discomfort, and gave us

several anxious days, but the presence of the little

telltale drain, which showed that the trouble was at

least not due to an accumulation of bloody serum,

was a source of great relief in determining non-
interference. The subsequent favorable course justi-

fied our expectations.

In myomectomy, particularly if it has been ex-

tensive, patients not drained are often utterly

wretched, and pass through a stormy three to five

days of extreme discomfort. A little abdominal
drain in the lower angle of the incision lets out a
considerable amount of serum, and often insures a
flat abdomen and comfort, while it relieves the sur-

geon of much anxiety. Here it is provisional, i. t.,

used to provide an exit for the excess of serum. It

is not a question, apparently, of removing all fluid

and blood, but of the escape of the excess by capil-

lary drainage, and so avoiding overtaxing the perito-

neum. I find it well at times to stab through the
peritoneum, at one side of the lower part of the in-

cision, just before closing the wound. This permits
of closing the whole peritoneal incision with catgut.

The drain is then brought up through the lower angle
of the incision, the rectus fascia, fat and skin.

After twenty-four hours all drains should be started

out, unless there is still a fairly free discharge. As
soon as no decided discharge can be seen on the

dressings, say in six hours, then it is time to pull

the little drain out, by a twisting motion.

1418 EuTAw Place.

The Comparative Value of Whole Ovarian Extract, Corpus Luteum
Extract, and Ovarian Residue in Menstrual

Disorders
By JOHN COOKE HIRST, M.D.,

Philadelphia,

Associate in Obstetrics, School of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania.

Of all the glandular extracts at present in use,

none are more valuable or wider in their appHcation
than the various preparations of the ovary. There
are three separate extracts available, difTering widely
in their indications, administration, and therapeutic
value and action. Of course, the ideal material

would be of human origin, but on account of obvious
difficulties in securing supplies, we must content our-
selves with the commercial extracts from the ovary
of the sheep, cow, or pig. It is said that the ovary
of the pig most closely resembles that of the human
being, and theoretically, therefore, should show bet-

ter results in practice. After an extensive trial, I

liave not been able to satisfy myself of this.

EXTRACT OF THE WHOLE OVARY.
This is most useful in, 1, the natural menopause;

2, the .surgical menopause
; 3, the late establishment

of menstruation.

Preparations available.—It is supplied in powdet,
compressed tablets, and ampoules for hypodermic
use. The powder or tablets are for mouth adminis-
tration only. Extract of the whole ovary is much
the most efficient in relieving the disagreeable symp-

toms of the menopause. It gives quickest results in

the natural menopause; next, in the surgical meno-
pause near the age at which this phenomenon usually

occurs ; and lastly, in the surgical menopause in

young women. This latter is by far the most diffi-

cult to control. The symptoms demanding relief

are, 1, the hot flashes; 2, nervous disorders; 3, the

mental derangement so often seen, particularly de-

pression and melancholia. In this latter condition

the effects are often magical.

Dose and method of administration.—After ex-

tended trial, I am convinced that the better method
of administration is by deep muscular or intravenous

injection. For this purpose the ampoules only are

used. Both the powder and tablets undergo a cer-

tain amount of oxidation, and are manifestly

changed to a great degree by the process of diges-

tion. Nausea is a common complaint after adminis-

tration by mouth ; it is absent in the hypodermic use.

If the tablets or powder are used, however, the best

results are obtained by giving five grains three times

a day, midway between meals, combined with one

fortieth of a grain of strychnine sulphate. For thi.*
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suggestion, the author is indebted to his assistant,

Dr. W. W. VanDolsen, and experience has proved

its worth.

When the ampoules are used, the amount is one

c. c. to each injection, when given intramuscularly,

daily for thirty-six doses. After such a series, none

is given for one or two months, and if needed the

series can then be repeated. It is not wise to stop

short of this number, even though, as often happens,

the jjatient is entirely relieved of her symptoms be-

fore the series is completed. The effect seems to be

cumulative, and many patients are permanently re-

lieved by the first series alone. The author has not

had to give more than three series and that in one

case only. If more than one c. c. is given by intra-

muscular injections, there is too much local reaction.

This reaction is negligible if only one c. c. is used,

and provided the solution is reasonably fresh. It

will not withstand long storage and should be kept

in a cool place. As a general rule, if the solution

becomes dark in color, it is unfit for use. The
proper color is light straw. The injections are made
with a glass syringe, with a fairly long needle and

preferably in the deltoids. The syringe should be

boiled and cooled before use, rather than sterilized

by alcohol. With proper technic and reasonable

care, there is no danger of suppuration at the site

of injection. The slight local reaction promptly

disappears.

Reasons for Injection.

I firmly believe, however, that intravenous injec-

tion is the ideal method of administration, for the

following reasons

:

1. The material used is carried directly into the

circulation, giving the most rapid absorption pos-

sible. 2. It is possible and advisable to use a con-

siderably larger dose (two to three ampoules) than

is possible with the intramuscular injection, in which

more than one c. c. causes considerable local reac-

tion. 3. Each ampoule contains only two tenths of

a gram of the extract, and in this way the neces-

sary total quantity can be introduced more easily

and quickly. 4. There is no local reaction or dis-

comfort of any kind after the injection.

Technic.
^

The technic of the injections does not differ mate-

rially from any ordinary intravenous injection. It

is most important that rigid care and asepsis be used,

however, and for that reason the following technic

is detailed. It is one that has proved its safety in

many hundred injections.

1. A glass hypodermic syringe of three c. c.

capacity is prepared by boiling, and cooled. Alcohol

is not desirable as an antiseptic for the springs and

needle.

2. The ampoules to be used are washed and

rubbed thoroughly with an alcohol pad.

3. The ampoules are filed at the neck and broken

in sterile gauze, and the contents drawn into the

syringe.

4. A tourniquet is placed on the patient's arm,

above the elbow.

5. When the veins become prominent, at the bend

of the elbow, a suitable one is chosen and the skin

over it ])ainted with seven per cent, tincture of

iodine.

6. The needle, attached to the filled syringe, is

passed through the skin into the vein.

7. As a test, the plunger of the .syringe is pulled
slightly back, and if the needle is in the vein, blood
will appear in the syringe.

8. The tourniquet is loosened, and the contents of
the syringe slowly injected, taking about fifteen sec-

onds to each cubic centimetre.

9. When the syringe is empty, the needle is with-

drawn. The small puncture requires no dressing.

10. The same vein can be used repeatedly.

11. In stout women it is often difficult to locate

the vein at the elbow. In such cases, the veins in the

back of the hand are usually the most accessible.

Sterility of ampoule contents.—This has been
proved by an extensive experience with them. In
no case has there been any sign of infection.

Reactions.—The average patient shows no general

reaction at all. In many cases there is an area of

redness around the site of intramuscular injections,

with some local tenderness. This disappears
promptly, within twenty-four hours, and so far in

no case has there been suppuration.- In intravenous
injections there is no local reaction of any kind.

Certain protein sensitive individuals will show some
systemic reaction, chiefly as diffuse patches of

erythema,' urticaria, and occasionally headache.
Very rarely there will appear moderate anaphylaxis
with some evidence of shock but in my experience

this has never been severe. In these cases, how-
ever, the intravenous method has been abandoned.
One patient, a very neurotic individual, had quite

severe vomiting, but of short duration.

Permanence of results.—The most satisfactory re-

sults have followed the administration of ovarian

extract in cases of the natural menopause ; the least

satisfactory in cases of the surgical menopause in

young women. These latter are the most difficult

of all to control. Except in these, the average num-
ber of doses to secure permanent relief was one
series of thirty-six ampoules. In a moderate num-
ber, two series, separated by an interval of two
months, were needed. In only one case were three

series required. Most of the comparative failures

will occur in the early surgical menopause. As a
rule, the hot flashes are quickly controlled ; the

nervousness rapidly diminishes, and most gratifying

is the prompt relief of the distressing melancholia,

often with suicidal bent, which is so often seen in

these cases.
OVARIAN RESIDUE.

As the follicular extract is supposed to control the

growth and development of the genitalia, the chief

use of the ovarian residue (the portion of the ovary
remaining after the extraction of the corpora lutea)

is in the following: 1, Late development of puberty;

2, infantilism; 3, irregular menstruation at puberty

or within a few years thereafter; 4, the menorrhagia
of youth (in these cases often complicated by either

hypertrophic glandular endometritis or backward
displacement of the uterus)

; 5, obesity and amenor-
rhea—dystrophia adiposogenitalis.

Preparations available.— 1, Ampoules for hypo-

dermic use
; 2, tablets containing ovarian residue as

one of the ingredients.

Method of administration.—This is the same as

detailed for ovarian extract.
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The results of this extract are still in the nebulous

stage, as far as proof is concerned. We cannot as

yet speak as definitely as in the other two. At times

results seem to be prompt ; in many cases, particu-

larly those of obesity and amenorrhea, they are dis-

appointing. Recently I have been furnished by the

manufacturer a tablet containing desiccated thyroid

gland two grains, desiccated whole pituitary one

grain, desiccated sui3rarenal one grain, desiccated

ovarian residue two grains. Prolonged administra-

tion of this, one tablet four times daily, has given

results, as will be seen in the illustrative cases

appended to this report, but these results are by no
means uniform. Still the success has been enough
to justify continued experimentation.

CORPUS LUTEUM.

The corpus luteum controls menstruation, pre-

pares the endometrium for reception of the impreg-

nated ovum, and the lack of corpus luteum in early

pregnancy is uncjuestionably one of the chief factors

in the nausea of pregnancy.

Uses.— 1, The control of the nausea of pregnancy

;

2, habitual abortion without demonstrable cause

(based upon the theory of rapid absorption of the

corpus luteum of pregnancy)
; 3, menopause (fairly

c;fficient but much less so than the whole ovarian

extract)
; 4, scanty menses or functional amenor-

rhea of youth; 5, pruritus vulvae or kraurosis vulvae

in elderly women
; 6, sterility.

Preparations available.— 1, Tablets; 2, powder;

3, ampoules for hypodermic use.

Administration and dose—The method of ad-

ministration is precisely as detailed in the section on
whole ovarian extract. Here again the intramus-

cular or intravenous use is far better than mouth
administration.

In the nausea of pregnancy the majority of pa-

tients are promptly relieved by a series of twelve

doses, given daily by intramuscular use in the mild

cases or twice daily in doses of two c. c. intraven-

ously in the severe cases. Relief usually comes
after about six c. c. have been injected, but the total

of twelve c. c. should be given in every case. The
intravenous method is much the better. For all

the other indications listed above, a series of twenty-

four doses is given.

One word of caution is needed, however. The
presence of a goitre in early pregnancy absolutely

contraindicates the administration of corpus luteum
extract, either intravenously or intramuscularly, for

the control of nausea. In my experience I have
noted that every such patient has been made much
worse by this treatment.

RESULTS OBTAINED.

The statements in this article are all based upon
]iersonal experience in the use of the various ex-

tracts. The case histories listed below are intended

merely as illustrative cases, and no attempt has been
made to tabulate all the cases in which the extracts

have been used. The case reports are designed to

show only what has occurred in these cases, pre-

sumably as the result of treatment.

OVARIAN EXTRACT.

Case I.—A multipara, with four children, showed
first evidence of the menopause at forty-eight. The

hot flashes were severe, but particularly was there a
melancholia with strong suicidal tendencies. This
patient was given whole ovarian extract, hypoder-
mically (not intravenously) for thirty-six doses.

After the eighteenth dose she had no further un-
toward symptoms, the melancholia disappeared, hot
flashes ceased and did not return after the completion
of the series. No .second series was needed in the

eighteen months this patient was under my observa-
tion after the completion of the first series.

Case JI.—Another multipara, aged forty-seven.

Abrupt onset of menopause, with violent mania. This
patient required constant watching, though she was
not confined in any way. She was given one series

of thirty-six doses with marked improvement of

symptoms. The hot flashes were entirely controlled,

and the mental symptoms were very markedly
diminished, beginning at the twelfth dose. The re-

lief was not complete, however. A second series was
begun, but almost at the start this patient contracted
influenza, and died of bronchopneumonia within four
days.

Ovarian extract intravenously is now my routine
practice in all cases of hysterectomy. It is begun
on the third day after operation and continued (two
c. c. a day) until the patient leaves the hospital on
the twenty-first day. As a rule these patients show-
no evidence of menopause at all. They are told to
report at regular intervals, and if necessary are
given further doses as their symptoms seem to re-
require. Most of them do not require any additional
medication at all.

OVARIAN RESIDUE.

The results here are not so easy to detail. In most
of the cases there is an improvement in the patient's
general health and feelings, without any definite
points upon which a finger can lie placed. Patients
say they feel better, but other than this statement
concrete evidence is often lacking. This is especi-
ally true of those cases where the compound pills

mentioned have been used.

Citation of Cases.

Case I.—A young married woman, aged twenty-
three, presented herself with a history of irregular
menses, once an interval of five years with no period.
Menstruation was established at thirteen and the
patient's general health was satisfactory. Examina-
tion showed a very small, ill developed uterus with
no evidence of pelvic disease. She was put upon
hypodermic injections of corjius luteum and the
compound tablets mentioned. After one month's
use, treatment was interrupted, and examination
after four months showed no improvement. Treat-
ment was begun again ; after four months' con.stant
use, she had a normal period, lasting longer and the
discharge more profuse than any she hacl ever had.
Examination after this period was completed showed
a marked increase in the size of the uterus, which
has remained, though no further periods have oc-
curred. This case can be cited as a partial success
at least.

Case II.—A very stout woman, aged thirty-two,
presented herself with a history of irregular periods
since their beginning at twelve. A six to eight
months' interval was nothing unusual. She was
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married at twenty-one, and though no precautions
were taken she had never conceived. Exaniinalion
showed a uterus about half the normal size, and no
evidence of pelvic disease. She wa.s given Hypo-
dermics of ovarian residue one c. c. daily for thirty-

six doses, and also the compound pills. After
twenty-four doses she had a regular period lasting

four days, which occurred at twenty-eight day
intervals for four successive periods. Then they
ceased. Three months later the patient reported,
much disgusted at the failure of her periods to con-
tinue. Examination showed her three months preg-
nant. She went to term and was delivered of a
healthy boy. This is the only complete success in

all the cases treated by ovarian residue.

CORPUS LUTEUM.

In this field success is the usual but not the in-

variable result.

Ahutsca of pregnancy.— I have published on four
occasions my results with controlling the nausea of

pregnancy by the hypodermic or intravenous injec-

tion of corpus luteum extract. My percentage of

success has been eighty-nine. Many reports from
widely separated sources show very closely the same
results.

Habitual abortion zvitliont demonstrable cause.—
Based upon the theory that if the corpus luteum of

pregnancy were blighted or rapidly absorbed the

ovum was cast out of the uterine cavity, in the past

five years I have treated four such cases where no
ca.use could be found for tlie repeated miscar-

riages. The Wassermann test was negative and
there was no demonstrable pelvic abnormality or

disease. In Case I the patient had had four abor-

tions, all prior to the third month; in Case II there

were five, one going as far as six months ; in Case
III, the patient had had ten, all prior to the

third month. In all three patients hypodermics
of corpus luteum were given, one c. c. daily for

twenty-four doses, and all three went to term
and were delivered. The treatment was begun
as soon as the patient found she was preg-

nant. In Case IV the patient had had four

abortions, one at four months and the others prior

to the third month. She was given the same dose

as the others, and aborted for the fifth time in spite

of it ; a total failure. These cases are rare, but the

results briefly detailed in the cases given justify a

trial at least.

Menopause.—Corpus luteum extract controls the

hot flashes but not the mental disturbance, and is

not as efficient in these cases as in the whole ovarian

extract.

Scanty menses.—One patient, whose menses, nor-

mal at first, gradually diminished to a duration of

half a day, over a period of two years, without any
demonstrable pelvic abnormality, received hypo-
dermically thirty-six doses of corpus luteum extract.

The period following the completion of this series

(one period during the series being unafifected)

lasted two days, and gradually increased so that

after four months they lasted three days and ap-

parently resumed the cycle that was normal for her

before the reduction begun. She had not relapsed

one year and six months later.

Pruritus vulva;.—While corpus luteum extract has
been enthusiastically recommended for this distress-

ing condition, the three patients treated by it in my
practice were complete failures.

Sterility.—In these cases, due most often to in-

fantilism and anteflexion and stenosis, the favorable
results are un(|uestionably increased by a combina-
tion of a dilatation without curettage, the use for
twenty-four hours of Schatz's metranoikter and the
administration of twenty-four doses of one c. c. of
corpus luteum extract.

EXAMPLE OF USE.

Case I.—The patient, thirty-five years old, mar-
ried eleven years, and sterile though ardently desir-
ing a child. She had had three previous dilatations,

without result. She was dilated for the fourth time,

wore a metranoikter for twenty-four hours and re-

ceived twenty-four doses of corpus luteum extract.

She conceived and was delivered at term a year
almost to the day from the time of her fourth dila-

tation.

Many similar cases could be cited from my
practice. It should be stated, however, that no
treatment for sterility is ever instituted in the wife
until the husband has been examined and pronounced
able to procreate.

CONCLUSIONS.

As a result of experience, I am able to formulate
the following conclusions, if conclusions they may
be called.

Results are not invariable with any extract, but if

intelligently used, a good degree of success can be
expected; excepting always the use of ovarian
residue, where the results are considered decidedly
nebulous.

Results are often slow, particularly in menstrual
disorders, and patience is one of the prime requi-

sites, in both patient and doctor.

Results are most prompt in the menopause with
the whole ovarian extract, and in the nausea of preg-

nancy with corpus luteum extract.

Cooperation between physician and patient is

needed, and overoptimistic statements are to be
avoided. The tendency is to expect too much and
too quickly.

The most discouraging results are with the cases

of obesity and amenorrhea.

We are only at the threshold of the problem of all

the glands of internal secretion. I believe that future

development will be along the lines of pluriglandular

therapy, due to the probable correlation between the

pituitary, thyroid, mammary gland, suprarenal, and
ovary, rather than in the use of single extracts.

Especially will this hold true in the developmental
anomalies of the genitalia.

I have endeavored to set forth the results of my
own fairly extensive experience in the use of the

three ovarian extracts, and also to set forth the

facts as they have occurred. I am indebted to my
assistants. Dr. Van Dolsen, Dr. Mazer, and Dr.
Wachs, for many valuable hints and reports of
results in clinical cases, from which, together with
my own, the technic detailed above has been formu-
lated.

1823 Pine Street.
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Dysmenorrhea*
By JOHN VAN DOREN YOUNG, M. D.,

New York.

This subject is of such vital importance to the

health and well being of so large a number oi women,
and so often is relief sought at the hanfls of the

doctor, that it seems well worthy of c:\reftil study

and discussion, in the hope that some light may be

thrown on the cause of a symptom that has been
treated as an entity and not as the result of some
underlying pathological condition. A search for the

cause of true dysmenorrhea leads naturally to the

ciuestion, What is menstruation? Secondly, Is it

normally painful ? The answer to the second ques-

tion is No. The answer to the first question must
be brief, as the limitations of space will not permit
a full discussion of this most complex of func-

tions.

So far as the patient is concerned, normal men-
struation is a periodical discharge of blood from the

uterus every twenty-eight days, without pain. There
is a normal prodrome, and a feeling of fullness until

the flow is well established ; the blood is darker than
ordinary bleeding, of peculiar odor and does not clot.

Sturmdorf has shown that blood from the uterine

wall of a menstruating" woman possesses all the

characteristics of ordinary blood, while blood from
the uterine cavity of the same woman at the same
time will not clot and will prevent other blood from
clotting. This points to a biochemical hormone
either secreted by the ovary or caused to be formed
in the endometrium by the hormone of the corpus
luteum. The impelling force that causes the ovule
to ripen and determines the formation of the yellow
body is unknown but the menstrual cycle has been
exhaustively studied.

Briefly, the problem may be stated as follows

:

The hormone of the ovary must reach the endome-
trium and there are only three possible channels by
which it can do this, namely, the tubes, the lym-
phatics, and the blood stream. The large number of
tubal divisions, with implantation of the stump,
double salpingectomies, and cases of complete occlu-

sion from disease, furnish ample proof that the
elimination of the tubes does not interfere with
normal menstruation. Leopold has demonstrated
that the lymphatics originate in the glands of the
cervix and extend upward and outward through the
uterine wall to the broad ligaments ; thus from their

course they are ruled out. From the foregoing it

may be seen that the blood stream is the only pos-
sible route for the hormonization of the endome-
trium, which indicates one explanation of true

dysmenorrhea.

At this i)oint I desire to call attention to cer-

tain anatomical and physiological facts. The uterine

muscle bundles are arranged as fanshaped muscles,
which wind spirally downward from the fallopian

tubes to the external os. There is no cervical

sphincter, therefore cervical dilatation must be syn-
chronous with the titerine contractions. The lymph-
atic glands of the cervix are drained by the lymph

*Reati before the West Side Clinical Society of New Yfjrk, May
12, 1921.

channels which, as before noted, run upward through
the uterine muscle, then outward to the broad liga-

ments. Their importance as carriers of infection is

at once apparent. "The myometrial sensory nerve
filaments penetrate the muscle sheaths, hence the
normal uterine contractions, intensified during men-
struation, compressing the infiltrated perimysial

areas become painful." (Sturmdorf.) An immo-
bile muscle degenerates.

The arterial blood supply to the uterus and annexa
is greater than any other portion of the body of like

size, thus providing for the fvmction of menstrua-
tion and the growth and development in pregnancy.
The uterine veins have no valves, also an essential

provision for growth in pregnancy. The circulatory

changes of ovulation and menstruation are the pre-

cursors of a possible pregnancy and differ only in

degree.

Henricus and Lieb have shown that the uterine

circulation is kept up by a rhythmical relaxation

and contraction of the uterine muscle during the

entire menstrual life. Accepting these statements

as facts, may it not be an explanation of true

dysmenorrhea that a deficient ovarian function, with
normal myometrium, would cause a lack of endo-
metrial hormone and a profuse clotted flow, while

a degenerated uterine wall would cause a mechanical
barrier to the circulation and a scanty flow with just

as severe cramps, the pain, in the first case, being due
to the unhormonized blood clotting, and in the

second, to a muscular spasm of the wall, the result

of an effort on the part of the uterus to perform its

function. In both cases the endometrium has no
part in the causation of the pain.

The part played by the cervix in dysmenorrhea
has been greatly overestimated, but it is none the less

important, first, as an index to the uterine muscle,

and second, as through its glands infection is carried

by the lymphatics upward into the uterine wall and
outward to the annexa. It is seen, therefore, that

changes in the uterine wall, causing circulatory

stasis are due to a lack of development, an inactive

muscle degenerating, and to a lymphangitis from in-

fected cervical glands.

At this point I wish to call the attention of the

endocrinologists to the fact that the condition of the

uterine wall must be reckoned with as a barrier to

the circulatory cycle and endometrial hormonization,

in their relation to ovarian, thyroid and pituitary

imbalance. If you will consider for a moment the

menstrual cycle of a woman, with its psychic, neu-
rotic, and physical disturbances, due to ovulation,

circulatory stimulation, congestion, preparation for

gestation, uterine overactivity, hormonization, endo-
crine disturbances, and lastly, bleeding from the

uterus, you will see that we are dealing \vith a very
complex function and one vitally concerned with the

psychophysiological cosmos of the woman, and rt-ill

not attempt to cure these cases by treating only the

end result, namely, the bleeding. This will diminish
the far too frctjucnt oijcration (if dil.-ilation and cur-
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ettage for the cure of dysmenorrhea, for surely the
removal of the unof¥ending endometrium can do
little good and the fibrotic cervix is sure to recon-
tract. Flexions and the fibrostenotic cervix are but
later developments of the pathological condition just

considered.

Of the various malpositions of the uterus, retro-

version, physiological and pathological, and these
positions with procidentia, may be associated with
true dysmenorrhea, or may cause pain from conges-
tion of the pelvic visera alone. New growths, of
which fibroids and polyps are the most important,
especially the intrauterine pedunculated type, cause
pain that is a miniature labor, due to the efforts of
the uterus to expel the tumor. The pain is most
severe in mural fibroids, especially where they are
not extremely large and are truly intramural.
The general condition of the patient and the con-

stitutional diseases must be dealt with as important
factors in menstruation, but it is not to be forgotten
that some well developed women sutTer severely.

The type and character of the pain are suggestive as
to diagnosis. The antecedent and menstrual psycho-
neurotic disturbances are due to endocrine imbalance,
and the headaches are due to endocrine imbalance or
to pelvic reflexes. The cramplike pains of true

dysmenorrhea with scanty flow are myometrial in

origin, but may be associated with endocrine im-
balance. The pain stops after the flow is estal)Iishcd,

that is, after the hormone has overcome the barrier

and reached the endometrium and established norma!
hormonization. Where there is profuse bleeding,

with clots and cramplike pains, but without gross
lesions, deficiency in the hormone is the cause, due
to endocrine imbalance. Pelvic fullness, backache,
bearing down pain, ovarian neuralgia, and the mul-
tiple pelvic reflexes are due to pathological condi-

tions in the pelvis, outside the uterine body.

The object of this paper is to outline briefly the

lesions of true dysmenorrhea, a condition without
gross pathology, but causing as much suffering as

any other factor in human ills, and to urge that the

endometrium be spared, because it is a functionating
organ and seldom involved as a causative factor in

dysmenorrhea. I wish to call attention to the patho-
logical myometrium as a cause of dysmenorrhea and
also as a barrier to endometrial hormonization.
Careful study and examination of each patient and
complete histories will enable us to make a differen-

tial diagnosis as to the cause of the pain, to reestablish

function, and correct the true pathological lesions,

thereby sparing us the ignominy of a curettage that

might remove a normal endometrium and cause a
persistent amenorrhea and sterility without relief

from the pain.

That pathological conditions of the myometrium
are causative factors in the production of dys-
menorrhea is borne out by the relief obtained in

some cases of muscular insufficiency by the use of
the stem pessary, and the usual relief after child-

birth, as both undoul>tedly develop the myometrium,
dijatation of the cervix being only a secondary result.

The cases in which no relief is obtained from the

use of the stem pessary are probably due to endo-
crine imbalance, to structural deformity, to a failure

ti) stimulate myometrial development, or to infection

caused by the stem setting up lymphangitis and sub-
sequent myometrial inflammatory changes which are
more disastrous to the patient than the condition for
which the pessary was used. This justifies a most
emphatic word of caution to tiie advocates of the
stem pessary, because tlie lymphangitis does not stop
at the myometrial destruction, but passes out in the
broad ligaments to the annexa, setting up a local

peritonitis with kinking, twisting, and clubbing of
tlic tubes and a consequent sterility and even more
extensive and destructive results. Therefore a stem,
even of glass, which is the only kind to be con-
sidered, must not be used in the presence of any
cervical or other infection, and the strictest asepsis

must be followed in their insertion. Dilators have
the same objections and the same limitations.

In the congenitally long, conical cervix a trachelo-

plastic operation is indicated, but I do not consider
that mutilating operations on the normal, or nearly
normal, cervix are ever justifiable, as they attack

only the cervical portion of the pathological lesion

and substitute a traumatized cervix and one freely

open to infection for that which was nearly if not
quite normal. It is axiomatic that all indicated pelvic

surgery must be done if such conditions cause pelvic

circulatory stasis. In this class of cases pathological

Fig. 1.—Suction syringe for the production of rhythmical uterine
stimulation.

mechanical retroversion cum descensus is the de-

formity most frequently met with, and here the in-

dicated operations are the shortening of the utero-

sacral ligaments by my method and shortening the

round ligaments by the method of Hirst. These
procedures permanently correct the deformity, and
as the abdomen is open, all indicated pelvic surgery

can be done. I have had no experience with the

incision of the uterine mu.scle at the internal os as

devised by J. C. Taylor, but it would seem to me
to l)e open to the same objections as are made to any
l)r()cedure that con.siders the cervical stenosis as the

prime factor in dysmenorrhea.

Drugs, other than the endocrines, have been used
from time immemorial, and may be divided into

those that are given to relieve pain only, that is, the

antispasmodics, and alcohol, given by mouth, rectum,

inhalation or by hypodermic injection. That they

jiossess value is admitted. They are immediate in

their usefulness and temporary in their relief, but

most important is the danger of the use of any habit

forming drug for the relief of the recurrent pain of
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dysmenorrhea. Local treatment, pelvic massage,

light and heat are all of value when used in indicated

cases, as they act by improving pelvic circulation.

In searching for a method of producing rhythmical

uterine stimulation, and at the same time hyperemia,

I devised an instrument which is an application of

the Bier's hyperemia method to the uterus. It con-

sists of a suction syringe, a rubber tube with vent

valve, and a long glass cup, which fits over the

cervix. In some cases the cervical end fits better if

bevelled. Cups may be made of any size or shape

to meet any indication. The value of this instrument

is ease of applicatif)n and rhythmical regulation of

the stimulation. The air cushion is of considerable

size, and bv the gradation of the exhaustion of the

air in the cup the aspiratory stimulation may be car-

ried to any desired degree. (Fig. 1.)

The usual method of procedure is as follows

:

After sterilization, the cup is placed over the cervix,

care being taken to Iiave the os as near the centre of

the opening as possible, so that the stimulation will be

of the whole uterus. The use of a bivalve speculum
is advised, although it is not absolutely necessary.

The exhaust pump is operated by the nurse, one or

two tractions of the handle being sufficient. The
vacuum is held for a moment, then pressure on the

air valve relieves the partial vacuum, and the pro-

cedure is repeated rhythmically for from five

to ten minutes. This instrument may be used for

emptying infected cervical glands or with a small

tipped cup the viscid cervical mucus may be re-

moved, in both cases rendering the application of

tincture of iodine or other medication much more
efifectual. It will be seen that this instrument will

produce a rhythmical, intermittent aspiratory uterine

hyperemia, and a myometrial stimulation easy of

application and regulation. It should be applied

twice a week at first, then once a week, later just

before the menstrual period.

I have been using this method of myometrial and
circulatory stimulation and lymphatic drainage for

the past year, and am convinced of the soundness of
the principle on which it is based. My results clini-

cally have been so gratifying that I feel justified in

bringing it before you with my full endorsement.

16 East Seventy-fourth Street.

Report of Two Gases of Acute Inversion of the Uterus
By W. P. MANTON, M. D., F. A. C. S.,

Detroit.

ACUTE INVERSION DURING THE THIRD STAGE OF
LABOR.

Case I.—Mrs. E., para II, aged thirty, was nor-

mally delivered at her home of a living female child

in 1911. Two years previously the first confinement
had been terminated by midforceps for inadequate

pains, and a (juite adherent placenta was removed
manually. Aljout fifteen minutes after the birth of

this second child, Crede's method of placenta ex-

pression, which I am accustomed to employ in all

cases, was carried out without force, and at the same
time slight traction was made on the cord, the

arterial pulsations having ceased and Strassman's

sigii being absent. As no response was made to

these attempts and the uterus remained firmly con-

tracted, I left the room for about ten minutes, but

was then hastily summoned by the nurse, who said

that the patient was having a hemorrhage. Investi-

gation, however, showed this to be a mistake, the

nurse having been somewhat nervous and excited.

Very slight traction was again made on the cord to

see if the placenta had been caught and was being
held in the lower segment, and at the same time the

other hand was placed on the abdomen. Much to

my surprise the previously well contracted uterus

had disappeared.

The patient being under mild chloroform anes-
thesia, the hand was at once introduced into the

vagina where the afterbirth was found blocking the
upper part of that canal. The placenta was then
slowly and carefully drawn downward and out of

*Read before the Detroit Academy of Medicine, March 8, 1921.

the vulva, when it was found that an elongated mass
of pale pink color, about the size of a Bartlett pear

and covered b}^ ovular membranes, accompanied the

secundines. It was at once recognized that this body
was the inverted uterus with adherent placenta.

Although the attachment was quite firm, the latter

was quickly peeled off. There was no particular

bleeding. The organ, now decreased in size, was
easily grasped by the hand, the fingers extending

along the neck and the tips indenting the parts within

the constricting ring, while at the same time steady

pressure was made, upward and forward, on the

fundus. The abdominal walls were so flaccid that

the constriction ring could be readily felt from above,

and the rather rapidly reinverting organ distin-

guished as it pushed upward through the opening.

The intrauterine hand was held for a few mo-
ments in the cavity, contractions being promptly
established, and the latter was then washed out with

a mild, hot lysol solution, and an ampoule of aseptic

ergot injected into the thigh. For an hour following

replacement the uterus was held and controlled

through the relaxed parietes. There was a constant

tendency to retroflexion, but the organ could be
readily brought forward and maintained in position,

while retraction continued firm.

The same evening the fundus was on a level with
the umbilicus, and no tendency to inversion was
manifested. The pulse at the time was 100 and the

temperature 98.6° F. During the third day post-

partum liic temi)erature rose to 101° F.. and a small,

foul smelling i)iece of membrane was expelled. The
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next day several small shreds of membrane were
thrown off, but the temperature remained normal,
and continued so during the remainder of the puer-
perium. Catheterization was necessary for the first

three days, due tp swelling of the parts from the

slight traumatism incident to the reposition of the

uterus. The patient made an uninterrupted recovery
and was dismissed on the twenty-first day in excel-

lent condition, the well retracted and the involuted

uterus being retroflexed.

My notes state that what impressed me at the

time was the absence of shock, which is usually con-
sidered the most dangerous feature of the accident

;

the slight blood loss ; the smallness of the uterus,

and the readiness with which it could be replaced.

.Six years later I again delivered the patient of a
living premature (eight and a half months) male
infant without difficulty. The placenta was slightly

adherent and had to be detached manually, but there

was no tendency on the part of the uterus to invert.

It is worth noting that in this case, from the time
that the uterus was found inverted to the completion
of the replacement not more than three minutes
elapsed ; and so little physical disturbance resulted

from the accident that the patient was not aware to

this day of the serious complication that threatened

her wellbeing.

ACUTE INVERSION OF THE UTERUS.

Case II.—Mrs. R., para I, aged twenty-six, a
patient of Dr. W. H. Acker, of Monroe, was de-

livered by a low forceps April 8, 1915. Following
delivery there was some hemorrhage and consider-

able shock, which was controlled by ergot and atro-

pine. Xo undue traction had been made on the cord,

and the nonadherent placenta had come away readily

following gentle fundal pressure. The uterus re-

mained well contracted, and the puerperium pro-
gressed satisfactorily, no untoward symptoms
manifesting. Early on the morning of the tenth day
the patient expressed the desire to "pass something"

;

shortly after which it was discovered that a mass
lay in the vagina and projected through the orifice

of the vulva. The doctor being hastily summoned, a
diagnosis of inversion of the uterus was made, but

as the patient was comfortable, there being neither

shock nor hemorrhage, no attempt at reducing the

organ was made at this tijne. Two days later, that

is, on the twelfth day following delivery, I was
asked by Dr. Acker to see the patient in consultation.

On examination I found the uterus lying two thirds

outside of the vulva opening, slightly enlarged, of a

dull red color, and apparently in a healthy condition.

With the patient under ether anesthesia, in the

lithotomy position on the kitchen table, I carried out

precisely the same manipulations as mentioned in

the previous case, and was gratified to find that,

although the uterus had been inverted for some days,

the method succeeded with as little effort on my part

as in the former case. Not more than five minutes
were consumed in accomplishing the reinversion.

As the cervi.x was rather deeply lacerated, this was
also repaired at this time, and the patient put to bed
in excellent condition. Recovery was prompt and
progress uneventful ; the patient has remained well

ever since, but there have been no further preg-
nancies.

Twenty-five textbooks on gynecology refer to the

acute inversion of the uterus, but dwell particularly

and in cxtcnso on the chronic form which, as Hirst
remarks, is so rare that "many experienced gyne-
cologists have never seen a case"

;
twenty-five text-

books on obstetrics devote much space to the etiology

and symptomology of the condition, but largely fail

to give the minutiaj of treatment.

As to the frequency of acute inversion. Quoting
the older statistics—^which have been overworked
because no recent collection of large numbers of
cases has been made—in 280,000 labors in the
Vienna clinic but one case of uterine inversion oc-

curred ; at the Dublin Lying-in Hospital in 140,000
deliveries there was not a single case; in the St.

Petersburg Lying-in Hospital there were 250,000
deliveries without uterine inversion ; at the Glas-

gow Maternity Hospital there were three cases

in 51,290 deliveries. More recently but one case
in 35,000 confinements is reported from the

Sloane Maternity Hospital, and Dr. H. W.
Yates, of this city, who has taken pains to

gather the statistics from four of our Detroit hos-

pitals which care for maternity cases, finds that in

a total of 22,157 deliveries there was but one in-

stance of acute uterine inversion. In the enormous
number of 778,537 labors, then, there were just six

cases of this con;iplication of childbirth—certainly

so infinitesimal a percentage as to approach the

vanishing point and warranting writers in classing

this accident as the rarest of all obstetrical emer-
gencies.

But is this true?—and here "ariseth a strange

matter," for the delver in current medical literature

will be astonished by running up against an incon-

trovertible paradox. The annual indices of pub-
lished medical articles, for many years back, show
that uterine inversion is not the rara avis we are

wont to consider it. Indeed, Cragin asserts that

"most consulting obstetricians of large experience

have seen several cases." Figures, it is averred, do
not lie, and certainly it would be presumptuous to

question the statistics of the leading hospitals of the

world ; but how are we to reconcile the reports of

physicians with the statements of the maternity hos-

pitals. There seems to be but one solution, and that

is to tabulate acute puerperal inversion of the uterus

as an accident of private practice, largely, the result

of sloppy, inadequate and unskillful midwifery.

VARIETIES.

For convenience of description and treatment,

acute inversion of the uterus may be divided into

two varieties : the incomplete, in which the degree

of inversion may vary from a simple dimpling in the

fundus uteri ; and complete, in which the whole
uterus turned inside out is extruded into the vagina

and possibly escapes from the vulva. The first

variety and degree is probably not uncommon—

I

have personally observed several cases—and this

condition usually rights itself. Indeed I doubt if it

is often distinguished by the practitioner, since the

patient rarely presents symptoms other than a slight

increase in the sanious flow. If the etiological fac-

tor in its production is continued, however, it may
go on to the second degree and a total inversion re-

sult, when the symptoms may be e.xceedingly serious.
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ETIOLOGY.

If the uterus is well retracted and in its normal

position, it is impossible for this accident to occur,

a corroboration of the desirability of the practice

which I have always advocated and taught, that the

organ should be held and controlled for one hour

following every delivery. With a relaxed uterus all

things are possible which may render the condition

of the patient uncomfortable, or precipitate well-

being into serious disaster, from afterpains,

hemorrhage and other complications, to inversion.

Moreover, the relaxed uterus is more prone to retro-

flexion—a condition pointed out by Henning as long

ago as 1882, as a forerunner of inversion.

To start the inversion, which in most cases begins

at the fundus, some force, a tergo or a fronte, is

necessary. Probalily the latter is the most frequent

cause and is represented by strong traction of the

cord to hasten the escape of the placenta. A cup-

ping of the fundus is thus started, and continued

dragging pulls down the bulging uterine wall until it

assumes the shape of a broad pedicled tumor, while

uterine contractions hasten the denouement.

Precipitate labor, delivery in the upright position

and a short fundus, act in the same manner. From
above, rough and violent pressure in attempts at

rapid delivery of the placenta produces a similar ef-

fect. In instances of spontaneous inversion, which
undoubtedly occur and to which my second case be-

longs, alxlominal pressure associated with more or

less strong contractions of the recti muscles may fur-

nish the inciting cause, or causes, acting on a relaxed

and softened portion of the fundus, while along the

same lines, coughing, sneezing and vomiting in the

presence of a relaxed or locally paretic uterus, have
produced the condition. The upright or squatting

posture, especially with the patient at stool, has given

rise to inversion not only early but even during the

later weeks of the puerperium. The mortality from
this accident is high, ranging up to forty per cent.,

thus indicating that in inversion of the uterus the

physician is dealing with a most serious complica-

tion. Death occurs from shock, hemorrhage (acute

anemia), and sepsis.

DIAGNOSIS.

The diagnosis of complete inversion presents no
difficulties ; it is the partial type which is likely to

mislead the practitioner and give rise to hasty and
wrong conclusions. The bleeding incident to the mis-

hap is likely to be through postpartum hemorrhage,
and investigation is therefore postponed until an ad-

vanced stage of the dislocation has been reached.

Shock may sujjervene after a prolonged and nagging
labor, especially in nervous and hysterical individ-

uals, and anxiety over the patient's state may mask
the true conditions to the attendant's mind. In all

such instances investigation bimanually is desirable

and necessary as soon as the immediate symptoms
have been relieved. Only by bearing the possibilities

in mind is a successful diagnosis antecedent to suc-

cessful treatment. In cases which present no symp-
toms, a knowledge of beginning or accomplished in-

version may be obtained only through a constant
supervision of the uterus, particularly during the lat-

ter part of the second, and for a time after the com-
pletion of the third stage.

TREATMENT.
The treatment should be largely prophylactic

through avoidance of unjustifiable violence, especial-

ly in the third stage of labor. In dealing with the

actual occurrence, the discovery of a vaginal tumor
being the earliest intimation of the event, the condi-

tion of the patient must be first considered. If there

is much shock or hemorrhage, these must receive

immediate attention before any attempt at the re-

duction of the inverted organ is made, and the patient

put in as good condition as possible before adminis-

tering the anesthetic.

When taxis is attempted, it must be remembered
that gentleness and speed are of the utmost impor-

tance. Should the placenta be adherent, as it is in

a considerable number of cases, it must be peeled off

the uterus as quickly and thoroughly as possible

without doing damage to the organ. This reduces

the size of the tumor and facilitates its reduction.

If the uterine body is still within the cervix, the in-

troduction of a small Voorhees bag through the cer-

vical ring and gradually distending this with warm
sterile water, rnay, by elastic pressure, cause the fun-

dus gradually, or, more likely, rapidly to spring up-

ward into position. Lacking the bag, gentle packing

with sterile gauze may be tried, but the utmost cau-

tion must be taken not to rupture or perforate the

uterus, which is sometimes greatly softened and even

friable. When the uterus lies in the vagina or has

escaped from the vulva, the technic is as follows

:

the hand, with the fingers pressed together forming
a cone, is introduced into the vagina with its dorsal

surface toward the sacrum, the fingers being ex-

tended along the neck, with the tips, if possible, in-

side the constriction ring. With the body of the

uterus lying in the palm of the hand, the former is

gently squeezed between the palm and the thumb like

a sponge, to remove as much of the contained blood

as possible and render the organ smaller. This, I

consider, is of the greatest importance as the pre-

liminary step. At the same time the finger tips with-

in the cervical opening, or, when this is impossible,

at the sides of the ring, attempt to dilate the con-

striction with simultaneous upward pressure. Coin-
cident with this, the fundus and body of the uterus

still lying in the palm of the hand, are pressed up-
ward and forward in the axis of the superior pelvic

strait, slowly, persistently, gently, until the uterus

responds and turns outside in. It is surprising how
quickly, under proper manipulation, restoration of

the inverted organ can be accomplished, the uterus

often springing back through its own elasticity after

the process is once started. Some writers state that,

with the sudden return of the organ to position, a

decided snap can be heard. Following reinversion.

the hand should be left inside the cavity until uterine

contractions can be established when it may be slow-

ly withdrawn. The uterus should then be washed
out with a hot, weak antiseptic solution, (iodine,

lysol or carbolic acid), and if there is a tendency to

relax, both uterus and vagina should be packed with
sterile gauze. Ergot, as a promoter of uterine con-
tractions, is preferable to pituitrin.

62 Adams Avenue West.
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The Present Status of the Treatment of Uterine Fibroids
By SOLOMON WIENER, M. D.,

New York.

There is no little confusion at the pi^esent time in

the minds of practitioners, as well as of specialists,

as to the indications and contraindications in the

treatment of fibroid tumors of the uterus. This is

a pity, because the methods of treatment at our dis-

posal today, properly applied, are capable of bril-

liant results, and improperly applied may be fraught

with failure or even disaster. Too many patients

are told that their tumor may be treated by opera-

tion or by radiotherapy, and the choice is then left

more or less to them. This is all wrong, because the

indications for operation and for radiation are dif-

ferent, and in the light of our present knowledge
these indications are clearly and sharply defined.

In this paper no other conditions ljut distinct

fibroid tumors of the uterus, fibromata or fibromyo-

mata, will be included. The term radiotherapy will

be used to apply equally to the use of x rays or of

radium or its emanations.

In the first place, it should always be clearly borne
in mind that a large proportion of all fibroids require

no treatment whatsoever. All such tumors as are

not giving rise to any symptoms, are not growing
appreciably in size, and are not so situated as to

cause a possible dystocia in a woman in the child-

bearing age, can safely be left alone. When these

conditions do not prevail and treatment is indicated,

we have two methods at our disposal, radiotherapy

and operation. No others need be considered.

Treatment by any drug at our disposal is futile, and
the use of endocrines, in tlie present state of our
knowledge, is fanciful.

Let us consider radiotherapy first. This is often

looked upon as the more conservative method of

treatment, and yet as regards the ovary, which is a

far more important organ than the uterus in the

economy of the woman, it is absolutely radical. The
doses of X ray or radium required to bring about
the cessation of the symptom of bleeding alone, ex-

cept in a woman at or close to the menopause, is

equivalent in its action upon the ovary to a total

castration. Thus, J. G. Clark, who has had a large

experience with this work, says : "Radium is quite

as potent in its power to bring on a premature meno-
pause, and is quite as upsetting to the nervous equili-

brium of a young woman, as the removal of the

ovaries."

It is a mistake to consider the menopause as coin-

cident with the cessation of menstruation. This is

only one of its first and most striking symptoms.
The normal menopause extends in the female, just

as a similar process does in the male, over a period

of many years. Indeed the atrophy of the ovary

extends over a period of decades rather than months,

and it is probable that its internal secretions play a

part until senility. One cannot get away from the

fact of the destructive action of radiation on ovarian

substance and activity, for it is by this very action

upon the ovary that the rays produce their efifect on

uterine fibroids. We hear a great deal of the so-

called specific and selective action of the rays on the

fibroid tumor itself. This has never been proved,
and we all know that the ovary and the testicle are

among the most susceptible tissues of the body to

radiation.

It is true that small sized tumors do apparcntlv

disappear under radiation. What has been largely

forgotten is that in the early days of abdominal sur-

gery, before the technic of hysterectomy had been
suf^ciently worked out to make it reasonably safe,

fibroid tumors of the uterus were treated by sur-

gical castration. This was in those days a much
easier and safer operation than hysterectomy, in

many instances it also succeeded in bringing about
the shrinking or disappearance of small .sized fibroids.

When large tumors are radiated, even after all the

symptoms to which they gave rise have disappeared,

there remains a shrunken degenerated mass of tumor
tissue. As some one has aptly put it. the living

woman walks about a sarcophagus for her dead
tumor.

CONTRAINDICATIONS TO K.\DI0TH ERAPY.
The contraindications to the use of radiotherapy

are definite and di.stinct.

1. Age of tJic patient.—The younger the woman
the larger the dose of radium or x ray required to

produce an efifect, and the greater the destruction

of ovarian tissue and functions. All authorities

agree that this is not the treatment of choice in young-

women. Some put the lower limit of age for radia-

tion at thirty-five and some at forty. After all,

this is a relative matter, and if the case is one which
is suitable for radiation, the patient herself should

be permitted to decide whether she prefers to have
her tumor removed and retain her ovaries, or have
her ovaries destroyed and keep her tumor.

2. Size of the tumor.—Large tumors should,

wherever possible, be removed surgically. At best,

radiation results in a shrunken degenerated mass
which may, and frequently does, give rise to sub-

sequent symptoms, and which is more or less of a

constant menace. This again is a relative matter.

Many authorities do not advise radiating tumors
larger than a three months' pregnancy in size. Some
enthusiasts essay to treat tumors the size of a five,

or even a six months' pregnancy.

The conclusions of the Mayo Clinic, as reported

by Stacy, are as follows: "Surgery is still the treat-

ment of choice for young women who have definite

fibroids causing menorrhagia ; for those who have

a normal sized uterus but a history suggesting the

presence of an intrauterine polyp, or a small sub-

mucous fibroid, and for those with a history sus-

picious of malignancy of the fundus of the uterus.

We believe that large fibroids are best treated by

hysterectomy as a certain means of quickly remov-

ing the tumor without the possibility of degenerative

changes occurring later. It has been our policy

to limit the use of radium to fibroids the size of a

three and a half to four months' pregnancy, unless
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there is a quite definite contraindication to operation."

3. Tumors giving rise to pressure symptoms.—
The objections to radiating these are largely the

same as under the last heading, only here there is

a more general agreement that prompt operation is

the better treatment.

4. Inflatiuiiatory conditions of the annc.va.—It is

coming to be a well recognized fact that in the pres-

ence of inflammation in the pelvis radiotherapy is

fraught with grave danger, and is strictly contrain-

dicated. Peritonitis and even death have ensued
from the use of radium for iibroids in the presence

of undiagnosed and unsuspected pyosalpinx. I my-
self know of an unreported case, vouched for by a

prominent gynecologist of this city, in which peri-

tonitis arising from an unsuspected pyosalpinx re-

sulted fatally, in spite of prompt operation.

In discussing this subject Clark says : "The tumor
must be uncomplicated with coincident inflammatory
disease; it must be causing hemorrhage, and it must
not be too large." He states that when pain is

present, even without coincident evidences of inflam-

matory disturbance, it is seldom relieved, even
though the tumor largely disappears. He mentions
instances in which there was old salpingitis and a

flare up of the quiescent process occurred. He has

established a rigid rule that no patient suffering

with pain lateral to the uterus is to be radiated.

It is his practice to confine radiation to cases in

which the tumors are the size of a three months'

pregnancy or smaller.

In discussing Clark's paper, E. C. Samuel, of

New Orleans, stated that he had had "three unhappy
experiences" with a lighting up of infection after

radium was used. In the same discussion Harold
Bailey, of New York, said "that the mortality from
radium treatment of fibromyoma, together with that

of the undiagnosed and imtreated complications, may
be higher than one and a half to two per cent."

Stacy, in reporting upon the results obtained at

the Mayo Clinic, concludes that radium should not

be used where there is a clinical history or physical

signs of pelvic infection, nor in those patients who
complain of chronic pelvic pain, since the applica-

tion of radium may light up a quiescent infection.

They had three cases in which operation became
necessary because of this untoward result.

In general, then, it may be definitely stated that in

those cases in which there is pain, or above all fever,

radiation is contraindicated. Clark goes so far as

to state that pain rarely disappears after radiation,

even with marked shrinking of the tumor. The
difficulty of diagnosing latent infection will be dwelt

upon later.

5. Submucous cuid suhpcritonal growilis.—Opin-
ion is well nigh unanimous that these should not be

radiated. Sloughing and necrosis of the tumors are

almost bound to result from radiation.

6. Ovarian tumors.—Malignant ovarian tumors
are prone to be, if anything, .stimulated in their

growth, and benign ovarian cysts may undergo
malignant degeneration under radiotherapy.

7. Carcinoma of the fundus.—This form of can-

cer yields such uniformly excellent results after rea-

sonakly early operation, that no other form of ther-

apy should be considered. Irregular bleeding is the

most prominent symptom of carcinoma of the fun-

dus. No case of fibroids which has bleeding as a

symptom should have treatment by radiation until a
diagnostic curettage has been performed, the curet-

tings examined, and carcinoma of the fundus ruled

out. In a uterine cavity which is distorted by the

presence of fibroid tumors the curette may miss the

area involved in cancerous degeneration. Therefore
at the Mayo Clinic hysterectomy is advised in those

cases in which the history is suspicious of carcinoma
of the fundus.

Martindale, an English enthusiast for radiation

of fibroids, sums up as follows : "As long as one's

diagnosis necessarily remains faulty, there is danger
in using intensive x ray therapy for any but those

cases in which we are fairly certain we are dealing

with a straightforward uncomplicated case, e. g., a

fibroid uterus well under the size of a six months'
pregnancy, interstitial rather than subperitoneal, and
in which the chief and only symptom is excessive

menorrhagia. In such a case it seems to me the

treatment par excellence. In all cases that are at all

doubtful in diagnosis, I am certain that an explora-

tory laparotomy, followed by hysterectomy where
necessary, is the only right treatment.

FREQUENCY OF COMPLICATIONS.

How often do complications which contraindicate

radiation of fibroids occur?

Broun, in a study of 1,500 cases of myoma uteri

operated in at the Woman's Hospital, New York,
found that 355 cases (twenty-three and seven tenths

per cent. ) presented complications which contrain-

dicated the use of x rays or radium. Almost one
patient out of four who came for the relief of symp-
toms due to myomata had such complications.

These included, for example, carcinoma of the

ovary, papillomatous cyst of the ovary, abscess of

the ovary, pyosalpinx, or similar conditions.

R. T. P'rank, in a series of 419 unselected cases

operated in the service of Brettauer at Mount Sinai

Hospital, found that 140 (thirty-five per cent.) were
complicated cases. Of these 140 complicated cases,

at least seventy-four (eighteen and five tenths per
cent.) presented conditions absolutely contraindi-

cating radium. He stated, "Many of these condi-

tions were not and could not be diagnosticated be-

fore operation."

In a personal series of seventy-eight consecutive

hysterectomies for fibroid, I encountered the single

complication of double pyosalpinx seven times.

These were old pyosalpinges associated with large

fibroid tumors, and in no instance were they diag-

nosed before operation, though they were hf)spital

cases and were examined by several members of

the attending stafY. Of course there were other

complications in this series which I might enumer-
ate, but the two large series of cases just (luoted

are sufficient to carry home the point.

The difHculty of diagnosing many of these com-
plications is obvious. Large fibroid tumors cU)mi-

nate the clinical picture and the physical findings

upon examination. Anyone familiar with bimanual
examination will readily gras]) the difficulty or im-

])Ossibility of palpating small inflammatory annexal
masses when the pelvis is filled with multiple fibroid

tumors, or of difTerentiating. for exam])le. a small
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dermoid cyst of the ovary from an irregular mass
of coexisting soft myomata. It may be exceedingly
difficult or impossible to determine whether any of

the fibroids are submucous in their development, or

on the other hand whether any of the subperitoneal

growths are pedunculated to such an extent that

radiation would lead to necrosis and sloughing. It

is sufficient merely to point out these difficulties, one
need not emphasize them any further.

In view of all this, how can physicians diagnose
large fibroid tumors and blithely send their patient

to the radiotherapeutist ? I myself feel a far graver
sense of responsibility in advising radiation to any
patient with fibroids, other than one in whom the

tumors are small and pelvic conditions accurately

diagnosed, than in advising operation.

INDICATIONS FOR RADIOTHERAPY.

Is radiotherapy, then, to be discarded in the treat-

ment of fibroids? By no means, for there still re-

main a very considerable number of cases which
constitute a legitimate field for its use. Indeed, it

is only fair to state that radiation is today an indis-

pensable part of our therapeutic armamentarium. It

should be clearly borne in mind, however, that a
diagnostic curettage is imperative preceding radia-

tion whenever irregular bleeding is present.

Radiotherapy is the treatment of choice for all

patients having organic disease sufficiently grave to

render anesthesia and operation unduly hazardous.

In these cases it is the treatment par excellence for

stopping the bleeding. It should, of course, be used
only where there are none of the pelvic complica-

tions which are in themselves contraindications.

Radiation is also indicated in cases of very small un-
complicated fibroids where hemorrhage is the sole

symptom, and the patient is approaching the meno-
pause.

It is hardly feasible at present to set an arbitrary

limit to the size of the tumors in which its use is to

be recommended. Further trial and experience will

be necessary to elucidate this point. However, it

would not seem advisable to employ radiation for

tumor masses larger than a three to four months'
pregnancy in size, because of the difficulty of diag-

nosing complications.

Radiation is particularly advantageous in women
approaching the menopause, because here the dose
necessary to stop the bleeding need not be so large

as to cause total atrophy of the ovary. The matter

of the lower age limit at which to employ radiation

is a knotty problem. Some investigators arbitrarily

fix thirty-five years, others forty years, and so on.

The age of beginning natural menopause varies

within wide limits in difi^erent individuals. Cer-

tainly, raying ought never to be employed in younger
women without definitely and explicitly explaining

its efifect upon the ovaries. It is my personal custom
to tell every patient under forty years of age that

the radium treatment of a fibroid is equivalent to

castration.

Severe anemia is not of itself an indication for

radiation. Here the treatment of choice is first

transfusion and then operation. Some years ago I

had a patient who after months of severe bleeding

had a hemoglobin of twenty per cent. She had a

blood transfusion, followed in several days by hys-
terectomy, and made an uneventful recovery.

To sum up, while the class of cases in which
radiation is the treatment to be preferred is limited,

their actual number is by no means small.

OPERATIVE THERAPY.

What has surgery to of¥er us in the treatment of
fibroids? In the first place, it takes care of the

pelvic complications. Secondly, it is always con-
servative, at least of the ovary. Unless the ovaries
are totally diseased, or the site of a neoplasm, they
can be conserved.

In this connection it may be well to jwint out that

it is not enough to leave the ovary in situ, its blood
supply must be properly maintained. The ovary
left without proper circulation atrophies. With ade-
quate arterial supply and venous drainage it does
not atrophy.

As to the uterus itself, operation may be radical

or conservative, depending upon the location and
relation of the growths. Myomectomy often con-
serves menstruation and sometimes makes future
pregnancies possible. With improved technic myo-
mectomy promises tp be employed more and more in

the future.

Hysterectomy may be total or supravaginal. Both
myomectomy and hysterectomy may be performed
by the abdominal or vaginal route, depending upon
local conditions, and the technic at the disposal of the

individual operator. In many instances vaginal

myomectomy proves little more than a minor opera-

tion in its effect upon the patient.

As to the frequency in general of these various

procedures, this is to a considerable extent a matter
of choice with the individual operator. In order to

illustrate to some extent their relative frequency, I

have tabulated my own last one hundred operations

for fibroids. Intrauterine polypi and small pedun-
culated or subperitoneal fibroids, removed inci-

dental to other operations, are not included.

Abdominal supravaginal hysterectomy 59
Abdominal total hysterectomy 12
Vaginal hysterectomy 7

Abdominal myomectomy 14
Vaginal myomectomy 8

Total 100

There were eighty-five abdominal and fifteen vag-

inal operations
;

seventy-eight excisions of the

uterus, and twenty-two excisions of the tumors only.

In twenty-two per cent, of this series of cases it was
possible to remove the neoplasm and leave the uterus

intact. There is every reason to hope that the per-

centage of myomectoinies will be steadily increased.

There was one death in this series of cases, an ab-

dominal supravaginal hysterectomy. A mortality of

one per cent, for all the operations for fibroids, and
of 1.26 per cent, for the hysterectomies (one out of

seventy-eight hysterectomies)

.

Broun, in his series of 1,500 operations performed
by a number of surgeons at the Woman's Hospital,

reported a mortality of one and eight tenths per

cent. In general the operative mortality varies be-

tween one and two per cent. These results are en-

tirely comparable to those of the operation of 'in-

terval appendectomy. Moreover, the operative re-
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suits are burdened with such severe complications as

necrosis and sloughing of the tumors, with more or

less sepsis.

In the future, if cases with serious organic disease

are palliated by treating with radiation, rather than

attempting to cure by surgery, we may hope for

even lower mortality statistics.

CONCLUSIONS.

1. Many fibroids require no treatment whatsoever.

2. Radiotherapy is a more radical method of treat-

ment than operation because it destroys the ovary.

3. The contraindications to radiotherapy are youth

of the patient, large tumors, pain as a symptom, in-

flammatory conditions of the annexa, submucous
and subperitoneal pedunculated growths, ovarian

tumors and carcinoma of the fundus.

4. Radiation should always be preceded by a diag-

nostic curettage.

5. Indications for radiation : As a palliative meas-

ure in patients with serious organic disease ; small

uncomplicated fibroids, where bleeding is the sole

symptom, and the patient is approaching the meno-
pause.

6. The indiscriminate use of radiotherapy in the

presence of unsuspected and undiagnosed complica-

tions will lead to a high mortality.

7. Surgery is the more conservative method of

treatment, especially as regards the ovary.

8. Surgery takes care of the pelvic complications.

9. Myomectomy should be more frequently em-
ployed ; it conserves the function of menstruation,

ancl occasionally permits of future pregnancy.

10. Surgery has a mortality of from one per cent,

to two per cent., including cases with severe com-
plications—figures entirely comparable to those of

the operation of internal appendectomy.
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Unilateral Twin Tubal Pregnancy
By MAX THOREK, M. D.,

Chicago,

Surgeon in Chief to the American Hospital.

The extreme rarity of twin tubal gestation ren-

ders it interesting, and an added element of interest

is present when, as in this case, the well advanced

stage of the pregnancy is considered. Twin, or mul-

tiple, tubal pregnancy may be divided into three gen-

eral types of groups : unilateral, in which there are

two or more embryos in one tube
;
bilateral, or preg-

nancy of both tubes, and those cases in which tubal

gestation accompanies an otherwise normal uterine

gestation. The latter is not, strictly speaking, true

twin tubal except when there are more than one

embryo extrauterine. In my study of this subject

only those cases in which there was a multiple preg-

nancy of one tube were considered.

Pool and Robbins ( 1 )
give an interesting review

of the cases reported prior to 1910, including one of

their own. Their study included twenty-nine

authentic cases, with more or less complete data on
each. They also mention the findings of Pulcher,

McCalla, Schauta and Costa, who reported, respec-

tively, eighteen, twenty-five, nineteen and eleven

positive cases, although Costa considers fifteen other

cases as presumably authentic unilateral twin tubal

pregnancy.

J. F. Baldwin (2) reported a case which had been
diagnosed as procidentia. Upon opening the abdo-
men there was found a twin pregnancy of one tube

and a single embryo in the opposite tube. The
embryos were very early, being about the size of

peis. This case was reported in 1913.

Gordon Taylor (3) in 1918 reported finding one

complete embryo and part of another in a single

gestation sac outside a ruptured right tube. Con-
trary to the rule, his case was in a young nullipara.

Noel Braham (4) reported a twin tubal pregnancy,
with tubal abortion of ofie fetus, in 1914. In this

case the patient gave a history of a six months'
pregnancy, although the fetuses found measured but

seven inches in length, and the fetus, which was
extruded from the tube, showed signs of degenera-

tion.

J. H. Carstens (5), of Detroit, had a case of

triple tubal gestation in 1919. One of the features

worthy of note was the finding of a single pregnancy
of the right tube at about six weeks' development,
while a twin pregnancy of the left tube was esti-

mated as being that of three weeks. His patient

also was a nullipara.

Of the cases reviewed there is one instance of

multiple pregnancy of the tube in which there were
five embryos of three or probably four months'
development. This case was reported by Professor
Treube (6 ) and verified by an anatomical specimen.
Saenger (7), Krusen (8) and Barbat (9) each re-

ported the occurrence of triple tubal gestation of one
tube, or unilateral. The cases of Carstens and Bald-

win were instances of bilateral tubal pregnancy.
Collating the data in these cases, it is found that

the left tube is involved eight times to the right tube

five, or almost twice as frequently. As to the dura-
tion of pregnancy, fifteen per cent, terminated before
the middle of the second month. Twenty-fiive per
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/ cent, reached three months or more. The remainder,
or sixty per cent., terminated between the sixth and
tenth weeks. For the same reason that ectopic preg-
nancy in general fails to develop beyond a certain

period—except in rare instances—so must twin
tubal pregnancy fail, because of the poor nourish-

ment and the cramped surroundings affcjrded by its

unnatural environment.

Of my case, the duration of which is estimated as

being four months or more, a brief report is given.

Case.—Mrs. N. S., hospital number 5439; white,

female, married, aged twenty-nine. Family history :

Parents living and well; one brother and two sisters,

all in normal health. Personal history: Patient had
had the usual diseases of childhood, but no other
serious illness. Menstrual history : Patient began
menstruating at the age of fourteen, periods regular,

and of the twenty-eight day type, lasting four days

;

no unusual pain after the first day. Pregnancies

:

Patient is a parvipara, both children living and well :

normal deliveries.

Present illness : After a siege of irregular menstrua-
tion for the past three or four months the patient

was seized by a sudden attack of severe pain starting

low down in the left side and becoming more general

over the entire lower left abdominal quadrant. This
was attended by faintness. She had menstruated
normally five months ago. Of late there had been a

periodical vaginal discharge of brownish, foul fluid,

lasting two or three days. She had been constipated

and easily nauseated during the past four months.
Physical condition on admission to hospital : Brought

Fig. 1.—Fetuses removed in ruptured ectopic pregnancy of four
months duration; actual length of fetuses .six and a quarter inches.

to the hospital in ambulance in a condition of im-

jjending collapse ; head, neck, chest and extremities

normal ; abdomen distended, more apparent on the

left side. A bimanual examination showed the

uterus to be enlarged and soft. A large mass, some
six or seven inches in diameter, was present, lying to

the left and above the uterus. The mass was only
slightly movable, firm in consistence, and seemingly
attached to the uterus.

A diagnosis of ruptured ectopic pregnancy was
made and hurried pre])arations were made for opera-

Fic. 2.—Schematic appearance of lower abdominal contents at

time of operation.

tion. The operation was performed under gas ether

anesthesia. Left parametrian incision was made for

celiotomy. On opening the abdomen a considerable

(juantity of dark, clotted blood was found free in

the peritoneal cavity. The right tube was normal,

the uterus enlarged and soft. The left tube, which
was enormously enlarged, was found to be ruptured,

and the fetuses which it had contained were lying

free within the abdominal cavity. The left tube,

together with the products of conception, were re-

moved and the toilet of the peritoneum looked after.

The abdomen was closed, one cigarette drain being

used. The patient made an uneventful recovery.

Examination of the specimen removed (which
consisted of the two fetuses, the left tube, placenta,

and membranes) showed two male fetuses of about
four months' development. They were attached to

a common placenta. The gestation sac and tube

were found ruptured.

A photograph of the embryos and a schematic

drawing of the abdomen and its contents give a very

definite idea of the entire findings and their relations.
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A Brief Review of Recent Obstetrical Progress*
By J. O. ARNOLD, M. D.,

Philadelphia,

Professor of Clinical Obstetrics, Temple University Medical School; Associate Obstetrician to the Samaritan Hospital.

1 have thought it might be of some value to those

of us who are interested in practical obstetrics, to

go back over the past twenty-tive years and see what
can be pointed out as really progressive steps in this

most important field. As an obstetrician, let me say

at the outset that our specialty does not have a great

deal to boast about, when compared with the rather

remarkable progress seen in almost all other

branches of medicine. I recently came across this

quotation from an authentic source: "During the

twenty-three years ending in 1913, in this country

no definite decrease in the death rate from the dis-

eases caused by pregnancy and confinement can be

demonstrated ; nor can any decrease in the death rate

from puerperal septicemia be shown." Such a state-

ment tends to give us a rather discouraging view of

a field in which the general impression is, perhaps,

that there has been great improvement during the

past twenty-five years. Someone has called atten-

tion to the fact that we are loud in our praise of the

wonderful attainments of n^odern medicine and sur-

gery, but that we are silent on the lamentable defi-

ciencies of everyday, practical obstetrics.

The science of obstetrics, and perhaps the practi-

cal part as done in the better class of institutions

throughout tlie country, shows very decided gains

in the last (juarter of a century, but it must not be

forgotten that by far the greater part of practical

obstetrics is not yet done in suitably equipped insti-

tutions, or in institutions of any kind, and so long

as this is true, the disparaging comparison with sur-

gery and other specialties that are done in institu-

tions, is not altogether a fair one. Do not misun-
derstand me. I am not ofl^ering the excuse of extenu-

ating circumstances. The fact remains that we are

away behind in the specialty of obstetrics, and that

the medical profession, as well as the laity, is to

blame for it, and all the more so if we pass it over

lightly, without serious or concerted efiforts toward
improvement.

You Schuylkill County doctors may all do such

good obstetrics that you are not ashamed of your
mortality records, but down in Philadelphia, where
we have long prided ourselves on being one of the

great medical teaching centres of the country, we
are ashamed to have to tell you that approximately

one out of every 140 women who undertake the God
given privilege and duty of motherhood, is made to

sacrifice her life to our ignorance and inefiiciency

:

and one out of every twenty-five babies born is

added to the list of our infant mortality.

Statistics for the country at large show that among
women of childbearing age. childbirth is second only

to tuberculosis as the cause of the greatest number
of deaths. In J:he past twenty-five years the mor-
tality rate from many other cau.ses, including sur-

gical infection, tuberculosis, typhoid fever and other

*Resume of an address at the Annual Outing of the Schuylkill
("ounty, I'a., Medical Society. AuKUst 4, 1921.

epidemic diseases, has been greatly reduced, but our
pride falls when we extend the survey to the field

of obstetrics.

It is impossible, as you know, to obtain accurate
maternity reports for the entire area of the United
States, but, building conservatively upon the figures

we have, it is estimated that at least twenty thousand
mothers die annually in childbirth, or from its direct

effects. Nearly half of this number die from puer-
peral infection—a disease which has been proved
to be almost, if not wholly, preventable. A few
years ago I carefully collected the available data on
infant mortality for the United States, and found
that on a most conservative estimate more than one
hundred and fifty thousand babies die annually in

this great enlightened land of ours, during the pro-
cess of birth, or as a direct result of that process.

This is certainly an appallingly large annual death
toll to be exacted by a function that is supposed to
be physiological and normal. But this is not all,

by any means. These tens of thousands of dead
babies constitute something tangible that can be
measured in the figures of mortality tables, but who
can estimate the results of all the mental and physi-
cal defects of later life, that may and undouljtedly
do come to thousands more who barely escape death
at birth. And when to this frightful infant mor-
tality and morbidity we add the well nigh incalcul-

able maternal morbidity known to accompany and
result from these births, then I am sure we are
safe in saying that the domain of practical obstet-

rics offers one of the largest fields in all the realm of
preventive medicine in which care is most urgently
needed. Surely we must have higher standards of
care for women in pregnancy and childbirth, and
these higher standards can only come as we more
generally recognize the seriousness of the need.

So much by way of introduction. Now let us
look back over the past few years and see what we
can pick out that is entitled to be called obstetrical

progress. Undoubtedly there has been progress,
great progress in some directions, and wdiat is still

more reassuring, the signs of the times all point to-

ward a progressively increasing interest in ob.stet-

rics, with the promise of much more gratifying re-

sults in the near future.

Let us take first the period of pregnancy. While
it is true that little progress has been made in the

active treatment of the graver manifestations of the

toxemia of pregnancy— eclampsia, for instance, still

has no efficient, specific remedy—I think we have
made very decided gain in recent years, in our
efiforts to prevent toxemia. Undoubtedly the greater
attention to diet and to teaching ])rcgnant women
how to live are the most promising moans at our
command to jirevent toxemia. By clearly recogniz-
ing and forcefully stating the dangers of overeat-
ing, or of vicious eating, and by carefully and sy.s--

tematically explaining to every pregnant woman jusi
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exactly how she may avoid these dangers, 1 feel that

in my own practice I have made decided progress in

the prevention of toxemia in recent years, and I

hope I am having a reasonable degree of success in

helping others to do as well.

I do not for a moment attempt to maintain that

the cause of eclampsia is found primarily in the gas-

trointestinal tract, but the longer I practice obstet-

rics the more firmly I am convinced that in a large

percentage of cases the digestive tract holds the bal-

ance of power, so to speak, in the struggle which is

ever present in the pregnant woman between the

toxins of pregnancy (whatever they are) and the

specific protective cell ferments of her blood. Bar-

ring organic disease, if the intestinal canal can be

kept normal and clean without purgation, and I

believe it can, then the natural protective forces will

maintain the ascendency and there will be little or

no evidence of the presence of a toxemia. At least

that is the way I feel about it, and I feel it so

strongly that I practically swear every woman who
applies to me for attendance nowadays to follow my
instructions absolutely, or to discontinue my ser-

vices.

After explaining, and illustrating, if necessary,

from case histories, the very real dangers from bad

eating, I am in the habit of holding up my hand in

front of the patient with thumb and fingers spread

equally distant, while I tell her:

1. That her entire food allowance for the twenty-

four hours is to be divided as nearly as possible into

five equal portions (as represented by the fingers),

one of which is to be taken every three hours until

all are consumed ; that no other food is to be taken

after or before or between these portions, and that

there is to be no big meal, and especially not the

usual evening dinner.

2. That she may have a fairly liberal variety of

foods, so long as they are known to be nutritious

and digestible, and that her drink is to be limited al-

most entirely to milk and water.

3. That as often as she eats, or five times a day,

she is to take at least a half teaspoonful of bicar-

bonate of soda, or its equivalent in some other

alkali, such as the milk of magnesia; that this is to

be increased or decreased according to its efifects

on the reaction of the urine, and the general condi-

tion of the patient.

Of course, much more than this and much that

is different must often be said to suit individual

cases, but this is the gist of the matter. The method
outlined is the most effective I have ever found to

prevent overeating. A small meal of simple, nour-

ishing food every three hours is digested and assi-

milated, and the plan therefore works no hardship

to the bodily needs. It runs counter, -however, to

a long established custom that is hard to break in

some instances, and calls for a degree of moral

courage and selfsacrifice not possessed by every

woman.
The second progressive step to which I would

call attention is that of the greater attention being

paid to obstetrical diagnosis. In my earlier obstet-

rical experience I saw many cases of serious, and

often fatal injuries to both mother and child, which

I know were due to the failure of the attendant to

make a careful diagnosis of the exact relationship

in presentation, position, and size of the child and
the birth canal. Recent years have shown decided
advancement in this direction, and a consequent
material gain in the conduct of labor. Take for
illustration the persistent occipitoposterior position.

It has been my experience, as I suppose it is the
experience of every consylting obstetrician, to see a
large number of cases of this kind, and to see serious
results from their having remained too long unrec-
ognized. Some years ago I found, in looking over
my records, that practically one out of every four
cases in which I had been called to assist the family
doctor in delivery, proved to be an occipitoposterior

position, and usually unrecognized. In thirty-

six per cent, of these cases, failure to make a diag-
nosis had led the doctor to make one or more unsuc-
cessful attempts at forceps delivery, with its usual
disastrous results. DeLee is of the opinion that
more children are lost from occipitoposterior posi-

tion than from contracted pelvis, and my ex-
perience would lead me to believe that he is correct.

I have found dead babies in sixteen and two thirds

per cent, of the cases where these unsuccessful at-

tempts had been made. And the sad part of the
story is, that a proper diagnosis and the applica-

tion of what I have called trimanual rotation would
have saved practically all of these babies and greatly

reduced the maternal morbidity. I am satisfied

there has been real progress in this matter of diag-

nosis, but there is still room for improvement. Only
three days ago I saw a case where the attending
physician had exhausted his strength in repeated
unsuccessful forceps attempts on an unrecognized
occipitoposterior presentation. To my great sur-

prise, the fetal heart could still be heard, though
very feebly. A trimanual rotation made the deliv-

ery easy, but I seriously question whether that child

will ever entirely recover from the unnecessary in-

juries it had sustained.

This leads to my third point, namely, the discov-

ery and systematic use of the labor stethoscope. I

have not a doubt that the attention thus given to

the condition of the child during labor has resulted

in a decided reduction of birth mortality. A few
years ago one seldom or never saw a stethoscope

used in labor, and but little effort was made to keep
track of the effects of labor upon the child. Now,
no careful obstetrician would think of conducting a

difficult or an instrumental delivery without fre-

quently listening to the fetal heart sounds, and being
governed largely by what was thus revealed. Vari-

ous instruments have been devised. Most of us,

perhaps, are familiar with the efficient, but some-
what cumbersome head stethoscope of DeLee ; I find

this is used but little outside of Chicago. The sim-

ple little metallic cone which is sterilizable with the

other instruments, is always ready, and is easily and
safely used, is in my opinion the best all around
practical labor stethoscope in use today.

I scarcely need mention, as a fourth step in com-
paratively recent obstetrical progress, the almost

universal use of rubber gloves. While of incalcula-

ble value in itself, the rubber glove has made prac-

ticable another procedure of even greater impor-
tance in many respects, namely, the practice of rectal
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examinations in labor. Repeated vaginal examina-

tions, with all their potential dangers, have been

practically eliminated from modern obstetrics. My
own records for the past five years show that less

than five per cent, of my patients have had any
vaginal examination before delivery. The conse-

quent saving in maternal morbidity, to say nothing

of the item of time saving to the doctor, has so im-

pressed me with the value of this method that I

,would not give it up under any consideration. One
institution where rectal examination is the rule,

reports over four thousand deliveries with only two
cases of infection, and in these the patients had both

been examined vaginally. Similar reports of greatly

reduced morbidity are found wherever vaginal ex-

aminations have been discontinued. This is cer-

tainly a great forward step in practical obstetrics.

In the matter of the prevention and treatment of

asphyxia neonatorum, there has likewise been de-

cided progress in recent years. As to the early de-

tection or prevention of asphyxia, the advent of the

labor stethoscope, as previously noted, has been of

the greatest importance and has undoubtedly saved

many lives. In the treatment of asphyxiated babies,

most of us whose experience goes back more than

fifteen or twenty years will recall how carefully we
were taught some half a dozen more or less com-
plicated methods of resuscitation, such as the vari-

ous swingings, slappings, tongue pullings, hot and
cold water dippings, and other methods of reflex

stimulation ; all of which we look upon now as hav-

ing been of questionable value if not in most in-

stances a useless waste of time and a positive menace

to the welfare of the child. In my practice I use

an aspirator, which I consider the greatest little

baby saver yet devised, and has made the crude

methods I have mentioned well nigh obsolete. I

say this without fear of contradiction, for it has

been demonstrated and proved in thousands of cases.

This aspirator is all that is needed, except in

asphyxia pallida, where in addition to clearing the

respiratory tract some form of mechanical resuscita-

tor, such as the infant lung motor, is almost a neces-

sity to save life.

There are other progressive steps in the imme-
diate attentions to the newborn, such as the greatly

improved methods of caring for the cord ; and in

the conduct of the puerperium, where the discon-

tinuance of all purgatives and the institution of

proper methods of feeding have given such good
results, but the limitations of space prevent more
than a mere mention of them.

The use of pituitary extract is another develop-

ment of more recent years, that has real value as

well as real danger. I would not care to be without

this agent in the third stage of labor, where its rou-

tine use is a helpful and blood saving procedure.

I also find it a valuable aid in the induction of

labor, but seldom use it except for one of these two
purposes, and therefore feel that I use it safely.

As a final point in this hurried review, I have

been requested to say something on the latest, and
what I believe to be by far the most important step

in modern obstetrical progress, namely, the socalled-

prophylactic conduct of labor. DeLee uses the term
prophylactic forceps delivery, but prophylactic con-

duct of labor includes far more than the mere use

of forceps.

Throughout the obstetrical world today, there is

a definite move toward the recognition of the fact

that the dehvery of women in childbirth, in all ex-

cept the easiest of cases, is no longer a normal func-

tion, but purely a surgical process and should be

accorded the same careful consideration that is given

to other surgical procedures. The efiforts every-

where being made to reduce the time and amount of

suffering, and to conserve the maternal energies in

labor, constitute the most farreaching and benefi-

cent move in the obstetrical world today. The
dammcrschlaff fad of a few years ago might be con-

sidered the beginning of this movement. The
notable work of Potter, of Bufifalo, is in the same
direction. As I see it, it is not the fact that Dr.

Potter is wonderfully clever in doing versions, but

that he is superlatively humane in substituting at the

earliest possible moment the obstetrician's definite

skill and art, for perverted Nature's prolonged un-

certain and doubtful process. It is this, in my opin-

ion, that makes his work remarkable, and brings

to him annually so many hundreds of grateful

women.
DeLee and his associates in the Chicago Lying-in

Hospital accomplish the same thing by means of

early, or prophylactic forceps delivery. Many others

throughout the country are working on the same
problem—how to terminate labor at the earliest pos-

sible moment consistent with the least amount of in-

jury to mother and child. The means of delivery,

whether by podalic version, prophylactic forceps, or

other procedure, is largely a matter of individual

preference and skill, and is of far less importance

than the fact of early, painless delivery.

How different is all this from the teachings of the

past, when it was considered the sacred privilege of

woman to suffer to the full extent of her physical

and mental endurance, just because labor had always

been called a normal, physiological function. And
yet perhaps it was not wholly because of this fact.

I suspect that it was in part, at least, because our

knowledge and skill in the art of obstetrics had not

yet reached the stage of development that would jus-

tify the present day procedures. I am a staunch

believer in evolution—the evolution of knowledge
and skill, and as modern civilization, with all its

complexity of life, more and more incapacitates

woman for normal childbirth, the art of obstetrical

surgery is developed to meet the new demands.
Now, before going further, I wish to say definitely

that I do not teach or believe that the method of de-

livery I am about to describe is practical for the

family physician, who is still obliged to do his ob-

stetrical work outside of institutions and without
suitable facilities and adequate help.

It has been well said that "under the conditions

in which the large majority of babies are born today,

watchful expectancy and natural delivery will un-
doubtedly give the best results." Please do not mis-

understand me, therefore, when I describe a method
that to most doctors must long remain ideal, rather

than practical. That the time will some day come,
however, when enough suitable institutions through-
out the land will permit the more general realization
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of our obstetrical ideals, is a hope to be devoutly
cherished.

SUMMARY.
Those of us who practise the prophylactic conduct

of labor aim to secure our results in the following
manner: 1. By the use of morphine and scopolamine
in sufficient quantity to lessen the severity and
usually the length of the first stage of labor. 2. By
terminating labor artificially as soon as the first stage

is completed by the natural forces ; or as soon as it

is evident that the natural forces have failed to com-
plete it. This is done by giving an anesthetic, ap-
plying forceps, bringing down the head (if it is not
already on the pelvic floor), doing a good, free, peri-

neotomy (preferably, lateral oblique) and at once
delivering the child. 3. The moment the head is

born, an ampoule of pituitrin is given intramuscu-
larly. By the time the child is ready to be handed
over to the nurse, the uterus is ready to expel the

l)lacenta. either with or without assistance. This is

followed immediately by an intramuscular dose of

ergot, and a hypodermic injection of morphine and
atropine. 4. The perineotomy wound is now closed

by three or four rows of buried sutures, the last of

which is a subcutaneous silkworm gut. Great care
and skill are required for the proper closing of this

wound, as well as for its making, but the gratifying
results will amply repay for the time and care thus
given. The method of giving the pituitrin and ergot
shortens the third stage, saves blood, and with the
morphine makes little more anesthetic necessary for
the wound closure.

Delivery thus accomplished robs labor of its chief
terrors, and leaves the patient unafraid of a future
pregnancy. Only a few weeks ago I delivered a
young woman by this method, for the second time in

eleven months. It saves the pelvic floor, removes the
dangers of prolonged compression to the baby's
brain, and decidedly shortens the period of conva-
lescence.

A further summary of the great advantages of
this method of delivery is not now feasible. Suffice
it to say that, in my own experience at least, these
advantages have been .so evident, and so entirely sat-

isfactory to both doctor and patient, that neither of
us would be willing to go back to the good old fash-
ioned natural way.

4149 North Broad Street.

Practical Prenatal Care*
By PHILIP OGINZ, M. D.,

Brooklyn, N. Y,,

Assistant Gynecologist and Obstetrician to the Kings County Hos|iital; Associate Obstetrician to the Swedish Hospital.

Perhaps the greatest advance made in the science

of obstetrics, since the time when Semmelweiss and
Holmes impressed upon the profession the impor-
tance of aseptic technic, is that of thorough practical

prenatal care. Just as asepsis has saved thousands
of mothers from the fire of puerperal fevers, so

prenatal care will protect them from the no less

horrible eclamptic convulsions and toxemias of

pregnancy, as well as from the useless protracted

suffering incurred, in an effort to push a fetal head
through an impossible pelvis.

It is only the realization of the vast importance
of ])renatal care that gives me sufficient courage to

present a paper on a subject that has received such

thorough consideration during recent years by the

lay public and at the meetings of nearly every

medical society in the country. The very fact that

prenatal care has been so persistently and con-

tinuously discussed by the profession, seems to

indicate its great importance to us and to future

generations. Until lately, prenatal observations

were conspicuous by their absence, perhaps because

the expectant mother is ever in our midst, and for

that reason is improperly appreciated. Schwarz
tells us that nine tenths of the women in the United

States receive no prenatal care. The average

obstetrician thinks it more important to know the

technic of applying forceps and of doing a Caesarean

section than to acquaint himself with the simple

rules of prenatal hygiene. Semmelweiss and his

Atead before the East New York Medical Society, March 23, 1921.

assistants, in advocating asepsis, at least had the

advantage of novelty in proposing" something new,
whereas those who urge prenatal care are deprived

even of that privilege, for care of the expectant

mother has been practised in some form even by
primitive races who have left evidences of specially

constructed rest lodges where the pregnant woman
could lie down.
The laxity of prenatal care is due to the fact that

the laity, and some physicians, are not aware that

gestation in most women of the present day is not

a purely physiological process, and that motherhood
exacts a most severe test of women's physical and
nervous makeup.

How difficult it is to instruct expectant mothers,

particularly multiparse in prenatal care, all of us
fully realize. When a woman has had several

children without any mishap, with no other pre-

natal attention than a vaginal examination and a

single uranalysis, it is no easy matter to induce her

to visit you frequently and regularly. Yet, if we
all made it a practise to urge, even insist, that

they come back regularly, impressing upon them the

necessity of it, this problem would be solved. We
can still bring to bear further inducement by
mentioning the fact that there is no additional fee

for this .service, and that if they find it absolutely

inconvenient to visit at your office you would be

willing to call at their home. Make them realize

your earnestness in the matter and you will almost
invariably gain them to your side. \\^ith primiparae
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you have a much easier task. They seem to appre-

ciate the necessity of being- looked after, and if you

fail to have them return for further attention they

will go to someone who does examine their urine

and blood pressure, leaving you to wonder why she

did not call you when she was delivered.

Once having obtained your patient's cooperation,

you will find prenatal care far less a burden than

you imagine. I begin with a routine examination,

going into the previous history of the patient as to

scarlet fever, rheumatism, rickets, and vaginal dis-

charges and character of previous labors, if any

;

then follow into the present history, laying par-

ticular stress upon the question of headache, spots

before the eyes, bleeding, constipation, sleep, heart-

burn, edema of extremities, and epigastric pain.

This is frequently sufficient to put you on your

guard against unexpected difficulties.

Pelvimetry, an art thatShas been neglected by the

majority of physicians, particularly those who take

cases occasionally in order to be on good terms with

their old patients, and those physicians who neglected

this procedure when they first started to practise,

and, fortunately for them, did not find it in any way
a hindrance to their success, is really of vast im-

portance and can no longer be overlooked.

The measurements should be taken in every primi-

gravida and also in all multiparous women where
a history of difficult labor is obtained. This can be

accomplished in as little time as taking a blood

pressure reading. By this means you will at an
early date be able to anticipate obstacles to delivery

and so conduct your case as to protect the mother
and child from unnecessary trial later, and save

yourself from an embarrassing position. I recall

a case where a physician was watching and waiting

for a head to enter into "a funnel shaped pelvis with

an external conjugate of sixteen cm. After per-

mitting the woman to sufifer for five days, he

finally decided that something ought to be done.

Had he taken the pelvic measurements, he would
have realized that the patient should not be delivered

at home.

Following the measurements, an abdominal exam-
ination is then made to ascertain the following

:

First, diagnose pregnancy, cases of pseudocyesis

are not as rare a condition as we are ordinarily led

to believe. The position of the child and fetal heart

is of next importance. The examination is com-
pleted by a blood pressure reading, uranalysis, and
examination of the heart and lungs of the patient.

Of how much greater service are we to our patient

when we detect at an early date an active tuber-

culosis and terminate pregnancy in time to save the

patient's life, or recognize a cardiac condition and
so direct the expectant mother as to enable her to

husband her strength for the crucial test. In cases

of cardiac disease where the myocardium is laboring

under the added strain, ten mm. of tincture of digi-

talis given throughout pregnancy will often be
enough to tide the patient over the emergency which
otherwise might have been disastrous. To have a

women in the first stage of labor with pulmonary
edema due to a loss of compensation during time

of labor is not an infrecjuent occurrence in hospital

practice where patients are sent when it is felt that

they are beyond any hope of recovery. In these

cases the administration of the digitalis in time

would have saved two lives.

As to the importance of routine urine examina-
tion, little need be said, because it is so generally

appreciated. It not only informs one of the present

condition of the patient's health with its impending-

danger, but treatment can be instituted at once and
a catastrophe avoided. Two microscopical exam-
inations should be made for each patient, one when
she is first seen, and the other after a two months'

interval. While albumin in the urine is of utn-iost

importance, yet its absence without a microscopical

examination cannot exclude a pathological kidney

condition. Those of us who have not a microscope

nor the time for such an examination at the office

can make some arrangement with the nearest

laboratory to have the work done. Finally, I would
lay particular stress upon the significance of blood

pressure reading. Were I to have the choice of

uranalysis, stethoscope or blood pressure apparatus

in the care of a patient, I would unhesitatingly choose
the latter. It is our most valuable adjunct, because

with its knowledge we can ascertain any impending-

danger much sooner. Readings should be taken

every time the patient comes to your office, or when-
ever you visit the patient at her home. The reading

may vary within a week and give you prompt notice

to begin treatment. A rise of twenty to forty mm.
should cause serious concern. While it is true that

certain forms of eclampsia are ushered in with low
pressure, yet a majority of cases have high blood

pressure.

The information so far obtained enables you to

prevent gross misfortune. It is further necessary
so to advise the mother in her personal hygiene as

to assist you rationally in keeping her healthy.

Pregnancy has been defined as a disease of nine'

months' duration, and when we consider the change
that takes place in the entire female organism it

is no wonder that it is so interpreted. We must
conscientiously attempt to counteract these deleteri-

ous forces. The patient's bathing, clothing, diet,

bowels, teeth, breast§, exercise, rest and sexual

relationship must all be attended to.

The question of bathing is still surrounded by a
mist of tradition. The prohibiting of bathing during
the eighth month, because the baby is weaker in the

eighth month than in the seventh, and if prematurely
born in the eighth month cannot survive, while if

born in the seventh month is more likely to live,

is all nothing more than a grandmother's yarn. She
should bathe four or five times a week in lukewarn-i

water with soap during each month of the pregnancy.

The clothing should be free from constriction at

the waist or extremities, and should be suspended
from the shoulders. Proper protection from cold

should be secured, and this can hardly be obtained
by the wearing of short skirts and silk stockings.

The diet should be simple, wholesome, and in har-
mony with the tastes of the patient. The character
of the diet will necessarily depend upon the urine
examination and pelvimetry results. If the urine
is abnormal, withhold spices and other renal irri-

tants. If the pelvis is small or the baby in your
estimation too large, avoid carbohydrates and de-
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pend more on the proteins to reduce the weight of

the child. In cases of constipation, laxative fruits

associated with milk of magnesia or cascara prepa-

rations yield excellent results. In renal conditions,

salts are advisable, in that they best assist elimina-

tion of toxins.

The teeth of the expectant mother are so fre-

quently afifected that a little attention will give

gratifying results. The aphorism, a tooth for every

child, expresses the condition fully. The use of the

toothbrush and an occasional wash with milk of

magnesia may be sufficient. In more progressive

cases calcium should be prescribed as a drug or as

a food through the use of milk, and a dentist con-

sulted. Extractions under general anesthetics or too

extensive work on the teeth should be avoided,

though I see no contraindications to local anesthetics.

In relation to exercise, our patients differ from
those ordinarily described in the textbooks. They
need not be warned against horseback riding nor
midnight dances, nor need they be advised to indulge

in any form of gymnastics, for caring for the house
afifords them ample exertion. What they need is

fresh air, and they should be urged to walk every
day, of course not to the extent of overexertion, as

was the case of an expectant mother who would
walk daily until she felt faint, because she had been
told that walking would make labor easier for her.

That idea unfortunately is common not only among
the laity but also the medical profession, and is

difficult to combat because of its old tradition. One
can readily appreciate that the future mother is

already maintaining a high metabolic balance, and
that great exertion means increased metabolism with
greater strain on the kidneys. The heart, too, is

being taxed to its fullest capacity, and undergoes
a physiological hypertrophy. Rest is important,

and a diversion like the cinema, when not too

emotional or crowded, is desirable.

The breasts and nipples need care. They should
be washed with castile soap and a fifty per cent,

solution of alcohol applied every night. A comfort-

able binder is sometimes of great help. Depressed
nipples should be gently ^massaged and drawn out.

Finally, it should be explained to the patient that

sexual relations should be avoided in the last three

months. Anticipate this question, because it is

frequently not asked.

The dangerous signs of toxemia must be im-
pressed emphatically. Tell the patient to call when-
ever she experiences any of the cardinal symptoms
of eclampsia; that is, headaches, spots before the

eyes, edema, epigastric pain, suppression of urine,

obstinate constipation, sleeplessness, and heartburn.

In this manner you will safeguard your patient,

protect your practice, and obviate the necessity of

lay organizations taking over prenatal care.

The objection that the physician who does the

prenatal work is occasionally not called in for

delivery is not really valid, because all of us lose

nearly ten per cent, of our cases engaged and get

ten per cent, of those belonging to some other

physician for delivery, thus equalizing the results.

It is not my intention to bore you with statistics

of the fatalities that occur daily from the neglect of

practical prenatal care, yet to give you an idea I

will mention briefly the following: Callie, of To-
ronto, states that the death of every child that is

stillborn, where no other cause can be found than
eclampsia or prenatal toxemia or syphilis, is the

direct fault of the physician. Of 146 stillbirths, thirty-

seven, or twenty-five per cent., could have been
saved by prenatal care. Clifton Edgar, out of five

hundred stillbirths, estimated that at least one hun-
dred of them might have been prevented by more
adequate prenatal care. Out of every hundred
women in whom eclampsia or some form of pre-

natal toxemia develops, eighty-five die.

In conclusion, let me remind you that none of the

suggestions lie beyond the scope of any of us, and
that a conscientious application of prenatal care will

save both the expectant mother and her baby, and
ourselves from the disaster that accompanies neglect.

1457 Union Street.

Accidents During Delivery
By CHENEY M. STIMSON, M. D,

Philadelphia.

Under the heading accidents during delivery I

wish to discuss a few points, some of which might

perhaps better be called difficulties rather than acci-

dents during delivery.

The first subject is that of hemorrhage due to

deep cervical lacerations which involve one or more
of the large branches of the uterine artery. The
etiology of such lacerations is usually insufficient

cervical dilatation due either to inelasticity of the

deep cervical tissues or to a precipitate labor or

both. Precipitate labor may be due to a state of

hypercontractility of the uterine muscle, or to the

injudicious use of pituitrin. A too hasty forceps

delivery may also produce the same damage. The

•Read before the Samaritan Hospital Society, January 10, 1921.

following case illustrates the grave nature of some
of these lacerations

:

Case I.—Mrs. C, primipara, aged forty-one,

went into labor at 11 p. m., March 4th, and was
admitted to the Samaritan Hospital at 1 a. m.,

March 5, 1920. An examination disclosed the fetus

in the R. O. A. position. The maternal measure-
ments were normal. The patient had felt well dur-

ing her pregnancy, although since the sixth month
she had had a high blood pressure and albuminuria.

At 9.30 a. m., after ten and a half hours of strong

uterine contractions, the cervix was apparently well

dilated and, to hasten delivery, the membranes were
ruptured. The fetal head was well engaged and
had descended to midway between the inlet and the
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pelvic floor with partial rotation. After waiting

two and a half hours, at which time the mother and

fetus were beginning to show signs of exhaustion,

little progress having been made, it was decided to

terminate delivery instrumentally. Forceps were
.applied and, after a somewhat tedious use of these

instruments, a normal sized, exhausted, male child

was delivered. It required considerable manipula-

tion of the baby to produce a cry.

After the extraction of the baby there appeared

at the vulvar outlet a gush of blood which persisted

and in a short time, a few seconds, assumed alarm-

ing proportions. Bimanual examination revealed

the uterus well contracted and a deep tear in the

right side of the cervix running well up into the right

vaginal fornix, also a second degree tear of the

perineum. Before sutures could be applied to the

cervical laceration, from whence the profuse bleed-

ing was coming, the patient had lost a large quan-
tity of blood. After the hemorrhage was controlled

and the placenta delivered, the patient was taken to

her room in a greatly weakened condition. Two
hours later she went into shock but responded read-

ily to hypodermoclysis and enteroclysis.

The Ijaby, after resuscitation, was placed in bed,

well protected with covers and hot water bottles,

but when examined after the mother had been taken

care of was found to be dead. The mother's condi-

tion, after resuscitation from shock, remained satis-

factory until the third day, when acute dilatation of

the stomach developed, and, in spite of all efforts to

relieve her, she died on the eighth day after delivery.

In reflecting over this case it seems cjuite proba-

ble that the predisposing cause of death of the

mother was hemorrhage, and the exciting cause in-

fection, which her lowered vitality prevented her

from successfully combating. The child undoubtedly
died from exhaustion.

Edgar defines an elderly primipara as one who
is thirty years of age and upward, and states that

labor in such women is but slightly longer than in

primipara in general. He cites a series of forty-

•seven cases wath no maternal or fetal mortality, in

whom thirty delivered themselves spontaneously,

seventeen requiring instruments. Four patients of

the series had i)ostpartum hemorrhage. He also

states that lacerations are more frequent in elderly

primipara.

I cannot but feel that a Cassarean section in the

case above reported would undoubtedly have saved

"both the mother and child, yet, aside from the age
of the patient, which is not admitted as a reason,

there was no classical indication for such procedure.

Rupture of the uterus is perhaps the most serious

accident with wdiich the obstetrician has to deal.

Uterine and pelvic pathology sufiicient even to sug-

gest such condition should be recognized sufficiently

in advance to subject these patients to such form of

delivery as will safeguard them against this emer-
gency.

We should not lose sight of the fact that a patient

•once subjected to C;esarcan section should, in all

sul)sec|uent deliveries, at least be carefully watched
if not delivered by secticm. Dr. J. C. Applegate tells

me that he knows ])ersonalIy of .three cases of rup-

tured uterus following attcni])ts at natural delivery

in women previously delivered by section, the rup-

tures occurring at the sites of the incision scars.

Patients who have had good union of the uterine

wall following the Cassarean operation will probably
deliver themselves, provided there is no dispropor-

tion. Safe delivery depends, however, on good
union and of this we cannot be certain. Where it

is intended to allow such a woman to attempt to

deliver herself she should be in a hospital where she

can have immediate surgical attention should rup-

ture occur.

Podalic version is a relatively frequent cause of

uterine rupture, and this is one of the strong points

in argument against the general use of podalic ver-

sion as a means of lessening the pangs of childbirth.

Again, the employment of too large doses of pitui-

trin has undoubtedly caused the rupture of many
uteri. I know of one such case that followed the

hypodermic administration of one c. c. of this drug
to a patient who was already having strong contrac-

tions.

Intracranial hemorrhage due to pressure on the

fetal head during delivery is not, of course, usually

manifest at that time. Excessive uterine stimula-

tion due to the use of large doses of pituitrin, fol-

lowing the introduction of this drug as an oxytoxic,

may have been the cause of many cases of intra-

cranial hemorrhage. At the present time, however,
with a better knowledge of the action of pituitrin,

the dangers in its use should be minimized.

The too early application of forceps, before

moulding has taken place, may so traumatize the

fetal head as to cause intracranial hemorrhage. On
the other hand, delay in the second stage of labor,

with long continued pressure on the fetal head, may
be equally dangerous. In such cases of delay the

early use of forceps should be practised in the inter-

ests of both mother and child. Where it is evident

that the fetal head cannot be delivered without undue
pressure against the maternal soft parts, with danger
also of serious injury to these parts by hastening

delivery, episiotomy should be done to facilitate de-

livery. The necessity for episiotomy, however, is

not altogether frequent.

Asphyxia of the child due to pressure on the cord
caused by one or more loops of cord tightly en-

circling the neck and becoming tighter as the head
advances, is sometimes met with. One fetal death

due to this cause occurred in my practice some years

ago in a multipara forty-five years of age who was
especially desirous of having another child. It is

a condition difficult to foresee, and only emphasizes
the necessity of keeping a close watch as to the

character of the fetal heart sounds and being pre-

pared to terminate labor quickly should there be
signs that the child is in danger. The method of

dealing with such cords after the head is born, and
pressure has not been sufficient to cause asphy.xia-

tion, is a comparatively simple matter. It is those

cords which cannot be reached that give rise occa-

sionally to a fetal death unless the stethoscope has
detected the danger sign.

There are many accidents due to faulty presenta-

tions, the consideration of which would open up too

broad a field to come within the scope of this paper.

167 H.\RVF.Y Street.
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Difficulties Encountered in Pregnancy, Labor and Lactation in Working
Glass Mothers and Those of the

Educated Glasses*
By GORDON LEY, M. D.,

London,

Gynecologist, Hampstead General Hospital ; Assistant Obstetrical Physician, City of London JIaternity Hospital.

In my experience, the upper classes regard preg-
nancy as a period during which discomforts are to

be expected and it is only rarely that complaints are
made of the minor unpleasantness associated with
this condition. Probably this is in great part due to

their education and to the fact that their mothers
and married friends can give information and ad-
vice as to what they themselves noticed and what
treatment they employed. In part also it is due to

a natural reserve and shyness of discussing these
minor matters with their medical attendant. Fur-
ther, they realize the importance of attending to

their general health, keeping their bowels regular and
other details which make for a comfortable gesta-
tion period. Vomiting and other manifestations of
toxemia of pregnancy are, I think, less common
among them than in the lower classes ; this being
probably in great part due to regular exercise,

greater care in diet and the satisfactory regulation
of the excretions. Again the latter point militates

against the occurrence of hemorrhoids, so common
in the lower classes. The wearing of suspenders,
instead of garters (frequently in the poor taking
the form of a boot lace or a piece of tape) helps to

prevent the formation of varicose veins. The wear-
ing of a well fitting corset supports the uterus and
relieves the heavy feeling from which pregnant
women suffer. Lastly, the control of too rapid
childbearing allows of recovery of the overstretched
tissues so that pendulous abdomen and prolapse are
less common. Among the lower classes, complaints
are more common. Tliey have no one else to advise
them, they do not mind questioning a doctor about
their symptoms, and they do not take care of them-
selves.

One is often asked whether work and healthy vig-

orous exercise are bad for pregnant women. I am
convinced that no work or physical exercise which
can be comfortably carried out can do any harm to

a pregnant woman, but on the other hand will do
good, in that it will make her physically fit to go
through the muscular strain of labor. The expec-
tant mother, who has spent her pregnancy largely on
the sofa or in bed (now fortunately very rare),

naturally is quite unfitted for this strain and will

have a long and exhausting labor. It has been shown
by various observers that a diet poor in carbohy-
drates and fluids exerts considerable influence in

lessening the weight of the child without otherwise
aff^ccting it and dieting during pregnancy along these

lines has been tried in the treatment of minor de-

grees of pelvic contraction or where larger babies

have previously been born.

Labor is regarded by the upper classes as an event
terminating nine months of discomfort and is not

•Read at the Infant Welfare Conference held in London, July
7, 192L

looked forward to with fear. This is especially so
if the i^atient has confidence in her medical attendant
and this confidence can usually be attained. It is,

I am convinced, extremely im])ortant that conversa-
tions should be held between the expectant mother
and the physician, when the symptoms, pains and
progress of labor should be fully described and the

treatment foreshadowed. The knowledge of what
may be expected is extremely beneficial to the

mother, whcj often finds the actual labor to be not
so bad as she had anticipated. The fear of labor

impressed on her from early girlhood can be ban-
ished by judicious lecturing. As a result, with few
exceptions, the early stages of labor are extremely
well borne, especially if attended by a thoughtful
and sympathetic nurse ; the mother making no com-
plaints to doctor or nurse and often employing her-

self in household duties.

When the time for delivery approaches, a demand
for an anesthetic is usually made, provided it has

not already been administered ; the mother realizes

that the pain is becoming greater than she can bear
and that if no help is given .she will disgrace herself

by screaming. Further, education has taught her

that the actual birth of the baby and of the placenta

is unjDleasant and associated with bleeding. This
is naturally very distasteful to a sensitive woman
and one often meets patients who complain bitterly

aljout the management of a former labor, in that

they were allowed to see "all that was going on"

:

this being impressed on her mind even more than
the pain. The dislike, even fear, of seeing blood,

is almost universal, save in those who have passed

through a certain period of training as a nurse.

Among the lower classes there is a greater

variation. In a number of cases little notice is taken

of labor from start to finish, but much more often

the patient is noisy and groans loudly or screams

during the pains. She does not look upon labor

as a relief but rather as a torture. She has not been

taught to control, but rather to give way to her emo-
tion ; witness the noisy laughter of the exuberant

coster girls on bank holidays. The demand for an
anesthetic, unless one has been administered in a

previous labor, is infrequent here, however, and
the stage at which the patient can and will stand no
more does not exist in this class ; they do not realize

their limitations. The unpleasantness of the deliv-

ery of the baby and placenta has not occurred to

them, they are used to such things. Blood does not

alarm them; very often their work is of a dirty

nature and frequently they assist at other confine-

ments.

Do the upper classes have more difficult

labors than the lower? I think that in the upper

classes the babies as a whole tend to be larger, there

is less variation ; but the largest babies I have seen
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have been in the lower classes. Deformity of the

pelvis is almost unknown among the upper classes.

The desire of the medical men to hasten delivery to

save the patient pain often results in lacerations

which would not otherwise occur. The administra-
tion of an anesthetic makes postpartum hemorrhage
more frequent. Actually, I thin||( minor difficulties

are more common among the upper classes, while

major difficulties are extremely rare.

It is when one comes to the subject of nursing

that one meets the greatest variation. The desire

to nurse the baby is increasing among mothers of all

classes and women who refuse to do so are for-

tunately rare. The capability to do so, however,
is much less frequent among the upper, than among
the lower classes. Among the lower classes the

advent of milk secretion is usually between the

thirty-sixth and forty-eighth hour after delivery,

and it is therefore only very rarely necessary to

feed the infant before the mother has a sufficiency

of milk to do so herself. Among the upper classes

the flow of milk rarely commences before and often

not until seventy-two or even eighty-four hours of

delivery. This may necessitate the giving of a bottle

before breast feeding becomes possible. To meet
with a mother of the lower class who is unable to

nurse her baby at all for want of milk, is a rarity

I have never seen. In a much smaller number of

cases, I have met with two such in higher social life.

In one case no milk was secreted and the same con-

dition had been present in a preceding pregnancy ; in

the other there was an insufficient quantity, the

baby never obtaining more than two drams of milk

at a feeding, in spite of all efforts to increase the

supply. Both of these mothers were desirous of

nursing the infants. Among the upper classes the

strain of nursing appears to be greater and many
women become incapable of suckling after getting

up. Social duties interfere, even when four hourly
feeding is established, and this is a not infrequent

cause of weaning. Among the lower classes in-

ability to continue nursing is much less frequent.

In fact, one often finds cases in which nursing is

continued for twelve or even fifteen months after

delivery ; this being done with the idea of preventing

a future pregnancy. It is generally held among this

class that nursing renders pregnancy impossible.

This, however, is not true. Further, the supply of

milk among the lower classes is usually considerable

and is often in excess of the needs of the infant.

Where the supply is deficient one can often in this

class increase it by supplying the mother with extra

milk and extra food, and it is only rarely in this

class that one has to substitute a bottle for breast

feeding on account of insufficiency of secretion.

Why this great difference should exist between the

two classes of social life with regard to the supply

of milk it is difficult to understand. The maternal

instinct is, I am sure, not less marked, sometimes
more marked in the upper than in the lower classes.

The upper classes are naturally well fed and as has

already been said take better care of themselves

than do the lower classes. Yet their value as nursing-

mothers is far less.

The Antenatal Factors of Life and Death—Genetic, Toxigenetic,

Gestational and Obstetrical*

By C. W. SALEEBY, M. D., F. R. S. E.,

London,

Chairman of the National Birthrate Commission, 1918-20; Author of The Eugenic Prospect.

The outstanding stati-stical fact of infant mor-
taHty during the last decade in Great Britain is the

practical suppression of summer diarrhea. This
statement is also largely true of the United States.

In Great Britain the last epidemic of summer diar-

rhea was in 1911. In recent years, the combination
of high temperature and low rainfall, when occurring
in the third quarter, has no longer been associated

with epidemics. I have frequently discussed this

fact, the most striking illustration of which is

the figure for the third quarter of 1920, sixty-

five, the lowest ever recorded in this coun-
try in any quarter of any year ; and here I

merely observe that the disappearance of summer
diarrhea leaves us with a problem of infant mor-
tality, which is dififerent in form from that of twenty
years ago, about one third smaller in bulk, but much
more complex, subtle and difficult in nature. Let

us try to analyze it.

Though heredity played a part in summer diar-

rhea, boys being much more susceptible than girls

•Read at the Infant Welfare Conference, London, July 7, 1921.

and sex being determined by genetic laws, no per-

son familiar with the facts would maintain that the

hereditary factor was of high importance in the in-

cidence of this epidemic infection. Nevertheless

there were and are those, without biological or medi-

cal training, who maintain that infant mortality is

an illustration of natural selection, that it weeds out

the unfit, and that to attempt to arrest it is to arrive

at racial degeneracy. This view may be strange to

our colleagues from across the Atlantic, but it is

quite familiar here and has been asserted in various

publications from the Galton Laboratory and the

Eugenics Education Society. The general question

of heredity and environment, now under discussion,

has suggested to me that it might be well to attempt,

once again, in the light of certain recent researches,

to examine the position of those whom, with con-

venient ambiguity, I call the "better dead" school

of eugenists.

First, let us ask precisely what are the causes of

death among infants, and then let us refer to the

findings of modern genetics and see to what extent,
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if any, true heredity is concerned therein. For this

purpose we must leave aside those biometric memoirs
in which all manner of factors, genetic, toxic and in-

fective, antenatal and postnatal, are hopelessly con-
founded, and refer to the long series of researches,

conducted in the light especially of Mendelism, by
the Eugenics Record Office, Cold Spring Harbor,
Long Island, N. Y. The solitary instance, we find,

of a factor of infant death which is truly genetic,

due to the intrinsic transmission of something in

the germ cells, is hemophilia. This is, of course, a

rare malady, of no statistical importance at all in

the problem of infant mortality. One cannot
but be amused to observe that even this solitary in-

stance signally fails to support the contention that

infant mortality is eugenic and beneficently illus-

trates natural selection, for the disease is transmitted

by the female, who does not herself sufYer from it

and who, therefore, such being the laws of heredity,

defies the blessed principle of natural selection by
declining to die of the disease in infancy or there-

after, and by living to transmit it to her own sons.

The better dead theory thus breaks down even in the

one instance which might be expected to illustrate it

;

and here that theory, which has its origin not in

the findings of science, l)ut in ]>olitical prejudice

and class selfishness, may be dismissed with a ges-

ture of the high contempt which is the due of those

low motives.

It is now the task of science to define, as exactly

as we can, the various antenatal factors of life and
death ; our task being both easier and more diffi-

cult since the natural history of the germ cells has

so little to say and leaves us to discover so much
elsewhere.

ANTEXAT.\L FACTORS OF LIFE AND DEATH.

1. Genetic.—As in hemophilia, which ironically

enough, while killing a small number of male in-

fants, expressly spares the females who transmit it.

2. Toxigcuctic.—There may be identified, how-
ever, certain factors which aiifect the germ cells for

the worse, but yet are certainly not genetic in any
proper sense. They come in from without, as toxic

agents, injuring the germ cells and spoiling the nor-

mal inheritance of genetic factors. These agents

I now propose to call toxigenetic.

The action of poisons upon the germ cells, or upon
gametogenesis, to be more exact, has been called

blastophthoria by Forel. Since these poisons, for-

tunately few, .strike not merely at the individual, like

most poisons, but at the race, they are the most
typical examples of those agents to which in 1906
I gave the general name of racial poisons. Lead
and alcohol are the most noteworthy of them ; but

I shall not here attempt to recapitulate the evidence,

much of which may be found in the chapter on
racial poisons, for which I am partly responsible, of

Alcohol and the Human Body, by Sir Victor Hors-
ley and Dr. Mary Sturge (1), and in my book on
The Eugenic Prospect (2). It will, of course, be

obvious that, in order to demonstrate that these

agents act by blastophthoria, we must obtain evi-

dence from their action on the father alone. This

has been done by breeding experiments and micro-

scopic study for alcohol, and by breeding experi-

ments alone for lead in the lower animals ; and by

the postmortem microscopic observations of Bertho-
let in Lausanne and Weichselbaum in Vienna, for
alcohol, in man. Other metallic and metalloid poi-

sons, such as mercury and ar.senic, may have similar

action, and the student may be referred to Ballan-
tyne's classical volumes on Antenatal Pathology;
but for practical jjlrposes against infant mortality,

lead and alcohol alone matter, and we are accord-
ingly required to concern ourselves with such ques-
tions as the employment of possible parents in the

white lead industry and the drinking of alcohol by
adolescents—a habit steadily growing in Great
Britain and now practically banished from the

United States and English speaking Canada. Here,
of course, I am now merely concerned to state the

categories, not to deal with any of them in detail.

3. Gestational.—Here, as might be expected, we
meet lead and alcohol again, these poisons passing

readily through what Ballantyne has taught ns to

call the placental filter, and being easily found in

the fetal tissues or the amniotic fluid. Many other

poisons come under this heading, including poisons

made within the maternal body and killing the child

before or after birth. These may be classified as

follows

:

a. Toxic.—These include the exogenous and endo-

genous poisons. The importance of both is im-

mense. We are accordingly required to protect the

expectant mother from, for instance, white lead

poisoning, that being the legitimate object attained

hy those regulations of the Home Office which we
really owe to the observations and recommendations
on this subject of Sir Thomas Oliver, of Newcastle

;

and, for example, to advise against the use of stout

and porter by the expectant mother. We must fur-

ther encourage obstetrical research and ask for the

systematic care of the expectant mother, in such

ways as the routine examination of the urine for the

menace of eclampsia, along the lines advocated for

many years notably by Dr. Amand Routh. ]\Iore

and more we perceive that, as I have maintained

for many years, infant mortality is less—and, indeed,

yearly ever less—a medical problem of infancy than

a social or medicosocial problem of motherhood (3).

But, indeed, the toxic are only the first of several

types of gestational factors of infant mortality.

b. Infective.—The most important of these fac-

tors is the Spirochsta pallida. Here, also, we must
include the infective agent of rheumatic fever which,

by entering the fetus and causing, for instance, endo-

carditis of the tricuspid valve, may lead to early

death after birth.

c. Nutritive.—Recent research in dietetics has

suggested to me that we must also consider the pos-

sibility of nutritive or malnutritive factors to indi-

cate the possibility that defective feeding of the

mother may be fatal to her ofifspring, whether be-

fore or after birth. There is, first, the possibility,

as recent observations in Vienna appear to indicate,

that acute conditions of the rachitic or osteomalacic

type may occur in the pregnant woman who is de-

prived of vitamine A in her diet ; such conditions

prejudicing parturition and thus indirectly involving
|

risk to the child. But, more interesting still, is the

possibility that deficiency of vitamines A or B in

the maternal diet, meaning a deficient supply of
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either or both to the embryo or fetus (neither the

mother nor her offspring being able to make any
vitamines for themselves ) may involve defective

development and vitality of the child, having various

possible results. The apparent cases of antenatal

rickets quoted by Ballantyne and others may have
this causation; and elsewhere (4) I have suggested

that part, at least, of the very large proportion of

stillbirths which remain unexplained even when the

most complete modern research has been made for

syphilis, may be really due to fetal A-vitaminosis,

dependent upon defective feeding of the mother.

In the communication above referred to I sug-

gested, in view especially of what I had seen in

C. R. Stockard's laboratory at the Cornell Medical
Schcol in New York, that the alcoholic factor of

stillbirths has not yet been adequately inquired into

;

but it seems probable to me that, even when both
syphilis and alcohol have been fully incriminated, we
may find a large number of stillbirths without evi-

dent cause, and that cause may become evident if

we inquire further, not least by animal experimenta-
tion, into the consequences of a maternal diet defec-

tive in vitamines (not only A but also B and pos-

sibly even C) upon the unborn child. Much experi-

ment, on the Hues which I then indicated, is now
being conducted in this country under the auspices

of the Medical Research Council. It need hardly be
said that these researches may throw light on the

causation not only of stillbirths, but of much mor-
tality after birth and especially upon that neonatal

mortality which, in marked contrast to our success

against summer diarrhea, still so largely defies us,

both in this country and the United States. The

very important relation of diet and vitamine de-

ficiency to lactation and the possible occurrence of

rickets among breastfed children, as among those of

the wrongly fed negresses of New York, is outside

the scope of this paper, but is obviously a continua-

tion of this theme.

4. Obstetrical factors.—These may be called natal

or intranatal, to distinguish them more particularly,

but which are all operative before birth is accom-
plished, and are all really antenatal in origin. Their
importance, especially in relation to neonatal mor-
tality (which is almost wholly due to antenatal

causes in general) is immense.
The foregoing analysis demonstrates that, while

true heredity is negligible in infant mortality, and
the better dead theory is accordingly baseless, the

antenatal factors (including those operating through
the paternal germ cells) are now of the greatest

importance, summer diarrhea being suppressed

;

and that, for great onward strides, we must concen-

trate upon the protection of youth and adolescence,

from the racial poisons, especially alcohol and syphi-

lis, and upon the perfect nutrition and the complete
and continuous protection from intoxication and in-

fection of the expectant mother. That, beyond all

else, is now and ever was and ever will be the way
to save the baby and the human race.
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The Dangers and Treatment of Antenatal Syphilitic Environment'

By J. H. SEQUEIRA, M. D., F. R. C. p., F. R. C. S.,

London,
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The influence of syphilis on the human embryo
has been the subject of much investigation, but it is

at present impossible to give an accurate statistical

estimate of its gravity. We have to remember, 1,

that the mother may be suffering from syphilis in an
active or in a latent stage when impregnation takes

place, and may already have had one or more mis-

carriages or stillbirths, and 2, that the mother may
be infected with syphilis at any time during preg-

nancy. The environment of the embryo may, there-

fore, be infected from the beginning or at any time
during the pregnancy.

We can, for practical purposes, leave out of ac-

count the possibility of an embryo being syphilized

by the father alone. At one time this was consid-

ered important, but our later experience points to

the mother being the chief source of congenital

syphilis. Probably the most extensive series of ob-

jervations on the incidence of congenital syphilis is

*Read at th;
1921.

Infant Welfare Conference held in London, July 7,

that of Dr. .Williams, of Baltimore, who gives statis-

tics of ten thousand pregnancies. Of these there

were 705 stillbirths and twenty-six per cent, of them
were due to syphilis. In addition to these he found

that 3.5 per cent, of the children born alive were
syphilitic. This makes a total of five per cent,

syphilis in 10,000 pregnancies (1).

The influence of syphilis in the causation of pre-

mature births, stillbirths, and infant mortality is

shown in the statistics of syphilitic families reported

to the Royal Commission on \'enereal Diseases by

Sir Frederick Mott, Dr. Kerr Lowe, Mr. McLeod
Yearsley, Mr. Bishop Harman, and myself. Of
1,722 pregnancies no fewer than 747 ended either

prematurely or the infants died a short time after

birth—twenty-three per cent. Of Mr. Bishop Har-
man's series 390 children that survived were dis-

eased. Of Mr. McLeod Yearsley's and Dr. Kerr
Lowe's 263 survivors, eighty-five or thirty-nine per

cent, were deaf or deaf and blind.

These figures are sufiicient evidence of the im-
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portance of dealing with antenatal syphilis by every
means in our power, but we have further evidence
of the extent of the disease in the surviving chil-

dren. Dr. H. F. Watson found that the incidence
of congenital syphilis at the Glasgow Sick Chil-
dren's Hospital was ten per cent. (2j. From other
sources we learn that the incidence in large cities

varies roughly from two to six per cent. But the
most terrible statistics come from the Prague Found-
ling Hospital where Epstein obtained a positive

Wassermann in thirty-three per cent, of 296 newly
born infants.

Now, I maintain that this mortality in ittcro and
early life and the grave later efYects of congenital
syphilis, can be rendered insignificant if not entirelv

removed. As a matter of fact it has been largely

reduced already. The scientific basis of this conten-
tion is as follows: The Spirochseta pallida circulat-

ing in the blood of the mother swarms in the wall

of the uterus in which the embryo is embedded in

the earhest stage, and in the placental tis,sue whence
the fetus derives its nutrition during the major por-
tion of pregnancy. The embryo may be infected

near the beginning of its development and then
easily perishes, or it may be infected late and then
has a better chance of survival. In some rare in-

stances infection only takes place in the act of birth.

Dr. Eardley Holland had one such case where a
primary sore developed in an abrasion made by the

forceps during delivery, and Dr. Lomholt, of Copen-
hagen, has recently published reports of three similar

cases.

The next fact is that the treatment of the mother
by salvarsan and its allies while the fetus is still

in iitero is remarkably efficient. In December, 1918,

I showed at the London Hospital forty-five healthy

babies born of syphilitic mothers who had been
treated in my clinic during their pregnancy. There
is a spirit of friendly rivalry in the statistics which
have been published recording the results of the

treatment of pregnant syphilitic women. Statistics

vary from ninety to one hundred per cent.

The scientific bases being those determined by
repeated tests, we have now to direct our attention

to the machinery by which they can be made of

service to the State.

1. It is important above all things to impress upon
the public that no person who has contracted syphilis

should marry while likely to infect the other partner
to the marriage. We must, therefore, insist on the
obligation to remain under treatment until medical
sanction is given to the proposed union. At pres-
ent we have no compulsion, no certificate of free-

dom from disease. Perhaps this may come.
2. If a woman comes to a venereal disease clinic

sufifering from syphilis and is found to be pregnant
energetic treatment must begin at once no matter
what the stage of the pregnancy.

3. Any woman who has had repeated miscarriages
should have her blood examined by the Wassermann
test. If this is positive she should at once begin
treatment. We must therefore have close coopera-
tion between the general practitioners, the hospitals,

maternity centres, and a laboratory where the exam-
ination can be made. These facilities are provided
by the State. The examinations are made free of
charge. All that is wanted is that they should be
used. Notification of miscarriages and stillbirths

would be of service, but it is doubtful if it would
be practicable.

4. Should a married man or woman attend a

venereal clinic the other partner should be exam-
ined and if found infected treated. Any children of

the pair should also be seen and examined. One
may thus find early evidence of congenital disease.

5. If a child is brought to a clinic suffering from
congenital syphilis the parents should be seen, and
if necessary treated. I make a point also of seeing,

whenever possible, all the other children. One can-

not always get both parents to come up, but by per-

suasion and tact it can usually be effected. But we
have no compulsory powers.

The machinery for effecting this most desirable

and beneficent work is at hand. We have the ma-
ternity clinic, the infant welfare centre, school in-

spection, whence the cases can be drawn ; the labora-

tory where the necessary blood examinations can

be made and the venereal clinic where the treatment

can be carried out. Let us use them, and we may
hope for the gradual disappearance ot a grave

menace to life and health.
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Congenital Abdominal Ascites with Other Abnormalities
Report of a Case

By LOUIS BLUMENFELD, M. D.,

Brooklyn.

Case.—The patient's chief complaint was labor

pains. Her family history was negative. She had
had measles and pertussis ; her appetite was good

;

bowels were constipated ; she drank tea and coffee

daily. Venereal history was denied, the patient never
liad had any vaginal discharge. Menstruation began
at thirteen years of age and was irregular in type,

varying from twenty-one to thirty days. The period

lasted from four to seven days. The patient had had
marked premenstrual pains before marriage but had
had none since she was married, i. e., since she had
had her first baby. The last menstrual period was
April 3, 1920, and during the month of July she

stained daily for two weeks.

The patient had had six previous pregnancies.

The first occurred shortly after marriage and the
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patient delivered a premature dead fetus at eight

months. The fetus presented no anomalies and the

cause of death was unknown. After this the pa-

tient was ill for two months with bleeding, and was

under a physician's care for four months. The
second pregnancy occurred four months after the

delivery of the dead fetus and the patient was de-

livered of a full term female infant weighing eight

pounds.

Following this labor the patient had a post-

partum hemorrhage. Six months later the pa-

tient again became pregnant but had a spontaneous

miscarriage at six weeks. She was curetted. About
eleven months later the patient again became preg-

nant and was delivered of a healthy full term male

infant.

She again became pregnant and not wanting

another child she had an abortion done at the second

month. The patient afterward bled intermittently

for seven luonths when she had a severe hemorrhage

and was packed by a physician. Fourteen months

later she was again delivered of a full term male

infant. On February 10, 1920, a currettage was
done because the patient had missed her period for

seven weeks. (3n April 3, 1920, the patient men-
struated last and up to July no blood was seen.

Durin<r these three months she suffered from head-

aches, nausea and vomiting. During July she stamed

for two weeks. Patient felt ill with headaches, las-

situde and pain in the lumbosacral region until Oc-
tober 23, 1920, when she went into labor.

On October 23rd, about 9 p. m., I was called to

see this patient in labor. The la.st normal period

occurred about seven months ago. She was passing

blood clots and having regular labor pains about

every ten minutes. Upon abdominal examination I

could feel no small parts. The size of the abdomen
was that of a full term pregnancy. The cervix

showed about one finger dilatation. The head was
in a right occipitoposterior position. The head could

be easily displaced above the brim of the pelvis. I

advised that in consideration of her condition the

patient be sent to the hospital.

The patient was brought to the Swedish Hos-
pital. I again examined her and confirmed my pre-

vious diagnosis as to the position of the head. The
fetal heart was about 130 to the minute. The pains

were coming about every eight minutes. The cervix

was still about «ne linger dilated. At 2 a. m. an

abdominal examination was made by the house sur-

geon. The fetal heart was distinctly heard and
about 140 beats to the minute. I saw the patient at

8.30 a. m. I could not hear the fetal heart. The
cervix was about three fingers dilated. The head

was in the pelvis but could be easily displaced above
' the brim. The membranes had ruptured about 7

a. m. The patient was hr-ving pains at three minute
intervals. About 9.30 a. m. the cervix was com-
pletely dilated and the head was well down in the

pelvis but not firmly fixed. I displaced the head
above the brim and easily rotated the head to a

right occipitoanterior position but the head would
not stay in the anterior position and returned to the

right occipitoj)osterior position. I decided to let the

head be born in the posterior position since the head

was small on account of its prematurity. During

the next half hour the woman had rather severe

pains, the head showing at the vulva with each ])ain

but returning into the pelvis during the interval.

The patient being exhausted 1 applied forceps and
very easily lifted the head over the perineum. There
were no signs of life. The body did not follow the

head as it usually does. 1 delivered the upper ex-

tremities and still the body could not be extracted. I

inserted my hand into the uterus and found the body
was symmetrically enlarged and cystic and occupied

the entire uterus. The patient was anesthetized and
the fetus decapitated. A scissors was then passed

into the viterus under the protection and guide of

the hand and the fetal abdomen punctured. The
upper extremities of the fetus were used as tractors.

As the fluid escaped the abdomen collapsed and the

body of the fetus was completely delivered at 10.30

a. m.

DELIVERY OF THE PLACENTA.

After waiting in vain about a half hour for the

placenta to be expelled, I passed my hand into the

uterus and found the placenta firmly adherent to the

uterine wall. I removed the placenta manually.

There was little bleeding. The uterus contracted

and remained firuL The patient's recovery was
uneventful.

PATHOLOGICAL REPORT.

The fetus was examined by the pathologist of the

hospital. His report follows.

The abdominal wall was very much enlarged and
thinned. The upper and lower extremities were as

those of a five months fetus. The head was the

size of a seven months fetus. There was a complete
absence of both external and internal genitals, anus,

rectum and sigmoid. The urinary bladder was very
much thickened and distended with fluid. Both
ureters were distended and emptied into the blad-

der. The descending colon emptied into the blad-

der. The bladder was probably the cloaca with both

ureters and colon emptying into it. The urachus
was very much distended and filled with fluid. The
umbilical end of the urachus was floating free in

the abdominal cavity. All other organs of the ab-

dominal cavity were about the size of those of a five

months fetus. The thorax and its organs were
about the size of a five months fetus. The left and
right ventricles were separated for about half their

length and showed two distinct apices. The fetus

was sent to the Long Island College Hospital for

further study.

CONCLUSIONS.

Williams in his textbook on obstetrics gives the

following causes of dystocia due to enlargement of

the body of the fetus: (icncral dropsy: ascites as a

result of fetal peritonitis; congenital cystic elejihan-

tiasis ; distention of bladder as a result of reten-

tion of urine; congenital cystic kidneys; tumors of

the liver ;
fibrocystic testicle ; fetal aortic aneurysm ;

fetal inclusions ; abdominal growths : lipomata, car-

cinomata, etc. ; dermoid cyst about the ])crineum

and sacrum ; umbilical hernia ; spina bifida ; invasion

by the Bacillus aerogenous capsulatus causing the

production of gas.

1564 St. Marks Avenue.
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EXPERIMENTAL WORK IN CANCER.

It is occasionally very difficult, not to say impos-

sil)le, to distinguish in a section of sarcomatous

tissue whether the specimen is a malignant growth

or a tuberculous, syphilitic, or actinomycotic pro-

liferation. The histological arrangements of the

neoformed connective tissue elements may be similar

to such a degree that in the present state of our

means of investigation the differential microscopic

diagnosis does not appear to be possible. If in

order to settle the question in our minds we consider

for tlie moment only tuberculous sarcoma, in order

to compare its characters, with those of malignant

neoplasms, it will be noted that independently of

their morphology there exist important differences

between the two types of neoplasms.

Malignant sarcoma is infinitely proliferous and its

longevity exceeds that of the individual it attacks.

Unless an early and an extensive excision is done,

it recurs after late operations and progressively in-

vades the adjacent tissues and organs. Besides, it

gives rise to distant metastases which also invade

the structures adjacent to them and invariably end

in death to the patient. Tuberculous sarcoma, how-

ever, is incapable of giving rise to metastases, and

its excision usually results in recovery. The physi-

ological properties of the tumor extractives are like-

wise different in the two types of neoplasm. The
extract of sarcoma is very toxic, causes cachexia,

and is endowed with intense negative chemotaxic

properties, often killing the animals into which it

is injected, while the extractive products of tuber-

culous sarcoma, obtained in the same way, do little

harm to the healthy subjects, but in tuberculous

patients provoke specific reactions characteristic of

the toxins of Koch's bacillus. The inoculation of a

bit of malignant tumor may, in certain animals,

give positive results, reproducing the neoplasm, while

tuberculous sarcoma, when transplanted into the

same species of animal, has never been known to

give rise to an analogous growth, but it quickly

infects certain other animals, provoking in them the

usual lymphatic and visceral lesions of experimental

tuberculosis.

Finally, small grafts of sarcoma treated by sub-

limate at one one thousandth, or forty per cent,

alcohol, do not lose their faculty of being success-

fully transplanted, while the action of these anti-

septic solutions may destroy the vitality of the

tuberculosis bacillus and result in negative inocula-

tions. Briefly, the characters of all tuberculous

tissues are to be found in the sarcomatous form of

the infection and these characters are due, not to

the properties of the proliferated connective tissue

cells, but to the bacteria they harbor. Therefore,

hy analogy, may it not be supposed that the singu-

lar properties of malignant sarcomata are also the

result of some peculiar parasite whose perpetuity,

the nature of their toxins and their resistance to

physical and cliemical agents explain the facts

observed.

From this comparison between benign inflamma-

tory sarcomata and malignant connective tissue neo-

plasms, a new argument seems to spring up in favor

of the parasitic theory of cancer. Tuberculous bacilli

inoculated in animals never give rise to sarcoma,

but how does it happen that they can occasionally

provoke proliferation of the connective tissue ele-

ments resulting in the production of a sarcomatous

tumor when this proliferating process can never be

experimentally reproduced with the microbic agent,

which nevertheless sets it up in unknown conditions?

If, by inoculation, this connective tissue prolifera-

tion could be obtained at will by the tuberculosis

bacillus, perhaps one reason for cell proliferation

might be discovered, in other words, one of the

causes of cancer. It is possible, even probable, that

a certain condition of the soil is necessary for pro-

liferation to take place and this hypothesis was kept

in mind by A. Lumiere in his recent remarkable

experiments. And although these are not as yet

very far advanced and so far have not given the

hoped for results, the suggestions mentioned above

as to the theory of the cause of cancer should not

be lost upon biologists, in consideration of the ur-

gency of the cancer problem at the present time.

EMPIRICAL MEANS FOR DETERMINING
THE SEX OF THE FETUS IN UTERO

It would seem an established fact that fecundation

is possible before, during, and after the menses,

during a total lapse of time, or at least fifteen to

twenty days, supposing even that a period of agnosia

exists in women. The determination of the sex is

not a matter of chance; it must obey precise laws.

Syngamy is a theory that has not, up to the present

time, been based upon any precise fact, at least in

man. It would also seem that metagamy can also

be eliminated, and much noisy discussion has, above

all, shown that maternal overfeeding exercises no

influence on the sex of offspring. Progamy alone

appears to be founded on precise facts.
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The influence of the most vigorous generator

—

verified in certain animals—is difficult to control in

man, the appreciation of the physiological state of

the r*'producers being a very delicate matter. The

presence in hens and canaries of ovi destined to en-

gender either the male or the female sex would seem

to be an accomplished fact, but for the present, at

least, we are not in a position to apply these data to

all animate beings. The law of Thury-Boissard,

recognized as exact in the bovine and ovine species,

appears to have been verified in man, at least so far

as its first proposition is concerned. The few excep-

tions noted can hardly in themselves contradict the

exactitude of a law based on numerous observed

facts in zootherapy and clinical obstetrics.

When the first papers of Robinson and Regnard

drew attention to the possible relationship existing

between the suprarenal and other endocrinous glands

to the sex of the offspring, Vignes, comparing this

hypothesis with the relationship, badly understood

for that matter, which exists between these glands

and cutaneous pigmentation, hit upon the idea of

verifying if there might be some truth in the belief

that the abdominal dark line could serve in the prog-

nosis of the sex of the offspring. Some observers

admit that a very dark line is present when the

fetus is a female, and researches on the subject

were carried out several years ago. By this means

G. Martin was able to arrive at more exact than

inexact results, but he believes with Boissard and

Vignes that he happened to come upon a lucky series

of results.

It is also to be recalled that certain diseases may
influence the state of the dark abdominal line, and

such causes of mistake must be taken into considera-

tion. Thus, tuberculosis causes hyperpigmentation

of the abdomen in the pregnant woman, while in

women with a Venetian complexion this line is

relatively intense, even in the fifth month of preg-

nancy. But it is probable that HoU's researches in

this direction will be unconvincing to most of the

profession, while in opposition to this observer's

conclusions the popular belief that a very dark line

indicates that the fetus is a male may be considered.

Other observers have regarded the frequency of

the fetal heartbeats as having a bearing on the prog-

nosis of the sex. It has been maintained that a

count above 140 to 150 beats indicates that the birth

of a female child may be predicted, a lower count

indicating that the fetus is of the male sex. We
now know, however, that this assertion is exagger-

ated and many prognoses so made have turned out

to be erroneous.

The occurrence of epileptic seizures during preg-

nancy was regarded as an indication of the sex of

the fetus by practitioners of the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries. They maintained that offspring

of the male sex produced the paroxysms. This is

not devoid of interest since Claude and Schmier-

geld have studied the alteration of the vascular

glands in epilepsy and may be reconciled with the

part attributed to them by Robinson.

In conclusion, the belief current in Japan should

be mentioned, that the sex of the fetus may be pre-

dicted by examining the implantation of the hair on

the neck of the child previously born. If the hair

has a convergent implantation in this child, a female

child will be born after him, while a male child will

be born if the hair has a divergent direction.

Strange to relate, E. S. Mowe {Journal of Anatomy

and Physiology, third series, Vol. IV, Part IV, page

420) has controlled the exactitude of this belief in

three hundred cases and found eighty-five per cent,

conclusive results.

INDUSTRIAL SICKNESS.

Industrial medicine and surgery are receiving

more attention now than ever before, because it is

universally recognized that industrial sickness and

accidents can no longer be allowed to take the heavy

toll of life and health they have done in former

years. The health of workers is an economic ques-

tion, and farseeing employers, therefore, are using

every possible means to maintain at a high level the

health of those w^ho work for them. However ex-

pensive the measures to insure this may be in the

first instance, in the long run the proper care of

workers repays a hundredfold. With this end in

view, factories and workshops are rendered sanitary

and hygienic in every detail ; hours of work are

shortened, resting periods are more frequent than

was the case formerly, and every effort made to re-

lieve the monotony of toil. The constant repetition

of the same processes is the most trying of all kinds

of work, and unless something is done to render it

less dull, interest is destroyed and, in consequence,

really good work is impossible.

All trades, however, present certain unhealthy

features. Some are obviously dangerous, others

dangerous in a less degree. According to Sir Ken-

neth Goadby, who for nine years has acted as special-

ist referee for the British Home Office in cases of

industrial sickness, a great deal of the disease ac-

quired even in dangerous trades is preventible. Lec-

turing recently before the Royal Society of Arts, in

London, he said that twenty years' experience had

demonstrated that not merely were certain persons

more susceptible to or more immune from occupa-

tional diseases than others, but what was more im-

portant, the exciting causes were determinable and
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could be eliminated, checked, or neutralized. He
pointed out that immunity might be acquired by sus-

ceptible persons and susceptibility by resistant per-

sons. Diseases arising from dust, fumes, and vapors

comprise a large proportion of industrial sickness,

and Goadby's investigations suggest that the popu-

lation contains a considerable number of persons

who show individual susceptibility to lead poisoning.

Among painters, much of the sickness attributed to

lead poisoning, in the absence of routine medical

examinations, was really due to some other cause.

In Great Britain, in the manufacture of white lead

the number of fatal cases of lead poisoning dropped

to zero in 1916, whereas in the painters' industry

and in coach and shipbuilding, they formed a large

proportion of the deaths from all injuries.

Sir Kenneth Goadby thought that the high inci-

dence of lead poisoning in the painting trade was

difficult to understand, as the risk of lead dust in-

halation would appear greater in the manufacture

than in the use of lead as paint. His own investi-

gations into the action of turpentine on the annual

body had shown clearly that the usual painter's colic,

so often contracted by breathing the air of newly

painted rooms, was turpentine poisoning. Another

disease common among painters was hardening of

the arterial tissues, resulting in increased blood pres-

sure, and experience pointed to this being the con-

sequence of inhaling turpentine vapor.

The point of the lecture, however, was that Sir

Kenneth Goadby had discovered means whereby

much of the poisoning could be prevented. He ad-

vocated certain blood tests, by the use of which sus-

ceptible persons could be eliminated from an occu-

pation inimical to their well being. It is said that

these tests are simple and easy to carry out, while the

estimation of blood pressure is an ordinary routine

of medical practice. It is obvious that a selection

of workers for specially dangerous processes would

not only reduce the incidence of industrial poison-

ing in many occupations, but might even render safe

some trades now regarded as dangerous. As Sir

Kenneth Goadby said : "The prevention of disease

by prohibiting the use of some special form of poi-

sonous or partially poisonous compound may do

more harm by creating unemployment than good by

protecting from risk the few susceptible persons."

It seems that these suggestions contain the germ

of great potentialities. By selecting immune persons

for dangerous trades these trades would be no longer

dangerous, and much human sufifering and waste

would be prevented. If blood tests can be depended

upon to indicate with accuracy the individuals who

are immune from particular poisons, a long step in

advance will have been taken in industrial preventive

medicine.

THE EARLY DIAGNOSIS OF ACUTE
POLIOMYELITIS.

Poliomyelitis is still an obscure disease and one

which is not easy to recognize in its early stage,

when, even if not cured, it may be so treated that

its crippling effects will be somewhat modified. The
difficulty in correct diagnosis seems to be that it is

frequently not differentiated from other diseases of

infancy and childhood which present certain points

of resemblance to poliomyelitis. As Dr. E. Far-

quhar Buzzard pointed out in a paper read at the re-

cent annual meeting of the British IMedical Associa-

tion, mistakes in the early diagnosis of acute polio-

myelitis have their chief origin in an imperfect con-

ception of the disease. L'p to fifteen years or so ago,

it was usually regarded as a mysterious affection of

the nervous system belonging in the province of the

neurologist. It was not included, as it should have

been, among the acute specific fevers. As a conse-

(juence the possibility of acute poliomyelitis rarely en-

tered the mind of a physician when he was con-

fronted with a child suifering from fever, headache,

vomiting, and convulsions. He was prepared for

and e\ en welcomed the development of a rash which

provided the clue to a diagnosis, but he was quite

unprepared for the appearance of paralysis, and its

onset came as a shock.

Buzzard is of the opinion that the diagnosis of

acute poliomyelitis is therefore not likely to be made
early, until its place among the acute specific fevers

has been firmly established in the mind of the pro-

fession. Acute rheumatism has been confounded

with poliomyelitis, owing to the fact that twenty

years ago it was taught that poliomyelitis was a pain-

less di'-ease. Scurvy in an infant may be mistaken

for poliomyelitis, as may also an epiphysitis of

.syphilitic origin. IMoreover, the condition is likely

to be confounded with other acute infective diseases

of the nervous system, such as meningitis, toxic

polyneuritis, Landry's paralysis, disseminated or

ascending myelitis, and lethargic encephalitis.

With regard to its differentiation from the last

named disease, there are certain features which are

peculiar to each disease. Practically all cases of

lethargic encephalitis present cerel)ral symptoms and

signs, but a small minority are characterized by evi-

dence of spinal cord involvement as well. Again,

from the etiological point of view, poliomyelitis is

a disease affecting infants and children principally,

the incidence rapidly declining as age advances. It

prevails chiefly during the summer months, is acute

in its onset, and runs its course in a few days.

Lethargic encephalitis, on the other hand, attacks

persons of all ages impartially. It is more prevalent

during the winter and varies enormously in its mode
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of onset and in the duration of its attack. Although

the presence or absence of any particular symptom

or sign is insufficient to differentiate between the

two diseases, since inffammation of any part of the

central nervous system is a factor common to both,

there are certain features in many cases of lethargic

encephalitis which are to some extent characteristic.

These are lethargy, the midbrain symptoms, and the

involuntary movements and muscular contractions

which have drawn so much attention to the disease.

But, and this is the unfortunate feature of poliomye-

litis, at present no diagnosis can be made at the

stage when appropriate treatment would be likely

to exert an influence on the course of the inflamma-

tory process in the spinal cord. Serum diagnosis is

possible, but Buzzard draws attention to the fact

that the length of time involved in its elaboration

renders it of little practical value, while there seems

to be doubt as to its reliability in very early cases.

Early diagnosis of acute poliomyelitis, therefore,

still remains largely in the province of the clinician,

and it may be said that treatment rests principally in

the hands of orthopedic surgeons, that is, it is of a

mechanical nature. Indeed, at the present time, the

treatment of poliomyelitis is physiotherapeutic and

orthopedic rather than medicinal. In the course ot

time a means of early diagnosis and perhaps of pre-

ventive treatment may be evolved. This, however,

will come about by revising all old time views as to

the nature of the disease. Buzzard is probably cor-

rect when he says that early diagnosis will only come

to pass when poliomyelitis has been definitely put in

the category of acute specific fevers.

PHYSICIAN AUTHORS : MARK AKENSIDE.

It is infrequent that struggling young physicians

have such real friends in need to help them out of

embarrassing situations and put them in financial

comfort and ease as had Dr. Mark iVkenside in his

friend Jeremiah Dyson. 'After Akenside had got

his medical degree (May 16, 1744) at the University

of Leyden, he returned to England and began prac-

tising at Northampton. There he found an older

physician so strongly intrenched that he was unable

to build up a paying practice. Besides, as Edmund
Gosse tells us, he had a naive tendency to arrogance

which was a great disadvantage to him in his pro-

fession. In the winter of 1745 he was forced to

return to London, almost penniless. Dyson gave

him considerable aid, and he spent the next two

years at Northend, Hampstead, but with almost as

little success as at Northampton. It was at this

point that Dyson came to his aid in a great and sub-

stantial way. He not only fitted Akenside out with

a fine house in Bloonisbury S([uarc, London, but also

allowed him £300 a year and a carriage, and went

to great trouble to make it possible for Akenside to

enjoy a large and fashionable practice. He got

Akenside into clubs, introduced him to influential

groups, and even made a canvass of his friends to

get patients for Akenside. Dyson was a wealthy

lawyer and influential parliamentary official. He
and Akenside had become friends during their

student days at Edinburgh, but just as Akenside

had done to deserve such unexampled generosity on

the part of his friend is not made clear in the biog-

raphies. It seems to have been just a big hearted

man's way of showing a true friendship for a less

successful friend.

Up to this point in his life Akenside had been

dividing his time between literature and medicine,

and had made a wide reputation for himself as a

poet, but thereafter he devoted himself unremit-

tingly to advancing himself in his profession, and

only occasionally amused himself in his leisure hours

by composing poetry. He also wrote a number of

medical essays. He never, however, rose to great

eminence as a physician. His love of political con-

troversy, the high opinion he held of himself, and

his snobbishness militated too much against his

popularity. But his record is a commendable one,

nevertheless. In January, 1753, he was admitted by

mandamus to a doctor's degree at Cambridge and in

the same year was elected a fellow of the Royal

Society. In April, 1754, he was admitted to fellow-

ship in the College of Physicians, and in September,

1755, was elected fourth censor of the College of

Physicians and delivered the Gustonian lectures.

He was appointed assistant physician at Christ's

Hospital in January, 1759, and two months later

became chief physician. In that capacity he aroused

considerable protest because of his brutal roughness

toward patients, and it is said that on several occa-

sions the hospital board was on the point of dis-

missing him. Another sidelight on Akenside's

character developed when, in 1761, he was appointed

one of the physicians to the queen. He had been a

Whig all his life, but promptly became a Tory, mucl?

to the disgust of many of his friends. Smollett had

a bitter grudge against him and mercilessly bur-

lesqued him in Peregrine Pickle, probably l)ecause

he had slurred Scotland.

Akenside was born on November 9, 1721. at

Newcastle-on-Tyne. His father was a butcher, and

when the boy was seven years old a cleaver fell on

his foot as he was playing in his father's shop. As
a result of this accident he was permanently crippled.

He was educated, first at the Newcastle free school,

and then at a private academy kept by a dissenting

minister. \\'hen he was sixteen he sent a
i
ocm.
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The Virtuoso (in imitation of Spencer) to the

Gentleman's Magazine, then the leading Uterary

periodical of the day. The poem was accepted and

xA.kenside became a regular contributor to the maga-

zine. Newcastle dissenters were so proud of his

poetry that they clubbed together and sent him to

Edinburgh University, in 1739, to study for the

ministry, but after one winter's study of theology he

quit it to become a medical student. It was said

that thereafter he lost all interest in religious inquiry,

and in the study of medicine showed the same bril-

liant quickness and capacity that he had in literature.

He was elected a member of the Edinburgh

Medical Society on December 30, 1740, at the age

of nineteen, and became such a favorite as a speaker

at meetings of the society that he began to aspire to

a parliamentary career, an ambition that he never

realized. "His mind," says Gosse, "was rapid and

precocious rather than original, and neither in rhe-

toric nor medicine did he fulfill the promise of his

boyhood."

During the time of his studies at Edinburgh he

continued to ^ain fame as a poet, and in 1741 left

the university to return to Newcastle, where it is

said he did some practising as a surgeon, but devoted

most of his time to completing what afterward

turned out to be his greatest work, a didactic poem

of two thousand lines of blank verse, in three

boolcs, called The Pleasures of Imagination. This

poem was inspired by a series of essays on imagina-

tion by Addison. Akenside had it completed by

1743 and took it to London to find a publisher.

Dodsley brought it out, on Pope's advice, in 1744,

and it was received with great applause. A second

edition, in cheaper form, was brought out four

months later, and there have been several editions

since that time. There have been all sorts of con-

flicting opinions of this poem, just as there have

been all varieties of views on many another literary

product that has turned out to be more or less of a

disappointment in its ability to withstand the on-

slaughts of time. Hazlitt, Lowell, Saintsbury,

Dowden, Carlyle, Samuel Johnson—these and many
others have praised his poetry, but always with

reservations.

Akenside seems to have been more bent on a

career in medicine than a career in literature, for

even when he was being lionized in London after

his arrival there with The Pleasures of Imagination,

he cut his visit short and went to Leyden to renew

his medical studies. After a short tour of Holland he

concentrated on his studies at the university, and in

little more than a month got his degree. He re-

turned to England immediately and began his ill-

fated period of practice at Northampton. The

scarcity of patients at Northampton and Northend

accounted for his last poem of any great merit. The
Hymn to the Naiads, perhaps the most elegant of hii"

writings. He also had time while at Northend to edi'

Dodsley's magazine, The Museum, to which he con-

tributed many essays in prose. In London it is

probable he would have failed, too, had it not been

for Dyson. He died June 23, 1770, at the age of

forty-eight years and six months, and left all his

literary effects and other property to Dyson. He
had never married.

<^

News Items.

Electrotherapeutic Society to Hold Meeting.

—

The New York Electrotherapeutic Society will hold
its next meeting at the United States Naval Hos-
pital, Brooklyn, on Wednesday, October 5th, at 8 :30

p. m. An interesting program has been prepared,
including an exhibition of equipment, methods and
results of treatment, and moving pictures.

Hospitals Planned by Shriners.—At a meeting
of the Hospital Committee of the Imperial Council
of the Shrine, held in St. Louis, Mo., on September
25th, preparations were made for a drive to collect

$8,000,000 for the erection of hospitals. The cen-

tral hospital, to cost approximately $1,000,000, will

be in St. Louis, with subsidiary institutions in San
Francisco, Shreveport, La., Portland, Ore., Minne-
apolis or St. Paul, Minn., and Montreal.

Scientific Aid Wanted in Division of Anthro-
pology.—The United States Civil Service Com-
mission announces an examination on October 19,

1921, for scientific aid in the Division of Physical

Anthropology, National Museum, Washington,
D. C. ;

salary $125 a month. Applicants must have
had at least one year's experience in a laboratory of

physical anthropology. The duties of the ap-

pointee consist of caring for anthropological collec-

tions and giving general assistance to the curator.

Anesthetists to Meet in Kansas City.—The or-

ganization meeting of the Mid-Western Association

of Anesthetists will be held in Kansas City, Mo.,
October 24th to 28th, in conjunction with the meet-
ing of the Medical \'eterans of the World War, Mis-
souri Valley Medical Association, Medical Society

of the Southwest, and the National Anesthesia Re-
search Society. An interesting program has been
prepared, including a series of clinics, at which vari-

ous new methods of anesthesia will be demonstrated.
Low Death Rate in New York.—According to

reports issued by the Department of Health of the

City of New York, the death rate was lower in New
York during the week ending September 17th than
for any week since mortality statistics have been
kept. The total deaths reported numbered 967, cor-

responding to an annual death rate of 8.88 in a

thousand of population. The lowest death rate re-

corded in 1920 was 9 in a thousand; in 1919 the

lowest rate was 9.04; in 1918, the lowest rate was
10.05, and 1917, the lowest rate was 10.95. For the

first thirty-eight weeks of 1921 the death rate was
11.47 in a thousand of population, compared with a

rate of 13.8 during the corresponding period in 1920.
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Smallpox Epidemic in Chile.—According to

press despatches from Santiago, Chile, dated Sep-
tember 25th, there are more than fifteen hundred
cases of smallpox in that city, with seven hundred in

the pest house. The death rate, however, has been

low. The disease is said to be on the increase in

towns in the interior, while in Valparaiso an aver-

age of seven new cases are reported daily.

Cancer Week.—^The American Society for the

Control of Cancer announces that October 30th to

November 5th is to be National Cancer Week, when
facts concerning cancer will be given to the public

by means of lectures and the'distribution of litera-

ture. The executive secretary, Frank J. Osborne,
25 West Forty-fifth Street, New York, will be glad

to furnish information to all who are interested in

this campaign.

State Civil Service Examinations.—Among the

positions for which the New York State Civil Serv-

ice Commission will hold examinations on October
22d, are assistant bacteriologist to the State Depart-
ment of Health, salary $2,250; laboratory technician,

to county tuberculosis hospitals, salaries varying, and
first assistant superintendent (physician ) to the New
York State Reformatory for Women at Bedford
Hills, salary $3,000 and maintenance.

International Congress of Eugenics.—The Sec-

ond International Congress of Eugenics was held

in New York September 22d to 28th. Major Leon-
ard Darwin, president of the Eugenics Educational

Society of Great Britain, and a son of Charles Dar-
win, delivered the opening address, in which he gave
a history of the eugenics movement. Others who de-

livered addresses were Lucien Cuenot, of 'Nancy,
France; Dr. Herman B. Lundborg, of the Univer-
sity of Upsala, Sweden, and Dr. Irving Fisher, of

Yale University, and Dr. S. Adolphus Knopf, of

New York.
Personal.—Dr. Carlo Savini announces the re-

moval of his office to 43 West Eleventh Street, New
York.

Dr. Homer E. .Smith has resigned from the board

of medical governors and as visiting ophdialmolo-

gist to the New York Diagnostic Clinics.

Dr. James M. Anders, of Philadelphia, was elected

president of the American Therapeutic Society, at

the recent annual meeting. Dr. Anders was also

recently elected president of the American College

of Surgeons.

Dr. John Oliver has resigned as professor of sur-

gery in the University of Cincinnati College of

Medicine.

Federal Government Asked to Return Poly-
clinic Hospital to Owners.—The trustees of the

Polyclinic Hospital, New York, have petitioned the

federal government to returi"^ the hospital to the

trustees of the institution for civil use. The Poly-

clinic Hospital has been in the hands of the War
Department since 1918, when it was turned over to

the government as an emergency was measure. The
emergency has long since passed and, according to

Dr. John A. Wyeth. founder of the institution, says

that government officials failed to take pro])er care

of the property and that it would cost about $150,-

000 to repair the damage done to building and equip-

ment.

Infantile Paralysis in New York.—Dr. Louis L
Harris, director of the Bureau of Preventable Dis-
eases of the Department of Health of the City of
New York, states that so far this year 269 cases of
infantile paralysis have been reported to the depart-
ment, with fifty-three deaths. During the week end-
ing September 24th, sixty-nine cases of infantile
paralysis were reported to the Department of Health
of the City of New York, which is the largest num-
ber reported in any single week since the epidemic
in 1916.

Oxford University Receives a Loan of Radium
from Czechoslovakia.—Traveling as a king's mes-
senger, Professor Soddy, of Oxford University,
brought to London two grams of radium valued at

£70,000, which is said to be the largest and most
valuable consignment of radium that has ever been
moved. The radium is from the famous Joachim-
stal pitchblende deposits, and England is to have
the use of it for fifteen years, when it is to be re-
turned to Czechoslovakia. It is to be used for ex-
perimental purposes by Oxford University.

Died.
Ayres.—In Cincinnati, Ohio, on Friday, September 2nd,

Dr. Stephen Cooper Ayres, aged eighty-one years.
Brannon.—In Memphis, Tenn., on Wednesday, Septem- ,

ber 14th, Dr. Lloyd Henry Brannon, of Hayti, Mo., aged
thirty-six years.

Carey.—In Glenloch, Pa., on Friday, September 2nd.
Dr. Herbert B. Carey, aged seventy-nine years.
CouTANT.—In Tarrytown, N. Y., on Tuesday, Septembei

13th, Dr. Richard B. Coutant, aged seventy-six years.
Cunningham.—In Mamaroneck, N. Y., on Tuesday, Sep-

tember 13th, Dr. Wilfred B. Cunningham, aged forty-four
years.

Darby.—In Columbus, Ohio, on Tuesday, ' August 30th,
Dr. Franklin Henry Darby, aged seventy-five years.
FiTTS.—In Carrollton, Ga., on Thursday, September 8th,

Dr. Will iam L. Fitts, aged fifty-eight years.
Grace.—In Louisville, Ky., on August 26th, Dr. George

H. Grace, of Greenville, Ky., aged forty-two years.
Graner.—In New Orleans, La., on Sunday, September

4th, Dr. Edwin J. Graner, aged fifty-eight years.
Holland.—In Houston, Tex., on Wednesday, August

31st, Dr. Margaret E. Holland, aged seventy-three years.
Hopkins.—In Silver Creek, N. Y., on Thursday, Septem-

ber 1st, Dr. Edwin R. Hopkins.
King.—In Lake Geneva, Wis., on Monday, September

12th, Dr. Oscar A. King, aged seventy years.
Kreisler.—In Vienna, on Friday, August 19th, Dr. S,

Kreisler, aged seventy-six years.

Lipsitz.—In St. Louis, Mo., on Friday, September 2nd,
Dr. Samuel T. Lipsitz, aged thirty-six years.

LovELADY.—In Guthrie, Okla., on Wednesday, August
31st, Dr. Benton Lovclady, aged forty-four years.

Miller.—In Oxford, N. Y., on Wednesday, September
7th, Dr. Robert E. Miller, aged eighty-three years.

NoRKis.—In Napoleon, Ohio, on Sunday, September 11th,
Dr. Ora Lee Norris, of Deshler, Ohio, aged fifty-one
years.

O'Brien.—In Utica, N. Y., on Suncfay, September 11th,
Dr. Eliza O'Brien.

Perkins.—In New Orleans, La., on Wednesday, August
31st, Dr. William Martin Perkins, aged forty-eight years.
Siekmann.—In New Orleans, La., on Saturday, Septem-

l)er 10th, Dr. Ivan F. Siekmann, aged fifty-nine years.
Smith.—In Philadelphia, Pa., on Tuesday, September

20th, Dr. Charles H. .Smith, aged si.\ty-scven years.
Strother.—In Lynchburg, Va., on Saturday, September

24th, Dr. William M. Strother, aged thirty-eight years.
Swanick.—In Ilobokcn, N. J., on Tuesday, September

6th, Dr. James R. Swanick, of Saratoga Springs, N. Y.,.

aged forty-five years.
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LONDON LETTER.
{From our own correspondent.)

London, August '5, ig^i.

Ambulance Colleges Suggested—Need for Treatment and
Education of Defective Children—Dissemination of
Tuberculosis by Healthy Carriers—Sir Alfred Alond's

Policy Outlined.

At the annual meeting of the British Medical

Association, held recently in Newcastle-on-Tyne,

Sir James Cantlie, F. R. C. S., gave a short address

on the Claim of First Aid to Be Regarded as a

Special Branch of Practical Surgery. He deplored

the fact that such poor facilities were provided for

the teaching of that important hranch of surgery.

When they went to any of the big railway stations

to teach first aid they generally found that a shed

was placed at their disposal. The marvel was that

first aid had been done so well ; but they knew it

could do much better. Sir James recalled that his

first class was held below the arches of Charing

Cross station and he went on to tell how interest in

first aid work really dated from a medical exhibi-

tion held at South Kensington in 1881. The speaker

proceeded to refer to the interest taken by the

German universities and hospitals in first aid, al-

though it was England who had taught the world.

Germany had given the world the military ambu-
• lance. Yet no British university had ever asked a

first aid class to be held within its sacred walls. Had
the universities ever attempted to raise first aid

above the position it occupied today? Unfortunately

no, and first aid had not yet got within the sacred

precincts of our hospitals and universities. He then

pointed out that when a man received a hurt or

wound the dangerous time was the first twenty min-

utes thereafter. It was during the first twenty min-

utes that first aid was so important, and who had

charge of the injured man in civil life during that

critical period? It was the public. Therefore, it

was that important period of twenty minutes which

required consideration.

Sir James next unfolded a scheme for an x rays

motor ambulance wagon service for Great Britain,

and gave a description of the work in London and

outlying districts where an x rays ambulance had

been provided by the Eccentric Club. The question

was a humanitarian one, and he was sure they would

have no difficulty in obtaining the money to establish

the service. * * *

A conference on the treatment and education of

physically defective children, called together under

the joint auspices of the Newcastle Invalid Chil-

dren's Aid Association and the Central Committee

for the Care of Cripples, was held in the Royal Vic-

toria Infirmary, Newcastle, on July 19th last. The
speakers were Mr. Rutherford Morison, F. R. C. S.,

professor of surgery at the College of Medicine,

Newcastle, Mr. H. Piatt, F. R. C. S., surgeon to

Ancoats Hospital, Manchester, and Mr. R. C. Elms-

lie, F. R. C. S., surgeon to St. Bartholomew's Hos-
pital, London.

Mr. Rutherford opened his address by giving

some figures relating to the number of cripples in

Great Britain. He said that there were three crip-

ples for every thousand of the population, so that in

Newcastle and Gateshead it was safe to say there

were fifteen hundred cripples. This was the prob-
lem they had to face and it had to be settled by hard
work and organization. He would, tell them that

most of the conditions in children could be pre-

vented, or, at any rate, arrested if caught in the

early stages, before the crippling had become acute.

It was quite safe to say that three quarters of the

cripples that now existed under better conditions

need not have been crippled at all. So preventicjn

was the ideal, and it was not so far off as they
might think. There must be a general health scheme
throughout the country.

The three diseases' which were the curse of the

community just now were tubercukjsis, syphilis, and
cancer. Tuberculosis could be arrested and practic-

ally cured in the early stages, and this was especially

true in the crippling form of the disease. With re-

gard to syphilis, this curse was being dealt with in

a sort of way, but it was only being played with.

Cancer found in the early stages could be cured.

That had been proved. He, therefore, agreed with

the suggestion of a yearly health census, in order

that disease might be caught in the early stages.

Mr. R. C. Elmslie dealt with his experiences in his

work among the crippled of London. He referred

to the cripple who was in the labor market without

having a trade or an occupation. They had no right

to run a home or an institution for the treatment of

cripples without, at the same time, educating the

cripples. Mr. H. Piatt said that any scheme for the

cripple must include surgical treatment, education

and vocational training. He wondered whether the

trade unions would take up the cause of the cripple,

and by a small contribution from each man set up
an organization to deal with the crippled. Dr. Mori-
son, medical officer of health for Cumberland,
opened the general discussion and spoke on the pre-

ventive side of the work. The crux of the question

was to get the cripples away early. Thus they would
do away with the necessity for half the hospital

accommodation that had been asked for and they

would do away with the knife, of which they all had
a dread.

Presiding over the afternoon session which con-

cerned itself about the education of physically de-

fective children and its administrative aspect. Sir

Theodore Morison said the whole question was a

matter of serious national concern. His belief was
that if we got an Al population we should, at the

same time, have solved some of the most urgent of

our economic and moral problems. Dr. Eustace

Hill, medical officer of health for the county of

Durham, urged the need for more institutional ac-

commodation, particularly in the north of England.

After further discussion, Dr. Foggin, school medical

officer of Newcastle, proposed a resolution calling

for the formation of local invalid aid associations

for the discovery of early cases of crippling, the

promotion of all available means of assistance, care

and education, the keeping of records of numbers,

treatment required and treatment available, and that

the work should be coordinated. The resolution was
seconded and carried unanimously. A second reso-

lution was submitted by Dr. A. Morison, of West
Hartlepool, which stated that in the opinion of the

,

conference, hospital school accommodation was now
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most urgently needed and should be provided at the

earliest possible date. This was also seconded and
carried unanimously.

^ ^ ^

Among the papers read at the International Con-
ference on Tuberculosis, held recently in London,
perhaps the most important and instructive was that

by Professor A. Calmette, associate director of the

Pasteur Institute, Paris. The speaker, having ex-

amined data as to the incidence of tuberculosis, drew
the inference that in man tuberculosis resulted from
civilization. When the disease appeared in en-

vironments where no case of phthisis could be found,

it seemed evident that it was able to introduce itself

only through the presence of some bacillus carrier,

unknown and apparently healthy, who spread viru-

lent germs about him from time to time. He asked

whether observation and experimentation were not

agreed in giving numerous proofs of the unques-

tionable role played in the diffusion of tuberculosis

throughout the world by individuals with occult

tuberculosis, the healthy carriers of tubercle bacilli.

Consequently, we must realize that the newly ac-

quired knowledge of this hitherto unexpected dan-

ger makes the organization of social defence against

tuberculosis much more difficult than when prophy-

laxis had to be based only on the education and

isolation of phthisical patients. It remains true, of

course, that the latter are by far the principal factors

of dissemination of the disease but, if it was pointed

out, humanity must be warned against the possibili-

ties of infection coming from the innumerable ap-

parently healthy individuals who are but slightly in-

fected, with lesions limited to a few glands. Such
lesions may remain indefinitely latent, yet those who
harbor them may be capable of contaminating their

environment. The speaker concluded by saying that

the possibility of protecting the children and the

general population of countries which are still com-
paratively free from tuberculosis can only be con-

templated on the condition of reorganizing, wherever

possible, a system of detection based upon a judi-

cious use of tuberculous tests and a clinical exam-
ination of the glandular system mainly by means of

radioscopy.

^ ^

Sir Alfred Mond, recently appointed Minister of

Health to succeed Dr. Addison, on May 12th last,

in committee in, the House of Commons, made his

declaration of policy. He pointed out that there

was a very large number of maternity centres and
tuberculosis sanatoriums requiring attention. He
emphasized the fact that the continued steady de-

cline of infant mortality was particularly marked.
Any one who had seen how much good a rela-

tively small institution wisely guided could do,

would certainly wish to see the work extended all

over the country. He was glad to say that the

number of health visitors had gone up from 1,400

to 1,700; the number of nonresident centres had
risen from 1,400 to 1,900; the number of maternity

homes had gone up from 740 to 1,200, and the

infant hospitals for chiklren under five years had
risen from fifty to 367. Whatever economies they

had to make, he hoped that they would not econo-

mize on the infant life of the country.

Good progress was being made in dealing with-

tuberculosis. The work that had been done was
beginning to bear fruit, the first fruit of the work
done by the Ministry of Health and by the enthu-

siasm and zeal of his predecessor in office, who had
so much special knowledge of the subject. They
might achieve relatively little at the time, but they

could be confident that if they proceeded on reason-

able lines of care and treatment, if the people were
taught hygiene and how to avoid the . disease,

instead of dealing with it only when contracted,

they could produce a great improvement in the

standard, physical and therefore moral, of this

country. It was the best investment the country
could make, for after all the greatest curse and
unhappiness was ill health.

He was glad to say that venereal disease work
was makijig good progress. While he did not be-

lieve in covering the country with posters to draw
attention to the evil and overemphasize it, he was
quite convinced that they must steadily proceed with
propaganda and with treatment. He was consider-

ing now the issue of a new circular to explain the

policy of the department, which consisted of a sane
and moderate view of this very complex and difficult

problem, which had a moral and social as well as a
medical side. The moral and social side should
never be overlooked ; it was more important in some
respects than the medical. While quite prepared to

assist in having the health of the nation protected
against this very terrible disease, he was not pre-

pared to accede to the demand of those who seemed
to him to regard the question, with perfect sincerity

and great enthusiasm, merely from the aspect of
the medical cure, without taking the wider view.

The Minister, at the close of his speech, said that
he believed there was a great future before the
Ministry of Health. However, he regretted very
much that one of its important sections, namely,
research, had been detached; he hoped it was going
to be joined on again, for that was one of the most
fruitful sources of development.

Sir Alfred Mond explained his policy, or that of
the Ministry of Health, clearly and well. He has
many difficulties to face, but his well known business
abilities should enable him to overcome some and
evade others. It is perfectly true that "adequate and
hygienic housing accommodation is badly needed in

Great Britain, but it is also certain that the already
overburdened taxpayer will refuse to be saddled
with the main part of the immense cost of these
The large proportion of the population do not under-
stand the great value of living under hygienic and
sanitary conditions. They merely look at the cost.

Education is required to make the man in the street

understand that scientific means for bringing about
hygienic conditions are essential to the health of a
country, and that, in the long run, the cost, however
great, is nothing in comparison with the attainment
of this result. The ordinary citizen is sceptical of
that which he does not comprehend. He is apt to
regard such schemes as formulated by the Ministry
of Health as devices to obtain money from him, or
as the views of faddists.
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NONSURGICAL TREATMENT OF CANCER.
Cancer and Its Nonsurgical Treatment. By L. Duncan
BuLKLEY, A. M., M. D., Senior Physician to the New
York Skin and Cancer Hospital; Member of the Ameri-
can Association for Cancer Research. New York : Wil-
liam Wood & Co., 1921. Pp. viii-457.

The views of the atithor relative to tlie nature of
cancer and its therapeutics are well known. They
are indicated by the statement he makes in his intro-

duction, namely, that the mortahty of tuberculosis

"has declined about thirty per cent, in the last twenty
years, under wise medical care, while that of cancer
has risen about thirty per cent, in the same period,

under surgical domination." The entire volume is

based on his belief that when the principles and
practice laid down by him "are fully imderstood,
widely accepted, and generally acted upon, there will

be shown a reduction in the mortality of cancer
which will be conclusive and gratifying."

The author bases his reasoning and therapy on
clinical data pointing to cancer as a constitutional

disease, quite as much as gout, for instance. In the

latter, the derangement of tissues takes on an in-

flammatory character, and in cancer it takes on a
neoplastic form ; both of them are the results of an
erroneous pabulum, a faulty blood and lymph stream
furnished to the cells. Why this is, we do not know

;

but we do know how to correct gout by dietetic,

hygienic and medicinal measures, and we are learn-

ing the same -about cancer, according to the author,

"with gratifying results." Bulkley believes, and he
produces considerable evidence to substantiate the

thesis, that if there is a correct diet and mode of

living, and correct action of the whole system, fur-

nishing a correct blood stream for the proper nour-
ishment of every cell of the body, there will be no
rebellion or mutiny of cells, and consequently no
cancer with its sad consequences.

Briefly summed up, the author believes cancer can
be cured by the proper adjustment of diet, hygienic

environment, and medication. A vegetarian diet is

insisted upon ; this is supported by the fact that

cancer is said to be a great rarity among nonmeat-
eating peoples. Hygienic adjustment requires sun-

light, plenty of rest in bed, regular hours, and regu-

lar habits in every detail of life. Medication in-

cludes the proper use of such remedies as will in-

cite the organs, including the endocrine glands, to

form and eUminate properly the efifete elements cir-

culating in the system, and to efifect the production
of a healthy and ideal blood stream. The writer

supports the late Forbes Ross in his advocacy of the

potassium salts in the treatment of cancer, and con-

firms his statement that having used large quanti-

ties of potassium in his practice for many years, not

one case of cancer had ever to his knowledge de-

veloped among his own patients. This salt wotild

seem to be a certain prophylactic against cancer,

according to these views. In cancer of the cervix

the author has had remarkable results, with proper

treatment, following the use of a douche containing

carbolic acid and borax, well dissolved in water as

hot as can be borne. Tiie idea underlying this treat-

ment is disinfection, with a complete alkalinization

of the parts, while the heat and sharp impact of the
stream stimulates the diseased cells to healthy action.

After reading this book, one can merely express
surprise that so much time, money and personal
endeavor are being spent in the search for a cure
of cancer along surgical lines, when we have a non-
surgical method capable of such results as Bulkley
has attained. It were well for every surgeon, deal-
ing with cancer, to read and ponder over this work,
and apply its teachings in his daily practice. Surely
there seems to be considerable evidence in support
of its teachings.

DIETS FOR DIABETICS.
Diabetes Mellitus. A System of Diets. Diet Table I, Starch

Free Diet, Qualitative List; Diet Table II, Minimal Fat,
Starch Free, Measured Diet; Diet Table III, Minimal
Fat, Starch Fi^e, Weighed Diet; Diet Table IV, Low
Fat, Starch Free, Measured Diet ; Diet Table V, Low Fat,
Starch Free, Weighed Diet ; Diet Table VI, Accessory
Diet, Rich in Carbohydrates. By Herman O. Mosen-
THAi,, M. D., Assistant Professor of Medicine and At-
tending Physician. New York Post-Graduate Hospital
and Medical School. New York: Paul B. Hoeber, 1921.

The Allen (Starvation) Treatment of Diabetes. With a
Series of Graduated Diets. By Lewis Webb Hill, M. D.,

Junior Assistant Visiting Physician, Children's Hospital,
Boston ; Alumni Assistant in Pediatrics, Harvard Medical
School, and Rena S. Eckman, Dietitian, Massachusetts
General Hospital, Boston, 1911-1916. With an Introduc-
tion by Richard C. Cabot, M. D. Fourth Edition. Bos-
ton : W. M. Leonard, 1921. Pp. vii-140.

Mosenthal presents a departure from the well

known textbook form of sample diets for diabetics.

It apparently serves two definite purposes. In the

first place it gives the general practitioner a well

selected range of dif¥erent types of diets, from a
qualitative as well as a quantitative point of view,
which ought to meet the requirements of the most
exacting. In the second place, the lists are arranged
in pad form—fifty sheets to the pad—so as to enable
one merely to detach the required sheet and present
it to the ambulatory patient or nurse, thus saving
a good deal of time in the somewhat tedious task of

figuring out and arranging palatable as well as

suitable diets for each particular patient, in the

various stages of the disease. Ample space is also

provided for any addition to the list which the in-

dividual physician desires to make. The diets are

such as are generally employed in large hospitals and
reputable clinics, where metabolic diseases, espe-

cially diabetes, are studied.

In an introductory pamphlet, a discussion of the

desirability and the need of particular types of diets

is presented. Thus, for example, the purpose of the

simple starch free diet is to cover the wants of the

mild diabetic, "who does not require a weighed or

meastired diet to maintain a sugar free urine, to

control the disease." A qualitative list of foods is,

therefore, to be employed. The measured diets,

emphasize the principles of the modern treatment

of the more advanced diabetics, "control of glyco-

suria and control of acidosis," by the careful quan-
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titative curtailment of carbohydrates and proteins

on the one hand, and fats on the other. Selections

of "minimal fat, and low fat, starch free diets,"

which at the same time will cover a certain caloric

requirement, are given. For all practical purposes,

where rough means for measuring will suffice or

are the only means available, tablespoon ful or tea-

spoonful portions are employed in these particular

lists. On the other hand, where the facilities for

the accurate weighing of foods are at hand, weighed
diets are described. Such will be of value in cases

of acidosis, where the lowest possible amount of fat

is to be administered for its control.

The other weighed diets are low fat, starch free

diets, where restriction of protein is necessary to

control glycosuria or where acidosis does not play

a role, and fats need not be curtailed. In addition,

socalled "accessory lists of foods rich in carbohy-

drates," to be employed where the patient's urine

continues to be sugar free, may be selected from
tables which are given in Diet List No. 5.

Of course, while such lists are of inestimable

value, one must not forget that in the treatment of

diabetes the employment of these diets should not

only be resorted to following the examination of the

urine alone, the presence or absence of hypergly-

cemia is of paramount importance and the examina-
tion of the blood sugar should not be disregarded.

^

Beginning with a chapter on details of treatment,

Hill and Ecknian proceed with a number of case re-

ports and a series of diet tables. They go fully into

the subject of food selection and preparation for the

diabetic, and it should be of inestimable value to

those who are using the Allen method of treatment.

These diets have worked remarkably well in the

Massachusetts General Hospital, according to Dr.
Richard C. Cabot, who has written a most favor-

able introduction to the work under review.

The starvation treatment is so well known that it

requires little description. The difficulties encoun-
tered in the management of the diet of patients have
been the greatest objection to the Allen method, but
it must be admitted that the diet tables and methods
of food preparation mentioned by the authors have
simplified the treatment in a great measure, and to

this extent will help to popularize the starvation

method. It is a little book that should be in the

hands of every physician and nurse having in charge
the care of diabetics under the Allen treatment.

NERVOUS DISORDERS.
The Problem of Nervous Breakdown. By Edwin Lance-
lot Ash, Doctor of Medicine. New York : The Macmil-
lan Company, 1920. Pp. xii-299.

Nerves and the Man. By Charles Loosmore, M. A.,

Brown Scholar at Glasgow University. A popular Psycho-
logical and Constructive Study of Nervous Breakdown.
New York: George H. Doran Company, 1921. Pp. x-2^3.

These two books conceal more truth than they
reveal. Certain important facts here and there peep
through but they get no chance to be really stimu-
lating. The acknowledged purpose of the books is

lo produce a prophylactic and therapeutic effect and
should be the only excuse for any books on the
much talked of subject of nervous disorders. Con-
fusion of statemeiil and rclractiiig of statement in

the first book, together with mere superficial de-

scriptions of disorders, lack, of pointed investiga-

tion into the symptoms and symptom groups men-
tioned, advocacy of measures ineffective to reach

the source of readjustment, all militate against the

claim of any practical value in this work. The lack

of clearness which results, the misrepresentation of

the etiological and therapeutic actuality of these dis-

orders, makes the work harmful.

The writer begins by laying much stress on weak
nerves and though a little later he states that the

emotional impulses behind the physical nerves are

the field in which the disturbances arise, before he
has finished this first chapter he is back again upon
his theme of weak and tired nerve tissue. More is

heard of this when he comes to consider various

factors which can be seen superficially to be playing

a part in nervous breakdown but which he sets all

out of proportion as causative factors by forgetting

the dynamic activity and its disturbances as merely

evincing themselves over the nerve fibres. His idea

continues present in his use of the term neuras-

thenia to cover more than a multitude of phenom-
ena which he fails to point out in a deeper etiology.

Description and advice—those who work with the

psychic troubles comprised under these forms of

"nervous breakdown" know how futilely they are

accepted and applied unless something more dy-

namic is grasped. Sometimes Ash touches upon the

more profound facts of psychic adjustment and
nonadjustment but he loses his advantage soon in

his merely wordy talking about these things. He
has chapters on morbid fears and doubts, hysteria,

rest cure, on a number of matters in which a dif-

ferent point of view, dynamically from within out,

would have cleared his own mind and brought his

readers actual help.

What shall we then say of the talkativeness of

the second book ? This writer offers to aid others

by granting to them a knowledge of the method by
which he was cured. We fail to find it. It does not

come out clearly in what he has written. He, too,

has too much to say about the broken down ma-
chine. Energy for him gets out of the nerve cell

and then we have to rest while it is being replen-

ished. The ever shifting functioning of mind and
body in the "capture, storage and release of energy"
gets scanty attention in such a view. So do nervous
or psychic difficulties and the most effective method
of getting at them receive little enlightenment from
such an attitude at the beginning of a treatise upon
them. Neurasthenia is dragged in here, too, and it

is even divided into "cerebral and spinal." Sy-
nonyms for it are given, "chronic enfeeblement of
nerve strength," "functional nervous weakness of
the spinal cord." Is the psychologist who is writ-

ing this book trying to throw a conciliatory morsel
to the physiologist? He has (|uoted these terms
from somewhere.

That is not all. His psychology in itself seems
to have no dynamic flavor. • It comes around from
the outside. "A distinguished man of fine mental
ability . . . hearing the sound of church bells

. . . is moved to tears." Again "the soothing in-

lluence of colors, for exanii)le. are so real that we
are convinced liiat it should be classed among the
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curative methods of treatment in certain kinds of
nervous trouble." (The grammatical construction
is according to the text.) Loosmore denies for the
most part the possibility of finding specific causes
for these disorders. With such ignorance of his

subject it is little wonder that one looks in vain for
anything but fruitless platitudes, generalized de-
scriptions and pretty phrases. He tells the suf-
ferer not to talk too much, not to dispute, not to

expend too much sympathy, how nice it is to be
cheerful, to feel kindly, and so on. He has not
told the nervous sufiferer anything he does not
know better than his teacher. How to bring all this

about by getting at the source of why opposite con-
ditions prevail in any life and why such advice is

called forth, that important dynamic problem he has
not entered into. This writer, too, strikes at some
truths in what he says but he also has not known
how to use them. One might smile at his lists of
"don'ts" but the influence of such books, traps too

often for the unwary who will try almost anything,

is rather to be seriously deprecated. Not only does
it offer the hungry stones for bread and ser-

pents for fish, it confuses the psychologist and
the physician who are seeking to understand these

things. The call should be upon every one who
would write of this subject to press into facts, satis-

fied with nothing less than clear thinking and then
definite, direct presentation. The human race needs
rousing from its indolence by which it seeks the easi-

est way out of immediate distress. It is prone
enough to palliate rather than understand and set

to work upon itself. Therefore it becomes worse
than ridiculous to prescribe the The Lady of Shal-
lot for a bedtime soporific. If one's unconscious
energy refuses sleep why not try, say a page or
two of Ibsen?

THE LOST GIRL.

The Lost Girl. By D. H. Lawrence. New York : Thomas
Seltzer, 1921. Pp. 378.

Another stratum of Lawrence's mining town so-

ciety is presented in this book. In fact, the mining
town serves only to identify time, place, and setting

for the usual small town family drama. The story

records the life of Alvina Houghton, the child of a
dreamy promoter, from shops to music halls via the

usual mining flurry, and an invalid mother who felt

herself above commerce. After twenty-five years of

a completely genteel life Alvina, despairing of mar-
riage and uneasy at the prospect of stagnation,

plunges to the very core of all things different and
becomes a maternity nurse. After this move she

drifts, responsive to exotic experience, and slowly

reaches completion by means of stages that seem on
the surface impulsive, yet are not of her own voli-

tion. She is extraordinarily attuned to circum-

stance. The story ends as it begins, with the hero-

ine awaiting what may come next, not choosing, pro-

testing, or planning, but letting herself be swept
whither chance takes her.

Lawrence has been able to conceal the pathologi-

cal accuracy of his character sketches better in this

book than in other recent contributions. We know
his people. We recognize their ways and makeup
without feeling called upon to confirm the exact-

ness of the author's knowledge. Most interesting of
all is the subtlety of the title, suggesting the towns-
people's opinion of Alvina, to which she is com-
I)letely indifi'erent, and at the same time reflecting

the flaw in her makeup—her inability ever even to

know herself.
^ —

New Publications Received.

{We publish full lists of books received, but we acknowl-
edge no obligation to review them all. Nevertheless, so
far as space permits, we review those in which ive think
our readers are likely to be interested.]

THE ANGLO-AMERICAN FUTURE. By A. G. GaRDINER. New
York: Thomas Seltzer, 1921. Pp.111

NOTES ON LIFE AND LETTERS. By JOSEPH CoNRAD. Gar-
den city, N. Y., and Toronto, Canada : Doubleday, Page &
Co., 1921. Pp. x-262.

TUBERCULOSIS AND HOW TO COMBAT IT. A Book for the
Patient. By Francis M. Pottenger, A. M., M. D., LL. D.,

F. A. C. P., Monrovia, Cal. St. Louis : C. V. Mosby Com-
pany, 1921. Pp. 273.

A history of association psychology. By Howard C.
Warren, Stuart Professor of Psychology, Princeton Uni-
versity. New York, Chicago, and Boston : Charles Scrib-

ner's Sons, 1921. Pp. ix-328.

mortality statistics for 1919. Twentieth Annual Re-
port of the Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Cen-
sus. Sam. L. Rogers, Director. Washington : Government
Printing Office, 1921. Pp. 616.

. a french-english dictionary for chemists. By Austin
M. Patterson, Ph. D., Formerly Editor of Chemical Ab-
stracts. New York : John Wiley & Sons, Inc. ; London

:

Chapman & Hall, Ltd., 1921. Pp. xvii-384.

le SUCRE DU SANG. Par R. Lepine, Professeur honoraire
a la Faculte de Medecine de Lyon

;
Correspondent de

I'Academie des Sciences ; Associe de I'Academie de Mede-
cine Paris: Librairie Felix Alcan, 1921. Pp. iii-468.

nachkrankheiten der RUHR. Von Professor Dr. H.
Straub, Direktor der inneren Abteilung des Krankenhauses
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Practical Therapeutics
Peptone Injection in Puerperal Septicemia.

—

E. Levy-Solal {Bulletins ct mcmoircs dc la Societe

iiicdicalc des Jwpitaux dc Paris, May 5, 1921) re-

ports a case of apparently lethal septicemia in which
two slow intravenous injections of ten mils of a five

per cent solution of Witte's peptone, administered at

three day intervals, were followed by recovery.

Antistreptococcic serum, large amounts of camphor
in oil and intramuscular injections of elettrargol had
been given without result. The first peptone injec-

tion was followed by headache, backache, and sec-

ondary fever, but no evidences of collapse, and
within twelve hours the temperature was down to

normal, remaining so for three days. The reaction

after the second peptone injection was less marked.
The procedure is considered well worth trying in

desperate cases of puerperal septicemia.

Acute Inversion of the Uterus.—James L.

Himtington {Boston Medical and Surgical Journal,

April 14, 1921) says that acute inversion of the

uterus, postpartum, can occur spontaneously. In-

sertion of the placenta in or near the fundus of the

uterus seems the most probable etiological factor.

Realizing the possibility of encountering the fundus
weakened by being the placental site, great care

should be exercised in expressing the placenta by
pressure from above. Shock, whether accompanied
by postpartum bleeding or not, demands immediate
vaginal examination, unless the typical spherical

fundus can be plainly felt through the abdominal
wall. Where the diagnosis is made too late for

manual reposition from below, immediate lapa-

rotomy and reposition by traction with direct trans-

fusion, offers the best chance for a successful out-

come.

A Critical Analysis of Twenty-one Years' Ex-
perience with Caesarean Section.—J. Whitridge
Williams {Bulletin of the Johns JJopkins Hospital,

June, 1921) bases this analysis on 183 Caesarean
sections performed on 145 women in a series of ap-
proximately twenty thousand deliveries. There
were 104 single and 79 repeated sections. The
operations comprised 121 typical conservative sec-

tions, four extraperitoneal sections, one postmortem
section, and fifty-seven Porro sections. All deaths,

except one from hemorrhage, were due to infection.

The net mortality was 3.45 per cent., or 4.07 per cent,

in the conservative and 1.82 per cent, in the Porro
sections. The indication for interference in nine
tenths of the negroes and in six tenths of the white
patients was disproportion due to contracted pelvis.

In tlie blacks the varieties of rachitic pelvis were the
predominant indication, as contrasted with the sim-
ple flat pelvis in the whites. Eclampsia and serious

cardiac decompensation were the most frequent non-
pelvic indications for operation. Cesarean section

is only rarely indicated in placenta pra;via. The
delivery of an asphyxiated child occurs less fre-

quently than is generally believed. These statistics

furnish proof that tlie old superstition that boys
originate from the right ovary and girls from the

left, can be discarded. In concluding Williams states

that Caesarean section is not devoid of danger. He
believes it is being abused throughout the country,

and that if accurate statistics as to its results were

available, it would be found accountable for many
unnecessary maternal deaths.

The Use of Pituitary Extract and ScQpolamine
Morphine in Obstetrics.—Ross Mitchell {Cana-

dian Medical Association Journal, May, 1921) comes

to these conclusions: 1. That in carefully selected

cases and under certain definite conditions both

pituitary extract and scopolamine morphine injec-

tions are of marked value in obstetrics. 2. That

when these conditions are not met with the results

may be disastrous. Both are potent drugs and are

not to be given lightly or unadvisedly. 3. That in

times past the doses have been too large. Single

doses of pituitrin should not exceed eight minims;

doses of four or five minims are preferable. The
total amount administered before the uterus is

"emptied should never exceed sixteen minims. In

scopolamine morphine anesthesia the initial dose

should not exceed one sixth grain of morphine or

one fiftieth of a grain of scopolamine. In repeating

the latter drug, not more than one two hundredth

of a grain should be given. Morphine should not

be repeated. 4. That scopolamine morphine anes-

thesia is more suited for use in hospitals than in

private practice in homes.

Luteum Extract.—Adam P. Leighton {Ameri-

can Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology, March,

1921) reports his experiences with corpus luteum

organotherapy in over three hundred cases. In

women presenting definite signs of ovarian de-

ficiency, the use of thyroid extract in conjunction

with corpus luteum enhances, accelerates, and per-

petuates the effects of the latter. Where luteum

alone has failed, addition of thyroid often yields

satisfactory results. In lessened ovarian function

increased activity of the thyroid, manifested in

symptoms of hyperthyroidism, seems to be often

but a compensatory action, to supply the necessary

extra stimulus to the ovary. The author has used

luteum and thyroid together in some cases of

menorrhagia, where uterine, annexal, and other

pelvic disease or tumor could be ruled out, usually

with exceptional benefit. Luteum extract alone in

premenopause menorrhagia caused a marked reduc-

tion in flow, and in the menorrhagia of ovarian

cystic degeneration, usually a mitigation of the

hemorrhagic tendency. Dysmenorrhea is especially

benefitted by luteum extract in the cases with ex-

cessive first day pain, with scanty discharge, sug-

gesting an intense unrelieved congestion. The rem-
edy must be used continuously for ten to twelve
weeks before one may expect relief. Hyperthyroid-
ism and even early exophthalmic goitre have been
distinctly aided by corpus luteum, the former having
perhaps been due to prolonged eft'ort by the thyroid

to compensate for previous deficiency of the ovaries.

At the menopause luteum extract works best when
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given continuously and early, i. e., when menstrual
irregularity appears and the hot flushes, mental con-
fusion, tremor, and hyperthyroid symptoms are first

evident. Among over one hundred and fifty women
given luteum extract solely for menopause symp-
toms, there were not over a dozen who could not
report marked benefit, even to absolute relief. The
longer its use had been put off, the poorer the re-
sults and the harder to gain control. To those
women who during the menstrual life complain of
socalled sick headaches of the frontal and temporal
type with nausea and vomiting, which occur with
peculiar periodicity at or about the time of men-
struation, ovarian organotherapy offers much relief.

Luteum is also indicated in chlorosis, as an adjunct
to hematinics, and is especially beneficial where
moderate hyperthyroidism exists. The functional
amenorrhea of women in early adolescence or mid-
menstrual life responds in a miraculous manner,
and if obesity coexists thyroid is of inestimable
value. In thyroid reduction cures the simultaneous
use of luteum extract seems to obviate the attacks
of profuse sweating, muscular weakness, tachycar-
dia, nausea, and other vasomotor symptoms that oc-
casionally follow thyroid treatment. Larger doses of
thyroid are tolerated if given in combination with'
corpus luteum. It is important that the patient ob-
tain a luteum product from recent, fresh material.

Coexistent Venous Hypertension, Acrocyano-
sis, and Ovarian Insufficiency.—Villaret, Saint-
Girons, and Bosviel {lUtUciins ct memoires de la

Societe mcdicale dcs hopitaux de Paris, July 7, 1921)
report the case of four young women, aged seven-
teen to twenty years, who had always had irregular
menstruation and exhibited a marked cyanosis of
the hands and slight cyanosis of the feet, with un-
mistakable edema and coldness of the tissues. These
peripheral disturbances were much worse in win-
ter, being followed by chilblains, which became ul-

cerated and were rebellious to ordinary treatment.
One patient was markedly and two others moder-
ately obese. None had any evidence of disease of
the circulatory, respiratory, urinary, or nervous sys-
tems, yet all had distinct venous hypertension, the
venous pressure being, respectively, sixteen, seven-
teen, twenty, and thirty-five centimetres of water,
as against the normal twelve. The arterial pressure
was normal in all, ranging from 120 to 150 milli-

metres of mercury. The acrocyanosis and venous
hypertension in these cases is believed to have been
due to ovarian insufficiency. Following ovarian
organotherapy one of the patients showed increased
regularity of menstruation, diminution of cyanosis,

slight reduction of venous pressure and slight in-

crease of arterial pressure. In another case the

menstruation became regular and the acrocyanosis
diminished under ovarian treatment. The meno-
pause symptom group in older patients is not at-

tended with acrocyanosis and venous hypertension,
the condition described being seemingly restricted

to young patients. Special attention is called to

the fact that, as exemplified in these ca.ses, high
venous pressure is not confined to circulatory cases

with heart weakness or hypertension without arte-

riorclerosis, but may occur instead as a result of
endocrine disturbance.

Treatment of Placenta Praevia.—William IL

Thompscjn (Bulletin of the Johns Hopkins Hospital,

July, 1921 ) found in a series of ten thousand women
admitted to the Johns Hopkins Hospital sixty-six

cases of placenta praevia. A tabulation of the meth-
ods of treatment shows the following : Died unde-
livered, one; Bra.xton Hicks's version, two; rupture

of membranes, two ; Caesarean section, two ; ad-

mitted to second stage, eight; manual dilatation of

cervix, fifteen
;
balloon, thirty-six. All of the thirty-

six patients treated by rubber balloons recovered, and
such treatment is considered eminently satisfactory.

Breast Infections.—Joseph L. Baer (Surgery,

Gynecology and Obstetrics, April, 1921) concludes

as follows: The influenza epidemics of 1918-1919

were largely responsible for the increase in breast

infections following them, in the Michael Reese

Maternity. The technic employed in this hospital

conforms closely to that used in most of the clinics

analyzed. These procedures were not varied dur-

ing the periods of increased incidence of infection.

This tends to confirm the view that the increase was
in relation to the influenza waves. We believe it

would be advantageous for the largest possible num-
ber of clinics to adopt a uniform procedure for the

prophylactic treatment of pathological nipples, breast

lymphangitis, and threatened abscess, preferably

that favored by the largest group in each case.

Krukenburg Tumor of the Ovary.—Philip J.

Reel (Annals of Surgery, April, 1921) states that

the histogenesis of solid tumors of the ovary is

always interesting and should warrant a careful in-

vestigation of each case encountered. This tumor
is sin^ilar to that described by Krukenberg, but pre-

sents very strong evidence of being metastatic in

origin. This bears out the more recent investiga-

tions which tend to prove that, in the vast majority

of instances, solid tumors of the ovary are secondary

to a primary tumor situated elsewhere in the body.

It is possible for these growths to attain enormous
proportions in the absence of clinical manifesta-

tions. A review of the literature reveals that they

occur most frequently before the age of forty, and
that they are more malignant in character than is

sometimes stated.

Adenomyoma of Fallopian Tube.—Arthur E.

Mahle (Surgery, Gynecology and Obstetrics, July,

1921) presents the following conclusions:

1. The term tubal adenomyoma is correctly ap-

plied to adenomyomata arising in the tube, since the

origin of the glandular portion is from the mature
epithelium of the tube.

2. The hypotheses of the origin of tubal adeno-

myomata from the Wolffian and Miillerian ducts are

untenable.

3. Tubal adenomyomata are in every case asso-

ciated with an inflammatory condition and probably

are end products of the process of inflammation.

4. Some relation exists between sterility and the

presence of adenomyomata of the fallopian tube.

5. There are some slight histological differences

between tubal adenomyomata and those commonly
found in the uterus, but this difference is most prob-

ably due to the place of origin and subsequent de-

velf)pment and not to the etiological factor.
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Pneumoperitoneal X Ray as an Aid to Gyne-
cological Diagnosis.—Reuben Peterson and J. G.
van Zwaluwenburg (Minnesota Medicine, July,

1921 ) summarize what has been so far accomplished

by the combined clinical and x ray study of pelvic

lesions, as follows: 1. The normal uterus with the

tubes and ovaries can be clearly demonstrated by
the pneumoperitoneal x ray plate. 2. Owing to the

distention with gas the tubes are rather more clearly

demonstrated where the inflation has taken place

through the uterus than transperitoneally. 3. Irregu-

larities of the uterus are quite as well or better made
out by this method than by the bimanual method. 4.

With the improved position (knee chest and Tren-
delenburg) the pelvis is shown clear of bowel coils

;

retention of such coils in the pelvis are proof that

intestinal adhesions are present. 5. In some in-

stances the diseased and enlarged appendices are

better made out than by the most careful bimanual
examination. 6. In certain cases of flaccid tubes,

or where the tubes are plastered against the pelvic

walls by adhesions, the x ray is more valuable than

bimanual examination. 7. It is within the bounds
of possibility that with improved technic and expe-

rience, pregnancy may be shown earlier than is pos-

sible by the examining finger. 8. The bimanual
examination and the x ray plate after inflation of

the pelvis are not antagonistic methods of diagnosis,

and their value is enhanced if they are used in con-

junction.

Action of Potassium Chloride in Nephritis.

—

L. Blum, E. Aubel, and R. Levy (Bulletins et

memoires de la Societe medicale des hopitaux dc
Paris, June 30, 1921) state that in nephritis with
chlorine retention—hydropigenous nephritis—potas-

sium chloride acts as a dehydrating agent, instead

of increasing water retention, as does sodium chlor-

ide. It thus constitutes actually a diuretic remedy
in these cases, its therapeutic effect in this direction

being sometimes more pronounced than that of any
diuretic agent hitherto used

;
it"may, indeed, in some

cases prove the only effectual diuretic. An edema-
tous patient who fails to lose weight on a salt poor
diet—which means a severe, rebelHous nephritis—

-

shows a marked reduction in weight when twelve to

twenty-five grams of potassium chloride are added
daily to the salt poor diet, and the same patient, if

later given sodium chloride, will show a gain in

weight. Comparison of the diuretic action of

potassium chloride with that of theobromine and
theophylline in hydropigenous nephritis is markedly
in favor of the former. In a case of mixed nephritis

in which potassium chloride was tried the patient

likewise lost weight, but through sweating instead

of diuresis. In hydropigenous nephritis, sodium
chloride nearly always increases the albuminuria,

whereas potassium chloride has no effect or causes

an absolute decrease in it. In patients with a nor-

mal cardiovascular system potassium chloride in the

amounts referred to has no effect on the heart, but
where the circulation is weak it causes dyspnea,
cyanosis, precordial oppression, often irregularities

of rhythm or slowing of the rate, and reduction of

blood pressure. To obviate these effects such pa-

tients should be tested at first with one gram doses,

later increased to five or seven and a half grams.

The Diagnosis in Gynecological Cases.—A. C.

Magian (Clinical Journal, April 20, 1921) concludes

a long paper with the following points : The physi-

cal examination must be thorough and complete,

and whenever necessary the patient ought to be an-

esthetized. Remember that very many gynecological

conditions are due to venereal disease ; therefore,

test all discharges for gonococci, and obtain a Was-
sermann reaction from the blood to ascertain the

presence or absence of syphilis. Examine the urine

for albumin, casts, deposits and sugar.

Dry Labor.—F. A. Dorman and E. C. Lyon,

Jr. (American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecol-

ogy, March, 1921), present an analysis of 270 cases

in which rupture of the membranes occurred at

least twelve hours before delivery. The total mor-
tality among the infants was twenty-three, or eight

and four tenths per cent., as compared with the

general hospital mortality among infants of five and
five tenths per cent. Obstetrical complications

seem to be a cause of dry labor almost as frequently

as dry labor is a cause of complicated labor. The
length of the time the membranes are ruptured be-

fore labor is not an important factor either in pro-

longing labor or increasing morbidity or fetal mor-
tality, but protracted duration of pains in dry labor

greatly increased the morbidity and trebled the

fetal mortality. The morbidity risk increased con-
sistently in proportion to the number of vaginal ex-

aminations. Every vaginal examination in a patient

with ruptured membranes is a dangerous procedure

;

the rectal touch should be employed as much as

possible. Dry labor requires operative termination
in one third of the births. The risks of breech labor

are much greater if the membranes are ruptured
early. The Csesarean operation gave good results,

despite the grave prognosis usually rendered in ab-
dominal hysterectomy in dry labor.

Experimental Studies Following Oophorec-
tomy.—Harold Bailey {American Journal of Ob-
stetrics and Gynecology, July. 1921) reviewing the
literature on metabolic studies after oophorectomy,
implantation experiments, and the evidences of rela-

tionship between the uterus and ovaries, states that

the metabolic studies tend to show a reduction both
of the oxygen consumed and the carbon dioxide
eliminated. The greatest reduction occurs some two
or three months after the operation and when atro-

phic changes have probably occurred in the uterus.

The experimental work must be considered incon-

clusive as regards the demonstration of a direct

effect on the energy metabolism of the cell by an
ovarian secretion. Experiments to ascertain the

condition of the ovary after hysterectomy show that

in young animals the ovarian development goes on
in a normal manner. Work with adult animals
would indicate that following hysterectomy no
ovarian change may be demonstrated until after a

three or four month period. Clinical gynecology
offers proof that the menopause ensues notwith-
standing that the ovaries remain, if the uterus is

entirely removed, and that saving a portion of the

uterine mucous membrane so that menstruation may
occur prevents these symptoms. Transplantation of

the ovary is of no value in relieving menopausal
symptoms unless the uterus or part of it remains.



Proceedings of Societies

AMERICAN GYNECOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Forty-sixth Annual Meeting, Held at Swampscott,

Mass., June 2, 3 and 4, 1921.

The President, Dr. Walter William Chipman, of

Montreal, in the Chair.

The Fads and Fancies of Obstetrics ; a Com-
ment on the Pseudoscientific Trend of Modern
Obstetrics.—Dr. Rudolph W. Holmes, of Chi-

cago, drew the following conclusions: 1. In safe and
conservative hands maternal and fetal mortalities

had decreased in private practice. 2. The maternal

and fetal death rates, in hospitals, had not shown an
appreciable decline in one hundred years. 3. The
fact that the death rate among the emergency cases

(i. e., those sent in by medical attendants ) was over

ten times that of regular applicants in the New
York Lying-in Hospital was a reflection on the

preliminary medical training of the profession. 4.

Scientific investigation of antenatal pathology which
would promote a prophylactic therapy would lower

infant mortalities more than would the present at-

tempts to do so by routine operative termination of

labor. 5. A properly conducted prenatal clinic, com-
bined with conservative conduct of labor, was a

more certain method for securing declining death

rates than promiscuous intervention. 6. Under nor-

mal conditions, spontaneous labor, aided by proper

analgesia, was the safest way for mother and child.

Inordinately applied operative interference in-

creased the hazards of birth. 7. The authorities

who had fostered a peculiar method of routine in-

terference in all parturient women, with their imi-

tators, had retarded the advance in obstetrical care,

and were part contributors to the high American mor-
talities incident to childbirth. 8. It was a lamentable

thing that properly controlled midwives would have
less mortality than those who practise a routine in-

tervention. 9. The proponents of operative cults

had produced no evidence to show that their sys-

tems were more worthy, less risky, and promised a

higher conservation of life than carefully watched
spontaneous labor. 10. There were no more rea-

sons why all parturient women should be opera-

tively delivered than that all people should be in-

flicted with routine enemata or catheterization. 11.

A medical fad should be discountenanced
;
precept

and example founded on injudicious enthusiasm led

to many unwise courses. 12. Indications for ob-

stetrical operations demanded revision
;

certainly,

they should be more clearly drawn, curtailed, rather

than extended. 13. A wise conservatism in obstet-

rics would be more productive of ideal results than

injudiciously used skill. 14. Obstetrical teaching

was so deficient in most colleges that there should

be a sharp and early improvement. So long as ob-

stetrical teaching was defective, so long would re-

sults be bad in obstetrical practice. 15. An obstet-

rical curriculum should be devoted to practical

instruction on the mannikin, in the class room, and
in clinic ; obstetrical sitrgery should be a very small

part of the coordinated whole. The proper place of

the latter was in postgraduate courses intended for

those preparing for the specialty.

Forced Labor.—Dr. John O. Polak, of Brook-
lyn, N. Y., stated that in two hundred cases of

labor in contracted pelves, recently studied, he found
that in eighty-one per cent, delivery was spontaneous,

or the labor was terminated with low forceps. This
certainly showed that each case of relative con-

traction was at least entitled to a proper test of

labor before the abdomen was sectioned.

While the application of forceps to the engaged
head in the presence of properly prepared soft parts

was admitted to be a most valuable procedure, both
in the interests of the mother and the child, when
the fetal arrest was due to failing powers—it had
its limitation of safety as a routine measure, and
definitely increased trauma to the soft parts. There-
fore, he felt that shortening the second stage by
intervention with the forceps was not justifiable as

a routine measure any more than eliminating the

second stage and delivering every child whose head
would come into the brim by elective version and
extraction, with no other indication than to elim-

inate the second stage of labor and thus relieve the

woman of the pains and agonies of childbirth, was
safe teaching for the student or graduate without
months or years of special training.

Furthermore, Caesarean section was not without

its morbidity and its mortality. Beck showed that

there was a thirty per cent, morbidity in his study of

one hundred and seven cases. Rupture ' of the

Caesarean scar was not an unknown possibility, and
in his collective study of two thousand cases in

which operation was performed by the leading

operators throughout the country, there was a mor-
tality of nearly ten per cent, and of over two per

cent, in the elective group. Another procedure that

should come up for consideration and comparison,

was hurrying the third stage of labor by expression

of the placenta with the first uterine contraction after

the child had been delivered. This was definitely

unphysiological in that it took time for the uterus,

by its contraction and retraction, to separate and
expel the placenta and produce proper uterine hemo-
stasis. \Vhile this practice might be safe in the

hands of the trained specialist, it was bad practice

and bad teaching for the practitioner and for

students.

Basal Metabolism in Pregnancy and the Puer-
perium.—Dr. Joseph L. Baer, of Chicago, drew
the following conclusions: 1. The increased basal

metabolic rate in late pregnancy was due to the

growing demands of the fetal organism and pla-

centa. 2. The incomplete or delayed return to nor-

mal was due to involution of the uterus and the on-

set of lactation. 3. Twin pregnancy should show a

rate above the average for single pregnancy when
both twins were well developed. 4. Thyroid en-

largement might occur in pregnancy without increas-

ing the basal metabolic rate above the averages ob-
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tained in this series. 5. Differential diagnosis be-

tween uterine tumor and pregnancy would not be

helped unless greater refinements in method showed
increased rates much earlier than in this series. The
X ray could be called on as early as the fifth month
and with reasonable certainty in the sixth month.

A Comparison by Statistical Methods of Cer-

tain External Pelvic Measurements of French
and American Women.— Dr. Fred L. Adair, of

Minneapolis, Minn., drew the following conclusions :

1. The author appreciated fully the limitations of

external pelvimetry, but also felt that the value of

this method of examination might be increased by

tetter methods of statistical study. 2. The racial

and national pelvic differences should be more care-

fully studied and recorded so that observations made
and conclusions drawn in one section of the world
might not be applied too arbitrarily in other sec-

tions. 3. There were apparently definite pelvic dif-

ferences, not only in different races, but in different

nationalities. This was indicated by the earlier work
of La Verneau and Vrolick. It was shown definitely

"by the work of Williams and his associates in com-
paring the pelvis of the negro with that of the white,

ty the studies of Emmons and De Souza, also by
those of Acosta-Sison and Calderon. The present

study also showed less marked, but none the less

definite, indications of national as well as racial pel-

vic differences which were apparent even on external

•examination of the living subject. 4. It was obvious

that much more accurate deductions could be drawn
l)y more complete and extensive pelvic measure-
ments. The author regretted that he had been un-

able to make these comparisons, but the conditions

tinder which the work was done made it none too

easy to secure the measurements.

Acute Malignant Endocarditis Complicating
Pregnancy.—Dr. Palmer Findley, of Omaha,
Neb., reported the case of Mrs. B., aged thirty,

para II, seen in consultation with Dr. Malcolm
Campbell, of Malvern, la. She was seemingly in per-

fect health until early in her third pregnancy when
she suffered from pains in ankles, hips and shoul-

der joints which her family physician diagnosed as

rheumatic arthritis. The tonsils and teeth were not

involved, but the nasal passages were occluded with
mucopurulent secretions and incrustations which
persisted and prevented her from breathing through
the nose. This was the only focal infection dis-

cerned. She rapidly lost flesh and strength and be-

came extremely anemic and nervous. There were
repeated chills with an irregular course of fever

ranging to 104° F. Shortness of breath and pal-

pitation of the heart were recorded as early symp-
toms. The aortic and mitral valves were early in-

volved and later the tricuspids as well. Blood cul-

tures were taken and the Streptococcus viridans

found. Precordial friction sounds were observed
as a late development. The urinary findings were
negative until near the end when the urine presented
the usual findings of an acute nephritis and this was
associated with uremic symi)toms ; death was pre-

ceded by coma and convulsions.

For practical purposes acute endocarditis was
classified as simple and septic (malignant). These
types probably represented varying degrees of the

same morbid process according to the virulence of

the microorganisms and the resistance of the tis-

sues. The clinical phenomena and anatomical

changes did not differ essentially in the various etio-

logical forms. The septic type was of special in-

terest to the obstetrician in that it was not infre-

quently found in association with puerperal infec-

tions. Clinically, the septic form of acute endocar-

ditis was distinguished from the simple type by the

occurrence of chills, irregular course of fever, and
the appearance of multiple emboli. Malignant endo-

carditis was always of bacterial origin and should

be regarded as a local complication of a general in-

fection. Because of the frequent association of acute

malignant endocarditis with puerperal infections

one found this type of cardiac lesion twice as fre-

quent in women as in men. According to Lenhartz,

twenty-one per cent, of all cases of septic endocar-

ditis were of genital origin. It was rare that any
other than the puerperal form of genital infection

was complicated by septic endocarditis.

The Drudgery of Obstetrics and Its Effect

Upon the Practice of the Art, with Some Sugges-
tions for Relief.—^Dr. Brooke M. Anspach, of

Philadelphia, stated that while the almost general and
universal use of hospitals for obstetrical cases had
infinitely lessened the drudgery of obstetrics, much
was still to be desired in the direction of securing

close cooperation between the obstetrical intern and
the practising obstetrician. The obstetrical intern

should not only be permitted, but should actually be

trained to examine the woman in labor under his

care. Indeed, before she entered the hospital, the

patient should be made to understand that the prac-

tising obstetrician would call into cooperation with

him the obstetrical intern. The obstetrician should

be careful to write a full history and make complete

and regular notes of visits and examinations during
pregnancy, including the results of pelvimetry and
the diagnosis of position, which should be sent to the

hospital as soon as the patient went into labor.

These notes, with perhaps a telephone conversation,

would give the obstetrical intern the information he
required. As a result, he would be better able to

look after the patient during the early stages, and
would summon the obstetrician when he was needed.

In the larger maternity hospitals fresh attendants

might be provided throughout labor by a shifting

staff of anesthetist, two nurses, and an obstetrical

intern, every eight or twelve hours. If the period

of labor of a patient continued beyond the time

allotted to the staff on duty when he was admitted,

the notes made by the first staff" might be turned

over to their successors. By this plan perfect anal-

gesia throughout labor might be maintained by well

trained attendants thoroughly awake to the neces-

sities and requirements of the case. An elaboration

and possibly an outgrowth of this plan would be

the association of several obstetricians—men of ap-
proximately e(]ual standing and experience in one
maternity hospital. Instead of engaging a particu-

lar obstetrician to care for her, the patient would
enlist the services of the group collectively, stipulat-

ing that she would be willing that any one of them
should look after her, the choice depending upon
the time of her delivery.
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Vaginal Supracervical Hysterectomy for Cysto-
cele and Procidentia Associated with Enlarge-
ment of the Uterus.—Dr. H. N. Vineberg, of New
York, drew the following conclusions; 1. In over

one third of the cases of procidentia and cystocele

the uterus was found too large to be adapted for

interposition. 2. Decreasing the size of the uterus

by excising a portion of the anterior wall or fundus
had been found satisfactory on account of the rarity

of obtaining primary union of the thickened and
diseased walls of the uterus and the consequent high

morbidity and mortality. 3. A much more advan-
tageous procedure consisted in amputating the body
of the uterus at the level of the internal os or

higher up (if the patient was under forty years of

age) and interposing the cervical stump.

The Interpretation of Vesical Symptoms in

Gynecological Diagnosis.—Dr. F. E. Keene, of

Philadelphia, said that because of its intimate

anatomical relationship with adjacent structures, the

bladder often participates in the pathology of these

organs, whether this be in the form of a displace-

ment, neoplasm or infection. The vesical symptoms
arising from such participation naturally varied in

degree as well as kind, and depended primarily upon
the nature of the pelvic lesion and secondarily upon
the subsequent changes either within the bladder
alone or in combination with the kidneys and ureters

which might in their turn become involved.

Painful urination was usually the manifestation

of an infection which might, with ease, be engrafted
upon a chronic retention. Hematuria was rarely

found in association with uncomplicated benign
tumors and, when present, might be due to small

varices in the bladder wall or to minute papillary

excrescences of the mucosa in the immediate vicin-

ity of the tumor, both incident to impaired circula-

tion. Consequently, hematuria in association with
a benign pelvic tumor should never be considered
a secondary manifestation until proved so cysto-

scopically, for it usually signified a lesion in the

bladder or kidney entirely independent of the pelvic

lesion. Likewise pyuria, in the absence of an ante-

cedent history of retention or evidences of an in-

fected tumor, was an uncommon secondary event
and its presence should be the indication for cysto-

scopic study to determine the exact nature and loca-

tion of the infection.

Malignant tumors, especially carcinoma of the

cervix, frequently produced vesical symptoms due
to direct extension of the growth to the bladder or
secondary to renal infection incident to incomplete
occlusion of the ureters.

In the majority of cases of acute pelvic infection,

associated vesical symptoms presented little or no
difficulty of interpretation, being due to extension
by continuity along the urethra or to direct contact
between the bladder base and the diseased struc-

tures. Here, cystoscopic studies were not only un-
necessary but often inadvisable. In the chronic
cases, the presence of persistent bladder irritability

was certainly an indication for such investigation to

determine the nature and extent of the disease,

whether it had arisen as a purely secondary mani-
festation or was a coincident lesion, independent of

the primary pelvic infection and to what degree, if

any, the ureters and kidneys were sharing in the

production of symptoms.
In conclusion, he could not emphasize too strongly

the importance of making cystoscopic examinations

in all gynecological cases presenting vesical symp-
toms, even though the condition might seem quite

sufficient to explain these symptoms. Not infre-

cjuently, by such a plan, lesions would be discovered

which were unsuspected and which were of more
vital import than those of the pelvic organs.

Certain Dietary Factors in the Causation of

Sterility in Rats, with Special Reference to the
Histology.—Dr. Edward Reynolds and Dr. Don-
ald Macomber, of Boston, concluded provisionally:

1. A moderate decrease in the percentage of the fat

soluble vitamine, of the proteid, or of the calcium

contained in an otherwiee excellent diet produced
a definite decrease in the fertility of individual rats.

2. A slight decrease in the fertility of both partners

would produce a sterile mating. 3. The fertility of

the mating might be stated as the product of the

fertility of the individuals concerned. 4. If the

index so obtained fell below a given point the mating
would be sterile, and this result held true whether
the partners were of equal or of widely different fer-

tility. 5. These principles explained the fact that

two individuals, which were sterile when mated to-

gether, might nevertheless reproduce freely when
mated to new partners (of higher fertility). 6. Diet-

ary deficiencies produced a lowered fertility which
varied in degree with different individuals though
of the same parentage and in the same cage. 7.

Diminished fertility sometimes resulted in the ap-

pearance of abortion. 8. Mere percentage deficiency

in both proteids and calcium produced visible ill

health and great infertility.

Pneumoperitoneum and Rontgenology as Aids
to More Accurate Obstetrical and Gynecological
Diagnosis.—Dr. Reuben Peterson, of Ann Arbor,
Mich., drew the following conclusions; 1. The pneu-
moperitoneal x ray was a great aid to accurate ob-

stetrical and gynecological diagnosis. 2. In suitable

cases and with the proper technic gas inflation was
free from danger. 3. The apparatus for gas infla-

tion and pelvic rontgenography was simple and in-

expensive and could be used in any obstetrical or

gynecological examining room. 4. The method
should not be used in cases of acute pelvic inflamma-
tion or when disturbances of circulation might arise

from sudden abdominal distention. 5. Since car-

bon dioxide gas was absorbed within half an hour
it was preferable to oxygen gas for inflation, since

the latter gas might not be absorbed for days. 6.

Whenever possible, the transuterine route should be

chosen in preference to the transperitoneal for the

introduction of the gas, because of the valuable in-

formation it furnished regarding the permeability

of the fallopian tube. 7. Excessive quantities of

gas caused great pain. Experience had shown that

in the ordinary case one thousand c. c. of gas would
cause only moderate discomfort and was sufiicient

for good rontgenograms. 8. With the proper posi-

tion (partial knee chest with tilted table) and the ray
directed perpendicularly to the plate in the axis of

the pelvis the pelvic organs were clearly shown by
rontgenography.
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Hemorrhage from the Nonpregnant Uterus in

the Absence of a Neoplasm.—^-Dr. William A.

Scott, of Toronto, Canada, discussed the histology

of fibrosis uteri. Tlie majority of cases were of the

subinvolution type with thick walled, hard uteri, con-

taining an excess of elastic tissue. It had been as-

sumed that the bjeeding also occurred from small

sclerotic uteri as well as from the large soft organ.

Moreover, the typical histological findings of fibrosis

uteri were not constantly found in all bleeding cases,

but might be found apart from bleeding. Therefore,

it seemed probable that the bleeding was not depend-

ent upon these histological changes. Glandular

hyperplasia of endometrium was the most constant

finding in cases of bleeding. Bleeding and hyper-

plasia were likely ovarian in origin.

Torsion of the Cecum, with Review of the Lit-

erature and Report of a Case.—Dr. Sidney A.

Chalfant, of Pittsburgh, said that volvulus of the

cecum was possible only in patients with an abnor-

mally mobile cecum and ascending colon. This type

of volvulus was more common under thirty years of

age and occurred in about one per cent, of all per-

sons. The symptoms were those of intestinal ob-

struction. The treatment was surgical, the nature

of the operation being determined by the e.xtent of

damage to the intestine and the condition of the~ pa-

tient. A case was reported in order to point out the

fact that torsion of the cecum, while a rare condi-

tion, did occur and that it must be considered in

making a diagnosis in obscure cases of intestinal

obstruction. This was especially the case in pa-

tients presenting a history of obstinate constipation

with previous attacks of severe pain in the upper

abdomen.

Ovulation and Menstruation and Postoperative

Considerations.—Dr. Thomas J. Watkins, of

Chicago, stated that ovulation and menstruation as

postoperative considerations were important because

many of the pelvic operations affected these func-

tions. The problem of the ovary relative to opera-

tive indications concerned the production of ova and
corpus lutea. Unanimity of opinion existed relative

to conservation of the ovary when conditions ob-

tained which were favorable to reproduction. Opin-
ions varied much in regard to conservation of the

ovary for the purpose of production of corpus lu-

teum. The corpus luteum during menstrual life had
been proved to be an important part of the endocrine

system. The physical changes that took place at

puberty and the menopause emphasized the impor-

tance of the ovarian function. The usual good
health which obtained after the menopause was com-
pletely established demonstrated the ability of the

endocrine glands to compensate for the loss of the

corpus luteum. Atrophy following the menopause
was a problem of the greatest biological importance.

Atrophy following the artificial was no more than

after the natural menopause, but the latter was be-

yond our control. More or less atrophy necessarily

followed loss of ovarian function, as growth and
sustained growth required function. The loss of

one lessened the other. Loss of the ovarian func-

tion necessarily caused atrophy in the tissues asso-

ciated with it in function.

No clinical or theoretical evidence indicated that

excision of the fibroid uterus compromised the life

or function of the ovaries unless they were so situ-

ated that the operation disturbed their blood or nerve

supply. The menopause symptoms following hys-

terectomy with conservation of the ovaries, appeared

about the usual time. The ovaries also remained

normal in size, determined by conjoined palpation.

It had been his custom for many years to leave the

ovaries in favorable cases when excising the fibroid

uterus. He had had no instances that raised the sus-

picion of an increased tendency of such ovaries to

disease. He had no record of ovarian cysts devel-

oping in ovaries left after fibroid operations. It was
reasonable that they should occur, but it had not

been his experience to see them.

Dr. Watkins said that his experience in the treat-

ment of small uterine fibroids with radium had in-

duced him generally to limit the use of radium to pa-

tients past forty years of age ; in younger women
supravaginal hysterectomy had seemed preferable

to destruction of the ovary by radium. The fact

that with radium profuse bleeding occasionally oc-

curred before amenorrhea was established, and that

cessation of menses and arrest of growth were often

temporary in younger women, was additional evi-

dence in favor of supravaginal hysterectomy. The
same evidence for and against conservation of the

ovary in fibroids was applicable in case of salpin-

gitis, except that in salpingitis the cortex of the

ovary was modified by inflammatory reaction. Con-
servation of menstruation had no value aside from
its relation to reproduction.

The Unsolved Problems in Gynecology and
Obstetrics.—Dr. W. Blair Bell, of Liverpool,

England, said that the object of his paper was to

point out that, whereas in regard to clinical and sur-

gical technic there was little room for improvement,
our progress in regard to essential biological prob-
lems was slow. The question as to whether our pres-

ent methods of education were likely to help the in-

vestigator was first considered. The tendency to

minimize the importance of biology and to urge the

superior claims of hospital study was unfortunate
and probably was to some extent accountable for

the present po'sition. Today elementary gyneco-
logical anatomy and physiology were taught by the

clinician and not by the anatomist and physiologist

—at any rate, in Great Britain—and the result was
that the anatomist and physiologist were unaware of

the hiatuses in our knowledge. The man who had
difliculties to face in practice would, if properly
educated, be the person most likely to overcome
them. The necessary improvements in educational

methods were radical. The clinician should have
the right to define the subject matter of the physio-

logical and anatomical courses, and physiology should
be taught more in coordination with clinical work.
With regard to postgraduate work it seemed likely

that the clinical unit and units for group study would
give the best rcsuHs. Some of the morphological
and ])hysiological problems were mentioned by way
of illustration, such as development of genital ducts

and atavisms, tuboovarian .sacs, bony deformities of

the pelvis, neoplastic developments, puberty, mens-
truation, and selective sterility.

(To be continued .)
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Miscellany.

Influence of Meteorological Agencies on the

Propagation of Epidemics.—A. i'rillat {Bulletin

de rAcademic de inedccinc, April 26, 1921 ) states

that studies he has been carrying on for several years

have shown various meteorological agencies and the

chemical composition of the air exert independent

effects upon the conservation, displacement, and
multiplication of microbe laden droplets in suspen-

sion in the air. The rate at which these droplets

fall, which is about one centimetre in ten minutes

for droplets one micron in size, varies with the tem-

perature. The barometric pressure exerts two dif-

ferent effects according to whether it is changing

abruptly or slowly. Moisture acts differently on the

vitality and multiplication of bacteria in the air

when present in the state of vapor from what it does

when present in droplets. This condition depends

particularly on the supersaturation of the air, which

in turn depends on the temperature, but it may like-

wise occur in an incompletely saturated and rela-

tively dry air under the influence of certain factors

such as a sudden atmospheric depression and the

radioactivity of the soil. Aside from the influences

of light temperature, humidity, electricity, superficial

tension, etc., the chemical composition of the air, to

which germs are exceedingly sensitive, and its micro-

bic flora, which markedly influences their vitality,

have also to be taken into account. Freshly expired

air is an extremely favorable medium for epidemic

propagation, although germs are not actually dis-

charged in it unless the vocal cords or pharyngeal or

nasal mucous membranes are in vibration at the

time. A curve of the relative—not the absolute

—

humidity in France and Central Europe during the

influenza epidemic of 1889-1890 closely parallels

the course of the epidemic. Sudden depressions of
barometric pressure facilitate the multiplication of
germ laden droplets. Sucb depressions may occur
even when the general tendency of the pressure is

upward.
The Medical Press, June 1, 1921, comments

editorially on the observations made by Prillat

which more or less discount the generally accepted
views upon aerial dissemination of infection. He
submits that the proliferation of pathogenic organ-
isms suspended in the air is chiefly affected in dust
which is moist and not in dust which is dry. The
deleterious influence of the latter in this connection,

he holds, has been greatly exaggerated, while moist
dust enables the organisms to maintain their viru-

lence and proliferation, especially when the tem-
perature, the radioactivity, the humidity of the air,

are favorable for this purpose. Reasoning from
these premises,' it is pointed out that air expired
from the lungs contains all the conditions requisite

for the propagation of infection. The air is warm
and moist, and it is expelled under pressure during
speaking, and in the course of the expiratory effort.

In support of his views Prillat exhibited some
diagrams showing the progress of the influenza

epidemic in France during 1889-1890, and in Central

Europe, and it was evident from these that a direct

relationship existed between the mortality and the

statistics recording the aerial temperature and the

relative humidity. The suggestion is made that,

having regard to the connection between meteor-
ology and epidemiology, steps should be taken to

devote more attention to the subject than has

hitherto been the case.

Dangers of Radium to Persons Other than the
Patient.—H. Bordier (Bulletin de I'Academie de
mcdccinc, April 26, 1921) states that the person
most exposed to the harmful effects of radium are

the* orderlies constantly in attendance in wards in

which a number of patients are receiving radium
treatment. These orderlies are being constantly sub-

jected over their whole bodies to a certain amount of

radium radiation. Three cases of pernicious anemia
followed by death from this cause among nurses of

the Radium Institute of London have recently been
reported. Physicians run much less risk unless they

remain for hours in the wards or private rooms.
Chemists who prepare and handle radium salts are

much exposed to induced radioactivity and radium
emanation in spite of the use of leaden shields over

the chest, more or less impervious gloves, and
opaque glasses. To protect the nurses the beds of

patients under radium treatment should be sur-

rounded by thick sheets of lead nailed to screens

and high enough to shield the heads of persons near

the beds. The danger from radium emanation and
induced radioactivity could be overcome by using

only hermetically closed metallic tubes. Since, how-
ever, there would still remain a possible danger from
secondary rays, it seems advisable that the nurses

should spend as little time as possible in the ward.

Chemists should be warned of the risks to which
they are exposed, in order that they may take proper

precautions. A red blood cell count should be made
every two or three months in all persons whose
occupation necessitates exposure to radium.
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The Treatment of Premature Loss of Hair
By GEORGE M. MacKEE, M. D.,

New York,

and GEORGE C. ANDREWS, M. D.

New York.

INTRODUCTION.

As a general rule, both men and women dislike

to lose their scalp hair. In many instances a marked
loss of hair and, in some instances, even a slight

loss, will cause great worry and anxiety. Most
men, when threatened with baldness, will depend
upon the druggist or barber for relief. Women
usually follow the advice of hair dressers and beauty

specialists. Proprietary hair tonics and the reme-
dies used by barbers, hair dressers and beauty spe-

cialists are often efficacious preparations, but the

failure to obtain the desired result is due largely

to inability to recognize indications and type charac-

teristics. In other words, a hair tonic or a treatment

that is proper for one patient may be inefficacious

or even injurious for another patient. There can-

not be a successful routine treatment for alopecia.

Each case must l)e properly diagnosed and treated

according to indications.

There are four reaons why people who sufifer from
premature loss of hair consult barbers, beauty spe-

cialists, hair specialists and hair dressers.

1. Because they do not consider the condition to

be of much importance, or they hope to save money.
It might be interjected that in the end many such
persons spend considerably more than they would
have spent if they had consulted a physician.

2. Becau.se the family physician takes little in-

terest or does not know what to do.

3. Because the patient does not know that derma-
tology is a medical specialty, and that it embraces
diseases of the cutaneous appendages, including
those of the scalp and hair. Unfortunately, the
word dermatology has been abused, and many people
do not appreciate the difiference l)etween the ethical

medical s])ecialist and the lay or medical (|uack who
illegitimately appropriates the term dermatology or
dermatologist.

4. Becau.se many dermatologists do not like to

treat alopecia. Variou.s dermatologists have dif-
ferent reasons for this attitude. At times it is purely
a matter of indifference on the part of a busy man'.

It may be simply a lack of interest. Usually it is

caused by pride. A dermatologist disHkes above all

things to be confused with hair specialists and beauty
.specialists.

(ieneral medical practitioners are often consulted
by patients for advice relative to loss of scalp hair.

We have been informed by many physicians that
they feel helpless and for this reason embarrassed
when consulted for this purpose. They state that

they are unable to obtain the desired information
from textbooks and journals. They aver that the
textbook is overwhelming in detail, or that it is too
concise, or that the sequence opposes prompt visual-
ization of the entire subject. The object of this

article is to help the patient through the family
medical adviser. The contents, sequence, etc., are
arranged in a manner that in our opinion will pro-
vide the busy general practitioner with the necessary
information with the smallest amount of effort on
his part.

CLASSIFICATION.
Alopecia (loss of hair) is divided into a number

of clinical entities. When one uses the noun alopecia
without a qualifying adjective, it signifies what is

known as alopecia prematura—premature loss of
hair. This form of alopecia is subdivided into a
number of types, and before the affection can be
intelligently treated one must become acquainted
with the characteristics of each type. The sub-
divisions are as follows

:

1. Alopecia .symptomatica.

2. Alopecia idiopathica or hereditaria.

3. Alopecia seborrhceica.

The last (alopecia seborrhaMca), as its name im-
plies, is associated with seborrhea, which may be of
the dry, waxy or oily type. The nomenclature of
alopecia seborrhciMca is a little confusing because of
the different classifications of the French and Ger-
man schools. The Germans divide seborrhea capitis
into the dry and oily types— seborrhea sicca and
seborrhea oleosa. The French substitute the word
l)ityriasis for seborrhea. Hence we have pityriasis
simplex ca])ilis in.stead of seborrhea sicca. Sebor-

CopyriKht, \»2\. I,y A. K. Klliott I'uljlisliiiig Cmiiiiany.
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rhea oleosa appears in the French classification, but

they recognize a transitional waxy stage which they

designate pityriasis steatoides.

In addition lo premature alopecia, we have alo-

pecia senilis, alf)pccia areata, and a number of

miscellaneous forms of alopecia, such as loss of

hair from x rays or radium ; from local diseases,

such as favu^, riiigworm, monilethrix, lupus, furun-

culosis, and granuloma fungoides
;

alopecia trau-

matica, alopecia cicatrisata, alopecia syphilitica, etc.

This article deals with only those forms of alo-

pecia that are of daily occurrence—alopecia pre-

matura, alopecia senilis, and alopecia areata.

SV M I'TOM ATOLOCY AND PROGNOSIS.

Alopecia syijiploinatica.—This type of alopecia is

coincident with or subsecjuent to a systemic affection,

such as typhoid fever, pneumonia, scarlet fever,

influenza, and similar diseases. It also accompanies

excessive worry, severe mental strain, nervous

exhaustion, pregnancy, surgical operations, an;!

physical and mental shock.

The principal .symptom is falling of the hair,

which may range from a slight to a severe degree.

After febrile affections, such as influenza and other

acute conditions, the hair may not begin to fall for

two or three months, and then, within a month or

two, one half or two thirds of the hair may fall out.

When caused l)y a gradual loss of nerve tone sub-

sequent to worry or prolonged emotional excitement,

the defluviiun is less rapid but more persistent.

In uncom[)licated cases there is no evidence of

inflammation—no erythema or exfoliation. The
hair and scalp are usually dry, but in some instances

the parts may be excessively oily. The patient may
complain of pain or tenderness when the scalp is

palpated or the hair is brushed. At times this symp-
tom is so marked that the patient cannot tolerate

even slight pressure on the scalp.

One of the principal diagnostic symptoms is that

the hair falls out equally over the entire scalp

—

there are no sites of preclilection. Very frequently

the hair lacks lustre; it is dry, brittle, and breaks

off. In fact, the splitting and breaking of the hair

may be the chief symptoms, especially in alopecia

due to nervous affections. While at times the scalp

may be congested, it is usually rather pale.

The prognosis depends upon the cause. When
subsequent to acute systemic conditions the prog-

nosis is excellent, even without treatment. When
associated with chronic systemic disorders, the prog-

nosis is favorable if the patient receives adequate

treatment. If the alopecia and the systemic condi-

tion has existed for several years, a guarded prog-

nosis should be given.

Alopecia idiopathica.—In this type of alopecia

there is a gradual loss of hair without discernible

cause. The hair not only falls out, but it ceases

to grow. In a large percentage of cases there is a

family history of baldness. Without a family his-

tory of alopecia, it is possible that a patient with idio-

pathic baldness is the first member of a family tree.

The affection seems to be more common in males

than in females. It usually begins in late adolescent

or early adult life. Baldness may be complete in

from three to five years, or not for ten to twenty.

The local symptoms are characteristic. If un-

complicated, there is no evidence of disease of the

scalp. There is a gradual thinning of the hair of

the temporal and vertex regions. Later the hair is

thinned over the entire top of the scalp. For a

while lanugo hair ctjnlinues to grow and some large

hairs persist, but eventually the lop of the scalp is

denuded. The hair below the parietal and vertex
regions remains unaffected, as a rule.

The prognosis is almost hoi)eless. As a rule, the

most that can be accomplished by treatment is to

delay the process and to stimulate the growth of

lanugo hair. Occasionally an unexpected and bril-

liant result is obtained in early cases.

Alopecia seborrheica.—This form of alopecia is

caused directly or indirectly by seborrheic dermatitis

and the latter is undoubtedly a bacterial or parasitic

aff'ection. Let it suffice for our purpose to say that

alopecia seborrhocica is a contagiou.s, bacterial affec-

tion. It is an exceedingly common affectior* in both
males and females.

A classical case begins in late adolescent life (or

at any time of life) as dry dandruff with perhaps
some itching. The hair may or may not fall

;
usually

there is little if any defluvium during the fir.st stage

(pityriasis simplex; seborrhocica sicca). After a

few months or a few years, usually the latter, the

scales become waxy and heavy. They no longer

fall on the coat collar, but adhere loosely to the

scalp or to the hair. Patients at the beginning of

this stage (pityriasis steatoides) think they are

improving because the dandruff is no longer con-

spicuous. As a rule the hair begins to fall at the

end of the first stage or at the beginning of the

second stage. At first new hair grows almost as

fast as old hair falls, but sooner or later there is

a noticeable thinning which is usually, but not

always, first manifested over the temporal and ver-

tex regions.

The third stage develops insidiously, after an
interval which ranges from several months to as

many years. In this stage, exfoliation is overlooked

unless the scalp is carefully examined. The dan-
druff, macerated in oil, is but a waxy or oily deposit

on the scalp. By this time there is a paucity of

hair all over the scalp above the parietal and occi-

pital regions, and there is little tendency for new
hair to grow.

During the first stage the hair is dry and it may
be brittle and lustreless. In the second stage it may
be dry, but it is more likely to be oily. Toward the

end of the second stage, and in the third stage, the

hair becomes excessiAfely oily two or three days after

washing. In spite of the oil, however, the hair

may split and break off, in addition to falling out.

There may be more or less redness of the scalp.

Also, the converse may be true—the scalp may be

pale. The three stages may be of about equal dura-

tion, or any one stage may be greatly lengthened or

shortened. The disease may never progress beyond
the first or second stage ; it may begin as the second

or third stage, or antecedent stages may have been

transient or overlooked. These are important facts

and must be kept in mind while making a differential

diagnosis.

The prognosis depends upon the stage and rapidity

of evolution. In the first stage it is excellent. It
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is good, but nnist be ouarded in tbe second stage.

In tbe tbird .stage, tbe prognosis is unfavorable. It

tbe disea.se bas resuUed in atropby and baldness,

tbe bair will never return.

Alopecia senilis.—As tbe name implies, tbis is

partial or complete baldness due to normal or pre-

mature senility. Tbe scalp sbows no evidence of

disease, altbougb it may be congested. It_ is more

likely to be pale and sbiny. Tbe loss of bair is

usually equally distributed over tbe scalp, especially

above the parietal and occipital regions. Tbe affec-

tion is slowly progressive and tbe prognosis is un-

favorable.

Alopecia areata.—While tbe etiology of alopecia

areata is in dispute, tbe consensus of opinion is

tbat tbe affection is caused by a peripberal or central

nerve lesion of some kind. Tbe sites of predilection

are tbe scalp and bearded region. In some instances

every hair of the entire body may fall out. It seems

a paradox to say tbat alopecia areata can be alopecia

universalis, but such, is tbe case.

The usual jMcture is a sudden and complete loss

of bair, in one day or one night, from an area the

size of a dime or a silver dollar. There may be

but one patch, or there may be several patches.

Several areas may develop simultaneously, but the

patches are more likely to be numerically progres-

sive. The entire scalp may be denuded (alopecia

totalis), or the entire body (alopecia universalis).

Tbe disease affects persons of all ages.

In mild cases with one or a few patches, the

prognosis is good. In more extensive cases, tbe

prognosis should be guarded. In alopecia totalis

and alopecia universalis tbe prognosis is bad, but

there are numerous instances of comjilete and spon-

taneous restoration of hair.

Combined types.—Almost any combination of

types may occur. A common combination is idio-

pathic and seborrheic alopecia ; also seborrheic and

senile alo])ecia. Combinations of types must be

recognized in order to prescribe proper treatment

and to predict the probable result.

Examination.—It is important to make a careful

local examination. If the patient is a woman, the

hair should be let down. In any case tbe scalp

should be carefully insjiected after obtaining the

subjective symptoms and past history.

The features to be looked for are scaliness (dry,

waxy or oily exfoliation), readiness with which the

hair pulls out, congestion, paleness, site of predi-

lection, atrophy, thinness or thickness of scalp, tight

or loQse scalp, dry or oily hair and scalp, evidence

of spontaneous regeneration of bair, splitting and

breaking of hair, lustre or lack of lustre, and
nodosities on tbe hairs.

Tbe scalp and bair should not be washed for one

week previous to the examination, and should be

free of ointments and chemical residues from hair

lotions. Tbe normal seal]), like tlie entire cutaneous

envelope, is constantly shedding; its horny layer.

If tbe scalp bas not been washed for two or three

weeks, tljere is likely to be a little dandruff, but tbis

should not be mistaken for jiathological exfoliation.

Normal scalps differ somewhat in sebaceous activity.

Some normal scalps (and bair) will not become oily

for many weeks; others will Ije oily in a week or

two. These facts should be taken into consideration

when making a diagnosis.

TREATMENT.

We will first review and • discuss the various

methods of treatment, and, later, endeavor to indi-

cate selective treatment for individual patients.

Topical reviedics.—The remedies used are numer-

ous. Tbe chemicals commonly employed can be

divided into three groups:

Stimulants.

Some arc irritants and
some are slight anti-

septics.

Antiseptics.

They arc all stimulants

and irritants.

tar

chloral hydrate
cantharides

formic acid

resorcin

bctanaphtliol

(juininc

pilocarpine

sulphur
mercury
iodine

tricresol

carbolic acid

Kcratolvtics.

i salicylic acid

•] potassium hydrate

( sodium hydrate

sekloni U-.CCI.

Ointments and lotions.—Ointments and lotions

have advantages and disadvantages. Ointments will

permit tbe application of insoluble chemicals. They
permit a more lengthy application ; that is, they keep

the chemicals in contact with tbe scalp for days.' It

is probable that grease softens tbe horny layer and

permits a deeper penetration. The disadvantages of

ointments are that, if strong, they are likely to effect

congestion; and they are disagreeable and ' rouble-

some, especially for women.
In lotions, one is Hmited to the u>.c oi soluble

chemicals, unless an emulsion or a suspension is

employed. The effect is rather evanescent, but.

inasmuch as they are easily and (juickly applied and

need not be disagreeable, they may be employed

frequently. Tbe effect is probably more superficial

than tbe effect of ointments.

I\Iany women apply lotions by means of a brush

or a piece of flannel—a laborious and time con-

suming method. A much better way is as follows

:

Use a medicine dropper of a length .sufficient to

extend to the bottom of the bottle. Tbe lotion is

applied to the scalp by inserting the patulous end

of the dropper under the hair and forcing a little

of tbe lotion upon tbe scalp. It requires only a

few minutes to wet the entire scalp. Then tbe

scalp is rul)bcd well with tbe fingers. It does no

good, but harm, to apply tbe 'usual chemicals to the

hair. It is tbe scalp, not the hair, that should receive

treatment. Women object to wetting tbe hair; men
do not. Therefore a man may pour tbe lotion on
the scalp, wetting both the hair and the scalp, after

which tbe scalp is rubbed well with the fingers.

Resorcin and betanapbtbol must never be used

when the hair is white, and with extreme caution

when it is golden or light brown. A single appli-

cation of a lotion containing either of these remedies

may turn white hair to a yellow, green, or yellowish

green color. The color cannot be removed. Light

brown and golden bair is affected more slowly and
sometimes not at all. It may change to green,

vellowish green or. more commonlv, auburn. As a
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matter of fact, these chemicals must be used cau-

tiously when the hair is any color but black or dark
brown. Even in dark hair the patient should be

instructed to watch for color changes. Both re-

sorcin and betanaphthol may discolor the finger nails

and make the skin of the fingers exfoliate. If this

happens, the lotion must be a])i:)lied to the scalp

with a brush.

Idiosyncrasy not infrequently prohibits the use

of one or more of the chemicals numerated above.

Idiosyncrasy to resorcin, iodine, sulphur and mer-
cury is not uncommon, and if a chemical to which
the patient is idiosyncratic is employed, the result

may be eczema of the face and hands. It is well

to bear in mind that when a patient is idiosyncratic

to an element, the effect is the same regardless of

the chemical combination, and the name of the

chemical may not suggest all the elements contained

therein. For instance, we have* seen a severe der-

matitis (eczema) caused by a hair tonic containing

sulphocarbolate of zinc in a patient who was idio-

syncratic to sulphur. The same is true of sozoio-

dolate of soda or zinc, the mercury preparations,

and similar substances.

Formulcc.—We will place several prescriptions

here and number them. Later they will be referred

to by number. In this way repetition will be avoided.

I. OIL LOTION AND BKILI.IANTINE.

Olei ricini dr. 2

Dactylis or olei myrcise gtt. 5

Spts. villi rect, 80 per cent., q. s. ad oz. 4
M.

II. MERCURY OIL SUSPENSION.

Hydrargyri ammoniati gr. 20
Hydrargyri oxidi rubri gr. 10

Clei rosje ger. or olei myrcije TTl, 10

Olei olivae oz. />

Liquidi petrolati, q. s. ad oz. 2

M. and S. : Shake well before using.

III. SULPHUR OIL SUSPENSION.

Zinci sulphatis gr. 10

Sulphuris prsecipitatr dr.

Qiiininae sulphatis gr. 15

C3l. rose gr. or olei myrcije TTt 10

Olei olivae oz. J4
Liquidi petrolati, q. s. ad oz. 2

•M. and S. : Shake well before using.

IV. MERCURY OINTMENT (mILp). '

Hydrargyri ammoniati dr. 1

Olei amygdalfe amarae TTt 1

Adepis lanae dr. 2

Petrolati albi, q. 3. ad oz. 1

M.

V. MERCURY OINTMENT ( STRONG).

Hydrargyri ammoniati dr. 1

Hvdrargyri oxidi rubri) -- ,c
Acidi salicylici /

Olei amygdalae amarse TTt 1

Adepis lanae dr. 2

Petrolati albi, q. s oz. 1

M.

VI. SULPHUR OINTMENT.

Sulphuris pr;ecipitati dr. 1

Acidi salicylici gr. 15

Olei amygdalae amarae TT\, 1

Adepis lan;e dr. 2

Petrolati albi, q. s. ad < oz. 1

M.

VII. STIMULATING LOTIO.N (BRUNETTE).

Resorcin dr. 2
Betanaphthol gr. 10

Si)ts. vini rect oz. 2
Aquae, q. s. ad oz. 8

M.

VIII. STIMULATING LOTIO.X ( BLOND OK BRUNETTE) .

Capsicine gr. 1

Tincture cantharides oz.

Chlorali bydrati dr. 1

Quininae hydrochloride gr. 15

Spts. vini rect oz. 2
.\quae, q. s. ad oz. 8

M.: Filter.

IX. MERCURY LOTION (BRUNETTE).

Same as VII, with the addition of:
Hydrargyri chloridi corrosivi gr. 3

X. MERCURY LOTION ( BLOND ).

Same as VIII, with the addition of:
Hydrargyri chloridi corrosivi gr. 3

XI. SULPHUR LOTION (bRUNETTE).

Same as VII, with the addition of

:

Zinci sulphocarbolatic dr. 1

XII. SULPHUR LOTION ( BLOND).

Same as VIII, with the addition of

:

Zinci sulphocarbolatis dr.l

XIII. OIL MERCURY LOTION.

Hydrargyri chloridi corrosivi gr. 1

Chlorali hydrati dr. 1

Spiritus acidi formici dr. 2

Olei amygdalae dulcae dr. 3

Aquae calcis, q. s. ad oz. 4
M. : Emulsify with quillaja. Add perfume or deodorant

to hide odor of formic acid.

XIV. OIL RESORCIN LOTION.

Hydrargyri chloridi corrosivi gr. 1

Resorcin dr. 1

Olei amygdalae dulcae dr. 3

Aquje calcis, q. s. ad oz. 4

M. : Emulsify with quillaja.

XV. SOLID SHAMPOO.

Thymol dr. ^
Saponis mollis, q. s. ad oz. 4

M.

XVI. LIQUID SHAMPOO.

Thymol dr. Yi

Sodii carbonatis gr. 10

Tinct. saponis viridis, q. s. ad oz. 8

M.

XVII. MERCURY SHAMPOO.

XV or XVI, with addition of

:

Hydrargyri chloridi corrosivi gr. 2

XVIII. SULPHUR SHA.MPOO.

XV or XVI, with addition of

:

Sodii boratis gr. 10
Sulphuris praecipitatis gr. 20

XIX. TAR SHAMPOO.

XV, XVI, XVII, or XVIII, with addition of:

Olei cadini dr.

XX. DRYING POWDERS.

Pulveris oris dr. 7

Sodii boratis •. . .dr. 3

Amyli (rice) dr. 2

01. violet, q. s. ad pleasant odor.

Some people prefer perfume in the hair 'otion or

pomade ; others desire a pleasant odor without per-
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fume, while others object to the addition of perfumes
and deodorizers. For men, six drops of oil of bay
or six grains of eucalyptus may be added to eight

ounces of hair lotion ; for women, five drops of dac-

tylis or two drops of oil of violet for a similar

amount of lotion. Ointments and suspensions may
be made pleasanter by the addition of one or two
drops of bitter almond oil, or two grains of eucalyp-

tus, to the ounce. The thymol in the shampoos pro-

vides an agreeable odor, so no addition is necessary

for this purpose. /

It is well to see that the prescriptions are properly

filled. The ointments made by some druggists are

a disgrace to the art. Many patients prefer oily

suspensions to ointments, because the former can

be quickly spread over the scalp by means of a

medicine dropper. Also in this way less grease will

be deposited on the hair.

Sulphur and mercury must never be used at the

same time, otherwise a deposit of black sulphide

of mercury will form on the hair, scalp, forehead

and fingers. If one happens to use a hair lotion

containing sulphur, the shampoo, oil suspension or
ointment, if employed by the same patient, must not

contain mercury, and vice versa. In instances

where oil is especially indicated—dry hair and scalp

— it is preferable to use an ointment or oily sus-

pension and a lotion rather than combine the two,

especially in women. If the two are combined and
the lotion is frequently used, the hair is likely to

become too oily in a few days.

Electrotherapy and actinolhcrapy.—The unipolar,

high frequency current, administered by means of

a vacuum electrode or a carbon filled glass electrode,

is of value in recalcitrant cases. The electrode

should be kept moving rapidly over the scalp for

about ten minutes, or until an erythema or hyper-
emia is established. Two or three applications a

week are desirable.

Ultraviolet rays—Kromayer or Alpine lamp—are

also of value in obstinate cases, the exposure being
sufficient to effect an erythema. One or two appli-

cations weekly are sufficient. Sun bathing—an
hour or two daily—may prove of benefit.

Massage.—Massage with the fingers or with an
electrical (mechanical) vibrator, daily or three times
weekly, is of service in stubborn cases. Massage
can be administered to an efficacious degree by the
patient in the following manner; Place the elbows
on a table and bend forward so that the head is

between the hands. The scalp should then be
manipulated and rubbed for ten or fifteen minutes.

Hygiene.—The practitioner will be requested for
advice relative to washing and brushing the hair.

We are of the opinion that daily brushing in most
cases is beneficial. If the hair is very dry, brittle,

and breaks readily brushing is perhaps harmful.
We are also of the opinion that the hair and scalp

should be kept clean. The frequency with which
these parts should be washed will depend upon con-
ditions. As a general rule a shami)()o should be
given once weekly. Castile soap will answer most
of the requirements. This ([uestion will be dis-

cussed in greater detail under treatment of the
separate entities. Because seborrhea of the scalp
is contagious patients should be instructed to avoid

any but their own tonsorial articles and to keep
such articles in a sanitary condition.

Susceptibility and reinfection may be the cause
of many failures in cases of seborrheic alopecia.

Certain it is that most patients who have once had
seborrheic alopecia will have repeated attacks

throughout their lives. Such people should keep
an antiseptic and stimulating hair lotion on their

dresser and atf the slightest evidence of trouble

begin to use it. People who have trouble with their

hair must take good care of both hair and scalp all

their lives. Such prophylactic treatment con-

sists of keeping the scalp and hair clean with castile

soap, avoiding reinfection as far as possible, keep-

ing the scalp loose from the skull, avoiding excessive
dryness by applying oil, and using an antiseptic

lotion once or twice weekly.

Physicians should watch for congestion of the

scalp.
^
If the congestion is not the effect of treat-

ment, it will usually disappear as a result of treat-

ment. If, however, it is due to overtreatment, all

stimulating treatment should be discontinued until

the congestion disappears.

TREATMENT OF TYPES.

Alopecia symptomatica.—After loss of hair from
acute diseases, such as influenza, the hair will usual-
ly be restored to normal within a few months, but
it is unwise to depend upon spontaneous recovery.
The daily application of prescription VHI will

usually suffice. If the hair is dry prescription I

may also be used, or prescription XIII may be
used alone. The hair should be washed once week-
ly with castile soap.

In the more stubborn cases, associated with nerv-
ous exhaustion, prescription VII or \TII will be
found more efficacious. The patient should be urged
to use one of the oil suspensions or ointments, two
or three times weekly or at least the night before
the shampoo.
High frequency electricity, sunlight or ultraviolet

treatment, and massage are indicated. It is essen-

tial that everything possible be done to improve the

general health of the patient.

Alopecia idiopafhica.—If the scalp is bald there

is no use in attempting to restore the hair. In early

cases massage, sun bathing, high frequency treat-

ment, and ultraviolet therapy will help to delay the

process. Prescription \TI or VIII should be used
daily. If there is evidence of a combination of
idiopathic and seborrheic alopecia, it is preferable
to use prescription IX, X, XI, or XII. The hair

and scalp should be kept slightly oily with vaseline

or prescription I, or any of the suspensions or

ointments may be used. Prescription XIV will

be found useful in uncomplicated idiopathic alope-

cia. The scalp may be washed once weekly with
castile or tar soap.

Alopecia senilis.—The treatment is the same as

that advised for alopecia idiopathica.

Cray hair.—Gray hair may be senile, or if i)re-

senile, it may be hereditary or due apparently to a

low tone to the nervous system or poor local cir-

culation. There is no cure for gray hair. The in-

dications are to improve the patient's general hygiene
and general health, special attention Iieing given to

the nervous system. Locally, all evidence of disease
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of the scalp should be removed if possible. Mas-
sage, stimulating topical remedies, ultraviolet ther-
apy, sun bkthing and high frequency therapy are
useful to effect a good circulation.

Alopecia areata.—There is a dil'ference of opinion
among dermatologists as to the necessity of treating
alopecia areata. Some aver that there is either a
spontaneous recovery or no recovery— in other
words, that treatment is practically useless. This
is a minority opinion. We are inclined to agree
with this opinion in so far as it concerns alopecia
totalis or alopecia universalis, but not in common
alopecia areata.

If there are one or a few more patches of bald-
ness, the individual patches, if on the scalp, may be
painted with pure carbolic acid; as soon as the
treated area has turned white, alcohol may be ap-
plied. If on the face, alcohol should be applied
before the white color appears. These applica-
tions may be repeated once or twice a week depend-
ing upon the degree of reaction provoked. ,A11 evi-
dence of reaction should disappear before making
the next application. Tincture of iodine or a twenty-
five per cent, solution of resorcin, or of almost any
irritant, may be employed for the purpose of pro-
ducing the desired vascular reaction.

Ultraviolet therapy appears to be especially effi-

cacious. It is a good idea to attend to the patient's
general health and to eliminate focal infections and
conditions that might irritate the nervous system,
such as eyestrain. In generalized cases it is cus-
tomary to depend upon ultraviolet radiation.

Alopecia seborrhavca.—Dry stage: Prescription
Vn or Mil should be used daily together with fre-

quent applications of one of the oily suspensions or
ointments. If preterred prescription XIII or XIV
(lotion containing oil) may be used. Shampoo once
weekly with prescription XV, XVI, XVII, or
X\TII. Massage is contraindicated. If the case is

very stubborn try prescription IX, X, XI or XII.

IVaxy stage.—Daily use of prescription IX, X,
XI or XII. In addition, urge the frequent use
of the oily suspensions or ointment?. Oily susjjen-

sions and ointments are more efficacious than are
nonoily lotions. Shainpoo once weekly with pre-

scription X\ I, X\TI or XVIII. A: time- tar soap
or prescription XIX seems more efficious. Mas-
sage is contraindicated, at least until all evidence
of local disease has disappeared. In stubborn cases

sun bathing, ultraviolet light treatment, or high fre-

(juency treatment is of value. Painting the scalp

with tincture of iodine, or the frequent use of a

ten per cent, iodine ointment may be more effica-

cious than the remedies quoted supra.

Oily stage.—Sulphur and mercury are the prin-

ciple topical remedies. Prescription IX, X, XI or
XII should be vigorously applied daily. In men
the oily suspensions II or III. or the ointments V
or VI should be used three times weekly. If

women refuse to use the oily remedies so often have
them apply such remedies the night previous to the

shampoo. The shampoo must be very tliorough,

using prescription XVII, XVIII or XIX. The hair

may be washed once weekly, or in case the oil col-

lects rapidly, twice weekl}-.

These cases are always stubborn. As soon as

the scalp appears clean, massage should be insti-

tuted. Ultraviolet therapy, sun bathing and high

frequency treatment are of value. Sometimes
painting the scalp with tincture of iodine or using
a ten per cent, iodine ointment, proves more effica-

cious than do mercurv- or sulphur.

]\Iany women find it inconvenient if not im])os-

sible to wash their hair so frequently. In such in-

stances a dry powder dusted into the hair and then
brushed out, will reduce the amount of oil

(
pre-

.scription XX).
170 West Fifty-xixth Street.

Tooth Infection

By OLIVER T. OSBORNE, AI. D.,

New Haven, Conn.

So much has been written concerning this con-

dition, so much that is ultraenthusiastic, and so

much that unjustifiably repudiates proved facts,

that the really scientific knowledge of the relation-

ship of mouth infection to certain diseases is almost
lost in the printed mass.

It is not the object of this article to outline what
conditions have been definitely proved to emanate
from the infection of the teeth, or to discuss the pos-
sibility of other conditions being caused by such in-

fection. My object is to present some common sense

thoughts and suggestions concerning the subject of

tooth infection.

First, open infection in the mcjuth should be
treated and eradicated.

Second, root infection occurs, and when discov-

ered should be treated and eradicated.

Third, ill fitting crowns and nonremovable
bridges are generally odoriferous abominations.

Fourth, the germs that occur in the mouth which
are dangerous to carrv are the Streptococcus viri-

dans, the Streptococcus hemolyticus, the Staphylo-

coccus aureus (which produces boils), type 1. 2
and 3 of the pneumococcus, the pus forming cocci,

diphtheria bacilli, tubercle bacilli, and the spiro-

chetes of syphillis. As the bacteriological and
pathological laboratories and the clinical histories

show what these germs can do, we must agree that

they are a menace to the carrier, and a menace to

his closely associated friends and workers. No
one wishes deliberately to swallow any substance

bathed with any one of these germs, nor wittingly

kiss, or allow his children to kiss, a mouth so

infected.
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What these germs can do to the carrier or to his

accidentally inoculated associates need not now be

discussed. Also, how much immunity the carriers

can develop, and how long such immunity lasts is

beside the question. These pathogenic germs are

not healthful and do not tend to prolong life, hence

they should be eradicated. Also roots infected

with these germs must be removed, even if the ab-

sorption of toxins only is taking place or is likely

to take place.

The only debatable question is, how shall the in-

fection be removed ? It would seem that this de-

cision must rest upon. 1, the general health of the

patient; 2, the amount of the area of infection and
hence the danger of too rapid or careless surgery

allowing general infection to occiu". This means
etherization and radical,- complete, surgical removal
of all diseased tissues; or a gradual (taking several

weeks if thought best) removal of the infected

areas under local anesthesia or gas. There is al-

ways danger, in gradual procedures and from punc-
tures for local anesthesias, of the fresh wounds
allowing absorption of germs from the remaining
and as yet unoperated areas of infection. What-
ever the procedure, the subsequent local cleanliness

(asepsis) must be as nearly perfect as possible.

W'hether an infected tooth is worth saving by
dental surgery depends upon the health of the rest

of the mouth. If there is much pyorrhea in the

mouth it is usually unwise to attempt to save such
a tooth, as it will generally be a failure. If a gum
infection (pyorrhea) has burrowed down much
below the surface of the gum toward the root of a

tooth, the tooth can rarely be saved ; extraction is

indicated. Early pyorrhcea alveolaris may be so

treated as to save the teeth and preserve the health.

At the present time too much dabbling prophylactic

work is being done. Such temporizing treatment

tends to keep the outward and visible sign of

pyorrhea invisible while the infection is concealed
just below the gums toward the roots of the teeth.

More radical and hence more permanent treatment
should be the aim of modern dental surgery.

A patient seeking advice from a physician is more
or less ill, and if, after an examination, he is found
to suffer from a disease that may or may not be
caused, and may or may not be aggravated, by co-

incident tooth infection (and we are agreed that

these germs in the mouth are dangerous, at least

unhealthy) we should eradicate them, even if they
have no bearing on the trouble from which the pa-

tient is actually suffering. Xo one wishes to add
a possible new disease to the one that he has. Also
it is a fact that a diseased condition renders an im-
mune carrier of mouth germs likely to lose his im-
munity.

Now comes the crux of the matter, namely, how
do we know that there is infection in the mouth?

1. Evident pus needs no elucidation.

2. Many of the germs most dangerous to the body
after absorption are some of those above named
that do not produce pus. With pus and local pain

we are safe, as something will be done for the

patient. Without [)us and without local pain there

is danger, if a pathogenic germ is present.

3. Most animals, and the human animal is no

exception, determine the character of their food by
the odor, and putrescent food and putrescent drink

are abhorrent to the human race. In other words,

our sense of smell is largely to protect us from
eating foods that are spoiled. Can we then defend

putrescence in the mouth? If that putridity is

concealed and in a closed pocket, as under crowns
and bridges, will any one assert that the absorption

of the gases or toxins from these germs or from
this putrefaction produces no consequences and is

harmless ? All dentists know the stench when
some of these gold attachments are removed, and if

the patient gets a smell of it, his opinion of what
he has been harboring is not always printable.

If this putrescence is in a canal of a dead tooth,

the danger of the absorption of toxins may not be

great, but a neuritis, more or less local, may develop,

and the tooth root sooner or later show infection.

Unfortunately putridity and some forms of in-

fection cannot be disclosed by x ray films. Also

many x ray pictures are imperfect, and many teeth

are extracted unnecessarily. Such mistakes can

be avoided by the following routine

:

First, it should be a dental expert who takes and
reads the dental picture.

Second, the dental rontgenologist should consult

with the physician who sends the patient for exam-
ination, and a consultation decision shotild be made,
much as is done in appendicitis, as to whether or

not surgery is necessary.

Third, infection having been thus determined

(by several pictures, perhaps by different x ray men)
it should be eradicated.

Fourth, if the patient is seriously ill, and only the

physician can determine that, temporizing is often

dangerous. Radical extraction is often safer.

It is not necessary for the physician and the den-

tist to agree as to the relation of the mouth infec-

tion to the disease. It is the patient's physician

who has his life or death or permanent debility

at stake, and the dentist can waive all responsibility

on that score. Everyone knows of one or more
deaths from tooth infection, consequently, one tooth

too many removed from a patient's mouth is better

than one too few.
' The seriousness of carrying disease germs, and

especially in the mouth where they are so readily

swallowed or absorbed into the lymphatics and the

blood, must be recognized by all. Germs as such

are not readily absorbed into the blood, but their

toxins and ferments are frequently so absorbed

and cause symptoms. One of the most fref|uent

and the most serious systemic disturbance caused

by mouth infection is disease of the heart. The
next most frequent is disturbance of the endocrine

glands, and the symptoms from such distiu-bances

are manifold.

A physician is delin([uent in his duty to his

patient if he does not study the condition of the

mouth and throat, and a dentist, who repairs one
or more teeth in a patient's mouth and neglects

to treat evident infection of other teeth, is dolin-

(|uent in his duty to the patient.

177 CiiuRCTi Street.
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The Moving Bucky Diaphragm
A Review of the Progress of Clearness in X Ray Pictures

By SINCLAIR TOUSEY, M. D.,

New York.

Twenty-five years' use of the x ray has been re-

quired to bring it to a stage where the pictures may
be considered really satisfactory. Now for the

first time a radiograph presents an accurate chart

of the relative density of the part of the body de-

picted unblurred by rays which take no part in the

production of the picture itself.

The X ray image either temporarily visible upon
the fluoroscopic screen or permanently recorded

upon a photographic film is a shadow showing de-

from the tissues would also reach every part of the

shadow.
The first x ray tube upon which a patent was

granted consisted of a pearshaped tube in which
the cathode particles from the negative terminal, a
simple rod inside the tube, impinged upon the glass

wall of the tube over most or all of its area. The
whole tube Ijecame a source of x rays and could

not possibly produce a clear image of any object at

a di.stance from the film.

A very great improvement came with the focus

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

Fig. 1.—Showing the manner in which a radiograph, reproduced
in the first edition of Tousey's book on Medical Electricity and
Rontgen Rays, published in 1905, was made. Penny near plate
shows distinctly in faint shadow of half dollar at a distance.

Fig. 2.—Showing alteration in author's experiment.

tails and contrasts of light and shade. If such an
object ag a coin is in close contact with the screen

or the film its image would be sufficiently sharp to

detail and complete as to contrast with the sur-

rounding illuminated area even if the source of x
ray were a large one and there were other sources

of diffused x rays. But it is entirely different when

Fig. 3.—Showing areas of secondary radiation.

the object to be depicted, such as a calculus, is at a

distance from the film and in the midst of tissues

which themselves are a source of secondary x rays.

There a large source of primary x rays would in

itself produce a vague image which would have

only a fraction of its proper density because primary

rays from the periphery of the source might reach

every part of the .shadow, and secondary rays

Fig. 4.—Showing a conical or cylindrical diaphragm. •

Fig. 5.—Showing the simplest form of obtaining a picture with
a cellular diaphragm.

tube in which the negative terminal was cupshaped,
so as to concentrate the cathode particles upon the

anticathode in the middle of the tube. The ma-
jority of the radiation was from a small focus spot

and the pictures became wonderfully clear. But it

was soon discovered that there was a disturbing

amount of radiation from other parts of the tube.

In fact, the entire illuminated hemisphere of the gas
filled tube, then in use, was an active source of

secondary x rays. A ,

radiograph reproduced
in the first edition of my
book on Medical Elec-

tricity and Rontgen
Rays ( 1 ) was made in

the manner shown in

Fig. 1. A. B. was a sil-

ver half dollar, an object

entirely opaque to the

amount of x ray em-
ployed. This was placed

midway between the an-

ticathode and the photographic plate. P was a cent

placed in the shadow X Y of the half dollar. The

result was a very faint shadow of the half dollar and

a complete and distinct shadow of the cent. Rays

from the part of the tube between M and N illu-

minated the whole plate from its left limit to E.

This illuminated area included the entire shadow of

the half dollar at the level of the plate. And that

Fig. 8. — Diagram showing
the Bucky diaphragm.
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shadow was further illuminated by rays from R S
which reach the plate from its right extremity to D.

It was soon noticed by all radiographers that a

small diaphragm, or opening, in an obstacle ojjaque

Fig. 6.—Radiograph made with Tousey's (multiple truini)et)
radiating cellular diaphragm, January 8, 1908 (pat.ent of Dr. George
A. Dixon). Showed that no portion of a needle remained in the
foot.

to the X ray and close to the x ray tube improved
to a very great degree pictures of any object at a

distance from the plate and especially through the

Fig. 9.—Radiograph of ahdnmen, lumbar and dorsal regions, for
the detection of urinary or l)iliary calculi. Moving Hucky diaphragm
used.

hfead or any thick part of the body. To show the

cause of this the author's experiment was altered

as in Fig. 2. The shadow of the half dollar be-

came so complete that the cent was no longer vis-

ible in it. Even then some secondary rays from
the part of the tube between M and N encroached

upon the shadow of the half dollar but not in suffi-

cient quantity to mar the efifect of the direct rays.

In Fig. 3 the area from which secondary rays may
reach the shadow of the half dollar is indicated by
the diameter N' to S' and the greatly reduced area

of secondary radiation acting through a small di-

aphragm is shown by the diameter M to S. The
effect is even greater than apparent in the drawing
because, of course, the area producing secondary

radiation varies as the square of its diameter. A
small diaphragm made it possible for the first time

to make useful anteroposterior radiographs of the

head showing the pneumatic sinuses. And in this

case it was not open to any serious objection. Al-

FiG. 7.—Radiograph made with Tousey's (multiple trum]>et) radiat-
ing cellular diaphragm. January 11, 1908. Patient of Dr. Joseph
Abraham. Shows probe entering frontal sinus.

bers-Schonberg suggested the employment of a

conical or cylindrical diaphragm, basing its claim

to advantage on Fig. 4, in which D is a conical or

cylindrical diaphragm. Certain rays like A which
would have blurred the image of the foreign body
are arrested by the cone, but they would have just

as well have been stopped by a flat diaphragm with

the same sized orifice. Certain other rays like B
are arrested, but they would have been entirely out-

side the picture, which extends only from E to F
whetiier a cone or a Hat diaphragm were used. 13ut

searching for such objects as a renal, ureteral or

biliary calculus the .small size that the clearest pic-

ture could have was a great drawback.
tousey's radiating cellular diaphragm.

This was first published in the 1905 edition of

my book, perfectly legal proof of priority of dis-
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covery having been previously secured. It con-

sisted in placing- one or more cells with thin walls

radiating so that the walls should cast only linear

shadows from the direct focus rays while obstruct-

ing" most of the secondary rays. The object was to

obtain a picture say 14 by 17 inches with as clear

definition as one only six inches in diameter made
with a small diaphragm. Fig. 5 shows the simplest

form consisting of a single thin walled cone so

placed that its walls coincide with direct rays and
therefore cast a shadow which is simply a circular

line. The picture from E to F is the same as if

any other flat or conical diaphragm were used as in

Fig. 2. But in addition the portions of the plate

beyond are used. This would not be the case with
a flat diaphragm because the corresponding rays are
all cut off. Neither would it be the case with a
cylindrical diaphragm whose walls would intercept

most of such rays. A cone would only accomplish
the purpose if its walls were very thin and radiated

exactly from the focus spot as in my invention.

•A question may arise as to the quality of the

radiation outside the cone. This is improved by the

presence of the cone. While secondary rays can
reach the plate from the part of the x ray tube out-

side the cone on the same side, those from inside the

cone or on the side of the tube beyond the cone
would be arrested by the latter. In a more complex
form it consisted of a number of trumpetshaped
cells all radiating from the focus spot of the anti-

cathode although entirely outside the x ray tube.

Figs. 6 and 7 are radiographs made with such a

radiating cellular diaphragm.

Tousey's radiating cellular diaphragm accom-
plished the object of improving the radiation from
a gas filled x ray tube by suppressing the greater

part of the secondary radiation without reducing the

size of the picture. My invention of a gas filled x
ray tube with an aluminum cylinder surrounding

the anticathode obviated secondary radiation from
the glass wall of thfe tube. The Coolidge x ray tube

also produces no secondary radiation from the glass

wall of the tube. But either a gas filled tube with

Tousey's radiating cellular diaphragm, or his tube

with an internal filter, or the Coolidge tube while

applying the proper radiation to the patient fails to

suppress secondary rays arising in the tissues. And
with either of these a diaphragm with a small orifice,

making only a small picture, was required for the

greatest clearness.

FILTERS BETWEEN THE PATIENT AND THE PLATE.

The secondary rays from the tissues are usually

of a lower degree of penetration than the direct focus

rays. And a sheet of aluminum one fifth inch thick,

» or of roofer's tin, one, two, or three thicknesses ac-

cording to the degree of penetration employed, will

usuallv arrest more of the secondary rays than of

the direct ones. The result is usually a picture with

greater contrast tlian is obtainable over a fourteen

by seventeen inch film without a filter, but not as

good a ])icture as a small one made with a small

diaphragm.

THE BUCKY DIAPHRACM.
This was the next forward step. Bucky called

attention to the fact that a hollow cylinder of opaque

material between the i^atient and the screen or plate

greatly improved the image. And in a radiograph

through the abdomen I found that within the area

of a cylinder three times as long as its diameter the

effect upon the j)Iate was only half that produced
elsewhere. The diagram in Fig. 8 shows that none

of the direct rays were obstructed, so that in this

experiment half the general effect upon the ])late

was by secondary rays. The darkening of the film

by the latter did not strengthen the image but only

blurred it except inside the cylinder. Bucky's ])atent

covers a flat screen made up of many cells open
at both ends, having their walls all radiating from
the anticathode like mine but intended to be ])laced

between the patient and the plate. This gave, won-
derful pictures over a 14 by 17 inch plate, but they

were marred by the image of the numerous parti-

tions and to move this diaphragm in such a way as

to do away with its shadows was almost impos-

sible For some years therefore the Bucky dia-

phragm was only a theory, but within the last few
months it has become a practical success and a

necessity.

THE MOVING BUCKY DIAPHRAGM.

The cross partitions have been left out. The
screen has the effect of a number of slits instead of

a number of open ended cells. The grid is made in

a curved form like part of a barrel, or more exactly,

of a hollow cylinder. The tube is placed anywhere
directly over the middle line of the grid at its axis

of curvature, say twenty-five inches, not necessarily

directly over the centre as with a cellular screen.

The screen is given a pendulum motion from side to

side so that the slits always face the x ray tube.

The grid is made of lead strips between and held in

position by wooden strips transparent to the x ray.

The patient rests upon a stationary transparent sup-

port aljove the moving grid and the plate is station-

ary below the grid. Of course it is at once mani-

fest that the partitions arrest secondary rays coming
from either side and a moment's thought will show
that with narrow deep slots the only secondary rays

not arrested will be those that are almost exactly

parallel with the partitions. In practice it is esti-

mated that nine tenths of the secondary radiation is

arrested. With this screen one needs no other

diaphragm or filter and all parts of a 14 by 17 plate

show wonderful contrast and definition. A man
who develops many radiographs describes the pic-

tures as being as good radiographs of the bones as

if they were of a skeleton. But in addition one se-

cures a perfect picture of the flesh and any foreign

body.

The technic of exposure including voltage, spark

length, milliamperage, and time for various parts

of the body, and details as to development will

doubtless be made the subject of special articles by
other writers and are also described in the third

edition of my book (1).
It has always been possible with hard x rays and a

long exposure to produce sufficient density of the

plate even through the thickest parts of the largest

])erson. But the result could scarcely be dignified

by the name of picture. It was so devoid of con-

trast that scarcely could the vertebrje be made out.
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and it was usually a niatUT of guesswork whellK-r

a gallstone was present or not. It is in such cases

that the most wonderful advantage is secured, but

the apparatus also facilitates and improves radi-

ography of the head and of every i)art of the trunk.

It is not required for the hand or the toes and meta-

tarsus hut elsewhere in the extremities it is advan-

tageous.

Fig. 9 is a moving Buckv diaphragm radiograph

of a patient weighing one hundred and twentv-three

]50imds, referred by Dr. Peter Irving, which showed
no renal or biliary calculi.
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The Elimination of Secondary Radiation in Radiography

By MARC ABRAMS, M. D.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

It has been well said that the moving Bucky
diaphragm is the greatest advance in rontgenology

since the perfection of the Coolidge tube. In the

early stages of the practice, when the use of plates

and coils, was in vogue, good bone detail was a rarity,

gastrointestinal w'ork could not be attempted be-

cause the unit of time was a factor. With the ad-

vent of high tension

transformers, x ray plate

and single intensifying

screen, we began to see

light and perfect technic

for this kind of work.

High milliamperage and
fractional second expo-

sures seemed to answer
the purpose. With du-

plitized films and double

intensifying screens, we
were certain that we had
arrived at perfect radi-

ography. It was most
natural that each opera-

tor should work out the

technic which for him
produced the best re-

sults ; but there was real-

ly no definite standard-

ized schedule of technic.

The innovation of the

several types of Cool-

idge tubes was really the

first step in the advance-

ment of a definite uni-

ver.sal standard technic

;

for with its easy means
of vacuum regulation we
were able to duplicate

exposures at will. In parts that reciuired long

exposure, such as kidney, gallbladder, .sacral and
lumbar spine, we have always been confronted with

the ap])arent fogging of the plates or films, no mat-
ter what kind of technic we used; this was espe-

cially the case with the hard technic. The very fine

detail we were in search of in deep parts was in-

variably overshadowed , by the fogging due to sec-

ondary radiation set uj) in the tissues them.selves.

Fu:. I.— I.atcraJ x ray view showing bone structure with a clarity
not (jbtaiiicd by older methods.

The elimination of this secondary radiation was of

vital importance for correct interpretation of radio-

graphic findings.

The original ideas of a filter or diaphragm as set

forth by Dr. Hollis Potter, of Chicago, were put into

])ractical application, resulting in the present Bucky-
Potter dia])hragm. By liieans of this instalment the

e c o n d a r y radiation

caused by the passing of

the direct ray through
the body is eliminated,

thus removing the hazy
ajjpearance always found
in radiogra]jhs of the

deeper ])arts of the body.

The resulting radio-

graphs are extremely
clear, showing detail in

bone structure in a way
heretofore not possible to

obtain.

ADVANTAGES.

1. (jallstones, not eas-

ily shown by the old

method, can be readily

<letected.

2. 'i"he' entire urinary

tract is shown with sur-

l)rising clearness on a

single fourteen inch by
seventeen inch duplitized

lilm.

The diagnosis of

lu.xation of the sacro-

iliac joints, lateral views
of the spine and pro-

la])sed kidnev can read-

ily be made.
Several hundred radiograms taken through this

filter show that the heavier the patient the clearer

the detail.

UEyUlSITES.

I. The radiator type of Coolidge tube should be

centred over the diaphragm at twenty-five inches

l)late distance for anterior ])osterior views: for lat-

eral views the distance over the fliapbragm should be
thirty inches.
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2. Duplitized films with dotihle intensifying

screens are used exclusively.

3. Rubber bladder compression for all cases.

TECHNIC.

1. The grid of the diaphragm must be in motion
during the entire exposure and requires an addi-

tional three seconds before starting and after stop-

ping the X ray exposure.

2. The very soft technic has shown best results,

i. e., ten miUiamperes of current with longer time

Fig. 2.—Anteroposterior x ray taken by the new method of elimin-
ation of secondary rays.

exposure. A longer si)ark gap ( from one to two
inches) is used in this technic than is used without
the diaphragm.

3. Taking the one hundred and fifty pound patient

(Ni;w V'oRK
Mkdicai. Journal.

as a unit, and using ten milliamperes of current, five

inch spark gap, one hundred and ten volts of cur-

rent, the following exposure seconds has proved
very satisfactory

;

Shoulder, knee 4 seconds
Pelvis, sacroiliacs 15 seconds
Skull, sinuses 15 seconds
Tiallhladder 8 to 10 seconds
Renals 12 to 15 seconds
Vertebra' (anterior view) 15 seconds
Vertebrae (lateral view) 20 seconds

The technic outlined above, if worked (jut i)rop-

FiG. 3.—Pelvic region x ray plate taken by the new method of

eliminating secondary rays.

erly, will produce a beautiful black and white radio-

gram with perfect detail that was heretofore impos-

sible to obtain.

1008 St. Johns Place.

PHILIPS AND FINKELSTEIN : X RAYS IN HONE AND JOINT DISEASES.

Rontgen Ray Therapy in Chronic Diseases of the Bones,

Joints and Tendons*
By HERMAN B. PHILIPS, M. D.,

New York,

Chief Rontgenologist to the Hospital for Joint Diseases,

and

HARRY FINKELSTEIN, M. D.,

New York,

Visiting Orthopedic Surgeon to the Hospital for Joint Diseases.

"A useful field and an ever increasing one

exists in the treatiuent of chronic septic wounds,

where the judicious employment of radiation

treatment, in one or other of its forms, will

lead to the attainment of satisfactory results,

which may be far in advance of any obtainable

by the better known and more widely used

methods of the day" (1).

Probably the cause of many failures in the past,

and one of the reasons for x ray therapy not being

used more generally and extensively by this time,

is the fact that the doses were too intensive and de-

*Read before the Orthopedic Section of the New York Academy
of Medicine, April 15, 1921.

structive, the operator repeating, possibly automatic-

ally, the dose used in malignant conditions. This

was recognized early in our work as a serious handi-

cap, for good results can be accompli.shed only by

the proper employment of a technic which will

stimulate vital metabolic processes and not impede

and destroy them. This thought is echoed in a re-

cent article by Peterson and Saelhof (2), who in

very definite terms extol the stimulating powers of

the X ray, and decry the lack of progress in the field

of therapy as compared with x ray examination and

diagnosis.

For the past two years, at the Hospital for Joint

Diseases, x ray therapy has been consistently used
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in the treatment of various orthopedic conditions,

particularly chronic hone and joint diseases. The
prohlem at iirst consisted of working out a satisfac-

tory technic. The ohject desired was the production

of an eflfective stimulation of cellular metaholism

in the diseased zone, and all degrees of suherjlhema

doses were administered crossfire to produce the

desired effect in the lesion. Sufficient experimental

and actual clinical experiences had heen recorded to

give us no qualms of conscience as to the rationale

of the therapy, and as far as its safety was concerned

no harmful efifects were anticipated and none were

encountered.

Fifty patients have been radiated, the plan of

treatment consisting of rounds of exposures repeated

monthly. Some patients have been treated for four

consecutive months, the duration and intensity of

the treatment l)eing determined by the condition of

the patient and the response to treatment. Forty

per tfent. of the patients have been observed for one

year or more after the cessation of the treatments,

and sixty per cent, for more than six months. Be-

fore giving a resume of the results, it must Ije stated

that failures were encountered. In three cases no
efifects at all were observed. In eight cases im-

provement was instantaneous and very gratifying

but relapses set in after a few months, and the con-

ditions reverted to nearly their former state. In

some cases we were inclined to attribute the failures

or relapses to the basic pathological conditions being

too formidable to be cured l)y stimulation exclu-

sively, e. g., cases in which operations and the radical

removal of extensive diseased tissues were required.

In the other cases, these relapses are attributable to

improper hygienic and industrial conditions, and in

two in particular, to unremediable neglected ortho-

pedic measures. Then again it must be rememl)ered

that faulty technic may account for some of the

failures to get permanent improvement, this method
of treatment being after all still in the experimental

stage. Time, further experience, and final stand-

ardization of the therapy of these conditions will

ultimately secure more uniform results. A careful

analysis of the records of the treated cases shows
that, notwithstanding the fact that the results are

not uniform in all cases, they are infinitely better

than can possibly be secured by any other known
form of therapy. The effects of the therapy are

best described individually, in each class of cases

treated.

TUBERCULOUS .ARTHRITIS AND OSTEOMYELITIS.

There is marked improvement after the first few-

radiations. Pain and muscle spasm disappear almost

at once, a feeling of improvement and well being

replace malaise and discouragement, and the night

cries will disappear. The character of the dis-

charge from the sinuses changes. At first it may
be increased, but for a few days only, when it

changes to a serous type and gradually diminishes

in amount, frequently drying up permanently. Some
of the ])atients started to gain weight and color im-

mediately after the onset of the treatments.

CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS ( PYOGENIC).

As a distinct aid in hasteninsr .seciuestration and
the pas.sage of the scf|uestrum, if it should be small

in size, this method of therapy is incomparable. It

is surprising indeed to note how frequently a se-

questrum will be exfoliated and passed following

merely a few radiations of the affected region. The
eff'ect on chronic sinuses is somewhat similar to

tuberculous sinuses. At first, the discharge is in-

creased and considerable detritis and slough may
come away, after which the amount is distinctly

decreased. In many cases the sinus closed up en-

tirely and permanently. In some cases, after a few
exposures had been administered, the radiation pro-

duced a distinctly bloody character to the discharge,

which change may justly be considered a direct re-

sult of a pronounced hyperemia and increased cellu-

lar metabolism. The effect of the therapy is gratify-

ing in cases of acute exacerbations of chronic osteo-

myelitis, where a deep seated abscess exists close to

the bone, and a few radiations will make it point and
even rupture through the skin, with a considerable

saving of time to the patient.

CHRONIC ARTHRITIS.

Distinct analgesic results have been recorded in

painful arthritides. No actual changes in the joints,

as determined by physical and x ray examinations,

can be made out, but the subjective improvement
was almost instantaneous. Relief from pain was
secured in cases where the usual drue^, uhvsical. and
other electrical methods of treatment failed com-
pletely.

GANGLIA CHRONIC TENOSYNOVITIS.

The first ganglion treated was almost accidental.

A physician on the staff of the hospital had been
operated upon three times for a recurrent ganglion
of the wrist, and the end result was a chronic sinus,

through which the frequently accumulated ganglion
contents was as frequently expressed. It was
radiated at first with a mild stimulating dose, only
temporary improvement resulting. More intensive

crossfire radiation was then used, resulting in a
permanent closure of the sinus and a complete dis-

appearance of the ganglion. Several untreated cases

of ganglia of varying size, one extensive with rice

bodies and considered tuberculous, have since been
treated with uniform results. The degenerative

processes become permanently inhibited, and the

tumors gradually disappear, apparently never to re-

turn. This has been extended to the treatment of

chronic bursitis, with one encouraging result re-

corded. Further work in this particular field will

be carried out.

A few case histories are herewith submitted, to

supplement this brief report, to show how imme-
diate and gratifying the results of rontgen ray ther-

apy are when properly administered

:

Case I.—H. W., male, six years old, referred by
Dr. Finkelstein. The father of the patient had a

healed tuberculous hip. About three years ago, the

patient began to comi)lain of ]iains in the left knee.

He did not limj) immediately, but there was consid-

erable difficulty in climbing stairs. The condition

progressed gradually, medical advice was sought,

and he was referred to an orthopedic institute, where
a diagnosis of hip di.sease was made after x rav and
physical examinations. A plaster spica was applied,

but the pain was unrelieved and the patient, when
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referred to ,Dr. Finkclstein, was in agony. He
limped considerably, the knee was very tender, he

had marked spasm, s])ent most of his time in bed
and frequently had night cries. His general condi-

tion was very poor, he was pale and emaciated and
extremely irritalile. A traction hip splint was ad-

Fn,, 1.—Tuberculous (,'angliun liefore treatment.

vised which the patient wore for over a year, but

although there was slight amelioration of the pain,

he was never free from symptoms. The patient was
then referred for x ray therapy. When the brace

was removed for the first exposure, he screamed in

agony. He was given half an erythema dose of

deep therapy, filtered with four mm. aluminum,
anteriorly over the hip joint. Two days later the

left side of the hip was exposed similarly focussing

over the hip joint. This was followed two days later

by a similar exposure from the posterior aspect. At
the end of the first treatment, moderate improvement
was noted ; at the end of the first week, to quote the

mother's statement, "he was an entirely different

boy." Temperature, night cries, pain and discom-

fort had all disappeared. The brace could be re-

moved without the slightest pain or apprehension.

This particular change was more than noticeable in

the X ray room when the patient was being pre-

pared for the treatments, for previously he had
screamed in an unearthly manner when the brace

was removed. After the second round of treat-

ments, started the fifth week after the beginning of

the radiations, the patient was completely free from
pain, malaise and fever, was gaining weight and

making wonderful progress towards recovery. He
was given a third round of exposures. He has since

moved to Philadelphia, but occasional letters from
his mother state he has had no trouble whatsoever

since the treatments, which were given more than a

year ago.

Case H.—M. M., male, aged sixteen years. The
patient sufifered from Pott's disease of the dorsal

spine of nine years' duration, with extensive caries

of the vertebrae and resulting marked kyphotic de-

formity. When presenting himself for treatment,

severe pain was present in the back and sides, ac-

companied by profound weakness, the latter pre-

venting walking, going up stairs, or exertion of any

degree. His general condition was none too good,

he was anemic, poorly nourished, and distinctly los-

ing ground. After a few crossfire radiations, the

pain disapi)cared, he improved generally and rapidly,

and very soon could walk half a mile with ease.

He also started to gain in weight and color, and to

improve generally, .\fter the second rounri of treat-

ments a slight cough with slight elevation of tem-
];erature developed. These symptoms, however,
were of short duration, resembling very closely a
systemic tuberculin reaction, and made us cautious
about submitting the patient to subsequent radia-

tions. They were continued after an interval of two
months with diminished intensity, resulting in a
much improved condition, which has been perma-
nent for over a year. The pain, weakness and
dyspnea have never returned.

Case HI.—D. S., inale, aged twenty-^ne years.

The patient suiTered from an old tubercul<jus arthri-

tis of the elbow joint with ankylosis and a chronic
sinus requiring daily change of dressings for one
year prior to the beginning of the x ray treatment.
Considerable pain was present, necessitating the sup-
port of the arm in a brace, the arm being practically

useless. He was radiated twice a month, once on
the flexor side of the elbow and then over the exten-
sor surface. The sinus closed after the second ex-
posure, the second week after the treatments were
started. The pain disappeared at the same time and
has never returned. The patient was radiated the
same way the following month, after which the

brace was discarded and the patient encouraged to

use his arm. An occasional drop appeared at the

sinus orifice, which, however, soon closed perma-
nently. The treatments were continued for six

months. It is now over a year since the last treat-

ment, and there has been no drainage for fourteen
months and no return of the pain or discomfort,
the patient using his arm freely without support, and
but for the ankylosis would be unaware of his dis-

ability.

Case IV.—J. B., male, aged forty-five years. In
February, 1920, the patient suffered a comminuted
fracture of the right elbow for which he was treated

Fig. 2.—Tuberculous ganglion after treatment. San: s patient as
in Fig. 1.

in the Harlem Hospital. Although the injury was
not compound, infection set in and a chronic

osteomyelitis developed, for which he was operated

upon four times w'ithin six months. When he first

appeared in the x ray department, he required daily
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dressings for drainage from three sinuses. At the

time of the first radiation, on October 7, 1920, there

was at least half a dram of pus discharging daily

from each of the three sinuses. The elbow was ex-

tremely painful, necessitating- the use of a plaster

support for the elbow joint, thus relieving the pain

somewhat. At the end of the first round of treat-

ments the disciiarge diminished to one or two drops

daily. . Two sinuses closed a few days later but the

third continued to discharge one or two drops daily,

for another month until after the next radiation,

when it too closed completely. The pain in the elbow

joint disappeared and the cast was discarded at this

time. A third round of exposures were adminis-

tered. Three months have passed since the last ex-

posure and tliere has been no return of the discharge.

The elbow joint is ankylosed but tlie arm is used

freely.

Ca.se V.—T. W., male, aged thirty-four years.

This patient was referred to the x ray department
with a large, elongated ganglion on the extensor sur-

face of the right hand. Some rice bodies were pres-

ent. The condition was considered tuberculous.

Radiation was carried out with slight stimulating

doses, directly over and then crossfire from the flexor

side. The tumor became perceptibly smaller, but

showed no tendency to disappear. The technic was
then changed to a more intensive stimulation with

an almost immediate response and disappearance

of the tumor except for a small hard mass which
was continually shrinking in size. This was un-

doubtedly scar tissue surrounding the rice bodies.

An ultimate complete disappearance of the small

fibrotic residue is anticipated, as has been secured

in the treatment of simple ganglia which have disap-

peared completely after two rounds of radiation.

(
Figs. 1 and 2.)

SUMMARY.
1. Rontgenotherapy is available as probably the

greatest but least used therapeutic agent in the ortho-

pedists' armamentarium.

2. Xight cries, muscle spasm, uncontrollable pain,

temperature, and malaise frequently disappear after

a few radiations.

3. Sequestration is favored by x ray radiation.

The chronicity of osteomyelitis is markedly short-

ened. Drainage by radiation from deep seated

abscesses is favored.

4. Chronic sinuses dry up and become obliterated.

5. The degenerative processes in ganglia are

checked b\' radiation with resulting disappearance of

the ganglia. Chronic tenosvnovitis is similarlv af-

fected.

6. Orthopedic and surgical measures are aided

and not replaced by x ray therapy. Braces, casts and
the like should not be discontinued during the treat-

ments, until definite cures have been established.

7. A strong plea is herewith registered by us for

a greater adaptation in a clinical way of rontgen
therapy. Technic is now established ou an abso-
lutely safe basis and careful observation of the pa-
tient with intelligent administration of stimulating-

doses can do no harm, but on the contrary can save
considerable time to the patient, as well as at times
life and limb. It is not difficult for us to anticipate

in the very near future x ray therapy departments
in large orthopedic clinics. They will be considered

as essential as the diagnostic x ray laboratories in

the same institution, or as necessary as they are con-

sidered at the present time in the large dermatologi-
cal and gynecological clinics of the country.

Sincere appreciation is herewith expressed to Dr.
H. W. Frauenthal for his helpful encouragement
and the free use of material from his service in the

Hospital for Joint Diseases.
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The Operation for Femoral Hernia with a Suprapubic Incision*^

A Modification of the Operation of Ruggi

By CARLO SAVINI, M. D.,

New York.

The sac of femoral hernia can be divided into

three distinct portions: the infundibulum, the neck

of the sac, and the fundus. The infundibulum is

intraabdominal and occupies the space between the

peritoneum and the femoral orifice ; the neck cor-

responds to the femoral orifice ; and the fundus or

sac ])r()i)er, occupies the triangle of Scarpa and in

large hernias is almost ^subcutaneous.

In other words, the abdominal walls divide the

femoral sac into two sections—one internal (or in-

traabdominal), and the other external or extraab-

dominal, and the intraabdominal ])art of the sac, the

*Reail before the Associatimi of Italian Physicians of America,
January 1921.

infundibulum, cannot be reached through a femoral
incision which allows us only to work on the ex-
ternal surface of the femoral ring and of tlie abdo-
minal walls.

STAGES OF OPERATION.

The o])eration of femoral hernia consists of four
different stages: 1. Isolation and incision of the sac.

2. Ins])ection, reduction or resection of the contents
of the sac according to special conditions and cir-

cumstances. 3. Ligation or suture of the empty sac
and its excision. 4. Closure of the musculoaponeu-
rotic opening of hernia.

If we analyze these dififerent steps we find that
the object of tlu' first and second steps is to repair
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the imminent danger of the presence of hernia, and
the scope of the third and fourth steps is the pre-

vention of future recurrence. There is no ques-

tion as to the absolute importance of the first two
steps of the operation. The .sac must always be well

opened and the contents of same attended to; but if

we give our attention to the relative value attached

to the remaining two steps we find that there is,

among surgeons, a difi^erence of opinion as to which
of the two is the most important to prevent recur-

rence.

Many surgeons seem to think that a radical cure

of femoral hernia is more assured by a complete

closure of the femoral ring and canal, while others

are of the opinion that a complete excision of the .sac

and its infundibulum is a better protection against

recurrence than the closure of the femoral ring; but

as we have seen that the only way to reach the in-

fundibulum is to perform the operation in the in-

ternal or abdominal surface of the abdominal wall,

we can group all the dififerent methods advocated

for femoral hernia into two classes, the essential

difference between the two classes being whether the

operation is extraabdominal and performed on the

external surface of the femoral ring, or whether it

is intraabdominal and performed on the internal sur-

face of the femoral ring. To the first group belong

all operations done through the femoral route, and
to the second group the operation of Ruggi.

Any operation done extraabdominally with the

femoral incision is not generally satisfactory ; the

femoral sac ordinarily is small, the walls of the

sac are thickened, and these two circumstances ren-

der it very difficult to open the sac. It is also diffi-

cult to reduce the contents of the sac, which cannot

be completely excised with certainty. The closure

of the femoral ring and the femoral canal is not

easy, and not one of the numerous methods described

by many authors is satisfactory or generally ac-

cepted. Other dangers arise from the vicinity of

the femoral vessels and from the frequent anomaly
of the obturator artery.

OPERATION OF RUGGI.

It was to obviate all these inconveniences that

Ruggi of Bologna, in the year 1893, advised the in-

guinal method as the method of choice for femoral

hernia. The originality and the ingenuity of the

operation of Ruggi consist mainly in the fact that

he was the first to recognize the necessity to operate

intraabdominally or on the internal surface of the

femoral ring and he was so convinced of this neces-

sity that he thought it of little consequence to incise

through the inguinal canal to reach the hernial sac.

Perhaps the sacrifice of the inguinal canal was the

reason that his operation was not sooner accepted

by the great majority of surgeons, although it is

by far more rational, more anatomically correct,

and the most secure of all the operations for fe-

moral hernia.

Before Ruggi, Annandale, in 1876, in an opera-

tion, used an inguinal incision upon a femoral her-

nia on a patient aff^ectecl with both inguinal and
femoral hernia on the same side, but he did not ad-

vocate the inguinal method as the best method for

femoral hernia.

Ruggi has given such a complete and detailed de-

scrii)ti()n of his oi)cration, specifying all the minute
particulars with such clearness, that in my opinion
the original communication gives the best idea of

the inguinal operation. It is very interesting to

compare his description with the account of the

same oi)eration found in many recent textbooks and
medical periodicals. I have noticed that in this

country other surgeons have been given credit as

originators of his operation, and I feel that it is

my duty, not only as an Italian, but also for the
sake of truth, to give to one of the greatest living

Italian surgeons the honor that is due him. To this

end I will add as an appendix a literal translation of
the description that Giuseppe Ruggi has given of his

oijeration. This description I take from the treatise

on operative surgery by my beloved teacher, Pro-
fe.ssor Francesco Occhini, of Rome.
Ruggi has described two methods for his opera-

tion. One way is to dissect and open the hernial

sac before opening the inguinal canal. In the second
way the inguinal canal is opened first as for opera-
tion on inguinal hernia, the cord is displaced, the

fascia transversalis incised, and the internal surface
of the femoral ring exposed. The sac is then ex-

tracted from the femoral canal and oiDened. After
the reduction of its contents, the sac is ligated or
sutured at the level of the peritoneum and excised.

A few .stitches unite the Poupart and Cooper liga-

ments and finally the inguinal canal is closed as in

Bassini's operation.

In this operation it is not only possible to open
the sac with great facility, but the closure of the

femoral ring is done with greater security, as

Cooper's ligament is better exposed in this than the

femoral operation. It has been said that the in-

guinal operation has few followers but that these

few are all convinced and enthusiastic. I will say
that the femoral operation has many followers but
none of them are satisfied. I feel that, in femoral
hernia as well as in many other things in life, that

it is much better to be in a small company and feel

right than it is to follow the crowd and be in error.

The greatest objection to the inguinal method is

that it requires incision of the inguinal canal which
may leave a predisposition to inguinal hernia. I

thought that it was possible to reach the internal sur-

face of the femoral ring with a suprapubic incision

leaving the inguinal canal untouched. In my
method I open the abdomen in the midline above
the pubis with a vertical incision. The two recti

muscles are separated and the rectus of the side of
the hernia is retracted with a strong retractor. The
peritoneum is separated from the abdominal walls

and the femoral ring is exposed. This exposure is

easy because the ring is very near to the insertion of
the rectus. The sac is separated from the femoral
ring with blunt dissection and is pulled out intact

from the femoral canal with the aid of a small

spongeholder.

This part of the operation requires some patience

and it may l^e necessary to make an incision on the

Gimbernat ligament to extract a large sac. But
when the sac is extracted from the femoral canal

all the remaining steps of the operation are made
with great facility. The sac has now the appearance
of a diverticulum of the peritoneum and can be
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easily opened and when empty of its contents can be

ligated and excised at the level of the peritoneum.

Two or three stitches will now bring the Poupart

ligament nearer to the Cooper ligament to reduce the

diameters of the orifice. This method should not be

confounded with the methods of Lawson Tait and

Widenhauer Alonnsell. These authors advise opera-

tion of femoral hernia from the peritoneal cavity.

In the suprapubic method the operation is extra-

peritoneal.

In this modification the operation is practically

identical with the operation of Ruggi, the only dif-

ference being that the inguinal canal is not opened.

I first used this method in 1915 ui)on a woman af-

fected with double femoral hernia, when I tried to

do both operations with a single incision. With this

method I also operated upon a man affected with

double femoral hernia and chronic appendicitis, and
the three operations were performed with one in-

cision only. This same method was used by me in

operating upon two men upon whom I had oper-

ated years before with the ordinarv method for

femoral hernia and in both there had been a recur-

rence. These operations done with the suprapubic

incision were successful and up to the present time

there has been no recurrence.

CONCLUSION.

In conclusion, I will say that it is possible to reach

the internal surface of the femoral orifice with a

vertical suprapublic incision separating the two recti

muscles of the abdomen ; and that with the supra-

pubic incision we can obtain all the advantages of

Ruggi's operation without incurring any of the pos-

sible inconveniences resulting" from the incision of

the normal inguinal canal.

APPENDIX.

Tzvo metliods to operate upon femoral hernia zvith

the inguinal incision as described by Professor

Giuseppe Ruggi, of Bologna, Italy, in 1893.

FIRST METHOD.

The incision of the skin is made over and
parallel to the Poupart ligament. This incision

should begin at the spine of the pubis and extend to

slightly beyond a point midway between the an-

terior iliac spine and pubis. The skin, subcutaneous

tissue and sui^erficial fascia are thus divided. By
retracting the margins of this wound it is easy to

expose the hernial sac and all the fovea. The sac

thus exposed is isolated and opened and the contents

of the sac reduced. In order to reduce the viscera

it is sometimes necessary to incise the neck of the

sac, the femoral ring and Gimbernat's ligament.

Having thus reduced the viscera, I excise that

part of the sac which for its volume may render

difficult the following steps of the operation. If I

find that the omentum is adherent to the walls of the

sac, I ligate it and excise it together with the sac.

I have in this way completed the first stage of the

operation.

The second stage of the operation consists in open-
ing the inguinal canal with an incision on the

aponeurosis of the external obli(|ue muscle one
quarter of an inch above the Poupart ligament. The

centre of this incision must correspond to the level

of the femoral ring.

I displace and retract upward the organs contained

in the inguinal canal together with the muscles of

the internal oblique and transversalis and so I expose
the floor of the inguinal canal whose posterior wall

is formed by the fascia transversalis. This fascia

can easily be detached with the index finger, but if

I find it unusually resistant I cut it through with a

knife and detach it from the Poupart ligament and
thus I expose the peritoneal cellular tissue.

Having thus completed the second stage which
consists in the displacement and definite disposal of

the hernial sac, I catch the sac with a pair of blunt

and strong forceps and push it through the inguinal

wound. This change of position of the sac is easily

accomplished as there is nothing that now keeps the

neck of the sac adherent to the femoral ring. This
displacement is favorable to the radical cure of

hernia as it serves to tear away the adhesions of the

sac to the femoral ring and canal and permits one to

remove entirely the infundibulum. Besides, the sac

brought from above Poupart's ligament can be
widely opened and its internal cavity well inspected.

This inspection was impossible as long as the sac
was confined in the narrow space of the femoral
canal. This done, I make a ligature cn masse of the

sac, taking care to place a few stitches to prevent

the ligature from slipping away, sometimes using a

pursestring suture on the internal part of the sac,

and in this way making more certain that the peri-

toneum is well closed. I generally reinforce the

pursestring suture with an external suture.

I think that the complete closure of the sac de-

stroying every trace of the infundibulum represents

a real progress in technic, and this closure has the

same value of the closure of the internal orifice of
the femoral ring which I am now going to describe

as the fourth stage of the operation. I close the

internal orifice of the femoral canal, suturing to-

gether the Cooper and Poupart ligaments with a

double suture.

First, internal suture.—I use for this suture small
curved needles not too sharp, threaded with strong
catgut. The assistant with retractors keeps the

wound wide open and I put the point of my left

index finger into the wound in such a way as to

protect the iliac vein and I try to push this vein
toward the external side. I place the first stitch

externally as near as I can to the vein. The needle
must pass first through the Cooper ligament and
then through Poupart's ligament. Generally I jnit

three stitches and the last stitch takes in the Gim-
bernat ligament which is only a derivation of
Poupart.

Second, c.vternal suture.—I use for this suture
the same strong catgut, only I pass the needle
through Poupart's ligament first, then through
Cooper's and then again through Poupart's ligament
to knot the stitch. In this way the knots of the
suture are brought in front of Poupart's ligament
and externally, while in the first suture the knots
remain in the inside. For this second suture. I make
use of needles not so curved and a little longer.
When for special anatomical conditions I catinot
bring together the Cooper and Poupart ligaments, I
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use a modification consisting of making a small flap

out of the Cooper ligament and using this flap to

close the crural orifice. To obtain this flap, I pro-

tect the iliac vein with my left index finger and with

the right hand I make two incisions on the pubis

with a small knife, one horizontal and the other

anteroposterior. With the horizontal incision I de-

tach the Cooper ligament from the ileopectineal

aponeurosis and with the anteroposterior incision I

complete the formation of a little flap, and then

suture this flap to the inferior margin of Poupart's

ligament.

In the fifth stage of the operation all parts must
be sutured with adapted sutures. It is necessarj- to

suture the walls of the inguinal canal and all the

layers and finally the skin.

SECOND METHOD.
The same incision is made as in the preceding

method. The skin, subcutaneous tissue and fascia

superficialis are incised and the aponeurosis of the

external obli(jue muscle exposed. This done. I ot>en

the inguinal canal, cutting through the ajjoiieurosis

of the external oblicjue muscle, the round ligament
in the female, the cord in the male is displaced up-
wards, and the posterior wall of the inguinal canal,

the fascia transversalis, is incised. I then look for

the sac which naturally in typical hernije is in the in-

ternal side of the vein, and with a pair of forceps I

pull it out of the femoral canal. All the other stages

of the operation are identical with the same stages

of the first method.

43 West Eleventh Street.

The Biology of Bone Development in Its Relation to Bone
Transplantation*

By PHILIP WILLIAM NATHAN, M. D.,

New York.

This paper was read as a part of a symposium
at a meeting of the orthopedic section of the New
York Academy of Medicine. It is like all com-
munications upon which a time limit is set, some-
what in the nature of an abstract ; and under ordi-

nary circumstances I would not consider its pub-

lication as an original communication desirable.

But as the literature on bone transplantation is so

very extensive and for this reason, so confusing,

it occurred to me that in this instance an abstract

might serve a useful purpose. Therefore, although

it has the shortcomings of all such papers besides

some of its own, it is here presented.

The skeleton is derived from the sclerotome which
originates from the mesoderm. Whether the true

bone tissue is thus derived is, however, not abso-

lutely certain ; for in the lower vertebrates the

dermal skeleton, which is analogous to the bony
skeleton of vertebrates generally, is derived from
the ectoderm and the parts of the teeth that are

composed of true bone are derived from the ecto-

derm even in man.

The skeleton is, as you know, first laid down in

cartilage : and the various elements that compose
it are fairly complete models of the form and con-

struction of the skeleton before there are signs of

ossification. At a definite time and in a definite

location, differing according to the skeletal element,

ossification is ushered in by vascular invasion. At
this time the cartilaginous element is composed of

a hyaline core surrounded by a layer of procartil-

age cells over which there is a layer of connective

tissue cells generally described as the perichondrium.

A Ijloodvessel pierces the perichondrium, sends

branches in all directions on the surface of the

cartilage and at the same time invades the central

"Presented before the Orthopedic Section of the New York
Academy of Medicine.

core. Thus the primordial medullary cavity is be-

gun and the socalled periosteal ossification is in-

augurated.

It is certain that the ossification does not begin

until certain cells known as osteoblasts make their

appearance, and it is moreover certain that these

cells appear coincidentally with the invading vascu-

lar loop. There are no cells beneath the perichon-

drium that resemble osteoblasts and the cartilage

cells do not resemble them in any way ; so it may,
I think, be concluded that the bone forming cells

are brought to the ossification point and invade
the cartilage with the bloodvessel. The details of

the histogenetic processes ; where the osteoblasts

originate; whether they are actually derived from
the ectoderm and brought to the area to be ossified

from a distance by the bloodvessels ; or originate in

the same embryonic tissue as the skeletal anlage

generally, do not concern us at the present time.

\\'hat is important in the present connection and
what is, moreover certain, is that the osteoblasts

are neither changed cartilage cells nor changed con-

nective cells ; but cells that are of independent ori-

gin, which are deposited under, but do not have
any direct connection with the socalled perichon-

drium. Thus the perichondrium does not, as is

usually stated, become converted into the perios-

teum. The underlying osteoblasts become closely

attached to the cartilage beneath and induce no
change in the connective tissue envelope ; nor does

the latter apparently influence the growth of the

osteoblasts except in so far as it retains the osteo-

blasts within limits and prevents the invasion of

the neighboring tissues.

Both epiphyseal and membranous bone originate

in the same way as the socalled periosteal bone. At
a certain time one or more bloodvessels from the

medullary cavity, instead of ending at the epiphy-
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seal line, i)enetrate it and terminate at a variable

distance from the joint surface. These liring with

them osteoblasts and thus the epiphyseal centre of

ossification is laid down. In membranous bone

the vascular looj) invades the connective tissue in-

stead of the cartilage but otherwise the centre of

ossification is laid down and bone formation pro-

ceeds exactly as it does in the epiphysis.

Though some authors believe that the osteoblasts

form bone by the transformation of the cell body,

the evidence is conclusive that bone is formed by

secretory or analogous i^rocesses. In any event,

it is well established that once the osteoblasts have

assumed the form and functions of bone corpus-

cles, they, like all highly specialized cells, are no

longer capable of propagating themselves.

This being true, it is evident that the growth
and development of bone are dependent entirely

upon the presence- and proliferation of the osteo-

blasts. Moreover, as these cells are, throughout

adult as well as embryonic life, restricted to certain

localities, viz.. the cambium and the marrow, the

development of bone is confined to these regions.

For this reason bone grows in thickness by the

deposition of new bone upon the periphery ; it

grows in length, not by virtue of interstitial pro-

liferation of the hone cells, but by the proliferation

of the cartilage cells at the epiphyseal line ; in either

case the osteoid tissue is deposited by osteoblasts,

which, once they have accomplished this, are no
longer capable of proliferation. When bone changes

its shape this is accomplished by absorption of the

already existent bone and the deposition of new
bone by osteoblasts in such a manner as to produce
the change in form.

These conditions are so unequivocal that it hardly

seems possible that controversv reeardin<;' them
should exist. Yet in spite of the classical work of

Oilier which is a complete demonstration of their

accuracy, there still exists some difference of opinion

as to the details of bone development particularly

as these are related to bone transplantation. For
the most part these differences of opinion are not

founded upon a diversity in the actual findings

;

they are due to peculiarities in the interpretation

of the facts, to purely theoretical considerations,

but for the most part to a confusion of the terms
used. Thus the question of the viability of the

periosteum and its capacity to produce new bone
when trans])lanted, revived Ijy Macewen. although
the question had been definitely settled to the satis-

faction of practically all workers in the field, is

immediately answered when the terms used are un-
ecjui vocal. If by periosteum is meant not only the

connective issue envelope but the cambium layer

as well, i. e., the layer of osteoblasts beneath it,

there is no longer any doubt about the matter. For as

Oilier and many others after him have shown, such
transplants, even when implanted in apparently un-
favorable localities, are ca])able of ])roducing new
l)onc. That a transplant consisting solely of the
connective tissue layer of the i)eriosteum will be
un])roductive is selfevident. All that is needed to

end the controversy regarding the productivity of

the perio.steum. is a distinct understanding that the

osteoblasts are the iiinueiitial factors in bone pro-

duction ; that when we speak of the productivity of

the i^eriosteum we mean the cambium layer con-

taining the osteoblasts ; and that in this sense and

in this sense only, we consider the periosteum viable

and capable of forming new bone when trans-

planted. This explains why regeneration is more
complete when a thin layer of bone is left on the

periosteum when bones are resected. When a thin

layer of bone is left attached to the periosteum, the

cambium layer with the osteoblasts remains unin-

jured ill situ and thus the chances of regeneration

are greatly increased.

Equally decisive is the evidence in regard to the

transplantation of bone with and without the perios-

teum. It is true that pieces of bone can be trans-

planted successfully when denuded of the perios-

teum, but this is possible only when osteoblasts

from the deep layer of the periosteum or the endos-

teum, which also contains osteoblasts, remain at-

tached. What is true of the periosteum as such

is also true of the bone ; it is not the bone but the

osteoblasts which are the influential factors and it

is upon them that the success of the transplant de-

pends.

As a matter of fact even pieces of bone with

periosteum and osteoblasts attached, die when trans-

planted. Indeed it has been shown frequently that

pieces of bone removed and reimplanted into the

gaps from which they were taken, do not as one

would suppose, grow in and resume their functions.

Surprising as it may seem, even these favorable

conditions and the presence of both periosteum and
endosteum are not sufficient to insure the continued

existence of the reimplanted bone. The bone cor-

puscles are found degenerated and all these grafts

are slowly but surely ab.sorbed.

How then can we explain the final outcome? The
explanation is simple and readily deducible from
what is known of the original development of bone.

It has been demonstrated 1)y others and my own
work fully confirms this, that what actually takes

place is a more or less complete regeneration of the

implanted bone as it is being absorbed. That is

to say, when we transplant bone periosteum or en-

dosteum, we are simply repeating artificially what
occurs when bone is being developed. We carry

osteoblasts to a favorable locality just as do the

bloodvessels that inaugurate osteogenesis in the

embryo.
If all this is true, how, it may be a.sked, are we

to account for the fact that bone denuded of both

periosteum and endosteum has been successfully

used as a graft? Or, what seems even more para-

doxical, how can we explain the fact that hetero-

geneous bone, boiled bone and even ivorv have been
successfully used as grafts? This is not so diffi-

cult to explain as at first appears. It has been

shown beyond doubt that such grafts are absorbed
or extruded when transjilanted into foreign soil.

When reimplanted into healthy bone a callus is

formed and in favorable cases the graft is firmly

held. When this happens the cliincian considers

the graft successful. Indeed, Macewen and
others consider this evidence that bone denuded
of both periosteum and endosteum is viable and
continues to live when transplanted. I'ut, as is to
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be expected from what has already been said, those

who have studied the conditions more carefully and
over longer periods have found that the grafts

themselves are not permanent. The bone cori)us-

cles are found to be disintegrated a short time after

the reimplantation and these, like all other grafts,

soon show signs of absorption. Under favorable

conditions, however, osteoblasts from the adjacent

healthy bone invade the graft and deposit bone
tipon or in the interstices of the implanted material

;

and only when the osteoblasts are present in suffic-

ient numbers and proliferate so rapidly that enough
bone is deposited to balance the dead bone lost by
absorption, is such a graft permanently successful.

When viewed in the light of these facts, our con-

ception of the biology of bone transplantation be-

comes clarified. It no longer rests upon the theo-

retical interpretation of individual findings, but is

based upon a definite knowledge of the develoj)-

ment of bone and the experimental and histological

demonstration of the conditions as they really exist.

We conclude then : That Ijone dies when trans-

planted whether supplied with periosteum or not.

The success of the transplant depends upon the

development of new bone. Bone is produced solely

by osteoblasts. The osteoblasts are always confined

to the cambium layer of the periosteum or the en-

dosteum. (The osteoblasts are also found in the

])one marrow). Therefore, when the transplant

consists of bone denufled of both periosteum and
endosteum, the osteoblasts must come from the

healthy bone int(j which it has been implanted. On
the other hand, the grafts wiiich retain these .struc-

tures are already supplied with osteoblasts ; and as

these cells are excited to jjroliferation when in con-
tact with dead bone, the regenerative process is

greatly increased in rapidity and extent and thus
the chances that new bone will be developed before
the transplanted bone is completly absorbed are
greatly enhanced. In a word, regeneration is more
certain when the transplant already contains osteo-

blasts than when these cells must make their way
from a distance.

We need then no longer concern ourselves with
the theoretical question as to the possibility of suc-

cessfully transplanting bone denuded of both perios-

teum and endosteum. It may be conceded that such
grafts will be successful under favorable conditions.

From a practical viewpoint, however, it is evident

that the graft with both periosteum and endo.steum
is much more likely to insure a permanent result

;

a fact that has been borne out by clinical experience
and well established by the experimental as well as

the histological investigations of many competent
workers.

110 East Seventy-kighth Street.

The Rectovaginal Septum in Proctology

By DESCUM C. McKENNEY, M. D., F. A. C. S.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Proctologists and gynecologists have common in-

terest in the treatment of diseases involving the

anorectovaginal septum, the partition separating the

lower end of the intestinal tract from the vagina,

which I shall refer to as the septum. The upper por-

tion of the .septum, where the rectum is in close rela-

tion with the vagina, will be designated as the recto-

vaginal portion ; and the part corresponding to the

anal canal as the anovaginal portion.

Damage to the septum, from which much of the

pathology arises, occurs at labor on the vaginal side

and hence repair has been made by the gynecologist,

usually with little or no thought of the alleviation

or cure of anorectal diseases, with which the dam-
aged septum is so often found associated. Likewise
rectal conditions have been treated by the proctolo-

gist without proper regard for the great necessity

of coincident repair of the septum.

To be able to place the proper value on symptoms
that arise from traumatism to the septum, one must
briefly review the anatomy of some of the struc-

tures of the pelvic floor, of which the septum is such

an important part. Those of chief interest for the

purposes of this paper are the perineal bodv, the lev-

ator ani muscle, and the fascia forming- its sheath.

*Reacl before The American Proctologic Society, Memphis, Tenn.,
April 22, 1920.

These structures are essential to the support of the

viscera in the pelvis. On their proper fvmctioning

depends in a great measure the ability of the indi-

vidual to increase intraabdominal pressure at will

and to perform satisfactorily the act of defecation.

The perineal body, roughly triangular in shape,

lies between the anterior wall of the anal canal and
the posterior wall of the lower end of the vagina.

It is the central point of strength of the pelvic floor

and the meeting place of the many important struc-

tures forming the floor.

The pubococcygeal portion of the levator ani mus-
cle arises from the inner surface of the body of the

pul)ic bone and its horizontal ramus, passing back-

ward on either side of the vagina, about three quar-

ters of an inch inward from the introitus. Some of

the fibres blend with the vaginal wall and the struc-

tures of the perineal body. It then continues back-

ward on either side of the bowel, at the juncture of

the rectum and anal canal, and is inserted in the

anococcygeal ligament and the last two segments of

the coccyx. It forms a veritable hammock, the pad-

ding of which is the cellular tissue of the broad liga-

ments with their many vessels. Lying in this ham-
mock, from the coccyx to the anal canal, is part of

the rectum ; and anterior to the rectum lies the

vagina. From its relation to the vagina and rectum,
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it is quite apparent how it acts as sphincter of both.

The levator ani is thin, and not strong, but is made
resistant by the endopelvic fascia on its upper sur-

face and the anal fascia on its under surface. These

two layers of fascia form a sheath for the muscle

and are blended in the perineal body. A portion of

the endopelvic fascia separates the rectal and vaginal

walls, thus forming the thin rectovaginal portion of

the septum and giving it what little resistance it has.

Let us regard the perineal body as a movable

centre, pushed forward when anything is extruded

from the rectum, backward when anything is ex-

truded from the vagina, and lateralward when there

is an abnormal fetal delivery. The levator ani mus-

cle, by its forward and upward pull toward the pubic

bone, holds the posterior rectal wall against the

anterior, and, by means of the perineal body, the

posterior vaginal wall against the anterior. In this

manner at the juncture of the rectum and anal canal

a right angle, open backwards, is formed and main-

tained. This action of the muscle can easily be

demonstrated in the nullipara by pricking the vulva

with a pin and watching the contraction (Penrose).

When this movable centre and its component parts

have been torn in labor, effectual contraction of the

muscle is no longer possible, and the pull in a for-

ward direction becomes negligible. This fact is

readily demonstrated by the lack of response to the

needle prick test, or by the index finger pressing

gently in either vaginal sulcus, while the patient at-

tempts voluntary contraction of the muscles of the

pelvic floor. With the forward pull gone, the recto-

anal angle is obliterated. The anal canal falls back-

ward towards the coccyx, thus allowing- slack in the

rectovaginal portion of the septum. This slack

makes possible the formation of a rectocele, which
is virtually a hernia of the anterior rectal wall.

Rectoceles vary greatly in form and in size, de-

pending upon the degree of damage to the septum
and upon intraabdominal pressure. Heavy lifting,

defecating, or a subsequent labor, by further weak-
ening the septum, increases the size. Such acts of

straining tend also to force down and perhaps out

of the vulva the pelvic viscera, adding the symp-
toms of ptosis to those of the septal lesion. As the

rectocele increases in size there is more tugging on
the base of the broad ligaments. Torsion of the

bloodvessels follows, and all the symptoms due to

congestion arise. The rectal veins become engorged
and hemorrhoids result.

When the perineal body is intact, and there has

been a submucous tear of the fascia of the recto-

vaginal portion of the septum, there will be a pocket-

ing of the rectum, pushing in front of it the vaginal

wall. This pocket may vary in size from a thimble

to a turkey egg. It may be so small and so high

in the vagina that it does not appear at the vulva,

and a careless examination may not discover it. It

may be so large that it hangs over the perineal body
and is plainly evident.

When the perineal body and the fascia of the

rectovaginal portion are damaged, and the external

sphincter is not. the pouching may begin just below
the rectovaginal excavation (culdesac) and end at

the external sphincter ani, filling comi)letely the in-

troitus and bulging out of it, thus making defecation

impossible unless the patient holds back the tumor
with her hand.

When there is a complete tear of the perineal body
—the anovaginal portion of the septum—the ful-

crum over which a rectocele forms becomes a slit

and there can be no rectocele. The reason is, that

no portion of the movable centre remaining intact,

the intestinal and genital outlets become sphincter-

less passageways, affording no resistance to intra-

abdominal pressure. Hence there is no strain on the

septum to cause it to bulgfe and be visible, although

the weakened condition can easily be made out by
palpation. This, compared with the varieties of

rectocele mentioned above, is by far the most dis-

tressing. In this condition, should the fulcrum be

restored by repair of the sphincter only, the rectocele

will later appear.

Not rarely there appears at the vulva what seems
to be a rectocele but which in reality is not. In

labor, during the progress of the fetal head, the

mucous membrane of the posterior vaginal wall is

forced loose from its base, and en masse is pushed
in advance of the oncoming head until it reaches

a point near the fourchette. In this location this

massed mucous membrane remains and simulates a

rectocele, unless involution restores it to its original

position. The diagnosis of this false rectocele is

easy. The tip of the index finger, inserted into the

rectum, does not go to the apex of the tumor, which
can, at the same time, be grasped between the

thumb and index finger of the other hand and be

found to be independent of the perineal body. This,

ordinarily, requires no treatment.

What part does the septum play in defecation?

During the act of defecation fecal matter is forced

into the rectum, toward the coccyx, and against the

thin rectovaginal portion of the septum. The tonic

contraction of the levator ani, pulling the rectoanal

angle forward, guides the feces into the anal canal

;

and finally, by voluntary action, the levator ani pulls

the relaxed anal canal over the last of the fecal mass
and closes the lower end of the rectum behind it.

Then the sphincters ani contract and the act is com-
pleted. From this it will be seen how essential are

the component parts of the intact septum to the

proper performance of defecation.

DISTURBANCE OF FUNCTION.

To show the disturbance of function in defeca-

tion, when a rectocele replaces the normal septum,
a simple experiment is most illuminating. It con-

sists of the insertion into the rectum of a solid rub-

ber ball, an inch or less in diameter, with a string

attached but hanging outside the sphincter, to facili-

tate the recovery of the ball. The patient is asked
to attempt to pass it. When the .septum is normal,
or there is a false rectocele as mentioned above, the

ball follows the normal course of the rectum and
is directed into the anal canal. In the case of a true

rectocele, the ball is seen and felt to enter the apex
of the pocket.

Another experiment, demonstrating the same
thing, is to insert an anosco])e of the Kelly type,

with its obturator in place, the full length of the

anal canal, and then have the i)atient strain. The
ti]) of the instrument will be forced toward the apex
of the rectocele; but, if the obturator is removed and
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the instrument left in place, thus holding the sphinc-

ter open, straining does not change the position of

the instrument to any extent, but forces the mucous
membrane of the anterior rectal wall into it.

The three cardinal symptoms of rectal disease

—

pain, prolapse and discharge—generally cause the

patient to seek relief : whereas the symptoms of the

associated damaged septum, no matter how impor-
tant, are, perhaps, from her point of view, less dis-

turbing, so advice is not sought. Hence the septal

condition is likely 'to go undiagnosed and untreated.

The more prominent symptoms calling attention

to the damaged septum are as follows

:

A not uncommon complaint is a bearing down
feeling, as though everything were coming out. This
is partly the result of the rectocele, but the tendency
of the pelvic viscera to prolapse may share the re-

sponsibility for this symptom. There is often a
sensation as though the l^owels were going to move
through the vulva. Following defecation, there is

a sensation as if the act were incomplete, but this

may also be produced by certain distinctly rectal

conditions, such as hemorrhoids, polypi, and hyper-

trophied anal valves.

Difficulty is often experienced in starting the

bowel movement, due to the abnormal direction taken

by the feces when there is a rectocele. The reason

for this symptom, as well as the complaint of tight

sphincter and paralysis of the bowel, which one so

often elicits from the patient, is well explained in

the two experiments mentioned above.

Some patients with large rectoceles may have
regular bowel movements, and, perhaps for a long

time, no symptoms : but, sooner or later, as the

bowel movements are usually incomplete, symptoms
appear. It is quite common, when there is no recto-

cele, to find the rectum packed with scybala, but it is

more common when there is a rectocele.

When constipation is present it is sometimes due
to the fact that the individuals have restricted their

diet, taken various cathartics and copious hot enemas
for the relief of symptoms, real or imaginary, until

they believed it impossible to have a bowel move-
ment imless such treatment were continued. It

would be impossible to estimate with any degree of

exactness the extent to which constipation results

directly from the damaged septum, but unquestion-

ably such injury makes even incomplete defecation

difficult.

Sacral backache may be a symptom of the rectal

condition, but it may also be a symptom of a recto-

cele, with the frequently associated ptosis of pelvic

viscera and the congestion resultins" therefrom. To
make a correct diagnosis and institute appropriate

treatment of both the rectal and septal pathology,

the examination of the parous patient must at all

times Ije both rectal and vaginal.
,

TREATMENT.

The importance of an intact anorectovaginal sep-

tum cannot be questioned. Inasmuch as we are so

often called upon to treat rectal diseases, in patients

sufYering from pathological conditions of the sep-

tum, the necessity of taking care of Iwth conditions

is at once evident.

Internal hemorrhoids of the first degree—those

that do not prolapse—are usually cured by repair of

the septum alone. Internal hemorrhoids of the sec-

ond and third degree—those that prolapse at stool

and return unaided, and those that prolapse and re-

quire manual assistance for their return—require

operation; and, if there is also a rectocele, this, at

the same time, should receive surgical treatment.

In certain cases, in the internal hemorrhoidal area

anteriorly, there is prolapse of the rectal mucosa,
without a distinct hemorrhoid in the same location,

although internal hemorrhoids may be located

around the rest of the circumference. Removal of

the hemorrhoids and repair of the septum, ignoring

the mucous membrane anteriorly, is all that neces-

sary.

In case of a rectal or anal fistula, an abscess, or

any other purulent rectal condition, it is advisable

to operate on the rectal condition first, and not to

attempt the repair of the septum until a later date.

We should bear in mind that when the rectocele has

associated with it, disease of the cervix and anterior

vaginal wall, requiring surgical intervention, all

should be given attention at one operation. Repair
of the rectocele alone would increase the difficulty

of the repair, at a later date, of the cervix and an-

terior vaginal wall. Where there is ptosis, a laparo-

tomy may be required in addition, in order to restore

and retain in proper position the pelvic viscera. In

clean cases there should be no hesitation in repair-

ing the septum at the same time that one does the

necessary anal or rectal operation.

The ordinary surgical preparation of the vagina
and rectum should be made. It is preferable to do
the rectal operation first, following the method in

which the operator has had most experience. When
this is completed the vagina and perineum should be
again thoroughly cleansed. Before the vaginal oper-

ation is commenced, several thicknesses of toweling

should be clipped to the skin transversely across the

perineum, to avoid any possible contamination of the

field of operation ; and during the operation a con-

tinuous stream of some mildly antiseptic solution

reduces still further the chance of infection.

There are many methods of repair of the septum,

and it matters little how it is accomplished, if one
bears in mind certain general principles upon which
are based the successful operations. These prin-

ciples are: The separation and elevation of the pos-

terior vaginal mucous membrane from the rectal

wall as far upward as the culdesac, if necessary: the

infolding of the rectal wall, and the maintenance of

it in this position by bringing together above the

fold the rectovaginal layer of endopelvic fascia ; the

formation of a new perineal body by bringing to-

gether from either side the edges of the levator ani

muscle and other structures intimately associated

with it ; the obliteration of all dead space ; the trim-

ming away of redundant vaginal mucous membrane,
and the closure of the wound.

Inasmuch as anorectal diseases have frequently

associated a damaged septum, and, inasmuch as re-

lief of the symptoms of these two conditions add so

much to the comfort and well being of the patient,

I strongly urge the treatment of both at one and the

same time.

1250 Main Street.
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Some Observations on the Static Influence of Shortened

Pelvic Muscles

By JOHN JOSEPH NUTT, M. D, F. A. C. S.,

New York.

As in a number of cases I have found the cause

of round shoulders' and other conditions of faulty

posture to be due to limitations of normal move-
ments of the pelvis, it seems worth while to draw
attention to the fact that loss of function at the pelvis

joints may be the basic factor in curvature of the

spine, in cases of lower back pain and in young
adults who exhibit a marked awkwardness in danc-

ing and athletic sports.

All of the muscles about the hip have more than

one function, but selecting the muscles according to

the preponderance of their action, we may consider

the flexors of the hip as being the psoas, iliacus

rectus femoris and the sartorius and the extensors as

the glutei and the ham strings. The flexors of the

hip increase the inclination of the pelvis. The ex-

tensors of the hip decrease the inclination of the

pelvis. The inclination of the pelvis is also in-

creased by the quadratus lumborum, and decreased
by contraction of the rectus abdominis. The lateral

inclination of the pelvis will be influenced by the

abductors and adductors of the hip, more especially

by the former. The principal abductors of the hip

are the gluteus medius, gluteus minimus, and the

tensor vaginie femoris, although other muscles, espe-

cially the anterior part of the gluteus maximus enter

into this action. The chief adductors are the longus,

magnus and brevus together with the pectinius. In
different positions of the thigh the action of the

muscles vary to some extent, as in flexion of the hip

the tensor vaginae femoris becomes a flexor.

The matter to which I wish to call attention is

the possible existence of contracture of the flexors

and extensors of the hip, and of the (juadratus lum-
borum of so slight an extent as to escape detection

imder ordinary circumstances. Our examina-
tion of the mechanism of the pelvic joints is usually

cursory, and if there is no indication of inflamma-
tion, the idea of an existing abnormal condition is

quickly dismissed. I do not wish to include under
this heading those cases of protuberant abdomen
and lordosis following weakness of the abdominal
muscles.

C.\SE I.—An overgrown boy of six feet, seven-
teen years of age and a freshman at Columbia "Col-

lege, referred to me for round shoulders. The
mother had done everything from admonition to

slioulder braces to correct the increasing deformity.
The boy was very studious, caring more for books
than athletics, never even caring to take walks. He
gave no other reason than that he enjoyed his books
more. When sitting, he 80on slid forward on the

seat of his chair, and gave the appearance of sitting

on the sacrum rather than his tuber ischii. His
.standing posture was one of slight lordosis with
sway back and an increased curve of the dorsal

verte])ra". His pelvis was unusually small. Exam-
ination showed that flexion at the hips was limited to

140°, attempts at further flexion caused tilting of

the pelvis, decreasing its inclination with the hori-

zon. Extension of the hips was also slightly limited,

as was abduction. Systematic passive stretching to-

gether with attention to his study chair, desk, bed,

manner of walking and standing, obtained most

satisfactory results. After six months the boy stood

erect, could walk with comfort four or five miles,

and went into track athletics. His pelvis developed

and its joints functioned normally.

Case H.—Boy, aged sixteen years, five feet

eleven inches. Six months previous to consultation

had a slight injury res**lting in pain in the back, diag-

nosed as a strain. About a month later upon get-

ting up suddenly from the sofa where he was lying,

had a sudden pain in the back which forced him to

again lie down. He went to bed and remained for

si.x weeks as the pain always recurred upon get-

ting up. He had various treatments, none of which

proved of great benefit. A radiograph was taken

and blood tests made, but nothing discovered of a

pathological nature. For the first three weeks in

bed, he slept poorly but after that rested niore com-

fortably and when he got up was free from pain

for six or eight weeks. After violent exercise two
weeks before consultation the pain had returned

;

rested in bed for five days, after which he felt bet-

ter. No acute pain at present but sensation of

weakness in the right leg.

Examination showed that plumb line erected

from the centre of the pelvis fell half an inch to the

right of the seventh cervical vertebra : slight asym-

metry at waist line ; right side straighter than the

left ; no rotation in Adam's position ; forward bend-

ing gave slight pain in the lumbar region ; the right

anterior iliac spine was half an inch lower than

the left. A. G. F. left 130°, A. G. F. right 135°.

Extension slightly limited on the right side ; no

atrophy of the thighs or legs ; feet pronated. Diag-

nosis : Lower back strain due to shortening of the

extensors and flexors of the right hip. Treatment

:

cork insole in right shoe ; instruction in the proper

use of the feet and proper standing position ; wedged
sole and heels for the pronation, and passive stretch-

ing of the contracted muscles. Patient showed
marked improvement in four weeks and markedly
increased desire to enter into athletic sports and to

dance. Formally dancing had l)een too awkward
to afford any enjoyment.

Case HI.—A physician who had been ill three

years previously and suft'ered from complicating

l)hlebitis of the left saphenous vein, came to me
complaining of pain in the back to the left of the

second lumbar vertebra, rather constant, made
worse by standing and more so bv walking or other

exercise. It had been present iov three' vears and
had not improved under various lines of treatment.

For two years he had been unable to walk over five
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blocks a day witlTout l)eins: incapacitated for the fol-

lowing day and suffering- great pain. The examina-
tion showed nothing abnormal at the feet except for

slight shortening of the gastrocnemius, dorsal flex-

ion 90°
; knee normal ; restricted movement of the

left hip; the angle of greatest flexion was 135°;

extension normal. Inclination of the pelvis when
standing was increased. Diagnosis : shortening of

the quadratus lumborum, the extensors of the hip,

and the gastrocnemius. The systematic stretching

of these muscles produced a marked relief from
pain with the return of the ability to walk several

miles with no distress.

The spot of pain described as being to the left of

the second lumbar possibly had risen from the

strain of that part of the cjuadratus lumborum,
which arises from the transverse process of the

second lumbar vertebra, and I think it would be
well worth while in all cases in which an exact
spot of pain is described in the lumbar region, to

ascertain whether it may not result from a strain

of one of the heads of this muscle.

Case IV.—A young woman twenty years of age.

When thirteen years old while raising- her right

foot in order to put on her shoe, she felt a sudden
pain in her hip, was put to bed as she could not walk.
After an uncertain time (weeks) was up and about.
A few years later she sufYered a gradually increas-

ing pain about the right hip. This became so severe
that amputation was advised but declined. Pains
gradually subsided but she could not walk very
much without recurrence. The condition was now
diagnosed as tuberculous disease of the hip joint.

Was put to bed and received hospital treatment.
While in bed she felt fine, but when allowed up the

trouble inimediately returned. Has been a chil-

dren's nurse for various lengths of time, but always
finding it necessary to give up for a period of rest

after a few weeks or months. She walked with a

limp, which she said increased upon use, and with
slight internal rotation of the leg. Examination
showed a well developed young woman with a slight

functional curve of the spine and a tilting of the

pelvis. The hip joint showed no apprehension upon

forcible intraarticular j^ressure, passive or active.

A. F. right 140°, A. G. F. left 130°. A. G. E.
right 180°, A. G. E. left 200°. The leg was held in

adduction of 10°. X ray showed coxavara with-
out evidence of any bony structural changes. Diag-
nosis : strain due to limited motion about the hip
joint. Treatment : passive motion, stretching of con-
tracted tissues, high .shoe on the right side, the height
being lowered as the improvement increased. Re-
sult: after long walks or much dancing, left hip
feels tired but not painful, otherwise no .symptoms.
Case V.—A tall young girl nineteen years of age,

consulted me about her feet to which her physician
had attributed tlie probable cause of pains which
extended up her legs, thighs and sometimes to her
back. She had had more or less difficulty with her
feet, complaining of weak ankles. A year ago the

right ankle turned in and caused pain which lasted

.several weeks. Disinclined to enter into any sports

such as other girls of her age enjoy, saying she did
not care for them. Walked very little, enjoyed read-
ing and was bright in her studies. Examination
showed: pronated feet with no deformities of the

toes or foot ; dorsal flexion of both feet 90°
;
legs

straight ; knees normal
;
exaggerated lordosis. Flex-

ion and extension of both hips limited. A. G. E.
185°, A. G. F. 140°. The traction shoe elongated
the gastrocnemius, and passive stretching the con-
tracted muscles about the hips. Lessons in the

pro])er use of the feet and correct posture were
given. Result: restoration of normal function of'
both limbs with no pain after exercise, and en-

joyment, even zest for outdoor sports and dancing,
which she had previously found distasteful.

CONCLUSIONS.

These cases are examples of a series encountered
in both office and clinics. Doubtless many cures
are effected by the manipulations and massage of
irregular practitioners. When an examination dis-

closes these pelvic contractures, the physician should
himself perform .systematic passive stretching. His
personal attention will be appreciated, his treatments
will be scientifically applied, and his efforts will

yield most satisfactory results.

Observations on Abdominal Drainage

. By FRANK LeMOYNE HUPP, M. D.,

Wheeling, W." Va.

No apology need be made for bringing again to

the notice of the medical profession the subject of

abdominal drainage. It is a matter of the gravest

interest and concern, that so many of these neglected

cases of pus in the abdomen, esjjecially in the light

of modern teaching, should still be found in our
general hospitals. Is it because we have failed

utterly in our plain duty as teachers, or is it because

the family physician has not adequately learned his

lesson? May it be that the untutored layman has

*Read before the Section in Surgery of the West Virginia State
Medical Association, at Parkersburg, -W. Va.

been so terrified by the occasional operative death,

that he shrinks from "the knife" until the last re-

sort? Whatever the cause, the fact remains thait

many of these sufferers come seeking help and with

a mortality so high that we are satisfied that the

last word has not been spoken.

It is as much our imperative duty to teach the

family physician in unmistakable terms the impor-
tance of referring these cases without delay, as it is

to come here and exploit scientific truths and our
successes in other fields, at these annual gatherings.

I should feel it the most poignant humiliation if we,
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here and now. did not at least attempt to emancipate

those ignorant of their duty from the thraldom with

which tradition, the watchful waiting poHcy, the ice

bag and purgation, have fettered them. In the

words of Holy Writ, let us make this lesson so

plain, "that he who runs may read." It is my pur-

pose in this brief paper to touch upon only two or

three phases of this problem.

Within the past year it has been my privilege to

see several unfortunate conditions in these septic

abdomens, which might be classified under the teach-

ings of failures. Two patients in whom an appen-

dicial al)scess had been drained by rubber tubing,

the inelastic and badly placed tube, by pressure and
subsequent necrosis, had perforated bloodvessels

with alarming hemorrhage. In another case a stiff

drainage tube had been placed in contact with the

cecum, at a point where its vitality had been com-
promised by the septic process. There was pres-

sure necrosis with a resulting fecal fistula, and this

did not close until a secondary abdominal section

was done under the most adverse circumstances.

Two other patients, in whom only the larger ab-

scesses were drained by the operator, the perforated

appendix had been left in one case, deeply planted

in the wall of the abscess behind the cecum, and in

the other smaller hidden septic foci, including the

rectovesical pouch. In both cases the surgery had
been incomplete. One case terminated fatally ; in

the other, life hung in the balance but was saved,

not by the surgeon, but by the patient himself, for

he requested a rectal examination, thinking he had
piles. The bulging abscess was incised by rectum,

and the patient made a slow but satisfactory re-

covery. Had the dictum of MacLaren been heeded

in this instance, and a rectal examination made, the

situation would have been less humiliating to the

operator.

No possible defense can be made for allowing a

tube to be left in these purulent abdomens more than

two or possibly three days. It is our practice to

remove the original drains as early as possible, be-

fore the fibrinous exudate has crvstallized into

harmful adhesions. Of course, judgment must be

exercised and each case determined on its own
merits.

Moynihan has written that prolonged drainage of

the peritoneal cavity is a physical impossibility ; he

speaks of how the gauze or wick becomes isolated

and soon encapsulated, provoking a copious thin dis-

charge from the serous surfaces which surround it,

forming as Yates terms it, "a potential cavity which
is speedily converted into an actual cavity" by the

action of a plastic fibrinous exudate, forming encap-

sulating adhesions. Moynihan j)laces special empha-
sis on a vital point now generally accepted, that

"the use of gauze or rubber protective or tubes of

any sort left in the abdominal wound, should be re-

stricted to tho.se ca.ses where it is necessary to exer-

cise pressure to arrest bleeding; or to isolate a part

of the peritoneum when a known infection has oc-

curred ; or when the escape of a fluid along a track

isolated from the peritoneum is anticij^ated (as in

choledochotomy) ; or for temporary drainage of the

general peritoneal cavity. The length of time dur-
ing which drainage of the peritoneal cavity is pos-

sible has not been accurately reckoned, but it is

almost certainly very brief, probably not more than

twelve hours as a maximum."
Another objection to the familiar cigarette drain

is that it frequently fails utterly to remove the

])urulent secretion. These soft cylinders are, as a

rule, too tightly constructed, or they become kinked

or pressed upon, and thus act as an obstruction to

the exudate. Within the past year we have had
occasion to remove .many of these drains, and in

some instances when cut in two they were found
dry and unstained, and this was after they had been

in place several days.

In preparing to deal with the suppurative appen-

dix, while we prefer the gridiron incision, believing

by its use there is less tendencv to hernia, .still we
frequently use the right rectus entrance to the ab-

domen. The creation of a cofferdam, by the care-

ful j)lacement of moist compresses, thus isolating

the gangrenous appendix, or any other source of in-

fection, is a helpful and necessary part of the ritual.

Let there be placed advantageously and with a
feather edge technic as many properly constructed

drains as may be necessary, after the free libera-

tion of all limiting adhesions and the removal of the

appendix, exposing and evacuating every pus pocket.

If there has been a general invasion of the peritoneal

cavity, the placing of a large sized drain into the

very bottom of the pocket behind the male bladder,

or the culdesac in woman, is commonly accepted as

a ncces.sary part of the pelvic toilet. Much credit

for standardizing this technic belongs to Van Buren
Knott (1).

The drainage tube we have found most satisfac-

tory may be constructed in one of two ways. A
soft, new rubber tube the size of a pencil is split or

cut spirally and wrapped loosely with a piece of

gauze, and this is carried through a cvlinder of rub-

ber dam ; or, instead, there mav be used a speciallv

large split tube o^ soft rubber, fully a half inch in

diameter, containing as a core a strip of washed
iodoform gauze.

In these cases of general vseptic peritonitis, whether
the aspirating catheter of Deaver has revealed the

presence of pus in the pelvis or not, I am convinced
that any drainage short of this, as Knott has so

emphatically written, will fail to reach the pockets

of pus on the way to and in the pelvis, concealed as

they are by the many limiting adhesions. W ith this

technic and the influence of gravity posture, the

proctoclysis and its farreaching influence, and other

postoperative measures so familiar to you all, I am
sure the high mortality in these neglected cases will

be reduced, and the postoperative sepsis seen too

often, manifested by hepatic abscess, phlebitis, sub-

phrenic abscess, and empyema, will be reduced to

the minimum ( 1 )

.

An interesting observation regarding the abdo-
minal pack comes from Maylard (2). He sum-
marizes as follows: 1. If the packing is cm])loved

in septic cases without the adjunct drainage of a

tube, the gauze may act as a dam. 2. The irritating

effect of gauze on neighboring coils of healthy bowel
leads to a low form of adhesive peritonitis which
may end in obstruction. 3. The longer the wound
is kept o])en the more likely is the chance of the
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ventral hernia. 4. Withdrawal of gauze is a very
painful ])roces.s. Maylard seems to be very empha-
tic in defining its limitations, preferring to use only
the smallest piece possible when absolutely necessary.

It is our j)lain duty to provide for the escape of
the death dealing pus and to remove the perforated
appendix or repair the oi)en viscus. But, as Mum-
ford has interestingly observed, we must not stop
at this, we must encourage in every way the secre-

tory organs, the kidneys most of all, to take up their

alloted tasks ; we must nourish the organism, quench
the thirst, stimulate in the j)roper way the flagging
circulation, and subdue the \rd\n. We must further
remember when the abdomen is open, that any
undue mani])ulation of the bowel encourages paraly-
sis of peristalsis, postoperative ileus, in a body al-

ready exhausted and overwhelmed. In short, after

we have completed an approved piece of stirgery,

we must be mindful of the fact that we are dealing
with a brother man, and not simply a case number.
One point further regarding the cases of intraperi-

toneal abscess in the lower abdomen, the case which
has not received i)roper drainage, the patient who
is not doing well and seems to be rapidly and surely
approaching the inevitable cxitus Icthalis; the sunken
eye, the rapid pulse and respiration, the spitting up
of dark fluid from the stomach, distention, muscular
rigidity, intestinal ])aresis, Nature's last struggle

against the invading foe, the teUtale picture of con-
cealed pus and peritonitis. How often we have
watched these cases go to a fatal ending, perhaps
reopening the abdomen a few hours before the pass-
ing, in a vain effort to relieve the cause. Dr. Archi-
bald MacLaren has repeatedly urged the importance
of a rectal examination, many times he has opened
and drained through the rectum these neglected

abscesses and converted a defeat into a victory.

W'e have all profited by Crile's splendid idea of
anocias-sociation. In these cases we have repeatedly
followed his teaching with almost dramatic effect

:

The large hot pack, glucose and soda by rectum, pre-
liminary lavage, ])hysiological salt solution subcu-
taneously, and the judicious tise of morphine, until

the danger is past and recuperation begins.

A further observation
;
incomplete surgery is not

only the crime of the occasional operator, but too
often may be charged against the skilled technician.

If you would diminish the mortality in ca.ses of

septic abdomen, remove the ji-angrenous appendix,
the pus tube, search for and close the leaking; intes-

tinal ulcer, correct the defect, wherever -it may be,

and repair the damage done by adequate drainage.

Never back out of these distressing peritoneal in-

fections because, for.sooth, the task seems difficult

or impossible ; do not bring: reproach to yotir last

fifteen minues, finish the iob.

I lielieve we will agree that in the vast range of
vital problems that confront the medical profession
there is none more important than well balanced
judgment in the drainage of the septic abdomen. I

have not attempted to cover the entire field, but haxc
endeavored to place on the road we travel a few
finger boards to be marked by white stone, facts sup-
I)orted by observations and experience drawn from
the hospital wards and the operating table, hoping
it may stimulate profitable discussion.
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The Problem of the Immature Gataractous Lens*
By HOMER E. SMITH, M. D., F. A. C. S.,

New York,
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It may be taken for granted that it is not neces-

sary to apjiroach this subject from an argumenta-
tive viewpoint, and that many of the essentials inci-

dent to the problem are admitted. Chief among
these is that any condition which leads up to

permanent damage to the clarity of the lens, which
militates against clear vision, the comfort of the

individual, or the maintenance of his useful activ-

ities, should be remedied, provided that this can be

done with a reasonable pfospect of success and with
little risk of immediate or future loss of functional

integrity. In this is formulated the major premise,

but in the proviso lies the crux of the whole matter.

It is admitted, also, that a partially opaque lens

presents operative difficulties, and that attempts for

its removal are not justifiable in view of the imme-
diate risks or future changes which these may entail.

It is not necessary for me to explain that these are

Read before the .Section in Ophthalmology, New York Academy
of Medicine. March, 1921.

generalities. There are particularities dependent
upon the age of the patient, the degree of sclerosis,

or the type of the lenticular opacity, which may
nullify these difficulties and make for a clean ex-

traction
;

but, in the main, the rule as has been
stated holds. More than this, there is nothing to

tell us to what degree these factors are operative,

nor what, from the appearance of the lens, will be
its behavior at operation. That the dangers are

immanent, witness the many procedures which have
been devised to hasten the opacification and opera-

bility of immature cataracts, transcorneal multiple

punctures into the lens, a large iridectomy, sub-

capsular infiltration with normal saline or massage
of the capsule through a corneal incision. There
may have been others, but they have all fallen into

merited oblivion. In the day when "those that look

out of the windows be darkened," waiting is no
longer considered wise cotmsel, nor is the sufferer

from ])artial opacity of the lens to be condemned
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to mental and i)hysical distress of uncertain tenure.

At any stage of obscuration, restoration of vision

may l)e promised at a minimum risk, and there

remains only the selection of the method whereby
this may be attained. The choice must lie between

removal of the lens in its capsule or the operation-

advocated by me. Removal in the capsule involves,

first, a forcible rupture of the zonula, and, second,

the extrusion of the lens from the eye. There are

five procedures, any one of which may be used to

attain the first objective, and are executed after the

corneal section.

P'irst : Pressure a])plied over the cornea at or near

the sclerocorneal margin, directly backward toward

the nerve head and opposite the midpoint of the

corneal flap.

Second : Pressure applied, with a specially devised

spatula, over the convexity of the lens near the equa-

tor, alternately on either side, then above and below

until the lens is loose in the patellar fossa.

Third : Traction exerted upon the zonula by trans-

verse and opposite movements, the lens being held

in forceps grasping the capstile.

Fourth: The same maneuvres, but the lens now
being held in the cup of a suction apparatus.

Fifth: A rotation of the lens in the patellar fossa,

the tractive force being obtained by a hook slipped

into the lens near the equator.

In the first the rupture of the zonula and the

extrusion of the lens are parts of the same maneuvre.

In the second, third and fifth, the zonula is first

ruptured and the lens delivered by external pressure

;

in the suction method no external pressure need be

used. Incidentally, it is pertinent to comment on

the fact that not one of these methods is new, the

first being put into practice more than a hundred

and fifty years ago, and scarcely one has received

much more than a polite obituary. I think it may
be safely said that anyone who operates by any one
of these methods will admit that the technical diffi-

culties are infinitely great, that facility is acquired

only by mtich practice, and that the operator faces

with greater equanimity a mature cataract upon
which he is to operate by capsulotomy and by ordi-

nary methods. Assuming that this is true, with

what perfect confidence would he approach an

operation where he knew in advance that the capsu-

lotomy had been made assuredly ample, and that

the lens, no. longer bound to its capsular envelope,

lay ready for release at the lightest touch. Where
one's contentions are opposed to others, conclusions

should not be formulated until the reasons are given

for the quality of choice to serve in such a difference.

First, let me interpolate a few quotations from the

writings of an operator of large experience. In

secjuence relative to my contentions these are

:

1. "The aim of a cataract operation is to obtain

the best vision with the least risk to the eye."

2. "One of the frefjuent complications of the

ordinary capsulotomy operation is iritis," and "there

can be no question but that in the intracapsular

operation iritis is a much less frecjuent complication,

at the same time it does occur, and a thickening of

the hyaloid membrane, indicative of cyclitic involve-

ment, is also observed."

3. "Loss of vitreous is correctly regarded as an

unfortunate accident, and while a slight loss of

vitreous is freqtiently followed by good vision and
a sound eye—particularly if it occurs after the

delivery of the lens—it is an unpleasant complica-

tion which should not be minimized." "In the

hands of the most skillful the minimum of loss is

five per cent., in less skillful hands much higher."

"In the capsulotomy operation in careful hands
vitreous is practically not lost."

4. "It is a mistake to minimize the difficulties of
an intracapsular operation," and "I have not been
able to decide how much traction on the suspensory
ligament it is safe to apply in attempting to dis-

locate a cataract," and in his closing sentences he

says: "My own opinion is that the whole question

narrows itself down to this : Are we justified i or

the purpose of attaining better vision in some addi-

tional cases to increase the number of poor results

and failures directly referable to the method of
operating? I think not." Such is his conclusion.

With this I am wholly in accord, and my agree-

ment will carry greater emphasis if easy means to

safety can be shown and how danger may be
avoided by the alternate operation I propose. In no
spirit of cavil is the comparison of these differing

methods approached, but no argument can be com-
plete without criticism and contrast.

The first of the procedures for removing the lens

in the capsule, in my opinion, is unscientific, violates

every law of surgery and mechanics, and subjects

the eye to damaging traumatism, the effects of

which are immediate in a subluxation of the vitreous

upward and remote in the slow deterioration, which
follows, to the functional integrity of the eye. I

cannot bring forward greater corroborative testimony
to this than by saying that these are, in substance,

the statements made to me by Colonel Robert
Elliott when he was in this country, and that in

India, even though the surgical thought was domin-
ated by the brilliancy of the one able exponent of

this procedure, he had abandoned the Smith-Indian
for the Smith-American operation, and that his

successor in the Government Hospital at Madras
continues to practise it with gratifying success. He
was so good as twice to give public expression of

his approval, once before the Clinical Congress of

Surgeons of North America and again at a public

function in Boston.

Passing to the second method—here the zonula
is ruptured by successive peripheral quadrantic

pressure exerted backward. This is a revival of a

very old procedure, and is, I think, now practised

only by one operator ; with what success is not on
record, but this great objection applies, namely, that

the margin of surety between too much and too

little pressure is too narrow for safety. The method
of traction where the lens is held in the grasp of a
specially devised forceps applied to the capsule is

less open to objection, inasmuch as the tractive

force is away from the vitreous, but this procedure
is not applicable to the intumescent cataract, and,
again, the coefficient of safety is too low. Traction
by a suction apparatus has its advocates, but the first

.American surgeon who practised it does so no
longer. It surely requires a generous corneal section,

for the lens plus the instrument must pass through
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this on the dehvery. It must possess an advantage
in that no external pressure need he apphed to the

eye, but one can foresee a number of accidents' that

might happen and from which other methods would
be free.

ROT,\TION OF THE LENS.
From a purely mechanical viewpoint, the

rotation of the lens in the patellar fossa more nearly

fulfils the law of equal resistance, for here the force
is radially applied and at any given point on the

fibrillary ring is less than in the other methods of

rupturing the zomula. Leaving out of consideration

the operation by expression and considering only

those which employ chiefly traction to free the lens

from its attachments, if we apply the laws of

mechanics to this tractive force it can be easily seen

that the resistance to be overcome varies inversely

as the chord of the arc through which this tractive

force is exerted. If applied to the anterior pole a

nearly equal tension is exerted over a quadrant ic

insertion of the zonula, no matter from what angle

traction proceeds, and remains uniform in the suc-

cessive applications at right angles or in the opposite

direction. If the tractive force has its point of

origin above or below the pole, and traction is

•exerted down or up respectively, the resistance pro-

gressively increases until the rupture extends to the

horizontal meridian and progressively decreases until

the last fibres give way. If the tractive force is

applied below the polar diameter, the same law
obtains, but now the upper fibres remain unbroken,

the lens must tumble under extrusion pressure, and
there results a breech presentation and the opening-

through which it is to lie delivered must be corre-

spondingly larger. If this space is only adequate to

give exit to the lens in its normal position, the

equator must be forced back into the vitreous until

anteversion is complete. This accounts for the

more frequent loss of vitreous at the time of the

delivery of the lens.

From the foregoing it logically follows that the

anterior pole is the proper place from which to

initiate the tractive force. However, no matter

which may be the choice of the methods just de-

scribed, I cannot think that any operation which
forcibly tears the zonula and which can inflict a

damaging trauma to the ciliary body is good surgery,

and even if it were, with the vitreous retained only

by its trabecular, disaster hangs, like the sword of

Damocles, on the strength of a single hair. If these

were the only methods whereby the immature
cataractous lens could be removed from the eye, we
might, in view of the superlative benefits to be con-

ferred, shut our eyes to their unsurgical features

and to the risks incurred ; but I trust that I may be

able to show a better and surely a safer procedure;

that ]jy it all that is claimed for the intracapsular

operation may be more easily attained, and that the

operative risks are even less than are those involved

in the extraction of a fully mature cataract.

NECESSITY FOR EXPERIENCE.
To how many would apply the warning not to do

a certain operation until personal training had been
received from one skilled therein, and not even then

unless they were doing a hundred annually. In the

four hospitals that do the most eye work in tliis

city, their last reports give, of all cataract cases

—

mature, immature, and complicated—which came to

operation, a total of 1,108. To do these operations
there were thirty-six surgeons, giving an average

of thirty-one operations apiece. This falls some-

what short of a hundred operations a year, and for

this particular operation I know of only two opera-

tors in this city who have received i)ersoual training.

By these criteria we are all unt^rainedj^nd (jccasional

operators, and whatever skill our faltering hands
may show has been acquired in the oj^eration with

capsulotomy. To the procedure herein advocated

the usual technic is entirely api)licable, and, in fact,

simplified, for it makes sure and easy the capsu-

lotomy, which is admittedly difficult. Pro])ably no
operation in surgery, and certainly none in ophthal-

mology, has been so provocative of intense and
often acrimonious discussion as that for the extrac-

tion of the cataractous lens, mature or immature.

There is a clear distinction between the good sur-

geon and the good operator. The former is the

man who knows just what is necessary to be done,

and when ; how it is to be done is the function of

the operator. In this he has his choice, and

for him this way will be the best ; but if he is botli

surgeon and operator he will have sound reasons

for his methods, and will take heed to the experi-

ences of those who have preceded him. That there

is no absolutely perfect technic, witness the many
variants on the blepharostasis, fixation, section,

iridectomy, capsulotomy, expression and the toilet

of the eye. There are advantages and disadvan-

tages in every one, and when my own methods are

presented it will not be with any claim for perfec-

tion, but because these meet my own needs and
fulfill those of the objects to be attained.

PREVENTION OF SEOUEL.E.

Having expressed my objections to the intra-

capsular operation from the technical, surgical and
mechanical points of view, and how these si ould

be the determining or the deterrent factors for the

occasional operator, I am prepared to admit that,

if all goes well, nothing could be more beautiful or

productive of brilliant results, but that qualifying

// looms large to one who has witnessed many intra-

capsular extractions. The objections which were

raised against the classical operation are in large

part no longer ^ tenable, for they were based on
older experiences which modern methods have

largely modified. Chief among the objections urged

are the frequency of iritis and the occurrence of

secondary opaque membranes in the pupillary area.

These are coupled, for they are mostly due to the

same cause ; lens matter left behind acting as a

foreign protein to set up iridic irritation augmented
by the trauma incident to the iridectomy. Alone of

all the tissues of the body the lens seems to live a

charmed existence, endowed with endless grow*^h,

and any epithelial residue left clinging to the capsule

often proliferates to draw the curtain behind the

opened window. The preventive of these sequelae'

is to leave none of the lens fibres in the eye. It is

here pertinent to interpolate an exception to the

claim that a large capsulectomy will give facile exit

to the semiopaque lens matter from the capsular

envelope. The capsule is not elastic ; it is held taut
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by the reefing lines that bind it to the ciliary

processes, and an extraction by capsulectomy leaves

behind circumferential pockets with retained lens

matter and a central more or less clear area wiiohc

clarity is menaced by later outgrowths. The neces-

sity for a needling operation, which was he'd to be

the great drawback to the capsulotomy operation,

need no longer be a deterrent if there is nothing left

to needle. The posterior capsule has a thickness

of but one five hundredth of an inch, and, if swept
clean, only a diaphanous veil is left in the eye.

Having set forth the argument against intra-

capsular extraction and reconsidered the chief ob-

jections to its classical predecessor, let me once jnore

present the method which, with later modifications

of proven worth, escapes the dangers of the one,

increases the efficiency of the other, and puts tuature

and immature cataract on an equal operative footing.

Incidentally, this method permits of a .safe and
speedy extraction of the clear lens in high myopia,
in Morganian cataracts eliminates the difficulties to

an ample capsulotomy, and, if followed in mature
cataracts makes easy an ample opening in the cap-

sule and facilitates a clean exit of the lens.

TECHNIC.
In an operation whose every step has been most

minutely elaborated, and in which minor variants

have been equally the source of fulsome praise and
rabid denunciation, it is left for every operator

to choose for himself in what manner he shall pro-

ceed, but he should have good reasons for his

choice. It is only necessary to submit these briefly

and with little argument.
First, the blepharostasis : In my opinion, for this

nothing equals the Skeel speculum. It holds the

lids apart to a predetermined degree, it does not

press upon the globe, and it may be instantly re-

moved with one hand in case of necessity.

Second, the fixation : A crossbilled forceps ap-

plied over the insertion of the internal rectus muscle.

This will neither tear nor tear out, is the logical

counterpoint to meet the pressure apj^lied in making
the corneal section, and prevents the rotation of the

globe away from the knife as it enters and leaves

the anterior chamber.

Third, the section : This should be proportionate

to the size of the body which is to' pass through it,

and amplitude is the first consideration. It should
begin and end just within the limbus and finish with
a conjunctival flap. The knife should be two and
a half millimetres wide, thirty-two millimetres long,

have a straight Ijack, l)e hollow ground and very
sharp.

The technic of iridectomy has been j^ractically

agreed upon, but whether or not it shall l)e done
has not l)een settled. Two things, however, are
certain—a sim])le extraction gives better visual and
cosmetic results, and an intact iris can form no ad-
hesions to tags of capsule. We shall not consider
cases in which the iris lacks the lustrous appearance
of health or when its rigidity is indicated by a pupil
of slight dilatability ; such always require an iridec-

tomy and to the removal of cortical debris ; more-
healthy irides and dilatable pupils election is given
to simple extraction. 'I'hat this has not been the
choice of others is because by former methods there

were difficulties encountered to an efficient capsulo-

tomy and to the removal of cortical debris ; more-
over, there was the added danger of an iris prolapse.

These were not negligible factors, but are largely so
when a preliminary capsulotomy has been done, and
especially when tiie eye has been thoroughly atro-

pinized.
CAPSULOTOMY,.

The matter of capsulotomy has been left to the
last, where it properly belongs in the sequence of
the old operation, but is first in time and importance,
by the method here advocated and distinguishes this

from other procedures. It is not altogether easy
to do and is impossible except with the knife de-
signed especially for the purpose. It is not humanly
possible to devise a faultless operation for cataract,

nor is any method free from dangers and drawbacks.
In the one I have made my own, its single disad-
vantage is only an inconvenience since twice must
the technic of asepsis be carried out and twice in

the* same day must the surgeon operate upon his

patient. That infection might be a double risk has
not been borne out by the statistics, as so far this

has not been met with.

There are, however, two very real dangers,
one of them being that the lens may be dis-

located in doing the capsulotomy, which is chiefly

the fault of an improper instrument. If the knife
has not the proper shape nor made very sharp to

the point, it may catch in the lens, and if bungling
attempts are then made to cut the capsule, the lens
will be dragged loose from its moorings. A perfect
knife and ophthalmic fingers will insure an ample
and an easy crucial division of the capsule.

The second danger, and the only one to be feared,
is increased intraocular tension arising before the
usual six hour waiting interval has elapsed. To
meet this properly the eye should be finger tested
from time to time, and if recognized that the tension
is rising, the waiting period should be cut short.
Fortunately this complication does not often occur,
but if it does a slight modification of the technic
will avert disaster. Let the section remain incom-
plete by leaving a broad conjunctival Ijridge, remove
the speculum, apply a pad of warm, moistened gauze
over the eye, holding this firmly on for a few min-
utes. Have the upper lid held up and away from
the globe on a lid retractor, divide the conjunctival
bridge with a pair of scissors, and proceed as usual
to the delivery of the lens. Some operators have
made this conjunctival bridge narrower and de-
livered the lens along its nasal border. There are
some advantages in this, but the delivery of the lens
is less easily accomplished.

Herein I have with the utmost frankness
presented all that has been or may be said against
this operation. Admitting them all, they have little

weight as against the many and great advantages of
this over any other method which attempts to safely
and successfully meet the difficulties inherent to the
extraction of the imiualure cataractous lens.

I know of nothing more difficult than to convey
to others, by mere -descriijiion, a clear concept
of any surgical procedure so that he who reads may
execute it exactly as does its originator. Hence it

follows thai variants occur, some unadvisedly, some
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from lack of understanding, and others from at-

tempts at improvements. They who essay the latter

are perhaps unaware that in the evolution of a

technic many of their variations have been tried and
rejected.

TECHNIC OF OPERATION.

We will assume a wise selection of the case which
is to be the subject of this operation. Let there be

normal tension, a healthy iris, and a mobile dilatable

pupil, the degree of lenticular opacity is wholly im-
material. The initial step—and this may seem in-

consequential—is to close trim the lashes from the

outer half of the upper lid. which shortens by just

so much the time that the speculum needs to remain

in the eye and any loose hairs are at once detected.

Next the eye is atropinized, three successive instilla-

tions, twenty minutes apart, these things being done
by a nurse an hour before the time set for the cap-

sulotomy. The sphincter iridis being thus paralyzed

does not functionate, the pupil remains open during

the operation, the irrigation is made more efifective,

and against an iris prolapse there is no greater safe-

guard.

The technic of anesthesia and asepsis having
been carried out, the operator, securing his blephar-

ostasis and fixation, stands at the head of his

patient. This is his position for the right eye. The
specially designed knife, held like a pencil, blade

down, enters the anterior chamber through a punc-

ture at the centre of the supertemporal quadrant,

the blade carried down to the lower margin of the

dilated pupil, its edge pressed against the capsule,

and as the handle is made to describe an arc away
from the operator, the blade within the eye describes

a lesser arc toward him, and in so doing divides the

capsule upon the vertical meridian. In executing

this maneuvre it is necessary as the cut progresses

to lessen gradually the length of the shank in the

eye, as the arc described by the blade must grow
less as the space wherein it can operate decreases.

Unless this is done either the blade will sink too

deeply in the lens or will dislocate it. The vertical

cut having been made, the blade is carried over to

the pupillary margin on the opposite meridian, the

handle is given a quarter turn toward the operator

bringing again the blade in contact with the capsule.

The arc described by the handle is now nasalward
and the transverse cut made exactly as the other.

The blade, now turned into its plane of entrance, is

withdrawn from the eye and the capsulotomy is com-
plete.

If for the left eye, the operator stands on the

left side of the patient, and the knife enters in the

inferotemporal quadrant and the first cut begins

above, otherwise the technic is the same as for the

other eye. The palpebral space is now flushed with

normal saline, the lids of both eyes are held closed

by narrow strips of isinglass plaster, and the patient

put to bed in a quiet room for a period of about six

hours.

RESUME.
While we are waiting for the aqueous to insinu-

ate itself between the cortex and the capsule and so

separate the two, let us briefly review what we have
gained and what are the advantages of this method
over others in the extraction of the lens. In the

first place, we are assured of an ample capsulotomy
done with an ease and certainty not otherwise at-

tainable and, no matter what may be the state of

the lens—clear, opaque or partially so—its later

removal will be made equally easy with little or no
cortical detritus remaining in the eye. The extrac-

tion proper which follows, at the expiration of the

waiting period, dififers in no manner from the usual

method. The section and the conjunctival flap is

made and the latter turned back over the cornea.

This is now no embarrassment to the operator, as the

step it tends to obscure in the classical operation has

already been taken. Caution should be observed in

the delivery of the lens, for this is attained so easily

that not infrequently it occurs spontaneously with
the completion of the section, and in any event only

the slightest pressure is needed for the extrusion of

the lens.

Once the lens is delivered, no matter how clear and
black the pupil may appear, the anterior chamber
should be irrigated with warm, sterile normal saline,

for there may be clear lens fibres sticking to the

posterior capsule. These are invisible, but present

or not, nothing can so effectively remove whatever
may remain of cortical matter. Eyes have been lost

at attempts at removal of this by external manipula-
tion, and from a purely anatomical and mechanical
viewpoint the total clearing of the anterior chamber
by the latter method is next to impossible. It is not

to be expected that any method of extraction can be
invariably succeessful.

A cataractous eye is a sick eye, and even a

successful intracapsular operation will not clear

up a thickened and cloudy hyaline membrane if this

condition is consequent on the nutritive disturbance

which caused the cataract. With preliminary cap-

sulotomy and irrigation it is most certainly true

that only in the rarest instances is a needling neces-

sary, for nothing is left in the eye that can either

become opaque or set up iridic irritation. Following
the toilet of the iris, the conjunctival flap is

smoothed back into place, atropine ointment is

placed in the lower culdesac and the patient put to

bed.

Perhaps at times ,my enthusiasm may have
prompted me to statements that might appear dog-
matic. So they • might be thought did they rest

upon my own unsupported assertions ; but this oper-

ation is not an untried procedure, and six years ago
I reported the results of 180 operations at the hands
of other men. Of these there were ninety-one per

cent, successes, six per cent, partial, and three per'

cent, total failures. These, be it understood, were
all immature cataracts. Taking into account un-
familiarity with a new procedure at the hands of
many men and comparing these with the average
successes in fully mature and operable cataracts it

is seen this method does not sufTer by comparison.
The method is safe and goes far to solve the

problem of the immature cataract. It involves no
departure from time tried methods, nor is there a

new and difficult technic to be mastered. It speedily

makes operable cataract at any stage of opacifica-

tion and assures a clean and easy deUvery of the

lens.

276 Madison Avenue.
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The Simulation of Epidemic Encephalitis by Drug Poisoning^'

By GEORGE WILSON, M. D.,

Philadelphia.

The incidence of epidemic encephalitis since the

early months of 1919 has made the diagnosis of this

disease important. When the malady first appeared

the diagnosis most frequently made was meningitis,

hysteria or uremia. Later on when the disease was
better recognized it was natural that other conditions

should be diagnosed as encephalitis. It is with this

latter contingency that I wish to deal and to record

two cases of drug poisoning, in both of which the

diagnosis of epidemic encephalitis was made as a

tentative consideration.

Case I.—A woman, married, about forty-two

years of age, was operated upon for appendicitis and
made an uneventful surgical recovery. Because of

persistent postoperative insomnia she was given five

grains of luminal every night for six nights without

any results until after the fifth dose had been taken.

On the afternoon of the sixth day, and before she

had had the last dose of luminal, she complained of

headache and double vision. Her temperature at

that time was 100° F. Following the last dose of

luminal the woman went to sleep and remained in

a stupor for six days. During this period she could

be aroused only to fall again into a state of lethargy

;

she would stop talking in the midst of a conversa-

tion and had to be prodded to keep on chewing when
she had a mouthful of food. She complained of

extreme weakness, was unable to hold her head
erect, and was scarcely able to raise her hand to her

mouth.
Physical examination.—The appearance of the

woman's face suggested a double third nerve weak-
ness ; the upper lids could be only partially elevated

and the muscles of the forehead assisted in the ac-

tion. The pupils were moderately dilated and re-

acted poorly to light. The face was smoothed otit.

The speech was indistinct and resembled to some
extent that of general paresis. A universal hypo-

tonia with a profound depression of the deep re-

flexes was noted ; the plantar and abdominal reflexes

were present and normal. The blood, urine, cere-

brospinal fluid and eyegrounds were normal. The
temperature did not go higher than 99° F. except

on the one occasion mentioned above.

Clinical course and outcome.—For six days the

woman was in a state of extreme lethargy. At the

end of that time she gradually became brighter men-
tally although she still continued to sleep a great

part of the time. An alarming asthenia persisted for

two more weeks and was so severe that she could

not hold her head 'erect for any length of time. She
eventually made a complete recovery. No attempt

was made to determine the character of her gait

until the patient had regained a great deal of her

strength and at that time it showed nothing different

from what would be expected after a very severe
illness.

*From the Neurological Departinent of the School of Medicine of
the University of Pennsylvania and the Philadelphia General Hos-
pital.

C.\SE 11.—A man, forty-six years of age, was ad-

mitted to the service of Dr. H. B. Allyn, at the

Philadelphia General Hospital, in February, 1921.

When brought in the man was in a semistuporous

condition and could give no history of his illness.

He could be aroused but it was impossible to keep

him awake long enough to get a connected story.

Flivsical examination—The patient" was well nour-

ished and well developed and presented no rash.

The temperature was 99° F. on admission and the

pulse and respiration were normal. The man could

not elevate the upper lids to any extent and endeav-

ored to assist the efifort with the frontal muscles.

The pupils were dilated but reacted well to light and
in convergence. An exact idea of the movements of

the eyeballs could not be determined. The neck was
flaccid and a similar condition was presented in the

muscles of the extremities. The deep reflexes were
exaggerated without ankle clonus or Babinski, and
the abdominal and cremasteric reflexes were present

and normal. A pin stuck with moderate force into

the skin caused no resentment on the part of the

patient. The blood, urine, cerebrospinal fluid and
eyegrounds showed nothing abnormal.

Clinical course and outcome.—The man remained
lethargic for three days after which he rapidly re-

covered and became brighter mentally. He told us
he had had a cold a few days before his admission
into the hospital and had bought a half pint of whis-

key from a bootlegger ; he drank the entire amount
for the relief of his cold and, Hke one of Bret Harte's

characters, "He curled up on the floor, and the sub-

se(|uent proceedings interested him no more.'' The
patient said that the whiskey had a peculiar odor and
taste and burned on the way to the stomach.

COMMENT.
Since Dercum's paper on the value of luminal in

epilepsy, that drug has been widely used. Patients,

some of them children, have been kept on luminal
for months without bad results, so far as toxic re-

sults are concerned, the daily dose as a rule being
about one grain. Luminal has been little used as a
straight hypnotic and it was tried in the first case
reported for such an effect. After twenty-five

grains of the drug had been given over a period of
five days, the patient had headache and diplopia, two
of the most important symptoms of epidemic en-
cephalitis, and these symptoms were cjuickly fol-

lowed by lethargy which lasted, in a severe degree,
for six days and then gradually passed away, the

whole picture being accompanied by a marked
asthenia. Fever was absent except in the first day
of the intoxication. The history of an excessive
amount of luminal having been given, it was thought
that the patient suffered from poisoning due to that
drug and that she did not have epidemic encephalitis

which was the diagnosis first considered.

F. J. Farrell ( 1 ) has rejiortcd two cases of intoxi-

cation due to the excessive use of luminal. His first
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case was that of a woman twenty-four years of age,

who took five grains on two successive nights. Fol-

lowing this she became dreamy and sleepy ; her

speech was slurred and words were mispronounced

;

there was ataxia and inability to stand without sup-

port. Dilated pupils and diminished deep reflexes

completed the picture which cleared up in twelve

hours. His second ca.se was a man, thirty-five years

of age, who took fifteen grains of luminal in the

course of three hours and four hours later was given

three grains of veronal. The following day his

speech was unrecognizable, there was marked ataxia,

the pupils were dilated, and the knee jerks were
absent. After a period of forty-eight hours tlie con-

dition cleared up.

A. H. Ruggles (2) has reported the case of a

woman wlio took three grains of luminal every night

for nine months because of persistent insomnia. A
marked incoordination of the arms and legs devel-

oped in this patient.

Veronal, which is similar to luminal chemically,

may produce symptoms resembling those recited

above. Hassin and Wien reported a case of veronal

poisoning which simulated epidemic encephalitis.

Because of the frequency with which luminal i^

used at ])resent I thought it apro])os to record this

ca.se of luminal poisoning, which certainly caused a
great deal of alarm and apjirehension on the i)art, not
only of the patient's family, but also of the physician
who ])rescril)ed tiie drug. The second case, that of
the man who took the half ])int of "bcjotleg" whiskey,
presented clinically a picture which strongly sug-
gested ejMdemic encephalitis and in fact, until the
condition cleared up and he told^the real story of his
illness, and in the absence of negative findings of all

sorts, that was the diagnosis made. The case also
seemed to be wordiy of report, as not an ordinary
case of alcoholic intoxication, but one in which the
symptoms were produced by poor whiskey. In both
of the cases reported, because of the symptomatology
and the prevalence of the di.sease, the diagnosis first

made was epidemic encephalitis. It is, I believe,

important and should be generally known that in-

toxications can simulate epidemic encephalitis, and
it is for that reason that these cases are reported.

REFERENCES.

1. Farrell, F. J. : Journal A. M. A., July 19, 1913.
2. Ruggles, A. H. : Archives of Ncuroloi/\ and Psychia-

try, August, 1921, p. 234.
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Simple Anorectal Fistula Simulating the Tuberculous Variety
A Report of Two Cases Presenting Unusual Features

By ARTHUR A. LANDSMAN, M. D.,

New York,

Associate Rectal Surgeon, Post-Graduate Medical School and Hospital; Attending Rectal Surgeon, Jewish Memorial Hospital;
Deputy Surgeon Rectal Diseases, Out Patient De partment, New York Hospital.

Although tuberculous anorectal fistulje have clear

cut clinical features which are lacking in the non-
tuberculous variety, they may be mistaken for each
other in the zone in which one approximates the

characters of the other. To put the matter more
clearly, the typical tuberculous and the typical non-
tuberculous fistuke would scarcely b? confounded by
any one with average surgical experience : but it

happens occasionally that the physician may be
called to see a patient suft^ering from the former
disease, either before the full development of the

characteristic symptoms, or when improved general

conditions have so altered the local picture that it

no longer exhibits the distinguishing features upon
which we depend to make our diagnosis. On the

other hand, in certain cases of nonspecific fistulse of

long standing, in which the patient's resistance has

been greatly undermined by absorption of toxins,

by the stress incidental to a chronic suppuration, or

by other factors such as will be brought out in the

course of this report, one may meet with simple fis-

tuke which in their later stages come to resemble

the specific group, morphologically and clinically, to

such a degree as to lead to possible error in diag-

nosis ; this may arise especially in such patients as

happen toJ)e subject to frequently recurring colds,

suffer from a persistent cough, are afflicted with

chronic gastrointestinal catarrh, or present other

symptoms which may be interpreted as confirmatory

of tuberculosis. I have recently observed two cases

in which a mistaken diagnosis of tuberculous fistuke

was made in such circumstances, in which evidence

uncovered at operation cleared up the diagnosis and
explained the unusual reaction of the tissues. In

order to save others from falling into the same
error, they are here reported.

Case I.— I. R., history number 1706, was ad-

mitted to the service of the Jewish Memorial Hos-
pital with a history of an abscess about the coccyx,

for which he was operated upon in one of the local,

hospitals three months before in the usual way, and
subsequently treated by cleansing of the wound and
gauze drainage. The wound failed to close, and he

was referred with a complaint of a chronic thin,

dirty grey discharge from an opening one cm. l)elow

the tip of the coccyx, tenderness about the rectum
and lower end of the spine, and inability to attend

to his occupation, because of the pain caused by
prolonged sitting or standing. He was constipated,

suffered from a hacking cough, felt weak, and was
steadily losing weight. Physical examination dis-

closed signs of chronic bronchitis but no lung in-

volvement, good heart and competent kidneys. Be-
low the coccyx there was a rather patent opening at

the edges of which several tufts of granulation tis-

sue were visible, surrounded by bluish skin some-
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what undermined. This on probing led toward the

bone, to an area which upon being pinched up with

the fingers from without gave the impression of a

rounded mass, possibly a chronic inflammatory de-

posit, as was thought. Inspection of the parts

showed the buttocks to be flattened, the tuberosities

l)rominent, the anus deepened, the ischiorectal fossje

sunken. Proctoscopic and sigmoidoscopic examina-

tions were negative. A diagnosis of tuberculous ano-'

rectal fistula was made, and the patient advised to

submit to a conservative operation to secure drain-

age and to go to the country. At operation (gas)

when the tract was laid o])en, a thickened globular

mass was discovered between the posterior wall of

the rectum, coccyx and lower sacrum, which when
broken up with the fingers was found to be a piece

of gauze one cm. by five cm., such as is used for

drainage. Upon being further questioned later

(without being told of the reason), he remembered
that at one period of his illness, following the dress-

ings, he felt so well that he thought it unnecessary to

return, until a recurrence of the pain made him seek

further treatment two weeks later. Following oper-

ation the wound healed speedily, the patient's appe-

tite returned, his cough subsided, and he was back

at his work in a month.
Case II.—J. R., history number 1701, male,

aged thirty- four, family, previous and present his-

tories negative, was submitted to the service of the

Jewish Memorial HosjMtal with a complaint of pain

and tenderness of the inner side of the left buttock,

and an annoying discharge from a wound beside the

anus. His troubles began eight to ten months be-

fore, with a swelling in that region, which after

operation subsided for a time, only to recur. His
digestion was poor, his bowels constipated, he suf-

fered from a persistent cough and expectoration, and
was steadily losing weight. Locally the skin around

the left side of the anal opening was bluish, thick,

brawny, raised into folds and perforated by a num-
ber of irregular openings from which exuberant
granulation protruded, and a few drops of this odor-

less seropurulent material could be scjueezed out.

The flattened l)uttocks, the prominent bony land-

marks, and the sunken anus suggested loss of

weight. Probing disclosed an undermining of the

left ischiorectal fossa for a distance of about five cm.

but gave no evidence of perforating the rectum.

Sigmoidoscopic examination was negative, physical

examination of the lungs, heart and kidneys was
also negative. He felt miserable, with pain and
anno\-ing discharge, and was unable to work because

of weakness and difficulty in sitting down. Al-

though the clinical appearance was not typical, a

diagnosis of a probable tuberculous anorectal fistula

was made, because of the unusual character of the

local lesion and the suspicious general symptoms.
At operation a globular mass the size of a large

hazel nut was found which contained a ball of hair

and a thick semisolid jellylike material—an infected

dermoid cyst in an unusual location.

COMMENT.

Infection of the perianal tissue with tuberculosis,

whether primary or secondary, leads to a specific

reaction which manifests itself in constant, definite

and characteristic changes upon which a diagnosis

of tuberculosis may be predicated, even before op-
portunity has been given for a microscopic examina-
tion of the tissue. The presence within the tissues

of an infected foreign body for a prolonged period,

evidently causes a reaction which may result in

clinical signs simulating tuberculosis and may lead

to error, especially when the patient presents gen-

eral symptoms suggestive of the disease.

310 West Eighty-sixth Street.

Local Anesthesia in Dental, Oral, Nose and Throat Surgery
With Particular Reference to Nerve Blocking

By H. E. TOMPKINS, M. D., D. D. S..

New York,

Oral Surgeon, Bloomingdale Clinic.

In submitting the subjoined tables and the articles

to follow, I realize full well the magnitude of the

work I have undertaken. I realize, too, from my
own experience, the necessity for a short, concise,

yet fairly complete manual of local anesthesia. In

my own experience I have had to wade through
verbose volumes, i)age after page, to find some
detail which could have been expressed in very few
words.

The language used ihniughout this work will be
as simple as possible, so that the freshest freshman
and the oldest practitioner may understand. But
it is presumed that the reader shall i)()ssess a fairly

intimate knowledge of anatomy, without which no
practitioner can ho])e to be uniformly successful in

the administration of local anesthetics.

Acknowledgmcnl is made to all who have ever

written or talked on the subject of local anesthesia;

the references in the following work are so multi-

tudinous that a blanket acknowledgment is made.

Any suggestions for the improvement of this work,

for future publication, will be gratefully received

by the writer and acknowledged with thanks. Suc-

ceeding articles will deal with definite technic for

each injection mentioned, taking each in the order

given in the tables. The jmrpose is to have the

work so arranged that the busy man need but look

at the tal)les to find the general data, and then to

look at the succeeding articles to get the specific

technic for making proper injections.

explanatory notes.

1. The anesthetic considered throughout this work
will be procaine. Procaine is the American name for

the older ( leniian i)ro(luct which was known by the
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name.novocaine. 'I'his German novocaine was never
made in this country and is not made in this country
now. The word novocaine is used today by one of

the three manufacturers of procaine as its trade name.
The American made product, procaine, is the equal

if not the superior of the original foreign made drug.

2. All anesthetic solutions to be used by injection

should contain a known proportion of the natural

suprarenal extract. The proportion should never

be greater than one to 25,000. The ideal proportion

is from one to 40,000 to one to 50,000. An anes-

thetic solution containing suprarenal extract should

not be used when it has changed color to any degree.

3. For use as a swab or surface anesthesia use

procaine solutions of from ten to twenty per cent.,

to which suprarenal extract (natural) has been
added in the proportion of one to 50,000. Such solu-

tions may be used to pack, swab or spray into the

nose or pharynx with impunity and perfect safety.

4. Make all injections slowly. Take at least a

minute for the injection of each mil (c. c.) of solu-

tion. This works for safety and a better anesthesia

of greater area.

5. During the administration of a local anesthetic,

the patient should always be semirecumbent if not

fully reclining. This position should be maintained

for at least five minutes after the injection has been

com])leted, when the patient may be placed in any
position desired.

6. All patients approach an oj^eration, no matter

how slight it may be, with fear and nervousness.

A calm, complacent patient is much easier to work
on. Therefore, give, as preliminary medication,

either thirty grains of triple bromides, half an hour
before operating", or five to ten grains of bromural,

a half hour before operating, or one fourth grain

morphine fifteen minutes before operating. Any
one of these drugs will render the patient quite

complacent.

7. Test the .susceptibility of the patient for the

drug in use in the following manner : Cleanse any
selected area. Insert the needle about one fourth

inch, and inject, slowly, four or five drops of the

solution. Wait and watch for any possible toxic

symptoms. If patient has an idiosyncrasy for or

is susceptible to the drug, symptoms will develop

within thirty seconds. If no symptoms appear, the

drug will not be responsible for any after effects.

If any disagreeable experiences occur after the

thirty second wait, and if no symptoms of toxicity

develop in the thirty seconds, the operator is at

fault in the technic of his injection or in the technic

of his operation.

PREPARATION OF THE SOLUTIONS.

. It is absolutely imperative that all solutions in-

jected into the human body shall be as nearly sterile

as it is possible to have them. Therefore, diligent

care must be exercised in the preparation of those

solutions. Only freshly distilled water should be

used as the basis of the vehicle in which procaine

(or any other anesthetic) shall be ultimately dis-

solved. Tap water, either raw or boiled, and dis-

tilled water from a laundry or drug store, are both

contraindicated because of possible contamination.

It is equally imperative, for complete and uniform
success, that all solutions to be injected into the

[New VoKh
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human body shall be isotonic or agreeable to the

tissues. It has been found that the salinity or

tonicity of the solution may vary from four tenths

to one per cent, and still not be an irritant. It

has been found also that the socalled Ringer's saline

is much more agreeable to the tissues than ufjrmal

saline. (Ringer's solution contains sodium chlo-

ride, fifteen hundredths gram; calcium chloride,

twelve thousandths gram ; and potassium chloride,

six thousandths gram to the ounce.) Under the

circumstances it would seem to be better practice

to use the Ringer's solution.

Ringer's solution.—Pour a sufficient quantity of

distilled water into a casserole to make the recjuired

amount of solution for the injection. It is well,

in all cases, to make at least two or three mils more
of the solution than will be actually necessary for

the work in hand. Boil this distilled water freely.

After which add to it one Ringer's tablet for each
ten mils of water. Dissolve the tablet by further

boiling. Do not make a stock solution to be kept

for a longer period than a week. After about a

week spore formation occurs.

Procaine solution.—To the Ringer's .solution thus

prepared, add ])rocaine. either in tablet form or as

a powder, in the proper quantity to make the desired

percentage. Boil again to dissolve the procaine.

To the solution resulting add one drop of supra-

renal extract to each two or three mils. This will

result in a suprarenal proportion of one to 30,000
or one to 45,000. Suprarenal extracts are marketed
under various names, such as epinephrine, adrena-

line, suprenol, epinine, and suprarenine. All are of

U. S. P. strength and are the equivalent of one to

1,000. The first three are products made from the

natural glands. The last two are synthetic products.

It is my opinion that much better, safer and longer

keeping solutions result from the use of the natural

extracts than from the synthetic products.

Allow the solution to cool slightly. It is better

that the temperature of the solution shall be lower

than that of the blood rather than higher. Hot
solution scalds and burns thus in a measure isolat-

ing itself. A cool solution, on the other hand, when
injected slowly into the tissues, is warmed on passing

through the small bore of the needle and on its

entrance into the tissue so that its temperature is

raised to an agreeable point before any damage can

result. The ideal temperature, however, is that of

the blood.

PREPARATION OF THE TISSUE.

Before allowing the needle to enter the tissue, see

that the area about the site of entrance of the

needle has been cleansed and rendered as sterile as

possible. It must be remembered that the human
mouth and its membranes form the dirtiest portion

of the anatomy. This condition obtains despite the

efforts of the owner of the mouth to keep it clean.

It is exceedingly difficult to cleanse the mouth area

well. One, therefore, must do the best one can.

The following is suggested

:

Spray the entire mouth with a pleasing antiseptic

solution. Be careful to clean well between the

teeth, in the mucous folds, under the tongue, and
in the throat. Wipe the area into which the needle

shall enter with clean sterile gauze, then paint the
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area with a cotton wound applicator which has been

saturated with a soUition consisting of equal parts

of tincture of iodine and alcohol. Keep the mouth
open ; hold the tongue in its place to prevent con-

tamination.

Insert the needle into the prepared area and pro-

ceed with the injection as specified under Note 7.

After tlie waiting period of thirty seconds, proceed

with the major injection according to the technic of

that injection.

NEEDLES.

There are four varieties of needles on the market

:

iridioplatinum, tempered gold, nickel or nickeloid,

and steel. Each variety has its advantages, but the

best all around needle is, probably, the twenty per

cent, iridioplatinum one, because it may be rendered
sterile by burning or heating in the open flame.

• Needles of this type should be in heavy gauges only

for the greater strength.

Platinum needles, either of the pure metal or

alloyed, should never be fastened to their hubs with

.soft solder. Tin or lead crystallizes and dissolves

platinum, thus making the needle weak at the point

of attachment.

Needles used for specific injections should be of

sufiicient length so that when the needles are in

their proper places in the tissues, at least one centi-

metre of their lengths shall be outside of the tissue.

Needles usually break at the hubs; if by any chance
the long needle breaks, enough of it is exposed to

enable the operator to easily grasp the protruding
portion and withdraw the needle.

All needles should Ije of heavy or large gauges
for strength. Large needles, when properly used,

do not cause any more pain on insertion than smaller

sizes.

In the specific technic of the various injections,

the proper length and size of the needle to be used
are given. This indicates that the length given shall

Ije the full length of the needle proper, and that all

of the length specified shall be outside of the hub.

The lengths specified, in all cases, allow for at least

ten mm. of the needle to remain outside of the

tissue when the needle shall be in its proper place.

The use of the Schimmel type needle (unless its

full exposed length shall be as specified ) is to be
discouraged. Never, under any circumstances, use
a needle on which a socalled guard is soldered.

Invariably these needles break distal to the guard,
leaving tbe broken portion of the needle buried in

the tissue. These needles are dangerous.
The depth of insertion of a needle into tissue is

<letermined by anatomical landmarks. No specific

measurements for the insertion of needles are to be
tolerated except only in the tuberosity and posterior

infraorbital injections.

If a guide must l)e used, place a piece of cork
or rubber dam on the needle at the desired point.

Such a guide does not weaken a needle.

Needles and syrinrje.—Upon receiving the needles

and syringes from the supply house, open the pack-
age and place the needles into a sterilizer and boil

for twenty minutes. Remove from the sterilizer,

dry the needle, especially its lumen, with hot air

blown through the needle with a chip blower. Then
place the needles in a small porcelain dish and lay

them away in an airtight cabinet ; one of the socalled

formaldehyde sterilizers will do nicely. Take the

syringe apart, place it in the sterilizer, and boil it

for twenty minutes. Put it together and lay it, too,

in the sterilizing cabinet. When about to use the

syringe and needles, place the needles in the ster-

ilizer once more and boil until ready to attach to

syringe.

To prepare the syringe, boil some distilled water
in a casserole. Let the water cool slightly, then

draw some of the boiled distilled water into the

syringe and eject it'. Repeat this three or four

times. After having ejected the water the last time,

draw the procain solution into the syringe. Invert

the syringe. Expel any air bubbles. Attach the

needle and again expel the air bubbles. Then the

syringe and needle are ready for use.

Never draw a solution through the needle into

the syringe. The syringe and needle may be clean

and sterile, Init inadvertently the operator may have
inserted the needle into the tissue and quite thought-

lessly draw solution into the syringe without ster-

ilizing the needle, thus contaminating the solution

for further use.
m

HOW TO HOLD THE SYRINGE.

No man can do good and efficient work who is

in an uncomfortable position. Hence, hold the

syringe in a position that is easy and comfortable.

The pen grasp may be best for advancing the needle,

but it is not the most logical nor the most comfort-
able position in which to hold the springe. It is

frequently necessary to force a little solution in

advance of the needle as it enters the tissue. Such
procedure would require frequent changing of the

position of the hand, if the pen grasp is used.

Frequent changing of position is rather bad prac-

tice.

Specific Technic for the Various Injections.

THE inferior DENTAL FORAMEN.

Synonyms.—Mandibular; inferior dental; dento-

lingual
;
linguodental

;
ascending ramus ; retromolar

;

postmolar, inferior; pterygomandibular; inferior

maxillary.

Object.—To reach the inferior dental foramen
and anesthetize the mandibular and lingual nerves

and their branches.

Location.—The inferior dental foramen is located

at about the centre of the internal surface of the

ascending ramus of the mandible. Its upper con-

tinuation forms the mandibular sulcus which is a

concave depression just posterior to the linguala.

(More detailed anatomy will be found in the chap-

ter devoted to that subject.

)

Prepare four mils of one and one half per cent,

procain solution. This quantity includes an excess

of two mils. To this solution add two drops of

suprarenal extract ; this gives a proportion of ap-

proximately one to 30,000. Select a sterile needle

forty-two mm. long, of twenty-one gauge, and
ecjuipped with a hub to fit the syringe selected. The
syringe best ada])ted to this injection is either a two
c. c. Luer type or a two c. c. Record type. Cleanse

the syringe with boiled distilled water. Fill the

syringe with solution, invert the syringe so it points
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Upward, expel air bubbles. Attach needle. Again
expel air bubbles. Cleanse the mouth and throat

with spray. Locate and prepare site for injection.

Specific technic.—With the tip of the index finger

of the left hand, palpate the full length of the ex-

ternal oblique line (the sharp anterior border of

the ascending ramus), external to the buccal sur-

faces of the lower teeth.

Locate the deepest part of the curvature of the

line. This point is usually about a centimeter above
the occlusal surfaces of the lower teeth and nearly

the same distance external to the buccal surfaces

of those teeth. (The posterior end of the buccinator

muscle frequently passes over this point. Where
this muscle feels thickest over the sharp line is

usually the point.)

Hold the tip of the finger at this point. The
finger should be flatwise to the buccal surfaces of

the teeth and to the ])uccal mucosa. The long axis

of the finger should be parallel to the occlusal plane.

The finger nail should be toward the median line.

Paint the area about the finger nail with the iodine

mixture.

With the bevel of the needle toward bone, insert

the* needle into the tissue at the middle of the tip

of the finger nail. Advance the needle into the

tissue until it strikes periosteum and bone. The
needle now should be in the retromolar fossa, be-

tween the external oblique line and the interna!

oblique line, on the anterior aspect of the ramus.
While advancing the needle to this position, the

syringe should be held above and parallel to the

occlusal plane and external to the buccal surfaces

of the lower teeth.

Withdraw the needle slightly to release its point

from periosteum. Carry the needle and the syringe

toward the median line—feeling" with the needle

point on the way—just enough so that the point

slides over or around the angle or ridge of the

internal oblicjue line. Advance the needle six to

seven mm. into the tissue, keeping the needle in

contact with bone. This is approximately the site

of the lingual nerve. At this point inject slowly

one half mil of procain solution. W'ait thirty sec-

onds. Watch the patient's color, pulse, and eyes.

If all is well, proceed. (This injection at the lingual

nerve serves as the test injection described.)

Advance the needle, keeping the side of its point

in contact with bone, and keeping the syringe paral-

lel to and above the occlusal plane of the lower
teeth. Continue to advance the needle, swinging the

body of the syringe toward or beyond the median
line, if necessary, to keep its point in contact with

bone. Soon the point seems to lose contact with
bone— feels like an empty space. It is now passing-

just beyond the linguala into the mandiljular sulcus.

Continue to advance the needle slowly, swinging the

syringe further toward the opposite side of the

mouth (that is, the side away from the needle), if

necessary, until the needle point strikes bone full

and fair. This is the posterior boundary of the

mandibular sulcus.

The needle is now between the ramus and the

inferior dental nerve, but slightly beyond the latter.

Withdraw the needle about three mm. Turn the

syringe over so. the bevel of the needle points away
from bone and toward the median line. The point

of the needle is now approximately at the site of

the inferior dental nerve.

Here inject slowly one and one half mils of one
and one half per cent, procain solution. Take at

least one and a half minutes to inject this quantity.

The syringe may be kept moving fore and aft dur-
ing the injection, if desired. Never inject at this

site unless the needle point has struck bone and has
been withdrawn slightly. This is a definite land-

mark and must be observed.

When the injection has been completed, withdraw
the needle from the tissues. Look to see that the

needle is in its proper place on its hub.

Wait for anesthesia. This will appear in from
three to twenty minutes, depending upon the excel-

lence of the technic.

Anesthesia is indicated by absence of pain ujjon

pricking the mucous membrane of the gum under
the cuspid tooth, on the labial side. This tissue is

innervated by the mental branch of the inferior

dental nerve. H anesthesia is present at this point,

it must be present posterior to that point.

The long buccal nerve, which carries sensation to

the buccal mucous membrane, may be involved.

Sensation may be carried by the anastomosing
branches from the opposite side sometimes to the

cuspid tooth, usually to the lateral but always to

the central, on the .side injected. This anastomosis

involves both the lingual and the labial surfaces.

•To block this anastomosis make an injection at the

opposite inferior dental foramen, at the mental fora-

men, or in the incisive fossa. (For technic of the

last two, see following pages.)

ACCIDENTS.

The internal pterygoid muscle may be pierced and
infiltrated, thus producing afterpain.

The temporomandibular ligament or muscle may
be pierced and infiltrated

;
this, too, will cau.^e after-

pain.

The needle may be carried too deeply into the

tissue with the result that its point will pass into

the parotid gland. H injection is made at this point,

a temporary paralysis of the facial nerve and its

branches will result. Soreness or trismus may
follow.

The sphenomandibular ligament may be torn or

pierced. Soreness and trismus may result.

The needle may enter a vein in this area ; on its

removal an extravasation of blood will follow.

This may result in soreness, trismus or hematoma.
The last usually occurs in the floor of the mouth'

under the tongue.

The needle may break.

Soreness, fainting, shock or collapse will follow

the use of old, discolored, unclean or nonisotonic

solutions or solutions containing too great a pro-

portion of suprarenal extract. This applies to all

injections.

Infection and dangerous abscesses will follow the

use of unclean instruments. This applies to all

work. But none of these sequelae can obtain, if

the technic has Ijeen followed.

REMARKS.

Anesthesia is obtained in all of the lower teeth

on the side injected, to and including the lateral,

in the body of the mandible to the same location,
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in the buccal and labial membrane (except for long

buccal interference), in nearly half of the anterior

part of the tongue, in the membrane of the floor

of the mouth and the mylohyoid muscle and the

lingual mucous membrane of the mandible to the

lateral tooth.

Anesthesia usually persists for about an hour,

but it may last for much longer periods.

INJECTION AT THE MENTAL FORAMEN.

Synonyms.—Mental; mental foramen, etc. (Dis-

tinguish between injections in the mental fossa and
into the mental foramen.)

Object.—To reach the mental foramen and there

anesthetize the mental and incisive branches of the

mandibular nerve. This injection usually follows

an injection at the inferior dental foramen to block

the anastomosing nerves from the opposite side.

Location.—The mental foramen is usually found
on the buccal aspect of the mandible about midway
between its upper and lower borders, under the

Imperial type. Fill the syringe with solution, after

having cleansed it with boiled distilled water ; invert

so its point is upward, expel air bubbles, attach

needle, and again expel air bubbles.

With the index finger, palpate the side of the

mandible in the area about one cm. under the bi-

cuspid teeth, locating the foramen. Do this pal-

pating and locating on the outside of the cheek in

the area specified. Please note that this foramen
is exceedingly difficult to locate, due to the fact that

the bone around the foramen is not indented. In

most cases the bone feels perfectly flat. Having
located the foramen, hold the finger over it on the

outside of the cheek. Evert the lip. Cleanse and
paint the area into which the needle shall enter with

the iodine mixture.

Specific teclinic.—Enter the needle into the tissue

in the deepest part of the mucous fold at a point

below the space between the two bicuspid teeth,

al)out five to six mm. away from the gum, in the

TABLE A.—DENTAL STRUCTURES.

2
1

Area of operation.

Lower jaw to the lateral

tooth

Lower jaw to opposite side
of median line

Lower jaw, both sides. . .

Upper jaw — Second and
third molars

First molar and second
and first bicuspids

Ncrx'cs supplying
sensation

Inferior dental and
lingual

Same as above plus anas-
tomosis

Both inferior dentals and
Unguals

Posterior superior dental
(buccal) and

anterior palatine Cpalata!)

Posterior superior dental
(?)

Middle superior dental

and anterior palatine

(Injection into the pos-
terior infraorbital area
is more certain)

First bicuspid, cuspid. Anterior superior dental
lateral and part of cen- and nasopalatine
tral and anastomosis from op-

posite side
All upper teeth, process Superior maxillary divi-

and mucosa sion of the trifacial
Note Long buccal nerve may

be involved in posterior
part of the mouth, buc-
cally

Infiltration injections may be made for al!

To block, inject at O :

Inferior dental foramen lyi
Quarter inch under tis.sue

enroute to above H
Same .'is above
Use cither
1. Mental foramen on op-

l>osite side or 1

2. Incisive foramina on
opposite side 1

Same as 1 and 2 above 1 'A each
but on each side '/z each

Tuberosity and I'/z

Posterior palatine fora- 'A
men

Tuberosity (?) I'/z

Infraorbital foramen (?) lyi

Posterior palatine fora- 'A
men

2 to 3

Infraorbital foramen 114
Anterior palatine foramen lA

By infiltration as required
Posterior infraorbital area 2 to 3

on each side each side
Half inch posterior to 1

Stenson's duct, in mu-
cous membrane

Area anestheti~ed

20 All teeth, bone and lip as speci-

fied

5 Tongue and lingual mucosa

10 From mental foramen to all of
opposite side

5 From opposite side to site of

injection
20 All teeth, bone and lower lip.

Tongue and lingual mucosa
(Blocks entire lower jaw)

5 Teeth, process and buccal mucosa
to second bicuspid

5 Palate (hard) to first bicuspid

5 See tuberosity (8) above

10 Teeth, process, upper lip and
buccal mucosa to bicuspids

3 Palatine surface to first bicuspid

20 Entire side of upper jaw except
anastomosis which block by in-

filtration

10 See infraorbital (8) above
3 Anterior palatine surface

3 Area injected
20 Entire upper jaw and posterior

part of nose
3 Buccal mucosa from bicuspids

back

of the above areas except on lower jaw back of the cuspid teeth.

space between the two bicuspid teeth. This fora-

men, however, is seldom in its usual place. It may
be seven to eight mm. in any direction from where
it should be.

If for this injection alone, prepare three mils of

one and one half per cent, procaine solution. This
quantity includes two mils in excess of the amount
actually required. To the solution add a drop of

suprarenal extract which makes a proportion of one
to 45,000.

If this injection follows one made at the inferior

dental foramen, use the excess .solution prepared
for that injection.

Select a sterile needle twenty-five mm. long, of

twenty-three gauge, and equipped with a hub to fit

the syringe u.sed. The syringe best adapted to this

work is either a two c. c. Fischer type or a two c. c.

prepared area. Point the needle and syringe down-
ward and inward, thus forming almost a forty-five

degree angle with a vertical median plane when
viewed from the front. When seen from the side

the needle and syringe should be nearly vertical.

Advance the needle in the direction given, with

its bevel toward bone, until its point touches bone.

Here deposit a few drops of solution which, when
leaving the needle, is felt under the palpating finger.

Now search for the foramen by feeling with the

needle j)oint. Rememlie^, the foramen may be

three eighths of an inch forward or back of the

needle ])oinl. When the foramen has been found,

insert' the needle point into the foramen. Then
swing the upper end of the syringe backward so

the syringe points toward the symphysis of the

mandible (the lower i)oint of the chin). Advance
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the needle directly into the foramen. The needle

IX)int is now at the site of the exit of the mental

branch of the mandibular nerve.

At this point, inject one mil of one and one half

per cent, procain solution slowly. Take at least one
minute to inject the quantity mentioned.

Frequently it semes impossible to find the fora-

men. Do not hesitate to search for it. If, how-
ever, it cannot be found, inject in the area, as near
the periosteum as possible, two mils of the solution.

Use this amount only if the foramen is not definitely

located.

Withdraw the needle. See that the needle is in

its proper place on the hub.

Massage the area, endeavoring to carry tlie solu-

tion toward the foramen.

Anesthesia will appear in from five to ten minutes.

Anesthesia is indicated by the absence of pain upon
pricking the labial mucous membrane under the cen-

tral tooth on the side opposite to the injection at

the mental foramen, if an injection has been made

dental foramen, on each side, if the operation ex-

tends beyond the median line. Or, if the operation

involves only the opposite central or lateral tooth,

the next following injection may be used. Since this

injection usually follows a deeper injection, it is not

necessary, in that case, to observe the technic given

under note No. 7.

INJECTION .\T THE INCISIVE FOSSA.

Synonyms.—Mental fossa ; incisive fossa ; incisive

foramina; inferior labial, etc.

Object.—To reach the incisive fossa and anes-

thetize the anterior teeth and the labial mucous
membrane by diffusion of the solution.

Location.—The incisive fossa is the depression

on the anterior aspect of the mandible under the

incisor teeth. In this fossa are located numerous
small foramina through which the solution may pass

into the body of the mandible.

If for this injection alone, prepare three mils of

one and one half per cent, procain solution. This
quantity includes an excess of two mils. To the

TABLE B.—NOSE AND THROAT.

Area of operation The nerves supplying To block, inject at i = £
sensation 2 -J^ i i o 5

Maxillary sinus Middle superior and an- Posterior infraorbital area S~~
terior superior dentals, near the superior maxil- 3 20
nasopalatine and anter- lary division of the tri-

ior palatine facial
Nasal septum, or nasal Same as above and Same as above 3 20
walls complete Nasal (nasociliary) Anterior ethmoidal fora- lyi 10

men or
By Killian's puiictures 1 each
above site of operation puncture 3

For adenoids or in pos- Branches from Meckel's Meckel's ganglion 3 20
terior nasal or palatine ganglion
area
Tonsils, soft palate. Middle and posterior pal- Meckel's ganglion or
uvula or pillars, upper atine nerves Accessory posterior pala- yi 3
part tine foramina

The pharyngeal and ton- I'nder base of tonsil at 1 each 3
sillar plexuses of the both the upper and lower
glossopharyngeal poles to get the plexuses

and a branch of lingual
Tongue Lingual (anterior part) At internal oblique line 1 5

Glossopharyngeal (poster- Infiltrate posterior base as
ior part) of tongue required indefinite

Below base of tongue and Superior laryngeal Greater cornu of hyoid 2 1

S

above vocal cords bone

Note.—It is understood that the above represents innervation to the median line only,
be made on both sides to take care of anastomosis.

Area anesthetised
Full side of upper jaw and nose
except near median line, due
to anastomosis of opposite side
which may be blocked by infil-

tration
Same as above
Anterior part of nose, anterior
ethmoidal cells and frontal sinus
Area supplied by nerve distal to
punctures (for anterior part of
nose only)
Area supplied by all palatine
nerves and branches

Part of pillars and tonsils; uvula:
soft palate; hard palate for-
ward to first bicuspid tooth

.\rea supplied by branches of
lr)th plexuses above site of in-

jection

.interior part of tongue, lingual
gum area and part of tonsil
Area infiltrated

Has? of tongue near epiglottis,

entrance to glottis, mucosa of
larynx above vocal cords

For operations on both sides, injections must

at the inferior dental foramen. Otherwise, anes-
thesia will obtain only to and including the lateral

tooth on the side of the mental injection.

Infiltration injections must be made in the lingual

mucous membrane if the operation is to involve
that area.

ACCIDENTS.

The muscles just underneath the foramen may be
entered and infiltrated. Soreness will result.

The vein, accompanying the mental nerve, may
be punctured. Ecchymosis or hematoma may result.

The needle may break.

Soreness, fainting, shock or collapse will follow
the u>e (if old, discolored, unclean or nonisotonic
solutions. This applies to all injections.

Infection and dangerolis abscesses will follow the
use of unclean instruments. This applies to all

work.

REMARKS.
On the whole this injection is quite unsatisfactory.

It is better practice to make injection at the inferior

solution prepared add a drop of suprarenal extract.

This gives a proportion of approximately one to

45,000. If this injection follows one made at the

inferior dental foramen, use the excess solution pre-

pared for that injection.

Select a sterile needle twenty-five mm. long,

twenty-three gauge, and equipped with a hub to fit

the syringe used. The syringe best adapted to this

injection is a two c. c. Fischer type or a two c. c.

Imperial type. Cleanse the syringe with boiled dis-

tilled water. Fill syringe with the prepared solution,

invert so its point is upward, expel air bubbles,

attach needle and again expel air bubbles.

Prepare the site of injection by everting the lower
lip. Cleanse and paint area under the incisor and
cuspid teeth with iodine mixture.

Technic.—Hold the lip away from the gum.
Enter the needle, with its bevel toward bone, into

the gum tissue, about six to seven mm. under the

cuspid tooth. Hold the syringe so that its point is

downward and inward, toward the median line and
toward the lower end of the .symphysis.-
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Advance the needle in contact with hone, keeping

its point under the periosteum, if possible. Deposit

a little solution in front of the needle as it is ad-

vanced to render its progress painless.

Continue to advance the needle until its point is

near the symphysis. Here inject, slowly, four or

five drops of solution, withdraw needle about six

mm. and deposrt more solution; again withdraw

needle six mm., and once more deposit four or five

drops of solution.

Withdraw the needle from the tissue. See that

the needle is in its proper place in the hub.

Massage the area lightly but firmly.

^Vait five to ten minutes for anesthesia. Anes-

thesia is indicated when no pain is evinced upon
pricking the mucous membrane between the teeth

above the site of injection.

Infiltration injections must be made in the lingual

mucous membrane if that area is involved in the

operation.

This is a combination conductive and infiltration

injection.

The anesthesia produced involves the adjacent

.structures, particularly the teeth above which the

injection is made.

TO BLOCK THE LINGUAL NERVE.

Observe the same precautions as given above.

Use same type needle and same type syringe. Use

the excess solution. Paint the lingual mucous mem-
brane under the tooth selected with iodine mixture.

Enter the needle into the mucous membrane about

four to five mm. below the gum margin of the

tooth selected, on the lingual aspect. Advance the

needle straight downward into the tissue until its

point is opposite the apex of the tooth. Here

deposit about one half mil of solution, slowly.

Withdraw the needle, continuing to deposit solution

as the needle is withdrawn. See that the needle is

in its proper place on the hub. Alas.sage the lingual

gum area, lightly but firmly. Anesthesia will be

obtained within three minutes. Test by pricking

the membrane above site of injection.

This injection, when made at the lateral tooth,

will l)lock the lingual anastomosis near the median

line. It made at both the lateral and bicuspid areas

an anesthesia will present between the two points.

li the operation involves the anterior teeth on both

sides of the median line, it is better practice to make
injections at both inferior dental foramina.

2105 Seventh Avenue.

Hepatic Fever Due to Gumma of the Liver

By G. A. FRIEDMAN, M. D.,

New York.

The rarity of hepatic fever of syphilitic origin

and the good results following specific treatment

prompts the writer to report the following case

which came under his observation. The literature

on this subject is rather

meagre. Rolleston ( 1 )

writes that occasionally

irregular fever may oc-

cur in gummatous dis-

eases of the liver and
perhaps may be ex-

plained as being due to

secondary infection.
The fever may suggest

hepatic suppuration,

malaria, latent tubercu-

losis, or even typhoid

fever.

Case I.—W. S. L..

female, aged fifty-six,

single, domestic, was
admitted to my .service

at the Beth David Hos-
pital, January 18, 1920,

with a diagnosis of right

lower lobar pneumonia.
Her chief complaints on

admission were persis-

tent cough, pain in the

right side of the chest, great weakness, and lever.

Family history.— Father died at fifty from an

unknown cause, her mother died at the age of forty-

FiG. 1.—Radiograph showing 1

upper portion of right lobe of liv

nine. There was no history of tuberculosis, cancer,

diabetes or rheumatism in the family.

Pa.s-f liisiorx.—The patient had had malaria in

1914; was under treatment with quinine for six

months. Never had
had any other diseases

and no operations. Her
menstrual periods were
ahvays regular; meno-
pause at the age of fifty.

Her appetite was fair,

])o\vels regular. sleep

normal, habits good.

She denied venereal dis-

eases by . name and
symptoms.

Present 'history.—Six

days prior to admission

patient l)egan to cough
and had difiiculty in

breathing. She con-

tinued j^bout her work,

taking fifteen to twenty

grains of aspirin daily

for seven day>. Dur-

ing the entire period her

ajipetite was poor and
she had a feeling of

faintness underneath

ihe stenuim. ( )ne day before admission her cough

became more annoying; she began to have par-

oxysms of chills, with high fever followed by

firge area of incrcasetl densit}-

cr.

of
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sweats ; also pains in the right side of the chest and
in the back.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION.

Physical examination showed the patient to be a

well nourished woman, febrile, and looked acutely ill.

Head and ears were negative. Eyes, pupils reacted

sluggishly to light. Tongue was coated. Teeth

were in fair condition. Heart was normal in size,

systolic murmur at the base. Chest was symmet-
rical, equal expansion. Right lung showed dull-

ness jjosteriorly from angle of scaj^ula down to base

with bronchovesicular breathing and moist bubbling

and crepitating rales. Left lung was negative.

Abdomen was enlarged, the liver edge was palpable

one hand's breadth below the costal margin, not

tender. Spleen and kidneys were not felt. There

There was a large area of increased density of the

upper portion of the right lobe of the liver (Fig. 1 j.

Aspiration of the right chest and of the subdia-

phragmatic space was negative.

CLINICAL COURSE.

On the evening of admission to the hospital the

])atient had a chill with a rise in temperature to

106°, followed by a sweating, and 'a drop to 99°.

The same happened on the next day ( Fig. 2 ) . The
pulse and respiration remained comparatively slow;

the.respiration was never higher than 32, the pulse

was below 96, at times as low as 72. On the fifth

day mercurial inunctions (2.0) daily were instituted.

On the fourth day after inunctions were started

there was a sudden drop of temjierature from 104°

to 97°. Thereafter, the temperature never rose
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Fig. 2.—Clinical chart of W. S. L.

were no masses. Extremities were negative. Skin
and glands were negative.

LABORATORY REPORTS.

The sputum was found to be negative for

tubercle bacilli and the urine was negative for albu-

min, sugar and casts. Blood cultures, taken re-

peatedly, were negative ; malaria parasites negative
;

white blood cells 15,600; Wassermann four plus.

X RAY EX.\MINATI0N.

A wide aortic arch was revealed by x ray

examination. There was an area of diffuse

cloudy infiltration occupying the lower and inner

half of the right jnilmonary field. The clouding

was homogeneous. There was a marked elevation

of the right diaphragmatic dome. Its upper level

was .seven centimetres higher than that of the left.

• {Normally the right is two centimetres higher.)

above 101° and in the course of three or four days

dropped down to normal. In all the patient received

six mercurial inunctions. She was discharged on
March 5, 1920, well. Physical findings were nega-

tive on leaving the hospital. The patient returned

well in May, 1921.

SUMMARY.

Febrile patient, with enlarged right lobe of liver,

demonstrable both on x ray and clinical exam-
ination and a positive Wassermann reaction sug-

gested the diagnosis of gumma of the liver. The
quick return to normal under treatment confirmed

this diagnosis.

REFERENCE.

RoLLESTON, H. D. : Diseases of the Liver, 1905, p. 362.

W. B. Saunders & Co., Philadelphia, New York, London.

1000 Park Avenue.
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The Economic Fallacy of Fitting Glasses in Hospitals

By AARON BRAV, M. D.,

Philadelphia,

O'plithalmologist to the Jewish Hospital.

It is 'an accepted fact that refraction cannot be

done in patients under forty years of age without

a mydriatic. It has been attempted by many, it is

still tried by some, but clinical experience teaches

that the young cannot be fitted properly with

glasses without this process. In nearly all cases

of eyestrain the symptoms can ])e relieved by the

instillation of a few drops of a reliable mydriatic.

In correcting errors of refraction for the relief

of eyestrain one must take into consideration the

economic aspect of the problem. All mydriatics

entail a loss of time to the patient. Atropine sul-

phate is probably the best cycloplegic, but its effect

lasts for two weeks, during which time the patient

cannot do any close work. In ninety per cent of

the patients, however, refraction may be success-

fully done with homatropine, the effect of which

lasts from twenty-four to thirty-six hours. From
the economic point of view homatropine is the

preferable drtig to use. In fact, most ophthalmic

surgeons in their private work use homatropine for

refraction. One drop of a one half of one per cent,

solution of homatropine instilled into the eye every

fifteen minutes for two hours gives excellent re-

sults for refractive purposes. While we recognize

this economic principle in the choice of mydriatics

to be used in our private work, we have so far

failed to give it the consideration it merits in hos-

pital service. Most of the hospitals use atropine

or duboisine, which practically incapacitates the

patient for two weeks and prevents him from doing

his daily work. The general procedure in hospital

practice can be briefly stated as follows

:

The patient calls let us say on Monday for the

first time. After a preliminary examination he is

given atropine and is directed to instil one drop in

each eye three times daily and to return on Wednes-
day. He is then tested for glasses (first test) and
is advised to continue his drops three times daily

and to return on Friday for the final test. On
Friday, after the final test, he is given a prescription

for glasses, is told to stop the drops, and to return

with the glasses the following week. He has used

the drops for one week and it takes at least another

week for the effect of the drops to wear off, which
means a loss to the patient of at least two weeks'

time. Not rarely it means fully three weeks. One
must look upon this as decidedly false economy in

the domain of philanthropy. No workman or any
other man should be put to such an enormous ex-

pense and inconvenience in fitting a pair of glasses.

There is a loss to the workman, a loss to his em-
ployer, and a loss to the community which not in-

frequently reaches a large sum.

The following case will illustrate this fallacious

and stupid ophthalmic ])hilanlhro])y.

Cask—A. M. consulted me about five months
ago, giving the following history. He had been

out of work for six weeks and had just begun to

work a few days previously, but could not work
on account of severe headache (he was a tailor).

He went to the hospital to seek relief, where he was
referred to the eye department and advised to secure

glasses. This was on Monday. He was given

atropine and instructed to instil a drop in each eye

three times daily and to return on Wednesday. He
was not told of the effect of atropine and the sub-

seqtient enforced two weeks' idleness it would en-

tail. He returned on Wednesday, was tested for

glasses, and was advised to continue the drops until

Friday and then come back for his final test. On
his visit on Friday, for some reason unknown to

me, after the second test he was advised to con-

tinue his drops and return the following Monday.
At this time, the patient being very anxious to re-

turn to work, he consulted me on Friday afternoon.

I tested him and gave him a prescription for glasses

the next day but of course the effect of the atropine

lasted another week. The patient lost two weeks'

work. On further examination I was informed

that this patient, while working only about six

months during the year, earned, during his working
season, seventy dollars a week. The loss in this

case may be stated as follows : Loss in wages
one hundred and forty dollars, loss to employer

thirty-five dollars, for oculist's service fifteen dollars,

a total of one hundred and ninety dollars.

The present system of testing workmen for

glasses in our hospitals must be considered unsatis-

factory from the economic point of view. It gives

rise to two weeks enforced idleness and a general

reduction in the product of labor. It means a loss

to the workmen, a loss to the employer, and a loss

to the community. There is something wrong with

the ophthalmic departments of our hospitals, there

is something decidedly wrong with the social service

departments of our hospitals. I am mindful of the

difficulties that confront the oculist when dealing

with these patients, and I am at present trying to

find a solution for the problem, but we must learn

how to minimize the evil and prevent this waste.

At present the interests of the community would
suggest that no workman should be tested for

glasses in a hospital while he is at work. He should

be treated for diseases of the eye or have refraction

done when he is out of work, but he should not be

tested for glasses while he is engaged in some labor

that lie will not be able to perform while he is under
the influence of a mydriatic. It should be the

dtity of the social worker to inform any workman
who calls for the relief of eyestrain that it is to his

interest to be tested privately by an oculist, that this

can be done without loss of time to him.self and his

employer, or at most with the loss of half a day,

and with better results.

917 Spruce Street.



Editorial Articles

THE SANITARY AWAKENING OF
VENEZUELA.

Eor years Venezuela has had a bad name among

demographers. It was generally believed that that

republic not only viewed the presence of plague and

yellow fever with equanimity, but was not frank

with the outside world regarding the ])resence of

these diseases. There can be little doubt that these

opinions were incorrect, in a measure at least, and

that to a considerable extent they reflected the un-

fortunate ])olitical situation in which that country

then found itself. It is believed, however, that the

work which Venezuela has been doing for the past

two and a half years entitles it to consideration and

no small degree of faith on the part of the world's

sanitarians.

In January, 1919, Dr. L. G. Chacin Itriago re-

turned from Europe to Caracas, the capital of Vene-

zuela, after several years of preparation in the fields

of hygiene and tropical medicine. He was ap-

pointed director dc sauidad iiacional, a position cor-

responding to that of national health officer. The

problem which faced him was enormous. Given a

country situated on the equator and having every

climate from the tropical to the frigid zone, sparsely

po])ulated yet possessing busy seaports and several

good sized cities, having a seacoast to be protected

against diseases from abroad and great river valleys

prolific in malaria, recurrent fever, leishmaniasis

and many unclassified diseases, with a civilization

over four centuries old yet containing large stretches

of territory in which the people still live in the bar-

barism of the pre-Columbian era, beside such a task

the labors of Hercules dwindle into insignificance.

Fortunately Dr. Chacin Itriago had the unqualified

backing of his government which had been quick-

ened with the spirit of sanitary righteousness and

with an annual appropriation of two million boli-

vars (about three hundred and twenty-five thousand

dollars at the present rate of exchange) he went to

work.

A good central office was installed in Caracas.

This combined both the federal and the municipal

(Caracas) health departments and included divisions

of vital statistics, popular public health education,

housing, school inspection, sanitary engineering,

food and dairy inspection, a good bacteriological and

chemical laboratory, a vaccine institute, a botanical

garden of medicinal plants, and a bureau of infec-

tious diseases. All persons handling or preparing

food for public consumption were recjuired to re-

port for physical examination every three months

and to possess, under a penalty of heavy fine, an

unexpired permit bearing their photograph. A
good isolation hospital has been erected on the edge

of the city, and there is a very complete central dis-

infection plant and a well organized street 'cleaning

department. The public water supply has been im-

j^roved and a water purification plant is in contem-

plation. A good sewer system is being installed by

the Ministry of Public Works. Vaccination against

smallpox is being pushed and it is expected th^t a

serological institute will be put into operation before

the close of the year.

At La Guayra, the principal port, a sewage sys-

tem is being installed and a modern quarantine sta-

tion is in process of construction. A quarantine

station is ])lanned for Puerto-Cabello. La Guayra

has a municipal health oftice with a small bacterio-

logical laljoratory.

No case of yellow fever has been reported in

Venezuela since 1912 and plague has not been found

in man or rodents since IMay, 1919. Rats are being

trapped and examined in the laboratories at Caracas

and La Guayra. Plans have been drawn for a

garbage incinerator at Caracas and laws for the

control of the venereal diseases are now being con-

sidered by the government. The Red Cross of

\'enezuela maintains a venereal disease clinic at

Caracas.

All of the foregoing indicates that a fair beginning

has been made. To be sure the nationwide problems

of malaria, uncinariasis, anthrax, tuberculosis and

the dysenteries remain to be attacked and an ade-

quate staff of well trained public health officers and

sanitary inspectors is as yet lacking. Nevertheless,

while X'enezuela's health work is just starting, the

highly commendable results of the past two and a

half years give great hopes for the future.

RETROPERITONEAL TUMORS
The retroperitoneal space is limited above by the

diaphragm, inwardly by the spine, below by the

innominate line and outwardly b}- the lateral region

of the abdomen. The posterior wall is formed by

the posterior alxloiuinal wall—the psoas and quad-

ratus lumljorum. The anterior wall is formed by

the ascending colon and root of the mesentery on

the right, the descending colon on the left.

A large variety of neoplasms have been found in

tlie retro]ieritoneal space, such as lipomata, chon-

dromata, filjromata, myxomata, myomata. sarc(Muata,
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and cysts. Under the term retroperitoneal tumors,

Sacconaghi includes those derived from either the

retroperitoneal tissue or from small organs whose

clinical individuality is not clear hut are present in

this space. Among the latter are included lymph

nodes, aberrant parts of the suprarenal gland, the

remains of Wolff's ]jod\-—the mesonephros—or the

ducts that correspond to it, namely, Wolff's or

Miiller's duct.

Certain nonmalignant, malignant, and cystic

grovvtJis described by some writers as perirenal or

pararenal should be regarded as- retroperitoneal in

origin, likewise certain tumors of the fibrous mem-
brane or fatty capsule surrounding the kidney com-

pletely. As to the topographical situation of

retroperitoneal growths, at the onset of their evolu-

tion they are median, but as they develop they tend

to lie over to one side or the other
;
they are never

connected with any of the abdominal viscera. Ac-

cording to whether the growth is lateral or median,

the colon will surround it or lie in front of it. These

tumors are usually fixed and exceptionally • are

slightly movable, being displaced by the hand.

Their histological classification is as follows : First,

malignant neoplasms, generally primary sarcoma,

the other malignant tumors being secondary to an

abdominal neoplasm or one in the testicle. These

neoformations are rare, representing about one in a

thousand growths of the same nature. They grow

rapidly and their symptomatology depends upon this

fact. Metastases are common. They belong more

especially to childhood. Second, nonmalignant

growths of the retroperitoneal space, consisting of

fibromata, myxomata, lipomata and myomata, lipo-

mata being the most common of all. About a

hundred cases have been collected in all, including

pure lipomata, fibrolipomata or osteolipomata. They

are composed of several lobes, but these cannot be

made out by palpation, they vary in consistency,

occur in adult age, and appear to develop in women
more often than in men.

Cases described as lipoma of the mesentery in

reality belong to retroperitoneal growth. A very

rare type of retroperitoneal malignant growth has

been described under the term of ganglion cell neu-

roma and is derived from the symphathetic nerve.

Only ten authentic cases have been recorded.

Echinococcus cysts in the retroperitoneal space

have been recorded to the number of six, while other

types of cystic growths are rare although not excep-

tional. The serous and lactigenous cysts are the

most common, while hemorrhagic and dermoid cysts

are infrequent, with the exception of traumatic peri-

renal or pararenal hematoma.

It is to be noted tliat certain juxtarenal tumors

which are really diverticuli of the renal pelvis are

found in the retrojjeritoneal space. Tumors of the

retroperitoneal lymph nodes are due to tuberculosis,

syphilis, leucemia or pseudoleucemia. Two cases

of syphilitic connective tissue neo formation have

been recorded, respectively, by Fournier and Loeb.

In F"ournier's case the patient recovered by specific

treatment, while Loeb's patient died from ileus.

Retroperitoneal suppurative processes are derived

from the appendix, female organs of generation,

the kidney, and from bone. In the latter case Pott's

disease or coxalgia is the cause. An infection of the

retroperitoneal space may also be derived from the

.stomach and bile tract or it may be metastatic in

origin.

PAST HISTORY.
Do we waste time in getting past histories of

cases? Perhaps this depends upon what we try to

secure in past histories. Often we attempt to learn

only whether the patient has had the common in-

fections, such as measles, diphtheria and scarlet

fever. This information is not always easily se-

cured, but of what value is it when we have it?

Measles may lead to affections of the chest or the

eye, but certainly its effect is limited to the period

of recovery from the infection and can hardly be
said to be a matter of past history. Besides, does
it make the determination of the present condition in

the least easier? Scarlatina may lead to ear trouble

or kidney disease; but, again, if it does influence the

body in this disastrous direction, it will be within

a brief time thereafter and neither otitis nor neph-

ritis is more certainly diagnosed for the knowledge.

Rheumatism or tonsillitis may be followed by heart

disease, but many persons with chronic endocarditis

give no history of joint or throat affections, nor
does the size of the heart, a murmur or other mis-

behavior become any more evident if the person has

given a history of rheumatism. Even in venereal

disease the relation of the patient's past sexual ex-

periences is little to be depended upon and does not

modify present conditions.

When it comes to preventive medicine ])ast his-

tory of infections is quite another matter and may
be made of great use, especially in schools in times

of epidemics, in segregating tiie children who have

not had the disease and in keeping special watch over

them for signs of onset.

For the diseases, whether children or of adults,

which grow out of bad bodily or mental li;U)its, past

history has an undoubted value, indeed a double

value, yet it is in these cases that history is least

considered. By going carefully over the habits of

the patient tiic i)resent state of affairs stands out
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more and more clearly and both patient and prac-

titioner are in possession of data for the beginning

of a cure. In adults this selfexamination and revela-

tion of faults, from those of feeding to those of

thinking, is essential to a return to a normal exist-

ence. On the whole, much time is wasted on past

history which is of least value, and not enough is

spent upon that which is of most use for diagnosis,

treatment, and prevention of disease.

PHYSICIAN AUTHORS : DR. THOMAS
DUNN ENGLISH.

Although Dr. Thomas Dunn English is known
today almost solely l)ecause of his ballad, Ben Bolt,

he did a vast amount of literary work during a long

and busy career. He wrote several novels and plays

and hundreds of poems, editorials, scientific treatises,

addresses, lectures, pamphlets and campaign docu-

ments, and devoted several years of his life to edi-

torial work. He began writing when he was six-

teen or seventeen years old for Paulson's Advertiser

and other Philadelphia papers, and he continued to

write almost up to the time of his death at Newark,

N. J., on April 1, 1902. KalUmais, a poem of

nearly six hundred lines, was written in a single

day and published without revision. His most suc-

cessful play. The Mormons, or Life in Salt Lake

City, was written in three days and nights. The

Logan Grader, a poem of more than one himdred

lines, and two other poems of nearly the same

length were composed by him in three hours.

Notwithstanding that it was Ben Bolt which

brought him his greatest fame, and will preserve

his name in literature if it is to be preserved at all.

Dr. English professed dislike for the ballad and

called it "one of my early indiscretions." Ben Bolt

was first pubhshed in the New York Mirror, then

edited by Nathaniel P. Willis, on September 25,

1843, and became popular everywhere. Newspapers

throughout the United States, Canada, England,

and wherever English was spoken, copied it, and

everybody recited and quoted it. As a song it began

its career in a Pittsburgh theatre, where Nelson F.

Kneass, a young actor, adapted it to a German air

and first sang it in a melodrama called The Battle

of Buena Vista. When George Du Maurier intro-

duced it into his novel. Trilby, it took on a new

lease of life and after years of half neglect almost

became a best seller again.

The novelists have done well by Ben Bolt, better

than they do by most popular songs. In a novel

published in London in 1877 the singing of the ballad

is made the incident which brings about the recon-

ciliation of two lovers and a happy ending of the

story. The song also is introduced into George

W. Cable's Dr. Sevier (1883) when Mary, the hero-

ine, begins to sing it during her evening walk with

John Richling and is subsequently overheard by Dr.

Sevier singing it as she is busily emi)loyed doing

the week's washing.

Dr. English was born in Philadelphia on June 19,

1819. The English family came to America in

1683 or 1684 and settled at Mt. Pleasant, N. J. In

1839, when he was twenty, he got his medical de-

gree at the University of Penn.sylvania, but after a

brief practice began studying law and was admitted

to the bar in 1842. Neither of these professions

seems to have suited him, for in 1844 he moved to

New York and began editing a daily paper. He
continued in editorial harness, in New York and

elsewhere, until 1859, when he moved to Fort Lee,

N. J., and resumed the practice of medicine. He
was a national literary figure when he came to New
York to be an editor. Ben Bolt had been published

the previous year and shortly after he wrote The

Gallozvsgoers, a vigorous but coarse invective against

cajMtal punishment. Abolition of the death penalty

was then being hotly discussed throughout the North-

ern States. The Gallozvsgoers was declaimed from

every platform and hundreds of thousands of copies

of it were distributed throughout the country.

A few months after he came to New York Dr.

English began the publication of The Aristidcan, a

literary magazine which lived less than a year. In

1848 he edited a humorous periodical, John Donkey,

which also failed, and in the same year he wrote,

in collaboration with G. G. Foster, a history of the

French Revolution of that time. Soon afterward

he moved to that part of Virginia which now is West
Virginia and continued to reside there, with some

intermissions, until 1859, when he moved to Fort

Lee. Although he resumed medical practice there,

his pen was by no means idle. During his leisure

hours, which seem to have been numerous, he con-

tinued to contribute extensively to several leading

magazines and journals, and he also began to take

an active interest in politics. The result of this

was that he served in the New Jersey legislature in

1863-4 and also served two terms in Congress

(1890 and 1892) from the Sixth New Jersey dis-

trict. He was seventy-six years old when he ran for

Congress the third time, 1894, and was defeated.

His last editorial venture, an outgrowth of his politi-

cal activity, was his purchase in 1865 of The Old

Guard, a political and literary paper, which soon

failed. He continued to reside in Fort Lee until

1879, when he moved to Newark, where his wife

died in 1889 and he died in 1902.

Dr. English was not a pugnacious man, but that

he was a good fist fighter when necessary was dem-
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onstratecl when he and Edgar Allan Poe fought in

the streets of New York because of a dispute in-

volving a woman. Dr. English knocked Poe down

and mauled him severely, then nursed him the fol-

lowing night. In retaliation Poe wrote a scurrilous

paper, Thomas Dunn English, in his series, The

Literati of Nezi' York, then appearing in Godey's

Lady's Book. Dr. English replied with even greater

heat in the New Mirror, as a result of which Poe

sued the paper and got $225 damages.

As a playwright Dr. English is absolutely un-

known today, though several of his plays were big

successes in their day. In all he wrote twenty plays,

all of which were produced in New York. Those

which were the most successful subsequently were

presented in other cities. They are said to have

been marked by sprightly dialogue and diversity

of character, ])Ut did not contain much novelty or

skill in plot construction. His novels are likewise

forgotten. They included Walter IVoolfc, 1844; or

TJie Power of the S. F., Ambrose Fecit; or The Poet

and The Printer (1867), and Jacob Schuyler's Mil-

lions (1885). He was also a prolific writer of

stories for boys. His first book was a volume of

poems, published in New York in 1855 but sup-

pressed, for some obscure reason, by the author.

Several other volumes of poems, the most popular

of which was The Boys' Book of Battle Lyrics,

descriptive of incidents in American history, came

from his pen in later years. The dissatisfaction that

exists in some quarters today with The Star Span-

gled Banner existed in English's day and he was

one of those who felt that the country needed a

more representative national hymn. He wrote two

poems intended to take the place of The Star Span-

gled Banner, but neither of them became popular.

PHYSICIAN OR POLITICIAN.

A forensic problem has arisen in the question of

compensation for disabilities incurred in the world

war. A struggle has arisen as to whether the gov-

ernment which is spending the enormous sum of

three hundred and sixty millions a year shall allow

the United States Veterans Bureau to be managed
by men whose only asset is favor from the party in

power or by competent medical men. The Sweet

Act, which created the Veterans' Bureau, and which

was approved by the President and Congress on

August 9, 1921, placed the responsibility of this im-

portant work of compensation for those disabled in

the war on a single person. The three branches

which were united were the insurance, educational,

and medical services.

An unfortunate choice was made in the appoint-

ment to the responsible office of district manager of

an important territory. New York, New Jersey and

Connecticut. Mr. Joseph Walsh, a former plumbing-

contractor of Albany, was chosen. Another example

is the appointment of Captain Haan to the district

of Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia and the Dis-

trict of Columbia, a former police patrolman.

These selections seem incongruous. It seems as

though a more careful selection could have been

made. A medical man with some technical knowl-

edge surely could have been found. There are over

150,000 qualified medical men in this country.

This controversy was brought to public notice

when Director Forbes came into conflict with Dr.

Haven Emerson, his former medical advisor. He
branded Dr. Emerson's statements as "false" when
the policy of the bureau was criticized. The state-

ments made by Emerson which resulted in his dis-

missal, as far as could be determined, have been

upheld by many men of repute in the medical profes-

sion. This is too serious a problem to be handled

by attempting to oust competent medical men of

good standing and filling the offices with political

aspirants. This move of Director Forbes should

prove of interest to medical men for over eight thou-

sand are in the bureau in one capacity or another.

Much praise should be given Emerson, for his brave

effort to bring the bureau to a higher level. More
facts on this all important subject would not be

amiss.

HEALTH AND WEALTH.
Health may mean wealth, as the popular slogan

has it, but neither capital nor labor sees the con-

nection except to the most limited extent. The eyes

of both seem .so blinded by the flash of anticipated

gold that conditions under which the gold can best

be secured but are dimly discerned.

In a factory where, on account of the intense

heat, the productivity of the men is low, the mana-
ger ex])lained that changes were being made by

which the temperature would be still further raised.

With a malicious chuckle he exclaimed: "Then we'll

see how they will stand it
!" Although heat and

dust and the use of poisons are known by tradition

and experience to affect the working power and

longevity of the worker, owners of plants still are

more active in furnishing electric fans for their

houses of worship than in establishing exhaust sys-

tems in their factories. On the other hand, the

labor unions, though persistent and powerful in se-

curing shorter hours and higher wages, put up pa-

tiently with conditions of labor and policy of plan-

ning and building without reference to the human
machines or of the conditions under which they do
their best work.
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All wealth is founded upon and made out of

health, but that it should not be built up by the de-

struction of health goes without saying, whether

from a humane or a purely business point of view.

Wealth makes a sorry return for such destruction

of health if it merely builds hospitals and sanitariums

or endows organizations for research, when it leaves

undone those things which it ought to have done,

or does those things which it ought not to have

done in its own wealth production.

After all, wealth has to foot the bills, and what

it gains by lack of prevention of industrial disease

it is obliged to pay out in taxes and in charities for

the support of the disabled, to say nothing of the

unsuspected financial loss in diminished productiv-

ity at its source.

LABOR LEGISLATION.
The indefatigable Bureau of Labor Statistics of

the Federal Department of Labor has prepared a

compilation (Washington: Government Printing

Office, 1921 ) of labor legislation in all states for

the year 1919. This material is valuable to medical

men, particularly because it contains a comprehen-

sive survey of legislation along the lines of hygiene

.and safety as well as hours of labor for women
and children, mothers' pensions, and so on. An
eight hour law for women was passed in Utah, and
the application of the existing eight hour law in

•California was extended.

Of the laws applying only to child labor, the

jmost farreaching is the act of Congress levying a

tax on the products of the labor of children under
fourteen in mills, canneries, workshops, etc., and
under sixteen in mines and cjuarries. The legis-

latures of Florida and of Hawaii enacted original

laws covering mothers' pensions, and new laws were
passed in Nebraska and Pennsylvania. Workmen's
compensation is treated in a separate bulletin, but

accidents and vocational rehabiHtation are covered.

Obituary.

JA^IES RAYNOR HAYDEN, M. D.,

of New York.

The New York Medical Journal learns with

regret of the untimely death of Dr. James Raynor
Hayden which occurred on Monday, October 10th.

Dr. Hayden was born in New York in the year 1863

and was graduated from the College of Physicians

and Surgeons of Columbia University in 1884 and
later was appointed professor of neurology in this

institution, succeeding the late Dr. Robert W. Tay-
lor. He was a Fellow of the American Medical

Society and the American College of Surgeons : a

member of the American Urological Society, the So-

ciety of Genitourinary Surgeons, the International

Urological Society and the Academy of Medicine,

an alumnus of the New York Hospital, and geni-

tourinary .surgeon to Bellevue Hospital and St.

Joseph's Hospital, Yonkers. He was a member of

the Metro})olitan and Calumet Clubs.

News Items.

Harvey Lectures.—The first Harvey lecture in

the course for 1921-22 will be delivered at the New
York Academy of Medicine, Saturday evening, Oc-
tober 22nd, by Dr. C. R. Stockard, professor of

anatomy, Cornell University Medical College. His
.subject will be The Significance of Modification in

Body Structure.

Dispensary Service in Venereal Disease Clin-

ics.—Information regarding opportunities for dis-

pensary assistants in the venereal disease clinics of

New York, can be obtained from the secretary of

the Section on Venereal Diseases of the Associated

Outpatient Clinics, Dr. Alexander N. Thomson, 15

West Forty-third Street, New York.

Herter Lectures.—The thirteenth course of

Herter lectures was given by Sir Arthur Keith, of

the Royal College of Surgeons, England, on Octo-
ber 5th, 6th and 7th, at Johns Hopkins University,

his subject being The Differentiation of Modern
Races of Mankind in the Light of the Hormone
Therapy.

Industrial Relations Conference.—This confer-

ence will be held in Harrisburg, Pa., on October 24
to 27, 1921, under the direction of Commissioner
C. B. Connelley of the Department of Labor and
Industry. A program is being prepared w^hich in-

cludes the discussion of such timely topics as indus-

trial cooperation, industrial waste, industrial educa-
tion, women and children in industry, medical

supervision in industry and industrial publicity.

Additional information concerning this conference,

with a complete program, can be obtained from the

Department of Labor and Industry, Harrisburg.

Fourth Biennial Congress of the Far Eastern
Association.—The fourth biennial congress of the
Far Eastern Association of Tropical Medicine was
held in Batavia, Java, August 6th to 13th. Dr. T.

de Vogel, the chief health officer of the Netherlands

Indies, presided, it being the first international medi-
cal congress ever held in the Dutch East Indies.

Delegates attended from Japan, the Philippines,

Straits Settlements, Federated Malay States, For-
mosa, India and Australia. General director of the

medical services of Malaya, Dr. A. E. Horn, was
elected president for the next two years. The next

meeting will be held in Singapore.

Railway Surgeons to Meet in New^ York.—The
thirty-first annual meeting of the New York and
New England Association of Railway Surgeons will

meet in New York on Saturday, October 29th, with

headquarters at the Hotel McAlpin. The program
includes a symposium on surgery of the stomach
and duodenum, among those taking part being Dr.

Lewis Gregory Cole, of New York, Dr. Charles H.
Mayo, of Rochester, Minn., Dr. John B. Deaver, of

Philadelphia, and Dr. Charles H. Peck, of New
York. On Friday preceding the meeting Dr. W'il-

liam B. Coley will hold a clinic in the Hospital for

Ruptured and Crippled, and there will also be a

clinic in the Post-Graduate Hospital. Dr. John F.

Black, of White Plains, is president of the associa-

tion, and Dr. George Chaffee, of Binghamton, is cor-

responding secretary.
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The Health Institute.—An interesting feature

of llic liftieth annual meeting of the American Pub-

lic Health Association, which is to be held in New
\'ork during the week of November 8th, will be a

1 lealth Institute, constituting a comprehensive course

on ])ub]ic health matters. This institute is open to

all public health workers whether members of the

American Public Health As.sociation or not. An in-

teresting jjrogram has been arranged and full par-

ticulars can be obtained from Dr. Donald B. Arm-
strong, 370 Seventh Avenue, New York.

Minnesota State Medical Association.—Dr.

James Frank Corbett, of Minneapolis, was elected

president of this association at the fifty-third annual

meeting held in Duluth, August 26th to 28th, under

the presidency of Dr. Charles Eugene Riggs, of St.

Paul. Other officers were elected as follows : Dr.

Samuel H. Boyer, of Duluth, first vice-president

(reelected) ; Dr. Charles E. Ide, of Brainerd, sepond

vice-president ; Dr. Thomas Williams, of Lake Crys-

tal, third vice-president ; Dr. Carl B. Drake, of St.

Paul, secretary : Dr. Frederick L. Beckley, of St.

Paul, treasurer.

Economic Loss from Industrial Accidents.—-At

the annual convention of the International Associa-

tion of Industrial Accident Boards, held in Chicago

on Tuesday, September 20th, Sidney J. Williams,

secretary of the National Safety Council, stated that

the economic loss caused by industrial accidents

amounted to about $1,000,000,000. The wage loss

approximated $853,000,000, he said, and other costs,

including stirgical, hos])ital and administrative ex-

pense in connection with compensable accidents,

added $161,000,000 to the bill.

Meeting of the Utah State Medical Associa-

tion.—The twenty-seventh annual meeting of

this association was held September 13th and 14th,

at Salt Lake City, under the presidency of Dr. Rob-
ert R. Hampton. The following officers were elected

for the ensuing year : President, Dr. Augustus C.

Behle, of Salt Lake City ; first vice-president. Dr.

Frank K. Bartlett, of Ogden ; second vice-president.

Dr. George H. Hyde, of Provo ; third vice-president.

Dr. Lawrence C. Snow, of Park City ; secretary, Dr.

William L. Rich, and treasurer. Dr. Frederick L.

Peterson, of Salt Lake City.

Personal.— Dr. Isaac W. Brewer, former city

health officer of Watertown, N. Y., has been made
superintendent of Pleasant Valley Sanatorium, the

Steuben County Tuberculosis Hospital at Bath,

N. Y.
Dr. Victor C. Jacobson has been appointed in-

structor in ]5athology at the Albany Medical College.

Dr. Harriet A. Rice, a negress, has been awarded
the Reconnaisance francaisc, a bronze medal, by the

French govermnent for her services in French mili-

tary hospitals during the war.

Dr. William Walter Cort, associate professor of

helminthology in the school of hygiene and public

health of the Johns Hopkins University, has re-

turned after spending four months studying the

hookworm larvae in Trinidad.

Dr. Marcus A. Newell, formerly of Sheridan,
Wyo., announces his association with Dr. T-^dward
Wallace Lee, 616 Madison Avenue, New York.

New Beth Israel Hospital. — Ground was
liroken on Sunday, C)ct()ber 9th, for the new three

million dollar hospital which is to be erected at Six-

teenth Street and Livingstone Place, New York. It

will be nonsectarian and have accommodations for

five hundred patients.

The Alvarenga Prize.—The College of Physi-

cians of Philadelphia announces that the Alvarenga
prize for 1921 has been awarded to Dr. John \\'.

Churchman, of New York, for his essay entitled

Selective Bacteriostasis of Gentian Violet. The next

award of this prize will be made on July 14, 1922.

For full particulars concerning the conditions under
which this prize is awarded address the secretary

of the Committee of Award, Dr. John H. Girvin,

19 South Twenty-second Street, Philadelphia.

One Hundred and Fiftieth Anniversary of New
York Hospital.—The New- York Hospital Soci-

ety, which received its charter from King George
III, will celebrate its one hundred and fiftieth anni-

versary on October 26th. The society controls the

New York Hospital, Bloomingdale Hospital and the

Campbell Cottages for convalescent children, White
Plains, and is one of the three institutions of New
York which trace their origin to colonial days, the

others being Trinity Church and Columbia Univer-
sity.

^

Died.

AscHM-^N.—In Wheeling, W. Va., on Sunday, October .

2nd, Dr. Gustave A. Aschman, aged sixty-one years.

Badger.—In Sayre, Pa., on Tuesday, September 27th, Dr.
Samuel W. Badger, of Athens. Pa.
Black.—In San Francisco, Cal., on "Saturday, September

17th, Dr. James A. Black, aged fifty-two years.

CoxKLiN.—In Fishkill, N. Y., on Tuesday, September
27th, Dr. William J. Conklin, aged seventy-five years.

CoRV.—In Cleveland, Ohio, on Friday, September 23rd,
Dr. Walter Bennett Cory, aged forty-four years.

Crowder.—In Birmingham, Ala., on Thursday, September
22nd, Dr. Joseph K. Crowder, aged forty-four years.

Dake.—In Viola, Wis., on Friday, September 16th, Dr.
Alfred J. Dake, aged fifty-two years.

Denison.—In Parsons, Pa., on Sunday, Septemi)er 18th.

Dr. John W. Denison, aged sixty years.

Ensminger.—In Crawfordsville, Ind., on Sunday, Sep-
tember 25th, Dr. Samuel L. Ensminger, aged seventy-seven
years.

Haley.—In Fredericktown, Mo., on Tuesday, September
20th, Dr. Oba Haley, aged seventy-five years.
Jenkins.—In Wilmington, Del., on Monday, August 22nd,

Dr. J. Horace Jenkins, of Elkton, Md., aged forty-four
years.

Kmght.—In Philadelphia, Pa., on Wednesday, September
28th, Dr. Rachel Knight, aged forty-three years.

Leon.—In Tucson, Ariz., on Tuesday, September 13th,
Dr. Cipriano Hermandez Leon, aged forty-eight years.
Mason.—In Rochester, N. Y., on Monday, September

26th, Dr. Robert H. Mason, aged fifty years.
MooNEY.—In Syracuse, N. Y., on Saturday, October 1st,

Dr. Edward L. Mooney, aged sixty-five years.
Pratt.—In Bellefontaine, Ohio, on Sunday. September

18th, Dr. Lester Cross Pratt, aged thirty-eight years.
Rankine.—In Tappan, N. J., on on Monday, September

Dr. Isabelle Mathison Rankine, of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Shipley.—In Seaford, Del., on Saturday, October 1st.

Dr. Everett .Shipley, aged sixty-six years.
Thompson.—In Noblesville, Ind., on Wednesday, Sep-

tember 21st, Dr. Henry Herbert Thompson, aged forty-
four years.

Warner.—In Canandaigua, N. Y.. on Tuesday, .'\ugnst
20th, Dr. Franklin Pierce Warner, aged sixty-eiglit vcars.
Weaver.—In Norristown. Pa., on Saturday, O- t 'bor l>t.

Dr. Joseph K. Weaver, aged eighty-two years.
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LONDON LETTER.

{From our oiim Correspondent.)

Financial Poyition of the Royal Hospital of St. Bartholo-
mexn)—The Thirty-fourth Annual Conference of the

Sanitary Inspectors' Association—Death of a Great
Surgeon.

London, September 2, 1921.

St. Bartholomew's Hospital i.s almost the oldest,

the second largest, and the richest hy far of all the

London hospitals. It was once the only institution

of its kind in London which approached ])eing self-

supporting, but now it is heavily in debt. The treas-

urer's report for 1920, which has just been issued, is

of great interest, as it contains intimate details of

income and expenditure, enabling one to gauge the

business efficiency of the institution. A compara-
tive statement of the expenditure for 1914 and 1920

shows that the hospital and convalescent home cost

practically twice as much to run in 1920 as in 1914.

It is true that the balance sheet for the past year

shows that the receipts exceeded the expenditure by

more than £25,000, but this apparently satisfactory

condition was due to two special and nonrecurring-

receipts, the grant from the National Relief Fund
and the absorption into income of the final balance

of the Peace Year Commemoration Fund. These
two items together amount to more than £75,000.

The number of inpatients has increased from 7,729

in 1919 to 8,971 in 1920 and the average duration

of stay in hospital has decreased from 25.2 to 24.1

days ; 66,604 casualty patients were registered on

their first attendance in 1920 as opposed to 62,266

in 1919.

* * *

The thirty-fourth annual conference of the Sani-

tary Inspectors' Association, opened at Bath on

August 31st, was made memorable by a remarkable

valedictory address by Sir James Crichton Browne,
who resigned as president of the association after

twenty years' service. He asserted that he would
fail in his duty and be guilty of culpable prudery if

he allowed so appropriate an opportunity to pass

without pointing out the one sure way of coping

with the growing social evil of venereal disease. He
entered a strong plea for the adoption of a policy

of immediate self disinfection, and said that this had
hitherto been opposed by ignorance and negligence

on the one hand, and ecclesiastical prejudice and
shott sighted morality on the other. To proclaim

a new antidote to a deadly poison was not to en-

courage people to run the risk of swallowing it. He
insisted that the pathology and treatment of venereal

disease must be presented in a different manner to

medical students and practitioners in the medical

schools. We must have laboratories in which patho-

logical and diagnostic work can be carried out. We
must have the supervision of contacts and the

effective following of all disclosed cases. But, above

all, the public must be educated regarding the inci-

dence and dangers of venereal disease, the use of

preventive measures, and personal disinfection must

be explained. He was convinced that at the present

hour that was the best weapon in coml)ating venereal

disease. The statement of the Ministry of Health

that selfdisinfection was not likely to be efifectiv6

was not according to knowledge. Sir Alfred Mond,
the new minister, had inherited a mistaken policy on
this question, but Sir James, from his knowledge
of the Minister, had no doubt that he would soon
come to view the matter in its true light.

"Wash and be clean" might be the motto of the

Sanitary Inspectors' Association, and if it assumed
armorial bearings a tub should certainly be one of

the quarterings on its shield. The bath, it had been
said, had "an uplifting power"; it ministered to

selfrespect ; and the not uncommon practice of sing-

ing or humming in the bath might be taken as a

paean of praise to its salutary virtues, but its

hygienic significance had been too long lost sight of

or belittled in this country among certain classes.

That was now, however, being brought into promi-
nence by the housing schemes, which were every-

where under consideration or execution. We used

to pride ourselves in this country on being the best

washed people in Europe, and in their young medical

days students had to go to Berlin or Vienna to study

certain skin diseases which were the outcome of

dirt, inveterate dirt, but did not exist at home. We
were still, he believed, entitled to claim preeminence
in personal cleanliness in Europe, but out of Europe
we were undoubtedly hard pressed by the United
States, in the West, and outrun by Japan in the East.

But, whatever our comparative position as regards

personal cleanliness might be, we still had a long

way to go before we attained to the proper standard

in it and recovered from the blight of unwashedness
bequeathed to us by the Middle Ages. If we were
to preserve and improve the health of the people,

and if we were to progress in the prevention of dis-

ease, the dwellings of the people, even of the hum-
blest class, must have facilities for baths and bath-

ing, and if baths and bathing were to be undertaken

to the extent and with the frequency that was desir-

able, the water supply of many British towns would
have to be amended.

* * *

Extraordinary disparities in the water consump-
tion of towns of Great Britain have been recorded

in the past. Thus, London used water at an average

of forty gallons a head a day, compared with a con-

sumption in Birmingham of twenty-seven gallons.

The explanation of this was, in part at least, that

Londoners had great facilities for enjoying a daily

bath. Even the lower middle class houses in Lon-
don's many suburbs were furnished with a bath-

room, but in the provinces bathrooms were still the

exception rather than the rule in all save the better

and more expensive houses. In the future the num-
ber of domestic baths would be everywhere greatly

multiplied and the consumption of water enormously
increased, and, therefore, it was satisfactory to learn

that the water contents of the United Kingdom were
at length to be subjected to a comprehensive and
systematic survey, which had not been precipitated

by the recent drought, but the urgency ,of which
that drought had emphasized.

When the slum was abolished tuberculosis would
hide its diminished head, but a sine qua non of a per-

fectly wholesome house would, in the future, be an
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abundant and handy supply of pure water and a bath.

The general introduction of the bath, the most con-

venient in.strument of personal cleanliness and a

constant reminder of the obligation to practice it,

would also, it may be predicted, be followed by a

notable diminution in the prevalence of tuberculous

disease, and would also tend to the reduction of

infant mortality. No doubt the introduction of a

bath into a house was one thing, and the retention

ofvit for its proper purpose and the habitual use of

it was quite another, l)ut the poorer people in Great

Britain had not yet had the chance, except to a

very limited extent, of showing their appreciation

of the bath, and he trusted to the gradual percola-

tion of fashion downwards to the discovery of the

soothing pleasure of the bath, to the formation of

habit, and to a realization of the connection between
dirt and disease, to insure that full advantage would
soon be taken of this means of health. The steadily

increasing patronage of public baths indicated that

people were becoming more and more alive to the

call of the bath.

Fear had been expressed that the universal

installation of baths, with hot water sui)ply in all

houses, might ultimately lead to an excessive and
sensuous indulgence of the hot bath, causing thermal
debility. He did not entertain any apprehension of

this kind, for the hot bath pushed to an extreme
had had no such consequences in the case of the

Japanese. Great numbers of the Japanese took two
or three hot baths a day, and nothing surprised them
more than the folly of the foreigner who refused

to take even one. In time, however, the charm of

the Japanese custom overcame foreign prejudice,

and European residents in the country abandoned
cold baths in favor of hot ones. The Japanese
seemed to be largely exempt from the catarrhs and
colds which harried us in Great Britain. It might
be thought that the baths would unbrace the nerves

and invite colds, but this seemed to be true only of

the warm and not of the hot bath, which, taken up
to a temperature of 110° F. and followed by cold

affusion, stimulated and toned up the system.

* * *

Mr. R. C. Maxwell, of the Ministry of Health,

touching upon the various aspects of the housing
.problem, referred to the difficulties facing the gov-
ernment in dealing with the country's unhealthy
areas, including complicated acts of parliament
which badly needed consolidation. Where local au-

thorities controlled property on such areas he

pleaded for the human touch. Authority might pro-

vide new houses but until the type of men and
women who occupied these houses had been raised

the work would be in vain. He made a suggestion

"for which he would probably get a wigging from
the Ministry" and that was that the proper officer

to manage property, either old or new, was the sani-

tary inspector, whose duty it was to report defects.

* * *

One session was devoted entirely to a considera-

tion of the housing problem. Sir James Crichton
Browne presided. A good deal of criticism was
levelled against the Ministry of Health, inspired per-

haps by the fact that Mr. R. C. Maxwell, of the

Ministry of Health, occupied a seat next to the

president. However, when Councillor Wheatley, of

Glasgow, observed that Sir Alfred Mond was a
financier rather than a health enthusiast, Sir James
defended him warmly, declaring that the Minister
of Health had been reared in a scientific atmosphere.

*

and would deal sympathetically with public health

questions submitted to him. In a very brief reply

to the critics Mr. Maxwell said there was no short

cut to a solution of this gigantic social problem. A
way out of the difficulty would only be found by the

hard work of the individual man, especially tha,t of

the Sanitary Inspector.

Councillor Wheatley, of Glasgow, also said that

in Glasgow there were thousands of homeless peo-
ple, night shelters were full, and the heroes who
fought in the war begged for room in the police

cells. The first essential step to clearing unhealthy
areas was the erection of new houses, because at

present there was nowhere for the people to go
while areas were being cleared. Local authorities

should provide healthy conditions for the people,

and then leave the public to judge whether it was
better to spend money making Mesopotamia fit for
investors than in making Britain fit for heroes to

live in.

* * *

Colonel Sir Peter Johnston Freyer, K. C. B., late

Indian Medical Service, died on September 9th at

27 Harley Street, London, W. Sir Peter Freyer's
name will always be associated with the great opera-
tion which he devised, that of suprapubic prosta-
tectomy. Before the introduction of this operation,
the lot of the victim of this condition was indeed
deplorable. The operation was successful in all re-

spects, although there was criticism of it and oppo-
sition to it in the early days. But Sir Peter lived

all this down and saw his lifework crowned with
complete success and his operation practised by sur-

geons in all parts of the world. He was the eldest

son of Samuel Freyer of Selerna. Galway, born in

1852 and educated at Erasmus Smith's College, Gal-
way. He received his professional training at

Steevens' Hospital, Dublin, and in Paris and grad-
uated with the degree of B. A. from the Royal Uni-
versity of Ireland in 1872, with first class honors and
a gold medal, and also with the degree of M. D..

again with first class honors and a gold medal. In
1874 he received the degree of M. Ch. and L. M.
In 1875 he obtained the first place in the open com-
petition for the Indian Medical Service. After a
period of military employmait, his services were lent

to the Government of the" Northwest Provinces,
under which he held in succession the a])pointment
of civil surgeon at Moradabad, Bareilly, Mahabad,
Mus,soorie, and Benares. He was awarded the

Arnott memorial medal for original surgical work
in 1904. Since his retirement with the rank of
colonel, Freyer practised as a consulting surgeon in

London. His professional publications are chiefly

concerned with affections of the bladder esjiecially

stone. He was surgeon to St. Peter's Hospital,
London, and consulting surgeon to Queen Alexan-
dra's Military I los})ital and the Eastern Command.
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SURGICAL PRACTICE.

Operative Surgery. By J. Siielton Horsley, M. D., F. A.
C. S., Attending Surgeon, St. Elizabeth's Hospital, Rich-
mond, V'a. With Six Hundred and Thirteen Original
Illustrations. Illustrated by Miss Helen Lorraine. St.

Louis: C. V. Mosby Company, 1921. Pp. 721.

The atithor, in this attractive voltime, lays par-

tictilar stress on the preservaWon of physiological

function and the interpretation of the biological pro-

cesses that follow surgical operations. He has made
no attempt to include every surgical operation in

this work, but every one that he has described and
recommended either has been done by himself or

appears to him to be that particular operation best

suited to the disease in c|uestion. In this respect the

work under review is to a great extent a record of

his large personal experience.

In a work of such general excellence as this, it is

not a simple matter to select any particular subject

for praise or criticism. We should prefer to see

"tubercular" glands of the neck designated as tuber-

culous, but this is so common an error among medi-

cal writers that it may be classed with the acute ap-

pendix and the more recent acute pelvis of other

authors.

The text matter is simple in style, but fully de-

scriptive. The illustrations are of unu.sttal beauty

and clearness, and in themselves constitute a most
valuable feature of the work. They explain the text

most clearly, and their legends are explanatory with-

out the necessity of reading the text to see what
they are meant to represent. While this volume is

not in any sense of the word a cyclopedia of modern
surgery, it may be said to serve in the fullest de-

gree, its ptirpose of presenting the essentials of sur-

gical practice within a reasonable compass. Typo-
graphically it is all that can be desired, and both

author Vnd publisher are to be congratulated on the

result of their efforts.

DREAMS.
Studies in Dreams. By Mary Arnold-Forster (Mrs. H. O.

Arnold-Forster). With a Foreword by Morton Prince,

M. D., LL. D., Author of Nature of Mind and Human
Automatism, The Unconscious, The Dissociation of a

Personality, etc. New York: The Macmillan Company,
1921. Pp. xxxv-178.

It would hardly be fair to subject this book to a

critical analysis even though it were worthy of it.

The only excuse for its being is an efifort to cling

to wornout fanciful-dogmas, the reason given by the

author being that she cannot accept more modern
knowledge. Morton Prince apologetically ushers

this feeble host of misinformation into the world.

All in all, it is a vain efifort to combat more pro-

gressive psychology and cling to outworn ideas.

Purity is the cry. "What do we care for facts.

Purity is more important. Of what use is the truth

if it cannot be told?" This seems to be the general

tenor of the book.

The author throughout the book insists, that her

dreams are normal dreams and therefore not sub-

ject to the laws of interpretation which Freud has

formulated from his findings in the realm of

jisychopathology. Vet a careful comparison of the

author's dreams do not show any ap])reciable diverg-

ence from those of the psychoneurotics, 'ilie author
continues in a tiresome reiteration that her dreams
are better, finer, more wonderful than those of

others. Adler would say that we find here revealed

most clearly a lust for power as a compensation for

a tremendous initial inferiority.

A clearing hou.se for dreams is suggested. It is

hoped that only good, cultured, normal dreams will

be admitted for tabulation, those of the castrated

preferred. Then some magic formulas are given to

break bad dreams, a good ritual which should have
been added to some of primitive man's implements.

In fact, we find similar processes resorted to as far

back as the totemic period. In fact, this book would
have been far more valuable then than at present.

It came into being a bit too late.

PHYSICAL FITNESS.
The Assessment of Physical Fitness by Correlation of Vital

Capacity and Certain Measurements of the Body. By
Georges Dreyer, C. B. E., M. A., M. D., Fellow of Lincoln
College; Professor of Pathology in the University of
Oxford ;

Corresponding Member of the Royal Danish
Academy of Letters and Sciences, in Collaboration with
George Fulford Hanson, Late Lieutenant, U. S. A.
Medical Corps, Air Service. With a Foreword by
Charles H. Mayo, M. D., Rochester, Minn. New York

:

Paul B. Hoeber, 1921. Pp. xiv-127.

The late war emphasized the importance of physi-

cal fitness, not only to the individual, but also to the

nation consisting of individuals. In the examina-
tion of draft recruits in the United States, more
than one third were found physically incapacitated

for military duty, and the average mental capacity

was found surprisingly low, as the result of- psychia-

tric tests made by experts. In view of the fact that

many, if not most of these mental and physical de-

ficiencies are preventable, it is highly important that

steps be taken for their elimination, in order that the

race may be saved from ultimate deterioration.

The author, therefore, aims in this book, to supply

medical men and others interested in this subject,

with a method, new only in the details of its applica-

tion, whereby physical fitness can be assessed on the

basis of a few simple physical measurements, which
will be found to be speedy, easily learned and trust-

worthy. He discards the theor>', long in vogue, that

there is a definite relationship between age, height

and weight, in the normal human body. His method
is based on the fact that there is a distinct relation-

ship between the weight of the body, length of the

trunk (i. e., the height when sitting) and the cir-

cumference of the chest ; also on the fact that there

is a demonstrable uniformity of their relationship

to the vital capacity of the lungs. The book aims to

establish standards of normality with respect to the

weight and the size of the body in persons who
may be considered as being in perfect health. These

.standards occupy certain relationships to certain

functional measurements, such as vital capacity, and
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it is tliis relationsliip which forms the basis for this

work.

One hundred pages of tables, both in the metric

>ysteni and American standard system, are devoted
to this subject. The tables are supplemented by
methods of calculation, by which it is possil)le to

work out the physical fitness of any given individual.

Three classes are established, for botb males and
females, t^hi- being done because dififerent degrees

of vital capacity will be found in persons of apparent

good health, and differing in their physical fitness.

Thus, an individual living a healthy outdoor life, or

compensating for a sedentary life by regular exer-

cise or sjiort, will have a considerably larger vital

capacity than another individual of the same size

and weight living an indoor sedentary life. The
tables are arranged to allow for these differences

when comparing individuals with other persons of

the class from which they are drawn.
The volume before us is exceedingly interesting

as a contribution to the subject of human eugenics,

and amply testifies to the vast amouiit of labor in-

volved in its study and preparation.

SURGICAL CLINICS.
. The Surcjical Clinics of North America. Boston Number,

June, 1921. V^olume 1, Number 3. Published Bimonthly.
Philadelphia and New York : W. B. Saunders Company.

Twenty-one surgeons of Boston contribute mate-
rial to this number of Surgical Climes, and it may be
said that they have produced an excellent volume,
quite as interesting and useful as any of its prede-
cessors. The outstanding feature probably is the

reconstruction clinic of Dr. Cotton, in which forty-

one cases of war veterans requiring reconstruction
are presented and discussed. In Philip D. Wilson's
clinic, the Syme's amputation is thoroughly dis-

cussed and beautifully illustrated. The same may
be said of the clinic on renal calculus, by J. D. Bar-
ney and his associates.

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION.
The Religions Consciousness. A Psychological Study. By
James Bi>.sett Pr.^tt, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy
in Williams College. New York: The Macmillan Com-
pany, 1920. Pp. viii-486.

One cannot always speak of an academic clarity

in the style of a book. It is, however, to be found
here. There goes with it a certain directness which
arises out of clear thinking as well as clear state-

ment and which continually restimulates the read-
er's interest in following the author through many
interesting chapters. It is not infrequent, at least

in the present day, for an academic writer to attempt
to catch the popular reader by sudden resort to cur-
rent catchwords, even the slang of the hour. The
result is a garishness which makes its purpose ob-
vious without attaining it. Such is never found in

this writing but Pratt has a far happier faculty of
talking to the common man in terms so direct that

they are perfectly understandable, so simple that
they are as the reader's own more dignified language.
They do not sti op to him but assume for him a dig-

nified intellectual sobriety in which he likes to read
and think.

The only nb-curity that sometimes creeps in oc-

curs when the writer seems to be afraid to trust

the lens of investigating psychology too far and
half turns to reassure himself at least of certa,in

objective thought positions which he wants to take

for granted. Some would commend the book per-

haps as a consistent upholding of those convictions

which he evidently wants to hold to, his own "atti-

tude toward the Determiner of Destiny" from which
the diligent application of science cannot turn him
away. Others would regret that a discussion so

able, a scientific pursuit so logically pressed, should

not have proceeded unswervingly to its own con-

sistent ends. The wavering points where this other-

wise straightforward pursuit is crossed by the au-

thor's predilections show that he has not cjuite en-

tered unequivocally into the meaning or the issues

of a thoroughly dauntless psychology. Just as one

is following him along the path of psychological

penetration he lifts his road upon a trestle when
psychology pressed just one moment more would
have given far surer rock l)ottom for intellectual

progress.

There would not be so much reiteration of this

feature of the book were there not so much positive

value in its main course. The work gives evidence

of its long period of preparation which the author

admits. Yet its protraction over this period has

left it no l)ack number in thought nor in its atten-

tion to the thought of present day contemporaries.

Moreover. Pratt is not discussing religion merely as

he has read of it in the confessions of others or their

theorizing nor with any special emphasis upon his

own personal experience except, as we have said,

with the too frequent evidence of his general bias.

His work has valuable features, because he has

come into close contact with the religions of many
lands, with their variety of forms. The book, at

the same time, is a rich compendium of the thoughts

of others who have attempted the psychology of re-

ligion, as well as of many gathered personal expe-

riences which have become available for such

psychological study. Both the text and the ample
and often exceedingly important footnotes reveal

this.

Pratt has left the definition of religion free at the

start. Nevertheless, for his own practical purpose,

in order to collect his work around a workable start-

ing point and in order to set his reader upon a

definite path, he chooses a definition of religion

which he adopts merely because of such pragmatic

value. His definition is this : "Religion is the seri-

ous and social attitude of individuals or communi-
ties toward the power or powers which they con-

ceive as having ultimate control over their interest

and destinies." He admits the arbitrariness and the

relative worthlessness of this as of any otie other

definitif)n of religion and then proceeds to explain

it enough to prove its value for his writing here.

Religion is subjective and yet it is a reality. Here
already begins that disturbing doubleness of state-

ment. For religion is asserted to be also objective.

Pratt is not contented to accept its subjective real-

ity as psychic fact but believes it can l)e such a sub-

jective reality only because it is true also in its ob-

ject. No one can deny that the use of religion has

been subjectively to establish itself upon assumed
objectivt' reality. ( )vcr and over again the author
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here strikes the note of the seeking of human feel-
ing for a safe and sure hand to grip in its faith,
safe and sure ground on which to fasten its sub-
jectivity. He talks of the "will to believe" but fails

to push the idea to its ultimate implications. He
each time gets so near but just misses the final clinch
of the fact of the power of subjective desire so to
construct its oI)jects that they satisfy the craving
with all tlie appearance of objective reality. But
need psychology stop short of proving such objec-
tivity, apparent or real ? The writer seems to think
that here is the limit of scientific psychology. He
holds with more or less definiteness to regions yet
far beyond exploration, if not indeed forever out of
the reach of the investigations of psychology.

He does not seem to have taken a clear sweeping
view into the nature of the unconscious. His com-
prehension of it is vague. The fact that it may be
a very comprehensible region of the mind, a well
spring of impulses, precise for definition, obeying
laws which can be examined, seems largely to escape
him. Therefore, he fails to see how much could
be subjectively created of belief and its objects from
such a source. He tries to insert an objective God
into it rather than to find the possibility of creation
of a complete god idea out of it. He talks of split

ofif states as of something most rare, without realiz-

ing a phenomenon merely of a continuous ability

and custom of the human mind not to be consciously
aware at all times or any time of all that it is up to.

Later he speaks of this ability to shelve ofif some
belief from the intrusion of reason or recognition
by the intellect but fails to see this is but part of
the process he has earlier set aside as of dubious
frequency and dubious value for psychology in its

study of religion.

Yet Pratt clings to the human sources of the

emotion and ideation that go to make up religion

or any other social attitude. He discusses the ac-

cumulation below the threshold of that which is

gathered by man throughout the ages, dropped into

the subliminal region to reemerge again in conscious-
ness. Only a fuller comprehension, the fuller knowl-
edge of the unconscious material and its processes,

which is growing more and more possible, would
have made all this for' him a much more satisfactory

and enlightening region for his psychology of re-

ligion. Neither is his account of early racial be-

ginnings altogether satisfactory. His chronology of

the first feeling of an "indefinable, impersonal, all

pervading power, . . . the determiner of des-

tiny" is at least questionable. So also is his idea of
the historical and therefore psychic relation of magic
and religion. He is not afraid of sex in the be-

ginnings of religion in the individual but has not

carried this far.

As a historical, psychological study his chapters

on the various manifestations of religious expe-
riences, his discussions of the cult with its inner and
outer force, of prayer and of worship, ofifer matter
of great interest. The difticulty which overburdens
the book and confuses the reader really .seeking to

be guided to a clearer view]>()int of his own in re-

gard to religion as a psychological factor, and its

value for life can be summed up in the writer's own
personal attitude. This obtrudes itself in spite of

the sequence of thought and argument, in spite of
an array of testimony from ex])erience and from
scientific thought brought to bear upon the discus-
sions. This overwhelming factor is the writer's
overemphasis ujion the value of emotion and emo-
tional experience. He forgets to impress upon his

readers a fact which the religious devotee is too
ready to overlook, that emotion is never useful, it

is only confusedly misleading and even actively dan-
gerous, even through religion, unless it is submitted
to the guidance of intellect. Its value to the intellect

can never be overestimated but it must have that

guiding control. Submitted to the utmost capacity
of intellect one need never fear that emotional life

will not majestically hold its sway. But it will be
in that clearer guided fashion which will not need
to be bound to antiquated forms of belief or prac-
tice, to have that something which Pratt says the
religious man has and others do not. He means a
certain unified devotion to an ideal which synthe-
sizes the being. Yet modern life at least is proving
this possible beyond the confines of his apparent
meaning of religion.

New Publications Received.

[IVc publish full lists of books received, but ive acknowl-
edge no obligation to rcz'ieu' them all. Nevertheless, so
far as space permits, ive rezneiv those in which zve think
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Practical Therapeutics

A NEW FIELD FOR PHARMACOLOGICAL
AND THERAPEUTIC RESEARCH.

By David Loeser, Ph. G.,

New York

It is recorded in the transactions of the Royal

Society of England ( 1 ) by no less an authority than

Robert Boyle, the famous chemist and physicist, that

the idea of the intravenous injection of medicine

was suggested to him in the early months of the year

1657 by Sir Christopher Wren. That Wren was
not a physician, but an architect, is probably known
to everyone who has ever heard of St. Paul's Cathe-

dral, and it is a curious fact that the first record of

such a revolutionary suggestion should have come
from one outside the medical profession.

But it was not until the introduction of salvar.san,

two hundred and fifty years later, that really serious

attention was given to the subject of intravenous

medication. Before that time the action of medi-

cinal remedies was generally supposed to be dejjend-

ent upon their predilection for certain tissues and
organs. Practically no studies had been made for

the purpose of ascertaining what efifect such reme-
dies produced upon the blood and body fluids. The
introduction of salvarsan, however, focused atten-

tion upon the possibilities of intravenous adminis-

tration of other drugs, such as the iodides, iron, and
the salicylates, and a new viewpoint was developed

concerning the process which brings about their

characteristic reactions.

It is the purpose of this paper to draw attention

to this heretofore neglected but most important field

of research, involving not alone the action of drugs,

but certain characteristics of vital physiological func-

tions as well. For it has been incontestably demon-
strated by the researches regarding infection and
immunity that the majority of symptoms are pro-

duced by alterations in the blood stream.

HEMOCLASTIC SYMPTOMS.

The extensive researches which have been carried

on during the past ten years into the phenomenon
of anaphylaxis, the discoveries regarding the sensi-

tization of the animal organism to certain proteins,

especially the work of such men as von Pirquet and
Vaughan on the causation of anaphylactic shock,

have demonstrated that this condition can be artifi-

cially produced by various inorganic substances.

The results of Vaughan's experiments with split

proteins impress one with the importance of the

blood stream and Ijody fluids, and the part they play

in vital processes.

The introduction of certain proteins into tlie cir-

culation of men and animals has been followed by
general symptoms practically identical in character,

whatever the nature of the ])rotein introduced. In

the human there is usually a rise in body temperature
and the concomitant sym])tom com])lex, to which the

term fever has been applied. The occurrence of

fever in a human individual presupposes. u.sually.

the presence of some kind of bacterial infection, but

Vaughan has demonstrated that by suitable varia-

tions in regard to dose and intervals of time which

elapse between injections, one can produce at will the

temperature curve of a continued, remittent, or

intermittent fever. Likewise such symptoms as vio-

lent respiratory and cardiovascular disturbances, the

engorgement of splanchnic bloodvessels, the produc-

tion of hemolysis, or loss of coagulability have been

identified as the results of protein absorption (2).

It has been demonstrated that the respiratory and
chemical interrelation between the cells and plasma

of the blood and the vascular system and tissue cells

depends upon the colloidal properties of the cells

and plasma. It is therefore readily comprehensible

that a disturbance of the normal relations between
the blood plasma, blood cells, and tissue cells will re-

sult in the exhibition of those phenomena desig-

nated as symptoms of anaphylactic shock, such as

peripheral irritation, lack of coordination, and in

severe and fatal cases, partial paralysis and convul-

sions. Metabolic and catabolic disturbances are in-

evitably associated with a disturljance of the col-

loidal state of the blood.

THE BLOOD A TYPICAL COLLOID SOLUTION.

The blood is a typical colloid solution and it was
while studying the colloids that attention was
directed to the blood's typical reaction to certain

electrolytes, enzymes, and other influences. The col-

loidal state has been defined as that physical condi-

tion of matter wherein it consists of at lea.st two
parts or phases, one of which is the active substance

and the other that in which it is distributed. The
first is called the disperse phase, being the active

agent and consisting of either solid or liquid par-

ticles so small that they remain in suspension for

practically any length of time. This type is repre-

sented by the whole blood with the suspended red

cells. The second phase is either a liquid or an
otherwise homogeneous complex material, and has

been termed the dispersion medium, the continuous

phase. This type is represented by the blood plasma.

Colloids are readily divided into two groups.

These groups are quite definitely defined, and are

designated by various names, those most commonly
used being emulsoid, or fluid particles, and suspen-

soid, or solid particles. Tho.se under the first head

have many of the properties of gelatin or glue.

They swell in water, of which they absorb a large

quantity, and gradually disperse until they take on
many of the characteristics of a solution. The sec-

ond group contains substances which are much more
sensitive to small traces of added material, appearing

to consist of very small particles of solid matter.

The viscosity of an emulsoid colloid is controlled

by the ([uantity of the disperse phase; that of a sus-

pensoid, by the dispersion medium or .solvent. The
characteristics of colloid solutions are due to the

minutely subdivided condition of the disperse re-

sulting in great surface exposure. These particles,
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tlioiigh minute, are larger than molecules. By virtue

of their large size, compared with molecules, they

exert very little osmotic pressure. Osmotic pres-

sure is the pressure which a dissolved salt exerts on
the solvent, and is comparable to the pressure exerted

by a gas on a container. This property is brought

into play physiologically when added .salts increase

the osmotic pressure in the blood, resulting in imbi-

bition, or increase of water.

Each colloidal particle carries a definite charge

of electricity, some colloids being electropositive

while others- are electronegative. As a general rule,

if any given substance is in the colloid state it will

have the same electric sign, but it is possible, when
prepared by some special method, to produce col-

loidal formations in which the particles may be

charged either positively or negatively. If we rub a

piece of glass suspended by a silk thread with a

piece of silk, and then approach it with another

piece of glass electrified in like manner, mu-
tual repulsion will be the result. But if we replace

the second glass fragment by a piece of ebonite

which has been rubbed with fur, the first piece of

glass will be attracted because it carries an electric

charge of the opposing sign. This illustrates the

» electrification of colloidal particles. The total

amount of electricity in the body is not rejjresented

by the electric charge, but only the amount over or

tmder that which it carries when compared with

a neutral electrical state. Any substance which can

conduct an electric current and be thereby decom-

posed into separate groups of ions, is called an elec-

trolyte.

Molecules have definite charges, invariable in sign

and amount. Colloidal particles dififer from mole-

cules in that their electric charges vary in sign and

amount. Surface ionization accounts for the charge

of colloid particles, probably because of the sub-

stance adhering to them, usually OH or H. The
fact that the particles are similarly charged accounts

for the repelling of one by the other and for the

Brownian movement. This constant bombardment
accounts also for the prevention of precipitation.

Ions with opposite charges effect this electric charge

and cause change or precipitation.

Density and viscosity increase friction and favor

suspension. Suspensoids are more easily af¥ected

by electrolytes than emulsoids. Emulsoids added

to a suspensoid tend to prevent precipitation. Heat
aflfects emulsoids. "gels" gelatine and agar, liquefy-

ing or creating "sols," but cooling they revert to

their gel form. Not all are thus reversible, some
remaining sols. Albumin acts in the reverse man-
ner, becoming a gel on heating, and being incapable

of reversion. Gelatinization is a change of distri-

bution between the disperse and. continuous phases.

The contracted gel is the continuous, and the more
dilute solution the disperse.

Univalent \(m-<. exce])t hydrion and hydroio.xidion

added as an acid or alkali have litde efifect, but diva-

lent and trivalent ions act more ])owerfully in the

proportion of x, x". and x^, respectively. Emulsoid
colloids are largely insensitive to univalent ions, but

are readily acted on by trivalent ions. Investiga-

tion of the ])recir)itate indicates that the action is a

physical, no'; a chemical efifect.

In practice we find that univalent ions, as in so-

dium iodide, for instance, are very well tolerated

intravenously, but as we employ the divalent ele-

ments, such as calcium and magnesia, powerful re-

actions are likely to occur. In the trivalent we
find the most toxic elements, .such as arsenic, and
antimony, and iron especially exerts a most power-
ful influence. Animal tests demonstrate that the

crystalloid salts of iron act violently by precipitating

the colloids of the plasma. The hemostatic efYect

prevents uniform injection. By deionizing iron,

and thus throwing it into a colloidal state, we can

avoid the hemostatic effect. Even in the colloidal

state, iron, as P""e(OHj3, has about the toxicity of

arsenic acid, AS2O5, approximately eighteen to

twenty milligrams to the kilo weight being the mini-

mum lethal dose of both.

This was determined by the intravenous injection

of Fe(OH)3, employing the method suggested by
the Public Health Service for organic arsenic com-
pounds. In addition to the effect of H and OH
ions in altering the electric charge of the particles,

alkalies and acids also increase the amount of water

which can be taken up. It is asserted that this

imbibition is due to condensation of water in the

colloid particles and the filling of the capillary space

between the particles. The force employed is enor-

mous, said to equal four hundred atmospheric units.

Proteins are emulsoid colloids, and in solution

without electrolytes they are amphoterous, that is,

moving from either electric pole. Electrolytes, either

acids or alkalies, confer charges on protein particles.

Thus the products of protein ionization—amino
acids—are both acid and basic. The ionization

effected by electrolytes is accompanied by absorp-

tion of water, and with this increase other changes

in viscosity take place, such as solubility, osmotic

pressure, coagulability, surface tension, and the rota-

tion of polarized light.

Substances in colloidal solution behave (juite dif-

ferently from those which are merely in suspension.

Thus, coarse suspensions are not affected by elec-

trolytes and they do not usually bear a definite elec-

tric charge, whereas colloidal sols—unless protected

—are very sensitive to the smallest trace of electro-

lytes, and readily migrate toward one pole when
an electric current is passed through them. It is a

mistake to regard them merely as fine suspensions,

as the properties of a substance undergo consider-

able change when it is converted into the sol state.

They do not behave precisely the same as either

suspension or solutions, but occupy an intermediate

position for which the term sol is preferable. It is

impossible to say precisely which substances are

colloidal and which are not, but for practical pur-

poses it is quite possible to appreciate the difference.

Red blood corpuscles are negative, but can be

precipitated by both positive and negative sols.

Those which have been soaked in a s(jlution of salts

—especially chlorides and sulphates—are made
more easily precipitable by sols, especially ferric

hydroxide sol. In red corpuscles from the human
subject, the hemoglobin—coloring material—is as-

sociated with a complex of various substances, some
colloidal and others crystalloidal, and with a liquid

which is isotonic with a solution ,of nine parts of
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coninioii salt in a thousand parts of water. If the red

corpuscles are immersed in a more dilute solution

than this they swell, and hemoglobin gradually passes

from them to the external solution (hemolysis).

The importance of this phenomena—which is charac-

teristic of colloidal gels—will be appreciated when
considering the effect of colloidal substances in dis-

eased conditions of the human subject (3).
In the Hofmeister series of anions we find first

in order the most powerful precipitant of the series

:

citrate, tartrate, sulphate, acetate, chloride, nitrate,

chlorate, while iodide and thiocyanate do not pre-

cipitate even in saturated solution. The addition

of thiocyanate to albumin prevents coagulation, even
at 100° C. This order of the series occurs when the

reaction of the colloid is neutral; when it is faintly

acid, the series is reversed.

It is remarkable that sodium citrate, intravenously
administered, has been shown by Neuhof to shorten
the coagulation time of blood, which is an apparent
paradox, the establi.shed employment of sodium
citrate being to prevent coagulation during blood
infusion. This might be explained by reason of

the blood in the body being normally alkaline, but
becoming slightly acid when withdrawn from the
l)()dy ; the theory of the Hofmeister series being
thus rendered aiqilicable. It should be observed
that the iodides occupy a position close to the thio-

c\anates, both agents having been used therapeu-
tically for the purpose of dissolving fibrous tissue.

That certain physiological processes are dependent
on variation of viscosity, has been well established.
It is also well recognized that the viscosity of the
blood is variously influenced by muscular exercise,

heat, and chemical stimuli. Salivation, lack of
water, and perspiration increase its viscosity, but
the digestion of fluids as well as increased respira-
tion, lower it.

P. Adam has found that iodides lower the viscos-
ity of the plasma. It should be kept in mind that
all these phenomena are closely associated with
the ion concentration in the blood. An increase in

hydrogen ions is doubtless connected with an in-

creased viscosity of the plasma, although this effect
is much less than that which the hydrogen ions
effect when producing the sweUing of the red cor-
puscles. We have seen the possibility of agents
affecting the relative surface tension of plasma and
red corpuscles which may possibly result in hemoly-
sis, or increased rigidity of the red cells. It .is plaus-
ible to expect that similar changes might also affect
the motility and activity of wandering cells. It

has been demonstrated that red cells possess electric

charges.

We believe that the facts outlined indi-

cate enormous possibilities for the study of the
pharmacological action of well known remedies, so
that they may come to be employed in therapeutics
on a rational and scientific basis.
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Treatment of Dislocation of Shoulder.—M. S.

Henderson {Surgery Cyiicculogy and Obstetrics,

July, 1921) presents the following conclusions for

treatment of habitual dislocation of the shoulder:

1. Capsulorrhaphy to strengthen the shoulder gave
fifty per cent, cures in the sixteen cases of habitual

or recurrent dislocation of the shoulder. Five of

the patients (thirty-one and one fourth per cent.)

were so decidedly improved that they were more
than satisfied with the operation. This percentage
of improvement and the percentages of . cures gave
good results in eighty-one and one fourth per cent.

2. It is probable that muscle pull or possible re-

laxation of the shoulder capsule above has not been
sufiiciently considered in the treatment. It is rea-

sonable to suggest, therefore, that the pectoralis

major, teres major, and latissimus dorsi be length-

ened, and, if thought .necessary, the region of the

capsule where the supraspinatus and infraspinatus
are inserted and the anterior inferior portion of the
capsule be reefed.

X Ray Effects.—]\Iurphy, Hussey, and Sturm
(Journal of Experimental Medicine, March, 1921)
subjected small areas of skin in the groin of mice
to an erythema dose of x rays. One week later a
cancer graft was inoculated intracutaneously into

the area and also a similar graft was inoculated in

the opposite groin protected from x rays. The
graft in the x rayed area showed a low percentage
of takes, while the usual high per cent, was ob-
tained in the normal skin. Grafts introduced into
the subcutaneous tissues grew equally as well in the
X rayed as in the protected area. Microscopically
the skin layers a few days after x ray treatment
showed marked infiltration with round cells of the
lyniphoid type, which was not seen deeper than the
skin layers. The authors suggest that this local
lymphoid reaction caused by the x rays controls the
graft made into the skin, and its absence in the
deeper tissues would account for the growth of the
grafts more deeply implanted.

Arthroplasty by Putti's Method in Ankylosis
of the Knee.—Leriche (Presse medicalc, March
26, 1921 ) reports a successful case of arthroplasty
carried out according to the technic described by
Putti. A posterior plaster half gutter splint holding
the leg at 20° of flexion is first prepared and exten-
sion of four or five kilograms put on.^ A horseshoe
incision and a median vertical incision eight to ten
centimetres long are made, laterally, the incisions are
carried down to the bone. The quadriceps tendon is

isolated and the vastus muscles on either side de-
tached, thus liberating the rectus, tendon and patella.
The patellar tendon is then split, Z fashion, and the
patella detached and reflected downward. The
ankylosis is next resected with >pecial gouges, the
articular surfaces adjusted to the proper .shape, a
large piece of fascia lata detached through a separate
incision, and the flap, with its fold at "the popliteal
space, placed in position, loosely fixed, and care-
fully adjusted. The patella is then also remodeled
and lined with fat or fascia, the tendon and attach-
ments of the vasti muscles restored, the wound closed
without drainage, and the limb immobilized with
20° fle.xion and traction. Acli\e moti(-n is begun
on the lifteenth day, and hot water and hot air used
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later for edema. If, three months after the opera-
tion, 30° flexion is secured, the condition will suIj-

sequently continue to improve. The fibrous tissue

assumes cartilaginous characteristics at the points

of pressure in the joint and a closed cavity contain-

ing mucous fluid is developed. The author saw four
of Putti's patients, all showing excellent results.

One patient, treated seven years before, had a

strong knee joint without lateral motion and with
flexion exceeding 90°, and could run, jump and
walk normally. X ray plates show good joint resti-

tution, with small lateral osteophytes. Putti oper-

ates on traumatic, infectious, gonorrheal, and rheu-
matic knee ankyloses where muscular conditions are

favorable, but refuses cases of metatuberculous
ankylosis.

An Acute Transitory, and Curable Ataxic
Form of Tabes Dorsalis.—G. Guillain (Bulletin

de rAcademic de mcdecine, June 28, 1921 ) describes

a special clinical type of tabes characterized by
abrupt onset of ataxia without motor paralysis.

Within a few hours these patients acquire the ap-
pearance of chronic ataxia. The acute condition de-

velops in subjects who have previously had a fruste
and overlooked tabetic disturbance running its

course without any di-sorder of coordination. The
condition is also peculiar in that it is temporary and
curable within a few weeks, the patient retaining,

however, after recovery from ataxia, manifesta-
tions of syphilitic involvement of the central nerv-

ous system, such as loss of reflexes, Argyll Robert-
son pupil, and changes in the cerebrospinal fluid.

The special clinical type in question is to be dififer-

entiated from the acute paraplegia of ataxic subjects,

the socalled acute ataxia which resembles dissem-

inated sclerosis, acute cerebellar asynergia, and
ataxia of labyrinthine origin. The acute ataxic dis-

turbances are ascribed either to an inflammatory
process involving the nerve paths concerned in equili-

bration or to fixation of toxic products of the spiro-

chete on certain other conducting paths. Overstrain
seems to be an adjuvant in syphilitic nervous involve-

ment. The author voted favorable therapeutic eff^ects

in these cases from mercury cyanide by intravenous

injection, biniodide of mercury by intramuscular in-

jection, and potassium iodide by the mouth. Intra-

venous neosalvarsan injections are probably attended

with certain dangers in such patients and should not

be employed."

Low Blood Pressure in Tabes Dorsalis.

—

Paulian (Bulletins ct nicnioires de la Societe medi-
cale dcs hopitaux de Paris, March 17, 1921) states

that nearly all tabetics, apart from those with note-

worthy aortic lesions, exhibit low blood pressure,

the systolic pressure—Pachon instrument—never
exceeding 130 millimetres and being usually be-

tween 100 and 120, while the diastolic pressure

ranges from 60 to 85. Examination during gastric

or other crises and during lightning pains showed
that the systolic blood pressure is further lowered
at these times. Tabetics nearly always suffer from
asthenia, also, which is increased during crises and
lightning pains. The view also that there is defi-

ciency of adrenalin in the blood in these cases is in

harmony with the combination of low blood pressure
and asthenia, and is sup])orted also by the effects of

therapeutic adrenalin administration, which over-

comes the condition and relieves the pain. Mari-

nesco found that one milligram of adrenalin, injected

hypodermically in tabetic gastric crises, nearly

always exerted a rapid sedative action, with removal
of pain and also complete cessation of nausea and
vomiting in a few hours. One of Paulian's patients

was wakened each morning about five o'clock by an

imperious desire to defecate, but the taking of ten

drops of one in one thousandth adrenalin solution

by mouth arrested his attacks of enteralgia and en-

abled him to resume his interrupted slumbers. The
hypodermic route is best for general use, however ;

injection of one mil of the one in one thousandth

solution allays and even checks tabetic crises; if the

pain recurs, another similar injection may be admin-
istered on the same or the following day without

disadvantage. Lightning i)ains are relieved within

half an hour by the .same measure. At the same
time the asthenia passes off^ and the blood pressure

rises. Paulian thinks that the spinal disease in tabes

may influence the secretion of the adrenals through

the sympathetic communicating fibres ; exhau.stion

of adrenal secretion might then provoke the actual

gastric attacks and lightning pains.

Local Anesthesia.—Willard Bartlett {Surgery,

Gynecology and Obstetrics, July, 1921) from a

study of local anesthesia presents the following con-

clusions: 1. It is definitely understood that ether by

the drop method is the anesthetic of choice for major
surgery in general, and local anesthesia in some
form for minor surgery. But we go much further

than this, and attempt to deal with the large number
of special considerations, which do not fall into

either one of these classes.

2. One must always keep in mind that local anes-

thesia has definite limits which are not to be trans-

gressed.

3. Increasing experience and better training will

result some day in our having to establish indica-

tions for general anesthesia rather than for local,

as is the common experience today. It will then

seem no more reasonable to anesthetize the entire

organism for a strictly local operation, than it

would at the present time to bind or splint the en-

tire body for an injury to an extremity.

4. Surely no one will advocate the use of local

anesthesia to the point of interfering with the smooth
and rapid conduct of a surgical procedure.

5. It may be safely stated that the anesthetization

should never be larger than the operation ; for ex-

ample, one should not under ordinary circumstances

attempt a radical breast operation, or any one of the

larger abdominal procedures which involve both

sides of the midline, under local anesthesia alone.

6. The operator will have to train himself espe-

cially for this work if he expects to be successful

in it, although in a busy clinic one associate should

have this phase of surgery wholly in his hands.

7. There is a very definite field for the local an-

esthetist. Such an individual should play a role

similar to that which is well known in general anes-

thesia. His services ought to be* in demand by the

surgeon who makes only an occasional use of these

methods, or by one who is not temperamentally
suited to the acquirement of them.
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Perforating Hemorrhagic (Chocolate) Cysts of

the Ovary and Their Relation to Pelvic Adeno-
mata of Endometrial Type.— Dr. John A. Samp-
son, of Albany, N. Y., offered the following as evi-

dence that perforating hemorrhagic cysts of the

ovary were hematomata of endometrial type: 1.

These hematomata, as the uterine mucosa, manifested

their activity during the menstrual life of the patient.

2. Histologically the epithelial lining of the ovarian

hematomata was similar to that of the uterue hema-
tomata, due to the retention of menstrual blood,

often present in adenomyoma of the uterus. 3.

Periodical hemorrhages occurred in the ovarian

hematomata which were similar in gross and his-

tological appearance to that of menstruating endo-

metrium. 4. The chocolate contents of the ovarian

hematomata resembled old menstrual blood. 5. In

two patients operated upon at the time of the men-
strual period, one the day that menstruation was
due, and the other the last day of menstruation, the

histological changes in the ovarian endometrial tis-

sue corresponded to the phase of the menstrual cycle

indicated by the menstrual history of the patient.

6. The fact that material escaping from the ovarian

hematomata might give rise to the development of

adenoma of the endometrial type in the tissue thus

soiled was further proof that these hematomata con-

tained endometrial tissue.

Bacteriology and Pathology of Fallopian Tubes
Removed at Operation.—Dr. Arthur H. Curtis,

of Chicago, said that this study indicated that gonor-

rheal infection was responsible for at least three

fourths of all inflammatory lesions of the fallopian

tubes. Infection with various types of streptococci

had been second in frequency. Tuberculosis, exclu-

sive of generalized tuberculous peritonitis, ranked

third. Infections with other bacteria, notably those

of the colon group, had been less common and less

important. With the exception of a few strepto-

coccus infections, bacteria had not been isolated

from tubes which failed to show grossly active in-

flammation. Just as gonorrheal endometritis seldom
became chronic, so it appeareJi that gonorrheal in-

fection of the tul)es ran a quickly selflimited cour.se.

While it had long been known that gonococci soon
disappeared from the tubal mucosa, it was of inter-

est to learn that modern cultural methods failed to

yield growth when the entire diseased tube was thor-

oughly ground and inoculated into culture media,

])rovide(l two weeks had elapsed since temj^erature

and leucocyte count returned to normal. This test

had been performed and repeated with unvarying
results. He, therefore, felt warranted in the conclu-

sion that the fallopian tube was not a focus for

of Societies

chronic gonorrheal infection. Unfortunately this

did not exclude the danger of repeated infection

from without, or recurrent invasion of bacteria from
the chronically infected lower genital tract.

The present study sustained previous experience

that the colon bacillus did not cause serious tubal

disease. Bacillus coli was particularly frequent in

tuboovarian abscess of large size. As a primary

cause of salpingitis it appeared to be of little im-

portance. A survey of the pathological conditions

encountered in these tubes emphasized that gonor-

rheal infection primarily involved the tubes, with

resultant thickening, nodulation, closure of the fim-

briated ends, and pelvic adhesions which were amen-

able to separation by blunt dissection. In strepto-

coccus infection tubal involvement was usually but

a part of the picture. Perisalpingitis was the most
frequent type of tubal lesion, although typical sal-

pingitis, notably hydrosalpinx, occurred with mod-
erate frequency. Tuberculosis was likely to be over-

.looked if routine histological preparations were not

made. When limited to the pelvic organs it was
difficult to establish a diagnosis from the gross ap-

pearance alone. Unusually resistant adhesions sug-

gested tuberculous or streptococcus infection. Some-
what similar operative measures appeared indicated

in streptococcus and in tuberculous salpingitis. In

both diseases infection was not usually confined to

the tubes ; in both, viable bacteria were often still

present in the tissues and there was danger of

chronic postoperative infection of the ovaries.

Torsion of the Uterine Annexa Occurring Be-
fore Puberty.—Dr. Richard R. Smith and Dr.

William J. Butler, of Grand Rapids, Mich.,

summarized as follows: 1. Torsion of ovarian

tumors was an uncommon occurrence in childhood,

as shown by the fact that only twenty-six cases, in-

cluding their own, had been reported in the literature

since 1900. 2. About fifty per cent, occurred be-

tween the ages of eight and ten. 3. Sixty per cent,

of them were dermoids. 4. The tumors varied in

size from that of an adult ovary to one reaching

above the umbilicus. 5. The symptoms were those

of an abdominal crisis similar to that of the same
accident in adult Hfe, sudden abdominal pain, vomit-

ing, a variable degree of prostration, tenderness,

rigidity, distention, temperature, increased pulse

rate, and the presence of an abdominal tumor. 6.

The diagnosis was usually difficult, probably due to

rarity. Appendicitis was often the preoperative

diagnosis. 7. The cau.ses were much the same as

in adult life. 8. Fourteen cases of what was .said to

be torsion of normal amiexa had been reported to

date. 9. Eight of these fourteen cases, or more than

half, occurred before the age of twenty; four under

twelve, and presumably before puberty. 10. The
tube alone might be involved, the tube and ovary
together, or the ovary might be essentially the of-

fending organ. 11. .\ large i)roi)ortion occurred

in close relation to the menstrual period. 12. Three

were re])()rted during ])regnancy. 13. Some ([ues-
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tion still existed as to whether a normal tuhe could
undergo torsion, but it seemed to be proved that a
normal ovary might do so. 14. Factors, such as the
length of the mesentery, the size of the ovary, and
the length of the tube, must be considered, as well as

the histological structure of the organ. 15. Torsion
of annexa in hernial sacs (apart from strangulation)
is relatively rare. It occurred only in congenital in-

guinal hernia and usually in the first year of life.

The Disposition of the Uterus Following Sal-
pingectomy Where It Is Desirable to Preserve
Menstruation.—Dr. Carey Cui.bkkt.sox, of Clii-

cago, concluded as follows: 1. Ventral fixation of
the uterus had objections which rendered it an un-
desirable procedure in association with removal of
both tubes. 2. Round ligament shortening was un-
suitable where the tubes had been removed and should
be preserved for the simpler uterine displacements
where pregnancy was to follow. 3. The reduction of

the uterus- in size by removal of its entire fundus was
a ready method of disposing of the organ after sal-

pingectomy where, particularly in young women, it

was desirable to preserve menstruation. Defvmda-
tion became a logical procedure not only in operating
for the cure of infectious processes, but also for

sim]ile sterilization, for ectopic pregnancy, ovarian
cystomata and like conditions. Its only contraindi-

cation from a technical point of view was that of
procidentia nteri.

Vulval and Vaginal Cancer.—Dr. Harold C.
Bailey and Dr. Halsey J. Bagg, of New York,
stated that until Janeway had instituted the use of
imbedded emanation in vulval cancer, the general
oi)inion of gynecologists was that radium had no
p'ace in this field, and even recently they had seen
a statement to this eft'ect. From a study of the

subject extending now for more than three years
they must disagree with this opinion, for they knew
that the original lesion might be completely elimi-

nated without loss of any considerable amount of
normal tissue, without sloughing, and with com-
paratively little pain.

They believecl that the method outlined was an
ideal one for destroying the primary lesion. There
was a minimum opportunity for spreading the dis-

ease, especially if the insertion of the tubes was
preceded by an application of heavily filtered

radium, which tended to devitalize the tumor cells.

Wherever possible, the radium tubes surrounding
the lesion were inserted through normal tissue. It

might seem at first thought that the cautery could ac-

com]>lish as much and in a short time. It must be
remembered that the two reactions were dissimilar.

The embedded radium produced a prolonged, grad-

ual reactive inflammation-, which was effective in

checking the extension of the disease.

The experience with various doses of embedded
unfiltered radimn emanation had shown that if the

tubes were of five mc. strength, the elimination of

the tumor was associated with extensive sloughing
and prolonged and serious discomfort; whereas the

smaller dose of about five tenths mc. accomplished
as much for the removal of the growth, without
sloughing, and with little pain. Except in the most
minute lesion, it was not possible to arrange the

placing of the lu])es so that all the cancer cells were

effectively radiated. Filtered radium funhty to

check the growth of the injured or partly damaged
cells, was necessary as an adjunct to ti^e implanta-
tion of bare tubes in vulval and vaginal cancers.

The Cure of Cystic Cervical Endometritis by
the Aid of Multiple Scarification.— Dr. Henry T.
Byeord, of Chicago, said that cystic degeneration of
the cervix was curable only by a destruction of the
degenerated glandular tissue. When it was limited

to a small part or parts of the vaginal portion the
desideratiun was to destroy only the cysts and de-
generating glands. Cutting operations and cauteri-

zation destroyed too much funcii'.'nating mucous
membrane, while the ordinary local treatment, con-
sisting of puncture of follicles as they developed
and the application of the tincture of iodine, was
seldom curative. The author employed a' modifi-

cation of this local treatment that made it curative.

Instead of using the ordinary lance pointed uterine

scarificator only upon cysts as they became apparent,

he used a bayonet pointed one and made from fifty

to one hundred punctures into the diseased area or

areas from once to twice a week, and made an
application of iodized phenol strong enoiigh to de-

stroy or cause atrophy of what remained of the

epithelial cells in glands that were already seriously

damaged by the inflammatory action, but not strong
enough as used to destroy functionating glands. The
ai)plication consisted of one part each of iodine

crystals and glycerin and two parts of phenol. A
few treatments were made twice weekly, then once
weekly until the surface looked and felt normal.
After a few months the patient rejj-Tted for exam-
ination and possible treatment of cystic follicles that

had not been reached.

AMERICAN GASTROENTEROL' J^ i CAE
ASSOCIATION.

Tzccntx-tliird Annual Meeting, Hclii .
- antic

'City, N. J., May 3 and 4. U'lO.

Dr. Franklix W. White, of Boston, First Vice-P.-esident

and Acting President, in the Chair.

(Concluded from page 315. i

Diagnosis and Treatment of Choledochitis and
Cholecystitis.—Dr. B. B. \'incent Lyon, of

Philadelphia, discussed the need of the early diag-

nosis and treatment of choledochitis and cholecystitis,

with further considerations of a new method. He
said that the method might be applied to both diag-

nosis and treatment, and was the mC'St accvirate

method, so far made practicable, of making the

dift'erent'ial diagnosis between the various com-
ponents of the biliary system. The diagnosis was
developed around the direct study of the gross

appearance of the bile, the rate and manner of its

collection (i. e., velocity of discharge), and espe-

cially the careful examination into the cytology,

bacteriology and chemistry of each segregated

sample of the bile. These diagnostic factors were
then used to amplify the information secured from
the history" and the physical examination and from
special examinations, such as the x ray. The method
had been effectively and successfully used in the

treatment of catarrhal jaundice, choledochitis. chole-
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cystitis, ijiiiary stasis, typhoid carriers, empyema and

cholelitliiasi.-,. it also offered attractive opportuni-

ties for niuie direct clinical investigation and inter-

pretation of ihe following.: 1. What are the choie-

gogues, an<i how do they act? Do they increase the

Hver secretion of bile and the velocity of the dis-

charge? Do they empty the gallbladder? 2. Pre-

cursory states and* phases of gallstones and infec-

tions— i. e.. biliary stasis. 3. Parallel studies on

pancreatic ,>ecretion—velocity of elaboration of fer-

ments and their discharge. 4. Extension of the

>cope of cliemical investigation into the composition

and phy-ifa! j^roperties of bile.

The Skiagraphic Diagnosis of Gallbladder Le-

sions.—Dr. Dudley Roberts said that stones

of a dilate'] gallbladder could be demonstrated in

almost all cases that could be satisfactorily skia-

graphed. Negative diagnosis had a very decided

value, if intensely detailed exposures were secured.

It would be unfortunate if unsatisfactory and in-

complete skiagraphy were allowed to outweigh

sound conclusions as to the existence of gallbladder

lesions.

Blood Cholesterol in Gastroenterological Cases.

—Dr. TRU.\r.\N G. Schxabel, of Philadelphia, said

that seventy-live blood cholesterol, estimations were
made in sixty cases of a gastroenterological charac-

ter, possessing some features pointing to a possible

pathology in the biliary system. From the results

obtainefl. his conclusion was that blood cholesterol

offered little diagnostic help in gastroenterological

cases.

Spontaneous and Operative Cure of Cirrhosis

of the Liver.—Dr. David Riesman, of Philadel-

phia, repurteii three cases, in one of which cure en-

sued after thirty-six tappings, and two in which re-

covery followed after the Talma operation. He said

that one should not be discouraged if the restilt of the

Talma operation was not imniediately apparent, and
if the patient had to be tapped, once or twice after

the surgical procedure. As the restdts in one of

these cases showed, the outcome might, nevertheless,

be satisfactory. If the intervals between the tap-

pings did not increase, and if the amount withdrawn
was approximately the same at each tapping, there

was no use in waiting on the chance of such a

fortunate outcome as in the case of the first patient.

The possibility of recovery merely from tapping

alone was so slight, and the action of drugs was so

unavailing, that the patient should have the benefit

of surgical treatment if the circulation and kidney
function rendered the operation justifiable.

Observations on the Behavior of the Normal
Pyloric Sphincter in Man.—Dr. C. W. McClure
and Dr. L. Reynolds, of Boston, presented this

communication, which was read by Dr. McClure.
The data presented on observations on the behavior
of the normal pyloric sphincter in man were in

the nature of a preliminary report. The latter

dealt largely with the question of acid control of
the pyloric sphincter in man. The experiments
demonstrated that: 1, the quiescent pyloric sphincter

was contracted when food was in the stomach

;

2. sphincter opened regularly at approach of each
antral peristaltic wave; 3, acid poured into duode-
nun,i did not cause contraction of sphincter.

SYMPOSIUM ON diseases OF THE ESOPHAGUS.

Value of Esophagoscopy in the Diagnosis of

Diseases of the Esophagus.—Dr. E. B. Freeman,
of Baltimore, Md., read this paper, in which he

said that, when indicated, esophagoscopy was very

valuable in the diagnosis of ulceration and cicatricial

stenosis of the esophagus. He wished especially to

emphasize its value in the latter condition.

Symptoms and Diagnosis of Cardiospasm.

—

Dr. Frank Smithies said that it was important to

recognize the difference between spasm at the cardia

and cardiospasm. In cardiospasm, the lesion was

a tonic one, and not a mere functional disturbance.

Occupation played a small role in its causation.

The dysphagia was not commonly painful. There

might be cough" or dyspnea. The first swallow of

food might cause the condition. Liquids seemed

to cause more stenosis than solids. It was charac-

teristic of the condition that at every examination

resistance was present. There was only one treat-

ment that had been found to be in any way success-

ful, and that was to keep the esophagus free from
food and fluid, and to pass an ordinary divulsing

bougie, giving the dilatations as indicated. He said

they used a water pressure up to fourteen pounds.

The mortality was three per cent. The rupture did

not always occur with the highest pressure. If

associated lesions were present, they seriously limited

the prognosis, unless they had been appropriately

taken care of. The cardia may remain dilated, per-

mitting of food retention. It is surprising how
great a dilatation may persist and yet be imacconi-

panied by troublesome dysphagia, when the cardiac

orifice was patent and there was moderate elasticity

of the esophagus itself.

Rontgenology of the Esophagus.—Dr. Lewis
Gregory Cole, of New York, demonstrated by
lantern slides various lesions of the esophagus
and the viscera adjoining it. He said that

there were four methods of filling the eso-

phagus, yhe first was the fluoroscopic observation

of the bismuth meal as it passed into the esoph-

agus, with the patient in the erect position
;
second,

the sausage casing described by Stewart, tying one
end and allowing the patient to swallow it, and then

filling the sausage casing with barium
;
third, that

described by Hirscli as working a thick bismuth and
barium solution with gum tragacanth, which, he
maintained, stuck to the esophagus ; and the fourth

was what he himself employed, that of giving the

patient such a thick paste that he could not swallow
it, and letting him keep it in his mouth until he
could, and then making the examination rapidly.

He thus got a good contour of the esophagus.
The thing that was especially brought to his atten-

tion, he said, was the contour of the esophagus as

influenced by anatomical structures bordering on it.

These organs could be readily recognized in a

moderately dilated esophagus. Consequently, in

disease there were alterations in size or pathological

changes in many of these organs. He believed tliat

we should greatly increase our scope of mediastinal

diagnosis by making an esophageal examination in

all cases. The x ray examination was valuable in

recognizing foreign bodies, spasms, dilatations, and
diverticula.
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Miscellany.

Sudden Death and Tuberculosis of the Adre-
nals.—Cueyx and Ragot {Presse medicate, Janu-
ary 21, 1921) report two cases of sudden death in

which complete tuberculous degeneration of the

adrenals was found. In both cases a systematic

examination for insufficiency of these organs had
been made a few days before death, with negative

results. Both subjects died abruptly, without pro-

dromes or apparent cause in the way of trauma,

infection, intoxication, etc. The term sudden death

therefore seems appropriate, the term rapid death

being better reserved for cases where the fatal issue

is preceded by conditions such as collapse, mani-

festations suggesting acute poisoning. •

Present Status of the Luetin Reaction.— Kil-

dufife and Soller {Archives of Diagnosis, April.

1921 ) .state that the luetin reaction is without value

and will give misleading results when iodide medi-

cation has been used within four weeks preceding

or four weeks after the test. The test has its great-

est value in the tertiary and hereditary forms of

syphilis, in which the Wassermann test is also of

great value. It cannot replace the Wassermann test

in the diagnosis of syphilis. A negative luetin test

is of greater diagnostic value than a positive, and is

of greater diagnostic value than a negative Wasser-
mann. Proper interpretation of the reaction re-

quires considerable skill and experience. Definite

statements cannot yet be made as to the specificity

of the reaction. A negative reaction must be kept

imder observation, in doubtful cases, for at least

three weeks in order to rule out a possible delayed

positive. No ade(|uate explanation can be found to

account for the delayed appearance of the reaction.

The luetin test, properly performed, checked, and

controlled, can be looked upon as corroboratory and

presumptive evidence of syphilis, but should always

lie checked l)y the Wassermann test.

Gallstones.—A. J. Hall {Lancet, September 25,

1920) has experienced cases which point to the
conclusion that cholelithiasis is a very common dis-

ease even in youth, unsuspected because its vague
symptoms are attributed to other causes. The author
recommends operation in all cases, although recog-
nizing that late in life gallstones are often not
troublesome.

The Effect and Maintenance of Intraabdominal
Pressure.— J. B. Fitts (Southern Medical Journal,

October, 1920) maintains that normal intra-

abdominal pressure is a necessary physiological

entity which can be maintained by the application of
physiological principles, while low intraabdominal
pressure is a factor in general physical inefficiency,

and of importance in disease of the gastrointestinal

tract.

Action of Physostigmine on the Output of

Epinephrine from the Adrenals.—Stewart and
Rogoff {Journal of I'haniiacology and Experimen-
tal I'herapeutics, April, 1921) found that after the

administration of physostigmine intravenously or

subcutaneously in cats the epinephrine output of the

adrenals was augmented to as much as ten or fifteen

times the initial output. The stage of augmentation
is prolonged and is preceded by a transient diminu-
tion. No evidence was obtained that after section

of the splanchnics and other nerves going to the

adrenals, physostigmine can increase the epinephrine

output by peripheral action.

Adenomata of the Carotid Gland.—Mont R.
Reid (Bulletin of the Johns Hopkins Hospital,

June, 1920) adds to the literature of carotid body
tumors three cases occurring at Johns Hopkins
Hospital. He believes that the slowly growing
pigmented tumor of the carotid gland should be

designated as adenoma or hyperplasia of the carotid

body. In the discussion of the subject Reid covers

the following points : pathology, diagnosis, function

and treatment. He states that in some cases where
an operation is imperative on account of the size

of the tumor that it may be wiser to do a decom-
pressive operation than to attempt extirpation of

the tumor. Then after the tumor dislocates laterally

and becomes more superficial its removal will be
easier and safer, especially if the artery has been
tied at the time of decompression.

Pathological Changes Accompanying Injec-

tions of an Active Deposit of Radium Emanation.
—Halsey J. Bagg {Journal of Cancer Research,

January, 1920) states that animals which have been
given subcutaneous or intravenous injections of an
active deposit of radium emanation show definite

pathological changes in the organs of a more or less

chronic type. Among those described are fatty

degeneration of the liver, granulation degeneration

and congestion of the kidneys, and erosion of the

renal cells, congestion of the spleen, and replacement
of the bone marrow by blood cells. After subcuta-

neous injection the lungs were comparatively normal,

but intravenous injection prodifced several lesions in

the lungs. Apparently the organs receiving the

greatest amount of radioactivity were the liver,

gastrointestinal tract, kidneys, lungs and spleen.
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The Pathology of Syphilis of the Central Nervous System
with a Digest of Serological Reactions*

'Bi- ROBERT A. KEILTY, M.D.,

Danville, Pa.,

Director of Laboratories and Research Medicine at the George F. Geisinger Memorial Hospital.

The purpo.se of tliis paper is to generalize on the

pathology of syphilis as it relates to the central

nervous system and to digest the relationship of its

serological reactions. Syphilis is a specific disease

produced by the treponema pallidum, tirst described

by Schaudinn and later obtained in pure culture by
Xoguchi and now accepted as its etiological factor.

The disease is characterized clinically by a portal

of entry, the chancre, with localized reactions in the

adjacent lymph nodes, followed by more generalized

reactions making up the socalled secondary pheno-

mena. The lesions following these generalized, more
or less acute or subacute, reactions are grouped as

the tertiary stage.

The chancre as in every other infection is, in

reality, the portal of entrance and the point of in^

vasion of the treponema and is associated with the

reaction on the part of the individual against this

invasion. This reaction is made up, to a certain

extent, of blood vascular transudate and exudate,

but is principally characterized by a proliferation of

the semifixed and wandering group types of cells,

the lymphocytes and plasma cells. These cells, it

would seem, supply direct combative and immune
factors against the treponema and are associated in

positive chemotropism as are the polymorphonu-
clears in the case of staphylococcus invasion. The
chancre, therefore, is at first an entirely localized

reaction which is gradually overcome and secondar-

ily Ijacked up by a similar lymphocytic and wander-
ing plasma cell reaction in the lymph nodes. Even
here, in all probability, syphilis may still be said to

be a localized reaction. The process is a slow one
and for days and possibly weeks does not cause a
bacteremia, in the sense of a typhoid infection for

example, but is a gradual progression due to the

slower migration of the organism. When these

natural defenses in the localized infection of the

chancre and of the lymph nodes are overcome, the

disease then becomes a true bacteremia, extremely

*From the Department of Laboratories and Research Medicine of
the Gci.singer Memorial Hospital and the State Hospital for the In-
.sanc, Danville, Pennsylvania. Read before tlie Montour County
Medical Society, May 20, 1921.

virulent in the sense of insistence and widespread
invasion but low in the sense of toxicity.

Confining this discussion to the central nervous
-system, undoubtedly the brain and spinal cord, dur-
ing the secondary period, are invaded to a certain

extent by the treponema and sufifer moderate
changes. The surroundings for growth, however,
are not as favorable as are found in other parts of
the body, so that the lesions produced during the

secondary part are not as severe and therefore the

symptoms are not as marked, as a general rule. The
importance of the secondary stage is not lessened
through possibilities of invasion by the treponema.

Syphilis is not a destructive disease in the sense
that tuberculosis is, but is a productive disease. The
spirocheta in its reaction stimulates the production
of fixed and semifixed types of cells. This results in

an overgrowth of fibrous tissue, often in places
where it belongs in small amounts normally, but
where in excessive amounts decided lesions result,

responsible for symptoms. There is apparently no
direct intoxication from the presence of the organ-
ism but this overproduction of cells and fibrous tis-

sue in positions in which they do not belong, de-
creases nutritional value and volume to important
parenchymatous cells in the particular site involved
and a still further degenerative reaction takes place
in the latter cells responsible for important groups
of symptoms. This is especially true in the central
nervous sy.stem.

In the later stages of syphilis, there are large
localized specific reactions which are known as gum-
mata. These are nothing more than overproduc-
tions of fixed cellular reactions with fibrolic changes
and secondary gummy like metamorphoses from
which the word gumma was derived. These reac-
tions in themselves are not necessarily more severe
in the production of symptoms than are the general-
ized fibrous reaction unless they involve either by
pressure or direct inclusion imj)ortant parenchvma-
tous structures. This conclusion is forcibly borne
out in the cases in which gummata are more or less

cleared uj) by adequate treatment.

Copyright, 1921, by .\. R. KlliotI J'ublisbing Companv
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Syphilis as it affects the central nervous system
is not uniformly diffused but is characterized by
an extremely uneven distribution. This is due to

the fact that reactions are specific against the organ-
isms and the organisms themselves select, probably
in a hit or miss fashion, various positions. There
is a distinct tendency for the involvement of the

meninges, especially in the basilar positions. There
is a distinct tendency for involvement of small blood-

vessel walls, especially small capillaries and in addi-

tion a perivascular lymphatic involvement. Anat-
omically this should give an even distribution but
here again the hit or miss selection of location by
the treponema makes it more or less uneven. As a
result of arterial wall changes the end lesions, hemor-
rhage, thrombosis, infarction or areas of softening,

are frequently present. These have a tendency to

repair rather than progress.

The results of treatment in these advanced stages

of syphilis are often discouraging and this is due to

the nature of the disease. After the invasion of the

central nervous system with its productive reactions

and its final degenerative results upon the parenchy-
matous nerve cells, taking into consideration its les-

sened rejuvenating powers, the explanation of these

poor results is apparent.

Syphilis affecting the central nervous system as an
organic disease with its train of pathological changes

may be responsible in the one case for purely ner-

vous phenomena, as for example the tabetic, or may
affect the higher nerve centres producing the psy-

choses or the paretics. It may be a combination of

both, depending entirely upon the degree, the grade

and position of the infection. It is true that specific

treatment for syphilis does not offer the absolute

protection that only a few short years ago seemed
likely, but at the present time all efforts should be

bent primarily to prophylaxis and secondarily to the

early recognition and adequate treatment in the early

stages. Once the delicate mechanism of the central

nervous system has been invaded, the degree of

response is lessened in proportion to the degree of

invasion, and the degree of degenerative change, in

the highly specialized and almost negatively reju-

venating character of these cells, decreases the pos-

sibility of permanent restoration or even repair in

this disease.

Just a word on parasyphilis as defined by the

neurologists. From the pathological point of view

we are forced to take the stand that parasyphilis is

a misnomer. There may be certain types of cases

which closely resemble syphilis but these cases must

be either syphilis or not syphilis. In the light of our

present knowledge, it is not fair to assume that there

is a disease like syphilis unless a definite etiological

factor producing the socalled parasyphilitic changes

can be isolated. For example, the relationship of

the paratyphoid bacillus to the bacillus typhosus

and paratyphoid fever to typhoid fever. ,

Syphilis is not an hereditary disease in the sense

that the treponema pallidum is directly transmitted

to the developing ovum. It is, however, a develop-

mentally acquired disease transmitted to the forming

fetus by an active syphilis in the mother. This is

a very broad .statement, I admit, but is a premise re-

quiring further proof and more elucidation than

space permits in this paper. On the other hand, the
degenerative taints in the gemmules of a female ovum
and in the gemmules of a male spermatozoon are
distinctly transmitted to the offspring. As such true
syphilis does not develop in the offspring an in-

fection by the treponema followed by a reaction to
it, but .starts out primarily with lowered grades of
cells and groups of cells which never develop to their

proper functioning physiological height. Thus a
large group of mental cases, imbeciles or defectives
while they are not true syphilitics are the products
of syphilis from their progenitors.

In the laboratories of the Geisinger Memorial
Hospital and the State Hospital, a review of 1,070
blood serological reactions was made, 915 of which
were found to be negative and 110 positive. This
gives a percentage of 10.28. At first thought this

factor is low but when it is considered that these

results included the routine admissions, the percent-

age is still a little lower than is usually reported. On
the other hand, it may mean that there is a general
reduction in syphilitics as a result of the modern
methods of propaganda.

In a review of sixty spinal fluids, forty-two or
seventy per cent, were found positive. This factor

does not compare with the previous figure in any
sense. The spinal fluids were selected from a group,
most of which gave syphilitic symptoms clinically.

Of the forty-two cases positive in the spinal fluids,

thirty-five were definite cases of paresis, four were
cases of cerebrospinal syphilis, one was a senile and
one an exhaustive infectious psychosis, which proba-
bly was also syphilitic. Of the 110 positive blood
reactions, forty or thirty-six and three tenths per
cent, were definite paretics. The others were equally

divided among the various types of psychoses, de-

mentia prsecox predominating.

It is interesting to note that in a number of cases

of frank positive spinal fluid reactions, the blood

reactions were negative. In a few cases of cerebro-

spinal syphilis, the blood reactions were positive and
the spinal fluid reactions negative. This result would
seem to indicate that more frequent spinal fluid

tests should be made and stresses the point that a

negative blood reaction does not necessarily rule

out syphilis of the central nervous system.

The results of the serological reactions were based
upon a technic using cholesterinized antigen and the

antihuman hemolytic system, so that it is believed

that the greatest number of possible positives were
obtained. Globulin tests and cell counts were made
on every spinal fluid and without exception where
the serological reaction was positive, the globulin

reaction was positive and in most cases the cells

were increased. From this small series, the globu-

lin reaction has come to be rather strongly relied

upon.

The interpretation of the serological reactions

from the blood and spinal fluid associated with the

globulin reaction and' cell count in cerebrospinal

syphilis should not make the diagnosis but should

be considered as a supporting link where clinical

symptoms are vague ; should be considered a con-

firmatory factor where clinical symptoms are clear

cut, and should be considered a serious possibility

where clinical symptoms are absolutely negative.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION.

Syphilis of the central nervous system can be

controlled and by intelligent handling can be almost

eliminated. This is possible only by a complete un-

derstanding of prophylaxis and by an adequate and
faithful treatment in the early stages.

Syphilis of the central nervous system in the later

stages, both neurologically and psychologically, is

an incurable disease because of the very nature of

the pathological changes.

Syphilis is distinctly a productive disease building

up the fixed tissue types of cells, increasing the

fiibrotic changes, increasing the character of the

arteriocapillary walls, decreasing their permeability

and interfering with the interchan"e between the

chemical value of the blood and the metabolism of

the parenchymatous cells.

Syphilis, by reason of its productive changes, pro-

duces generative metamorphoses in smaller or
larger groups of i^arenchymatous cells, which in the

case of the central nervous system results in irre-

parable damage.
Syphilis produces specific reactions in the nature

of gummata which are not as important as its more
difl^use changes but which are destructive in nature
and therefore from the symptomatological viewpoint

are in relation to tumor formation.

Serological reactions are to be taken as great aids

but are not to be considered the sole reliance upon
which a diagnosis may be based.

A Method of Preserving the Antigenic Properties of Gonococcal
Proteins in Glycerol*
By RALPH OAKLEY CLOCK, M. D.,

and STANLEY D. BEARD, Ph. B.

Pearl River, N. Y.

Many primitive people attempted to immunize
themselves in a crude way, but with methods now
recognized as essentially sound. Thus, South
African tribes attempted to protect themselves
against snake bites by using a mixture of snake
venom and gum. Jenner's demonstration in 1798
that immunity to smallpox could be produced by
attenuated virus is an example of the first practical

use of specific methods in the history of immun-
.

ology. In 1885, after many experiments on animals,

Pasteur made his first inoculations against rabies

in man with success, and in 1892 Hafl:kine developed
a method of vaccinating against cholera with the

living spirilla attenuated by long culture.

BACTERIAL VACCINES.
Vaccination by the use of bacteria killed by heat

or antiseptics was introduced by Kolle in 1896 as an
improvement on Haflfkine's cholera vaccine. In
the same year Wright introduced the use of killed

cultures for immunization against typhoid fever, and
two years later Shiga applied the procedure to

dysentery with moderate success. This method of
immunization has also been successfully applied to

plague, meningitis, whooping cough, pneumonia,
scarlet fever, and other diseases.

All of these procedures were prophylactic, but in

1904 Wright introduced active immunization as a
therapeutic measure in many chronic infections. He
used cultures of the specific microorganism killed by
heat. Largely owing to the advocacy of Wright,
killed cultures have acquired an important position

in the treatment of many infections which can be
definitely associated with a known type of micro-
organism.

THERAPEUTIC APPLICATION.
The trend of all modern therapy of infectious

diseases is toward the elaboration of specific meas-

*Reacl before the Section in Genitourinary Surgery o{ the New
York Academy of Medicine, May 18, 1921.

ures which will directly influence and counteract the

infectious agent. The use of bacterial vaccines in

the course of an infection is primarily based on the

conception that they will stimulate the patient's

tissue cells to produce immune bodies in larger

quantities than the cells themselves have been able

to generate under the stimulus of the infection. On
this basis, localized lesions of a subacute or chronic

character should be the type of cases most benefitted

;

and while in general this has proved to be the fact,

yet the more acute and general types of infection

may also be benefitted by vaccine therapy.

Although the production of specific immunity
sufficient to cause the destruction of the invading
bacteria has been considered the aim in the use of

bacterial vaccines for the treatment of disease, yet
there may be another factor which plays an im-
portant role in producing favorable therapeutic re-

sults. We refer to the possibility of the patient

being in a condition of hypersensitiveness to the

proteins of the infecting organism, as has been
pointed out by Walker (1) in cases of bronchial

asthma. Under such conditions beneficial results

from vaccine therapy may be due partly to desen-
sitization of the patient to the bacterial proteins

whereby relief of the intoxicated cells in the infected

area is brought about. These cells being thus re-

stored (as indicated by a lessening of the local con-
gestion, thereby permitting a resumption of a more
normal blood supply with its protective substances
and ]ihagocytes) are enabled again to function in

the production of antibodies and in the process of
phagocytosis. Certain it is that the prompt relief of
symptoms in some cases, following the use of bac-
terial vaccines, has occurred too soon for any appre-
ciable antibody formation to have taken place.

Hence, such beneficial results can hardly be attrib-

uted solely to an increased production of immunity
in response to the bacterial vaccine injected, but
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rather, in our opinion, are to be explained, partly

at least, by descnsitization of the patient to the bac-

terial proteins.

The practical aj)])lication of .saline bacterial vac-

cines has not been ])r()(luctive of the universally

favorable results h()])e(l for when Wright introduced

them. Among i)hysicians in this country and abroad

who have used bacterial vaccines in the treatment of

diseases there is an almost unanimous consensus of

opinion that good therapeutic results have been ob-

tained in some diseases. In spite of numerous favor-

able reports, however, there is a recognized need for

a type of product lliat will give more efficient control

of certain disease^ than has l)een obtained with saline

vaccines.

EFKKCT OF HEAT.

A method of preparing the most efficient type of

vaccine has been a i:)roblem to which immunologists
have devoted years of study and experimentation.

Broth cultures which were first used gave way to

the less toxic but equally efficient agar cultures,

killed by heat and suspended in normal saline solu-

tion. The minimum temperature and time of ex-

posure neces-sary to kill should be used, since

experiments have proved that overheating will de-

.stroy the antigenic value of the vaccine. Even the

minimum temperature (53° C.) may cause pro-

tein changes in the bacterial cell which will lower or

impair the antigenic properties. Disinfectants such
as phenol, cresol, chloroform, ether and many others

have been u.sed, but there is no definite evidence that

they are superior to minimum heating. They are,

however, often added as preservatives and as a

means of insuring the sterilization of the cultures of

those organisms which are not readily killed by the

heat.

AUT0LY.SI.S.

• Laboratory investigations have revealed the fact

that many diiYereiit species of bacteria, when sus-

pended in physiological salt solution, undergo rapid

autolysis or selfdigestion with disintegration of the

bacterial proteins and consequent loss of the specific

immunizing properties. This process of autolysis

or selfdigestion is brought about by the enzymes
contained within the bacterial cell, and consists of a
chemical decomposition in which the native bacterial

proteins break up by hydrolytic cleavage intcj socalled

split products of protein digestion.

Moreover, it has been shown that, at certain

stages of selfdigestion or autolysis, the products of

such decomposition may be highly toxic in nature

and cause severe reactions when injected into the

human body. Furthermore, the products of auto-

lysis are not ef¥ective in the production of specific

immunity. These facts may account for the failure

of the saline vaccines to at all times produce tmiform
and efficient immunity, and may also explain some
of the severe general reactions which sometimes
follow their use.

POTENCY OF SALINE VACCINES.

No definite knowledge is available concerning the

length of i)otency of saline bacterial vaccines. Park

(2) advises that the i)eriod be limited to possibly

six months; Whitmore (3) states that saline sus-

jK'nded bacterial vaccines made from the typhoid

bacillus should not be used after they are over three

or four months old; while Huenekens (4) is of the

opinion that pertussis vaccine should be employed
only if it is less than one week old. Since autolysis

has been acce])ted to be an important factor in caus-

ing deterioration of saline vaccines, and since the

usual method of killing by heat must alter certain

])rotein constituents of the bacterial cells, it is evi-

dent that saline suspended bacterial vaccines cannot

represent the full immunizing properties of the

bacteria.

OIL VACCINES.

The problem of preserving the specific immuniz-
ing ])roperties of the bacteria, with a view of pro-

ducing a more efficient product than the saline bac-

terial vaccine, led Le Moignic and Pinoy (5) to

substitute oils for the physiological salt solution pre-

viously used in making bacterial vaccines. Con-
siderable hope was entertained for a time that oil

was the solution of the problem. However, certain

difficulties were encountered which caused the aban-
donment of the product ; and no license has been
granted by the United States Government for its

manufacture. Hence, the problem was still un-
solved of preparing bacterial vaccines in a manner
that would insure the immunizing properties of the

bacteria in a more active, more stable and less toxic

form than was possible in saline vaccines.

GONOCOCCUS GLYCEROL VACCINE.

Having successfully devised a method of prepar-

ing a stable pollen antigen (6), whereby the antigenic

I)roperties of the pollen protein are preserved by
glycerol for a period of at least two years, we de-

cided to find out whether or not glycerol would also

preserve bacterial protein. Our first application of

glycerol in the preparation of a bacterial vaccine was
made with the gonococcus for two reasons : first, be-

cause it is an organism which, in the living cultures,

shows evidence of rapid destruction by autolysis

which is so complete that smears made from young
cultures show large numbers of autolyzed forms
often referred to as ghosts

;
second, in the form of

a saline vaccine it has not yielded uniformly .satis-

factory results.

The gonococcus .saline vaccines, by the time they

reach the practitioner, probably contain a consid-

erable amount of nonspecific products of autolysis

with an indefinite and changing amount of antigenic

substance which prevents any scheme of dosage

from establishing a systematically increasing degree

of immunity. This may possibly account for the

failure of saline vaccines to uniformly produce effi-

cient immunity.
PREPARATION.

The gonococcus glycerol vaccine js prepared as

follows : The ten socalled Torrey strains of the

gonococcus are grown on the surface of nutrient

agar in Blake bottles. The sixteen hour bacterial

growth is washed in normal saline by centrifugaliza-

tion to free it from autolytic products formed dur-

ing tine growth of the bacteria. The bacterial mass,

washed free from autolytic products, is immediately

suspended in sixty-six and two thirds per cent, gly-

cerol to prevent any further autolysis or deteriora-

tion of the bacterial protein. Since the vaccine is
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not heated, tlierc are no protein changes due to par-

tial lieat coagulation. The suspension is standard-

ized l)y counting . in a Thoma-Zeiss cell. Suitable

sterility tests in broth are made, and safety tests

are a])plied by the subcutaneous injection into white

mice.

POTENCY TESTS.

There are two methods that may be employed for

testing the potency of a bacterial vaccine: 1, by de-

teririning the degree of protection developed by

\accinated animals, and, 2, the determination of the

antigenic value or measurement of antibody response

following inoculation of animals. Since the gono-

coccus is not pathogenic for animals, the method of

applying protection tests is not adaptable to the

gonococcus.

However, comparative potency tests for the anti-

genic value were made with the gonococcus glycerol

vaccine and with the usual gonococcus saline sus-

pended vaccine. On October 13, 1919, a sixteen-

hour growth of gonococci was suspended in saline

and divided into two equal parts : one was centri-

fuged and made into a glycerol vaccine; the other

was heated and made into an ordinary saline sus-

pended vaccine. Both were made up to contain ap-

]3roximately fifteen billion gonococci to the c. c. On
October 20, 1919, (two series of six rabbits were
immunized in the same way and with the same
amounts : oue series with the glycerol vaccine and
one series with the saline. On November 12, 1919,

using the same technic for complement fixation titra-

tions as that adopted hy the research laboratories

of the New York City Department of Health, anti-

body content titrations were made of the sera from
the two series of rabbits. In all the titrations, the

same gonococcus antigen having a titer of 0.01 c. c.

per unit was used. The sera from the rabbits im-
munized with the glycerol vaccine gave fixation of

complement in dilutions up to one to five thousand

;

while the sera from the rabbits immunized with the

saline vaccine produced fixation of complement in

dilutions no higher than one to five hundred. This
test shgws, so far as it is possible to determine by
the complement fixation method, that the glycerol

vaccine possesses approximately ten times more anti-

genic power than the saline vaccine.

DETERIOR.VTION.

In order to determine the rate of deterioration of

the antigenic ])roperties of the glycerol vaccine as

comi)ared with those of a saline vaccine, comparative
com])lement fixation tests were made using freshly

])repared gonococcus saline vaccine and gonococcus
glycerol vaccine as antigens. Both vaccines were
made on August 1, 1919, and each contained ap-
proximately fifteen billion gonococci per c. c. On
.\ugust 8, 1919, using the same technic for com-
])lement fixation titrations as mentioned above, anti-

gen titrations were made of each vaccine against
])ositive antigonococcus serum, with suitable con-
trols. The glycerol vaccine showed an antigenic
activity forty per cent, greater than the saline vac-
cine. Both vaccines were then placed in the re-

frigerator at a temperature of 8° C. and were again
tested for antigenic activity by the complement fixa-

tion method approximately one year later. The

gonococcus glycerol vaccine gave the same degree

of fi.xation of complement as when tested one year

previously ; while the saline vaccine showed a loss in

antigenic power of about seventy-five per cent. This
test show s, so far as may be determined by the com-
plement fixation method, that glycerol preserves

very completely the antigenic properties of bacterial

protein for at least one year ; and it also shows that

there is a distinct loss in antigenic properties in the

saline vaccine.

This method of preserving the antigenic properties

of gonococcal proteins in glycerol has also been ap-

plied to other bacteria, including the pertussis bacil-

lus, pneumococcus, staphylococcus, typhoid and
paratyphoid bacilli.

DOSAGE.

In order that the gonococcus glycerol vaccine

might be available for general use by the medical

profession, it has seemed advisalole to make the

glycerol suspension of bacteria of such a concentra-

tion that one tenth c. c. will contain the required

number of bacteria for a given dose. This plan per-

mits of diluting the glycerol suspension with physio-

logical salt solution, immediately before its injection.

The one tenth c. c. of glycerol suspension is diluted

to one c. c. which makes the final percentage of gly-

cerol about six and two thirds per cent., an amount
readily absorbed by the tissues without inconvenience

to the patient.

In this concentrated form, the bacterial protein

is kept under the preservative action of glycerol

until immediately before its administration. This
feature is worthy of emphasis because, if the glycerol

vaccine is allowed to stand diluted any length of

time before its use, the process of autolysis may
occur and cause deterioration of the antigenic prop-
erties.

By preserving the gonococcal proteins in glycerol,

it has been possible to establish a scheme of dosage,
including unusually high doses, with practically no
reactions. This result may be attributed not only to

the absence of toxic autolytic products, but also to the

stability of the glycerol vaccine which thereby in-

sures the exact doses of active antigenic substances
intended. Not only does the scheme of dosage seem
to produce an efficient immunity, but it also ap-
pears to keep the patient desensitized to such an ex-
tent that Relatively large doses are readily tolerated.

. The dosage established for the gonococcus glycerol
vaccine begins with one hundred million and progres-
sively increases by that amount at each subsequent
dose. The interval between doses is usually forty-

eight hours; a convenient plan being to administer
the vaccine three times a week. Improvement is

frequently noted after a few doses, but the vaccine
treatment is usually continued up to fifteen doses;
the scheme of dosage ranging from one hundred mil-
lion up to one thousand five hundred million. In
certain refractory ca.ses, ho vvever, the vaccine has
been continued up to twenty doses ; this last dose
containing two thousand million.

The acce]:)tance of a remedy in legitiniale thera-
peusis should depend on the presentation of .scientific

data and on dependalile evidence of its effectiveness
in relief or cure of disease. Scientific investigation
and clinical observation must go band in hand, each
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acting as a control on the other; and to submit a
vaccine for clinical trial without successful prelimi-
nary laboratory investigation of its jirobable worth
is an imposition on the profession.

Therefore, after having determined by laboratory
tests that the gonococcus glycerol vaccine possesses
approximately ten times more immunizing power
than gonococcus saline vaccine and that the antigenic
properties of the glycerol vaccine are completely pre-
served for at least one year, we decided to submit the
glycerol vaccine to clinical trial to test its thera-
peutic value. Through the cooperation of several
urologists, the vaccine was tested out in private prac-
tice and in hospital clinics.

The opinion of the urologists seems to be that the
gonococcus glycerol vaccine possesses therapeutic
value in the acute complications of gonorrheal infec-
tion, such as arthritis, epididymitis, vesiculitis and
prostatitis. Their reports have been very encourag-

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

1. Laboratory investigations have shown that sa-

line bacterial vaccines undergo rapid autolysis with
disintegration of the bacterial proteins and loss of
specific antigenic properties.

2. The products of autolysis are toxic and cause
severe reactions.

3. Saline vaccines do not represent the full im-
munizing properties of the bacteria.

4. The gonococcus, even in living cultures, shows
evidence of rapid destruction by autolysis.

5. Gonococcus saline vaccines have not yielded
uniformly satisfactory results, probably because
they contain a considerable amount of nonspecific
products of autolysis and too small and variable an
amount of unaltered gonococcal proteins.

6. The gonococcus glycerol vaccine is free from
autolytic products.

_
7. Glycerol, being hygroscopic, prevents hydroly-

tic autolysis of the bacterial proteins, and the anti-

genic power is thus preserved.

8. Gonococcus glycerol vaccine possesses many
times more immunizing power than a corresponding
.saline vaccine, because the glycerol vaccine contains
the bacterial proteins in a relatively unaltered and
stable form.

9. (Glycerol completely preserves the antigenic
properties of the bacterial proteins for at least one
year. 11 ence, the glycerol vaccine is a relatively

stable product and does not readily deteriorate.

10. The glycerol vaccine is not heated, thereby
eliminating the ])ossibility of protein changes due to

partial heat coagulation.

11. The gonococcus glycerol vaccine is prepared
in concentrated form so that the l)acterial protein
is kept under the preservative action of glycerol
until immediately before its administration, when
it is diluted with physiological salt solution.

12. The dosage established for the gonococcus
glycerol vaccine begins with one hundred miUion
and progressively increases by that amount at each
subsequent dose up to one thousand five hundred
million. For refractory cases, the dosage may be
continued up to two thousand million.

13. The types of cases in which the gonococcus
glycerol vaccine has been used in clinical trials with
encouraging results are the acute complications of
gonorrheal infection, including arthritis, epididy-
mitis, vesiculitis and prostatitis.

14. I'he method used in the preparation of the

gonococcus glycerol vaccine eliminates largely, if

not entirely, the disadvantages of the saline sus-

pended bacterial vaccines which seem to be, a, rapid
autolysis of the bacteria, b, deterioration and loss

of antigenic power, c, toxic reactions, awd d, lack of
uniform clinical results.
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A Floccule Inhibition Reaction in the Blood Serum in SyphiHs
By ROBERT A. KILDUFFE, A. M., M. D.,

Pittsburgh,

Director of Laboratories to Pittsburgh and McKeesport Hospitals; Serologist to Providence Hospital.

Numerous floccule forming reactions in the blood
serum in syphilis have been suggested as a means
of diagnosis, all of them based upon the precipita-

tion of substances from luetic serums by colloidal

agents as contrasted with the absence of such pre-
cipitation in the serum of nonsyphilitics. In the
test proposed by Gordon ( 1 ) ,

however, this re-

action is reversed, the precipitation occurring in

*From the Laboratories of the Pittsburgh and McKeesport Hos-
pitals.

nonsyphilitic serimis and being inhibited in the seruin

from cases of syphilis. According to Ubel (2),
the reaction is to be explained by "the absorption

of one colloidal substance by another, thus preventing

its precipitation when a mild precipitant is added."

The precipitating agent utilized is a one per cent,

aqueous solution of bichloride of mercury and the

test consists of the addition of five to ten drops of

the solution to "several" cubic centimetres of the

clear serum.
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In nonsyphilitic serum a white, flocculent precipi-

tate occurs at once or within three minutes while

the serum of syphihtics remains perfectly clear.

Ubel reports a series of fourteen cases with uni-

formly positive results. Although no adequate ex-

planation of the reaction is available and the value

of the reaction seemed questionable, it was deter-

mined, nevertheless, to try it in these laboratories.

The technic was standardized by adding to one cubic

centimetre of clear, fresh serum in a narrow test

tube, five tenths c. c. of the one per cent, bichloride

solution and observing the result after five minutes.

The same serums were simultaneously Wasser-
manned with a triple antigen battery consisting of

cholesterinized human heart extract, acetone insolu-

ble lipoids of human heart, and an alcoholic extract

of Syphilitic liver. A series of sixty-five serums was
subjected to the test being derived from cases for

diagnosis, normal, nonsyphilitics, and cases of known
syphilis under treatment. The Wassermann reac-

tion was strongly positive in fourteen cases (plus

four), weakly positive in three cases (plus two to

plus three), and the remainder of the serums were
Wassermann negative.

While occasionally the formation of a precipitate

was somewhat retarded, in only six cases did floccu-

lation fail to occur after the addition of the bichlor-

ide solution and within the five minute period. One
of these serums was Wassermann positive (plus

four) the other five being Wassermann negative.

CONCLUSIONS.
While it was originally intended to .carry the reac-

tion out in some hundreds of cases, the fallacious re-

sults obtained indicated that the test was unreliable

from a diagnostic viewpoint and it was, therefore,

abandoned.
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Nature of Antibodies and Complement in Relation to Immunity
With an Explanation of the Wassermann Reaction

By FERDINAND HERB, M. D.,

Chicago.

Ever since Metchnikoff discovered phagocytosis

scientific medical men 'have made untiring ef¥orts to

pierce the darkness that veils the mechanism of de-

fence employed by the animal body in its struggle

against bacterial invasion. Wright, of England, was
the first to direct these efforts into definite channels

by his discovery of opsonins. In the intensified

study of the blood which followed more socalled

antibodies were disclosed and hailed by their dis-

coverers according to the visible efi^ects they pro-

duced as precipitins, agglutinins, or lysins. Their
nature, however, and the role they play in repelling

infection remains unknown, though their impor-
tance as means of defence is no longer doubted and
is universally accepted. To cap the climax and to

add rather than detract from the existing confusion.

Heist and the Solis-Cohens ( 1 ) have recently shown
that immunity may exist without agglutinins and
opsonins.

I have already thrown some light upon these con-

ditions elsewhere (2). It is the object of this com-
munication to complete the information and to de-

lineate clearly and definitely the nature of the dif-

ferent antibodies and of that mysterious substance

called complement, which plays such an important
role in the Wassermann and other blood reactions.

To accomplish this end, I propose to pick up and
gather together the literary strands and weave
them into a complete fabric by harmonizing seem-
ingly conflicting clinical and experimental findings

and adding such new views and ideas as are

necessary to complete the picture.

As a basis upon which to build I wish to take the

now well established and, 1 think, undisputed fact

that the defensive mechanism of the body rests upon
a process of digestion. With this expression I mean
to say that whatever complex orgaiiic matter, dead
or alive, enters the animal blood stream or the

lymphatic system is first disintegrated, that is,

digested and then excreted.

This fact conceded, we are at once carried far

towards our goal: the disclosure of the nature of

antibodies and of complement. Nature always uses

the same means to accomplish the same ends. It

follows immutable laws, and capriciousness in the

sense and meaning used by Dr. Simon Flexner in

his article on biological therapy (3) does not exist.

From this viewpoint it will prove highly profit-

able to throw some light upon the digestive mechan-
ism of the blood, called parenteral digestion, by re-

calling some of the facts we already know about

the digestive mechanism of the stomach and the

bowels, called enteral digestion. It is not neces.sary,

however, to rehearse the entire subject. Only a few
salient points will be emphasized, as they are needed
for our purpose.

The digestion within the stomach and the bowels

is accompHshed by ferments. For protein digestion

in the stomach we have pepsin and in the bowels

trypsin. Pepsin and trypsin are much alike in so

far as they both serve the purpose of breaking down
proteins. They dilTer, however, considerably in so

far as pepsin requires the cooperation of an acid,

while trypsin is svipported in its action by an alkali.

Thus, the acid in the case of pepsin and the alkali in

the case of trypsin enter into the process of diges-

tion as a second indispensable factor in addition to

the ferment. ("onse(|ncntlv. we have the following
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two combinations: Pepsin acid conihination=protein
digestion ; trypsin alkali combination=protein diges-

tion.

In these combinations, however, the part played
during digestion by pepsin and trypsin is entirely

different from that played by the acid and the alkali.

Pepsin and trypsin are ferments. As such, they have
the peculiarity that they are not consumed during
their activity in the same degree as digestion pro-

ceeds. For instance, one part of rennet ferment can
precipitate 800,000 parts of casein, and one part of

pepsin can digest 500,000 parts of protein. On the

other hand, the acid, for instance, in the stomach is

used up in the same proportion as proteins are
broken down. T^hat is to say, to break down a cer-

tain quantity of protein requires a definite quantity

of acid. Consequently, as the acid is consumed, it

must be renewed continually to keep digestion going.

To use a plain simile, 1 will liken the pepsin to a
carjjenter, the acid to his tools, and the protein to

the lumber he fashions. We have then the following
combinations : Pepsin acid ' com])ination=protein
digestion ; carpenter tools combination=lubber fash-

ioning. Taking the acid from the pepsin is like

taking the tools from the carpenter. Deprived of

their implements, neither of the two can accomplish
the allotted task.

Throughout the animal kingdom digestion is ar-

ranged in two phases : an acid phase followed by an
alkali phase. Even in the food vacuole of the pro-

tdzoon, these two phases can readily be distinguished,

as the initial acid reaction of the digestive fluid

turns gradually alkaline, as digestion proceeds. In

higher animals, this change of reaction does not

take place until the proteins are discharged from the

stomach and arrive in the bowels.

An interesting feature characterizing the essential

difference between the two kinds of digestion is the

fact that the pepsin acid combination does not break

down the protein molecule into its ultimate bau-
steine. It carries the cleavage only to the stage of

peptones. As such the proteins are discharged into

the bowels. Here the disintegration is continued

by the trypsin alkali combination until those simple

compounds are reached that are ready for absorption

in the form of amino acids.

If, as I asserted. Nature always uses the same
means to accomplish the same ends, we must find

the same principles involved in parenteral digestion

as we found them in enteral digestion. This is,

indeed, the case. The analogy is striking and the

comparison gives us some of the details of paren-

teral digestion with an exceptional clearness and
precision.

In approaching now the digestive processes oc-

curring in the blood, it serves our purpose best to

begin with studying the fate of particulate foreign

protein in the shape of dead bacterial bodies, when
injected into the blood stream. Nagao (4) found
that, after an intravenous injection of killed, non-
hemolytic streptococci into the guineajMg, most of

the cocci were taken up into leucocytes within five

to ten minutes; that no free cocci could be found
after thirty minutes ; and that cocci could be found
in the circulating leucocytes no longer than three

hours.

These experimental findings confirm the well-

known fact that phagocytosis is the first step taken

by Nature in initiating the parenteral digestion of

particulate protein, such as the bodies of dead
bacteria.

The disappearance of the ingested cocci within

the leucocytes is the next step we observe. It is

due, as we know, to the disintegratifin, that is, the

d.igestion of the bacterial bodies by the cell. There
are some interesting features connected with this

digestion. Unicellular organisms, such as the white

cells of the blood, have no preformed stomach.

Wherever the food—as in this instance the bacterial

body—lodges, a vacuole forms, which .serves as a
^

stomach. Into this vacuole the digestive fluid is

secreted that begins the disintegration of the germ.

As it was to be expected from the comparative study

of the enteral digestion, this digestive fluid has

proved to be of acid reaction, probably due to the

presence of hydrochloric acid. Thus, by forming
billions of tiny stomachs within the cells. Nature
succeeds in overcoming the seemingly unsurmount-
able difiiculty to initiate also the parenteral digestion

in an acid medium, even within the alkaline fluid of

the blood.

In the protozoon, both the acid and the alkali

phases of digestion run in the same vacuole, one

after the other. This could not be otherwise, be-

cause this one cell organism is an entity and lives

a separate life. Entirely different conditions, how-
ever, obtain in reference to the white cells of the

blood. They, though unicellular organisms, are part

and parcel of a highly complicated mechanism and,

as such, must abide by the laws that govern the

whole. Here the acid and the alkali phase of diges-

tion each has its separate place. In enteral diges-

tion we have the stomach and the bowels respec-

tively. In parenteral digestion we must expect the

same division, though arranged in a more simple

and primitive way. In addition, we must expect

that the digestion within the white cells is carried

no further than to the formation of peptones. As
a proof of this and that the protein cleavage within

the blood cells is not continued to the formation of

amino acids, I adduce the wellknown local and gen-

eral reactions that follow the injection of vaccines.

If the protein were split within the cells into its

ultimate fragments, there would be no symptoms
when they reach the circulation, as these ultimate

fragments are inocuous. The symptoms that follow

the injection of vaccines, therefore, strongly sug-

gest that the cleavage of protein is carried within the

white cells only to the stage of soluble peptones and

that these peptones as such are discharged into the

circulation. This suggestion is supported by the

facts that the time for the emptying of the stomach

is about the same as for the disappearance of the

cocci from the leucocytes, as shown by Nagao ; and

that this time also corresponds approximately with

the beginning of the reaction after vaccine injec-

tions.

Furthermore, there are other considerations that

sustain the correctness of these views. There is,

first, the usefulness of the measure. The discharge

of the products of incomplete digestion into the blood

stream greatly facilitates and hastens the develop-
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ment of antibodies as these soluble split products

lead to a much quicker and far more generalized

sensitization of the cells of the host than the com-
paratively few particulate bacterial bodies could pos-

sibly accomplish. Cells are not sensitized, that is,

stimulated to produce specific digestive ferments,

unless the sensitizing food, called antigen, comes
into direct contact with them.

Then, second, this same discharge from the cells

initiates the tremendously important secretion of

digestive ferments, that is, of antibodies, into the

serum. After the discharge the food to be digested

is in the blood stream which surrounds the cells.

Thus, the blood l^ecomes now the digestive fluid and
the exterior of the leucocytes is turned into the

digestive surface. Consequently the ferment needed

to complete the digestion of protein begun within the

vacuoles must leave the cells to meet the food and
are discharged into the blood stream for the same
reason why pepsin is discharged into the stomach
and trypsin into the bowels. This marks the be-

ginning of the second, the alkali, phase of the diges-

tion.

A beautiful and most convincing illustration of

the identity (jf the digestive ferments with the anti-

bodies in the serum has been furnished recently by
the seemingly conflicting findings of Heist and the

Solis-Cohens as compared with those of Black, Fow-
ler and Pierce (5); Heist (G) showed that there is

in the blood of animals a property inimical to the

growth of organisms to which the animal is immune.
This substance is present in the whole coagulable

blood of the immune animal and is not demonstra-
ble in the serum. When injected to cause artificial

immunization the same property appears in the im-

munized animal. In marked contrast are the find-

ings of Black, Fowler and Pierce (5) which dem-
onstrate that in animals freshly immunized against

typhoid and dysentery bacilli the bactericidal power
of the serum is equal to that of the whole blood. In

other words there were no digestive ferments, or

antibodies in the immune serum examined by Heist

and the Solis-Cohens ; but there were plenty of them
in the serum of the animals immunized by Black,

Fowler and Pierce. None of the authors has an
explanation to of¥er.

However, an interesting and illustrative light is

thrown upon these puzzling newer findings by the

older experiments of Victor C. Vaughan and his

collaboraters (7). They found that guineapigs,

when injected with horse serum, develop in their

blood specific digestive ferments that can be dem-
on.strated from the sixth to the thirtieth day after

injection. Then these ferments disappear. The
reason for their disappearance is not stated but it

is obvious. Ferments are needed only so long as

food is to be digested. Therefore, when the blood
.stream is re'ieved of all foreign protein the ferments

vanish as they vanish in the stomach and in the

bowels when digestion is finished and the digestive

organs are at rest. In this way, with the foreign

protein removed, immunity, too, assumes, so to

speak, a resting .state. This resting state need not
necessarily curtail immunity in spite of the absence
of antibodies. The cells that furnished the fer-

ments remain sensitized and are ])repared and ready

to pour forth new ferments the moment they are

needed. If these sensitized cells are transfused into

another animal, resting immunity is transferred

with them and the same property appears in the

immunized animal.

In order to differentiate between the difi^erent

antibodies and to determine their relative value and
position from an immunizing viewpoint let us con-

sider why Nature employs two kinds of digestion

:

a pepsin-acid and a trypsin-alkali digestion.

In the vacuole of the protozoon we notice that no
visible change takes place with the food morsel dur-

ing the acid phase and that liquefaction does not

begin until the reaction turns alkaline. Further-

more, in higher animals and in humans the operative

removal of the entire stomach is not incompatible

with health and life. Therefore, we can safely con-

clude that in enteral digestion the action of the

trypsin-alkali combination is basic, while the action

of the pepsin-acid combination is only preparatory.

In parenteral digestion, conditions are much the

same. Phagocytosis, which presents the acid phase
of the parenteral digestion, is not essential. Ac-
cording to Black, Fowler and Pierce, it gradually

disappears as the higher degrees of immunity are

reached and is conspicuous by its absence in the

fully developed immunity. In this latter instance

bacterial bodies, as Vaughan puts it, dissolve in the

serum like salt or sugar in water.

Thus, in enteral as well as in parenteral digestion

the acid phase can have but one purpose, namely,
to facilitate and quicken the process of digestion.

The necessity for doing so may not be so -apparent

in enteral digestion, but it is apparent in parenteral

digestion. When pathogenic microbes gain entrance

into the animal body minutes may count when rush-
ing the defensive measures,-so that the elaboration of

defensive ferments, that is, of antibodies, gets into

full swing at the earliest possible moment.
To show more clearly and conspicuously the dif-

ference between the pepsin-acid and the trypsin-

alkali digestion let us take up again the simile of the

carpenter-tool-lumber—and compare the action of
the pepsin-acid combination to that of the power
saw mill and the action of the trypsin-alkali combina-
tion to the one of the carpenter with his hand saw.
The power mill cuts the logs into rough boards
with a course saw ; the pepsin-acid combination splits

the protein molecule into rough blocks with the

assistance of one of the strongest and most power-
ful acids known. The rough boards are then readily

worked by the carpenter with his hand saw ; and the

rough blocks of peptones are easily split bv the

trypsin-alkali combination. That in developed im-
munity and in the later stages of developing im-
munity the powerful work of the pepsin-acid com-
bination is no longer needed and phagocytosis, con-
sequently, abandoned is due to the readily appre-
ciated fact that as hundreds or thousands of car-

penters with hand saws can accomplish as much as

a power mill, so the enormous number of ferments
poured forth into the blood stream can do the neces-

sary preparatory work as quickly and efticiently, or
even better, as it has been done in the beginning by
the pepsin-acid combination.

In now looking over the different digesti\e fer-
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ments of the blood, or antibodies, for classification

we find that all of them with the exception of the
lysins have the obvious purpose to hasten phagocy-
tosis. I have, therefore, called them elsewhere (2)
"preparatory ferments." They disappear as soon as
phagocytosis' is no longer needed. The lysins are
the mainstay of immunity and are in their nature
equivalent to the trypsin. They are the only fer-

ments, or antibodies that are present in fully devel-

oped immunity.

In this connection I wish to make a logical deduc-
tion from the foregoing that seems to me to be of
great ])ractical importance as to the valuation of
immune serums. So far as I can see from literature

there exists at present no index to determine during
the manufacture of serums if the animal is fully

immunized, or if a given serum comes from an
animal with fully or only partially developed im-
munity. With the recognition that opsonins and
agglutinins are but preparatory ferments such an
index is now furnished. If opsonins and agglutinins
are present, the serum comes from an animal not
fully immunized and the more of them are present
the less immunization was accomplished.

This suggestion is in direct contradiction to a
statement made by Dr. Weaver (8), of Chicago,
who says : "The serum appears to owe its activity

largely to the specific opsonins it contains. The op-
sonins are not present in high concentration, and
consequently, only large doses of serum can be ex-

pected to possess therapeutic activity."

Before entering upon the explanation of the Was-
sermann reaction, we have to give some more con-

sideration to the nature of the socalled complement.

In previous Hues it has been demonstrated that

ferments require a chemical tool to enable them to

perform their work. This chemical tool is the mys-
terious complement. It is an ordinary chemical

substance and is consumed during digestion in direct

proportion to the work accomplished. In other

words, to digest a certain unit, say one gram of

protein, requires a definite quantity of complement.
When this complement is gone, digestion stops in

spite of the presence of active ferments unless new
complement is again provided. In terms of im-

munity it means that, when the complement is con-

sumed, the defensive apparatus of " the body is

paralyzed and in serious cases death much ensue
unless new complement is again supplied. A clear

and, definite conception of this peculiarity of com-
plement is of fundamental importance.

As we penetrate deeper into' the mysteries of

digestion, and particularly into the perplexing

phenomena of immunity it becomes evident more
and more that all ferments, enteral or parenteral,

require this chemical tool or complement. However,
we have definite knowledge only of two ferments

and their complement. There is, first, the pepsin

and its complement, the hydrochloric acid—and,

second, the antisheep ferment, employed in the Was-
sermann test with its complement, the presence or

absence of which makes this test negative or posi-

tive, as we will see later. Under these circumstances,

it will help much to clear the still hazy situation and
to establish more firmly the principles involved by
showing that trypsin, the well known enteral fer-

ment, is unable to digest protein without a chemical
tool or complement.

For many years it has been known that trypsin

loses its power to digest casein if blood serum is

added to the mixture. Rosenthal (9) investigated

tliis curious phenomenon and from his experimental
findings came to the conclusion that the antitryptic

action of the blood serum is due to the presence of

digestive split products. When they are abundant,
the antitryptic action is increased ; when the blood
is poor in the products of protein metabolism, the

antitryptic property is decreased. In confirmation
of these conclusions Rusznak (10) has shown that

in the antianaphylactic state or during the recovery
from an anaphylactic shock the blood is laden with
digestive products and the antitryptic titer of the

serum is greatly increased.

The logical deductions from these investigations

lead us to some startling conclusions. The anti-

tryptic action of the serum can not possibly be due
to a direct influence of the digestive split products
upon the trypsin itself. This is absolutely excluded
by the fact that in the bowels the trypsin continues

to work in spite of the presence of a highly concen-
trated solution of such digestive products. If their

action were direct upon the ferment, bowel digestion

would stop soon after these digestive products ap-
pear. We must, therefore, look for another cause
of the acknowledged antitryptic action of the pro-

tein split products. This cause can be no other than
the fixation of the complement, in the light which
has been thrown upon the working conditions of

ferments by the phenomena of the Wassermann and
other blood reactions, and by the ostensible influence

which the products of protein digestion, specific on
nonspecific, exert in rendering ferments impotent
by robbing them of their chemical tool.

In following up this highly interesting lead, we
are logically forced to the conclusion that, in order

to keep digestion going in the bowels, a stream of
complement is being supplied to the trypsin in the

same way as it is supplied to the pepsin. Though
more definite proof is still lacking, the facts adduced
are highly suggestive that this is the case.

A better knowledge of the conditions most favor-

able to the action of trypsin will prove of great prac-

tical value from the viewpoint of immunity due to

the close relationship of this ferment to the lysins

of the blood. The future scientific treatment of in-

fectious diseases must aim not only at destroying

the toxic substances derived from the parenteral

digestion of the germ, but must also stimulate the

activity of the defensive ferments and at the same
time either supply an abundance of the necessary

complement or protect the natural complement from
useless destruction. Most remarkable clinical results

from therapeutic measures applied along these lines

have convinced me that this not only feasable but

also readily accomplished.

In giving the following explanation of the Was-
sermann reaction all references to the cumbersome
details, as they concern the laboratorian, are omitted.

Only the principles are evolved. It gives physicians

a practical illustration of complement fixation, as it

looms today to be probably the greatest single factor

in the pathology of infectious diseases.
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If \vc inject any foreign protein into the blood of

an animal the system of the injected animal proceeds

immediately to remove this foreign protein. To
this end specific ferments are elaborated by the cells

of the animal. These ferments disintegrate foreign

protein and disintegration products are excreted.

Sheep corjniscles are foreign protein to the guinea-

pig. If we inject sheep corpuscles into the blood

of a guineapig, the cells of the animal elaborate

specific ferments to disintegrate the sheep corpuscles.

1 hese specific ferments are also called antisheep fer-

ments. The process is called sensitization of the

guineapig to sheep corpuscles. The animal is sensi-

tized because its blood contains no specific fer-

ments that disintegrate sheep corpuscles.

If we take the serum of such a sensitized guinea-

pig, which is swarming with these specific ferments,

and mix it with washed sheep corpuscles in a test

tube the specific ferments will immediately begin to

disintegrate the sheep corpuscles. As sheep cor-

puscles are disintegrated the hemoglobin they con-

tain dififuses into the surrounding fluid and colors

it red. We then have hemolysis. No ferment can

do its work without a chemical tool. In order that

the specific antisheep ferment may dissolve the sheep

corpuscles in the test tube we must supply it with

its chemical tool. The exact chemical composition
of this chemical tool, or complement, is as yet un-
known, but it is known that it is contained in the

blood of certain animals. Therefore, in order to

supply the antisheep ferment with its chemical tool,

we add a definite portion of an animal serum we
know to contain it.

Suppose now we have in the test tube the sheep
corpuscle dissolving (antisheep) ferment plus its

chemical tool (complement), then add washed sheep
corpuscles and place it into a warm water bath.

The ferment will then immediately attack the sheep
corpuscles with its chemical tool and dissolve them.
The fact that sheep corpuscles are being dissolved

is disclosed to the naked eye by the reddening of

the fluid, as hemoglobin is liberated and ditTused.

Suppose we have in the tube the same antisheep

ferment plus its chemical tool, then add washed
sheep corpuscles and in addition a substance that

unites with the chemical tool and makes it useless

—

the antisheep ferment, robbed of its tool, can no
longer dissolve the sheep corpuscles. Consequently,
no hemoglobin is liberated and the fluid remains
uncolored. The blood of syphilitics contains such a

substance that is able to unite with the complement
and makes it useless. This substance, as I have shown
elsewhere (2), is a split product derived from the

disintegration of the dead treponema, the syphilitic

germ. This substance is, therefore, not contained
in the blood of healthy persons.

The Wassermann reaction works now out as fol-

lows
: If we take into a test tube antisheep ferment,

add the necessary chemical tool, or complement, and
washed sheep corpuscles i)lus the blood of a healthy
person—there is no interference with the comple-
ment. The ferments disintegrate with their chemical
tool the sheej) corjniscles, hemoglobin is liberated
and diffuses and colors the solution red. This means
we have hemolysis, indicating a negative Wasser-
mann reaction.

If, however, we put into the test tube the same
antisheep ferment, add the necessary chemical tool,

• or complement, and washed sheep corpuscles plus the

blood of a syphilitic person—the syphilitic split

products unite with, or fix, the complement and
make it useless. Consequently, the ferment, robbed
of its tool, cannot disintegrate the sheep corpuscles,

no hemoglobin is liberated and the solution remains
uncolored. This means, we have inhibition of

hemolysis, indicating a positive Wassermann.
There remains but one more point to be discussed,

namely, the purpose of the socalled antigen, as used
in the Wassermann reaction. It is a substance which
must be added to the test tube or the reaction does
not materialize. This antigen has formerly been con-

sidered to be of specific nature. It consisted in the

beginning of an extract from syphilitic livers. The
idea of specificity has gradually been dropped, as it

was found that the extract from many other organs,

syphilitic or nonsyphilitic, served as antigens just as

well. Even artificial lecithin was found serviceable.

As new substances were found that could be used
as antigen the mystery of its function deepened.
Not even a suggestion has been offered as to what
its function might be. Surely, it is not required
within the circle of the reaction. To my mind, the

function of the antigen is mechanical rather than
chemical. If we look over the available antigens we
find that they are extracts from organs rich in ner-

vous tissues.

Nervous tissues contain a good deal of lecithin

or other fatlike substances. That these fatlike

substances represent the active principles of the anti-

gen seems to me highly probable. On the other hand
evidence is accumulating that the specific syphilitic

split product that binds the complement is a lipoid,

another fatlike substance. Fat, or fatty substances,
that remain in the finest subdivision so long as they
are within the body in their natural surroundings,
gather in smaller or larger droplets when leaving
the body. A striking example of this kind is fur-
nished by the gathering of the butter fat within the
milk after milking. My opinion that this is also
the case with the syphilitic lipoids has been strength-
ened by the report of Munk that these lipoids ap-
pear as droplets in the urine. In droplet form these
lipoids could not act upon the complement. To
make the chemical union with the complement pos-
sible, it is indispensable to redisperse these lipoids

in order to increase their surface. It is this redis-

persion that I believe to be the function of the
antigen.
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Syphilis

By JAMES H. STEVENS, M. D., .

Boston.

The prol^lem of syphilis in the United States has

come to be recognized as something more than a

medical problem ; it is one of the great economic
problems of the country, a rapidly increasing prob-

lem, in all probability, and one which is bound to

be more and more considered from a governmental
viewpoint with the i)assing of time. The discovery

of the Spiroch;eta pallida as the causative agent in

syphilis, by Schaudinn and Hofifman, and the .subse-

quent development of the Wassermann reaction by
Wassermann and also by Detre, although his name
seems to be pretty generally forgotten, heralded the

beginning of an accurate knowledge as to the gen-

eralized spread of this disease.

Hudelo, of Paris, gives as the three most impor-

tant periods in the development of our knowledge
of syphilis, first, the addition of the Spirocha^ta

pallida by Schaudinn in 1905 ;
second, the Wasser-

mann reaction developed in 1906 by Wassermann,
Neisser, Bruck and Schucht ; and third, the devel-

opment of the spinal fluid reaction. He might well

have added Ehrlich's discovery of 606 to our arma-
mentarium a.> of much more farreaching efYect than

any of the others since the latter is the curative

agent and the former are of only relative impor-

tance as an aid to diagnosis and a check upon our

treatment.

The incidence of syphilis in the United States is

an unknown quantity because there are so many cases

which are never recorded and because there are

some which are reported more than once. In the

various states there is no uniformity in regard to

the recording of cases and it has been little more than

a decade since there has been any method of accur-

acy in scientific grouping. While there are no statis-

tics which are of much help it was generally agreed

that the incidence of syphilis in the United States,

previous to the great war, was not far from fifteen

per cent, of the entire population and it is probable

that these figures were much too low. It is well

known that among prostitutes, who have pursued

that method of earning a livelihood for any consid-

erable time, fully eighty per cent, will show a posi-

tive Wassermann reaction. Southard, in six thou-

sand tests, found twenty-three per cent, positive but

his experiments were made in a neuropathic in.stitu-

tion and there, it must be generally admitted, the

natural incidence would be high. Rosenberger, at

the Philadelphia General Hospital, in 1916, found

twenty-seven and four tenths per cent, positive and

here again, in a general hospital, the percentage

would probably be higher than in the general public

outside. Vedder, in the Army, examining recruits,

came to the conclusion that sixteen and seventy-seven

hundredths per cent, represented the number of

syphilitics applying for service and that these figures

represent the general percentage between the ages

of twenty and thirty. He says that there is good

reason for believing that it would reach fully twenty

jjer cent, and that it would api)ly to the civilian popu-
lation. Irving, after investigating, came to the con-
clusion that ten to fifteen per cent, of the jx)pula-

tion of the state of Minnesota were syphilitic. Routh
estimates that in England and Wales alone there are
twenty-seven thousand infant deaths every year
from syphilis. Leredde, of Paris, estimated that the

war had contrilmted three hundred thousand fresh

cases of syphilis to France but Simon, of Paris,

sharply criticized him for this unsupported state-

ment and thinks that ninety thousand would be well

above the maximum. Nevertheless Brocq is inclined

to agree with Leredde.

Day and McXutt, in 2,925 hospital cases admitted
for general conditions, found in white males thirty

per cent. Wassermann positive, white females six-

teen per cent. \\'assermann positive, colored males
forty-eight per cent. Wassermann positive, colored

females forty per cent. Wassermann positive.

Lavin found in Canadian soldiers, white thirteen

and eight tenths per cent, positive, colored twenty-
four and one tenth per cent, positive.

However, so far as the United States is concerned,
if we accept fifteen per cent, as a prewar basis it is

certainly well within reason to assume that it is much
higher today and it is quite within the range of pos-

sibility that it will reach twenty per cent, of the

population.

When we consider that this is one of every five

inhabitants it would seem as if the problem had
ceased to be entirely a medical one and had become
a problem to be dealt with by all governments on
general economic fines. That phase of the question,

however, must be left in the hands of the politicians,

the well meaning social workers and others equally

intelligent and with equally selfish or equally hys-

terical notions which they try to foist upon us from
time to time, and one can easily visualize what the

result will be. Sometimes I have thought that the

ultimate answer to this problem will only come with
years when the blood of the world shall have become
sufficiently contaminated, syphilized, so that an im-

munity will ultimately develop and the disease will

become of as little moment as any of the ordinary

exanthemata.

Measles will wipe out of existence an aboriginal

people, yet civilization and ages of this disease, with

its consequent increase of immunity, has relegated

measles into a secondary place, so far as mortality-

is concerned. H one studies the mortality statistics

of measles he will probably be astonished at the num-
ber of deaths caused by this disease, but there is no
doubt that the generations who have suffered have
contributed to their oft'spring a resistance, which
has done much to minimize the ill effects which are

so pronounced in an aboriginal people.

The treatment of syphilis, since the discovery of

the Spirochaeta pallida was recognized as the causa-

tive agent and especially since the discovery by
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Ehrlich of salvarsan. has undergone some marked

changes and there have been many and various tech-

nics developed inckiding intravenous, intramuscular

and even rectal use of these newer arsenical prep-

arations, to say nothing of the intraspinal use of

salvarsanized serum as developed by Swift-Ellis,

Ogilvie and others. In the first days of intravenous

luedication with the arsenical compounds the use

was more or less limited to a comparatively small

number of men but as the technic developed quickly

it was used by increasing numbers as the profession

became more and more used to the idea that it was

feasible and that few untoward accidents occurred

when these comparatively large cjuantities of solu-

tion were introduced directly into the blood stream.

There are two bad features following, as a natural

sequence, our first enthusiasm. The majority of the

syphilitics in the days beginning ten or twelve years

ago, were tmfortunate because many of them were

told that a few doses of 606 and a few months of

mercury meant an absolute cure. I do not mean
that all patients were so told or that this was the

custom among the more conservative or more in-

telligent of our profession but it certainly was the

rule of a number of men and hospitals that were
using the newer arsenical compounds. Many of

these patients were tttrned loose, half treated, in oiu^

opinion, even much less efficiently treated than in

the old mercurial days, and while some of them have

since been undeceived there are legions of these pa-

tients going about today selfsatisfied in their ignor-

ance, believing themselves free of their disease be-

cause they received a few doses of salvarsan and
a few months of mercurial treatment. The result of

this ignorance on their pai^ and fatuous, mistaken,

optimistic opinion on the part of their medical ad-

visers, will be reflected within the next few decades.

They are already beginning to come back. Now
what are the great desiderata for the handling of

this problem on broad, general lines? First, preven-

tion of infection, second, treatment after infection.

The first we may dismiss with only a few words.

Generally disseminated knowledge of prophylaxis

after e'kposure will be about as far as we shall be

able to go in this direction and thanks to the war
the idea of this is pretty well known even if not

observed. Legislative action of any kind is of little

efifect. There remains only the treatment after in-

fection and here we are, unfortunately, as a profes-

sion (in my opinion) at fault. We may divide this

into two phases : First, efficiency of medication, sec-

ond, control of the patient.

These two must work efficiently, otherwise we
fail. We are not interested either medically or

economically in whether an individual patient with

syphilis might be cured under some special form
of treatment or under special conditions which would
be impossible to carry out except in a very limited

nmnbcr of cases. This would get us nowhere. We
are interested in the development of a cure, or at

least a help, which will reach all these afflicted indi-

viduals and which must ])e made of such a char-

acter that it may reach all of them.

EFFICIENCY OF MEDICATION.
There are only two drugs which are im])ortant

in this connection, viz. : arsenic and mercury.

The possession of efficient antisyphilitics is impor-

tant and perhaps in this we are to a great degree

fortunate because while we possess no great stcrili-

cans viagna, either in the arsenicals or in mercury,

we at least possess two substances, which, ixsed in-

telligently and intensively enough will at least deal

satisfactorily with ninety-five per cent, of the cases

of this dread disease. Will it cure completely? That
is the ({uestion for the future to decide.

We must not forget that a few decades ago, when
we of the earlier generation were beginning prac-

tice, we depended entirely upon mercury. We must
not forget that of the many patients which were
seen in those days many have married and raised

apparently healthy families. There have been some
horrible later catastrophes but in the main the great-

er proportion of these unfortunates have not known
the horrors which in those days we were taught to

expect. We must also remember that many of these

patients were very inefficiently treated and that as

we now know, nearly all of them were uncured.

In some of them paresis developed, some of them
became tabetics, some of them died of apoplexy be-

fore fifty and some of them died of syphilitic com-
plications, which were classed otherwise and went
unrecognized as such, but in the entire sum total of

cases which I can remember there was fiot such a

great percentage after all. And today, as we have
a much more efficient armamentarium than we had
in those days, we may logically expect an increase

in the efficiency of our medication. Under mercurial

treatment we know there were few cures and yet,

even today, the profession is not entirely in accord
as regards the value of the arsenicals. France is

distinctly divided into arsenical and mercury camps.
Bory in France, still claims precedence for the mer-
curials and uses benzoate of mercury. Dufour says

mercury is efficient, btit differs from Bory in that he

does not think that it is superior or supplants the

arsenicals. Arujo of Brazil prefers mercurj', espe-

cially in children. Sutton of Kansas City prefers

mercury still and I am of the opinion that if all

the facts of the case were known we should all be
surprised at the large number of the medical pro-

fession who still use the mercurials alone in the

treatment of syphilitic condition. Craig of the

U. S. Army records sixty-eight cases under mer-
cury treatment by mouth alone, from nine months
to three years, and not one case gave a frankly
negative Wassermann. His cases, even when treated

by intramuscular mercury, with thirty injections of

grey oil. were still positive to the Wassermann test.

METHOD OF TREATMENT.

There are almost as many methods as there are

men and there are also many preparations of sal-

varsan or allied substances. All are arsenicals

grafted upon the benzol ring chemically. All solu-

tions of salvarsan and allied products arc toxic and
the neosalvarsan is weaker in action than the old.

All preparations of 606 in isotonic salt solutions are

hemolytic and this property is increased by adding
sodium hydroxide beyond the point of neutraliza-

tion but this is oflfset by a decrease in the toxicity

in the alkaline products. Leary of Boston thinks

most of the bad results come from an acid prepara-
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tion and advises the addition of sodium hydroxide.

Kohiier says lliat the concentrated sokition is more
hemolytic than the dilute. He avoids overneutrali-

zation of his solution with sodium hydrate and
leaves no excess. He uses a dilute solution and in-

jects slowly. Neosalvarsan is not ordinarily hemo-
lytic in a concentration of ninety one hundredths
grams to thirty c. c. of solution and he says that one

tenth gram may be used in three c. c. of distilled

water. The toxicity of neosalvarsan is less by far

than 606 and the ease of preparation makes it much
to be preferred in the treatment of the disease. As
Schamberg points out, it must be used more often

than 606. Neosalvarsan, as shown by Schamberg,
is two and four tenths times less toxic than 606.

Its spirocheticidal activity is somewhat less than

606 in about the ])roporlion of one to one and seven-

ty-four one hundredths.

Salvarsan 'Neosalvarsan

Schamberg gives it 1. 1.74

Castelli 1. 1.5 to 1.78

and says, therefore, sixty one hundredths grams of

old 606 is equal to one and five one hundredths

grams neosalvarsan instead of ninety one hun-

dredths grams, but the margin of safety is much
greater than with 606 and even this holds good of

a one and five one hundredths grams dose of neo-

salvarsan in comparison with six tenths gram of

salvarsan.

The experiments of Levaditi seem to demonstrate

that the action of 606 is not a direct spirocheticide

but Sabernaud (La Clinic, 1913) showed that by the

addition of liver extract it became so in vitro at

least. So that it is possible that these arsenicals

must act on the syphilitic spirillae either by being

activated by liver extract or some other organic

substance, either chemically or catalytically. At any

rate they are all poisonous to the human economy
and must be used with care. There are few contra-

indications to their use. Ravaut thinks the only

contraindication is impermeability of the kidney. He
uses neo.«alvarsan. Cachexia, decompensation of the

heart and any complication of the kidney must be

carefully considered. The only death which we
have had was in a case of extreme cachexia from
malignant disease, in which, with consultation, we
decided to take the risk. We think we were un-

wise, in the light of the results, but autopsy did not

justify the diagnosis of death from salvarsan and
we therefore excluded it from our bad results.

So that everything considered, the ease of admin-
istration, the ease of preparation and the decrease

of toxicity more than counterbalance the increase

in spirocheticidal power of 606 in favor of neosal-

varsan because by the difference in dose and in-

crease in the number of injections, spaced at shorter

time limits, the difference can be equalized.

There is little need of discussion regarding the

various preparations which are on the market. They
are practically all the same. Some, perhaps, are

more toxic than others and in our experience the

ones which we now use are inferior to the old brands

of .salvarsan and neosalvar.san. The consensus of

medical opinion in all countries seems to tend to

the intensive form of treatment. The old idea of

one dose, or at most two, seems to have passed

although there are some men who still cling to this

form of medication.

Heidingsfcld came to the conclusion after seven
years' experience, that one injection at a time was
the better treatment and he changed his viewpoint
from intensive medication evidently on his serologi-

cal record alone, but there are only a few who share

his view. He believes the patients become Was-
scrmann fast on too intensive treatments. He gives

a full dose of 606 and does not repeat it for six

months if there is a negative Wassermanu reaction.

If, however,' there is no change in the Wassermann
he repeats it in four months. He employs both a

Wassermann and Hecht Weinberg control.

QUANTITY OF DRUG.

It is generally agreed by most observers that a
degree of tolerance to arsenical preparations and
also to mercury is gained by the spirochete by re-

peated doses and Noguchi showed that the increase

in tolerance to 606 and 914 was five and a half

times the original tolerance within three or four
months. He also showed that this resistance dis-

appears when cultivated in drug free media for

several generations so that it is quite probable that a
certain interval should follow between series of

injections.

Heidingsfeld, in a series of 456 cases, found that

154 became serologically negative after one injec-

tion and clinically free of symptoms. One hundred
and seven became negative after two administra-

tions, fifty-three became negative after three admin-
istrations, twenty-seven became negative after four
administrations, nine became negative after five ad-

ministrations, seventeen became negative after six

or more administrations. This is eighty per cent.

Eighty-nine were still positive, but sixty-five of

these were clinically symptomless. Under his method
ninety-five per cent, of the patients went to clinical

recovery but only eighty per cent, to serological

recovery.

Craig showed five hundred cases in 1917. Fifty-

seven and six tenths per cent, became negative and
in most of the cases there was only one injection.

Noguchi in a series of 102 cases showed that

thirty-three and seven tenths per cent, became nega-
tive, also with one injection for the most part.

Craig discussed the efficiency of the intramuscular
method over the intravenous and drew the conclu-

sion that the intramuscular injection was more
efficient. Many syphilitic patients "have become
Wassermann negative following one or two injec-

tions of 606 but unfortunately they did not stay

either Wassermann negative or clinically cured. In

198 cases treated by Craig, either intravenously or
intramuscularly, eighty-eight and five tenths per

cent, of his primary cases relapsed, eighty-four and
three tenths per cent, of his secondary cases relapsed,

sixty-nine and five tenths of his tertiary cases re-

lapsed, and eighty-eight and eight tenths per cent,

of his latent cases relapsed. The majority relapsed

within eight months after cessation of treatment.

One hundred of 172 cases that relapsed did so within

the first three months. He says, however, that fully

fifty per cent, of these patients received only one
injection of 606. Nowhere in Craig's work does
there appear to be any statistical tables dealing withi
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the intensive methods which are at present in vogue.

So it would seem to be fairly well established, in

spite of the few who still believe in using one dose,

or one dose repeated at rather long intervals, that

we must abandon any idea of a quick cure in these

cases and we have come to believe in the rather in-

tensive use of both forms of treatment.

Sargent says primary syphilis can not be cured by

a few doses of 606 and a few months treatment with

mercury. Perhaps, however, the one dose may be

made to .serve another purpose, prophylaxis.

Mangin, chief of the French Hospital at Man-
chester, inoculated himself with syphilitic virus

in the presence of his staff and other medical men.
One hour later he received one injection of sixty

hundredths gram of salvarsan
;
syphilis did not de-

velop. Many other exposed patients have received

a prophylactic injection and the disease failed to

develop. We have given four injections in patients

whom we personally knew to have been exposed

and in none of the four did the disease develop.

The German school swung rapidly to the arseni-

cals following the discovery of Ehrlich and later

fell back upon the combination of arsenic and mer-

cury. The English consensus of opinion, like the

American, is in favor of the use of both drugs.

Dufour, Hudelo, Chevallier, Simon, Balzer and
Poullard in France use both. Gendrow uses galyl,

an arsenic preparation, Ravaut uses neosalvarsan,

Spittel of Ceylon uses both. Herd and Lane of

New Haven : Wile, Elliot, Schamberg, Pollitzer

and Sachs of New York ; Tauber of Cincinnati

;

Lynch, Hoge and Lane of Boston
;
Heidingsfeld and

Williams, Solomon, Craig and Vedder and all the

men in the Army use both. The Army regulation

treatment in all countries subscribes to the com-
bined use of both drugs. Pinaud of Versailles

seems to be one of the few who distinctly warn
against the use of arsenicals and mercurials to-

gether.

Afuch of the credit for this renewal of the Aus-
trian idea of intensive treatment must be passed to

Dr. Pollitzer of New York. PoUitzer says that

he has seen so many of these supposedly Wasser-
mann fast cases become negative on continuance

of the treatment that he has become skeptical and
he believes that three years of treatment are neces-

sary before we can class any case as a fixed positive.

He further believes that the cases intensively treated

and with fixed positives after fifty can be left alone

if symptomless. Pollitzer believes in the hammer
blow at the start. He uses the full dose on four

succeeding days and follows it with a series of

courses combined vvith mercury.

Tauber of Cincinnati believes in intensive treat-

ment. He uses four to six injections of three

tenths to six tenths gram at three to seven day inter-

vals with mercury at the same time and advises al-

ways three courses. After a plus Wassermann his

minimum is three courses. He uses mercury either

intramuscularly or by inunction. Twenty-four to

thirty injections of mercury every other day if a

soluble salt of mercury is used. Twenty to thirty

rubs, one each day, if inunction is used. He gives

one course of each type of mercury with each course
of 606. He uses the Wassermann as a check at

two month intervals and continues until he has at

least five unbroken negative reports.

In secondary syphilis he uses for the first year,

three courses, six to eight injections of 606 and
mercury, for the second year, if the Wassermann
is still positive, plus three more courses. If the

Wassermann is negative four injections of 606 and
two courses of mercury. For the third year, if

the Wassermann is negative, regular periods of

examination only. If positive three courses each

of 606 and mercury. He thinks most syphilitics are

undertreated and in this we agree.

White, McWharter and Barber use seven primary
intravenous injections of 606 and seven intramus-

cular injections of mercury and follow these by
other courses as necessary. They reported eighty-

three and five tenths per cent, negative following

the first series but fail to tell how many relapsed.

Their doses in seven treatments only averaged two
and eight tenths grams total.

Corbus of Chicago believes in intensive treatment

and in one case gave as many as forty-one intra-

venous injections of salvarsan. Lane of New
Haven is a believer in intensive treatment of syphi-

lis. Wile, Elliot and Schamberg believe in intensive

treatment but prefer to give their mercury by
inunction. Sachs of Neiv York is an advocate of

intensive treatment. Spittel of Ceylon uses arseno-

benzol intensively and prefers an intravenous in-

jection of mercury. He injects each week alter-

nately his arsenobenzol and mercury. He calls six

injections of each a course. His courses are de-

termined by his Wasserman reactions, which is, of

course, fallacious. Balzar of France gives arseno-

benzol intramuscularly and has a preparation which
he uses with guaiacol and stovaine which he asserts

is painless. He gives four courses of sixteen in-

jections each the first year and follows with others

for four years. He gives mercury at the same time.

Poullard of France uses novarsenobenzol subcuta-

neously in small doses and states that it is just as

rapid as ihtravenously. He also uses cyanide of

mercury both intravenously every two or three days
or intramuscularly every two days. His mercury
preparation for intravenous use is one per cent,

solution of mercury Hg (CN2) of which he uses one
c.c. as a dose. For intramuscular injections he adds
a small amount of cocaine to the same prescription

and uses it in one c.c. doses every two days. Pro-
chorow has given twenty-five to thirty-five drops
of a one per cent solution of cyanide as an intra-

muscular injection without causing any local dis-

turbances and without any benefit of his syphilitic

patients. Chevallier and Dufour use both novar-
senobenzol and mercury intensively. Both prefer

the benzoate because it is less toxic than other solu-

ble forms of mercury. Lane of Boston follows
Pollitzer's rule of one tenth gram 606 for every thirty

pounds of body weight ; fir.st course ten to twelve
injections ; first four injections every three days
and remainder at weekly intervals in primary cases

;

mercury in combination and given to toleration for

twelve weeks ; ten to twelve injections then rest for

six weeks. Then he gives the same course over
again. Sixty per cent, of the patients became nega-
tive within three months. If the Wassermann is
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negative after the second course the third course

may be omitted but it is safer to give it. This

ends the first year and afterwards careful observa-

tion clinically and serologically and continuation

of treatment if necessary. Schamberg uses ninety

hundredths gram neosalvarsan three times a week
at first in primary cases and continues at longer in-

tervals. He combines this treatment also with mer-
cury.

The war office treatment is seven injections of

606, totaling two and eight tenths grams, and eight

injections of mercury in fifty-six days. If oth'er

injections are necessary (as of course they should

be) the total amount for the first year was four

and six tenths grams of 606 and in succeeding

years no more than three or four injections were

used over a period of twenty-eight days each year.

Scott and Pearson proved that this treatment (as

of course it would be) was inefficient and that

there was a surprising number of reappearances of

oral sores or sores near the primary lesion. Scott

and Pearson recommend three injections of 606 in

three weeks. Then eight injections of one gr. mer-

cury at weekly intervals. Then one month's rest.

Then two injections of 606, eight weeks of mer-

cury and iodide and rest for a month. This treat-

ment might be continued, indefinitely and if con-

tinued would probably result in a cure, but it would
seem as if a more intensive treatment from the

start would prove more efficient. Williams of

Canada gives intensive treatment and reports sev-

enty per cent, negative with average of seven and
one half doses of salvarsan. Hazen in twenty-

two patients gave ninety-eight injections of 606,

three injections at least in all cases. In one case

three courses of three injections were necessary

with mercurials. All patients except two were

negative to Wassermann.

RECTAL METHOD.

The rectal method of using salvarsan seems to

be of value if for any reason the other route is not

feasible but absorption is never to be relied upon
and larger doses would necessarily have to be used.

If activation by the liver is necessary it may prove

to be an advantageous method. Wright used it by
drop method (Murphy seepage) ninety hundredths

gram neosalvarsan in two hundred c.c. of water,

fifty drops to the minute. Arujo of Brazil consid-

ers the rectal method of value in children. Bogrow
of Moscow uses salvarsan in cocoa butter and uses

comparatively small doses one tenth or two tenths

gram.
The most scientific experiments along these lines

have been conducted by another experimenter who
checked his absorption via the rectum by the amount
of arsenic in the blood serum. He found that in

order to approximate the amount of arsenic in the

blood following an intravenous injection of ninety

hundredths gram neosalvarsan it was necessary for

him to use four grams of neosalvarsan in a rectal

suppository and by using this every five days he

could approximate the results obtained by ninety

hundredths given intravenously.

Azemar of Toulouse uses ninety hundredths gram
neosalvarsan in water and injects it into the

rectum. The urine examination is checked for

arsenic. He found that arsenic increased in amount
up to the third day and disappeared by the sixth

so that he could keep them, as he calls it, saturated

by one injection a week. He adds a little tincture

of opium to his injection. In children this may
prove to be a valuable addition but it remains to be
proved.

The newer preparations like silver salvarsan, for

which much is claimed by Nathan and Flehme, be-

cause of decreased toxicity and increased thera-

peutic efifect, have not yet been sufficiently tried and
are still subjudice. The unfavorable reactions ap-

pear to be more numerous than under salvarsan.

Sulphoxylate salvarsan is another insufficiently

tried agent but seems to be of use in old syphilitic

cases. So that it seems to be fairly definitely estab-

lished that the consensus of opinion is in favor of

intensive treatment of syphilis by the use of two
drugs and their many modifications, arsenic and
mercury.

Intensive treatment seems to mean many differ-

ent degrees, depending on the individual adminis-

trator, but it would seem that observation for at

least four years is the opinion of the majority.

At least two courses of six injections of some
arsenical preparation are necessary during the first

year and these should be intercurrent with two
courses of mercury, which should be at least six

months in totality for the first year. This should

be the minimum. At least one and usually two
courses of each should be the minimum for the

second year. One course for each year should be

the minimum for the third and fourth years. In

case of a positive Wassermann reaction persisting,

a much more intensive treatment should be used.

THE VALIDITY OF THE WASSERMANN.

The Wassermann is not a specific reaction but

for all practical purposes it will serve. It must
not be relied upon as an absolute check either upon
diagnosis or treatment. There is entirely too much
credence placed upon the Wassermann. The Was-
sermann has been variously interpreted by many
writers but aside from failure of laboratory technic,

and these are by no means few, we must admit that

there are many conditions which, under certain cir-

cumstances, will give a positive reaction. On the

other hand a negative reaction (aside from labora-

tory mistakes) is very often recorded even with the

most marked forms of active syphilis.

Hudelo of Paris says that it is particularly dis-

tressing to obtain a negative Wassermann in four

or five out of every hundred cases and to still find

that clinically they present the active lesion of

syphilis, even roseola mucous patches, and other

manifestations.

Octhough says it is not a reliable guide for treat-

ment. There will be a certain percentage of fixed

positive Wassermanns but intensive treatment will

convert many of these into negative.

One may use the Wassermann as a check as much
as one pleases. A Hecht Weinberg or a Gradwohl
modification may be used. The spinal fluid may be

examined as much as may be necessary but the

courses cited above has seemed to be what would or
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should constitute a minimum even if all the checks

are proven negative. Most syphilitics are too little

ratlier than too much treated and the struggle for

a cure is worth all the effort.

INTRAVENOUS AND INTRAMUSCULAR MERCURY.

As we have shown there are many different ways

of using mercury and many preparations. Dufour,

Chevallier and Bory use benzoate of mercury. Poul-

lard uses cyanide intravenously and intramuscularly.

Spittel of Ceylon uses intravenous injections of

mercuric iodide. Lane of Boston uses intramus-

cular injections of soluble salt every two days or

insoluble salt once a week. Tauber of Cincinnati

uses intramuscular injections or inunction. Wile,

Elliot and Schamberg use the inunction method.

Cole and Littman tried calomel inunction and gave
the method up because calomel is too weak a salt

of mercury and absorption is bad. Rarely did this

produce saturation. Bastron uses bichloride intra-

venously but does not, apparently, advise others to

do so because of the danger of thrombosis. Then
why does he use it himself? The whole subject of

mercurial treatment is a matter of saturation and
saturation alone. It makes no difference how it is

used or in what particular form it is used so long

as that object is attained.

(To be concluded.)

Recrudescence of Visible Syphilitic Manifestations Occurring

During Antispecific Treatment
By ARTHUR SAYER, B. S., M. D.,

New York,

Chief of Clinic in Dermatology and Syphilis, Mt. Sinai Dispensary.

The usual course of a syphilitic infection which
is treated along approved lines is rather uneventful

—except in some instances of untoward reactions

arising from the drugs used. Under our therapy

the active visible lesions disappear leaving the per-

son with only a serological reminder of the disease

and a potential susceptibility to certain pathological

changes in the viscera, unless sufficient treatment
is taken. The chancre will often dry up within

twenty-four to forty-eight hours after the first in-

jection of arsphenamine. Condylomata will fade and
disappear without leaving any trace of their former
presence, after a short period of intensive treat-

ment. Gummata in various parts of the body will

melt away, leaving only a scar to denote their for-

mer presence.

The frequent clinical observation of the extreme
efficacy of only a few injections of arsphenamine
and mercury has, I believe, made us too sanguine as

to the potency of these drugs. We ascribe to them a
spirocidal power which other experiences show
they do not fully deserve. Certainly, we all recog-

nize the error of the earlier conceptions, of the great

and complete sterilization powers of only a few
injections of arsphenamine. We now recognize that

this substance while killing off a large number of

the spirochete, leaves many behind which later pro-

liferate. Repeated fractional sterilization of the

system (as exemplified by our courses of treatment)

has therefore become the present accepted method of

best dealing with the syphilitic infection.

Persistent vigorous treatment is necessary in order

to keep the infection under control. The follow-

ing cases illustrate the recrudescence of acting syphi-

lis manifestations resulting from insufficient treat-

ment or during its course.

Case I.—No. 4159. A. I., aged thirty-one, pre-

sented himself at the Mt. Sinai Dispensary, March
4, 1921, complaining of a sore throat and penile

sores. He admitted having had a chancre two years

ago, while with the British Army in India. He was
at that time given three intravenous injections of

arsphenamine and nine intramuscular mercury in-

jections. His Wassermann test was reported posi-

tive at the time. No treatment had been taken since

then. The patient presented several moist condylo-

mata on the shaft of the penis. There was also a

scar on the shaft, which the patient identified as the

site of his primary lesion. There were mucous
patches on both tonsils. The Wf^ssermann was four

plus. The patient was put on vigorous antisypliilitic

treatment (mercury salicylate intramuscularly and
arsphenamine intravenously) and the penile sores

quickly disappeared. The tonsil lesions improved
more slowly and are now practically healed.

Comment.—This case is one of insufficient treat-

ment in the early stage with the development later

of secondary active lesions. These lesions were very
virulent and contagious.

Case II.—No. 4458. H. B., aged twenty-four,
presented himself at the Mt. Sinai Dispensary Janu-
ary 31, 1921, with a sore on the ventral surface of
the shaft of the penis. The lesion was a condyloma
about the size of a dime, and had been present for
a week. The Wassermann reaction was four plus.
The patient gave a history of having had a chancre
nine months ago, and his Wassermann test was posi-
tive. He had been given eleven arsphenamine and
twenty-four mercury injections by a private physi-
cian—the last about three months ago. Under regu-
lar antispecific treatment his condyloma quickly dis-

appeared. No new lesions have been noted since
then.

Comment.—Here the treatment was not at all in-
sufficient—as the number of injections were certainly
ample. In the three months interval, however, dur-
ing which the patient received no treatment, an active
secondary sore appeared.

Case III.—No. 4490. H. G. presented himself
at the Mt. Sinai Dispensary on February 14, 1921,
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with a lesion about four cm. by two cm. on the right

buttock near the anus. He gave a history of hav-

ing acquired an intraurethral chancre in January,

1920, while in Bavaria, where he was given eight in-

travenous injections of arsphenamine and a course

of mercury inunctions. He had received no treat-

ment for the past eiglit months. The present lesion

was present for the past ten days. It was a typical

flat condyloma. The patient had moderate general

adenopathy. The Wassermann reaction was four

plus. He was put on regular antiluetic treatment

and the lesion disappeared within three weeks.

Comment.—Same as in Case H—development of

a secondary lesion eight months after the last

arsphenamine injection.

Case IV.—C. M., aged twenty-four, presented

herself for examination on January 18, 1921, on

account of a right inguinal swelling. The right in-

guinal glands were hard, enlarged, and not tender.

No primary lesion was visible. There was a faint

macular eruption on the trunk and extremities. The
Wassermann recation was four plus. Under vigor-

ous antispecific treatment the adenitis and eruption

disappeared. After having received eight arsphena-

mine and twelve mercury injections, the patient

jjegan to complain of a sore throat and dysphagia

on April 17, 1921. The left tonsil was considerably

enlarged and reddened and an ulcer about one cm.

in diameter was seen just above the tonsils on the

soft palate. The ulcer was believed to be a gumma
since smears for Vincent's angina were negative.

Potassium iodide minims fifteen three times a day

were ordered and two more arsphenamine and a few

more mercury injections were given. The ulcer

promptly healed and the tonsillar enlargement sub-

sided.

Comment.—Here we have a syphilitic ulcer devel-

oping during the course of approved treatment—in

spite of treatment considered adequate according to

present conceptions.

Case V.—No. 4456. J. B., aged twenty, pre-

sented himself at the Mt. Sinai Dispensary January

14, 1921, with a history of having had a chancre in

October, 1920. No secondary manifestations were

noted. The epitrochlear and postcervical glands

were enlarged. The Wassermann reaction was four

plus. He was given the usual antisyphilitic. treat-

ment. After his second arsphenamine injection, he

began to complain of severe pain in the left eye.

He had an iridocyclitis which was considered syphili-

tic by our ophthalmologists. He received further

intensive treatment and the eye condition rapidly

improved. At present there is a marked irregularity

of the pupil.

Comment.—Here we have a syphilitic iridocyclitis

developing in the early course of treatment, and

promptly subsiding under further treatment.

Many physicians believe that in early syphilis the

patient is a source of danger to the community only

as long as active cutaneous or mucous membrane
lesions are present, and that the person becomes

harmless as soon as such lesions disappear. It is

believed that further treatment concerns only the

individual infected, since that person alone will suf-

fer from neglect .which may be elected. Essentially

this opinion is correct—since most syphilis infec-

tions result from intimate contact with open lesions.

The mistake lies, however, in believing that after

only a few injections of arsphenamine and mercury
such infectious lesions are permanently banished.

Relapses are not infrequent and the infectiousness

of the recurrent lesions is not to be denied. We
dare not be sanguine as to what may be considered

sufficient treatment, or prematurely discharge a pa-

tient with a clear conscience as to his innocuousness.

A patient is often potentially a source of contagion

far longer than we imagine, and should be so in-

formed. Late secondary lesions are not uncom-
mon—especially in cases where treatment has not

been persistent. The physician who treats his early

syphilitic patients sporadically (with an infrequent

injection of arsphenamine and an occasional injec-

tion of mercury) is neghgent in his duties to the

public.

DEVELOPMEXT OF SYMPTOMS DURING TREATMENT.
Occasionally, one is chagrined by the development

of active manifestations during treatment (Cases II,

IV, V). The reason for their development is still

unknown. Are we to regard them as accidental

manifestations of a phenomenon which occurs fre-

quently in a milder degree, and which usually passes

unrecognized ? Are such occurrences frequent in the

internal organs hidden to our observation and mani-

fested by vague subjective symptoms which are

usually overlooked and often misunderstood ? Or
are they an unusual phenomenon due to highly viru-

lent spirochete—organisms made more virulent and
more highly resistant, through being stirred up by
the treatment directed against them? The less re-

sistant spirochete, or those most exposed through

their position with relation to the blood stream, are

no doubt killed by the arsenic and removed from the

body by the proper agencies. There are some spiro-

chete, however, which become resistant to the drugs

directed against them—the ordinary doses being

sublethal to them. They may be only irritated by
the therapeutic agents, and aroused to greater activ-

ity, cause recurrences in this or that organ.

It is of cour.se obvious, that dosage is of extreme
importance in the management of any case. The
factors to be considered are, the severity of the

infection, and the resistance of the individual.

Larger doses of arsphenamine and mercury will un-

doubtedly be of greater potency against the para-

site, but at the same time be more toxic to the host.

An infection which will be easily controlled in one

instance by usual doses, may prove recalcitrant in

another instance. If the dose be too large, toxic

manifestations arise (nephritis, hepatitis, vomiting,

neuritis, dermatitis, etc.). If too weak, the drugs

will not have its full spirocidal action, and may
stir up the invading parasites to greater activity.

CONCLUSIONS.
In conclusion it should be emphasized, that a pa-

tient with an early syphilitic infection is not ren-

dered innocuous by a few injections of arsphenamine
and mercury. Active lesions may recur even while

the patient is under apparently adequate tretament.

Thus it is important to be persistent in treatment

if we wish completely to eradicate the infection, and
sterilize the host.

957 Simpson Street.
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' Unilateral Nephritis*

By NATHANIEL P. RATHBUN, M. D., F. A.'C. S.,

Brooklyn.

It is not without a certain feeling of fear and
trembling that I venture to present this paper, for

I well realize that one gets into rather deep water
very quickly in discussing this subject, and any per-

son witli attainments no greater than I possess might
easily get beyond his depth. However, this paper
is largely speculative, I trust perhaps suggestive,

and makes no pretence at being conclusive. In order

to make myself clear, 1 shall state my premises at

the outset and then make an ef¥ort to defend
them.

I believe that there are certain pathological lesions

which occur in the kidney, which present a fairly

definite group of clinical phenomena and which are

usually spoken of as nephritis for want of a better

term, that are not nephritis at all, at least not as we
ordinarily interpret the term nephritis. I further

believe that these lesions, in at least some of these

cases, represent the scar of a previous inflammatory
condition caused by a remote focus of infection, and
that these lesions may occur as a localized process

confined to part of the kidney tissue, or as a diffuse

process involving the entire renal stroma and in-

directly involving the bloodvessels, glomeruli, and
tubules.

Clinically these cases present themselves in two
groups which in my opinion definitely overlap. These
groups are first, the cases of socalled idiopathic renal

hematuria about which there has been so much in

the literature of the last twenty years ; and second,

the chronic aching kidney, which is rather vaguely
mentioned in some of the older textbooks but of

which little has been written in recent years. When I

say that these groups overlap, I might go farther and
say that, in my opinion, they are all one. In my
experience all bleeding kidneys at some time or other

between the periods of bleeding, ache ; and while

not all of the aching kidneys that I have seen have
presented the symptom of hematuria, I feel that if

followed over a sufficiently long period of time, that

they would.

The bleeding kidneys have for many years fur-

nished, and continue to furnish, a prolific source of

discussion, investigation, and speculation ; and the

end is not yet. Many of the older writers spoke of

these cases as being cases of renal epistaxis or renal

apoplexy in which there was no demonstrable lesion

in the kidney, in fact, in a few cases which came to

operation or autopsy no very definite lesions were
found. Fenwick, and later Pilcher, wrote of renal

varix as being the pathological lesion in some in-

stances. I have never seen or recognized such a con-
dition, and while of course I do not doubt their

existence, I do not believe that they represent a
fundamental pathological condition. Young, of
Boston, in a paper read before the American Uro-
logical Association last year, based upon the study

•Read at the New York Academy of Medicine, Section in Genito-
urinary Diseases, April 20, 1921. (From the Urological Service of
the Brooklyn Hospital.)

of quite a large grovip of cases occurring at the

Massachusetts General Hospital, felt that much con-

fusion had arisen as a result of attempting to place

all these cases in the same category, and concluded

that a variety of lesions might well present the same
clinical picture

;
such, for example, as lesions of the

papilla', the lining membrane of the renal pelvis, or

even the ureter. His findings and conclusions seem
perfectly logical, but of course there are still a con-

siderable number of cases in which the lesion is in

the kidney tissue and in which the pathological con-

dition is vague. O'Neil, in a recent paper read be-

fore the New York Urological Society, analyzed a

group of cases also occurring at the Alassachusetts

General Hospital and, as I understood his conclu-

sions, felt that many of these cases were cases of

nephritis which might or might not be unilateral and
that the opposite kidney might later show signs of

involvement. He sounded a warning against radical

surgery. Young, in a more recent paper, suggests a

prenephritic state as being the cause of the trouble.

We hear much less about the second group of

cases, and yet it seems to me that they occur as a

fairly definite clinical entity. A considerable number
of patients apply for treatment at my clinic, and
surely similar cases must apply at other clinics, pre-

senting, briefly, the following clinical picture : There
is a dull aching paiii which has existed for a few
months or a few years, referred to the loin, occa-

sionally radiating along the course, of the ureter,

and accompanied by occasional periods of slight

bladder irritability. The pain is never severe but

has occasional slight exacerbations and interferes

sufficiently with the patients' comfort to make them
apply for relief and to be willing to submit to all

sorts of manipulations to this purpose. We have
been very careful in all these cases to exclude, so

far as we were able, all the more common lesions,

extrarenal and otherwise. The objective signs are

conspicuous in rather a negative way. There is

usually some tenderness over the afifected kidney
elicited by deep pressure and heavy percussion. In

two of my patients this symptom was rather promi-
nent. Cystoscopically the bladder appears normal.
In a few cases I have noticed a slight edema about
the ureter orifice. The urine is normal, sterile, and
free from abnormal elements, including casts. This
latter point I wish to emphasize. The phthalein

output may be slightly diminished, although more
often it is normal and equal with its fellow. The
x ray may show the kidney somewhat larger than

the one on the opposite side. The pyelogram may,
and sometimes does, show slight irregularities. This
is, of course, difficult to interpret for the reason that

the normal pre.sents such a wide variation. In the

majority of cases, however, the ])yelograms have
ai)peared to be normal. These findings in my expe-
rience are identical with those noted in the cases of

bleeding kidney examined in the intervals between
attacks of hematuria, and 1 repeat, all the cases of
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bleeding kidneys that have come under my care,

have ached.

There are a number of reasons why the patho-
logical conditions of these cases is not better under-
stood. One very obvious reason is lack of material

Fig. 1.—Showing filling defect in pelvis with apparent elongation
of upper calyx.

for careful study. Relatively few of these patients

are submitted to nephrectomy, and not a few that

are, have been- operated upon during an attack of

bleeding when the picture is somewhat blurred by
the superimposed acute condition, and, naturally, the

opportunity is seldom presented of following these

patients to their eventual demise, perhaps from some
independent disease, and making a careful autopsy.

Moreover (and right here I realize that I am tread-

ing upon dangerous ground), I do not believe that

the pathologists have yet learned to recognize some
of the fine variations in renal pathology. On the

whole, it has always seemed to me that the variety

of lesions which may occur in the kidney are bewild-

ering at the best
;
many of the socalled medical neph-

ritides seem reasonably well established as definite

pathological entities with a fairly definite clinical

syndrome attached to each of them. Even here

some of these conditions would appear to be a renal

expression of a general constitutional disease, such,

for example, as the interstitial nephritis occurring

as a part of a general cardiovascular disease. It is

rather a trite statement, to say that we still have
much to learn about renal pathology and renal

physiology, especially when considered in close re-

lation to clinical phenomena. To illustrate, I have
in mind two acute conditions presenting vastly dif-

ferent clinical pictures and yet very similar renal

lesions. I refer to cases of acute parenchymatous,
desquamative nephritis, such as may occur compli-

cating some of the exanthemata or subsequent to

sudden exposure to cold, and poisoning from a large

dose of bichloride of mercury. In the one instance

we have pyrexia, edema, oliguria, headache, convul-
sions, coma, and all the obvious signs of a pending
uremia, while in the other instance the patient may
go on for several days with no obvious manifesta-
tions other than the oliguria or anuria until within

a few hours before death, and then dies quickly from
a pulmonary edema. However, this is aside from
the point and is merely a part of my speculation.

At any rate the cases under consideration do not

present the clinical picture of nephritis as we under-
stand nephritis. They do not have edema, they do
not have disturbance in their blood pressure, they
do not have gross disturbance in the functional

capacity of the kidney or kidneys, they are not
uremic or preuremic. They do have pain, and they
do bleed. These latter symptoms are certainly not
common symptoms of the ordinary chronic neph-
ritis. Perhaps, as Young says, these are prenephritic

lesions, and if they are followed long enough they

will eventually present other symptoms which go
to make up the clinical picture of nephritis.

Eleven of these cases have come to operation at

my hands, and they have in part formed the basis

of my speculations and of this paper. Six patients

were subjected to nephrotomy, one to simple decap-
sulation, and one case with slightly movable and
ptosed kidney, to decapsulation and nephropexy.
These* were all pain cases. The two decapsulations

were entirely relieved of symptoms. In four of the

nephrotomies the patients were apparently cured, the

other two were temporarily relieved but pain re-

curred in a few months, in one instance as bad as

before operation. The other patient feels that he is

better but still has considerable discomfort. Three
patients were subjected to nephrectomy for one rea-

FiG. 4.—Showing poorly filled pelvis and calyces. This pyelogram
was repeated on several occasions and always found the same.

son or another, and these cases I wish to report in

some detail with comments. Before proceeding to

the report of these three cases, I wish to report one
other case which, while not belonging to this group,

I believe has some bearing upon it.
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Case I.—P. L., male, aged thirty-seven, single,

motorman. Admitted to my service at the Brook-
lyn Hospital May 13, 1920, with the following his-

tory in brief : Three years ago he had a severe pain

in the left loin radiating to the groin, accompanied

Fig. 2.—Section made from kidney of Mrs. E. Low power, below;
showing above, relatively normal kidney; affected area.

by bladder irritability and cloudy urine. This attack

lasted two weeks. He apparently made a complete

recovery and was well until a year ago when he

had a similar attack also lasting about two weeks,

another attack three months ago, and again three

weeks ago, this last attack being accompanied by
chills and fever.

General examination presented no findings of

special interest except a well marked pyorrhea.

The left kidney was palpable, appeared slightly en-

larged, and was definitely tender. The bladder urine

was turbid and loaded with pus cells and colon

bacilli. Cystoscppic examination revealed a mod-
erate, diffuse congestion of the bladder mucous mem-
brane, and there was a slight edema about the left

ureteral orifice. A No. 6 catheter passed readily to

the kidney pelvis on each side, and urine flowed

in normal rhythm. The urine from the right kidney

was normal while that from the left side contained

an abundance of pus cells and culture showed colon

bacilli. Intramuscular phthalein appeared in six

minutes on the right side and in fourteen minutes

on the left. A radiograph showed a moderately
large left kidney ; the pyelogram was negative.

Operation on May 14, 1920, revealed a moderately
enlarged kidney which appeared normal in every
other respect except that on the anterior surface

about the middle of the kidney there was a small

fluctuating area. A small incision over this area

evacuated about one c. c. of greenish yellow pus,

leaving a small but definite abscess cavity. Cultures
from this pus remained sterile. I have a feeling

that we should have recovered Bacillus coli from
this pus, but we did not. The wound was closed

with a small drain down to the small nephrotomy
incision. The patient made a good recovery and at

present he is free from symptoms, his urine is clear

and sterile. Now fo'r speculation: In the first place

I have a feeling that this patient would bave become
well without an operation providing a perinephritic

abscess did not develop. Now suppose that the

abscess had been considerably larger, as it might have
been, suppose it had been in the medulla instead

of the cortex, and suppose that it had ruptured and
drained as it might- have done, into the kidney pelvis,

with spontaneous recovery of the patient. In such

a case one wonders what would have been the ulti-

mate fate of that particular area of kidney tissue

which had been the site 6^ the abscess.

Case II.—The next case, which I shall report briefly

suggests to me one possibly answer. W. E., female,

aged thirty-five, married, admitted to the Brooklyn
Hospital December 13, 1917, with the following his-

tory:

Beginning three years ago,"^for a period of one
year she had been troubled with slight bladder irrita-

bility and was obliged to urinate once or twice at

night. Two years ago she had a profuse hematuria
lasting four days, accompanied the last°two days by
severe colicky pains referred along the course of the

left ureter and caused no doubt by the passage of

clots. I saw her at this time and was able to dem-
onstrate cystoscopically that there was blood coming
from the left kidney. Following this attack she was
restored to perfect health except for a dull aching
pain which was referred to her left loin and which
remained fairly constant up to the time of her ad-

mission. Oddly enough, following the hematuria,

her bladder irritability entirely disappeared. The
day before admission she again passed very bloody
urine. Cystoscopy on December 14th showed a

blood clot protruding from the left ureteral orifice,

urine from that side was very bloody, 'while the

urine from the right kidney was normal. She was

Fig. 3.—High power of area shown in Fig. 1.

kept in bed with no other treatment than light diet

and forced fluids, and the bleeding promptly subsided.

Cystoscopy was repeated on December 20th. At that

time the urine was clear, the bladder and urethral

orifices normal. Intramuscular phthalein was ex-

creted by the right kidney in eight minutes, by the

left kidney in nine minulcs. The urine from each

side was free from all abnormal elements and was
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sterile. The x ray showed a sHght enlargement of

the kidney and the pyelogram showed an apparent
filling defect between the upper and middle calyces

(Fig. 1). A diagnosis was made of renal tumor and
nephrectomy was ]jroposed and accepted. .'\t opera-

FiG. 6.—Section from medulla of kidney in Fig. 5 showing cyst
filled with blood.

tion when the kidney was delivered upon the loin,

it appeared perfectly normal except for moderate en-

largement. The kidney was split, and an area about

an inch in diameter was noted near the middle of the

kidney which differed markedly in color and den-

sity from the surrounding tissue. It was darker,

much firmer, and the normal kidney markings were
blurred or absent. Nephrectomy was performed and
the specimen submitted to the pathologist. He re-

ported the area involved as being made up entirely

of small round cells and made a diagnosis of sar-

coma. This diagnosis was confirmed by another

pathologist and the case was reported in good faith

before this section as one of small round celled sar-

coma of the kidney. The patient made a good re-

covery and is in perfect health at present writing.

About a year later, feeling some doubt about the

diagnosis, I brought out the slides and submitted

them to two other pathologists, each of whom said

that the cells were lymphocytes and represented a

low grade inflammatory process. I am confident that

the latter diagnosis is the correct one. Now for

further speculation : I am satisfied that the nephrec-

tomy in this case was uncalled for. If this patient's

kidney had been spared one wonders what would
have happened to the area of small round celled in-

flammation and once again one possible answer is

suggested in my next case.

These cases are not presented in the order in

which they applied for treatment but they represent

a natural sequence of events which might have oc-

curred in one kidney.

Case III.—H. J., aged twenty-nine, single, team-

ster, came under my care in the fall of 1915, com-
plaining of pain for the past three years which he

describes as a dull aching pain referred to the left

loin and occasionally radiating along the course of

the ureter. This pain was gradually getting worse

and was severe enough to prevent him from work-

[Nf.w York
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ing. He had no bladder symptoms. This patient

was studied over a long period of time and repeated
examinations were made. With the exception of
marked tenderness over the afifected kidney no ob-
jective signs were elicited at any time. The patient

I)ersisted in his demands for relief and willingly

submitted to numerous cystoscopic examinations,
so that exploratory incision was finally decided upon
and performed. At operation the kidney appeared a
little large, otherwise normal until it was split. On
section an area rather more than an inch in diameter
was noted, definitely hard in consistency and paler

than the surrounding tissue, not so well localized

as the area noted in the preceding case, but gradually

shading off into normal tissue. We did not feel

lliat the evidence presented warranted nephrectomy,
and the nephrotomy wound was closed with mat-
tress sutures in the usual manner. On the following

^lay he had a very severe hemorrhage which appar-

ently subsided with strapping, morphine, etc. He
went along very well until his seventh day, when
he had another very severe hemorrhage which con-

tinued in spite of all conservative measures and de-

manded nephrectomy as a life.saving procedure.

Following this there were two or three rather criti-

cal days, after which he went on to a smooth recov-

ery and remained in good health up to two years

ago, when he was last heard from. This man was
entirely out of luck, but we were fortunate in se-

curing an interesting specimen. The pathologist in

this case reported the area involved as being prac-

tically a scar. The bloodvessels and tubules were
contracted and plugged and practically replaced by
fibrous tissue.

These last two cases show a definitely localized

lesion, while the next case shows a diffuse lesion

and represents quite a different pathological state.

At this point I might say that I have at various times

discussed this whole matter with our pathologist,

Fig. 7.—Section from cortex, sckrustil glomeruli and blood-vessels.

This section looks more like a glomerular and vascular nephritis.

Dr. James Denton, whose opinion and judgment I

profoundly respect, and while he supports, or at

least does not refute my ideas on the local lesions,

he affords me small comfort in my views concern-

ing the diffuse lesions.
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Case IV.—M. F., aged forty-four, widow, was
admitted to my service at the Brooklyn Hospital on
December 15, 1919, with the following urological

history : For the last seven years she had a dull

aching pain in the left loin which occasionally

radiates to the left groin. During the past year

she had three attacks of profuse hematuria which
in each instance were
traced to the left kidney.

For the past three

months the pain in the

loin has been much
worse, and has been

severe enough to confine

her to her home most of

the time and to her bed

part of the time. A
cystoscopic examination

made on July 12, 1919,

about a week after one

of her attacks of hema-
turia, presented the fol-

lowing findings : There

was a stricture of the

urethra which was read-

ily dilated
;
except for a

mild congestion of the

trigone the bladder was
normal ; there was some edema
ureter orifice ; catheters passed

kidney pelvis on either side

;

peared on each side in nine minutes, and in equal

volume; the urine from each side was normal, free

from casts, and sterile; urea, right, 16.48; left,

16.23
;
guineapig test was negative ; the Wasserniann

test was also negative and the blood chemistry was
normal.

Cystoscopy was repeated on December 17, 1919, and
the findings were identical with those of the previous

examination except that a few pus cells were noted

in the urine from the left kidney. Cultures, how-
ever, were sterile. The x ray showed some enlarge-

ment of the kidney. The pyelogram showed a some-
what irregular distorted kidney pelvis (Fig. 2).

Operation, December 23, 1919. The kidney was
somewhat enlarged, the contour somewhat irregu-

lar. The surface has a somewhat lumpy appearance

due to a number of small cysts which can be seen

and felt directly under the capsule. The kidney was
split, and on section there were noted, scattered

throughout the kidney a number of cavities varying

in size from that of a pinhead to that of a large pea.

Nephrectomy was performed (Fig. 5). The pa-

tient is well and free from symptoms to date. Fol-

lowing is Dr. Denton's report on the specimen re-

moved :

Case M. F., left kidney. Pathological diagnosis

:

Moderately advanced vascular and glomerular neph-
ritis. This kidney examined in 1919 and reported

as early chronic interstitial nephritis. New blocks

cut for paraffin embedding for more comprehensive
sections. There were two sections of the kidney
which reconstruct a considerable portion of the cor-

tex and medulla. The capsule was wanting as it

had been stripped off. The general topography of

the kidney was not greatly altered, though small

ViG. 5.—Kidney shows marked thickening of pelvis with numerous
small cysts scattered through kidney substance. Some of the areas
showing lesion the best have been removed for sectian.

aieas of connective tissue formation about the blood-

vessels were cjuite striking, as well as several small

cysts, one or two of which were filled with blood.

In the cortex, scarred glomeruli, and some enlarged

glomeruli with thickened capsules, thickened smaller

vessels and small islands of lymphocytes with a small

amount of fibrosis, were the chief lesions. There
were some degenerated

tubules and dilated tu-

bules containing hyaline

casts. Passing toward
the pelvis and the ureter,

the fibrosis becomes
somewhat more marked,
the vascular lesions were
the same, and the tu-

bules somewhat less de-

generated.

The lining of the pel-

vis shows a little thick-

ening but no inflamma-
tory reaction was pres-

ent. The whole appear-

ance, gross and micro-

scopic, of this kidney did

not suggest local infec-

tion, but rather the vas-

cular and glomerular

type of nephritis, where the cause is not known.
Considerable functionally active kidney still re-

mained (Figs. 6 and 7).

While of course I must defer to Dr. Denton's

opinion, I am free to confess that this specimen does

not conform to my conception of an ordinary nephri-

tis. At any rate it does not check up with the clinical

picture. Dr. Denton admits that the process is mod-
erately well advanced, and it would seem logical to

assume that a moderately well advanced nephritis

should show some disturbance in its functionating

capacity. It is certainly not an early or prenephritic

condition. Is it unreasonable to assume that such a

condition might have been caused by a diffuse in-

flammation of the kidney stroma, call it what you
will, cellulitis of the kidney perhaps, with a second-

ary involvement of the tubules and glomeruli?

One link in the chain is missing: we have not

located in any of these cases the remote focus of in-

fection. This may have been transitory and easily

missed. The pediatrists well know that many
cases of obscure pyrexia in infancy which a few
years ago went undiagnosed are now readily recog-

nized as cases of pyelitis. We are all familiar with

the fulminating type of lesion described by Brewer,

which in every instance can be traced to some re-

mote lesion such as an infected tooth, tonsil, finger,

or some other region. Is it unreasonable to assume
that less virulent infections may occur and recover

spontaneously, leaving scars to produce symptoms
months or years later ?

I realize that neither my material nor the weight

of my arguments is adetjuate ground upon which

to base conclusions. However, they have in the

last few years provided me with much interesting

and entertaining speculations on an obscure group
of cases.

67 H.\NSON Plack.
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What the General Practitioner Should and Must Know
About Kidney Diseases

By HENRY HALPERT, M. D.,

Scranton, Pa.

Of all the excretory organs of the body, the kid-

neys are the most important, and in proportion to

their importance is the danger of their suffering in-

jury, often of a very serious nature. It must be
kept in mind that the kidney is a highly complicated
mechanism, composed of a series of units of secre-

tion, each consisting of a glomerulus with an at-

tached tubule—parenchyma—surrounded by blood-
vessels and connective tissue. Each of these units

may become diseased quite independent of its neigh-
bors. ' Hence it can easily be imagined how much
variation is possible in any clinical or pathological

picture. The clear understanding of renal disease

is rendered still more difficult by the fact that after

being injured the organ may gradually recover, even
though this process of recovery takes many years,

and it is quite possible that neither the patient nor
his physician will even be aware of either the original

lesion or the course of the healing process. Only in

a general way can one picture the extent of a kidney
lesion by clinical observation. A number of methods
of examination must be combined before one can
obtain sufficient information. There must be a min-
ute and careful history supplemented by a thorough,
general, physical examination ; the rontgen ray and
the cystoscope must come to our aid, and the labora-
tory help us with blood examinations, in addition to

all the usual and established urinary tests. •

Renal disease may be suggested by the patient's

history, if he relates some early kidney disturbance
of which he was aware, or tells of suggestive symp-
toms, such as headache, visual disturbance, shortness
of breath, and swelling of the extremities. If the

existence of renal disease has been accidentally dis-

covered, when, perhaps, the urine was being exam-
ined with some other purpose in view, it is often very
helpful to obtain a history of some acute affection

through which the patient has passed, such as scarlet

fever, diphtheria or measles, as these diseases are

often followed by kidney disturbances. When mak-
ing the physical examination it is well to remember
that the blood pressure reading is not necessarily an
indication of the severity of the renal condition.

Such signs as enlargement of the heart, exudate or
hemorrhage in the eye grounds, or choked disc may,
however, serve to give the examiner a better idea of
the extent of renal damage.

The X ray will tell a good deal about the size of

the kidney and whether calculi are present. If the

renal pelvis can be injected with some shadow throw-
ing substance, distortion of the pelvis caused by
kidney disease will appear in the rontgenographic
picture. The cystoscope will reveal in which kidney
the disease is present and help to establish what kind
of trouble we have to deal with, also showing the

relative functional ability of the two kidneys.

Blood examination is chiefly useful in determining
whether the function of elimination is being fully

performed by the kidneys. When the blood stream
contains a high percentage of nonprotein nitrogenous
bodies or of their constituent urea, ammonia, uric

acid, creatin and so on, we have evidence that the

kidney is not "on the job." Under normal condi-

tions there are less than twenty milligrams of urea

nitrogen in one hundred cubic centimetres of blood.

Variation in diet may alter this proportion a little,

but it remains fairly constant so long as the kidneys
work properly. Some observers believe the estima-

tion of the amount of chloride of sodium in the

blood is also valuable, as certain types of renal dis-

ease seriously interfere with sodium chloride

elimination.

Urine examination is, of course, the classical means
of detecting kidney trouble and of watching its

progress after discovery. Such examination should

include a test for the presence of albumin and in-

spection of the urinary sediment. The presence of

albumin is no sure proof that the case is one of renal

disease. It may be caused by a pathological condi-

tion in some other part of the urinary tract. In the

examination of the sediment the presence or absence
of casts, red blood corpuscles, leucocytes, epithelial

cells, liacteria and fat droplets should be established.

Red blood cells usually indicate some acute process

or tumor and the leucocytes signify an acute inflam-

mation.

In health more urine is excreted by day than by
night, and the specific gravity of different daytime
specimens will vary as much as ten points. The
total amount of nitrogen excreted should closely ap-

proach the whole nitrogen intake, ajicl the same is

true of the total excretion of sodium chloride.

When renal disease exists the amount of urine ex-

creted at night may exceed that passed during the

day ; the specific gravity may remain practically

identical all the time, being either at a low level or at

an unusually high one. At just what point in the

different tests the variation in the normal turn into

evidence of disease in the kidney it is difficult to say

in any individual test. The opinion is formed in re-

gard to the presence of renal disorder from the

whole picture.

Lesions in the kidney may arise from a variety of

causes. Acute toxic nephritis results from the in-

juries produced by toxins reaching the kidneys

either by the action of bacteria directly upon the

organ, or else because bacterial action elsewhere in

the body has produced toxins—as in acute infections

like scarlet fever or diphtheria—which are then con-

veyed to the kidneys for elimination. Chemical
agents may have the same effect, and certain poisons

may be formed during pregnancy "associated with

the phenomena known as anaphylactic shock."

Acute toxic nephritis can appear after almost any
acute infection or in the wake of the ingestion of

nonbacterial poisons.
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The usual symptoms are a general feeling of ma-

laise, headache, vomiting, puffiness of the face, and

dyspnea on exertion. The urine is scanty and dark

colored. Fever is sometimes present, and edema
frequently, although it is by no means invariable.

Blood is a constant finding in the urine in acute

nephritis, but that alone cannot establish the diag-

nosis. When due to the active presence of an in-

fective agent in the kidney, acute nephritis will

present a picture typical of any acute infection.

Drugs are of little use in the treatment of this con-

dition. Complete mental and physical rest are ab-

solutely essential. The diet should be planned so as

to keep the protein and salt intake as low as is con-

sistent with maintaining the patient's strength. The
success of the treatment will in a large measure de-

pend upon the skill and ingenuity of the dietitian in

charge. There is considerable difference of opinion

in regard to the amount of fluids such a patient

should be allowed. If the kidneys do not excrete

water well, it would appear reasonable to relieve

them of it as much as possible, but as it is also de-

sirable to keep the toxins in a diluted state, unless

marked edema exists, it would seem wiser not to

restrict the fluid intake too much. As we have no
very precise knowledge on these points it is probably

best to keep the fluids down to eight hundred or one
thousand c. c. if edema is marked; where there is

little or no edema the amount may be increased to

that usually taken in health.

The labors of the kidneys may be lightened by
encouraging other methods of elimination, sweating
may be induced by hot packs and elimination by the

bowel increased by giving salts as a cathartic, since

they attract fluid from the body into the intestines.

Bright's disease, which is in reality a chronic toxic

nephritis, has often been so loosely distinguished that

a good deal of confusion has arisen between the

clinician and the pathologists' understanding of the

condition so designated. It may be due to a pre-

ceding acute nephritis, or to the long continued ac-

tion of some poison introduced into the body or

originating within it. The lesions may be scattered

and cause few general symptoms, or they may in-

volve large related areas of the kidney tissue.

Chronic toxic nephritis usually follows an acute

nephritis in patients from fifteen to thirty years old,

although it may occur at any time of life. Edema
is usually distributed throughout the subcutaneous
tissues, especially of the face, and there is a pallor

out of proportion to the degree of anemia present.

Stale breath and a coated tongue are usually in evi-

dence. The urine is loaded with albumin and hyalin

and granular casts, epithelial cells and fat droplets

are numerous. Kidney function will be sure to be

impaired.

Quite difYerent from this clinical picture is that

presented when vascular disease has caused a slowly

progressive destruction of the renal tissue. The
patient is usually past fifty, and may have harbored
the disease for years without being aware of it.

There is no edema, but the blood pressure is high,

for the arteries are sclerotic, and the heart hyper-

trophied. The urine is usually plentiful and of low
specific gravity, and casts, pus cells and blood cells

are often few, or lacking altogether.- Ordinarily

kidney function will be shown to be diminished.

Between these two extremes of chronic toxic

nephritis we will find all sorts of gradations and com-

binations of symptoms. Changes in the patient's

condition may be very slow, or the disease may pro-

gress rapidly. As renal insufficiency increases

uremia will usually develop. Uremia may occur in

chronic nephritis when the pathological condition

is largely interstitial, without the presence of albu-

min and casts in the urine. Mild uremic attacks

may not be fatal in chronic nephritis—all the symp-

toms of uremia may cease, and the patient long be

free from them, although ordinarily they will again

recur until the fatal issue. In acute nephritis, even

a severe attack of uremia with convulsions and coma

may not be fatal, though when chronic nephritis has

long been present, and the patient has had repeated

slight attacks of uremic symptoms, when true uremia

finally develops, there is little hope.

The symptoms indicative of uremia are: hyper-

tension, headache, frontal or occipital, restlessness,

though sometimes apathy and somnolence, blurring

of vision, ringing in the ears, uriniferous odor of

the skin and breath, dyspnea, and finally coma and

convulsions. A diminished output of urine usually

accompanies these symptoms, although this may not

alway%be true in contracted kidney. The treatment

for uremia is pract,ically the same as that recom-

mended for severe nephritis. At first the patient's

diet may be reduced to the vanishing point of a pint

of milk daily, but if his strength is to be maintained

he cannot long be held to such strict limitations.

Not infrequently the practitioner will encounter

an acute nephritis concurrent with the chronic form.

Under these conditions it is very difficult to decide

whether the disturbance in function is due to the

chronic or the acute process, or even to judge

whether or not the chronic condition preceded the

acute attack. The history or some clinical evidence

like hypertension or hypertrophy of the heart, may
help to estabhsh the previous presence of chronic

nephritis.

The treatment of chronic kidney disease is in

general the same as for acute forms, except that it

must be imposed upon the patient as a life sentence.

Therefore the diet cannot be so strict as for the

relatively brief period of an acute nephritis. The
appetite may be allowed to guide the amount of

food ingested so long as the weight does not vary.

An ambulatory patient should drink from eight to

ten glasses of water a day, but keep away from

alcohol, tea and cofifee. He should eat sweet butter

and avoid all spiced and salted foods. Very little

salt should be added to cooked food. He should

eat meat but once daily, and be restricted to a single

egg and never drink above a quart of milk. If the

patient is a heavy smoker I generally allow him
three mild cigars a day, but must smoke only half

of them and the rest throw away as I find the second

half of a cigar more injurious than the first half.

Rest should be insisted upon, even at the cost of

a change of occupation. The patient and his physi-

cian can best decide how this can ,be obtained in

any given case. Absolute inactivity is seldom neces-

sary, but the strenuous life must always be perma-
nently al)an(loned.
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It is hardly ix)ssil)le for me to touch upon the vari-

ous specific diseases to which the kidney is subject.

It may be invaded by the gonococcus or colon bacil-

lus by ascension through the urinary tract from the

bladder, or be subject to an acute streptococcic, pneu-
mococcic or staphylococcic infection. Urine exam-
ination and functional tests will usually give some
clue to the amount of injury the organ has sustained,

and the treatment must be that ordinarily used to

combat any such infection. The kidney may become
involved in a tuberculous process of the urinary

tract; indeed it is probable that it may be the orig-

inal focus of infection, though this is practically

impossible of diagnosis until the process has spread
and tuberculous kidney is in practice never an entity

which can be separately considered.

There is much obscurity surrounding the subject

of syphilis of the kidney. Acute nephritis occurring
in the course of a syphilitic infection is still thought
by many to be due to the effects of the mercury and
arsenic used in treating the luetic infection. Other
observers have succeeded in clearing up the renal

condition by pushing the antisyphihtic treatment still

further.

It has been estimated that one woman in five has

a movable kidney, most of which never give rise to

any symptoms whatever. The right kidney is more
prone to prolapse than the left but occasionally both

kidneys may be movable. Under normal conditions

the kidneys are slightly motile and the right lies a

little below the level of the left one. If the fat on
which these organs depend largely in order to main-
tain their position is lost, this support is of course

removed, and even a slight strain is likely to displace

them. When the corset is worn loose below the

waist and tight above, or when it is removed entirely

and excessive dancing indulged in, as is now in

vogue, loosened kidneys probably occur more fre-

quently.

A floating kidney is usually easily diagnosed by
palpation, but if it gives no symptoms it is much
better left alone. When it gives discomfort to the

patient various methods of relieving the symptoms
have been employed. The organ may be carefully

replaced and an attempt made to hold it in place

by a suitable pad. If the patient's weight can be
increased sufficiently the floating kidney may be per-

manently anchored by an increase of the perirenal

fat tissue. The results of operative intervention

have not been very satisfactory.

Nowhere does the general practitioner encounter
kidney complications so often as in his pregnant
patients. The need of continued uranalysis during
pregnancy is too universally understood to need
emphasis here. When the patient is pregnant neph-
ritis may occur from any of the causes inducing this

condition in nonpregnant women. Gestation may
also reactivate an old nephritis which has been sup-

posedly cured. A careful history is of the utmost
importance in these cases. If a woman has had kid-

ney complications in one pregnancy, she will be still

more prone to them in a succeeding period of ges-

tation and a chronic nephritis is sure to be inten-

sified during pregnancy. Albuminuric, retinitis is a
very serious indication, and even when the uterus is

immediately evacuated, may become permanent. If

nephritis occurs early in pregnancy the uterus should
undoubtedly be emptied at once. I am sure some
of my colleagues will not agree with me on this

point. When there is no retinitis and the period of

gestation is nearly over it may be permissible to

await a normal termination, but no practitioner

should permit himself to be the sole judge. A
woman with chronic nephritis should not marry ; if

she does marry she should not be allowed to become
pregnant; if she does become pregnant the preg-
nancy should be terminated at once.

Puerperal eclampsia would be far more frequently
forestalled if all the signals of kidney disturbance,

albuminuria, casts and so on, were promptly heeded.
Eclampsia may occur without any of these warning
signs, but that does not happen very often. It is

the duty of every family physician to keep a sharp
lookout for renal disturbances among all his pa-
tients, and to keep himself informed concerning the
newer methods of making a diagnosis of these often
obscure and baffling conditions.

602 North Washington Avenue.

A Case of Stone in the Ureter Voided After Fulguration
By WILLIAM FRANCIS McKENNA,

Brooklyn.

Case.—Patient, M. G., admitted to the Brooklyn
Hospital Dispensary, genitourinary department,

August 25, 1920. His principal complaint was a

slight urethral discharge in the morning, occasion-

ally some moderate burning on urination, and at in-

tervals, nycturia. There was no history of sand or

gravel. He admitted a Neisser infection about fifteen

years previously which was not cured at that time,

and also a chancre, j)robably soft, at the same time.

He was a widower, with four healthy children, and
except as noted above, in good health. The Was-

Examination at this time failed to reveal any
striking abnormality, except a faint haze in both first

and second urines. This, together with a report

of twenty to thirty pus cells to the field in the pros-

tatic smear led us to make a diagnosis of chronic

posterior urethritis, and prostatitis. He was placed

upon the usual routine treatment for this condition,

but failed to respond as rapidly as we liked, and on
September 22, 1920, we sent him in for a cystoscopic

examination more as a check than because we be-

lieved it would aid in clearing up his condition.

At this examination nothing unusual was noted.
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The bladder mucosa was normal, throughout. At the

trigone there was a moderate capillary injection, and

some protrusion of the prostate into the bladder, all

of which further substantiated our original diagno-

sis. Phthalein was excreted from both kidneys in

five and a half minutes, and there was no obstruc-

tion to the catheter on either side. Sodium bromide,

twenty-five per cent., ten mils, was run into the left

kidney under gravity, as there had been some pain

noted during the cystoscopy on the left side. There

were a few pus cells in the left urine, but the urea

output on that side was equivalent to the right.

Thus far there was nothing to disturb our original

diagnosis.

On looking at the pyelogram later one could see an

enlarged left kidney, the ureter somewhat dilated,

Fig. 1.—Pyelogram showing stone in calyx of kidney pelvis.

with a stone in the lower calyx. A repetition of the

radiogram confirmed our findings, and operation

was advised. At 'that time the patient was unable

to enter the hospital, and did not do so until Decem-
ber 2, 1920, about two months after the diagnosis

had been made.
Between the cystoscopy, and the time of his ad-

mission, there developed a slight amount of pain in

the left loin, which he had not previously had, but

otherwise there was no change in the symptoms as

he first described them. There was tenderness on
deep pressure over the left kidney.

OPERATION.

On December 3, 1920, I operated, making the

usual lumbar incision, stripping the fatty capsule,

and exposing the kidney without difficulty. On pal-

pating the kidney no stone was felt, and I incised

the pelvis in the long axis, at its junction with the

ureter. The pelvis was probed and no stone found,

and I then passed a long cambric needle through the

kidney substance in various planes with no success.

The lower portion of the ureter was explored as

far as could be reached, and we next fluoroscoped

the kidney to be sure we were not missing the stone.

Fig. 2.—Radiogram with opaque catheters showing first location

of stone.

I concluded that the stone had passed from the kid-

ney pelvis either into the lower ureter or into the

bladder. The kidney pelvis was repaired, the wound
sutured in layers, two cigarette drains were left, and
the patient was returned to the ward. There was
some seepage of serosanguineous fluid and urine

Fig. 3.—Radiogram showing stone after operation.

from the wound for a few days, but the healing was
rather rapid, and without infection.

Five days after operation the patient was radio-

graphed again and the stone was seen low down in

the ureter, probably at the junction of the ureter and
the bladder.
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Fifteen days following the operation I again cys-

toscoped the patient and was on this occasion unable
to get a catheter up the left side because of the

blocking of the ureter by the stone. I incised the

meatus of the ureter and dilated the ureter up to

the stone which I could feel

against the metal of the dila-

tor. There was no result from
this procedure and three days
later I again dilated the lower
end of the ureter. This was
also without effect, and the pa-

FiG. 4.—The stone
length seven eighth inch,

tient was allowed to go home
on condition that he remain
under observation. His con-

dition was explained to him in

detail.

On March 3, 1921, I cysto-

scoped him again, and through
an operating instrument 1 fulgurated the lower
end of the ureter in its course through the

bladder, destroying almost the entire bridge of mem-
brane and some of the muscle forming the arch of

the ureter meatus. This was practically painless,

and the ureter was decidedly no more patent than

with the dilatation. There was no immediate effect

from the fulguration, but two weeks later the patient

experienced a very sharp colic lasting about an hour,

and followed by a little blood in the urine. No
further discomfort was noted until May 5, 1921,

when the stone was passed with scarcely any pain.

As it appears to me, there are several points of

interest in this case. There were none of the symp-
toms usually noted with stone. Had we not used
the X ray in conjunction with the cystoscopy we
would have missed the diagnosis completely. It is

weight seventeen grains
breadth two eighth inch

width three eighth inch; material, calcium carbonate.

our usual routine to radiogram patients with small
stones just previous to operation, but this stone ap-
peared so deeply set in the calyx, and there was so
little Hkelihood that it would move, that we omitted
this precaution. At its narrowest point the ureter

is one tenth of an inch in cali-

bre. This calculus measures
two eighths of an inch at its

narrowest diameter. It is

seven eighths of an inch in

length, and three eighths of an
incli in width, and weighs sev-

enteen grains. Altogether it is

a fairly large specimen to

pass, and there is little proba-
bility that it would ever have
passed spontaneously. The
fulguration is probably the

cause of the stone's passing
as it did, for it is hard to imagine that the effect

of dilatation would occur so late. Incision, if not

immediately effective, is not likely to be so later as

healing occurs, if anything, lessening the size of

the ureter meatus. The fulguration, when reaction

has subsided, leaves a more or less permanently re-

laxed lower ureter, and permits the passing of a

stone at any time a colic may occur. Further, as

these 'people are likely to form stone again, a partly

patent ureter orifice is valuable for future use. The
operative failure is not uncommon in the literature.

One month after the stone was passed an observa-

tion cystoscopy showed a ureter .orifice practically

unimpaired in its function. The i^adiographs are of
particular interest, as they show the stone on the

right side, when in reality it was on the left.

125 G.^TES Avenue.

Chronic Nephritis with the Double Edebohl's Operation*
By NORRIS W. VAUX, M. D.,

Philadelphia.

Several points of interest are brought out in the

following report of a case of chronic nephritis in a

young boy of six years : The patient, W. T., was

admitted to the Chestnut Hill Hospital on January

26, 1921. Previous to admission there was no his-

tory of any family or hereditary disease or of any

diseases of childhood other than what his mother

described as a rather severe cold which occurred

about eight weeks previous to our seeing the boy

on his admission. The patient was not admitted

to my service but I had the pleasure of seeing him

frequently with the chief of the medical staff.

All manner of medical treatment for the relief

of the condition was fully and painstakingly car-

ried out, with gradual and progressive general

edema and the progression of the disease toward

what appeared to be an inevitable termination. Diu-

retics, hot packs, vapor baths, purgation and diet,

Presented before the Northwest Branch of the Philadelphia

County Medical Society.

all forms of eliminative medical treatment were
persisted in for six weeks, and at the end of that

period of time the intake was persistently double the

elimination. The laboratory test showed, after

seven weeks of treatment, that fifteen per cent, was
the maximum of the kidney function.

Ascites was so marked and general edema so

pronounced that all hope of recovery had vanished

under this treatment. Paracentesis of the abdomen
was carried out on numerous occasions, as high as

eighty-five ounces of clear sterile, amber fluid

being removed on one occasion. As there was no
advancement or progress in the case, what was
considered the last resort, that of splitting the cap-

sule of the kidney, was resorted to.

Under nitrous oxide and oxygen anesthesia the

capsule of the right kidney was incised from pole

to pole and stripped back toward the hilum. All

the tissues were edematous and boggy, the kidney

was very large and granular with small subcapsular
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hemorrhages. However, the wound healed by

first intention. Immediately after the first opera-

tion the kidney secretions gradually doubled in

quantity, the sulphonephenolphthalein test increased

from fifteen to thirty-seven and one half per cent.,

the urine still showed five grams of albumin to the

litre against seven before the operation, and a daily

decrease in the amount of albumin resulted. The
edema lessened markedly, the ascites did not return,

and the case progressed most favorably up to three

weeks following the operation. Before the second

operation was performed the intake and output

were approximately equal, the eliminative test of

the kidneys was forty per cent, and the albumin

had dropped on daily examination from seven and

one half to three and seven tenths grams to the

litre. The blood picture showed a positive Wasser-

mann from the time of admission, 3,000,000 reds,

hemoglobin forty-eight per cent., and a leucocytosis

of 12,000. As the boy had improved so much
from his first operation and had come to a stand-

still in his recovery it was thought wise to operate

on the other kidney. This was undertaken in the

same manner and a similar condition of the left

kidney and tissues was found. It was followed

by an equally creditable result, so that in fifteen

weeks after admission, on May 10th there was only

a trace of albumin and a few hyaline casts, the

blood had improved to 4,100,000 reds, hemoglobin

sixty-two per cent, and a leucocytosis of 9,000, the

kidney function was sixty-two per cent., the intake

remained at forty-five ounces, and the kidney secre-

tions sixty-seven to seventy ounces in twenty-four

hours. The diet is still carried out, the child is

bright and cheerful and plays about the children's

ward very strenuously and shows no evidences of

having been ill. His treatment is inunctions of

mercury every third day, his diet has been somewhat
increased and no other forms of medication are

considered advisable.

In conclusion I wish to say that the decapsulation

operation in chronic nephritis is justifiable when
careful and thorough medical treatment has been

of no avail. One kidney operated upon at a time
under gas and oxygen anesthesia produces no shock

or ill efi^ect. The condition of the patient, the intake

and output of fluids, diet and blood must be kept

in mind, and daily examination of urine with fre-

quent function tests made of the kidney elimination.

The operation should be undertaken before the pa-

tient is in a moribund condition, and from our results

in this case it can be said that no ill efifects from the

operation were demonstrable. The nitrous oxide-

oxygen anesthesia was borne well by the patient,

no shock resulting as there was practically no loss

of blood. The capsule splitting operation and
stripping back freely of the capsule to the hilum of

the kidney is a simple and easy operation which
in this instance gave a gratifying result.

1807 Walnut Street.

Important Points in the Diagnosis and Treatment of

Chronic Gonorrhea in the Male
By BENJAMIN ROSENTHAL, M. D.,

New York,

Chief of Genitourinary Department, Stuyvesant Polyclinic.

Much can be written on the subject of chronic

gonorrhea. I will endeavor in my paper to bring

to your attention some of the more important points

as to diagnosis and treatment. I will ask to be ex-

cused if there are any shortcomings in my remarks,

as I intend to touch on several points briefly.

A case of gonorrhea may be called chronic, when it

has lasted for ten or twelve weeks. The predispos-

ing causes are numerous, including the following: 1,

Sexual intercourse or erotic excitement
; 2, use of al-

cohol or beer; 3, injections which are too strong or

used too frequently ; and 4, careless ways of living

on the part of the patient. There are other cases,

although properly treated, which tend to become
chronic.

The cause which tends to prolong chronic gonor-

rhea is extension of the disease to the posterior

urethra, seminal vesicles and epididymis. Any one

of these foci may reinfect the mucous membrane of

the posterior urethra, which accounts for the re-

lapsing and obstinate cases we so frequently see.

Chronic gonorrhea may be classified into chronic

anterior and chronic posterior Urethritis. The favor-

ite points of location are the bulbous urethra; next

in frequency is the fossa navicularis, the widest and
most dilatable portions of the canal. Stagnation of

secretion often occurs at these points and acts as a

focus of infection.

Clinically we may classify chronic gonorrhea into:

a. Superficial or mucous form with subsequent in-

flammation confined to the mucous membrane usually

followed by absorption of exudate, b. Deep form

:

confined to the subepithelial and periglandular tis-

sues
;
always followed by stricture.

The diagnosis is made on subjective and objective

symptoms as follows

:

1. There is an absence of marked subjective symp-
toms ; there may be only a tickling at the meatus.

2. A mucopurulent, thin and scanty discharge

from the urethra, often so slight there is only a drop
in the morning.

3. Recurring exacerbations arc often a common
feature.

4. a. If a considerable extent of the urethra is in-

volved and the patient passes urine in two glasses

—

the first will be turbid and a centrifugal smear will

show pus cells, gonococci, desquamated epithelial

cells and mucus, b. After the inflammation is
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localized the urine becomes clear with a few shreds.

5. The presence of shreds in the urine always in-

dicates that at some point along the urethra the

mucous membrane is diseased. (A shred is the

secretion which forms a scab and is washed off by
the stream of urine)—important whether the shreds

are made of puss cells and gonococci or just des-

quamated epithelial cells from a healed surface.

6. Additional aids to diagnosis are: Bulbous bou-

gies, the endoscope and the cystourethroscope

(McCarthy's).
The complement fixation test for gonorrhea is

another valuable aid in the diagnosis and treatment

of chronic gonorrhea. P'rom the summary of opin-

ions of writers up to the present time, the values of

the test are: 1. Positive reaction is diagnostic of

active foci of gonococci. 2. Negative reaction does

not exclude gonococci. 3. When disease is limited

to the anterior urethra positive reaction is seldom

obtained. 4. A positive reaction in urethral gonor-

rhea is not to be expected until after the fourth

week of the disease. 5. Positive reaction continues

from two to eight weeks after a clinical cure. 6.

Positive reaction is obtained in from thirty to eighty

per cent, of all cases of chronic gonorrhea. 7. Posi-

tive reaction is obtained in from thirty-three to one

hundred per cent, of all cases of chronic prostatitis.

8. In acute arthritis and epididymitis, the reaction

is from eighty to one hundred per cent, positive.

9. In iritis the reaction is positive in one hundred

per cent, of the cases. 10. Stricture of the urethra

gives a positive reaction in sixty-six per cent, of the

cases. 11. The reaction is positive in one hundred

per cent, of all cases for at least one year after the

administration of vaccines. 12. No patient can be

considered cured who has a positive reaction. 13.

No patient who has a positive reaction should be

permitted to marry.

Prostatitis and seminal vesiculitis often complicate

chronic gonorrhea. One sJiould be familiar with the

size and feel of the normal and pathological pros-

tate. (Finger and Frank believe that in every case

of chronic posterior urethritis the prostate is in-

volved.) The prostate secretion is obtained by

making firm pressure of the prostate by rectum. A
drop of secretion will flow direct from the meatus

on a slide which is held in position for the purpose.

Microscopical examination of the stained smear is

made. If prostatitis is present the smear will show
numerous pus cells and at times gonococci.

For the treatment of the superficial type of

chronic gonorrhea, irrigation gives the best results.

Davis and Harrell at Johns Hopkins, 1918, experi-

mented with acriflavine in dilutions of one to one

thousand and one to one thousand five hundred as

injections and irrigations and stated that the results

were good. They state that the drug is highly toxic

to the gonococci ; causes mininuim of injury to the

urethral mucous membrane, and possesses the power
of penetrating to the deeper tissues to a high degree.

I have used the drug over a period of time and my
results and the results of other observers show that

the drug is not reliable as an injection or an irriga-

tion. Silver nitrate gives good results in dilutions

of from one to three thousand and one to ten thou-

sand. Where the astringent efifect is desired in the

absence of microorganisms, irrigation by one to two
per cent, zinc sulphate solution is advocated.

In cases which show isolated foci, clear urine and
shreds local instillation by the Keys Ulzman syringe

twice weekly of from a half to three per cent, solu-

tion of silver nitrate changed to copper sulphate

solution one to five per cent, or phenol one to five

per cent, gives good results.

In deep forms of chronic gonorrhea with possible

stricture formation (to promote absorption of in-

filtration and restore elasticity of canal) the pas-

sage of a F. 22 sound increased up to F. 26 twice

weekly is useful. If the meatus is too narrow to

admit a sound of sufficient size the meatus should be
divided on the floor.

If gonococci are present in shreds or prostatic

secretion irrigations of protargol solution are to be
employed one to one thousand. The patient is irri-

gated every day in the beginning, later every other

day or every third day. Internal treatment is of lit-

tle value in these conditions.

For circumscribed areas found by the cystoure-

throscope or palpation much can be done by apply-

ing an astrigent directly to the afifected spots.

A chronic posterior urethritis without prostatic or

vesicular involvement is comparatively rare. When
such cases are met with, however, the best results

are obtained by hot irrigations and high dilatation,

using a Kollman dilator. The passage of a sound
is inadecjuate. The dilatation must be very gradual

and not more than one or two numbers at a sitting

and must be stopped immediately if severe pain is

caused. It should not as a rule cause bleeding,

x^-fter an interval of five to seven days when all

reaction has died down, dilatation may be carried

to a greater degree. After each dilatation the ure-

thra must be irrigated with a dilute antiseptic solu-

tion preferably silver nitrate one in three thousand.

The pressure and dilatation not only will assist ab-

sorption but it squeezes out the contents of the

urethral glands and liberates any gonococci which
may be lurking there. Should symptoms point to

involvement of the prostate the gland should be

gently massaged twice a week.

Vesiculitis occurs less frequently than either ex-

tension to the prostate or epididymis. It often com-
plicates these cases. Diagnosis of seminal vesiculitis

is made by rectal palpation
;
enlarged or indurated

seminal vesicles can readily be detected. Stripping

the vesicles once or twice weekly is indicated in

inflammation.

To sum up: For a diagnosis, we must determine

accurately whether gonococci are in the anterior ure-

thra posterior urethra or both portions of the canal

;

whether stricture be present, infected follicles, coli-

culitis, prostatitis or seminal vesiculitis. In a fairly

large proportion of cases we may find all of these

conditions coexistent.

The duration of the disease is always protracted,

and requires patience on the part of both physician

and patient. A cure, if permanent, must show: 1,

Absence of pus cells in prostatic smears
; 2, absence

of gonococci in urethral secretions; 3, a healthy pros-

tate and seminal vesicles
; 4, freedom from stric-

ture ; 5, entire disappearance of shreds.

215 East Twelfth Street.
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Defective Teeth as the Cause of Two Gases of Infection of the

Genitourinary Tract and of Two Gases of Asthma*
By G. A. RUECK, M. D.,

New York.

Modern medical men have come to the conclu-

sion that septic conditions of the mouth exert a

greater influence on the health of the human being

than had been previously thought possible. This

conclusion has been supported by bacteriological and

rontgenographic examinations. It has caused a re-

vision which is still going on of the entire dental

profession, especially since Sir William Hunter
made the following statement in 1911: "The worst

cases of anemia, gastritis, colitis, of all kinds and

degrees of obscure fever of unknown origin, of

purpura, of nervous disturbances of all kinds rang-

ing from mental depression up to actual lesions of

the cord, of chronic rheumatic affections, of kidney

disease, are those which owe their origin to, or are

gravely complicated by the oral sepsis produced in

patients by these gold traps (meaning crowns and

faulty fillings) of sepsis." Septic conditions of the

mouth are also the cause of a faulty metabolism

which predisposes the "underworked and overfed"

to cancer.

The following four cases are extremely interest-

ing for the reason that the diagnosis in three of the

cases (the patient cited in Case II consulted me
directly) had not been made by my predecessors

and that recovery in all resulted when the foci of

the dental infection were removed. They should

also help to demonstrate the great opportunity for

dental surgery in the practice of preventive medi-

cine and may stimulate young medical practitioners

to take up dentistry as postgraduate work.

Case I.—Mr. J. H., of Mt. Vernon, twenty-eight

years old, electrician, married, father of two healthy

children, saw me first February 3, 1919. Four
years ago he had several teeth filled and two
crowned. Since that time he had suffered with and
had been treated for muscular rheumatism. During
the last year he had a burning pain on urination

and occipital and temporal headaches, especially in

the morning. He felt also a continuous soreness

in the middle of the abdomen from the umbilicus

downwards. On heavy lifting he had a short, sharp

pain in the left side of the abdomen. There was no
history of gonorrhea or chancre. He had had in-

fluenza four week before. His chief complaint was
a burning pain on urination.

The examination showed him to be five feet six

inches in height
;
weight 165 pounds. The second

right and left upper bicuspids had gold crowns
and only the right one of these teeth was slightly

tender. The ascending and descending colon were
flat on percussion. The urinary bladder was slightly

tender on pressure. There was pain on pressure

over the lower pole of the left kidney ; no pain over

right kidney and ureters. Urination caused a scald-

ing pain along the urethra. There was no sharp

*Presented before the Bronx County Medical Society, April 20,
1921.

pain at the end of urination. The urine contained

pus.

February 8, 1919. The radiographer found api-

cal abscesses on both crowned bicuspids and a mild

alveolar recession of all the teeth. February 19,

1919. The second left and right upper bicuspids

were extracted by Dr. A. B. Weil. February 22,

1919. Radiographs of the urinary tract showed no
calculi. March 5, 1919. Dr. J. London made a

cystoscopic examination and found pyelitis and cys-

titis. The examination of the urine for bacillus

tuberculosis was negative.

TREATMENT.
The following treatment was begun February 4,

1919: 1. Irrigation of colon once a day for one
week. 2. Hot foot bath for twenty to thirty min-
utes every night and a hot flat iron applied to the

region of both kidneys for twenty minutes every

night for three weeks. 3. Urotropin seven and a

half grains three times a day. 4. Lavage of urinary

bladder twice a week. 5. Lavage of pelves of kid-

neys March 5, 1919. 6. Extraction of diseased

teeth February 19, 1919.

On June 14, 1919, the patient showed a gain in

weight of thirteen pounds. Patient felt fine and
had more ambition for work. The patient went to

California and has been in excellent health up to

date. Alveolar abscesses developed in the patient

soon after the crowning of two of his teeth. These
abscesses caused pyelitis, cystitis and urethritis and
at the same time pain in the voluntary muscles of his

body which was called muscular rheumatism.
Case II.—Mr. C. C. R., thirty-nine, married, a

traveling salesman, born in United States, came to

me September 19, 1920, complaining of a urethral

discharge of one week's duration without any pain

or discomfort on urination. He never had had a

gonorrheal urethritis and had not exposed himself

lately to a gonorrheal infection. A microscopic
examination of smears made from the urethral and
prostatic discharges showed many pus cells but no
gonococci. The urine showed a trace of albumin,
pus and a few gram positive diplococci. September
22, 1920. An examination of the teeth showed the

right upper first molar decayed and two crowned
teeth seemed to have apical abscesses. The radiog-

rapher. Dr. Philip Lewine, found abscesses at the

root of these three teeth.

September 25, 1920.—Dr. Maurice J. Dufify ex-
tracted two of the diseased teeth. The patient had
to go on a trip. He was advised to drink eight

glasses or more of water and Vichy a day and to

take seven and a half grains of urotropin every four
hours. October 4, 1920. The patient returned from
his trip saying that he had had "a cold" and a yellow
morning drop from the urethra during his absence.

He was advised to take seven and a half grains of
urotropin three times a day and a hot foot bath for
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twenty to thirty minutes every night. October 9,

1920. The third diseased tooth was extracted. This
caused great pain and swelHng.

October 18, 1920. The patient noticed a sHght

watery discharge from the urethra and felt well. He
went out of town again on a five weeks' trip work-
ing hard and wearing shoes laced tightly around the

ankle. November 2.?, 1920. The patient returned

to New York with the anterior aspect of his right

ankle swollen, red and painful without any visible

external lesion. I made a diagnosis of tendosyno-

vitis and had an x ray picture taken in order to

ascertain the absence or presence of a possible frac-

ture. The radiographer reported negative as to

fracture and inflammation of the bone. The pa-

tient was made to bathe his foot in hot water for one
hour three limes daily and to put a wet compress on
it during the intervals. The swelling of the ankle

increased and November 27th a two inch incision

through the tendon sheath of the tibialis anticus was
made by me under local anesthesia. The wound
was drained, dressed daily and kept moist with

chlorazene solution.

December 13, 1920. The patient became feverish

and the wound had to be enlarged under general

anesthesia and was in all six inches long exposing

the tendon of the tibialis anticus. The patient re-

ceived at known intervals an autogenous vaccine

made from the discharge of the wound and contain-

ing dead staphylococci and a few streptococci. After
the application of wet dressings for a week the upper
four inches of the wound were closed by catgut

sutures. The lower part of the wbund closed grad-

ually under application of ten per cent, balsam of

Peru in castor oil and strapping with zinc oxide

adhesive plaster. The patient could return to. work
February 24, 1921. The tendon was not destroyed

by the inflammation and the patient has regained

the normal function of his leg. There is now no
urethral discharge and the urine is free from pus
and bacteria. This patient had three apical abscesses

which caused a pyelitis, a urethral discharge of pus
without pain on urination and finally a suppurative

tendosynovitis.

Case III.—Mrs. L. M., thirty-three years old,

born in United States, mother of two healthy chil-

dren, had the first severe attack of asthma Septem-
ber 16. 1911, which lasted two weeks. During the

following eight years she was slightly asthmatic all

the time and had in addition a severe attack of

asthma every year occurring from September to De-
cember and lasting one or two weeks. When I saw
her the first time, ten years ago, she had two de-

cayed teeth and I advised her to have them extracted.

She did not follow my advice because I could not

convince her of the possibility of a connection be-

tween asthma and decayed teeth especially since she

thought she could not spare the money for dental

work and since a leading surgeon of a hospital staf¥

in the Bronx had told her husband that my statement

concerning the cause of her asthma was ridiculous.

Gradually more of her teeth decayed and her asthma
became wor.se. She finally followed my advice and
in July, 1920, Dr. A. B. Weil extracted all the

bicuspids and molars of the lower jaw and also the

three left upper molars, all of which had apical

abscesses. The result of the extraction of these de-

cayed teeth was that patient had no severe attack

of asthma last fall and that she has been entirely

free from even the slightest asthma ever since.

Case IV.—Mrs. M. P., thirty-seven years old,

born in England, mother of one healthy daughter,
had been under my care since October 5, 1920, when
she had an attack of hay fever. Previous to this

she had had bronchitis at twenty-three, frequent sore

throats and several times a peritonsillar abscess.

She had had hay fever for the last four seasons
and had been very ill with asthma in a subur-
ban hospital from August 21st to September
22, 1919. Strange to say, not one of the attending
physicians of this hospital ever examined her upper
air passages or said anything about the condition of
her teeth. She was treated for asthma, that is all,

and was promised hypodermic injections of pollen

serum. Fortunately she did not get these injections

because the physician who had this treatment in

mind had to go on his vacation and did not return

before the patient left the hospital.

My first examination revealed twelve decayed and
defective teeth, small fibrous tonsils with adhesions,

one polypus in the upper part of the right nares, a
large polypus originating from the middle turbinate

and occluding the entire left nares, mucous rales

in both lungs and a severe dyspnea. The patient

refused any operative measures. My palliative

treatment consisted in hygiene of the mouth (brush-
ing of teeth, bathing with Dobell's solution, men-
thol spray), regulation of the activity of the bowels,

Carlsbad salt in the morning, hypodermic injec-

tions of morphine and adrenalin when the attacks

were very severe, a cough mixture containing potas-

sium iodide, at times smoking of belladonna and
stramonium cigarettes and a diet consisting mostly
of milk and orange juice.

She suffered severely with asthma last Decem-
ber, January and February when there was no
pollen in the air. Finally I managed to get her to

Dr. Maurice J. Duffy who, in four sittings, extracted

all of the offending teeth. April 20th, the two myxo-
fibromata of both nasal passages were removed by
Dr. William M. Dunning. April 27th, I lanced a

right and May 2nd a left peritonsillar abscess. Her
tonsils will be removed by me as soon as her condi-

tion will permit.

The patient has not had one attack of asthma
since the extraction of her teeth.

THE CAUSE OF ASTHMA IN THESE TWO CASES.

The pus of the apical abscesses containing many
proteins is absorbed. The body finally becomes
saturated in proteins and rebels against their con-

tinuous intake. We call this condition anaphylaxis.

Changes of the blood occur. The red cells have
not the power to take up enough oxygen. Air hun-
ger results even before any rales appear. Poor
blood weakens all the body cells ; even the heart

muscle gets weaker. The heart -does not pump the

blood through the body quickly enough. The lungs

liecome congested and expiratory difficulty results.

The secretion of the epithelium of the bronchi is

increased causing rales, cough and a feeling of

suffocation.
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CONCLUSIONS.

There should be a closer cooperation between gen-

eral practitioner, rontgenologist, dentist, clinical

pathologist and the various other specialists for the

benefit of the patient. This can be done in private

practice as I have shown through my four cases.

Physicians who overlook apical abscesses as the

cause of disease and dentists who are the origina-

tors of many apical abscesses through inefficient

work and who try to preserve teeth with apical

abscesses at any cost are running a grave risk.

The physician must be the general manager, the

trained rontgenologist the final interpreter of the

rontgen plates and the dentist the technician in a

case requiring dental surgery. When the physician

with the help of the rontgenologist is making a cor-

rect diagnosis of defective teeth as the cause of

acute infections, chronic diseases, and when he in-

sists upon extraction of teeth with apical abscesses,

he is practising preventive medicine.
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Some Aspects of Lues in Its Relation to the Psychoses

and Psychoneuroses
By F. H. BARNES, M. D.,

Stamford, Conn.,

Medical Superintendent, Dr. Barnes Sanitarium.

Continuous observation of various patients for a

period of several years has only added to the sug-

gestion of noted neuropsychiatrists that lues in it-

self is an entity and must be treated as such.

Whether syphilis is associated with a disease either

functional or organic it should not escape the physi-

cian's notice. It must be treated as syphilis regard-

less of complications or added syndrome. No mat-

ter whether associated with symptoms of a psycho-

neurosis or those of a psychosis it must be attacked

by vigorous antisyphilitic treatment. Many cases

of lues have been recognized only too late for cura-

tive treatment.

Patients suffering from syphilitic disease, where
the initial symptoms have been none too manifest

and with no secondary symptoms, have rested

in fancied security with the idea that theirs was a

very mild type of the disease and that their appar-

ent good health would see them through. Many
such persons have married and had progeny all

apparently healthy and strong. They have lived for

years with the idea that their cure was absolute.

Suddenly in the cloak of a psychosis or a psycho-

neurosis the lues acquired many years previously

again manifests itself and the patients are again

subjects for active treatment. If neglected this con-

dition will land them in some neurological clinic or

institution for the insane without hope of future

cure or very little chance for successful treatment.

In citing a few cases that have come luider my
observation it is not my purpose to relate all the

neurological findings in each individual case nor to

give all the seriological or chemical data. I shall

relate- some of the most marked symptoms present in

each case. My point is to emphasize the necessity

of early discovery of lues especially in those patients

whose symptoms so frequently are those of a neuras-

thenia or one of the psychoneuroses as well as mildly

depressed types of mental disease.

Case I.—The case of a lawyer, Mr. G., aged
forty-five, prominent member of the bar in a large

southern city, illustrates the fact that syphilis is

many times latent in the individual and not recog-

nized until beyond the reach of our latest methods
of intensive treatment. He came to me for treat-

ment during November, 1919. For several months
he had shown marked neurasthenic symptoms : was
easily tired on slight exertion, complained of vague
pains in the head, suffered from loss of ambition
and was very irritable. His memory was not up to

its former standard. He became forgetful, irritable

and easily angered. Finally during the winter of

1918-19 he went to his old home for a few weeks'
rest but felt no better. He was then sent to Florida

to get the benefit of the warmer climate but he still

had all his vague symptoms. During his stay in

Florida he had dizzy spells, as he termed them, and
could not keep his balance, had a tendency toward
falling. During April, 1919, he had a cerebral

hemorrhage with subsequent left hemiplegia. Later
during November he came to me for treatment and
sho'-tly after my first examination a Wassermann
blood test was made which showed a four plus posi-

tive reaction. Spinal puncture was done and showed
a positive Wassermann reaction of spinal fluid. For
over a year he had suffered from neurasthenic symp-
toms but his syphilis was not discovered until he had
the cerebral hemorrhage related above.

Case II.—xA-nother case comes to mind of a Mr.
N. whom I first saw April 28, 1919. He was forty-

four years of age, a farmer by occupation. His
family history was negative. The man had been a

tireless worker and had for years worked beyond
his strength. He was very ambitious and had built

up a large dairy business. For nearly a year he
had been very nervous and upset. His work seemed
lo tell on him and he began to lose physically. He
became irritable, lo.st his temper easily and at times
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had severe headaches. During March, 1919, he sud-

denly noticed a peculiar change in his gait and loss

of power in his left hand. After a few days he felt

better and was able to do some work. There grad-

ually developed a marked spasticity in his left leg,

however, and he had jerky incoordinated movements
of the extremities. A little later he showed marked
contracture of the left hand, also tendency to claw
hand. After careful examination a Wassermann
test was made and showed a four plus finding.

Spinal puncture showed a positive Wassermann re-

action of spinal fluid. After intensive specific treat-

ment for a period of three months the patient was
able to walk much better, showed little spacticity of

the leg and was able to use his left hand quite well.

When questioned as to specific history denied an
initial lesion or any knowledge that he had ever

acquired lues.

' Case III.—Mr. M., came to me for treatment

during 1919. He was suffering from the depressed

form of a manic depressive psychosis. The condi-

tion had developed after weeks of neurotic symp-
toms followed by a long period of irritability during

which time he left his wife after frequent quarrels.

On admission he was typically depressed and showed
marked delusions, somatic in character, also those

of a religious nature. Said that he was very un-

worthy and unfit to five : also that he had seen and
talked with the Deity on various occasions. Later

said that he had a dread disease and he knew he

had acquired it as a young man when out sporting

and that he was rotten through and through. Had
it not been for the fact that he had an eruption

eczeniatous in character all over his scalp I am afraid

we would have made no serological tests. A. Was-
sermann was made and it showed four plus positive.

After a period of intensive antisyphilitic treatment

his eczema cleared up, his mental status brightened

and he was taken home by his family who thought

him entirely cured.

Case IV.—Mrs. L. W., brought to me by her

husband. Dr. W., for examination and treatment

January, 1919. For several months she had shown
periods of great irritability, was morose and dis-

contented. At times she had fits of violent anger

and was very abusive. She became so upset mentally

that she interfered with her husband's practice and

caused him much trouble. At last he found it ab-

solutely necessary to remove her to some institution.

During examination and while the doctor was relat-

ing these facts in her presence it was noticeable that

the patient was nervous and excited. She showed

marked tremor of the facial muscles and those about

her mouth. When interrogated she spoke in short

jerky phrases.

On further examination she showed a marked

Romberg sign, loss of light reaction in both

pupils as well as irregularity of pupils. The knee

jerks were absent and she was markedly incoor-

dinated. It was found that neither the Wasser-

mann blood test nor spinal puncture had been made.

Such procedure was suggested and the blood Was-
sermann was found four plus positive also a posi-

tive spinal fluid Wassermann. Her husband could

not believe it possible when I gave him the sero-

logical findings. I had to tell him his wife was a

case of general paralysis of the insane. He was
broken hearted over the matter and shortly after-

ward committed suicide. During my talk with Dr.
W. he a:dmitted that his wife had not been the same
for the past five years. Previous to that time she
was most dignified in her demeanor, lovable, quiet

and always friendly with his patients and their rela-

tives, in fact, a woman beloved in her community.
That she should suddenly change in her disposition

and become the opposite did not arouse his slightest

suspicion. Had she been the victim of drink or
drugs it would quite naturally follow that she would
become irritable, coarse and entirely different in her

attitude toward those about her.

Case V.—A recent case where the patient was
sent to me from a local hospital proved to be very
interesting and is an example of the necessity of
making proper serological tests in all of our sus-

picious cases. Mr. K., aged thirty-seven, associated

with a large business organization, suddenly during
January last became very nervous and upset. He
laid the trouble to the hard work and strain he had
undergone during the recent war. During his stay

at the hospital he had been very noisy and upset at

night causing much confusion among the other pa-

tients and nurses.

On examination the patient presented a wild,

frightened appearance and showed a marked
fear state. Later he became greatly confused and
was unable to answer questions about his condition.

The following day he was very haughty and aggres-

sive in his manner. He said that he was entirely

rational and needed no treatment. His neurological

examination showed patellar reflexes much in-

creased, marked swaying in the Romberg position,

tremor of extended tongue and facial muscles,

marked tremor of extended hands and pupils reacted

sluggishly to light and accommodation. His general

appearance, the history of mental upset at the hospital

and the marked fear state he has shown, also an
exaggerated ego in his conversation led me to have
serological tests made. The findings were a four

plus blood Wassermann, a three plus spinal fluid

Wassermann, a plus globulin increase and a cell

count of 52. The patient was put in bed, given abso-

lute rest and sedative treatment. He is rapidly get-

ting into a normal condition and his physician has

recommended his return home. He must have in-

tensive antisyphilitic treatment at once as undoubt-
edly, he has an active neurosyphilis.

Case VI.—Mrs. D. came under treatment during

July, 1919. She related that at the age of twenty-

four she had developed an infection of her tongue,

the result of the prick of a pin. After an illness of

three weeks she was apparently all right. She was
very well after that until she reached the age of

thirty-nine, fifteen years later. At that time she

suffered from severe pains in her limbs. Her phy-

sician became suspicious and had a Wassermann
blood test made with a slightly positive finding. In-

tensive mercurial treatment was administered and
the pains disappeared. The patient remained quite

well after that until two years ago during March,

1919, when she became much upset but was kept at

home under treatment. On admission she was easily

tired and greatly worried. She had lightning pains
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in her extremities and was very weak physically.

She was hysterical and cried a good deal. The Was-
sermann test was made and showed a four plus

])ositive finding. She was given modified rest treat-

ment also intensive mercurial treatment. After a

few weeks she brightened up materially and was
taken home much improved. Recently I met the

lady and she reported that she had felt quite herself

for some months. Later we found that she sufifered

from a neurasthenic attack of some months' dura-

tion at the age of thirty. Had intensive antisyphili-

tic treatment been carried on at that time she might
have been saved months of suffering. This case only

emphasizes the necessity of Wassermann tests over

a long period even though we believe the patient

cured.

Case VI.—Mr. F., a patient who presented an-

other interesting case, came to me for treatment

during June, 1920. He had sufifered for years from
mild manic depressive attacks of the depressed form.

These attacks were followed by periods of extreme
dissipation. During such periods he sufifered greatly

from alcoholic excess. He gave a history of chancre

at the age of eighteen years. Three years ago he
had a Wassermann test with positive findings but
did not accept treatment. About two months before

I saw him he had become very careless about his

personal appearance. He had always been careful

about his dress, but lately had become careless and
slovenly, was very forgetful, would repeat the same
questions over and over. He complained of his arms
feeling numb and of pain in his legs. At that time

he had another Wassermann blood test made with

positive findings. The patient was given one dose

of salvarsan administered intravenously followed by
mercurial inunctions.

On examination his neurological findings showed
incoordination

; Romberg was present
;
pupils did

tiot react to light but did accommodate
;
gait was

slightly spastic; knee jerks equal and fairly active,

and he showed marked tremor of extended tongue
and muscles of the face. In conversation he had a

slurring speech and stumbled over test phrases. His
emotional state was unstable, at times much elated,

again greatly depressed. He seemed to have a fair

insight into his condition. He said he would be
better ofif dead as it was impossible for him to get

Avell. He was under treatment six weeks but showed
no improvement. In this case had lues been dis-

covered years ago and the proper treatment insti-

tuted the patient might have fared better. The
alcoholism was probably secondary to a neuro-
syphilis.

Case VH.—Another patient, Mr. M., whom I

treated during the months of December, 1920, and
January, 1921, presented the depressed phase of

neurosyphilis. This patient denied positively any
previous history of venereal infection. I admit that

I had absolutely no idea of lues in his case. For
six or seven weeks he showed a marked depressed
phase of an apparent manic depressive psychosis.

This followed a history of insomnia and worry of
nearly six months' duration. At times he seemed a

little brighter but for the most part was dull and
apathetic interrupted by periods of self reproach
and weeping. He showed marked arterial change,

this in itself being suspicious in a man at the age of

forty-five years. After he had been under my care

for a few weeks his relatives became dissatisfied be-

cause he showed no sign of improvement. Finally

when their patience was nearly exhausted and they

were about to seek other medical advice it came to

mind that there was no history of a Wassermann test

for lues having been made. I had a Wassermann
blood test made with a three plus finding and imme-
diately started antisyphilitic treatment. The pa-

tient showed marked improvement in a very short

space of time and at the present writing is rapidly

getting better.

CONCLUSIONS.

These patients whose history I have related mani-
festly did not have the benefit of proper treatment

in the early stages of their lues. Of course one
cannot say to a certainty that they would have been
cured had proper treatment been given them years

previous to the outbreak of their disease which ab-

solutely unfitted them for their life work and made
them invalids for many months.

Our state institutions are populated with hun-
dreds of patients having mental disease with a spe-

cific basis. Neurological clinics all over the country

are constantly admitting such patients, many of

whom were pronounced cured within a couple of

years after their initial lesion. In most of these

cases no followup had been made or treatment in-

stituted. Many of them married and had appar-

ently healthy children with no thought or suggestion

that the dread disease was latent in their system.

The first indication that a cure had not been ei¥ected

in their individual case coming after months of

pain and suffering or after prolonged neurasthenic

symptoms accompanied by anxiety and morbid de-

pression.

Lues is very insidious in its attack on the

brain and central nervous system and our only pro-

tection is a continuous followup in the aftertreat-

ment of its victims. No patient with lues should

be pronounced cured until several years have
elapsed with no positive findings on serological ex-

amination at reasonable periods. I was much sur-

prised recently to have a certain specialist inform
me that he discharged his luetic patients as cured

after two years' treatment, providing that they had
showed negative findings in all tests during the sec-

ond year of treatment.

The early recognition of lues in suspicious cases

is constantly before us and it behooves the medical

profession to be most careful to have proper tests

made at once of all suspected patients and in many
of them tests made at a later date should the first

findings be negative. We are constantly coming in

contact with patients who have sufifered from the

ravages of lues for many years. The question is,

could these patients have been saved years of mis-

ery had their disease been discovered in time to

give them necessary treatment?

My purpose in writing this paper is to emphasize
the tremendous importance of the early discovery

aixl proper treatment of syphilis. If it proves to be
helpful in the least to achieve that end it will have
served its purpose.
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A Contribution to the Mercurial Therapeusis of Syphilis

By L. G. HADJOPOULOS, M. D.,

New York,

Serologist and Bacteriologist, Beth Israel Hospital;

REGINALD BURBANK, M. D.,

New York,

and L. P. KYRIDES, A. B, Sc. D.,

New York.

In the limited list of antiluetic drugs in our thera-

peutic armamentarium, arsenic and mercury occupy
the foremost place. Ages back they have been used
empirically for the treatment of syphilis and now,
with all the developments of experimental pharma-
cology, the progress of our knowledge concerning

the modus operandi of these drugs is still in its

embryonic stage. While test tube and animal ex-

periments have more or less definitely demonstrated

that arsenic in its organic form as arsphenamine is

a direct spirocheticide, such evidence in favor of

mercury, organic or inorganic, is still wanting (1).

With all experimental evidence against it, clinically

every one admits that mercury has an undisputed

place in the treatment of syphilis which the use of

arsenic could not so far replace.

The epochal discovery of Ehrlich of synthetic

arsenicals has opened new vistas for research along

similar lines on synthetic mercurials and within the

last decade we had a list of such products worked
out here and abroad. Unfortunately, up to the pres-

ent time we are still waiting to hear something about
their application in the treatment of syphilis.

In the meantime certain serum and oily solutions

and suspensions of known soluble and insoluble

mercury salts have rightly or wrongfully gained

some ground. , The alleged adaptability of these

preparations for intramuscular or intravenous use

has naturally found their enthusiasts. After giving

them a very thorough trial we came to the general

conclusion that the alleged reduction of local injury

and general toxicity was only a phenomenal affair.

Irrespective of the dose, unless given intravenously,

their toxicity was directly proportional to the amount
of the immediately ionizable mercury element after

administration.

Mercury is a general protein coagulent. This
property is more manifest with the soluble inorganic

salts. With oily emulsions and serum solutions this

property will be manifested, although slowly, due
to the slower ionization of mercury in such insoluble

suspensions. Consequently the determinations of a

therapeutic dose with them is purely empirical for

want of knowledge of their rate of resorption.

Radiographic examination of the site of injection at

regular intervals has demonstrated beyond any doubt

a great variability in the rate of resorption of such

preparations (2). According to these investigations,

the best results were obtained with mercuric salicy-

late with an average rate of absorption of four to

seven days, while some other common preparations

in general use required as long as eight to ten weeks.

There is, however, a certain degree of advantage in

the use of serum solutions intramuscularly as they

give rise to less local manifestations, but per rate of

absorption they are equally toxic.

In modern medicine there are three salient fea-

tures to be demanded in every therapeutic agent

:

efficiency, low toxicity, and minimum inconvenience

both to the patient and doctor. To be efficient, a
drug must control symptoms and be of such nature
that the dose must be accurately gauged to control

the unpleasant effects of cumulative action. The
toxicity must be low in order that a sufficient dose
may be given to combat the disease without exer-

cising an unwholesome effect on the general vitality

of the patient. The medicament must be of such
nature that it may be administered easily and pain-

lessly to the patient and not cause the sufferer to

dread and cure more than the disease.

The three necessary qualifications mentioned are

not represented in a fair and acceptable degree in the

mercurial preparations used up to the present time

in the treatment of syphilis.

In 1917 we started some experimental work on a

new synthetic organic mercurial (mercurosal) pre-

pared by one of us. Certain attractive features of

this new drug, viz., its solubility in water and its

relative low toxicity, rendering it adaptable for

intravenous administration, persuaded us to give it

a thorough trial. Our psychology at that time, after

exhausting the list of known mercurial salts and
their various combinations, was such that we were
eager to give a chance to anvthing new that even
partly did away with certain well known defects of

the old list. The experiments' were carried out as

carefully as the circumstances would allow us. The
following is a resume of our experimental work on
this salt.

Mercurosal, the disodium salt of mercury salicyl-

acetic acid, has a formula corresponding to

OCH^CO^Na

OH Hg CO„Na

with the position of mercury
in the benzene ring not definitely established. The
percentage of mercury in the commercial product

averages between forty-two and forty-three. It

occurs as a white powder devoid of any smell and
has a slightly sweetish taste which is accompanied
by a metallic aftereffect. It is freely soluble in

water, giving a perfectly clear, colorless solution

with a neutral (faintly alkaline) reaction. If chemic-

ally pure its aqueous solution is very stable, other-

wise a slight sediment of impurity settles out on
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standing which, when shaken, imparts a slight

opalescence to the solution.

In an aqueous solution acids, appreciably stronger

than carbonic, precipitate out the free acid anhydride

of mercury, salicyloxiacetic acid, in which one of the

carboxyls is neutralized by the free valence of mer-

cury in the ring. If the aqueous solution is heated

or boiled with an excess of strong acids, such as

hydrochloric, the mercury is split off from the ring.

This property is utilized in analyzing for the mercury

content of the sample. Ammonium sulphide added

to an aqueous solution of mercurosal does not in-

duce the immediate formation of mercuric sulphide,

but within fifteen to thirty minutes (depending on

the purity of the salt) a gradual separation of mer-

curic sulphide sets in. Ordinary neutral salts of

alkaline metals do not precipitate mercurosal from
solution.

In contact with the soluble proteins, such as blood

serum, it first forms an insoluble proteinate which

later redissolves on further addition of the serum.

In this respect it is similar to other soluble mercury
salts, organic or inorganic, with the difference that

comparatively less (about one half) of serum is

necessary to redissolve the original precipitate.

Its bactericidal value, tested against 0.10 c. c. of

a twenty-four hour typhoid culture in 10 c. c. of

1.5 acid broth, in 5 c. c. lots of the drug in dilution,

gives a phenol coefficient of four to five (in aqueous

solution). Under the same circumstances, and kept

at a temperature of twenty degrees centigrade, it

kills typhoid bacillus within one to two minutes in

a dilution of 1 :100, in ten minutes in a dilution of

1 :500, and in twenty-four hours in a dilution of

1 :50,000. Tested against colon bacillus and Staphy-

lococcus aureus it gives practically similar figures.

The minimal lethal dose tested on a series of fif-

teen rabbits varied between 0.025 to 0.030 grams per

kilo weight. If we consider as 0.003 grams the

minimal lethal dose of mercury bichloride, mercu-
rosal has one eighth to one tenth the toxicity of the

latter. The average maximum tolerated dose for

repeated injection (once every three or four days)

was 0.003 grams per kilo weight. A safe average

intravenous therapeutic dose as determined on luetic

patients was one third of the maximum tolerated

dose, i. e., between 0.05 to 0.10 grams for an aver-

age body weight of sixty to seventy kilos. Such a

dose can be repeated every other day until five to

ten such injections are administered, when a suffi-

cient length of time should be allowed for elimina-

tion. The elimination of the drug is mainly through

the kidneys
;

practically ninety per cent, of it is

eliminated within the first twenty- four hours and is

complete in three days. Symptoms of mercurialism

so common during the course of antiluetic treatment

are extremely rare with mercurosal even when it is

pushed to the extreme limits. On the other hand,

we have witnessed cases under our own care where
an already established mercurialism from previous

medication has cleared under mercurosal treatment.

The reason for this paradoxical phenomenon, in all

probability, is due to the peculiar property of mer-
curosal on kidney cells ; while ordinary salts of mer-
cury are more or less toxic to kidney cells, thus giv-

ing rise to gradual impermeability and cumulative

toxic manifestations, mercurosal acts as a harmless

stimulant enhancing their elimination. This diuretic

property is one of the most common symptoms fol-

lowing mercurosal treatijient. It evidently has a

similar action on the enteric mucosa, giving rise to

a mild calomellike action. This property, however,

is manifested only after larger doses than usual.

An average dose of 0.10 grams in a solution of

5 c. c. of distilled water given intravenously was
found to be a harmless, adult dose that can be re-

peated every third day until ten similar injections

are administered in the course of a month. Then a

rest of a week or two is given before starting a new
course. A slight degree of lassitude and mild head-

ache are a rather common manifestation on the day

immediately following the injection ; but in the

course of a week or two the general tonic effects of

mercury become evident with an increase of weight

and ambition for work.

One point, however, should not be passed without

cautioning the reader in the intravenous use of mer-

curosal. When mercurosal comes in contact with

ethyl alcohol or ether it forms a very toxic product

which gives alarming symptoms of shock, something

similar to that occasionally met with arsphenamine

injections. The salt is always free from the above

named ingredients. However, as it is a common
practice with some physicians to sterilize their

syringes and needles in alcohol or ether, or a mix-

ture of both, it would be of paramount importance

to insist on sterilizing their instruments in boiling

water so as to avoid this highly unpleasant toxic

manifestation. Again, in preparing the arm of the

patient care should be taken that the alcohol or ether

rubbed over it is completely evaporated before the

insertion of the needle. With these precautions in

mind, mercurosal will be found to be the safest in-

travenous mercury salt for the treatment of syphilis.

The question of the therapeutic value of mercuro-

sal in syphilis will be considered together wnth the

clinical analysis of our case records. Before enter-

ing into the discussion of our cases, as a preliminary

remark, we must make certain facts clear to our

readers.

In undertaking to test the healing properties of

mercurosal in syphilis, our prime aim was always the

welfare of our patients and not mercurosal per sc.

It would be a gross injustice and an unpardonable

mistake to deprive our patients of the already estab-

lished benevolent effects of drugs like arsphenamine
simply to try out drugs newly introduced into the

experimental field. Nevertheless there were occa-

sions where, for one reason or another, arsphena-

mine could not or was not given, thus leaving mer-
curosal as the sole therapeutic agent. We will bring

up these points when dealing with the case records.

The general outline of the routine in handling

our cases can be summarized in the following: On
admission, a careful history of the case is taken and
a physical examination is done together with the

necessary laboratory data to confirm our diagnosis,

such as Wassermann reaction, dark field illumina-

tion, and special differential staining, so as to obtain

the necessary information conceming the nature of

disease, degree of specificity, and the efficiency of

further treatment.
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The treatment in general consists of monthly mercurosal in a two per cent, aqueous solution, first

courses of one, or at most two arsphcnamine injec- as intramuscular injections of one to two c. c. and
tions and either a weekly injection of insoluble mer- later, seeing that it was not toxic, as intravenous

curials or biweekly injections of mercurosal. The injections of four to eight c. c, our average thera-

arsenical treatment is given in column one under the peutic dose being five c. c. Before the end of the

headline of treatment in the case records : OS stand- same year, the clinical and serological behavior of

ing for the original German salvarsan—606; NS our cases encouraged us to abandon all other mer-
for German neosalvarsan—914; SS for German curials in favor of mercurosal. In our case records,

sodium salvarsan— 1206; AB for arsenobenzol ; DA Column No. 2, under treatment, M'l stands for

for diarsenol ; AA for arsaminol ; NA for neoar- mercurosal with the number and amounts of a two
saminol. The decimals following the initials indi- per cent, solution injected. Hg Benz. stands for the

cate the amount of drug administered in grams, benzoate and Hg. Salic, for the salicylate. Hg Oint.

When the kind of arsenical is not known, as in is unguentum hydrargyri.

treatment previous to admission, it is given as 606, The course of the disease is given in chronological

with the number of injections if known. order divided into monthly courses of treatment or

Concerning mercurial treatment, prior to the year rest. The monthly Wassermanns and the short

1917, we have been using mercuric salicylate 0.06 clinical notes give an idea of the general outcome
grams to the intramuscular dose, and mercuric ben- of the response of disease towards treatment. No
zoate 0.02 grams to the intramuscular dose. Begin- patient is discharged as cured unless he insists on
ning with the year 1917, we gradually introduced discontinuing treatment.

CASE RECORDS
PRIMARY SYPHILIS (STAGE OF CHANCRE)i

Ser. No. IVasser- /
—Kind of Treatment—

^

and inann Ars. as Mercurials IVassermann
name dates "606" Mercurosal Test Clinical notes
1.-

_

L. S. 12/18/'16 — Primary 12/18/'16. On admission a freshly developing papule on the
NS .45 Hg. Salic. 5 dorsum of glans penis two days old. Trep. Pallid, was demonstrated

1/18/'17 — by dark field illumin.
Hg. Salic. 4

M'l 3-3 c.c. Chancre healed.
2/22/'17 —

Hg. Salic. 2 Tongue showed a central mucous patch surrounded by an inflammatory
M'l 5-8 c.c. area covering its sides and base.

3/25/' 17 —
M'l 5-9 c.c. Tongue healing, occasional headaches.

4/ 2/'17 —
7/1 5/' 17 —

M'l 2-4 c.c.

10/21/;i7 —
6/10/ 18 — Subjective and objective signs all in favor of a successful abortive
9/23/'19 — treatment.

2.

D. H. 1/ 3/'17 — Primary 12/26/'16. Chancre only one week's duration. Had local ap-
NS .6 Hg. Salic. 5 plications; unable to demonstrate spirochetes, but he had been to the

1/30/ 17 — same woman on the same date with Case III.
NS .6 Hg. Salic. 1

2/26/' 17 —
NS .45 M'l 6-7 c.c.

4/ 1/'17
^

—
M'l 8-13 c.c. X)id not develop secondaries.

6/lS/'17 — Learned from Case III., his friend, that he was O. K. Since then lost

^
9/25/' 17 track of him. Abortive treatment apparently successful.

Z. N. 1/ 3/'17 -h -|- + + Primary 12/3/'16. Lesion twenty-seven days' duration. No second-
NS. 6 Hg. Salic. 6 aries, but marked generalized Ivmphadenitis.

l/30/'17 -f
NS. 6 Hg. Salic. 1

M'l 6-6 c.c.

3/ 4/'17 ±
OS. 3 M'l 5-7 c.c.

3/29/'17 — Blisterlike sores on glans penis gradually developing into venereal
M'l 7-10 c.c. warts. Warts cauterized.

4/29/'17 —
M'l 5-9 c.c.

S/30/'17 — General condition excellent, did not show secondary cutaneous mani-
M'l 4-8 c.c. testations.

7/17/'17 —
M'l 3-6 c.c.

9/25/' 17 —
M'l 2-4 c.c.

\ 11/ 1/'17 Date ,of last treatment, since then lost track of him.
4.

S. C. 1/31/'17 — Primary l/29/'17. A small, slightly indurated ulcerating spot over the
NS .9 M'l 2-2 c.c. dorsum of glans penis, two days' old. Had been cauterized and

2/lV'17 — treated locally. Dark field—Neg.
M'l 7-7 c.c.

3/11/' 17 — Ulcer healed in two weeks.
M'l 5-8 c.c.

4/ll/'17 —
M'l 3-4 c.c. No further development.

^
4/25/'17 Date of last treatment; never showed again.

N. S. Hg. inject.
4/25/'17 + -f- + + Primary (?). Intraurethral chancre developing during the course of

NS .6 M'l 7-14 c.c. gonorrheal urethritis. Was treated by an outside physician with Hg.
,

orally and by injections intramuscularly. On admission, a hard mass
5/22/ 17 -H + + blocking urinary meatus almost completely. Marked inguinal lym-

OS .4 M'l 5-10 c.c. phadenitis, but no secondaries. Within a week's treatment chancre
subsided, patient urinating freely.

6/14/' 17 -f- -f- Patient discontinued treatment.
4/ 4/' 18 "h + -|- Returned for treatment in physically good condition. Glands enlarged,

AB .6 no secondaries.
6/ 7/'18 The last date we saw him.

* Reports of Cases VI to XII will appear in authors' reprints.
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REMARKS. The other side of the question, viz., whether sal-

From a study of our primary cases the following varsan alone is sufficient for abortive treatment, is

conclusions are drawn : outside the scope of the present article. Our per-

The abortive treatment of syphilis at the stage of sonal belief is that it is
;
nevertheless, with a mixed

chancre is no more a possibility but a probability, treatment, we thought we were giving the full benefit

We cannot, however, state with any certainty if doubt.

mercurosal or any other mercurial can succeed alone remarks.

without salvarsan. Considering certain cases under The immediate efifect of mercurosal in particular,

our group of secondaries we have grounds to be- and probably of all other mercurials, on early cutane-

lieve that mercurials have no place in the practice ous and mucous syphilides is cjuestionable. Case

of an abortive treatment at the stage of chancre. XVII has afforded us a chance of witnessing the sad

Table I is a selection of such cases where active outcome of mercurosal treatment alone in early

mercurial treatment at this stage did not prevent secondaries. After two months' mercurial treatment

the appearance of secondaries. no apparent benefit has been derived; on the con-

TABLE NO. 1.

Case Date of Date of Intervening Mercurial Wassermann Date of secondary
No. chancre admission time treatment reaction eruption

13. 12/ 5/'16 12/29/'16 24 Days Hg. Salic. 4 + + + + l/3/'17
14. 12/20/'16 l/20/'17 31 days Hg. Salic. 10 + + + + No history of sec.

16. 5/.. /'1 8 8/ 7/' 18 3 Months Hg. Pils. + + + + Prior to 8/7/' 18.

19. 6/24/'16 7/25/'16 32 Days Hg. Salic. SO + + + + P"or to 7/25/'16.
20. 6/../'16 8/28/'16 2 Months Hg. Salic, many + + + + No history of sec.

SECONDARY SYPHILIS'
(Early and Late)

13.

A. N. Hg. Salic. 4
12/29/'16 + + + + Primary 12/S/'16. Indurated scar on penis, generalized lymphadenitis.

OS .6 Hg. Salic. 9
l/29/'17 + -f- -|- + No secondaries.

OS .5 Hg. Salic. 5 On 1/3/' 17 patient's body was covered with a maculopapular eruption,

M'l 3-3 c.c. but lasted only one week and faded away.
3/ 4/'17 +

NS .6 M'l 4-6 c.c.

4/ 3/'17 — Intense headache interfering with work and sleep. Patient attributes

M'l 5-8 c.c. it to mercurosal so we had to stop it.

5/ 3/'17 ±
NS .6 Hg. Salic. 3 Headaches persist with the same severity. Temporary relief with coal

6/29/'17 ± tar products.
AB .4 Hg. Salic. 3

8/26/'17 -

AB .5 Hg. Salic. 8
12/28/'17 + + + + Patient discontinued treatment.
7/ 3/'18 -f -j- + Returned with late secondary moist ulcers of scrotum and penis. Sup-

purative inguinal lymphadenitis, discharging. During his absence mar-

ried to Case 17 and infected her.
14.

D. B. Hg. Salic. 10
l/20/'17 _(--)- -|- -|_ Primary December, '16. On admission showed the remains of an old

NS .4 M'l 5-7 c.c. preputial chancre. Suppurative cervical adenitis following sore throat,

4/ 7/'17 — was incised and cured in two weeks.
OS .3, M'l 4-8 c.c.

8/ 5/'17 —
AB .2 M'l 4-8 c.c.

12/18/'17 + + -|- Mucous patches on penis.

AB .3 Moist squamous syphilids of scrotum.
1/ 1/'18 -{- + 4- All lesions healed within a week.

AB .6

2/ 3/'18 + +
M'l 5-16 c.c.

3/ 3/'18 —
M'l 2-10 c.c.

6/ 2/'18 —
M'l 2-10 c.c. Stopped treatment on 8/18/'18 until 11/12/'19.

11/12/'19 + +
2/24/'20 4- 4- + Refused further treatment having no symptoms.
6/22/'20 -)- -|- -f Convinced him that more treatment was needed.

AA .6 M'l 6-30 c.c.

8/12/'20 + +NA .9 M'l 5-28 c.c.

9/27/'20 + +
M'l 5-25 c.c.

11/ l/'20 -+ Stopped treatment again.
9/20/'21 Zl

16.

D. L. Hg. Pills

8/ 7/'18 -f -(- -f -f Primary May, '18. On admission three indurated sores on prepuce,
AB .6 M'l 4-23 c.c. external surface. Papular eruption on the extensor surfaces of arms.

8/21/'18 _)- -|_ _j- During treatment developed tonsilar ulcers, healed in ten days. Gen-
AB .6 M'l 8-46 c.c. eral condition excellent.

9/19/'18 + +AB .6 M'l 3-15 c.c.

10/ 9/' 18 -f Left for Europe, advised to use Hg. ointment.
12/ 7/'18 — Returned for treatment.

M'l 5-25 c.c. Left again for Europe.
2/26/'19 -j- -u _L. -L Returned from Europe, treatment started.

M'l 4-25 c.c.

3/ 4/'19 Date of last treatment, then lost track of him.
17.

M. N. 2/27/'19 -j. ^ ^ Primary December, '18. Infected from husband. Case No. 13. On ad-

M'l 6-30 c.c. mission, generalized secondary eruption, genital mucous patches.

Pregnant 5 months.
3/30/'19 -)- -I- -f- .|. Not benefited at all by Hg. treatment as she is getting worse m all

M'l 415 c.c. respects.
4/27/'19

-f- -f- -|- _^ All cutaneous and mucous lesions disappeared in a week following

NS .6 neosalvarsan. Patient never showed up again.

'Reports of Cases XVIII to XXIII will apiiear in authors' reprints.
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24.

D. F. 3/ 5/'18...... + + Primary unknown. On admission, papulopustular eruption diagnosed

AT! £ ivf'i 1 o
acne vulgaris. A suspicious sore in the nose, probably the site
^ primary infection. Patient being a physician was treating lue-

3/21/18 . + + tics to which he attributes the source of infection.

4/ 2/'18
*" Eruption disappeared, steadily gaining weight.

" ' AU .6 ivi'V 2-l'6c'.c.'

4/ 9/'18 + Called for military service.
M'l 2-25 c.c. Mercurosal was sent to him by mail.

5/ 9/'18 + Received blood by mail.
"606"— 12 inj. in Army

1/21/'19 4- a- 4. -I- Blood received by mail.

25.
L. P.

_
"606"—IS inj. Hg. Salic. 14

8/ 1/'18 + + + + Primary '17. On admission, raucous erosions of tongue, patches in
AB .6 M'l 6-35 c.c. mouth, sore throat, general lymphadenitis. Last "606" 7/26/'18.

8/19/'18 + + .

AB .6 M'l 4-23 c.c.

9/ 3/'18
-f- 4- All external signs cleared.

AB .6 M'l 10-52 c.c.
10/10/'18 + Patient left for Europe, told to use Hg. Ointment.
12/ 7/'18 — Returned for treatment.

M'l 5-25 c.c.
12/18/'18 _ Left again for Europe in physically excellent condition.

trary, .such a treatment did not even help in keeping cal treatment in secondary syphiHs is of great sig-

the condition stationary'. One injection of neosal- nificance because results obtained by a mixed treat-

varsan cleared wonderfully all cutaneous and mucous ment are more lasting than those by salvarsan alone,

lesions in a week, what mercury could not do in The value of mercurosal in contrast to other mer-
two months. curials in secondary syphilis is incontestable. Prac-
On the other hand, as marvelous a drug as sal- tically all of our secondary cases speak in favor of

varsan is in clearing cutaneous and mucous lesions, mercurosal treatment in view of the symptomatic
it often fails in completing a symptomatic, and more and serological result obtained. Relapses have oc-

so a serological cure when it is used alone without curred under all kinds of treatment, but when mer-
er with insufficient mercury. The persistence of curosal in conjunction with salvarsan treatment is

symptoms and serological manifestations in cases persisted long enough there will be very few cases

where many injections of 606 were given will illus- that will not ultimately come under a therapeutic

trate our point conclusively. control.

The place of mercurials as an adjuvant to arseni- {To be concluded.)

Practical Control of Venereal Disease in England
By ETTIE A. ROUT,

London,

Late Hon. Sec, New Zealand Volunteer Sisters.

I. MEDICAL PREVENTION AND TREATMENT.

The Annual Report for 1921 of the Chief Medi-
cal Officer of the Ministry of Health which has
recently been issued marks the beginning of im-
portant developments in the personal and practical

control of venereal disease in the civil community—
the most notable suggestion being for the estab-

lishment of a practitioner service. The Report
definitely states that prevention is "more important"
than cure ; that treatment and prevention must not

be separated, and that every clinic has direct pre-

ventive work to do. "Selfdisinfection apart from
skilled advice and supervision" is not recommended,
"what is required in all such cases is not general

directions for selfmanipulation but prompt and
skilled advice ... in addition to a general

recommendation for immediate and thorough cleans-

ing if risk of infection has been incurred, the next
appropriate step is to provide facilities for skilled

disinfection." The establishment of branch clinics,

dispensaries, general medical consulting rooms,
etc., is recommended, and (most important of all)

the establishment of a practitioner service. "It can-

not be too clearly understood," says the chief medi-
cal officer, "that the best way of dealing with most
cases of these diseases is through the skilful pri-

vate practitioner," and the public clinic, he says,

should be looked upon merely as a "temporary or-

ganization." No doubt the fact that each separate

attendance costs on the average from four to five

shillings, and the startling failure of the public

clinics in England to effect proved cures, or retain

the majority of the patients sufficiently long to make
certain they are rendered noninfective, account for

the official recommendation of unofficial treatment

of venereal disease. On page 115 the following

table is published

:

Syphilis Gonorrhea Total

1. No. of persons dealt with during
1919 and 1920 105,619 87,792 193,411

2. No. of persons who ceased to attend
a. before completing a course of

treatment 30,459 28,869 59,328
b. after completion of a course of

treatment, but before final

tests as to cure 9,350 6,481 15,831

3. No. of persons dischar(.'ed after
completion of treatment and ob-

servation 8,240 13,300 21,540
4. No. of persons who on the 1st of

January, 1921, were under treat-

ment or observation 47,894 28,822 76,716

Items (2), (3), and (4), in this table account for

only 173,415 of the 193,411 cases of syphilis and
gonorrhea stated to be "dealt with during 1919 and
1920," so that nearly 20,000 venereal patients have

to be posted as "missing," in addition to those noted

as discontinuing treatment before being discharged.
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The chief medical officer hazards the opinion as

to patients who do so discontinue that "many of

them will probably never have any return of their

symptoms," but at the same time he gives the fol-

lowing warning to medical officers: "It is gener-

ally necessary in early cases to continue the treat-

ment until long after the first negative Wassermann
reaction has been obtained ; otherwise the disease

may recur and the patient again become infective."

This confirms the evidence given officially by the

N. C. C. V. D. before the joint select committee
(House of Lords)—Criminal Law Amended Bills

•—last year. "I do not mean to suggest that every-

one who ceases attendance discontinues treatment

altogether, but the feeling among the people giving

the treatment is that a very large proportion do
discontinue and remain in the place in an infective

condition."

The chief medical officer says : "It is to be

feared that a considerable number of persons re-

quiring treatment, and especially women and girls,

do not attend the clinics," and he points out that

"Obviously the clinic must be efficient, but it must
also be popular. . . . The general organization

must be primarily for the convenience of the patient

and not the staff." "In many hospital outpatient

departments these conditions," he says, "do not yet

obtain."

Again and again the chief medical officer empha-
sizes this point. "It is futile and a waste of time

and money," he says, not to consider firstly the

convenience and feelings of the patients, especially

the women patients, and he urges proper and ade-

quate arrangements being made for the following:

1. Prompt and satisfactory pathological examination

—

collection of specimens and facilities for microscopical and
other examination—early and rapid diagnosis is important

;

2. Hours of opening, including evening hours.

3. The special treatment of women and girl's—whose
lack of attendance at present is largely due to the wholly
unsatisfactory provision made for their convenience and
susceptibilities in many clinics

;

4. The day by day intermediate treatment of gonorrhea
in both sexes

;

5.The supervision of contacts—each infected case being
used as a clue to others whose treatment is as necessary
as that of the original patient; e. g., the mother of an in-

fected child should be persuaded to bring the other children
and their father for advice and thus the family be cleansed
of infection

;

6. Adequate and continuous treatment—a brief routine

course of injections with arsenobenzol compounds in syphilis

irrespective of the disease, the obtaining of a single nega-
tive Wassermann reaction, or the perfunctory treatment of
gonorrhea are insufficient and do not constitute adequate
treatment

;

7. The effective "following up" of all cases (not neces-
sarily by letter).

No portions of this extraordinarily valuable re-

port should be read with greater care than those
referring to the need for skilled training and great

study among medical practitioners themselves.

"There is still much need for improvement in staff,"

we are told. "The medical officer must be ap-
pointed (to the venereal clinic) not because he hap-
pens to be on a hospital staff but solely because he
is thoroughly competent and skilled. The success

or failure of the work depends mainly upon him.
He must be prepared to devote himself to his task

and adopt hours and arrangements convenient to the

patient. The whole medical nvirsing and orderly

stafif should be competent, should serve under one
head officer, and should work together in a prear-

ranged and agreed system of coordination. Women
doctors or nurses should be present in all clinics for

women and girls. . . . The time has come . . .

for intensive culture, for mtich more thoroughness,

for a fuller and more exact understanding of the

absolute necessity for attention to detail if lasting

success is to be obtained. I am bound to advise that

if'the work of these clinics is not properly done

—

if it is casual, superficial or perfunctory—they should

be disapproved by the Ministry. It is better to have
only a few clinics well organized and scientifically

controlled than a large number which are not thus

administered."

Finally, the Chief Medical Officer calls special

attention to these three points

:

First, the authorities should now make arrangements for

the effective treatment of women and children infected with
syphilis and gonorrhea who are in attendance at maternity
and child welfare centers.

Second, the county authorities should have as part of their

schemes suitable arrangements for dealing with venereal

disease in small towns and rural districts.

Thirdly, it is extremely desirable that fuller arrange-
ments should be made by authorities for bringing the gen-
eral medical practitioner within their schemes of treatment
or education.

And to facilitate what is termed "the best way of

dealing with most cases of these diseases," viz.,

through the skilful private practitioner, the chief

medical officer definitely suggests the setting up of

a "practitioner service.".

Taking all these matters into careful consideration

—particularly the lastnamed—and knowing that the

cure of infected women is greatly retarded by in-

frequent medical treatment, by undoubted inability

to apply home treatment, by continual reinfection

(especially in the case of married women), by the

contraction of mixed infection during the course of

tieatment, and above all by failure to give skilled

;idvice in personal hygienic measures for diminish-

ing the risks of infection and failure to provide and
recommend the most suitable substances for this

purpose. I am now endeavoring to assist in the

organization of a private practioners' (venereal)

service association on the following lines

:

1. That a private practitioners' (venereal disease) ser-

vice association should be formed, consisting of qualified

medical practitioners as members, and the lay public as

associates, for the purpose of promoting and providing
the following

:

a. Skilled treatment for venereal diseases by private

practitioners
;

b. Ablution for women ;

c. Instruction in personal disinfection;

d. Sale of suitable disinfectants and literature.

The policy of the association to be controlled by an ad-
visory council.

2. That dispensaries for women (and later for men)
should be established as voluntary institutions

;

3. At these dispensaries there should be a general medi-
cal consulting room in charge of a qualified venereologist,

where advice can be oiifained and medical examinations
made (pathological investigation and diagnosis work to be
done at apjiroved laboratories)

;

4. Continued treatment by practitioners would not be
given at these dispensaries either by the venereologist in

charge or by the honorary advisory staff of private practi-

tioners connected with the dispensary
;
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5. Infected women requiring continued medical treat-

ment, and able to pay for this, should be treated privately at

the practitioners' own rooms ; and those patients unable to

pay should be referred to the public clinics

;

6. Facilities for ablution in suitable toilet cabinets, under
the supervision of a trained nurse, should be available

twenty-four hours a day

;

7. Medical officers attending public clinics should be re-

quested to advise infected women unable to give themselves
home treatment to make use of the dispensary ablutipn

facilities

;

8. All women patients and any other women who sought
advice should be given oral and written instructions in

immediate self disinfection and sexual sanitation generally,

individually and personally, under the supervision of the

venereologist in charge of the dispensary, so that the present

serious leakage in health and wealth due to continual in-

fection and reinfection of women should be lessened as

far as possible; and if possible, ordinary toilet facilities

and reading rooms, etc., should be available to all women
at the dispensary (whether patients or not), and every
pains taken to render the establishment popular and ac-

ceptable to women generally

;

9. A sales dispensary should be run for the sale of cheap
portable disinfectants in suitable form for personal applica-

tion, for the sale of all sexual toilet articles, suitable litera-

ture, and printed directions for men and for women in im-
mediate self disinfection, definite and personal instruction

to be given in sexual sanitation when sales are being ef-

fected if required by the purchasers;
10. Printed lists of private practitioners qualified and

willing to treat infected women at dispensary rates (to be
agreed upon) should be issued free at the dispensary; also

printed lists of chemists willing to sell suitable disinfectants

and apparatus at fixed prices

;

11. If possilile, a suitable private house or other premises
be obtained as a free gift or loan to the private practition-

ers' (venereal disease) service association; if such gift or

loan is not available, then a group of private practitioners

should be asked to establish a dispensary among themselves,

where they would give voluntary advice to patients, tiut treat

any paying patients at their own rooms

;

12. Members of the association should pay an annual
subscription of two guineas and associates an annual sub-
scription of one guinea, and patrons should be sought will-

ing to donate sums of money for the establishment and
maintenance of the association and its work.

Of course privacy is greatly desired l^y all men,
and particularly by all women, seeking treatment

for venereal disease, and there is no doubt that the

chief medical officer's suggestion of distributing the

patients among the private practitioners rather than

encouraging them to come to public "clinics will help

to secure this. But patients need to know which
practitioners to go to, and at present there is no
proper means of their ascertaining this. The chief

medical officer tells us that: "Special provision is

now made in all the twenty-two medical schools of

England and Wales for teaching medical students

the diagnosis, pathology, and treatment of venereal

disease ; all the venereal disease clinics approved by
the Ministry of Health are open for the instruction

and assistance of medical practitioners ; and the

tTiedical schools provide opportunities for the special

postgraduate study of these diseases and instruction

in the application of new methods of treatment."

Thus there would be no difficulty in making up
suitable lists of really qualified venereologists. Ar-
rangements could certainly be made with such prac-

tioners to treat cases at suitable rates of payment, the

fees being found by the patients themselves wherever
possible. The estimated sum required for the treat-

ment of venereal disease out of the English tax-

payers' pockets for the coming year is no less than

£560,000, and this of course does not cover nearly

all tlie public expenditure made directly and in-

directly in this connection.

Whatever we may think of the past efforts of the

Ministry of Health in regard to the control of ven-

ereal disease, we should certainly respond to the

chief medical officer's call to review the whole situa-

tion. Indeed his report is more than confirmed by
the latest information available from the United
States of America—particularly from Pennsylvania.

There some thirty public clinics have been established

under the commissioner of health (Dr. Edward Mar-
tin), the commissioner's department being divided

into three branches—medical, social, and legislative,

the medical branch having entire supervision and
financial responsibility for the clinics. Free treat-

ment is given in these clinics only to those patients

whose economic conditions will not permit treatment

either by private physicians or by clinics charging

a nominal fee. Upon entrance, patients are ques-

tioned as to their ability to pay for services. Those
able to pay a private physician are referred to out-

side doctors who are registered with the clinics, li

in a position to pay only a small sum, they are re-

ferred to hospital clinics which charge a nominal
fee. Indigent patients are treated free in the state

clinics. Continuance of treatment of a patient is en-

sured by sending a notice to return for treatment.

If this does not effect a return, a clinic makes use

of the legal machinery at the disposal of the depart-

ment of health. Through an act of the state legisla-

ture passed in 1921 there has been placed at the

disposal of the department of health a modern four

hundred bed hospital for the care and treatment of

syphilitic patients who are menaces to the public

health. Immediate treatment (venereal prophylaxis)

for those exposed to disease has been approved by
the Pennsylvania State Department of Health.

Prophylaxis as used in the Army by means of

stations is considered impractical in civilian life.

Tubes containing inaterial for immediate selfdisin-

fection are given the department's approval, when
after tests they meet requirements. The material

usually employed is after the formula of Metchni-

kofif, and the tubes of calomel ointment are on sale

in drug stores with printed directions, by authority

of the Commissioner of Health.

In England the claim that disinfectants with suit-

able directions should be on sale to, and brought

to the knowledge of, the general public has been

fought inch by inch on the ground that unless vice

is kept dangerous the morality of the English nation

is in grave danger! The promotion of cleanliness

is believed to be equivalent to the encouragement of

vice. Thus there are, so far as my enquiries go,

hardly any shops in London where women's bidet

pans can be purchased. Several French cheinists

told me these used to come from Austria before the

war, and now they are practically unprocurable. So
it is little use recommending women liable to infec-

tion to use this method of cleansing themselves.

Under date of August 16, 1921, I have a note from
the Ministry of Health saying: "In reply to your
memorandimi of the 11th instant, no ablution centres

for women of the kind referred to (for venereal

prophylaxis) therein have been provided by local

authorities under their approved scheme."
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The promotion of sexual cleanliness by personal

disinfection is not approved officially : only skilled

<lisinfection in depots is recommended—but there

are no depots, and not likely to be any apparently, in

most ])arts of England. Manchester is the excep-

tion. Two depots have been established there— for

men only—and the average cost of each single ablu-

tion is just over half-a-crown. It is quite obvious

therefore that if sexual sanitation is to be promoted
at all, it must be on the lines of individual responsi-

bility and expense. The ratepayers will never con-

sent to tax themselves to the extent of 2/6 per

"risk." Even in regard to disease, the general opin-

ion of thoughtful medical officers in this country, as

in America, is that the provision of secret, quick,

certain, and much advertised free for all treatment

at the public expense of diseases usually contracted

by sexual promiscuity is a scandal in ethics, and
necessarily leads not to the control but to the spread

of both disease and immorality. The socalled sin-

ners find it much easier to rely on luck than bother

about personal cleanliness ; and if they are "unlucky"
—there is the free clinic to go to. Medical prac-

titioners also hold that the present weekly or bi-

weekly treatment (instead of daily treatment) is

unscientific and ineffective—therefore involving

great waste of public money—and that the clinics

are greatly abused by persons who can perfectly

well afiford. not only to buy their own disinfectants

to minimize the risks they insist on running in spite

of all exhortation to the contrary, but also to pay
for private treatment of diseases they have wilfully

risked contracting. If there were some form of

compulsory confidential notification of venereal dis-

ease in England to ensure continuous treatment un-
til the patient is cured or at any rate rendered non-
infective, then the public expenditure might be jus-

tified to some extent, but where the ministry of

health has no control over the patients whatsoever,
and the patients simply come and go as they please,

or do not come at all, obviously no good purpose is

served by encouraging infected persons to go to the

free public clinics at the expense of the ratepayers

rather than to go to private practitioners at their

own expense, or to clinics charging small fees as in

America.

Apart from private treatment for disease, the en-

couragement of sexual sanitation by individual

. cleanliness and selfdisinfection where necessary is the

only way in which in England any impression can be
made on the venereal problem. That is the policy

of the Society for the Prevention of Venereal Dis-

ease: to teach individual disinfection: but that pol-

icy is inoperative at present because the Ministry
of Health will not inform chemists what materials

are best suited for sexual disinfection, they will not

authorize suitable printed directions (have indeed
forbidden the distribution of these), and they will

not furnish any society with funds for teaching the
public how to keep themselves clean. The Venereal
Disease Act 1917 definitely states that "a person
shall not hold out or recommend to the public by
any notice or advertisement, or by any written or
printed pai)ers, or handbills, etc. *

. . . medica-
ments for the prevention ... of any venereal
disease :" but it is provided that "nothing in this

section shall apply to any advertisement, noti-

fication, announcement, recommendation, or holding

out made or published by any local or public author-

ity," etc. But the onus of failing to prevent venereal

disease does not rest entirely on the shoulders of the

Ministry of Health : it rests equally on every local

public health authority which has failed to authorize

suitable sul:)stances and directions for the prevention

of venereal infection. When giving evidence before

the National Birthrate Commission the representa-

tives of the Ministry of Health put the matter quite

plainly, as a reference to the evidence of Mr. A. B.

Maclachlan will show (pages 216-217-218) : "There
is no reason why a municipality should not do as it

likes. The approval of the Ministry of Health is

only necessary when it is asked to pay part of the

expense ... I think it desirable to make it quite

clear that the Ministry of Health is not a depart-

ment which does these things itself. It is not com-
parable to the War Office."

The public in this country, as in every country,

needs to be taught plainly that syphilis and gonor-
rhea are not immoral diseases : that they are simply
dirt diseases contaminating innocent and guilty alike

—may indeed hit the innocent and miss the guilty.

They cannot be given this and other information in

regard to sexual sanitation except in properly au-

thorized clinics and dispensaries, and women will

certainly go to such dispensaries as soon as they
are conducted with intelligence and kindness—that

is, made acceptable to the women themselves. The
first thing to realize, so far as women are concerned,
is that the prevention of fecundity and the preven-
tion of infection are parallel problems, and must go
hand in hand. The second thing is that society is

not now making suitable provision for the satisfac-

tion of the normal sexual needs of men and women
by marriage—therefore a large amount of extra-

marital relationship is inevitable ; and thirdly, the

majority of adult persons all over the Empire are

now determined to have sexual intercourse, if pos-

sible, without fear of infection and without fear of
impregnation, but to have sexual intercourse at their

own option in any case. Their view is that their

bodies are their own, and they will do what they like

with them. Those who deny this natural right and
suppress a knowledge of selfdisinfection are merely
forcing men and women to rely on luck instead of

prophylaxis. Whether such freedom of conduct can
safely be granted or taken, in the absence of any
medical supervision or control of public women re-

mains to be seen. My own experience in Egypt,
France and England convinces me that so long as

infected women are left free to spread disease as

they like, they will succeed in contaminating men
faster than the medical authorities can provide dis-

infection, and very much faster than the moral au-
thorities can ensure continence. Thus the social

evil tends to go from bad to worse, in spite of all

one can do by means of prophylaxis. Nevertheless

it is by prophylaxis, and by prophylaxis alone, that

there is any practical hope in I^igland of checking
the spread of venereal diseases. (Article II will deal

with tolerated houses, supervision of contacts, com-
pulsory notification, welfare centres, different meth-
ods of prophylaxis.)
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VENEREAL DISEASE IN GREAT BRITAIN.

In a circular just issued to county and county

borough councils in England and Wales on the sub-

ject of the prevention and treatment of venereal dis-

eases the Ministry of Health makes the important

announcement that the Government has decided that

it cannot give official support to selfdisinfection as

a policy. It is recalled that the general conclusion

of the interdepartmental committee, which consid-

ered the question in the light of the experience

gained during the war, was that although certain

drugs, properly and skilfully applied, may be effica-

cious in preventing venereal disease, the most care-

fully organized system for the supply of these drugs

in packets and the instruction of soldiers as to their

use did not produce such a general reduction in the

incidence of disease as to warrant their recom-

mendation for general use by the civilian population.

Moreover, it was found that where preventive treat-

ment by a skilled attendant was provided, after ex-

posure to the risk of infection, the results were bet-

ter than when the same measures were taken by the

individual concerned, even though he had received

the most careful instruction. The Government has

given careful considerations to the views of the

official interdepartmental committee and the unoffi-

cial subcommittee of the National Birth Rate Com-
mission published recently and find that there is

general agreement that the best way to avoid risk

of disease is to abstain from promiscuous inter-

course, and that disinfection immediately after ex-

posure to risk of infection is effective only to the

extent to which it can be thoroughly applied in the

particular case.

The actual situation which confronts the Govern-

ment is that there is not unanimity of opinion on the

medical side as to the practicability and likelihood

of success of selfdisinfection for the civil popula-

tion, whereas on the moral and social side most

weighty objections are advanced against it. It is

clear that this question is one which cannot be de-

cided solely by reference to medical opinion ; moral

and social considerations of very great importance

are involved in it. In the circumstances the British

Government has decided that it cannot give official

support to selfdisinfection as a policy. It is added

that this decision emphasizes the importance in the

interests not only of the individuals concerned, but

also of the community in general, of continuing

and extending public instruction and enlightenment

concerning the dangers of these diseases, and

it is urged that no opportunity should be lost of in-

fluencing public opinion on the matter. The Min-
ister suggests the advisability of widespread distribu-

tion of leaflets and other methods of instruction by

local authorities, warning the public of dangers of

venereal diseases and containing advice on the fol-

lowing lines: 1. The prevalence of venereal diseases

is a grave source of danger and ill health to the

public. 2. These diseases are usually contracted

through promiscuous intercourse, and the best way
to avoid risk is to avoid such intercourse. It is the

duty of all individuals who have incurred, or think

they have incurred, the risk of contracting disease,

to cleanse themselves thoroughly and immediately

and thereby diminish the risk. 3. If any signs or

symptoms of disease, however slight, are expe-

rienced, the individual should promptly seek medical

advice, or attend a venereal diseases clinic. 4. Any
attempt at selftreatment is likely to be disastrous.

The Minister of Health has expressed the

opinion that the arguments which have influenced

the Government in deciding against any official pol-

icy of selfdisinfection do not apply to the provision

of ablution centres where facilities are provided,

with proper safeguards for disinfection by skilled

attendants acting under medical supervision. The
experience so far obtained is not sufficient to enable

any final conclusions to be drawn as to whether such

centres should be established in large towns ; but

the evidence available as to the results obtained in

different armies justifies further experiments of the

same kind for the civilian population, and the min-

ister is accordingly prepared to consider applications

for the approval of the experimental provision of

further ablution centres. With regard to questions

which have arisen as to the precise effect of section

two of the act of 1917, the minister is advised

that a druggist does not commit an offence by selling

any substances for which he is asked merely be-

cause they are capable of being used as disinfectants

against venereal diseases, so long as the substances

are not sold accompanied by any written or printed

recommendations or instructions as to use.

The circular referred to and quoted from above

shows that the National Council for Combating

Venereal Diseases imd the Society for the Preven-

tion of Venereal Diseases are almost as far from

agreement as ever. The Ministry of Health is at

one with the National Council for Combating Ven-

ereal Diseases in opposing the proposals of the So-

ciety for the Prevention of Venereal Diseases that
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every facility should be afforded for immediate self-

disinfection. However, the society is still strenu-

ously endeavoring to carry its points, and the matter

seems to be by no means settled by the recent deci-

sion of the Ministry of Health.

INTRAVESICAL CYSTIC DILATATION OF
THE POSTERIOR URETHRA.

Although congenital in nature, intravesical cystic

dilatation of the urethra may not be manifest clinic-

ally until between the ages of forty to seventy years.

Nevertheless, from the etiological and clinical view-

point the congenital character of the process is made

evident by the frequence of its appearance in very

young children, even during the early months of

infancy. The frequency of this process in the female

is less easily explained. According to Okomoto, it

is the result of laxity of connective tissue, but it

might be better if v^^e frankly admitted our complete

ignorance. During the early phase of its evolution

the affection progresses silently in some cases, while

in others the patients suffer from birth with an im-

perious desire to micturate frequently, a condition

frequently leading to incontinence. These are the

most usual symptoms at the onset as well as pain

without discharge on micturition. They are merely

symptoms of vesical irritation due 'to the presence of

a cyst in the bladder acting as a foreign body, caus-

ing contraction of the bladder and engendering fre-

quent desire to empty the bladder, while at the same

time it hinders contraction and makes the process

painful. The cyst may also reduce the bladder

capacity in direct ratio to its size.

A. large share of these symptoms, however, must

be attributed to cystitis and urethral infection, as

is shown in many cases by the occurrence of

pyuria and terminal hematuria. Another symptom

is retention, usually intermittent and temporary, but

may occasionally be total and require the passage of

a catheter. The phenomena of retention are un-

doubtedly due to the fact that at the time of con-

traction the lower pole of the cyst comes up against

the internal orifice of the urethra forming a plug.

If the cyst is pedunculated and movable the reten-

tion, will suddenly cease as in calculus, especially

when the patient lies down. When a large cyst be-

comes engaged in the urethra it must necessarily

obstruct the canal, but strange to say this has not

been noted in the cases reported. Prolapse of the

urethra is also noted in cystic dilatation and al-

though no reason can be given it occurs more fre-

quently in young children than in adults. It may be

intermittent and can usually be reduced easily. The
tumor is slack when in repose and gives the sensa-

tion of a partially filled cyst becoming tense when
the child cries. An erroneous diagnosis of prolapse

of the vesical mucosa is usually made in these cases,

because the mucosa may be more or less necrosed,

presenting dark red or black patches. Beside this

pseudoprolapsus and the bladder symptoms there are

other symptoms leading one to suspect a renal lesion.

Severe pain in the lumbar region with paroxysms

resembling renal colic, uniformly cloudy urine with

abundant deposits, enlarged painful kidneys, pain

being brought on by palpation along the tract of

the ureters, all are symptoms indicating an inflamma-

tory involvement of the upper urinary tract.

Briefly, the majority of the symptoms of intra-

vesical cystic dilatation of the urethra are symptoms

arising from its complications, while those properly

belonging to it have little diagnostic significance.

Generally speaking, a physical examination gives no

data as to the lesion itself and in only one case (re-

ported by Pasteau) did combined palpation reveal a

calculus located in the posterior end of the urethra,

and the surgeon thus led to suspect a coexisting in-

travesical cystic dilatation of the canal. Diagnosis

of the process can be made only with the cystoscope.

Without this the true nature of the disease will re-

main unknown for years to the great detriment of

the patient, for although the prognosis is good in

general, serious accidents may arise and even result

in death. One patient died from intraabdominal

rupture of a pyonephrosis, the result of the urethral

process.

If a diagnosis is not made and the urethral lesion

remains untreated infection of the upper urinary

tract is bound to occur sooner or later. The treat-

ment is surgical and several operative procedures

have been employed according to the case. Supra-

pubic cystotomy followed by complete excision of

the cyst has been successful, while endovesical treat-

ment by division or, better still, free cauterization of

the cystic pocket, will result in recovery.

THE LIMIT OF THE DURATION OF
PREGNANCY

The question of the possible limit of the duration

of pregnancy arose recently in a suit for divorce

brought by a British soldier, whose wife gave birth

to a child three hundred and thirty-one days after

his return to military duty. The medical experts

were not asked to testify that pregnancy could last

three hundred and thirty-one days, but merely to

state any scientific reason which would make such

a duration physically impossible. They agreed that

there was no such scientific reason, and since no

evidence of adultery was presented the Lord Chan-
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cellor accepted the testimony of the mother and

denied the appUcation for divorce which had been

made by the husband on the ground of aduUery.

The common law of Prussia recognizes three hun-

dred and two days of pregnancy as possible, while

the Rhenish and French civil codes place the limit

at three hundred days. Under the limit admitted

as possible in this British case, three hundred and

thirty-one days, a child might inherit property as a

legal heir in the United Kingdom who would be

deemed illegitimate in Prussia, where three hundred

and two days is the limit under common law, and

might be legitimate in Prussia though illegitimate in

France or the Rhine provinces, where under the

code three hundred days is the limit of pregnancy

recognized by law.

In the reign of Edward II the Countess of

Gloucester gave birth to a child one year and seven

months after the death of her husband and the child

was adjudged legitimate. The presumption is always

in favor of the legitimacy of the child born in wed-

lock and this presumption can only be overborne by

strong evidence to the contrary. Indeed, any child

born in wedlock was held to be legitimate under

early English law, so long as the husband was not

"beyond the four seas" and was not impotent, but

this ruling has not held for several centuries.

The presumption is that birth will take place on

or about the tenth menstrual period after that upon

which conception has ensued. Since the ordinary

menstrual period is twenty-eight days this would

make the normal term of pregnancy two hundred

and eighty days. But since there is a variation in

this term in different women, the woman who has a

shorter interval between menstrual periods would

probably have a shorter period of gestation than

two hundred and eighty days, while the woman who
has a longer interval may have a correspondingly

longer period of gestation (Wharton and Stille,

Medical Jurisprudencc )

.

In an analysis of fifty-six cases reported by vari-

ous authors (Joe. cit.) the average duration of preg-

nancy, dating from a single intercourse, was two

hundred and seventy-six days, the shortest term two

hundred and sixty days, and the longest two hun-

dred and ninety-six. Calculations based solely on

suppression of the menses are of course not to be

depended on since this may be brought about by

so many other causes than pregnancy.

In a Pennsylvania case reported in the American

Journal of the Medical Sciences it was held that the

law fixed no ultimate term of possible delay in ges-

tation, and Professor Atlee, in that journal, men-

tioned a case in his own practice where the period

was about a year. The latter period has received

the sanction of the law in Pennsylvania as the long-

est period of indulgence which the law allows to

a married woman who has a child in the absence of

her husband. This goes much further than the term

in the English case of three hundred and thirty-one

days.

According to Stewart (Legal Medicine, p. 177)

many cases apparently well authenticated have been

found in which the period extended to eleven lunar

months (three hundred and eight days) and longer,

but it is difficult in these cases to fix ujx)n a definite

starting point from which to reckon the period of

gestation.

In considering the possibiHties of delayed preg-

nancy the length of time during which the sperma-

tozoa may keep alive in the hostess before actually

uniting with the ovum must be taken into considera-

tion. Recent German investigations indicate that

this may be as much as fourteen days. Indeed, it

would be difficult to place a definite limit beyond

which the spermatozoa could not live. Theoretically,

of course, it could not survive over the menstrual

period.

PHYSICIAN AUTHORS: SIR FREDERICK
TREVES.

Another book, The Riviera of the Corniche Road,

by Sir Frederick Treves, the most famous surgeon

of the United Kingdom, is off the press. Like al-

most all his other nonmedical writings, this book is

an engaging volume of description, observation, and

genial philosophy, spiced with a dry but delectable

humor. Sir Frederick is a great traveler and enjoys

writing about his travels. The world has long

known him in other than medical fields, although it

was as a surgeon and an author of surgical books

that he rose to fame. There was a time when he

was said to be the most prolific surgical author

alive. His pen and his knife were, in his earlier

days, never idle, and his medical books were classics

on both sides of the Atlantic. His best known
work was his Manual of Operative Surgery, a book

of especial value to beginners in the profession.

Beside the manual he is, in the medical field, the

author of innumerable brief articles on various

phases of medicine and surgery, several treatises on

intestinal obstruction, peritonitis, appendicitis and

other diseases, a German-English dictionary of medi-

cal terms, volumes on physical education and other

subjects, and a treatise on the medical side of the

alcohol problem.

It was in 1900 that he branched out as a nonmedi-

cal writer. In that year his Tales of a Field Hos-

pital appeared. This was a short volume written

after liis return to London from the Boer War, in
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which he served as consulting surgeon to the field

forces in Natal. He was with the main column

from Colenso to Ladysmith. The Rcviczv of Rc-

viczvs said of this book that "for delicate humor and

pathos, descriptive power and for tender sympathy

with the wounded soldier, this little book has no

equal in the literature which the war called forth."

His other books include The Other Side of the

Lantern, an account of a tour of the world; Higli-

ways and Byzi'ays in Dorset (his native shire) ; The

Cradle of the Deep, an account of a West Indian

cruise; Uganda for a Holiday, which is descriptive

of Uganda, its people and its ])lant and animal life

;

The Land That Is De.<iolatc, dealing with Palestine

;

and The Country of the Ring and the Book, dealing

with the land which is the background of Brown-

ing's poem.
The war left Sir Frederick no time for writing

books. Although he had retired as an active prac-

titioner, the war called him into service again as

president of the Headquarters Medical Board of

the British War Office, as a member of the advisory

board of the Army Medical Service, and as a mem-
ber of the Army Service Commission. Now that

the war is over, he is again in retirement, and it is

probable that in the course of time there will be

other delightful volumes from his pen. His only

official position now is that of Sergeant Surgeon to

the King, which he has been since he performed, on

June 24, 1902, the operation which saved the life

of King Edward VH, father of the present King.

Sir Frederick retired from practice before he was

fifty-five, and when his fame was at its zenith, say-

ing that "It is better to retire decently when you

can do so than live to be kicked out later for in-

competence."

During his years of practice he was an indefatiga-

ble worker, rising at five every morning and retiring

promptly at ten, but regularly each year he took a

three months' vacation, generally on the sea. His

chief interest outside the medical profession was,

in his active days, the sea, its men and their history.

He was an expert swimmer and could manage al-

most any kind of water craft. He was, and is, an

enthusiast for boat sailing and sea fishing and he

held a pilot's certificate. Yachting was his own
remedy for jaded nerves. The rock bottom axiom

of his life, it is .said, was "Early to bed and early

to rise, and long and absolute holidays," a motto

which is ix)pular with so many other great men.

Treves was born in Dorchester in 1853 and re-

ceived his general education at the Merchant Tailor's

School, after which, having decided to become a

physician, he pursued his medical studies in London

Hospital. When he was twenty-eight years old he

was appointed Hunterian professor of anatomy and

Wilson professor of pathology at the Royal College

of Surgeons, posts which he held for six years with

marked success. His fame became international

and graduates and undergraduates from all parts of

the world went to London to hear him lecture and

explain cases. His specialty, to a great extent, was

operations affecting the intestines. In England, at

least, he was the first to introduce the removal of

the appendix. "His name," says Wilfred T. Gren-

fell (in Putnam's and the Reader, February, 1909),

"was always a guarantee that there was something

he wanted to say that was worth saying, and how-

ever dry and professional that was, his article or

lecture always was full of dry, terse humor. . . .

You would wonder how the solemn scientific au-

thorities that you yourself have stood in awe of

could have listened to such sensible, but revolution-

ary speaking, unless they preferred to think it was

all banter. He couldn't do the most ordinary thing

in a conventional way.

"His Manual of Operative Surgery is just like

the man," continues Grenfell. "It says, 'do this one

thing,' 'use that one instrument,' 'make that particu-

lar incision,' 'insert that ligament and no other'

—

so that you can go up to your work confident that

all will go well. You are no longer in doubt, and the

trepidation resulting from it, even though there may
be better ways of working, for you are inspired by

your author's own confidence—a feeling so abso-

lutely essential to success in surgery. You seem al-

most to see your patient walking away well and

grateful before you begin."

Incidentally, Sir Frederick Treves was one of the

founders of the British Red Cross Society and was

the first chairman of its executive committee.

REAPING ITS HARVEST.
Ellsworth Huntington, in his fascinating specu-

lations on the connection between health and—well

—everything else in the world, from the fluctuation

of the stock market and the ebb and flow of the

tide of immigration to the rise and decline of the

Roman Empire, places health, or lack of it, as the

primary cause. At present it seems as if the re-

verse way of looking at the matter is the truer one.

While much public health work of a general nature

is going forward, local efforts in this direction are

suffering a slump with the decline in business pros-

perity. ICconomy has begun not only at home but

in tliat office which is most nearly at home, which

is most concerned with the welfare of the home—
the department of health.

While this is but another example of popular

ignorance and indiflference to the aims and achieve-
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ment.s of health activities, it argues not a Httle for

the suspicion that health departments have not done

all thcv might to prove themselves worthy of the

.sujjport they have received. Too often the per-

sonnel is one with little or no .special training.

They just grew up in health work. They are

poHtical appointees and servants, and devoid of the

sense of their responsibility. The work of the de-

partment has been done with little inspiration and

with a mininunn of effort. The health officer is a

health officer only. The greater portion of the

active health work has often been done by private

agencies. It is little wonder that in times of eco-

nomic stress funds should not Ije forthcoming for

departments which have not attained a real dignity

in the community nor quite proved their usefulness.

In these and in all times we need the interest of

the philanthropist to set our health de])artments on

a genuine foundation free from political influence

and with sufficient financial backing to secure

trained men. We have endowments for schools,

professorships, and certain research laboratories,

and abundant support for hospitals. It is time

that the well intentioned who are burdened with

wealth were made to feel that the endowment of

local health departments, with provision- that they

be of a high order of personnel and equipment,

would be of more real importance than the giving

of money to hospitals and other means of cure.

When larger taxpayers see the light, the smaller

ones will.

If health departments of the old order are reap-

ing what they have sown and getting from the

public what they gave, it is time to establish depart-

ments altogether free from political influence,

which will prove their usefulness, if we wish to

have really healthy communities.

HEAT CALLED FOE OF ANTHRAX.
Anthrax may be prevented by sterilization, ac-

cording to Alfred Seymour-Jones, of England, who
addressed members of the American Chemical So-

ciety at their recent convention in New York.

"Experience has shown that with hides the only

practicable method to deal with the spore is by soak-

ing in w^eak acid solution," he .said. "But here most
common disinfectants, such as formalin and the

carbolic series, cannot be used owing to their tan-

ning action. Using mercury chloride at one to five

thousand in one per cent formic acid, followed by a

iDrine bath to pickle the hides, has proved very

successful."

Mr. Seymour-Jones said that the Briti.sh Govern-
ment had erected an experimental plant at Liver-

pool, using heat and formalin, which promised good
results. New Zealand had succeeded by sterilization

in keeping anthrax from entering the country in

animal fertilizing matter, he said.

Obituary.

MILTON HOWARD FUSSELL, M. D.,

of Philadelphia.

Dr. Milton Howard Fussell died at his home in

Roxborough, Philadelphia, Saturday, October 15th,

at the age of sixty-six years. He was graduated
from the medical department of the University of
Pennsylvania in 1884. and was a member of the

faculty of that institution for many years. He was
appointed assistant professor of medicine in 1901
and in 1911 became professor of applied therapeu-
tics, a position which he held until his death. He
had a large general practice, and an extensive con-
sulting practice in Philadelphia and throughout the

state, lie was widely known throughout the state

and greatly beloved. He was a member of the

yVssociation of American Physicians, the American
Medical Association, the Pennsylvania State Medi-
cal Society, the College of Physicians of Philadel-

])hia, the Philadelphia Pathological Society, the

Philadelphia Pediatric Society and the Philadelphia

County Medical Society, in whose activities he was
a constant participant. He was also an active mem-
ber of the boards of a number of Medico-Social and
Philanthropic Agencies in Philadelphia and a mem-
ber of the visiting staffs of several hospitals in Phila-

flelphia. • ^

News Items.

Southern Medical Association.—The fifteenth

annual meeting of the Southern Medical Associa-

tion will be held in Hot Springs, Ark., November
14th to 17th, under the presidency of Dr. Jere L.

Crook of Jackson, Tenn.

Vital Statistics.—During the year 1920, in the

birth registration area of the United States, 1,508,874

births were reported, corresponding to an annual
rate of 23.7 in a thousand of population. In the

same area, 836,154 deaths were reported, corre-

sponding to a rate of 13.1 in a thousand.

New York Electrotherapeutic Society.—The
next meeting of this society will be held at the New
York Acadamy of Medicine, Wednesday evening,

November 2nd, under the presidency of Dr. Victor

C. Pedersen. The program will include a paper by
Dr. G. Betton Massey, of Philadelphia, on Rhyth-
mic Electric Weaves in Gynecology, and a paper by
Dr. Barton Cooke Hirst, of Philadelphia, on the

Uses of Electricity in Conditions Pecuhar to Wom-
en. All physicians are invited.

Changes in Medical Faculty at Yale.—Dr.

Francis G. Blake has been appointed John Slade

Ely professor of medicine; Dr. Edwards Albert

Park has been appointed professor of pediatrics.

Dr. Arthur M. Morse has been made full professor

and head of the department of obstetrics and gynec-

ology. Dr. John T. Peters, Jr., has been appointed

associate professor of medicine, and Dr. Alfred T.

Shoale, has been appointed associate professor of

pediatrics. Dr. Samuel C. Hardey, associate pro-

fessor of surgery, has been placed in charge of the

surgical department of the school. Several assistant

professors and instructors have also been appointed.
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Dr. Macht Gets Award for Study on Benzyl
Compounds. — Dr. David I. Alacht, of Johns
HopkiiiN University, has been awarded the third

annual grant from the research fund of the Amer-
ican Pharmaceutical Association for his researches

in connection with new antispasmodics. By means
of experiments carried on at the Johns Hopkins it

was found that the benzyl derivati\es had all the

sedative effect of the opiates without the objection-

able influence of the latter, and there was no un-

favorable reaction after their use. Dr. Macht will

continue his work of investigating other drugs having

a sedative action. The grant from the research

fund amounts to the interest on $20,000 annually.

Semicentennial of the American Public Health
Association.—November 8th to 19th will be

Health Fortnight in New York. A health institute

will be held from November 8th to 11th; from
November 14th to 19th, there will be a health ex-

hibit in Grand Central Palace ; and from November
14th to 19th the fiftieth annual meeting of the

American Public Health Association will be held

in the Hotel Astor. Dr. Stephen Smith, who
founded the Public Health Association and who is

now in his ninety-ninth year, will take an active part

in the various activities of Health Fortnight. The
health institute will constitute one of the most im-

portant features of the meeting. It will furnish a

comprehensive coiirse on public health matters and

is not confined to members of the Public Health

Association, but is open to all public health workers.

The program of the section in communicable dis-

eases will include the New Jersey State Board's

Venereal Conference in Jersey City on Thursday,

November 10th. Those who are planning to attend

should communicate with Dr. Donald B. Arm-
strong, director, 370 Seventh Avenue, New York.

Personal.—Dr. Philip Rantjen, formerly pro-

fessor of bacteriology at the University of Cali-

fornia, has been elected to membership in the Amer-
ican Association for the Advancement of Science.

Dr. Rantjen is credited with having isolated the

germ causing anemia and producing an antitoxin

and serum for its cure.

Miss Ettie A. Rout, London, of the New Zealand

Volunteer Sisters, has been awarded the mcdialle

dc la reconnaissance francaisc, in recognition of her

war work as head of the Anzac Soldiers' Club in

Paris, and for her services during 1920 as head of

the American Red Cross depot and canteen at Vil-

lers-Bretonneux.

Professor Fedor Dessauer of the University of

Frankfort, Germany, who came to America on the

invitation of the American Rontgen Ray Society,

was given a dinner at the Hotel Plaza by Dr.

Charles H. Jaeger, of New York.

Dr. Livingston Farrand was inaugurated as

president of Cornell L^niversity on Thursday, Oc-
tober 20th.

Dr. Louise Mcllroy has been appointed professor

of obstetrics and gynecology at the London School

of Medicine for Women. Dr. Mcllroy was surgeon

in charge of the Scottish Women's hospital at Sa-

loniki and Belgrade from 1915 to 1919, and since

then has been gynecological specialist to the Eighty-

second General Hospital of Constantinople.

Pay Clinics at Cornell.— Cornell University
Medical College will open a model pay clinic at First

Avenue and Twenty-seventh Street. It is planned

to hold the clinics every afternoon from 1.30 until 4
o'clock, except on Sundays and holidays, and even-

ing clinics will be held on Tuesdays and Fridays

until 7 o'clock. The fees will be one dollar for

each visit for examination and treatment. Diagnosis

of cases requiring special examination and study with

group consultation and written diagnosis will cost

ten dollars. The following doctors will be in charge:

Medicine, Dr. Lewis A. Conner
;
general surgery,

l^r. Charles L. Gibson ; obstetrics and gynecology,

Dr. George Gray Ward
;
urology, Dr. Edward L.

Keyes, Jr.; neurology. Dr. Charles L. Dana; psy-

cliiatry. Dr. George H. Kirby; dermatology, Dr.

Hans J . Schwartz
;
otology. Dr. Frederick Whiting

;

Iar)'ngology and rhinology, Dr. Harmon Smith

;

orthopedic surgery, Dr. Charlton Wallace ; ront-

genology, Dr. Lewis Gregory Cole
;
ophthalmology,

Dr. Robert G. Reese.

(JS .

Died.

Anderson.—In Beloit, Wis., on Friday, October 7th, Dr.
Harold B. Anderson, aged fifty-six years.

Bachman.—In Lake Park, la., on Friday, September
30th, Dr. Morris P. Bachman, aged sixty-seven years.

Bartlett.—In Clarksburg, W. Va., on Tuesday, October
October 11th, Dr. Meigs J. Bartlett, aged fifty-one years.

Carmichael.—In Davenport, la., on Saturday, October
8th, Dr. Benjamin F. Carmichael, aged seventy years.

Crandall.—In Hudson Falls, N. Y., on Wednesday, Oc-
tober 12th, Dr. Charles E. Crandall, of Schuylerville, N. Y.

Denny.—In Nassau, N. Y., on Thursday, October 6th,

Dr. Eli Denny, aged seventy-six years.

Foss.—In Dexter, Me., on Sunday, October 9th, Dr.
Charles Miller Foss, aged seventy-four years,

Fussell.—In Williamsport, Pa., on Saturday, October
ISth, Dr. Milton Howard Fussell, of Philadelphia, aged
sixty-six years.

Gould.—In Bellevue, Ky., on Tuesday, October 4th, Dr.
Isaac P. Gould, aged fifty years.

Harris.—In Colfax, Wash., on Thursday, October 6th,

Dr. John F. Harris, of LaCrosse, aged sixty-nine years.

Helm.—In Beloit, W^is., on Wednesday, October 5th, Dr.
Ernest C. Helm, aged sixty-six years.

Jones.—In Atlanta, Ga., on Thursday, October 6th, Dr.
Edward G. Jones, aged forty-eight years.

Kerr.—In Oil City, Pa., on Sunday, October 9th, Dr.
Marcus C. Kerr, of Carnegie, Pa., aged fifty-seven years.

KiLEY.—In Pawtucket, R. 'I., on Thursday, October 13th,

Dr. Edward S. Kiley, aged fifty-two years.

McCann.—In Brooklyn, N. Y., on Wednesday, October
19th, Dr. Charles L. McCann, aged seventy-four years.

Murphy.—In Dorchester, Mass., on Thursday, October
6th, Dr. John H. Murphy, aged seventy-eight years.

..Palmer.—In Passaic, N. J., on Monday, October 17th,

Dr. C. Alanson Palmer, of Brooklyn, N. Y., aged fifty

years.

Pnuxn'S.—In Bar Harbor, Me., on Sunday, October 9th,

Dr. George A. Phillips, aged sixty-seven years.

Pyle.—In Philadelphia, Pa., on Saturday, October 8th.

Dr. Walter Lytle Pyle, aged forty-nine years.

Rem.\ge.—In Jennings, La., on Monday, September 26th,

Dr. George W. Remage, aged eighty-four years.

Reppard.—In Middlebourne, W. Va., on Sunday, October
10th, Dr. Myron M. Reppard, aged fifty-four years.

Rhoads.—In Boyertown, Pa., on Friday, October 14th.

Dr. Reuben B. Rhoads, aged eighty-nine years.



Book Reviews
ELECTROTHERAPEUTICS.

Aids to Electrotherapeutics. By J. Magnus Redding,
F. R. C. S., Surgical Radiographer, Guy's Hospital ; Late
Assistant in X Ray and Electrotherapeutic Departments,
Charing Cross Hospital, etc. New York : William Wood
& Co., 1921. Pp. viii-196.

In this little pocket size volume, of not quite two
hundred pages, the author has attempted to provide

a practical guide to the art of electrotherapy, and
in a very large degree he has succeeded in his mis-

sion. It must be obvious that so extensive a sub-

ject cannot be covered in great detail in a volume
of such small size as the one under review, but the

author has succeeded in presenting this large subject

in a tabloid form that is quite satisfactory. He takes

up the different varieties of electricity from a prac-

tical viewpoint, leaving theoretical considerations

aside, to be dealt with only in so far as they are

considered necessary for a proper .understanding of

the subject. There are good chapters on ionization,

diathermy, high frequency and radiant heat. The
X rays receive considerable attention, and their dan-

gers are jitstly emphasized. The Freiburg technic,

consisting of giving a large dose of x rays through
multiple ports of entry at one sitting, is quite fully

described. Radium therapy does not seem to have
received the amount of consideration which the im-

portance of the subject deserves, but sufficient for

all practical purposes. The volume closes with a

rather large index of treatment, which must be of

value to the electrotherapeutist.

It may be said that this little book covers the sub-

ject fully yet briefly, and contains a vast amount of

information on the subject of electrotherapeutics.

A TEXTBOOK OF PATHOLOGY.
A Textbook of General Pathology. For the Use of Stu-

dents and Practitioners. By j. Martin Beattie, M. A.
(N. Z.), M.D. (Edin.), M. R. C. S., L. R. C. P. (Lend.),
Professor of Bacteriology, University of Liverpool ; Bac-
teriologist to the City of Liverpool ; Honorable Bacteriolo-

gist to the Royal Southern Hospital, the Hospital for

Women, the Samaritan Hospital, and Stanley Hospital,

Liverpool
;
Formerly Professor of Pathology and Bac-

teriology, University of Sheffield, etc., and W. E. Car-
negie Dickson, M. D., B. Sc., F. R. C. P. (Edin.), Di-
rector of the Pathological Department, Royal Hospital
for Chest Diseases, London ; Lecturer on Bacteriology to

the Royal Institute of Public Health, London ; Lecturer

on Pathological Bacteriology in the University of Edin-
burgh

;
Pathologist and Bacteriologist to the Royal Hos-

pital for Sick Children, etc. With Two Hundred and
Thirty-three Illustrations in the Text and Thirteen Col-

ored Plates from the Original. Second Edition. London :

William Heineman, Limited, 1921. Pp. xxv-496.

Textbooks are sometimes not altogether what they

should be
;
they are even occasionally misleading.

Views hallowed by tradition are set down as if they

were gospel truth and new views, although they may
be based on a sound foundation or at least be worthy
of investigation, are passed by. There is still a

great deal of conservatism in medicine and surgery

and this fact is often strikingly exemplified in text-

books. Of course, conservatism is good in its way,

but may be carried to undue liinits when it becomes

distinctly harmful. That the pathology of textbooks
should be as accurate as possible is manifestly of
supreme importance. The student learns how to

diagnose disease, the value of symptoms and so on
largely by means of books. As a rule, he has not
the opportunity to learn from postmortem examina-
tions to a sufficient extent. This is, perhaps, espe-

cially the case in Great Britain, where facilities for

the inaking of autopsies are limited. It goes without
saying that greater facilities for postmortem investi-

gation would be of the greatest educational value to

the medical student, as well as to the postgraduate
worker. However, it is painfully obvious that upon
the accuracy of the textbooks on pathology the diag-

nostic skill of the medical man depends to a con-

siderable extent, and it is therefore of the utmost
concern that such works should be trustworthy.

Beattie and Dickson's Textbook of General Path-
ology is one that demands attention, as it differs in

many material features from many books on the

subject in use at the present time. It is based as to

its general plan and scope on the teaching of the

Edinburgh School, that is, on the methods taught

by the late well known Professor W. S. Greenfield,

for thirty years professor of pathology in the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh, and to whom the book under
review is dedicated. The authors put forward in

the first edition as the main excuse for the publica-

tion of the book the explanation that some of the

fundamental views of the Edinburgh school of path-

ology, though sufficiently tested by means of experi-

ments and experience, have been comparatively neg-

lected. The case of infarction is cited as a proof

of this neglect.

The book in its present form is divided into thir-

teen chapters, namely, the cell in health and disease,

general retrogressive processes, necrosis and gan-

grene, atrophy, disturbances of the circulation, in-

flatnmation and repair, granulomata, hypertrophy

and hyperplasia, neoplasms, tumors or new growths,

special varieties of tumors, animal parasites, im-

munity, and lastly, fever. Primarily the book is

intended as a textbook for medical students and
practitioners, and consequently the more funda-

mental and important points in pathology have been

dealt with, rare and uniinportant conditions being

discussed briefly or omitted altogether. Bacteriol-

ogy as a separate subject has been left out entirely.

The second edition, which is just out, has been

delayed chiefly on account of the war, the authors

having served with the Royal Army Medical Corps.

The whole has been largely rewritten, revised, and

considerably enlarged, and the chapter on fever

added. The first chapter served as a useful intro-

duction. The description of inflammation and re-

pair is pleasingly clear and concise, original, and up
to date. Redundancy in a textbook is to be ab-

horred. That part dealing with tumor formation

is as critical as the subject demands and is well

arranged. The section dealing with disturbances of

the circulation is excellent, the part treating of in-
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farction being superlatively good.' The chapter on

neoplasms is deserving of high praise, while animal

parasites are given the attention their importance

deserves. As in the first edition, free use has been

made of the published work of others, and wherever
possible suitable acknowledgment has been made.

The illustrations are numerous and, on the whole,

adequate and satisfactory, at any rate, they greatly

aid in making the text clear, which, after all, is the

main object of illustration. The part of the book
which deals with inflammation and repair is embel-

lished by five plates and figures from a thesis by

Dr. J. W. Dawson. In the preface to the second

edition a fitting tribute is paid to that great teacher

of pathology. Professor William Smith Greenfield,

at whose feet the authors sat and who is hailed as

one of the great British pathologists, perhaps in-

deed, the father of modern British pathology.

The book is well arranged and is in all respects

a credit to the publishers. It presents many features

of originality, and is out of the common run of

such books. Although some parts of it could be

subjected to criticism it represents a step in advance.

It may be commended to the attention of the medi-

cal profession as largely fulfiUing the object of a

textbook of general pathology by possessing a strong

educational value and it will assist in teaching those

for whom it is intended how to diagnose disease. .

TABOO AND GENETICS.
Taboo and Genetics. A Study of the Biological, Sociologi-

cal, and Psychological Foundation of the Family. By
M. M. Knight, Ph. D., Ivy Lowther Peters, Ph. D.,

and Phyllis Blanciiard, Ph. D., Author of The Ado-
lescent Girl. New York: Moffat, Yard & Co., 1920.

Pp. xv-301.

Many of the evils of present day society are dis-

cussed in this readaljle volume in a semiscientific,

semipopular way. The authors attribute the major-

ity of the evils to the conflict of the individual with

the herd and to a clinging to worn out dogmas in-

stituted in the course of human events for the pro-

tection of man or the herd at various developmental

levels.

Knight opens the attack by completely repudiating

socalled sexual selection. Incidentally some of the

data presented will prove disquieting to the Nancy
school with their far fetched suggestion and auto-

suggestion which reaches the zenith of absurdity in

their assertions that sex may be determined by sug-

gestion. There is much said about inferior and
superior stock. This would be far more easy to

determine in the case of cattle.

The second part of the book is done in the style

of Frazer who is frequently quoted. In this portion

we find a well worked out presentation of taboo in

regard to women. This section of the book is the

most interesting in a general way. There are refer-

ences in profusion. Blanchard closes the book by
binding up the findings of her coworkers and show-
ing how jndividual psychology as viewed from the

Freudian angle lias an enormous influence on foren-

sic problems. The sources which she quotes are

some of the more recent workers in psychopathology
and the founders and early workers of psychoanaly-
sis are ignored. This oversight may be due to her
having forgotten the debt we owe to the founders of

analysis as well as to her enthusiasm over the books

she has read most recently rather than to any inten-

tional slight on her part. To the casual reader who
is taking up the subject for the first time this may
prove somewhat confusing or at least misleading.

On the whole the book is a worthy one, the reading

of which should prove instructive and constructive

to the physician, teacher or to those interested in

forensic problems and the welfare of humanity.

HISTORY OF A HOSPITAL UNIT.
History of the Pennsylvania Hospital Unit (Base Hospital

No. 10, U. S. Army) in the Great War. By Colonel
Richard H. Harte, M. C, U. S. A., C. M. G. New
York: Paul B. Hoeber, 1921. Pp. 253.

The story of the activities and experiences of this

hospital unit, which served in France in charge of

British General Hospital No. 16, B. E. F., at Tre-

port, France, and also at the front, is well told in

this beautiful volume by Colonel Harte. The story

is a famihar one—one that has been told so often

that while the thrill is absent, the story is one that

commands our admiration, respect and gratitude to

the men and women who went across and "made
good." There is the usual story of the hospital

being bombed by the Boche, in spite of Red Cross

emblems and other distinguishing marks, and simi-

lar pleasantries which went to make life at the front

interesting, to say the least. Humor and pathos are

intermingled in this story of patience, heroism and
sacrifice, a story that can be told of every unit of

every description that went across. Six members of

the unit, including one nurse, made the supreme
sacrifice. Margaret A. Dunlop contributes an ex-

tremely interesting history of the nursing corps of

the unit.

THE CHEMISTRY OF SOAPS.
Soaps and Proteins. Their Colloid Chemistry in Theory
and Practice. By Martin H. Fischer, Doctor of Medi-
cine, Eichberg Professor of Physiology in the University
of Cincinnati. With the Collaboration of George D.
McLaughlin, Formerly Research Associate in Physiology
in the University of Cincinnati, and Marian O. Hooker,
Doctor of Medicine, Formerly Instructor in Physiology
in the University of Cincinnati. New York : John Wiley
& Sons, Inc. London: Chapman & Hall, Ltd., 1921. Pp.
ix-272.

The author and his associates clarify the scien-

tific principles back of the nature and the limitations

of cold and hot process soap manufacture, the em-
pirical precautions followed when fats and alkalies

are mixed to make soap, the nature of the salting

out processes when mixed soaps are concerned, the

relative merits of dififerent methods of fat hydro-
lysis, the origins of the varying physical constants

of market soaps and the nature of the action of

fillers. While this is not a medical work, in any sense

of the word, nor a book for the laity, the volume
is written in simple language, so that even those

not expert in the concepts of organic and colloid

chemistry will find no difficulty in getting at the

meaning of the author.

This volume ought to be of interest to the soap
chemist or manufacturer, the general chemist and
the physiologist or physician interested in the theory

and practice of soap making and its uses. It is

profusely and beautifully illustrated and the typog-

raphy is of unusual excellence.
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KXIJT HAMSUN.
Pan. Tran.slated from the Norwegian of Knut Hamsun by
W. W. WoRSTER. With an Introduction by Edwin
BjORKMAN. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1921. Pn.
xiv-202.

Hunger. Translated from the Norwegian of Knut Ham-
sun by George Egerton. With an Introduction hy Ed-
win BjORKMAN. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1921.

Pp. xii-263.

Growth of the Soil. Translated from the Norwegian of
Knut Hamsun by W. W. Worster. Two Volumes. New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1921.

Shalloiv .Soil. By Knut Hamsun. Translated from the
Norwegian by Carl Christian Hylle.sted. New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1921. Pp. x-339.

In the four volumes of Knut JTamsun's work
presented to us in translation tlirough Mr. Knopf's
energies, we mark an epoch in literature. ' It is in-

credible that Hamsun's writings, venerated on the

Continent, should have been so

slow in obtaining an audience
here. As a very recent lumi-

nary on our horizon, Knut
Hamsun, the ])ersonality, needs
no introduction. The steady

vision flaming within him, peo-

pling the sea sodden surround-
ings of his yotith, teaching him
to seek reality, has, we are

thankful to say, claimed its

tardy res]K)nse from us at la^t.

* * *

Pan is the story of an ill ad-

justed nature in retreat. The
hero, a former soldier, lives a

free animal life in the woods,
hunts and fishes for his food,

blends himself into the wilder-

ness. He makes odd dashes

into society from his retreat,

vain attempts to put himself

across. Always it is his ego

craving attention. .\ girl is at-

tracted to him, and he to her.

They have an intermittent, un-
satisfactory sort of romance
that starts nowhere and gets no-

where. The cerebration of the

man is that of a child without
forethought or r e a s o n i n g
power. He shoots himself in

the leg on one occasion, in imitation of the girl's

lame suitor.

A disquieting .sort of a book. One would like

to know just what the aiuhor had in mind. There
are characters enough in real life who show this

startled wildness, irresponsibility, eccentricity, what-
ever you may call it. They are too numerous to be

able justifiably to accept the whimsical phantasy of

the faun god turned human.
^ ^

In Hunger a similar character is portrayed. But
here the stress of circiunstance is even more galling

to the hero. He lives in the city, has to work for

a living, reftises to comproiuise his art, and passes

from one degradation to another. Occasionally he

sells an essay and lives for a few more days, but he

is really not interested in making a living. What

KNUT H.\MSUN

he writes js not what he is told is wanted, and as he
grows weaker from hunger and deprivation his writ-

ing fails him more and more. A pernicious circle

and he lets himself slide, revelling in the misery.

At the last gasp .something unforeseen usually turns

up. To accept the strange charity or chance offers

him further oi)portunity for self pity. At the very
last he casts his lot in an employment from which
he cannot escape, an extra hand on a ship. With a
final tragic gest'ure he thus banishes his art for bread,,

admiring hiiuself heartily in the act! We cannot for

an instant get away from the stimulating ego. And
we see how in Ijoth these men their cruiubling is

wrought by their destructive self interest.
* * *

Hut in C/roTC'//; of the Soil a life of labor and of

love is devoted to construction from virgin forest,.

Isak makes himself a home,
planning, working always hand
ill hand with Xature. Miracu-
lously his land flourishes and he-

toils without thought of him-
self save as a very small bene-

factor. Fir.st there is stock,

then more stock, then there

must be larger qtiarters for man
and beast, then more tilled land

to supply food, then facilities

for caring for the crops, and sO'

on. each advance leading to

something greater and more
l)roductive. He makes his plans

and works for their fulfillment,

making of himself an unqties-

lioning atom in the surge of
growth. His life is complete
and he is alone with himself and
his world.

* * *

In the first three bonks of the

translated series, our attention

has been held breathless by the

characters Hamsun has pro-

jected. Thought of the writer

and creator of his living per-

sonages has been but fleetiiig.

In SIicillozv Soil, however, his

majesty flashes suddenly upon
one. In the other books real

life and phanta,sy were so deftly mingled that we
lived each story, earnestly and subjectively. It be-

came almost too intense in Hunger and Pan. Shal-

lozv Soil shows us the clearest reality unmixed with

any emotion save what we read into it. The master's

pinnacle of story telling simplicity has been reached.

A group of people is presented to us—creators

in their way. The currents and cross currents of

their lives, factions and interests, in short their very

living goes on before us. Drama within the pages

of a novel, poetry in the sheer heartty of coordina-

tion of thought, motion and picture— it is life, mer-
cilessly, yet tenderly, above all truly, depicted. One
woman finds her soul in the turmoil, annther loses

hers. The flock of j^ettv thinkers matter little in

spite of their pretensions. They form the shallow

soil that .shrivels growth of mind and body.
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THE STORY OF A QUEST.
The Seeds of Enehantmcnt. Being Some Attempt to Nar-

rate the Curious Discoveries of Doctor Cyprian Beamish,
M .D., Glasgow ; Commandant Rene De Gys, Annamite
Army, and the Honorable Richard Assheton Smith, in the

Golden Land of Indo-China. By GiLBEkr Fraxkau,
Garden City, N. Y., and Toronto : Doubledav, Page &
Co., 1921. Pp. x-364.

These early dark evenings, warm within doors,

too reaMstically frosty without, are well adapted to

Frankan's purposes. He presents a thriller, the ever

challenging story of a quest. Three Galahads are

in pursuit of everlasting happiness. We note with

pain that only the Peter Jameson type of English-

man is impeccable to the last. The milieu is Indo-

China, a vast tropical wilderness, where Frankau's
readers can never hope to journey, save with him
in phantasy.

(Jut-Tarzaning Tarzan—glimpsing wonders an-

thropological, eugenic and historical, harking back

even to the infinite detail of Salambo, the adven-
turers pass through perils innumerable. They gain

the promised land where grows the flower that bears

the seeds that color the world as it should be col-

ored. But they, and we too, learn a bitter lesson.

These promised lands do not stand up very well

when brought to face cold fact. The ideal state is

not found, idealism itself is put to rout and the ad-

venturers win their way back to the best of all pos-

sible worlds, the familiar home country, happy to

give up illusion for actuality.

Despite the instruction in the way right minded
men should think and feel. The Seeds of EneJiant-

meiit is a colorful l)ook. An evening of delightful

impossibilities is offered, as thrilling as a movie.

Recommended for the whole family

!

New Publications Received.

[IVe publish full lists of books received, but we acknowl-
edge no obligation to review them all. Nevertheless, so

far as space permits, ive revieiv those in which we think
our readers are likely to be interested.]

The horse stealers and other stories. By Anton
Chekhov. From the Russian by Constance Garnett.
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1921. Pp. 312.

Elements of folk psychology. Outlines of a Psycho-
logical History of the Development of Mankind. By Wil-
HELM Wundt. Authorized translation by Edward Leroy
Schaub, Ph. D., Professor of Philosophy in Northwestern
University. London : George Allen & Unwin, Ltd. New
York: The Macmillan Company, 1921. Pp. xxiii-532.

clinical BACTERIOLOGY AND HEMATOLOGY FOR PR.\CTITI0N-

ERS. By W. D'EsTE Emery, M. D., B. Sc., Lond. Director
of the Laboratories and Lecturer on Pathology and Bac-
teriology, King's College Hospital, and Lecturer on General
Pathology, London School of Medicine for Women ; For-
merly Hunterian Professor, Royal College of Surgeons.
Sixth Edition. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's Sons & Co.,

1921. Pp. xiii-310.

DISEASES OF CHILDREN. Designed for the Use of Students
and Practitioners of Medicine. By Herman B. Sheffield,

M. D., Formerly Instructor in Diseases of Children. New
York Postgraduate Medical School and Hospital, and Medi-
cal Director, Beth David Hos!)ital, Consulting Physician to

the Jewish Home for Convalescents and the East Side
Clinic for Children. With 238 Illustrations, Mostly Orig-
inal, and Nine Color Plates. St. Louis : C. V. Mosby
Company, 1921. Pp. 798.

Aspects of child life and education. By G. Stanley
Hall and Some of His Pupils. New York and London:
D. Appleton and Company, 1921. Pp. xiii-326.

The tower of londox. By Walter George Bell. With
Eleven Drawings by Hanslip Fletcher. London : John
Lane; New York: John Lane Company, 1921. Pp. 164.

The new stone age in northern europe. By John
M. Tyler, Professor Emeritus of Biology, Amherst Col-

lege. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, '1921. Pp.

xviii-310.

Kritische wertung des friedmann-mittels. Von Dr.

H. Ulrici, Oberarst Dr. H. Grass und Dr. S. Meyer. Mit

funf Tafeln. Leipzig: Verlag Von Johann Ambrosius

Barth, 1921. Pp. 46.

collection of lantern slides demonstrating the sur-

gical ..\natomy of the temporal bone. With Photographs,

Catalogue and Guide. By .\rthur H. Cheatle. London

:

H. K. Lewis & Co., Ltd., 1921.

an abstract of st.\tistics for the united states. 1920.

Forty-third Number. Department of Commerce, Bureau

of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. R. S. McElwee,
Director. Washington: Government Printing Office, 1921.

Pp. xvi-874.

Le emporragie nelle ferite d'arma da fuoco in guerra.

Dott. Giuseppe Fantozzi, Assistente e Libero Docente, In-

stitute di Clinica Chirurgica della R. Universita di Pisa,

dirretto dal Prof. D. Taddei. Pescia : Benedetti & Xic-

colai, 1920. Pp. vii-385.

Mental hospital manual. By John MacArthur,
M. R. C. S., L. R. C. P., Senior Assistant Medical Officer,

London County Mental Hospital, Colney Hatch; Lecturer

on Mental Diseases to the Northeast London Post-Grad-

uate College. Oxford Medical Publications. London:
Henry Frowde and Hodder & Stoughton, 1921. Pp. ix-215.

SEX FOR parents AND TEACHERS. By WiLLIAM LeLAND
Stowell, M. D., Fellow of the New York Academy of

Medicine and of the American Medical Association ; Attend-

ing Physician to New York Congregational Home for the

.'\ged, etc. Illustrated. New York : The Macmillan Com-
pany, 1921. Pp. xx-204.

Studies in deficiency disease. By Robert MrCARRisox.

M.D., D. Sc., Hon. LL. D. (Belf.), Fellow of the Royal

College of Physicians, London; Laureat de L'Academic de

Medecine, Paris; Honorary Surgeon to the Viceroy of In-

dia; Lieutenant Colonel, Indian Medical Service. Oxford
Medical Publications. London : Henry Frowde and Hod-
der & Stoughton, 1921. Pp. xvi-270.

THE TREATMENT OF ACUTE INFECTIOUS DISEASES. By FraXK
Sherman Meara, M. D.. Ph. D., Professor of Clinical

Medicine and Formerly Professor of Therapeutics in the

Cornell University Medical College, New York; Consulting

Physician to Bellevue Hospital, New York ; Associate .At-

tending Physician to St. Luke's Hospital, New York City.

Second Edition Revised. New York : The Macmillan Com-
pany, 1921. Pp. 806.

TEXTBOOK OF TRACHEOBRONCHOSCOPY (TECHNICAL AND
practical). By Sanitatsrat Dr. M. Mann, Senior Physi-

cian to the Department for Diseases of Ear, Nose, and

Throat, in The Municipal Hospital, Dresden-Friedrich-

stadt. Translated by A. R. Moodie, M. A.. M. D.. Ch. B.

(St. .Andr.), F. R. C. S. (Edin,). With Fifty Illustrations

and Five Plates in the Text, Ten Colored Plates in the

Appendix. New York: William Wood & Co., 1921. Pp. 292.

Soaps and proteins. Their Colloid Chemistry in Theory

and Practice. By Martin H. Fischer. Doctor of Medi-

cine, Eichberg Professor of Physiology in the Lhiivcrsity

of Cincinnati. With the Collaboration of George D. Mc-
Laughlin, Formerly Research .Associate in Physiology in

the University of Cincinnati, and Marian O. Hooker, Doc-
tor of Medicine, Formerly Instructor in Physiology in the

Universitv of Cincinnati. New York: lohn Wiley & Sons,

Inc. London: Chapman & Hall, Ltd., 1921. Pp. ix-272.



Practical Therapeutics
TREATMENT OF ACUTE SYPHILITIC

MENINGITIS.
By Charles Grene Cumston, M. D.,

Geneva, Switzerland.

The frequency with which a meningeal reaction
occurs during the secondary phase of syphilis, even
when no clinical evidence points to it, shows that the
specific treatment must be controlled by frequent
lumbar punctures, and so long as the cerebrospinal
fluid presents a lymphocytosis, treatment must be
continued for months or even years, as Ravaut has
shown, in order to eliminate even the slightest of
these reactions. By early prolonged and energetic
treatment the patient will be guarded against acute
meningeal accidents, but this rule has its exceptions
and cases have been reported by French physicians
where meningeal accidents appeared during treat-

ment. It is also probable that the arsenical com-
pounds do not possess greater preventive action in

this direction than the preparations of mercury.
The treatment of acute syphilitic meningitis should

be first a lumbar puncture, followed by specific treat-

ment. By decreasing the tension of the cerebro-
spinal fluid and removing a liquid which is changed
in composition, perhaps even by removing a certain
quantity of virulent principles, an immediate and
manifest improvement will be observed. The head-
aches diminish, the insomnia sometimes disappears
at once, and also the vomiting. Lumbar puncture
may therefore be renewed from time to time,- espe-
cially if there are signs of a return of the symptoms.
As to the causal treatment, this naturally com-

prises mercury and the arsenical preparation.
Though some observers place the iodides on the same
level as mercury, it would seem that since meningitis
is an accident of the secondary period, the usefulness
of the iodides does not seem to be absolute, while,

on the contrary, intensive mercurial treatment is

decidedly indicated. Jolivet has even gone so far as
to say that the iodide of potassium provokes subar-
achnoid edema and therefore increases the hyperten-
sion of the cerebrospinal fluid.

In France and Switzerland various methods of
administering mercury have been employed. Pic
and Regaud use inunctions

;
Widal, Boidin and

JoHvet have used the biniodide
;
Hayem, the ben-

zoate ; Widal and Meriel used the cyanide intraven-

ously, the daily dose varying from one to fifteen

centigrammes; Claude, Lhermitte, and Joltrain,

have endeavored to act directly on the nervous
centres by isotonic intraspinal injections of colloidal

mercury. A large amount of cerebrospinal fluid is

first withdrawn and then about five c. c. of a col-

loidal solution is injected. Following the injection

there is severe reaction with vomiting, headache,
pain in the sacral region, and hyperthermia. These
phenomena retrogress usually very quickly.

The pro])bylactic action of salvarsan and other

arsenical products docs not seem to be more effica-

cious or absolute than mercury. Their curative

action does not seem to be more rapid than that of
mercury and this fact appears to have been amply
])roved. This action controls the accidents causing
them to retrogress rapidly, but no more so than with
mercury. The arsenical products do not seem to

have any ef¥ect in preventing the sequelae of syphili-

tic meningitis, namely, paralysis, absence of reflexes,

lymphocytosis, or the onset of the Argyll Robertson
sign. Of particular importance is the appearance
of nervous accidents following the use of salvarsan,

which have been thoroughly studied by Sicard, Jean-
selme, and Ravaut, under the name of neurotropism.
Consequently, Ravaut advises, in the case of menin-
geal accidents, that salvarsan and other arsenicals

should be handled with great caution in order to

avoid severe reactivation of the lesions. It may be
remembered that Ehrlich advised continuing salvar-

san regardless of neurotropism, which he regarded
as the result of the syphilis not of the medication.

Syphilis of the Nervous System in Children.

—

Edward Livingston Hunt (American Journal of
Syphilis, April, 1921) says that in the congenital

type of syphilis, the clinical signs seem to point to

a more general involvement than is the case in the

acquired type. The involvement of the nervous
system occurs oftener in the congenital cases. There-
fore the lumbar puncture becomes an essential part

of the examination of every case of unsuspected
syphilis characterized by nervousness, backwardness,
and defectiveness. Juvenile paresis is the most fre-

(juent of all the variotts forms of syphilis seen in

children. It is similar to the adtilt type. The author
gives a number of case historiej and preseiits the

following conclusions: 1. The condition is common.
2. The nervotis system may be involved early. 3.

.A Ittmbar puncture may be of great help and should

be a routine part of the examination of every nerv-

ous child. 4. Syphilis in children necessitates a blood
and spinal fluid examination of the parents and
vice versa. 5. Treatment is not very promising. 6.

The stigmata are not necessary nor even frequent.

Laboratory Aids in the Diagnosis of Gono-
coccal Infections.—Robert A. Kildufl:'e (American
Journal of tlic Medical Sciences, April, 1921) says

of the gonococcus complement fixation test: 1. Be-
cause of the small amount of antibody produced,

the reaction, when positive, is weaker than the Was-
sermann and may be indefinite. 2. It is frequently

absent in acute, imcomplicated cases, and may not

appear earlier than six weeks after the onset. 3.

In acute exacerbations of a chronic urethritis the

reaction is positive in about eighty per cent, of cases

;

in ordinary chronic urethritis with mild prostatic

involvement, the reaction is positive in thirty to

forty per cent, of cases. 4. The occurrence of an
acute complication usually gives rise to a positive

reaction. 5. A positive reaction may persist for sev-

eral weeks after a clinical cure, usually lasting for

two or three weeks. If obtained later than that a

focus of active infection is probably present. 6.
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In women the reaction is positive, as a rule, only

when the infection reaches the cervical canal. Ac-
cording to Kolmer, in children, positive reactions

occur in acute vulvovaginitis, thus evidencing that

either the infection is more severe with the conse-

(juent production of more antibodies or that the cer-

vical canal is frecjuently involved. 7. The reaction

is positive in about sixty per cent, of pyosalpinx

cases. 8. In cases of gonorrheal arthritis the reaction

is positive in 'from eighty to one hundred per cent.

9. The administration of gonococcus vaccine or anti-

gonococcic serum may give rise to a positive reac-

tion which may persist for six to twelve weeks. 10.

The reaction has a greater positive than negative

value. It is thus seen there is wide field of useful-

ness for this test which it is to be hoped, will come
into more frequent and common use in the survey of

gonococcal infections.

Syphilis of. the Trachea and Bronchi.—Philip

Moen Stimson {American Journal of tlic Medical
Sciences, May, 1921) says that in syphilis of the

trachea and bronchi the characteristic symptoms are

those of tracheal or bronchial obstruction; that is,

1, a peculiar type of dyspnea with labored, pro-

longed inspiration and shorter easier expiration

;

2, paroxysms of excessive dyspnea, sufficient to

cause syncope or even death
; 3, cough, which is

usually hard, brassy and paroxysmal, though quite

variable in character; 4, stridulous sounds, particu-

larly during inspiration
; 5, frequently an inspira-

tory sinking in of the tissues of the root of the

neck, epigastrium and lower intercostal spaces
; 6,

other features, such as more or less profuse sputum
and a limitation in the mobility of the larynx. Wide
variations from this symptom complex, however,
are not uncommon.

Venereal Prophylaxis.—J. S. Gomez {Military

Surgeon, July, 1921) states that the injections and
intraurethral irrigations, practised today as a prophy-
laxis for blenorrhagia, are unnecessary and painful

because the original infection of the gonococci of

Neisser, which takes place in the first hours, is

extraurethral. He says that thousands of disinfec-

tions practised by him and ten years later by Reid,

in the English Army, by the use of only an extraure-
thral w;ash and antiseptic bathing, confirm the prac-

ticability and efficacy of the system. Syphilis and
venereal chancre are avoided by this system, which
is effective in both men and women. He believes

that antiseptic solutions are preferable to salves, be-

cause the greases in the salves diminish the power
of disinfection. Salves also change with ease, are
more difficult to carry than compressed solutions, and
are filthy upon application. The efifectiveness of the

prophylaxis diminishes greatly after the sixth hour
following sexual intercourse. The salve of Metch-
nikofif, as well as other salves, are only efTective

when the genital organs are smeared for cohabita-

tion. The user is put to great inconvenience, and
therefore does not use them. Dr. Gomez says that

his salve, composed of glycerin, xilol, protargol, and
hermofenil, posscs.ses more efifective prophylactic

properties than preparations of calomel, on account
of the components being soluble. The xilol, in addi-

tion to producing great antiseptic action in depth,

gives to the salve an agreeable odor.

Prostatic Hypertrophy.—Francisco Mastrosi-

mone {Semana Mcdica, April 21, 1921) sums up a

very comprehensive article by the presentation of

the following axioms: 1. Prostatic hypertrophy does

not always require surgical intervention. 2. The
best surgical procedure is transvesical prostatectomy,

in one or two sessions. 3. Occasionally subtotal

perineal prostatectomy is unavoidable ; in other cases

Bottini's intraurethral prostatectomy by the gal-

vanocautery will be preferred; in exceptional cases

Isnardi's resection of the vasa deferentia is re-

sorted to. 4. In prostatic cases, the patients being

old, anemic, weak and toxic, more care and atten-

tion are required, both before and after operation,

than in ordinary surgical cases.

Removal of Stone in the Ureter.—03v,ald

Swinney Lowsley {Surgery, Gynecology and Obstet-

rics. April, 1921) says that the lesson taught by
this particular case seems to be that removal of

stone by the perineal route should not be attempted

if the stone is more than four centimetres from the

bladder, and if it is not fixed in its position. Stone

impacted at the point where the ureter joins the

bladder wall is accessible per perineum unless the

patient is obese. Provided a stone is successfully

removed from the ureter by the perineal route the

patient may be allowed out of bed after the second

day and the downhill drainage would seem to be a

decided advantage in that the chances of thick scar

formation around the ureter are less. The advan-
tages of this operation are : a. This portion of the

ureter is more accessible per perineum than by any
abdominal operation, b. The patient may be allowed
out of bed two days after operation, c. The down-
hill drainage from the incised ureter prevents ab-

sorption of urine and deleterious results from con-

comitant infection which frequently accompanies
urinary lithiasis. d. Chances of wide infection of

tissues around incision in ureter and subsequent
stricture of ureter are much less.

The Significance of Slight Albuminuria.—A. H.
Sanford, H. M. Conner, T. B. Magath and F. J.
Heck {Medical Insurance and Health Conservation,

March, 1921), in summarizing the protocols of
seventy cases of slight albuminuria, state that a
definite lesion in the kidney was found in forty per
cent. ; a doubtful lesion in thirty per cent., and no
lesion whatever in thirty per cent. While it is evi-

dent that in a large proportion of cases albuminuria
is associated with kidney disease, we must admit
that albuminuria in itself is of no clinical signifi-

cance. In all these groups are persons who would
be rejected for life in.surance on grounds other than
kidney disease

;
however, who can say, merely from

the point of albuminuria, which cases would present

findings which would denote real impairment of

kidney function? Are all of these persons in thirty

per cent, of cases with albuminuria to be excluded
from life insurance merely on this account? The
writers suggest, as a problem in the future for the

life insurance examiner, the determination of the

feasibili<^v of w^idening the scope of the examination
to introduce some of the newer blood chemistry
methods. These methods would include blood urea
and blood sugar determinations and some functional

kidney test.
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Changes Induced in the Kidney When an
Acute Injury Is Superimposed on a Chronic Glo-
merulonephropathy.—\\'illiam deB. AlacXider
iSoiiihcni Medical Joiir)uil, May, 1921) asserts that

the existence of a chronic glomerulonephropathy
renders the kidney extremely sensitive to such
acutely acting nephrotoxic agents as ether, chloro-

form, uranium nitrate, and mercuric chloride. The
acute injury induced by such agents is largely con-

fined to the tubular epithelium. Associated with
the development of the acute injury there occurs a

di.sturbance in the acid base ecjuilibrium of the blood
which may occur prior to a decrease in renal func-
tion, as is indicated by the ability of the kidney to

eliminate phenolsulphonephthalein. As the tubular
injury progresses there is a further reduction in the

alkali reserve of the blood which is a retention phe-

nomenon. The tubular injury is furthermore char-

acterized by a retention of blood urea and creatinine,

and by a marked increase in the output in the urine

of albumin and casts.

Fibrous Cavernositis—Induration of the Cor-
pora Cavernosa.— Perry Bromberg {Southern
Medical Journal, June, 1921) divides the medical
treatment into constitutional and local, though he
says that in the majority of cases no results will be
ol)tained from either. Internal medication should
consist of large doses of arsenic, mercury and
iodides, and all sources of infection, such as teeth,

tonsils, sinuses, urethra, and prostate should be re-

moved or sterilized. Such complications as gout,

rheumatism, diabetes, and tuberculosis, which may
accompany the condition, demand appropriate care

and attention. Local forms of treatment mentioned
are massage, electrolysis, galvanization, ionization,

local applications, radiotherapy, radium, and injec-

tions of various substances into the plaque. Mas-
sage he considers contraindicated

;
electrolysis bene-

fits a few ; ionization and galvanization occasionally

score a brilliant result ; local applications of pastes

and salves are of no avail; injections occasionally

give a brilliant result, but on the whole are disap-

])ointing. He advocates surgery.

Cholesterol in Cerebrospinal Fluid.—A. Levin-
son, L. L. Landenberger, and K. M. Howell (Ameri-
can Journal of the Medical Sciences, April, 1921)
conclude as follows : Normal cerebrospinal fluid

contains no cholesterol or only a small trace. -Fluid in

which the Wassermann and Lange reactions are pos-

itive contains no cholesterol in appreciable amounts.
Only three out of twenty-five such fluids gave a

reading in the colorimeter. Fluid of hemorrhage
of the brain showed high cholesterol content. Fluid
from tumor of the brain gave a trace of cholesterol.

Fhiid from a case of brain abscess gave a high cho-

lesterol reading. The majority of meningitis fluids

showed a trace of cholesterol. Three fluids had a
high reading. Ventricular fluid gave no cholesterol

reading except when there was the presence of hem-
orrhage of the brain or other pathologic condition.

The Hauptmann reaction seems to depend on the

cholesterol content of the cerebrospinal fluid. This
work does not bear out Pighini's contention that the

Wassermann reaction depends on the cholesterol of

the fluid. They believe that the cholesterol content

depends on the permeability of the meninges.

Urinary Antisepsis.— Edwin G. Davis {Arneri-

ican Journal of the Medical Sciences, February,
1921), in a study of the antiseptic properties and
the renal excretion of two hundred and four aniline

dyes, comes to the following conclusions

:

1. There is no known drug ideally suited for the

purjjose of internal urinary antisepsis.

2. Of a total of two hundred and four aniline

dyes investigated sixty-one were found to possess
antiseptic properties in agar, and twenty-eight of
these were efficient as antise])tics when added to

voided urine.

3. As regards selective action against various
organisms, this i)roperty was exhibited by no less

than forty-four dyes, in every case the colon bacillus

proving more resistant than the stai)hylococci.

There were only twenty-four which inliibited the

colon bacillus in urine in a dilution of one to one
thousand.

4. There was almost no exception to the rule

that antiseptic action was exhibited in higher dilu-

tion in alkaline urine than in acid urine. Attention
is therefore called to the fact that these dyes are

most efficient in urine of a reaction which renders

urotropin inert.

5. The azo dyes give no promise of value, since

of thirty-seven of this group studied only three

possessed antisejitic jirfjperties, and these only to a
slight degree.

6. Of the tri])henylmethanes many were anti-

septic in high dilution in urine ( some in dilution

greater than one to one million). Of these, how-
ever, all but one were toxic and none was excreted

by the kidney. This group is, nevertheless, worthy
of further investigation.

7. Of twenty-one dyes of the xanthane group
three were antiseptic in voided urine, and two of

these were excreted to a moderate degree.

8. Of four acridin dyes two were antiseptic in

urine; neither was excreted.

9. Of nine dyes of the azine group five were
antiseptic in urine, and three of these were excreted

by the kidney with great rapidity and completeness

and were nontoxic in twenty milligrams to the kilo

dose.

10. By a study of two hundred and four aniline

dyes, chosen at random, it has been possible to select

fifteen which are antiseptic in urine, excreted by the

kidney, and which are relatively nontoxic. With
only two of these (proflavine and acriflavine) was
it possible to demonstrate the secretion of antiseptic

urine following intravenous administration.

11. Considering that rapid renal elimination of

aniline dyes is not unusual ; that there are not a few
dyes, relatively nontoxic, which exert a bacterio-

static action when diluted to infinitesimal amounts
in voided urine ; and that out of two hundred and
four dyes it has been possible to select fifteen which
approach the ideal and two which are experi-

mentally efifective ; it is within reasonable expecta-

tion that a dye clinically suited for use as an in-

ternal urinary antiseptic may be discovered or syn-

thesized. Experiments to date indicate that dyes

of the triphenylmethane, xanthone, acridin and azin

groups
(
]iarticularly the latter) give more promise

of value.



Proceedings
BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Eightx-ninth Annual Meeting Held in Nezvcastlc-
' iipon-Tyne, July 19, 21 and 22, 1921.

Under the Presidency of Dr. David Drummond.

The annual general meeting was opened in King's
Hall, Armstrong College, on the afternoon of July
19th, when Sir ClifYord AUbutt relinquished the
presidential chair to Dr. David Drummond, vice-

chancellor and professor of the principles and prac-

tice of medicine, University of Durham. •

Presidential Address.—Dr. Drummond in his

address as president insisted upon the right of medi-
cal practitioners to demand postmortem examina-
tions as the only true means of insuring accuracy in

diagnosis, an admittedly revolutionary suggestion
which, to become effective, would require the en-

dorsement of a i^ublic opi«ion at present domin^ited
by prejudice. It was pointed out that in many
cases diagnosis at present was only a matter of

opinion which must remain in doubt unless cleared

tip by an autopsy. A prominent member of the

medical profession had said to him recently that

general practitioners would never be any better

imtil they were entitled to demand, with the knowl-
edge that they would not be denied, a j^ostmortem
examination. He contended that in urging the

necessity for greater facilities for postmortem in-

vestigation in clearing up doubts which must arise

in the mind of the doctor in maiiy cases, he was
indicating the most important step towards a

rational scheme of postgraduate training. Dr.
Drummond concluded an eloquent address by say-

ing that he would fain echo the words of one of the

world's pioneers : "Now understand me well, it is

provided in the essence of things that from my
fruition of success, no matter what, shall come
forth something to make a greater struggle neces-

sary." He said that considerable fruition of success

was already theirs ; led by courage and confidence
they would triumph in many another encounter.

Presentations.—At this meeting Sir Dawson
Williams was presented with the gold medal of
merit of the association, in recognition of his dis-

tinguished services to the association and the medi-
cal profession as editor of the British Medical Jour-
nal. Sir Dawson has had a. brilliant career, first

as a specialist in the diseases of children and for

the greater part of his life as editor of the Lhitish

Medical Journal. It may be said that the medal
of merit was in.stituted by the association in 1887
and is only awarded by the council for distinguished

services to the association or extraordinary pro-
fessional .services. Sir Clifford Allbutt presented a

check to Dr. J. A. Macdonald, LL.D., of Taunton.
pa.st chairman of the council of the British Medical
Association, and formerly chairman of the repre-

sentative meeting, as a token of their friendship and
a symbol of the gratitude they all felt for his valua-

ble services to the association.

of Societies

Mortality from Tuberculosis.—The representa-

tive meeting of the association began the preceding

week when matters of considerable moment to the

medical profession were discussed. One of the

most interesting subjects dealt with at this meeting
was tuberculosis, or rather the effect of poverty

in raising the rate of tuberculosis mortality. Dr.

H. Garstang, the chairman, presided. In intro-

ducing the question. Dr. B. G. Baskett drew atten-

tion to the slackening of tlie fall in tuberculosis

mortality from 1896 onward, culminating in an
actual rise in the death rate after the Insurance Act,

and suggested that the council be instructed to in-

stitute an inquiry into the act dealing with the nu-

trition of the poor. He pointed out that the natural

mortality from tuberculosis depended upon the rate

of real wages. He had been studying the subject

for twelve years, and had never yet found a case

where a rise in the death rate had not been preceded
.some three years previously by a fall in real wages,

nor had he seen the converse. Tuberculosis mortality

was a sensitive index to economic conditions, and
unless wages were raised, he declared that the death

rate would not fall. If it depended upon wages,

he contended that the problem for the statesman

was to raise wages ; in other words, by such means
to diffuse prosperity.

The meetings of the sections commenced on July
20th and continued up to the evening of July 23rd.

These sections will not be commented on in order,

but some of the most interesting papers of the vari-

ous sections will be selected for consideration.

Visceral Syphilis.—In the section of medicine
a discussion on visceral syphilis, especially of the

central nervous system and the cardiovascular sys-

tem, was introduced by Sir Clifford Allbutt,
regius professor of physic. University of Cam-
bridge. The paper cbntributed by Sir Clifford was
long and within the limited space allowed would
be impossible to cjuote at any length. Referring
to congenital syphilitic disease of the heart, he

pointed out that while we might guess much we did

not know much. The malformation clinicall\-

known as the "blue disease" had been found in the

children of .syphilitics. Mitral stenosis had been
attributed to the same cause by Hutchinson, Vir-

chow, Landouzy, Eger, and others. Some of our
unaccountable cases of mitral stenosis might be due
to a parental syphilis as Professor Cowan's speci-

mens suggest (Diseases of the Heart, 1914). So
likewise of stenosis or atresia of other orifices, for

example, of the pulmonary artery. Accurate differ-

ential work was needed in this field ; in such ca.ses,

it was not sufficient to suspect syphilis in the parents

or even to prove it ; more than one cause might have
been at work, as for instance, in the not infre([uent

association of tuberculosis and syjihilis.

In the course of his paper, Sir Clifford said that

while as a Justice of the Peace he was visitor of

the West Riding Asylums, Yorke. and afterwards
as a commissioner in huiacy, he was impressed by
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the prevalence of genenil i:)araly.sis of the insane

in cities, in seaports, and near barracks ; in the rural

districts it was less prevalent. If, as has been said,

he was the first to guess at its syphilitic nature, it

was because it is an endemic plague of such districts.

It was in the West Riding Asylums that he observed
optic neuritis in a certain proportion of cases of this

disease. In general paralysis of the insane, of

course, the cerebral bloodvessels were unmistak-
ably diseased, with meningitis and other conse-

quences. In large areas the virus was in great ac-

tivity ; the perivascular spaces were full of these

products. Here again arose the question of deter-

mination ; was the disease swayed this way or that

by the relative f uncticnial activity of certain vascular

areas according to the stresses of the individual

life, or by some more inherent affinity. Opinions
on this subject depended much on the sphere of

practice of observers. The observer whose experi-

ence was mainly in private asylums would see cases

of mental disease in the anxious brain worker ; the

frequenter of county asylums would see them
among wage earners. In either case alcohol might
be a cooperative, but not an essential factor. Re-
ferring again to congenital syphilis, he said, there

was not much for him to say. The influence of

congenital syphilis upon the brain of children needed
pubHc recognition. It was said that some form of

nerve degeneration occurred in about forty per cent,

of those who inherited syphilis. Cerebral syphilis

attacked infants six months' old, children within

their first year, and from the fifth to the tenth

year; it was rarely postponed to adolescence.

Sir Frederick Mott thought that an inherited

immunity might gradually die out and the individual

become susceptible to mild forms of the afYection,

even to paralytic dementia. Of the effects of

syphilis in children only too much was seen in the

cripples and dullards of the outpatient departments.

The universal perivascular infiltration and the en-

suing arteritis were well seen in these various cases

and in encephalitis neonatorum, a sort of precociovis

paralytic dementia. He had not seen necropsies

in children but in them gumma, particularly at the

base of the brain, seemed more frequent than in

adults. The masses were likely to caseate and
resemble tuberculous lumps, but they were more
matted into the surrounding structures. It was
said that if not too far gone, these syphilized ar-

teries might recover, that degenerative changes

have been observed in them. This was not unlikely

and might explain the prompt clinical improvement
when active treatment had been started before

much thrombosis and atrophy had ensued. Here
came the appeal again for early treatment ; for

recognition of the incontinent invasion of the sys-

tem as septic diffusion set in. Why then might

not affections of the central nervous system be ex-

pected to vanish under systematic treatment, as

readily as, say, those of the nose and throat? It

was true that in the one case the virus was less easy

to get at than in the other, but with the new means
of intrathecal attack, these fastnesses should be no
longer inaccessible. If intrathecal medication must
accompany the intravenous from the early weeks
of the malady, and it was coming to this, he

thought, then in view of the terrible conse-
quences menacing the patient for his next quarter
of a century, there would be no longer a limit to

our therapeutical means. The cerebrospinal fluid

must be tested at short intervals till it became per->

manently negative. Syphilis could evade intermit-

tent and precarious treatment better than any other
virus. The following is a summary of the con-
clusions reached: 1. That the syphilitic process
might be seen in little in the primary sore. 2. That
wherever it was found it consisted in a lymphar-
teritis with consequent irritative and atrophic ef-

fects. 3. That the division of syphilis into time
periods, as primary, secondary and tertiary, was
Imsed upon superficial characters and was mislead-
ing. .4. That the pyrexial phase, slight as it might
be, indicated a general syphilitic sepsis, in which
the cerebrospinal process was soon involved. 5.

That early necropsies had shown that in the pyrexial

phase, the aorta, brain, liver and other viscera be-

came infected; and that the cerebrospinal system
did not long escape. 6. That lumbar puncture
should be made soon after the onset of the pyrexial

phase and the cerebrospinal fluid tested from time

to time parallel with the blood testing.

Syphilis in the Male.—Dr. Robert W. ]\Iac-

Kexxa dealt with the treatment of syphilis in

the male and raised the following questions with
regard to a number of points that seemed to him to

be of considerable importance and upon which there

is some divergence of view as well as of practice. 1.

Whatever the remedies employed, was it better to

give large and progressively increasing doses over a

short period, or small doses at very short intervals?

2. What were the best methods of introducing reme-
dies ? a. Mercury ; should it be given intramuscu-

larly, by inunction or by the mouth, and if given

intramuscularly, were soluble or insoluble prepara-

tions the best ? b. Salvarsan ; should this be given

intravenously or intramuscularly or by a combina-
tion of both methods, and what considerations should

influence the choice of the route? 3. What is the

role of potassium iodide in the secondary stage of

the disease ? 4. Can the precise parts played by 'sal-

varsan and by mercury in the treatment of the dis-

ease be defined? Do their actions overlap, and how
do they dififer? 5. Should both remedies be used
separately or simultaneously? 6. Was there any
ground for the opinion that salvarsan used without

mercury might aggravate the type of syphilis, and
by damaging the nerve cells predispose to what the

French call neurorecidives ? 7. Does salvarsan used

alone tertianize, that is, advance the date of inci-

dence of tertiary symptoms? 8. In the presence of

persistently positive Wassermann reaction of the

iilood serum and of the cerebrospinal fluid, what
course should be adopted, all other symptoms being

absent? 9. Should treatment be continued, with a

patient who has had no symptoms for twelve

months, and who has given a consistently negative

reaction during that time in both serum and cere-

brospinal fluid? 10. What number of injections of

salvarsan and mercury should constitute a course

;

and what is the smallest gross dosage that should be

aimed at in the first course? 11. On what facts

should opinions as to cure be based? 12. Are there
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reasonable grounds in the light of modern expe-

rience, for promising a patient who is willing to per-

severe with treatment and who comes in the second-

ary stage of the disease, but is otherwise healthy,

that he can be cured. 13. In the presence of a con-

sistently positive serum reaction in a man who has

been well treated, and who has had no symptoms for

two or more years, is permission to marry justifi-

able? 14. Can any permanent success be hoped for

by treating incipient cases of general paralysis of

the insane or tabes with salvarsan and mercury ; and
how should these drugs be used in such cases? Have
intrathecal injections of salvarsanized serum justi-

fied the continuance of their use.

Syphilis in Women and Children.— Dr. Wal-
ter C. SwAYNE, professor of obstetrics. University

of Bristol, read a paper on syphilis in women and
children. He summarized as follows: 1. There
were greater difiiculties in women than in men,
owing to the frequent failure of the patient to detect

symptoms in herself. 2. A large number of those

aflfected contracted the disease innocently. 3.

Women were, on the whole, more likely to act as

innocent carriers than men, especially of extragenital

infections. 4. Diagnosis was, on the whole, more
difficult with women than with men. 5. Treatment
was often interfered with by home duties, condi-

tions of employment and frequency of parturition.

6. The special social and family surroundings of

women made the disease, in their case, more diffi-

cult to deal with and, perhaps, of more importance

than in the male. 7. A large proportion of women
suffering from syphilis came, sooner or later, into

the hands of the gynecologist for the treatment of

various pelvic affections.

Asthma and Allied Disorders.—Sir Humphrey
RoLLESTON, K. C. B., read a paper on asthma and
allied disorders. He said that in opening the dis-

cussion he proposed to speak largely but not exclu-

sively of asthma, and should not discuss the hyper-

sensitiveness to certain drugs as its mechanism was
probably the formation of a new foreign protein.

Ten years ago asthma was regarded as a reflex

neurosis and the sole reference to the present day
opinion was contained in Dr. A. G. Gibson's intro-

ductory address at the meeting of the British Medi-
cal Association in 1911'. He said: "Many of these

cases, for which no cause can be found, manifest

a rhythm or periodicity, as if some chemical ma-
terial were stored up in the nervous centres and
exploded at the end of a latent period. It is pos-

sible that modern theories of anaphylaxis, may, in

the future, aid us in our understanding of the rea-

sons which lead to the perpetuation of such a

rhythm." olleston- pointed out that Meltzer defined

bronchial asthma as a phenomenon of anaphylaxis.

Fr(»m the other point of view. Sir James Mac-
kenzie in his Symptoms and Their Interpretation

insisted on the principle that the vast majority of the

.symptoms of disease were disturbances of normal
reflexes, maintained the fre(|uency with which
asthma was the outcome of reflex stimulation from
the nasal cavity and other parts of the body. He
also regarded "cardiac" asthma as clinically similar

to spasmodic asthma and due to an insufficient sup-

ply of blood to the respiratory organs. lUit an-

other and more attractive interpretation was put
forward by Sir Thomas Lewis and his coworkers
that the phenomena were due to a nonvolatile acido-

sis caused by defects in renal function invaded by
acid products in such amounts as to endanger life.

Dr. L. C. Walker, of Boston, considered that al-

though neurotic conditions were often associated

with asthma they did not deserve a place as a gen-

uine cause, and that though cardiac and renal pa-

tients might have true asthma, these were entirely

independent coincidences. Rolleston pointed out
that Dr. Hurst had recently given a much more
inclusive definition of asthma as the reaction of

an overexcitable bronchial centre to blood borne
irritants and to peripheral and psychical stimuli.

The author asks whether, leaving aside the cases

of cardiac and renal asthma, we are in a position

to exclude a reflex explanation of some cases of

asthma and to consider that they are all due to

hypersensitiveness. It was suggested that among
the cases of asthma in which there is no positive

skin reaction a large proportion are those arising

comparatively late in life and associated with infec-

tion of bronchial tubes, asthmatic bronchitis.

It was pointed out that even if a vaccine does
good it might be interpreted to act by merely re-

moving a reflex cause. The precipitation of

an attack by smelling an artificial rose, is difficult

to explain on any grounds, other than psychical

stimulation. The importance of heredity in the

etiology of asthma was emphasized, as was also the

fact that hypersensitiveness might be acquired. So
far as the influence of season is concerned, it was
pointed out that asthma confined to the summer
was usually hay fever due to sensitization to pollens.

Winter asthma was usually due to bacterial infection,

and hay fever in the summer might leave behind it

bronchitis and bacterial asthma, so that the patient

suffered all the year round. As for vaccine treat-

ment, the results appeared to depend on whether
the patient gave a positive skin reaction to the pro-
tein of an organism which was then administered,

or whether reliance for the choice of the vaccine

had to be placed on the predominant organism in

the sputum or other discharge.

Rolleston thought that the points for considera-

tion were as follows: 1. Is all asthma, excluding
cardiac and' renal dyspnea, due to hypersensitive-

ness, or is there a residue of true rellex asthma?
2. Is there a metabolic asthma due to autosensi-

tization? 3. Is hyper,sensitiveness, apart from that

due to injections of serum, ever acquired de novo
and without an underlying inborn tendency? 4.

What is the relation of asthma associated with
bronchial or other infections and not giving posi-

tive skin tests to these more characteristic cases in

earlier life? 5. What percentages of normal per-

sons who have never had any clinical manifesta-
tions of protein sensitiveness give positive skin

tests? 6. Limitations of the skin tests; the reasons

for failure, antigen unrecognized or altered in prep-

aration ; local sensitiveness ; desensitization by an
attack. 7. Treatment ; specific : limitations of sub-

cutaneous desensitization of alinientarv sensitive-

ness
;
nonspecific peptone treatment.

{To he continued.)
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Miscellany.

Importance of Eye Examinations in Nephritis.

—Adolph O. Pfingst (Soitt/icni Medical Journal,

May, 1921) urges the frequent use of the ophthal-

moscope in all cases in which kidney trouble is sus-

pected. Early retinal changes are often visible in

general arteriosclerosis and chronic nephritis even
before a uranalysis would reveal anything to indi-

cate a kidney lesion.

Neutrophilic Myelocytes in the Cerebrospinal
Fluid of a Patient Suffering from Myeloid Leu-
cemia.—Lewellys F. Barker (Southern Medical
Journal, June, 1921) reports one case in which it

has been possible during life to demonstrate in the

cerebrospinal fluid the presence of cells of leucemic

origin, the only one yet described. In the few in-

stances in which lumbar puncture has been done in

leucemia the cerebrospinal fluid has been negative,

or has merely shown a trace of blood or an increase

of globulin.

Viability of Spirochasta Pallida in Excised Tis-

sue and Autopsy Material.—George R. Lacy and
Samuel R. Haythorne (American Journal of Syphi-

lis, July, 1921) say that they became interested in

the question of occurrence of Spirocha;ta pallida in

dead tissues, when actively motile spirochetes were

found in the blebs and organs of a stillborn con-

genitally syphilitic infant which had been kept in

a refrigerator twenty-six hours prior to the autopsy.

They conducted experiments in order to determine

the time during which the Spirochseta pallida re-

mained alive in dead tissue, the criteria being the

motility of the organism and its ability to transmit

the disease to a new host. The following is a sum-
mary of their results : Spirochetes kept in serum or

moist tissue may retain slight motility as long

as three months or more. Reliable dark field exam-
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inations can be made on tissues or fluids collected

several hours previously, provided they are kept
moist and cool. Complete drying is probably fatal

to the Spirachseta pallida, since in each of the rabbits

used by the experimenters syphilitic lesions failed to

develop when inoculated with dried spirochetes.

This was in accord with the work of Neisser. Spiro-
chata pallida might remain virulent in autopsy ma-
terial for twenty-six hours or longer.

Experimental Syphilis in the Rabbit.—Wade
H. Brown, Louise Pearce, and William D. Wither-
bee (Journal of Experimental Medicine, April,

1921) describe lesions affecting the facial and cranial

bones, cartilages, and the bones, tendons and joints

of the feet, legs, and tails of animals with experi-

mentally induced syphilis. Most of the lesions were
instances of periosteal, perichondria! or bone in-

volvement, and a few lesions only were recognized
clinically in which the origin appeared to be ten-

dons, tendon sheaths, etc. Grossly the lesions were
of two types, one being a circumscribed, indurated,
and nodular mass, and the other a more diffuse pro-
cess. Histologically they gave the typical appearance
of syphilitic granuloma, composed of more or less

distinct layers which corresponded roughly with
structural divisions of the periosteum. Invasion of
the bone with absorption and necrosis occurred con-
stantly in periosteal affections. Lesions in the bone
and marrow cavities were detected chiefly by radio-

graphs, or by the occurrence of bone destruction in

the absence of periosteal involvement. Detailed de-
scriptions are given of - the general character of the
lesions, their histology, and the gross alterations

produced in the bone. Clinical aspects of syphilis
'

of the skeletal system, and syphilis of the posterior

extremities with other affections of a miscellaneous
type are also dealt with.

Severe Illness Due to Ascarides.—Gaudier and
Cleuet (Gazette des praticiens, May 1, 1921) report

the case of a woinan, aged twenty-eight years, who
had epigastric pain for a week, during which she
grew pale and weak, and was thereupon admitted
to a hospital. Her face was waxy, pulse small, tem-
perature 38.6° C, abdomen somewhat distended and
tender, especially in the hypogastric region. There
was slight, malodorous diarrhea. The facies sug-
gested a septic condition, and typhoid infection was
thought of. Next morning she suddenly grew pale

and almost pulseless, with a teinperature of 37.2° C.

and the abdomen tender and rigid. With the thought
that a perforation might have occurred, an emer-
gency laparotomy was done under light ether anes-

thesia. A little serous fluid issued from the peri-

toneal cavity and the small intestine was congested,

especially in the terminal poition of the ileum.

Nothing else being found, the abdoinen was closed,

and saline solution administered. During the night

the patient vomited ten specimens of ascaris and dis-

charged two more by rectum. Another ascaris was
passed the next day, and two grams of thymol
yielded three inore, after which the stools became
negative for ova. Repeated typhoid and paratyphoid

agglutination tests were negative, but the blood

showed a six per cent, eosinophilia. She was dis-

charged citred one month after admission.
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The Man Galen and His Times
By JONATHAN WRIGHT, M. D.,

Pleasantville, N. Y.

The times into which Galen was born and the

position he occupied in social life and an allusion to

the importance he has for his medical posterity must
in this account of him take precedence of the in-

cidents, which, though it is impossible to be sure

of their actual sequence in chronology, unmistakably
mark his personality, as revealed to us in his works.
One does not progress very far in the study of

Hippocratic medicine before the need is felt of tak-

ing a jump of about six hundred years and knowing
about the works of Galen. I do not propose here

to go into an earnest discussion of these but rather

to make a study of the man Galen in his training

for his life work. This cannot be done for Hip-
pocrates, because he was a dififerent man. He was
not so eaten up with vanity as to foresee that the

world would ever care about his personality. He
was purely objective and impersonal and we are the

losers thereby in an historical sense. The works of
Hippocrates are full of the accounts of his failures

in treatment and diagnosis. One finds no fatal cases

in Galen's reports of his practice. Puzzled by some
passage in Hippocrates, Galen exclaims : "Why
bother with the text, the patient died." So absorbed
was Hippocrates with his work rather than with
himself we need the light which the volubility of

Galen throws on the works and are grateful for the

little he throws on the person of Hippocrates. The
justification of the charge of garrulity brought
against Galen is appreciated by any student who
undertakes to become acquainted with his work in

an exhaustive way. Its enormous mass was turned
into Latin from the Greek by Dr. Carolus Gottlob
Kiihn, to whom we may ascribe an iron determina-
tion and an industry scarcely less remarkable than
that of Galen himself. This Herculean ta.sk he be-

gan after he was sixty-two years old and brought
to a triumphant conclusion (1) in less than ten

years.

There is no other source from which to draw in-

formation about the man Galen except from the
works of Galen, all the works, for notices of his

l^ersonality are scattered here and there and one
must ])ick and patch and put it all together if one
is to know how this one man did so much to per-

petuate the ancient medical lore in the world of his

time and hand it down to posterity, for what we
know of more ancient medicine from other sources,

while not negligible of course, altogether is com-
paratively small. If we should add to the works
themselves of the Hippocratic Corpus all we learn

of other medical writers before the time of Galen
and all we can glean from Plato and Aristotle and
Theophrastus, even from Oribasius and /Etius, of

medicine before Galen, the whole would not equal

what Galen alone tells us of medicine before his

time, not to mention what he contributed himself,

which is huge. We could almost construct Hip-
pocratic medicine out of what Galen alone says of

it. This mighty mass, scarcely less perhaps than
four or five million words, is the chief source also

of the medicine from which after the renaissance-

our medicine sprang. He was no less distinguished

for the volubility of his discourse than for the fer-

tility of his pen. In the former he showed the-

characteristics the younger Pliny (2) ascribed to
the inhabitants of his native land over which Pliny
was a proconsul of Trajan. The Bithynians, he says,
like most Greeks, are prolific in words and chary
of deeds

—

plurimis verbis, paiicissimis rebus. Galen:
wrote such a large number of philosophical and
medical works, according to Athenjeus (3j, that
he surpassed all his predecessors and we cannot de-
mur at the further eulogy that he could take rank
with any of the ancients as an expositor, since he so
far excelled them in copiousness at least.

Any one who attempts to write the history of
medicine, past or present, can no more pass over
this huge bulk than he can circle the earth and miss
the ocean. He must go through it. With the ex-
ception of small islands here and there, like the
translations of Daremberg (4) into French and the
recent translation of Brock (5) of one book into
the English of the Loeb Classics, the sole refuge for
the reader from the Greek text is the liniping^Latin
of Kiihn, twenty-one bulky volumes each averaging
almo.st a thousand pages of the original and the
translation, badly proof read, and, I fear, not free
from blemishes of otlier kinds.

Out of this great mass of discourse, not abso-
lutely confined to medicine ])ut having a sprinkling
of philosoi)hy and its history, what can we learn of

Copyright, 1921, by A. R. Elliott Publishing Company.
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the man Galen? It is said that genius is the power
to work intensely. If we are to agree to this the

possession of genius cannot be denied to Galen, for

nothing but an enormous assiduity^ would have left

such an output behind him, loaded on the demands
of an active practice in a large city even when sup-

plemented by the leisure of an occasional withdrawal
from it. With one small exception none of his con-

temporaries, either lay or professional, so much as

mention him. We must, accept his estimate of his

own powers when brought into competition vfiih. his

fellows. If pertinacity and industry, which we must
attribute to him, raised him above mediocrity, as it

so often does in our more energetic age, we know
it only from himself. It is quite evident, and he
appreciated the fact himself, that the circumstances

of his early life were eminently favorable to success

in that which has made him a great figure for us.

It is plain, as to this, that these in combination with

an innate energy of character and even a mediocre
mental endow-ment quite suffice to explain what he
left in writing, if we have little proof as to its effi-

ciency in marking him among his contemporaries as

a commanding figure.

If this is the conclusion we are driven to, I do
not know where one is to turn for another example
so striking of the triumph of circumstances of char-

acter and training over the circumstances of the

times and above all over the circumstance of time.

Indeed, Galen was almost if not quite the last medi-

cal man who has any claim to originality at all in

the ancient world, and he ruled the medieval world
for more than a thousand years. Despite his pro-

lixity, and his commonplaces, perhaps partly because

of this garrulity, he dragged his hero, Hippocrates,

at his chariot wheels through a world sunk in ruin,

to the renaissance. For all that time to the world

he was a mightier man than the mightiest mind of

all medical history. That is what fate, luck, not

genius, does for a man's fame. As Boswell for us

is more interesting, as that astonishing literary per-

sonage alone makes Johnson, the leviathan of his

day, bearable to us, so Galen sung the praises of

Ypocras to the Dark Ages, and the undiscriminating

taste of those rude centuries thought the servant the

equal if not the superior of the master. Boswell

was nothing to his contemporaries. To posterity he

was the greatest fool and the greatest biographer

who ever put pen to paper. Galen is neither of

these things to us, whatever he may have been for

his contemporaries, but when we attempt to seek

out from others the personality of Galen we find

him, it is true after the lapse of a vastly greater

stretch of time, more obscure than even Boswell.

Even Asclepiades, the Bithynian, was a frifend of

Cicero though Galen thought him a charlatan, but

he seems to have had a better claim to originality

than his critic, while his heresies seem no more
wrong to us than the fallacies of his more orthodox

fellow countryman.

Galen was the physician of probably the best and

wisest ruler who ever reigned and of his son Com-
tnodus who was perhaps the worst. He seems so

' To what extent this could be carried in a previous generation may
be seen in the striking account by Pliny the younger—Epistularum
III. 5—of the industry of his, for us, more famous uncle.

well acquainted with their cooks (6j he might be
accused of having arrived at the sick chamber by
way of the scullery stairs, except he specifically gives
other accounts of it. As the exsurgeon to the

gladiators at Pergamus we even might be pardoned
for .suspecting that thus he kept the favor of Corn-
modus, who dragged the purple of the Cjesars in

the dust of the arena, but he tells a difYerent story.

He relates in glee the anecdote of his triumph over
the cooks in his quarrel about the heart of an ele-

phant, slain in the circus, which he kept long after

at home to show the bone in it. He swells with
pride as he says many of the gladiators died before
he took charge of their health and their wounds at

Pergamus but none afterwards (7). But on the

whole the little we can gather from his account of

his daily life in Rome can scarcely be taken for

any more than a hint of the degradation of the mid-
dle class. There can be no doubt that Galen be-

longed to people of wealth and culture but history

tells us that this does not at all mean that they stood
high in the social scale in the time of the Antonines,
despite the example of Marcus Aurelius. Doctors
a hundred years ago in England entered the servant

quarters on their way to high placed patients. These
considerations are not entirely out of place in a
discussion of the question, why little or no record

has come down to us, in the general literature of the

times, of such a man as Galen, but that is trivial.

Nothing will ever be heard of the names which loom
so large in our professional eyes today with the lapse

of an equal time.

What is vastly more curious is that there is no
mention of Galen in such contemporary professional

hterature as we have. I do not know of any until

the time of Julian, the Apostate, by whose shining-

mark in history we date his chronicler Oribasius.

This was probably two hundred years after Galen's

death, but there is said to be a contemporary notice

of him by Alexander Aphrodisiensis, mentioning him
as a philosopher and a doughty disputant, the Mule's

Head, he called him. Cselius Aurelianus does not

mention him and neither does Aretaeus. This we
might explain by placing them earlier than Galen,

but to suppose that Galen would not have mentioned
them if they had preceded him is improbable. They
may have all three been contemporaries it is true,

but it does not entirely explain the lack of mutual
acquaintance. It is difficult then to see on what
ground Sprengel bases his opinion that in the time

of Oribasius Galen was regarded as infallible.

Paulus ^Egineta, probably much later, refers (8

)

to him as standing on the same footing as Oribasius,

indeed he mentions him after Oribasius in his

preface.

It seems probable that the social standing of phy-

sicians fell after the Augustan age. According to

Suetonius, Julius Caesar (9) conferred Roman citi-

zenship on professors of the liberal arts, especially

physicians, that he might induce others to seek the

city. Augustus (10) expelled slave dealers, slaves

and prize fighters, who were foreigners, but made
exceptions of schoolmasters and doctors, the impli-

cation for the reader being the latter in the estimation

of the public in the time of Suetonius belonged in

the same category. Suetonius is supposed to have

1
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been born shortly after the birth of Nero, perhaps in

70 A. D. His contemporary and friend Pliny, the

younger, bears the same testimony (11). He begs

from Trajan citizenship for Harpocras, an Alex-
andrian, manumitted from slavery in Egypt, who
had cured him of a very severe illness. However,
it is necessary for us, familiar practically with a

very degrading form of slavery only two or three

generations ago, to guard against prepossessions in

adjudicating the social status of slaves among the

ancients.

Cato had written a socalled book on medicine and
the book of Celsus is the sequel to one on agriculture.

After the advent of the Greek culture in Rome,
medicine became a trade apart from "what every

gentleman should know," if only to keep his slaves

serviceable, and under the Emperors around the

court many of them were little better than poisoners

or men kept there to detect poisoners.

Eudemus, the paramour of Livia, the wife of

Drusus, was one in the reign of Tiberius (12). This

Eudemus was of course not the one Galen knew
so well, but Galen himself succeeded an antidote

mixer for Marcus Aurelius (13). At least, except

in this way, they ceased to interest political circles

and literary men, the satirists as well as the historian

chiefly referring to them thus. Whatever his con-

temporary standing in the profession and whatever
the social status of physicians after the period in

which Greek genius had placed the school of Alex-

andria on a height, it seems safe to say that an
appreciation of Galen's talent first rose to the point

of mistaking it for genius several hundred years

after his death.

In seeking to know the man Galen, then, we are

thrown back on his works, on what he says of him-

self. No county atlas, no compendium of "distin-

guished" physicians ever allowed its contributors to

go so far in selflaudation. Athenseus speaks (14)
in this vein : "Except the doctors nothing could be

sillier than the pedantic grammarians," he says,

quoting some of his guests and speaking of a play

(Mendax) by an ancient Athenian. "Great is the

sophist and the cook in Sosipater is in no way in-

ferior to the boastings of the doctors." Things ap-

parently were not different in the day of Galen. His
actual portrait is lacking because of the lacking of

the engraver's art. We do not know what the

"Mule's Head" looked like, but otherwise his char-

acter stands forth in many an anecdote he relates

of his prowess in debate, his infallibility in diagno-

sis, his oracles in prognosis, his marvels of therapy.

But like ^neas he was a pious man on his own
showing, far better he honored his father, and far

worse he spoke evil of his mother. He was a cad,

a i)rig and a grind. He was studying Hippocrates

when he had better have been reading Horace,

though he was learned in Homer, probably from
student days in Alexandria. Though not born with

a very healthy body (15), having in childhood and
adolescence sufifered from some more or less severe

illnesses, he had never had any "fevered buboes," and
when he was twenty-eight years old he became con-

vinced, though since his early years he had devoted
himself night and day to strenuous study, that he
could ])y careful regimen i)reserve his health. But

for an occasional attack of fever this he succeeded

in doing. It was when he was seventeen that his

father had a dream which decided him to make a

physician, instead of a philosopher and a rhetori-

cian, of his son, whom he had already indoctrinated

with the stoic opinions of Chrysippus (16). Despite

his priggishness there is no denying the enormous
service he rendered, not alone to the history of

medicine, but to the science of anatomy in his re-

search work by experimental methods, especially in

neurology. Of all things, however, the world is most
grateful to him, and out of this arose chiefly his

posthumous fame, because he handed down to sub-

sequent generations of benighted men the words and
meaning of Hippocrates, Plato, and Aristotle. He
honored himself in humbly bowing before Homer
and the mighty shades of these men, but he too

plainly placed himself next their thrones in his own
estimation, and yet so great are his services to us

we need not begrudge him this vanity, for in truth

the station he really occupies is that of the second

greatest name in the annals of medical history.

It is thought the year of his birth was about 130

or 131 A. D., in the beneficent reign of Hadrian

—

in a reign when almost the whole known world, as

Gibbon remarks, was enjoying the blessings of

peace among men, and for a longer time than it

has ever enjoyed it since, it may be added. He was
born in Syria, the son of Nicon, a gentleman and a

scholar, if we are to believe filial tenderness, an-

engineer and a mathematician, a philosopher, a

friend of learning, and apparently a man of wealth.

His grandfather and great grandfather were also

men of learning (17). "Fate dealt kindly with me
in giving me the best and most benevolent of fathers.

What I am by nature I hardly know, since my
father devoted himself to making me by training

the best and most attractive kind of man he could"

(18). Galen seems to have been very well satis-

fied with his father's labors and' fully recognizes

what circumstances did for him at any rate. His
father taught him all he knew and instructed him
in the doctrine of Chrysippus and the other noted

stoics, on which in his youth he wrote many exer-

cises, but in which he seems to have found much to

criticize in later life. "I had surely a father," he

declared, "who achieved the highest distinction in

geometry, architecture, logic, arithmetic and astron-

omy. He was praised by those who knew him for

justice, honesty, and moderation above all philoso-

phers" (19). He was something of a dietitian, we
also learn, experimenting on the various soups and
ptisans and the ways of preparing them, his son

assisting, (jalen was born probably and lived, in his

boyhood, in Bithynia near Prusa (20) and this

seems to have been his home until he was twenty-

one when his father died, though he was away at

Alexandria, Smyrna and elsewhere in his student

years subsequently and practised in Pergamum'
nearby before he went to Rome the first time. He
boasts of the purity of his Greek tongue (21),
though he is at no pains to conceal his prejudice

against the Attic dialect and the philosophy of

.Athens of his day in many jjassages. He declares

he has always dwelt in an atmosphere of books and
asserts he has never been accustomed to ctViversa-
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tion with hucksters, cooks or publicans—differing

in this way as in others from Socrates, on the whole,
for the worse.

We get some idea of the kind of a country house
they lived in. So unchanging is the East it reminds
us of the house of Odysseus (22), in which the

wooers of Penelope met their fatei though Galen's
home apparently had no upper chamber. Some of
its features are biblical and occasionally described
as still existent. As you enter the door you see in

the middle of the room a fireplace and connected
with it the ovens for baking. Beyond these and
also facing the door, for there was no chimney, on
the interior wall, is a raised chamber for guests with
seats. On the side walls are stalls for cattle. On
each side of this "drawing room" are bed chambers
and along the upper part of the walls of these are
arranged, all around, cupboards for all sorts of
things. After the wine had fermented in casks and
had been tightly corked in bottles, his father used to

place it in these recesses to age it. The hay mows
and the granaries were evidently on the sidewalks

above the stalls, exposed also to the warmth of the

fire in the cool weather. The roof did not extend
over the centre of the room apparently which thus

made the dwelling essentially one around a small

court with colonnades, at least in places, to support
the roof. An opening to the sky is the natural and
pleasantest thing in the balmy southern air of the

Mediterranean. His father's farm was situated

facing the sea between Pergamum and Elea. "There
is a hill, covered with thyme from which the bees

make the most delicious honey. This hill is at the

left as you go from Pergamum to Elea, not how-
ever near the road"^ (23). Beyond the hill lies

Mysia. We quite catch the spirit of the beautiful

verse Murray has made out of a strophe in the

Iphigenia at Taurus of Euripides, so often quoted

:

"Give me the little hill ahove the sea,

The palm of Delos fringed delicately,

The sweet young laurel and the olive tree,

Grey leaved and glimmering."

No wonder that for Galen yearning for the hill-

sides of his youth no other field, even in nearby
Mysia, produced such honey, even though they said

the Mysian was like the Attic honey. They had no
such sweet flowers to feed their bees upon as grew
in the sod his boyish feet had pressed. Looking
back in his old age after having known, as he said

(24), all manner of men, even the emperors, and
the wickedness of the world, he may well have real-

ized that all is vanity but that.

Asia Minor in the time of Galen was indeed a

land of milk and honey—a promised land, which it

might have been thought of old worth forty years'

wandering in the desert to enter, where grapes grew
to monstrous proportions, granaries groaned with
the harvest, and treasure of all kinds for long-

periods lay open to the horrid rapacity of brutal

Roman proconsuls. Csesar, according to his own
account, carpeted Gaul with the dead. We say he
made a desert and called it peace, but out of the

welter of nations a great civilization arose. The
slaughter of human beings, so attractive to human
beings,, cannot de.stroy civilizations. Out of the

soil springs life ever anew. Apparently that was

not the result in Asia Minor after the Roman domin-
ion. Cosmic changes seem responsible for most of
it but man did what he could. Cicero, Sallust, Taci-
tus tell us of the sordid and brutal rule of Rome
and that the provinces of Western Asia were the
ones its two legged wolves most quarrelled about,
but the thorough scrapings of further Gaul and
even combing the forests of Germany could heap
the platters of but a few. They took what they
could and there was more to go round in hither

Asia for Sulla and IaicuIIus and Pompey and Cras-
sus and Piso and their countless imitators, but be-

fore the Byzantine power was at its height a might-
ier devastator, the hand of Nature herself, appar-
ently began her work.

From this point of view Galen had every reason,

as an Asiatic Greek, to look with' contempt on the

rocky and barren shores of Attica, but he even
decried the supremacy of her dialect and at times

seemed blind to the traditions of her ancient glory,

so bitter was the rivalry between the sophists of

Athens and those of Pergamum in his day. The
influence of purely Athenian culture was then in

decadence. Philosophy, poetry, even the material

arts had their chief seats in the maritime cities of

Africa and Asia, whence the sages and sophists of

the Acadeiny and the Lyceum at Athens had derived

them. In Galen's day they had already returned to

the fruitful soil from which Athens and the rock-

ribbed isles of the ^gean had transported them.
Attic supremacy for all its still unapproached glory

was short lived. A few generations and the high

tide of the human intellect washed back to the sands
along the eastern littoral of the middle sea. In the

best era of that backwash and in the cradle of prae-

Attic civilization Galen was born and trained. Cir-

cumstances, not only of personal affluence but the

vastly more important ones of cosmic pulsation, both

terrestrial and intellectual favored him. Man had
done his worst and still the land blooined as before.

Under the Aiitonines, as earlier under Trajan, it

had v.'iser and better rulers, perhaps the very best

it has ever had. Under them Galen and his father

lived in peace and plenty. He was born not in the

stews of Rome nor beneath the crumbling fagades

of Athens but in the centre of the land of the Asian
renaissance, close to Pergamum, whose library had
been despoiled by Anthony, it is said, but he could

not, even for the smiles of the Egyptian sorceress,

remove learning and culture from Sinyrna and An-
tioch with cases of parchment and papyrus rolls to

the shelves of Alexandria. We must keep this

atmosphere in inind.

Had the feeble murmurs of the new religion

reached the hillsides where the sweet thyme grew in

the fourth decade of the second century? There
can be no doubt of it. Thither, to rule over Bithynia

and Pontus, a generation earlier Trajan had sent

Pliny, the younger, who found the problems raised

by the new doctrine rising and confronting him.

Had Nazareth and Bethlehem any significance in the

education of our apt and omnivorous scholar, as he

learned the precepts of the stoics from the lips of

his father? They were provincial towns, far away
to the south, and if the father and son had heard of

them, as doubtless they had, they, too, may have
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thouglit no good could come out of them, but Galen,

the son, bore a brand of piety throughout his life

which was nearer Christianity than the stoic writers

of an earlier age could have taught him. The saints,

Ignatius, Polycarp, Iren.-eus, Justin Martyr, were

already bearing their testimony by the middle of the

second century after Christ. We hear of St. Poly-

carp and St. Irenseus at Smyrna (25) during Galen's

boyhood. It was there, where Galen studied, that

Polycarp was burned at about this time. In a com-

paratively small city, though larger, he says, than

any Hippocrates ever saw, burning even one human
being would have been a thing a young man would

hear of, and Galen, perhaps with such scenes in

mind, remarks on the obstinacy of the Christians.

It is quite evident from his maturer works that he

had, at least in his own later Hfe, diverged markedly

from the orthodox traditions of the Athenian epoch.

Pliny told (26) Trajan he did not know what to

think or do with the Christians or what to ask

them, though he had tortured two women to find out

the truth. In Bithynia the old temples were de-

serted and the cattle dealers, who supplied victims

for the sacrifices, were loud in complaint. Better

leave them alone, Trajan said ; don't investigate,

unless some one complains and then, if the case is

manifest, they had better be punished—with death

probably, "but these charges after all are not the

worst samples of our age."

Twice in the books on the dififerences in the pulse

Galen refers to the obstinacy and mysticism of the

Christians. You cannot take for granted what is

laid down in medical theory, "without explanation as

though it had to do with the sect of Moses and

Christ" . . . "they will more easily depart from
their principles than the doctors and philosophers

from their chosen tenets" (27). Most of the fath-

ers of the church were born later than Galen, but if

Galen wrote this book, he knew of Christ.

At any rate a new ethical feeling which was a part

of the deep underlying thought even before Christ,

was veering toward modern standards. Even in the

classical prcemium of Celsus, in the discussion of

human vivisection we get some note in it, but if we
go back of Galen five hundred years to the time of

Hippocrates we get more exclusively the earlier

signs of intellectual progress rather than those of

Christian ethics. It was one of discrimination and
differentiation in accord with the law of the evolu-

tion of thought. When the later Hippocratic author

in the Sacred Disease attacks the charlatans, he

comes out plainly and says there are different pro-

cesses to use in discussing things divine and things

terrestrial, but for the author of Airs, Waters and
Places there is no celestial body as separated from
the terrestrial body. All diseases for the more an-

cient writer are divine, one not more nor less than
the other. Of course we bold successors to the

martyred iconoclasts see in this declaration there is

nothing supernatural about the origin of disease or

anything else. That may have been the thought of

Hippocrates but that is not the way he put it, for

obvious reasons.

The old ])antlieistic methods of thought of i)rimi-

tive man still prevailed and the i)est he himself dared
to do was to declare epilepsy a disease like any other

—all of them divine, if you will. This recurs in a

more uncompromising form in some of the books

supposed to have been transliterations of Hippo-
cratic thought by his successors before Galen's time.

The words had been heard before and doubtless

heeded, "Render unto Cassar the things which are

Caesar's and unto God the things which are God's."

We can take note of the same sentiment in the Chris-

tians who bothered Pliny. Galen remarks the asser-

tions of Moses and Christ may need no proof, but

it is different with the pulse. If you have a theory

you must have a valid demonstration of it, but this

clarity of discrimination between things divine and
mundane things does not appear in the thought attri-

buted to Hippocrates II at all, full of irony as much
of his writing is. Now this is one of the significant

things about Galen's early training, about the train-

ing, evidently, of so many of the medical writers

after Hippocrates. In Galen it may have lain at the

root of the endless, tireless, tiresome, garrulous,

futile effort to reason things out, hurling anathema
at the empirics but not admitting that he himself

was a dogmatist. This is a characteristic we per-

ceive in much which Galen quotes from this litera-

ture often in derision, often in support of his own
assertions, no less prolix and puerile.

While it is not difficult for a fuller analysis to

trace out divergence of thought between the essen-

tially Greek and the later oriental Grasco-Roman
tendencies of thought, it is scarcely possible in the

time of Galen to find any influence of the ethical

tendencies which were inaugurated or at least greatly

advanced by the advent of the new light of Chris-

tianity from the east. Modern humanitarianism
was born at Bethlehem and though the ultimate

change was to be so much greater it was not notice-

able in the time of Galen. The shifting of ways of

thought toward transcendentalism, begun before the

Christian era by the Neoplatonists, brought in its

wake the shifting of ethical ideals beyond the path
traced by the stoics, but this was in the lap of the

future, the practical application of them, very far

in the future. The old dispensation was the one
under which Galen was born and lived. The torture

of the slave to make him reveal the crimes or even
the ideas of his master was alike a character of
ancient Greek and of later Roman law—the torture

of innocent human beings in order to expose his

guile or save the master from the clutches of the

law. Galen exhibits in his writings the stoic instruc-

tion of his early life. He emphasizes the necessity

of restraint of the passions in the prevention and
treatment of disorders of the mind (28) and diverges

into much ethical application of the regimen.

It is, however, not the altruistic but the individual

application, not a word of compassion for human
suffering, not as much as we can find in the Proe-
mium of Celsus, not a sign of a revolt from the

exhibition he makes of inhuman cruelty in contem-
porary manners. He comments in a detached tone
on the degrading effect angry passions, vented on
the slave, have on the master, the loss of dignity and
the weakening of his character, when he beats him
witli his fi.sts, with clubs, with sticks, lacerating the

unhapi)y creature with the sword and chance instru-

ments of torture. He tells of masters seizing a pen
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and jabbing it into the slaves eye—one of these

monsters was one of the better kind of Roman em-
perors—Adrian, in whose reign Galen first saw the

light. He was filled with shame and mortification,

not because of the torture of a human being—not at

all ; it was because he had lost his selfcontrol and
given way to passion. So to humiliate himself, to

palliate his own feelings of lost respect, he told the

slave he could ask him what he liked in the way of

recompense. The slave was silent. Galen says he
was afraid for his other eye. It was not the em-
peror only who could safely, as safely as a mob
with newspapers behind it, venture to indulge in fits

of unbridled fury. He speaks of journeying with
a comrade, perhaps as physician to one of the four
hundred, whose acquaintance he had made at Rome.
The man gave way to such a fit of passion for a
trivial fault of a slave, laden with his attire, who
followed on foot, that he beat him with a sword.
The slave was so maimed and bled so the journey
was interrupted at the Isthmus of Corinth, x^gain

Galen describes the remorse of the stoic, not on the

slaves's account but on account of the stoic's pre-

cious feelings of selfrespect.

Caesar knew by running up the figure of the dead
in his commentaries on the Gallic wars he was ap-

peahng in the most moving way for popularity to

the ferocity of the Roman mob. Galen himself was
physician to the gladiators in Pergamum. As in

secular literature so in professional works in medi-
cine we seek in vain for any evidences of pity and
compassion. They must have had them in some
degree for we have them and they were as human
if not as humane as we. It is not an integral part

of the germ plasm of human nature to pity the weak
and succor the needy. It is a somatic graft from an
intellectual evolution. We easily brush it aside and
can be as beastly as they, more beastly than the

beasts. The beasts only kill for food not for sport

and the excitement of adventure. It was not the

fashion for the human beast to be kind in the time

of Galen. It is the fashion now despite the decline

in religious feeling, but it had its beginnings in the

intellectual changes of the early phases of social

organization as well as in the happening on Calvary

a hundred years before Galen's birth. It was in-

fluenced, too, in the Roman empire, by the gradual

increase in the number of slaves of education and
ability in the ancient world. The enfranchised slave

and the freedman had memories deep in their souls

which told for social revolution and the success of

a new religion. If cruelty lingered in the world of

Galen undiminished and still unmodified by the rise

of a new religion on a ground prepared for it, partly

by changes in the methods of thought and partly by
the political and social changes of the west, we find

superstition and the mysticism of primitive life

more firmly rooted in the East, for some reason not

well understood, another factor in the preparation

of the ground for the new faith and this still more
plainly we take note of in the works of Galen (29),

the Asiatic Greek. On one of its manifestations

hung the fate of Galen's profession in life. Though
trained for pure philosophy by a father, who was
not only a philosopher but a learned man, the latter's

dream told him that his son must study medicine.

This Galen alludes to many times (30j. It was
hardly due to this so much as to his own mysticism
and to the mysticism of the East generally that Galen
was more devoted to dreams than Hippocrates.
There is a spurious book in the Hippocratic Corpus
tacked on to another treatise. The Regimen, which
is as foolish as anything in Galen. Indeed there

is no reason why Cos, so near to the mainland,
should not have been as open to orientalisms as the

mainland of Asia Minor, except for differences in

the extension of the hegemony of oriental despotisms
which visited Cnidos at the formative period more
heavily than the Isle of Cos, where tradition has

it Hippocrates passed his early life under the tutelage

of the priesthoods of ^sculapius, hereditary in his

family.
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The Diagnostic Value of Pupillary Symptoms in General Disease
By MATTHIAS LANCKTON FOSTER, M. D., F. A. C. S.,

New Rochelle, N. Y.

Quite recently a lady consulted me to ascertain

why her pupils were so small, stating of her own
volition that she knew they did not react to light,

and that she had already consulted two or more
other doctors without obtaining any further in-

formation. Examination revealed typical Argyll

Robertson pupils ; both were small, one smaller than

the other, neither reacted to light, both reacted to

accommodation. After tests of the knee jerks and
for Romberg's symptom, she stated that neither of

these tests had ever been made upon her before.

This was not a poor, illiterate patient, but a highly

intelligent, well to do lady living in New York city,

and it is presumable that the doctors whom she had
previously consulted are accustomed to a high class

practice. How they could have failed to appreciate

such plain evidence, especially after it had been

called specifically to their attention, is beyond my
power to tell. One can hardly believe it possible

that any doctor at the present time can fail to recog-

nize or to appreciate the bearing of an Argyll Rob-
ertson pupil, yet the history of this case seems to

show not only the possibility, but the actual occur-

rence of such a failure at a very recent date.

This incident impelled me to write a brief

and imperfect account of the diagnostic value of cer-

tain pupillary symptoms with a view to presenting

it to an audience of general practitioners, and it is

with much hesitancy that I presume to present it.

But it seems pertinent for me to raise the question

whether we are doing all we can to extend the knowl-
edge of the diagnostic value of symptoms which
occur in the domain of our specialty. Right here let

me protest against the rather prevalent idea that doc-

tors generally are indifferent to what an ophthalmolo-

gist may have to say. A few years ago, when called

upon to discuss the paper of a colleague before a

group of general practitioners, I took the oppor-
tunity to urge them to look, to make accurately cer-

tain observations which would enable them to make
the diagnosis with ease. After the meeting my col-

league said to me : "What was the use of teUing

them that? Not one of them will ever take the

trouble to look." That view is wrong, I firmly be-

lieve__. Some general practitioners know the rela-

tions of the eye to the rest of the organism quite

as well as we do, many more know them to some
extent. Granted that there remains a minority of

the careless and self sufficient whom we cannot
reach, are we not in danger of shooting over the

heads of those who wish to learn in our discussions

of matters of scientific interest to us, so that our
words are dry and meaningless to them, and of go-
ing to the other extreme and dealing out the veriest

pap when asked to present papers to general practi-

tioners ? My experience has led me to believe that

most practitioners earnestly wish to increase their

diagnostic powers and eagerly gather up the crumbs

•Read before the Eye Section, Medical Society of the State of
New York, May 3, 1921.

of what seems to them wisdom which may fall

from our lips. It is therefore in the hope of reach-

ing some of them through you that I present this,

which you may consider a morsel of pap.

The pupils are ever changing in size because of the

varying conditions of light and accommodation, but

we can recognize at a glance whether they are ab-

normally large or small, and whether they are equal

in size. We can also appreciate the fact when pro-

nounced changes have taken place in them without

apparent cause. We must know how to test the re-

actions of the pupils to light and to convergence or

accommodation, and be ever ready to make these

tests when attention has been called to the eyes.

These tests are very easy to make. Cover the eyes

for a few moments to accustom them to the dark
and allow the pupils to dilate; then cast a bright

light into one eye and observe the contraction of

both pupils. The contraction of the pupil through
which the light is cast is called the direct, that of

the other pupil the indirect or consensual reaction to

light. Both must be observed because sometimes the

consensual is present when the direct is not. T<^test

the reaction to accommodation or convergence, eitlier

name may be used indifferently, have the patient

look far away into the distance, then have him focus

his eyes suddenly on a finger held four or five inches

away directly in front of them, and watch the pupils

contract. No matter whether the pupils are dilated,

contracted, or unequal, no diagnosis can be drawn
from their condition without taking into account
these two reactions, together with whatever other

symptoms, either local or general, may be pres-

ent.

Let us suppose that both pupils of a person ap-

parently in fair health are widely dilated. The cause
of this mydriasis may be in the eye itself, in the

body at a distance from the eye, or it may be psy-
chic. If he is totally blind, neither pupil will react

to light or to accommodation, and some explanatory
lesion probably exists in the eyes. This lesion, when
found, may prove to be a symptom of some past or
present organic trouble in the central nervous sys-

tem, or it may be purely local. If both pupils re-

spond directly to light, neither eye is totally blind.

If vision is good for distance, but bad for near, and
there is no reaction to light or to convergence, we
first have the patient look in various directions and
observe whether any of the muscles which move
the eye up, down, or inward are paralyzed, for this

combination of symptoms would indicate an affec-

tion of the oculomotor nerve, quite likely due to a
lesion in the brain. Should these muscles function
normally, we have to investigate whether the mydri-
asis dates back to a traumatism which ruptured the

sphincters of both irides, whether by some chance a
cycloplegic has been instilled into the eyes, and
whether the patieitt has recently recovered from a
sore throat. When the last mentioned possibility

jM-ovcs to be the case, a diagnosis of postdiphtheritic
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paralysis is pretty safe. If the pupils react to ac-
commodation, though poorly or not at all to light,

the presence of tabes is suggested very strongly, but
we must remember that possibly the "patient is suf-
fering intense pain, as from colic, or he may be
under the influence of some strong emotion, like fear
or anger, or have psychic trouble, all of which may
cause the pupils to behave in this manner. The re-
flex mydriasis induced by powerful sensory and psy-
chic stimuli may be so strong as to be able to over-
come the contraction of the pupils induced by the
strongest light we can employ, so an absence of the
light reaction in patients thus sufiFering does not
necessarily indicate the presence of an organic
change in the central nervous system. W'hen the
reactions to both light and accommodation are
prompt we need to question whether the sympa-
thetic nerve may not be irritated by some lesion in

the neck, or in the mediastinum. In a child the
cause may be intestinal worms. When the patient

is very sick or unconscious, the presence of mydriasis
is not likely to be of much diagnostic value.

The opposite condition, myosis. ma}- be due to an
inflammation or irritation of the eyes, which is

usually evident, or to the instillation of some myotic,
like eserine or pilocarpine. When the pupils are
equally contracted, we are hkely to think of chronic
poisoning by opium or one of its alkaloids, the pa-
tient being supposed to be in fair health, but the
contraction may have been caused by a ciliary spasm
following prolonged near work, by hysteria, or by a

paralysis of the sympathetic nerve. Should the re-

action to light be lost and the pupils contract still

more in accommodation, the cerebrospinal system is

affected and tabes should be considered.

It goes without saying that if one pupil alone is

dilated or contracted, the pupils must be unequal.
Therefore inequality of the pupils should not lead

to a hast}' diagnosis of tabes. If one pupil alone is

dilated and responds consensually but not directly

to light, we know that eye to be blind, although the

reaction to convergence is normal. If the eye is

not blind and the dilated pupil refuses to react to

light, either directly or consensually, or to accom-
modation, we have to investigate with regard to a

past traumatism, an instillation of a cycloplegic, and
an intracranial lesion. If it reacts to light, we think
of a possible lesion that irritates the sympathetic on
the same side, or involves the oculomotor nerve.

\\'hen one pupil is contracted with no explanatory
irritation or inflammation of the eyes, and when no
drops have been instilled, or when both pupils are

contracted to an unequal degree, our first thought is

of tabes, but this is not present if the pupils respond
to light in a normal manner. In the majority of
cases the light reaction will be found to be either

slow or abolished, and then we know that there is

trouble in the central nervous system. In rare in-

stances unequal pupils with normal light reactions

are congenital and physiological, but we should not

permit ourselves to make this diagnosis until after

every possible affection of the sympathetic nerve has
betn excluded. Sometimes the cause of such an
anisocoria in a cliild may be found in a swelling of

the bronchial glands on the same side with the larger

pupil, and, as such swellings are usually tuberculous

the anisocoria in those cases may be said to be an
early symptom of tuberculosis.

The reactions to light and accommodation may
both be slow or abolished at the same time. The
pupils are then usually dilated. Such a condition
may be caused by a lesion situated in the sphincter
of the iris, in the short ciliary nerves, in the ciliary

ganglion or its motor roots, in the trunk of the ocu-
lomotor nerve, or in the ganglion cells of the nu-
cleus of the sphincter. We can get some assistance

in locating the lesion by the instillation of a drop
of eserine into the conjunctival sac; if the drug
produces its ordinary efTect on the pupil, the leiion

lies farther back than the ciliary ganglion, while if

its effect is slighter than it should be the lesion is

either in or in front of this ganglion. This abso-
lute immobility of the pupils is met with in cerebral

syphilis, occasionally in general paresis, less often
in tabes.

More frequently we meet with the reflex immo-
bility of the pupils, in which they react slowly or

not at all to light, either directlv or consensually, al-

though they respond promptly to accommodation.
This is the Argyll Robertson pupil with which we
started. The pupils may be dilated, contracted, or

normal in size, equal or unequal. Their predom-
inating peculiarity has just been stated, but they

also fail to dilate in response to sensor}- and psychic

stimuli. Such a condition leads us at once to search

for other signs of tabes, but it is not absolutely

pathognomonic of this disease. It occurs occasion-

ally in general paresis, and is said to have been met
with in some other cerebrospinal diseases. The pu-

pils often are irregular, and sometimes the iris be-

comes atrophic with a consequent weakening of the

reaction to accommodation ; in such cases the pupils

simulate more or less closely the condition of abso-

lute immobility.

Once in a great while our attention may be ar-

rested by queer behavior on the part of the pupils.

First one and then the other will dilate and contract

from no. apparent cause, or they may dilate and
contract together. The first is called alternating

mydriasis, the second hippus. Both are indicative

of trouble in the central nervous system, but, as this

paper is not intended to be exhaustive they may be

passed by along with various other reflexes of the

pupil which have been the subject of considerable

study, but are as yet of little value in diagnosis.

We must admit that the behavior (if the pupils,

taken by itself, is an unreliable guide to diagnosis.

The pupils may be dilated, contracted, or normal in

acute and chronic alcoholism, as well as in other

kinds of poisoning, and their reactions may be in-

creased, decreased, or not affected ; their condition

depends on the quantity of the poison taken, the

iiature of its action, the stage of its action when we
happen to see the patient, and the latter's suscep-

tibility. The same uncertainty of pupillary behavior

exists in meningitis, most intracranial troubles, psy-

choneuroses. and many other diseases. Neverthe-

less, observation of the pupils, when taken in con-

junction with the other symptoms present, fre-

(juently jiroves a very valuable aid in the diagnosis

of general disease.

106 Centre Avenue.
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The symptom for which an ophthahiiologist is

most frequently consulted is headache. The ocu-

lar factor in all forms of headache is greater than

is generally supposed, probably not less than forty

per cent., while of all bilateral frontal headaches,

seventy-five per cent, are due to eyestrain. Head-
aches due to eyestrain are invariably bilateral ; the

hemicranias are not commonly due to eyestrain.

In the study of headache, the site, the character

of the pain or distress, the time of day of its occur-

rence and greatest severity, the character and
amount of employment of the eyes, and the state

of the general health are the important determina-

tions for the ophthalmologist.

The site of the headache, when eyestrain is re-

sponsible, is often misleading as to the character

of the existing error of refraction. In a general

way, a frontal or supraorbital headache indicates a

hyperopic error; occipital, an imbalance of the ex-

trinsic ocular muscles, and temporal, an astigmatic

error. When headaches occur in more than one
locaHty, a combination of refraction error is sug-

gested—for example : headache occurring in frontal

and temporal regions at the same time foreshadows
a hyperopic error combined with an astigmatic

one—compound hyperopic astigmatism. Variations

from these rules are not infrequent, however.
The character of headaches due to eyestrain is

usually dull, sometimes boring on excessive use of

the eyes, seldom knifelike. Toward the end of the

day headache due to eyestrain is severest in patients

who use the eyes continually, especially for close

work ; and in this particular it differs from head-
aches that most nearly stimulate them, which are

due to diseased conditions of the nose and its acces-

sory sinuses. These, as a rule, are worse on arising

and lessen as the day advances, and probably can be
accounted for by gravitation and collection of se-

cretion in the lying posture during the night, with

a gradual distribution and elimination of these ac-

cumulations during the day.

At a time when a patient is much reduced in

health, or is convalescent from a long standing or

febrile disease or a major surgical operation, asthe-

nopic (eyestrain) symptoms or other remote dis-

tresses, the result of errors of refraction are apt

to become manifest. In good general health the

efYort necessary to overcome .an existing error of

refraction or extrinsic muscular imbalance may
give no reflex headaches nor other distresses, but
when the eye musculature, consisting of the ciliary

muscles of accommodation and extrinsic muscles,

is weakened through constitutional disturbances

that tend to lower vitality—the same use of the

eyes, which when in health, produce no untoward
symptoms, at this time is attended by the reflex

headaches that are characteristic of eyestrain. Ex-
amination at this time under a mydriatic is advis-

able, and when there is found an error of refraction

or extrinsic muscular imbalance, relief is usually

experienced when they are corrected. However,
if he has been wearing glasses, the original symp-
toms may recur, which his lenses were prescribed

to correct. An examination under a mydriatic and
glasses containing the present correction, will nearly
always clear up the complaints when they are found
to be due to errors of refraction.

Because a patient is wearing glasses is no evi-

dence that the correction is what it should be at

the time he seeks reHef. By questioning, one will

frequently find that the glasses he is now wearing
were ordered without the use of a mydriatic and
sometimes he is wearing a correction which, although
it has been estimated under the eflFect of a mydriatic
has now been changed by time or by a lowered
state of health.

Abnormalities in the shape of the globe, particu-

larly the short eye of the hyperope and the irregular

curvature of the cornea in the astigmatic or com-
bination of the two defects are usually hereditary,

and are responsible for the majority of headaches
due to eyestrain. By wearing glasses containing

the accurate optical correction relief is usually ex-

perienced.

If, however, an imbalance of the extrinsic mus-
cles is associated, the problem requires more care-

ful consideration. The methods employed for re-

lief depend upon the personal equation of the oph-
thalmologists, which experience best brings. It is

often a fastidious point to decide just what meas-
ures suit each case, as many factors are to be con-
sidered. Imbalance of vertical extrinsic muscles
give more pronounced headaches than imbalance of
the other muscles that are concerned in the move-
ment of the eye. A lateral imbalance up to six

prism diopters may not give symptoms, but an error
as low as one prism diopter of vertical imbalance
is often responsible for many complaints, and re-

quires careful added attention. Such discrepancies

are much more likely to produce other reactions

:

vertigo, nausea, and symptoms the result of remote
reflexes.

The patient's description of his headache should
be noted, and too much pains cannot be taken in

getting details of the complaints. Given a patient

sufifering" from headache, with a suspicion of an
existing error of refraction, an estimation of the

correction under a mydriatic is always indicated

up to fifty years of age.

Quite frequently a patient suffers from headache
that has every semblance of that due to eyestrain

with no external evidence of inflammation, and
upon examination and tests has no refraction error

present. In a number of these cases, by turning

the lids and carefully scrutinizing the conjunctiva,

it may disclose changes from loss of lustre to de-
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cided disease. In this type of cases the complaint

most generally heard in addition to headaches, is

drowsiness that occurs in the afternoon. As a

matter of fact, many who have applied for relief of

headache had thought they required glasses, but

examination determined the cause to be conjunc-

tival disease. In this vicinity conjunctival afifection

producing headache is quite prevalent. The symp-

toms disappear as a rule as soon as the conjunctiva

has responded to a course of treatment. Headaches

due to glaucoma, iritis, keratitis, conjunctivitis and

other diseases that attack the eye structures and

adnexa are readily recognized as presumably causa-

tive by the affection when found.

Hemicrania is usually a symptom when intra-

ocular tension (glaucoma) is present, and an oph-

thalmoscopic examination of the fundus of the eye

in all migraine subjects should never be neglected,

because it reveals occasionally a cupping of the optic

disc, the result of tension, even when there is no

external evidence of this disease.

A careful ophthalmoscopic examination of the

fundi of the eyes is imperative in every patient who
complains of headaches that are persistent and un-

controllable. By such examination many of the

brain tumor cases admitted to our hospitals disclos-

ing choked discs are diagnosed as such for the first

time. An ophthalmoscopic survey of the fundi of

the eyes often discloses changes in the structures

that suggest anemias, arteriosclerosis, toxemias and
other dyscrasias which might be held accountable

for headache.

Not one of the routine determinations of the

many that go to make up a complete eye examina-

tion should be omitted when a headache patient

consults for relief, and if our best efforts are not

sufficient to allay the distress entirely, advice should

always be given the sufferers to seek for possible

source elsewhere, and I find that colleagues in gen-

eral and other special practice seem to be of the

same mind, because they recognize not infrequently

that more than one element may enter into the

causation.

127 West Fifty-eighth Street.

Mobilization of Bony Ankylosis of the Knee Joint—Arthroplasty*

By CHARLES OGILVY, M. D., F. A. C. S.,

New York.

Mobilization of bony ankylosis of the knee joint,

or arthroplasty of the knee joint, has been one of

the most difficult problems the orthopedic surgeon

has been called upon to solve. A number of at-

tempts have been made, but these have in the major-

ity of cases proved unsatisfactory and disappointing.

In some instances reankylosing of the joint has

Fio. 1.—Showing solid bony
ankylosis of knee joint before
operation.

taken place immediately after the operation, with-

out any motion whatsoever being obtained. These are

classed as complete failures. In other cases, some

*Rfad at a meeting of the Orthopedic Section of the New York

Academy of Medicine.

motion has been obtained for a few months only

and the joint has become practically stiff again within

a year or two. In others, very slight motion of a

few degrees is reported. In another group of cases,

free motion has been obtained at the expense of the

stabiHty of the joint, with the result of marked lat-

eral motion and a final result simulating a flail joint.

Fig. 3. — X ray taken ten
months after operation showing
new joint formation.

The reasons for failure are numerous. First, the

anatomical structure of the joint offers reunion of

bone over an extensive surface and also tends to

the production of the strong fibrous contracture of

the capsule. Second, weightbearing is essential and

Fig. 2. — Showing solid bony
ankylosis of knee joint before
operation, anteroposterior view.
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thi.s means upward of two hundred pounds pressure

upon the joint surfaces, which predisposes to re-

union. Third, the crucial ligaments are no longer

present to maintain the stability of the joint in ex-

tension. The lateral ligaments also are often sacri-

ficed by the operation, so that if free motion is ob-

tained a very unstable joint is provided. Fourth, no

tissue for interposition that has as yet been em-

ployed has been entirely satisfactory in providing the

necessary conditions for perfect joint function. A
number of materials have been employed for the

purpose of arthroplasty.

"The first successful interposition was apparently

made by Helferich (1) in 1893, in a case of bony

ankylosis of the temperomaxillary joint, in which

he used flaps of temporal muscle. The use of muscle

flaps then came into general use by Lentz, Henle,

Rochet, Hofifa, Nelaton
and others. Gluck (2),
in 1902, used a skin flap.

Chlumsky (3) and
Hoffa (4) used nonab-

sorbable materials, e. g.,

zinc, rubber, celluloid,

silver and layers of col-

lodion, while Orlow has

even employed metal

l)lates. Murphy (5)
used pedicled fascial

flaps ; he belieyed that

his pediculated fascial

flaps led to the forma-

tion of a new joint cavity

which he called a bursa,

analogous to the normal
embryological develop-

ment of a joint cavity

Kirschner (6) demon-
strated the practicability

of free fascial flaps, and
he showed that tliey re-

quire little nourishment
and remain viable when
transplanted into various

Fig. 4. - Showing limb in tisSUCS. Bacr (7) advO-
weight bearing position after cated the USe of chromi-
operation.

cized pig's bladder."

—

From Albee's Orthopedic and Reconstruction Sur-

gery.

A report of the following case is prompted by the

fact that notwithstanding the presence of a solid

bony ankylosis of four years' duration, the operation

has produced a practically normally functionating

joint, with free flexion to a right angle, no lateral

motion and perfect stability, which allows the pa-

tient to continue her ordinary activities without any

handicap.

The technic of the (jperation differs in some re-

spects from previous operations described and this

undoul^tedly has been a determining factor in the

good result obtained.

Case.—The patient was admitted to the New York
Post-Graduate Hospital and the following operation

was performed : A tourniquet was applied high up
on the thigh. A semicircular incision was made ex-

tending from the outer condyle of the femur, sweep-

ing downward through the patella ligament and

round again up to the inner condyle. This flap, in-

cluding the patella, was laid backward and the anky-

losed joint surfaces exposed.

There was the slightest indication of a line of de-

niarkation of the joint on the anterior portion of the

Fig. 5.—Showing amount of free flexion after operation.

external condyle. The internal condyle of the femur,

however, and its adjacent articulating portion of the

tibia were united as one and no line of deniarkation

of the old joint could be distinguished.

With a very thin half inch wide chisel, curved on

the flat, the new joint was chiseled, in as close ap-

proximation to the old as could be judged. First

the outer half of the joint was freed and then the

inner. No bone was removed as is advised by

Fig. 6.—Showing limb in full extension after operation.

Putti, as this, in my o])inion, tends in part to cause
instability of the joint subsequently.

The joint was then flexed, bringing into view the
new lower surface of the femur and likewise the
ujjpcr articulating surface of the tibia. These sur-
faces were then carefully smoothed, first with a fine
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bladed chisel and secondly with a large curette until

a very smooth surface was obtained. The capsule,
with its adjacent structures, was found to be closely

adherent to the femur, especially that part of the
capsule representing the external and internal lateral

ligaments. These were stripped away from, the
femur to a point which permitted of flexion to a
right angle. Beyond this it was not deemed advis-
able to force the joint. Too frequently the lateral

ligaments have been sacrificed in order to obtain
more motion. This has also been the cause of sub-
sequent instability of the joint and both the external
and internal lateral ligaments should be preserved
as far as possible.

The joint was then ready for the interposition of
the fascia flap. This was obtained from the outer
side of the thigh. A flap of fascia lata the size of
one's hand, with the adjacent fat, was removed and
carried carefully with forceps to the joint, with the
fascia side upward against the lower cut end of the
femur. This was retained in position by two
sutures, one on the outer side of the joint, fastening
it to the external lateral ligament on the outer side
and the other to the internal lateral ligament on the
inner side. The limb was then straightened and the
patella ligament .. remiited with chromicized catgut
No. 2. The deeper structures were brought together
by a continuous chromicized catgut suture. No. 1,

and the skin sewed with a continuous plain catgut
suture No. 1.

A plaster of Paris cast was applied, with the leg
in full extension. This was allowed to remain on
undisturbed for two weeks. At the end of this time
the anterior surface of the plaster was removed
and the knee was lifted slightly out of the cast. Pas-
sive motion of this kind was continued during the
next two weeks. Partial weightbearing was allowed
one month after the operation and from that time
on active and passive motion with massage was car-
ried out. The patient was able to walk without the
aid of crutches two months after the operation.
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The Treatment of Fracture of the Femur
By WILLIAM HADDEN IRISH, M. D.,

New York.

Nowadays there is not much excuse for malunion
or loss of function in the vast majority of cases of

fracture of the femur, whether simple or compound.
I shall divide these fractures into three main classes,

according to the portion of the femur in which they

occur, namely upper, middle, or lower third frac-

tures.

fractures of the upper third of the femur.
Whether these fractures occur through the head,

the neck, through the trochanters or below, the treat-

ment is very much the same. It would be a very

young child indeed, who could not be treated the

same as an adult. This type of fracture in the aged
I shall discuss later.

In the very young child, a plaster cast is applied

from the lower border of the ribs to the toes of the

affected side, and below the knee on the sound side,

only when one is absolutely certain that the frac-

ture has been reduced and the result is as near

anatomically perfect as may be expected. It must
be a plaster cast that holds the parts where they are

placed by the surgeon. The less padding there is the

better will be the result and the less risk of a pres-

sure sore. The plaster casing should be as thin as

possible and evenly applied. When properly put on

one should be able to see all the contours covered by
the plaster reproduced in the plaster surface. If

this is done one makes doubly certain that there will

be no mistake with a resulting calamity.

In older children and in adults the ideal treatment

is on the Jones abduction frame (Fig. 1). One
must have a frame that fits the patient and not try

to make the patient fit the frame. The padded por-

tion should be covered with the best leather and
stuffed with properly picked lamb's wool. The mov-
able limb of the splint may be abducted as far as

necessary, as it is hinged at a point corresponding

with the hip joint.

Application of the splint.—Extensions are applied

to both legs, taking care that they clear the malleoli

and do not rub them. The patient is now put on the

frame, and the groin strap, on the sound side, is

fastened. The foot supports are fastened to the

bars of the splint and the extensions are tightened.

The injured member is abducted and the extensions

are retightened. The extension on the sound limb

is to prevent the tilting of the pelvis. Care should

be taken to see that the pelvis is square and level

on the splint. Cotton wadding under the limb will

protect it from the metallic parts of the splint. When
the limb is in the proper degree of abduction, the

splint is fixed by the butterfly nut in the bar. When
the limbs are in the proper position they are ban-

daged to the bars of the splint and the feet are sup-

ported by extensions from the sole and dorsum,
fastened to the foot supports.

Care should be taken that the injured leg is ex-

ternally rotated sufiiciently to prevent deformity.
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The amount of external rotation necessary will be

signified by the radiograph. The failure to see to

this point is one of the grave mistakes often made
in treatment of fractured femurs. There is an ex-

ternal and not an internal rotation of the upper frag-

ment and the lower fragment mu.st not be rotated

internally as many suggest. In this splint the limb

is visible, thus allowing the surgeon to observe

whether the position is correct and if not to manipu-
late with very little discomfort to the patient. A
plaster casing would have to be removed and thus

undo all of the good possibly done. Other splints

are not as efficient, except for one type of fracture

which will be discussed in due course. The treat-

ment of the limb and fracture after the commence-
ment of union will also be discussed later.

Those compound fractures of the upper third of

the femur with extensive destruction of the buttock

and soft parts on the posterior aspect of the limb,

such as are seen in modern warfare, are best treated

in the Sinclair net bed (Fig. 2). The fracture can

be treated efficiently and
the wounds dressed

without disturbing the

fracture and with com-
fort to the patient. Tlie

component parts of the

Sinclair net frame are

:

A wooden frame six

feet six inches long and
four feet six inches wide,

with a transverse bar

three feet from the head

^^^^ _ end, the umbilical bar.

^ W^B IHtoMl There are two leg ab-

duction bars from the

transverse bar to the

lower end adjustable at

either end. The head
and side of the frame
and the leg bars are

studded with round
headed screws at inter-

vals of an inch and a

half, for the purpose of

attaching the netting. The foot of the frame
is pierced with holes for the purpose of

attaching the extensions. From the lower end
of the body net are two cords to the foot

of the frame for pulling the lower edge of the

net under the buttocks. A body sling and pulley

arrangement for the patient to support himself while

using the bed pan or having his wounds dressed,

and a handle to lift his shoulders. The frame is

slung from a four poster.

Preparation of the patient.—The body net is

spread out on a hard table and covered with a blan-

ket folded twice, on top of which is a draw sheet

folded once. The leg nets are put in a position of

abduction and covered with one thickness of cotton

wadding. Extensions are applied to both of the

patient's legs and suspensions to both feet. The
patient is then placed upon the padded net. The
frame, held by two orderlies, is then lowered over

the patient till the crossbar touches the umbilicus.

The abduction bars are usually placed in the posi-

FlG. 1.—The Jones abduction
frame, showing the leg bar in

the straight position.

tion of full abduction and are fastened. The exten-

sions are fastened to the foot of the frame, and the

body net is then fixed to the frame and the leg nets to

their corresponding bars. The cords from the body
r:et are pulled down so that they hold the net well

under the buttocks. The frame with the patient in it

Fig. 2.— Sinclair net bed, sliuuing the apparatus in application.

is now lifted from the table and slung in the four

poster, the head lower than the feet. When slung,

the umbilicus should be four inches from the trans-

verse bar and the patelke four inches from the leg

bars. The aiiKiunt of extension is in ratio to the

degree of tilting of the frame. The amount of tilt

used is usually the head twelve to eighteen inches

lower than the foot. Eighteen inches tilting will

reduce most of these fractures in from forty-eight

to seventy-two hours. When the fracture is reduced

twelve inches of tilt is enough to maintain the posi-

tion. As soon as the frame is applied a radiograph

should ])e taken to see if the amount of abduction

is sufficient and to make what correction may be

necessary. Care should be taken to observe that

there is no inward rotation of the lower fragment.

It should also be seen that there is no adduction of

the upper fragment as this may take place if the

extension is too great. Only a slight elevation of

the patient's head should be allowed at any time,

and he should be instructed to help himself and the

surgical staff.

Fig. 3.—Showing the straight Thomas splint, leg extension and
foot suspension.

In both of these types of cases, namely, those

treated on the Jones frame and the Sinclair net bed,

when the amount of union is of a fair degree, which
usually takes place in from four to six weeks, the

patients should be transferred to a Thomas bed
splint with a knee flexion bar and the adduction
gradually lessened. Active massage and electrical
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treatment should then be begun. Great care should

be taken that the callus does not give way. In the

very young child the plaster should be cut along the

sides and the departmental treatment started.

This type of fracture in the old person is best

treated on the Jones frame. Massage and electrical

Fig. 4.—Illustrating the essential parts of the Sinclair foot piece.

treatment should be started at as early a date as pos-

sible, also, and the ambulatory treatment as soon as

permissible.

FRACTURES OF THE MIDDLE THIRD OF THE FEMUR.

This fracture in the very young child should also

be treated by a plaster spica but as before only after

it has been perfectly reduced. All patients who are

old enough should be treated in a Thomas bed splint.

This should be a surgical axiom. Why try to im-

prove on the best splint that there is when it can't be

done.

The Thomas bed splint.—I wish to emphasize

the three most important features of this most effi-

cient splint. The angle between the inside bar and

the ring should not be greater than 120°. Where
the ring is to impinge on the tuber ischium it should

be slightly flattened. The ring should be well but

not too thickly padded and covered with leather.

One sees many varia-

tions of this splint, but

to my way of thinking

each and everyone of

them loses some of the

original efficiency in the

endeavor to improve it.

The number of varia-

tions proves to my mind
the value of the original.

In putting up fractures

of the femur I have al-

ways found it best to

have two extensions, one
from the leg and one

from the foot, for if one

has to be renewed then

the second will keep up the pull and nothing will

be lost.

Preparation of the patient.—There is an extension

put on the leg from the knee to the ankle, clearing

the malleoli. I will here describe the method of

extension that I prefer, which is that used by Major

Fig. 5.—Showing
foot piece applied.

the Sinclair

Sinclair of the Royal Army Medical Corps, namely,

the gauze and glue extension.

Composition of the glue.—Best glue, fifty parts;

water, fifty parts; glycerine, glucose or calcium

chloride, four to six parts ;
menthol, one part. Allow

it to stand for twelve hours then melt on a water

bath. If the preparation

is acid to litmus then

neutralize with sodium
hydrate.

Application.—Take a

six inch gauze roll and
cut lengths ten inches

longer than the limb,

stretch and fold once.

Do not shave the leg, but

wipe it with ether methy-
lated mixture to remove
the grease. Then wash
with warm sodium bicar-

bonate solution, using

four drams of sodium bi-

carbonate to the pint of

water, to remove the re-

mainder of the fat from
the skin. Apply the glue

to the leg from the ankle

to the knee in an upward
direction (Fig. 3). Then
apply the gauze strips,

under tension, to the outer and inner sides of

the leg. Put a loosely woven bandage over this

evenly and carefully. When the bandage is

in place the tension may be removed. Xow
the foot is made ready to receive the Sinclair

foot piece. The parts of this foot piece are (Fig. 4) :

A wooden foot piece twelve inches by four inches

notched at the sides, and a slot in the centre with an
adjustable metallic bar; one inch metal triangles;

flannel strips to fit the triangles. At one corner of

each triangle is tied a piece of tape and two of these

triangles are threaded on a flannel strip.

Application of the Sinclair foot piece.—The foot

Fig. 6.—Showing the Sinclair
foot piece applied.

Fig. 7.—Showing the bent Thomas splint and Sinclair foot piece.

is prepared for the glue, which is applied to the en-

tire foot except the toes. Then the flannel strips

are brought into position in the following manner:

The nurse keeping tension on the tapes, also seeing

that one triangle is at each border of the foot, one
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strip is placed so that it comes behind the malleoli,

one level with the malleoli, and as many more in

front as the size of the foot will permit. The strips

must not meet on the dorsum of the foot, for if they

do they will tend to produce pressure sores. Each

strip must be firmly pressed to the foot. When they

Fig. 8.—Showing the straight Thomas splint and the method of

overhead suspension.

are all in place then they should be pressed down
once more, this time with a wad of cotton. Some
of the cotton will remain and this will help the adhe-

sive property of the whole. The wooden foot piece

should now be left for a while (Figs. 5 and 6).

Application of the splint.—The Thomas splint,

bent exactly at the knee to an angle of 160°, should

now be threaded upon the leg. Tension on the leg

should be maintained to minimize pain. Care should

be taken that the ring is of proper size and impinges

strongly against the tuber ischium. The leather on

the ring should be well worked down with any good
white soap before it is used. The master band
should be placed at the site of fracture, starting at

the outer bar over the inner bar and clipping at the

Fig. 9.—This shows the application of the knee flexion bar. In
this case the extensions have been loosened because it is in the
last part of its treatment; the foot is also allowed free movement
during exercise.

outer bar. Now the rest of the supporting bands

are put in place. These are only one layer from the

inner bar to the outer bar. The extension carrier

should be fastened to the splint and the extension

from the leg tied over this. I prefer to have a

screw arrangement fastened to the end of the splint

to take the extension, because in this way the tension

can be more easily controlled, and with definite

knowledge as to the amount.
The flannel bands are now adjusted so that the

proper position of the limb is obtained, remembering

the normal anterior and lateral bowing of the femur.

There should be no space whatsoever between the

flannel strips as the limb will become edematous and

sore if this happens. That is the reason we support

it in this manner, to get an even pressure. The
wooden foot piece is next applied, after it has been

covered with a layer of cottop, and the flannel band-

age tacked down, the notches pointing upwards.

It is placed against the sole of the foot and the tapes

tied over it (Fig. 7)

.

The transverse bar should rest on the side bars of

ihe splint so that there is a little external rotation,

and when tension is applied the foot is brought into

the dorsoflexed position with the malleoli just be-

neath the bars of the splint. Tension should not be

juit on the foot piece for

at least twenty-four
hours, if possible, so as

to give it sufficient time

to set thoroughly. When
it is ready, the tapes

from the crossbar should
be tied over the end of

the splini: with just

enough tension to bal-

ance that from the leg.

The splint should be
slung from overhead
with pulley arrangement,
as shown in Fig. 7, with
just enough weight to

allow the limb to be

moved easily. This will

take up any jar and al-

low the patient to move
without disturbing the

fracture and especially

the upper fragment.
The amount of weight
necessary for the sling

varies and will have to

be estimated for each in-

dividual case. At the ring end of the splint

the weight on the inner side should be a little

heavier than that on the outer. During the acute
stage there should be a horizontal pull and this is ob-
tained by raising the foot of the bed ten inches and
tying the end of the splint to the vertical bar. This
also increases the amount of tension put upon the

Hmb (Fig. 8).

As soon as the union warrants it, ascertained by
clinical and radiographic examinations, the bent
Thomas splint should be changed for a straight one.

This should take place from the fourth to the sixth

week. Massage and graduated contraction should
be started along with passive movement. When the

movement at the knee is of an appreciable degree,

a knee flexion bar should be attached. This is a

counterpart of the lower end of the Thomas splint

screwed on to the bars of the s])lint and hinged at

Fig. 10.—To illustrate a proper
walking caliper. In this the leg
has been adbucted in order to
show the inner part of the splint.
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a level with the knee joint. The extensions and the

lower supporting bands should be transferred to the

flexion bar, then with a cord from the end of it

through a pulley overhead the patient can exercise

his own knee. This is limited as thought advisable

by the surgeon, by tying a piece of tape from the

end of the splint to the bar (Fig. 9).

From about the sixth to the eighth week the pa-

tient should be up in a walking caliper, which should

have a ring that fits well but does not constrict the

thigh. Also, in order to get the ends of the caliper

into the sockets in the heel, considerable tension must
be used. The socket jn the heel should be bored

on a slight slant so as to point the toe a little bit

out. The bars of the caHper should be adjustable

for length (Fig. 10).

The patient should have daily treatment for the

limb and encouraged to sit on the edge of the bed

and exercise the knee. The caliper should be worn
inltil the callus is absolutely sound.

FRACTURES OF THE LOWER THIRD OF THE FEMUR.

These fractures are often very difficult to treat

so as to produce satisfactory end results. In the

very young child they will have to be treated in

plaster after having been properly reduced, as in

fractures of the other parts of the femur. The knee

will have to be more or less flexed according to the

individual case.

In older children and in adults the treatment is

the bent Thomas splint (Fig. 11). The splint will

have to be bent as required for each case, the exten-

sion from the leg and foot, and the splint slung from
overhead. One should not be satisfied till the frac-

ture is completely reduced. The backward tilting

of the lower fragment will be marked in most cases,

thus necessitating considerable bending of the splint.

Care should be taken in these fractures to protect the

popliteal space from undue pressure. This can be

done with two strips of good felt, with a space be-

tween them, in the axis of the limb placed between
it and the flannel slings.

Just as soon as ad-

visable one should

transfer the patient to

the straight splint with

the knee flexion ba^ at

an angle corresponding

to that of the splint.

Then one should grad-

ually straighten the

limb. Massage and
electrical treatment

should be begun as
Fig. 11.—Showing the exten- goon aS DOSsiblc SO aS

sion carrier. I prefer one where ,
' .

the key is detached and left in tO get the patient Up in
the nurses charge. While being ,^,aM'if^cT rali'npr as
reduced, the extension should be ^ Walking Caupcr aS
increased a small fraction at a gOOU aS the UnioU War-

rants it.

time and often.

EXTENSION DIRECTLY FROM THE FEMUR.

Only in a few cases is this method of extension

justifiable and indicated. When there are wounds in

the parts from which surface extension is taken and
when the overriding is marked and cannot be reduced

by the ordinary means of extension, which is very

seldom, radical extension should be used, and in no

Fig. 12.—Showing the Pear-
son caliper.

other cases. Even then, I believe, there is only one
form of direct extension permissible and that is

by means of the Pearson caliper, which is a modified

ice tong. One has only to see a number of cases

where other means of direct extension have been
used to understand and appreciate this (Fig. 12).

Application—The patient is put up in the straight

Thomas splint and the

knee flexion bar with

some extension from
the leg or foot to the

bar. The knee is pre-

pared for operation and
the caliper is applied in

the following manner

:

An incision one inch

long is made over the

adductor tubercle and
another in a corre-

sponding position on
the outer side of the

knee. The inner point

of the caliper is placed

just above and in back
of the adductor tuber-

cle. This is tapped home with one light tap of

the mallet. Then the outer point of the caliper

is placed on a corresponding point of the outer
side of the bone and this is tapped home. Great
care should be taken that when the points are once
placed in position that they do not move. When in

position the little screw on the caliper should be
fixed so that there is an eighth of an inch gap. Ex-
tension from the eyes of the caliper to a screw at

the end of the splint and then tightened. Once each
day for the first three days the screw on the caliper

should be revolved so that one can just see a space

between it and the eye of the caliper. As soon as

the union is appreciable this form of extension

should be changed for one of indirect extension if

possible.
CONCLUSIONS.

I feel that too much cannot be said in regard to

fractures. It means much to the surgeon but more
to a nation whether from a social, economic, or mili-

tary point of view. In reviewing the medicolegal

end of this question, it is astounding to find the

number of awards and the aggregate amount in this

country, for fractured femurs. We should never
forget that the one idea is the restoration of func-

tion. In many places the treatment of these cases

falls to the lot of the younger and uninitiated sur-

geons. The surgeon possibly reaches the stage where
he thinks that they are not of sufficient interest and
is led to follow, to his mind, the more spectacular

branches of surgery. In the thirty-two months I

was with the British Army I saw many a man wha
had had a fractured femur go back to the front line

trenches.

I wish to close expressing my sincerest thanks and
deepest appreciation for the assistance rendered me
in developing these conclusions by my associates at

the Military Orthopaedic Hospital, Shepherds Bush,

London, and the Special Military Surgical Hospital^

Northfield, Birmingham, England.

221 East Fifty-seventh Street.
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Radium in Surgery*
By W. S. SCHLEY, M. D.,

New York.

We are all familiar with the isolation of radium
1898 hy Mme. Curie, of Paris, following the dis-

covery of radioactive substances in uranium ores

after the extraction of uranium, itself radioactive.

Its first tentative use, therapeutically, was made in

dermatology shortly after its discovery and after

observation of the phenomena produced upon the

skin in those handling radium salts. In this country

the surgeons lay claim to priority and it was my
fortune, in association with Dr. Robert Abbe seven-

teen years ago, to be instrumental in securing some
of the original Curie radium, the first that I have
knowledge of that came to America. This gave
some excellent and quite remarkable results, notably

in epitheliomata, warts, moles, nevi, hemangiomata
and giant celled sarcoma. In several cases of the

latter condition the patients were saved the removal
of the whole upper or half the lower jaw where
those bones were centrally and extensively involved

and these patients are alive and well today. During
the last sixteen years I have had the opportunity of

using radium and seeing it used in several thousand
cases and in following up these cases and studying

the results.
USE OF RADIUM.

Radium is applicable in surgery where it can be

used as an adjuvant measure to the surgical pro-

cedure or where it can better accomplish the desired

result of cure or amelioration of a surgical condi-

tion as has been said, the superficial epitheliomata

are almost always cured, but there are regions where
experience has shown surgery is better than radium.

I refer to the epitheliomata where periosteum and
Ijone are involved, such as one gets in the deep
lesions of the face about the orbit. Radium has an
exceedingly good efifect in the small or extensive

capillary nevus or birthmark up to the large heman-
gioma present at birth or developing in the early

years of life formerly let alone, treated by ignipunc-

ture, or an often bloody excision. Care in the tech-

nic of application in extensive superficial conditions

will usually result in a surface not only free from
scarring but one where normal color and texture

have returned.
DERMATOLOGY.

Brilliant results have been secured in the larger

hemangiomata. some that had been operated upon
repeatedly without success. Keloid, with care in

application, yields some remarkable results. The
first case in my own experience was that of a colored

girl in whom a hard elongated keloid developed on
the neck after the removal of tuberculous glands.

The keloid was entirely removed leaving a flexible

soft skin and linear cicatrix—but white, the pigment
having disappeared in the adjacent areas. She
seemed rather pleased than otherwise—but it was
a lesson in technic. The familiar unsightly hard
wart, that acids and hairs from the black cat's tail

fail to cure, are regularly removed by one adequate

•Read as part of a symposium on radium before the Medical
Society of the Greater City of New York, December 20, 1920.

application, without leaving a trace. Keratoses van-

ish similarly.

Not to invade too far the domain of the der-

matologist, I would cite some of the intractable

patches of eczema and psoriasis discovered and

treated experimentally in surgical patients. In an

observation of two years the areas treated have

remained smooth, clean and free from recurrences

with normal appearance of skin, while the untreated

area remained unchanged.

STOMATOLOGY.

The inoperable carcinomata of the mouth, tongue

and pharynx usually show an initial retrogression

sometimes very marked in degree, especially in the

nonulcerated type with nodular masses, but are little

affected after this has ceased and progress unfavor-

ably, although life is usually prolonged, sometimes

a year or more beyond expectations and with con-

siderable relief from pain. Cases have been reported

of apparent cure at the end of two years. Expe-

rience has been the same with esophageal malignancy.

Our experience with the internal malignancies, those

of the stomach, liver and intestine, has been discour-

aging up to the present time, but has shown the

same retarding efifect. In rectal carcinoma with

good technic in the major number of cases we attain

considerable delay in progress and often relief from

pain. The same may be said in general of carcinoma

of the bladder and prostate with a few brilliant ex-

ceptions of apparent cure. These cases can be pun-

ished severely by improper treatment and a severe^

reaction be many weeks or months in subsiding and
accomplish less than more conservative treatment.

UROLOGY, ,J

I have at present a case of carcinoma oi the

urethra and contiguous part of the bladder. The pa-

tient presented herself at the hospital over a year

ago and she is being regularly treated. The bleeding

has stopped, the tumefaction is half its former size,

and the glands in both groins, which were nearly the

size of a walnut, are now barely palpable. The pa-

tient is comfortable, her health at present seems en-

tirely unimpaired, and she does her housework daily.

We have all seen inoperable cancer of the uterus
w^onderfully benefitted at times if not cured and with
corresponding improvement in general condition of

patient. I have never as yet seen carcinoma of the

vagina improved. Many fibroid uteri that refuse

operative relief or prefer a simpler treatment react

astonishingly.

THE SPLEEN.

One of the most interesting phases of radium
treatment is that in the surgery of the spleen. I have
a patient at present whose spleen has been pro-
nounced of the Gaucher type. It was truly enor-
mous, reaching to within two fingers of the pubes
and crossing the midline. The patient's hemoglobin
was thirty-nine and her condition was poor. After
four treatments her spleen has receded to four
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fingers below the free border of the ribs and hemo-
globin gone up to seventy-six per cent, in three

months without transfusion or tonic treatment. In

the same period her weight went from 132 to 155

pounds. She is working hard daily and has not

felt so well in several years. Relapse with reen-

largement of the spleen may occur but she will be in

vastly better condition for surgical intervention than

originally, even had she had blood transfusion. An-
other spleen with liver enlargement diagnosed as

Banti's disease has receded considerably together

with the liver and with improvement in the blood

picture, but the case was so far advanced that much
could not be expected.^

ENLARGED THYMUS.

The enlarged thymus gland in infancy and child-

hood has been successfully treated and radium ex-

posures given even as an emergency treatment in

very large thymus with acute symptoms of sufYoca-

tion, have been entirely successful. Radiographs

have shown disappearance of tumor in these cases.

Furthermore, relief is often noticeable in twenty-

four to forty-eight hours.

Lymphosarcoma of the glandular system and

mediastinum, formerly beyond the reach of surgery

and medicine, are in a number of instances showing

two to four year cures and still going.

We have thus in radium a distinct adjunct to the

surgery of malignancy as well as to the surgery of

benignity. Patients suffering from inoperable con-

ditions of the breast and those refusing operation

for these conditions are often relieved for long

periods of time and the disease apparently arrested.

They vary from the rapidly growing cellular type

to the atrophic scirrhus and results vary accordingly.

But here again the technic of radiation has much to

do with success. As a palliative in healing ulcerated

sloughing surfaces and checking hemorrhage the

treatment produces most favorable systemic

effects. A hard, completely infiltrated breast, plas-

tered to the chest wall, ulcerated and bleeding, will

heal, largely melt away, and the axillary involve-

ment soften up. An effect that surgery alone is un-

able to produce.
DOSE.

Correct dosage is the one fundamental principle

of all radium therapy and can only be learned by

long experience. Much harm has been done and not

a little discredit brought upon radium application

by overdosage or improper dosage. Undertreatment

may be as productive of harm as overtreatment in

certain circumstances. Radium has also been used

in cases that should have gone to the surgeon and

,in cases over the borderline the patients are being

operated upon who should have been treated with

radium—at least before operation as some growths

become operable thereafter. At times the use of

radium in clearly operable cases before operation

seems to have been of decided benefit.

POSTOPERATIVE USE.

There is no doubt of its postoperative value in

malignancies. Thoroughly efficient preoperative

1 At the present time, several months after this article was writ-

ten, the patient is showing continued and marked improvement.

The spleen is receding, the hemof;Iobin is rising, and the liver has

markedly diminished.

exposure over the many lines of lymphatic extension

and both within and without the operative field of

reach I believe essential if we are to increase the

number of surgical cures. When one considers

that in the breast alone in fully thirty-three per cent,

of the cases showing a microscopically negative

axilla the patients die of metastases, it can be readily

seen that some method of attack must be used that

will reach beyond the scalpel. Years ago Halstead
showed that supraclavicular glands were found in-

fected with a free axilla. The cells of the primary
growth are more resistant than the proliferating

cells in the lymphatics which are more readily hedged
about by fibrosis. Treatment of the outlying areas

by thorough dosage is wiser than treatment of the

primary source before operation. It should be con-

tinued after operation. It takes a considerable ex-

posure to kill cancer cells even in the more super-

ficial lymphatic glands.

Clinicians have persisted in the use of radium
after many early and present disappointments : First,

because the effects as witnessed in many morbid
conditions have been so satisfactory and permanent
that one is impelled to a belief that the technic is

primarily at fault in our failures where the anatomi-
cal conditions are not insurmountable; second, the

early and marked retrogression in so many malig-

nant tumors, followed later by a recrudescence which
is often less amenable to treatment, awakens inter-

est in the scientific mind and the desire to ascertain

the reason.

CONSIDERATIONS.

In the use of radium as a therapeutic agent the

first factors that have to be considered are : The
different reactions established in different tissues,

different skin quality and texture for both super-

ficial and deep application, length of exposure, quan-

tity of radium salt or emanation and kind and quan-
tity of filtration or screening, character of growth
and location, iorm of treatment surface or implanta-

tion and from what direction ; also massive doses or

small and oft repeated doses.

While radium at present is at its greatest useful-

ness in the epiblastic surface tumors and formations,

its application is being increasingly extended and is

in its infancy of development and not in its old age.

I wish that it were possible to show many of the

results achieved, not only where surgery had failed

but where surgery had been outdone conservatively

and cosmetically. I believe that the man doing sur-

gery, the clinician, will be better able in the end to

administer radium treatment from general anatomical

and surgical knowledge of the particular condition

than the purely laboratory worker and radiologist

unless we can establish a closer relation than in the

past has existed generally between the pathologist

and the clinician.

Very much has been left unsaid in regard to actual

methods of application, many interesting cases un-

reported and conditions not mentioned, because I

have felt that what one most wished to know was
the present status of radium in its application in the

field of surgery and where it has established a very

definite place.

24 West Forty-fifth Street.

1
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The Etiology and Treatment of Hand Infections*

By C. D. HILL, M. D.,

Jersey City, N. J.

Some time ago, while examining a patient, I

noticed that his right hand had a ghstening appear-

ance, the fingers being stiff and drawn up like claws,

all the joints ankylosed, and the hand cold and numb.
I asked him what had happened to his hand. He
said that the trouble had started about five years

ago from a small wound of the little finger which

became infected. As he described his pain and

suffering, the treatment and the final result, with

tears in his eyes, cursing everybody who had had
anything to do with the treatment of his hand, I

decided to investigate why the results obtained in

treating wounds of the hand were so often poor. A
perusal of the reports of the compensation court on

Jersey Avenue showed me how many of the per-

manent disabilities resulted from hand infections.

Mock, quoted by Kanavel, gives the following

statistics, taken from the claim departments of five

large insurance companies: Fifteen per cent, of

total disabilities are due to hand injuries, and in

twenty per cent, of the hand injuries the disability

was due to infections; seven to nine per cent, of the

total disability from all accidents is due to hand
infections. A statistician once followed a man in

his ordinary employment for ten hours and counted

everything he touched (of course these objects were
not aseptic) from door knobs to toilet seats, and
found that he touched such places 1,923 times. In

other words, with a pin prick on his hand he had
1,923 chances, in the ten hours, of infecting his

hand.

It is only when we see a crippled hand that we
realize what a wonderful piece of mechanism the

healthy, whole, human hand is. You may marvel

at some of the wonderful machines you see in fac-

tories, yet none of than can compare with it.

When one considers the loss of time resulting

from improperly treated hand infections and the

great pain and suffering entailed, the importance
of adequate treatment in this case is impressed upon
us. A patient with an infected hand coming to the

wards of a hospital will usually be turned over to

an overworked intern, and if such a patient should

come to the physician's office, little time and thought

will be spent in locating the seat of the trouble and
treating it so that there will be the least possible

amount of suffering on the part of the patient, the

shortest time lost from disability, and the best

functional result obtained.

Kanavel in his book on Infections of the Hand
has worked out thfe anatomy of the hand in all its

details and shows the importance of knowing this

anatomy thoroughly, so as to be able to treat in-

juries and infections of the hand properly. To know
the relations and boundaries of certain well de-

scribed spaces in the hand and to know how and
why infections spread to these spaces, is of as much
importance as to know when and where to open

•Read before the Physicians' and Surgeons' Club, February 18,
1921.

tlie abdomen for an abdominal operation. It is not

only necessary to treat these cases promptly and
properly but to follow the patients up until they are

entirely well, and the function of the hand made as

nearly normal as possible.

Without reference to their frequency or gravity

we may mention the following infections : felons,

paronychia, superficial or subepithelial abscesses,

abscess in superficial connective tissue spaces, or cel-

lulitis, lymphangitis, tenosynovitis, infections of the

middle palmar space, of the thenar and hypothenar
spaces. Each one of these conditions should be

diagnosed and given the best treatment for that par-

ticular condition. Take as illustrations spreading

tenosynovitis and lymphangitis. In the first case

proper incisions and aftertreatment will prevent fur-

ther spread of the infection and one or more inci-

sions should be made at the seat of the greatest pain,

not necessarily at the point of the greatest swelling,

being careful not to cut the tendons, but to open and
drain the tendon sheaths.

In the case of lymphangitis, which often follows

a pin prick or other minor injury of the fingers, in

two or three days quickly spreading to the whole
arm, indicated by swelling and the inflamed lym-

phatics, we often see fever and great prostration.

Too early incisions in such cases will do more harm
than good for we rarely find pas at the site of the

original injury.

In considering the etiology of hand infections the

worst cases are generally found to be due to minor
accidents, such as pin pricks, splinters, and small

cuts, injuries which were not severe enough, in the

opinion of the injured man, to make a doctor's ser-

vices necessary. The patient himself probably put

the injured finger in his mouth or put some dirty

material on it, and each of us can recall some filthy

poultice that has made for itself a wonderful repu-

tation. You will find that when the injury is severe

enough to require a surgeon's attention at once,

there is seldom an infection, and if properly treated

many of the bad results encountered will be pre-

vented.

For the last ten years the large progressive indus-

tries have had these facts so thoroughly impressed

upon them that they have installed the necessary

equipment for treating their injured employees.

The largest part of their work consists of treating

minor accidents immediately after they have oc-

curred. So it is a long step from the "company
doctor" of ten years ago to the industrial surgeon
of today.

The prevention of infection is such a simple mat-

ter—the immediate use of iodine—that I tell all my
patients to keep a bottle of iodine solution where
they work and where they live. This is nothing new,
but I wish to impress upon you the importance and
ease of preventing infection and when infection

does occur, the importance of doing something.
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When the hand becomes infected, first put the

parts at rest by insisting that the patient stop using
his hand. In my experience hot water immersions
and hot wet dressings are of the greatest aid in car-

rying out the treatment of hand infections.. Usually
at night I take the hand out of the hot baths and
put on hot wet dressings. I have used boric acid,

bichloride of mercury, Carrel-Dakin solution,

Wright's solution, and salt solution. Without going
into the chemistry, physiology or bacteriology of

these solutions I think it is the heat and moisture
that do the work.

Sometimes valuable time is lost by trying to treat

these cases at the office or at the patient's home.
The patient will sufifer less, get well quicker, and get

better functional results in most cases, by going to

a hospital, where under an anesthetic the proper
incision can be made and the proper aftertreatment

carried out. In my experience patients will not carry

out the proper treatment at their homes.
A word as to drainage.* This is a small detail, but

it is necessary to put in a drain that really drains.

The old idea of packing in a piece of dry iodoform
gauze is improper, as you will find that in less than
twenty-four hours the opening has stopped drain-

ing. It is better to moisten the drain with sterilized

oil or petrolatum .so as to prevent it from drying
out and clogging up the free flow from the pus
pocket. If there is not too much bleeding after free

incisions, use the hot water immersions or hot moist
dressings at once. After the infection has sub-
sided do not wait too long before instituting passive
motion and massage. Here again dry or moist heat
is often of great benefit.

To sum up the treatment of an infected hand,

put the part at rest, make at once the proper in-

cisions to give thorough drainage, and keep up the

treatment until the hand is well. If these funda-
mentals are carried out, you will not have to listen

to such agonizing tales as that described in the pre-

lude to this paper.

299 York Street.

Important Points in Bone Surgery
By JOSEPH W. WALSH, M. D.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

Associate Surgeon, St. Catherine's Hospital.

No branch of surgery is more difficult to perform
than that of the bones and joints. To go through
and operate on the bony framework of the body or

on a joint is a serious undertaking and strict asepsis

must be practised. Special technic, careful precau-

tion in preparing the field of operation, the .surgeon

assistant, and nurses all constitute a serious respon-
sibility for the operator.

X ray surgical ^iagnosis in structural bone dis-

eases is an important aid to the surgeon, as his guide
before operation and in his observation of the cura-

tive progress of repair after operation. The x ray
enables surgeons to see that end results of the closed

method of treating fractures are often not all that

could be desired
;
overlapping and shortening in the

long bones often exist, poor alignment and angula-

tion near point of union occur, with consequent
weakness and awkwardness in walking, resulting

too frequently in fractures of bones of the lower
extremities. Such results should not be found in

any but fractures attended with great loss of bone
tissue.

In the old treatment by the closed method a defi-

ciency of lime salts or the blood stream carryuig a

specific germ or shreds of muscle or fascia caught

between the ends of fragments will result in non-
union of bone. It is advisable to make a blood ex-

amination in every fracture case and start systemic

blood treatment, if indicated, coincidently with the

treatment of the fracture. The time to settle the

question of operating is as soon as possible after the

injury causing the fracture. An x ray examination

and a consultation with a competent surgeon will

settle the question. The x ray should be used in

every fracture case before and during treatment, and
only then can the best possible results be expected.

F"racture cases are best treated in hospitals where
careful daily observations can be made, noting the

condition of the circulation, nerve supply, pain,

swelling, and color of the injured extremity. A
daily examination during the first two weeks of

treatment is very important, especially if the non-
operative treatment is used.

VARIETIES OF FRACTURE.

The varieties of fracture are approximately nine:

1, Incomplete, when the bone is bent but not en-

tirely broken through
; 2, complete, when the break

involves the entire thickness of the bone; 3, simple,

a fracture not accompanied by an open wound lead-

ing down to the break
; 4, compound, a fracture ac-

companied by an open wound leading down to the

break; 5, single, a fracture having but one line (of

fracture) making in the long bones two fragments;

6, multiple, two or more fractures the lines of break-

age not communicating if these fractures are of the

same bone
; 7, comminuted, when the bone is broken

into more than two pieces, the lines of fracture com-
municating; 8, impacted, when one fragment is

driven into another and fixed in that position ; 9,

complicated, a fracture accompanied by an injury to

other important tissues near the region of the frac-

ture, such as joints, bloodvessels, nerves and muscles.

Fractures about joints are either intracapsular

within the capsular ligament or extracapsular with-

out the capsular ligament. Another form of frac-

ture is the sprain fracture in which we find the tear-

ing away of scales of bone to which ligaments are

attached.
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TREATMENT.

The treatment of a simple fracture is, first, reduce

the fracture to the position the bone occupied be-

fore injury; second, prevent return of displacement

by splints or casts
;
third, immediate general or con-

stitutional treatment if indicated.

The treatment of a compound fracture depends

largely upon the degree of bone destruction and also

the extent of injury to the adjacent soft tissues,

more especially the main blood and nerve supply,

likewise the implication of a large joint, the age

and general condition of the patient, specific disease,

and visceral disease, particularly of the organs of

elimination. If an extremity is involved, the sur-

geon must consider the service the limb will of¥er

the patient if preserved.

If determined to save the extremity, the first and
most important point is to render the wound aseptic

and the greatest efifort must be bestowed by the sur-

geon to bring this about. If locally septic, active

antiseptic treatment with Carrel-Dakin solution

( freshly prepared every twenty-four hours), bichlor-

ide of mercury one in one thousand, or a supersalt

solution, three and a half to five per cent., irriga-

tions daily. All de.structive fragments of bone or

any foreign material should be picked out with a

forceps, all bleeding vessels secured, and a good sized

drainage tube should be inserted in the most de-

pendent part of the wound. When thoroughly asep-

tic the fragments should be brought together in posi-

tion of best apposition and wired, or preferably

sutured with chromic gut or kangaroo tendon, care-

fully dressed and placed in special splint or cast in

such manner that the wound can be redressed with-

out removing the limb from its position of fixation.

The complications of compound fractures, the

more common of which are edema, sloughing, gan-

grene and muscular spasm, must all rely for treat-

ment on the knowledge and practice of the expe-

rienced surgical mind. The special complications of

compound fractures such as osteomyelitis, pyemia,

spreading gangrene, and surgical fever, should sel-

dom if ever be seen when serious consideration for

principles of asepsis is maintained.

Defective union, such as delayed or slow union,

imperfect union or nonunion, results from a number
of conditions. The causes of delayed union are con-

stitutional, syphilitic, tuberculous, or possibly nutri-

tive. In the latter case the urine of the patient is

found alkaline and a copious precipitate of phos-

phates is found on boiling the urine. This is often

due to enforced re.st and nonassimilation of food.

Regulate such a patient's diet and give mineral acids

internally and a speedy union will result. Anti-

.syphilitic and antituberculous treatment should be
administered when indicated.

Imperfect union is at times unavoidable, for in-

stance, when callus is thrown out between fragments
and is converted into fibrous matter rather than bone
tissue. The commonest cause of imperfect union
is too wide a separation of the fragments as in frac-

tures of the patella and olecranon. Such fractures

are best treated by the open operative method. De-
fective blood supply- found so often in fractures of

the neck of the femur is another cause of imperfect

union. An entire absence of union is a surgical

rarity. A pseudoarthrosis (false joint) at times re-

sults, but seldom a nonunion. The operative treat-

ment of fractures, tends to lessen complications,

especially in such fractures as those of the patella

or olecranon, where wide separation of fragments
is often unavoidable.

Imperative operative treatment is indicated in in-

flammatory bone diseases that do not respond to

proper local measui^es. The more serious of these

resultant conditions are an osteitis resulting in an
o.steoplastic, septic or necrotic condition or an osteo-

myelitis that assumes a septic form. This latter

condition calls for immediate energetic treatment,

exposing the medullary canal, which must be cleared

of its inflamed marrow, all septic medullary tissue

carefully curetted^ and a .systematic flushing with

bichloride of mercury one in one thousand, or a

three per cent, salt solution, every day followed by
drainage. Immediate active treatment of this kind
will often save a limb.

Specific bone disease calls primarily for specific

treatment. Tuberculous bone disease should be
treated by rest, constitutional treatment, diet and
hygiene. For productive tuberculous bone disease

that reaches the stage of infection, immediate opera-

tion is indicated. Secondary syphilitic bone disease

calls for the iodides in increasing doses ; the earliest

sign in this condition is always a periostitis. Ter-
tiary syphilitic disease of bone shows itself in the

deeper layers of the periosteum or as an overgrowth
and infiltration of the bony connective tissue going

on to the stage of a sclerosis. Iodides also help these

cases but syphilitic necrosis calls for removal of the

dead tissues.

Bone tumors are chiefly : exostoses, chondromata,
fibromata, sarcomata, carcinomata and cystic tumors.
Exostoses or bone growths are best left alone un-
less they cause unusual inconvenience. Chondroma,
which is a tumor composed of hyaline cartilage, is

advisedly removed when single, as it may grow to

a large size and cause great deformity, especially

when occurring in the hand. Sarcoma is the most
important primary tumor of bone tissue ; it is malig-

- nant and immediately upon true diagnosis should be
removed. Carcinoma of bone is always secondary
and as such is*by no means uncommon. The only

treatment for this condition is an early radical opera-

tion and also the removal of the original source of

the carcinomatous growth.
The use of radium in malignant bone conditions

has been advised, by using a considerable amount cf

radium in lead tubes one tenth to two mm. in thick-

ness, in much the same way that MacDonald used it

for deep growths (1). He used 250 mg. of bromide
of radium in platinum tubes two and a half mm.
thick, keeping the tube in the tumor and leaving it in

place for forty-eight hours. A long application like

this is not advised more frequently than every six

weeks. The use of radium in any case should be the

result of experience in its application and after care-

ful study of this element.

I have seen .satisfactory results from the applica-

tion of radium by Dr. J. C. Kennedy, at St. Cath-

erine's Ilosj^ital, Brooklyn. Radium certainly cures

many .surface carcinomata and sarcomata, keloids,

angeiomata, and certain skin conditions such as
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moles, pigmented moles, and warts. Yet the chief

use of radium today is for inoperable cancer and
superficial lesions. Cystic bone tumors are rare,

when extensive and the bone is involved to a very

great extent, amputation may be necessary.

One object of this article is to induce a greater

appreciation of the value of the x ray and its more
frequent use in the treatment of fractures in their

early stages, the stage of absorption before the for-

mation of plastic lymph, when so many poorly re-

duced fractures can be brought to a position of

proper reduction and apposition. Another point is

the importance of a com]jlete blood examination in

all fracture cases ; in fact, a blood examination
should be made in every serious surgical condition.

Another question ofifered in this writing refers to the

more frequent use of the open method of treating

fractures and the probable advisability of such treat-

^"^^^^ REFERENCES.

1. MacDonald : British Medical Journal, December 9,

1911.
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Thoracic Tumor Mistaken for Aneurysm
By HYMAN I. GOLDSTEIN, M. D.,

Camden, N. J.

I wish to present an interesting case of a tumor

of the anterior left chest, resembling in its appear-

ance, shape and location an aortic aneurysm. The
patient had been seen by several physicians, and

had also been treated for several weeks by a chiro-

practor. A diagnosis of aneurysm, I believe, was
made by one or more of the medical attendants,

according to the statement of the patient. She was

told that there was danger of a rupture of the en-

larged vessel, with fatal hemorrhage, and that she

must not hurry for a trolley or overexert herself in

any way on account of this danger.

The patient was Mrs. E. B., white, seventy-three

years of age, and was first seen by me on Septem-

ber 29, 1920. She had had eight children, five living

and well; three died in early childhood. She had

had no miscarriages.

About five months ago she began to have severe

pains in the left shoulder, and, somewhat later,

severe squeezing girdle pains around the base of the

chest, the back and abdomen, radiating from the

region of the thoracic and upper lumbar spine.

The patient stated that her ailment dated back about

five months; that several months ago she noticed a'

small lump on the left anterior chest, near the left

border of the sternum (manubriuiti). This lump
had suddenly begun to grow rapidly during the past

seven or eight weeks. The mass itself was not

painful or tender, and did not inconvenience her in

any way. The chief complaint was sharp neuralgic

pains in the left shoulder region and around the back

and abdomen. She complained of pain along the

thoracic and upper lumbar vertebra. She had no
headache, no attacks of dizziness, no flushing or con-

gestion of the face, no unilateral sweating, no cough

;

was unable to sleep on account of the pains mentioned
above, and during the past few weeks had declined

appreciably in health, with some loss of weight.

The previous history was apparently negative, ex-

cept for constipation and an accident to her chest

and leg several years ago, which resulted in a frac-

tured ankle. Her husband died of carcinoma of

the stomach.

Examination showed a tumor the size of an orange

•Presented before the Camden City Medical .Society, Camden, N.

J., October 5, 1920.

situated on the upper left chest wall, which at first

sight resembled a saculated thoracic aneurysm. It

may be described as fairly round or globular, some-
what hard and fixed. An appreciable irregular

outline was distinguished by palpation around this

definite circular mass, which made one suspect a

neoplasm. The patient presented no symptoms or

signs characteristic of the typical thoracic aneurysms
that occur in this region or in the same region on
the opposite side of the sternum. There was no
expansile pulsation palpable, no systolic thrill; there

was no diastolic shock, apparently no inequality of

the pupils except that at times I thought that the

left pupil was slightly more dilated than the right.

Oliver's sign, and Cardarelli's sign, were both absent.

I could not make out any distinct ringing or sharply

accentuated second aortic sound so often encountered
in cases of aneurysm. As stated, no tracheal tug-

ging could made made out. There were no palsies

of the recurrent laryngeals and pneumogastric.

Apparently no derangement of the sympathetic

nerve and the typical characteristic pain of growing
aneurysmal tumors was absent. The radials were
equal in time and volume ; there was no retardation

of the pulse. There had been no bloodstained

sputum, no marked dyspnea, and no dysphagia.

Her pain appeared to be a symptom of pressure

neuritis, and was of a neuralgic character. The
pain had been an early and important symptom in

this case. This also holds of thoracic aneurysm.
The pain in aneurysm may be intrinsic, i. e., due to

irritation of the sac, or internal pressure. More
commonly, however, it is extrinsic, i. e., due to

irritation of nerve trunks implicated in the advancing
capsule or subjected to pressure by the aneurysmal
sac.

An aneurysm springing from the concavity of the

ascending portion of the aorta, may extend beyond
the left sternal border. Aneurism of the descending

arch may rarely protrude at the left sternal border

in the first and second intercostal spaces. The most
common seat for aortic aneurysm, as is well known,
is in the ascending portion of the arch, to the right,

and usually appears in the second and third inter-

spaces to the right of the sternum, but, as stated,

it may occasionally extend in this region where my
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patient presents this neoplasmic mass. When an
aneurysm occurs in a patient under forty, it is almost

certainly due to syphilis
;
seventy to eighty-five per

cent, of all aortic aneurysms are attributed to lues.

It is well known, too, that men are very much more
frequently affected than women, the proportion

Fig. 1.—Case Mrs. E. B.

being about five to one. The blood Wassermann
test in my case was negative. Systolic blood pres-

sure 190-210 (auscultatory over both arms) ; dias-

tolic 106-100. The uranalysis showed a faint trace

of albumin. The phthalein renal function test

showed only five per cent, first hour, and fifteen

per cent, at the end of six and a half hours; the

patient could not void any urine after the first hour
specimen until five and a half hours later for the

second specimen, as she fell asleep during the inter-

val and was not aroused. A faint murmur was
audible over the apex and over the lower end of

the sternum. The right scapula stood out more
prominently than the left. There were numerous
telangiectases over the arms, breasts, abdomen, and
left temple. There was an enlarged cervical lymph
gland below the left ear which was readily palpable

and visible. This was a sign of great significance.

Dr. Mulford K. Fisher's fluoroscopic and x ray

examination showed that the mass was not intra-

thoracic and not connected with the aorta.

The pain in aneurysm is constant with paroxysmal
exacerbations of great intensity, and is particularly

severe at the time of erosion of the vertebra or
the chest wall. It is described as sharp, boring,

lancinating or cutting in character. It often radiates

along the intercostal nerves, and is often intense,

suggesting intercostal neuralgia or herpes zoster.

The cough in these cases may be due lo irritation

of and pressure upon the vagus or recurrent laryn-

geal nerve, compression of the trachea, or the main
bronchus. The bloodstained expectoration is due to

interference with the venous circulation or possibly

from granulations at a point of impending rupture.

The dyspnea is due to irritation of the recurrent

laryngeal nerve and is associated with the well

known ringing, brassy cough, hoarseness and
aphonia—or may be due to compression of the left

bronchus or windpipe, or to compression of one or
both lungs if the aneurysm is large and particularly

if it springs from the lower wall (posterior) of the

transverse arch of the aorta.

Osteosarcoma may involve the sternum or the

ribs. The overlying veins may become greatly en-

larged and tortuous, and the mass increase rapidly

in size, but the symptom complex of thoracic aneu-
rysm is absent, as in the case reported herewith.

The growth was to the left of the sternal

border and not, as is usually the case in aneurysm,
on one side. The heart sounds, of course, were not
so loud as in aneurysm, and diastolic shock was not

felt. Glandular metastasis is present sooner or

later in the neck, and this must be emphasized as of

diagnostic importance. Solid intrathoracic tumors
are often malignant. This is, I believe, a case of

sarcoma of the sternum and rib, with metastasis to

the glands in the neck, and probably elsewhere,

possibly also in the spinal vertebrae, and this meta-

FiG. 2.—Case Mrs. E. B.

Static involvement may account for the severe
girdle, squeezing, and neuralgic pains around the

chest and abdomen. Some of the intercostal neu-
ralgia may be uremic in origin.

Operative interference may be considered. How-
ever, in view of the circumstances, I believe radium
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and X ray treatment is all that we may safely use in

this case. Several other conditions might be con-
sidered in the study of this case. However, I have
covered the important features of the subject as

presented by this patient, and will not wander from
the scope of this brief report.

ADDENDUM.

Dr. Henry K. Pancoast, of Philadelphia, from
his X ray examination, reports sarcoma of the

anterior chest wall, with metastasis to the medias-
tinum and lungs in the region of the aortic arch and
the base of the lung. There does not seem to be
any connection between the growth and the bone.
The liver is distinctly enlarged, several fingers'

breadth, below the costal margin. There is pal-

pable on deep pressure a somewhat resistant mass
in the left upper abdomen, possibly a retroperitoneal

growth. Metastases are also present in the thyroid
and axillary lymph glands.

There is only a slight secondary anemia, hemo-
globin being about 60 per cent., red blood cells

4,000,000, white blood cells 6,200, blood urea-
nitrogen 16 mg. per 100 c. c. of blood

;
plasma car-

bon dioxide 59 volumes per cent., plasma chloride
6.1 grams per litre.

A later uranalysis shows many hyaline and epi-

thelial casts, approximately 2,500 or more to the
ounce of urine, and about 5 or 6 to the minim
of urine; specific gravity 1.027, no sugar, excess
of indican, numerous white blood cells. A second
phthalein test shows 10 per cent, the first hour and
about 12 to 15 per cent, at the end of two hours.
At present the patient also shows evidence of
acidosis of nephritic origin.

1425 Broadway.

Psychotherapy*
By CHARLES R. BALL, M. D.,

St. Paul.

The injunction of Pope in his essay on man,
"Know then thyself," expresses tersely the general

recognition of the importance of one of the chief

endeavors of psychotherapy, in its efiforts to analyze

the qualities of personality. The personality of an
individual may be regarded as consisting of quali-

ties which are directly opposed, the one to the other,

and just in proportion as one quality evenly opposes

or balances the other, so is the normal personal

equilibrium maintained or lost.

Dejerine has said that "every emotional reaction is

the function of a particular personality." When
personality is defined in this way, the comprehen-
siveness of the term is better appreciated. Any-
thing is an integral part of personality which con-

stitutes an emotion, from the little tickle in the

throat which the drunkard experiences as he swal-

lows his liquor, to the thundering applause of an

audience to the orator after one of his finest perora-

tions. The explanation of all behavior may be

found in the study of the individual in his pursuit

of the emotions.

In any analysis of personality, one has to study

carefully not only the emotional nature of the in-

dividual, but also the impulse or tendency which
lies behind the emotion. One may say in general

that good impulses create healthy emotional reac-

tions, and vice versa. Hysteria is not a disease

which follows as the reaction of success, but may
be found quite frequently coming as a result of

failure. Our war neuroses illustrate this. Here
we have the benefit of a mass experience. Shell

shock did not develop in the soldiers who received

the severe injuries, the frightful wounds, but oc-

curred rather in those who had never received any
serious injury, and in whom objective symptoms

•Read at the Seventy-Second Annual Meeting of the American
Medical Association, Boston, June, 1921.

of any kind were absent. In the one instance there

was the sustaining emotional reaction, as a result

of the consciousness of having done well ; in the
other, the depressing and demoralizing effect as a
natural sequence of failure and fear of disgrace.

In the experience with the mass psychology
which we have had in both the war and compensa-
tion neuroses, the important role of the motive as

well as the personality which is responsible for it

has been well worked out. Both Kraepelin and
Forster have defined this role clearly and concisely

when they say that the symptoms stand in the ser-

vice of the motive. The truth of this statement

is shown in the rapid disappearance of symptoms
in so many cases of the war neuroses after the sign-

ing of the armistice, as well as in the recovery in

the compensation neuroses in civil life when the

dispute over compensation has been settled. The
motive in both instances no longer remains, and the

symptoms as a natural consequence disappear.

The importance of the personality which is in

itself responsible for the motive is well illustrated

by the fact that so many of the soldiers in whom
the war neuroses developed in France, now since

they have returned home, are the ones in whom
the compensation neuroses occur. The abnormal
personality, which is the important factor, always

finds a motive of a morbid character, and the mo-
tive requisitions all manner of symptoms into its

service.

As Freud has pointed out, there is no relationship

between the causes which produce the symptoms
and the motive, as, for example, a case of compen-
sation neurosis may manifest either a hysterical

paralysis or a conduct disorder. There is, however,

a most direct and intimate relationship between the

motive and the personality. Is it not rather foolish,

then, for us to devote so much time to symptoms
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in such cases which are relatively unimportant, as

we have done in the past, and so little to the analysis

of personality, the really fundamental factor?

The theory of ps3'choanalysis of the mental mech-
anism which is responsible for such cases is that of

a psychic conflict between the lower and higher

qualities of personality! The potential hysterical is

sensitive, proud. His love of applause and the ap-

probation of his environment lead him to exaggera-

tion and deception. He is unable to acknowledge
that he is unequal to an occasion. He must devise

excuses to explain, defend, and even justify and
create sympathy for his course of action. These
two conflicting emotions—the desire to seem to be

and the fear that the truth will out—create a con-

flict. The compromise by flight into sickness, von
Hattingberg (1) says, saves the hysterical from
his dilemma of the conflict. The neuroses are the

result of the patient's attempt at the accommodation
or adjustment of himself to a situation to which
he is not equal.

In the war and compensation neuroses where the

experience is a mass one, and the motive, conflict,

compromise, etc., have been made perfectly plain,

the psychoanalysis is not diflicult. In the often

complicated cases which we encounter in everyday
life, however, the exposure of the motive is not

so easy.

The thought naturally occurs here that such a

theory makes all hystericals, all cases of war and
compensation neuroses, malingerers. At first ap-

pearance this would seem to be true ; but a closer

scrutiny does not justify such a conclusion. The
patient is not conscious in the majority of instances

of any relationship between his psychic conflicts

and his present symptoms. If he were, he would
not exhibit his symptoms so obtrusively.

It is not in place here to enter into any extensive

discussion as to the meaning of the word uncon-
scious in the sense in which it is applied in these

cases. The term is variously interpreted and has
been the subject of much controversy. In my
opinion, the unconscious is simply a dissociation

from the consciousness of unpleasant experiences,

the relegating of these experiences to the mental
attic, as it were, not only because it is the natural

tendency of the patient to repress unpleasant things,

but even more for the reason that he is not con-

scious of their pertinence to his present condi-

tion. As soon as the relationship of these incidents

have been shown to him in the process of the an-

alysis, they are at once recognized and brought into

the active consciousness again. Such experiences

were not forgotten or buried deep in the uncon-
scious beyond recovery by any ordinary means of
memory association as some psychoanalysts wish us
to believe, but merely put away very much like old

furniture is stored away because it is unsightly or
thought to be needed no more in the living room.
The patient is perfectly aware of his morbid and

depressed mental state, and the causes of it, when
these have been pointed out to him. But his mind
has been so centred on what he has thought to be
physical disease that he has either given it no con-
sideration, or, what perhaps is more likely, put the

cart before the horse, and made the physical con-

dition responsible for the mental state. The hys-

terical paralysis in the mind of a patient with war
or compensation neurosis is a genuine paralysis due
to injuries which the patients believe to be in the

one case the result of the concussion of a high ex-

plosive shell, or, in the other, to the shock of the

accident. There is no consciousness whatever on
their part that the foundation for these paralyses

was being laid, back in their youthful days when
they quit school, ostensibly to go to work, but in

truth because they desired to avoid the painful pro-

cess of study. Remembrance of these things is

not lost. It is only that the dissociation of any
connection between such experiences in their lives

and their present condition is complete. They are

entirely unconscious that the evidences of their

disease began to show themselves years ago, that it

has to do with an imbalance of personality, which in

turn is responsible for the morbid motive and the

unhealthy emotions that are the real causes of their

paralyses and other symptoms.
It is not difficult to see that in these patients the

ordinary methods of examination are entirely inade-

quate. The knowledge which is so essential for mak-
ing the patient known to himself, for bringing about

an analysis of his case, requires not only special

means in the study of personality, but also ways of

revealing the mental content when the stream of

thought is not directly under the control of the pa-

tient's will.

What has been called the pathopsychograph is

intended to meet the need of studying the personal-

ity. The scheme of the pathopsychograph, accord-

ing to Stern (2), is to ascertain what the disposition

is, how it was developed, what qualities were in-

herited, and what have been formed as a result of

environment. As this author says, "a pathopsycho-

graphic examination has to consider that previous

acts in our lives either influence or create the influ-

ence or tendency to the things we do later." For
this reason, in his psychograph, he has found it

insufficient to deal with simply what he calls the

qucrschuifts psychograph, a transverse section, as it

were, of the patient's life at the present time, but to

take up the difi^erent epochs of his life and examine
each one separately. At the same time emphasis is

placed on the conduct of the patient toward other

persons and the influence which they in turn have
had on him. For this reason, a thorough history

of the grandparents and parents, also other relatives,

so far as it is possible to obtain it, concerning the

social, artistic, religious and moral atmosphere exist-

ing in the family, is essential. The physical health

is also recognized as an important factor in the study

of the psyche. The knowledge of the family and
individual traits brought out in this manner fur-

nishes vis with the required information concerning

the strong and weak qualities in our patient's per-

sonality, and thus tells us wherein the imbalance lies.

The value of such indirect methods as the inter-

pretation of dreams and the association test be-

comes apparent when we recognize the nature of the

patient and his ignorance as to the cause of his ill-

ness. These methods enable us to scan the thought

content of the patient without the danger of being

misled by him, either consciously or unconsciously:
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Into this thought stream, by such means, the censor,

as symbolized in the will power, is not on guard,
and thus the true mental state is exposed to the

scrutiny of the examiner.

As in the physical methods of examination, so it

is in the psychic : one prepares the way for the other.

The psychograph, with all the details which it gives

of the life of the patient and his environment, fur-

nishes us the key to the interpretation of his dreams.
In symbolic dream interpretation, much the same sit-

uation exists now as existed in Daniel's time. Daniel
tells us in the Book of Daniel that Nebuchadnezzar
had a drear.\ In order to have this troublesome

dream explained to him, he summoned from all parts

of his kingdom the wise men and astrologers. Then
Daniel naively adds, like some of the modern inter-

preters of dreams, that he of all this learned assem-
blage was the only one who was able to give the

correct interpretation.

The justice of the criticism in regard to the diffi-

culty of agreement in the interpretatina of dreams
between the difYerent psychoanalysts is admitted,

the danger of fantastic and devious interpretations

cautioned against ; at the same time, the importance
of much knowledge of the subconscious which is

brought out through this means cannot be denied.

As proof of this, one illustration will suffice

:

In the history of a patient, it was learned, among
other things, that her husband drank, that she had
been sick since her marriage, that in all her former
life she had leaned heavily on her mother to assist

her in life's difficulties. Her trouble at this time
apparently had nothing to do with these things. Her
complaints were largely concerning her stomach.
She had been told that she had a stomach ulcer, and
for this reason was possessed with a great fear that

she might starve to death. One day she related a

dream, which had frightened and distressed her, that

she had had the night before. In this dream she

saw standing in the centre of the room a large wash
tub. All coiled up, lying inside this tub, was her

only brother, who was a tall, thin man. Around the

edges of the tub were piled up a large number of

whiskey bottles. Her mother was standing over the

tub with her sleeves rolled up. When asked by the

patient what she was doing, she replied that she was
distilling the whiskey out of the man in the tub.

The brother was not a drinking man. So far as

giving any new facts, this dream did not do it. We
knew these things before. What it did do, however,
was to put a new meaning into these facts. The
proud, hypersensitive nature of the patient would
not permit her, consciously, to acknowledge even to

herself, much less a physician, her bitter disappoint-

ment and unhappiness concerning her home condi-

tions, as well as her utter helplessness and failure to

manage the situation alone. Her mother was per-

sonified in the dream as the outside assistance which
she so intensely yearned for. It remained for the

dream when the censor was off guard to furnish us

with a glimpse into the true mental state of this

patient, and it exposed the motive responsible for

her condition.

The associations test (3) is another method simi-

lar in nature to the dream interpretation. It has

for its aim the catching of the patient unawares; as

it were, the unmasking of him. This is accomplished
by the aid of certain test words which are pro-

nounced slowly before the patient and to which he is

requested to respond immediately with the first word
or phrase which the test or stimulation words sug-

gest to him. The interpretation is sought in the test

words and their association complexes which have
caused evident hesitation and embarrassment to the

patient. This method is based on the fact that un-
pleasant emotional ideas express themselves more
intensely than pleasant ones. Also, that we are

more sensitive in regard to them, and they are easier

to arouse within us.

The task of psychoanalysis is by no means accom-
plished when the disillusionment has been completed.

The revelation to the patient that his symptoms are

mental and not physical, that all his life has been
made up of petty camouflage in which he has not

only deceived himself but his friends as well, is a

distinct shock. One patient, after the exposure, ex-

claimed in absolute despair: "If I am such a weak-
ling, how can I ever get well ?" Another said : "How
I wish I had something which only an operation was
needed to relieve, then all I would have to do after-

ward would be to lie in bed and just recover."

The technic in the adjustment and reconstruction

stages of psychoanalysis is most important. What
sterilization and asepsis are to the surgeon in his

operation, so is isolation to the psychoanalyst. We
may think of the disturbances of personality in

terms of the infections. When we symbolize them
in this manner, the difficulties of their treatment are

better appreciated. There are cases of psychic im-
balance which are comparable to such cases as those

of arthritis deformans and the inoperable malignan-
cies ; for these cases, there is no cure.

On the other hand, we have also, figuratively

speaking, our focal and general infections, mild or

severe, which vary in degree of severity and treat-

ment, from the simple lancing of an abscess or boil,

which may be safely done in the office, to the major
operation which requires such care in technic that

all the modern equipment of the hospital operating

room is needed for its success. Outside infection

would be fatal.

So it is in the various nervous conditions. It de-

pends on the nature of the case as to the degree of

isolation necessary, as to whether outside contamina-
tion is likely to prove fatal or not.

The patient is both humiliated and disappointed

with your diagnosis. His friends are perhaps in-

dignant. It is so easy for them to persuade him that

you do not understand his case. The wish is father

to the thought. He consults some other physician,

who discovers a physical condition as responsible

for his affliction, which he is advised an operation

will cure. In the latter diagnosis he sees himself

vindicated. He much prefers, instead of the tedious,

unpleasant, and difficult process of character build-

ing confronting him, in which personal effort, per-

severance and courage are necessary, the operation,

where all he is required to do afterward, as my
patient expressed it, is just to lie in bed and get well.

The aftercare, what has been called the followup

methods in these cases, is also very important. Our
patients are convalescing. They are making a good
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fight, full of hope and determination, under the

stimulating influence of encouragement and a favor-

able environment.

Before they are strong enough to stand alone, they

are compelled to return to their old surroundings,

and there, encountering the same conditions which
brought about their imbalance in the first place,

there is a relapse. As in many other things, so here

also we may profit by our war experience. It was
found that the patients with war neuroses often

served quite efficiently in other occupations behind

the lines ; but if sent back to the front again, their

nervous symptoms returned. If we feel that, after

education and readjustment, our patients are still

unequal to the conditions confronting them, an en-

deavor should be made to adjust these. The in-

ternist seeks to specify the regimen under which his

quiescent tuberculous patient is going to live and
work after his return home. The heart specialist

prescribes the amount of exercise which he feels his

patient with heart disease is equal to without again

bringing on decompensation. And so it is just as

essential for the neurologist to try and modify the

strain and stress which his convalescent nervous
patients will be likely to encounter in their home en-

vironment to assist them in maintaining their psychic

equilibrium. He should seek to have a heart to heart

talk with the incompatible husband or the nagging
wife or whoever or whatever the disturbing factor

may be and adjust or relieve it.

We all realize full well the power of suggestion

in psychotherapy and should make intelligent use of

it at all times. But suggestion alone, without the

education and enlightenment of the patient as to the

underlying cause of his nervous condition, is an

attempt to remove the symptoms without doing any-
thing for the disease. To tell a patient that he is

physically well, to quit his worries, and go home and
brace up, with all the mental disturbances of a broken
psychic equilibrium seething within him, is but a
careless, palliative procedure.

The two fundamental objectives in psychother-

apy are: 1, the education and enlightenment of the

patient as to the real cause of his symptoms, and 2,

the restoration or adjustment of his psychic equili-

brium. These things are not something which may
be obtained in a day. They are rather the result of

a slow and painstaking process, often requiring
months for their successful accomplishment.
The practice of psychotherapy should not be taken

up carelessly, in an ignorant and unscientific manner.
It has both method and technic, like surgery; and
like surgery, it requires knowledge and experience
in its successful application. Death often relieves

the victim of the surgical bungler; the victim of the
bungler in psychotherapy is not so fortunate. He
lives on in his miserable existence, his opportunity
for a stable readjustment, his chance to live in peace
and comfort, to be equal, in a word, to life as it

presents itself to him—destroyed. If the psycho-
therapist desires to reduce his mortality, so to speak,
like the surgeon, he can best accomplish it by taking
greater pains in the various stages of the technic.
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Organic Conditions Associated with the Psychoneuroses
By CLYDE B. COVEY, M. D.,

Waukesha, Wis.,

Passed Assistant Surgeon (Reserve), United States Public Health Service.

The United States Public Health Service Hospital
No. 37, of Waukesha, Wis., is an institution for
borderline mental and nervous cases. At this hos-
pital we not only seek the psychogenic factors, the
repressed complexes that according to the theories
of Freud are the basis of all the neuroses, but we
also examine the patient with extreme care to deter-
mine whether or not he is suffering from any organic
disease that may be the cause of, or a contributing
factor to, his neryousness. In this connection it

may be remarked that the services of consultants
in internal medicine, surgery, orthopedics, urology,
and eye, ear, nose and throat, are freely used and
the diagnosis is confirmed by all the latest laboratory
tests. It seems reasonable to assume that such a
series of searching examinations will reveal even
obscure organic conditions, and practice has proved
this deduction to be correct.

In an unselected scries of 443 cases, 262, or fifty-

nine per cent., were diagnosed hysteria, neurasthenia,
anxiety neurosis, or psychasthenia. Cases otherwise
diagnosed have been excluded from this study of the

organic conditions associated with the neuroses. It

is believed that the inclusion of cases with a pri-

mary diagnosis of organic disease would increase the
percentage of organic findings and thus be mislead-
ing, and the same considerations hold true for cases
of traumatic neurosis. Cases of constitutional psy-
chopathy and the psychoses have also been excluded,
as it was desired to restrict the investigation purely
to the psychoneuroses. Of the 262 cases, 152 or
fifty-eight per cent, were found to be hysteria,
eighty-one or thirty-one per cent, were neurasthenia,
sixteen or six per cent, were diagnosed anxiety neu-
rosis, and thirteen or five per cent, were cases of
psychasthenia.

Of the 152 cases of hysteria, 119 were diagnosed
as such without organic additions, twenty-one or
thirteen per cent, were diagnosed as hysteria with
organic factors, and twelve cases or eight per cent,

were diagnosed as hysteria with coexisting organic
conditions. A total, therefore, of thirty-three cases
or twenty-one per cent, showed associated organic
conditions of sufficient importance to include the
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same in the diagnosis. This is a rather high per-

centage of organic findings in a disease of supposedly

functional origin and illustrates the value of pains-

taking investigation.

Pyorrhea occurred in twenty-one cases, and cari-

ous teeth in twenty-six cases. These figures illus-

trate the need for a careful dental examination of

hysterics. Many of these individuals have obscure

gastrointestinal or other symptoms that can be re-

lieved by proper corrections of dental infection.

Hyperopia was found in seventeen cases, and myopia
in seven cases. Considering the frequency of head-

aches in these patients, it is practically needless to

remark that the correction of errors of refraction,

such as these, is frequently of lasting symptomatic

benefit.

Of pulmonary diseases, active tuberculosis was
excluded, as whenever this disease was found it was
made the priinary diagnosis and the neurosis was
considered of secondary importance. Five cases of

inactive pulmonary tuberculosis were found, four

cases of chronic bronchitis, and two cases of chronic

fibrinous pleurisy. Of cardiac conditions, two were
cases of mitral stenosis, three of mitral insufficiency,

and there was one case of myocarditis. Two cases

of chronic nephritis were found, one of cystitis, and
one of pyuria of undetermined origin.

In this series there were four cases of chronic

gonorrhea, one of acute gonorrhea, one of primary

and one of secondary syphilis. The low incidence

of venereal diseases is quite striking and probably

is indicative, in some measure, of the imperfect

sexual adaptation of these patients. Many are shy

and timid in the presence of the other sex, and others

seem to be suffering from a relative sexual anes-

thesia. Five patients suffered from gastrointestinal

complications ; two cases were diagnosed as gas-

trointestinal toxicosis, one chronic gastritis, two
were cases of cholecystitis, and there was one case

of colitis. Eight patients suffered from flat feet.

Proper shoe prescriptions are frequently indicated

in this disease. There were four cases of mild

hyperthyroid complications and one of polyglandular

dysfunction. Also, five cases were complicated by

neurocirculatory asthenia, the effort syndrome.

Of the eighty-one cases of neurasthenia, fifty-one

were diagnosed .as such without organic additions,

twenty-three or twenty-eight per cent, as neuras-

thenia with organic factors, and seven or approxi-

mately nine per cent, as neurasthenia with coexist-

ing organic conditions. A total of thirty cases or

thirty-seven per cent., therefore, exhibited associated

organic conditions of sufficient importance to include

the same in the diagnosis. The corresponding figure

for hysteria is twenty-one per cent., and this com-

parison agrees with the theory frequently expressed

that neurasthenia is much more apt to have a basis

of physical disease than is the case with hysteria.

Among the neurasthenics there were seven cases

of pyorrhea, six cases of carious teeth, thirteen cases

of hyperopia, and five cases of myopia. These fig-

ures show that the need for proper dental and eye

examinations is quite as important here as in the

hysterical cases.

Three cases of inactive pulmonary tuberculosis

and four cases of chronic bronchitis were found. A

total of eight, or approximately ten per cent, of the

cases, showed cardiac disease. One was a case of

mitral stenosis, four of mitral insufficiency, and two
of chronic myocarditis. One case was diagnosed as

mild organic heart disease with bradycardia. Tlie

figures show that examination of the heart in neuras-
thenics is no mere routine, and frequently the car-

diac disease is the real basis of many important neu-
rasthenic symptoms. There were two cases of

chronic nephritis, and one of cystitis. There were
three cases of syphilis and one questionable case of

gonorrhea. The rarity of venereal infection is

even greater, therefore, in neurasthenia than in

hysteria.

The gastrointestinal complications are anKjng the

most frequent and important in neurasthenia. In

eighteen of our eighty-one cases or twenty-two per

cent, there was gastric disease. Of these, nine cases

were diagnosed as chronic colitis, one as toxic head-
aches, two as chronic cholecystitis, and six as gas-

trointestinal toxicosis. It is hardly necessary to

point out that when one complication occurs in

eleven per cent, of the cases a search for it should
always be instituted. Chronic colitis is probably the

most important single complication of neurasthenia.

Two cases of mild hyperthyroidism and one case

of dyspituitarism were found. Four cases of neuro-
circulatory asthenia were noted. There were three

cases of flat feet, one case of scoHosis, and one case

of chronic backstrain. In view of the very frequent

complaint of pain in the back, the absence of organic

disease of the spine in neurasthenia is very striking.

The only important skin condition was one case of

psoriasis.

Of the sixteen cases of anxiety neurosis, three

were diagnosed as with organic factors, and three

with coexisting organic conditions. Six cases, there-

fore, or thirty-seven per cent, of the whole, showed
organic findings of sufficient importance to include

the same in the diagnosis. It is felt that the number
of these cases is too small to make the statistics of

any particular value, so the various complications

will not be given in any detail. Chronic nephritis,

of a low grade of virulence, seems to be the most
important complication, and it occurred in two cases.

One case of inactive tuberculosis, one case of chronic

colitis, and one case of chronic gonorrhea were also

found. There were but few cases of any particular

disease.

There were thirteen cases of psychasthenia, and
none of this total were diagnosed as with organic fac-

tors or coexisting organic conditions. A search of the

histories of these cases shows no organic conditions

of any particular importance. This absence of posi-

tive evidence is very striking and strongly suggests

that this condition is a pure neurosis without any
organic basis worthy of the name.
These statistics do not disprove the theory that the

neuroses are chiefly of psychogenic origin. They
do show, however, a rather high percentage of asso-

ciated organic diseases and demonstrate the im-

portance of an extremely careful physical examina-
tion of all of these cases. In many of these cases

the cure will necessarily be incomplete if the asso-

ciated disabling physical disease is not recognized

and properly treated.
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Acute Diffuse Suppurative Labyrinthitis with Report of Gases

By JOSEPH FRIEDMAN, M. D.,

New York,

Instructor in Otolaryngology, Post-Graduate Medical School and Hospital,

and SAMUEL D. GREENFIELD, M. D.,

New York,

Assistant Attending Ophthalmologist, Beth Moses Hospital.

It was reserved for only the last two decades to

advance labyrinthine suppuration to the foreground

of otological investigation, rendering operative inter-

ference in the dangerous middle ear aifections a

more or less successful procedure. Jansen (1)
deserves the credit for having first called our

attention to these complications of .mi<(fdle ear

suppuration, which are of such importance to the

otologist.

Acute suppuration of the labyrinth is not a

common occurrence, as far as ear complications go,

although it is stated by Politzer (2) that "laby-

rinthine suppuration must be reckoned to be the most
frequent anatomical cause of intracranial complica-

tions arising from the temporal bone." According
to Bezold, involvement of the labyrinth occurs once
in five hundred cases of purulent otitis. Other
observers place the figure as low as one in a hundred.

We are inclined tcj believe that one in three hundred
would be a more accurate estimate. Its advent
upon middle ear suppuration can indeed not be

observed too infrequently for the satisfaction of

the otologist. The seriousness of the condition

with its immediate possibilities, giving rise to the

dangerous intracranial sequelae that may follow, not

mentioning the inevitable and irreparable damage
done to the auditory and vestibular function, render

the condition a most formidable one. Judging from
the literature, those cases in which recovery takes

place exceed those in which the affection runs a

fatal course. As a matter of fact, it is stated that

several cases have recovered with a return of the

hearing function. Nevertheless, there is a question

in our minds whether in a case of well established

labyrinthine suppuration the latter is ever possible.

We can hardly conceive of any suppuration taking

place in so small a cavity, being limited to so minute
an area as we are led to suppose.

There are some observers, however, who divide

acute labyrinthine suppurations into the socalled

circtunscribed and diffuse variety, and this classifi-

cation is found in most modern textbooks. We are

inclined to believe that in those cases in which
recovery takes place with no impairment of hearing,

the process has not gone on to suppuration, and the

socalled localized or circumscribed acute suppura-
tions are nothing more than those nonsuppurative
changes, which run their course with labyrinthine

symptoms and are capable of subsiding, viz., in-

creased labyrinthine pressure due to hyperemia
and hemorrhage and the labyrinthitis serosa of

Alexander. In this respect we refer particularly

to the acute cases. It is conceivable, however (and
this is in accord with the clinical and pathological

ifindings demonstrated most conclusively by Manasse,

Habermann, Pause, Lange, and others), that in the

chronic form, associated with the presence of a

demonstrable fistula, the condition must of necessity

be a well circumscribed and localized affection, for

we are dealing here with an active functionating

labyrinth.

Many patients present, themselves with chronic

suppurating ears, complaining of impaired hearing,

and, after careful questioning, admit of occasional

attacks of vertigo. These are nothing more than
cases of chronic suppurative otitis media, plus a

chronic circumscribed suppurative labyrinthitis.

This latter additional diagnosis is of the utmost
importance. The pathological process in these cases

has involved one or more of the semicircular canals

(most often the horizontal), and in consequence
these patients have a highly sensitive vestibular

apparatus, by reason of the easy access of at-

mospheric changes to the inner ear as a result of
the fistulous communication. The fistula can be
demonstrated by the alternate condensation, and
rarefaction of the air in the auditory canal. A
positive test shown by the employment of the

Politzer bag is one in which, upon sudden conden-
sation of the air in the canal, there will be elicited

an induced nystagmus in one direction, and, upon
sudden rarefaction, a nystagmus in the opposite
direction. The nystagmus, it should be remembered,
is not typical, not rhythmic, but jerky and irregular.

The fistula test is not always positive. Its absence
does not preclude a functionating labyrinth. From
a fistula test we draw three important conclusions

:

first, the absolute evidence of a fistula
;
second, an

active functionating labyrinth
;
third, a locahzed or

circumscribed form of labyrinthitis.

Clinically a case presenting labyrinthine irritation

with marked symptomatic reaction can hardly be
classified with definite certainty. It is only after
careful observation of our case with due considera-
tion to the outcome that we can state with assurance
whether our case was one of true suppuration or
not. In a given instance, when bone conduction is

completely gone after the onset of the labyrinthine
affection, we may justly conclude we were dealing
with a purulent labyrinthitis. The dead labyrinth
after a time is well compensated for, the other laby-
rinth assuming responsibility for both, so that the
process when it has ceased leaves the patient with
a well balanced vestibular apparatus. But whether
the hearing is present or lost is a different matter.
We believe the auditory function may be taken as
an accurate index concerning the type of laby-
rinthitis we are dealing with. If, after a patient
has recovered, audition in that ear exists, we can
safely state that the patient was suffering from one
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of the nonsuppurative varieties. But if, on the other

hand, audition is completely gone in the affected

ear, we are inclined to feel it was of the suppurative

type. We wish it to be borne in mind that we are

viewing these cases only from the viewpoint after

recovery. If we are fortunate enough, however, to

observe these patients during the active stage of

labyrinthine irritation, and we are able to follow them
through the cour.'^e of the disease, we would indeed

be in a better position to determine the type of affec-

tion during the active stage. This stage of irritation

is a short one, and only rarely do we see the patients

so early. The acute suppurative form runs a rapid

course ; its onset is usually sudden and the symp-
toms are violent and most striking, and the patient

is apparently very ill within a few hours. The
irritative stage is of short duration, and often it is

a question of only a few hours before the labyrinth

perishes. This is particularly true in children, as

we shall point out later, in which instance it is often-

times entirely overlooked. In the early irritative

stage the nystagmus is directed to the affected side

and the cochlea still functions, audition being present.

As soon, however, as the labyrinth loses its irrita-

bility, our nystagmus becomes directed to the well

side, and the cochlea ceases to function.

At the best, a diagnosis of acute suppurative laby-

rinthitis is a difficult one, especially when there are

intracranial complications to be considered, and
when labyrinthitis coexists, and is responsible for

the intracranial lesion. Then, if we recall also that

other changes which have the power of subsiding

can produce the same symptoms, it becomes a matter

of additional difficulty. It requires an assiduous

and complete study of our case, a thorough analysis

of the symptom complex which the patient presents

(and this is not always as typical as we would be

led to suppose), a careful investigation into the

patient's history before the onset of the condition,

with special attention to the hearing power, and the

occurrence of attacks of vertigo and disturbance of

equilibrium, the performance of an accurate func-

tional examination, and, lastly, a knowledge as to

the proper interpretation of the data at hand, all of

which will aid materially in arriving at a more
accurate conclusion.

It is not our desire to describe nor discuss the

etiology and pathology of acute diffuse suppurative

labyrinthitis, for we would much rather leave that

to the more modern textbooks, most of which offer

able and comprehensive descriptions of these phases.

But the socalled labyrinthine symptom complex
(consisting of vertigo, nystagmus, and disturbed

equilibrium) is of the greatest interest to the otolo-

gist, and the modus operandi of each of these par-

ticular sensations we wish to consider more in detail.

In order that one may appreciate the phenomena
observed in labyrinthine affections relative to both

the subjective and objective manifestations, we shall

recall a few of the well established anatomical and
physiological observations.

The vestibular centre consists of three points of

origin from which the vestibular nerve fibres spring.

Collectively they are called Dieter's nucleus, and
are located in the lateral wall of the fourth ventricle.

The terminal nerve endings of the vestibular nerve

are found in the ampuUated ends of the semicircular

canals. Hence, stimulation of the semicircular

canals on one side results in stimulation of the

corresponding vestibular centre. The symptom
complex results from stimulation, during the active

stage of labyrinthine irritation, on the diseased side.

As soon as our labyrinth ceases to function, these

manifestations result, not from stimulation of the

corresponding centre on the diseased side, for the

nerve endings in the semicircular canals no longer

transmit stimuli to the centre, but result from im-
balance of centres, the well centre being now the

stimulative one. This is analogous to distortion of

the face as observed in a unilateral facial paralysis.

In this instance both sides of the face normally are

in a state of muscle tonicity, both sides being equal.

As soon as one side fails to act, the other overacts,

and cau^s the displacement to the unaffected side.

Similarly the vestibular centres are constantly in a
state of tonus, and hence, with the failure of one
centre to maintain this tonicity by reason of a dead
labyrinth, the other necessarily becomes the stronger,

which practically amounts to stimulation of the

centre on the nonaffected side.

One of the pronounced subjective sensations

resulting from labyrinthine irritation is that of ver-

tigo. Vertigo may be defined as that subjective

sensation resulting from disturbed function of one
of the three tracts having to do with the maintenance
of equilibrium. Briefly these tracts may be described

as follows: 1, vestibuloocular
; 2, vestibulospinal,

and, 3, vestibulocentral. The first of these tracts is

connected through Dieter's nucleus, and the fasci-

culus longus with the corpora quadrigemina and the

ocular muscles. The second connects with the spinal

centres of the cord and gives us our muscle and
arthrodial sense necessary for the maintenance of

equilibrium. The third connects with the higher
centres in the cerebellum. Destruction of any of

these three tracts results in vertigo. The remaining
two after a time can be sufficiently trained to enable

the patient to again maintain equilibrium. Disturb-

ance of the vestibuloocular tract is exemplified in

cases of labyrinthitis, of the vestibulospinal, in tabes

dorsalis, and the vestibulocentral in cerebellar lesions.

The vertigo from which the patient suffers in laby-

rinthine irritation is characterized by the movement
of objects. The objects move in the same direction

as the rapid component of our nystagmus, or, in

other words, they move opposite to the direction in

which the patient falls. The one notable feature

of vestibular vertigo, and a point of the greatest

value in diagnosis, is the tendency for it to diminish

day by day rather than to increase, as is the case

in cerebellar disease. The vertigo of vestibular

origin, especially when severe, is frequently asso-

ciated with nausea and vomiting.

Nystagmus is a constant concomitant manifesta-

tion of vestibular irritation. It may be defined as

an oscillation of the globe of the eye. It may be
horizontal, vertical or rotatory (a combination of

both). There are three varieties of nystagmus
depending upon the underlying cause: 1, ocular

nystagmus
; 2, vestibular nystagmus, and, 3, central

nystagmus. The ocular nystagmus gives us an
c([ual undulatory movement in both directions. It

\
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is frequently physiological, seen in some normal
individuals, and is encountered most often in patients

with high degrees of myopia and in albinos. It

occurs in all positions of the eye, and is not in-

creased in any one position. The rapidity of move-
ment is equal in both directions, so that we have
neither quick nor slow component. Vestibular nys-

tagmus is characterized by the fact that we have a

rapid movement in one direction and a slow move-
ment in the other. The slow movement is the true

nystagmus resulting directly from labyrinthine irri-

tation as will be shown later. The quick component
is the cortical correction and is voluntary and results

from activity of the higher centres. That this is so

is easily demonstrated when we attempt to induce

nystagmus by means of a caloric test in a patient

under an anesthetic. In this instance, as a result of

our anesthesia, the higher centres are not acting, and
consequently we get a conjugate deviation of the

eyes in the direction of the slow component. Fur-
thermore, the nystagmus is increased when we
abduct the eyes in the direction of the rapid compo-
nent. In order to understand more clearly the

sequence of events in the production of nystagmus
of vestibular origin, we must refer to Hoegye, who
demonstrated that when a vestibular centre on one
side was stimulated from the corresponding vestibu-

lar apparatus, the abductor of the eye on the same
side and the abductor of the eye on the other side

contracted, giving a slow movement of the eyes in

the opposite direction of the stimulated centre and
a rapid cortical correction to the same side. The
nystagmus is named according to the rapid compo-
nent because it is more pronounced and easier to

follow. Vestibular nystagmus is characterized by
the fact that it tends to diminish day by day. Cen-
tral nystagmus is the result of lesions in the

cerebellum. It is characterized by its tendency to

incease day by day. The position of the head does
not in any way influence the direction of falling.

The patient usually falls to the side of the lesion.

The disturbed equilibrium results from irritation

of the vestibular nerve filaments. It is manifested
by the patient falling when assuming the erect

posture. In disturbed equilibrium due to vestibular

irritation, the falling bears a definite relation to

the nystagmus. The patient always tends to fall

away from the quick component. Furthermore,
with changes in position of the head the direction

of falling is also influenced. For example, if a
patient has a nystagmus to the left, he will fall to

the right. Now, if the head is turned to the left,

the direction of the quick component of the nystag-
mus is directed backward and the patient will fall

forward. Likewise, if the patient's head is

directed to the right, the patient will fall backward,
the nystagmus now being directed forward. The
disturbed equilibrium of vestibular origin tends to

diminish daily, the two remaining tracts being suffi-

cient to maintain equilibrium after a period of
training.

Earlier in this paper we stated that the presence
or absence of the vestibular and auditory function
could be taken as an index as to whether our laby-

rinthitis was of the suppurative or nonsuppurative
type. We find that W. C. Phillips (3) and others

are of this opinion, employing a terminology

entirely different from that employed by the Vienna
school, the latter classifying the cases according to

whether they are of the socalled serous or suppura-

tive type. Phillips, however, would substitute

grave for the suppurative form, those cases in

which the labyrinth ceases to maintain its irritability
;

and mild, in which irritability persists.

In regard to the treatment of these cases, we find

that great difference of opinion exists. However,
the controversy must of necessity be justified, when
we recall the fact that the classification of the forms
of labyrinthitis are so varied and numerous. A
universally accepted plan of treatment does not

seem possible, even if we were all to agree upon the

same basic division of these cases, for the great field

of possibilities, varied courses and supervening com-
plications render each case a subdivision in itself,

but we do feel that the classification submitted by
John B. Rae (4) is a simpler one, taking in the large

majority of cases, and giving us a rational, logical

foundation upon which to institute operative inter-

ference; and furthermore, a matter of even graver
importance, it gives us a comprehensive indication

when to keep hands off. According to Rae's classi-

fication, we can have only one form of acute

suppurative labyrinthitis, and that 'is, the diffuse

variety.

With a properly applied and interpreted functional

examination, we can come to a more or less definite

conclusion as to whether our static labyrinth is still

functioning. Having decided that it is, in the

absence of further complications, there is only one
form of treatment to follow, and that is the expec-
tant one. We have no right to interfere when the

labyrinth is still irritable, and when audition exists.

As soon as our labyrinth ceases to function, we are

more convinced that our process has gone on to the

formation of pus. Even with this diagnosis definite,

we still have no indication to interfere as long as

there are no evidences of extension to endocranial
structures. Pus in this location as in other places

can well be taken care of, even if radical measures
are not instituted immediately to facilitate drainage.

After the acute symptoms have abated, however,
something more radical may then be considered. We
are reporting two cases, both of which will illustrate

very conclusively and satisfactorily the point in

question. Of course, if during the active stage defi-

nite symptoms develop, which indicate possible

extension, then we would not advise procrastination.

Meningitis, which is by far the most common com-
plication arising from a suppurative labyrinthitis,

must be borne in mind. Any evidence of meningitis
calls for immediate intervention. In this regard, we
wish to emphasize the great importance of early
lumbar puncture and its frequent repetition and the'

changes in cytology and chemical composition care-
fully studied. Unfortunately, many cases are
complicated and atypical, and just when to interfere

is often a question. To wait for a rigid neck and a
spinal fluid swarming with microorganisms when a

meningitis is well established, before draining the
labyrinth does not ofi'er much hope for the patieni.

The employment of the various labyrinth operations
for the purpose of flraining the labyrintl; merely
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accomplish an end which nature can often handle to

better advantage. Of course, if a meningitis has

already supervened, which condition in our minds
is the opprobrium of otology, then draining the

meninges by Neumann's method or a more radical

procedure recently described by Kahn is in order.

But, as long as we are certain that the afifection is

purely intralabyrinthine, conservatism should be

resorted to.

REPORT OF CASES.

Case I.—Miss M. S., aged twenty-two, was re-

ferred to us by Dr. Siegfried Block, with the

following symptoms : marked deafness, persistent

nausea and vomiting, severe vertigo, with an inabil-

ity to assume the erect posture without falling.

These symptoms came on suddenly and at the time

we saw her they were of three days' duration. The
patient'^also complained of pain in the left ear which
radiated to the left frontal and parietal regions. She
gave a history of having had discharging ears since

childhood. The left ear showed no tenderness over
the mastoid with absence of edema. The canal was
filled with thick, foul smelling pus, which after being-

wiped out disclosed an almost completely destroyed

membrana tympani with a polyp springing from the

inner wall of the tympanic cavity, which protruded
into the canal. There was no sagging of the poste-

rior superior canal wall. The right ear showed a
tympanic membrane partially destroyed with granu-
lations visible over the promontory wall. There was
present a spontaneous rotary nystagmus fairly well

marked directed to the right. This was intensified

upon looking to the right. There was a complete
loss of hearing in the left ear, although according to

the patient's statements the hearing in this ear was
much better than that in the right ear previous to

the onset of the present condition. The right ear

detected whispered voice at twelve feet. Bone con-
duction, using the 128 fork, was of thirteen seconds'

duration. Lower tone limit was 64 d. v., and upper
tones were not very much altered.

The temperature was 101° F., pulse 112, respira-

tions 26. There was absence of both Kernig and
Babinski, and spinal puncture showed a negative

spinal fluid. There were no evidences of any intra-

cranial complications, and we decided we were
dealing with a case of acute dififuse suppurative
labyrinthitis. We, in consequence, employed an
expectant plan of treatment. The symptoms grew
less severe day by day, and in two weeks were prac-

tically gone. Examination at this time disclosed

the following : Hearing in left ear completely
abolished. Hearing in right ear showed no change.

Rotation to left, head erect, elicited an after hori-

zontal nystagmus to the right of twenty-four sec-

onds' duration. Rotation to the right elicited a
weak after nystagmus of thirteen seconds' duration
to the left.

Irrigation of the right ear with warm water was fol-

lowed in forty-five seconds by an active nystagmus
to the right, accompanied by the usual phenomena
of vertigo, etc. Irrigation of the left ear with warm
water after two minutes gave no response. We
concluded, therefore, that we had a nonfunctioning
left labyrinth, the result of the suppurating laby-

rinthitis, which, fortunately for the patient, remained
intralabyrinthine. We advised a radical mastoidec-

tomy, and performed the operation at the Bikur-

Cholim Hospital several days later. The patient

made an uneventful recovery. We have seen the

patient at intervals of three months for the past

year and a half, and we are pleased to state that

there have been no recurrent symptoms of vestibular

disturbance, and the ear has remained perfectly dry.

Functionally the left ear is dead.

Case II.—Mr. W. P., aged thirty-one, a salesman,

had had a discharging left ear which dated back to

an attack of scarlet fever when nine years of age.

When we were asked to see the patient he had been
ill in bed for a week, complaining of inability to

walk about without falling, with nausea and
vomiting. The onset of the present condition was
sudden, coming on after an attack of acute rhinitis.

For the last three days the severity of the symp-
toms had somewhat abated. The patient complained

of only occasional shooting pains in the left ear

which radiated back to the occiput. Otherwise the

l^atient was fairly comfortable while in bed.

The left ear showed the presence of a moderate
amount of discharge, which was characteristically

foul. The drum membrane was completely de-

stroyed and the inner tympanic wall was covered
with granulation tissue. The right ear showed
ncthing abnormal, with the exception of some slight

retraction. There was present a very weak rotatory

nystagmus to the right, which was difficult to dis-

cern. However, upon looking to the extreme right,

the nystagmus was considerably increased in inten-

sity. There was complete loss of hearing in the left

ear. The right ear showed no abnormal alterations.

Irrigation of the left ear with warm water gave
no response after two minutes. Irrigation of the

right ear with warm water produced a most violent

effect. There was a marked rotatory nystagmus
to the right after fifty-five seconds, and the vertigo

was most extreme. The patient was seized with

nausea and vomited several times. Two hours

elapsed before the patient was again comfortable.

From the findings here, we decided we were dealing

with an acute diffuse suppurative labyrinthitis,

which was purely intralabyrinthine with nothing to

point to any extension of the process to the intra-

cranial structures. The fact that the acute symp-
toms were abating showed that Nature was handling

the process successfully, and hence, as in the previ-

ous case, we decided to follow the expectant plan.

Thirteen days later we advised a radical mastoid

operation, which we performed at the Williamsburgh
Hospital. The patient made an uneventful recovery,

and has never suffered from any inconvenience since.

We have seen the patient twice during the past

eight months, and on both occasions we have found
a dry ear. The left labyrinth as in the previous

case is dead.

These two cases exemplify those points we have

tried to emphasize : first, that after cessation of our

process the irritability of the labyrinth can be taken

as an index as to whether our process was a sup-

purative one
;
second, as long as our process is intra-

labyrinthine, nothing should be done until the abate-

ment of the acute symptoms
;

third, the radical
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mastoid operation is all that is necessary. There is

no necessity of disturbing the labyrinth.

Case III.—R. B., aged two. During an attack of

scarlet fever a double otitis media developed, which

was treated by the general practitioner for a period

of eleven days. The drums ruptured spontaneously

and there followed a most profuse discharge. We
were asked to see the child on the fifteenth day

of its illness, and found the left drum membrane
partially destroyed, and the right one presenting a

large kidney shaped perforation in the posterior

quadrant. The discharge from the ears was thick

and abundant, and required frequent irrigations.

At this time there were no evidences of pain or

edema over the mastoid areas. The child apparently

had only very little impairment of hearing. Nine
days later we were again called in to see the child,

but this time at the request of the parents. The
history we obtained was as follows : Seven days

previously the child began to vomit and had high

fever. The mother described a movement of the

child's eyes, stating that "The child could not hold

its eyes Cjuiet." We interpreted this movement, of

course, as being a spontaneous nystagmus. The
family physician was summoned, and he treated the

child for a gastric upset, making light of the other

attending symptoms of a condition which he no
doubt failed to recognize. What apparently dis-

turbed the parents most was the fact that the hearing

had become greatly impaired. The child could not

be attracted by the loudest shouting.

Our examination confirmed the fact that the child

was totally deaf. There was no visible nystagmus

at this time, and none could be induced by irrigation

of either ear with warm water. This no doubt was
a case of double acute diffuse purulent labyrinthitis

following a severe attack of otitis media, which

Nature handled very successfully. The attending

physician overlooked the condition entirely, although

even with an early diagnosis little could have been

done.

We have seen the child a number of times during

the past five months, and have found no change
in his condition. The ears have remained dry ever

since. The labyrinth and cochlea in both ears are

virtually dead, and all that is left for the child is

early instruction in lip reading when he becomes
of age.

The sequence we have just described is not an
uncommon one. It is oftentimes overlooked by the

physician, and the mothers, when questioned in later

years, do not recall any such picture. There is no
doubt that many of the cases of deafness in children

can be traced to such an origin.
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691 Lafayette Avenue.

Immanence of Health
By JOHN J. McNULTY, M. D.,

New York.

"An organism and its environment are one, just

as the parts and activities of the organism are one,

in the sense that though we can distinguish them,

we cannot separate them unaltered, and consequently

cannot understand or investigate one apart from the

rest. It is literally true of Hfe, and no mere meta-

phor, that the whole is in each of the parts."—John
Scott Haldane, M. D., F. R. S. (Oxon).

Health is an immanent state, and it is our work to

become conscious of this biological fact, endeavor-

ing, understandingly, to work with and aid organic

regulation .to maintain this state, or helpfully aid

when embarrassinent appears.

As research workers, and clinical physicians, the

foreground has loomed so full that perspective has

been obscured or lost to relations and values. We
have either lost or not attained to vision, biological

perception. All real and helpful physicians are those

>of vision—those who see the human organism in its

relation to total environments, the internal environ-

ment ever seeking harmonious reaction to external

environment.

"We are gradually coming to realize how intensely

delicate is the adjustment of immediate internal en-

vironment and organized structure involved in the

existence of normal conditions, and the more we

realize this the more significant appears the process

of recovery or adaptation."—John Scott Haldane.
We want to help organic regulation wlien seem-

ingly embarrassed, but we now know we can help

only to the extent we possess vision—understanding

of the whole—the biological whole. We want to

give the obvious or local only its portion of value

in its relation to the whole.

Medicine is not only going to come, but is com-
ing into her larger and true service ; but this larger,

truer service will be, and now is the role and privi-

lege of the practitioner of vision—the vision of

understanding—the understanding that demon-
strates service.

"The physical and chemical picture is entirely

obliterated by the picture of organism," and the

clearer and more vitally we see the picture of or-

ganism and its organic relation, the better equipped

we are, as physicians, to cooperate with organism
in its law of adaptation and maintenance.

"The time has come for biology to liberate herself

and step forth as a free, a living experiiuental

science, with a world before her to conquer by the

help of clearer ideas of what life is, and how it

can be investigated."—Haldane.

We hold no impractical or unpracticable thoughts
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concerning medicine and its immediate value to so-

ciety, but we desire to hold progressive thoughts, and

a willingness to work unceasingly to put granite

under air castles. Something is needed—something

more available and more helpful than we have been

practising. The future of medicine is not discour-

aging, it is becoming more encouraging. We are

emerging from darkness into light—from cynicism

into confidence—confidence based on more scientific

service and more successful issues. The future

serviceable physician will be the one who under-

standingly works with organic regulation, not one
ignorantly embarrassing her with the interference

of partial knowledge.

Immanence of health : "But is there no scientific

clue through this apparent maze ? Does not the ele-

ment of regulation which, as we have seen through-

out, is the outstanding feature of biological promi-

nence, furnish the clue?"—Haldane.
This primitive and inherent element of regulation

—this wondrous, sensitive reaction of internal en-

vironment with external environment—this superin-

tellectual and harmonious balancing of reactions in

the human organism—in this biological phenomenon
of activities must reside the immanence of health

;

and also the vital functions that are the direct cura-

tive agents or means of cure when the organism is

embarrassed.

"Though the cure takes place locally at the site

of disease, it is brought about by the action of the

organism as a whole. This is a very important law

of healing: Life as a whole heals disease (disease

physically considered). It does not heal specifically

by mercury, morphine, or any other drug, but heals

by its functional reactions, especially by the processes

of metabolism and development. What maintains

life heals disease ; or, in other words, reactions which

maintain life when healthy will heal life when ill.

. . . Even the adaptation cannot be regarded as

specific, for we know that adaptation is a funda-

mental biological phenomenon, and not a specific

one."

Consciousness of organism : Let us state with

Dr. C. T. Minot, that "Consciousness is the most

obscure problem of biology;" however, conscious-

ness seems to "stand in immediate causal relation

to physiological processes." Immanence of health

seems, biologically, to be an externalizing of organic

consciousness. Organic consciousness is not intel-

lectual, but fortunately for man, it is superintellec-

tual, an order of reaction that immeasurably tran-

scends cerebral functioning. If it were not so, this

wondrous "autonomic mechanism" would not, nor

could not continue to express its biological phe-

nomenon. Immanence of health is active conscious-

ness operating its law of balance and maintenance

in spite of inharmonious external environment.

We shall probably have to use physics and chem-

istry as categories through which biology seeks to

reveal itself, until truer voices are heard. "The
vital functions are the direct curative agents or

means of cure. All the functions of the organism

adapt themselves to heal."

In our present sense of means to aid embarrassed

organism, the gland substances constituting the

autonomic mechanism seem to efifect the best and

fullest aid to embarrassed organism. The employ-
ment of desiccated gland substances given by the

mouth, if associated in quantities that activate, rather

than stimulate, seems to aid a disturbed functioning

back to a more normal state of concentration and
velocity of reaction.

If the human organism is expressing an altered

or lowered reaction, it seems best to aid it back to a

more normal rate of reaction through the adminis-

tration of associated gland substances—gland sub-

stances possessing active properties—properties now
called internal secretions and enzymes. These are

administered with the belief that there is an insuffi-

ciency, or even absence, of these properties, or reac-

tion agents, and that the administration of properly

proportioned cjuantities of associated gland sub-

stances will aid the organism to return to a more
normal rate of reaction, to express again the im-

manence of health.

In using gland substances in modern therapy, we
should understand that we are administering these

substances as endogenous substances, not as an
exogenous influence, that we are supplying from
without the organic properties that are inherent but

seem deficient in the organism to which we admin-
ister them.

In the light of present understanding, associated

gland therapy is the employment of activators, not

stimulants, not exogenous influences to exalt func-

tion or reaction. The modern or better equipped

therapist is a physiological, or still better, a biologi-

cal therapist who seeks to perceive lowered reaction

—lowered defence—and come to the relief of embar-
rassed organism with physiological aid—associated

gland substances.

If there is any abiding truth or benefit in gland

therapy, it depends upon the law of selection— selec-

tion of kind and quantity. This is -why associated

gland therapy is so much more rational and scientific

than single gland therapy. If there is not a de-

pendable law of selection in organic regulation, then

we certainly have not intelligence enough to supply

the needs of embarrassed organic regulation.

".
. . curative reactions are natural processes,

and healing is nothing unusual or unnatural." With
this concept as our guide, let us simply and only

endeavor to work with the natural curative reactions.

"In medical practice we cannot always treat disease

without an operation or a drug." This statement all

experienced practitioners understand, but what we
are endeavoring to affirm is that in errors of meta-

bolism we should hold in thought organic regulation,

its law of correction and maintenance, and co-work
with this law of organic regulation. We do not de-

sire to assail clearly indicated medication or clearly

indicated surgery, but we desire to affirm, over and
above all "medicine" and "surgery" a larger, more
inclusive sense of therapy.

".
. . the principle of heaHng is present. Heal-

ing is the principle of purposiveness or fitness, and
disease is, therefore, up to a certain point, a teleo-

graphical or purposive process."

Relative to present knowledge of how effects in

therapy are logically obtained : "Catalysis is only

one instance of the general law of the transformation

of potential into kinetic energy, viz., by the inter-
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vention of a foreign exciting and stimulating energy

which may be infinitely smaller than the energy it

transforms."—S. Ludoc, 1911.

It is this activating property (activity) of catalysis

to which associated gland substances owe their power
to aid in the "transformation of potential into kine-

tic energy"—aiding in the restoration to a normal
state of "velocity of reaction"—immanence of health.

Gland substances in association, and when selected

by the best known means of standardization—gland

substances in their most vital state—selected from
young, healthy animals, and free from as much inert

connective tissue and fat as possible, and when given

to a human organism lowered in its reactions, do
increase the rate of reaction—do aid the resident

law of restoration to physiological balance.

Gland therapy, as we have stated in our previous

articles, is but part of modern therapy, but, we be-

lieve, a very helpful part of physiological therapy.

"When we seek the cause of a physiological reac-

tion, we are thus landed in a maze of contributing

causes. We can wander in the maze for as long as

we like, but there is no end to it." "An obvious pos-

sible interpretation is that each of the various organs
concerned in the balancing process has such a physi-

cal and chemical structure that it reacts to a given

small deviation in the internal environment so as to

prevent further deviation in this direction. As the

combined result of the reactions of all the organs,

the internal environment remains constant."

"Up to a certain point we can rest satisfied in the

idea that regulation of the internal medium depends
upon the specific structures and corresponding reac-

tions of the organs which bring about the regulation.

But the more we learn about the delicacy and com-
plexity of the regulating processes, the more def-

initely does a difficulty appear. It is not for nothing
that the body regulates its internal environment so

exactly. The investigations which reveal the exacti-

tude of the regulation reveal equally its fundamental
importance to the nutrition and normal working of

every part of the body. The organs and tissues

which regulate the internal environment are them-
selves centres of nutritional activity, dependent from
moment to moment on their environment."

This paragraph from Haldane is a summary of

what we would state as a basis for scientific co-

operative therapy vs. ignorant interfering therapy.

Endocrine imbalance : The socalled endocrine

organs are not only obviously interrelated but inter-

dependent in functions. This seems a guide in endo-
crine therapy. "... a disturbance in the func-

tion of one of thes^ organs involves a disturbance

in the function of a larger or smaller number of the

others." We have been holding this view for some
time. When one "endocrine gland" functions, it

sensitizes the whole endocrine cycle—when one is

affected, all are afifected.

If we may be allowed to condense a statement,

we would say that lowering of health is the lowering
of rate of reaction—lowering of "concentration and
velocity of reaction"; and if this be the condition,

the administration, as physiological aids, of asso-

ciated, standardized gland substances is the indicated

immediate therapy—but not all the therapy.

Costa staled that "nice distinction Ix-tween condi-

tions due to the various ductless gland disorders

are very difficult to make. . . . He does not

attempt the differentiation suggested by Claud and
Gaugerot, and others, to determine in which gland

the hypofunction or hyperfunction predominates,

and which is essentially responsible for the disturb-

ance. This undertaking appears to him much too

difficult at present."-—L. Luciane.

This is what we desire to bring out—make clear,

that we do not at present, at least, possess physio-

logical knowledge enough to be able to determine

accurately which gland is primarily involved. This
is the scientific, and also the clinical, justification of

giving gland substances in association—associated as

they seem to be associated and act in the living nor-

mal human organism.

"It seems clear, therefore, that we cannot base

our explanation of the constancy of the internal en-

vironment on the structure of the organs which
regulate it, since closer examination shows that the

structure of the organs is itself dependent on the

constancy of the internal environment. We are only

reasoning in a circle when we attempt to explain

the constancy of the internal environment by the

specific characters of bodily structure. The fact is

that both the internal environment and the structure

of the body remain approximately constant ; but of

this fact no explanation has been reached."

I am quoting freely from the larger and more en-

lightening suggestions of such research works as

John Scott Haldane, as it is the vision of the masters
that must lead us out of the darkness of our present

Egypt toward the Promised Land—that understand-
ing of physical phenomena from which may be de-

duced, at least, a fuller understanding, and truer,

fuller vision.

As practical, practising physicians we are surely

moving toward truer and more serviceable concepts
in our work. We are thinking less in detachment,
more in biological wholeness. In the improved serv-

ice rendered by the understanding physician, medi-
cine is attaining that high and noble role which has
been its destiny. The physician is equipping to truly

serve—not emotionally or dogmatically, but scien-

tifically—scientifically in the biological sense.

"It is far more important for the patient that one
should find out why his disease does not heal than
that one should show him a bacillus as the ostensible

cause of his illness." If the physician is to help

and regain a merited confidence from the socalled

laity, he must think and act in more inclusive thought
than mere pathology or bacteriology. Let us know
bacteriology and pathology and their claims ; let us
know more than pathology and bacteriology—more
even than physics and chemistry—know them all as

necessary knowledge, but not allowed to obtrude
so obviously that they obscure the whole biological

fact—the immanence of health.

We are emerging into a consciousness of primal
truths, and we are rapidly arranging for the utiliza-

tion of immanent law as the source of immanent
health. Let us endeavor, as practical physicians, to

cooperate with Nature—organic regulation—hold-

ing, as constantly and clearly as possible, the vision

of the immanence of health.

17 I'^AST For I N -si-xoN-n Strket.
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Syphilis

By JAMES H. STEVENS, M. D.,

Boston.

(Concluded from page 513.)

Now the effect of mercurials is directly depen-

dent upon three factors, unless we are willing to

admit that each separate form of drug possesses

fsome) inherent force different from every other

form, or that it depends upon a difference of elec-

tric ionization which is different from every other

compound, in which we are rapidly getting away
from what at present seem to be facts and getting

into the realms of unproved theory.

The investigations of Paul and Kronig and others

seemed to prove that toxicity is dependent upon the

disassociation and that it is not dependent upon the

total amount of mercury salts present but rather

upon the number of mercury ions but at present

we know too little along these lines to be of any use.

The problem then resolves itself into first, the

mercurial content of any preparation
;
second, the

rate of absorption or utilizability by the system
of various salts of mercury, and, third, the unknown
factor which is inherent in a particular preparation

or combination and about which we can only

theorize.
1 c.c. of a 1 percent

Mot. Percent solution contains
Name weight of mercury Gm. Hg. Grain Hg.

Mercury oxycyanate 484. 82.5 0.0083 0.126
Mercury bichloride 271. 74.— 0.0074 0.114
Mercury salicylate 336. 59. 5 0.0060 0.091
Mercury succinimide 396. 50.5 0.0051 0.077
Mercury iodide 454. 44.— 0.0044 0.068
Calomel

235.5

84.— 0.0084 0.131
Mercury protoiodide 326.85 61.1— 0.0061 0.095
Mercury benzoate 442. 45.25 0.0045 0.0598
Mercury cyanide 252.62 79.4 0.0080 0.106

By looking at this table we shall find that if we
take the preparation containing the highest percent-

age of mercury and use a one per cent, solution

by injecting one c.c. of this preparation we
shall be using twelve one hundredths of a grain of

mercury or practically one eighth of a grain of

mercury as metallic mercury. If we use mercuric
iodide we shall be using only seven one hundredths
or one fourteenth grain, and these two are advised
in a comparatively small series of injections every
two or three days.

Spitel of Ceylon uses approximately ten to

twelve c.c. of a one fifth per cent, solution intra-

venously and uses an injection once a week. In
other words he uses fourteen one hundredths of a
grain of metallic mercury in the form of mercuric
iodide, or one seventh grain of mercury once a week.
It would seem that if there are any effects to be
produced by this dose it certainly must be due to

some unknown quantity and not to the mercurial
content. If we used the benzoate we should be
using only one twentieth grain of mercury as a
dose. In using the insolubles, of mercurial salicylate

one and one half grains would be for all practical

purposes three fourths of a grain of mercury and
of bichloride in one grain doses, which are usually

advised as 'a maximum, he would receive approxi-

mately three fourths of a grain of metallic mer-

cury. But this would be only once a week and ex-

actly how much mercury is absorbed and utilized

by the economy is an unknown quantity, even more
so than by mouth administration because certainly

some of it is encapsulated and lost. Bastron uses

mercuric chloride intravenously in much less than

one per cent, solutions every two or three days.

His total quantity in each dose is about one eleventh

of a grain,' eighty-two per cent, of which is metallic

mercury. By mouth a patient takes three fourths

of one grain of protoiodide of mercury a day, which
is the preparation which we use, or appropriate

doses of any other mercurial, and if a half is assim-

ilated, which is much more than probable, because

it can be clearly demonstrated that there is rapid

absorption in this form, the patient would be re-

ceiving into his system at least one half grain, and
of this sixty-one and one tenth per cent, is mercury
as metallic mercury. So that while the patient

might receive more he would certainly absorb at

least one quarter grain of mercury as metallic mer-
cury every day and probably much more. The co-

efficient of assimilation is, of course, unknown here

also and varies under various conditions and I know
of no experiments which have been made with mer-
cury along these lines, but it is certain that they

would be interesting. Riederen gave to a dog in

thirty-one days 2.789 grams of calomel and recov-

ered most of it in the feces but it was also generally

distributed through the tissue and calomel is not a

readily soluble salt of mercury.

SATURATION AS A GUIDE.

But we have a fairly definite guide to the admin-
istration of mercury, which is as good as any labora-

tory estimate, and this is the point of saturation

or tolerance to mercury. This applies to intraven-

ous or intramuscular injections, rubs or by mouth.
This is salivation, ptyalism, and the proof of satur-

ation with mercurials is to keep the patient near this

point. I have used intramuscular injections of

mercury in much greater doses than are ordinarily

advised and I have used the soluble salts in much
larger doses and much oftener than usual, and so

far I have not been able to province salivation within

the Hmits of the preparations which I am willing

to use by that method. I have no difficulty in pro-

ducing it by the mouth administration of the drug
and as I believe that it does not matter which method
of administration is used, so long as the efforts of

the mercury are produced I shall continue to use

it that way and not chase off after strange gods

whose worth remains unproved.

Three fourths to one grain usually, of mercury
(hydrargyri iodide viridi) a day will do all that any

form of mercury can do and the patients can be

induced to keep it up indefinitely. After they have

had a few intramuscular injections of the insolu-
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bles they are not anxious to continue and after they

become symptomless they absolutely refuse.

REACTIONS.

The character of the various reactions has been

too thoroughly discussed to warrant repetition. No
matter what solution or what concentration is used

there will be some reaction with any arsenical com-

pound. Hyman of Boston from five hundred cases

divides reaction into four types : Immediate class,

one and two tenths per cent, reacted ; class 2, nine

and six tenths per cent, reacted ; class 3, six tenths

per cent, reacted, and class 4, two tenths per cent,

reacted. Total, eleven and six tenths per cent,

had reaction of some type.

The first type is immediate. The second type

develops within twenty-four to forty-eight hours.

May start within twenty minutes but usually about

eight hours. Vomiting, severe headache, vertigo

hyperpyrexia and pain. Diarrhea is common.
Usually urine shows trace of albumin. Symptoms
increase in severity for two to six hours and sub-

side. This is most common reaction. The third

type is not common. Idiosyncrasies or intolerance

to arsenic. Several days or weeks after injection

the patient begins to grow gradually weaker, pains,

diarrhea, hematesis are not uncommon. There may
be jaundice or cutaneous manifestations. Some
state that atrophy of the liver occurs but none were
reported in Hyman's cases. The fourth type is the

socalled Herxheimer reaction. The patients pre-

sent alarming cerebral symptoms. Hyman dis-

cusses the probability of a hyperalkaline solution

causing some of these reactions.

In Rush Medical College in 4520 injections' the

following reactions of some type were observed

:

Arsenobenzol, one and five tenths per cent. ; neo-

arsenobenzol, one and seven tenths per cent. ; sal-

varsan, eight and eight tenths per cent., and diar-

senol, nine and six tenths per cent.

CAUSE OF INTOLERANCE.

Groubeau of Paris divides his reactions into two
types : First type only observed in active syphilitic

cases, which he called immediate or injection fever.

The late manifestation was an intolerance to the

drug. Others do not agree with him. They think

intolerance comes more frequentlj' soon after the

injection. Milian of Paris attributes symptoms
to vasodilatation the effect of the arsenic acting on
a patient with insufficient adrenalin and calls the

reactions nitratoid crises. Hitch does not agree

with Milian and reports two cases of epileptoid

seizures with death forty-eight hours after six

tenths gram. Pardo of Havana says nitratoid

crises are not anaphylactic because small doses pre-

viously do not ward off an attack, while adrenaline

does. He thinks it is due to the vasodilatation effect

of the drug. He reports one case of serous apo-

plexy with recovery following adrenalin injections.

He says serous apoplexy is one phase of this nitra-

toid reaction. He believes contraindication to be

reduced to cardiac and nerve lesions with lost com-
pensation and extreme cachexia. Most of the

French workers arc beginning to believe that the

only contraindication to this drug is impermeability

of the kidney. Strathy of London reports jaundice

in forty-eight cases with eight deaths. Atrophy
of the liver was marked. Hallam reports jaundice

and says it occurs with varying frequency in all

clinics and that the patients usually recover. Lynch
and Hoge say toxic jaundice follows intensive ad-

ministration of 606 and say that the delayed symp-
toms should be differentiated from the arsenical

symptoms coming on at once, viz : vomiting, diar-

rhea and skin eruptions. They report three cases

of toxic jaundice of their own and three other cases

from the British journals. All their cases showed
a tubular nephritis. Only one patient of theirs

died but the three other patients succumbed. The
liver was small but did not favor any of the more
common forms of cirrhosis. This does not seem
to agree with Strathy's larger series. That jaun-

dice is due to the action of the arsenicals or to the

benzol ring is probable but it may be due to syphilis.

Osier says jaundice is not frequent in syphilis but

in St. George's Hospital George O. Scott in 11,629

autopsies found 611 cases of syphilitic livers and
in the Philadelphia Hospital, in 5,088 autopsies,

there were 188 cases of liver syphilis. Ravaut in

94,762 injections of various arsenicals had only

twenty cases of jaundice.

Foulerton of England thinks the toxic jaundice

akin to that produced by chloroform and ether,

which are active fat solvents, or like phosphorus,

dinitrobenzine or trinitrotoluene, which are readily

soluble in fats and may not be due to the arsenical

content at all but more to the benzol ring.

Leary of Boston, medical examiner and professor

of pathology at Tufts, after many autopsies on
deaths from 606, comes to the conclusion that they

are due to some toxic principles other than arsenic

and that the main pathology consists of small sub-

pial hemorrhages present in most of the cases. He
believes that the toxic principals may be due to

unneutralized acidity of the solution used.

We confess that we can not understand these

percentages of reaction if all the reactions, slight

or .otherwise, are included. Under the old treat-

ment, with larger quantities of solution, a reaction

of some kind in our experience was to be expected.

They were shght, we admit, in most cases, but most
of them exhibited a slight headache, nearly all cases

showed nausea, many of the patients vomited and
most of them had diarrhea. With the concentra-

tion of our solution to twelve to fifteen c.c. of water
the change for the better, in our experience, became
marked. But still many of the patients showed a

slight reaction, some severe, especially when large

doses were used. Fully twenty per cent of these

showed slight nausea, some vomited and over forty

per cent, had slight diarrhea. W^e can not reconcile

our findings with the findings of others who report

only eleven per cent, of reactions while using the old

solution.

Stevens's classification of reactions.

First Type.—Immediate or soon after injection. Nitratoid,

due to the presence of some of the ONO group not being

converted by the nascent hydrogen into the NHs of the fin-

ished product. The finished formula is (0«H6)2, (NHi)i,
As2, (0H)2, all of the N in the ONO having been converted
into NHo.
Second Type.—Coming on from four to twenty-four hours

after injection. Nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, slight fever.
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due to the reaction of the economy to the solution; possibly
arsenical, but not entirely due to the arsenic. Other factors
including the bulk of the injection must be considered. This
reaction was common with the old solutions. It is less with
the concentrated, but is the most common reaction of all.

Third Type.—a, Serous apoplexies
;

b, tubular nephritis.

Usually after several days. They are probably linked to-
gether as phases of the same reaction, and may be due to
impermeability of the kidney to arsenic.

Fourth Type.—Jaundice, usually delayed. May be due to
arsenical idiosyncrasy or more likely to the benzol con-
stituent of the medication in combination with the lipoinds
of the body. It may be a syphilitic liver manifestation.

LATER SERIES.

Neosalvarsan, old German neosalvarsan and
American made neosalvarsan were used in a solution

of fifteen c. c. of water. In one hundred cases there

were twenty per cent, of reactions of some kind,

mostly slight, nausea, and diarrhea coming on in

four to eight hours and of little importance, shght
headache ; three real nitratoids, no serous apoplexies.

There was one death, probably not due to 606.

Autopsy showed no pial hemorrhages and no kid-

ney or liver involvement, no jaundice. We report

it for what it is worth.

Neosalvarsan, German, Metz, Schamberg, Japan-
ese, were used in two c. c. of water. In one hun-
dred cases there were reactions of some type in

eight per cent., mostly slight. There were two real

nitratoicls, one pseudonitratoid or mild nitratoid,

five had nausea or vomited, none complained of

diarrhea, none had jaundice, none had albumen.
There were no serous apoplexies, and no deaths.

None of the patients receiving one half to one c. c.

adrenalin before adtninistration had anything ex-

cept a fast heart from the adrenalin.

In the last fifty cases other than the above we
have given one half c. c. of one to 1,000 adrenalin

in every case, believing it better to give this drug
to many who may not need it rather than wait for

the reactions to occur in a limited number of cases.

There have been no reactions of any type except a

slight nausea in a few cases, coming on in from
four to six hours after injection. There was no
vomiting and no diarrhea. A temporary fast pulse

will result in some of these cases from the adrenalin.

So that out of the mass of statements and mis-

statements coines a fairly definite conclusion. That
there will be a reaction with any preparation of the

arsenicals and that there will occasionally be a death

which can be directly attributed to their use. The
cause is still sub jiidice.

We are all interested in the handling of these cases

not alone along medical lines but from the wider

viewpoint of social economics. As we have said

we do not anticipate much from Government or

State cooperation in prevention. How then are we
to accomplish much? Along two lines only can we
see hope for improvement : First, by the general dis-

semination of knowledge and second, through the

general practitioner by simplification of technic.

There is nothing extremely difficult in intravenous

medication even today and the injection of the ar-

senical preparations is not particularly difficult nor

particularly dangerous. There have been some
deaths, to be sure, that could be traced directly to

the use of the arsenicals in medicine but the danger
from the disease is so much greater than any danger

from the medication that it inay be practically dis-

regarded. With sitnplification of technic the general

practitioner is the logical man to handle this problem.

(Of course it is understood that we are speaking

of the ordinary primary or secondary syphilis and
not the locotomor cases, the general paresis cases or

the cases which require special care.)

The real attack which we must make on the prob-

lem comes with this simplification of technic because
the general practitioner is the logical syphilologist

and for every case of syphilis that consults the spe-

cialist or the inan versed in the technic of intraven-

ous medication there are one hundred who never get

away from the general practitioner. He comes into

contact with the cases first and he remains in con-

tact with them over long periods of years. He knows
long before any one of any impending danger but
too often he is of the type who has had the dangers

of intravenous medication too vividly impressed
upon him and the great care which inust be used in

the manipulation of these medicaments. Again,
where larger quantities of fluid have been used with

much paraphernalia, accentuation of the minutiae

and the importance of sterilization, both he and the

patient have come to consider it as an operation and
to look forward with dread equal to the dread of the

disease. If these conditions are permitted to con-

tinue we shall not arrive anywhere in the solution

of this problem of dealing efficiently with syphilitics.

We must instruct general practitioners in this

problem of intravenous medication and we must
do away with much of the paraphernalia of the oper-

ating room so these patients will come long enough
to receive adequate treatment. Time is a great

healer. Tomorrow we shall have forgotten the fears

of today. The syphilitic today talks of suicide,

tomorrow he is reconciled, the day after tomorrow,
unless he sees symptoms of his disease, he is likely

to forget. And so long as he can see no signs he

can be depended upon to put of¥ his treatment, which

he considers in the light of an operation. He visual-

izes the long tubes and the (to him) quart of solu-

tion which is to be run into his veins. He remem-
bers the nausea, the headache, the vomiting and the

enforced rest and he puts it off. Can we blame him ?

Yet the main point is to administer 0.60 or 0.90 of

neosalvarsan. The great quantities of water are

not an advantage but a detriinent with the neosal-

varsan. McCoy, director of the United States Pub-
lic Health Service, warns all users of arsphenamine
solution not to use more than one tenth in thirty

c. c. of fluid and allow two minutes for each thirty

c. c. injection. Hyman says that McCoy's state-

ments have been too emphatic to meet with general

acceptance by the medical profession. There is no
need for further comment on these opinions.

Six years ago we became convinced that the main
symptoms, which came on soon after injection,

nausea, vomiting and diarrhea, which we had seen

frequently, were the result of some other factor than

neosalvarsan and we began to concentrate our solu-

tion little by little. In one hundred cases we have

used two c. c. of distilled water to our doses of

neosalvarsan and we have seen the nausea, the vom-
iting, the diarrhea and the headaches vanish. The
primaries have disappeared just as promptly as be-
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fore ; the secondaries likewise. There has not been

a Herxheimer reaction and only two nitratoid crises.

The whole thing is as simple as an ordinary hyper-

dermic injection. We use fine needles and our pa-

tients no longer fear to continue our treatment.

We use freshly distilled water, but we have also

used ordinary boiled tap water, and have never

been able to convince ourselves of any difference.

Every practitioner of medicine has a two c. c. glass

hypodermic syringe and a boiler. Throw syringe

and needle into boiling water and boil for ten min-

utes with a small pledget of cotton, being careful

not to touch the needle when removing it. Bury the

needle in the pledget of boiled cotton and aspirate

two c. c. of water into the barrel. Put the two c. c.

of water in a glass graduate, previously boiled, shake

in the contents, of the neoarsenobenzol, or use the

ampoule itself for the solution. It dissolves slowly,

especially the American preparations. Fill the

syringe and with a rubber tube on the patient's arm
or by pressure of the left hand, distend the patient's

veins at the elbow and pass the needle into the vein.

Snap of¥ the tourniquet or remove the hand and be-

fore injecting draw out the piston just a little. If

blood follows it you are still in the vein. Inject very

slowly, drop by drop. This is the secret of success.

Seal the puncture with collodion. We test all solu-

tions on litmus paper to be sure of alkalinity.

If there is going to be a reaction it will come on

within ten minutes usually, but slowness of injec-

tion to allow the blood stream to wash away and
dilute the solution, is, we believe, the crux of the

whole matter. Select as large a vein as possible to

secure a volume of blood. We u.se eight injections

at five to seven day intervals, except in primary
cases where we use the first three every other day
and two such series during the first year and often

three, the first of eight injections and the second and
third of six injections. The second year we use at

least two series, and the third year one, if negative

serologically, and the fourth year one. Intercur-

rently we use mercury by mouth, three months at

a time, twice a year for four years.

We have never given mercurials intravenously

except in six cases experimentally, and we have never

believed in this method or the intramuscular injec-

tion of mercury. While we use the Wassermann
test as a check in our cases we do not permit our-

selves to be influenced by it as regards treatment.

Our cases in the old days, when we were using the

original salvarsan and large volumes of water, or

the novarsenobenzol with larger quantities of water
than at present, did not become Wassermann free

with that celerity which has been so often reported

by some observers. Many of them went over into

the second year with plus Wassermann in those

days and some do still. In two out of one hundred
cases of two years or over, there is still a positive

Wassermann which nothing seems to change. In

one hundred cases, some few receiving fifteen c. c.

of solution, seventy-nine became Wassermann nega-
tive within six months

;
twenty per cent, of these

relapsed with our treatment and became negative

within one year on further treatment; fifteen others

became negative within one year, seven relapsed to

become again negative ; three became negative within

one and a half years, one within two years, and two
cases are plus after more than two years. None of

these received more than fifteen c. c. of fluid. Of
the last one hundred cases all have received only

two c. c. of fluid. We base our doses on twenty-

five pounds of body weight to fifteen hundredths

of neosalvarsan. In two a typical nitratoid crisis

occurred within ten minutes ; in one tachycardia 140,

temperature 104, flushed face, beating in the head,

dizziness, vomiting, no albumin, recovery. There
have been no cases of more than temporary reaction

with less than 0.90, one with slight flushing of face

and pounding in head which wore away in a short

time. No albumin in those patients who did not

have it before, no diarrhea in any of the patients,

a few had nausea and five vomited. None had

jaundice and none died.

Our preparations have been neosalvarsan, German
neosalvarsan, and lately neosalvarsan of Metz. We
have used Schamberg's and the Japanese prepara-

tions. We do not think the neosalvarsan of Metz or

the others compare with the old German neosalvar-

san, but we believe it as good as we can obtain at

present. The Schamberg preparation seems to be

more readily soluble and with this preparation we
have never had a reaction other than slight nausea

but our series is too small to draw definite con-

clusions. We have no reason for thinking that re-

actions will be less than with other preparations.

This, then, is our idea of how we may best com-
bat what we believe to be the increase in the syphili-

zation of the population of the United States:

1. The syphihzation of the people of the United
States is progressing rapidly.

2. Little can be expected of governmental super-

vision as long as our political system controls medi-

cal supervision.

3. Until we can devise some simplification of

technic which will place the treatment of primary
syphilis in the hands of the general practitioner we
shall not accomplish much by treatment.

4. We believe that this simplification may be an
entering wedge which may be improved later with

further simplification.

5. There are fewer bad results in the use of ar-

senicals with the concentrated solution.

6. Syphilis reacts to concentrated arsenicals just

as rapidly as with the more dilute solutions.

7. Reactions occurring with the concentrated solu-

tion are usually milder than by the more dilute solu-

tion. They come on at once if at all and so may
be immediately treated. Adrenalin, in every case

that shows reaction, fifteen to twenty minutes before

administration will prevent a repetition. The nitra-

toid is the only type of reaction to be expected with

the concentrated solution.

8. Reaction once established in a patient will in-

variably recur thereafter without regard to dose

unless adrenalin is used. This applies to a series

only. After a rest of several months reaction may
not follow in cases which previously reacted.

9. The mercurials are of value when used to the

point of tolerance and kept there. This can be done
best either by mouth or by inunction. To e.xpect

results from most of the doses recommended is an
absurdity.
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Ser. No.
and
name
26.

A. A.

27.

G. J.

28.

S. G.

29.

G. B.

30.

T. A.

A Contribution to the Mercurial Therapeusis of Syphilis

By L. G. HADJOPOULOS, M. D.,

REGINALD BURBANK, M. D.,

and L. P. KYRIDES, A. B., Sc. D.,

New York.

{Concluded from page 536.)

TERTIARY SYPHILIS (ACTIVE)
IVasser- ,

—Kind of Treatment—

^

mann Ars. as Mercurials Wassermann Clinical notes
dates "606" Mercurosal Test

"606"—4 inj. Hg. many
12/ 7/'16 + +

NS .9 Hg. Salic. 6
1/ 8/'17 ±

NS .4 Hg. Salic. 5

M'l 3-3 c.c.

2/22/'17 + + +
NS .5 M'l 6-8 c.c.

4/ 6/'17 +
M'l 8-16 c.c.

6/ 9/'17 ±
M'l 3-10 c.c.

7/18/'17 ±
M'l 2-8 c.c.

9/ 6/'17 +
M'l 7-27 c.c.

1/16/'18 + + + +
8/27/'18 +

M'l 3-15 c.c.

4/25/'19
M'l 4-20 c.c.

6/ 9/'19 -f
AB .6 KI by mouth.
AB .6 M'l 5-20 c.c.

9/26/'19 S. Fluid ±
M'l 7-20 c.c.

KI bv mouth.
11/ 9/'i9 ;

"606"—12 inj. Hg. many
8/21/'16 + + +

OS .6 Hg. Ointm.
NS .9 Hg. Salic. 5

10/1 8/' 16 +
NS .9 Hg. Benz. 3

Hg. Ointm.
"/27/'16 + -f

Hg. Benz. 4
12/28/'16 + +

Hg. Benz. 2

2/ 1/'17
3/14/'19 + +

M'l 30-150 c.c.

6/ S/'19 ±
AB .6

l/20/'21 ±

l/28/'18 + + +
AB .5

DA .6 M'l 4-24 c.c.

2/19/'18 —
M'l 7-35 c.c.

3/13/'18 —
AB .6

AB .3 M'l 6-30 c.c.

4/20/'18 —
7/ll/'18 —

12/31/'20 — Patient in excellent health.

\ TERTIARY LUES (LATENT)

"606"—3 inj. Hg. many
8/12/'16 + + +

Hg. Benz. 3

M'l 2-5 c.c.

2/24/' 17 + +
NS .4 Hg. Ointm.

M'l 10-50 c.c.

4/30/'18 ±
M'l 3-15 c.c.

10/28/' 18 —
Hg. inj. many

2/ 3/'17 + + + + Primary '12. On admission, patient free of symptoms. There was
NS .9 M'l S-30 c.c. however, moderate lymphadenitis and a probable gumma of the tibia

7/ 5/'17 ±
AB .6 M'l 2-6 c.c.

9/ 8/'17 ±
7/ 2/'18 -f

M'l 7-37 c.c.

8/ 1/'18 +
12/25/'18 —

M'l 11-54 c.c.

3/19/'19 +
M'l 6-30 c.c.

4/10/'19 —
7/25/'20 + +

Primary '13? On admission, partial paralysis of vocal cords, "rheu-
matic" pain of extremities, beginning tabetic gait, headaches, dizzy
spells.

Pains much improved, headaches persist.

Vocal condition better, walking improved.

Patient feels very comfortable.

Relapse only serological. Clinically feeling well, she discontinued treat-

ment until 8/27/'18, when she resumed treatment until 12/21/'18.

Resumed treatment. Now has left ocular ptosis, vocal and joint con-
ditions worse.

Condition getting worse, partial paralysis of vocal cords and muscles of
deglutition. Dizziness, losing weight steadily.

Lumbar puncture done; fluid under marked pressure, chemical tests

negative, cells 7 lymph., colloidal gold test, meningeal curve.
Died suddenly at home following an attack of dyspnea.

Primary '13. On admission, numerous tertiary cutaneous lesions, stoma-
titis, nephritis.

Specific stomatitis, cystitis, nephritis, continued.
Syphilids fading gradually.
Syphilids spreading more, new lesions developing on legs.

Developed signs of mercurialism; salivation, sore gums. More cutan-
eous syphilids in arms, moist ulcers of scrotum. Stopped treatment.

No improvement in general condition.
Nephritis, cystitis persist, syphilids spreading. Stopped treatment until

3/14/'19.
Immediate response to Mercurosal treatment. Cystitis cleared, faint

trace of albumin in urine, lesions healed, gained 35 pounds.

General condition very satisfactory.

Left for South.

Primary unknown. A month before the condition was diagnosed as
lues, patient was treated for gout of the right toe. Due to an ingrown
toe nail an incision was made which later developed into a typical

luetic ulcer. Blood Wassermann was 3 plus.

Ulcer healed, pain subsided.
Patient discontinued treatment.

Primary '13. On admission, no symptoms or signs of lues, except for
a positive Wassermann. This case was an instance of a persistent

positive Wassermann in spite of the vigorous mercurial treatment.

Patient discontinued treatment.

Discontinued treatment until 7/2/'18.
Tenderness and swelling of tibia gone.

Patient left for Europe.
Returned 12/25/'18.

Left again for Europe.
Returned 7/25/'20.
Discontinued treatment.
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Ser. No. ll'asscr- f~Kind of Treatment—^
.

and mann Ars. as Mercurials Wassermann Clinical notes

name dates "606" Mercurosal Test

31.

C. G. "606" and Hg. many •

. , . ,

9/ 4/'17 + + Primary '13. On admission, no signs or symptoms of active lues except

OS .6 ' Hg. Salic. 4 the positive Wassermann which despite four years' treatment with

10/22/'l" ". + numerous injections of 606 and Hg. never came down to negative.

12/24/'l7 + No treatment from 12/24/'17 to 5/6/'18.

5/ 6/'18.' +
AB .6 M'l 5-30 c.c.

7/ 4/'18 —
M'l 13-64 c.c. ^ . , . .

,

2/21/'19 ± Gained over twenty pounds in weight.

3/ll/'19'.
'. '. '. '. '.

'.

.

". . . . .
—

10/11/'19 —
. J r . ui 1

3/10/'20 — Married over two years, wife s blood negative.

32. ' „,,"•
^' ^'

10-'14/'18 ^.
. . . . + + Primary '15? or earlier. Non-symptomatic lues of long standing.

AB .6 M'i 3-16 c.c. Previous treatment limited to "606"—fifteen injections. The last

10/28/'18
"

' .' -|- Wassermann before admission was positive on 9/21/'18.

M'i ' 5-27 c.V.

fl/lS/']8 +
M'l 7-40 c.c.

3/15/'19 ±
M'l 5-25 c.c.

6/20/' 19 —
M'l 5-25 c.c.

12/ 3/'19 —
M'l 7-25 c.c.

3/ l/'20 — Gained over thirty pounds in weight.
10/24/'20 — Discontinued treatment.

33.

J. D. Hg. by mouth and inj.

5/ 9/'19 + + + + Primary '13, with multiple ulcers on glans penis that were treated
AB .6 M'l 1-5 c.c. locally. In addition he underwent vigorous Hg. treatment, both by

5/23/'19 + mouth and intramuscularly.
AB .6

AB .6 M'l 2-10 c.c.

7/ 6/'19 + Had three positive Wassermanns by Board of Health; 2/25/'19—4 plus,
M'l 8-30 c.c. 3/28/'19—doubtful, 4/8/'19—4 plus.

10/27/'19 +
M'l 4-13 c.c. On admission, no clinical manifestations of lues.

ll/27/'19 — Discontinued treatment.
5/ l/'20 + +

AB .6 M'l 3-15 c.c.

5/31/'20 ± Stopped treatment in physically good condition.
35.

J. A. "606"— 7 inj. Hg. 50 inj.

10 '24/'20 + + + + Primary '05. Previous treatment "606"—7, Hg.—50 injections.
SS .9 On admission, no active lesions or signs.
NS .6 M'l 5-25 c.c. Previous positive Wassermanns by Board of Health, last one two months

ll/30/'20 •. + + ago, 4 plus.
NS .6 M'l 7-30 c.c. Wassermann was persistently positive for the last year despite vigorous

1/16/'21 -f treatment.
NS .6 M'l 7-35 c.c.

3/29/'21 ±
M'l 6-25 c.c.

7/ 4/'21 + Discontinued treatment. Gained ten pounds in weight.

' Report of Case XXXIV will appear in authors' reprints.

REMARKS. lead, with salvarsan as adjuvant in active, and prob-

The great majority of tertiary cases that come ably alone in latent nonsymptomatic luetics,

under the observation of the practitioner are the I" other words, in arsenic and mercury we pos-

socalled "treatment resistant" cases, in which a per- sess two valuable drugs acting on lues from its two

siftently positive Wassermann test is probably the extreme clinical stages; where one manifests its

only clinical manifestation. The trying experience maximum efficiency the other is at its minimum
of the practitioner in treating this class of cases is with an intersection of their therapeutic intensities

too well known for description. From our list we in late secondaries and early tertiaries. There is,

have selected only seven to represent the various however, a marked difference; salvarsan can eradi-

phases, and to these we have added three clinically cate the disease at its primary stage
;
mercury can

active, symptomatic cases, similarly with persistent only subdue it in its tertiary form. Let us not lose

Wassermann tests. sight of the fact that it is the synthetic arsenic 606

Our results imi'formly lead us to conclude that, and not arsenic per sc that accomplishes the cure in

whereas salvarsan stands as the drug of choice in primary cases.

primary and Secondary stages, it falls short of ac- For the time being we avail ourselves of the dis-

complishing the desired end in tertiaries, with the tinctive advantages offered by this new synthetic

exception of certain active conditions, viz., visceral mercurial, whose solubility in water together with
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mary and secondary infections, acquires the prime curials in common use.
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Editorial Articles
CANCER CURES.

Throughout the history of medicine cancer has

remained a dark mystery. Recently we have gained

some knowledge through gross and microscopic

pathological findings and a bit about the physiopath-

ology. We found a disordered function of cell re-

production causing disorders in metabolism and

finally in the functioning of the body as a whole.

Some of the problems of metastases and of certain

apparent causative factors have also been worked

out. In our therapeutic endeavors surgery has given

us much hope when the initial growths were dis-

covered early and were accessible. The nonsurgical

treatment of cancer has many advocates. But owing

to the little known mechanism of the anarchial cell

activities underlying the initial process little has been

done in the way of prophylaxis.

Recently the treatment of cancer by radium and

the X ray has caused much discussion and specula-

tion. Whether we can look upon this mode of treat-

ment as surgical, physical, or as an adjuvant of sur-

gery, matters little ! Some more conservative work-

ers assert that the best results are a combination of

surgery and radioactive rays, while the more radical

insist that proper raying is the most eflfective.

Deaver, Blake, and many other surgeons state that

little reliance can be placed upon these procedures

and that early surgicaj intervention remains the saf-

est procedure. The advocates of early surgery,

radiological treatment, and strictly medicinal ther-

apy, all insist that their results are the best. The
general practitioner remains at sea. He is obliged

to listen, to depend upon statistics, and finally to rely

upon some specialist in whom he has confidence.

The patient is even more bewildered ; in case of

failure doubts are manifested, and the question

raised of the "other method" being the one of

choice.

It is not within the scope of this article to advo-

cate any one method as being more advantageous

than another, or to decry any endeavor that might

be made along therapeutic lines. But a few sug-

gestions will be ofifered. First, it would be well

if the various workers in cancer therapy would get

together and obtain a better knowledge of each

other's methods and results. Second, more careful

and complete statistics should be assembled and made

available. It is understood that the same methods

as those used by various workers will give divergent

results depending on individual skill and judgment.

Third, it would be more advantageous to a fuller

knowledge of cancer as a disease if centres could

be established in various districts where all cancer

patients could be sent for treatment. Finally, and

most important of all, we should endeavor to secure

a better understanding of the underlying primary

causes of the initial processes. Here all therapists

begin to lose their vital interest, for they feel that,

as far as cancer is concerned, their duty is to cure

and at best they wish to see the patient in the early

stages of the disease. Their aim, however, should

be to prevent the prospective cancer victim from be-

coming a patient.

One of the most interesting hypotheses recently

advanced is the one of cell sexuality wherein the dis-

ordered sexual attitude is represented by a disor-

dered sexuality of the cell symbolically. Another

important factor is the postural tonus of the individ-

ual which is of psychic origin, various segmented

tensions being caused by and in turn causing afTective

states. Just as we know that the diabetic disorders,

gastric ulcers, and numberless other pathological

conditions are brought about by psychic reactions,

so may cancer be brought about. Following this line

of investigation seems to be most fruitful. We
should know more about the initial processes in the

incipient stages. We should always look into the

problems and wishes of the individual and regard

him as an entity, rather than to glue our eyes to

microscopes and quibble as to what particular type of

cell division has taken place within the organism.

WORLD ECONOMICS AND THE
PESTILENCES.

We have just witnessed the ofificial termination of

an inconclusive war—inconclusive because it has

settled nothing on any subject, despite the fact that

it engaged directly or indirectly three fourths of the

estimated population of the world. During the

period of the war, peaceful avocations of every kind

were neglected, with the result that there is at pres-

ent a shortage of all necessities of life, and the pro-

duction of food, raw materials and manufactured

articles is on such an economic basis that the world

cannot afford to consume them. The balance be-

tween production and consumption is slowly being

struck, but in the meantime whole populations have

reverted to the living standards of the Middle Ages

with a coincident retrogression of sanitary condi-

tions and the concomitant outbreak of influenza and

typhus epidemics, the type diseases of the Middle
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Ages. People who cannot afford food cannot buy

personal cleanliness, hence the diseases of bodily

filth, vermin and overcrowding flourish.

The international spread of disease is governed by

the state of world commerce, therefore, while plague

thrives locally in many parts of the world, it has

not as yet opened up distinctly new areas of con-

quest. This arises from the fact that plague is essen-

tially a ship borne disease, spreading locally in times

of economic depression, and invading new territory

only when prosperity quickens international trade.

Maritime commerce is now at low ebb, for the rea-

son that when a nonproducing world bowed down
by the debt of war cannot buy, shipping limits its

movement to the minimum.

Gradually, the economic imbalance will be over-

come and with a return to a normal trade status there

will be an improvement in living conditions. A lag

between prosperity and sanitation is to be expected,

however, because hunger is a greater urge than the

desire for personal and community cleanliness, but

with the increase in material well being there will

occur a recession of typhus.

In the meantime, plague will have strongly in-

trenched itself in the world's great terminal ports,

and with the increase of commerce its further diffu-

sion will be inevitable unless steps are taken now
to control the disease in its present foci, and to pre-

vent embarkation therefrom and debarkation at other

points.

It is extremely doubtful if any government, within

whose borders plague now exists, with the exception

of the United States, is financially able to undertake

the eradication and permanent exclusion of the dis-

ease. It is equally doubtful if any collection of

governments by sanitary convention is able to con-

trol effectually the spread of plague. Each govern-

ment by the application of a rational maritime quar-

antine with periodical ship fumigation may tem-

porize with the danger, but it will remain an ever

present threat and on the slightest lowering of the

barrier it will gain entrance.

The dark present and the gloomy future have one

bright spot. In spite of the enormous general loss

growing out of the world conflict, there remain many

vast private fortunes—tremendous hoards whose

owners are conscientiously striving to reduce by

benefactions to great humanitarian movements. Just

as the Rockefeller Commission has driven yellow

fever back to its last lair, so a properly organized

and well backed plague commission could bring ex-

pert guidance and assistance to those world ports

from which Black Death will recommence its hegira

once maritime commerce is again on its feet, unless

active steps are taken now.

WHAT IS CRIMINALITY?
The continuance of the "crime wave" gives a per-

tinency to any really enlightening discussion of the

subject of criminality. What is the criminal and

why are crimes committed are questions of more

than academic or of passing popular interest. They
thrust themselves before the consideration first of

all of a practical medical psychology. Doctor

Hollander has incorporated these problems into his

scientific study of mind and body in their interrela-

tion in man's character. [Bernard Hollander, M. D.,

Ill Scarcli of .the Soul. London and New York.

Reviewed in this issue.] We have not advanced so

far yet that it is superfluous for him to call at-

tention to the common fallacy "that a good man wills

to be virtuous, and a bad man wills to be vicious, and

that either might will equally easily the opposite

character." Law itself is based upon an inadequate

conception of the relative strength of 'the emotional

or impulsive life and of intellect to control it.

Nor is control by the intellect, if it exists, so

simple a thing as the mere willing to choose a path

of virtue. Not in the socalled criminal class alone

does this hold true. Hollander does not allow him-

self to overlook the fact that "in spite of improved

civilization and remedial measures the wickedness

and the all devouring selfishness of man has not

lessened ; it is only artificially dammed in by the

dykes of the law and of civil society." He goes on

to speak of the "more clever rogues, who know how
to keep their attacks on their neighbors' property

within the letter of the law." He arraigns no more

severely the men who accomplish this than the so-

ciety whose blindness distinguishes falsely between

this and the less clever class of wrongdoer : "The

man who amasses great wealth by grinding down the

poor, by cornering the necessities of life, or by suck-

ing the lifeblood out of the toiler ; the unscrupulous

financier who robs his credulous dupes—these be-

cause of their money are eligible for peerages ; the

less refined criminal goes to gaol. The former

hide their guilt and salve their conscience by giving

millions—though still only a fraction of their

wealth—to charity. Society is indulgent to the

fraudulent financier, who lives to rob. and hard on

the larceny fellow, who robs to live."

But Hollander is not writing an economic or

political treatise. These facts are stated as a glaring

illustration of ignorance as to the nature of the

criminal. Their statement is a reminder of the

l)resence in all men of the impulses which serve self-

interest. The difference between these men accepted

by society and those condemned as criminals is due

to a different form of exercising or restraining these

im]nilscs or propensities. This difference is the re-
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suit of difiference in intellectual capacity and develoiJ-

ment which in turn is due to difference in hereditary

and environmental factors. The writer does not

commit all persons to the classification of acting

criminals of the one sort or the other. There are

those in whom the animal impulses are just active

enough to satisfy them but in whom intellect and

moral feeling, established by heredity and environ-

ment, habitually exercise such control that the com-

mission of crime would be practically impossible.

Virtue is so natural to them that they fail to see that

it may be otherwise with the criminal. They have

only "indignation and resentment" toward him.

That such feelings may have also a deeper basis in

their repressive selfdefense against the same impulses

within themselves Hollander does not definitely

remark.

There are others in whom heredity and environ-

ment have failed to produce such a condition of

higher control. As intellect and moral sense are

relatively weak the animal propensities are more

ready to dominate action. The intellect that is

present has an incorrect percej^tion of the relation

of things so that it is likely only to be enlisted in

the criminal carrying out of the impulse that dom-

inates it. With still others there is a more equal

balance toward the elements making for self-

indulgence or its restraint. The balance swings

easily either way. Circumstances readily make

criminals of such or turn them to better action.

Special consideration must also be given to the large

number of individuals whose intellectual incapacity

is dependent upon defective or diseased brain condi-

tions and those whose impulses are more or less

completely swayed by the false reasoning of phan-

tasy, that is, the insane or the feebleminded of

varyine degrees and kinds.

All this puts upon society a heavy burden of re-

sponsibility. She has not alone to determine in each

case the relative strength of intellectual and moral

control. And this forces the attention back upon

preceding conditions of inheritance and environment.

It is incumbent also to base upon the facts ascer-

tained the treatment to be meted out. The impulses

or propensities represent wishes which arise out

of the nature of the human life. The wish is in its

nature ineradicable and, as Hollander has said, no

punishment can wipe it out. Punishment has some-

times served to restrain it ; but it has not always

done that. It is indisputable that some are so little

capable of development that society must act as a

restraining agent. Others need more favorable op-

portunity, together with education and development

toward a self restraint which hitherto they had not

learned. It is to be remembered that conformity to

jjrison rules is not adjustment to the far more com-

plex conditions outside, so that in detention with

restraint there is not a reeducation for social life.

It is neither sentimental indulgence nor lack of pro-

tection that is advocated. There is no reform in

either of these. Society, however, serves the best

law of protection through an understanding of the

criminal, his criminal behavior, and the limitations

as well as the possibilities of development of his

powers of control.

INCINERATION OF LATRINE CONTENTS.
One of the lessons learned during the war, or at

least acutely emphasized, was the importance of the

immediate incineration of latrine contents in pre-

venting the spread of infection. The knowledge in

this direction gained in war time will be of great

value in civil Hfe, in connection with camps, as in-

cineration appears to be both simple and effective.

At the annual meeting of the British Society of

Medical Officers of Health, held in London on Sep-

tember 30tli. Major (ieneral Sir W. (i. ]McPher-

son read a paper on the disposal of latrine contents,

with special reference to immediate incineration.

He pointed out that the prejudice against this sys-

tem was due to ignorance of its advantages and he

went on to describe the appalling conditions pro-

duced by the prolonged use of the shallow and deep

trench systems unless under constant and careful

supervision. There were two recognized methods

of disposal by incineration ; in one, the latrine con-

tents were carried in buckets or carts to incinerators

at some distance from the latrines, and in the other,

the excreta were disposed of immediately in an in-

cinerator placed in or near the latrine.

After detailing the drawbacks and advantages of

the first method, Major General McPherson dis-

cussed immediate incineration, stating that the Ger-

mans in 1902 made the first experiment in this mode

but after an unfair trial abandoned the system. The

McCall system, initiated by the American Army
during the Cuban war, had been abandoned owing

to the expense of fuel and the iron plates. McPher-

son said that he had had personal experience with

the method before the war, both in India and Alder-

shot, and here the simple device of placing a layer

of bhoosa or other dry material on the ground, mak-

ing the men defecate on it and then setting fire to

it, proved extraordinarily satisfactory.

In 1915, in France, and later in Saloniki, he had

started a method of immediate incineration which

was described in the Journal of the Royal Army
Medical Corps in 1915. The essential principles

were, first, the disposal of the urine I)y the men
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themselves, either by emptying the receptacles into

absorption pits, or by passing urine into a channel

leading to the pit
;
secondly, the deposition of excreta

into the incinerator, immediately after defecation,

also by the men themselves. The incinerator could

be of the open or closed variety and was frequently

made out of a cresol drum, placed in or near the

latrine. This method proved entirely satisfactory.

A sergeant major in France maintained that

it possessed the following advantages : a, cleanli-

ness, freedom from flies, and comparatively little

odor
;
b, definite area involved and practically no soil-

ing of the ground
;
c, only one sanitary attendant re-

quired
;
d, it could be placed at a convenient distance

from the men's living quarters, without fear of

offense ; e, it could be constructed of materials usually

available in any camp by any intelligent noncommis-

sioned officer, within three or four days of arrival at

the permanent camping site.

Lieutenant General Sir John Goodwin, in discuss-

ing the subject, said that the method of immediate

incineration was ideal and should be applied in boys'

camps. The difficulties in future wars would be

overcome if the civilian population was instructed

in its use in peace time. The most serious criticism

of the method was made by the well known sani-

tary authority, Lieutenant Colonel H. R. Kenwood,

who thought that water carriage was always the best

and the cheapest in the long run. He considered the

dry earth system the next best ; it produced no odor

and no flies. Incinceration was valuable and useful,

he said, but he knew that in some instances, this

method had had to be abandoned on account of the

odor
;
probably the system of individual incineration

would cause little or no nuisance in this respect.

McPherson declared that there was little or no smell

in the individual method and said that two small

cresol drums made into incinerators had, in France,

dealt daily with the excreta of two thousand men.

DRAMATIC SURGERY
The World War presented unusual opportunities

for the display of surgical skill in the highest de-

gree. The exigencies of circumstance often brought

out or compelled originality, resulting in the de-

vising of operative methods and the designing of

mechanical means which would probably never

have been thought of under normal conditions. A
good deal of this impromptu surgery might aptly

be termed dramatic, even spectacular.

At the opening of the eighty-seventh session of

the Middlesex Hospital School, London, last Oc-

tober, Mr. Gordon Taylor delivered an address deal-

ing with the dramatic side of surgery, in which

he pointed out that success in abdominal surgery

during the war was largely determined by the mili-

tary situation and by the varying possibilities of

bringing together, at the earliest possible moment,

the wounded man and the surgeon. For this pur-

pose, airplanes were frequently used. It was also

pointed out that surgery might have a dramatic

aspect because of the surroundings in which it was

practised. It was difficult to imagine a more

dramatic environment for surgery than the dugout

which Basil Hughes, of Bradford, built in a com-

munication trench, when he was a regimental med-

ical officer, to which the men could be brought

within four or five minutes after being wounded.

The war, of course, only accentuated the romance

and drama of surgery. This branch of the healing

art has always had its romance. What could be

more dramatic or romantic, for example, than dis-

covering that mummies, embalmed and entombed

thousands of years ago, had undergone when living

surgical operations, such as trepining, which were

thought to be modern.

The value of the progress made in surgery dur-

ing the war lies in the use made of it in civil life.

While there is, generally speaking, no occasion for

urgent surgery in ordinary times, yet industrial

surgery, not infrequently presents dramatic and

romantic aspects. The lessons learned during the

war, especially with regard to blood transfusion,

should be applied to civil surgery to the great ad-

vantage of all concerned.

OPERATION IN GASTROENTERIC ULCER.
The controversy between surgeons and internists

as to just when surgical intervention is indicated in

gastroenteric ulcer has been revived by the publica-

tion by Finsterer in the Deutsche Zeitschrift fiir

CJiirurgic, during the latter part of 1920, of the end

results in twenty-four gases of gastric and duodenal

ulcer. In Finsterer's series there were eight deaths,

four of which were attributed to the preoperative

anemia. Hemorrhage seems to be the cardinal indi-

cation for operation; but, unfortunately, there is a

considerable diflference of opinion as to when to

interfere in cases of bleeding, and as a consequence

the patient is too often subjected to the dangers aris-

ing from the combination of doubt and delay.

Despite the fact that few surgeons are prepared

to accept the dictum of the French school, led by

Dieulafoy, that operation should be performed dur-

ing the first bleeding, it must be admitted that the

results of those who counsel delay, compared with

the results of the advocates of operation during

hemorrhage, are on a parity in so far as mortality is

concerned. Those who argue for delay declare that

the source of initial gastric bleeding is frequently
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doubtful. It is averred that in a number of cases

hemorrhage arises not from the ulcerated areas, as

is generally supposed, but from the mucous mem-
brane of the stomach, and that examination will

reveal blood escaping between the epithelial cells.

As the initial hemorrhage is seldom responsible

for death, operation during the progress of the first

bleeding would appear to be distinctly contraindi-

cated, but it does seem that the stage of quiescence

immediately following the initial hemorrhage is the

ideal time for operation. To wait until several

hemorrhages have occurred, with resultant anemia,

to say nothing of the dangers of perforation, in-

creases the surgical hazard and has a decidedly grave

influence on prognosis. The advisability of trusting

to Nature does not hold good in ulcers of the gas-

tric and duodenal type, and violates the surgical

axiom governing secondary hemorrhage, namely,

that even if bleeding has ceased, surgery is necessary

to prevent its recurrence.

In view of the many failures attending the medi-

cal treatment of gastric and duodenal ulcers one al-

most feels warranted in saying that once diagnosis

is established the condition comes purely within the

province of the surgeon. The advantages of early

operation are lessened chances of perforation, mini-

misation of the dangers of hematemesis and the re-

sultant anemia, and the good results necessarily

accruing from earlier feeding. The recognition of

malignanc)' in those few cases also makes early

operation a worth while therapeutic procedure.

COST OF INDUSTRIAL MEDICAL SERVICE.
Definite figures regarding that heretofore dubious

subject, the cost of industrial medical service, are

given in a report published last May by the National

Industrial Conference Board. The figures show that

the average cost has practically doubled since 1916,

but this is not considered excessive in view of the

increased costs in every line of activity and also of

the fact that many medical services have been greatly

enlarged to include preventive work, care of the eyes

and teeth, and so on, in place of merely attention

to injuries.

According to the report, the average cost of health

service in some 207 plants employing 764,827 work-
ers is $4.43 a person. By industries, the cost varied

from $1.84 a person in the tobacco industry to

$24.40 in mining. Of these amounts, it was found
that 69.5 per cent, went to doctors, nurses and at-

tendants, while the remainder was used for equip-

ment and supplies and also for outside medical and
hospital service. About one sixth of the plants with

from five hundred to a thousand workers and one

third of those having one thousand to two thousand

employed a fulltime physician, while in nineteen

plants with more than ten thousand employees there

was an average of six fulltime physicians for each

plant.

News Items.

Chinese Translation of U. S. Pharmacopoeia.

—

Under the direction of the Philadelphia College of

Pharmacy, the United States Pharmacopoeia is

Ijeing translated into the Chinese language.

Army Medical Supplies for Russia.—A resolu-

tion has been introduced in the House of Represen-

tatives, providing for the turning over to the Ameri-
can Relief Administration of all surplus medical

supplies of the army valued at $4,000,000.

The Mutter Lecture,—Prof. H. C. Jacobseus, of

Stockholm, Sweden, delivered the Miitter Lecture

for 1921, at the College of Physicians of Philadel-

phia, on Wednesday evening, November 2nd. His
subject was. Internal Treatment of Ulcer of the

Stomach.
Nobel Prize in Medicine.—Due to a shortage of

funds, the Nobel Institute has decided not to award
the Nobel Prize in Medicine this year. Among the

more prominent names se t in and considered were
Sherrington of England, Magnus of Holland, and
Henschen of Sweden.
New York Polyclinic Hospital to Be Returned

to Trustees.—It is reported that the United States

(Government will return the New York Polyclinic

Hospital to its former owners, early next year. The
institution will be opened as a graduate medical

school with greatly enlarged facilities.

Harvey Lecture.—The second lecture in the

course will be delivered Saturday evening, Novem-
ber 26th, at the New York Academy of Medicine,

Ijy Dr. C. C. Little, research associate of the station

for experimental evolution, Carnegie Institution of

Washington. His subject will be The Relation of

( ienetics to Cancer Research.

Cancer in Great Britain.—Dr. Maxwell Wil-
liamson, of Edinburgh, is reported to have stated

that cancer kills more than 42,000 persons every year

in England and Wales, and the death rate from this

disease is steadily increasing. He says that during

the last twenty-three years the number of deaths

in Edinburgh has increased from 267 in a year to

471.

Cancer Research Institute Appoints Consulting
Board.—The Institute of Cancer Research (for-

merly the George Crocker Special Research Fund),
of Columbia University, announces the appointment
of a consulting board, the membership of which in-

cludes eminent biologists, chemists, physicists, statis-

ticians, and surgeons who are interested in the ex-

perimental study of cancer. The surgical members
of the board are Dr. William J. Mayo, of Rochester,

Minn., and Dr. Eugene H. Pool and Dr. George H.
Semken, of New York.

Medical Society of Virginia.—Dr. Edward C. S.

Taliaferro, of Norfolk, was elected president of

this society at the fifty-second annual meeting held

in Lynchburg, October 18th to 21st, under the

presidency of Dr. Alfred L. Gray, of Richmond.
Other officers were elected as follows : Dr. John
Staige Davis, of University, first vice-president

;

Dr. Clarence Porter Jones, of Newport News, sec-

ond vice-president ; Dr. J. Beverly DeShazo, of

Ridgway, third vice-president ; Dr. G. H. Winfrey,
of Richmond, reelected secretary-treasurer.
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Anniversary Meeting of the New York Acad-

emy of Medicine.—Dr. Henry S. Pritchett, direc-

tor of the Carnegie Foundation for the advance-

ment of Teaching, New York, dehvered the anni-

versary discourse at tlie New York Academy of

Medicine, Thursday evening, November 3rd, his

subject being A Layman's View of Medical

Progress.

American Academy of Otolaryngology and
Ophthalmology.—At the annual meeting of this

organization, held recently in Philadelphia, the fol-

lowing officers were elected : President, Dr. Walter

R. Parker, of Detroit
;

vice-presidents. Dr. Ross

Skillern, of Philadelphia; Dr. W. L. Benedict, of

Rochester, Minn. ; and Dr. John J. Shea, of Mem-
phis, Tenn.

;
treasurer, Dr. S. S. Large, of Cleve-

land
;
secretary, Dr. Luther C. Peter, of Philadel-

phia
;
editor. Dr. Clarence Loeb, of Chicago. The

next meeting will be held in JNlinneapolis.

Building Fund for Broad Street Hospital.—The
Downtown Hospital Association, which is carrying

on a campaign to collect $1,000,000 for the purpose

of building an addition to Broad Street Hospital,

announced on Saturday, November 5th, that the

total receipts on that date amounted to $472,826.

The association's aim is to double the capacity of

this hospital, which is situated at 129 Broad Street.

At present its facilities are wholly inadequate to

meet the demands made upon it. At the time of the

bomb disaster in Wall Street, it is said that this

hospital cared for 179 cases in an hour.

American Surgeons Receive Honorary Fellow-
ships in Irish College of Surgeons.—At the clos-

ing session of the American College of Surgeons,
held in Philadelphia during the week of October
25th, honorary fellowships of the Royal College

of Surgeons of Ireland were conferred upon the

following American surgeons : Dr. George E.

Brewer, New York ; Dr. George W. Crile, Cleve-
land; Dr. John M. T. Finney, Baltimore; Dr. Al-
bert J. Ochsner, Chicago ; Dr. Charles H. Mayo and
Dr. William J. Mayo, Rochester, Minn. ; Dr. John
B. Deaver, Dr. Richard M. Harte and Dr. W. W.
Keen, Philadelphia. The fellowships were con-
ferred by Sir Harold J. Stiles, Sir William Taylor
and Sir Robert H. Y. Woods, who made the trip

from Dublin especially for this purpose.
Personal.—Dr. L. Winfield Kohn announces

the removal of his office to 427 Park Avenue, New
York.

Dr. Gilbert T. Smith, formerly assistant super-
intendent of the South Dakota Hospital for the
Insane, at Yankton, was appointed last April chief

surgeon of the S. S. Mount Carroll, of the United
American Lines, Inc. Dr. Smith has been connected
with prominent state hosjMtals for over twenty years.

Dr. Robert Tait McKenzie, professor of physi-
ology, therapeutics and physical education. Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, received the
honorary degree of Doctor of Laws at the centen-
nial celebration of McGill University, Montreal.

Dr. Harvey Cushing, professor of surgery at

Harvard Medical Sciiool, was elected president of
the American College of Surgeons, at the annual
meeting held in Piiiladelphia during the week of
( )ct()I)er 25th.

Joint Meeting of Electrotherapeutic Associa-

tions.—The American Electrotherapeutic Associ-

ation and the New York Electrotherapeutic Society

are arranging a joint midwinter clinical meeting to

be held on December 29th and 30th, at the United

States Public Health Service Hospital No. 61, at

Fox Hills, Staten Island, New York. All medical

men are invited to attend but admission will be by

card only. The program committee is composed of

Dr. William Benham Snow, Dr. Byron Sprague

Price, Dr. Victor Cox Pedersen, Dr. A. B. Hirsh,

Dr. ELichard Kovacs, and Major Samson. Cards of

admission can be obtained from the registrar, Dr.

Richard Kovacs, 223 East Sixty-eighth Street, New
York.

^ •

Died.

Alrich.—In Germantown, Pa., on Thursday, October •

27th, Dr. William Marshall Alrich, aged tifty-eight years.

Andrews.—hi Philadelphia, Pa., on Wednesday, Novem-
ber 2nd, Dr. James Campbell Andrews, aged eighty- four

years.

Barclay.—In Chicago, III, on Tuesday, October 25th,

Dr. William A. Barclay, aged sixty-tive years.

Barnes.—In Hamburg, N. Y., on Monday, October 17th,

Dr. F. Granville Barnes, aged sixty-six years.

Bergen.—In Highland Park, 111., on Monday, October
17th, Dr. Lloyd M. Bergen, aged fifty-six years.

Blankenmeyer.—In Philadelphia, Pa., on Saturday, Oc-
tober 22nd, Dr. Henry John Blankenmeyer, of Gabriels,

N. Y., aged forty-two years.

Bond.—In Dillon, Mont., on Sunday, October 16th. Dr.

Harry A. Bond, aged sixty-two years.

Boswell.—In Mounds, 111., on Sunday, October 23rd, Dr.

Charles J. Boswell, aged forty-five years.

Burt.—In Atlanta, Ga., on Sunday, October 16tli, Dr.
William H. Burt, aged sixty-three years.

C.\rnes.—In Kosciusko, Miss., on Tuesday, October 18th,

Dr. Charles F. Carnes, aged sixty-six years.

Chaapel.—In Williamsport, Pa., on Sunday, October
16th, Dr. Victor P. Chaapel, aged fifty-seven years.

Chisolm.—In Niagara Falls, N. Y., on Thursday, October
27th, Dr. Henry Clay Chisolm, of Huntingdon, Pa., aged
si.xty-two years.

DjWidson.—In Richmond, Tenn., on Wednesday, October
19th, Dr. Elijah Alvis Davidson, aged seventy-six years.

DeLacy.—In Crestview, Fla., on Thursday, October 13th,

Dr. William H. DeLacy, aged forty-three years.

Deyo.—In Brooklyn, N. Y., on Thursday, October 27th,

Dr. Jonathan Titus Deyo, aged seventy-five years.

Douglass.—In Riverside, Cal., on Saturday, October 29th,

Dr. William C. Douglass, of Ithaca, N. Y., aged fifty-eight

years.

GiBBS.—In New York, on Friday, October 28th, Dr. John
Wilson Gibbs, aged seventy-five years.

Graves.—In Juno, Tenn., on Friday, October 7th, Dr.
John Franklin Graves, aged forty-two years.

Henry.—In Northville, Mich., on Wednesday, October
26th, Dr. Thomas B. Henry, aged forty-si.x years.

Hershey.—In Lancaster, Pa., on Sunday, October 23rd,
Dr. Emanuel R. Hershey, aged seventy-four years.

Irvine.—In Washington, D. C, on Tuesday, November
1st, Dr. Robert T. Irvine, of Ossining, N. Y., aged sixty-

three years.

Jones.—In Gadsden, Wa., on Thursday, October 20th, Dr.
Eli Spear Jones.

Jones.—In Crystal Springs, Miss., on Monday, October
24tli, Dr. Robert E. Jones, aged seventy-eight years.

Levy.—In Richmond, Va., on Wednesday, October 19th,
Dr. Henry Hyman Levy, aged seventy years.

Mathews.-In Philadelphia. Pa., on Saturday, October
29th, Dr. Franklin Mathews, aged seventy-three years.
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of New York.

Perhaps the most notable feature of the Heakh
Fortnight program, with which the American Pub-
lic Health As.sociation is celebrating the completion
of its first half century of existence, was the ban-
quet given on the night of Wednesday, November
16th, at the Hotel Astor, in honor of Dr. Stephen
Smith, the founder of the association. It was a

fitting tribute to this Grand Old Man of the medical
fraternity who. in 1871, launched what has grown
to be the chief sanitary organization of America.
The event was all the more notable because Dr.
Smith himself was able not only to attend but also

to deliver an address in which he touched upon the

progress of public health work in New York and
the nation at large during the past fifty years.

It is hardly necessary, in a medical periodical, to

introduce Dr. Stephen Smith. He is not only one
of the shining lights of New
York's medical history, but also

one of the most noteworthy fig-

ures in the nation's gallery of

medical genius. His achieve-

ments and his record deserve
unstinted praise, but interesting

and remarkable as these are, the

man himself is even more inter-

esting, for he is in many re-

spects one of the most extraor-

dinary men in the world. Al-
though he is now on the verge
of ninety-nine years of age

—

his ninety-ninth birthday comes
next February 19th—he is still

energetically active and appears
to be in such good physical trim

that he is likely to be with us
for several years more. Today,
at ninety-eight, he walks with
the elasticity and erectness of

buoyant youth. There is no
stoop to his shoulders, no
shuffle to his step. Seeing his

slight, trim, but broad shouldered figure, which is

just above medium height, marching aloi>g the street

—and marching is the word—one would never guess
him to be a man near the hundred mark. One would
put him down for middle age at best. Nor does

his face betray his almost five score years. The
deep set wrinkles that usually furrow the features

of a person of extreme old age are missing. There
is even a slight glow of pink to his cheeks and his

keen blue eyes are bright and clear. He can still

read a newspaper without the aid of spectacles. To
be sure, he has snow white hair, but many men of

sixty or even younger have that, though rnost of

them have not the comfortable supply of it that Dr.

Smith has.

Needless to say. Dr. Smith's mind is on a par with

his body. There are no marks of senility about him
;

he is in no sense an old dodderer, but an alert brain-

worker and student, still doing his share in the

world's work. His is a very green old age and not

the traditional sere and yellow leaf. He no longer

practises his profession, but that does not mean that

he has resigned himself to a life of doting idleness.

He spends three to five hours a day revising old

medical brochures and writing his autobiography,
in which he expects to set forth his views on how to

live long and be healthy, happy and useful. In doing
this work he is his own stenographer and operates

his typewriter with the nimbleness of youth.

He would not be happy if he were not busy at

some sort of work, he declares. He says that if he
were doing nothing he would run to seed and
soon be in his grave. Work, he contends, is the sec-

ond chief essential in the attainment of patriarchal

years. "Your brain cells," he points out, "thrive

on stimulation. They must be kept busy, and if your
work fails to keep them busy, try something else

that will. Anything. Fall in love, or develop a

hobby. Read the daily papers, especially the excit-

ing events, such as prize fights, ball contests, foot-

ball games, murder mysteries and even divorces
!"

But the first essential to the

attainment of venerable years.

Dr. Smith holds, is proper food.

His doctrine is that "a man is

as old as he eats," and he is em-
phatic in declaring that neither

fresh air nor physical culture

can prolong life to any consider-

able extent if one persists in

eating the wrong foods, or too

much food of any kind. Here,
by the way, is a paradox in con-

nection with Dr. Smith's senior-

ity. He has reached the age
of ninety-eight because during
the first half of his life he was
practically an invalid, with such
a severe case of dyspepsia and
colitis that he had to take the

best of care of his digestive

organs. "The dyspepsia of my
earlier years forced me to a

meagre diet of simple foods,"

he explained, "and as a result I

saved my stomach and have the

use of it now. I took care of my stomach dur-

ing the first fifty years of my Hfe and now
it is taking care of me. However, I have not

abused my stomach at any time. The habit of taking

care of it has clung to me. It was during a visit to

Paris, as a delegate to the International Sanitary

Conference, that I learned to drink wine, with the

result that I have been well ever since. I dreaded

to go to that conference, because I knew there would
be a long round of heavy banquets. At the second

of these functions I sat next to a famous French
physician, whom I told about my unfortunate handi-

cap. He advised me to drink wine between the

courses, saying it would digest the food I had
eaten before the next course was served. I followed

his advice and" did not experience any further dis-

comfort."

Walking has always been one of Dr. Smith's

favorite forms of physical exercise. Up to about

two years ago it was his habit to walk about eight

miles a day, but since then he has modified his walk-

DR. STEPHEN SMITH
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ing program somewhat. He goes out one, two or

three times a day for short walks. "Of course," he
explains, "I remain indoors when the weather is in-

clement, for a man of my age must lie careful to

avoid pneumonia."
Naturally, Dr. Smith had looked forward with

eager interest to this semicentennial of the /Ameri-

can Public Health Association. Not only was
he its first president but was twice elected to succeed

himself and retired from the executive chair of his

own volition. To him fell the arduous task of organ-

izing the association and making it efifective, and
guiding its early steps toward the goal of success.

The first step that led to the organization of the

association was in 1864 when Dr. Smith was ap-

pointed a member of the Council of Hygiene of

New York City. Sanitary conditions in the city

were deplorable at that time, to say the least. Dr.

Smith supervised the investigations of the hygienic

council and the report which that body submitted

in 1865 created a sensation. The outgrowth of this

was the creation of the Metropolitan Board of

Health, the first health board in the United States,

by an act of the New York Legislature in the spring

of 1866. The law, based upon the sanitary survey

which Dr. Smith and thirty-two assistant physicians

had made, embodied all the best features of the

French and English health laws. Dr. Smith became
the first commissioner of the city's new l)oard of

health and remained in that position until 1875.

During that period the death rate was reduced from
thirty-eight to twelve, the city soon became one of

the healthiest in the world, and other large cities

throughout the country took similar steps.

Dr. Smith has not only the New York City Board
of Health to his credit, but also the New York State

and national boards. He drafted the bill for a na-

tional board of health which Congress passed in

1878 and during his regime as city health com-
missioner drafted the bill establishing a State health

board. When the federal health bill was passed
President Hayes appointed Dr. Smith a member
of the board and he served four years. It took
years of agitation to get this bill through Congress,
owing tcf the States Rights doctrine, and it was not
until an epidemic of yellow fever began to ravage
the South that favorable action was taken. The
name of the National Board of Health was changed
in 1881 to the Marine Hospital Service.

When several other cities, following the example
set by New York, had established municipal health

boards, Dr. Smith called a conference of the com-
missioners to form an association of national scope
for the advancement of public sanitation and health.

He aimed, in this way, to promote the movement in

Congress for establishment of a federal health board
and at the same time set in motion a great unofficial

organization for the improvement of health stand-

ards. Thus the American Public Health Association
came into existence, at first covering only a part of
the United States but now covering not only all of
this country but Canada, Mexico and Porto Rico.

Public sanitation has not been the sole direction

in which Dr. Smith has devoted his time, skill and
energy. In 1881 he was commissioner of the State

Board of Charities for the first judicial district,

under appointment by Governor Cornell, who trans-

ferred him, in 1882, to the position of State Com-
missioner of Lunacy. His work for the insane was
characterized by enlightened humanity and during

!iis six years as head of the lunacy board he revolu-

tionized the treatment of insane patients. His con-

nection with the State Board of Charities, however,
was resumed in later years and it was not until his

ninety-fifth year that he resigned from the board,

after seventy years of public service devoted to the

improvement of health conditions in general and to

the bettering of conditions in the care and treatment

of the unfortunates of his city and State.

In 1868 he drafted the bill creating the Bureau
of Vaccination, since which time there has been no
epidemic of smallpox in this city. On his recom-
mendation the first training school for nurses in a

State hospital was established in Buffalo, in 1884,

and he was early an advocate of State care of the

dependent insane. In 1890, after defeats in two
previous legislatures, the State Care Act, embody-
ing his idea for removal of the insane from county
poorhouses and asylums to State institutions, became
a law. These are only a few of the many things this

pioneer in American health legislation has done for

the benefit of his fellow man.
Dr. Smith was born on a farm in Onondaga

County, N. Y., and began studying medicine in high

school. Later he entered Geneva Medical College

and had as a classmate Elizabeth Blackwell, the first

woman medical student in America. He has been
a lifelong sufifragist and exponent of the upward
movement of woman. After his Geneva studies he

spent two years at the hospital of the Sisters of

Charity at Buflfalo, N. Y., and then entered the

College of Physicians and Surgeons in New York
city, from which institution he was graduated in

1851. He was appointed ah intern at Bellevue

Hospital shortly after his graduation and in 1854
became a surgical and clinical teacher at Bellevue
Hospital Medical College, continuing this work until

1891. He also was professor of anatomy in that

institution from 1863 to 1870, and was the first to

introduce antiseptics into Bellevue Hospital. The
other surgeons would have nothing to do with anti-

septics, but Lister, the discoverer, visited Dr. Smith's
wards and complimented him on his work.
He has been a voluminous writer throughout his

busy hfe. He began to write early in his career

and has been a fertile contributor to the medical
literature. From 1853 to 1860 he edited the New
York Journal of Medicine and from 1860 to 1864 he
edited the American Medical Times. He also was
American correspondent for the London Lancet for

several years. During the Civil War he wrote a
handbook of surgical practice used in the army, and
has written several other medical volumes. His last

l)ook, TJic City That lVa.s\ describes the unsanitary

conditions of New York prior to the creation of

the health board.

His has been an amazingly useful life and one
of great happiness. There is only one person who
can do it full justice, and that is Dr. Smith himself.

His autobiography will be awaited with the keenest

interest by all those who know of him and his

wonderful career.
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DAYTON'S PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.

Practice of Medicine. A Manual for Students and Practi-
tioners. By Hughes Dayton, M. D., New York. Fourth
Revised Edition. Philadelphia and New York : Lea &
Febiger, 1921. Pp. xi-326.

In this fourth edition, the author has continued
the poHcy adopted in previous editions, of excluding
consideration of the diseases of the pharynx, larynx
and tonsils, in order to avoid curtailment of the most
important subjects, such as tuberculosis, pneumonia
and typhoid fever. As a result, the author has suc-

ceeded in presenting a very useful volume within

an incredibly small space.

The entire voknne has been thoroughly revised,

the principal changes having been made necessary

by advances in the knowledge of infections and the

functional disturbances of the heart. It is fully up
to date, especially in the matter of diagnosis and
treatment, in which the author has embodied the gen-
erally accepted and conservative views of present

day internists. As an aid to students and as a hasty

reference work for the busy general practitioner, the

book can be recommended unreservedly, as a .safe

and reliable guide.

VENEREAL DISEA.SES.
Venereal Diseases, Their Clinical Aspect and Treatment.
With an Atlas of One Hundred and Six Color and
Twenty-one Half Tone Illustrations. By J. E. R.
McDoNAGH, F. R. C. S., Surgeon, London Lock Hospital

;

Late Hunterian Professor, Royal College of Surgeons,
etc. St. Louis : C. V. Mosby Company, 1920. Pp. 450.

This book of four hundred and fifty pages, all

crowded with thought' provoking matter, is truly a

monumental work on the venereal diseases. The
author is one of England's best known syphilog-

raphers, and this work represents a vast experience

and his original views resulting from it. He calls

a spade a spade and gives his reasons for doing so.

That is the predominating feature of this work

—

its heterodoxic views on the causation, nature and
therapy of syphilis. The Spirochaete pallidum is

discussed at great length, not as the etiological fac-

tor but merely as the adult male form of the leucocy-

tozoon syphilidis. The German syphilitic trinity

—

the spirochete, salvarsan and the Wassermann reac-

tion, are opposed as having caused clinical diagnosis

to take a back seat, in the matter of syphilis, with

disastrous results. Whether or not his views on
tiK' trinity are correct, he imdoubtedly stands on
solid ground when he advocates greater attention to

clinical diagnosis and less reliance on the diagnosis

made in the laboratories.

The illustrations, many of them in color, are

exceedingly well done, and illuminate the text in the

fullest degree. The text matter is exhaustive in

scope, yet written in a style that does not pall or

weary the reader. He uses the letters C. F. T. for

the Wassermann test, in which respect, it is to be
hoped, all other writers will imitate him.

In the matter of therapy in syphilis, the author is

quite orthodox, though it is to be expected that he

would depart from the usual routine methods. He
places much faith in sulphur preparations (intra-

mine) as adjuvants to the use of arsjjhenamine,

which he employs in the usual way. He also em-
ploys colloidal iodine, on the theory that it breaks
up the colloidal protein particles in the blood, thus
adding to their receptive capacity for arsphenamine.

Chancroid and gonorrhea are likewise treated ex-

tensively, but in the reviewer's opinion, not quite so
successfully as the chapters on .syphilis. American
urologists, who are achieving such brilliant results in

chronic gonococcal vesiculitis, through Belfield's

operation of vasotomy, will read with surprise his

statement that he has never seen any resulting bene-
fit from it (page 306). He advocates the use of
trimine as a method of aborting impending acute
epididymitis ; and both trimine and intrainine are
recommended for the prevention and removal of the

fibrous tissue nodule in the epididymis after inflam-

mation has occurred.

On the whole, the work is a most interesting and
useful addition to the literature on the venereal dis-

eases, and should be studied carefully by every
medical practitioner who treats these ailments. It

is probably within the truth to say that no book on
venereal diseases that has appeared within the past

decade, contains such a wealth of authoritative in-

formation of a progressive character. Both the au-
thor and his publishers deserve to be congratulated

on having produced an excellent work.

SICK CHILDREN.
The Clinical Study and Treatment of Sick Children. By
John Thomson, M. D., F. R. C. P. (Edin.), Consulting
Physician to the Royal Edinburgh Hospital for Sick Chil-

dren
;
Formerly Clinical Lecturer on the Diseases of

Children, University of Edinburgh. Third Edition, Re-
written and Greatly Enlarged. With 249 Illustrations.

Edinburgh and London : Oliver & Boyd, 1921. Pp. xxxii-

877.

In the third edition of Thomson's book the entire

work has been rewritten. We find therein a compre-
hensive review of the literature dealing with pedia-

trics for many years back. It is gratifying to note

the scope and breadth of these culled findings. Con-
tinental as well as American authors are given due
credit alongside those of his British coworkers. But
the book of¥ers more, for the author always finishes

with the remarks taken from his own farreaching

experiences and his logical conclusions are worthy of
consideration. Spasmophiha, formerly a little

known condition, is given an independent chapter.

Food disorders and infant feeding are well presented

and in a manner easy to grasp by the practitioner.

Important chapters from the point of view of pre-

sentation and practical importance are those on
rickets, celiac disease, and diseases of the liver. The
part dealing with skin diseases has been amplified.

An intensely interesting presentation of pyrexia is

given. Modern psychologists will be pleased to see

the ftmctional neurosis given so much intelligent

consideration. The neurological section devotes
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niucli space to encephalitis lethargica and poliomye-

litis. The book is an important contribution to

pediatrics. It should surely find favor among
American workers in this field of medicine. The
publishers have spared no effort to produce an

admirable piece of bookmaking.

A PRIMER IN UROLOGY.
Urologie dcs praktischcn Ar:;tes. Von Hofrat Dr. Feli.x

ScHLAGiNTWEiT, Chirurg fiir Harnkrankheiten in Mun-
chen. Mit Thirty-nine Abbildungen. Munchen : J. F.

Lehmanns, 1921. Pp. 135.

This little paper bound volume on urology treats

the diseases of the urinary tract rather fully though

in a brief space, from the viewpoint of the general

practitioner. In his foreword the distinguished au-

thor explains the object in view, namely, to provide

a primer in urology, not a textbook, for practition-

ers ; his view is that every physician in general prac-

tice ought to be able to diagnose with a reasonal^le

degree of accuracy, the various diseases of the kid-

ney, ureter, bladder and urethra, with which he is

confronted in his daily practice. The text matter

is written in straightforward, simple style, con-

densed and concentrated for the special needs of

the busy practitioner, with little time to wade through
thick textbooks. He concludes by enunciating five

points, which, he hopes, will be taken up by students

and practitioners, and thus increase the efiiciency

of their urological work. We do not know of any
book like this in the English language, but we feel

there is a distinct need for one like it.

PSYCHIC ACTIVITY.
In Search of the Soul and the Mechanism of Thought,
Emotion, and Conduct. A Treatise in Two Volumes
Containing a Brief but Comprehensive History of the

Philosophical Speculations and Scientific Researches from
Ancient Times to the Present Day, as Well as an Origi-

nal Attempt to Account for the Mind and Character of
Man and Establish the Principles of a Science of Eth-
ology. Volume I : The History of Philosophy and
Science from Ancient Times to the Present Day. Volume
II : The Origin of the Mental Capacities and Dispositions

of Man and Their Normal, Abnormal, and Supernormal
Manifestations. By Bernard Hollander, M. D., Author
of Mental Functions of the Brain, Mental Symptoms of
Brain Disease, First Signs of Insanity, etc. London

:

Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., Ltd. ; New York

:

E. P. Dutton & Co., 1921. Volume I, pp. x-516; Volume
II, pp. vii-361.

An adequate review of a book of such dimensions

as this is impossible. There is much in its detail

which, like its general purpose and the attitude in

which this is carried out, make of it an exception-

ally valualile work. There are also many things in

the individual parts of the book which are worthy
of critical disagreement, or at least of further ques-

tion. It is part of the writer's attitude that this

should indeed be so fot he has no hesitancy in stat-

ing that he presents no absolutely final views. He
desires to set forth the truth as he sees it with an
open mind himself giving credit to those who have
forwarded a true science of the psychic life in the

union of physiology and psychology as means of

study. Then he would leave every part of the sttidy

free for further investigation, reversal of o])inion,

or such enlargement as would admit any new discov-

ery f)f fact in whatever si)hcre. He approaches his

work with a fertile exercise of thought, utilizing

facts of his own observation and experience together

with those garnered from the work of others. He
has a comprehension broad enough to grasp the

genetic and functional relationship of mind or

psychic activity to the body, chiefly to its special

organ the brain.

He has covered an enormous field of review his-

torically in passing over the speculations and theories

of ancient man in regard to psychic activity, the

existence and activity of the "soul." He has traced

these through the early science of the Greeks, pass-

ing as this did on through their philosophical schools.

He has followed the deeper merging of the scientific

thought into the more mystic speculation of the

Middle Ages and the effect this had of obscuring

actual observation until near the nineteenth century.

There is too much brevity of statement naturally

in such large scheme for a complete picture of the

various theories of mankind and their full setting

in the development of thought. Yet even where this

occurs there is ample suggestion for further study

and at the same time a valuable condensed review of

all this important history. Particular space is given

to Gall as a neglected and still more misunderstood

pioneer in the grounding of a true science of the

brain as a physiological basis for the psychological

study which must inevitably accompany it.

This full treatment of Gall's work and his posi-

tion among his contemporaries and followers, those

who opposed him and those who have substantiated

and further developed his work, leads Hollander on
to the second volume where he makes a more com-
plete statement of his own position. With due re-

gard to the intensive work done on special areas of

the brain and the progress made in exact knowledge
of these, he ittters words of caution against a slavish

acceptance of the findings as final and absolute. Too
often have they been superseded by further research

to believe that they represent the last word of truth.

The lirain can not be comprehended. The actual

meaning of its localizations cannot be realized with-

out the comprehension of the functioning mind force

behind the patterned machinery of the brain. While
he calls attention to the too little understood mechan-
ism of the cerebellum and its service at the bidding

of the emotions, his statement has not been suffi-

ciently clear as to what he means here in regard to

the localizations of the emotions within it.

His emphasis upon psychology as the background
of brain physiology reveals the breadth of his view-

point. His vital conception of the functional rela-

tion of mind and body which makes up the whole
story leads him to admit practically that in the search

for soul we come upon the fact that acting man is

soul, not "has a soul." He is not willing, however,

to exclude a possibility of something higher than the

mere nature of man, a "supernormal," some of the

apparent evidences of which he is not ready to ex-

plain on only human terms. He accepts a psychology

of the unconscious, preferring usually to speak of

the "subconscious," but he does not accept this quite

fully enough to find it the source of all psychic

l)roj('cti()n.

There is this lack of completeness in his psychol-

ogy of psychic activity. He does not seem to grasp
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such activity in that complete synthetic unity by
which Freud defines the affective life as the out-

spreading of two fundamental instincts. So Hol-
lander still continues in the naming of many in-

stincts, tries to grade the affective life into instinct,

impulse, propensity and must needs have another

word also for the science of character and man's be-

havior, the borrowed term ethology. We find this

lack of a unifying conception in his discussion of

mental disturbances where he follows the old unen-

lightening descriptive paths. He cannot understand

Freud's method of treatment and speaks of the sex

root of difficulties as something apart and therefore

finds it overexaggerated instead of understanding it

as the synthetic origin of psychic activity in the

reproductive.

There are nevertheless many ideas in the book,

which are most stimulating both in the relation of

their content to practical psychology and its social

applications and in the method of presenting such

ideas. His discussion of criminology from his point

of view of the union of psychology and physiology

is well worked out and striking in its challenge to

society. There is in many places a call to inde-

pendent thought both in research and in the accept-

ance or rejection of what has gone before. The
book contains much valuable historical matter. It is

full of vital interest in many directions.

FAMILY PSYCHOLOGY IN MODERN
FICTION.

The Narrow House. By Evelyn Scott, Author of Precipi-

tations. New York: Boni & Liveright, 1921. Pp. 221.

Of the reahsts transplanted from England, as yet

the most realistic. Realistic in the sense of Russian

gloom. We hope it is not real life since even at its

worst we could not bear to have the misery piled on

so thick.

The inevitable family complex as a starting point.

It has been well treated. It is not obtrusive. Not
till you lay the book down do you realize that this is

the factor that has wrought the ruin. Father,

motfier, son and daughter crammed into one house,

stultified by the crampedness of it, stagnating. In

the remote past there has been difficulty between

father and mother. The house is begloomed by the

shadow of the mother's forgivingness. The son, a

promising young scientist, has married a pretty child

of bourgeois parents. She ruins her husband's pos-

sibilities, his creative work, by her craving to be

the centre of attention. She, her ills, and her two
children also flock beneath his parent's roof. The
daughter of the family, a love starved business

woman, unattractive, facing an empty life, fills out

the neurotic complement. Every interest in the book

centres inward, within the house's four walls. Small

wonder that the festering becomes more and more
intense as the story proceeds. There is no beauty,

no prospect, simply stark destruction. Each charac-

ter at some time or other has made the struggle to

escape, but has been sucked back in again relent-

lessly. A truly wonderful chamber of horrors in

this book; too dreadful to be read subjectively but

fascinating for the objective eye of the student of

psychology.

New Publications Received.
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THE INJECTION TREATMENT OF BOILS.

By David Lazarus, M. D.,

New York,

Service of Dr. Walscheid, West Side Hospital.

The treatment described in this paper is not to be

taken as a panacea for all boils, but rather as an aid

to the more rapid or abortive treatment, instead of

the old time surgery with its troublesome and tedious

dressings.

Pathologically considered, a boil is an infiltration

of the epidermis with accompanying degeneration,

breaking down of the infected area, and a tendency

toward abscess formation, surrounded by a growth
of protective membrane limiting its extent. Several

of these boils in a conglomerate state, with individual

sinuses, constitute what is known as a carbuncle,

which dififers from a boil by its greater extent of

inflammatory reaction and depth of infiltration.

Boils are usually due to staphylococcus, strepto-

coccus, or colon bacillus infections, which are always

more or less present upon the skin surface of man.
With new activity brought about by irritation

they penetrate the epidermis. This irritation or

active congestion may be due to the following"

causes : skin excretion of uric acid
;

glycosuria

;

scratching of the parts, as in scabies ; excessive per-

spiration ; some foreign matter, such as the use of

depilatories, rouge or powders ; a lowered resistance

of the general health, due to dissipation, mental

worry or overwork
;
pyorrhoea alveolaris or other

focal infection ; and finally it may be caused by the

internal secretory glands disturbing basal meta-

bolism.

In accordance with the etiology, boils may be

divided into two classes, namely, local and general

;

that is, those in which the exciting factor is distinctly

external and local, and those that can be traced as

arising from the general systemic condition. This

latter class can be" subsequently divided into two
forms, those from known constitutional diseases and
those apparently idiopathic. The known causes are

well illustrated in such diseases as diabetes, in which

the patients, although scrupulously clean, contract

furunculosis in their state of lowered resistance ; or

in those cases whereby direct metabolic influences

work, as in the pregnant woman or the menstruating

woman who present furunculosis. In the apparently

idiopathic causes we have been able to trace many
cases to a dissociation and dysfunction of the in-

ternal secretory glands to such an extent as to dis-

turb the nutritional, neurotic, psychic and other

natural factors of the human economy, thereby low-

ering the resistance of the individual.

In the etiology of this condition it will be also of

interest to bear in mind the condition known as

staphylococcemia, in which no perceptible lesion can

be found but only the presence of the staphylococcus

circulating in the blood often setting up slates of

temperature as high as 103° F., or causing idio-

pathically abscesses in the ear or other parts of the

body, such as colitis, stye, and furunculosis. Furun-

culosis occurs most commonly in middle life, al-

though no age is exempt, and most frequently ap-

pears in the spring and fall.

The faulty metabolic change is frequently recog-

nized by a small papule, pruritic in character, mani-

festing itself in a swelling, with local tenderness and

a hyperemic appearance, terminating in pus forma-

tion and the well known actively congested circum-

scribed indurated core.

TREATMENT.
Taking the above named etiological factors into

consideration the treatment of this condition neces-

sarily resolves itself into general and local applica-

tions. In the general care of the patient any and

all body derangements must be taken care of. Con-

stipation must be overcome not by physics and

cathartics alone, but with high colonic irrigations

of oxgall and hydrogen peroxide with turpentine

and asafetida. A good mixture consists of two
quarts of warm water to which is added a table-

spoonful of oxgall, two teaspoonfuls of wine of

asafetida, four tablespoonfuls of peroxide and two
tablespoonfuls of glycerin. Beside this, anemic con-

ditions are to be overcome with proper doses of iron

or arsenic. Autogenous vaccines often aid in the

cure of furunculosis, as does also the violet ray or

the X ray if given in proper and regulated doses.

Yeast has been advocated by some either alone or in

combination with calcium sulphide. We have had

varying results with this, however, but have achieved

good results in the administration of pancreas ex-

tract two grains, suprarenal one grain, thyroid ex-

tract half a grain, calcium chloride five grains, given

in capsule form ; these doses must be varied often

in accordance with therapeutic indications. With this

treatment often is given the intravenous injection

of sodium cacodylate, five to ten grains, and repeated

in two weeks. Daily baths and careful attention to

hygiene must not be lost sight of. Light calisthenic

exercises help to build up and retain the body resis-

tance of the individual.

In the local treatment of a boil it must be borne

in mind that squeezing it only tends to spread the

infection and to break down Nature's protective

membrane. Cropper (1) advocates the early in-

cision of the central area of the boil by means of a

cataract knife, done under a spray of ethyl chloride,

but Skillern (2) is opposed to this, believing that

early incision is meddlesome surgery. With this

method of injecting the boil the pain is more quickly

relieved and the condition cured without the long

drawn out afi^air of surgical interference and the

surgical dressings which come after, each accom-

panied by severe pain.

Since writing the preliminary report upon th^s

method I have discarded the use of iodine in the

injection and employ simply five per cent, camphor
in oil, a mixture which is less irritating and at the

same time acts as an antiseptic, astringent and mild

counter! rritant. thereby bringing about greater hype-
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reniia and increased leucocytosis which aid in an
earlier absorption of the infiltrated matter. After
the furuncle is aseptically injected it is dressed with

an ointment made as follows:

Acid phenol TTtx

Ext. ergot gr. v
Resorcin gr. x
Zinc oxide dr. i

Lanolin oz. i

Covering this ointment a small sterile dressing is

applied and held in place with a bandage instead of

adhesive strappings which have a tendency to

produce irritation of the skin and perhaps favor the

advent of other furuncles. This dressing is not dis-

turbed for at least two days when the boil is re-

dressed and reinjected if found necessary and the

salve again applied. Usually, however, at the ter-

mination of this second dressing no further injec-

tions are necessary except that the use of the oint-

ment is continued until the entire boil has disap-

peared. Should a core be present at any time of the

treatment it will very easily be removed by this

method.
In the preparation of this paper I wish to thank

Dr. Walscheid for the use of his clinic, as also Dr.

Gross and Dr. Rusin for their kind aid in the treat-

ment of cases.
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A NEW METHOD FOR FEEDING THE
SICK.*

By Alfred Kahn, M. D.,

New York.

Doubtless most physicians who have made more
than a casual visit to the sick have observed that

where there is an absence of desire to take food it

seems to be an act on the part of Nature to conserve

the individual. It may be that it is Nature's desire

to keep the blood specialized in the formation of

antitoxin and other protective means to meet an
invasion of a foreign infection. If food is allowed
to enter the stomach and the blood is compelled to

absorb this food from the alimentary tract, this

specialization on the part of the blood is lost, be-

cause the blood cannot concentrate upon the main
issue in hand—the invasion of the disease. This is

perhaps the reason why, especially in infectious dis-

eases, a patient becomes nauseated and has no appe-
tite for food. In some instances, this repugnance to

taking food, and even nausea and the vomiting of

all food, may last for days. Then again, there are

patients who through obstruction or paralysis, or for

some other reason, are not able to take food into the

stomach, and there are patients who cannot even
keep water in the stomach. Naturally over a period

of days, such a state of aflfairs continuing, the pa-

tient becomes greatly weakened, even to such a point
that life itself may be lost. The attendant is at his

•This instrument was presented at a meeting before the Otological
Section of the New York Academy of Medicine, May 14, 1920,
during the reading of a paper entitled The Logical Cause, Pathology,
and Treatment of Brain Lesions. An Experimented Paper.

wit's end. He attemjjts to feed per rectum. The
patient is becoming weaker. He tries a Murphy
drip. Upon withdrawal of the tube from the rec-

tum, the rectal solution is expelled. What can be
done ?

The physician has one procedure—the procedure
which has never failed—the patient can be fed

through the blood stream.

After birth, the baby suckles

its food. What in reality

takes place, is that the mother
ingests the food, metabolizes

it, and excretes it with the aid

of the mammary glands and
the suckling of the baby ; but

before the baby can actually

use the milk digested, it must
be broken up and absorbed

into his blood stream. But
the process is even shorter in

embryo. It is not necessary

for the baby to go through his

stage of suckling and diges-

tion. In embryo, he receives

his food from the mother into

his blood stream, and my
method is a reversion to this

stage in the life of the animal.

TECHNIC.

I use an instrument (Fig.

1) which consists of a tube

three quarters of an inch long.

It tapers at one end, so that it

can readily enter the lumen of

one of the large veins at the

elbow. The other larger end

is of a diameter adaptable to a record syringe. It is

also adaptable to a plug, as shown in (Fig. 1), so

that it can be stoppered at will. Just below the cen-

tre surrounding the outer surface, the tube is grooved

for the reception of a silk ligature. The patient's

elbow is cleaned surgically. An incision an inch

long is then made dow'n to one of the veins on the

inner side of the elbow joint. (.This appearance is

exaggerated in (Fig. 2) in order to bring out de-

tail.) It is opened and the little food button just

described is inserted. A ligature is placed around

the vessel, so that when it is tied, it fits snugly the

groove on the instrument, which was made for its

reception. A ligature is then placed into the skin

wound above and below. The outer end of the

Fig. 1.—Full view of
instrument.

Fig. 2.—Illustrates technic and shows how instrument is tied

into the vein.

food Initton remains above the skin surface. The
surgeon can now withdraw a few cubic centimetres

of blood from any individual who is willing to act

as a donor. The stopper is removed from the food

button and the blood is injected into the patient,

after which the stopper is again placed in its open-
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ing in the button. Then, the feeding being iinished,

the elbow wound is bandaged, the button remaining
in the vein. When it is desired to give another feed-

ing, tlie stopper is removed from the food button
ligated in the vein, when a further injection of blood
takes place. I might add that any relative or friend

would be willing from time to time to give a few
cubic centimetres of blood to an invalid patient.

The blood given by the donor is much less than
a transfusion, being perhaps but little more than
that taken when a Wassermann reaction is made.
In a healthy individual twenty, forty, or one hundred
cubic centimetres of blood are readily renewed in

a few hours. Should it be desirable to inject sahne
solution, this can be given in the same way. Simply
remove the plug and make the injection through the

food button. The button can be allowed to remain
in the vein for days, and the patient's strength kept
up until the stomach is ready to take nourishment
and water.

The food button is made of silver and in various
sizes to fit the lumen of all vessels. I prefer to use
the button in relation to a special syringe and ap-

paratus which I have had made for ,the purpose.

However, a record syringe or a salvarsan outfit will

answer equally well as a means of transferring the

blood to the patient. Where only a few cubic cen-

timetres of blood are injected the elaborate trans-

fusion blood tests are not necessary. Twenty or

forty cubic centimetres might be drawn from an in-

dividual at one feeding and a similar amount from
another friend at the next feeding. The patient is

always ready to receive, and he should be given an
injection as many times during the day or week as

the physician considers advisable. I miglij add that

intravenous medication, if properly prepared, can
also be given through the food button.

48 East Forty-ninth Street.

Diet in the Treatment of Chronic Arthritis.

—

Ralph Pemberton (American Journal of tlic Medi-
cal Sciences, April, 1921) says that in a preponder-
ating number of cases of chronic arthritis, if the pa-

tients are placed upon a sharply reduced intake of

food, or on a starvation basis, they will show within

a period of one to four days a betterment in their

subjective feelings, lessened tension of the soft tis-

sue, and an added freedom of movement. The im-
provement may follow upon intercurrent surgical

operations of many kinds and examples of such
improvement, together with criteria as to the early

evidences of clinical betterment, are detailed in the

references already given. The improvement under
sharp dietary restrictions may and generally will be
seen, even in the presence of causative foci of in-

fection, because the princi])le under which it acts is

that of catering to a weakened function, probably
an oxidative function, dislocated in most cases by
some infiammatory process usually in the form of
focal infection. Following upon a chronic focus of
infection, however, there may be a more or less per-

manent dislocation of normal physiology, as illus-

trated by the lowered sugar tolerance, such that re-

moval of the focus is not sufficient to restore it, and

it is particularly for this reason that disappointing

results so frequently follow the removal of definite

infectious foci. Notwithstanding the possibility,

however, of demonstrating the benefits from a re-

duced caloric intake, even in the presence of focal

infection, therapy based upon this should never be

attempted in the presence of such removable infec-

tion. It would be obviously unsound to attempt

treatment by adjusting conditions to the limitations

of a weakened function if the cause of that weakened
function can be removed. There are occasionally

contraindications to the removal of foci which make
such action justifiable, but the chief field of use for

dietetic therapy in active arthritis is that in which
focal infection definitely cannot be demonstrated,
or, better, has been definitely removed without fur-

ther clinical improvement.

Treatment of Incoercible Vomiting of Preg-
nancy.—J. Pescher (Bnllefin dc I'Acadeniic de
medecine, July 12, 1921) calls attention to the dimi-

nution of respiratory vital capacity frequently pres-

ent in patients sufifering from gastric or intestinal

disorders. The reduction of breathing capacity

ranges from one fourth to three fourths of the

normal, or even more in grave cases. This actual

condition of reduced breathing power the author
terms anhematosis. He refers to it as a definite

morbid symptom group which bears the same rela-

tionship to the lungs as myocardial insufiiciency does
to the heart. The condition is especially common in

women and children. It is as easily detected with

the spiroscope as the temperature is with the ther-

mometer in febrile states. In the neurotoxic vomit-

ing of pregnancy Pescher considers respiratory train-

ing the therapeutic procedure of choice. The exer-

cises consist of blowing through a tube either into a

bottle containing water (training by sight) or into a

basin of water (training by the hearing). Every
half hour, day and night, except when asleep, the pa-

tient carries out twenty deep, slowly made insuffia-

tions separated by intervals of twenty seconds. The
patient remains recumbent and motionless during
the procedure andtan attendant takes charge of the

tube and apparatus. Alternate training by sight and
by the hearing is given. The blowing exercises,

while reeducating the respiration, rapidly produce in

the patient the same beneficial elTects as attend the

carrying of an asphyxiated person into the open air.

The Corneal Suture in Cataract Extraction.

—

E. C. Ellett (Archives of OpJitJialuwlogy, July,

1921 ) uses the technic described by Kalt, and asserts

that it has the following advantages: 1. It reduces
the likelihood of vitreous loss to a minimum. 2.

It permits simple extractions with a smaller per-

centage of iris prolapse; if prolapse occurs, it limits

its extent. 3. It promotes early closure of the

wound, and enables the patient to get out of bed
earlier. 4. It enables one to make a more thorough
and deliberate toilet of the wound. In this way it

lessens the incidence of secondary cataract, and also

encourages and justifies operation in immature catar-

acts. If it can be made generally known that some
immature cataracts are safely operable, it will tend
to reduce the number of jiatients who are advised
to wait until the cataract is ri])e before operation.
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Protein Sensitization and Skin Diseases.—In
the section of dermatology a discussion of cutaneous

sensitization and focal sepsis in the etiology of certain

skin affections was opened by a paper by Dr. Harold
W. Barber. Credit is given to Chandler Walker
for calling attention to and emphasizing the fact

that, apart from hay fever, a considerable percentage

of patients true asthma are sensitive to one or

more proteins, either of animal, vegetable or bac-

terial origin, the asthma being part of a general

reaction in the individual toward the offending pro-

tein. Credit is also given to the work of O. M.
Schloss in a similar direction, and it is pointed out

that since Schloss's work numerous important

papers have been written upon the subject, although

they do not appear to have obtained much recog-

nition in Great Britain. Barber holds that heredity

is an important factor in many cases of protein

sensitization, and that it is probable that acquired

sensitization to food and bacterial proteins depends
frequently on the state of the alimentary canal, and
that incomplete digestion, or a catarrhal condition

of the intestinal mucous membrane, may result in

the absorption of proteins direct into the blood

stream, thereby rendering them capable of acting

as antigens. Summing up our present knowledge
of protein sensitization it might be said that certain

persons have a peculiar tendency to exhibit toxic

symptoms when exposed to the influence of certain

food, animal plant or bacterial proteins, drugs, or

chemicals, that this tendency is very markedly
hereditary, and that idiosyncra^ toward more than

one substance is the rule.

Eczema.—With reference to eczema, the most
important and frequent skin affection attributed to

protein sensitization, the author pointed out that the

association of that type of reaction of the skin which
is termed eczema with protein sensitization and
focal infection was definitely established, and in

connection with this branch of the subject he con-

sidered first eczema due to external irritants and
then eczema in infants and adults of internal origin.

Attention was drawn to the fact that there were
some irritants which would produce acute eczema-

tous dermatitis on practically every skin, but, on
the other hand, it was observed that, as in the case

of susceptibility to foreign proteins and drugs ab-

sorbed from within, some persons seemed to have
an inborn intolerance of certain svibstances applied

externally and in others such intolerance was evi-

dently ac(|uired. It was common knowledge that

in certain trades a person might be exposed for

years to an irritant, without ill effect, when suddenly

his resistance broke down and an acute dermatitis

resulted. In many cases subse(|uent exposure to

the irritant, even in small quantities and for a short

time, would always cause a recurrence of the der-

matitis, although in others tolerance was reacquired.

These irritants might be either protein or nonpro-
tein substances. It was difficult to bring such cases

of sensitiveness towards drugs and nonprotein

irritants into line with susceptibility towards pro-

teins, since a true anaphylactic reaction was only

supposed to be possible with protein bodies. It

had been suggested that drugs, chemicals, etc., com-
bined with the body proteins, and that it was to-

wards these compounds that susceptibility occurred.

There was certainly evidence in favor of this view
in the case of salvarsan. However this might be,

the phenomena of idiosyncrasy towards drugs,

chemicals, etc., and towards proteins were so similar

that they might all be conveniently termed anaphy-
lactoid, and.it should be particularly noted that posi-

tive ctitaneous reactions could be obtained with both

protein and nonprotein substances.

Infantile Eczema.—^With regard to eczema in

infants, there were two main types, apart from that

produced by external irritants, and it was the failure

to recognize this fact that had made infantile eczema
"the bete noire of all dermatologists," as Engman
and Wander expressed it. There was first the

type that was so common in the outpatient depart-

ment of hospitals in poor districts, and which corre-

sponded, to true seborrheic eczema in adults. It

affected the scalp, the postauricular regions, the face

around the nose and mouth, the neck and the flex-

ures. Its onset was often sudden and oozing took

place rapidly, so that secondary infection occurred

early, resulting in impetiginization. This condi-

tion, as with the impetiginized seborrheic eczema of

adults, was often wrongly diagnosed as impetigo

contagiosa, and surprise was expressed at the unsat-

isfactory results obtained when the orthodox treat-

ment for that disease was adopted. This form of

eczema was apparently associated with excessive

carbohydrate feeding. In the second variety of

infantile eczema the clinical picture was quite differ-

ent, and it was usually possible to distinguish be-

tween the two at a glance. It was this type which

was probably always due to stisceptibility towards

one or more foreign proteins, usually, of course,

those of food substances. These children, on the

whole, conformed to a definite type. They were, even

in early infancy, emotional and difficile, but withal

charming and abnormally intelligent. In later life

they were likely to become asthmatic. As regards

their skin, it would be found that it was - often

slightly, sometimes definitely, ichthyotic, and the

author was convinced that ichthyotics were not only

abnormally susceptible to external irritants, but

were also frequently subject to anaphylactic eczema
and asthma. Apart from its dryness the skin of

these children felt thickened, and had a peculiar

yellowish color, and there was often hyperkeratosis

around the pilosebaceous follicles.
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Tlie eczema took the form of diffuse scaly

patches, whicli became thickened
;
they were situated

on the forehead, the cheeks, the extensor surfaces

of the limbs, the trunk and sometimes in the flex-

ures. Oozing did not regularly occur, although it

was often provoked by scratching, nor was second-

ary impetiginization nearly so common as in the first

type. One characteristic feature was that the ecze-

matous patches might become quite pale and almost

invisible in the course of a few hours, only to flare

up when a paroxysm of itching or a fit of crying

occurred. This was not the case in the first type

in which, too, the itching was not so intense. In

both tvpes the eczema was likely to be accompanied

by nasopharyngeal and bronchial catarrh, but in the

first the catarrh tended to be persistent, whereas in

the second, it waxed and waned pari passu with the

intensity of the eczema. It was the second type which
corresponded to Czerny's description of the exuda-

tive diathesis, although later observers, Barber him-

self included, had confounded the two types. Prob-

ably most of the symptoms which Czerny described

as characteristic of his exudative diathesis were
manifestations of protein sensitization. Engman
and Wander found that of the exudative type sev-

enty-five per cent, responded positively to some
protein sensitization ; of the remainder probably

some were wrongly included in the exudative group,

or the protein to which they were susceptible was
not discovered. In those results in which control

of the diet could be maintained brilliant results fol-

lowed. Although in children it was to food pro-

teins that susceptibility was observed, in a few
cases, as in asthma, the ofifending protein might be

bacterial and Whitfield (Skin Diseases and Their

Treatment, 1921), described the case of a child

aged three years, who sutTered from eczema and
spasmodic cough, which were relieved by the re-

moval of septic tonsils and adenoids. It was pos-

sible that in this case the child was primarily sus-

ceptible to one or more food proteins, and became
secondarily sensitive to the bacterial infection of its

respiratory tract.

Eczema in Adults.—Barber went on to say
that, as might be expected, eczema in adults was
far less likely to be due to food sensitization than

was the case in children, since complete or partial

tolerance to foods was usually acquired as the child

grew older. There was no c[uestion that some
cases of chronic eczema were directly or indirectly

due to focal infection, particularly oral sepsis, and
Ehrmann used to lay stress on the association of

eczema and chronic appendicitis. In Barber's ex-

perience that type of eczema termed nummular
which began by multiple discoid patches situated

most commonly on the backs of the hands, the

wrists and forearms, and the extensor surfaces of

the thighs and legs, was a frequent concomitant of

oral sepsis, and he had had several cases during the

past few years, which cleared up when this was
dealt with, and in which other methods of treatment

had proved only palliative. Barber concluded that

the subject with which he had attempted to deal

was .so large, and was connected with matters about
which there was so much controversy, that he was
afraid his review of it was nut (Hily incomplete but

singularly disjointed. It might, however, be safely

affirmed, even with our present knowledge, that

further study of individual peculiarities toward for-

eign proteins and bacteria was likely to solve some
of the dermatological problems which remained, but

in this kind of research the dermatologist could not

hope to succeed alone. By careful clinical observa-

tions in large numbers of cases he might formulate

theories, based on deductions made from such ob-

servations, and he might direct a line of research

which appeared likely to solve the problems before

him, but his theories must always be tested by
those who were expert in laboratory knowledge and
technic, and it was on the correlation of clinical

data and laboratory findings that the future of der-

matology depended.

Renal Function Tests.—At a joint meeting of

the sections of medicine, pathology and bacteriology,

and physiology, pharmacology, therapeutics and
dietetics, a discussion was held on renal efficiency

tests. Dr. Francis D. Boyd, professor of clinical

medicine, University of Edinburgh, read a paper
on the subject, laying stress on the point that the

consideration of the soluble nitrogen of the blood

as a test of renal function was of the greatest im-
portance from a therapeutic aspect. Without a

knowledge of the proportion of nonprotein nitrogen

of the blood the adequate dietetic treatment of a

case of nephritis was impossible. Given that knowl-
edge, one would find that if the soluble content of

the blood was raised, a rigid protein free diet would
have a definite beneficial effect in diminishing the

waste products in the circulating blood and in re-

lieving symptoms. But this rigid protein free diet

was not always either necessary or desirable, and
it was only by a consideration of the soluble nitro-

gen content that one was able to say whether it was
necessary or not. The author pointed out that it

was interesting to note that no conclusion as regards

renal function could be drawn from an estimation

of blood pressure.

Pleural Empyema.—In the section of surgery,
under the presidency of Professor J. Rutherford
MoRisoN, a paper on acute pleural empyema was
read by Mr. Henry Wade, F. R. C. S., Edinburgh.
It was pointed out the lessons of the peritoneum
and the knee were to be applied to the pleura. They
were: 1. Surgical intervention at the inception

of the infection. 2. Removal of the portal of en-

trance where such was possible. 3. Free and open
operation to obtain this would be warranted in many
cases. 4. The method of dealing with a case of

empyema would be the one where the suppurating
cavity, having been dealt with, would be closed.

5. The data for an accurate prognosis and scientific

treatment would be found in a combined bacterio-

logical and cytological examination. 6. The use of

this method would probably isolate a group of cases

where complete success would follow a treatment

consisting of aspiration of the contents of the closed

cavity, subsequently repeated if necessary, and
combined with the introduction of some mild irri-

tant as is contained in Rutherford Morison's bipp.

At the close of the pajicr Wade said that, wliile

the treatment of the jicrsistent chronic eminema
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cavity hardly came within the scope of the present

consideration of the subject, it had been raised al-

ready in referring to the use of the Carrel-Dakin
method of treatment. It suggested one other

thought to him. He would like to bring forward a

suggestion which, perhaps, was worthy of being
tested, and it was whether a similar or even a bet-

ter result might not be obtained by the use of bipp,

or possibly even simple paraffin, which had the

great advantage over Dakin's solution of being able

to be used in a closed cavity. This suggestion was
based on certain observations he had been able to

make during the war. Bipp was employed in many
cases of septic wounds. One feature was most
noteworthy in all of them, and it was the astonish-

ing change that took place in the degree of indura-
tion of the neighboring parts even where it had
failed to cute the source of infection, as where a
knee joint had been treated with bipp and amputa-
tion later on had to be carried out. At the time
of the original treatment the inflamed parts in the

neighborhood of the wound were firm, tense, in-

durated and fixed together
;
whereas, a week or two

later, as was confirmed at the operation, they were
soft, pliable and mobile. It appeared to him that

the paraffin in the remedy was probably responsible

for this, and in support of this idea he would quote
the results obtained by the use of ambrine, or No. 7
paraffin, in the treatment of burns. In these cases

a similar result followed its use. Soft and delicate

tissues surrounded the site of the primary damage,
so that when the wound healed the best and most
delicate of scars resulted. Beck's paste probably
also owed its great value to a similar cause.

Wade wished to offer the following suggestions
concerning the treatment of pleural empyema: 1. A
combined cytological and bacteriological examina-
tion of the fluid withdrawn from the pleura should
be more widely employed as offering the prospects
of affording fuller and more accurate data on which
to found our operative treatment, a. Suppuration
within the pleural cavity was especially suitable for

treatment by methods which obviated the necessity

of opening the chest, or by methods where an imme-
diate or early closure after it had been opened were
carried out. The value of the treatment by aspira-

tion alone should be again carefully reviewed. 4.

The value of methods, where, after aspirating the

content, an antiseptic was introduced, such as Alur-

phy's method, where two per cent, formalin in

glycerine was introduced, should be further con-

sidered. 5. Where simple drainage was practised

the ideal opening was not only one which allowed
free escape of the purulent content at the time, as

when a rib was resected, but it should also be such

as readily sealed itself off when the tube was with-

drawn, as when minor intercostal thoracotomy was
performed. 6. The benefit to be derived from a

free opening of the pleural cavity by major inter-

costal thoracotomy warranted its employment in

cases which gave promise of developing into chronic

and persistent cases. 7. The value of disinfection

and immediate closure in these cases should be

more fully tested. 8. The Rutherford Morison
technic was the best at present available for carrying

out this procedure.

Intestinal Injuries.—Mr. G. Gordon Taylor, sur-

geon to the Middlesex Hospital, pointed out that

it was the traumatic rupture of intestine without
any penetrating wcjund of the abdominal wall which
was so difficult of diagnosis. James Berry and Paul
(iuiseppi at the end of 1908 made a valuable con-

tribution to the subject, basing their findings on 182

cases admitted to ten London hospitals in the fifteen

years from 1893 to 1907 inclusive. They affirmed

that the diagnosis of rupture of the bowel did not

rest upon any single symptom or sign, but upon a

careful consideration of all the facts dealing with
the particular case under treatment

;
every case of

abdominal contusion should be looked upon, when
first seen, as one of possible severe intestinal in-

jury. Much help might be obtained from careful

attention to the history of the accident.

Although intestinal lesions were generally the re-

sult of the more severe forms of violence, never-

theless, it must be borne in mind that the fatal vis-

ceral rupture might be caused by an apparently

trivial blow. V. Zachary Cope reopened the sub-

ject in 1913, and at the discussion which followed

his paper and which dealt with the reports from ten

London hospitals upon forty- four cases admitted

during the five years from 1908 to 1912 inclusive,

it was pointed out that the more important symp-
toms detailed corresponded very closely with those

in Berry and Guiseppi's series and could be ar-

ranged in order of frequency thus: abdominal pain,

with or without marked tenderness
;
rigidity ; vomit-

ing, rising pulse : marked shock
;
bruising of the

abdominal wall ; dullness in one or both flanks

;

diminution or loss of liver dullness. Sir George
Makins especially emphasized the importance of

sharply localized tenderness, which, although not

constant, was, when present, the most valuable in-

dication of all. Sir Berkeley Moynihan noted the

value of Claybrook's sign which consisted in the

transmission of the cardiac and respiratory sounds,

so that they could be heard all over the abdomen
as well as, or possibly better than over the chest.

Cope urged that if chest and kidney injury could

be excluded, ruptured bowel should be suspected

:

1. When abdominal pain persisted for more than

about six hours after an injury, especially if the

pain was accompanied by a, vomiting, especially

bilious vomiting
;

b, a gradually rising pulse
;

c,

persistent local rigidity which tended to spread

;

d, deep local tenderness with' shallow respiration.

2. When abdominal pain was absent or very slight,

but the pulse rose steadily and the patient was very

restless or listless. It was important to exclude

a spinal injury before making a diagnosis of intes-

tinal rupture. The prognosis was so intimately

related to early diagnosis and to early opera-

tion that the patient should be kept under the closest

observation and the pulse rate counted at least every

half hour and Taylor would submit that whenever
there was the slightest suspicion of any intestinal

lesion the abdomen should be explored forthwith.

The diagnosis of intestinal injuries due to penetrat-

ing wounds of the abdomen was less difficult than

of nonpenetrating wounds, but Taylor emphasized

the fact that in the abdomen there were no insignifi-

cant wounds.
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Industrial Hygiene.—Sir Thomas Oliver, of

Newcastle, in an address on industrial hygiene,

pointed out that Great Britain was the pioneer in in-

dustrial legislation and sketched the history of the

industrial revolution in that country, which began
about 1740. He emphasized the fact that occupation

was never meant to cripple workmen, to cause ill

health, or to induce early death. It was thus that

medicine was drawn into the social movement in

which it plays an honored part today. In few fields

of human activity had the call for preventive medi-
cine been greater than in the various industries of

Great Britain, with their former high mortality and
sickness rates. Society in the past kept itself too far

aloof from knowledge of the conditions under which

certain trades were carried on, and even the workers
themselves were not always aware of the dangers

to which their employment exposed them. It became
necessary to instruct workers and employers in re-

gard to occupation and health.

Sir Thomas Oliver dealt with lead poisoning from
all points of view, as well as discussing the questions

of phosphorus poisoning and the manufacture of

lucifer matches, carbon monoxide poisoning and min-
ing. With reference to mining, the speaker said

that although a hazardous occupation, mining was
not so dangerous as it was a few decades ago. In

1851 the number of miners killed by accident was
4.35 in 1,000. in 1912 it was 1.37 in 1,000, a reduc-

tion of two thirds. The largest number of accidents

occurred between the ages of twenty-five and thirty-

five, and the same remark applied to accidents which
disabled men for more than seven days. The re-

duction in the number of deaths of miners was the

result of careful inspection of the air in particular

workings before the miners descended, of better

signaling and improved ventilation by the double

shaft .system.

Industrial Fatigue.— \\'ith respect to fatigue,

one of the most important phases of industrial hy-

giene, the speaker drew attention to the fact that the

conditions of labor in connection with fatigue had
altered very considerably during the past one hun-
dred years. Men took things more quietly then

;

there was neither the strain nor the competition
characteristic of modern times. Hard work was fol-

lowed by fatigue then as now but it affected prin-

cipally the muscular system. Collective work was
carried on in overheated factories amid the din of

machinery and it demanded close attention. The
reality of fatigue was brought home by the large

number of men and women who broke down in

munition work during and after the war. There
was a limit beyond which the human machine
could not produce satisfaction. After describing-

fatigue from the scientific point of view and point-

ing out that it was not confined to living tissue alone,

for a similar event occurred in the inorganic world,

the speaker said that it would be of the greatest

assistance if we could, with a certain degree of

definiteness, ascertain just what number of hours a

man could work before his energy began to fail,

for once this took place work was unprofitable. As
regards fatigue, much would depend upon the pre-

vious health and upbringing of the worker, how he
was fed and housed, and how he spent his leisure.

Health Legislation.—The efifect of health legis-

lation on the health of the people was discussed.

Captain W.'XLTer E. Elliott, M. C, M. P., intro-

duced the discussion and said that there was at the

present time a great wave of feeling against State

interference of any kind ; but it would be fatal and
tragic if it allowed the people to despise or ignore

the great results which had come about from public

health legislation in the past. The public had for-

gotten the benefits, and they resented the shepherd-

ing to which they were going to be subjected. That
should be reduced to a minimum, but at the same
time the great good that had been done by a small

amount of restrictive legislation should be remem-
bered. He concluded by saying that legislation had
done enough to warrant them to continue along the

same line.

The Importance of Industrial Medicine to the
Community.—The discussion of this subject was
opened by Professor E. L. Collis, of CardiiT, who
said that the peculiarities of industrial disease were
important in drawing attention to the influence of

occupation on health. It was recognized that indus-

trial medicine aimed directly at preventing disease

and maintaining health. The State was undertaking
to bring up to adolescence healthy individuals. Em-
ployers must in tiu^n maintain that health.

Sir Kenneth Goadby, of London, who took part

in the discussion, said that in certain industries, for

instance, lead working, doctors were hampered by
the well meaning obstruction of employers and em-
ployed in efi^orts to improve their conditions. He
dealt with lead poisoning at some length and pointed

out that lead acted on the reproductive system
and tended to reduce the birth rate. Sir Kenneth
thought that medical men who were engaged in this

work for the health of the nation should receive the

hearty cooperation of labor. The statistics of the
medical men should not be regarded by labor as an
opportunity for prying into their private life.

Dr. Harold Kerr, medical officer of health for

Newcastle, said the work in the canteens and public

restaurants, and in the kitchens of hotels, was an
industry in itself, and he would like to draw atten-

tion to what was rather a paradoxical position.

Under the factory and workshops' act, a factory was
distinguished from a workshop as being a place in

which mechanical power was used. Between the

stools of factory and workshop most of these kitch-

ens fell, and the medical officer of health did not
know quite whether an inspection of one of these

places came within his purview or not. If the posi-

tion was definitely defined, and it was stated that

places where food was prepared and handled should
come under the regular and efi^ective supervision of

the local public health authority, it would be a very
good thing. As it was the (Kcasional visit of the

factory inspector, rarely a medical man, was hardly

sufficient.

Professor Collis said that the p.sychological condi-

tion of the people had much to do with health, in

tbe matter of industrial unrest. The medical pro-

fession had in their hands the key to the whole ques-
tion of industrial imrest, and it was up to them to

see that it was put right.

(To be concluded.)
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Miscellany.

Chronic Appendicitis.—P. G. Skillern {Ameri-

can Journal of Surgery, June, 1921) concludes as

follows

:

1. Chronic appendicitis manifests itself by dis-

turbances of the digestive tract, and of the nervous

system, by various pains and aches—symptoms that

rapidly disappear after removal of the diseased ap-

pendix.

2. These symptoms vary in number in direct pro-

portion, usually, to the time of existence of the

disease and to some extent with the type of the

pathological appendix.

3. The diseased appendix is the greatest and most

frequent disturber of peristalsis of any of the ab-

dominal organs. The theory here advanced—one

that explains the preoperative symptoms as well as

the rapid postoperative disappearance of symptoms

—is that the appendix at its tip initiates the peristal-

tic waves of the large bowel, but when fibrosed,

kinked, strictured or bound down by adhesions is no

longer able to functionate in this capacity; after

removal of the appendix the peristaltic waves are

initiated at what is now the beginning of the large

bowel—the former site of the base of the appendix

—and are able to continue unhampered and with

regularity.

4. The diagnosis must be based upon a careful

estimate of the case together with the results of

local examination.

5. In view of the nervous state of many of these

sufferers from chronic appendicitis it seems best to

remove the appendix under local anesthesia, steal-

ing it during twilight sleep. By this anociation

method imtoward reaction from the operation is

practically never seen, and the nervous system re-

covers much more rapidly than after ether anes-

thesia.

Hepatic and Renal Insufficiency in Cancer of

the Stomach.—P. Le Noir, C. Richet, Jr., and A.
JacqueHn {Bulletins ct memoires de la Societe

mcdicalc des hopitaux de Paris, April 28, 1921 j re-

port a study of this subject in .seventeen cases and
conclude that hepatic and renal insufficiency may be
met with in gastric cancer, but are less frequent,

and especially, less pronounced than in gastric ulcer.

The only symptoms that may be ascribed to one or

the other of these conditions are the marked ten-

dency to vomiting or hemorrhage presented by some
patients and certain terminal states of delirium,

coma, or postoperative shock. The pathological

changes found in the liver are discrete and sparse,

even in the vicinity of secondary malignant foci,

while the renal lesions are more frequent but seldom
intense. In combined ulcer and cancer of the stom-
ach, hepatic and renal insufficiency is more pro-

nounced and almost constantly present.

Nocturnal Polyuria. — Joseph H. Barach

i .ivicrican Jour)ial of the Medical Sciences, April,

1921) avers that nocturnal polyuria is a highly diag-

nostic symptom of an established subacute or chronic

nephritis. It occurs independently of arterial hyper-

tension. The (juantitative analyses show a complete

reversal from the normal in the amount of work
accomplished by the kidneys during the day and
night periods. Observations upon patients having

nocturnal polyuria show that it is not the result of

heavy evening meals, physical exertion, arterial

hypertension, nor the horizontal posture. The most
jjrobable cause seems to be found in the physiological

adjustments in circulation incidental to sleep. The
evidences gathered in these observations suggest that

nocturnal polyuria is primarily a manifestation of

increased elimination of water because of a more
favorable state of the renal circulation and that the

increased ehmination of salts is coincidental rather

than causative.

The White Adrenal Line (Sergent) ; Its Clin-

ical Significance.—Willard E. Kay and Samuel
Brock ( American Journal of the Medical Scinces,

April, 1921), from the study of a series of two
hundred and fifty-five cases of a variety of dis-

eases and normals, in which numerous pharmaco-
logical and other tests were performed, feel justi-

fied in asserting that the socalled white adrenal line

of Sergent is a local vasomotor reflex, resident in

the skin, bearing no direct relationship to adrenal

gland activity. The reasons of postulating the above
are : Its independence of blood pressure, acute

fatigue and other signs of hypoadrenia ; its frequent

occurrence in normals and in a variety of diseases

unassociated with hypoadrenia ; its reappearance in

the face of persistent general manifestations of

adrenalin subcutaneously administered ; its peculiar

association with scarlet fever. It would appear

that the state of the vasomotor system which allows

of its best exhibition is found in young adults of

either sex, and especially in the exanthem of scarlet

fever. On the basis of the series quoted it may be

stated that this line has not the clinical significance

attributed to it. In spite of the various hypotheses

evolved regarding it, further work seems necessary

to establish the exact physiological mechanism of

this remarkable vasomotor phenomenon.
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A Difficult Case of Bronchoscopic Foreign Body Extraction

Complicated by Pyopneumothorax*
By HENRY LOWNDES LYNAH, M.D.,

New York.

Case.—F. J., a boy seven and a half years old,

was referred to me by Dr. Fidler, who reported by
radiographic plates a foreign body in the left

bronchus opposite the upper lobe orifice. As I was
absent from the city at the time on account of ill-

ness in my family, I did not see the patient. The
parents were advised by Dr. Fidler to wait until

my return to the city, for the foreign body had
already been in the lung for a period of two years.

The parents wishing the foreign body removed at

once took the child else-

where. Some ten months
later the father came to my
office with his boy. who was
at that time in poor condi-

tion and expectorating large

quantities of foul smelling

pus. The history was as

follows

:

The father had remem-
bered that the boy had put

a double pointed brass

paper clip in his mouth and
swallowed it. The family

physician was notified, and
he had told them not to

worry, as the paper clip had
been swallowed and would
pass out naturally. There
was no cause for alarm.

After this advice no further

attention was paid to it.

The boy did fairly well for five months, al-

though he had a cough. Bronchopneumonia
developed, which later was pronounced tuber-

culosis, and the patient was sent to a tuber-

culosis camp, even though no tubercle bacilli

were found in the sputum. He continued to grow
worse and his cough became very troublesome. As
he did not improve the father took him away from
the sanatorium, under protest, after a year and a

half and brought him back to die. It was at this

*Read before the Annual Meeting of the Association of American
Peroral Endoscopists, Brooklyn, N. Y., June S, 1920.

Fig. 1.—The original position of the foreign body radiograph-
ically located to be in the left bronchus opposite the upper lobe
orifice. It had been in this locality for a period of two years.
(Plate by Benjamin Fidler; retouched for clearness.)

time that another physician examined the boy and
suggested that an x ray examination be made for a

lung abscess, as this had never been done. He was
taken to Dr. Benjamin Fidler, who, as stated before,

made the radiographic plates.

The boy, at the time he came to my office, was in

poor condition. There were many subcrepitant

rales in the left lung and bronchial respiration over
the lower lobe. Further x ray plates were made.
The father informed me that two unsuccessful at-

tempts were made to re-

move the foreign body, but
the doctors said it was im-
possible to do so, for it had
gone further down in the

lung and could not be re-

moved. The radiographic

plates confirmed the fath-

er's statement, for the for-

eign body was found to be

down as low as it was pos-

sible to go, and from the

radiographic measurements
seemed to be almost com-
pletely out of the small pos-

terior lobe bronchus and in

lung tissue. After a study
of the X ray plates an at-

tempt was made to remove
the foreign body one week
later, a tube five mm. by
forty cm. being used. There
of the dorsal branch of

bronchus which had to

oozing

After

was a firm stricture

the left lower lobe

be dilated first. There was much pus
out of a small opening in this bronchus,
dilatation the five mm. tube was gently intro-

duced through the stricture and a small point of
paper clip was seen. This was grasped with a
small pair of straight forceps, but it would slip its

hold with each attempt to extract the clip. Gentle
traction was used for fear of causing pneumothorax
from lung rupture if too much force was used.
Further x ray plates were made and the foreign

Copyright, 1921, by A. R. Elliott Publishing Conijiany
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body was seen to be in the same position. Dr. Jesse

Bullowa, who had kindly assisted me at the opera-

tion, made a thorough physical examination and
thought the sounds were clearer since the evacua-
tion of the obstructing pus, and established drain-

age by dilatation of the bronchial stricture.

On February 27, 1919, one week later, a second

Fig. 2.—The location of the foreign body after it had been
pushed or had gravitated into the lower lobe branch. Note that
the anterior posterior plate shows the foreign body to be well below
the dome of the diaphragm. The foreign body was in this locality

for a period of ten months. (Plate by H. M. Imboden; retouched
for clearness.)

attempt was made with the .same result. No dam-
age was done, but the small forceps would not hold.

It was at this time that Dr. Bullowa asked a friend,

who was in the welding business, to lengthen a short

pair of nasal alligator forceps which would hold

much firmer than the mosquito forceps of Jackson.

Following the second examination the boy seemed

Fig. 3.—A lateral view of the foreign body which demonstrates
the reason why it seems to be below the diaphragm in the antero-
posterior plate. The paper clip was in the dorsal branch and as
low in the lung as it was possible to go. From the size of the
foreign body and the depth in the lung, radiographic measurements
.showed only a small portion of the upper projecting point to be in

a small dorsal branch bronchus. The remainder of the foreign body
was without the bronchus as it probably had ulcerated through, and
was inbedded in the structure of the lung. Note the dense trian-
gular shadow below the foreign body which is "pus sponge soaked
lung." (Plate by H. M. Imboden; not retouched.)

to be in good condition, but he did become slightly

cyanotic while I had a firm hold and was making
gentle traction on the clip. However, he was re-

turned to bed in good condition, and after a careful

physical examination by Dr. Bullowa and a fluoro-

scopic and radiographic examination by Dr. George
S. Dixon, he was sent home the same afternoon.
The foreign body had not been displaced.

Forty-eight hours after the boy had returned to

his home, and after his dinner, he complained of a.

severe pain in his stomach. As I was absent from

Fig. 4.—Pyopneumothorax within the left thorac.c cavit.. with
displacement of the left lung and heart shadow to the right. Note
the crowding of the foreign body against the right lung which is

displaced well to the right of the median line. The diaphragm on
the left side is deeply concave from positive thoracic pressure. The
dense shadow filling the concavity in the left chest proved by thora-
centesis to be very foul smelling pus. (Plate by Dr. Charles Gott-
lieb; foreign body retouched for clearness.)

the city Dr. Bullowa was notified. He found the

boy breathing with difficulty, and on physical ex-
amination diagnosed pneumothorax, and said that

he also got a splashing sound in the chest on suc-

cussion. He informed me on my return that the
boy was suffering from a ruptured lung and pyo-
pneumothorax.
On Monday, March .M'd. he was taken to the of-

FiG. 5.—Radiographic plate taken one month after the successful
peroral extraction of the foreign body. The left lung is expanding
and slowly returning to normal. (Plate by Dr. Charles Gottliel).)

fice of Dr. Charles Gottlieb and further x ray plates

made, which confirmed the physical findings of Dr.
Bullowa. He was sent to the hospital and thora-

centesis was performed and much foul smelling
fluid evacuated. The pleura was then irrigated

with Dakin's solution, and the foul odor gradually
disappeared. On Thursday, March 6th, the third

attempt was made, with Dr. Charles Gottlieb using
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the fluoroscope as a guide. The foreign body was
now out of position, having been forced over in the

riglit thoracic cavity well beyond the median line.

This attempt was successful, and the intruder was
removed in a few minutes with the mosquito alli-

gator forceps. Had we used such a pair of forceps

'which would hold at the former

trials we might have been success-

ful, but no doubt the lung would
have been ruptured just the same.

After the successful extraction of

the foreign body the wound in the

thorax closed within three weeks.

A radiographic study of the pa-

tient's chest one month later

showed the lung to be well ex-

panded and returning to normal.

After the thoracic wound closed

th"e boy coughed up considerable

pus. Two bronchoscopic dilatations later and an

application of ten per cent, silver nitrate to some
fungating granulations in the lower lobe bronchus

entirely cleared up the condition. The boy made a

complete recovery. He has been followed for two
years and is in perfect condition, his lungs resuming

normal function.

INTERE.STING POINTS IN THIS CASE.

1. That the foreign body was too large to have
gravitated into a small dorsal branch bronchus, and

at such a depth in the lung. It probably ulcerated

Fig. 6.—Actual size of foreign body.

through the bronchial wall owing to its long sojourn

in that locality.

2. That gentle traction on a foreign body in lung

structure vrill produce pneumothorax.
3. The leakage of air producing a positive pres-

sure must have been extremely slow, or else there

would have been some alarming

symptoms immediately after the

second bronchoscopy, and the phy-

sical signs and the radiographic

plates would have shown this.

Pneumothorax had not sufficiently

developed to cause symptoms until

two days after bronchoscopy. The
first symptom was a pain in the

stomach. This was due to the de-

pressed diaphragm.
4. Thoracentesis and the use

of Dakin's solution undoubtedly

saved the patient's life.

5. Fluoroscopic bronchoscopy was certainly of the

greatest aid in the accurate localization of the for-

eign body when it was pushed well to the right of

the median line and crowded against the right lung.

6. The importance of taking radiographic plates

immediately after all bronchoscopic foreign body ex-

tractions was demonstrated by this case. Failure to

find pneumothorax in the x ray plates does not mean
that it cannot occur later.

127 West Fifty-eighth Street.

Mucocele of the Nasal Accessory Sinuses; Two Gases of Pansinus

Involvement with Recovery After Interval Operations*
By VIRGINIUS DABNEY, M. D.,

Washington, D. C.

The terms hydrops antri to designate mucocele of

the antrum, cystic dilatation and serous cysts of the

sinus, used loosely by the earlier observers, are to

be rejected for reasons not necessary to be discussed

here. In their place mucocele may be defined as the

accumulation and retention of a mucous secretion

within an accessory sinus, generally associated with

a distention of one or more of its walls. It is fre-

quently merely a retention cyst, but it is hardly wise
to incorporate in a definition conditions and phrase-

ology themselves already matters of dispute. I refer

to the suggestion of some observers that the fol-

lowing qualifying phrases be added : "due to closure

of the nasofrontal duct," "following trauma," or
"associated with exostosis"

;
whereas, in my opinion

none of these is a sine qua non. In fact, it has been
shown that a mucocele can exist without any of these

.states. Moreover, we must distinguish between two
forms of this condition, i. e., one without tumor
formation and one with it

;
hence, it would not do to

specify in the definition that a cystic condition is an
essential. Such is my feeling, but I was surprised to

find that Raoult is about the only writer who thought
it necessary to lay any stress on this distinction.

•Read before American Laryngological Association, May 31, 1921.

Mucocele is a rare condition when compared with

other forms of nasal accessory sinus disease, as

shown by Raoult in his statement that Killian could

collect only sixty- four in his search, and, while I

have personally examined all available literature on

the subject, I can make no definite estimate as the

reports are so interwoven with each other and there

are so many cross references that there is a baffling

reduplication. However, it would be a very nearly-

accurate estimate to say that seventy-four cases are

reported in the fifty-eight articles that I have ex-

amined. These are classed as mucocele of the fron-

tal sinus, but several cases are complicated by
involvement of other sinuses. Such is the accimiu-

lation only since 1881 when Garreau and Berthcux
first called the attention of the profession to this

condition. After this there were sporadic, unsatis-

factory accounts till fifteen years later, when Rollet

lent his influence and energy to further investiga-

tion and reports, and to him is largely due the stimu-

lus which the study received at this time. Since

this time reports have been as frequent as could be
exj)ectcd in a condition as rare as mucocele, but the

progress made in the pathology has been marked,
despite the many phases which we cannot explain.
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As might be expected, it is in the etiology of the

disease that we find the least definite knowledge and
hence the widest speculation. Some support with

much eloquence the view that trauma has a distinct

influence, others believe that it is the result of a

chronic inflammatory process with retention of the

secretion thrown out at this time, rejecting the

trauma theory. In view of the history of severe

trauma in many of the cases and the well known
el?ect it frequently exercises in predisposition to dis-

ease elsewhere in the body, it is neither remarkable
nor unreasonable that it should be assigned a causa-

tive role in this instance, especially as we are grop-

ing in the dark for a cause. Moreover, a blow at

the internal angular process might cause sufficient

disturbance in the region of the nasofrontal duct

to produce a closure of this natural exit for the

secretion of the frontal sinus and even of the ostium
maxillare. Especially might this occur in the young
whose bones are easily bent and in whom the sinuses

are small and even rudimentary. Thus, in Raoult's

case the patient received a blow from a bottle at the

root of the nose which left a definite tumefaction for

seven years, at the end of which time the mucocele
was discovered. In Jessop's case a blow on the eye

seemed a predisposing cause, likewise Bertheux's

patient had a similar injury, and Bark's patient re-

ported that a blow from a stick at the root of the

nose was the beginning of the trouble. Two days
after diving six times in the Seine to rescue a drown-
ing man, Demaldent's patient showed a mucocele of

the frontal region. An unusual case of trauma was
that of Rollet's patient (5), where a blow from a

cow's horn on the brow ten years before was ac-

cepted as having .some relation to the formation of

the frontal sinus accumulation. It will be readily

seen that in such cases the great objection to the

trauma theory is the length of time which is shown
to have elapsed between the injury and the discov-

ery of the mucocele. This is, of course, a valid

objection, but, while I do not wish to be regarded

as acce]iting unreservedly this explanation of the

cause, I do not consider that it is to be thrown out

unceremoniously in the investigation of etiology.

Certainly as a primary cause as much can be said

in its defense as for many of the others. Leggat
reports an acute mucocele resulting from a fracture

of the external angular process associated with a

depressed fracture of the roof of the sinus, the

tumor being bluish and soft. If this was not a hema-
toma, it would appear to have been a case of true

mucocele due to trauma, and such I take it to be

from his description.

The greater number of observers incline to the

belief that the cause is a cystic dilatation of one or

more mucous glands, or a cystic degeneration of the

inucosa ( as in my two cases ) , or of the polyps

therein, and there are still others who believe that

closure of the nasofrontal duct is a cause. The
cystic degeneration theory is the one to which I

subscribe, and I am sure that the closure of the duct

exerts a causative influence at times, but it is cer-

tainly not an essential condition, as some of the

patients .show a perfectly patulous duct. One of my
patients .showed a canal wide enough to admit a

large ethmoid curette, and the duct had been open

for years as a result of repeated intranasal opera-
tions on the anterior ethmoid. If closure of the

duct is causative, which it may be at times, what
is the cause, in turn, of the closure? The ef¥ect of

injury, viewed as somewhat academic if you wish,

has been mentioned, but there remains the suggestive

fact that the Ijlow occurs nearly always at an age
when the frontal sinus is rudimentary and the walls

thin, and the anterior ethmoid cells from which the

sinus is developed, are exposed to the same shock

;

hence it is not impossible for trauma here to cause
obstruction. Congenital narrowing of the duct, ren-

dering a catarrhal inflammation obstructive, is a
likely cause. A high deviation of the septum press-

ing well into the infundibulum associated with an
inflammatory process in the naris on that side was
almost certainly the cause of the nasofrontal closure

in one of my cases. Congenital absence of a com-
munication between the nose and the frontal siilus

has been reported by several and is sustained by
Kuhnt. This doubtless would explain some of the

cases in young persons but hardly those occurring

in the aged. The presence of bony tumors or bony
thickening in diffuse form in the interior of the

sinus has been found by numerous writers [Valude,

Luc (12), Barwell, Manasse (15)] especially at the

nasofrontal duct region, and constitute occasionally

a cause of obstruction. Their presence, of cour.se,

suggests if it does not actually prove the previous

existence of a chronic inflammatory process, an ex-

tension from the nose, very probably. The bony
hypertrophy on the floor of the sinus referred to by
a few authors (Valude, de Lapersonne et Panz,

Boel) is not confirmed by an equally numerous com-
pany (Raoult, Bark, Bertheux, Hallauer, de Sojo.

Mei, .Silcock, Spenser-Watson and myself).

This is essentially an affection of the young, the

great majority of patients being from thirteen to

thirty years of age. However, in my two cases the

patients were twenty-five and sixty-two years of

age, and I find that Hambresin reports one of sixty-

one years, and Buys and Van Lint's patient was
seventy-five when first examined by them. It may
be stated as definite that the youth of those suifering

from mucocele is one of the diseases distinguishing

characteristics. An affection peculiarly chronic,

without any demonstrable infection usually, and tak-

ing months and even years to develop its full mag-
nitude, it is not especially remarkable that the symp-
toms of mucocele should be so seldom seen or felt

rill late. While the discussion has been concerned
principally with mucocele of the frontal sinus, where
it is most often seen and its presence is most readily

detected, comment is presumed to cover the similar

condition in the other sinuses, viufatis mutandis.

The symptoms are the same, except those particu-

larly affecting the eye, such as displacement and
visual irregularity, as .seen in the frontal and sphen-

oid involvement. Frontal headache, a sense of

weight, and a feeling that the two sides of the head
are different are the most common symptoms.
Where tumor formation is advanced, there may be

displacement of the eye, diplopia, or even bulging of

the brow. Where the antrum is involved, the cheek
may have the same feeling as the brow and forehead

in the frontal cases, though the teeth occasionally
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cause pain. Dunning's case showed involvement of

botli frontals and a mild invasion of the antrum
and ethmoid, but only the frontals gave any symp-
toms. Thus Luc's case, despite involvement of the

antrum, gave nothing but frontal signs. So slowly

and insidiously do mucoceles develop that it may be

stated as true that no symptoms are noticed by the

patient before the tumor formation is advanced or

the retention of a large mass of mucus is estab-

lished. One of my patients exliihited no signs of her

trouble other than polyps and asthma for six years

after the beginning, if not the actual establishment

of the mucocele condition. The other showed caries

of the ethmoid and polyps with occasional asthma
for eight years after the beginning of the cystic

state. A symptom, or rather sign, upon which Rollet

lays great stress, is the presence of an eburnated

mass at the root of the nose, which he says is noted

by Langenbeck, Valude, Mei and Tilley. Raoult ob-

served it in his case and says it existed for six years

after the trauma up to the discovery of the mucocele.

This certainly indicates an inflammatory reaction

with a possible periostitis, such as a blow could

readily cause, and brings up again the question of

trauma as a cause.

The absence of pain in most cases and the search

for relief by the patient only when the deformity
or sense of pressure is great are the outstanding

features in the symptomatology. Where the floor

of the frontal sinus is thinned and pressure is

directed immediately upon the globe, diplopia or

fixation of the eye may be the first symptom ; where
sphenoid involvement is marked there may be dis-

turbance of vision, but rarely occipital headache
which might be expected. Drooping or slight edema
of upper lid is occasionally found. One of my pa-

tients showed marked loss of vision and drooping of

the lids but no double vision or fixation ; here the

sphenoid disease was marked. Examination of the

nose rarely is of any assistance in suggesting the

condition in the sinuses, as the interior is generally

normal, though in de Sojo's case there was seen a

reddish, soft, round mass blocking respiration.

Likewise, Dunn's patient showed a nasal growth
pressure upon which was transmitted to the swelling

at the brow. Both my patients had shown gross
intranasal disease for years. However, these few
exceptions only serve to emphasize the absence of
intranasal signs in most cases.

The fluid found in the sinuses is generally much
thicker than ordinary sinus mucus, tenacious, and
comes away in long wormlike masses. It varies in

color, according to the testimony of dif¥erent ob-

servers, being variously characterized as honey yel-

low, amber, pinkish gray, and gray with black or

reddish streaks. Upon analysis it shows cholesterin,

the bile pigments, fat cells and crystals (Mestrez).
In the cases showing definite cystic degeneration the

morbid anatomy is that of such degeneration else-

where involving a mucous surface.

As has been mentioned, the progress is markedly
slow and innocent, essentially chronic, and some
patients have gone as long as eighteen years after

the appearance of a swelling before considering it

necessary to consult a doctor (Rollet). On the other
hand, Demaldent's patient waited but eight days.

While the contents of the sinus can become infected

and even break down, this is rarely seen, and even
gross involvement of the sphenoid does not seem to

jeopardize the prognosis. Spontaneous opening of

the duct and ostia and drainage have been observed

with cure (Boissarie, Spenser-Watson), of course

only in the simple type without definite cyst forma-
tion. In a number of cases in which serious com-
plications were unsuspected and would have devel-

oped, it so happened that the sinus was opened and
the impending trouble uncovered, though not always
in time for a cure. Thus Luc found meningitis and
brain abscess after nearly completing his operation,

and in another case there was an exposure of the

dura mater.

In the early stages when there are few or no sub-

jective symptoms a diagnosis of mucocele is prac-

tically impossible, but later when the radiograph is

employed and the local signs in the cheek or Ijrow

or the loss of visual power, with diminution of the

visual field, are suggestive, the diagnosis is more
simple. The nature of the tumor is discovered only

at operation in some cases or on tapping and exam-
ining the fluid. Occasionally it has to be differen-

tiated from so simple a condition as lachrymal tumor
(Valude, Mei), but probing of the canal should

clear up the difficulty. Malignant tumors are found
in this region and are not always easy to differen-

tiate, though sarcoma and fibrosarcoma are harder

to the touch, with a "knobby" feeling. Their course

is much more rapid and the subjective symptoms
more pronounced, especially the pain. In the case

of a hydatid cyst of the frontal sinus, instances of

which are reported by MacKeate and Gosselin and
Rouge (see Raoult), the course and symptoms are

so similar to those of mucocele that an examination
of the contents alone would show the true nature
of the growth. Likewise would dermoid cysts of the

upper anterior wall of the orbit cause confusion in

diagnosis, to be resolved only by puncture of the

mass and examination of the fluid contents. It

hardly seems necessary to mention meningocele as

this is a congenital condition, occurring only in in-

fants, the tumor transmitting the respiratory move-
ments. It is a compressible tumor and pressure pro-

vokes cerebral symptoms ( Raoult ) . However, an
x ray examination alone may show the presence of a
communication between the cranium and the growth
or the sinus, as the case may be. Gummata can be
ruled out only by the Wassermann test, while empy-
ema will prove more difficult to differentiate than
any other condition. However, with the latter the

pain is greater, the skin overlying is likely to be red,

the lid swollen, chemosis often present, and there

may be fever. In short, all symptoms are exag-
gerated and the patient looks distinctly ill. There is

likely to be pus in the nose, in or near the infundi-

bulum, or about the posterior ethmoid region, but
again, puncture of the mass when it presents in a
convenient position may be the only means of identi-

fication. I'uncture, to which the French observers
resort fre(|uently, is a proper i)rocedure under rigid

precautions but is not to be lightly undertaken, as it

is certainly not free from danger.

The jirognosis of mucocele is uniformly good, ex-

cei)t where it is complicated by malignancy and. in
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my opinion, there is but one. treatment, and that is

operative and radical. The KilHan and the Luc-
Caldwell operations are the only procedures that

commend themselves to me, to be modified, of course,

in the presence of unusual conditions. But the

method should always be radical and the drainage
well established. I mention this as some writers do
not open the nasofrontal duct where this seems well

closed, either by bone or fibrous tissue. To me
this seems bad surgery and to be an invitation to

recurrence and, what is more certain, reopening of

the sinus when the reinfection does occur. Their
theory is, perhaps, that closure will prevent a recur-

rence, as we seek to shut of? the Eustachian tube in-

fection in the radical mastoid operation, but the

cases are not similar and it is yet to be proved that

mucocele of the sinuses is due to infection carried

through the nasofrontal duct.

Case I.—Mrs. J. V. S., married, twenty-five years

old, with one healthy child. Negative for tubercu-

losis and syphilis. Chief subjective symptoms:
asthma, nasal stoppage, burning, stinging sensation

in nose and forehead, frequent colds which always
precipitated asthmatic seizures. The patient consid-

ered that her trouble dated six years back. For
the past six months she had had repeated removals
of polypi, but said that cocaine poisoned her. This
alleged idiosyncrasy was later found untrue, as she

had been allowed to swallow the drippings from the

pledgets in the nares, and a very natural intoxica-

tion followed. I found that the lightest pressure

over the brow on either side caused pain and like-

wise over the antra. The lids were slightly -swollen

and perhaps there was a slight bony enlargement at

the root of the nose, the symptom on which Rollet

and others lay such stress. The interior of the nose
showed a very pale mucosa, a high deviation of the

septum to the right impinging on the semilunar
hiatus, from which, or at least about which, there

was much thick mucus. Polypoid degeneration of

the middle turbinate, at least what had been left of

it, was plainly seen. Such was the picture in both
nares. Transillumination showed both sides dark
and an x ray strortgly suggested involvement of all

the sinuses. Later I attempted to clear away some
of the polypoid mass the better to see conditions,

but the neurosis of the patient was so great that I

was not successful. Her eyesight had been failing

for some months and the vessels in the eye ground
were found to be engorged and the blind spot much
enlarged.

Being reasonably sure of my diagnosis of muco-
cele I clid a classical Killian operation on both sides.

The bone was found of paper thinness over the

frontal sinuses, whose interior was tightly packed
with soft cysts which bulged into the bone opening
at the first stroke of the • chisel. Thick, grayish

mucus, but no pus, was found in long, tenacious

ropes. The floor of the sinus was much thinned.

The nasofrontal duct, on each side, was found patu-

lous, but was enlarged, of course, as one of the usual

steps of the opera/ion. Convalescence was without

incident. However, a year later the right side

showed signs of obstruction and it was reopened and
found full of pus; so I made the duct much wider
and there was no further trouble. Six months later

I did a double Luc-CaldwcU operation and found
the same type of disease in the antra, but with these

additional conditions : an erosion admitting the little

finger tip in both nasal walls, a similar opening, a

little smaller in the left external wall, marked thin-

ning of right external wall. This operation seems
to have been as successful as the Killian, as the

asthma has cleared up and the patient has no
pain or discomfort except when she gets a bad cold.

Nasal irrigation serves to cure this.

Case H.—Here we had to deal with a nasal con-
dition certainly of thirty years' duration, though, of
course, the mucocele history was not of so long
standing. This patient, a woman sixty-two years

of age, having one healthy child and one suffering

from general epilepsy, gave a negative history for

tuberculosis and syphilis but insisted that she had
had trouble in nasal respiration for thirty years dur-
ing which time she had had numerous operations

for removal of polypi and ethmoid disease. Her
eyes had been gradually failing for some years, but
the chief symptom she gave was a feeling of numb-
ness over the top of the head and fulness in the

cheeks. Asthma was also a prominent symptom.
The interior of the nares showed the effects of the

surgery she had undergone, chiefly in the removal of
the middle turbinates and the anterior ethmoid cells.

From the posterior ethmoid, the labyrinth, and the

sphenoid wall small polypi were dependent, and
from the semilunar hiatus thick mucus was exuding.
Pressure over the frontal sinus or antrum seemed to

give no pain. Headache was constant and severe.

Transillumination was not satisfactory, as much
bone had been removed from the interior and the

picture might have misled, but the x ray was con-

firmatory of the diagnosis of pansinus trouble. The
eye examination showed an immensely enlarged
blind spot and many tortuous vessels in the fundus,
engorged and very red. The eyelids were somewhat
swollen but there was no chemosis. A bilateral

Killian operation was done and the findings were
characteristic : many cysts and much thick, yellow-

ish, blood streaked mucus. While no erosion in the

tables was found the cavities were enlarged and dis-

tended and a small erosion was present in the nasal

process of the right superior maxilla. Just before

operation the patient blew her nose rather vigorously

and air escaped into the lower lid through this open-
ing. The nasofrontal ducts were widely open, being

about the only desirable result obtained by all the

intranasal surgery which she had had. Four months
later a bilateral Luc-Caldwell operation showed
similar conditions to exist with this further finding

:

half the nasal wall on each side was gone. There
has been no recurrence. Careful questioning as to

the type of operations she had had and the nature of

the material removed from the nose, together with

the symptoms she gave, led me to consider that the

mucocele had existed probably ten years, certainly

eight.

These two cases present the classical symptoms
and the extraordinary features that make mucocele

of the nasal accessory sinuses an interesting study.

The nature of the growths, the type of secretion, the

long duration and insidious development, the lack

of insistent symptoms, distention of the cavities.
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were all present in more or less degree, and there

was an almost total absence of constitutional signs

so far as either doctor or patient could ascertain.

The literature on this condition is rather exten-

sive for so rare a disease and I have appended a list

of some fifty-eight contributions, for the benefit of

those who may wish to pursue further this study.

From this number I have quoted not all, though I

have read them, save the Russian article, and wish

to acknowledge especially my debt to Raoult, from

whose paper I have quoted freely and often.
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Treatment of Recurrent Pleurisy by the Injection of Oxygen
By ANDREW MacFARLANE, M. D.,

Albany, N. Y.

Case I.—N. S., male, aged sixty-seven years, a na-

tive of the United States, hostler by occupation, was
brought to St. Peter's Hospital, Albany, N. Y., in

an ambulance on March 4, 1921. His complaint was
pain in the left chest and lumbodorsal region, short-

ness of breath, and extreme weakness. All the mem-
bers of his family were dead, including three broth-

ers and two sisters, causes unknown. He himself

had always been in good health and never had had
any acute illness. Cardiorespiratory history was
negative until the onset of the present illness. He
worked as a helper about stables ; used alcohol and

tobacco moderately. Nocturia once or twice, quan-

tity said to be normal. Denied lues and Neisser in-

fections. Present illness began nine or ten days pre-

viously while at work. He had a chill, felt weak,

exhausted, and went to bed with severe headache

and anorexia. He was confined to his bed until en-

trance into the hospital.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION.
Patient was obliged to sit up in bed on account

of the presence of marked dyspnea. His facial

expression was anxious and there was some
cyanosis. Skin was warm, dry and rough

;
pupils
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Fig. 1.—X ray picture taken on March 11, two days after two
quarts of liquid were aspirated from left chest, showing complete
refilling of the left pleural cavity.

equal and reacted to light ;
tongue was dry, covered

with a dirty brownish grey coat and breath was
foul. Teeth were bad, with infected gums. Throat

was negative.

CHEST EXAMINATION.

Respiratory movements were much accentuated

on the right side, greatly diminished on the

I- II,. 2.—X ray picture taken on March 11th, directly after two
quarts of fluid were withdrawn from the left pleural cavity by
gravity.

RRENT I'LEURISY. .J'^''-*Medical Journal,

left. Breathing was lal)ored and largely abdominal
in type. Vocal fremitus was markedly decreased

and absent below the second interspace on tlie left

side. There was flatness over the whole of the left

chest below the second rib. No breath sounds were
heard below the second rib anteriorly and spinous
process posteriorly. Percussion note was hyper-

resonant over right chest, harsh breathing over right

lung, emphysematous in type. Some dry coarse

rales were heard posteriorly at the base of the

right lung.

Apex beat was weak, felt six cm. to left of the

midsternal line. There was no friction rub. Dull-

ness was increased between third and sixth ribs to

the right of the sternum. Sounds at apex were
weak, distant, with marked irregularity and differ-

ence in quality of the beats. All the heart sounds
were distant ; the second aortic was louder than the

Fig. 3.—X ray picture taken March 17th, six days after removal
of fluid.

second pulmonic, but no murmurs were heard.

Blood pressure was 120 mm. systolic and 80 mm.
diastoHc. Abdominal examination was negative.

Splenic dullness was displaced downwards and the

edge of the spleen was felt at the lower border of

the left ribs. Physical examination was otherwise

negative.

On the day of admission the left chest was aspir-

ated and about eight ounces of cloudy straw colored

fluid withdrawn. As the patient was very weak
aspiration was discontinued then on account of dis-

tress to the patient. On the following day the left

chest was again aspirated and about ten ounces of

fluid of the same character removed. Aspiration

had to be discontinued again because of the patient's

weakness.

On March 8th the left chest was again aspirated

and ten ounces of fluid withdrawn. On March 9th.
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Fig. 4.--X ray picture taken Marcli 2yth, eighteen days after
removal of fluid.

the patient seeming stronger, two quarts of fluid of

the same general appearance were withdrawn by
gravity. The patient stood this aspiration very well

and asserted that he could breathe much easier.

Fremitus and breath sounds were present after as-

piration to about the angle of the scapula. Two
days later, on March 11th, the physical condition of

the left chest was practically the same as it had been
two days before, previous to aspiration.

An X ray picture of the chest was taken (Fig. 1)

and immediately afterward two quarts of serous

fluid withdrawn. After withdrawal of this fluid the

rubber tubing from an oxygen tank was fitted over

the aspirating needle and the oxygen was allowed
slowly and carefully to enter the left pleural cavity

passing througl? the usual water bottle. The oxygen
was introduced until the patient complained of dis-

tention and distress in the left chest. An x ray

picture was taken immediately after the introduc-

tion of the oxygen (Fig. 2).

The patient then began to feel better, the dyspnea
was not so pronounced, and breath sounds were
heard, though distant, almost to the angle of the

scapula. Later he was able to lie down in bed and
slept easier, feeling fairly comfortable. From this

time on the patient gradually gained in strength and
after ten days was able to get out of bed and within

two weeks he was up and about the ward almost the

entire day feeling practically well. Motility of the

chest had become almost equal on both sides. Ob
the left side fremitus was present but faint ; reson-

ance normal to the sixth interspace posteriorly and

from that point impaired. Respiratory sounds were
practically normal down to the seventh rib but dis-

tant and faint over the base. No rales were heard

over the left chest; over the right side resonance

and harsh respiratory sounds were heard down to

the eleventh rib. Apex beat was now just inside

tlie nipple line. Heart sounds were normal. Each

day an x ray examination of the chest was made
and the pictures showed increasing expansion of the

left lung synchronous with the improvement in the

patient's general condition (Figs. 3 and 4). On
March 29th the second exposure was taken with the

patient lying on his left side. He was discharged

from the hospital practically well on April 14. 1921.

May 14th: The patient said, "I feel as good as 1

ever did except that my wind is not as good as it

was." He was then working repairing streets for

the Water Department of the city of Albany. Ex-
amination showed that expansion was practically

equal on both sides of the chest. At the base of the

left chest vocal fremitus was feeble, the percussion

note impaired, and the respiratory sounds less distinct

than normal, due to thickening of the pleura. The
apex beat was just inside of the nipple line and the

cardiac dulhness on percussion did not extend be-

yond the right border of the sternum. The heart

sounds were less loud than normal ; the aortic louder

than the pulmonic sound. Blood pressure .-^v-stolic

140 mm., diastolic 90 mm.

L.VBORATORY EXAMINATIONS.

The urine was found to be acid, there was
a faint trace of albumin, no sugar, and in

the first two of four examinations some granular

casts and a few pus cells were found. The blood

:

On entrance there was a leucocytosis of 19,500, poly-

nuclears eighty per cent., lymphocytes twelve per

cent., large mononuclears five per cent., transitional

forms three per cent. On March 21st hemoglobin
seventy per cent., red blood cells 3,600,000, white

blood cells 12,200, polynuclears seventy-two per

cent., lymphocytes twenty-six per cent., large mono-

FiG. 5.—X ray picture taken March 29th, eighteen days after
removal of fluid, patient lying on his left side.
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nuclears one per cent, and eosinophiles one per cent.

The sputum was negative on examinations made on
six different days for tubercle bacilli. The tempera-

ture on admission was 100.6°, pulse 110, respira-

tions 32. Temperature and pulse were soiriewhat

irregular but never higher; on March 21st the tem-
perature was normal and pulse and respiration only

slightly above normal rate.

REPORT OF EXAMINATIONS OF EXUDATE BY BENDER
HYGIENIC LABORATORY.

Received March 11, 1921, ten c. c. of pleural fluid

with fibrous clot. Smear showed a few lymphocytes.

No bacteria present. No tubercle bacilli found. Cul-

ture of fluid yielded micrococcus pyogenes aureus.

This organism, however, might be a contaminant,

for the cytological examination did not suggest a

pyogenic infection. Guineapigs were inoculated.

May 13, 1921. The guineapigs inoculated on March
12, 1921, were killed on May 6th; no evidence of

tuberculosis present. The guineapig inoculated on
March 12, 1921, was killed on May 12, 1921; no
evidence of tuberculosis present.

Case II.—In February, 1919, I had under my care

a patient with tuberculosis and recurrent tuber-

culous pleurisy affecting the right side. After tap-

ping him several times with recurrence of the fluid

it occurred to me that oxygen which had seemed to

act so well in tuberculous peritonitis might be of

some advantage in tuberculous pleurisy. A rubber

bag was filled with oxygen and brought to his home.
After the fluid was removed the oxygen was forced

into the pleural cavity. For ten days he apparently

did exceedingly well and the physical signs seemed
to indicate no marked reaccumulation of fluid. As
the patient was confined to his home no x ray pic-

tures of the chest were taken. On March 5th I was
hurriedly summoned to the house with the message
that the patient was suffering intense pain and great

difficulty in breathing. Upon arriving at his home
soon afterwards I found him dead.

The family gave their perrhission for an autopsy
which was performed by Dr. Wolbach, then

the director of the Bender Laboratory, Al-

bany, N. Y. The anatomical diagnosis was throm-
bosis of the left pulmonary artery following throm-
bosis of the prostatic plexus, chronic pulmonary
.tuberculosis, and tuberculous pleuritis. The right

lung and the upper portion of the pleural cavity

tvere adherent over all surfaces by dense, fibrous

adhesions to the chest wall. The base was concave

and the remainder of the pleural cavity was filled

with a slightly yellowish turbid liquid. Unfortun-
ately the undertaker had been permitted to embalm
the body before the autopsy was made.

It would seem from this first case, although appre-

ciating that "one swallow does not make a summer,"
that the result would justify further trials in inject-

ing oxygen into the pleural cavity in cases of recur-

rent pleurisy not yielding to aspiration. This is so

easily carried out and without danger, especially if

a manometer, such as is used for artificial pneu-

mothorax, was employed and the quantity of gas

injected thus accurately determined. This method
might also be tried in cases of pneumococcus empy-
ema where aspiration alone has at times been able to

effect a recovery. Whether it should Ije attempted
in simple pleurisies with effusion without waiting
for the result of the first aspiration is a question.

Probably in more than eighty per cent, of cases with
effusion recovery takes place after the first aspira-

tion. In many of these cases, however, the lung
may be damaged by adhesions. The injection of
oxygen would prevent the formation of the adhe-
sions by the separation of the pleural layers and
would apparently prevent the reformation of the

fluid in the fraction of cases in which that condition

was likely to occur. The fact that almost all cases

of pleurisy with effusion are tuberculous would
suggest that even the temporary immobility of the

lung which thus follows might be of some value in

the pulmonary condition.

Whether oxygen, air, or nitrogen should be used

as the gas for injection into the pleural cavity might
easily be made the subject of investigation. It is

known that oxygen plays a vital part, not only in

the human organism but also throughout Nature,

and is the essential constituent of air and water. It

is also an element which apparently frees the body
from all refuse and surplus material. It might well

be that there is a chemical equilibrium of the body
in which there is a mutual reaction of oxidation and
reduction, and that disease in some way throws the

organism out of this chemical equilibrium making
it thus more susceptible to pathogenic processes. If

an organ in the early stages of disease is supplied

with oxygen which might counteract this pathologi-

cal condition and restore at that point chemical

equilibrium, the organism might be able to overcome
the disease by this restoration of normal chemical

conditions.

Oxygen, too, is easily available in all hospitals

and very readily carried to private houses. Any
value which air itself would have is probably due to

the oxygen which is contained in that air. The only

value which nitrogen would seem to have over oxy-

gen is'the fact that its absorption is not so rapid by
the tissues as that of oxygen and therefore as a

result of its introduction into the pleural cavity the

immobility of the lung continues for aplonger period.

Whether this advantage is greater than the oxidizing

influence of oxygen might also be determined by
future investigations.

My belief twelve years ago was that this method
of treatment of pleurisy had not been used before

and the unfortunate result, not due', however, in the

slightest degree to the method of treatment, in my
first case precluded any report of the same. After

the very successful result in the second case I find

on looking carefully over the literature that the

adage of Solomon that "there is nothing new under

the sun" is again exemplified. Sir James Barr, of

Liverpool, more than twenty years ago treated cases

of pleurisy by the injection of gas. Some of the

French and Italian clinicians have also carried out

this same line of treatment and in the Nelson Loose-

Leaf Medicine, Sergeant under treatment of pleur-

isy recommends this method of treatment.

There is no record of its use for this purpose in

the United States, so far as I have been able to

ascertain.

274 State Street.
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The Role Played by Physical Exercise in Respiratory

Gymnastics
By P. KOUINDJY, M. D.,

Paris,

Late Chief of the Reeducation Services at the Salpetriere, and of Physiotherapy at the Val de Grace.

Lefebvre states in his interesting work on Physical

Education in Szvedcn that one of the fundamental

principles in educative gymnastics demands that all

gymnastic exercises should allow and be accom-
panied as far as possible by complete and free res-

piration, not only on account of the thoracic devel-

opment resulting from it, but also because muscles

require more oxygen and throw off more waste

products during activity than when they are at rest.

For this reason respiratory exercises form an essen-

tial part of Ling's method of Swedish gymnastics.

This observation of the Belgian author empha-
sizes the importance of respiratory exercise in physi-

cal education, an opinion which agrees with the

views of my friend Rosenthal, when he says, in his

report to the International Congress of Physical

Education, that physical education can only be given

to subjects who know how to breathe, and also when
he asserts that "a regular functioning of the viscera

must necessarily precede muscular training and the

practice of sports."

It appears that the necessity of learning to breathe
properly has occupied the attention of mankind for

a long time, for the Chinese three thousand years

before the Christian era established a method of
respiratory gymnastics in Cong-Fou, their system
of gymnastics. According to this method three

varieties of breathing were taught : First, inspiration

and expiration through the mouth
;
secondly, inspira-

tion and expiration through the nose, and thirdly,

inspiration through the nose and expiration through
the mouth. The Chinese teachers were convinced
that in this manner an equilibrium was effected be-

tween atmospheric pressure and the circulation, or,

as they express it, "between the pressure of the

atmosphere, the blood, the humors, and the resistance

caused by the force of gravity."

Later on, the Brahmans employed retention of the

breath, according to the rules of Manon, which is a
respiratory exercise designed to increase the warmth
of the interior of the body, augment the capacity of

the chest, strengthen the respiratory organs, purify

the lungs from their impurities, and enlarge the

pores of the skin, thus permitting of more intensive

transpiration. They stated that the respiratory

movements purified the mouth, pharynx, chest, stom-
ach and intestines, and counteracted yawning, hic-

cough, cough, asthma, gastritis, and enteritis.

The Greeks and Romans made use of respiratory

exercises to regulate the respiration of their athletes

during physical training. Among these exercises

they differentiated two varieties of movements, those

planned to exercise the upper part of the chest, and
others for the lower part. Inspiration began with
a slow movement of short duration, becoming pro-

gressively more vigorous and prolonged
;
expiration

which closed the exercise, was also gradually pro-

longed, though to a lesser extent. In order to im-

prove the execution of these exercises chest and ab-

domen were compressed, according to Oribase, by
means of a cloth in the form of a belt. Galien dis-

tinguished even four varieties of retention of the

breath, according to the behavior of the abdominal
muscles, which were either in a state of mild ten-

sion, or relaxed or at rest, or under the same degree

of tension as the diaphragm, or strongly contracted

with the diaphragm relaxed.

The gymnastic method of Ling has brought about

a considerable modification in respiratory training

through rational development of those muscles which
govern respiratory movements. This method has

demonstrated that by appropriate muscular exercises

we obtain not only an increase in the synergy of the

contractions of thoracic and spinal muscles, but also

a regularization of the respiratory rhythm, and thus

a greater expansion of the thorax, which is char-

acteristic of normal inspiration, properly carried out.

Now one can easily understand why respiratory

exercises have found a constant place in the Swed-
ish program of physical education. If carried out

regularly and in a correct manner, respiratory exer-

cises become a reliable means of preventing mus-
cular fatigue during the different physical exer-

cises, and, on the other hand, they prepare the mus-
cles for other more strenuous exercises, such as

sports and fights. We can, therefore, affirm that

respiratory exercises are at the same time creating

and stimulating muscular force in physical educa-
tion. They increase the respiratory area, permit the

introduction of a greater quantity of oxygen and
thus bring about a more perfect oxygenation of the

blood in the pulmonary capillaries. But in order
that these respiratory exercises may be able to per-

form their role of stimulants to muscular force, it

is necessary that they conform to physiological

principles, according to Rosenthal, and with rh3rth-

mic principles according to Vuillemin. They must
be voluntary and, according to Guermonprez, car-

ried out methodically and with persistence.

In examining respiration from the anatomical and
physiological points of view, one finds that it is

regulated by two different muscular groups, the in-

spiratory and the expiratory muscles. These two
muscular groups contract periodically according to
their inherent function, and, on account' of the law
of antagonism, they create the respiratory rhythm,
which is so necessary for the constant exchanges of
the fundamental constituents of our respiration.

From this it necessarily follows that the respiratory

function itself depends upon the harmony of the

antagonistic action of these two muscular groups and
of their rational training. Physiologists have al-

ready noted that of the two periods of ordinary
respiration, inspiration alone is an active process
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and required only few muscular contractions, and
often none at all, for expiration is only a simple re-

turn of the thoracic organs to their original state, and
expiratory muscles become active only during deep
or forced respiration. In this way, whatever the
amplitude of respiration, the inspiratory muscles are
required in order to dilate the thorax and t(j cause
the entry of fresh air. Thus the work of the in-

spiratory muscles is an active function. According
to physiologists, the respiratory muscles may be
grouped from a physiological point of view in the
following manner

:

1. In ordinary inspiration.—The inspiratory mus-
cles thrown into action are the diaphragm, the

scalenes, and the intercostal muscles.

2. In deep or forced inspiration.—The inspiratory

muscles are divided into three categories : those of
the trunk and neck ; the sternocleidomastoid, the tra-

pezius, the rhomboids, the latissimus dorsi, the ser-

ratus posterior, the serratus magnus, the spinal mus-
cles, and the pectoralis minor. Those of the face

:

the dilator nasi and alie nasi muscles, and the dila-

tors of the palpebral and oral orifices
;
finally, those

of the larynx: the sternohyoid, the sternothyroid,

the posterior cricoarytenoid, and the thyroarytenoid.

3. In ordinary expiration.—The action of the ex-

piratory muscles is passive, the thorax returning to

the starting point.

4. In deep or forced expiration.—Here we find

on the contrary the muscles of the abdominal wall,

the triangularis sterni, the serratus posterior in-

ferior, and the quadratus lumborum.
Thus inspiration, and especially deep inspiration,

requires a far greater number of muscles than forced

expiration, for in deep inspiration the lungs attain

their maximum development. So great is their im-
portance for respiration that without judicial train-

ing the vital function of our very existence expe-
riences a notable deficiency.

Now by what means could the inspiratory muscles

be rendered more efiicient, if not by the educational

exercises of gymnastics? It is evident that only

rational physical exercises can efficiently train the

contractions of these muscles and endow them with

the force necessary to increase the dimensions of

the thorax and thus also the respiratory capacity.

The impressive list of respiratory muscles given

above suffices in itself to demonstrate once more the

important part played by educational exercises in

respiratory gymnastics. It also proves that without

appropriate training of these muscles respiration

cannot be educated in a rational manner.
Among these muscles some occupy a preponderant

position on account of their anatomical situation,

such as the diaphragm, the intercostal muscles, the

serrati, and the rhomboids. But in respiratory

gymnastics all muscles participate equally in the

establishment of the respiratory function. If it is

desired to evolve an efifective training of the muscles

of respiration, one is, therefore, forced to exercise

them all together by appropriate and progressive

movements. Those exercises which permit the at-

tainment of this aim, form part of the method of

educational gymnastics, and every practitioner of

physiotherapeutics possesses the means of utilizing

them according to his own scientific conception.

One need only take into account the anatomical dis-

tribution of insi)iratory and expiratory muscles and
their physiological action in the process of resj)ira-

tion in order to institute corresponding exercises
aimed at obtaining synergic and coordinated action
of these mu.scles.

It is quite erroneous to presume that physical
education of the two antagonistic groups of respira-
tory muscles results from forced overaction of
the expirators, as brought about in exercises with
spirometers. Such exercises increase the mus-
cular tonicity of the expiratory muscles at the cost
of the inspiratory muscles. They neglect the very
principle of that harmony which must always reign
between the two chief groups of respiratory muscles.
Further, they fail to take into consideration the pre-
dominant action of the inspiratory muscles and they
merely bring about a respiration which, if not ac-
tually wrong, is certainly incomplete. Without de-
scribing the error of suppressing nasal resi)iration

we would point out that spirometry efi'ects a faulty
training of the expirators and transforms ordinary
passive expiration into forced expiration; for, once
the expirators have established the habit of dominat-
ing the inspiratory muscles, they will function ac-
tively even wlien they should remain at rest. How-
ever ingenious the construction of s])irometers, I

am of the opinion that these instruments are only
a means of control and represent neither a method
of education nor of reeducation of the respiratory
function. Alone, physical exercises of the muscles
constitute the outfit for gymnastic respiratory move-
ments

;
spirometers can only serve to control the re-

sults obtained. However, since the respiratory act
comprises yet other organs in addition to the lung^;,

nose and larynx, it is therefore necessary, for the
perfect training of respiration, to secure equal par-
ticipation of the muscles cited above, which effect
the movement of air through nose and larynx. To
this end song and recitation may render useful serv-
ices. However, it would be a serious error to pre-
tend that singing alone sufficed to develop the
respiratory function. Laryngologists, especially
those experienced in the treatment of singers, realize
clearly the important role played by physical exer-
cises. In order to combat faulty breathing in sing-
ers, Dr. Marchal de Calvi in 1854 insisted on exer-
cises composed of movements of the arms, should-
ers, trunk, etc., followed by respiratory exercises
consisting of twenty to thirty slow and deep respira-
tions two or three times a day.
The physical exercises which we utilize in respira-

tory gymnastics follow closely those described by
Prof. Guermonprez, Desfosses, Santon, Lefebvre.
Vuillemin, Lagrange, Gommaertz, and Gunzbourg.
and the military regulations on gymnastic instruc-
tion, and also Laboure and many other authors who
have investigated the physical education of respira-
tion. The methods employed by all these observers
are similar in their outlines, they only diflfer in the
intensity and duration of some exercises, and also
in the personal preferences of each author for cer-

tain movements. This explains to a certain degree
why we do not possess a single method of respira-
tory gymnastics ; and also why these methods, while
appearing to differ with each author, yet represent
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in principle the same physical exercises aiming at

the same results. Just as educational exercises are

carried out with the participation of the will of the

individual, so respiratory gymnastics must equally

be willed, all the more so since we are dealing with

one of the vital functions of our life.

To sum up our conclusions in a few words : First

of all, if respiratory exercises are indispensible for

the profitable execution of the exercises of physical

education, then they assume a preponderating role

in respiratory gymnastics, in fact they constitute

their basis. Further, of the two phases of respira-

tion, inspiration is the active mode and is accom-
plished by means of a powerful group of muscles,

the action of which can only be trained by a series

of rational physical exercises. Their aim is to en-

large the thorax and, consequently, to increase

the supply of oxygen which is indispensable for the

metabolism of our body. Finally, since inspired air

must be approximately at body temperature, it is

necessary that the air should enter through the nose

and without the intermediation of any form of

apparatus. With regard to spirometers, it has
been shown that they can only serve to control the

results obtained, but they can in no way be used for

respiratory education. The latter can only be
achieved when by conscious eflfort those muscles are

trained which govern the respiratory function.

Respiratory exercises, therefore, must be voluntary

;

further, they must bring about deep inspiration, and,

finally, they must be nasal in nature. These three

principles constitute the basis of all respiratory

gymnastics.
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Aspergillosis and Pulmonary Pseudotuberculosis

By VINCENT ANTHONY LAPENTA, M. D.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Diseases caused by parasitic and pathogenic

phytomycetes have seldom received the attention that

they really deserve. With the exception of blasto-

mycosis, which has been very extensively studied,

especially in America (1), the diseases caused by
other fungi have received scant attention. This is

no doubt due to their comparative rarity, although

this rarity is in no small degree dependent on the

nonrecognition of these infections. It is the pur-

pose of this contribution to treat of the lesions caused

by fungi of the genus aspergillus.

Hyphomycetes are closely related to the higher

algae. Phylogenetically they belong to the order that

have lost their chlorophyl, thus being obliged to lead

a saprophytic and parasitic mode of life. Reproduc-
tion is usually asexual, although occasionally sex

conjugation seems to be necessary to insure the sta-

bility of the dififerent species of aspergillus.

Aspergillus malignus has been found often in the

ear of man causing a persistent and painful otitis

with loss of hearing. The Aspergillus pictor is found
as the cause of certain chronic skin diseases that are

very common in South America. Aspergillus fumi-
gatus is the one species we are mainly concerned
with, since it is equally dif¥used throughout the

world. It produces a typical pseudotuberculosis in

animals and man. The lesions produced by it closely

resemble those of fibroid tuberculosis. Renon (2)
who has studied the subject very extensively, finds

that the disease is often transmitted to man from
pigeons and parrots, since the disease is exceptionally

common in pigeon crammers. The disease is also

common in hair combers, who use rye flour to re-

move grease from the hair.

ASPERGILLAR PSEUDOTUBERCULOSIS.

In its pathogenicity the Aspergillus fumigatus re-

sembles very closely the Bacillus tuberculosis. The
histological lesions caused by it in all tissues closely

resemble the typical tubercle. Greggio (3) who has

made a most exhaustive study of aspergillosis and
whose histological researches are undoubtedly the

most complete, has shov/n that both in histological

picture and clinical course, the disease closely re-

sembles tuberculosis. This particularly is true when
pulmonary tissue is involved.

The cases of pulmonary aspergillosis that have
come under my observation so typically resemble
tuberculosis that each one had been diagnosed and
treated as such. The very basis for this contribu-

tion rests in the fact that these cases of aspergillosis

quickly respond to treatment. When untreated they
become progressively worse and, terminally, are often

associated with tuberculosis. The tuberculous in-

fection supervenes secondarily and is much favored
both by the systemic and local lowering of resistance,

due to the aspergillus and its toxin. It is evident that

it is of great importance to diagnose these cases of
aspergillosis before the supervening of tuberculosis,

and when treatment ordinarily results in clinical

cures.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PAR.\SITES.

Aspergillus fumigatus grows readily on all labora-

tory media, and especially well upon potato and
bread. For its study, Raulin's medium is to be pre-

ferred. In our own investigations, we have found
a solid medium containing all the elements of the
Raulin liquid to be preferable. The medium is pre-

pared according to the following formula

:

Grams
Water ISOO
Saccharose 70
Tartaric acid 4
Ammonium nitrate 4
Ammonium phosphate 0.6
Potassium carbonate 0.6
Magnesium carbonate 0.4
Ammonium sulphate 0.25
Zinc sulphate 0.07
Iron sulphate 0.07
Potassium citrate 0.07
Agar-agar 18

Generally after the third day colonies appear as
white stellate or round points which rapidly increase
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in circumference. Soon a greenish color a])pears

throughout the culture and in ten to twelve days it

takes on a smoky appearance. The mycelium is well

defined and it appears on culture as a dense velvety

mass.

Tlie fructification heads are crowned with sterig-

FiG. 1.—Cultures of Aspergillus fumigatus, seven days old.

mata which are surrounded with spores. The spores

are about three microns in size, many of them being

considerably smaller. The average size of the fruc-

tification head is from twenty to thirty microns and
that of the hyphje about fifteen microns. The spores

Kk;. 2.—Cultures of Aspergillus fumigatus, ten days old.

are gram positive, but the hyphae and the mycelium

. are distinctly negative.

The importance of carefully examining the spu-

tum for aspergillus is obvious. In the routine ex-

amination for Bacillus tuberculosis the presence of
the Aspergillus fumigatus will often escape detec-

tion. We advise a separate examination made by
treating some of the thick ])()rtion of the sputum
v.'ith a ten per cent, solution of sodium hydroxide for
three minutes. A smear is then made and examined
wet under the one sixth objective.

The hypha; and mycelium and fructification heads
can often be easily found. The thin smears, after

heat fixation, can ht stained by Gram's method and
examined with oil immersion with one twelfth ob-
jective, for finer study. In the presence of negative
findings at investigation, cultural examinations are
advised, as sometimes the sputum will only contain
the spores.

SYMPTOMATOLOGY OF ASPERGILLOSIS.

The symptomatology of this disease varies from
that of acute mycoid bronchopneumonia to that of

the chronic tuberculosis. In this chronic type the
symptoms are a close parallel to tuberculosis. There
is emaciation, mild night fever, with sweat, cough,
etc. In nearly every case there is at times some

Fig. 3.—Appearance of parasite under one twelfth oil immersion-
objective.

bloody sputum. If an ulcerative process of sufficient

size is established, large pulmonary hemorrhages can
result, as in the ulcerative type of phthisis.

This parasite can also give rise to a very acute

type of bronchopneumonia. The patient exhibits all

the signs of a grave infection. The prostration is

far more grave than in any other type of broncho-

pneumonia. This is entirely due to the aspergillus

toxin, which causes the phenomenon in animals.

Cecci and Besta (4) isolated a thermostabile toxin

from the aspergillus, which was not destroyed until

subjected to a temperature of 120° C. The inocu-

lation of this toxin in suitable laboratory animals,

especially rabbits, dogs and guineapigs, produced
severe prostration and tetanic and paralytic convul-

sions. If the dose is large enough it causes death

within a few hours.

TREATMENT.

The necessity of early diagnosis of pulmonary
aspergillosis is evident from the fact that, in the
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absence of complications from concomitant tubercu-

losis, the disease can be rapidly cured by appropriate

treatment. The importance of eradicating an infec-

tion of this type cannot be overestimated, since its

continuation usually leads to tuberculosis.

Iodine seems to be specifically destructive to the life

of the aspergillus. It undoubtedly also serves to

cause absorption of the infiltration caused by the

infection. We have employed it in the form of the

iodides of potassium and sodium, by mouth and by
intravenous injection. For the intravenous treat-

ment, sodium iodide, in doses of one or two grams,
in twenty-five c. c. of saline solution (properly steri-

lized and filtered) is recommended. Proper hygienic

measures should not be neglected and absolute rest

from work is essential. The nutrition of the patient

must be encouraged and such treatments as may be

demanded by symptoms (cough, anemia, emaciation,

etc.) should not be neglected.

Under the administration of the iodides, in the

cases we have treated, the infection has cleared up in

the course of four or five weeks. Of five patients

treated three have remained well for over two years.

In the remaining two there have been recurrences

after a few months. One of these cases was compli-
cated by tuberculosis. This patient had a recurrence
in about eight months after the aspergillus had dis-

appeared from sputum. He responded to treat-

ment quickly and gained about thirty-five pounds.
Tubercle bacilli were present in his sputum in large

numbers at the time that he came under observation
for the aspergillosis. No bacilli whatever have been
found for nearly a year. The effect on his tuber-
culous infection must have resulted from the general
amelioration of his health with enhanced immunity,

as the treatment could not have specifically combated
the tuberculosis. The other recurrent case, which
was uncomplicated by tuberculosis, seemed to be

resistant to treatment, as the patient had three re-

currences in one year in spite of energetic iodide

therapy. The resistance of the infection led us to

use, in addition to iodide therapy, a saline extract

of aspergillus culture. With the use of this agent, in

addition to iodides, the patient improved very
rapidly. The parasite had not reappeared in the

sputum and there was no recurrence of symptoms
at the time of last observations, nine months after

treatment. No opinion is offered as to the therapeu-

tic value of an antigen prepared from the asper-

gillus culture, since the result obtained in this case

may have been entirely due to the energetic iodide

therapy.

The early recognition and treatment of this infec-

tion, which is not as rare as usually believed, is of

great importance in its relationship to tuberculosis.

The necessity of sputum examinations in all sus-

picious cases for the detection of the Aspergillus

fumigatus is therefore obvious.
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Practical Points in the Treatment of Pulmonary Hemorrhage
By H. SCHWATT, M. D.,

New York,

Associate Physician, Tuberculosis Division, Montefiore Hospital for Chronic Diseases and Bedford Sanatorium.

Of the symptoms of pulmonary tuberculosis

there is none more alarming to the patient, his fam-
ily, and occasionally to the practitioner, than a severe

hemorrhage. The presence of even small amounts
of blood in the expectoration, particularly for the

first time, is frequently sufficient to arouse the wild-

est fears. The time honored treatment, which I

shall describe presently, is such as to intensify the

fear of impending doom. However, in spite of the

formidable picture presented by a severe hemo-
ptysis and the large amounts of blood sometimes
lost by the patient, it is rarely the immediate cause

of death, probably not more than one in a thousand
deaths from the disease being caused by this com-
plication.

Although hemoptysis may be due to a great vari-

ety of causes pulmonary tuberculosis is its most
frequent one. It may be the first symptom to call

attention to the presence of a hitherto unsuspected

*Read before the Bronx County Medical Society, June 6, 1921.

tuberculous lesion and in one to which the majority
of the tuberculous are subject at' one time or another
in the course of the disease, apparently without re-

gard to the duration, nature and extent of the lesion

and independently of subjective symptoms.
In the progression of a tuberculous lesion from

infiltration to necrosis and liquefaction the vessels

undergo an obliterating endarteritis. Otherwise
hemoptysis would be more frequent and more se-

vere. In some cases, however, the processes of

caseation and liquefaction go on so rapidly that

rupture due to the breaking down of a tubercle in

the vessel wall occurs before it undergoes throm-
bosis, and bleeding of varying intensity takes place

with the expulsion of necrotic tissue.

In other cases the vessels resist the necrotic

process and with the destruction of pulmonary tis-

sue remain as patulous vessels traversing, or run-
ning along the walls of a cavity. The support of
the pulmonary tissue removed they may undergo
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aneurysmal dilatation and rupture and thus become
the most frequent cause of severe, profuse and oc-

casionally fatal hemorrhage. Slight and sometimes
prolonged bleeding may result from an exudative

inflammation or collateral hy])eremia, or from
minute oozing vessels in the cnvity wall.

The amount of the bleeding depends on the size

of the vessel involved and the extent of the rupture

in its wall. It may begin with very small quantities

of pure blood or intimately mixed with sputum, or

with streaks or specks of blood to be followed

shortly or within varying periods by severe and
profuse hemoptysis. It may be ushered in sud-

denly with large amounts coming up into the mouth
as fast as the patient can expectorate, in severe

cases overflowing the bronchial tree and sometimes

causing immediate death by drowning. In very

weak, cachectic patients without strength to expel

the blood by coughing it may trickle down the throat

and cause death by su Avocation without much out-

ward evidence of severe hemorrhage.

Systematic writers have classified hemorrhage
into several types based upon the underlying ])ath-

ological process. From the viewpoint of treatment

such a dififerentiation is quite impracticable and of

no importance; neither is the recognition of the ex-

tent and character of the lesron which it is anyhow
inexpedient to determine by physical examination

until the likelihood of recurrence of the bleeding

has subsided, unless it is for the urgent purpose

of collapsing the offending lung by artificial pneu-

mothorax.
The mildness of onset is not an indication of

the course the hemon-hage is likely to pursue, hence

even slight blood spitting should be looked upon as

a danger signal. The bleeding may check itself

promptly by the formation of a clot and repair of

the ruptured vessel wall. There may be a temporary
cessation followed by recurrences as a result of re-

peated dislodgments of the clot. The expectora-

tion of clots or bloodstained sputum may persist

for an indefinite period after the active hemorrhage
has stopped, or it may continue for days and even

weeks with gradual exhaustion of the patient and
the onset of complications leading to exitus.

We have been taught that the determining in-

fluences in the causation of hemorrhage are one or

another form of physical and even mental over-

exertion, trauma, excessive laughter and even

sneezing, coughing, high blood pressure, increased

amount of fluid in the body, and atmospheric con-

ditions. A careful analysis regarding exercise pre-

ceding the onset of hemorrhage shows that there is

very little, if any, connection between everyday

physical exertion and hemoptysis. The greatest

proportion of hemorrhages have their onset while

the patient has been at more or less complete rest

and even during profound sleep or after negligible

body movements. Excessive cough and similar

respiratory exertions which increase the intrapul-

monary pressure are the most important factors in

determining the onset of hemoptysis.

Premonitory subjective symptoms are, as a rule,

entirely absent. Some patients complain of pain

and oppression in the chest before the onset of

hemoptysis. Objectively, there is frequently in-

creased activity with signs of breaking down of

the lesion.

Taking up the more immediate subject of this

paper, the management and treatment of hemor-
rhage it must be admitted that we have made little

I)rogress in this direction. Tlie therapeutics of this

comj>lication is still Ijased largely upon unsystem-
atized and haphazard clinical observations and theo-

retical conceptions, judging by what one reads in the

literature and sees in practice.

Since cessation of hemorrhage results from the

formation of a clot in the ruptured vessel wall and
its organization, the indications for treatment con-
sist primarily in controlling all factors which would
tend to dislodge the clot, 'i'his we seek to accom-
plish by lowering the pulmonary blood pressure,

preventmg its increase, and by increasing the

coagulability of the blood. Further indications are
to prevent asphyxia by the aspiration of large quan-
tities of blood and by insufiicient expectoration, to

guard against syncope and shock and to prevent
such complications as atelectasis and aspiration

pneumonia.
The treatment most usually exhibited in private

practice is the classical immobilization treatment.

The patient is placed flat on his back without a pil-

low and occasionally with the foot of the bed or

the lower extremities raised. He is warned against

changing this position, forbidden to turn his head
or lift a finger. He is directed not to speak at all

or not above a whisper. He is doled out numerous
drugs, singly, in combination or in rotation. Food
is administered in homeopathic doses for fear that

the efforts of mastication and swallowing will in-

crease or renew the bleeding. More frequently he
is starved for days. We frequently find the patient

in a pool of blood with the blcjod soaked clothes not

removed or changed for fear of dire consequences.

He is occasionally kept flat on his back not only

during the period of active bleeding but for weeks
thereafter.

The picture presented by a patient under this

regime of hysterical fear is a truly deplorable and
gloomy one. The treatment is based upon time

honored, erroneous theories of the effect of or-

dinary body movements and respiratory excursions

upon the systemic and pulmonary blood pressures.

According to our present physiological knowl-
edge there is no basis for assuming that the mod-
erate body movements of everyday life have any
influence in raising the pulmonary blood pressure

so as to promote hemorrhage. This is particularly

true of such movements as are likely to be under-
taken by a patient during active hemoptysis even
without medical instruction. Even if it is admitted
that ordinary body movements increase the systemic

pressure it has been shown conclusively tlaat the

two circulations are relatively independent and that

considerable variations in pressure in the systemic

have only a slight or no effect upon the pressure in

the pulmonary circulation.

We do not believe that complete immobilization

is necessary and that it serves to lessen the bleed-

ing or to prevent its recurrence. As a matter of

fact it increases the danger of some of the more
serious complications.
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While the bleeding is active the patient should of

course not be permitted any undue exertion. The

clothing, however, may be carefully removed and

the patient placed comfortably in bed, preferably

in a semirccumbent position. The flat-on-the-back

position may be indicated in cases with symptoms

of cerebral anemia and collapse due to exsanguina-

tion. In the usual case the semirccumbent or even

sitting position relieves the cough, facilitates rais-

ing the blood with the least amount of expulsive

effort and the administration of medicaments and

nourishment, and is less distressing to the patient

physically and mentally. After the active bleeding

has stopped the patient may be permitted more and

more freedom of movement. Rest in bed should

be continued for eight days or longer, depending

upon the severity of the hemorrhage, after the com-

plete disappearance of blood stained sputum. In

some cases of long continued blood spitting after a

hemorrhage it is surprising how promptly it dis-

appears on getting the patient out of bed.

Another tradition in the treatment of pulmonary

hemorrhage that should be completely discarded

along with the strict immobilization treatment is the

use of morphine. The indication for allaying ex-

cessive cough, which is of directly harmful influ-

ence by raising pulmonary blood pressure and in-

creasing respiratory excursions and thus preventing

the formation and organization of the clot in the

ruptured vessel wall, and which is the only excuse

for using any narcotics, should be met by drugs

which do not prevent the patient from relieving

himself of the accumulating blood and pulmonary

secretions. Codeine, heroin and dionin are just as

effective and do not interfere with free and easy

expectoration. There is no physiological basis for

assuming that morphine except in excessive doses

lowers the pulmonary blood pressure.

Strict immobilization and the indiscriminate use

of morphine are the principal causes of hypostatic

congestion, atelectasis and bronchopneumonia, com-

plications more serious than the hemorrhage itself.

If the patient is nervous and restless the bromides,

which in addition to their sedative effect probably

increase the coagulability of the blood, may be em-
ployed.

What shall we say of the ice bag which often

leaks and chills the patient, and of the swallowing

of ice? The effect of the first is supposed to be a

lessening of the excited heart activity, if applied

over the precordium and of some hypothetical in-

fluence on the hemorrhage itself if placed on that

part of the chest which corresponds to the bleeding

area. As a matter of fact it is extremely doubtful

that it serves any purpose other than to immobilize

the patient. That the application of cold in this

manner can have any effect whatsoever either

directly or indirectly on the bleeding vessel is mere
unfounded conjecture. The internal administration

of ice may serve to relieve thirst after the loss of

exces.sive amounts of blood. If taken in excess, as

is so frequently the case, it produces unpleasant

gastric disturbances. It has been shown that irrita-

tion of the gastric and intestinal mucosa by cold

produces a reflex dilatation of the pulmonary ves-

sels. If so the ice would be rather contraindicated.

DRUGS.

The number of drugs which have been recom-

mended from time to time for the control of pul-

monary hemorrhage is legion. There is hardly one

that is highly praised by one authority that is not

condemned by another as either of no value or as

distinctly harmful. At the Monlefiore Hospital

every rational drug therapy has been applied at one

time or another and discarded. We are still in

search of a drug which would have an unmistak-

able effect in stopping hemorrhage.

The use of practically all of these remedies is

based largely upon unfounded claims of their ef-

fect upon the pulmonary blood pressure and on the

coagulability of the blood.

One of the oldest remedies is table salt. All that

may be said is that it is as efficacious as any other

and much less harmful than a great many. It is

given in doses of one to three drams five or six

times a day during the period of active bleeding,

preferably dissolved in water and administered

through a drinking tube, the opening of which is

placed as far back on the tongue as possible without

causing gagging. It may also be given intravenously

with good results in the form of a ten per cent,

warm hypotonic solution in doses of two to ten

c.c. The addition of two hundredths of one per cent,

solution of calcium chloride is supposed to increase

its efficacy. Care must be taken not to inject any

of the solution into the subcutaneous tissue, since

even a drop will cause severe pain. Sodium bro-

mide in doses of thirty grains three times a day may
be given instead of the salt, particularly if a seda-

tive is indicated. Salt undoubtedly increases the

coagulability of the blood temporarily.

Ergot and digitalis raise the pulmonary pressure

and adrenalin has a strongly stimulating effect on

the heart; they are therefore distinctly harmful.

Amyl nitrite, extensively used in the past and still

recommended along with some other useless or

harmful drugs in our textbooks, has no longer a

rational place in the treatment of hemoptysis, since

it has been definitely shown that it raises the pul-

monary pressure, though it lowers the systemic.

In view of the fact that in the majority of cases

of chronic phthisis the blood pressure is low one

wonders at the rationale of the administration of

drugs tending to lower it still more, and particularly

since it is fairly certain that blood pressure is with-

out influence on the frequency and intensity of

hemoptysis.

Lead acetate, stypticin, calcium chloride and gela-

tin are harmless but without any therapeutic value.

The inhalation of chloroform has been said to

l)e the most effective agent for lowering pulmonary
blood pressure but has gained no recognition. De-
fibrinated horse serum or that of some other ani-

mal including the human to increase the coagula-

bility of the blood is still quite frequently used in

private practice but has absolutely no value.

Emetine hydrochloride hypodermically in doses of

one half to three quarters gr. in one c.c. of water
has been highly recommended of late. In some
cases it acts rapidly. It is especially useful in cases

not far advanced. In weak patients with low blood
pressure the smaller, in those with a pressure over
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130 the larger doses should be used. In severe cases
two or three injections may be given. The effect
is probably due to lessening of pulmonary con-
gestion.

More recently camphor in oil lias been recom-
mended. We give it subcutaneously (in the outer
aspect of the thigh) in doses of three c.c. of a
twenty per cent, or ten c.c. of a ten per cent, solu-
tion. In what way it produces its effects is prob-
lematical. At Montefiore Hospital we have tried
it and found it wanting. Some patients react un-
favorably to camphor with vomiting, cramps,
headache and syncope. This occurs particularly in

hysterical and fever cases.

Tying the extremities is another old remedy,
little employed at present but well worth trying in
severe and uncontrollable hemorrhage. The ex-
tremities are rapidly bandaged, taking care that the
pulse remains palpable and that not too much dis-
comfort is caused. The effect is probably the re-

sult of changes in the osmotic relations of the bodv
by abstraction of fluids from the tissues and with
it of thrombokinase from the parenchyma into the
blood, causing an increased coagulability and also
a decrease of the pulmonary blood pressure.
Some of the more unusual methods proposed

have been venesection, sandbags applied to the
bleeding side, strapping it with adhesive plaster,

leeches applied to the buttocks. Extract of blood
platelets, defibrinated exudates occurring in tuber-
culous peritonitis and pleuritis, pituitary extract,
splenic and hepatic extracts, tannate of quinine,
nauseating doses of ipecac, tartar emetic, pantopon
and a great many of the other drugs of the pharma-
copceia have been put forward as panaceas for hemo-
ptysis. It is needless to say that all of them are
either entirely useless or distinctly harmful.
The most efficacious treatment in severe hemop-

tysis is undoubtedly the artificial collapse of the
bleeding lung by inducing a pneumothorax, pro-
vided we are successful in finding a lung sufficiently

free from adhesions to permit of collapse or at least

of that part which is the source of the bleeding and
most important of all if we can determine with
certainty the bleeding side. This is not always def-
initely possible.

The diet in severe cases should be carefully reg-
ulated. The frequent practice of permitting no food
for days only weakens the patient. There is every
reason for a hemorrhage patient to receive nourish-
ment. Solids should be interdicted and the intake
of fluids restricted during active bleeding. The
nourishment should be neither hot nor ice cold but
lukewarm and should consist of soft, semiliquid
foods such as milk in small quantities, cereals, soft
boiled eggs, jellies and gelatins. No effort should
be made to move the bowels for a few days after
the active hemorrhage has ceased. Later mild laxa-
tives may be administered.

SUMMARY.

The rational treatment of hemorrhage should be
based upon the following

:

1. No matter how severe the bleeding it is rarely
immediately fatal.

2. The great majority of hemorrhages are self-

limited through the inherent tendency of the organ-
ism to effect a spontaneous control by changes in

blood pressure, by increase in the coagulability of
the blood, by contraction of vessels and by thrombus
formation.

3. The undisturbed forces of nature are more
effective and less harmful in controlling the bleed-
ing than any drug therapy.

4. The classical immobilization treatment and the
use of morphine do a great deal more harm than
good and are the causes of complications more dan-
gerous than an untreated hemorrhage.

5. There is no drug or other treatment except
artificial pneumothorax that can be said to stop a
hemorrhage.

6. The principal function of the physician is to

reassure the patient, to allay mental excitement, to
lessen excessive cough, to place the patient in a
comfortable position at reasonable bodilv rest and
to avoid meddlesome therapy.

6. AA^e are justified in employing those drugs and
remedies which are known to have no harmful ef-

fects.

1215 M.\DISOX AVEXUE.

The Significance of Tracheobronchial Node Tuberculosis and
Its Diagnosis

By LOUIS FRISCHMAN, M. D.,

New York.

By way of introduction, let us consider the nota-

ble differences, clinically and pathologically, be-

tween pulmonary tuberculosis in children and in

adults. In children and infants pulmonary tuber-

culosis is accompanied by enlargement and casea-

tion of the intrapulmonary bronchial and tracheal

lymph nodes. The lesion is not partial to the apices,

but occurs almost with equal frequency in all the

lobes ; there is little tendencv for encapsulation by

fibrous tissue, and cavitation is far less frequent

than in adults. Dissemination of tubercle bacilli

occurs frequently, with the setting up of processes

in the meninges, spleen and other tissues. In adults,

we find the point of predilection almost invariably

in the apices, the disease tends to assume a chronic

course, fibrous infiltration is quite frequent, and
in advanced cases, cavitation is common. General

dissemination from the limgs to the meninges, spleen,
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or other organs is not common, except in the miliary

type, or in the terminal stage of the disease. The
usual method of healing in children is by calcifica-

tion ; in adults by fibrosis.

RELATION OF THE PULMONARY FOCUS TO THE LESIONS
IN THE TRACHEOBRONCHIAL NODES.

Ghon has shown the almost constant association

of pulmonary lesions in children with lesions of the
tracheobronchial nodes. He concludes that the pul-

monary focus is primary, and the lymphatic foci

secondary, for the following reasons : First, gross
tubercle in the tracheobronchial nodes is never ob-
servable unless gross tubercle is present in the lungs

also. This is a rather sweeping statement, and needs
further corroboration. Secondly, the changes in the

lungs are always older than those in the nodes, e. g.,

the lesion in the lungs was frequently found at

autopsy to be encapsulated, while the nodes showed
a less advanced stage of progress. Allen Krause,
however, believes that tracheobronchial node tuber-

culosis can precede the pulmonary lesion and even
exist independently of the latter. With this end in

view, he inoculated guineapigs with an attenuated

strain of tubercle bacilli, and while the tracheo-

bronchial glands became tuberculous, he found not

the slightest evidence of tuberculosis in the lungs.

TUBERCULOSIS IN ADULTS.

Tuberculous lesions of the lungs may be separated
into two sharply defined groups : First, apical

lesions, which tend to spread dil¥usely through the

tissues of the apex and are unaccompanied by casea-

tion and calcification of the regional lymph nodes.
This is the usual type of tuberculosis in adults. The
second type may be designated pulmonary focal

tuberculosis, for the lesion here is circumscribed,

does not choose the apex as the particular point of

attack, but the frequency with which it settles in the

various lobes is in direct ratio to the volume of these

lobes. Thus, in the right upper lobe it occurs with
the greatest frequency, then in the right and left

lower, then the left upper lobe, and least frequently

in the right middle lobe, this being the smallest of

all lobes. These lesions have the character and dis-

tribution of the circumscribed tuberculous lesions

which appear after the second year of life. They
rarely exceed one cm. in diameter. The smaller

nodules of perhaps one mm. diameter are found
only with great difficulty, even when they are cal-

cified and cast a shadow on the x ray plate. Atten-

tion to these is directed by the rather conspicuous
lesions in the lymph nodes, which may be found
caseous or calcified. In children, freshly caseous
focal lesions are predominant, whereas in adults the

nodules are more frequently found to be encap-

sulated or calcified. Nearly half of these lesions

are situated below the pleural surface, and fibrous

adhesions are not uncommon. This type of tuber-

culosis is designated by Opie as focal tuberculosis.

The incidence of focal tuberculosis increases after

the second year of life, is frequently fatal in early

childhood, but is rarely the cause of death after the

tenth year. Few individuals at the age of eighteen

have escaped this focal type of tuberculosis and
ninety-two per cent, of all adults possess lesions of

focal tul)erculosis.

THE REL.\TI0NSHIP OF PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS TO
TUBERCULOSIS OF THE REGIONAL LYMPH NODES.

When a localized focus of active or preexisting

tuberculous infection is found in one of the lobes

of the lungs, with few exceptions a similar lesion is

to be found in the tracheobronchial nodes. The
lesion of the lymphatic node is larger and more
readily found than the pulmonary lesion, and fre-

quently there is a chain of tuberculous nodes be-

ginning in the lungs, and extending along the cor-

responding bronchus to one or the other side of the

trachea. The tracheobronchial glands at the bifur-

cation of the trachea are first to be diseased, the

gland adjoining the right bronchus being the most
vulnerable. Infection in almost all who reach adult

life commences in childhood, and the tracheobron-
chial nodes are usually first involved.

Tuberculous pulmonary lesions in adults are then

of two types. First, apical tuberculosis, which is

unaccompanied by caseation of the regional lymph
nodes

; second, focal tuberculosis which, as we
have seen, is not particularly partial to the apex and
is accompanied by caseation or calcification of the

tracheobronchial nodes. Focal pulmonary tubercu-

losis of adults is identical with the tuberculosis of

childhood ; it occurs in ninety-two per cent, of all

adults ; it may be acquired between the ages of two
and ten, but in more than fifty per cent, between
ten and eighteen, while between the ages of eighteen

and thirty, at least eighty-five per cent, of all indi-

viduals have acquired focal tuberculous lesions.

This type exhibits the characteristics of a freshly

infected process by the evidence of massive tuber-

culosis of the regional lymph nodes.

THE RELATION OF APICAL TUBERCULOSIS OF ADULTS
TO FOCAL TUBERCULOSIS OF CHILDREN.

Apical lesions of the lung make their appearance
in late childhood and occur with increasing fre-

([uency from adolescence to old age. .\fter the tenth

year focal lesions are almost invariably encapsulated,

and latent or healed. Fatal tuberculosis after the

tenth year is, with few exceptions, apical in origin.

The apices are not only more susceptible later in life,

but once infected atTord less resistance to the ex-

tension of the lesion. Apical tuberculosis, in those

who have previously acquired a focal lesion, pursues

a chronic course, and in most instances becomes lat-

ent or healed. This suggests that apical cases which
have not undergone a previous focal tuberculous in-

fection may assume an unusually severe character.

Apical tuberculosis in adults is not the result of

juvenile tuberculosis, but is caused by a subsequent
infection, since it does not have its greatest inci-

dence in early adult life when focal infections ac-

c[uired in childhood are fresh and relatively active,

but is more common in later life, when the focal

lesions have in most cases become healed by calci-

fication.

It is held almost unanimously that the prepon-
derating amount of focal tuberculosis occurring in

childhood has its precursor in tracheobronchial lymph
node tuberculosis. Having considered the part the

tracheobronchial lymph nodes play in their relation-

ship with pulmonary tuberculosis, we now come to

the subject of diagnosis.
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DIAGNOSIS OF TRACHEOBRONCHIAL NODE
TUBERCULOSIS.

The following subjective signs are commonly ob-
served in the youthful victim : Anorexia, easy
fatigue, lassitude, irregular elevation of temperature,

and substernal pain, especially on deep breathing
and exercise. Infants with enlarged tracheobron-
chial glands present a very marked stridor as the

stenosis increases ; it is an expiratory stridor. Cough
ultimately sets in, and is paroxysmal in character

and brassy, not as severe as the cough of pertussis,

but suggestive of it. The cough is caused reflcxiy,

by pressure of the enlarged gland on the vagus
nerve. Constant pressure of the enlarged glands
may cause erosion of the bronchi, esophagus or

bloodvessels.

PHYSICAL SIGNS OF TRACHEOBRONCHIAL NODE
TUBERCULOSIS.

Inspection.—The child appears frail and puny,
and anemic. The tuberculin reaction is positive.

There are dilated veins over the anterior aspect of

the thorax in fifty per cent, of the cases. The face

may api^ear somewhat puffy. The expansion of the

apices may be unequal. In some cases the thyroid

cartilage instead of descending with each inspiration

remains stationary (sign of de la Camp).
Palpation.—In some cases there is tenderness over

the manubrium sterni. Tenderness is commonly

elicited by deep pressure over the upper dorsal

spines. This is known as Petruschky's sign, and
while no explanation thereof is available, it is of

great assistance in the diagnosis.

Percussion.—The change in the percussion note

at the paravertebral and vertebral lines is of doubt-

ful value, inasmuch as it requires a keen ear and a

still keener imagination to elicit it.

Auscultation.—Under normal circumstances the

tracheal respiratory sounds are audible up to the

level of the seventh cervical vertebra, but not below.

Should they be heard over the dorsal vertebrae, then

there is strong indication of enlarged tracheobron-

chial nodes. This is known as the sign of D'Espine.

As an auscultatory sign of tracheobronchial glandu-

lar enlargement there is probably none that exceeds
it in valvie.

There is a venous hum frequently audible over

the upper part of the sternum when the head is ex-

tended forcibly. This is the Eustice Smith sign,

and is diagnostic of tuberculous enlargement of the

glands in this region. Pressure upon the right jugu-

lar vein, or the vena azygos major, may be an ex-

planation of this phenomenon. This sign should be

diligently looked for when there is any constitutional

wasting present. In al)out fifty per cent, of cases

there is also whispered bronchophony over the thora-

cic vertebrae. ,

407 East 136th Street.

Laryngeal Tuberculosis*

By SAMUEL COHEN,
Philadelphia,

Instructor in Laryngology, Postgraduate School, and Assistant Instructor in Laryngology, Undergraduate School, I'niversity of

Pennsylvania; Assistant Laryngologist and Otologist to the Howard Hospital.

Tuberculosis is the most frequent chronic disease

of the larynx, and is almost always secondary to

some tuberculous deposit in the lung. The cases of

primary laryngeal tuberculosis are so rare and doubt-

ful as to be worthy of report and investigation. In

about twenty-five per cent, of all fatal cases of pul-

monary tuberculosis, the laryngeal picture forms the

saddest part of the last act in the horrible drama.
Laryngeal tuberculosis is important to the general

practitioner because it is often a means of making
an early diagnosis of pulmonary tuberculosis. (It

often shows before the pulmonary physical signs are

found.) Although pulmonary tuberculosis was
known in the time of Hippocrates, the laryngeal

affliction was first described by Petit in 1790. Laen-
nec in 1819 insisted on its tuberculous nature. Then
followed a distinguished list such as Trousseau,
Andral, Hasse, Rheiner, Virchow, and Heryng.
Heryng was the first who treated the ulcers by cur-

retage, followed by lactic acid.

The method of entrance of the tubercle bacillus

into the larynx has been a matter of great discus-

sion, and several theories are in vogue. 1. That the

infection is carried to the larynx by the lymphatic

•Read before the Medical League of Philadelphia.

or blood stream. 2. By direct infection through con-

tact with the tuberculous matter.

The majority of investigators favor the first

theory, I, however, feel that the direct contact theory

is probably the correct one for the following reasons

;

1. That when infection exists in Waldeyer's ring,

some of it drops and naturally falls in a straight

line. By examination of the position and structure

of the larynx one sees that it must fall into the pos-

terior part of the larynx (or arytenoid region), thus

explaining why laryngeal tuberculosis usually com-
mences in this area. 2. That the tuberculous sputum
passing over the laryngeal mucosa infects it. (The
idea advanced by Rheni and held by many laryn-

gologists today, that a special predilection exists in

the posterior part of the larynx for the tubercle

bacillus because of the delicacy of the epithelium in

that region, I believe erroneous.) The shape of the

larynx (the interarytenoid region, shaped like the

beak of a pitcher) causes fluids and other foreign

matter occasionally to come in contact with this re-

gion, but almost never touches the region of the

anterior commissure. 3. The fact that the posterior

part of the larynx is the musculoarticular cen-

tre goes to make this part of the larynx more prone
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to various abnormalities and injuries, and therefore

more susceptible to infection.

I believe that the statistics, which assert that

laryngeal involvement complicating pulmonary tu-

berculosis amounts to about twenty-five per cent, of

the cases, is far from right. It is our lack of train-

ing in diagnosing early cases, our being forced to

depend mainly upon our ocular findings, and that

in most cases of pulmonary tuberculosis, instead of

examining the larynx routinely, we examine it only

when symptoms pointing to this organ are present

;

all these combine to lessen the reported percentage

of laryngeal involvement in pulmonary tuberculosis.

Meyer, in histological examinations of larynges in

pulmonary cases that showed no laryngeal symp-
toms or ocular changes during life, found, how-
ever, that laryngeal tissue was tuberculous in five out

of six cases. symptoms.

The symptoms are both subjective and objective.

(It is the visualizing of the tubercle, its microscopic

and macroscopic pathology and growth that gives

us the keynote to the study of this disease through-
out the body and this holds good in the larynx as

well ) SUBJECTIVE.

Patients who know they have pulmonary phthi-

sis, and who present its general symptoms, will

usually complain of spells of hoarseness, inter-

mingled with spells of absolute freedom from any
vocal troubles. Gradually these attacks of hoarseness
lengthen, until they become a permanent feature, and
in the later stages of the disease, the voice is almost
completely gone, your patient speaking in a faint

whisper.

Cough is the most common symptom present,

because it is the one most frequently found in pul-

monary tuberculosis. In the later stages of laryn-

geal tuberculosis, the cough often becomes paroxys-
mal like that of pertussis or when a foreign body is

present in the larynx.

Pain, whether on using the voice or in swallowing,
is present in about half the cases. At first the pa-
tient complains of a tickling sensation in the throat,

which gradually becomes metamorphosed into genu-
ine pain. The pain in swallowing depends upon the
infiltration and ulceration of the epiglottis and ary-
tenoepiglottic folds. When the ulceration involves
the cartilages, tenderness over the larynx may be
present.

Dyspnea depends more often upon the lung in-

volvement than the laryngeal pathology. When it

does depend upon changes in the laryngeal mor-
phology due to swelling and ulceration, a trache-
otomy is often the only remedy to prolong the pa-
tient's miserable existence.

Expectoration also depends more on the pulmon-
ary condition, until the stage of ulceration sets in,

when a good deal of foul, dirty secretion may be
brought up.

Hemoptysis is usually due to a bloodvessel rup-
turing in the lungs, but may come from the laryn-
geal ulcerations, and the amount in this case is

usually small.

In the last stages of laryngeal ulceration, the
.symptoms assume the appearance of a general septi-

cemia due to mixed infection of exposed ulceration.

OBJECTIVE.

The patient usually has the general look of a

tuberculous person, emaciated, pale, the eyes appear-

ing large, the neck long, a prominent thyroid car-

tilage, etc.

Among the earliest manifestations of this dread

disease, is the peculiar pallor of the laryngeal mu-
cosa, described by Ballenger as "ashen gray."

I have occasionally been able on looking at the

pharynx of a patient and noting the wide roomy
throat, covered by a dirty, slimy, pale, mucosa, be-

come suspicious of laryngeal tuberculosis, and had
the medical man corroborate my diagnosis.

A congestion in the region of the vocal processes

is stated by some to be the earliest sign of laryngeal

tuberculosis.

The mucosa over the interarytenoid space soon

begins to bulge, showing commencing infiltration

with concomitant difficulty in adduction of the

vocal cords. (It is well described as a filling up of

the interarytenoid space.) It has been my habit

whenever I see an edema of the mucosa in the

interarytenoid space or around the arytenoid, to

ask for a chest examination, and I have often been

rewarded in spite of the disagreement of some of my
colleagues, to find pulmonary tuberculosis present.

This infiltration process continues and involve-

ment of the arytenoid is soon followed by involve-

ment of the arytenoepiglottic folds, thus producing
the picture, well described as pearshaped or club-

shaped. The infiltration spreads onward and in-

volves the epiglottis causing this part to swell. The
epiglottis naturally swells most on its anterior and
free surfaces (where the loose connective tissue is

so abundant) and so the turbanshaped epiglottis is

produced.

The infiltration process is often not as regular as

I have described as it may commence almost any-

where. The infiltration is produced by the forma-
tion of small tubercles (as elsewhere) which are

under the mucosa ; the process spreads by the coales-

cing of these tubercles. The tubercles, being non-
vascular, tend to break down and so we arrive at the

next stage of the laryngeal pathology.

THE ULCERATION STAGE.

These infiltrated, tumified, ballooned up struc-

tures, being made of tubercles, undergo cheesy de-

generation and break down, rupturing through the

mucosa which covers it, and which previously had
shown no signs of a break in continuity, thus pre-

senting to our view the tuberculous ulcer.

The ulceration may be superficial, or extend down
to and involve even the cartilaginous framework of
the larynx. Textbooks mention an occasional expul-
sion of cartilage, or even the expulsion of an en-
tire arytenoid during this stage. I have never seen
this. After the ulceration stage has been reached, I

have noticed a peculiar odor from the mouth of

these sufferers. It is not distinctly of¥ensive, but is

a stale, mouldy odor. One gets to know this odor,

so that on examining patients sufi"ering from pul-

monary tuberculosis, at the Philadelphia Hospital, I

have often been able from this odor alone, to sur-

mise a laryngeal complication, before using a
laryngeal mirror.
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Another frequent condition is the formation of

new growths in the larynx or tuberculoma. To me
it seems that this is an intervening stage between
that of tumefaction and ulceration. It seems that

new growths occur in these cases when, instead of

the ballooned up structure undergoing degeneration

and ulcer formation, these tuberculomas form. It

has occurred in the more chronic or prolonged cases

and seems to be of a protective tendency. It usually

occurs in the interarytenoid space. I have a patient

under my care now who has laryngeal tuberculoma
instead of ulcerations. This process I believe is

prolonging his life.

DIAGNOSIS.
The diagnosis is usually an easy matter. The

history of the case must be gone into carefully. The
patient's statements as to cough, nightsweats, loss

in weight, hemoptysis, hoarseness, pain, etc., must
be investigated.

Objectively, the pharyngolaryngeal pallor, con-

gested vocal processes, filHng up of the interaryte-

noid space, the pearshaped arytenoids, or turban-

shaped epiglottis, then the ulcerations and new
growths, all point to the diagnosis.

A point which has been of great value to me is

remembering that tuberculous lesions usually are at

the posterior part of the larynx and are multiple,

the other common laryngeal ulceration, i. e., syphilis

is usually anterior and not multiple. The cases pre-

senting difficulties are those in which it is necessary
to dififerentiate between laryngeal tuberculosis, syphi-

lis, and cancer. The important leads are often the

history, age of patient, presence or absence of a
positive Wassermann, finding the tubercle bacilli in

the smear or sputum and lastly a microscopic exam-
ination of a removed section. Careful study will

almost always clear the diagnosis very quickly. It

is well worth while x raying the larynx in all cases

of pulmonary tuberculosis, even if laryngeal in-

volvement is not seen clinically.

TREATMENT.

The treatment of tuberculosis, whether pulmonary
or laryngeal, has made no marked progress in the

past few generations.

The same general treatment as for pulmonary

[New York
Medical Jouknai..

tuberculosis is necessary in treating these laryngeal

cases, with special instructions to use the voice as

little as possible.

It is always a good plan in all cases of laryngeal

tuberculosis when not certain of the diagnosis, to

give a course of mercury and iodides. I have no
doubt that many cases are a combination of syphilitic

and tuberculous involvement of the throat.

During the early stages, that is, the stage of pallor

and infiltration, the use of antiseptic and astringent

sprays, as one per cent, zinc sulphate or three per-

cent, formaldehyde, is of some value. In my expe-

rience steam inhalations have often made the pa-

tients feel worse. During this stage, it may be of

value to puncture the tumified area, with a pointed

cautery, at white heat. (This causes reactive in-

flammation, and an ingrowth of newly formed
bloodvessels, and so prevents the advance of the

ulcerative or tuberculomatous stages.)

During the ulcerative stage the application of a

twenty-five to fifty per cent, lactic acid solution

into the ulcers, preceded by curreting them is rec-

ommended by almost all authorities. I have tried

these with no success. The actual cautery may be
tried here also. The x ray, radiant ray, sun ray,

and radium may be of some value. The most impor-
tant part of the treatment is in treating the symp-
toms.

For dysphagia you may have to spray the larynx

with a two per cent, cocaine before each meal. Am-
putation of the epiglottis, when badly ulcerated, will

help some. Injection of the superior laryngeal nerve
is of great value in alleviating this distressing symp-
tom. Sometimes we may try resecting the nerve.

In spite of the treatment you may have to feed the

patient with a glass tube, the patient's head hanging
forward over the table. . (Like feeding intubated

children. ) You may have to resort to rectal feed-

ing. For dyspnea a tracheotomy may be necessary

to prolong life if other remedies fail. For pain I

find the use of anesthesin, or orthoform lozenges,

very good. Orthoform and aristol insufflations or

the laryngotracheal injection of a weak menthol
and camphor oil preparation is of some help.

1626 Spruce Street.

Tonsil Enucleation and the Tonsil Enucleator

By C. B. MEDING, M. D.,

New York,

Executive Surgeon to the Harlem Eye and Ear Hospital.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE TONSIL ENUCLEATOR.

Since 1889, when Sir Morrell Mackenzie taught

me his way of using his tonsillotome, continuous

service in the Harlem Eye and Ear Hospital has

af¥orded me the opportunity to examine and become
rhore or less intimately acquainted, medically, with

a hundred thousand patients. From the beginning,

possibly because their relief was the first operative

work offering, adenoid vegetations and diseased ton-

sils received our best attention. Though numbers

and length of service are not necessarily quality fac-

tors, they are offered here as evidences of the ex-

perience from which its conclusions and the instru-

ment result.

Until 1910 anesthetics were seldom administered

and the operation, a tonsillotomy, was performed

with the Mackenzie or Fahnstock guillotine. Later

various modifications of these were tried. In 1910,

with the necessity for enucleation, tonsil dissection,

the snare and anesthesia were introduced. The his-
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tory of the next four years was written in blood.

That period of long operations, copious and second-

ary bleedings, incomplete removals, sick patients and
long worrisome nights, marks the unhappiest season

of my clinical life. The daily clinic brought scores

of examples of similar experience elsewhere. Bear-

ing all the responsibility and sharing too often the

labor I rapidly lost the old time interest and was glad

to let others experiment with innumerable forceps,

knives, scissors, hooks, pumps and stitches. Visiting

many hospitals did not change the picture, for while

here and there one witnessed the wizard operate in

his more or less exhibition cases, the average men
and their average cases (conditions alone instruc-

tive) reminded me of home. I came to feel that the

new had no advantage over the old, for while as a

rule useful comparisons of the results of various

periods and ways of work are delusive, yet it seemed
to me our hospital experience did ofifer this con-

clusion.

Reviewing twenty years' service in an unusually

constant hospital patronage, we did not find that the

thousands of tonsillotomies had been insufficient; we
did not find that many peritonsillar abscesses re-

curred after the operation ; we did not find regrowth.

Instead of portals of infection, we regarded tonsils

as possible barriers to infection, and hence could

not compare along these lines. But since in many
incomplete removals the systemic results were satis-

factory I could not think the last thread of capsule

a necessary capture, for despite all to the contrary,

hemorrhage and death were unpleasantly common.
Even today, judging from hearsay and the many
suggestions for its prevention, hemorrhage and death

are not unknown.
In 1914, I saw in London much excellent work

done with the snare, and although its use was con-

fined to the more prominent glands, I was greatly

impressed. Home again, I was confronted with a

daily tonsil clinic, assistants gone or in uniform and
much arrearage of work. I chose the Beck-Schenck
tonsillectome and determined to make it suffice. I

need not detail the progress. Since 1915 I have
enucleated nearly ten thousand times. There has
never been a torn palate, a scarred pharynx nor what
I term a hemorrhage. Patients have been of every
race and aged from two months to sixty-five years.

Reviewing this sufficiently extensive work I offer

conclusions under three heads, the tonsil, the instru-

ment, and the operation.

THE TONSIL.

Since no other subjects have found the profession
in such happy accord as have tonsil toxemia and
tonsil enucleation, it is folly to champion conserva-
tism, and yet in order to preserve so excellent an
advance from the disrepute inherent in lay diagnosis
and remedy, surely we should at least be able to re-

spect our own decision. xMtliough there may be
no denial of the presence of toxins nor of the wis-
dom of their removal, decision in particular cases
may be halted because mere presence is only a pos-
sibility of evil, and entire separation from even meta-
bolic poisons is unthinkable. Concluding that im-
munity is resistance rather than integrity we feel

safer in a seaworthy craft than amidst emergency

safeguards. Though laboratory investigation in-

creases our knowledge, it does not always assist

judgment.
In two hundred analyses of tonsil content, the

usual conglomerate of bacteria was found in all, but

the differing proportions and combinations were not

helpful. Some specimens were veritable sacks of

pus, others largely fibrous, and some were balls of

connective tissue. In some tonsils removed because

of size, only streptococci were found, in others only

pneumococci. Deductions were further impugned
by parallel analysis of mouth and throat content.

Streptococci, pneumococci, staphylococci, Friedlan-

der, Klebs-Loeffler, tubercle, kleptothrix, and coli in

every assortment were constant occupants of throats,

the tonsils of which showed only a few streptococci

;

tonsils diseased beyond description atop necks that

never knew an enlarged gland, in fully developed
bodies enjoying undisturbed health. In short, we
were and still are unable usefully to classify bac-

teriologically or symptomatically. Rather arbitrarily

then we have adopted the following clinical routine.

Remove diseased tonsils. Diseased tonsils are

tonsils which cannot keep clean ; are obstacles to or
traps for food, and are or have been subject to

inflammation. Since we cannot decide whether ab-

normal cervical glands are infected from above or

below, we suspect the upper sources and remove the

tonsils. Other conditions being equal, we believe

buried tonsils more likely to cause systemic or metas-
tatic disturbance than the protruding. Foul breath
in children, frequently in adults, may be tonsillar,

a bit of blotting paper pressed against the gland
will absorb the unmistakable odor and decide. Fre-
([uent and stubborn attacks of pharyngitis with little

apparent lesion, cease after tonsillectomy. Annoy-
ing and not otherwise explained attacks of Eusta-
chian disturbance with pain referred to ear and some
pneumatic symptoms are often banished. In all

cases of operable adenoid vegetations, tonsils are
removed without question. Inflammations provoked
by usual causes may prove unable to subside or re-

solve until a source of infection potent to maintain
what it could not begin, be removed. Tonsils are
such sources.

When pain, debility, cardiac irregularities and
neurasthenias, or the diseases of which the^e are
symptoms, are referred to tonsillar source we seek
by every means to eliminate other cause. Admitting
the innocence of tonsillectomy we yet respect the

discredit of possible postoperative disclosures.

Virile minds must avoid "easiest way" diagnosis,

not only for the patient's sake, but for the safety,

honor and welfare of their own mental processes.
In short, we do not see any advance in substituting
the name tonsil for the word idiopathic in etiology.

THE INSTRUMENT.

Reviewing our experience with the various means
and methods of enucleation the safest, quickest, most
reasonable and thorough way was with a snare, and
the Beck-Schenck tonsillectome gave the best prom-
ise of proving universal. One has but to note the
empty fossa and ease of hemostasis to agree. Hav-
ing attained the manual skill I found the insuffi-

ciency of the instrument. It was weak and structur-
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ally poor. The lock slipped, the screw skidded, the
tips turned and the wires broke. Possessing ten

instruments we seldom had four in condition.

Struggling with the defects, expense and daily break-
downs brought us face to face with the fact that

instrument makers have little real cooperative inter-

est. Tools for the

trades are made by
tool users—our in-

struments are sel-

dom more than at-

tempts at following

an idea. Even qual-

ity of material is

largely forgotten,

for instance, the
present tonsillectome

is of the cheapest

stock. To overcome
these conditions I

joined forces with a

mechanic and inventor and familiarized him with the

operation ; he saw the need and method and learned

our ideas. A thorough testing persuades us we can-

not claim too much for the result. I am enthusiastic

enough to believe that the tonsil enucleator is the

last word so long as enucleation is desirable.

THE TONSIL ENUCLEATOR.

This instrument consists of five simple parts ; a

barrel, finger hold, fenestrated tip, and loop and bar-

rel screw. There are three sizes of tips and loops.

The finger hold is of bronze, the barrel screw of

drill rod, the loops of spring steel, the whole heavily

nickeled. There are no thumb screws, no lock, no
wire and but one spring. It is simple and clean.

It can be disengaged instantly and reintroduced by
the operating hand. The fenestrated tip and loop

can be changed instantly. It fits the hand, is power-
ful and permanent.
When the tonsil is expressed, there is no jerk of

released lock, but the steady pull on finger hold finds

a commensurate advance of the loop up to limit of

finger strength—the barrel screw takes hold auto-

matically and turned without slip or break completes

the operation. The loop is different from any dull

blade or ring hitherto used in shape and movement.
The loop does not change in shape but moves con-

centrically forcing capsule from fossa, its flatness

insuring a smooth operation. To surgeons using the

snare it presents no change in technic ; to the begin-

ner it presents correct mechanics, correctly applied.

It is always ready, and perfect. Once possessed
there is no further expense for wire or repair.

PREPARATION.

Patients should be thoroughly prepared as to

stomach, bowels and bladder. Examination of ton-

sils and teeth should precede anesthesia, also coagu-
lability of blood where questionable. If the Jennings
gag is used, particular attention should be given to

crown, bridge, pivot or loose teeth. Waterproof
boudoir caps large enough to envelope head and
hair and secured with shirr strings, and rubber bibs

about two feet square and shaped to neck, are con-

venient and cleanly.

Ether alone or preceded by gas is preferred. A

full surgical anesthesia for adults; for children as
little more than primary as operator's speed will

permit. A flat basin is kept on table at right side

of head for used instruments ; instrument trays are
never .soiled. Care in this direction saves much
sterilizing. Using two pairs of tonsil enucleators

Fig. 1.—The tonsil enucleator, one half actual size.

we sterilize alternately and with two anesthetists

and one nurse we operate on eight average patients

in thirty minutes.

There should be three trays arranged according

to the surgeon's convenience. At the Harlem Eye
and Ear Hospital, the operator stands at the pa-

tient's right, with a table at the left on which are

three trays, as follows

:

Tray I.—This tray contains twelve loaded sponge
holders, short for children, long for adults. Gauze
sponges should be round, smooth, and approximately
the size of the fossa. Always have two sizes ready.

Tray II.—This is a table shelf and contains a

separator (Hurd) ; naked snare; metal stitch intro-

ducer ; metal stitches ; stitch remover ; mouth gag
(Teets) ; twelve extra loaded sponge holders.

Tray III.—This is the instrument table, and is

placed at the right of the operating table, within

the surgeon's reach. It contains two tonsil enu-

cleator ; two Jennings gags, large and small ; two
tongue depressors ; vulsella ; two tonsil forceps.

THE OPERATION.

To succeed in describing an operation so that the

reader may be able to perform it, the writer must
assume that every learner is a beginner. Only thus

can confusion by omission be avoided. The opera-

tor must acquire a technic. Certain maneuvres must
accomplish definite results, must be executed despite

irregularities and with practice become inclusive. To
attain manual dexterity it is best to accept a defin-

itely successful routine, with its prescribed finger-

ing, approach, performance and recovery, and mas-

ter it. Thereafter, personal amendment is timely

and may lead to progress.

To enucleate an encapsulated body the instrument

must either pass between capsule and bed or else

grasp the body close enough to the capsule to pull

it from that bed without tear. This second proce-

dure is that of all dull instruments. To best obtain

such a grasp the cuplike area of attachment must
be converted into a plane. This is done by pressure.

If we consider the movements of the wire loop

of the snare we note that the first pull straightens

its sides and draws it into a V. The enucleator loop
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on the contrary because rioid, gathers the tonsil con-

centrically, hugs the basal plane formed by the ex-

pressing finger and the capsule is peeled from its

bed and enveloped by the extruding tonsil tissue.

There can of necessity be no strings or tags, no

injury to pharynx, palate or pillars and examination

shows an intact capsule and a clean fossa. There

is no question theoretically or exception in practice

as to the superiority of the flat, dull, rigid steel loop

for this manoeuvre. It is original, faultless and
permanent.
The pressure is made with the finger against the

back of the tonsil through the anterior pillar, ex-

truding or breaking it through the fenestrated tip

within which the loop hides. Success depends on
the expressing finger. It must test the correctness

of the size of the ring which must encircle the ton-

sillar mass, whether it is round, irregular, flat, buried

or lobulated. Force alone often fails, beside un-
fitting the finger for the next case. The ring must
be held forcibly, must include the entire tonsil, and
must cooperate with the expressing finger. When
the loop is drawn, the expressing finger should feel

its advance and must not be relaxed until the loop

reaches the limit of the pull, which is generally at the

first or second click of the ratchet. During comple-
tion by the barrel screw a strong dimpling of the

anterior pillar will be observed.

The next requisite is the light. Reflected light

is without rival. It is exceedingly difficult to ob-

tain a mirror with the ball on its edge or one of a

focus of sixteen inches, yet both are indispensable.

The aperture in the mirror should be used, since

bifocal vision and keeping the light on the field are

essential. It is good practice to wear the mirror
constantly in situ until it becomes a third eye, for

inability to control the fight is a serious handicap.

The source of light should be at the side of the

patient's head at table level and the mirror should
be worn on same side. The surgeon should stand
opposite the patient's neck and be high enough to

obtain free arm, wrist and hand motion at right

angles to recumbent pharynx.

Ready when anesthesia is sufiicient, introduce gag,
l)eing careful of lips. Except for inordinate froth

or mucus do not sponge, but having anesthetist hold
the head firmly, take tonsil enucleator in left hand,
engage left tonsil, break it through with right finger

and tighten, giving screw one turn, assistant hold-
ing it in vertical position with the fingers of his left

hand. Take second tonsil enucleator in the right

hand and proceed with right tonsil, breaking it

through with a left finger. If tonsils are large

enough seize both with vulsella; if not, use two
tonsil forceps. Now, your assistant on the left and
you on the right, screw the loops home simultane-
ously and leisurely. Lift them out and as swiftly as

possible plug the fossa and press the sponges for-

cibly in, up and back, raise table head and turn
patient's head to side. Always introduce and with-
draw sponges with spiral motion. Do not change
until bloodsoaked. The fewer the better. The less

you touch the pharynx the less retching there will

be. The slower you introduce the first sponges, the
less accurately they fit, and the oftener you change,
the more your patient bleeds. Bleeding stopped,

examine tonsils and fossa minutely. Failure here is

inexcusable and expensive. Adenoids should now
be removed.

Ordinarily one minute for removal and three for

pressure suffices but nothing is gained by slighting

pressure. Five or ten minutes longer pressure
should be exerted before other measures are even
considered. A clean empty fossa, its bleeding points

visible and under control, causes neither alarm nor
haste. If faulty technic has left tonsil remnant, the

small loop or snare will detach it. Should bleeding
continue a gauze roll as long as fossa and of bulk
permitting opposition of pillars is placed with sponge
holder, retained by finger of left hand and the pil-

lars clamped together and to it with one or two
Michel stitches. One must not fail too often for

the tissue of the pillars will shred and become use-
less. The stitches may be removed in twelve hours.

In six years I have never known this measure to

fail. Sometimes a little more anesthesia is needed
but more often even children can be trusted to co-

operate with the cool and gentle operator. As a rare

exception to the order outlined above, so smooth
and firm a surface is presented by tonsil and pillars

that it is wise to make a slight separation at the

posterior pillar. It should never be extensive, but
just sufficient to admit end of tip and permit break-
ing through. If bleeding occurs several hours later

we do not wait, we do not hope or think or use
chemicals or ice. We return the patient to the table

and light, clean out the cavity and use pressure. If

fifteen minutes of intelligent compression fail, we
place a stitch and all sleep well.

Six years, nearly ten thousand operations, and no
hemorrhage. I hear it said, "Every operator will

get his hemorrhage." To be sure, the unsuspected
hemophiliac, a carotid threading the tonsil may come,
but exsanguinations and deaths have not been of
these. I think they have been associated with cut-

ting and laceration, with local anesthesia in patients

beyond reach or who have lost their nerve, for oper-
ators afar or altogether unprepared, for the hesitat-

ing, the procrastinating, the casual examiners. They
have followed knives and scissors and pumps, pro-

longed operations and faith in peroxide, adrenalin,

horse serum or worse. They have been due to im-
plement, condition and opinion, but not to tonsil enu-
cleation. The much talked of lung abscess must
be equally a product of spasmodic, irregular, and
prolonged anesthesia.

The important points in this operation are ; Two
tonsil enucleators; the light; know the tonsil; light

anesthesia for chifdren, full for adults; the right

sized loop ; the fitting sponges
; pressure ; examina-

tion of tonsils and fossa; pressure or stitch. Two
instruments ! The secrets of perfect operating, speed
and bloodlessness h.ang largely on instrument and
accuracy. Two tonsil enucleators ?ave time, save
anesthesia and bleeding; prevent postponement, and
permit instant pressure on both sides at once.

The operation can be done under local anesthesia,

but aside from physical necessity I cannot advise
local anesthesia. That an army of men and figures

await my head does not change experience. No
man can be sure of a patient's nerve, or foresee all

complications. We cannot eliminate light, instru-
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ments, technic, watchfulness and assistance, and in

my experience all these are not common in office or

home. The iisual reasons for using local anesthesia

are inimical to the best interests of the patient and
the physician's reputation. There is a further rea-

son. It is manifestly unfair to set adrift a possible

hemorrhage; imfair to the patient, to the operator,

and to some unfortunate neighborhood practitioner.

Possibly a consideration of the golden rule also

moves me.

The aftertreatment depends on conditions. Pa-
tients feel worse the second day after operation.

They often have some fever, pains referred to the

ears, and general malaise. Within twenty-four hours

the wounds are covered with lymph which should
not be removed ; it sloughs in a week or so, absorp-
tion from this causes the fever. Cold or hot com-
presses to the neck often bring comfort and permit
sleep and a mouth wash of bicarbonate of soda and
water, one dram to four ounces, sweetens and
cleanses the mouth. Gargles are forbidden. Ano-
rexia is generally present but there are no diet re-

strictions. Fresh air, sympathy, and time are sov-
ereign remedies.

With this method and the tonsil enucleator, I do
not know of a cleaner, safer, saner or more useful
operation than tonsil enucleation.

113 East Fifty-fourth Street.

Peritonsillar Abscess and Its Radical Treatment*
By ISAAC M. HELLER, M. D.,

New York.

Quinsy is so common that until recently our
profession has given it little attention, and nothing

new has been brought forth in the line of treatment.

For years we have had the ordinary therapeutic

measures. This routine was so familiar to the

victims of several attacks that they often refrained

from calling surgical aid until the abscess was quite

ripe. Nor were they entirely wrong. It was their

experience that the doctor stabbed about in a sort

of hit and miss fashion until he struck pus. If

unsuccessful after a few trials, it was announced
that the abscess was not fully ripe, and the process

repeated a day or two later if, indeed, it did not

fortunately rupture of itself in the interim.

Some four years ago two unpleasant experiences

brought me up with a sharp turn.

Case I.—E. O., aged twelve. On May 8, 1915,

the patient had a right sided quinsy, which was
opened in the usual manner and a fair amount of

pus evacuated. Drainage continued satisfactorily,

but swelling and tenderness at the angle of the jaw
persisted. Suddenly, at 1 a. m. on the 12th of May,
an alarming hemorrhage occured which continued,

in spite of usual treatment, for about two hours.

Toward dawn it stopped, but for three days there-

after the discharge was mixed with broken down
clots. I felt that I had either made too generous

an incision or severed an anomalous vessel.

Case II.—A month later I wa^ called in consulta-

tion to see H. F., aged twenty-two, male, who had
had quinsy for five days. The night before, ab-

scess had ruptured spontaneously and three hours

later a severe hemorrhage ensued which lasted until

morning. Fortunately it had stopped before my
arrival, but the patient was quite exsanguinated.

A bloody discharge prevailed for a few days, but

the patient made a good recovery. This proved

that location or extent of the incision has little to

do with the cause of hemorrhage. It is simply a

question of pus under pressure eating its way

•Candidates thesis for admission to the American Laryngological,
Rhinological and Otological Society read before the section of

Laryngology, New York Academy of Medicine, October 27, 1920.

through some of the coats of a bloodvessel and
after the sudden release of that support the vessel

gives way.

In the literature, Newcomb's well known series

of forty-one cases of hemorrhage complicating peri-

tonsillar abscess opened either spontaneously or

surgically with twenty-three deaths stands out con-

spicuously. Since then there have been fatal cases

reported by Carmody, Coffin, Lange, and others,

while Kenerson mentions a death from edema of

the larynx and sepsis, and Lyons had one from
a rupture of the abscess into the larynx. One of

Newcomb's list bears a brief report. Male, aged
thirty-seven, had a hemorrhage twenty-four hours
after incision, which recurred at frequent intervals.

The common carotid was finally ligated, but death
resulted. Autopsy showed the left tonsil replaced

by a cavity filled with grumous material in which
lay the internal carotid bathed in pus. A perfora-

tion in the latter admitted the tip of a little finger.

It is obvious that this list must be absurdly small,

as the average physician hesitates to place a fatality

of this sort on record, while many of the minor
cases pass unobserved or their importance is under-
valued. Assuredly, then, an affection which carries

such tragic possibilities should not be disregarded.

The tonsil is an ovoid body lying in a triangular

prism space. This necessarily leaves pockets at the

angles. The upper or supratonsillar fossa formed
by the junction of the palatoglossus and palato-

pharyngeous muscles is well marked, always present

and filled with loose connective tissue. The lower

ones, less distinct, likewise contain connective tissue,

while the anterior pocket shows an extension of

the glandular tissue of the base of the tongue
carried upward to the tonsil. The gland itself is

of the lymphatic type, full of crypts running almost

to its outer margins, more or less completely lined

by the same squamous epithelium as covers the

buccal cavity. The whole mass is enveloped by a

thin but tough, fibrous capsule, covering all but its

free surface and lower attachment at the base of

the tongue.
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According to McLachlau, whose excellent mono-
graph on this and allied tonsillar inflammations is

commended for your perusal, there are "numerous
ducts of the mucous glands which are practically

always present in the pericapsular tissue and which
open into the mouth beyond the border of the

tonsil. These ducts form open channels from the

mucosal surface to the gland structures which sur-

round the tonsils on all sides. Consequently, when
an infection takes place through these channels, the

resulting inflammation will be independent of any
process within the tonsil proper."

He is the only one, so far as the literature shows,

who mentions these glands within the capsule itself

as the cause of quinsy. He holds that the infection

of the peritonsillar glands results in an inflammation

while the abscess formed ruptures into one of the

loose spaces behind the tonsil as the path of least

resistance. With this there is a breaking down of

some of the contiguous tonsillar tissue. Barnes
and the majority of observers believe the infection

starts in one of the numerous crypts of the tonsil.

Swelling ensues and the duct with its possibilities

of drainage is choked of¥. Either theory accounts

splendidly for the difficulty encountered in spon-

taneous internal rupture through the body of the

tonsil. Everyone has watched such a process for

days, expecting momentarily to see it break. After
the pus ruptures into the supratonsillar space, what
happens? Under great pressure, the pus follows

the path of least resistance. Outward and back-

ward are the strong constrictors of the pharynx,
while above lies the velum palati, another strong

muscle which Mosher has shown to be able to

tolerate an enonnous amount of distension. Inward
is the tough tonsil itself, so that the only available

direction is downward between tonsil and muscles.

This portion is readily separated by any blunt

instrument, once the upper pole is free. There is

now a cylinder of pus, with its base at the tongue
level and its top in the supratonsillar space. To
make the conventional incision through the palate

means draining a pus pocket from the top, a viola-

tion of one of surgery's cardinal principles. Too
much emphasis cannot be placed upon this fact,

since it explains those cases where repeated in-

cision or reopening of the original incision is

required. In this sort of operation, the logical

position for the patient would be with his head
considerably lower than his body to favor drainage.

This also probably accounts for some cases of

recurrence as Griffin states, part of the pus draining
out but leaving a small encysted mass behind, which
may remain quiescent for some time, only to break
out afresh under proper stimuli. This is analogous
to a chronic abscess in an appendix or pus tube
which may lie dormant for months or years, only
to demand attention when least expected or sus-

pected. Myles speaks of fistute which dissect

between the muscle planes down even to the hyoid
bone. The following case illustrates just such a
condition

:

Case HI.—A girl of seven years was seen on
February 12, 1917, with a history of having had
a sore throat and fever some five weeks previous,

lasting almost one week. Thereafter she did not

feel perfectly well, but still attended school. Two
weeks before a small swelling developed under the

angle of the left jaw. This increased to the size

of an egg, was firm to the touch and slightly tender.

She had been ill for three days with a sore throat

especially on left side, difficulty in swallowing, and
a temperature of 102.5°. The left tonsil was swol-

len and the pus behind it was quite evident. Her
family physician said there was a slight cardiac

murmur present.

On removing the left tonsil, a thimbleful or so

of pus was evacuated situated deeply behind the

tonsil and at about its upper third. It was so small
in amount and so peculiarly located that the usual
incision would never have reached it. After drying
the tonsillar fossa, it was decided to remove the
other tonsil. On attempting to adjust the head, the

assistant accidentally pressed on the swollen gland,

when a stream of cheesy pus trickled down from
above. A curved dressing forceps cautiously in-

serted along this tract readily entered the distance

of two or three cm. The jaws of the forceps were
then separated and further pressure on gland
delivered fully three times as much pus as in the
original peritonsillar abscess, while the gland itself

was reduced to less than half its former size. A
small gauze drain was inserted for twenty-four
hours. A week later the swelling and the heart
murmur had both disappeared.

This was undoubtedly a case of low grade quinsy
from the first, which did not rupture externally but
burrowed its way perhaps along a lymph vessel into
a cervical gland, where it found fertile soil. Mer-
rill mentions several cases of undoubted peritonsillar

pus which seemed to recover without rupture. It

would be most instructive to follow up and learn
their subsequent fate.

DIAGNOSIS.

Little difficulty should be found in making an
early diagnosis of quinsy. One writer mentions
aneurysm, syphilis, diphtheria and Vincent's angina
in differentiation. Aneurysm is slow growing, non-
inflammatory and pulsating. The false membrane
and general symptoms of diphtheria, lues and Vin-
cent's angina, not to mention the laboratory findings,
should readily decide the question here. There are
cases of acute phlegmon of the pharynx and fauces
which may tax one's skill. One important point is

that the collateral edema of phlegmon, due to its

wider interference with circulation, is far more
rapid and diffuse. Another valuable point is, if one
inserts a finger slowly along the teeth to the soft
palate, a point of exquisite tenderness will be found,
which will instantly be made known by the patient.

This pain will usually radiate up to the ear. No
such point exists in a phlegmon, as there is no
localization of pus. A retropharyngeal abscess
simulates a peritonsillar abscess, but is found more
often in infants who rarely have quinsy. Further-
more, it pushes the posterior pillar forward as well
as the tonsil itself. In peritonsillar abscess this pillar

is always in situ, although frequently edematous.

TREATMENT.

There is a wide diversity of opinion as to how,
when and where to open a circumtoiisillar abscess
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by the dififerent authorities. According to Merrill,

Kyle advises scarification and deep puncture. Roe
condemns scarification, but recommends an "incision

just inside the half arch of pillar, cutting the horizon
and followed with vigorous use of the probe."

Shurley advises incision through the anterior pillar.

Killian "opens above in supratonsillar fossa with a

probe." Roy modifies this by making a preliminary

incision for introducing the probe. Bosworth locates

by palpation, makes a small incision, and uses a

probe. Price and Browne "do not open until

morally sure pus is present." Bishop opens near

edge of pillar as "soon as abscess can be discerned."

C. H. Knight uses an angular lance shaped cataract

knife passed obliquely upward and inward parallel

to the fibres of the palatoglossus muscle and searches

with a blunt probe and polyp forceps. Hays uses a

special trocar cannula on a sharp pointed dressing

forceps. Ballenger dissects behind the anterior pil-

lar until he reaches the abscess cavity.

It is selfevident that such a conflict of opinion by
the best men in our profession for the treatment

of so common a surgical condition as quinsy pro-

claims that something is wrong. It is only when
all are practically agreed upon a surgical principle

or technic that it can be said to have a definite status

in our work. For example, the Schwartze mastoid

operation is recognized throughout the world as the

one giving best results, placing it upon a high plane

of perfection. No one can deny that more or less

indefinite stabbing or probing of an abscess, the

extent and location of which is not clearly defined,

is unsurgical and unscientific.

Barnes was the first in this country, so far as I

am aware, to remove a tonsil for the radical cure of

quinsy. I have been doing this operation with

excellent results for the past two years. On the

whole it consists of the regular dissection operation

for tonsillectomy with a few essential dififerences.

The time to operate is just as soon as the diagnosis

is clearly established. Barnes found pus thirty-six

hours after the onset of symptoms, and I have found

it twice in forty-eight hours. The earlier the opera-

tion the better for all concerned. First, the patient's

strength and morale are on a higher level than after

several days of pain, loss of sleep and more or less

starvation. Second, there is far less edema and

necrosis of surrounding tissues, and, finally, valuable

time is conserved. Local anesthesia is almost use-

less. The amount of cocaine needed is so great as

to be dangerous. Drugs such as urea and quinine

or novocaine necessitate extensive infiltration, which

adds more pain to that already well nigh unbearable.

Furthermore, this infiltration into edematous areas

favors necrosis. In all these cases, ether sometimes

preceded by gas in adults, was used. I am aware

of what has been written against this procedure

in throat afifections. St. Clair Thomson quotes

Maughn and Low, but the original article cannot

be found under that reference (1).

Hubbard reported a case of sudden death in a

man with quinsy to whom gas had been administered

even before any surgical procedure. His patient,

however, was of a highly neurotic temperament,

who had been ill for some days, had had several

attacks previously, and was probably quite septic.

In my series I have encountered no such experi-
ences. At no time were there any alarming symp-
toms. The breathing, due to mechanical obstruc-
tion, was often noisy and labored at first, which
disappeared once the ofi'ending tonsil was removed.
Under the precautions to be noted, it is not easy
to explain why the administration of ether should
be more dangerous for this operation than for any
other about the throat ; for example, a simple tonsil-

lectomy. Obviously, a patient ill for a week or
more, who has had little or no nourishment and
sleep for several days, is a poor operative risk.

But, as stated, one ready to do a radical operation
has no need or excuse for waiting until his patient

has reached such a deplorable condition. More-
over, an intelligent patient will gladly welcome
any suggestion which will make such a period of

waiting unnecessary, particularly if the victim of

former attacks.

A certain armamentarium is absolutely essential.

The mouthgag must be well fitting with a tongue
depressor attached and an anesthetizing tube along
its dorsal surface. This not only holds the jaws
well apart, but controls the tongue and allows a

steady flow of vaporized ether to be administered
without interruption. With this is required a com-
bined electric suction and etherizing pump, a tube
from the latter being attached to the dorsal tube
of the tongue depressor. An electric head mirror
is essential. No operation should be attempted
without these implements in good working order.

The remaining instruments are those ordinarily

used in the dissection operation, which each may
select according to custom and preference.

The afifected side is attacked first. A small in-

cision is made in the plica triangularis as low as

possible, just behind the anterior pillar, with a sharp
pointed knife. No matter how great the swelling,

this small space can always be found by pressing

the base of the tongue downward and forward.
In this slit, a dull pointed but sharp edged knife is

inserted and carried upward to the dome of the

tonsil. The dissection is now continued between
tonsil and pillar so that on retraction of the latter

almost the whole of the anterior surface of the

gland is brought to view. Up to now not a drop
of pus is seen, for you will recall it has been stated

that the pus lies behind the tonsil at its upper pole,

or has gravitated below. The dissector can now be

carried into the superior fossa, where pus will be
found. The suction tube should be at hand, and
when pus begins to escape nothing should be done
but the taking up of every bit of pus as it exudes.

When this has ceased, the tube is slipped into the

abscess cavity to its base and every remaining drop
of pus drawn up. (I use a rubber tipped metal

tube, the calibre of a lead pencil.) When one feels

sure that the abscess is empty, the operation is

continued as an ordinary tonsillectomy. Where the

case is of more than three days' standing, the pos-

terior surface will already be dissected by the column
of pus mentioned. All that remains is the separa-

tion of the thin attachment of the posterior pfllar

and a snare clips ofif the tonsil at its base. The
fossa is now swabbed with a weak alcoholic solution

of iodine. If one desires, the second tonsil may be
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removed, since this is rarely free from infection.

During the first of my cases I feared doing this,

but subsequently I found there was no added risk,

and now I do so as a routine measure unless spe-

cially contraindicated. The bleeding was always

less on the inflamed than on the nonaffected side,

which is explained by the more or less occlusion of

the surrounding vessels from longstanding pressure.

Recovery is marvelously prompt as far as the

symptoms of quinsy are concerned. All the acute

pains radiating to tlie ears and the choking sensation

on deglutition disappear as if by magic. In its

place is the sore throat of a tonsillectomy. To most
patients this is such a marked contrast to their

former pain that they expressed a grateful appre-

ciation. At least they could swallow fluids with

comparative comfort. Aftertreatment and complete

recovery are about the same as in uncomplicated

tonsillectomy.

I have performed this operation on fifty-two

patients since May 4, 1916; in the first seven I

removed one tonsil. The oldest patient was forty-

seven years, the youngest three and a quarter years.

All but four of the patients were victims of previous

attacks, and welcomed the suggestion of a radical

removal of the offending tonsil. Of this list there

were two deaths : two weeks, and fourteen hours

after operation. The first was due to no fault of

the operation, but solely to that of the operator.^

The second I will leave to your judgment and
welcome a verdict.

Case IV.—Was a boy of three and a quarter years,

the youngest patient with quinsy of which I have

any knowledge. The patient was seen at noon,

March 28, 1919, after a week's illness, which had

been diagnosed as a simple tonsillitis. For the past

four days he had eaten nothing but small quantities

of milk and water. The left tonsil bulged beyond
the median line, while pillars and uvula were quite

waterlogged. There was a marked left sided aden-

itis. Tonsillectomy was advised, but the patient

was taken that evening to a well known specialist,

who made an attempt to incise the abscess, without

success. That night the patient was worse than

previously, and he could not lie down without

choking and turning blue. He dozed off occasion-

ally in his mother's arms, but was awake most of

the time. The next morning his father begged that

something be done, and at 12 :30 p. m. a radical

removal of tonsil and abscess was performed at the

hospital. The pus was deeply seated behind the

tonsil, which probably accounts for the previous

operator's failure to find it.

The operation lasted about ten minutes. Hemor-
rhage was slight and the patient was fully conscious

in a half hour. During the afternoon he was
cheerful, took ice cream and milk, and slept about

an hour. At 9 p. m. I saw him and he was sound

asleep, breathing regularly though perhaps some-

what rapidly. His mother was delighted with the

change, and remarked that the child had been better

for the previous six hours than for six days.

Suddenly, at 11 p. m., he became cyanosed and
stopped breathing. The house surgeon did a

tracheotomy. The heart was beating, but respira-

* A report of this case will appear in the author's reprints.

tion was kept up by artificial means for half an
hour. In the meantime I was called and found
the patient totally unconscious, with a rapid pulse

and slightly cyanosed. The throat was absolutely

dry of blood or pus, and the collateral edema of

pillars and uvula were comparatively nil and the

lungs were perfectly clear. After a time the

patient, under stimulation, breathed voluntarily,

but the breathing was of the Cheyne-Stokes type.

Several times even this ceased, and, finally, in spite

of all efforts, he died at 2 a. m. without having
regained consciousness, thirteen and a half hours
after the operation.

No autopsy was allowed, but the tracheotomy
wound was enlarged sufficiently to remove the

thymus. It weighed twenty-four grams, which,

although not excessively large, is still above normal.

Symmers mentions the fact that death occurs in

status lymphaticus in two ways : "First and most
frequent is of the nature of an anaphylactic re-

action due to sensitization of the body by a specific

nucleoprotein formed in the lymph nodes as the

result of necrosis of numbers of germinal follicles.

Before the socalled anaphylactic incubation period

has expired, the tissues are again subjected to the

action of the same protein formed in the same type

of tissue in response to an apparently trivial injury,

and in this way the anaphylactic reaction is com-
pleted. The second cause is found in the form of a

spontaneous rupture of a cerebral vessel following

a trivial injury, the deficiency in the vessel wall

being most noticeable in the muscular coat."

One may doubt that this is a case of status lympha-
ticus, but the cause of death must be explained.

There was no hemorrhage, it was too soon for

sepsis, and he lived too long (three hours) for

a cardiac or pulmonary embolus. Undoubtedly
the patient's previous week of illness and starva-

tion had much to do with the fatal outcome, and
is a strong plea for early operation.

It is expected that there will be objections to so

radical a procedure, and they deserve consideration.

First, is hemorrhage. Unless one has operated

under these conditions he is in no position to sup-

port his objection, since there is surprisingly little.

Second, danger from the anesthetic. This has

already been taken up, but admits of argument.

Third, sepsis. It is a firm surgical principle that

there is far more danger of infection -from enclosed

pus than from a large, free draining surface, and
this operation not only opens a pus pocket to the

freest drainage possible, but removes the offending

cause. There is, of course, the possibility of a sec-

ondary infection from the bucal cavity, but no more
so than in any other throat operation. The small

percentage of such septic complications after tonsil-

lectomy in the hands of good men proves this

danger to be quite negligible.

Here, then, is a method of treatment for quinsy

which is surgical, in that it removes the cause, that

one operates with every step under sight and con-

trol, and that it saves the patient needless pain and
loss of time and strength.
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Heinicke, as far back as 1905, reported the effect

of the X ray on lymphatic tissue. Various observers

since his time have noted this marked susceptibiHty

of lymphoid tissue to the x ray, a susceptibility so

great that almost all lymphoid structures in the body

may be removed by radiation, without appreciable

effects being observed on other structures. This

reaction has been so well demonstrated in such con-

ditions as Hodgkin's disease, tuberculous glands, and
the leucemias, that it is now considered axiomatic

in X ray therapy. In the past, the doses used for the

reduction of lymphoid tissue were large and, conse-

quently, there was an element of danger, so that

radiation has always been considered a radical rather

than a conservative method of treatment. However,
if by means of small doses of x rays, properly meas-

ured and given with reasonable safeguards, lymphoid

tissue can be reduced, there is no reason why it

should not be used in a variety of conditions.

Histologically the tonsil is constructed much as

other lymphoid glands, except that on one side it is

covered with a mucous membrane in which there are

numerous crypts dipping down from the surface. In

addition, there are other lymphoid deposits which
may show hypertrophy ; on the pillars of the tonsils,

and occurring as masses back of the posterior pillar.

If lymphoid tissue is responsive to small doses of

X ray, then obviously, the tonsil offers not only an

easy means of proving this, but also a very impor-

tant field for X ray therapy.

It was with the idea of deciding this that Dr.

W. D. Witherbee, radiotherapist to the Presbyterian

Hospital in New York, began treating a series of

cases at the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Re-
search, in December, 1919. The results of this

series, as well as of subsequent cases, are now a

matter of record, and numerous articles thereon are

in the literature. Many followers have sprung up
so that the treatment of diseased tonsils and ade-

noidal tissue by x ray is an accepted method in many
quarters.

I had the good fortune, through a personal ac-

quaintance with Dr. Witherbee, to be informed of

his apparent results before they were published in

the literature. Consequently, I treated my first case

in April, 1920, and during the past year I have
treated fifty-four cases in private practice and sev-

eral more in the hospitals. As Dr. Witherbee con-

ducted his series of cases in the Rockefeller Insti-

tute, he was able not only to make clinical observa-

tions, but also to have bacteriological and micro-

scopical studies made of the effect of his treatment

on the tonsils. My observations, however, have been
purely clinical. The bacteriological findings of Dr.

Witherbee might be summed up by saying that ap-

proximately a month after treatment was initiated

no colonies of Streptococcus hemolyticus or Staphy-
lococcus aureus could be found in tonsillar tissue

that before was positive. The histological study
showed destruction of lymphoid cells, particularly

those that were in active mitosis, and the consequent
shrinkage of the crypts. This occurred without
damage to adjacent normal cells.

In the cases which are the subject of this paper,

the patients were examined as follows : The throat

was examined and notes taken as to size and loca-

tion of tonsils and adjacent lymphoid tissue, its gen-

eral appearance, whether fibroid or hypertrophied

;

the abundance of crypts, the presence of surface

exudate or filled crypts ; the condition of the glands

of the neck; general condition of the patient as to

height and weight ; the presence or absence of heart

murmurs or hypertrophy, chorea or other sequelae

of infected tonsils. If the patient was a child, the

parents were questioned as to appetite, condition of

bowels, behavior, and general habits, and the history-

was studied for tendencies, such as frequency in

taking cold, etc. The patients reported every month
at the start, but in the fall of 1920, the technic was
changed so that they came back every two weeks.
At each return the patient was weighed and the

throat examined for changes in the tonsils, either as

to size, presence of exudate, prominence of crypts,

the condition of the mucous membrane. If there

were cardiac complications, the heart was examined.

Frequently, if the case had been referred, the family

physician kept track of the general physical changes

in the patient.

The patients varied in years from two to fifty-six.

Many were cardiac, several were choreic. Among
the adults several were asthmatic. In those cases

which might safely be considered operable, the pa-

tients were generally children whose parents refused

operation.

RESULTS.

The results might be classified as objective and
subjective. The objective results were changes in

the appearance of the tonsils and, in children, gain in

weight. The changes in the tonsils were variable,

at the end of a month a distinct wrinkling of the

mucous membrane and disappearance of cryptic

contents were noticed. By the time six to eight

bimonthly treatments had been given, practically

every fibroid tonsil had returned to normal size, or

even less. The adjacent lymphoid tissue shrunk in

varying lengths of time within this period, depend-
ing on its extent. The large hypertrophic tonsil was
not so amenable to treatment in regard to reduction

in size. It always shrunk somewhat, but in many
cases its abnormal size was still quite noticeable at

the end of the usual course of treatment. However,
it always changed in color and its crypts emptied.

Several of these cases, in which the tonsils are still

quite noticeable, so that any nose and throat surgeon
would feel quite justified in operating after the

usual course of treatment, are now under observa-
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tion, without treatment, the patients reporting every

month. A noticeable shrinkage is occurring grad-

ually from the effects of the treatment without fur-

ther doses of X rays. Whether this will reach a stage

that will satisfy all critics, cannot now be stated.

With few exceptions all cliildren gained in weight,

the amount varying according to age and general

condition. These tindings have not been tabulated

so that the normal gain in weight a week for each

age treated can be compared. One patient nine years

old gained nine pounds in three weeks. The aver-

age gain for all ages under sixteen was half a pound
a week.

Subjectively, the results were even more satis-

factory to me, to attending physicians, and to the par-

ents in practically every case reported. There was
improvement in cardiac conditions, with gain in

appetite, gain in selfcontrol and much less suscepti-

bility to colds. Some responded much more readily

than others. In certain cases the results were spec-

tacular and in others disappointing, but this is com-
mon experience with any remedial agent and is due
to the human equation. Any therapeutic measure
must be judged by its average, and not by the in-

dividual case, its spectacular success or signal fail-

ure. In the cases under observation during the past

year, the average of success, from a clinical view-

point, has been high.

TECHNIC.

In the beginning, treatments were given every

month through two portals of entry. This was seen

to be rather too far apart, so the time interval was
reduced to two weeks. Briefly, the technic was as

follows : The head and shoulders of the patient

were covered with lead except for an opening vary-

ing, according to size of the patient, from two inches

to three inches square. This was placed so that an
area extending from the external auditory canal to

the hyoid bone, with the angle of the jaw as a centre,

was exposed, the patient lying on his chest and the

head being turned to one side. The tube was tilted

so that the central ray would pass behind the angle

of the jaw through to the opposite angle, and 'the

area exposed was of such size that the cone of rays

would take in the nasopharynx and the peritonsillar

spaces. A ray, filtered through three mm. of alu-

minum, with an eight inch backup spark gap five ma.
of current, at a ten inch target skin distance, was
given. The time of exposure varied, depending on
the age of the child and the size of the tonsils, but

the dose was never larger than one skin unit, filtered,

or slightly inore than one third the amount neces-

sary, if given at any one time, to produce a faint

erythema. No erythema has been produced in any
case, no matter how many treatments were given.

Witherbee says that forty of these treatments can

be given, if necessary, without trouble, provided the

proper time interval is observed. The average pa-

tient takes six to eight of these treatments at two
week intervals.

It is common experience to have both the pro-

fession and the laiety regard this method of treat-

ment with fear. They expect burns, later develop-

ing into cancer, and disadvantageous results to the

pituitary, thyroid or parathyroid glands. In the

course of treatment, many common ailments that

may afflict the patient in the course of treatment,

and many unusual conditions, such as stuttering, are

attributed to this treatment. The doses used for

tonsillar treatment is much smaller than that which
has been used for years in the treatment of tuber-

culous glands of the neck or in ringworm of the

scalp. Dr. Witherbee says in reference to this : "A
review of the literature on this subject does not re-

veal the report of any case in which the untoward
effects of X ray on the thyroid, parathyroid, pituitary

or parotid gland has been recorded." This does not

mean that any one can purchase an x ray tube and
turn it on without danger. The x ray is a keen
edged instrument. It must be well understood from
a physical and biological viewpoint. The technic

must be acquired, the same as the surgeon acquires

his. Most of the ill fame attached to radiation has
come from the hands of the poorly instructed. But
in the hands of one who is familiar with measure-
ment and biological effects, it is as safe as many other

therapeutic measures.
This modus operandi would seem to be indicated

in cardiac and choreic cases and in fact all cases

where operation is for any reason questionable. In
patients with fibroid tonsils, it will do fully as well

as surgery ; in hypertrophic cases with mechanical
obstruction, surgery is the method of choice unless
contraindicated. In adults, because of the greater

hazard, and because of •the greater incidence

of lung abscesses following an operation it should
certainly be considered. In any case it may
be a useful adjunct to the surgeon in re-

moving adjacent lymphoid tissue which cannot be
removed with the knife. Dr. Ralph Herrendeen,
radiotherapist to the Woman's and the Memorial
hospitals in New York, informed me that he had
quite recently treated with x rays four cases of rheu-
matism, wherein all foci of infection had been diH-

gently sought for and it had been decided that the
focus must be buried in fibroid tonsils. These cases
are recent and have not yet been concluded, but to

date the improvement is marked and the patients

attributed the results to their treatment. The ad-
vantages of this method of treatment are obvious, the
greatest disadvantage is the time required to pro-
duce the results. In some cases this is important,
in others it is negligible.
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Tonsil Thyroid Syndrome in the Female
(Preliminary Report)

By JOSEPH H. BARACH, M. D.,

Pittslnirgli, Pa.

INTRODUCTION.

This discussion will deal with cases of chronic

tonsillar infection, in which, after a period of fifteen

to thirty-five years, a clinical picture corresponding

to that of hypothyroidism was well developed. I

wish to base this discussion upon two premises, the

first being that in the present state of our knowledge

we are not at all sure to what extent the constitutional

or metabolic disturbance producing the clinical pic-

ture known as hypothyroidism is due to hyposecre-

tion of the thyroid gland, and how much of it is

brought about by disturbed function of the adrenals,

pituitary body, and the gonadal system. My second

premise is, that chronic tonsillar infection or chronic

infection of their contiguous structures, as it existed

in these cases, is disease producing, because of the

local disturbance and the constitutional effects result-

ing therefrom. Both of these viewpoints are, I be-

lieve, in keeping with the present day knowledge,

and are reiterated only to point out that we are deal-

ing here with a concrete example of a socalled endo-

crine dysfunction secondary to chronic infection.

Acute and chronic infections have been shown by

a number of writers to be the cause of endocrine dis-

turbances, but in so far as I have been able to study

the literature I have not found a concise description

of the specific syndrome which I wish to present

here.

PRESENT SERIES.

The first of this series of twenty-five cases was
diagnosed about eight months ago. It was a very

striking example of this condition, and since then I

have found that these cases are all striking and the

diagnosis can be made in a few minutes upon the

clinical findings alone.

The patients in this series were all females and,

as previously stated, ranged in age from fifteen to

thirty-five years. So many of the symptoms noted

involve the female generative system, that the clini-

cal picture, as presented here, can exist only in the

female.

SYMPTOMS.

The symptoms presented by these patients will be

enumerated in the order of their frequency and
therefore of their clinical significance. The major
symptoms were present in all cases. The symptoms
of secondary importance were less constant.

To}isils.—Enlarged and diseased tonsils were
present in all cases. In many the tonsils were large

enough to fill half the pharyngeal vault, the kind we
see in patients who have fought off their physician's

advice for years. They gave a history of frequently

recurring inflammations and that they were more or

less conscious of their throats most of the time.

There w'as generally an associated chronic pharyn-
gitis ; the younger patients had adenoids and a num-
ber of them had sinus involvement.

Lymphaiic (/lands.— In practically all cases the

cervical lymphatic glands (tonsillar node) were
large and usually tender.

Thyroid gland.—The thyroid was more promi-

nent than normal in practically all cases. In the ex-

tremely obese patients it was not as visible nor pal-

])able as in the others. In half of the cases it was
disfiguring. I believe that these goitres are of the

colloid type.

Body zvcight.—In sixteen out of twenty-five cases

the body weight was more than twenty pounds above

the normal ; in nine cases it was sixty to one hundred
pounds above normal.

Mental and nervous symptoms.—The patients in

whom this condition is well marked complain of a

tendency to drowsiness
;
they seem unable to get

enough sleep. Frequently their mental attitude is

that of general discontent, they are lacrymose, and

at times suffer from neuralgias.

Skin and subcutaneous tissues.—The complexion

is pasty and sallow, the skin dry and rough, espe-

cially over the arms and body, and there is a thicken-

ing of the subcutaneous tissues. The hair is dry.

Morning puffiness of the face, especially around the

eyes, is noticeable. There are localized areas of pig-

mentation ; nails are brittle
;
palms of hands are

moist
;
eyebrows are scant at outer edge ; there is

alopecia areata or falling out of hair.

Nutritional manifestations.—As previously stated

there is a tendency to obesity in the majority of

cases and undernutrition in none. With this obesity

there is a subnormal temperature, which is an evi-

dence of suboxidation. It is striking that these

overfat individuals complain of being cold, when
others about them are perfectly comfortable. In

mild weather they continue sleeping under blankets

and at all times require more covers than other mem-
bers of their household. They complain of cold feet.

In stature they are under the average. They com-
plain of fatigue. Our observations upon the basal

metabolism in this series are incomplete. As far as

we have gone they are lower than normal.

Digestive system.—The teeth secondary to the in-

fected throats are usually diseased
;
they are carious

and vulnerable to infection. The pharynx and ton-

sils have already been mentioned. The tongue may
show thickening and at times tooth marks are to be

seen upon the lateral surface. In some patients I

have observed deposits of myxedematous tissue on

the tongue, soft palate and pharynx. Constipation

is the rule. As a class these individuals are not

large eaters. They volunteer the statement in their

complaining fashion that, although they are the

lightest eaters in their families, they continue to be

uncomfortably fat. As a rule they are "no break-

fast eaters." They cannot take food in the morning
probably because of their suboxidation and partly

on account of the condition of their throats.
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Circulatory system.—There is a tendency to

dyspnea on exertion greater than normal. The blood

pressure is low, the pulse rate is slow, and varicosi-

ties are frequently observed. The hands are cold

and moist, the palms frequently wet; at times the

hands are cyanotic.

Generative system.—Eight patients in this series

were married women ; five were sterile, one had one

child, and one had four children. Menstruation was
disturbed in nearly all cases. Usually the period

lasted from one to three days ; at times it was ab-

normally prolonged. The amount was small as a

rule ; in some it was excessive. The breasts were
excessively developed in more than half the cases.

These cases present an interesting clinical picture

;

amenorrhea and sterility with excessive development

of the breasts which in more than half of these indi-

viduals are useless organs.

Urinary system.—The bladder gave evidence of

irritability in a number of the patients. The renal

function was apparently normal and uranalysis

showed no alteration in the water, urea, chloride,

acids and ammonia output. Three of the older pa-

tients showed evidences of nephritis, two of them
with arterial hypertension.

Vegetative nervous system.—These patients as a

group did not fall into either the vagotonic or sym-
pathicotonic type.

Blood.—The red cells and hemoglobin were about
normal. There was no leucocytosis, the mononu-
clears were high and polynuclears were below the

average normal.

COMMENT.

The syndrome as here presented is a relatively

frequent occurrence in the female up to middle life.

The pathological sequence seems to be first a chronic

tonsillar infection, long continued, resulting in a

constitutional effect. The result is apparently a col-

loid goitre with a well developed clinical picture of

hypothyroidism. If the latest theory concerning

the cause of colloid goitre is correct, namely, that

colloid goitre is produced by a lack of iodine, it

would seem quite possible that in the chronic ton-

sillar infection the system becomes impoverished in

iodine and colloid goitre with hypothyroidism is the

result. The picture associated with chronic tonsillar

infection in the male, especially in early adolescence,

is quite different, and will be the subject of another

paper.

ORDER OF FREQUENCY OF CHIEF SYMPTOMS.

Chronic tonsillitis, hypertrophic ; tonsillar node

;

thyroid gland enlarged
;
complexion pasty and sal-

low ; skin dry ; hair dry
;
breasts, excessive develop-

ment ; menstrual function disturbed ; subcutaneous
tissue thickened

;
obesity

;
tendency to sterility ; ate

no breakfast ; hands moist, cold, cyanotic
;
body

hypersensitive to cold ; blood pressure low
; pulse

rate slow
;

tongue thickened and tooth marked

;

speech thick and voice coarse; puffiness of face

—

eyelids swollen in the morning ; drowsiness
;
early

fatigue
;
dyspnea on exertion

;
alopecia ; nails brittle

;

neuralgias.

The Jenkins Building.

The Diseased Tonsil

By M. S. ITTELSON, M. D.,

Brooklyn,

Assistant Surgeon, Manhattan Eye, Ear, and Throat Hospital.

The removal of tonsils has been done since the

days of Hippocrates. That this operation has real

value is thus evidenced by the test of time. For-

merly the chief indication for such procedure was
tonsils which were sufficiently enlarged or which
otherwise interfered mechanically with breathing,

swallowing or speaking. In the last fifteen years,

however, considerable attention has been paid to the

nonobstructive lesions of the tonsils, and great em-
phasis has been laid on the fact that they are fre-

quently responsible for affections of other organs

and for systemic diseases. This view has been read-

ily accepted by physicians, and tonsillectomy has now
become the most freciuent operation. Yet every

physician who has followed up his patients subse-

quent to the operation can recall cases where, in spite

of excellent technic, the condition which this opera-

tion was expected to relieve remained unimproved.
With the increase in the number of patients operated

upon these results are becoming more frequent. It

is therefore proper to review the subject with a view
of determining under what circumstances the deci-

sion to operate can be ])ased on evidence whicli is

not sufficient.

Attacks of tonsillitis as an indication for opera-

tion are a symptom that is likely to prove mislead-

ing. Tonsils are not infrequently affected by causes

which lie largely outside of the tonsil itself. Patho-
logical conditions in the mouth, nose ( 1 ) ,

sinuses,

and adjacent structure are often the chief cause for

such attacks. Intranasal operations (2) or even
packing the nose for forty-eight hours produces
tonsillitis with such frequency that some physicians

regard this occurrence as being almost a rule (3).
Tonsils may also be accidentally infected from out-

side sources, either through air or through food.

One suspects such an infection when this disease is

particularly prevalent at certain seasons of the year,

or when several cases occur in a family at the same
time. Epidemics of sore throat have on several

occasions been definitely traced to the use of in-

fected milk. Tonsillitis, either as a prodromal symp-
tom or as a concomitant condition, occurs in con-

nection with certain infectious diseases, particularly

the exanthemata. Under these circumstances the

tonsillitis is part of the disease, not unlike an in-

flamed Peyer's patch which regularly occurs in

typhoid fever.
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Changes in the appearance and structure of the

tonsils, to which condition the term diseased tonsils

is now frequently applied, is another symptom that

needs proper interpretation. Some of these changes
are the result of a process incident to growth (4).
The hard, fibrous tonsil often found in the adult

appears to be in harmony with a similar change
which takes place in other organs of the body.

Pathological changes in the tonsil are frequently due
to systemic disturbance. Alcoholism, constipation,

protein intoxication, gout (5), rheumatism, and kin-

dred affections, which sooner or later induce definite

changes in the various tissues and organs of the

body likewise affect the tonsils. The tonsillar lesion

produced by secondary or tertiary syphilis is typical

and readily recognized. The older clinicians have
attempted from the appearance of the affected ton-

sil to determine the causes responsible for such affec-

tion. Although today we believe that it is more im-

portant to remove tonsils than to find out why they

are diseased, the fact remains that instead of being

the cause, diseased tonsils are more often the result

of systemic disorders, faulty metabolism or long

continued hygienic errors.

In removing the diseased tonsils, what we really

remove is the end product, or the result of a process,

without removing the basic cause, and this is often

strikingly evident from the effects of a tonsillectomy.

That cause, whatever it may have been, continues to

act on the lymphoid tissue that remains. The ton-

sil, the adenoid, the lingual tonsil, as well as the

collection of lymphoid nodules distributed between
these structures and on the posterior and lateral

pharyngeal wall, are all made up of lymphoid tissue

which is identical (6). The pathological process,

which usually affects all this lymphoid tissue alike

(4), becomes more evident after the tonsil opera-^

tion. In about twenty per cent, of the cases in

which operation is performed there is subsequent

hypertrophy. The small invisible nodules become
macroscopical (6), and by observing these one can

tell with a fair degree of accuracy and without know-
ing the history of the case, whether the tonsil was
removed or whether it naturally atrophied. Occa-
sionally these nodules reach such size as to produce
definite symptoms, or, lying near the tonsillar fossa,

they fill that space, thus giving rise to what is some-
times considered as a recurrence (7). According
to Stewart (8), in forty per cent, of the cases in

which operation is performed there is a recurrence

of tonsillitis. Instead of being limited largely to

the faucial tonsil, the angina is likely to be more
diffuse. Even though this number is considered

somewhat high by other observers, the recurrence

is significant, and shows that some other condition

rather than a purely local one is at fault.

The removal of such affected tonsils is neverthe-

less urged, because, once affected from whatever
source, they are believed to be a menace to the indi-

vidual. This view is maintained largely because the

tonsils harbor a number and variety of bacteria, and
the crypts usually contain retained secretion. Al-

though it can be readily admitted that the decom-
posed and fetid secretion requires for its own sake

appropriate treatment, the suspicion may well arise

whether the ordinary material within the tonsillar

crypts acts as a focus of infection as frequently as
is commonly supposed (9). At any rate, this con-
dition is fairly univer.sal. All or nearly all human
beings are born with tonsils, and except for a day
or so after birth tonsils are never sterile, and the
crypts under all circumstances contain a varied
amount of debris (6). Neither is this condition
limited only to the faucial tonsil, but occurs also in

all other lymphoid tissue of the Waldeyer's ring.

French (10) has shown that such occurrence is

common in the infratonsillar nodules. These no-
dules are from a quarter to an inch and a half in

length, and from one eighth to half an inch in width
and thickness, and beginning from the lower end
of the tonsil they extend downward and divide into

two branches, one branch going to the front of the

epiglottis, the other becoming continuous with the

lingual tonsil. Because the capsule of the tonsil is

often continuous with the capsule of these infra-

tonsillar nodules it is often difificult to determine
where the tonsil ends and where the nodules begin.

'I'he cryjits in these nodules are tortuous and deep,

and the retained infectious material in the crypts of
these nodules, according to French, "probably
amounts to or even exceeds the quantitative equiva-
lent of the infective debris in extensively diseased

tonsils and the pathogenic organisms isolated from
the debris in both localities are practically the same."
Referring again to these nodules, he says : "As they
are in truth but offshoots or branches of the faucial

tonsils, it may come to be a habit to speak of them
as parts of the faucial tonsils instead of separate
structures" (10). Even the more enthusiastic advo-
cates of tonsillar infection are pretty generally
agreed that tonsillotomy, as far as the removal of
the infected focus is concerned, is inefficient. The
small remaining part of the tonsil continues to act

as a source of infection. Unless we conclude that

the lymphoid tissue in the tonsillar fossa has a

greater inherent tendency to cause disease than the

identical tissue a fracture of an inch lower, our
tonsillectomies cannot be more efficient than our
tonsillotomies.

For this reason it has been suggested that the in-

fected nodules, as well as the lingual tonsil, be re-

moved at the time of the tonsil operation, both of

which—as has been recently demonstrated—can be
removed with the capsule (11). Whether an ex-

tensive surgical invasion in this area will become
popular is difficult to foretell. It seems more likely,

however, that soon we shall have to admit that the

removal of all the infected lymphoid tissue is as

impossible as the sterilization of the mouth. For
this reason it is both timely and proper that we
seriously consider the advisabilit}' of modifying, or

even abandoning boldly, our present views regarding

tonsillar infection and its surgical treatment. We
all know that the number of bacteria removed at an
operation is only a fraction of those that remain,

and health is more a matter of individual immunity
than of the germs present. A diphtheria carrier may
require an operation because he is a menace to

others. As far as he himself is concerned, this con-

dition is of little importance. Of no more impor-
tance to the health of the individual are the tonsils

which harbor Streptococcus hemol>ticus, the Strep-
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tococcus ^•iridalls, and a host of other organisms that

are usually present in the oral cavity.

At first it would seem that such radical departure

from the accepted views is dangerous, and is at

variance with the results obtained in tonsil operation.

The literature also is filled with striking cures which
at times follow the removal of the tonsils. The
occasional brilliant result is always impressive, and
lingers in our memory ; the others conveniently ex-

plained and forgotten. The value of any therapeutic

procedure cannot be judged by the successful cases

alone, unless these are carefully compared with the

failures. Judging the operation in this manner, we
are forced to conclude that the results obtained from
the removal of tonsils in arthritis, neuritis, myalgia,

gout, rheumatism, anemia, neurasthenia, and a score

of other chronic conditions, are not in any way
different from those obtained from medical, mechani-
cal or other nonsurgical measures. Even in acute

articular rheumatism, where it was hoped that an
early operation would prevent an attack and the at-

tendant cardiac complications, our expectations have
been based more on hope than on facts. The under-
lying cause responsible for this malady is still so

vague that neither the internist nor the pediatrist has

as yet given us any definite data regarding tonsillec-

tomy as a preventive measure. *Of the cures that

follow tonsillectomy, some are doubtless due to

causes other than the removal of tonsils. In chil-

dren, the removal of the obstructive adenoids is

often responsible for the brilliant results. In adults,

incident to the tonsil operation there is always a
certain amount of purging, fasting, bleeding, rest

and dieting—measures which have been repeatedly

employed for many conditions where tonsillectomy

is now advised.

Thus it is evident that a decision to operate in any
particular case of nonobstructive lesion of the tonsil

is a matter which requires due deliberation, as well

as competent observation. Until our present indica-

tions are carefully revised, some tonsils will be need-

lessly removed. From the patient's viewpoint, it is

highly desirable that the number of these be re-

duced, if possible. If only a fraction of the en-

thusiasm which is directed toward the perfection of

the technic were diverted to this problem, the un-

necessary operations would be less and even the

occasional fatal occurrence reduced to a minimum.
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Influenza as a Primary Edema of the Respiratory Mucous
Membranes and Adnexa

By I. M. BRENNER, M. D.,

New York.

During the influenza epidemics which have oc-

curred in the past few years I have had the oppor-

tunity of making some observations and deductions

concerning this infection, which I now wish to bring-

to the attention of my colleagues. It would, of

course, be quite futile for me to attempt to cover

in one article the whole subject of influenza. I shall,

therefore, confine my attention to my hypothesis and
the administration of a definite regime which I be-

lieve to be efiicient in combating this condition. And
if what I am abotit to say arouses criticism and dis-

cussion, I feel that it will restilt in a definite plan of

procedure, which will aid in the successful handling
of this type of infection.

At the onset of an influenza infection there is one
striking feature for which I always look, and never
fail to find. This is an edema of the uvula and

fauces, and the studding of the mucous membrane
of the hard palate with minute vesicles. This con-

stant finding, in conjunction with the initial onset of

a very slight sore throat, has led me to believe that

the invading organism—be it the Pfeiffer bacillus or

a filterable virus—causes but little engorgement of

the affected mucous membrane, but rather an edema
of the cell protoplasm. With this observation clearly

in mind I have concluded that whenever the infect-

ing organism implants itself at any point upon the

respiratory mucous membrane, the same process of

invasion and resulting edema will take place.

After the presentation of this hypothesis and the

deductions drawn from it, it may appear that I

shall have some difficulty in proving that the in-

fltienza infection causes a primary edema of the pro-

toplasm of the lining cells; not only of those of the
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respiratory mucous membranes, but also those of

the esophagus, stomach and intestines, and that it

also, by direct continuity and extension through the

mucous membrane of the ethmoid to the base of the

brain—is capable of causing encephalitis lethargica;

yet such is my intention.

BACTERIOLOGY.

I shall not here attempt to discuss the brilliant re-

search work done by reliable bacteriologists on this

subject, but will content myself with quoting the

report of the special committee of the American
Public Health Association.

The epidemic disease known as influenza is be-

lieved to be due to an undetermined organism which
causes an infection lowering the resistance of the

body as a whole, and that of the respiratory organs

in particular, thus permitting the invasion of other

pathogenic microorganisms. The most important

complicating infections are due to the Bacillus in-

fluenzae, different strains of pneumococci, and vari-

ous kinds of streptococci. By some careful observ-

ers certain of these organisms are regarded as the

primary cause of epidemic influenza. In each case

one or several microorganisms may be present. This,

I find, is the consensus of opinion among reliable

laboratory and clinical observers.

The influenza infection—whether it is the Pfeiffer

bacillus, a filterable virus, or some yet undiscovered

organism—predisposes to secondary infection. Not
usually fatal in itself, it lowers the resistance of

the tissue cells, thereby furnishing a culture medium
for the secondary invasion by one of the streptococcic

or pneumococcic group. This would seem to have

been demonstrated by Cecil and Blake who produced
in monkeys an acute respiratory disease apparently

identical with influenza as observed in man, by in-

oculation in the nose and mouth with a strain of

Bacillus influenzae originally isolated from a human
case of influenzal pneumonia. In the inoculated ani-

mals there developed an acute, selflimited, respira-

tory disease of from three to five days' duration,

characterized by sudden onset with profound pros-

tration ; the development of rhinitis and tracheobron-

chitis ; with sneezing, cough, and the outpouring of

a scanty mucoid or mucopurulent exudate ; and a

variable febrile reaction.

SYMPTOMATOLOGY.

The epidemics of 1918 and 1920 afforded most
medical men an opportunity of seeing the onset of

influenza in all of its many forms. However, in

order to emphasize my edema theory I will briefly

recall it to mind by outlining the characteristics of

the ordinary onset. There is stoppage of the nose,

together with a slight irritation of the throat—
usually designated by the patient as a "scratchy feel-

ing"; sometimes there is a cough, of a brassy, rough
or ringing character, frequent or almost incessant,

together with a tickling in the nose and throat. With
the downward spread of the disease mucus begins

to be expectorated, which is at first watery and gela-

tinous, but later becomes purulent.

This irritation was compared by Bartholomew to

the irritation caused by inhalation of powder of

ipecac, or the pollens of certain flowers. Recent
writers have called attention to the striking similar-

ity they observed between influenza and the respira-

tory complications induced by the lethal war gases,

chlorine, phosgen, and chlorpicrine. In both gas
poisoning and influenza there is pulmonary edema
and sometimes a pneumonic process, and the edema
may be regarded as the response to an intense irrita-

tive reaction resulting in the loss of the normal pro-

tective mechanism of the upper respiratory tract,

thus allowing bacterial invasion of the lung.

The mucous membrane may be attacked at any
point to which, by reason of its anatomical position,

the air can have access, that is, the nasal, faucial,

bronchial or vesicular regions. The socalled gastric

form of grippe arises from the extension of the

process through the throat along the base, to the

vomiting centre in the bulb, the irritation or shock
symptoms being transmitted to the splanchnic nerve,

which are anastomosed with the pneumogastric in

the celiac plexus. This same irritation is also the

casual factor in epidemic hiccough and mild encejjh-

alitis.

Where the frontal sinus is involved we get per-

sistent frontal headache, and as the process extends

to the opening of the Eustachian tube, the deafness

so often noted. Accompanying the respiratory

symptoms are the rigors—usually described as

"creepy, chilly sensations," likewise periods of flush-

ing and perspiration. Invariably the patient is

drowsy and apathetic. In a great many cases the

prostration is out of all proportion to the extent of

the initial lesion. High temperature and chills are

often present, although there are some cases in which
these particular symptoms are not manifested.

Characteristic clinical findings are an edema of

the uvula and fauces, but usually unaccompanied by
pain or redness. The clinical signs in the chest

may vary from no impairment of resonance to a

marked dullness (which is only present when pneu-
monia has set in), associated with a slight prolonga-

tion of respiration or showers of fine crepitant rales.

In the epidemic of 1919 one of the characteristic

features of the symptom complex was this constant

finding of rales throughout the entire chest, but un-

accompanied by areas of consolidation upon percus-

sion.
PATHOLOGY.

A constant and striking feature in the pathological

findings has been the amount of fluid in the lungs

at necropsy. I have found some mention of this

condition in every article describing the pathology

of the influenza infected lungs. It is compared to

a hypostatic pneumonia, the suffocative catarrh of

the older writers, and referred to as a water logging

of the lungs.

The description given by Lamb and Brannin of

the appearance of the lungs at necropsy is so typical

that I feel I cannot do better than reproduce it here.

The lungs presented a picture quite distinct from
anything we have seen before. The pathological

changes are certainly not those one is accustomed
to expect in the ordinary lobar pneumonia ; nor were
they typical of bronchopneumonia. In fact, the ter-

minal hypostatic pneumonia sometimes seen in the

aged compares more nearly in gross characteristics

than does either of the other two types. The lungs

are voluminous and heavy. As a rule the posterior
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half or three quarters of the lung was a dark pur-

plish red, the remaining anterior portion gray or

pink. That this appearance was due to the filling of

the posterior portion with dark red blood could be

clearly demonstrated by an anterior posterior sec-

tion. The posterior portion felt uniformly linn,

yet somewhat resilient. The anterior part, especially

of the middle and upper lobes, was elastic, soft and

air containing; here at times a discrete, irregular,

consolidated area could be felt.

On section a profuse bloody exudate welled from
the cut surface of the consolidated portion. With
slight pressure 300 c. c. of this liquid could be

drained from a single longitudinal section. That

the firmest part of the lungs contained air could be

demonstrated by the presence of numerous air bub-

bles in the exudate. Small sections from the more
dense areas would barely sink in water ; other sec-

tions floated.

After the surface of a section had been squeezed

and washed the poly-

gonal boundaries of the

lobules could be plainly

seen. A section through

the anterior air contain-

ing portion—which was
rather sharply demar-
cated from the posterior

consolidated portion—re-

vealed a comparatively

dry cut surface. The
cut surfaces of these iso-

lated areas bulged slight-

ly and were dark gray,

but not hemorrhagic. A
nonpurulent exudate
could be expressed from
the bronchioles involved.

These areas were typic-

ally those of broncho-

pneumonia. The marked
hemorrhagic edematous
element was entirely

lacking in this upper and
anterior half of the

lungs ; in fact the gravi-

tation of the blood and
exudate to the posterior

portion of the lungs was
striking.

Here we have a picture entirely difi^erent from
that found in the stereotyped form of pneumonia.

But note also, that the clinical picture is dififerent.

With showers of rales found throughout the chest

we would expect to find corresponding areas of dull-

ness, but this is plainly not the case. If the primary

lesion causes an edema of the protoplasm of the

respiratory mucous membrane, how easily can the

pathological changes be explained ! First, the initial

edema causes a blocking off of discrete lung tissue,

which gives rise to the finding of rales, for the limien

being still patent, the air may enter and leave as long

as the entire area does not become edematous. If

pneumonia does occur, dullness may be elicited. Still

this is not a bronchopneumonia, but rather a con-

gealed area of protoplasmic distended cells, caused

Fig. 1.—Primary influenza infection of the throat. The mucous
membrane of the hard palate and fauces shows numerous discrete,
glistening, slightly elevated vesicles. There is very little—if any

—

congestion of the membrane. The uvula is markedly elongated, the
tip appearing opalescent and filled with fluid.

either by irritation at the time of the initial aspira-

tion of the invading organism, or by direct e?ctension

from the areas primarily invaded. To these areas I

have applied the name congelatinous pneumonia, so

as to describe the congealing of the cells together

and their ultimate gelatinelike consistency. Bartholo-

mew found some "peculiar opaque masses" in the

lungs in the severer cases of influenza.

"Similar lesions were found in the esophagus and
stomach and rather rarely in the intestines." He
could offer no explanation of these "masses," but I

regard them as circumscribed areas of edematous
endothelial protoplasm.

Such extensive cell irritation, impairing or block-

ing ofi^ aeration, explains the marked cyanosis, often

occurring early in these cases. It is not toxemia, but

the inhibition of oxygenation in a large surface area.

This goes to explain why the blood pressure is

maintained despite what has been considered car-

diac depression evidenced by the cyanosis, and also

to explain the leucopenia

even when so great an
area of lung is involved.

If secondary infection

occurs upon these ede-

matous areas the patho-

logical findings are in

direct relation to the or-

ganism causing it, and
the extent of tissue in-

volved. With the hemo-
lyticus or other streptov

cocci growing in the

ideal culture medium
which the influenza or-

ganism has prepared for

it, one can readily under-

stand the destruction of

the cell membrane and
the release of protoplas-

mic fluid into the air

vesicles. Sufi^ocation, due
to the rapid flooding of

the previously unin-

volved areas, rapidly fol-

lows, causing suffocative

pneumonia or water log-

ging. With the advent

o f bronchopneumonia
come the dry areas of consolidation, with the finding

of hypostatic pneumonia at the dependent portion

of the lung, as spoken of l)y I.amb and Brannin.

OSMOSIS.

In order to make clear the principles upon which

I base my conception, and for a better under.standing

of osmosis, I will briefly set forth a description of

this phenomena and its relation to the subject under
discussion. Landau defines osmotic pressure as the

"niolccular concentration of the fluid blood plasma,

without taking into consideration the red and white

blood corpuscles. The osmotic pressure is equal

to the pressure of serum only because the blood

])lasnia fibrin—although an albuminous substance of

high molecular weight—does not influence osmotic

pressure."
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Dissolved substances, as well as water, can pass

from the lymph into the bloodvessels. This we know
because, if all connection except that of the blood-

vessels is cut off between a limb and the rest of the

body, and if a solution can be injected into those

vessels without injuring them, it will be completely

ARTERY

Fig. 2.—Schematic representation of oxygenation, showing re-

lationship of pulmonary endothelium and capillary under normal
osmotic conditions, and a diagramatic illustration of air vesicle under
same conditions.

absorbed. Besides the process of diffusion and the

attraction power which proteids possess for water,

are the processes of imbibition. All tissues—living

and dead alike—have the power of taking up fluids,

either by molecular imbibition, that is, by absorbing

- / — / — Y- -~ f -. r-~ r — y
A RTETRY— _ I — / -

Fig. 4.—Abnormal distention of lining endothelium due to ir-

ritation; associated with a lowering of osmotic pressure in the capil-

lary. Partial occlusion of the air vesicle resulting from protrusion

of the distended endothelium into the lumen, thereby inhibiting

proper o.xygenation. It is the multiplicity of this condition that in-

hibits aeration and causes cyanosis.

fluids, through homogeneous substances ; or by

capillary imbibition, that is, through discrete pores.

Hamburger supposes that by imbibition of the

first kind, fluids are absorbed by the homogeneous

cement substances between the endothelial cells lin-

ing the peritoneum, and by the same process the fluid

is iDas.sed on into the subepithelial connective tissue.

Also that the cement substances between the endo-
thelial cells of the capillaries act in the same way,
and by means of the minute lumina of the capillaries

assist in draining the abdominal cavity. This power
of imbibition, however, is limited, and a given quan-
tity of tissue can take up only a certain volume of

fluid. But the absolute equilibrium of osmotic pres-

sure within the whole organism must be upset the

instant the osmotic pressure at any one place is

changed by the introduction of a solution or the

deposition of new molecules. If the osmotic pres-

sure in a cell is raised by an increase in the number
of molecules dissolved in it, the following phenomena
will ensue: 1. If the cell walls are perpetually per-

meable to salt molecules, these molecules in their

Fig. 3. Fig. 5.

Fig. 3.—Normal vesicular arrangement which makes up lobule of

lung.
Fig. 5.—Several partially occluded air vesicles which give rise

to the finding of rales, unassociated with consolidation. It is to

this pathological condition that I have applied the term "congelatin-

ous pneumonia," and that R. Bartholomew has referred to as

"opaque masses." Note that with positive osmotic pressure in the

endothelial cells the intraarterial tension is negative. By causing a

reversal of this tension the cells shrink to normal.

endeavor to diffuse uniformly, will wander out of

the cell, that is betake themselves from a place of

higher concentration to a place where concentration

is lower, until equilibrium again prevails everywhere.

2. But if, on the other hand, the cell wall is imper-

meable to these molecules, in their endeavor to dif-

fuse they will exert pressure upon the cell wall,

thereby causing water to pass from the secondary

medium into the cell. Therefore, the least change

in the osmotic pressure in a single cell will result

in some kind of movement of substance. In a given

cell complex the currents of the individual cells, if

they proceed in the same direction, will be fused;

if they proceed in opposite directions they will be

weakened or will neutralize one another.

TREATMENT.

Having presented my observations that the invad-

ing organism causes a primary edema of the proto-

plasm of the cells in the respiratory, brain and gas-

trointestinal tracts, I shall now show that by in-

creasing osmotic tension in the pulmonary arterial

system, fluids are removed from the endothelial pro-

toplasm, rendering the cells less liable to a secondary

invasion by the streptococcic or pneumococcic group.

With this hypothesis in mind, let us glance back-
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ward and examine the treatment of some of the

earlier clinicians.

R. Johnson in his thesis on influenza, written in

1806, was very enthusiastic regarding the employ-
ment of hlood letting, catharsis, blisters and salt

baths. J. B. Bryan in 1837 describes the almost im-

mediate relief of symptoms in the 150 cases he had
bled, also making use of tartar emetic, purges and
blisters. While he did not attribute his excellent re-

sults to anything in particular, to me it is obvious

that by increasing the pulmonary arterial tension by
bleeding, purging and counter irritation, he deprived

the lung tissue cells of their fluid, by calling upon
them to reestablish the equilibrium of osmotic pres-

sure. In Thompson's Annals of Influenza (1851-2)
Dr. Graves observes that the cerebral type was
markedly relieved by bleeding, purges and applica-

tion of leeches. The literature of this period would
seem to indicate that this condition was then more
frequently treated by blood letting than at any time

before or since.

Though the work recently done in an endeavor to

produce a specific serum for influenza has so far

failed to achieve the desired end, the results obtained

seem to me to offer a most decided proof of the

soundness of this edema theory. The first work on
serum therapy that came to my attention was that

of McGuire and Redden, who reported the results

of convalescent human serum used in 151 cases.

Although these results were clinically satisfactory,

tending to shorten the duration of the influenza

pneumonia, the outcome was not dififerent from that

obtained by Lamb and Brannin when they employed
nonspecific serum (antimeningococcic, antitetanic,

antidiphtheritic and typhoid). One thing noteworthy
in McGuire and Redden's work was the practice of

administering the serum as early as possible, and
if no fall in temperature followed the first dose, to

give successive doses until a reaction was obtained.

Within a period varying from thirty minutes to

several hours following the administration of the

human serum, the patient would show signs of im-
provement. Sometimes there was a chill, always a

profuse sweating, upon the occurrence of which the

toxic symptoms subsided and the temperature came
down. The authors designate these cases as influ-

enza pneumonia, and describe them as having either

small areas of consolidation accompanied by rales,

or as having no consolidation at all.

I do not regard this stage as a pneumonia, but
rather a primary edema of the cells, and my ex-

planation of the results obtained by these authors
is that by increasing the osmotic tension in the pul-

monary arterial system they deprived the edematous
cells of their fluid. Any form of serum which causes
the patient to sweat profusely would have given the

same results. The different kinds of serum em-
ployed by Lamb and Brannin never gave any results

unless a sweat was obtained following the chill.

Apparently tl|ere was no specific action of any spe-

cial type of serum, the outcome depended wholly
upon the serum's protein content. I maintain that

no matter what form of serum may be employed
there will be no satisfactory efl^ect unless accom-
panied by loss of fluid through the skin. As in

meningitis, where the appearance of the urticarial

rash is accompanied by a drop in temperature and
the subsidence of the cerebral symptoms, so in this

condition the skin acts as a safety valve. This
phenomenon will also occur in encephalitis lethar-

gica if considered as an edema and treated by the

removal of fluid, as I regard this as a direct exten-

sion from the ethnoid to the base of the brain, and
the characteristic symptoms will appear as the nerves

are attacked from anterior to posterior, the facul-

ties returning as the edema subsides back to front.

In all the findings I have quoted, it is clear that

there is no favorable result obtained unless there is

a removal of fluid of some kind (dehydration).

With each tendency to recurrence of symptoms and
readministration of serum, the same reaction took

place, and a further removal of fluid occurred with

concomitant blood concentration and increase of in-

traarterial tension. In Redden's group the patients

showing a secondary streptococci infection derived

no benefit from the serum and died. Here the rup-

ture of the cell membrane had permitted an accumu-
lation of fluid which could not be removed by osmo-
sis, because of its escape into the air vesicles (flood-

ing)-

Following this work on serum therapy came the

intravenous injection of hypertonic glucose solution,

which was employed by Wells and Blankinship, who
obtained markedly beneficial results from the ad-

ministration of a ten per cent, solution. They re-

port an improvement in the pulse volume, which I

contend was probably due to an increase in the

arterial fluids because the lung tissue cells were
deprived of their fluid, the relief coming, not by
diaphoresis, but by an increase in the urinary out-

put. I feel that the work of these authors offers

more support to the theory of the primary lesion

being an edema, and the possibility of its removal
by osmosis through arterial hypertension, than do
the results obtained with serum therapy. A number
of physicians have been successful in the use of

concentrated bicarbonate of soda solutions employed
as rectal irrigations. And those who are familiar

with Cushney's theory of catharsis will readily see

that by the withdrawal of fluid through the bowel
there occurred a concentrated blood stream which
replenished itself by taking water from the tissue

cells wherever it could be most -easily released. How
often have we observed the marked improvement fol-

lowing the onset of menstruation. Here again, be-

cause of the congestion of the pelvic organs and
depletion of the blood stream, the chest was relieved

of its edema.
Landau mentions the importance of the kidney as

a regulating agent of the osmotic pressure. He ob-

served that if the renal function was stopped for

twenty-four hours the coagulating point of blood

would drop from 0.56 to 1.06 or even 1.31. In

normal kidney function, the kidneys operate against

such excessive increase of molecular concentration

by secreting the excess of solid molecular from the

blood and keeping the osmotic pressure nearly con-

stant. Functional renal disturbance, however, is

sure to cause diverse changes in the osmotic pres-

sure. When the kidneys are not capable of per-

forming the task assigned to them, an excess of

nonsecreted molecules is found in the blood, and
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concentration is increased. The organism, however,

strives to maintain a constant osmotic pressure, and
brings into action certain regulating functions for

preventing osmotic pressure changes. These func-

tions are limitations of metabolism and retention

of water in the blood.

It will be seen that my idea of the primary edema
in influenza is exactly contrary to that of Henry A.

Christian, who believes that practically all persons

ill v^^ith influenza have a bronchial pneumonia.

Happy results have follovi^ed my use of an almost

empiric form of treatment in both mild and serious

cases of this infection, seen in either early or late

stages. My endeavor w^as to relieve the edema by
diaphoresis, diuresis and slight purging, and I in-

sisted upon absolute bed rest, never permitting the

patient to leave his bed to go to the toilet, or even

to rise on his elbow to take nourishment, thus avoid-

ing the remotest possibility of chilling and a conse-

quent decrease in peripheral circulation. I employed

a simple and easily obtained combination of medica-

tion, salicylates to cause sweating, caffeine to stimu-

late urinary secretion, codeine for drying. With this

I ordered counted rritation applied to the chest for

a period of fifteen to twenty minutes at four hour
intervals, for the purpose of increasing the peri-

pheral circulation.

I do not hesitate to state that I believe the lay-

man who ingested a large quantity of alcohol, went
to bed and perspired freely, did more for himself

in aborting the initial onset of influenza than the

medical fraternity has ever realized. Likewise I

feel that a great deal of harm has been done by the

use of expectorant mixtures which cause a release

of the encapsulated fluid which, being released,

floods the air vesicles and gives the picture of liyjjo-

static pneumonia, which cannot be removed by

osmosis.

CONCLUSIONS.

1. Whenever the infecting organism of influenza

implants itself upon the respiratory tract there will

be a definite objective edema, such as is always in

evidence on the uvula and fauces at the initial (jnset

of the disease.

2. Pathologically, it has been demonstrated that

large amounts of fluid are present in the lungs and
that they present an entirely difi^erent picture from
that of bronchopneumonia. There is a congealed

area of . protoplasmic distended endothelial cells,

which I have called congelatinous pneumonia.

3. Osmosis is a definite accepted phenomenon, and
the response of the organism to changes in the osmo-
tic pressure has been clinically demonstrated.

4. Bleeding, the administration of immune or non-

specific serum, glucose injections, colonic irrigation,

diaphoresis, menstruation, all serve to remove fluids,

that is, are agents of dehydration, thereby increasing

intraarterial osmotic tention.

5. Therefore, any treatment which brings about

dehydration and causes blood concentration will, by
osmosis, remove the fluid from the edematous proto-

plasmic cells of the lung tissue, brain or gastroin-

testinal tract.

6. I believe that therapy directed to this end has

and will prove a positive, if not almost a specific,

means of treating this type of infection.

156 West Eighty-sixth Street.

Symptomatology of Influenza
By JOSEPH C. REGAN, M. D.,

Brooklyn.

The recent pandemic of influenza, which visited

New York city in epidemic form in the fall of 1918,

was so extensive aad the morbidity so great that

hospitalization was a more or less routine procedure.

The Kingston Avenue Hospital received 1,250 pa-

tients from September 16th to November 10th, a

period of less than two months. (The majority of

admissions were men in the service, coming in from
the Brooklyn Navy Yard.)

In order to determine approximately the relative

frequency, duration and severity of the various sub-

jective symptoms in influenza, histories were taken

from a hundred unselected adult male patients fol-

lowing a uniform questionnaire. The information

obtained relative to these various points in this small

series of cases is given in the following text.

Headache was mentioned by all of the patients.

In over seventy-five per cent, the duration of this

symptom was between one and four days, and in

seventy per cent, between two and four days. It

*Indicated by One Hundred Case Histories. From the Kingston
Avenue Hospital of the Bureau of Hospitals, Department of Health,

New York City, Dr. Robert J. Wilson, Director.

began in almost all cases on the first day of the

disease. The headache was described as frontal in

sixty-five instances, occipital in six, generalized in

nineteen and confined mostly to the top of the head

in five. The pain was defined as dull in sixty in-

stances and sharjo in twenty-three.

Backache occurred in seventy cases. The average

duration was between two and three days. The pain

was specified as being severe in seventy-six per cent,

and slight in twenty- four per cent. In character it

was usually a dull aching pain localized mostly in

the lumbar region (in over seventy-seven per cent.).

It was uniformly distributed along the spine in

three instances. Pain in the neck was noticeably

severe in seventy per cent, of the cases. General

soreness all over the body was complained of by

twelve per cent, of the patients.

Thirty-four patients sufifered from pains in the

limbs, which were in most instances moderately se-

vere. In twenty-eight of the thirty-four cases the

pains were present in l)oth the arms and leos in

eleven, and in the legs alone in seventeen. Pain in
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the joints were experienced by fourteen patients.

In two cases the pain was hmited to the shoulder

joint, in two others to the knee joint, and in two
more to the hip joint. Pain in the abdomen was
complained of by four patients, and pain in the chest

by nine.

Nosebleed was noted by ten patients. The fre-

quency was on an average of once or twice daily for

one or two days. In one instance it persisted ofif

and on for five days. Packing was not infrequently

required.

Vomiting occurred in twenty-three per cent, of

the cases. It began on the first, second or third day

of the disease and persisted from two to four days

in nineteen of the twenty-three cases. In four pa-

tients it lasted over five days. The frequency of

vomiting varied. In fifteen instances it occurred be-

tween two and four times daily, and in two, between

six and seven times.

Diarrhea was said to have been noted in twenty-

four patients, starting as a rule on the second or third

day. As many of the patients had taken a cathartic

with the onset of the disease it was difficult to place

the exact frequency of this symptom. Inasmuch as

the duration was between two and four days in

twelve cases, probably the latter figure, i. e., twelve,

would be the more correct one. The frequency of

the bowel evacuations varied, but the average was
between three and four times a day in eleven pa-

tients. In three cases they occurred seven times

daily.

Sore throat was mentioned by sixty-four patients

beginning on the first, or occasionally the second

day of the disease. The average dtxration was be-

tween two and three days. The severity was given

in forty-three instances as slight in twenty-seven or

sixty-two per cent., and moderate in sixteen or

thirty-eight per cent. In eighteen cases the symp-
tom was limited to a dryness of the throat and
pharynx. Cough was uniformly present in every

patient. It was commonly noticed on the first day
of the disease. The average duration was between
two and four days (in twenty-six of the forty-three

cases in which it was given). The cough was con-

sidered to be slight in thirty-nine, and severe in

forty-two. It was dry in twenty-seven and pro-

ductive in forty-eight (sixty-four per cent.). The
expectoration was mentioned by forty-two patients,

as scant in sixteen and profuse in twenty-six. The
character of the cough was gagging with a tendency
to prodtice vomiting in thirty-six cases.

Secretion of eyes was observed by twenty patients.

It was mentioned as slight in seven and moderate
in thirteen. The average duration was between two
and three days. This symptom usually appeared
with the onset or during the second and third day
subseqtiently.

Secretion of nose occurred in twenty-eight cases.

It was slight in thirteen, and moderate in thirteen.

This symptom was noted on the first day of illness

as a rule, occasionally it began on the second day.
The duration was on an average between two and
three days ; in a few patients it persisted until the

fourth day of the illness.

Chills were experienced by fifty patients. With a
few exceptions they occurred with the onset, on

the first day of the disease. The chills persisted at

frequent intervals for between one and two days in

about seventy per cent, of these patients.

Dizziness or vertigo was noticed by twenty-nine

patients usually appearing on the first day of illness

while the patient was still up and around. The aver-

age duration was two to three days. It was not as

a rule severe.

Perspiration was profuse in eighteen of the twen-

ty-three patients in whom it occurred.

Previous history of influenza was only obtained

in three instances.

RESUME.

1. The only symptoms which were absolutely con-

stant in all the one hundred cases of influenza, were
headache and cough. The majority of patients had

also backache (seventy per cent.), sore throat (sixty-

fottr per cent.), and chills (fifty per cent.). The
remaining symptoms may be listed in their order of

frequence as follows : Pain in the limbs (thirty-four

per cent.), dizziness or vertigo (twenty-nine per

cent.), secretion of nose (twenty-eight per cent.),

vomiting (twenty-three per centv), perspiration

(twenty-three per cent.), secretion of the eyes

(twenty per cent.), pains in joints (fourteen per

cent.), diarrhea twelve per cent.), general soreness

of the body (twelve per cent.), nosebleed (ten per

cent.), pain in the neck (seven per cent.), pain in

the abdomen (four per cent.).

2. The symptoms usually appearing on the first

day of the disease were chills, headache, backache,

secretion of nose and eyes, cough, and vertigo.

3. The duration of the headache was commonly
from two to four days, and it was usually frontal in

location and dull in character.

4. Backache lasted from two to four days. The
pain was usually severe, and of a dull aching char-

acter localized mostly in the lumbar region.

5. The cough of influenza persists as a rule for

two to four days. It is commonly severe and pro-

ductive in character, with a fairly profuse expec-

toration.

6. Sore throat was fairly common with the onset

of the disease.

7. Chills occurred in half of the patients.

8. Pains in the limbs were frequent (one third of

the patients) and were in most instances moderately

severe. The legs were involved mtich more fre-

quently than the arms (more than twice as often).

9. Secretion of nose was always slight or mod-
erate and began with the onset of the disease.

10. Secretion of the eyes was commonly slight or

moderate. It lasted as a rule for two to three days.

11. Dizziness or vertigo was usually not severe

and did not persist more than two or three days.

It usually appeared on the first day of the illness

while the patient was still up and arotind.

12. Vomiting started most often on second or

third day of the disease and lasted from two to four

days.

13. Diarrhea usually appeared tipon the second or

third day of the disease. The average frequency
was three to four bowel evacuations a day and the

duration was between two and four days.

14. Nosebleed occurred in a minor proportion of

tlie patients (ten per cent).



Editorial Articles
THE PSYCHOCHEMICAL TREATMExNT
OF PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS.

Chronic pulmonary tuberculosis is treated in

various ways, although it must be confessed with

no great success in any one direction. Antitubercu-

lous serotherapy, from which much was hoped and

much predicted, has by no means fulfilled the glowing

promises by which it was ushered in. As a matter

of fact, tuberculin treatment based on the principle

of active immunization has been losing ground. In

short, tuberculin, not exerting any specific action

and being only partially remedial, can never count

for much in the treatment of clironic pulmonary

tuberculosis and, in addition, is only available in a

limited proportion of cases. Chemotherapy seemed to

have a great future in the treatment of tuberculosis,

but here too our high hopes have not been realized.

However, it must be admitted that when more is

known concerning the action of the ferments and

of physical chemistry, it is likely that chemotherapy

will be found to be of value in the treatment of pul-

monary tuberculosis. Researches in this direction

are being actively prosecuted in various parts of the

world, the results of which may open up a new and

fruitful field of treatment of disease in general in-

cluding, of course, chronic pulmonary tuberculosis.

Up to the present time, however, medicinal aid

has failed, except as an alleviative measure in some

stages of pulmonary tuberculosis, and the same may
be said, with some reservations, of surgical measures.

Artificial pneumothorax is in some cases an extremely

valuable procedure, for, while it is not often curative

in its action, it does stay the progress of the disease,

its efifect being somewhat similar to an operation for

cancer.

In the Medical Press and Circular, October 5,

1921, Dr Louis Renon, professor agrege at the

Faculty of Medicine of Paris, discusses the treat-

ment of chronic pulmonary tuberculosis by psycho-

chemical means. Dr. Renon lays down the axiom

that every new method of treating chronic pulmonary

tuberculosis, provided it is harmless, always yields

satisfactory results. He points out that there is a

normal coefficient of improvement attained by all

the various modes of treatment, but, and here is

the point, this improvement is largely due to psycho-

therapeutic influence. If the physician has absolute

confidence in his method he imparts this confidence

to the patient, as a rule, with satisfactory results.

Indeed, it is suggestion that does good and treatment

is merely the vehicle of this suggestion. Rochefou-

cauld remarked that, "Hope, deceitful though she be,

serves at any rate to lead us to life's end along an

agreeable path." Dr. Renon draws attention to the

obvious truth that the most popular phthisiothera-

peutists are those who manage to acquire a salutary

influence over their patients, who, so to speak, keep

them well in hand and direct them in accordance

with the present principles of treatment of tuber-

culosis and bolster up their treatment by a good dose

of suggestion.

It was on the strength of these principles tliat he

instituted what he termed the "method of successive

analogous medications," that is to say, the association

of the chemical action of the drugs on the disease

with the psychical action which they can be made

to exert on the patient. As the duration of the

latter action rarely exceeds three weeks it becomes

necessary to change hands at the expiration of that

period, in other words, what must he done is to alter,

without changing the treatment.

The method of successive analogous medication

implies the use of bodies containing iron, lime, silica,

arsenic, carbonates, phosphates, organotherapeutic

products, and so on, but whatever the substance em-

ployed, it must first and foremost be harmless. Then,

too, the drugs should be administered in small doses.

Each case calls for special treatment, the details of

which can be filled in differently, but it must cover

a period of twenty days followed by a period of re-

pose of from eight to ten days, during which no

medicine at all is given. This is followed by suc-

cessive periods of twenty days' treatment with the

usual eight to ten days' respite. Dr. Renon has

come to the conclusion that this period of repose is

indispensable to the organism, so that tolerance may
not be established. After three months of this treat-

ment the cycle can be started afresh. The same

medicinal substance is not prescribed dc )iovo until

three months have elapsed. The patient has not had

time to get used to it, and the good effects of the

first administration will be repeated. According

to the clinical form of the disease and the various

therapeutical indications, the details can be filled in

with other substances selected from a list given in

Dr. Renon's article, since in the small doses therein

prescribed there is no risk whatever of upsetting

the digestion.

Every physician with experience in dealing with

patients suffering from chronic pulmonary tubercu-

losis is fully conscious of the fact that means of

treating it effectively are unsatisfactory. Sanatorium
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treatment, if it has not failed, at least has not given

the results which were fondly anticipated and some-

what too loudly proclaimed by its supporters. Yet,

although scientific phthisiotherapy has not come into

its own, there remain those methods whose purpose

is merely to strengthen and increase the defensive

powers of the organism, such as climatotherapy,

organotherapy, and treatment by fresh air and good

food. These really rational measures continue to

hold their own and are being placed upon a more

common sense basis than formerly. Excess in any

one direction has been discarded, absolute repose has

i)een wholly abandoned, and forced feeding and

overeating do not find the favor they used to find,

but, after all, diet rightly chosen and a sufficiency

of exercise and plenty of fresh air are still the

sheet anchors of the treatment.

As for the psychotherapeutic factor of cure, there

is little doubt that it is of the first importance in

the treatment of disease and perhaps especially in

that of the dread disease to which reference is being

made. Mind has an immense effect on the physical

conditions and confidence in a physician is often a

long step along the path of progress.

The chemical treatment of tuberculosis has

for its special object the remineralization of the

organism in accordance with the principle laid down
by Professor Albert Robin, to recalcify it by

Ferrier's method, to brace it up and to remedy the

insufficiency of the glands of internal secretion. As
said before, although chemical treatment exerts no

specific effect, investigations now proceeding inspire

hope that it may. Robin's mode of treatment is

founded on sound premises. Renon's method of

successive analogous chemical medications given on

psychotherapeutic principles, combined with the so-

called rational treatment by fresh air, rest and good

food, is an advance on his great compatriot's treat-

ment, inasmuch as it largely depends on the influence

of the mind over the body.

PULMONARY GANGRENE IN CHILDREN
The diagnosis of pulmonary gangrene in children

is always difficult since none of the symptoms pre-

sented are pathognomonic. The process must be

suspected when during the course of pneumonia,

bronchopneumonia, or pleurisy, evidence of prostra-

tion and a hectic condition appear, with chills and

very high or remittant temperature. Pulmonary

gangrene may exist without the two principal ele-

ments of diagnosis being present, namely, fetid

breath and expectoration, but when the former

symptom is manifest the physician must ascertain

with the greatest care whether it is due to a gangren-

ous lesion in the mouth—noma, dental caries, ul-

ceromembranous stomatitis—in the pharynx, or in

the larynx.

In the mouth and the pharynx the foci of gan-

grene are easy to detect, as well as the angina with a

putrid odor so frequently met with in children. One
must also ascertain with the utmost care if the odor

does not possibly come from the nasal fossie—atro-

phic rhinitis. When to the fetid breath there is added
bloody, grayish, putrid sputum, the diagnosis is al-

most a certainty. There are, however, two pul-

monary affections which are difficult to diflferentiate

from gangrene, and the diagnosis is still more diffi-

cult when these are complicated by gangrene. We
refer to bronchiectasis and putrid bronchitis. In

the first, the breath and expectoration occasionally

are very fetid, quite as much so as in gangrene, but

with the difi^erence that in bronchial dilatation the

odor is stale rather than putrid. This supposed

diflference is frequently little marked, however, and
many observers believe that the difference is insuffi-

cient for differentiating pulmonary gangrene from
bronchiectasis or putrid bronchitis. From the view-

point of diagnosis a microscopical examination of

the sputum is much more important, as in pulmonary

gangrene the presence of elastic fibres and bits of

pulmonary parenchyma will be detected.

In bronchiectasis the expectoration takes place by
matutinal intermittent evacuations more or less

copious. The condition may improve but recovery

does not take place, in this respect dififering distinctly

from circumscribed pulmonary gangrene in which
there is often complete recovery. Of course diffuse

gangrene of the lungs causes death in a short time.

Putrid bronchitis may give rise to fetid breath and
sputum, but the physical signs of pulmonary cavity

are wanting.

In certain cases of tuberculosis that have reached

the stage of cavity formation there may be fetid

breath and expectoration, but in children from one
to eight years of age lung cavities, like pulmonary
gangrene, are found in the middle portion and base

of the lung quite as often as at the apices. Cavities

are rare during the first few years of life, but gan-

grene of the walls is even more infrequent. The
general condition in pulmonary gangrene, with the

symptoms of profound infection, are sufficientlv

different from the anemia and cachexia of tubercu-

losis to make the diagnosis clear.

There is a form of hereditary syphilis that may be

confounded with pulmonary gangrene, and this all

the more readily because the symptomatology of both

processes has more than one point in common. We
refer to pulmonary syphilis of the gangrenous form
described by Dieulafoy and Fournicr. In these cases
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some process is developed in the lung and there is

eliminated the products of broken down gummata
of fearful fetidity. A mistake will surely occur if

the history of the parents and the usual signs of

hereditary syphilis are not looked for. Specific

treatment will settle the question; likewise a Wasser-

mann test, if the reaction is positive. This, however,

may not always be the case.

One word as to radioscopy and exploratory punc-

ture. The former has not been successful from the

viewpoint of diagnosis, while exploratory puncture

will be useless even if a pleural collection does exist,

because the serofibrinous fluid withdrawn offers

nothing characteristic. It is only in cases of gan-

grenous pleurisy that the nature of the fluid with-

drawn will indicate that one or several foci of

gangrene are present in the lung. Finally, it must

be frankly admitted that there are too many cases of

pulmonary gangrene in children in which the diag-

nosis is made when the case comes to autopsy.

PHYSICIAN AUTHORS : DR. EDWARD
HAZEN PARKER

Life's race well run.

Life's work all done.

Life's victory won;
Now Cometh rest.

This stanza, in somewhat garbled form, is in-

scribed on the tomb of President James A. Garfield

in Cleveland, Ohio. It is perhaps the most popular

bit of tombstone doggerel ever written. One can

find it in thousands of graveyards in all parts of the

world, for it has been translated into many languages.

The stanza was one of a set of four written by Dr.

Edward Hazen Parker, who was a prominent New
York physician during the latter half of the last

century. The verses were written early in 1879 and

printed for use at a funeral in the spring of that

year. Dr. Parker's friend. Prof. William H. Crosby

of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., made a translation of it into

Latin, and both the original and the translation were

printed, side by side, in the now defunct Nezv York

Observer, May 13, 1880. Dr. Parker's name was

attached to the English version and Crosby's to the

Latin version. But through some freak of circum-

stance the verses became detached from the name

of the author and newspapers throughout this coun-

try and England began printing them without author-

ship credit, or credited to someone other than the real

author. How they came into the hands of Mrs.

Garfield is not known, but the copy she had of them

was accredited to Anon. Country editors a few

years back were addicted to the habit of accrediting

to Anoii. nearly everytliing they lifted from contem-

porary papers. The fact that the lines were used

on Garfield's tomb gave them great vogue, but even

l)efore that their exceeding appropriateness for

epitaph purposes had l)cen recognized, and the stone

cutters already knew them by heart. Alexandra,

Princess of Wales, had had them inscribed on a

stone above the grave of an old servant and friend

and they had been used by many others of lesser

note.

When the editor of the Clez-dand Sunday Sun
began an inquiry into the authorship of the lines

claimants for the honor sprang up in all parts of

the country. Other new.spapers took up the matter

and in course of time Dr. Parker heard of the con-

troversy and was able easily to establish his claim

to the authorship 1)eyond all dispute.

The three remaining stanzas of Dr. Parker's poem,

as printed in the Nczv York Observer, were as

follows

:

Sorrows are o'er,

Trials no more.
Ship reaches shore

;

Now Cometh rest.

Faith yields to sight.

Day follows night,

Jesus gives light

;

Now Cometh rest.

We awhile wait.

But, soon or late.

Death opes the gate.

Then cometh rest.

It will readily be seen that the first stanza, with

its monosyllabic Saxon, besides being admirably

adapted to epitaph purposes, also is the best stanza

of the four. As a tribute it covers the ground fully.

The rest is tautological and to some extent beside

the mark.

Beyond this single poem, and a few other verses

of similar character which have not been preserved,

Dr. Parker wrote nothing, excej^t what he wrote in

his capacity as a medical editor. He was a physician

and surgeon of great prominence in New York for

half a century, up to the time of his death in 1896.

He was born in Boston, Alass., in 1823 and was

graduated from Dartmouth College in 1846. Two
years later he got his medical degree at Jefferson

Medical College, and was at once appointed lecturer

on anatomy and physiology at Bowdoin Medical

College at Concord, N. H., where he also undertook

the editorship of the New Hampshire Medical Jour-

nal, which he conducted successfully for nine years.

He left Concord in 1853 to accept the chair of

physiology and pathology in the New York Med-

ical College. During the three years that he held

this in-ofessorship he established the* Medical
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Monthly (1854) and continued as its editor for many

years. During part of that period he also was co-

editor of the Journal of Medicine at Concord. In

1858, through the sohcitation of many friends and

patients, he was induced to remove to Poughkeepsie,

N. Y., where he practised medicine up to the time of

his death.

THE NEW BIBLE

H. G. Wells, in his proposed twentieth century

Bible, reserves an important place for sanitary

science. He points out that the Bible which he

would replace contains much that hears on the sub-

ject of health of body, as of mind, from the Mosaic

rules concerning the disposal of sewage and the

classification of foods down to the Rechabite teach-

ings of temperance (or abstinence) from alcoholic

drinks.

Much of this sanitary section of the great Bible

is obsolete from a modern viewpoint and for modern

purposes, but the spirit of hygiene still pervades the

old pages in a large way. The Bible is, or was, a

changing" collection of condensed works on various

subjects—historical, poetical, legal, ethical, religious.

Many of them have been omitted, from time to time,

as "uninspired," while others, which seemed to the

compilers of the age deserving of admission, have

lieen added.

A modern Bible of this sort would be a most un-

wieldy affair, and we fear that the Book of Hygiene

and Sanitation would be hard to write. Still, the

general principles of both subjects might be con-

densed into small compass, and would they not fall

under two heads, the titles of which Cleanliness and

Temperance sound old-fashionedly biblical? The

problems of sanitation are still the observation of

rules of cleanliness, but now^ bacterially rather than

in the old dogmatic sense, established vaguely

through totem worship and other accidental taboo

;

we must have clean water, clean milk, clean air. In

personal hygiene, the preservation of bodily clean-

liness, inside and out, comes near covering the essen-

tials of conduct, and as for sexual health, cleanliness

covers the whole ground.

Should not the modern school curriculum contain

the modern Bible? In other words, should not our

school textbooks cover the field of modern science

and literature, as did the older Bible in a time when

religion was more anthropomorphic? Certainly

hygiene and sanitation should be an essential of this

educational Bible, but we are a long way from

attaining to their admission to such a place of

dignity as they deserve, or such as they held in the

Pentateuch.

THE NATIONx\LITY OF SURGERY
The following is an excerpt from an editorial

concerning Dr. Lorenz's reception in America,

which appeared in a recent issue of the Sun, New
York, which expresses an attitude at variance with

that held by many physicians in this country.

The physician's earlier doubt as to how he would
be looked upon in a nation that recently was at war
with his country indicated a misapprehension. We
do not in this country harbor indiscriminate grudges
against the people of Germany and Austria. Our
promptness in sending food after the armistice

showed that. Especially do we not feel animosity

toward an individual whom, like Dr. Lorenz, we
knew and held in utmost respect and gratitude long

before a military venture at Berlin had brought
distress upon Europe. Americans desire the re-

covery of the Central European peoples, and they

desire the kind of reconciliation that such humani-
tarian activities as those of Dr. Lorenz should
further. The world has seen too much of destruc-

tion to retain any belated ill feeling toward those who
devote their lives to healing wounds and saving fives.

When we recall the fraternal courtesy shown by

physicians of the warring countries to each other

during hostilities, it would be well to take a broader

view of the situation. The writer of this editorial

was a prisoner of war in Vienna, where he was

operated upon with great skill by a Viennese surgeon

and received every care and attention possible. Per-

haps if some of the more critical had had more actual

experience they would not cling to the hysteria of

the past.

NOT OF THE GROUP
Of the personnel of group medicine which we

have happened to see, there has not appeared anyone

familiar with the use of massage and medical gym-

nastics. Is this old and most important branch of

treatment to be neglected in group, as it has been in

individual, practice? Are we to run chiefly to diag-

nosis, pills and powders, while under various oft'en-

sive names the nonmedical who are interested in the

laying on of hands thrive and prosper and do good ?

Some ten years ago the dean of one of our most

respected medical schools, in his annual report, stated

that it was high time to establish a chair of treatment

of disease by physical means. The chair has never

been established. This represents the inertia of all

the schools on this subject. Meanwhile the schools

for those who apply some of these methods indis-

criminately, and otherwise without judgment, turn

out a host of those who profit l)y our medical

stui)idity.

What the patient wants is to get well, or at least

get better, and most chronic invalids are such from

lack of exercise of mind or body. If they prefer
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passive exercise and are willing to pay for it, they

should have it from a hand that can prescribe it in

the safest way. But there are many other patients,

medical as well as surgical, who will profit greatly

from mechanotherapy.

If the physician does not care to use his own
hands, he can have the services of a trained masseur

or masseuse, and in group medicine there is an excel-

lent opportunity to have such a trained assistant as

full time worker. There is no excuse for allowing

patients who have "much or little the matter with

them" from falling into the hands of "adju.sters" of

the vertebral column.

THE USE OF VITAMINES.
Careful workers in medicine have found many

therapeutic uses for vitamines. As in the case of

many other medicinal products, manufacturers more
interested in profits than in results tend to exploit

their wares before the public. This tends to lead

the lay public to selftreatment. Frequently mistakes

are made and a serious disease progresses beyond
the point where it may successfully be treated by the

physician. This situation has arisen in regard to

vitamines. The market has been flooded by numer-
ous products and the appeal is made directly to the

lay public. There are certain carefully made vita-

mine products, designed for medicinal use under the

direction of the physician, where clinical data may
be secured and accurate observations obtained. It

would be folly to discard a valuable therapeutic aid

because of certain widely advertised purely commer-
cial products. It would be wise for the practitioner

to choose his products with care and cooperate with

the reliable manufacturers of standardized vitamines

who are attempting to distribute their products

through the practising physician.

^

News Items.

Harvey Society Lecture.—Dr. Clemens Pir-

quet, professor of pediatrics, University of Vienna,

will deliver the third Harvey Society Lecture at the

New York Academy of Medicine, Saturday evening,

December 17, 1921. His subject will be Nutrition

Treatment of Tuberculosis in Childhood.

Smallpox in Kansas City.—According to Pub-
lic Health reports, 127 cases of smallpox, with 39

deaths, occurred in Kansas City, Mo., during the

period October 10th to November 10th. It is re-

ported that the majority of the cases are of the

hemorrhagic type.

Civil Service Examination for Bacteriologist.^

—

The New York State Civil Service Commission
announces an examination on December 10 for the

position of bacteriologist to the State Hospital for

Incipient Tuberculosis at Raybrook, N. Y.
;
salary,

$2,000 a year and maintenance. An examination

will also be held on the same date to fill the position

of laboratory assistant in bacteriology. Division of

Laboratories and Research, State Department of

Health; salary, $1,500 a year.

To Raise London Hospital Fund in America.

—

Two students from St. Barthokjmew's Hospital,

London, are coming to America to raise money to

help this hospital to clear up its debts which amount
to about £10,000.

Dr. Lorenz in New York.—Dr. Adolf Lorenz,
of Vienna, is holding a series of clinics in various

hospitals in New York. He will remain here until

after Christmas, when he will go to Chicago and
other cities in the West and Middle West.
Sheppard-Towner Bill Approved by House.

—

On November 19th, the House passed in amended
form the Sheppard-Towner Maternity bill, previ-

ously approved by the Senate. The measure now
goes to conference. The vote was 279 to 139.

Wine and Beer Not Medicines.—The Willis-

Robinson bill, forbidding the use of wine and beer

as medicines, has been signed by President Harding.
The regulations recently issued by Secretary Mellon,

permitting the prescribing of wine and beer as medi-
cines, are thus automatically revoked.

Hospital Week. — Fifty-seven nonmunicipal
hospitals in New York started a drive on Tuesday,
November 29th, to raise a fund of $1,000,000. The
money will be used to defray the expenses of free

patients in the institutions included in the fund,

most of which are facing deficits caused largely by
giving free treatments.

American Physicians Honored.—The Royal
College of Physicians of Edinburgh recently con-

ferred membership on Admiral William C. Braisted,

of Washington, and Dr. Walter L. Bierring, of Des
Moines, two prominent members of the National

Board of Medical Examiners. It is said that this is

the first time honorary memberships have been con-

ferred by this institution since 1809.

Gift to Mt. Sinai Pathological Laboratory.—
Mr. Adolph Lewisohn has given $150,000 to Mt.
Sinai Hospital for the pathological laboratory. The
gift was in addition to others to the hospital and
laboratory made by Air. Lewisohn, including a simi-

lar amount when the laboratory was founded. The
new $150,000 fund will be known as the Adolph
Lewisohn Foundation.

Medical Officers Receive Distinguished Service

Medals.—President Harding has presented the

Distinguished Service Medal to Dr. John J. Moor-
head, a former emergency officer in the Medical
Corps and a colonel during the war. Colonel J. R.

Kean, Colonel Henry A; Shaw and Lieutenant Col-

onel Foster, of the Medical Corps, United States

Army, for distinguished service with the American
PIxpeditionary Forces in France.

New Officers of American Public Health Asso-
ciation.—The following officers were elected at

the fiftieth annual meeting of this association, held

in New York November 14th to 18th: President,

Dr. Allen J. McLaughlin, assistant surgeon general.

United States Public Health Service ; first vice-presi-

dent, Dr. Haven Emerson, of New York ; second

vice-president. Dr. Alfonso Pruneda, head of the

National Department of Health of Mexico ; third

vice-president. Dr. Royal S. Copeland, health com-
missioner of New York ; executive secretary, Mr.
A. W. Hedrick, of Boston

;
treasurer. Dr. Roger I.

Lee, of Cambridge, Mass.
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Jenner Memorial Medal Awarded.—The Royal

Society of Medicine has awarded the Jenner Memo-
rial Medal to Sir Shirley Forster Murphy, in recog-

nition of his distinguished work in the prevention

and control of epidemic disease.

Nobel Prize in Chemistry.—Professor Walther
Nernst, of the University of Berlin, has been

awarded the Nobel prize for 1920 in chemistry. The
prizes in chemistry and physics for 1921 are being

reserved. Dr. Nernst, in addition to being director

of the institute of physics and chemistry at the Uni-

versity of Berlin, is a Fellow of the Berlin Academy
of Science.

Dietitians Needed in United States Public

Health Service.—The United States Civil Service

Commission states that there is need for a consider-

able number of dietitians in the Public Health Serv-

ice at hospitals throughout the United States and that

until further notice it will receive applications for

such positions. The basic entrance salary offered is

$960 a year with possible promotion to the basic pay

^1,344 a year.

Gorgas Memorial Planned.—The movement to

establish in Panama City the Gorgas Memorial In-

stitute of Tropical and Preventive Medicine, in

memory of the late Surgeon General Gorgas, has

received the endorsement of the American College

of Surgeons, the American Public Health Associa-

tion, and other medical organizations. The site for

the memorial has been offered the United States by
the president of the republic of Panama, in acknowl-

edgment of the work of the late General Gorgas.

The directors of the memorial hope to raise between
three and five million dollars.

Personal.—Dr. L, T. Le Wald announces the

opening of an x ray laboratory in the Medical Cham-
bers Building, 114 East Fifty-fourth Street, New
York.

Dr. Arthur Dean Bevan, of Chicago, has received

from the French Government the order of the

Legion of Honor.
Dr. Charles W. Pilgrim has tendered his resigna-

tion as chairman of the New York State Hospital

Commission, to become effective on December 12.

Dr. Henry Reiter has been appointed a member of

the board of examining surgeons for the Depart-
ment of the Interior Bureau of Pensions, and has
been assigned to duty in New York.

Dr. Orrin Sage Wightman was elected president

of the Medical Society of the County of New York,
at the annual meeting of this society held on Novenj-
ber 28th.

Died.

Applebach,—In Philadelphia, Pa., on Wednesday, No-
vember 16th, Dr. Henry E. Applebach, aged fifty-eight years.
Armstrong.—In Atlanta, Ga., on Sunday, November 6th,

Dr. Milton N. Armstrong, aged seventy-two years.
Barnes.—In Columbus, Ohio, on Sunday, October 23rd,

Dr. Albert S. Barnes, aged fifty-seven years.
Barr.—In Clinton, Mo., on Monday, October 31st, Dr.

Bernice Barks Barr, aged sixty-four years.
Barr.—In Rochester, N. Y., on Friday, November 4th,

Dr. Roy L. Barr, of Collins, N. Y., aged thirty-seven years.
Bartols.—In Dorchester, Mass., on Wednesday, Novem-

ber 9th, Dr. Lillie A. Bartols, aged forty years.

Bell.—In San Diego, Cal., on Thursday, November 3rd,

Dr. George Bell.

Boswell.—In Mounds, 111., on Sunday, October 23rd, Dr.

Charles James Boswell, aged forty-five years.

Boyd.—In Larchmont, N. Y., on Thursday, November
10th, Dr. James P. Boyd, aged seventy-three years.

Bradley.—In Waverly, 111., on Tuesday, November 1st,

Dr. George \V. Bradley, aged eighty-three years.

Burns.—In Sandusky, Ohio, on Friday, November 4th,

Dr. George M. Burns.
Murray.—In Syracuse, N. Y., on Friday, October 21st,

Dr. Dwight H. Murray, aged sixty years.

O'Brien.—In Redwood, Cal., on Thursday, October 13th,

Dr. Martin S. O'Brien, of St. Louis, Mo., aged sixty-five

years.

OsBORN.—In Bridgeport, Conn., on Thursday, October
20th, Dr. George Wakeman Osborn, aged sixty-one years.

P.'\TRiCK.—In New York, on Tuesday, October 25th, Dr.

Jehiel H. Patrick, aged fifty-four years.

Patrick.—In West Chester, Pa., on Saturday, October
29th, Dr. Elwood Patrick, aged sixty-five years.

Phillips.—In Bar Harbor, Me., on Sunday, October 9th,

Dr. George A. Phillips, aged sixty-seven years.

Richardson.—In Barrington, 111., on Tuesday, October
18th, Dr. David Hobart Richardson, aged sixty-eight years.

Richardson.—In Philadelphia, Pa., on Sunday, October
30th, Dr. Neafie Richardson, aged forty-eight years.

Riley.—In Boston, Mass., on Thursday, October 27th,

Dr. Elizabeth A. Riley, aged fifty-three years.

RiKER.—In Pontiac, Mich., on Saturday, October 8th, Dr.
John D. Riker, aged fifty-five years.

Robinson.—In Warsaw, Ky., on Tuesday, October 11th,

Dr. Samuel B. Robinson, aged fifty-four years.

Sayre.—In Canandaigua, N. Y., on Thursday, October
13th, Dr. Ellis B. Sayre, aged seventy-three years.

Schwartz.—In Washington, D. C, on Friday, October
28th, Dr. Herbert Woodworth Schwartz, aged sixty-two
years.

ScoTT.—In Sacramento, Cal., on Sunday, October 16th, Dr.
Alfred James Scott, of Los Angeles, aged sixty-three years.

Shepherd.—In El Campo, Tex., on Monday, October 17th,

Dr. Melville Robert Shepherd, aged fifty-eight years.

Shuttee.—In Chicago, 111., on Wednesday, October 12th,

Dr. Henry C. Shuttee, of West Plains, Mo., aged sixty-

three years.

Sloan.—In Cowan, Tenn., on Friday, October 28th, Dr.
Flavel B. Sloan, aged seventy-seven years.

Smith.—In Camden, N. J., on Thursday, October 27th,

Dr. J. Anson Smith, of Grenloch, N. J., aged fifty j-ears.

Spencer.—In Croghan, N. Y., on Tuesday, October 11th,

Dr. Ira Darius Spencer, aged sixty-three years.

Stalker.—In Kenosha, Wis., on Wednesday, October
19th, Dr. Henry J. Stalker, aged eighty-three years.

Sterrs.—In Atlanta, Ga., on Wednesday, October 12th,

Dr. James G. Sterrs, aged thirty years.

Stewart.—In Homestead, Pa., on Monday, October 17th,.

Dr. Joseph S. Stewart, aged seventy-two years.

, Stone.—In Burlington, Vt., on Friday, October 28th,

Dr. Bingham H. Stone, aged forty-seven years.

St. John.—In Bowling Green, Ohio, on Wednesday, Oc-
tober 12th, Dr. Charles Stephen St. John, aged sixty-seven
years.

Taylor.—In East Liverpool, Ohio, on Saturday, October
29th, Dr. William J. Taylor, aged seventy-nine years.

Toner.—In Berkeley, Cal., on Monday, October 17th, Dr.
Mark Ferdinand Toner, aged fifty-three years.

Walter.—In Reading, Pa., on Wednesday, October 26th,
Dr. Robert Walter, aged eighty years.

W^ashburn.—In Augusta, Me., on Friday, October 14th,

Dr. George Edward Washburn, aged forty-six years.

Whitehouse.—In Chester, Pa., on Monday, September
19th, Dr. Walter J. Whitehouse, Jr., aged thirty-nine years.

Whittaker.—In Morven, Ga., on Sunday, September
11th, Dr. Simon T. Whittaker, aged sixty-eight years.

William.—In Monroe, La., on Wednesday, October 19th,

Dr. Epsy M. William, aged forty-five years.

WiLLSE.—In Camden, N. J., on Saturday, October ISth,

Dr. Hudson G. Willse, of North Ray, aged seventy years.

Wolfe.—In Cedar Rapids, la., on Tuesday, October 4th,

Dr. John D. Wolfe, of Mt. Vernon, aged sixty years.
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LONDON LETTER.
{From our on')i correspondent.)

London, October i8, ig2i.

Novelties ill Medicine—Birth Control—The Virtues of
Psychology.

Sir Dyce Duckworth, M. D., delivered the inau-

gural address at the 185th Session of the Royal
Medical Society in Edinhurgh on the evening of

October 14th. Referring to education of the future

he said that eighteen months hence it would take a

student six or seven years to get a diploma. That
appeared to be more time than could be usefully

occupied, and whether they would succeed in turn-

ing out better men was a question they could not help

doubting. He dwelt on the im|)ortance of paying
attention to the individual patient, and to what his

disease meant to him. For many years, he said, a

great deal more attention had been paid to the dis-

eases than to the patient. Each man and woman
was different, had different parents, different nerves,

and had been brought up in a different way, and
the coni])licated nature of man rendered each patient

a special study. There were, the speaker said, a

great many novelties l)rought out which had not

been sufficiently tried. Young men were trying these

new things, and their minds had not been properly

stored with the things that had been known to do
good. He advocated the use of well tried remedies.

In the wild hurry of today, it was not realized that

new methods required long and serious study. These
novelties were mischievous in withdrawing full con-

fidence from the ordinary doctors and diverting at-

tention from older remedies long approved by the

skill and brains of our forefathers. Speaking of

alcohol, he said science had failed to aid the physi-

cian in prescribing it in disease, but he would regard

the total abolition of alcoholic liquors as distinctly

hurtful to the welfare of any enlightened Christian

country. On the other hand, exf>eriments had shown
that no man in health could do his work better by
taking whiskey or beer during its progress. The
evidence was that it diminished the output of energy,

but alcoholic beverages in strictlv moderate quanti-

ties might be taken, with a meal later in the day
when a man's work was done, and be a refreshment
to his body. Referring to the panel system Sir

Dyce Duckworth said it had resulted in general fail-

ure, and had tended to lowef- the public respect for

worthy practitioners. The medical profession had
been placed in bureaucratic hands, whose tyranny
was injurious to its honor, its independence and its

dignity.
^ ^ ^

Lord Dawson, physician to the King, recently

dropped a bombshell into the camp of churchmen
when he gave expression to his views on love and
marriage at the Church Congress held two weeks
ago at Birmingham. He openly accused the Church
of not facing the facts of life, and the main points

of his arguments were as follows : You cannot sup-

press the influences of sex love. An outlet it will

have and if that outlet is inadequate or unduly ob-

structed irregular channels will be found. The
Church holds that sexual union shall take place only

for the purpose of procreation. Love limited like

this is an invertebrate joyless thing, not worth the

having. Selfcontrol has a breaking point. Sex love
has, apart from parenthood, a purpose of its own.
It is something to prize and cherish for its own sake,

and is an essential part of health and happiness in

marriage. Passion is a worthy possession. Birth
control is here to stay, no denunciation will abolish

it. Birth control by abstention is either ineffective,

or if effective, is pernicious. It is no more unnatu-
ral to control conception by artificial means than to

control childbirth by artificial means.
The Church of England takes its stand on the

decision on this matter of the Lambeth Conference
which met in June last year and was attended by
Anglican bishops from all over the world including

many from America. Its attitude is summarized in

the following two pronouncements given to the

Weekly Dispatch, a London Sunday journal, by the

Bishops of Sheffield and Truro. The Bishop of
Truro said that at the Lambeth Conference the

bishops held that the ultimate purpose of sexual
union was procreation and it was the seal of married
love. The aspect of the question which Lord Daw-
son had in his mind was that the bishops generally

were against the use of contraceptives, especially

having regard to the dangers of their use by un-
married people. The presence of contraceptives

simply meant the danger of sexual promiscuity. The
Bishop of Sheffield thought that Lord Dawson had
misunderstood the Lambeth Conference.

Sir James Barr, of Liverpool, vice-president of

the British Medical Association, when interviewed

on the subject said that Lord Dawson was late in

the field, as the views he had enunciated had been
held by the neomalthusians for over half a centurj-.

At the present time half of the generation were
being produced by a low stratum of society and their

children were being kept by the charitable. These
people who lived from the cradle to the grave on
charity often lived longer than honest, hard working
men. If you could guide sexual intercourse in the

proper direction and encourage early matrimony and
small families, the result would be that you would
liave a better population and the people com-
posing it would be able to support their families

and would not have to support the families of de-

generates. What we wanted was a healthy and in-

dustrially active population. Why should indis-

criminate procreation be limited to the lowest strata,

with the result that we were breeding unemploy-
ables? If we had a healthy race there would be
plenty of work for everybody. A great many chil-

dren were brought into the world scarcely capable

of living. An enormous number died before they
were of any economic value. Families of the better

class and the intelligent artisan were too small sim-

ply because the parents could not support their own
families and other people's as well, and the father

w^as taxed out of existence. If women of the poorer

class had the knowledge of the means of birth con-

trol which had been possessed by the upper classes

for the past thirty or forty years, the probability

was that they would not handicap themselves in this

manner in the battle of life. Furthermore, many of

these children got no maternal love. A population

we could support was what we wanted. A tre-
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nu-nclous population tended to make the wealthy

wealthier and the poor poorer. A healthier popula-

tion would mean a wealthier population.

Mr. E. B. Turner and several other well known
physicians and surgeons agreed in the main with the

opinions set forth hy Sir James Barr, although they

•did not speak with his vigor and outspokenness. Mrs.

H. A. L. Fisher, wife of the Minister for Education,

gave a qualified approval of Lord Dawson's pro-

nouncement. She said that although there were still

many who shrank with horror from any public deal-

ings with such questions, the rest were coming more
and more to feel that nothing but good could result

from honest, open, and above all, informed discus-

sion of problems which were of such vital impor-

tance not only to individuals but to the community
.as a whole. For upon their right understanding, the

future of the race largely depended. It was known
that birth control was largely practised and that its

use was increasing. What was not known, and

what none but doctors could tell with authority, was
whether its practice was good or bad, and whether

that in turn depended upon the methods adopted.

We were beginning, moreover, to suspect that there

had been and was still, an incredible amount of mis-

ery, a vast sea of suffering, both physical and men-
tal. On the one hand, we had indiscriminate, almost

animal, parenthood. On the other, nerve strain and
perhaps breakdown. Given good health and ade-

quate means, there could be nothing better than a

large family. On the other hand, nothing could be

worse than the large family which was the result of

uncontrolled, unguided instinct. Probably few of

the children survived, and of those who did a con-

siderable proportion would be damaged or undevel-

oped." Most of them felt that marriage without par-

enthood was imperfect, that the greatest gift of all

was withheld. Most of them felt, too, that the only

child, although it was infinitely better than no child,

was handicapped,' deprived of its rightful heritage.

But the greater number of couples under modern
conditions could not envisage more than three or

four children. How then were they to behave. Here
surely was the most vitally important question.

'Sentimentality, prudence, convention, even our in-

.stinctive desire to protect the closest intimacies of

human life from publicity, might stand in the way.
But they could not but be grateful to those who gave
them scientific knowledge and accurate information.

The question of birth control is one of the most
insistent of modern civilization. The more civilized

the country, or rather the higher the degree of cul-

ture reached in a country, the more is birth control

practised. France is the most cultured country of

the world and seldom in the upper and middle classes

are there more than two or three in a family. 'J'he

middle class of America is for the most part a cul-

tured one and the birth rate of this class is strictly

limited. In Great Britain, the birth rate of the best

stock has been steadily falling for years. The menace
that looms ahead is that the comparatively useless

part of the population, on account of its relatively

large birth rate, will in the course of time swamp
the intelligent, intellectual and industrious portion.

It will be a survival of the unfittest instead of the

fittest. A similar problem, of course, j^resents itself

in America and perhaps in an even more accen-

tuated form than in this country. Quality is worth
more than quantity in human beings as in most other

things, and the object should be to increase the birth

rate among the healthy and decrease it among the

degenerates and near degenerates. One point of

importance was not touched upon in the discussion

of the subject here,* and that is the increasing un-
willingness of the modern woman to bear many chil-

dren. They do not wish the bother and responsibil-

ity of a fair sized family, and will not consider those

of a big family. The modern woman does not, as

a rule, possess the domestic virtues and absolutely

refuses to bear many children. The pros and cons
with regard to birth control are many and it would
be of great interest here to learn the views of Ameri-
can physicians on the subject.

* * *

Sir Frederick Mott, in the course of his presiden-
tial address at Charing Cross Hospital on October
5th, said that more attention should be paid to the

influence of the mind on the body and of the body
on the mind. It was true as Charcot said, C'est la

foi qui saiivc, on qui giierit, in the case of thg func-
tional neuroses. Before the war it was thought that

the neuropathic tendency occurred seldom in men, as

compared with women, but the formation of a con-
script army, in which only physical disabilities were
recognized as causes of unfitness, had shown that a

large percentage of men were neuropathic and sub-
ject to those neuroses, hysteria, and neurasthenia,

provided the stress was sufficient to excite their

onset. Why was it that physiologists, with few-

notable exceptions, had ignored psychology? It was.

because academic psychology was mainly introspec-

tive and metaphysical. There was no mind without
memory, and no memory without body. All psychic
processes were subordinate to physiological pro-
cesses. All human activities had their primal in-

stincts common to men and animals, namely, self-

preservation, preservation of the species, and the in-

stinct of the herd. The psychology of dreams dur-
ing the war had shown us what an important part
they played in disclosing past experiences.

A sign of convalescence in neurasthenia, among
the soldiers, was the cessation of terrifying dreams.
The wise practitioner, when examining a patient,

would remember that the patient was carefully

watching every shade of expression on his counten-
ance and although he might feel anxious he should
never show it. Sir Frederick Mott having spoken
of the herd instinct, and of the great service ren-

dered by those courageous men who thought and
acted differently from the herd, added a few words
with respect to the neglect of medical psychology.
The law required all medical men to diagnose all

forms of mental disease. How could this be
efifected ? The question arose whether a short course
of lectures on biological psychology should not form
a part of a student's teaching in physiology, or
whether it should form part of the instruction in

mental diseases. That he should be taught it was
certain. If he had to teach physiology again he
would devote ten or more lectures to the elements of
mental physiology.
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Baylor Medical College, Dallas, Tex., etc. Introduction
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The Clinical Examination of Diseases of the Lungs. By
E. M. Brockbank, M. D. (Vict.), F. R. C. P., Hon. Physi-
cian, Royal Infirmary, Manchester ; Lecturer in Clinical

Medicine; Dean of Clinical Instruction, University of

Manchester; and Albert Ramsbottom, M. D. (Vict.),

F. R. C. P., Hon. Physician, Royal Infirmary, Manchester
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With Illustrations. New York: Paul B. Hoeber, 1921.

Pp. viii-88.

Thi^ is the third edition of Gerhartz's Diagnosis

and Therapy of Tuberculosis of the Lung. The
book is well known in Germany and is an up to

date treatise on diagnosis and treatment of pulmon-

ary tuberculosis. This edition differs from previous

ones in having more perfected illustrations. A very

striking illustration is that of thorax phthisicus

paralyticus. The other illustrations are very help-

ful in understandiiig the topography of the chest

and the percussion of the apices. Considerable space

. is given to the description of diagnosis by x rays

and in this chapter particular attention is called to

the fact that blood absorbs the x rays to a much
greater degree than sputum. The author differen-

tiates cavities due to bronchiectasis by the sputum
examination, and says that in such cases the sputum
is of a yellowish green color, free from elastic fibres

and tubercle bacilli, and the odor is less than that

found in gangrene of the lungs. He recommends
solar therapy even for pulmonary cases but cautions

not to overdo it and to individualize in each case.

Glandular tuberculosis he treats with x rays ; creo-

sote in its various combinations seems to be the

author's favorite medication. Some very good col-

ored illustrations and reproductions of x ray photo-

graphs, showing pneumothorax, tumors, and various

other pathological processes in the chest are given.

Over twenty-five pages are devoted to the enumera-
tion of sanatoria and special hospitals throughout

Germany. * * *

Gammons's book is, as the title says, intended for

the general practitioner and it has considerable merit

because the author speaks from his personal expe-

rience. There has been no.thing new in tuberculosis

therapy for several years, and so in a textbook of

that character we cannot expect anything which has

not been said before. Predisposition, diagnosis,

treatment, climate, artificial pneumothorax, the use
of X rays, prognosis, prophylaxis, and the role of

general practitioner in tuberculosis are interestingly

discussed. The book may well be recommended to

those physicians who have not had an opportunity

to study the tuberculosis problem near at hand.

* * *

Never has the reviewer seen so small a book as

that by Brockbank and Ramsbottom which contained

so much of value as a guide not only for .students but

even for physicians who have not had much expe-
rience in the diagnosis of pulmonary tuberculosis.

The first chapter treats of the anatomy and physi-

ology of the thorax and the lungs ; the second chap-

ter is devoted to routine examinations, the third to

inspection, the fourth to palpation, the fifth to per-

cussion, the sixth to auscultation, the seventh to

physical signs of common pulmonary tuberculosis.

What is of particular value and quite a novel ar-

rangement is that the differential diagnosis is con-

sidered in each of the chapters. Thus, for example,
in the same chapter the student can study the sub-

jective symptoms in pulmonary tuberculosis along

with those of lobar pneumonia, chronic bronchitis,

and asthma. The book cannot be too highly recom-
mended to the student who wishes to get what is most
essential to be known in order to diagnose intelli-

gently the diseases of the chest, and particularly pul-

monary tuberculosis.

RECENT TUBERCULOSIS LITERATURE.
The last few months have been particularly rich

in valuable contributions to our tuberculosis litera-

ture, and it may be well to mention some in this

number of the New York Medical Journal which
is devoted to the diseases of the respiratory organs.

To review them all would of course be an impossi-

bility. Outstanding among them is The American
Review of Tuberculosis, which contained many arti-

cles of interest in the July, August and September
issues. * * *

La Revue de la Tuherculose, which appears every

few months, is published in Paris. The leading

article in Vol. II, No. 3, 1921, is The Importance of

Exact Measurement of Intrapleural Pressure in the

Treatment of Pulmonary Tuberculosis by Artificial

Pneumothorax, by M. G. Kuss. The next article

deals with external circumstances and conditions

in the contagion of tuberculosis by the bacillus, by
E. Arnauld. The third article is entitled Frequence
de la tuberculose pulmonaire senile, by A. Courcoux
and P. Labesse. The same number contains also an
article by Fernand Arloing and Lucien Trevenot
on the Action of Rare Salts on the Development and
the Morphology of the Human Type of the Tuber-
cle Bacillus in Homogeneous Cultures.

The leading article in Vol. II, No. 4, The Modes
of Diffusion of Tuberculosis Throughout the World.
The Frequency of Tuberculosis in Civilized Peo-
ple ; Its Rarity Among the Savage and Nomadic
Tribes, is by the wellknown phthisiologist, Prof.

A. Calmette, Associate Director of the Pasteur In-

stitute. A second equally important article, by an
equally wellknown authority, Dr. E. Ris't, is on pul-

monary tuberculosis and pregnancy. The article is
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conservative regarding the therapeutic abortion in

such cases and the author is inchned to follow the

precepts of Pinard who says: "soigner la tuberculose

et survciller la grossesse," which freely translated

means "to treat the tuberculous and to watch care-

fully the pregnant condition." He is almost en-

thusiastic over the value of artificial pneumothorax
in women even with advanced tuberculosis when
they are pregnant.

* * *

Die Tubcrkulosc-B ibliot liek , which appears in con-

junction with the Zeitschrift fiir Titberkulosc, Ber-

lin, offers in its second number of 1921 an article

by Max Cohn, entitled Die Lungentuberkulose ini

Rdntgenbildc. In the third number there is an
article by Ulrici, Grass and Meyer, on the

Critical \'alue of Friedmann's Remedy. Because
we had the somewhat questionable honor of

Friedmann's visit to our shores some years

ago when that gentleman tried to place his marvel-
ous, new and infallible antituberculosis remedy, it

may be interesting to the American medical profes-

sion to get the latest conclusions on Friedmann's
serum. Ulrici and Grass, who worked conjointly

in order to determine the value of Friedmann's
serum in tuberculosis of the internal organs, came
to the following conclusions : "It is not demonstrated
that Friedmann's product can immunize any non-
tuberculous individual, nor that it can prevent an
infection to become active and to spread. In cases

of internal tuberculosis one can often observe im-
provement of the symptoms, such as hyperhidrosis

and slight hemoptysis. This improvement as a rule is

not lasting. Now and then the process seems to be-

come more localized but accentuation of the symp-
toms and increased activity of the lesions are far

more frequent. The Friedmann cure cannot be
applied to ambulant cases

;
many more clinical ex-

periments with Friedmann's tuberculosis cure and
preventive products must be carried on before it

can be safely recommended."
In the same number of the Tuberkulose-Biblio-

tliek, S. Meyer published experimental and clinical

studies of the Friedmann turtle bacilli (Kaltbliiter

Tuberkulosc Bacillus). His conclusions are that he
cannot attach much value in the immunization of

infants vaccinated with Friedmann's vaccine and he
agrees with Klopstock that Friedmann's vaccina-

tion does not offer a sure nor a lasting protection

against tuberculous infection.

Conference Internationale contre la Tuberculose
was issued by this conference and published by Mas-
son et Cie, Paris. The conference was held in Paris

from October 17 to 21, 1920. The volume is most
interesting, showing the solidarity of thirty-one na-

tions in the fight against tuberculosis ; their dele-

gates being members of the Society of Nations and
of the United States of America. Next to France,
our country had the largest representation. These
were Dr. Gerald B. Webb, president of the National
Tuberculosis Association, and Drs. Herman M.
Biggs, Haven Emerson, Paul A. Lewis, Edward
Lynch, Stephen J. Maher, Charles L. Minor, H. A.
Pattison, Linsly Williams, Wyatt of the French
Rockefeller Commission, and Col. Henry Alden

Shaw, commissioner of the League of Red Cross

Societies in Poland. Dr. H. G. Southerland, of

London, and Dr. Bachmann, of Switzerland, gave
papers, the former paying particular attention to

tuberculin as a diagnostic means and the latter to

diagnosis at the different ages of the individual.

Then followed an interesting table of the mortality

of tuberculosis in the Czecho-Slovak republic which
would show that the lowest mortality in 1918 was in

that portion known as Slovac where it was fifteen

and one tenth in a hundred deaths, and the highest

in Silesia of about twenty in one hundred deaths.

Sero agglvitination of Koch's bacillus compared with

other diagnostic means was treated ably by Dr. Paul
Courmont, of Lyons. The social question of tuber-

culosis was also treated by the various representa-

tives. The delegates of other countries gave
short reports on the social aspect of tuber-

culosis in their respective countries. The clos-

ing ceremonies of the conference were impres-

sive and interesting. There was a reception at the

Hotel de Ville given by the municipality of Paris

and another reception given by the Marquise de

Ganay, membre du Conseil de direction du Comite
national. As the final result of this conference there

has been formed an International Union of Tuber-
culosis with headquarters at Geneva, with the object

of fighting ttiberculosis in all countries appertaining

to this union.
* * *

Lastly, the New York Medical Journal re-

ceived for review a pamphlet entitled Altes unci

Neues iiber die Tuberkulose, coming as a reprint of

forty-eight pages from the Coler-von Schjerning

Library, Band XLII, by Georg B. Gruber, Prosektor

in Mainz, which appeared in Berlin in 1920 by
August Hirschwald, publisher. It represents an
address read before the conference of the physicians

of the Rhineland. The pamphlet gives a summary
of previous and modern conceptions of tuberculosis

and the fatalistic attitude towards it in olden times.

It then speaks of the newly acquired knowledge in

tuberculosis and of its clinical divisions. In con-

trast to the introductory remarks, which were pes-

simistic because of the sad results of the World
War on the social and sanitary condition of the

German people. Dr. Gruber's concluding sentence is

hopeful. He says : "Today the words tuberculosis

and phthisis must no longer have a gruesome and
deadly meaning, but must remind us to combat it,

for pulmonary tuberculosis can be overcome."

MORRIS'S ANATOMY.
Morris's Human Anatomy. A Complete Systematic Treatise

by English and American Authors. Edited by C. M. Jack-
son, M.S., M.D., Professor, and Director of the Department
of Anatomy, University of Minnesota. Eleven Hundred and
Sixty-four Illustrations, Five Hundred and Fifteen
Printed in Colors. Si.xth Edition, Revised and Largely
Rewritten. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's Son & Co., 1921.

An attempt has been made to simplify the study

of anatomy in this sixth edition of Morris's text-

book of anatomy by using smaller type for the

more detailed anatomical descriptions. This should
prove helpful to the student. A new hcadi.ig

has been chosen for what has heretofore been classed

morphogenesis; developmental anatomy is the now
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and more inclusive title. This has been well handled
and the subject is made to include antenatal and post-

natal changes. An important chapter on the endo-
crine glands is most timely, as much work is being

done in this field. The spleen, skin and mammary
glands, formerly included in the glands of internal

secretion, have been assigned to other portions of

the book. The spleen is now described under the

lymphatic system and the skin and mammary glands

are found in a separate chapter.

The changes which have been made in the revision

of the subject matter, the typesetting, and the addi-

tion and change of plates represent much work, but

the results are more than worthy of the effort.

FOLK PSYCHOLOGY.
Elements of Folk Psychology. Outlines of a Psychological

History of the Development of Mankind. By Wilhelm
WuNDT. Authorized Translation by Edward Leroy
ScHAUB, Ph. D., Professor of Philosophy in Northwest-
ern University. London: George Allen & Unwin, Ltd.

New York: The Macmillan Company, 1921. Pp. xxiii-

532.

The anthropological school that does not confine

its research to itidividual tribes is ably represented
by Wundt. Like Frazer he has seen beyond mere
cult phenomena to the psychological strata and ex-
crescences, the groundwork of all human thinking.

In his conclusion he speaks of the possible interpre-

tation of his book as a contribution to the philosophy
of history. This, he says, ".

. . aims, not to acquire
a knowledge of reality from a priori concepts, but
conversely, to derive ideas from reality, in a psycho-
logical account of the development of mankind." It

is essentially this method that Wundt has followed.

He divides the evolutional period, the stages of

mind development, into three ages, three distinctive

culture types giving them their names—the age of

primitive man, the totemic age, and the age of heroes
and gods. The division is wonderfully pragmatic.

Every human being in his growth to manhood par-

allels this development in a measure.
"Primitive man," Wundt says, "is relatively prim-

itive, for while he does possess certain beginnings

of culture, these are in no respect more than mere
beginnings, all of which are borrowed from nature
and from the direct means of assistance which it

offers." He then proceeds to sift out in a masterful
fashion the primitive customs, accomplishments, and
the vast wealth of belief and myth peculiar to this

age. The age of totemism leads us to the tribal

organization, the beginning of warfare between
members of one clan and another, the growth of

cult ceremonies, living carried on in concert ; in

short, the beginnings of mutual adaptation, and
hand in hand with this growth of consciousness of

the herd we find the beginnings of exogamy. The
age of heroes and gods turns to rulers for the organ-
izing tribes, weaves ritual, and results in the deifica-

tion of great humans and participation in human
afifairs by celestial beings. The first age in its psy-

chological attitude towards the surrounding world
showed pure phantasy; totems held phantasy and
the fact indistinguishably mingled ; heroes and gods
took actuality and converted it by virtue of phan-

tasy. Modern civilization begins with the acceptance

of reality more or less unadorned.

The cultural phenomena that Wundt traces

throughout their development are too numerous to

dwell upon. Suffice it to .say that the growth of the

human mind has been depicted in a way beautifully

simple to follow and yet fundamentally accurate.

The book forms a sound basis for the psychological

study of humankind which is more and more en-
gaging the interest of every one.

^
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Practical Therapeutics
PRACTICAL POINTS IN THE DIAGNOSIS
AND TREATMENT OF SINUS DISEASE.

By Ralph Getelman, M. D.,

Philadelphia.

The subject of sinus disease is one that the gen-

eral practitioner usually views with a feeling that

the condition exists and is the source of many vague
symptoms, but for some reason he does not regard it

with the degree of seriousness that the condition

demands. The definite diagnosis and treatment of

the more serious forms of this condition is properly

a specialist's field but there are certain signs and
symptoms with which every general practitioner

should familiarize himself in order that he may de-

tect and promptly institute the proper treatment be-

fore the condition reaches the advanced stage.

By the sinuses we mean the cavities found in the

bones of the skull communicating with the nose, the

mucous membrane of which is continuous. The
frontal and maxillary sinus or antrum of Highmore
and the anterior ethmoidal sinus open into the mid-
dle meatus and the sphenoidal and posterior eth-

moidal sinuses communicate with the superior

meatus. The symptoms which usually call attention

to these conditions are the discharge of pus from
the nose with pain of a varying severity, frequently

a rise in temperature and symptoms of intracranial

pressure. A positive diagnosis, however, should

never be entirely dependent upon the clinical symp-
toms and direct inspection ; transillumination and a

series of x ray plates are absolutely essential. A
well made series of plates will disclose the exact

location, size, limitation and anatomical relations of

the sinus which is causing the trouble.

DIAGNOSIS OF SINUS DISEASE.

The dififerential diagnosis on direct inspection

may, in a general way, be based upon the source of

the pus as noted in the nose. A discharge from the

antrum, the frontal sinus, and the anterior ethmoidal
cells appears beneath the middle turbinate, the pos-

terior ethmoids and sphenoid 0nd flows into the

pharynx from the upper surface of the middle tur-

binate. The discharge is sometimes seen, however,
coming down alongside the septum, between the lat-

ter and the middle turbinate. The presence or ab-

sence of pus in the antrum is readily ascertained by
needle puncture and if, after a careful irrigation, pus
again appears beneath the middle turbinate within a

comparatively short time, then its source is the fron-

tal sinus or anterior ethmoid cells.

Pressure pain is sometimes an important factor

in arriving at a diagnosis. In diseases of the frontal

sinus, tenderness elicited by pressure with the tip

of the forefinger upon the anterior wall just above
the supraorbital ridge, or upon the floor of the sinus

at the inner angle of the orbit, indicates some inflam-

matory condition. Pressure in the canine fossa of a

diseased antrum usually causes pain, but in unilateral

diseases of any nasal cavity the degree of pressure-

tenderness should be compared with that of the oppo-
site side.

INFECTION OF ANTRUM OF HIGHMORE.

Now to consider more specifically the conditions

which may cause trouble in these various sinuses,

we find the one most frequently involved is the

maxillary sinus or antrum of Highmore. This be-

comes infected through an extension of aA acute

inflammatory process in the nose or the extension of

an infection of a molar tooth, through the base of

the sinus. At the beginning of an attack, there is a

sense of fullness and pressure beneath the orbit and
pain sometimes agonizing in character, involving the

whole side of the face. This, together with a dis-

charge of pus from one nostril, especially if periodi-

cal in character with a fetid odor and taste, should at

once arouse our suspicion that an infection of the

antrum exists, and if upon inspection the pus is

found flowing from beneath the middle turbinate our

diagnosis is almost positive. In order to confirm

this suspicion, transillumination should be used and
a dark shadow on the affected side will indicate the

presence of pus, or, at least, inflammation. If pus is

present the condition is one which demands surgical

intervention at once.

The safest, surest and easiest method is to use a

curved trocar and cannula. x\fter thorough cocaini-

zation beneath the inferior turbinate and the tip of

the septum the point of the needle is introduced be-

neath the lower border of the inferior turbinate and
pressed upward and backward until the middle of

the attachment of the turbinate to the nasal wall is

reached. In this position is the socalled soft spot,

where the wall of the antrum is usually so thin that

no more force is required to penetrate it than to push
a hypodermic needle through the skin. Air should

then be forced through the cannula with a large

syringe which will bubble through the contents of the

antrum and indicate that the point of the needle is in

the proper position. After the needle puncture,

treatment consists of irrigation with sterilized warm
normal salt solution, using at least a quart daily for

a week, then every other day, and finally semi weekly,

until cure results.

If a change of treatment should become neces-

sary, depending upon the condition of the secre-

tion, then an antiseptic, such as five per cent, car-

bolic acid, may be added. However, this is rarely

required, as a thorough and careful irrigation with

the normal salt solution will result in prompt relief

in the majority of cases. If, after thorough lavage

of this cavity, pus reappears beneath the niidtlle tur-

binate within an hour, then we know the primary
source of it is either the frontal sinus or the anterior

ethmoid cells, and it becomes necessary to consider

the conditions which may cause an inflammation of

these cavities. Acute catarrh of the frontal sinus is

frequently the basis, not only of a local infection but

the most important etiological factor in the causation

of all sinus diseases.
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FRONTAL SINUSITIS.

Frontal sinusitis, however, rarely goes on to sup-

puration, because the ostium af¥ords ample drain-

age from the most dependent portions of the cavity.

The more prominent symptoms are a frontal head-
ache from the beginning of the disease, which is

constant, more or less severe, and may spread to the

vertex temporal region and even the neck, accom-
panied by nausea and vomiting. There may be red-

ness and swelling over the sinus and edema of the

eyelids. Tenderness on pressure and percussion is

always present.

Wheji a transilluminator is beneath the brow, the

light is transmitted better by a normal sinus than by
one containing pus or a tumor. The size and shape
of the frontal sinus varies so greatly in different in-

dividuals, however, that a more satisfactory result

can be obtained by an x ray photograph than by
transillumination.

Upon inspection the typical place for tlie appear-

ance of the pus is under the middle turbinate. The
nasal mucosa is swollen and hyperemic and the nares

on the affected side partially or completely occluded.

Anosmia on the affected side is due to swelling of

the middle turbinate against the septum and usually

there is redness and dermatitis of the external nares.

The essential factor in the treatment of this con-

dition is that every effort should be made to main-

tain the ostium in a patulous condition until the

inflammation in the frontal sinus subsides. The pa-

tient should spray the middle turbinate region of

his nose every two hours with a one in ten thousand

solution of adrenalin as a home treatment. This,

however, is only adequate in the milder catarrhal

inflammations. When fluid has accumulated within

the sinus it should be removed by a suction appara-

tus, or lavage instituted by means of a frontal

sinus cannula using sterile normal salt solution. Not
infrequently a small polypus is found beneath the

middle turbinate anteriorly and its removal is fre-

quently followed by a cessation of recurrent at-

tacks of frontal sinus inflammation. After suitable

treatment, recovery takes place in at least ninety-five

per cent, of acute cases without operation, but where
relapses are frequent it is advisable to remove the

anterior ethmoid cells. A partial middle turbinec-

tomy first and if this does not succeed, then exenter-

ation of anterior ethmoidals.

If these measures do not prove successful then it

is necessary to do a more radical operation. A num-
ber of operations have been devised to meet this con-

dition, the most popular at this time probably being

the Killian operation, which exposes the frontal

sinus by removing a portion of its external wall.

This operation has certain dangers, however, which

may result in most unfortunate complications, par-

ticularly those of an ocular type.

ETHMOIDITIS.

The ethmoid cells are frequently the subject of

acute catarrh and suppuration, the chronic form of

which is usually complicated with polypi. The con-

dition produces a severe pain at the root of the

nose increased by pressure at the inner canthus.

Upon inspection the middle turbinate and ethmoids

are found to be greatly swollen and covered with

pus. Unless this condition is promptly relieved by
securing adequate ventilation and good drainage it

inay go on to thrombosis of the longitudinal or
cavernous sinus and meningitis. Acute catarrhal

cases frequently recover spontaneously by the use
of adrenalin spray at .sufficiently frequent intervals,

but are best treated by the daily use of the suction

apparatus followed by the injection of ten per cent,

solution of argyrol.

The constitutional treatment is similar to that for
frontal and maxillary sinus disease: Ice bags to the

head, eyes and bridge of nose, complete rest in bed,
one tenth grain calomel and soda every hour until

free purgation is established, assisted by Dover's
powder.
When polypi are present it is absolutely essential

that they be removed, otherwise the treatment will

avail nothing. I believe something ought to be said

here respecting operative procedure providing treat-

ment is found futile. For instance, in recurrent

cases, patients should be treated until acute symp-
toms subside or until pus disappears, and then an
exenteration of both anterior and posterior eth-

moidals done.

SPHENOIDAL SINUS INFECTION.

Infection of the sphenoidal sinus frequently sub-

sides spontaneously but if the purulent discharge

continues, then more active measures must be taken.

Pain said by the patient to be located in the centre

of the head and radiating into the ears is an impor-
tant symptom and is often due to the pressure of

retained secretions. Ocular symptoms of this pres-

sure may vary from the impairment of the field of

vision to complete blindness. Because of the proxi-

mity with the cavernous sinus to the lateral wall of

the sphenoid, thrombosis or a fatal hemorrhage from
this vessel may occur. In operating care should be
taken not to injure the upper wall because on it lies

the optic nerve.

DANGERS OF OPERATION.

These dangers warrant careful treatment of the

patient before finally deciding upon an operation.

Free drainage by shrinkage of the middle turbinate

and septum with cocaine adrenalin solution and
washing out the sinus will frequently give almost

immediate rehef. The greatest objection to most
radical operations on the nasal accessory sinuses is

the enormous amount of mucous membrane de-

stroyed and replaced by cicatricial tissue. Hence all

unnecessary curetting and destruction of the mucous
membrane should be avoided, for it should be borne

in mind that no matter how greatly swollen and in-

flamed the mucous membrane of any of the sinuses

may be, unless covering necrosed bone, it will finally

assume nearly normal functions under favorable cir-

cumstances of drainage and ventilation. In some
instances the discharge for which the operation was
mainly undertaken never entirely ceases. Hence
the tendency is towards conservatism, some formerly

enthusiastic operators asserting that in the majority

of cases better end results are obtainable by treat-

ment, especially treatment by suction rather than by
radical operations.

2011 Chestnut Street.
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THE REMOVAL OF MIDDLE TURBINATES
WITH THE BALLENGER SWIVEL KNIFE.

By Joseph W. Miller, M. D.,

New York,

From the Ear, Nose, and Throat Clinic, Beth Israel Hospital.

The removal of the middle turbinate for either

obstructive enlargement due to overgrowth or dis-

proportionate growth, or for interference with

drainage of the adjacent accessory sinuses, brought

forth a great variety of instruments for that pur-

pose. Among those most commonly used are But-

lin's scissors, Struyken's forceps, Holmes's scissors,

all of which sever the attachment of the middle

turbinate to the maxilla and the operation is then

completed with the wire snare. Other instruments of

lesser fame are Andrew's turbinate chisel, Hajeck's

hooks, Seller's nasal scissors, Heyman's scissors,

and Jackson's turbinotome. The latter three are

more frequently used for operations on the inferior

turbinate.

I have not used all of the instruments enumerated

above, yet I have had a good opportunity to see

diilerent operators use different instruments and

watch the procedure of each. In one case there is

an excessive narrowness anteriorly; you may find

the scissor cut impossible, and the punch forceps

must be used to make a more or less vertical cut

behind the operculum. This procedure may injure

nearby structures, prolong the operation, cause un-

necessary hemorrhage and delay healing. In an-

other case you hook around or you imagine you

hook around the snare loop on the middle turbinate

and drive it home ; the result is either a small piece

of mucous membrane or nothing at all. Thus the

procedure is repeated several times until we finally

succeed after having tired out our patient and in-

jured adjacent structures. In a third case, where
one uses Andrew's turbinate chisel to remove whole
or part of a turbinate, injury to the cribriform plate

may occur, due to the fact that the sharp end of

the chisel cuts only in a straight direction. Raising

the handle of the chisel in order to change the

direction of the sharp end is frequently impossible,

while lowering it will disengage the chisel from the

turbinate. Hajeck's hooks do not always securely

engage the posterior end of the middle turbinate

when this method of turbinectomy is occasionally

tried.

Two years ago, however, I made the acquaintance

of another instrument for the purpose of remov-
ing middle turbinates. This instrument, which is

known to me since I have been in the practice of

medicine, and I have used frequently in submucous
resections, is the Ballenger swivel knife. To my
chief of clinic, Dr. A. Noah Schiller, who first

demonstrated middle turbinectomy with the swivel

knife in the outpatient department of Beth Israel

Hospital, I owe my thanks and appreciation. This
method never fails, takes but two to three seconds,

is devoid of torture, removes as much as is decided
upon in one mass, and leaves no ragged edges.

The procedure, briefly, is as follows : That area

is prepared and cocainized as when any other method
is used. The swivel knife, somewhat wider than
the one commonly used for the removal of the

cartilaginous septum, is engaged at the junction of

the middle turbinate and the inner wall of the

superior maxilla anteriorly, pushed straight back-

ward for about an inch, and then downward and

forward. This will remove the entire middle tur-

binate. If the operculum only is desired to be

removed, one needs to push the swivel knife back-

ward for about a. quarter of an inch and then down-
ward and forward. In a word, one may remove
as much turbinate as he deems necessary by simply

pushing the swivel knife more or less backward.

Of course, it must be pointed out that one should

never recklessly push the swivel knife upward and
backward lest one injure the cribriform plate and
create serious intracranial complications. Other-

wise the swivel knife is the instrument of choice,

as the operator absolutely controls the movements
and direction of the knife.

This method has given me great satisfaction, as

it saves time, shortens the agony of the patient, does

not injure adjacent structures, is neat and clean,

and hence encourages rapid and early healing.

After the middle turbinate is shaved oft" from its

attachment, it is found on the floor of the respective

nasal chamber posteriorly and can readily be seized

and removed with any intranasal grasping forceps.

Numerous turbinectomies, taken both from pri-

vate practice and from the otorhinolaryngological

department of the Beth Israel Hospital, service Dr.

Joseph Weinstein, have been performed with this

method by me. There were no complications what-

soever in any of the cases. The usual reaction with

the consequent congestion of the nasal mucosa giving

rise to intranasal obstruction in the respective nasal

chamber does not last longer than three to four

days. So rapid is this method that whenever both

middle turbinates were condemned for removal,

double turbinectomy was undertaken at one and the

same sitting, with little disturbance to the patient.

That this procedure is a godsend to the rhinological

surgeon goes without saying.

213 Henry Street.

Surgical Treatment of Empyema by a Closed
Method.—Arvine E. Mozingo (American Journal

of the Medical Sciences, May, 1921) asserts that

early operation by the closed method has the fol-

lowing advantage : It can be done, regardless of the

stage* of pneumonia or condition of the patient,

without shock or lung collapse ; it completely evacu-

ates the cavity, relieves cardiac and respiratory em-
barrassment, and prevents the absorption of toxins

;

it lessens the usual thickening of the pleura. The

general advantages of ihe procedure are economy of

time, labor and dressing material ; minimum pain

and discomfort ; in uncomplicated cases the patients

are not kept in bed ; less likely to have recurrence,

or the condition become chronic, or need a secondary
operation ; maximum expansion of the lung ; small

scar and no chest deformity
;
practical in the home

and in country practice
;
mortality lower. A cure

can be effected in acute bilateral empyema, both sides

being operated on at the same time, with acute bilat-

eral pneumonia present, when treatment by the open
method is impossible.
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Intravenous Injection of Calcium Chloride in

the Treatment of Diarrhea and Vomiting in Tu-
berculosis.—Rist, Ameuille, and Ravina {Bulletins
ct memoires de la Societe medicalc des liopitaux de
Paris, July 7, 1921) found intravenous injections

of one or two grams of calcium chloride practically

innocuous, such injections causing merely, in some
instances, a sharp pain along the course of the vein,

metallic taste in the mouth, and a feeling of warmth
within the head, at times accompanied by flushing
of the face, all passing ofif in about thirty seconds.
Even the most debilitated consumptives tolerated the

rapid injection of two grams of the salt without
reaction. The solution generally used was of fifty

per cent, strength ; weaker solutions are too bulky
and cause no less local irritation if there is leakage
during injection. With the doses mentioned, diar-

rhea and vomiting are completely and permanently
arrested in fifty per cent, of the cases and relieved

partially or temporarily in forty per cent. more.
Where the first injection of one gram is not com-
pletely successful, a second injection of two grams
may be given with advantage. All forms of diar-

rhea are benefitted, whether unattended with organic
bowel lesions or associated with amyloid degenera-
tion or tuberculous ulceration of the ileum or colon.

Only persons experienced in intravenous work
should administer these injections, for if leakage
occurs during injection, a slough forms and at least

two montlis are required for the wound to heal.

Medical Treatment of Quinsy.—G. Railliet

(Bulletins et memoircs de la Societe mcdicale des
Iwpitaux de Paris, April 28, 1921) reports good re-

sults from the intravenous injection of colloidal sil-

ver in the form of collargol or electrargol, a proce-

dure originally recommended to him by Triboulet.

From experience in sixteen cases he concludes that

this treatment always causes more or less marked
reduction of the pain and frequently brings about
complete recovery and removes the necessity for

incision. Pain was sometimes allayed within an
hour, though oftener in the course of the day. In
three cases the measure, carried out in good time,

failed to arrest the process of suppuration, but there

was at least a temporary reduction of the pain. The
solution of collargol used contained 0.25 gram to

1.000 mils, and the dose administered was five mils.

Triboulet advised the use of collargol as freshly

prepared as possible, but this was not always feasible

in general practice. It may be useful to repeat the

injection on two successive days after the first ad-

ministration. The proper time to inject is as soon
as the diagnosis of quinsy is unmistakable, that is.

generally between the second and the fourth days.

In one instance, an injection on the fifth day proved
successful. Alvarez has reported nine cases in

which good results followed repeated intramuscular
injections of ten mils of electrargol, while Netter
has stated that it may be sufficient to rub in colloidal

silver thoroughly for fifteen mintites after cleansing

the skin with soap and water and alcohol, using a

brusli, such a procedure bringing complete and
aljrupt relief at the end of four to six hours. The
author used this method in a child, in whom recov-

ery followed in a few days, and in one adult, whose
recovery was infltienced by other treatment.

Asthma in Childhood.—Charles E. Sundell
{Clinical Journal, May 25, 1921 j considers treat-

ment under three headings

:

1. As pointed out by Guthrie the asthmatic storm
brews before it breaks: a period of fretfulness,

malaise or indolence lasting for two or three days
may cuhninate in an attack. Recognition of this in

the case of a child who is known to be asthmatic
may avert the paroxysm by enforcing rest and pro-
tection from excitement.

2. During the attack symptomatic treatment be-
comes necessary. The distress of the patient and
his relatives is so great that general measures alone
can no longer suffice. An intramuscular injection of
three minims of one in a thousand adrenalin solu-

tion may cut short the paroxysm; if, as is common
in children, much bronchitis is also present, one
two hundredth grain of atropine may be added to

this. These doses can be repeated if necessary in

half an hour. Morphine may be called for: it is safe

to give a child of five years who is otherwise healthy

one twelfth grain. In infants nothing gives more
relief than a few whififs of chloroform, but in .older

children its use calls for great caution. Cases of
moderate severity may yield to an emetic or a hot
bath, but unless these measures are successful quickly

they should not be persisted in. Fume inhalations

have two serious disadvantages : children as a rule

dislike them, and there is evidence to show that

their use leads to the asthma habit. When the attack

subsides the child usually falls asleep; if nervous
excitement persists and delays sleep it is well to give

a dose of chloral (ten grains to a child of five years).

3. Treatment between the attacks afifords us the

best means of overcoming the disease unhampered
by the presence of urgent and distressing symptoms.
The indications are general rather than special, but

they are of supreme importance and call for patient

and continuous supervision. These children are

very prone to be coddled, for the anxiety of the

parents to protect the child from chill almost always
shows itself by the maintenance of a scrupulous but
thoroughly tmsound regime : the patient wears too

many clothes, rarely goes out without a muffler, is

not allowed to breathe night air, and is often con-

fined for days at a time to sttifify and stagnant indoor
atmosphere. The doctor has an uphill task, but he
will not succeed till he has transferred the mother's

allegiance from flannel to fresh air. In view of the

child's nervous instability it is necessary to cut off

as far as possible exhausting and disturbing influ-

ences. School pressttre, late hours, exciting parties

are to be forbidden
;
gastric indiscretions are to be

controlled, with a special reference to the avoidance
of constipation and. flatulence. Arsenic is our most
valuable drug; it seems to act best in an acid mix-
ture, and it can be given with advantage in small

doses over a long period. It may be necessary as

a temporary measure to give bromides, but as soon
as the child has acquired a regular sleep habit they

should be replaced by strychnine. It is important

to remember clearly, and if possible to convince the

relatives of the patient, that asthma is not a chest

disease any more than measles is a skin disease, and
that the best line of treatment is one that ignores

the lung and builds up a healthy nervous system.



Proceedings of Societies

AAIERICAN CLIMATOLOGICAL AND
CLINICAL ASSOCIATION.

Tlurty-scvcnth Annual Meeting, Held in Philadel-

phia, June 15, 16, and 17, 1921.

The President, Dr. Lavvrason Brown, of Saranac Lake,
N. Y., in the Chair.

President's Address.—Dr. Lawrason Brown,
of Saranac Lake, said that the success of a medical

society depended upon whether its founders and
directors possessed vision. Its first and foremost

function was to bring together medical workers.

Free intercourse among medical workers, he believed

to be essential to the development of an investigator's

highest quaHties. Its members being interested in

more or less similar lines of work, it should function

along the lines of group study of patients. He laid

stress on the value of discussion, and thought it

might be a good thing to have informal meetings

where the younger men could ask questions of the

more experienced. He expressed the opinion that

fitness alone rendered a man's observations of value,

by fitness meaning honesty, carefulness, and wiUing-

ness to abide by one's observations, no matter how
many clierished theories they might overthrow. He
believed that personal experience should be based

upon carefully studied statistics of personal obser-

vation, and not upon personal impressions, which

often covered a lack of recorded observation, and

availed only for diagnosis.

Postural Rest for Pulmonary Tuberculosis.

—

This paper, by Dr. Gerald B. Webb, Dr. Alexius
M. Foster and Dr. G. Burton Gilbert, of Colo-

rado Springs, was read by Dr. Webb. It stated

that rest had been proved to be of value in tuber-

culosis of the joints and of the larynx, and defined

artificial pneumothorax as a method of applying

rest to the lung affected with that disease. Physi-

cians had never fully applied the principle af rest

to the tuberculous lung. The majority of patients

with pulinonary tuberculosis were likely to lie on
the side of the lung that had little infection, the

actively diseased lung being thereby allowed the

greater movement. The authors described their

method of applying practical rest to the lung by
having the patient lie on the affected side, the results

of this treatment, they asserted, having been excel-

lent.

Tuberculosis and Influenza.—Dr. John B.

Hawes, 2d, of Boston, from his experience during
the influenza epidemic and that of others, drew the

following conclusions with especial regard to tuber-

culosis :

1. Eternal vigilance was the price of safety. One
should regard any patient who came down with a

cold or other acute symptom, whether he had tuber-

culosis or not, and whether he dwelt in or outside

of a sanatorium, as a possible subject of influenza,

and, at all events, a source of contagion.

2. Although he thought it quite probable that the

tuberculous patient possessed a certain degree of

immunity to influenza, one should not take this for

granted, and should make every effort to prevent his

contracting that disease.

3. He stated that the treatment of influenza was
the same in a tuberculous as in a nontuberculous

person. It should be based on rational lines of rest,

elimination and stimulation, if necessary. It should

be regarded as a serious but by no means hopeless

or fatal complication.

4. He considered postinfluenzal bronchitis and
debility real and definite clinical entities, but thought

that in many cases they served to disguise a newly
awakened pulmonary tuberculosis. In every case

in which either a cough or prolonged physical de-

pression followed influenza, the patient should be

kept under careful and constant supervision.

5. Tlie early diagnosis of pulmonary tuberculosis,

he maintained, had been made increasingly difficult

on account of influenza and its effects. While he

admitted that many cases of tuberculosis had been

discovered or made active on account of influenza,

he was convinced that there were numerous patients

who had been wrongly classed as consumptives,

owing to signs and symptoms, constitutional and
referred to the lungs, that were really due to influ-

enza and not to tuberculosis. He thought that care,

conservation and common sense were needed more
than ever before in handling this difficult problem.

Dr. Charles L. Minor, of Asheville, N. C, said

he was sorry that Dr. Hawes, in his questionnaire,

had not asked, first, whether influenza awakened a

sleeping but unrecognized tuberculosis
;

second,

whether the tuberculous patient was unduly suscep-

tible to influenza
;
third, did influenza, occurring m

a tuberculoixs patient, increase the rapidity of the

process ? He had no doubt that the patients coming
to Asheville, some sent by physicians and some
coming of their own accord, who had shown no
symptoms of tuberculosis, were in the influenza

epidemic of 1914-15, which suggested to him that

influenza woke up a latent tuberculosis. That must
be verified by sputiun examinations, because post-

influenzal conditions indicated tuberculosis. He
had noticed no special immunity. He was not able,

however, to draw conclusions as to the effect of

influenza on tuberculosis.

Odds and Ends in Tuberculosis.—Dr. Charles
O. Probst, Columbus, Ohio, considered this subject

imder four heads : tuberculin, temperature, work
and rest, and mental influence. While he supposed
he would be considered old fashioned in advocating

the use of tuberculin in the treatment of tubercu-

losis, he decided to mention a case in which an
improvement in tuberculous eye trouble took place

after the discontinuance of local treatment and the

administration of tuberculin. In regard to fever,

he said that he did not feel sure that the normal
temperature of the patient was always at the arrow
mark on thermometers. He had had a patient who
seemed in good health, in whom the temperature
was at no time over 98° F., and another who always
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had a temperature of 99° F. He advocated the

taking of the records every two hours for four days
or more. He considered it possible that nervous
patients who had been impressed with the impor-
tance of slight variations in temperature might give

themselves psychical rises when they used the ther-

mometer. Complete rest he did not consider neces-

sary for slight elevations of temperature, if there

were no other symptoms, believing that rest in tuber-

culosis was often overdone. In many cases, he

stated, complete arrest of the disease had been
accomplished without having the patient stop work.
Consciously or unconsciously, he believed, all good
physicians make use of psychotherapy, but few do
so intelligently. He had heard the president, Dr.
Brown, say that he thought that tuberculin would
do good if he had more faith in it. Dr. Probst
said that this meant if he could inspire the patients

with more faith in it. He considered the cure of

the patients, by any means whatever, as the life

work of the physician. Apropos of tuberculin, he
mentioned another case, in which massive doses
were given to a man with a tuberculide of the but-

tock as large as the hand, with involvement of the
larynx. The ulceration had resisted local treatment
for two years; hut in ten months' time, with tuber-

culin and local treatment, it entirely healed, and
had remained so for six or seven years.

Occupation of the Active and Arrested Cases
of Tuberculosis.—Dr. Bayard T. Crane, of Rut-
land, Mass., divided his paper into four sections,

as follows : a, occupational therapy for active cases

;

b, choice of occupation for arrested cases
;

c, an
industrial colony for chronic fibroid cases

;
and, d,

economic considerations. In considering the first

of these, he said that sanatorium treatment would
have more professional and lay friends if it were
humanized, and if an efifort were made to make the

life there more pleasant to the patient. Occupation
would be of value in this direction, and might also

be to a certain extent curative. The term psycho-
therapy by occupation would better define the object
of such a system, intended to alleviate the abnormal
nervous states of the patients, such as restlessness

and introspection. He selected the amount of work
each patient was capable of performing, leaving to

the instructor and the patient to choose the kind of
work. He had found this system curative when
other things had failed in about five per cent., and
extremely valuable in fifty per cent. An attempt
should be made to make these activities gainful to

the extent of defraying the cost of the patient's

maintenance. The economic problem of the occu-
pation of the tuberculous being one of the largest

with which humanity has to deal, the physician must
participate in the solution of it, because the physical
limitations of these patients are so subtle that the
lay mind does not comprehend where safety stops
and danger begins. He should be able to define the
class of cases which, while still positive, can safely,

within limitations, pursue partial or entire self-

support. He may not, however, have great knowl-
edge of industrial conditions, and so be unable to

advise the patient where to find employment that
will not overtax his strength, and will yet return a
sufficient income to provide adequate nourishment

and comfort. If the man could not fit the occupa-
tion, the occupation must be made to fit the man.
An industrial colony should be the next great step

in the fight against tuberculosis, and Dr. Crane said

that such a colony was being planned in Rutland.
Dr. Frank A. Craig, of Philadelphia, said that

there was no phase of the subject of tuberculosis

that was so important and interesting as that brought
up by Dr. Crane. As far as the arrested case was
concerned, an attempt was made at the Phipps In-

stitute, when it was first started, and was carried

on for a few years, to provide occupation for such
cases ; and since then, at White Haven, there had
been established a training camp for nurses. A
certain number of women were thus placed in a

position to earn their living and retain their health.

The women had been pretty well looked after, as far

as the training school was concerned ; but there was
great need of some occupation for the male patients.

It was a question what to do with the patients who
returned. An attempt was made at one time to

run a shirtwaist factory, where the patients were
allowed to work for a number of hours a day,

according to their strength. While successful from
the viewpoint of the health of the patients, it was
not successful financially.

Dr. E. O. Otis, of Boston, said that in Boston
occupational therapy had been undertaken, and the

enterprise had been very successful. Most of the

patients were in the advanced stage of tuberculosis,

and many welcomed anything that gave them some-
thing to do. Curiously enough, the Anglo-Saxons
and the Irish were the ones that cared the least

about it ; the Italians and Russian Jews were more
anxious. Weaving, rubber working, bead work and
that sort of thing were done, and the patients were
paid for their work. There was no difficulty in

marketing the kind of baskets they made. The
question was to find something that could be readily

made by these patients that was readily saleable, so

that they might have the encouragement of receiving

certain, definite pay for the work they did. It was
a great source of relief from the monotony of the

life there to many patients.

Lymphocytosis as a Diagnostic Sign of Focal
Infection.—Dr. Judson Daland, of Philadelphia,

stated that relative lymphocytosis occurred in fifty-

four per cent, of one hundred cases of focal infec-

tion with systemic manifestations, but that in only

one per cent, was the lymphocytosis absolute. Small
lymphocytes were increased in thirty-one per cent.,

while large lymphocytes were increased in only

eleven per cent, and decreased in eighty-six per cent.

Leucopenia occurred in fifty-six per cent., and leuco-

cytosis in only nine per cent. Therefore the first

factor of importance diagnostically would be the

increased number of small lymphocytes, and the

second, the association Avith leucopenia. With these

two factors joined, the value of the findings would
be very great. Dr. Daland was of the opinion that

if these figures were accepted, it would be safe to

state that they constituted what might be called a

leucocytic picture, having a certain diagnostic value.

By means of it one could recognize the value of a

focus of infection and certain systemic conditions.

One could not be sure that the systemic conditions
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were in distinct association with the focal infection,

and must often be undecided whether one should do

anything radical regarding the focus of infection.

When, however, a lymphocytosis was found in the

blood, with a leucopenia associated, he felt satisfied

in recommending radical steps concerning the focus

of infection. In a few cases he had been able to

assure himself that all foci had been removed, and

by making leucocytic counts at weekly intervals

and at intervals of two weeks for as long as two
months, he had seen the picture in these cases re-

stored to normal.

The Treatment of Tuberculosis of the Larynx.—Dr. Alexius M. Foster, of Colorado Springs,

devoted the principal part of his paper to a discus-

sion of a laryngeal mirror that he had devised for

reflecting the rays of the sun upon the diseased part

of the larynx. This mirror was made of an alloy

of aluminum and magnesium, which reflected

eighty-five per cent of the actinic rays and absorbed

most of the heat rays. The treatment could be given

by the patient himself. The exposure was not longer

than thirty seconds at first, and the lengih cf time

was gradually worked up to ten minutes. Thirteen

cases were reported by the author, who fell that this

solar laryngoscope, if properly supervised and sup-

plemented by all the otlier accepted forms of treat-

ment, constituted a valuable aid in the treatment of

laryngeal tuberculosis.

Studies in Vibrations Causing Pulmonary
Physical Signs.—Dr. Charles M. Montgomery,
of Philadelphia, stated that the physical signs in-

vestigated were normal and abnormal vocal fremitus

and resonance, whispering pectoriloquy, and bron-

chial breathing, special attention being given to the

following: 1, The difference in characteristics be-

tween the spoken voice and the normal pulmonary
vocal resonance

; 2, the phenomena of, a, the pres-

ence of normal vocal fremitus and resonance in the

absence of whispering pectoriloquy and bronchial

breathing found over normal lung, and, b, dimin-

ished vocal fremitus and resonance in association

with whispering pectoriloquy and bronchial breath-

ing found in certain pathological conditions.

Intravenous Injections of Calcium Chloride in

Pulmonary Tuberculosis.

—

Charles L. Minor,
of Asheville, N. C, stated that their own limited

experience and that of others had convinced
them that in calcium chloride they had a remedy
that could frequently palliate and relieve, and that

when they could diagnose their cases early it might
even prove curative. While the results that they

presented were not brilliant, and while they were
based on but a small number of cases, their signifi-

cance was such as to encourage the authors to a

further use of the drug. They felt that they had
prolonged the lives of some of their patients and
had made others more comfortable by the use of

this method of treatment. Consequently they be-

lieved that a fair trial should be given it by those
who saw enough of such cases to enable them to

draw conclusions as to its value. At the same time,

they hoped that the reason for its good efifect might
be worked out in the pharmaceutical laboratories. A
table was given showing the results of tlieir cases.

Progressive Changes in the Aorta and Lung in

Tuberculosis and Syphilis.—This paper, by Dr.

Cleaveland Floyd, Dr. Horace K. Boutwell and
Dr. R. L. Leonard, of Boston, was read by Dr.

Floyd. From this study it seemed to these authors

that every patient having tuberculosis with syphilis

should receive intensive syphilitic treatment, espe-

cially if the lesion was not typically one of

tuberculosis. The presence of syphilis, they thought,

might at times considerably aid in the production

of fibrous tissue in the lung. Syphilitic dilatation

of the aortic arch, even in well marked instances,

might be improved by prolonged and intensive treat-

ment. Some of the radiograms that Dr. Floyd

exhibited showed very little evidence of pulmonary

syphilis. The first plate, however, showed very

definite signs of changes in the aorta. The arch was
much dilated before treatment.

A Study of Destruction and Repair in Pulmo-
nary Tuberculosis.—Dr. Bertram H. Waters, of

Loomis, N. Y., considered briefly the occurrence of

either marked improvement or otherwise in a patient,

often without the slightest apparent change in the

environment or routine. He discussed this in rather

a speculative way, and illustrated the accompanying

pulmonary condition by means of stereograms. He
insisted upon the value of the latter in frequently

enabling one to forecast what are usually termed

relapses, and suggested the importance of a study

of the underlying biochemical factors that must

precede these "relapses."

Tubercle of the Lung.—Dr. J. B. Elliott, of

Toronto, Canada, reported a case of moderately

advanced tubercle of the lung, for which an artificial

pneumothorax was made, resulting in apparent cure.

The man appeared so well, indeed, that he was taken

into the military service and served in France, per-

forming all the laborious duties incident to the life

of a soldier. Finally he received a gunshot wound
in the chest, and underwent several operations. He
was afterwards referred to Dr. EUiott, who made
a study of the case in order to see what further could

be done. It was then discovered that he had had

an artificial pneumothorax performed earlier. The
case resulted in chronic empyema.

Diagnosis of Myxedema.—Dr. James M. An-
ders, of Philadelphia, presented a communication on

this subject, in which he said that myxedema was
insidious in its course, rendering an early diagnosis

difficult, and emphasized the importance of recog-

nizing this disease, in view of the fact that a

sovereign remedy for it existed. Unrecognized and
long overlooked cases with serious physical and
mental developments would, he said, fail to respond

in a satisfactory manner to appropriate measures.

Statistical evidence would show that the condition

was often overlooked. In the majority of cases,

some of the more characteristic features would be

wanting. The author described incomplete types

that might touch certain other diseases of endocrine

origin, and briefly considered flie relation of myx-
edema to exophthalmic goitre. He believed efforts

to stimulate interest in the subject to be both timely

and important.

( To be co)\chtdcd. )
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Miscellany.

Symptomatology and Diagnosis of Foreign

Bodies in the Air and Food Passages.—Chevalier

Jackson {American Journal of the Medical Sciences,

May, 1921) presents a summary of the chief points

in the symptomatology of these cases.

Larynx.—Foreign bodies cause an initial laryn-

geal spasm, followed by wheezing, croupy cough,

and a variable degree of impairment of phonation.

Pain may be present and is sometimes referred to

the ears. The larynx may tolerate a thin, flat for-

eign body for a long time, but dyspnea renders early

removal imperative in most cases.

Trachea.—Foreign bodies are usually movable,

their movements can be felt by the patient, and the

vibrations may be palpated and heard with the stetho-

scope. Cough is usually present, may disappear

and recur, and may be violent. Sudden shutting off

of the expiratory blast and phonation during the

cough is almost pathognomonic. Dyspnea is usually

present. The asthmatoid wheeze is usually pres-

ent, is often louder and of lower pitch than that of

bronchial foreign bodies, and is heard at the mouth,
not at the chest wall. Pain is not common, but may
occur.

Bronchi.—Early symptoms are initial laryngeal

spasm ; diffuse purulent laryngotracheobronchitis

within twenty-four hours in children under two
years of age

;
fever, toxemia, cyanosis, dyspnea, and

paroxysmal cough, with inability to cough up the

thick pus through the swollen larynx. Lung abscess

forms rapidly. The older the child the less severe

the reaction. There is acute obstructive emphysema,
shown by limited expansion, muffled tympanitic per-

cussion note, diminished or absent breast sounds on
the obstructed side, many rales and harsh breathing
on the free side. The radiograph shows greater

AND FOREIGN JOURNALS. [Ntw Vork
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transparency on the obstructed side, displacement of
the heart toward the free side, depression and limit-

ation of the diaphragmatic movement on the ob-
structed side. Late symptoms are cough and puru-
lent expectoration; periodical attacks of fever, with
chills and sweats, followed by increased coughing
and the expulsion of much purulent material; ema-
ciation, clubbing of the fingers and toes, night sweats,
hemoptysis, all the symptoms of tuberculosis simu-
lated, but without bacilli. Pain may localize the for-
eign body. Metallic or organic foreign bodies may
cause a peculiar taste in the sputum. Sudden com-
I)lete obstruction of one main bronchus does not
cause dyspnea if its fellow is functioning, but is

followed by rapid onset of symptoms. The physical
signs usually show limitation of expansion on the
affected side, impairment of percussion, and les-

sened transmission or absence of brea.st sounds distal

to the foreign body. The pleura is rarely involved.
The asthmatoid wheeze may be present. A radio-
graphic study should be made.

Esophagus.— There are no absolutely diagnostic
.symptoms of e.sophageal foreign body. Dysphagia
is the most constant complaint. Pain may be pres-
ent. The subjective sensation of foreign body is

usually present but cannot be relied upon. All these
symptoms may be present when the foreign body is

absent. The fluoroscope and rontgeAograph should
be relied upon.

Vaccination Against Tuberculosis.— Karl Von
Ruck and Roswell E. Flack (Medical Record, June
18, 1921 j consider that every child should be vac-
cinated against tuberculosis, and the earlier it is

done the better the chances that no infection with
tuberculosis has already occurred. Points empha-
sized are: 1. Tuberculous infections can be pre-

vented only by vaccination. 2. The certain diagnosis

of the presence of the tubercle bacillus in the organ-
ism can be made only by resorting to biological tests.

3. Tuberculous lesions still accessible to the circula-

tion can be made to disappear by the use of specific

vaccines. 4. The rapidity and uniformity of the

results depend upon the time elapsed since the infec-

tion has occurred, the extent which the lesions have
reached, and the degenerative alterations which are

present in them.

Bacteriology of Chronic Nontuberculous Lung
Disease.—Horace Greeley and Mae Brereton
(Journal of Laboratory and Clinical Medicine, April,

1921) studied the sputum in thirty-one cases of lung
diseases which was persistently negative for tubercle

bacilli. The examinations were made by smear and
culture, planting a 0.3 per cent, lactic acid ntitrient

agar with smears of the sputum, incubating tubes

from each case at both body and summer tempera-
tures. Such higher fungi as the Penicillium glau-

cuni group were found in fourteen cases ; the Mucor
corynibifer in two cases, and Aspergillus fumiga-
tus in one instance. As a result of this investigation

the authors conclude that such organisins are ex-

tremely numerous in sputa, and that they are proba-
bly potent in the disease process, acting alone in

some cases, and in others in cooperation with the

tubercle bacilli.
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The Man Galen and His Times
By JONATHAN WRIGHT, M. D.,

Pleasant ville, N. Y.

In the first section (1) of this account of the

times of Galen, some alhision was made to the pos-

sible effect of Christianity upon him. At least the

environment in which our faith took root has, 1

think, left its impress on his works.

It was at Smyrna in the time of the early Chris-

tian martyrdoms that he received a part of his edu-

cation, both philosophical and medical. There he

studied with Pelops and with Albinos the Platonist

and with the Stoic Philopator (2) having also stud-

ied at Pergamus under Gains (3) or some pupil of

his until, as the result of his father's dream, he

deserted metaphysics and ttirned his attention to

medicine. Beside these instructors of his youth he
fell under the influence there of Stratonicus, a dis-

ciple of the Hippocratic Sabinus (4) and of some
follower of Aspasius, the peripatetic (5). Among
his early instructors it is Pelops to whom he most
frequently refers, who was a disciple of Nutne-
sianus (6), and to Quintus (7). In the house of

Pelops he resided for a time, but Metwald (8) seems

to think his medical education was almost entirely

due to Quintus, the pupil of Marinus, but Galen also

speaks of being much taken with the instruction of

Heraclianus at Alexandria (9). However, his ac-

(|uaintance with previous medical literature as well

as with that of his own time was too wide for him
to be influenced exclusively by any one authority,

living or dead, excepting Hippocrates whom he

rarely contradicts. Wellmann (10) declares it is not

so much Quintus as Rufus, the dogmatic of Alexan-
dria, whom Galen follows. In reading Galen 1

Iiave not got that impression, though if any one ever

deserved the name of dogmatist it is Galen. He him-
self studied with Numesianus at Corinth (11 j. All

these are names only for us but they serve to show
the width of his preparation and the earnestness

with which he entered upon his career. Of his stu-

dent life at Corinth or at Smyrna or at Alexandria

we have no details. From his account of his regime

at home and at Rome we may well imagine it was
that of an earnest and ardent student. It was in

151, just after his father's death, that he studied

at Smyrna, but even before this he had written some-
thing on the anatomy of the uterus and the diseases

of the eye and an exercise on the empirics, a sum-

mary apparently of a dispute between his teachers,

Pelops and Phillipos. His assiduity never flagged

and his health suffered from his labors until later he
learned to regulate his regimen. It was his boast
in later years that even in his youth he learned to

correct his conduct and regulate his passions also

(12), which, for a boy not out of his teens and
handicapped in having for his father a man of
wealth, even though a man of wisdom, was some-
thing to boast of. ^Marcus Aurelius was not so

successful in the education of Commodus. It is

interesting to observe the efficiency and the failures

of the ancient stoicism in this training of youth. As
usual the good and the evil the gods alone bestow
peep through it all. We take note of his unctuosity
in congratulating himself that he is not as other
men in after life. This superiority he attributes to

his nurture rather than to his nature, but his charac-
teristics are quite in contrast to the nobility and the
humility of the meditations of Marcus Aurelius. He
seems quite as vain of his mental equipment as of
his moral.

How much time 'he spent in Alexandria in contact
with what was once all the world had to teach in
anatomy and physiology is not at all known, though
his seeking knowledge elsewhere also is in itself

significant of the fact that the preeminent scientific

activities at Alexandria had long since passed with
the best of the Ptolemies. Ptolemy Physkon (171-
167 B. C), because of family quarrels, had once
driven scholars and physicians out of Alexandria
and through this, as has happened before and since
in the course of history, as much as through the
gradual invasion of knowledge, the arts and sciences
were scattered throughout all Hellas, according to
Athenseus, and in the time of Strabo (66 B. C.) there
arose a second school of Herophilean anatomy in

Asia Minor (13). We infer he was at home when
his father died. Despite the latter being somethings
of a dietitian we learn that his death followed the
injudicious eating of some fruit, and Galen himself
at the time twenty-one years old was sick in the
same way (14). He had evidently long since begun
the study of his profession and was perhaps even
then engaged in its practice. He was subse(|uently
a student in Alexandria (15) and when he returned

Copyright, 1921, by A. R. Elliott Publishing Company.
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liome he had to learn the properties of medicaments
pecuHar to his own territory (16). It seems that

his period of preparatory study was a long one away
from home, but it is not certain where he was for

the longest part of the ten years he seems to have
devoted to it, though as a matter of fact he never

ceased from being a student engaged in research in

liis art. Although the reference to Alexandria and
the Alexandrian anatomy and its authors are fre-

(|uent and there seems no doubt of his residence and
perhaps of more than one visit there, it does not

appear how long his stay was or how much, if any,

his experience with human dissection was. It is

doubtful if he ever did more with the human subject

than study its bony structure (17), but evidently

his other researches there were extensive. When he

returned to his own country he was twenty-eight

years old and we infer he had been long absent.

Intending to devote himself to surgery he was in-

trusted a year later by the pontifex of the gladiators

at Pergamus with the supervision of their health,

their illnesses and their wounds (18). It was the

duty of the pontifices to procure and organize them
into a company. Rich men like Atticus, tlie friend

of Cicero (19), sometimes bought gladiators, slaves

for the most part at that time, and hired them out

for the games. By the time of Galen it was quite a

business in the world. Gladiators were transferred

from place to place, from company to company, like

Ijaseball players or actors under contract. In Perga-

nium the shows were given in the summer and
Galen had to treat their wounds, so his experience

was largely surgical when he went to Rome.
"We get a pretty good idea (20) of the subsequent

course of his life until he was over sixty, but there

is some confusion and some gaps in it which seem
impossible to overcome. He speaks (21) as though

he were a practitioner of Pergamum and Rome but

a stranger neither to Alexandria or Athens. In his

thirty-fourth year he first went to Rome, where

he remained three or four years, apparently, and if

he returned from Alexandria when he was twenty-

eight, he must have practised five or six years in

Pergamum. We do not learn why he left the prov-

inces for the capital. All roads then led to Rome.

There he acquired much reputation and made many
enemies. He longed, because of the latter misfor-

tune, he gives us to understand, to return to his old

home. He does not definitely say how long his first

stay in Rome extended. A certain coyness falls over

his pages (22) when he speaks of leaving it the first

time. His first stay at Rome was about four years

and Ilberg (23) reckons that from 164 to 168 A. D.

(Jn account of the plague and for other reasons he

went back to Pergamum. but returned to Rome in

169, eluding Marcus Aurelius's invitation to serve

in the army. As to this first rather precipitous re-

treat from the city, disgust, he says, with the life

at Rome, with the envy of himself by his fellowmen

and a disinclination for the honors he tells us he

won, are the ostensible reasons, but a suspicion of

something else shines through what he says. He
seems to have been dodging conscription into the

army, or perhaps only dodging the plague as Kuhn
says in his preface.

He writes a description of how much he was

I Nj:w V'oRK
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sought after by the mighty. Knowing they had it

in mind to draft him, he begged them to delay his

appointment to official duties in the army thinking

it would interfere with his plans for returning home.
As soon as the war was over in Bithynia he left

the city by stealth and went to Brundisium, whence
he could take ship for Dyrrachium and thus escape

from the soldiers they might send after him. It

does not appear whether the soldiers caught him
or not, though presumably he got away safely for

the time, but the arm of Rome reached everywhere.

The only escape from it was death. Lucius the

brother and colleague in the empire with Marcus
Aurelius, called upon him to accompany the army
in its campaigns against the Germans on the Danube,
but in 169, Galen being close on forty, Lucius died.

Nevertheless, following that or subsequently or per-

haps on more than one campaign he served in the

field with Marcus Aurelius. At one time Galen fled

from the armies in the train of his master to escape

the plague in Aquileia (24). The first time he

served with him at any rate, the emperor's antidote

mixer dying (25), for from these accounts it seems

Marcus Aurelius contemned death chiefly in his

Meditations, Galen was appointed to the office in

immediate attendance on his majesty. We infer

that before this he was only one of the army doc-

tors, unwillingly dragged into the service, but was
known by reputation to men in high command. He
evidently acquired much credit with the emj)eror and
he prevailed on him to free him from army duties,

so distasteful to him, and even to provide a place

for him of honor and emolument, where he would
be less annoyed by jealous competitors in the pro-

fession.

Since he found Rome so hostile to his genius he

was appointed to medical attendance upon the boy
Commodus and permitted to dwell near him in the

country outside of Rome, perhaps until Marcus
Aurelius died in 180 B. C., where he found ample
time and leisure for literary work (26). This ad-

mission to imperial favor he apparently owed to an

ofificial by the name of Boethus, who introduced him
to Septimius Severus, not the one afterwards em-
peror, but said to have been a son in law of Marcus
Aurelius. It is impossible definitely to establish the

chronology of the dififerent periods of his activity in

Rome. There were three of them at least. Reck-
oning from various figures, some of them already

alluded to, and comparing them both with the inci-

dents he tells us of his own life and with known
dates in history, he could hardly have been in Rome
more than four or five years the first time, probably

less. It is astonishing he should in that time have

formed such important connections in high life at

court, though he may have had time to make enemies

in his profession. When he returned from the army
and acted as physician to the young Commodus, after

being in medical attendance on the emperor, doubt-

less all doors were open to him at Rome and by that

time he was as much hated for his worldly success

as before for his disagreeable personality. The sec-

ond time he says he stayed three years, perhaps going

into the city under the protection of the court when
the emperor returned. He forsook Rome the sec-

ond time and this time in order again to escape from
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the plague (?). This he relates with no sign that

such conduct for a doctor in his day was considered

disgraceful. It does not appear how long he re-

mained away, probably not long, and when he re-

turned Marcus Aurelius was still reigning. The lat-

ter dying in 180 he was in favor still with Commo-
dus and was alive and probably, as we have seen,

physician to Septimius Severus (27), who reigned

from 193 to 211. The extent of his writings in

themselves indicate he lived a very long life. Even
if he died in the last year of Severus's reign he must
have been eighty and there is no reason to suppose

he died at an earlier period, but there is no proof

positive beyond the book to Piso, that he lived even

in the reign of Severus, beginning in 193 A. D.
Kiihn, however, is disposed to think that he lived

at least until thirty years after the death of Lucius
Verus in 169 A. D., because it was at that time

apparently he mixed the antidote for Marcus Aure-
lius. In the treatise on antidotes (28) he seems to

say that Severus, nearly thirty years after he had
prepared the medicine for the great emperor, re-

quested that he should mix a similar one for him.

If he did this for Marcus Aurelius at a later date

than that of his first attendance upon him, though
the inference does not support this, his age at the

time of writing the book is correspondingly length-

ened. Many legends, having their origin apparently

in the Middle Ages, prolong his life beyond that for

which there is any indication in his writings. If he

referred (/. c. p. 5) to the making of the ointment
at the end of Marcus's reign and not to the

antidote, that would lengthen his life at least

until 210. He may indeed have lived that long

but in all probabiHty he is referring to the

incident when he especially mentions making an
antidote at his first attendance, shortly after the

death of Lucius Verus. On this evidence we may
say he lived at least until he was seventy or there-

abouts and of course he may have lived long after

he wrote On the Antidotes.

During his student days and perhaps at other

times we find him in the cranky vessels of the period

ploughing the waters which wash the shores and
flow around the islands of the eastern Mediterranean
in search of vegetable and metallic drugs, thus to

be sure he had the best that enterprise and energy
could procure, without trusting the representations

of the dishonest dealers who thronged the drug
markets. Among other things he carried home with
him was copper powder from the furnaces of Cyprus.
Even before he went to Rome at all it would seem
that his experience with the world had by that time
been sufficient to have made him careful to enter more
diplomatically upon the new field. The pet of wealth
and fashion at Pergamum evidently found an un-
expectedly hostile reception at Rome. His acquaint-
ance with the. high society of Bithynia, his familiarity

with the stage door of the gladiatorial arena, one
would have thought, might have tempted him be-

fore he went thither to ways of riotous living. We
find him referring to these diversions which have
so often wrecked the most promising career when
entering upon a more cosmopolitan field of activity,

in a way that shows at least worldly wisdom of an-
other kind.

"Some of those who seemed to me to love me
personally often complain that since I have become
more addicted to earnest study of the truth I have
become of no use to them or to myself. Leaving
ofif my great ardor in its pursuit, I should go around
mornings greeting people and in the evening dine

with the mighty. To be respected for studious ac-

complishments, to become skilful in them, even to

acquire gratitude by them is of no help in the pro-

fession, for it is not from these that those judge
who spend all the day in different pursuits. Those
succeed who are occupied indeed in the morning
with greetings but who afterwards divert themselves
in the -forum, at the trials in crowds, with the moun-
tebanks, and with the still larger crowds at the

chariot races, with dicing, whoring, bathing, drink-

ing, eating, or wallowing in other pleasures innumer-
able. In the evenings they are collected together at

the clubs, where after they have filled themselves
with wine, the harp or zither or other musical in-

strument goes the rounds. It used to be the good
custom to be acquainted with these ; indeed not to

know how to play them was disgraceful, but there

is no talk of a worthy kind such as the ancients used
to practise and enjoy in the olden time at the clubs

nor any other decent thing, but they are earnest in

excelling in the size of their potations, so that among
them not he is thought best, who is skilful on sev-

eral musical instruments or is practised in philoso-

phical discourse, but he who has emptied the most
and the largest cups. Next morning they seem still

drunk and some smell so of wine one would think

they did nothing else. Ruined in health they call in,

not the best physicians at all, but those who have
been the companions of their revels" (29). This
highly moral young man, on the contrary,so moved
the gratitude of patients when he first came to Rome
they thought his voice that of the golden Apollo,
speaking from his tripod (30), he said.

He expresses a surprise we do not feel, that even
his more properly behaved new acquaintances in

the profession soon came to lie in wait for him to

trip him up. They were an ignorant lot, he said.

"Rumors filled the city that just as I had surpassed
older men in much else, so I had now written much
on anatomy, which was in no way proved. I laughed
at them and held them in contempt" (31). He de-

clares some report cases they have never seen, even
in their dreams (32), and one might as well prophesy
to an ass as talk to some of these men. It was
doubtless difficult to hide such sentiments as these,

which we can gather still more abundantly if we
seek their exposition in the various books, written
at dififerent times, but entertained constantly as part

of the nature of the man. They could hardly have
made him popular, to say the least, when they came
to listen to him at the Temple of Peace, "the most
distinguished physicians taking the first seats and
beginning to question me without loss of time" (33 ).

That he overcame such serious handicaps and car-

ried all before him, which we have, however, from
him only, is a testimony to his talent. Me devoted
himself to practise and followed the city customs of
his profession. Pie .says (34) in speaking of an oint-

ment, recommended by the surgeon, Meges Sidonius,
that if he were in Asia he would try to get some
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experience with it, but in Rome the treatment of

ulcers was left to the surgeons. The oculists he also

found jealous, so he preferred for prudential reasons
to write privately about diseases affecting the eyes
or anything which is properly surgical. It was only,

therefore, in the uncontrollable impulses of his na-

ture that his worldly prudence forsook him.
Not only because we get a glimpse of him in the

streets of Rome but because he tells us something
we are likely to forget about the history of sur-

gery, it is worth while to note what he says about
the ligature of arteries, too often thought of as a
much later acquisition in the art (35). This was
done when bleeding was practised from the arteries

of the temples. We see him on his way down the

Via Sacra in search of the proper kind of material

for it.

"There are some ligatures for this purpose, not
readily becoming putrescent, such as at Rome are
called Gajetanian (Cadiz?), brought from Gaul, and
especially in the Via Sacra, which leads from the
temple to the square. But if you are practising in

any other city, those which are called silken should
be bought, though large quantities of the others can
be bought at Rome very cheaply. Those that decay
easily, such as are found in country places, quickly

fall away from the vessels. In Rome and also in

other places under the rule of Rome, rich women
make use of these silken cords" (36).

His provincial rawness and perhaps the crassness

of his behaviour and the imprudence of his tongue
to some extent wore ofif in his new environment.
At any rate he did win friends and his talents at-

tracted attention in high places. His triumph in

prognosis in the case of Eudemus, not the poisoner

of course in the time of Tiberius who was the lover

of Livia, but evidently much later a professional

brother high in the esteem of his fellow practition-

ers, marked him as a man of talent and learning.

Eudemus, like Asclepiades before him, was evidently

a fellow countryman of Galen and probably had
known his father. We get here a hint how the wily

and voluble Greeks from the Asiatic provinces

flocked to Rome under the empire and made their

way there. Perhaps he had some reason for thiijk-

ing that the dislike of the chief physicians, when he
first came to Rome and thus triumphed, was due to

envy and he swore as soon as his native land Was
no longer the seat of war he would go back to it.

The things he says Eudemus told him about his

new colleagues were the worst possible. He got

into trouble with the stoics and with the peripatetics

too, beside the troubles he says the brilliancy of his

professional attainments made for him. Eudemus
became his warm friend and admirer and so did

Glaucon, the philosopher (37), who Ilberg thinks

afterward became his assistant being much im-

pressed by a wonderful diagnosis Galen had made,
due to his slyness and his quick apprehension

more than to his medical knowledge. To the latter,

on his own statement (38), were due the cures

which his astonished fellow practitioners came to

know of, especially perhaps that of a noble Roman
lady. We appreciate how helpful to the young
])ractitioner such a lucky case is. He was a verit-

able --leuth hound at smelling out evidence. Per-

haps it was Boethus's wife who was the noble lady
he cured. It was Boethus's boy at any rate, Cyril-

lum, who deceived his mother so artfully but whose
surreptitious enjoyment of jam ( ?) was revealed to

the matchless inquisitory powers of Galen. The
passage (39) is a very amusing one, full of humor
in itself and abounding in Galen's vaunts, who ap-
parently does not appreciate the humor at all. There
is another story in the same vein, which copies the

pulse story, so often attributed to Hippocrates but
to several other physicians as well besides being
found in Herodotus and Lucan attributed to still

others. A lady was in love with Pylades, the dancer,

and Galen found out her secret from her pulse (40).
Again elsewhere he tells another tale, one of malin-
gering, in which he outwitted a slave (41) faking
a sore knee in the face of a long journey afoot.

I have alluded to his medical charge of Commodus
when that young bopeful was being educated by
Pitholaos. Galen tells a story of his care of the boy
while he was suffering from a sore throat (42 j.

The empress, Faustina, a lady blindly and fondly
loved by the great Cccsar, the best and wisest of men.
taking Galen by the hand in the presence of rival

doctors, green with envy doubtless, told them he had
overcome them not in words only but in practise.

"Here are more enemies for me," said the poor man
to himself after he had accompanied her to her
chariot. He also tells of a night call he had to the

emperor himself, probably at a later period and he
recounts with glee his victory over his professional

enemies, "than which nothing more admirable ever
happened to me" (43). He assured this mighty
monarch and revered philosopher that he was not in

for a fit of sickness, but had eaten something which
disagreed with him, a thing sedentary philosophers,

Celsus thinks, were very likely to do, and perhaps
emperors too. The other medical attendants had
gravely shaken their heads, but the emperor said

he was the only one physician for him. If this is

not the acme of professional glory I do not know
what is.

If there were any he especially singled out for

enmity among the sects of medical practitioners at

Rome it was the Erasistrateans, albeit he seems to

have been an Ishmaelite, with his hand against every
one and every one's against him. He attacked them
most bitterly on the sccjre of venesection, but even
that a man long ago dead should enjoy such honor
as Galen found for Erasistratus at Rome seemed
to excite the gall of the aspirant to new laurels.

Galen has him much on his mind. We find Celsus

entertaining much respect for his memory. Even
(jalen has occasionally to pay tribute to his anatomi-

cal observations and the power of his intellect, but

he wrote books against him and his followers on
phlebotomy (44), which Erasistratus had earnestly

condemned on theoretical grounds and Galen as

vivaciously commends. In his opinion he smote them
root and branch. It must be confessed blood flowed

in torrents from the veins of the patients of the

Sangrados for more than one thousand five hundred
years until statistics or the slowly penetrating satire

of the author of Gil Bias brought Erasistratus j:o his

own again in practice.

It is difficult to quote from Galen's works pas-
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sages relating to his personality without exhibiting

his overweening and aggressive vanity. It is all

pervading and irritating even to the reader today.

In Cicero the grace of his style and the respecta-

bility if not the originality of his philosophical ideas,

his broad humanity and his wide sympathy with the

opinions of others, his catholicity of thought, things

utterly foreign to Galen, make us forget he too was
permeated by a selfesteem which makes him at times

ludicrous to posterity as it made him disliked by
those few of his contemporaries not enamored with

his intellectual gifts; but it is otherwise with Galen.

It is the keen perception of the problems of his pro-_

fession and the indefatigable labor with which he

attacks them, resulting apparently in some original

contribution to the then existing knowledge of the

anatomy and physiology of man, form for us the

redeeming traits in the personal character of Galen,

but it is very uncertain how much he received from
his instructors and how much was due to his own
research. We can scarcely doubt the latter was
considerable, we can hardly believe it is as much as

he would like us to infer. We know he pursued

research with an adumbration of modern experi-

mental methods of no mean order, especially in in-

vestigating the functions of the motor nerves. The
animation of the same spirit carried him, we have
seen, on distant and dangerous voyages. He sought

not only the drugs and herbs well known to the

medical science of the day but he investigated the

myths of the poets and the scarcely more reliable

tales of contemporary merchants and travelers.

Mol\'. with which the fair Helen stimulated the

youn'g Telemaehus in the Odyssey, he does not make
out, if the name is a guide, to be of the character

Homer gives it at all. It is a certain black root in

the woods of Syria and Cappadocia with a milky

flower "weakly warming, dissolving the humors and
increasing the urine" (45).

In attempting to run down the story of some
Lemnian earth having been mixed with goat's blood

and thereby possessing magic or at least medicinal

properties, he incidentally refers to a visit, among
other places, to Cyprus to examine its metal (46)
to Syria, "a part of Palestine" to inspect the bitumen
and other things, to a pedestrian tour to Thrace and
Macedonia and a futile attempt to find Lemnia in

the Alexandrian Troad and finally to another more
successful voyage,, when he found at its origin the

peculiar red Lemnian clay suitable also for making-

seals. There was always mystery and magic interest

in seals and the kings and priests employed them
in that part of their business habitually of old ; now
but a trace of it remains. Near the "phsestiada,"

whereby we are reminded of Phfestum in Crete and
of its famous clay seals, but in the distant island

of Lemnos, he located this much lauded earth "to

the east and the west of Myrina," which had found
its way to the drvig markets at the seaports which
were the gateways of Rome. His opinion of the

Lemnian clay differed on the side of the rational

from that of his brethren, but it was made up also

of fables of his own as to its medicinal qualities,

scarcely less wonderful to us than the tales which
had excited his curiosity ; for Galen too dabbled,

moderately it is true, but much more extensively

than Hippocrates, in magic
;
only that he did not

accept it unquestioningly is to his credit. Some one

told Galen that by muttering an incantation one

could kill a scorpion by spitting on it, but he knew
this was wrong because he had killed a scorpion by
spitting on it without an incantation. "I traveled

in Lemnos, Cyprus and Syrian Palestine to increase

my knowledge of drugs." He could not trust the

dealers. Only the aloes one saw taken from the

packs of the camels could one be sure were not

adulterated (46a). He treasured in his house an
excipient for salves and plasters his father had pre-

pared in Bithynia when he was a boy.

Queer stories he heard on some of his travels,

some matching, perhaps originating, the like tales

in our day. One was of a man having eaten heartily

of pork at an inn and finding a human finger among
the bones. Fearing lest he also should be made up
into pork, if the hosts became aware of his discov-

ery, he fled, after vomiting, but he subsequently

heard the inn keepers were arrested for slaughter-

ing the human animal—the "long pig" Stevenson re-

])orts it is called in the South Seas. He repeats

much that he had heard in various places and some-
thing of what he said he had himself verified as to

matters which impugn either his understanding or

his veracity or both, as in the scorpion story for

instance and others, (47 j.

Much has been said as to Galen never having dis-

sected the human body. As I have intimated I doubt
very much if this is strictly so. He says those phy-
sicians, who had opportunities in the German wars
of dissecting the bodies of barbarians, contributed

nothing to the knowledge of anatomy more than the

cooks know (48). As he was for a time with the

emperors on one or more of their campaigns against

the Germans, he doubtless was at least familiar with

the fact and may have practised it, but evidently his

methods of anatomical investigations were for the

most part limited to animals. Although his oppor-
tunities may have been limited and it was for this

reason he depreciated dissection of the human body,

elsewhere he speaks of the opportunity occasionally

arising to dissect the abandoned dead bodies of rob-

bers, so that he must have seen it done and perhaps
practised it himself, though rarely.

It may have been because of his wide extended
travels and numerous acquaintance throughout the

Roman world, but at Rome too he had prospered
greatly and there as elsewhere he had become a

famous man. We wonder from this account he gives

of himself that no more than a single secular men-
tion is made of him in contemporary literature, for

he would have us know his fame reached to the

uttermost corners of the known world. "I received

letters from Iberia and Celtica, from Asia and from
llirace, in which I was begged to send medicine to

the writers," and he asserts he cured man)- people

by this "distant treatment." This he related in a
book he wrote on eye troubles (49), which he wrote
for private circulation perhaps or possibly after he
became so firmly established in favor that he dared
to face the displeasure of the specialists at Rome.

There are so many passages bearing on the char-

acter of Galen that one wonders all the more that

tlie rich mine of hints of the medical atmosphere at
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Rome in his time has not been more assickiously

worked out in the study of what he has left us, for-

midable as it is. There is scarcely another individ-

ual in antiquity who has left us such a coloring of

life, all but two thousand years ago, unless it is

Cicero in his correspondence. The latter writes

with a matchless grace, which of course we poor
grubbers in the fields of science have no reason to

look for in the musty works of one of our brethren.

He disarms criticism, but Galen no more disarms

the criticism of the modern reader, when he writes

of his own performances, than that of his contem-
poraries in his converse with them. One wonders,

not so much that no one mentions him, except as

a "muleshead," as that no one murdered hir/i. In

the exposition of the art of ancient medicine, how-
ever, he has written with astounding industry and,

on the whole, with clarity if not elegance of style.

At any rate no history of medicine is complete which
does not deal thoroughly with what lies between the

covers of his innumerable books and it will always

be so.

In regard to his books (50) he says that Greek
boys, in their education, were taught from the be-

ginning to know the authorship of the books from
the context and they did not have to depend on the

title. Think in our day of a halfback or a short-

stop with that sort of an education. He saw a book-

seller throw aside a book as spurious in Sandala-

rium, a little place near Rome, labelled with his

own name. So indifferent was he in this matter

of titles that he had given to friends books he had

written without title or name and they dying the

books had passed into the hands of strangers at

home and abroad who were delighted with them

—

others had themselves written his name on them.

Some were written hastily. He tells us he dictated

some of the books on phlebotomy hurriedly to a boy
amanuensis as he was on the eve of departure for

Ionia. Many were uncorrected. Some to which his

name had been added were not his books at all and
to some of the genuine books wrong titles had been

given by others. When he went back home he

found the three books he had written for Pelops.

When he returned to Rome he found much confu-

sion from this sort of thing. At this time he col-

lected and put in permanent shape what he had taken

from his teachers and what he had done for him-

self. With all this source of error it is remarkable

that there are so few of the books collected under
his name and remaining to us about which the reader

has any doubt. Once acquainted with Galen and
his style, whether one is a Greek boy or not, there

is no mistaking him. Many of his books were stored

in the Temple of Peace and when this was destroyed

by fire some, of which there were no other copies,

were burned (51). The emperor was indulgent to

him and he wrote a second time his Utility of the

Parts and his Commentaries on Hippocrates and
Plato, two of his most important books. Taking
him as he was personally and with what he has left

behind him he is a unique figure. There is not his

like in professional or lay literature and though there

is almost no contemporary account of him, he has

conferred on posterity a priceless legacy and he has

won for himself a deathless fame.
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A Consideration of Obscure Mastoiditis*

By S. MacCUEN SMITH, M. D.,

Philadelphia.

The anatomical situation of the mastoid process,

in view of its communication with the middle ear

and nasopharynx via the Eustachian tube, subjects

it to the influences, good or evil, of the latter. By
keeping in mind the fact that the mucous membrane
covering the nasopharynx extends up through the

Eustachian tube, and acts as the mucosal lining of

the tympanic cavity
;
then, being still further modi-

fied, forms the internal layer of the membrana tym-

pani, covers the ossicles, and finally extends up
through the aditus into the mastoid antrum and

cells, where it also serves as the mucoperiosteal cov-

ering, we can readily appreciate the facility with

which pathological conditions of the nose and throat

can, by continuity of structure, involve the tube,

middle ear and mastoid.

As numerous as diseases of the middle ear and

mastoid are, they would be much more frequent

were it not that the physiological action of the

ciliated epithelium of the Eustachian tube has a ten-

dency to inhibit microbic invasion and the inflamma-

tory reaction incident thereto. This, then, brings us

to a realization of two important facts ; the first is

that practically all mastoid disease is secondary to

middle ear inflammation or suppuration, and this, in

turn, is secondary to the primary nasopharyngeal

disease. The second important point, and one which

we should constantly keep in mind, is that in every

case of acute tympanic suppuration, the mucous lin-

ing of the mastoid antrum and cells is also involved

to a greater or less degree. So long as the aditus re-

mains patulous and the opening in the drumhead
ample, free drainage is provided, the symptoms
rapidly subside, and recovery quickly follows in the

average case. You all are more or less familiar with

this type of patient, and some no doubt have felt a

sense of security born of the fact that nothing but

this mild form of mastoiditis has fallen to your lot.

On the other hand, when drainage is obstructed

or the infection is virulent, the swollen mucous
membrane becomes macerated, due to pressure from
accumulated secretion, and peels ofif, exposing the

underlying osseous structure to the ravages of the

microorganisms. Thus is ushered in the first stage

of intracranial complications. However, it is not

this fulminating type of mastoiditis nor the mild
form outlined above that I wish especially to discuss.

It does not require much skill to diagnose a case

of mastoiditis that has been neglected sufficiently

long for a carious erosion through the cortex to

take place, with the resultant accumulation of pus
between the periosteum and bone, causing a tume-
faction behind the auricle and pushing it far for-

ward, and yet it frequently happens that this late

symptom makes its appearance before a definite diag-

nosis of mastoiditis is made.

In an abscess of either the middle ear or the mas-
toid the accumulating pus must find an exit and

*Read before the Medical Society of Northampton County, Pa.,
June 17. 1921.

will usually follow the line of least resistance, which

would be a spontaneous rupture of the membrana
tympani in the former or a carious erosion through

the cortex, as above indicated, in the latter. In in-

fants the pus may force its way through the squamo-
mastoid suture without destruction of bone, or it

may make its exit along the posterior margin of the

external auditory meatus, between the periosteum

and bone, to the outer surface of the mastoid, and
this may happen without perforation of the tympanic

membrane. This wise provision of Nature usually

establishes the direction of the inflammation and

erosion as external, not internal, for when the re-

verse is encountered we enter upon a trail that leads

to the development of meningitis, brain abscess or

sinus thrombosis.

Before directly discussing the subject of obscure

mastoiditis, I cannot refrain from emphasizing the

importance of the familiar saying that an ounce of

prevention is worth a pound of cure, which can be

best illustrated by citing a type of case which is fre-

quently seen by aurists. A child suffers from an

acute suppurative otitis media complicating some
local or general infection, frequently without the

ear being suspected. If the aural involvement has

not been recognized sufficiently early, a spontaneous

rupture of the membrana tympani occurs, resulting

in a subsidence of the marked symptoms for the time

being. Soon thereafter the same condition in the

other ear is recognized early and relieved by a

prompt evacuation of the fluid from the tympanic

cavity by means of a free incision of the membrana
tympani. The second ear makes a prompt and com-
plete recovery. The one having the spontaneous

rupture shows mastoid involvement requiring opera-

tion.

I have gone into this somewhat in detail, and just

as it actually happens very frequently in the prac-

tice of all aurists, so that I may impress upon you
the importance of incising a membrana tympani early

and freely in all middle ear abscesses, and further-

more, to point out the advisability of examining the

ear frequently in all the acute infectious diseases

and other general illnesses, with a view that this

measure may be applied and mastoid and other com-
plications thereby prevented. If pain and fever con-

tinue after free drainage has been established, some
complication must be anticipated, the more common
being mastoiditis, even in the absence of other

symptoms.
Even this preventive measure, early resorted to,

will not, of course, prevent mastoid and other com-
plications in all cases, for, as stated above, if drain-

age through the aditus becomes obstructed by swell-

ing of the mucosal lining, operative mastoiditis is

very likely to develop. However, earl}' evacuation of

pus from the middle ear cavity will not only pre-

vent most complications, but will insure, with some
subse(|uent treatment, a return to normal hearing in

most instances.
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It is to be assumed that we would all recognize

mastoiditis when the classical symptoms of redness,

swelling and tenderness back of the ear are shown
in the presence of a suppurative otitis media, and yet

these manifestations are very late signs and should
not be waited for, any more than we would wait for

the presence of a clot in the jugular vein before rec-

ognizing the existence of a lateral sinus thrombosis
or the symptoms of peritonitis before diagnosing
appendicitis. When we find a profuse discharge
from the external auditory canal persisting, suppura-
tive mastoiditis is almost assuredly present, as it is

quite impossible for such a quantity of exudate to be
secreted in the small tympanic cavity. This one
symptom is indicative of suppurative mastoiditis

even in the absence of other important symptoms,
such as pain and a rise of temperature.

In children the cortex is usually thin and is read-
ily perforated by carious erosion, causing relatively

early tenderness and swelling over the process.

Where the cortex is thick, however, the probabilities

are that pain or perforation would occur very late,

if at all; the inflammatory process, under such cir-

cumstances, would follow the line of least resistance

and in all probability would be directed inward.
Drooping of the superior posterior osseous wall is

an unfailing sign of mastoiditis that almost assuredly
requires operation for its relief. This symptom is

the result of an ostitis of the bony wall separating
the external auditory canal from the mastoid antrum
and the swelling of the soft parts lining the same.
Should it happen that the disease is confined to the
tip, you would not have this drooping of the osseous
wall, but the condition might require operative in-

tervention just as urgently.

A slight rise in temperature, perhaps not more
than 99°, is characteristic of mastoiditis, but if the
discharge is not in any way obstructed it may not
be above normal at any time, or may even be sub-
normal in the morning, as I have seen occur in the
case of two children during the past week. It is not
uncommon in children for the temperature to go
as high as 105° or 106° during the very early stages.
An infant suffering from ear disease will toss its

head from side to side and show a tendency to put
its hand up toward the afl^ected ear. These are
symptoms which should be remembered.
A good rule to follow and one that will often clear

up a doubtful diagnosis is to examine the ears of a
child^ in all cases where a diagnosis has not been
definitely made or cannot be surely determined. I

see many cases of this type. Frequently the child,

even though old enough to talk, does not complain of
pain in the ear or show other aural symptoms. One
week ago I operated on a child three and a half years
of age who presented symptoms which, on casual
observation, would no doubt be termed atypical, but
which in reality were quite typical of mastoiditis.
Twelve days previously the child complained of a
mild earache, followed by spontaneous rupture after
two days of more or less discomfort, with discharge
for another two da^'s, the boy pursuing his usual
activities meanwhile. Three days later severer aural
pain necessitated the calling of a physician, who
incised the membrana tympani, evacuating a moder-
ate amount of fluid. Discharge continued for a

short time, then suddenly stopped, the parents feel-

ing that the boy had recovered from his otitis media.

A few days later, however, a swelling appeared over
the temporal region and in front of the ear. The
tumefaction had increased to a marked degree when
1 saw the patient shortly afterwards. It is interest-

ing to note that there was not any swelling, redness
or tenderness over the mastoid process so far as

could be determined. An x ray examination showed
the cells to be necrotic and well filled with pus, more
particularly the tip. There was not the slightest

drooping of the superior posterior wall of the ex-
ternal auditory canal. At operation the x ray find-

ings were confirmed. The pus had burrowed its

way through the cortex at the extreme upper part

of the antrum, and finding an outlet here, while the

aditus was more or less swollen, the discharge ceased

])y way of the external auditory canal, followed the

line of least resistance between the periosteum and
jjone, and was deposited up through the temporal

region and down in the neighborhood of the paro-

tid gland, a large drainage tube full of greenish

yellow pus being evacuated. This case may seem
atypical from the fact that the discharge suddenly
ceased from the external auditory canal and swelling

occurred above and in front of the ear, the mastoid
apparently being normal, and yet a sudden cessation

of active middle ear disease is always one of the

most important indications that the mastoid has be-

come involved.

The second case was similar in character to the

first ; a child four and a half years old, upon whom
I operated recently. Two weeks previously he

had suffered from an acute otitis media, with

spontaneous rupture and an immediate profuse dis-

charge, which continued for several days without

additional symptoms, the temperature being as low
as 97° in the morning. On the eighth day the dis-

charge suddenly ceased, and a swelling appeared
above and around the parotid gland, the mastoid and
temporal region being apparently normal. There
was no bulging of the superior posterior wall. This

swelling continued for two days and became very

marked, even to the extent of partially closing the

eye. Up to this time the parents had treated the

child without medical advice, but at this stage their

family physician was called and he, in turn, asked

me to see the patient, who was promptly operated

upon and about the same conditions found as were
related in the former case. From the fact that there

was no carious erosion through the cortex in this

case, it is altogether likely that the pus found its

way through the fissures of Santorini to the paro-

tid gland and surrounding tissues.

Another type of mastoiditis which may be re-

garded as atypical is that in which the pus accumu-
lating in the lower part of the mastoid again fol-

lows what seems to be the line of least resistance,

burrows through the tip and is deposited in the tis-

sues of the neck, causing a tumefaction below the

mastoid, known as Bezold's variety of mastoiditis.

Here again we may have a sudden cessation of dis-

charge, or. in case the latter continues, the symp-
toms will be greatly ameliorated for the time being,

when the pent up pus in the mastoid process finds

its exit in the neck.
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Still another variety of mastoiditis which may be

obscure is that in which, notwithstanding that there

is an ample discharge from the external auditory

canal, the osseous structure of the tegmen antri and
tegmen tympani undergoes necrotic changes, slowly

or rapidly, through being exposed to the ravages of

microorganisms, thus ushering in the initial stage of

a meningitis or brain abscess. The same process

takes place when the erosion destroys the thin plate

of bone separating the sigmoid sinus from the mas-

toid cavity, causing either a perisinus abscess or a

sinus thrombosis. I have seen cases of meningitis

develop very rapidly, resulting in death in an in-

credibly short time. On the other hand, the develop-

ment may be very slow, the patient going about his

usual pursuits at times until the disease is well

advanced and recovery almost hopeless. The same
is likewise true of sigmoid sinus involvement. Our
efforts, therefore, must be directed toward a prompt
recognition of tympanic disease and the relief of the

same by free incision of the membrana tympani.

Should the mastoid become seriously involved, it is

much better to drain early through operative inter-

ference than to run the chance of an intracranial

complication by delay.

As an aid in diagnosis the blood count is of great

importance. A high leucocytosis indicates the pa-

tient's resistance to the disease. A high polymor-
phonuclear percentage represents the severity of the

infection. It is evident, therefore, that if these main-
tain the same ratio toward each other, the protection

of the leucocytosis is sufficient to counteract the de-

structive action of the polymorphonuclear element.

If, on the other hand, the leucocytosis decreases and
the polymorphonculear percentage increases, the

progress of the disease must be viewed with some
gravity. Should the leucocytosis remain high and
the polymorphonuclear percentage decrease, we can

record a favorable change. This indicates not only

the diagnosis but the prognostic value of frequent

blood examinations.

Rontgenography has proved a valuable aid in

obscure cases, when the interpretation is given by
an expert. The mechanical art of actually taking an

X ray photograph is perhaps not difficult to acquire,

but the interpretation demands technic of a high

order which can only be perfected by long study and
extensive clinical experience, together with a proper

knowledge of anatomy, pathology and the shadow
values of X ray plates. The position of the sinus

can almost invariably be located and this alone is of

the greatest assistance to the operator.

From the time of Hippocrates, although I do not

think that he was guilty of the procedure, it has

been the custom to apply blisters and poultices to the

mastoid in cases of mastoid disease, and althoiigh

this practice has been largely abandoned, it still exists

to an extent in this day of "personally conducted"
treatment by the laity, and I am taking this occasion

of calling your attention to this practice, with the

view that you will warn your patients against fol-

lowing it, as it never does any good and frequently,

I believe, converts a simple hyperemic mastoiditis

into a suppurative one
;
furthermore, it will often

mask localizing symptoms.

1429 Spruce Street.

Surgical Endothermy in Accessible Malignancy*
By GEORGE A. WYETH, M. D.,

New York.

It is now generally accepted that in the fight

against malignancy there are four powerful
weapons: surgery, radium, the x ray, and en-

dothermy, each especially effective in a particular

group of cases. Of the four, taking thought of the

great range of malignant forms, surgery undoubtedly
remains the chief hope. Radium has its marvels
of relief and cure, as has the x ray, but there are

many cases of accessible cancer which yield more
readily to endothermy than to any other curative

agent.

It is possible to make clear the two processes of

endothermy, desiccation and coagulation, by means
of very simple illustrations. If one holds a cake of

soap in his left hand and with his right passes a
flood of sparks over and into any one spot with the

needlepoint applicator from the Oudin resonator of

a high frequency machine, the result will be imme-
diate dehydration or desiccation, the soap—in almost

powdered form—rising around the needle, to be
scraped off easily. With a properly adjustable

"From the Department of Dermatology and Syphilology, Vander-
bilt Clinic, College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University.

machine the current can be throttled down to such
an extent that only the superficial or uppermost
portion will be desiccated, or it may be advanced so
as to penetrate to any depth desired. If a sheet of
paper be interposed between soap and needle, the

desiccation may be performed as described above,
the current passing through the paper without -burn-
ing or even charring it. When employed by the

physician in treating a patient a similar result is

obtained, a result first described by Dr. W. L. Clark,

of Philadelphia, as desiccation. Its distinguishing

characteristic is the production of heat in the tissues

from within, and both in action and effect it differs

radically from heat applied from without, as in

fulguration and cauterizing.

Now, if one places on the passive electrode (the

plate) a piece of liver, he can, with the active elec-

trode (the needle) of the d'Arsonval current, de-

scribe a circle of coagulation necrosis as he will.

Then by inserting the needle within the tissue inside

this circle he can coagulate or cook the whole area

in situ. This coagulated part can be removed wiih a
pair of scissors without liemorrhage or exudation
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of fluids. This briefly describes the procedure in

removing an accessible malignant area of large pro-

portions.

The use of both coagulation and desiccation is

Fig. 1.—Prickle cell carcinoma on back of left hand involving
index and middle fingers. Unfortunately the picture does not show-

elevation of growth, which was an inch and a quarter to an inch

and a half above the surface.

illustrated in the following report of a case of

squamous cell carcinoma of the hand :

Case.—W. L., aged fifty-eight, a native of DubHn,
Ireland, when a boy of eleven, dropped on his left

hand, near the base of the thumb, two or three

drops of hot tar. The result was a severe burn

which in time became ulcerated and spread until it

was as large as a twenty-five cent piece. For more
than two and a half years this persisted despite the

use of various ointments. Then its character

changed and it became a mass of small seedlike

growths. These small growths spread across the

hand to the little finger, and on the upper arm ap-

peared deepseated boils which resisted many months

of treatment, finally clearing up to leave deep scars.

Again, when the patient was twenty-two years old,

the entire arm became inflamed on all surfaces, only

Fig. 3.— Front view of hand shown in Fig. 1, healed after treat-

ment with endothermy.

the palm of the hand being relatively free of the

eruption. Finally, the ring finger became so en-

larged it was necessary to amputate it.

In all this time there were varying diagnoses

:

Erysipelas, elephantiasis, tuberculosis, warts, and
syphilis. About four years ago a small wart ap-

peared on the index finger and grew rapidly. In
September, 1920, a diagnosis of epithelioma was
made, and x ray treatment was instituted. In April,

1921, after an enforced absence of some weeks from
the city, the patient came under my care at the Van-
derbilt Clinic. Fig. 1 shows the condition of the

hand at this time. The Wassermann reaction was
negative. The lesion then measured about three and
a half inches in length by two inches in width, with
an elevation of one and a quarter to one and a half

inches. It was decided to employ surgical endo-
thermy before resorting to the extremity of amputa-
tion.

With the patient under ether narcosis the malig-
nant area was isolated from the surrounding tissue by
means of the high frequency current. Lymphatics
and bloodvessels were thus sealed off and the chance
of metastasis and danger of recurrence were thereby

greatly diminished. The malignancy was then

attacked by the electric current and coagulated in

* 1 ^ N -

Fig. 2.—Section taken from lesion in Fig. 1, showing squamous
cell epithelioma with pearl formation.

situ, after which it was cut out and the area curetted

down to a healthy base. This was then seared over

lo control all bleeding and secure a further penetra-

tion. The next day the patient was free from pain

and reported that for the first time in many weeks
he had slept the night through. On the second day
he left the hospital, there being no aftercare in this

case except that during the course of the healing an

occasional small nodule appeared and was immedi-

ately desiccated.

This case is typical of that great class of accessible

malignancy for which no treatment is so efficacious

as surgical endothermy. The treatment is rapidly

given and is easy. Because the bloodvessels are

sealed off before the growth is excised there is prac-

tically no hemorrhage and almost no surgical shock.

That severe pain which tortures sufferers from
cancer ceases immediately when the malignancy is
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removed and the patient's postoperative condition is

generally most satisfactory. The wound heals

quickly, usually with only a slight scar. It is, of

course, not always necessary to anesthetize the

patient. The destruction

of less extensive growths
is done under local anes-

thesia.

In a recent article ( 1 *

I described the details of

treatment by surgicril

endothermy which the

reader may find of in-

terest. Time was when
the value of x rays in

cancer was scofifed at by
many medical men, and
even today we not infre-

cjuently hear practition-

ers of standing protesting that radium is useless in

such cases. So it is probably not to be wondered at

Fig. 4.—Epithelioma after treatment with endothermy
of same hand as in Fig 3.

that numbers of men remain to be convinced of the

importance of the fourth great soldier in the fight

—

endothermy. Fortunately the evidence of its superior

value is piling up, and in the near future neither

cancer hospital nor can-

cer specialists will feel

fully equipped for the

work unless prepared to

use, in indicated cases,

desiccation and coagula-

tion.

I wish to thank Dr.

George C. Andrews for

taking the clinical photo-

graphs.
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Preliminary Communication Regarding Steinach's Method of

Rejuvenation
By HARRY BENJAMIN, M. D.,

New York.

Since my return from Europe I have found the

greatest errors to exist regarding the Steinach

method of socalled rejuvenation, among physicians

as well as laymen. It is frequently confused with

gland transplantation, for instance of the monkey

gland and with all forms of gland treatments, and

unfortunately is deprived by many of the scientific

seriousness which it nevertheless deserves as much
as any therapeutic discovery.

Many of you have probably noticed the unfor-

tunate tendency among the medical profession to

treat the whole subject of endocrinology as a kind of

fad without scientific foundation. That is un-

doubtedly due to many exaggerated assertions which
have been made for the results of organotherapy,

and also to conclusions for which no scientific

basis existed. But shall we cease to use wireless

telegraphy because the vibrations of ether are used

to explain spiritistic phenomena? Shall we reject

endocrinology or treat it lightly because somebody
ridicules it, or somebody else treats it as a kind of

religious cult, or uses organotherapy for each and

every pathological condition? The inatter is of too

vital importance and the Steinach discovery is cer-

tainly one of the most scientifically founded, as well

as one of the most promising applications of endo-

crinological principles.

When Steinach published his work in 1920 on
rejuvenation by reviving the aging puberty gland,

a sensation was created in Europe which was only

feebly reflected in America. As it always happens
in discoveries like this, the method and its author

were on one hand received with boundless enthu-

*Read before the Genitourinary Section of the New York Academy
of Medicine, November 16, 1921.

siasm and exaggerated hopes were raised ; on the

other hand, it was ridiculed and became the object

of more or less obscene jokes. In some extreme
quarters the whole idea was rejected as unethical,

as interfering with the eternal laws of Nature, am.
endangering our morals by producing roues, enabling

them to procreate.

After having carefully considered the meagre
literature which percolated into this country, I

was, as a student of endocrinology, forcibly im-

pressed with the possibilities which the Steinach pro-

cedure offered. It dawned upon me, however, that

unless I obtained information at first hand, my bias

might have caused me unfairly to belittle a thera-

peutic agency without sufficient knowledge of its

practical application. In order to clarify my mind
on the theoretical and practical possibilities of this

highly important and interesting subject, I under-
took the journey to Europe and there came in con-

tact with Df. Steinach, and his collaborators. My
purpose is to acquaint you with the outcome of my
studies. I am conscious of the fact that my state-

ments are of the greatest importance, and I also feel

confident that my observations and deductions were
gained with the necessary criticism and reserve.

I assume that Steinach's former experiments are

more or less familiar to you, particularly his pub-
lications from 1912 on, wherein he reports his suc-

cess in feminizing male guineapigs and masculiniz-

ing females by castration and implantation of testi-

cles or ovaries. That the sexual characteristics of

an animal can thus be completely changed has, in the

meantime, been corroborated repeatedly by Brandes,
Athias, Goodale, Pezard, Sand. Lipschuetz, Lichten-

stern and others. His ideas of rejuvenation by re-
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viving- decreasing gonadal secretion were first con-

ceived and experiments made in the years 1910 to

1912. But considering- the tremendous importance
of the whole question, Steinach did not publish his

remarkable discoveries at that time, but, desirous of

acquainting the public only with mature results,

deposited his findings with the Academy of Sciences

in Vienna in 1912. Only within the last year, after

the material had accumulated and ripened, he pub-
lished his work on rejuvenation. The storm that

broke centred around two words, rejuvenation and
puberty gland. Steinach's own exact claim is : that

'within modest limits the process of becoming senile

can be influenced," and in discussing this statement

and the "puberty gland," I shall try to explain the

theory of the whole matter, and since this is a

preliminary report I shall not go into too many de-

tails.

The point that so far has not been brought
out with necessary clearness is, that by the Steinach

operation the patient is given a more or less massive
and continuous dose of his own gonadal hormone
instead of the hormone of another human being or
a monkey by transplantation of testicle or ovary.

Whenever the endocrinologist would prescribe a

gonadal preparation, this operation in one of its

forms would theoretically be indicated. We know,
of course, that the gonadal preparations on the mar-
ket are of little use. The effects following the

operation have to be explained by the development
of the gonadal hormone and—this is the most im-

portant point—its influence on all other glands with
an internal secretion. The operation is, therefore,

not a treatment for impotence alone, as many think,

but for the purpose of reviving and strengthening

gonadal secretion which would, of course, find its

most favorable application in cases of premature
and physiological senility or climacterium virile,

which are to a great extent due to decrease of

gonadal activity. All symptoms due to senility, in-

cluding sexual impotence, as a rule improve after

the operation, as I will show you later in my clinical

reports. A few other possible indications would
be: beginning arteriosclerosis, hypertrophy of the

prostate, eunuchoidism, mental depression, and cases

of dementia prascox, where we suspect gonadal de-

ficiency as cause.

The results that are obtained in cases of senility,

especially premature senility, have indeed been

sometimes so striking and remarkable that they

could most accurately be described as rejuvenation.

Still, I personally do not think that this word is very

wisely selected, simply because it opens so many
possibilities of exaggeration by the laity, that too

great a confusion can be, and indeed has been,

created. I would say that perhaps a better descrip-

tion of the operation would be to say, surgicglxst^d-

ing of senilijh^ . Before I enter upon the theory of

the method and the much discussed puberty gland

let me describe to you the operation itself. It is

easier then to understand its consequences on the

sexual organs and on the patient's general condition.

After the usual aseptic precautions an incision

four to six cm. long is made right next to the root

of the penis over the spermatic cord and parallel to

it, the cord being easily felt here. The incision goes

through the skin, fat and fascia, and the whole cord
comes into view. From this stage one proceeds with
blunt dissection, separating the vas from the accom-
panying tissues consisting of artery, veins and
nerves. Greatest care must be taken to avoid all

vessels, especially the very small artery which accom-
panies the vas. After the vas is laid absolutely bare
for the distance oi about three centimetres two thick

silk ligatures are placed around the upper or distal

end, about half a centimetre apart, to guard
against a possible loosening through peristalsis of

the vas. Another thick silk ligature is placed around
the lower or proximal end of the vas. A piece of

the vas about two centimetres long is now resected.

To retain the function of suspension that the cord
normally performs, the j^roximal stump of the vas is

attached to the subcutaneous tissue or' tunica vagi-

nalis propria in the neighborhood of the distal end
(upper corner of the wound). The skin wound is

now closed.

The immediate consequence of this operation is a

stasis and absorption of the semen as well as gradual
atrophy of the whole spermatogenetic apparatus.

All the cells forming sperma atrophy with the excep-
tion of the socalled Sertoli—or basal cells—whicli

form part of the seminal epithelium. The inter-

stitial tissue filling the spaces between the seminal

canaliculi containing the I^eydig cells immediately
begins to proliferate, taking the place of the de-

generating seminal epithelium. After several

months a more or less complete regeneration of

seminal cell tissue takes place, but it seems that the

hypertrophy of the Leydig cells persists to a certain

extent. In a recent publication, Kuntz, of St. Louis,

who experimented on dogs, came to the following

conclusions ( 1 ) :

"Degenerative changes in the testis on the oper-

ated side occurred in all but one of the dogs which
were subjected to unilateral ligation of the ductus
deferens. In the animal in which testicular degener-

ation did not occur following operation the outlet

for the seminal secretion was restored.

In the dog which was allowed to live 142 days fol-

lowing ligation and resection of the ductus deferens

the seminal epithelium was restored.

Hyperplasia of the interstitial secretory tissue prob-

ably is a constant accompaniment of advanced de-

generative changes in the seminal epithelium. It

probably does not occur in any case as a compen-
satory process. Dogs in which the interstitial secre-

tory tissue in one or both testes had undergone
hyperplasia showed evidence of heightened sexual

excitability."

These dogs were, of course, not senile
;
therefore,

could not show regained youth. I am mentioning
these experiments only because they have been done
in a very careful, scientific way and confirm Stein-

ach's experiments on rats. It is now almost uni-

formly accepted that the interstitial secretory tissue

of the testicle with the cells of Leydig and perhaps

in combination with the Sertoli cells are the hormone
bearing, the internal secretion furnishing elements

of the testes and this tissue, whatever its exact com-
bination of cells is, is Steinach's puberty gland. So,

the expression is not meant to designate an organ,

but the tissue or tissues furnishing the internal
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secretion of the testicle, in differentiation from the

external secretion, the semen. Steinach is not the

originator of the theory of the puberty gland, he

only used this name to simplify designation ; the

glande interstitialc first described by Bouin and
Ancel, and later somewhat popularized by Voronofif,

is exactly the same. A great discussion over the

puberty gland took place during the recent Interna-

tional Congress for Sexual Sciences in Berlin from
the 15th to the 20th of September, which I attended.

Some denied that the Leydig cells alone are the

incretoric organs and falsely accused Steinach of

having asserted that. But Steinach does by no
means deny that, for instance, the Sertoli cells take

part in producing the hormone. He only denies this

function for the seminal epithelium for those cells

that form the spermin. This was claimed, for in-

stance, by Stieve, one of Steinach's strongest oppo-

nents, but even he admitted during the discussion

the clinical effects of the vasoligature, only explain-

ing them in a dififerent way. But since these clinical

effects interest us most, I shall not dwell upon the

theoretical questions any longer. To repeat briefly

:

^ Vasoligature causes atrophy of the spermato-

genetic apparatus of the testes—an atrophy from
pressure and inactivity. The interstitial tissue, the

hormone bearing apparatus, takes its place by way
of hypertrophy, and this hypertrophy is now accom-

panied by those clinical events which equal more or

less a rejuvenation, and which differ, of course,

according to the case and the constitutional makeup
of the patient. And this is what I would like to

emphasize : The success or failure of the operation

depends not only upon the ability of the puberty

gland to renew or increase activity, but also upon
the response that the other ductless glands or the

whole endocrinological system of the patient will

give to the renewed output of gonadal hormone.
The puberty gland is not alone responsible for the

clinical changes, but these changes have to be under-

stood as caused by the renewed activity of all glands

with an internal secretion. Thus the individual dif-

ferences are apparent. As long as the new activity

of the interstitial gland lasts and as long as the other

endocrine glands respond to its impulse, the patient's

senility is postponed, some of his symptoms of old

age disappear—partly at least—or their advance is

checked. Instead of giving you a long list of clinical

happenings after the operation, let me relate to you
a few cases that I have seen personally and that were
reported at the previously mentioned congress by
Dr. Peter Schmidt, Berlin, out of his own rich

clinical material.

Case I.—A man aged fifty-one complained of

feeling exhausted, both mentally and physically,

upon the least exertion, variotis pains of arterio-

sclerotic nattire, failing memory, inability to work.
The diagnosis was senium praecox, climacterum
virile. On October 16, 1920, vasoligature of the

right side was done. The patient l^ft town and was
not heard from until January 5, 1921 (two and a
half months later). He wrote then that all his com-
plaints had disappeared ; he felt generally well, had
gained weight, and had noticed a distinct improve-
ment in his sight. The patient was seen April 18,

1921 (nearly six months after operation). He

looked sui-prisingly youthful, carrying himself more
erect, and was entirely free of any complaints. He
entered a new business venture and is enjoying Hfe

in general. There was no change in sexual life,

which had been lost.

Since January he has gained ten pounds. On
May 4 (two weeks later) the patient reported by
letter: "I am very glad to state that my general

condition has further improved. My troubles

have almost entirely disappeared. The formerly
unbearable pains in my back, muscle twitchings,

pains in my testicles, difficulty in breathing, espe-

cially on slight exertion, have disappeared. I have
not noticed any more weakness of memory, conges-

tions of the head and attacks of vertigo, as well as

mental depression. I have gained ten pounds within

the last three months, and I look forward with

pleasure to my daily work instead of with disgust.

The so far unnoticed increase of sexual activity has
suddenly since about a week appeared in extraordi-

nary strength, something I have not experienced for

fifteen years. I cohabit once daily with excellent

erections and feel no exhaustion following. I wish
to state my report is exceedingly conservative and
in no way exaggerated. I have been medically

treated for years without success and felt quite hope-
less ; even in this operation I had no confidence, but
I must admit that its effects have surpassed my
boldest hopes."

He was seen June 6, 1921. His general condition

continued good. His appearance was that of a man
of forty. The greatly increased libido and potency
persisted in this intensity for somewhat over a week
and then went back to the norm of about his thir-

tieth year. Coitus three times a week. In spite of

the summer heat, from which he suffered much for-

merly, the patient is very active and able to work.
He has gained another two pounds. A letter from
him July 6, 1921 (eight and a half months after

operation) reads: "My condition is unchanged and
am feeling exceedingly well."

Case II.—Man, aged thirty-one, impotentia soma-
tica, with very rare erection and late ejaculation.

None of the consulting neurologists, psychiatrists

or sexologists could make an exact diagnosis.

On December 13th, a vasoligature of the right side

was done. Until April, 1921, the condition re-

mained unchanged. On April 12th (four months
after the operation) there were more frequent erec-

tions, quicker ejaculations were noticed. He felt

unusually well. On May 24, 1921 (six weeks later),

the very sceptic patient stated that the erections were
prompt, freqtient. The patient had married within

the past few weeks and was happy to prove his

potency. He had gained ten pounds in weight, in

spite of unchanged mode of living and food. On
July 20th (eight months after operation) his wife
was pregnant.

Case III.—B., man, building contractor, aged
forty-seven years, complained of tiredness and ina-

bility to do any physical work. He fell asleep in his

chair in the forenoon. Memory rapidly deteriorating.

In spite of better nourishment dtiring the past two
years Cafter the war) he lost fifty pounds in weight.

Sexual activity decreased, coitus once a month
without pleasure. The patient was unable to earn
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his living. The physical examination showed an
emaciated, aged man with tired facial expression,
hair gray on temples, hands and ears cyanotic and
cold, weight 100 pounds, systolic blood pressure
135, urine negative, internal organs and nervous
system negative, Wassermann negative, no history
of venereal disease. Diagnosis, senium pr^ecox,

beginning arteriosclerosis.

On February 7, 1921, vasoligature on liie right

side was done. On February 17th the stitches were
removed. Weight sixty-six and a half kilos.

His hands and ears were redder and warmer. On
March 10th (one month after operation) weight
seventy-one kilos, systolic blood pressure 121.

He stated : "I can count today the tiles on the

roof of the opposite house. Five weeks ago I

could see them only as a blurred mass. I am feel-

ing as well as in former years. My mind is clear.

The tiredness has disappeared. 1 can work as

before. Previously I had not had coitus for half

a year ; now I feel such a strong impulse that I

cohabit almost daily with a great sense of pleasure.

April 4th, report by letter: "I am sorry I am
unable to come to Berlin this week. I feel well and
strong. My appetite is good. Sleep well. Can work
as well as before. I am very grateful that you have
made a man of me." On April 15th (two and a half

months after operation), weight seventy-three kilos

(increase eight kilos). Has a surprisingly fresh

look. Complexion rosy and shows a new turgor.

He looks surprisingly young for a man of forty-

seven. He is working daily from 4 a. m. to 6 p. m.
in the fields. In spite of the hard work he has
frequent sexual desire. May 8th (three months
after operation) the following letter, with a repeti-

tion of his history was received : "My weight de-

creased since 1919. Our physician diagnosed arterio-

sclerosis. I grew worse daily and did not know
whether I was dead or alive. I was always tired and
still could not sleep. I was shrinking away to noth-

ing. Everyone who saw me said I looked like a man
of eighty. You won't last much longer. My clothes

fitted me twice. I went to Berlin for advice. You
operated on me February 7th and after a short time
I could take up my work again. I am looking young
and fresh again, in spite of my hard work and my
suit of clothes fits me once more. I have healthy

sleep and sexual intercourse as formerly."

A letter June 7th (four months after operation).

Weight seventy-three kilos. Mental and physical

ability to work. Coitus three times a week. "I have
gone back to my old occupation and have established

myself as a building contractor on a larger scale."

July 7th, condition good, unchanged. July 11th,

two patients from his home town came to the office

and related independently of each other that B is

so changed that his former friends can hardly

recognize him.

Case IV.—J., fifty-fcur years, packer. He had
lues in 1887; he was treated by inunction. There
were no later symptoms. In 1916 he had polyarth-

ritis rheumatica with endocarditis, later difficulty in

breathing, but feet never swollen. Had lost forty

kilos between 1914 and 1916. Afterward there

was an increase ; for the past year weight seventy

kilos. In August, 1920, he consulted a physician for

air hunger and pain between the shoulder blades.
A diagnosis of arteriosclerosis, with aortic and
mitral insufficiency (following endocarditis) and
syphilitic aortitis was made. Wassermann four
plus. Was given potassium iodide and then a care-
ful combined antisyphilitic treatment. Since begin-
ning of April there were frequent attacks of dyspnea
day and night and sticking pains radiating into

shoulders lasting from five to twenty minutes. The
patient was in the greatest financial distress, could
not work, had continuous pain in back and lumbar
region. h'alls asleep frequently during the day,
insomnia at night, memory very weak, no sexual
activity for over a year.

Physical examination showed an emaciated, senile

man, with tired, depressed face, hair mixed red and
white. Weight seventy-two and a half kilos,

blood pressure 150, systolic, dynamometer 60. Urine
negative, the heart showed hypertrophy and dilatation

of both ventricles. It measured horizontally nine-

teen cm., obliquely twenty-one cm. and showed an
enlarged aortic arch. The pulse was quick and
high in the sphygmogram and distinctly audible on
auscultation. The eyes showed arcus senilis on botH
sides. He could read with glasses a distance of
three and a half metres letters seven mm. in

size. Leucocytes 9,600, erythrocytes 5,580,000.
The Wassermann was four plus.

The diagnosis was aortic insufficiency, aortitis

leutica, arteriosclerosis, cachexia universalis (pre-

senilis). The patient was absolutely unable to work.
His general appearance was so poor that antiluetic

treatment seemed contraindicated. Iodides were
given off and on without success. After long hesi-

tation vasoligature was done under local anesthesia.

The operation was undertaken April 26th, remem-
bering the success that Lichtenstern had described

in a case of severe stenocardia. On May 6th the

stitches were removed. Weight seventy-three and
a half kilos. Blood pressure 143. Patient felt

weak, had one light attack. On May 13th no attack,

felt better. Said he felt his blood circulating better.

On May 20th weight seventy-four kilos, blood pres-

sure 145, dynamometer 60.

June 2nd (one and a half months after operation)

blood pressure 140, weight and dynamometer
unchanged. He read without glasses at a distance of

three and a half metres letters five mm. in size.

Since a few days erections had appeared as they

have not in years, the appetite was better, slept well

in daytime (had a job as night watchman). "I feel

well. Everyone says, 'You look blooming.' " His
attacks of dyspnea and pain were frequent, but were
quickly cut short by inhalation of amyl nitrite. On
Jvme 5th several nocturnal emissions. Patient looked

changed and had a new turgor. Leucocytes 7,400,

red cells 5.304000. On June 16th weight seventy-

five and a half kilos (three kilos increase),

blood pressure 155, dynomanometer 73. He stated:

"My eyesight is clearer. I can read newspaper
without glasses."

Reads without glasses at a distance of five metres
letters five mm. size. "If I could only get rid of my
attacks. Otherwise I

.
feel as well and strong as

never before." June 23rd reported by letter: "I

report with great pleasure that my attacks have
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ceased since the 19th." June 28th, weight seventy-

six kilos. Between the 19th and 25th no attack

whatever. The patient looked so changed that a

control j)hotograph was taken. July 26th (three

months after operation), weiglis seventy-seven kilos

(increase since operation four and a half kilos),

blood pressure 13K. It is striking that the liair that

was formerly of mixed color and thin has now
grown thicker and darker. Increase in libido

sexualis was persistent and the j^atient had had

nocturnal emissions five times. He has been ad-

vised not to cohabit. The stenocardiac attacks came
almost nightly during his night work, but were con-

trolled more i)roniptly. They did not affect his

general health. His looks and movements had

changed in such a manner that they could best be

described as rejuvenation.

I could continue to relate histories of successful

cases I have seen, but these five^ may be sufficient to

descril)e the usual change of symjjtoms. To repeat,

the most constant symptoms are gain in weight,

growth of pigmented hair, increase in libido sexualis

and potency, improvement of memory as well as phy-

sical and mental vitality, improvement of eyesight.

Whether a prolongation of life is obtained is

impossible to .say. So far, in no one of the success-

ful cases has the patient come to a second senility

or has died, except, of course, of intercurrent diseases

like pneumonia. A much larger number of cases

must be observed to pass judgment on this question.

But one thing can be said already, as based on ex-

perience : Man's life of activity, that part of man's

life where he works and creates, can be prolonged

in many instances and it seems to me that this is the

important fact. From my own observation, I might

say that from about ten per cent, to twenty per cent,

of the patients operated on showed no results what-

ever. Of the remaining, it seemed to me that about

half were so remarkably improved that only the word
rejuvenation could describe the effect. The other

half improved .sufficiently to justify the operation.

But I will not tell you only of successful cases.

The failures are just as important, and there have
been many cases which showed little, and some which

showed no results whatever, as I have mentioned
already. Their interpretation is as yet quite diffi-

cult. Possibly the technic was at fault. Maybe
small bloodvessels were not j)reserved carefully

enough. Some patients might have been too old and
no hyperplasia of interstitial tissue took place, or

perhaps toxic causes, like former infections, pre-

vented it, —and this ." roup of f:^^lll^p^ i>^ piisv;il>ly

the largest one—the res])onse of some or all en-

docnne glands to the revived ])uberty gland was
missing. Future studies will have to clarify our
conceptions and perhai)s give us the means to draw
the indications for the operation closer.

Regarding contraindications, 1 would like to say

that, generally s])eaking, all cases where gonadal

therapy is contraindicated would be unfit ff)r opera-

tion ; for instance, cases where a general breaking-

down of the cardiova.scular apparatus is suspected

and wliere we would not like to subject such an

apparatus to llie strain of nt-uly created activity.

'A report of the fifth c.isc will app-.'.'ir in the author's reprints.

Likewise, patients with advanced senility with

atrophic genitals, where we can not expect any
regeneration, should not be operated upon. It is

also advisable to be careful in the dosage of the

gonadal secretion that you give the patient in ligating

the vas. The expression dosage probably sounds
strange, but it is indeed possible by a variation of

the surgical procedure to control the quantity of

hormone which the operator intends the patient to

receive. In case it is deemed advisable to sterilize

the patient completely, bilateral operation is per-

formed. In the majority of instances a unilateral

vasoligature is adequate to produce the desired effect,

and this naturally will not destroy the patient's

ability to procreate.

For instance, in cases of sexual impotence due to

dysfunction or hypofunction of the puberty gland
as in the two cases I related, this one sided operation

would be the only one to be considered.

Harmful results have been very rare and of those

that came to my notice it was very doubtful whether
the Steinach operation had anything to do with
those results. Some patients have died within a few
months after the operation. None of these deaths

can positively be attributed to the operation itself.

Some of them had surely nothing to do with it, at

least not directly. I like to mention here one case

which has gained quite some notoriety in the press.

I am referring to a Mr. Wilson who was operated
on and after having shown remarkable improvement
wanted to lecture on his own ca.se and praise Stein-

ach, when he suddenly died in London. His death
was unfairly used against Steinach. 1 am in the

position to state that this Mr. Wilson was indeed one
of Steinach's most successful cases and that he died

of acute pneumonia. I have heard that he had been
so overjoyed with his newly gained physical and
mental strength that he overdid his enjoyment of life

and that might have resulted in exposure and final

contraction of pneumonia.
Patients should, therefore, be warned not to

change their mode of living too quickly and radi-

cally. I know of a similar case in Berlin : a restau-

rant owner, sixty-two years old, chronic alcoholic,

was operated upon during November, 1920. He
had then various symptoms of senility, disabling

him entirely, moderate hypertrophy of the prostate

and a chronic cystitis. His blood pressure was 185.

Iliree months later the patient showed remarkable
imi)rovements. He was working late every night,

was drinking more than ever, his formerly purelv

white, coarse hair had become softer and was mixed
with many new darkly pigmented hairs. In March
his blood pressure was 175. In .\pril (five months
after the operation) he died of an apoplectic stroke.

How far the operation or, better, the success of the

operation was responsible is an open question.

Interesting i)rivate rejjorts have reached me con-
cerning results in cases of cancer. It is .said that

recurrences were possibly prevented through the

vasoligature, and that cases where the surgeon re-

fused a major operation on account of the patient's

poor, general condition the vasoligature was done,

and the general improvement was so marked diat a

few months later a successful cancer operation could
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be performed. I have mentioned these facts only to

show certain possibilities. I am not drawing any

conclusions or forming any theories.

You will notice that all my statements refer to

men only, but on the same princijjle a treatment for

women is also possible, only not by any surgical

procedure, but by use of the x rays in such a way
that we destroy the sensitive generative tissue of the

ovary by properly selected doses, and thus cause

hypertrophy of the more resistant cells that form

the ovarian hormone. Many gynecologists have

observed the fact that women who were treated with

X ray for fibromata of the uterus, and other condi-

tions, showed so remarkable general improvements

that they were described as new youth. They
ascribed the success to the cure or improvement of

the disease, but in the light of Steinach's discovery

these observations appear in an entirely different

aspect, and most likely deserve a different inter-

pretation. Still, our clinical experience with women
as yet is not as complete as that with men, but there

is no reason for them to despair of the possibility of

sharing in the benefit of Steinach's discovery.

In conclusion, and taking everything into con-

sideration that I have seen, heard, and read, I have
no doubt whatever any more that the Steinach opera-

tion deserves to be taken very seriously and not only

that but deserves to be used as a very valuable

therapeutic agent. Exactly to what extent and with

how many indications and contraindications the

future has to teach us. Perhaps the range of indica-

tions will be even wider than we think now. A
warning should be sounded against too great an
enthusiasm and against raising too many hopes.

Steinach's own words should be remembered : "that

within modest limits the process of becoming senile

can be influenced." But on the other hand so many
facts in favor of the method have objectively and
actually been observed that we cannot deny them
any more. As I said before, it will be a matter of

future study to determine its exact value to the

individual and to society in all its economic and
social consecjuences.
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The Restoration of Hand Injuries by Plastic Surgery
By JOSEPH E. FULD, M. D.,

New York.

The poor end results so frecjuently obtained from
operations on the fingers and hands have led me to

take special interest in this field of surgery. In-

juries to the hand are among the most common
lesions with which a surgeon has to deal. It is sur-

prising, however, that the surgeon, who usually does

such skilful abdominal surgery, does not get ecjually

good results in his work on the hand. This deplor-

able condition is due mainly to lack of experience,

and, to a great extent, to ignorance of the anatomy
of the parts.

Treatment of injuries of the hand are divided into

two classifications: 1, those for the immediate re-

pair
;

2, those for the final restorative treatment.

This paper deals with the second classification, and

its scope is to illustrate the operations which I have
performed, showing the end results obtained. I

have had ver}' good results in restoring hand in-

juries in which there was a loss of soft tissues re-

sulting in contractures, especially on the palm and
flexure surface of the finger, by the use of pedun-

culated flaps which may be taken according to its

most adaptable location, viz., from the abdomen,
thorax, back, thigh and buttock. This is the only

type of graft which promises permanent results, on

account of the excellent pressure bearing surface it

provides.

There are certain principles, the observation of

which is vitally necessary for the success of the final

result. Each is so important in its particular way,

and all are .so interdependent, that the loss of one

will diminish the value of the other.

To begin with, all scar tissue must be entirely

removed. To insure the best results in obtaining a

viable pedicle graft, the graft should be as broad
as possible, and not longer than three times the width
of the pedicle and cut at least one third larger than
the area to be filled, as there is always immediate
shrinkage. The selection of the skin to be trans-

planted must be made with some regard to the char-

acter of the skin surrounding the area into which

^ it is to be placed, especially avoiding the use of

hairy skin on hairless portions of the body. The
sooner operation can be performed after the injury

has been sustained the better
;
and, if possible, be-

fore trophic changes in the joints takes place.

IX.TURV TO HAND WITH LOSS OF FINGER TIP.

In a large number of occupations, especially

among musicians, the shortening of a finger, even
ever so little, would greatly lessen its value, as con-

servation of function must always be kept in view.

I have had good results following the simple plastic

operation about to be described ; and have succeeded
in retaining the original length of the finger, after

the loss of soft tissue, by partial traumatic amputa-
tion of the terminal phalanx.

The best method of early treatment, especially

when the bone is exposed, is to raise a single pedicle

flap with a lateral attachment to the palmar sur-

face of the finger near the wound, and suture it to

the opposite side of the terminal phalanx providing

a good pressure bearing surface. If we allowed the

entire wound to heal by granulation, there would be
a sensitive stump, the bone being covered only by
scar tissue, while shortening the bone would natur-

ally give a shorter finger.
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Case I.—Charles T., aged sixteen years, was ad-

mitted to the City Hospital, September 3, 1919.

While chopping meat, he accidentally amputated the

tip of the middle finger of the left hand, the end of

the finger being off obliquely quarter of an inch

beyond the wound (Fig. 1). The wound and skin

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

Fig. 1.—Injury to hand with loss of finger tip, showing tip of

finger cut off obliquely through the nail, dotted line indicating the

site of incision. (Case 1.)

Fig. 2.—Showing pedicled flap raised with single lateral attach-

ment. Same patient as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3.—The free end of the pedicle flap is shown sutured at the

opposite side of the finger. Same patient as in Fig. 1.

surrounding it were surgically prepared. A trans-

verse incision (as shown in Fig. 2) was made, and

a flap of skin and subcutaneous tissue raised with a

single pedicle attached. The free end of the flap

was sutured to the opposite side of the finger (Fig.

3). The flap lived in its entirety. The sutured

edges were united by primary union, and the re-

sulting raw surface left to granulate. The patient

left the hospital in fourteen days with the finger

entirely healed.

INJURY INVOLVING DORSUM OF H.XND.

The pocket method of closing skin defects was
used in this type of injury. This method of skin

grafting consists of raising a bridge of skin and
subcutaneous- tissue from the imderlying aponeuro-

.sis, inserting the part to be grafted, and fixing it

there until union between the raw surface has taken

])lace, when the two pedicles are cut. It is very
important to take a Wassermann test and never to

operate where there is an active syphilitic process.

This method is indicated when it is necessary to

cover large skin defects of extremities, as after in-

juries of hand, wrist, finger or foot, especially about

their joints ; to remove cicatrices which bind down
tendons and interfere with action of muscles or

their tendons ; and to restore flexion or extension.

Case II.—The patient, G. M., a female, aged
twenty years, came under my care about October
1, 1917, and was admitted to the Park Hospital,

October 6, 1917. Family and past history were
negative. While, working in a laundry, about two
and a half months l:)ef()re her admission to the hos-

pital, the patient's right hand was caught in a man-
gle. The skin and subcutaneous tissue were torn

off the dorsum of the hand, exposing all the ex-
tensor tendons. The wound refused to heal. The

extent of her injuries is clearly shown in Fig. 4.

In addition to the .skin defect, due to cicatrical con-

traction of the dorsum of her hand, the extensor

tendons were fixed, so that she was unable to close

her hand. This made the indications for the opera-

tion two fold: 1, to cover skin defect; 2, to prevent

contraction.

Preparation of the patient.—My first effort was
to improve her health and strength by general hy-

gienic, dietetic and tonic measures. The operation

which I planned for her relief was to transplant

from the abdomen to the dorsum of the hand, a
strip of normal skin, broad enough to fill the gap
left after excision of the scar tissue, binding the

exten.sor tendons and allowing the flexor tendons to

act in the closing of the hand.

Preparation of the wound.—The skin of hand and
abdomen was surgically prepared. At the first step

of the operation all the cicatrical tissue was removed.
Then the edges of the wound were freshened and
elevated, allowing them to retract away from the

field, so as to free the field far above and below,
thus preparing the bed for the transplant.

Technic.—^Two parallel vertical incisions were
made extending from a little below the left nipple

to a line on the level with the umbilicus, cutting
down to the aponeurosis of the abdominal muscles,
including in the flap the entire thickness of the skin

and subcutaneous tissue of the abdominal wall. The
formation of adhesions is prevented by the fat which
is present in the flap. The far edges of the wound
were sutured together under this flap, so as to re-

store the continuity of the abdomen.
The patient's hand was now passed beneath the

flap, with the palm facing the abdomen and the dor-
sum in contact with the under surface of the flap.

The skin edges of the hand wound were sutured to

the flap, which must be -gently handled, carefully ad-
justed, and precisely sutuml, as accuracy of opposi-
tion is essential. From t^ natural contractility of
the skin,' it contracts .anid ' J^hrinks considerably, so

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

Fig. 4.—Injury to hand involving the dorsum, showing condition
of the hand before operation. (Case II.)

Fig. S.—Showing condition of the hand six weeks aft:r op -ration,
the sutured edges were united by prnnary union leaving onlv a faint
scar. (Case II.)

il must, therefore, be a tiiird wider than tlie defect

to be tilled, and longer than apparently necessary
to avoid undue contractility on the pedicles. Per-
fect heiiiostasis, strict asej)sis and antisepsis are
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necessary to assure success. The flap lived in its

entirety. The sutured edges were united in ])riniary.

The cut edges of the flap hied freely, which spoke

well for a successful outcome. The freshly cut

edges were now sutured to the hand and a dry gauze

sightly and awkward scar of a granulating surface

(Fig. 5).

The advantages of this method far outweigii the

disadvantages of a two stage operation.

1. The hlood supply from two pedicles insures the

Fig. 6.—Injury to hand involv- Fig. 7.—Showing the degree
ing palm and fingers; showing of voluntary extension after

condition of the hand before operation. (Case III.)

operation. (Case III.)

d.ressing held in position hy a handage applied. The

position in which the hand is held is very comfort-

able. The hand and arm must be kept perfectly still

for fifteen days, and the best way to procure this

immobilization is to hold the arm against the abdo-

men with adhesive plaster.

The graft is released from its jjedicle fifteen days

after the operation. Under local anesthesia on the

fifteenth, both pedicles of the bridge flap were en-

tirely severed and the hand released from the abdo-

men. The cut edges of the flap bled freely, which

.s])oke well for a successful outcome. The freshly

Fig. 10. Fit., n.

Fig 10 —Injury to hand with bone involvement .\ ray photo-

graph' showing old dislocation of middle phalanx of little finger.

Fig. 11.—X ray showing the dislocation reduced. (Case IV.)

cut edges were now sutured to the end and a dry

dressing applied.

Final result.— skin defect is perfectly cov-

ered. The patient is able to flex and extend the

fingers. The hand grip is strong : the esthetic effect

is marked. The only scars shown are the suture

line> at tlic union of the flaps, replacing the un-

Fig. 8.—Showing the degree Fig. 9. —Showing condition of

of voluntary flexion after opera- fthe hand six weeks after the
tion. (Case III.) second operation. The sutured

edges were united bv primary
union 1 aving only a faint scar.

(Ca.se in.)

necessary viability. 2. There is no stimulation of

the connective tissue formation and resultant cica-

tricial contraction. 3. The presence of fat in the

flap prevents adhesions to the tendons below. 4.

The raw surfaces are approximated and held in

])osition with ea,se. 5. The two ])edicles act as splints

to hold the grafted portion in ])osition. 6. -At least

six weeks are saved in healing time. 7. The excel-

lent pressure surface is of great advantage in this

part of the body, exposed as it is to rough usage,

traumatism, constant flexion, and extension. 8.

Finally, it is the method
of choice when the slid-

ing method is imprac-

ticable.

INJURY TO THE HAND
INVOLVING THE PALM

AND FINGERS.

Case III. — Charles

W., aged forty-two

years, caught his right

hand in a sandpapering

machine. The skin and

the subcutaneous tissue

of the entire palm and

the flexor surface of the

thumb, fourth and fifth

fingers were torn off, ex-

posing the flexor ten-

dons. The wound was
not sewed. A vaseline

dressing was applied by

the physician then in

charge. The flexion con-

traction of the thumb,

third and fourth fingers

had developed as shown in Fig. 6. The fingers and

thuml) could not be extended voluntarily or passively,

because of the resistance of the scar tissue contrac-

tion on the flexor surface.

This is one of the most unfortunate conditions

which one can encounter in the hand, owing to the

Fig. 12.—Injury to hand witli

scar contracture of fingers.

Showing condition of hand be-

fore operation, -with deformity
the result of a contracting cicat-

rix of finger. The tendons were
not involved. (Case \'.)
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cicatricial contraction which usually takes place fol-

lowing lacerations of the palmar structures. The
excessive formation of connective tissues here is a

quite regular occurrence with the production of a

dense scar. The usual places where similar scars

Fig. 13. Fig. 14.

Fig. 13.—Showing the free end of the pedicled flap sutured to the
fingers. (Case V.)

Fig. 14.—Showing sutures for closing of the wound which, when
tied, brings the skin edges together beneath the elevated pedicle flap.

N (Case V.)

may form are on all flexor surfaces, in the neck, in

folds of the wrist, elbows, popliteal space, etc., be-

cause they are subjected here to frecjuent repeated

extension and flexion. The evil consequences of a

scar lead to contraction.

Operation.— Fir.st dissect away all the scar tissues.

The next step is to undermine freely the edges of

the wound, then fill in the defect left from the scar

excision by a slightly larger piece of normal skin.

Such a piece of skin was .secured by transplanting

a pedicled flap from the front of the abdomen which
had been surgically prepared. For location of in-

cision see Fig. 22.

Dressing.—The arm and hand were immobilized

across the body in a comfortable position, with a

wide strip of adhesive plaster, to keep the patient

from drawing away the hand from the flap, and
preventing the flap from being torn loose. The
liand and arm must be kept perfectly still for fifteen

days after the operation. Under local anesthesia,

on the fifteenth day the pedicle of the flap was en-

tirely severed and the hand released from the abdo-
men. The cut edges of the flap bled freely, which
spoke well for a successful outcome. The freshly

cut edges were now sutured to the hand and a dry
dressing applied.

Result.—The patient was able to fle.x and extend
the fingers. The hand grip was strong. The skin

in the palm was entirely covered. Gradually the

tran.splanted skin flap became toughened to meet the

demands of pressure ])laced upon it and he had a

very excellent pressure bearing .surface in this trans-

planted tissue.

Second operation.—The scars on the flexor sur-

face of the fingers not having been removed at the

first operation, it became necessary to do this, as

these scars would break down and ulcerate when
pressure was brought to bear upon them. The sec-

ond operation was performed on October 8, 1919.

The skin of the hand and abdomen were surgically

prepared, the scar tissue extending on the palmar

.surface of the fourth and fifth fingers was removed,

and the edges of the wound freshened and elevated,

allowing them to retract away from the field so as

to leave it free, thus preparing the bed for the trans-

plant. As the skin between the fingers was de-

stroyed at the time of the accident, it was necessary

to make a new web. A tongueshaped pedicle flap

was made, one third wider than the width of the

fourth and fifth fingers, with the pedicle upward,
including the entire thickness of the skin and a little

of the subcutaneous tissue, from the side of the

abdomen and infracostal region. The patient's hand

was now placed on the abdomen and the skin edges

of the hand wound were sutured to the flap, which

must be gently handled, carefully adjusted, and pre-

cisely sutured, as accuracy of apposition is essential.

The hand and arm were immobilized with adhesive

plaster. Fourteen days later the pedicle was cut.

A new web was constructed from the transplanted

Fig. is.—Injury to hand with scar contracture of fingers. Show-
ing condition of hand before operation. (Case VI.)

Fig. 16.—Showing condition of hand eight weeks after the opera-
tion. Sutured edges of pedicled flap were united by primary union.
(Case VI.)

graft between the fingers (as shown in Fig. 20) and
sewed in place, which healed by primary union. The
.skin graft in place is shown in Fig. 9.
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INJURY TO THE HAND INVOLVING THE BONE AND
JOINT.

Case IV.—Miss Jeannette I., aged twenty years,

while walking in the street on March 30, 1919,

stum])led over a railroad track and fell to the ground,

Fig. 17.—Injury to hand with tendon involvement, showing the
degree of voluntary extension. (Case VII.)

dislocating the middle phalanx of the right hand
(Fig. 10). No attempt was made to reduce the dis-

location until she was referred to me about nine

weeks after the accident.

Operation.—On June 9, 1919. operation was per-

formed under general anesthesia, as it was impos-

sible to reduce the dislocation without an open opera-

tion. A two inch longitudinal incision was made
along the outer border of the fifth finger, and the

joint exposed and opened. It was found neces'sary

to resect the head of the middle phalanx and the

capsule was interposed to prevent adhesions in the

joint, allowing free motion. The wound was closed

and the finger immobilized until the skin wound
healed, when passive motion was begun (Fig. 11 )»

INJURY TO THE HAND WITH SCAR CONTRACTURE OF

FINGER.

Case V.:—J. U., male, aged twenty-nine years, was
admitted to the Penitentiary Hospital on June 10,

Fig. 18.—Showing the degree of voluntary flexion after operation.

1919. When he was eight years old he fell on a hot

stove and burned his right hand. The wound healed

slowly, leaving a marked flexor contracture of the

fifth finger. The extent of his injuries is clearly

shown in Fig. 12. Owing to the skin defect, and

as a result nf the cicatricial contraction, the finger

was drawn down to the palm, preventing forcible

extension. The scar extended to midline of the

finger from the second phalanx across the palm to

the second proximal flexor crease of the hand. This
median scar was ridgelike and consisted of dense
cicatricial tissue which had contracted so that it

interfered with his work.
Operation.—The .skin was surgically prepared.

Under general anesthesia, as the first step of the

Fig. 19.—Showing the pedicled flap from the abdominal wall su-
tured to the finger. The sutures for closing the wound when tied
Ijring the skin edges together beneath the elevated pedicled flap.

operation, all cicatricial tissue was removed. Then
the edges of the wound were freshened and ele-

vated allowing them to retract away from the field,

thus preparing the bed for the transplant. The raw-

surface left by removing the scar tissue was filled

in by a single pedicle flap obtained from the back of

the same hand and stitched to the edges of the finger

(Fig. 13). Fourteen days later the base of the

flap was divided and the flap sewed to the proximal
]iortion of the skin wound in the flexor surface of

the finger. The wound on the back of the hand was
closed (Fig. 14). The transplant healed in soundly.

Case VI.—William S., colored, aged twenty-five

years, was admitted to the Penitentiary Hospital on
.\pril 22, 1920, with severe laceration and contusions

of the middle finger of the right hand, incurred while

at work on the coal boat at the Penitentiary, B. I.

The finger be-

came infected,

and the hand
was involved.

Palmar incisions

were made and
drained. The
infection spread

up the arm to

Mie elbow. On
May 1, 1920, the

middle finger

was amputated
at the metacar-

pal phalangeal

joint. On June
28, 1920, the pa-

tient was dis-

charged with a

contracture o f

the ring finger

of the right hand
Fig. 20.—The dotted line shows the out-

lines for the incisions necessary in making
a new web between the fingers.

due to scar tis-

sue involving flexor tendon. On August 31.st he was
readmitted to the hospital f6r plastic operation.

Operation.—Skin was surgically prepared. Under
general anesthesia, scar tissues were removed from
flexor surface

;
ring finger, right hand, adhesions

broken in palm ; skin, tongue shaped, pedicle flap
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with pedicle upward was made through subcutaneous

tissues of the left side of the abdomen in the infra-

costal region. The flap was sewed to the denuded

surface of the finger, and the hand and arm were
immobilized with adhesive plaster. Fourteen days

later, pedible cut redundant tissue removed ; wounds

warrant the adoption of an operative procedure in

two stages ; a first stage when the tendons are united

and six weeks allowed for the union of the parts;

and a second stage when the resulting adhesions are

divided and passive motions begun immediately upon
the wound.

If we are called upon to per-

form the first stage of the opera-

tion at the time of injury, it is

essential that we have absolute

cleanliness. The wounded part

should be covered with sterile

gauze, and the surrounding skin

cleansed with two or three pads

wet with benzine. Hot saline

solution poured into the wound
Fig. 21.

21.—Showing pedicled flap

Fig. 22.

from the abdiiminal

Fig. 23.

and chest walls sutured to

will remove foreign and infective

the

by dividing the

Fig
fingers.

Fig. 22.—Showing the raised pedicled flap on the abdominal wall.

Fig. 23.—Showing the hand passed b.Mieath the double pedicled flap with the palmar
surface in contact with the under surface of the flap and the dorsum facing the back.
The skin edges of the hand are sutured to the skin graft.

were sutured and hand and abdomen were dressed.

The patient was discharged from the Penitentiary

Hospital on September 21, 1920, and was instructed

to report to the City Hospital for further treatment.

At the time of departure the skin graft was healed

by primary union.

HAND INJURIES WITH TENDON INVOLVEMENT.
Before repairing the divided tendons, in injuries

to the hand, the deformity resulting from scar con-

traction should be excised and replaced with a

pedicle skin flap. I have had the best results fol-

lowing the repair of cut tendons

operation into two stages. The
advisability of a two stage opera-

tion for repair of severed tendons,

in the hand, first presented itself

to me in 1914. I had occasion, at

that time, to operate on a patient

whose flexor tendon of the index

finger had been severed some two
months previously. There had been

no attempt made, at the time of

the injury, to suture the tendon,

and the result was a finger not

only useless but always in the way
and interfering with the function

of the hand.

After having operated to relieve

the condition, I was much disap-

pointed, six weeks later, to find

that there was no restoration of

function, and the finger was prac-

tically as bad as before. I natur-

ally inferred that the sutured ends

of the tendon had separated and
operated the second time, with the

idea of again picking up the ten-

don ends. At the second opera-

tion, I found the tendon intact but voluntary

motion prevented by adhesions. Ten days after the

tendon was cleared of these adhesions, passive move-
ments were instituted and a satisfactory result ob-

tained, which has continued to the present time.

I believe this case, and several analogous cases.

material and finally the entire

finger and hand should be given

a coat of iodine. A tourniquet

applied makes the field bloodless

and easier to find the divided

ends. A wound is generally transverse; and, if it is

necessary to enlarge it, the lateral and curvilinear

incision should be employed, because the usual longi-

tudinal incision in the median line of the palmar
surface often results in progressive contracture with

permanent flexion.

The wound edges being retracted, the distal end
of the tendon is readily found, as it does not con-

tract to any great extent. The proximal end, how-
ever, often retracts beyond view. Sometimes, after

flexing the finger, a closed forceps can be passed

up through the sheath to where the tendon can be

Fig. 24.—Showing palmar surface of the
hand with the pedicled flap sutured to the
fingers and palm.

Fig. 25.—Showing dorsal surface of hand
with new web between the fingers sutured
in place, also the lateral edges of the ped-
icled flap sutured to the sides of the fingers.

felt and caught, and then brought down to view. If

the retracted tendon cannot otherwise be brought
down, an incision can be made opposite the point of

retraction, a stitch passed into the tendon end, and,

by means of an old fasiiioned large eyelet probe,

brought down through the sheath. Lateral, short
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incisions into the librous sheath are to be preferred
to one long continuous one which might permit pro-
lapse of the tendon. The retracted tendon when
located should be drawn through its sheath down-
ward through a lateral incision and an eighth of an

Fig. 26.—Showing suture in place, knots only partly tied.

Fig. 27.—Showing suture tied, the knots buried between cut
margins of tendons.

inch trimmed olY each end so that no dead tissue

intervenes when the cut surfaces are finally opposed.
We are now ready to insert the special sutures and
when they have been placed, the tendon ends are re-

turned to the-r sheaths and the sutures tied.

Kic;. 29.—Hand passed beneath
the flap with the palmar surface fac-
ing the abdomen and the dorsum in
contact with under surface of the
flap. The skin edges of the hand
are sutured to the skin graft.

Fig. 28.—Skin graft freed above and below and raised by retrac-
tor showing sutures for closure of wound behind graft.

Case VII.—Miss Irene D., aged twenty-one years.

In January, 1914, the flexor tendons of the left index
finger were cut across at the junction of the proxi-
mal and middle ])halanges, and at the time of the
injury no attempt was made to suture the tendon.
The patient was re-

ferred to me about
six weeks after the

injury and the ten-

dons were sutured.

I was much disap-

pointed six weeks
later, after having
operated, to find

there was no restor-

ation of function,

and the finger was
l)ractically as before.

.\t a second opera-
tion, six months
later, I found the

tendons intact, but

voluntary motion
prevented by adhe-
sions. Ten days
after, the tendon was
cleared of these ad-

hesions, passive
movements were in-

stituted, and a satis-

factory result was obtained, which has continued up
to the ])resent time. The accompanying photo-

graphs (Figs. 17 and 18) show the degree of volun-

tary flexion and extension obtained after operation.

TECHNIC OF FULD's STITCH.

The needle enters the tendon on its lateral surface

half an inch above the cut end, passes transversely

through half the thickness of the tendon to emerge
on the opposite side. The needle then enters the

tendon on its anterior surface, at a point quarter

of an inch from its cut and three fourths of the

distance across the tendon. Perforating to half its

anteropo.sterior thickness, it passes longitudinally

through the length of the tendon emerging at its

cut end to one side of the median line (Fig. 19).

The free end of the silk is crossed diagonally over

the other suture, perforates the tendon quarter of

an inch from the cut and passes through the length

of the tendon and emerges on the other side of the

median line. Sutures are now passed in similar

fashion into the other end of the cut tendon, and
then tied to corresponding sutures opposite ; bury
the suture knots between the approximated tendon
ends (Fig. 26).

Where the two severed tendon ends cannot be

brought together because of muscular contraction,

or because they are deeply buried in dense fibrous

tissue, I have obtained good functional results by
removing the injured segment, and inserting a graft

of tendon with its sheath. A strip of the tendO'

Achilles may be used. The tendons of the palmaris

longis, the flexor sublimis digitorum, and the exten-

sor communis digitorum can be easily dissected with

their sheaths and make excellent grafts for tendon

defects in the hands and fingers. The tendon sheath

is then sutured with fine catgut (Figs. 26 and 27).
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Provided the wound is healed, passive movement
can 1)0 commenced at the end of three weeks. Vol-

untary motion should not be begun before the end

of six weeks, as it has been demonstrated by animal

experimentation that it takes six weeks for a cut

tendon to be firmly united. Before that time, newly
united tendon will stretch with loss of good func-

tional results.

Passive movements should be made with as long

excursions as possible, and the best results are ob-

tained if these passive movements are alternated

with absolute rest. Even though passive movement
has been started at the end of three weeks, and vol-

untary motion attempted at the end of six weeks,

the development of adhesions is almost inevitable,

making necessary the second stage of this operative

procedure.

In three of my cases, the tendon had vmited per-

fectly, yet adhesions had interfered with function

and a good result was only obtained after the fol-

lowing secondary operation was performed.

TECHNIC OF SECONDARY OPERATION.

Make a lateral. longitudinal, curvilinear incision,

the longitudinal part of the incision being placed

midway between the palmar digital nerve and artery,

on a level with the flexor tendons and dorsal artery.

The curved part of the incision is directed toward

the volar surface. A flap of skin and subcutaneous

tissue is raised and retracted to bring into view the

sutured tendon; and if bound down by adhesions

must be freed to leave the tendon surface smooth.

In addition, the sutured segment must be the same
size as the rest of the tendon.

When the wound has healed, inaugurate gentle,

passive movement with long excursions and rest in-

tervened. Note that the stitch described above
avoids postoperative separation of the tendon ends,

is easy and rapid of accomplishment, and by burying

the sutures between accurately approximated tendon
ends, a smooth surface is obtained, avoiding adhe-

sions at a point where a knot on the surface would
encourage them (Fig. 27).

The literature affords scant information in the

field of tendon suture, yet it is most interesting,

pregnant with disappointment when poorly done

;

but, properly done, marks a step forward in modern
surgery.

101 East Eic.hty-first Street

Metastatic Infectious Vertebral Arthritis from Foci in Tonsil and
Left Antrum of Highmore

By ELLIS M. SCHWARTZ, M. D.,

New York,

Attending Surgeon, Ear, Nose, and Throat Department, People's Hospital.

Case.—C. L., male, aged twenty-nine years, mar-
ried

;
family history negative

;
previous history nega-

tive. The present illness began about September,

1920, the patient complaining of pain over the top of

the head, constant, dull in character, and lasting for

two weeks, after which the patient awoke one morn-
ing with a rigid neck. He was unable to rotate his

head but was able to flex and extend it. The con-

dition remained this way for about three months,
during which time it was treated as a cold. About
six weeks later the patient complained of severe

pain on flexing and extending the head, in addition

to pain on rotation. The pain soon became unbear-
able and constant, even when the slightest attempt
was made to move the head. He was unable to

sleep because of pain on placing his head on the

pillows, so that he had to doze off at night in a

sitting posture. A week later the patient had such

severe pain in the back of the neck that morphine
had to be administered. At this period he came un-
der my observation. I admitted him to the People's

Hospital in my service.

The chief complaints were inability to rotate, flex

or extend the head ; severe pain in the back of the

neck ; headaches.

A physical examination of the throat revealetl

marked congestion of the entire mucous mem-
brane of the pharynx; the uvula was double
its normal size, and the pillars were also swollen.

The tonsils were of the chronic hyperplastic variety

and also showed signs of acute congestion,- but no

signs of an acute folhcular tonsillitis. On slight

pressure there was a free flow of pus from the

crypts. An examination of the nose caused me to

suspect disease involving the left antrum, as there

was present a streak of pus as fine as a pencil line

in the middle meatus. X ray plates showed involve-

ment of the left antrum of Highmore ; teeth nega-

tive ; no evidences of bony involvement of the cer-

vical spine.

LABORATORY AND PATHOLOGICAL FINDINGS.

Urine negative. Sputum negative for tubercle

bacilli. Blood picture, white blood cells 14,000 ; poly-

morphonuclears eighty-one per cent.
;
lymphocytes,

nineteen per cent. Blood pressure, systolic 130;

diastolic 95. Some of the pus was expressed from
the crypts of the tonsils and a culture made which
showed the staphylococcus predominating. An au-

togenous vaccine was made. Blood culture was
negative.

The following conditions were considered and
ruled out : Torticollis, cervical Pott's disease, menin-

geal irritation, and gonococcic arthritis.

TREATMENT.

Antisejitic gargles were given to the patient with

instructions to use constantly. The tonsils were*
removed under general anesthesia because the

patient was unable to hold his head backward or

even to open the mouth widely. A few days later
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I irrigated the left antrum. This I have repeated

several times and have made a permanent opening
in the nasal wall of the left antrum. It was really

surprising to note the marked changes which took

|)lace in the few days following the removal of the

tonsils and treatment of the sinus. The temperature
dropped from 102.8° to 99°, the patient looked
brigliter, and was able to move his head with some
comfort. Each day was marked by some improve-
ment and today the patient has free movement of

the head. conclusions.

The purposes of presenting this case are as fol-

lows :

1. To mention an unusual case, that is, a verte-

bral arthritis complicating tonsils and antrum in-

fection. The involvement of other joints is com-
mon, as are gastrointestinal symptoms and infec-

tions of various other organs. The condition ap-

parently involved the joint of the atlas and axis,

since the patient was unable to rotale, flex, or ex-
tend the head.

2. To emphasize the importance of septic tonsils

and the accessory sinuses as primary foci of sys-

temic disease.

3. To show the gratifying results obtained when
these foci are looked for, found, and eradicated,

followed wherever possible by the employment of
autogenous vaccines.

4. Foci should be looked for regardless of
whether the patient gives a history of sore throats

or any condition of the nose.

5. The involvement of the intervertebral joints

took place through the lymphatics, since the sec-

ondary involvement was in close proximity to the

primary focus, and since there wais no involvement
of other joints in the body and blood culture neg-
ative.

221 Second Avenue.

Inflammatory Discharges from the Lower Female Genital Tract
By THOMAS H. CHERRY, M. D.. F. A. C. S.,

New York,

Associate Attending Gynecologist to Harlem and Post-Graduate Hospitals.

The term leucorrhea has been loosely applied to

any excess of secretion appearing upon the external

female genitalia. This has generally been considered

as a normal process or condition by the laity and
one prone to occur at diiYerent periods in a woman's
life. It is only when the character of the secretion

becomes purulent, and irritation of the genital tract

occurs, that sufficient notice is taken to cause the

• patient to seek medical advice. This entails, on the

part of the gynecologist, the necessity of giving in-

telligent aid based on a consideration of the anatomy
of the female genital tract and a consideration of

all the possible sources of infection which are prone
to occur.

The anatomical structures in the female where
inflammatory conditions may occur, are the urethra
—including Skene's glands—and the urethral tubular
glands, the vestibule, vulva, Bartholin glands, vagina,
cervix and cervical canal. The etiological factors

are, first, a lowered vitality; second, the invasion of
the tissues by pyogenic bacteria, either through the

general circulation from some distant point in the

body or their direct implantation locally.

ETIOLOGY.

Simple inflammation of the lower genital tract

may occur in the course of the various infectious

> diseases and also from focal infections of the ton-

sils, sinuses, and teeth. In this latter case the cer-

vical canal is usually involved. Simpler forms of
infection with a slight discharge may be due to

herpetic eruptions, infected urine from a cystitis,

or a pyelitis, or even to a glycosuria. Occasionally
thrush may involve the external genitals as part of

a general gastrointestinal infection. More rarely

diphtheritic infection occurs on the genitalia with

the formation of a membrane upon the vulva and in

the vagina.

Perhaps one of the most common sources of sim-

ple inflammatory infection of the endocervix is that

due to traumatism to the cervix during labor. Lacer-

ations of varying depths may occur during both

normal and instrumental delivery and, when this

takes place, the soft and succulent tissues become
a primary focus for the entrance of bacteria and
they are rapidly cultured in this area. The infec-

tion can be either mild or severe. In the former
grade there may be no constitutional symptoms but

following complete involution of the structures

there remains an enlarged softened cervix with a

gaping OS and an inflammatory erosion. Scar tis-

sue is also present, distorting the contour and pro-

moting an increase in the mucopurulent discharge

which is now constant and persists with all the

symptoms of pelvic discomfort. In the more severe

form following the infection there is likely to be

an extension of the process into the parametrical

and the intrapelvic organs with evidence of a post-

partum fever.

Gonorrheal infections constitute most of the acute

inflammation of the adult female. In this process

all of the anatomical structures of the lower genital

tract may be involved with the possible exception

of the vagina, although this organ is not immune
to gonorrheal invasion. The organs which show
a strong predilection for this infection are the ure-

thra, including Skene's glands, the urethral tubular

glands, Bartholin's duct and glands, and the cervical

canal. In practically every patient with gonorrhea
both the urethra and endocervix are afifected. Which
one has been primarily involved is a question of

much consideration.
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A patient presents herself for treatment during

the acute stage of the disease, giving a his-

tory of exposure, one to three days before the onset.

There is frequency of micturition, with a burning
or scalding of the external genitalia, and a general

sense of fullness of the latter. On examination the

vulva is found to be highly inflamed, in certain

cases edematous, and a purulent discharge is usually

present. If the labia are separated the external

meatus is found to be inflamed and edematous and,

usually, a profuse discharge can be noted about the

lips. A finger inserted into the vagina and drawn
along the course of the urethra discloses extren^e sen-

sitiveness and thickening of the periurethral tissue

and pus can usually be expressed froni the external

meatus.

For the proper examination of the vagina and
cervix, a speculum is necessary. The vagina as a

rule is not involved in the acute inflammatory pro-

cess. However, in those past middle life end in

young adults and during pregnane;, these parts may
become infected. Exposure of the cervix by means
of the speculum shows it reddened and inflamed
at the external os with a purulent tenacious material

exuding from it or clinging to it. During this acute
stage there are usually constitutional symptoms of
varying degrees, chilly sensations, general malaise,

and fever may be present. In still other cases the

Bartholin ducts may become involved and the glands
inflamed and go on to superation.

TRE.\TMENT OF GONORRHEAL INFECTIONS.

The treatment of this acute stage may be summed
up as follows : Rest in bed, hot hip baths, and
irrigation of the vulva with warm boric acid solu-

tion. Local treatment should not be undertaken
at this period. For the painful urinary symptom
alkaline diuretics are given and it may be necessary
in certain cases to administer some form of opiate.

When these acute symptoms subside, and this usu-
ally takes place within a week, local treatment may
begin. Applications of argyrol, beginning with five

per cent, and increasing to twenty-five, are made
with a cotton swab to the urethra just within the

meatus. If the whole urethral canal is infected

and there is trigonitis as well, the urethra may be
irrigated by instilling an ounce of a five to ten per
cent, solution of argyrol or a- weak solution of pro-

targol, not above one half of one per cent. This
should be done several times weekly, preferably daily.

\'aginal antiseptic douches may now be given twice
daily

; potassium permanganate one in four thou-
sand is extremely efficacious.

TREATMENT OF ENDOCERVICITIS.

This condition is treated in a like manner, but the

details are extremely important. A speculum is

inserted ; the external os is exposed and appHcations
of argyrol are made to the endocervix, care being
taken that the applicator does not extend beyond
the internal os. This is followed by tampons of

glycerine and argyrol inserted into the vagina in

contact with the cervix. In children and virgin

adults the cervix can readily be treated by having
the patient assume the knee chest posture; then a

small Kelly cylindrical speculum can be introduced

without rupturing the hymen. Through this spec-

ulum the cervix is exposed and applications can be
readily made to the cervical canal. Hot alkaline

douches should be given twice a day. This treat-

ment continues until the discharge has ceased and
three successive smears have proved negative.

If the case continues to be a chronic one after six

or seven weeks' treatment, and a vaginal discharge

persists, in order to be certain that an infection of

the urethra has not been overlooked, it is quite

necessary to investigate it thoroughly by means of

the tubular endoscope. The ducts of the deeply
seated urethral glands may be found to be reddened.
Through the endoscope direct applications of

argyrol or weak silver nitrate can be made to them.
At times the tubular glands are so deeply infected

and infiltrated that they can be felt on the anterior

vaginal wall by the palpating finger. Under these

circumstances it is best to use a dilating sound in

order to express the inflammatory products from
these glands and follow up the treatment imr.ie-

diately with argyrol instillation.

Rarely these glands suppurate, producing a sub-

urethral abscess. Skene's glands frequently harbor
the gonococcus and will continue a chronic dis-

charge and also produce distressing urinary symp-
toms. The lips of the external meatus should be
separated and Skene's glands can be treated in the

same manner as the tubular glands. If the infec-

tion persists it may be necessary to lay them wide
open upon a probe in order to insure proper drain-

age.

If the Bartholin ducts continue reddened and the

gland secretes mucopurulent material, these glands

may be injected through their duct with either sil-

ver nitrate or argyrol solution. The Barthohn
glands may also suppurate, in which event incision

and drainage should be undertaken. If the endo-

cervix continues to be the seat of infection, silver

nitrate may also be used in strengths from ten to

thirty per cent. Some of the newer antiseptics,

mercurochrome and acriflavine one half to one per

cent., have also been used with very good results.

Applications are made to the canal with a small

cervical tampon.
However, it might be said now that in a

chronic case of endocervicitis that has resi-sted

treatment longer than three months, it may be neces-

sary to use more drastic measures. Hunner, of

Baltimore, applies the actual cautery to the endo-

cervix in a linear manner. This destroys most of

the epithelium and glandular structures, but later

the formation of scar tissue may produce distortion

and partial atresia of the cervical canal. Kelly

uses the pure silver nitrate stick, which has the same
object as the cautery. Fulguration has also been
used with the same result.

Quite recently the application of radium has been
used with marked success. A series of cases was
reported by Curtis, of Chicago, in which radium
was used where ordinarily it would have been neces-

sary to operate in order to obtain a cure. At the

Post-Graduate Hosjntal on the service of Dr. H.
13. Furniss radium has been used for this condition.

This applies to any form of chronic endocervicitis

whether of a chronic g( hk Trlu-al nature, or due lo
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infection from the traumatisms of childbirth, the

dosage bein<^ twenty-five mg. of screened radium
inserted in the cervix for three hours.

When a patient, suffering from chronic endo-
cervicitis, the result of either gonorrheal infection

or traumatisms and infection at childbirth, has
undergone a prolonged conservative line of treat-

ment without cure, surgical measures are indicated.

The Sturmdorf operation, or a modification, should
then be performed. This operation excises the in-

fected mucous membrane of the canal, then by in-

verting a flap of cervical tissue, relines the canal
as far as the internal os. When this operative pro-
cedure is done in a thorough and precise manner, a
cure can practically Ije guaranteed.

47 We.st Fiftieth .Street.

Clinical Studies of Lethargic Encephalitis"^

By RUFUS S. REEVES, B. S., M. D.,

Philadelphia,

Assistant Visiting Physician to the Episcopal Hospital, Chief of the Medical Dispensary at the University Settlement House.

When we first heard of lethargic encephalitis, as-

sociating and connecting it with the influenza epi-

demic, our impression was that we were dealing

with a new disease. This proved, however, to be

erroneous, for as a matter of fact Camerarius men-
tioned it under its present popular name of sleeping

'sickness in connection with his description of an

influenza epidemic in Tiibigen in 1718. Although

the definite relationship between encephalitis lethar-

gica and epidemic influenza is still an open question,

in favor of those upholding the opinion that the

disease is distinctly related to influenza is the fact,

which is undoubtedly most suggestive, that it has

appeared in epidemic form only when influenza has

been epidemic. The opponents of that view point

to the fact that in less than fifty per cent, of the

cases reported in the literature is there a history

of influenza.

BACTERIOLOGY.

As yet there has been no positive identification of

the causative organism, that term being used ad-

visedly and meaning to establish a bacillus isolated

and recognized by other workers. Most encourag-

ing, however, is the recent work of Levaditi and
Harvier, who made intracerebral injection of emul-

sions of brain from patients dead from lethargic

encephalitis and thereby produced lesions in rab-

bits similar to those seen in man and then a later

transference of the disease to both guineapigs and
monkeys. Further important information brought

out by them is the fact that the virus in emulsions of

rabbit brain tissue would pass through Chamber-
land filters Nos. 1 and 3. Inasmuch as four of the

six rabbits injected with the filtrate contracted the

disease, while all six controls became sick, it appears

that filtration in some way reduces the activity of the

virus. An ecjually important addition to our knowl-
edge is the result of the work of Loewe and Strauss

in their reports that Berkefeld filtrates of brain mate-
rial, nasopharyngeal mucous membrane and nasal

washings from cases of epidemic encephalitis have

produced in rabbits and monkeys lesions typical of

this disease. Spinal fluid and blood have also pro-

*Read before the Bradford County Medical Society, Sayre, Pa..

June 14, 1921.

duced the disease experimentally in these animals
The virus has been passed through many series of

animals.

Suggestive at least is the laboratory conclusion

here reached, viz., that this disease is transmitted by
secretions of the nasopharynx and that mild and
abortive cases and carriers play an important part,

when it corroborates the clinical findings of William
Boyd (Tj in an epidemic of the disease in Winni-
peg, Manitoba.

PATHOLOGY.

The most striking thing about the Ijrain of a pa-

tient who has died from lethargic encephalitis is the

marked degree of congestion and edema which may-

be either local or general. Although in some cases

the entire cerebrum was involved, the brain stem
was most frequently affected. Small pin point

hemorrhages were frequently seen in the medulla
while sections showed a perivascular round cell in-

filtration. This latter was noted most often near the

fissure of Sylvius and the floor of the fourth ven-

tricle extending into the cord and sometimes into the

basal ganglia. Grossly, many brains show nothing

pathological, yet these same brains show micro-

scopically a round cell infiltration.

SYM PTOMATOLOGY.

The polymorphism of this disease gives us a wide
and varied symptomatology. This has resulted in

the appearance in the literature of many classifica-

tions, broad, comprehensive and inclusive, espe-

cially that of Roger, yet not as practicable for the

internist as that of MacNulty, which is as follows

:

1. Cases with general symptoms and without lo-

calizing signs.

2. Cases with third nerve paralysis and general

disturbance in the function of the central nervous
system.

3. Cases With, facial paralysis and general disturb-

ance in the function of the central nervous system.

4. Cases with spinal manifestations and general

disturbance in the function of the central nervous

system.

5. Cases with polyneuritic manifestations and
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general disturbance in the function of the central

nervous system.

6. Cases with mild or transient manifestations

(socalled abortive cases).

The symptoms are both general and localizing, the

former including lethargy, fever, headache, body
pains and coated tongue, while the latter are refer-

able to the cranial nerve or nerves involved. To
my mind the outstanding symptoms are lethargy and

a negative spinal fluid. In cases where the third

or sixth nerve nuclei are involved tjf course ocular

symptoms are prominent. A diagnosis is not easy

and in order to make it we must make use of every

means at our command, viz., careful history and

physical examination and thorough laboratory tests

done by a well trained competent technician.

It has been my fortune to study the cases re-

ported herewith and I have been enabled to state the

present condition of the living patients through the

cooperation of the Social Service Department of the

Episcopal Hospital.

C.A.SE I.—J. G., aged forty-five, was admitted to

the Episcopal Hospital April 15, 1920. The family

history was negative. His previous medical history

was negative until two months before admission,

when a cough started, accompanied by a slight

mucoid ex]:)ectoration and a loss of weight and
strength. During that time he also felt indisposed

for his work as grocer and was rather tired and
sleepy. About four weeks before admission to the

hospital the weariness and sleepiness increased

and two weeks later he was unalile to continue with

his work but went to bed complaining of exhaustion.

Following this his wife noticed that he began acting

queerly and talking in a rather peculiar way. He
refused to remain in bed, became most irrational at

night, sleeping very little, and finally the day be-

fore admission he went into a restless, muttering

delirium. Examination on admission showed a

rather anemic man with masked facies and a toxic

appearance. He was restless and refused to stay

in bed. had slight difficulty in speech, talked inco-

herently to himself, though he would answer ques-

tions intelligently, drifting back into mental con-

fusion.

The positive physical findings were as follows

:

Pupils contracted and reacted sluggishly to light

;

marked tremor of the tongue ;
general muscular

hypertonia, es])ecially of the neck, but no actual

rigidity ; abdominal reflexes normal but patellar ex-

aggerated : a positive Kernig's sign on both sides.

The laboratory findings were: Urine: specific

gravity, 1020; albumin, cloud; sugar, negative; light

and dark granular casts ; no red blood corpuscles

;

occasional white blood corpuscles. Blood : hemo-
globin, sixtv-five per cent.; red blood corpuscles,

4,300,000: white blood corpuscles, 11.600; differen-

tial jiolynuclears, sixty-two per cent.
;
mononuclears,

twelve per cent.: small mononuclears, twenty-four

per cent.; l)a.sophiles, two per cent. Wassermann,
positive three plus. Spinal fluid, not under pres-

sure, clear ; ninety-one cells to the c.mm.
;
polynu-

clears, ninety
;
lymphocytes, ten

;
Fehling's reduced

;

globulin, negative.

After three days, from a condition of restless

muttering delirium (in which restraint was neces-

sary ) he lapsed into a deep coma. He lay with

mouth open, eyes closed and face immobilized and
did not respond to questions. During the three days
he ran a hectic temperature ranging from 97° to

103° (rectal). He took liquids well and his excre-

tory functions were normal. During the next three

days he became steadily worse, ptosis of both eye-

lips developed, with paralysis of the soft palate, and
dropping of the lower jaw, and finally death oc-

curred at 5 a. m. April 21st.

REMARKS.

The interesting features in this case are the absence

of any apparent influenzal infection, aside from
slight bronchial irritation, the absence of the more
usual initial symptoms, such as diplopia and ptosis,

and finally the severe maniacal development which
ensued. The prodromal period may be regarded as

having existed possibly for a period of two months.
Fever may or may not have been present during the

prodromal period but while the patient was in the

hospital he ran a hectic temperature, ranging from
96.4° to 106°, the latter being terminal. The presence
of a Kernig's sign is of particular interest in that it

is usually described as being lacking in this con-

dition. We must also note the rather high cell

count in the spinal fluid, although it is by no means
uncommon to find a count as high as this.

Case II.—C. P., aged forty-three, was admitted
to the Episcopal Hospital, April 16, 1920. The fam-
ily history was negative. The personal history was
negative until four weeks before admission when
he had influenza : this was followed by rhinitis and
pain in the frontal sinus and in the left ear. These
cleared up in a few days and he felt well until the

beginning of the present illness, which began one
week before admission, with pain in the left

shoulder, the muscles of the chest, and in the gastric

region. Three days later he manifested tremors of

both hands and twitching of the abdominal and
lower intercostal muscles. as.sociated with shooting

pains over the same region. These muscular con-

tractions and pains prevented his sleeping for the

three nights previous to admission.

Examination on admission showed a masked ex-

pression but no visual disturbances or palsies

;

slight tremor of both hands ; heart and lungs nega-

tive ; abdomen distended and the upper recti muscles
slightly rigid ; some tenderness to pressure over the

epigastrium. There was also a constant clonic con-

traction of the upper abdominal muscles, the lower
intercostals, and apparently the diaphragm. He
had considerable belching but no hiccough, nausea
or vomiting. Abdominal and patellar reflexes were
slightly exaggerated. Mental condition was lucid.

The laboratory findings were : Urine : specific

gravity, 1012
;
albumin, very faint trace

;
sugar, nega-

tive ; no casts, red blood corpuscles or white blood

corpuscles
;
many motile bacteria. Blood, white blood

corpuscles 16,000 ; Wassermann, negative.

patient's condition while in hospital.

He talked a great deal during the night, got out

of bed, and .seemed confused when ])ut back. Dur-
ing the following five days he was irrational at times,

had delusions and hallucinations and slept but little.
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'I'he abdominal twitching was constant. His tem-
perature ranged from 100° to 103°. From this state

of delirium in which restraint was necessary he be-

came lethargic : however, he could be aroused and
answered questions rationally. At the end of five

days more, although he slept a great deal, there was
marked improvement ; his expression became more
natural and for the first time the abdominal twitch-

ings were absent. He complained of a tingling and
numbness of the skin and shooting pains in the chest

and abdomen. These gradually disappeared, as did

all tremors, but lethargy was marked for a week
following, during which time the patient often fell

asleep while sitting up.

REMARKS.
This case clearly followed an influenzal infection

of recent origin. The patient's symptoms were
ushered in by pain in the shoulders, chest and gas-

tric region, and tremors of the hands and abdominal
muscles ; hence he falls more within the polyneuritic

classification, though the pronounced maniacal ten-

dency rather precludes a clearcut classification. His
most constant symptom was the spasmodic contrac-

tions of the muscles of the upper abdomen, a symp-
tom regarded by some as pathognomonic of lethargic

encephalitis.

In spite of repeated requests this man did not re-

turn to the hospital for an examination by me. The
social service reports that he is working but not at

his old occupation. Since discharge from the hos-

pital he has been under the care of a doctor and is

much improved.

Case HI.—S. B., male, aged fifty-two, was ad-

mitted to the Episcopal Hospital on April 14, 1920.

His family history was negative. The personal his-

tory revealed the fact that for about two months
before admission he suffered markedly from ner-

vousness which he felt was due to the strain of his

work in the fuel oil plant at the Navy Yard : he

also had gaseous eructations and epigastric i)ain. In

addition he had pains in the muscles of the legs,

with tingling and numbness. On admission to the

hospital, the patient showed a continuation of the

above mentioned symptoms, plus diplopia. Tremor
of the legs became persistent and violent and he was
unable to sleep.

Examination showed an extremely restless and

nervous man, who had slight difficulty in speech,

which was stuttering and scanning. The facies was
masked. There was a suggestive bilateral ptosis of

eyelids : the pupils were contracted and equal, re-

sponding but slightly to light and accommodation.

The tongue was tremu'ctis an-' deviated toward t'^e

right. There was no abncr'.nality of either the heart

or lungs. There was muscular resistance of the

abdomen and the reflexes were present and a tache

noted . The tremors of the legs were convulsive : the

pateUar reflexes could not be elicited at this time.

Ankle clonus was marked on the right side: the

Babinski reflex was negative while Kernig's sign

was suggestive. There were marked tremors in

both hands.

Laboratory findings were : Urine : specific grav-

ity, 1012; albumin, trace; sugar, negative. Occa-

sional granular and hyaline cast ; few red blood cor-

puscles ; few white blood corpuscles. Blood : hemo-
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globin, seventy jjcr cent.; leucocytes varied between
11,000 and 14,000. The differential count was nor-
mal with polymorphonuclears predominating. Was-
sermann test was negative. Spinal fluid, under
pressure ; clear

;
forty-five cells to the c. mm. ; Fehl-

ing's solution was reduced
;
globulin was negative

;

no organisms were found on the smear.

patient's condition while in hospital.

He went almost immediately into a muttering de-

lirium and became somewhat resistive, rendering
restraint necessary. He slept some but muttered al-

most constantly. After three days of restless de-

lirium, (luring which time his temperature rose from
101° to 104°, he went into a profound lethargic

state and could be aroused only with difficulty. The
tremors disappeared at this time but the patellar re-

flexes were present. Marked bilateral ptosis, diffi-

culty in speech, masked facies and lethargy were
most pronounced at this time. During the follow-

ing ten days there was a gradual decline in tempera-
ture from 104° to normal, accompanied by a slight

improvement in both mental and general condition.

He slept cjuietly most of the time but occasionally

got out of bed and seemed disoriented. All of his

symptoms slowly disappeared and he was discharged

much improved late in July. The classification of

this case is a difficult one but should lie between the

])olyneuritic and psychotic type.

condition of patient one year later.

He returned to work in September, 1920; his

position required great accuracy and mathematics.

At first he was a little shaky, a sensation which he

experienced for about three months. He was still

very nervous and had difficulty in getting to sleep

:

it usually took about three hours. He had no mental
depression nor any difficulty in concentrating. There
had been no eye symptoms and very few head-

aches ; nor had he suffered from any abdominal
pains. He looked well and had gained fifty pounds.

His eyes reacted normally to light and accommoda-
tion ; his knee jerks were normal. There was a slight

tremor of the right hand and a very slight ataxia.

Case IV.—W. T., male, aged thirty-two, was ad-

mitted to the Episcopal Hospital, April 6, 1920. His
family history was negative. His personal history

was also negative until two months before admis-

sion, when he had an attack of influenza which con-

fined him to bed for one week. Following this he

had a frontal sinus infection which cleared up in a

few days.

Present illness began three weeks before admis-

sion when, after feeling unusually well, he awoke
one morning with diplopia. This continued for

one week when he consulted an eye specialist who
dilated and refracted the eyes : the diplopia contin-

ued, however, and a purulent conjunctivitis devel-

oped. One week before admission he went to bed.

complaining of his eyes and of being drowsy. Four
days before admission he began having difficulty in

articulation, which has increased until he could not

speak. The day before admission he had difficulty

in swallowing. Physical examination showed an ex-

])ressionless face with tremor of the muscles around

the month. The pupils were dilated and did not

react to light : there was a bilateral ptosis and a
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catarrhal conjunctivitis. The tongue was protruded

with difficulty and was tremulous and coated. There
was resistance in the muscles of the neck but no
rigidity. He could not talk, although it was evident

he imderstood what was said to him as he endeavored
to do what he was told. Heart, lungs and abdomen
were negative. Patellar reflexes were exaggerated:

there was no Babinski or ankle clonus: Kernig's

sign was suggestive. A general muscular hyper-

tonicity was noted.

Laboratory findings were : Urine : specific gravity,

1017; albtmiin, negative; sugar, negative; no casts,

no red blood corpuscles. Blood : hemoglobin, eighty

per cent.; red blood corpuscles, 4,150,000; white

blood corpuscles, 9,400; differential, normal. Was-
sermann, negative. Spinal fluid, not under pressure

;

twenty-three cells to the c. mm.
;
Fehling's reduced

;

globulin, negative. Eye examination : Slight edema
of the retina

;
slight swelling of the fundus ; ves-

sels engorged.

patient's condition while in hospital.

He swallowed liquids fairly well. The facies re-

mained masked and the muscular resistance general

:

the twitching of the mouth muscles was present con-

tinuously. At the end of the first week the con-

junctivitis had cleared up, he began to talk slowly,

and showed general improvement. At the end of

three weeks he could articulate distinctly and felt

well, although the tremors were still persistent. The
day following this report of his condition at the end
of three weeks he had a prolonged visit from some
of his friends and his difficulty in speech and swal-

lowing became very marked : furthermore he stared

at one object constantly with his eyes wide open.

He reacted slowly to any stimulus : he did, how-
ever, complain of a tingling and numbness of the

third and fourth fingers of each hand, his sleep was
disturbed by dreams and for the first time he be-

came solicitous about his condition. At the end of

a few days he showed a general improvement, though
there was a slight paralysis of the left facial nerve.

Although lethargic in appearance, he slept but little.

His condition continued to improve slowly and he
insisted upon leaving the hospital late in May.

REMARKS.

This case was typical of the many reported in the

literature and offered no difficulty whatever from the

viewpoint of diagnosis. Report of present condi-

tion shows that he feels well except for weakness
in both feet and legs : he also tires easily. He has

trouble getting to sleep and often awakens during
the night. At times he becomes confused, especially

by excitement : he is much slower to form ideas

than formerly. His wife states that his disposition

has changed very much and he is solicitotis about
his condition. He feels a little stiffness in the mus-
cles of his neck and there is a slight weakness of the

muscles of the left side of his face. He has been
doing clerical work since October 1, 1920. His
patellar reflexes are exaggerated on both sides. His
left pupil reacts slightly more promptly than the

right. There is no ataxia.

Case V.—C. L., male, aged twenty-two, was ad-

mitted to the Episcopal Ho.spital, April 30, 1920.

His family hi.story was negative. Personal history

showed that twelve weeks previous to admission he

had a severe attack of influenza followed by double
pneumonia and pains of a rheumatic character in the

shoulders and legs. He was confined to bed for

eight weeks. During his convalescence in the two
following weeks he suffered from a severe cough
with slight expectoration. During this time he
complained of weakness, exhaustion and dizziness

and slept a great deal, mentioning in addition the
pains in his shoulders and legs. Two weeks before
admission he returned to his work of driving a milk
wagon and at the time complained of being sleepy
and unable to wake up in spite of sleeping thirteen

hours a day. During this period he seemed rather
irritable and his speech was unnatural. The pres-

ent illness began four days ago. While driving his

milk wagon he suddenly lost the power of speech,

complained of diplopia, and inability to change
money correctly. He drove back to his home where
he collapsed and thought he had a stroke. His ex-
pression was unnatural and he had general tremors,
which were most pronounced in the legs. Imme-
diately following this he was unable to move his

left side and his speech did not return.

Physical examination showed a well developed
man with a masked expression, markedly jaundiced,
and unable to talk or move the left arm or leg. His
eyes reacted normally to light and accommodation;
there was no nystagmus or ocular palsies; the
sclera were slightly icteric. The mouth was pulled
to the right and he was unable to move the facial

muscles of the left side or wrinkle his forehead.
There was a slight tremor of the tongue. As was
the case with W. T., it was evident that he under-
stood what was said to him as he endeavored to do
what he was told. The neck showed a slight mus-
cular resistance. The chest was negative except for
a few moist rales at the base of the right lung. The
heart showed forcible pulsation against the chest
wall, a precordial thrill and a blowing systolic mur-
mur heard most distinctly over the pulmonic area.

The first sound was loud and roughened : the quality
was poor and varied a great deal over the different

areas, and there was marked arrhythmia. The abdo-
men was markedly jaundiced and there was slight

tenderness over the gallbladder region together with
a muscular resistance of the upper abdomen. The
reflexes on the right side were normal ; a tache was
obtained. The patellar reflexes were present and
exaggerated on the left side where the Babinski was
present

; Kernig's sign was suggestive on both sides

;

there was a flaccid paralysis of the left arm and leg.

The laboratory findings were: Urine: specific

gravity, 1014; albimiin, slight cloud; sugar, nega-
tive

;
many granular casts ; few red blood corpuscles

;

few white blood corpuscles. Blood : white blood
corpuscles, 14,800; Wassermann, negative. Spinal
fluid, not under pressure ; twenty-six cells to the
c. mm.

; does not reduce Fehling's
;
globulin, negative.

patient's condition while in hospital.

During the first week he began to articulate fairly

well, speaking short sentences. The facial paralysis
of the left side naturally changed but little. His appe-
tite was good and he slept quite normally. His tem-
perature dropped to 98.3° and his mental condition
was clear. The jaundice bejran to clear up rapidly
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and he complained of but few epij^astric jiains. By
the end of the following ten days power in his left

hand began to be shown and there was fairly good
motion in his left leg. The jaundice also cleared

up and his condition was highly satisfactory. He
was discharged on the first of June as improved.

patient's condition one year later.

This patient disregarded my request to present

himself for examination
;
however, the Social Service

Department learned that he had had treatment at the

Nervous Dispensary at the University Hosi)ital so

that from the notes at the time of his last visit, which
was late in March, I am able to give the following

report : He had a distinct amnesic aphasia, evidently

an aftermath of his lethargic encephalitis. He could

understand all spoken ])hrases fairly well but com-
plicated or difficult ones seemed to confuse him.

He had no word bhndness or word deafness and no
signs of a hemiplegia. He had no hemianopsia.

The patellar reflexes were exaggerated : the eyes re-

acted normally to light and accommodation.
Case —T. B., aged thirty-four, an Italian,

was admitted to the Ei)isco])al Hospital. May 10,

1920. His family history was negative. His per-

sonal history was also negative until March 10,

1920, when he had an attack of influenza which con-

fined him to bed for about two weeks. Following
this attack he had a pain in the right ear and over

the right eye, which passed off in a few days al-

though the hearing in his right ear had been impaired

ever since. He felt well then until two weeks pre-

vious to admission. His present history began at

that time with a feeling of illness but no definite

complaint, simply a malaise and anorexia. In a

few days he began having twitching of the muscles

of the right side of his neck, which became associated

with sharp pains in the neck and shoulders, extend-

ing down the right arm. The pain and the constant

muscular twitching kept him awake at night. Six

days before admission he began to have tremors of

both hands and a diplopia which lasted two days.

Then he noticed difficulty in articulation. At the

time of his admission he complained most of the

twitching of the muscles of the neck, pain in the

neck and right arm, and inability to sleep.

The physical examination showed a masked facial

expression with head retracted backward and slightly

to the right side. The pupils were dilated but re-

sponded to both light and accommodation. There
was a marked tendency to stare. In the right ear

was noted a slight impairment of hearing. The
tongue was not tremulous. The neck showed con-

stant convulsive twitching of the trapezius muscle

most marked in the cleidooccipitalis portion. There
was the painful sensation of an ordinary neuritis

confined to the nape of the neck, shoulder and right

arm and hand. Marked musctilar resistance of neck

was noted. The heart, lungs and abdomen were
negative. The patellar reflexes were increased

;

Kernig's sign was absent ; there was no ankle clonus

and no Babinski.

The laboratory findings were : Blood : hemoglo-

bin, seventv-five per cent. ; red blood corpuscles,

5,890,000; white blood corpuscles, 8,200; dif¥eren-

tial showed polymorphonuclears 72 ;
lymphocytes 28.

Was.sermann, negative. Urine, albumin, negative;

sugar, negative; no red blood corpuscles; no casts.

Spinal fluid: Twenty-one cells to the c. m.. ; not

under pressure
;
Fehling's reduced

;
globulin, nega-

tive
;
Wassermann, negative.

patient's condition while in HtjSPlTAL.

He ran a normal temjierature and his mental con-
dition was .clear. For the first week the masked
expression became more marked as did the tendency
to stare : furthermore, he developed a i)artial i)tosis

of both lids. The twitching of the rigiit trajjezius

remained constant and was at the rate of sixty tinies

a minute ; a marked quivering of the muscles of the

arms and tremors of the hands were noted. He re-

sponded to questions very slowly and articulated

with great difficulty. He slept but little. He im-
proved slowly Init satisfactorily but his relatives

insisted on taking him home on the first of June,
some time before it was advisable.

patient's condition one year later.

There was a marked shakiness but no disturbance
in the region of neck or trapezius muscle. The
tremor of the tongue was very noticeable. He com-
plained of a continuous headache in the frontal re-

gion, had troubled sleep and was depressed about
himself. He had worked part time for the past few
months but was under a doctor's care for two months
after he left the hospital. He had gained consider-

able weight. The pu])ils were etpial and reacted

promptly to both light and accommodation. There
was a slight ataxia but no ankle clonus or Babinski.

The patellar reflexes were exaggerated.

differential diagnosis.

In considering the differential diagnosis of lethar-

gic encephalitis we must consider, first, syphilitic

meningitis, where the positive findings are fluid

under pressure, positive \Vas.sermann, positive Ker-
nig's sign, some rigidity of the muscles of the neck
and a patient in a continuous stupor and who when
roused cannot com])rehend what is said to him; sec-

ond, tuberculous meningitis where there is also fluid

under pressure and it contains many lymphocytes
and tubercle bacilli, positive Kernig's, some rigidity

of the muscles of the neck, the tuberculous history

and physical findings and the dissociation between
the temperature and pulse ; third, anterior poliomye-
litis in which the spinal fluid is cloudy, contains many
polymorphonuclear and eosinophilic leucocytes and
the meningococcus, positive Kernig's, stiffness of

the muscles of the neck,- exaggerated patellar re-

flexes, positive Babinski and ankle clonus; fourth,

cerebral abscess in which the eye examination showed
choked disc, the leucocyte count is high, there is a

marked pleocyte count and at times cloudy sj)inal

fluid, hectic temperature, usual history of primary
focus and projectile vomiting; fifth, brain tumor in

which there is usuall_\- a history of slow onset with

headache and vomiting.

treatjient.
The treatment of lethargic encephalitis is entirely

symptomatic, as must necessarily be the case in the

present state of our knowledge. Absolute quiet,

light nourishing food given at frequent intervals,

good nursing and hydrotherapy are fundamentals.

Lumbar puncture as a therapeutic measure in cases

where the meningeal symptoms are mai'ked is very
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effective. Urotropin in ten grain doses three times

daily has been advised but the results do not appear
to justify its use.

CONCLUSIONS.

1. The protean character of the symptoms of

lethargic encephalitis makes the diagnosis in the

atypical cases very difficult.

2. Laboratory and clinical findings make it evi-

dent that mild and abortive cases and carriers play

an important part in its spread, especially during an

epidemic.

3. The four most prominent symptoms are e^e
conditions, lethargy, fever, and atypical spinal fluid.

4. The filterable virus has a selective action on
the brain stem.

5. Definite symptoms of cerebral disturbance are

seen in patients one year after the disease.

In conclusion I wish to express my gratitude to

Dr. Arthur H. Hopkins and Dr. John Eiman for

their assistance in the preparation of this paper.
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Rheumatism and Allied Affections

By ALBERT C. GEYSER, M. D.,

New York.

To write about rheumatism nowadays requires

more or less temerity. Rheumatism is a term used

to cover a mass of medical ignorance. There is a

really scientific side to this disease but in this article

I shall ignore this and confine myself to the practical

end results. Science informs us, that beside the

Bacillus rheumaticus there are no less than a score

of other bacilli thoroughly capable of producing

all of the usual signs and clinical manifestations

of a typical case of this disease. As a matter of

fact, we do not require the assistance of any germs
at all. Faulty metabolism, and especially, suboxi-

dation and the nonelimination of nitrogenous com-
pounds are sufficient to cause this disease through

autotoxemia.

There is one point upon which there is a perfect

unanimity of opinion, that without a toxin in the

system, there can be no rheumatism. Various
toxins have various tissue combining qualities. The
toxin of diphtheria shows a predilection for the

cardia, that of poHomyelitis for the anterior cornua,

late stages of syphilis for the posterior columns, phos-

phorus for the lower jaw, lead for the extensors

of wrist and foot, shellfish for the skin in urticaria,

and many other examples could be given. When
, 3uch a toxin shows a predilection for the fibrous

tissue of the body, we may have any form of rheu-

matism from cardiovalvular lesions to asthma. If

the toxin prefers a combination with muscle tissue

we may have anything from myocarditis to socalled

inflammatory muscular rheumatism.

Some of these toxins .seem to have a predilection

for the bony tissues, giving us the entire gamut
from o.steitis to chronic arthritis deformans. Fre-

quently these tissue combinations take place between
the toxin and the nervous system, then we call it

neuralgia or neuritis. But in whatever form or

anatomical location these pains occur, they are al-

ways the result of an excess of something in the

system. No one ever heard of a starving or under-
fed individual complaining of rheumatism. In fact

every one knows that total abstinence from food

is one of the quickest, while not the most convenient,

form of a rheumatic cure. .Such causes as expo-

sure to cold or dampness are always incidental. The
.systemic condition, plus the presence of the toxin,

is all that is needed. There is a sudden dulling of

one part of the body and at once the toxin finds a

tissue with a temporary lowered resistance. This
toxin and tissue combination, for the want of a

better name, we call a case of localized rheumatism.
The most frequent form of this type is a brachial

neuralgia. It occurs more often on the right side,

because most persons are right handed. The right

arm and shoulder perform more labor, hence re-

quire more tissue food. If the right arm or shoul-

der is e.xposed to a sudden draft and dulling has
taken place, the local tissue metabolism is interfered

with, and toxins, from some source or other usually

being present, a combination occurs, and the result

is a l)rachial neuralgia-rheumatism. A similar con-
dition may occur under other circumstances and in

other parts of the body. Exposure to cold or damp,
trauma, overfatigue, and physical or mental ex-
haustion are all means to the same end. In all of
these cases a toxin must be present.

FINDING THE C.XUSE OF THE TOXIN

Since it is admitted that the toxin plays the most
important role in the production of rheumatism,
it follows that unless we locate and remove this

toxin we cannot find a cure. Such toxins usually

originate in some focal infection. Perhaps the

most common focal infection is found in one or
more root abscesses of the teeth. A great deal has
been written concerning pyorrhoea alveolaris.

I take this opportunity of correcting an all too

common error. In cases where the gums are in-

fected so that the pus can be pressed out from
around the teeth, we do not have rheumatism; on
the other hand, a single tooth or old root with an
abscess at the bottom can and. usually does cause
rheumatism anywhere in the body from the heart

to the great toe. Why is this so? Simply because
in one instance we have free drainage, with prac-
tically little or no absorption, while in the other

there is a closed abscess, without drainage and with
constant absorption. This does not mean that in-

fected and loose teeth should be removed at once.
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bu^ it does mean that an x ray should be taken and

if the root canals of dead teeth are improperly filled

(and most of them are) they should be attended to;

if the pyorrhea is marginal, the teeth should not be

sacrificed, although they may be loose, without an
earnest attempt at medication. They can fre-

quently be made as firm and useful as they ever

were. At any rate their extraction would have no
influence on the course of the rheumatism.

THE TONSILS.

Not infrequently, the tonsils are the point of

focal infection. A tonsil, which has once been dis-

eased is always a source of danger. The mouths
of the crypts are likely to become closed and the

pus is absorbed instead of being discharged from
the sy.stem. Should such tonsils be removed? My
experience leads me to the following conclusion

:

If either one or both tonsils are so much enlarged

as to interfere with deglutition or respiration, ton-

sillotomy or tonsillectomy is indicated. If such an

emergency does not exist operative intervention is

not warranted. A far better procedure is the use

of the X ray. One properly regulated dose, applied

at a two weeks' interval, will cause a shrinking after

the fourth exposure. Such a tonsil undergoes a

physiological involution. By its gradual contrac-

tion all the toxic material is forced out, the crypts

are closed, and the tonsils are protected from in-

fection in the future.

URETHRITIS.

In cases of urethritis veneria, the patient never

complains of rheumatism as long as the urethritis

is in the acute stage, with a copiious discharge and
free drainage. A few weeks or months after he

has been "cured," when the germ has invaded the

prostatic gland and there is no longer free and suf-

ficient drainage, then the typical signs of the Neisser

cocci rheumatism appear. These germs may then

be found anywhere, but always where they cannot

be discharged from the body.

Another patient may have an old sinus, which has

been the bane of his existence, finally the sinus is

closed. The patient is happy until a few weeks
or months later, when there develops a most intense

form of inflammatory rheumatism. In this case

the fistula had a pyogenic membrane throughout its

entire length, usually tortuous. The tract was not

open and the entire pyogenic membrane was not

removed, instead the mouth was sealed up, making
toxin absorption possible ; hence the development
of the rheumatism later.

The focal infection may be anywhere. After a

thorough physical examination, especially of the

accessible orifices of the body, an electric spinal

reflex examination should be made. Such an ex-

amination frequently throws light upon an other-

wise obscure condition. When the particular

organ has been pointdU out, by a process of elimina-

tion, the underlying cause may be determined. I

say "may be" because after all there is nothing so

certain as the uncertainty of things. Such a process

of examination may take a- long time for comple-

tion. Must the patient suf¥er from rheumatism
while we are hunting for the cause, which we may
never find ? Certainly not. The physician's first

duly is to relieve suffering, then, if possible, pro-

duce a cure.

TREATMENT.

We are fortunate in having at our disposal certain

therapeutic measures which at least furnish relief

from the pain of rheumatism. The salicylates have
an established reputation. We may not know
whether they act as a neutralizer for the toxins or

whether they make the soil undesirable for the

germs. At any rate the relief from pain is positive.

Another series of drugs, with an equally deserv-

ing reputation, is the iodides. Nearly every anti-

rheumatic combination is sure to contain either one

or both of these drugs. They are a happy com-
])ination, because one acts quickly in assuring free-

dom from pain, while the other, acting more slowly,

is the best internal oxidizing agent we possess.

Neither of these drugs should be given by mouth,
the one neutralizes the enzymotic action of the

digestive function, the other oxidizes the food,

thereby preventing its absorption. The two drugs

must be used intravenously. The dose is fifteen

grains of each in a sterile solution. In the ordinary

case, this dose is repeated every other day. In

extreme cases, where the rheumatic condition mani-

fests itself by asthmatic attacks, I have used three

such doses within twenty-four hours. It is seldom
that more than six injections are required to insure

freedom from all discomfort in acute cases. The
New York Intravenous Laboratory has demon-
strated by animal experimentation that the human
economy bears large doses of these drugs with im-

pvmity.

As soon as the acute attack is under control it is

well to subject the particular area to the diathermic

phase of the high frequency current. Bv heating

such tissues, not from without inward, but from
within outward, there is produced a marked vessel

dilatation. Heated blood, increased in amount, is

forced through the parts, thereby increasing the

local tissue metabolism. Nutrition is increased,

effete material is removed, new chemical combina-

tions are fonned between the toxins and the drugs,

producing freedom from pain in a normal physio-

logical manner.
There is a third drug that seems indispensable

in certain cases. When the patient is in a run down
condition, the red cell count low, the hemoglobin
below eighty per cent., he may be freed from the

acute pain, but cannot pick up. The whole hemato-

genic power of the system is below par. The
cacodylate of iron (arsenic and iron), given intra-

venously, is the indicated remedy. Although the

arsenic and iron preparation is injected into the

venous blood stream, the blood itself is not expected

to make use of it. This drug exerts its influence

solely upon the hematogenic system. An injection

should be made two to three times a week for about

two weeks, when the results will be apparent.

DIET.

The most important role of the diet in rheuma-
tism is the reduced intake. The poorer the diet and
the smaller the amount, the c|uicker and better the

results. It is simply a question of increasing the

oxidizing and eliminating power of the system.
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HYGIENE.

For home treatment there is nothing better than

copious perspiration. It matters Httle how this is

accomplished. Each case must be governed by its

own circumstances. A hot bath (105° F.), followed

by a short cold bath (80° F.), taken just before

retiring opens the sweat glands. Hot lemonade
sipped during the bath or a cool drink after the bath,

prolong the effect. The cold pack is effective in

some cases.

If the weather permits, be sure to open the win-

dows of the sleeping room, top and bottom. There
is no danger of catching cold. Colds are not caught

by sleeping with the windows open, but by living

in overheated rooms containing too much human
emanation and too little moisture.

The bowels must be kept open with a warm
water and soap suds enema every twenty- four

hours. It should be explained to the patient that

he need not fear the douching habit. It is a good

habit. It does no 'more harm than daily mouth
washings.

CONCLUSION.

1. The treatment of rheumatism resolves itself

into finding and removing the focal infection.

2. Neutralizing the toxins and oxidizing useless

waste material are accomplished by the intravenous

administration of sodium iodide, and sodium salicy-

late. These injections may be repeated from three

a day or as many during the week as conditions

warrant.

3. Elimination is brought about by a reduced
intake, by omitting all diets rich in proteins and
nitrogen

;
by daily evacuations and by copious per-

spiration.

4. The affected tissues are fed by an increase in

the local circulation, best accomplished by the ap-

plication of diathermia.

140 West Seventy-fifth Street.

Acute Yellow Atrophy of the Liver Complicating Acute
Appendicitis*

By A'lOSES BEHREND, M. D.,

Philadelphia.

Acute yellow atrophy of the liver is a rare dis-

ease, many clinicians of large experience never hav-

ing observed a case. Osier practised many years

before he encountered this very fatal affection, and
altogether four cases have come under my observa-

tion. The patients lived from a few hours to a

week after they were first seen. One patient was
brought to the Mt. Sinai Hospital in an uncon-
scious condition a few months ago. She had had a

cholecystectomy performed two years ago. I was
urged to operate on her but refused because I had
made a diagnosis of acute yellow atrophy of the

liver, which was confirmed at autopsy. The remain-

ing three cases including the one to be reported

were observed in the Jewish Hospital. Two pa-

tients lived about a week.

The affection is not easy to diagnose but all the

symptoms were practically alike in the cases ob-

served. The symptoms come on rather stealthily.

There is a slight gastrointestinal disturbance, soon
followed by vomiting of a mild character. Malaise

and the lack of desire to take food are noted, fol-

lowed almost immediately by a slight jaundice, with-

out pain, which is very characteristic. The jaundice

differs from that due to obstruction of the bile pas-

sages on account of the absence of pain, and the

less intense yellowish discoloration seen in the latter

condition. Delirium finally ensues, which is a con-

stant symptom and portends a fatal termination.

Case I.—H. J., a young girl, sixteen years of age,

admitted to the Jewish Hospital about February 23,

1921, referred by Dr. Johnson, of Cheltenham. The
patient had been sick for two days, .suffering from

*Case reported before th- Philadelphia Clinical Association, May
-3. 1921.

all the cardinal symptoms of acute appendicitis.

Tenderness was elicited in the right iliac fossa, no
pain being present unless the abdomen was pal-

pated. The disease was localized. She was given

the Murphy drip, and nothing by mouth
;
operation

was performed on the following day. On account

of the presence of acute bronchitis chloroform anes-

thesia was used. It has been our custom in the past

to employ nitrous oxide gas and oxygen in all chest

conditions but on account of the danger of spread-

ing infection at operation due to improper relaxa-

tion from the use of nitrous oxide and oxygen,

chloroform was the anesthetic of choice. We found
the appendix gangrenous and the pelvis contained

pus. The abdomen was drained. For the first

twenty-four hours the temperature ran a normal
course. The following morning the skin was slightlv

jaundiced, there was a rise of temperature, the pulse

was good though a little rapid. The patient vomited
a little and during the day she became delirious, the

temperature rose, the pulse weakened, and she died

early on the morning of the third oay. The diag-

nosis of acute yellow atrophy of the liver was con-

'firmed at autopsy. It showed the liver pale yellow

in color, not especially smaller in size. It resembled

the liver of fatty degeneration, which was confinned
microscopically.

Two factors could have caused the fatal compli-

cation, namely, a late i)()isoning due to chloroform
anesthesia or the serious appendiceal infection. It

is impossible to come to a definite conclusion but

the cause of the complication seems to point rather

strongly to the anesthetic.

1427 North Broad Street.
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The Prevention of Venereal Diseases

By J(3SEPH BROADMAN, M. D.,

New York.

From various medical sources, increasingly fre-

quent in occurrence, come assertions that physicians

should be leaders in the movement of venereal dis-

ease prevention. Occasionally one even reads of

threats, on the part of some farseeing and well-

thinking colleague, that unless the members of the

medical profession take up that leadership the public

eventually will. Every one reading the literature

realizes that the profession is fully cognizant of the

danger to the nation from the world wide scourge,

venereal disease. Likewise there is complete unan-

imity of opinion that the danger has markedly

increased recently due to the war. But while all

agree as to the dangers, the leaders of the profes-

sion, with but few exceptions, have so far hesitated

to adopt, or to advise the adoption of, methods for

the prevention of venereal diseases that will bring

results.

We hear from all corners of the earth that the

prevention of disea.ses of all kinds is purely a

scientific matter, but somehow the ordinary methods
employed in the prevention of those diseases are not

usually applied to venereal diseases. Yet, why
should a group of afflictions causing more sufifering

than is possible to estimate Ijecause of the terrific

damage done—economically, morally and to the i)ub-

lic health—be so slighted ? Apparently the fact that

the subject is a touchy one and might arouse much
antagonism from certain ((uarters has a great deal

of influence with a large number of the profession.

Such antagonism is of slight imjjortance when com-
pared with the tremendous good that real preventive

measures could do for the public in safeguarding it

from those diseases. Attention is directed not only

to results from youthful errors, with a long train of

misfortune late in life, but also to the dangers that

may befall the victims' wives, children, relatives and
neighbors. No amount of excuses or difTerence of

opinion can possibly overcome the fact that, while

the grand discussion of "how to do it" goes on, many
people are becoming victims of venereal diseases who
might otherwise be protected from the calamity.

With these important points in mind I wrote an
article recently ( 1 ) giving the moral as well as the

medical phases of venereal prophylaxis. An earn-

est efifort was made to give the moral side of the

question full recognition. So it was asserted that

sexual intercourse in healthy marriage alone is the

only safe preventive, and that there are no substi-

tutes af¥ording the same degree of safety. Yet,

knowing that moral preachment alone is not com-
plete as a venereal disease preventive, an outline,

with specific directions for venereal prevention, was
given. The scientific correctness of the medical pre-

ventives recommended, as well as the detailed direc-

tions for their use, have the approval of some of the

most competent authorities in the country.

Until the time comes when the advantages from
venereal prophylaxis become public property, it is

hoped that the publication of the article mentioned

will serve as a stimulus for cooperation in this work
for the cause of humanity. Greater progress will be

made if some of the objections to teaching medical

prophylaxis to the public were discussed.

It is as.serted that preventive measures may, in

some instances, among the feebleminded, or among
those with weak will power, or perhaps among those

in a receptive mood, tend to relax the morality of

those persons. I state this objection in tlie broadest

form in order to embrace every angle of dispute.

Yet, after all due credit is allowed, that ol^jection only

tries to make a plea for feeblemindedness, lack of

will power, etc. Are the majority of the peoples in

the world in that class? The truth of the matter lies

in the fact that many men have never been con-

tinent. Can they suddenly be made so? Admitting

incontinence to be a fact, a knowledge of prevention

serves as a general public ])rotection. If every one

who knows these statements to be the truth, will

only apply that knowledge properly, feebleminded

-

ne.ss, will power, receptive moods and other such

lame excuses, which at best only operate in but few
instances, will not enter into a subject requiring

serious, prompt and efficient action.

The most important primary essential in a cam-
paign for the use of venereal prophylaxis must 1)6

education. Education, fir.st, of the ravages caused

by venereal diseases, past, present and future. The
public should be taught that, on account of the ex-

treme and farreaching dangers to innocent people

from those diseases, there are certain precautions

that can be applied after a sexual contact that should

not have taken place. Part of the public will learn

of the danger in this way. To be favorably influ-

enced in favor of the use of prophylaxis is natural,

but men could not be correctly suspected of becom-
ing less continent than heretofore because of that

knowledge. To them, the very need of a prophy-

lactic application will act as a constant reminder of

danger and also as a deterrent to immoral sexual

relations. It is a fact that such immoral relations

are highly dangerous ; once you drive that fact home
to all classes, good results will follow.

There are some, no doubt, who will pay no atten-

tion to the dangers involved. They never have and
perhaps never will. The knowledge of prophylaxis

to that part of society could not influence their

sexual behavior, except that, when properly used,

it will protect them, their wives, children, relatives

and neighbors from a terrible calamity.

During the late war, each government used every

available avenue of propaganda to impress most
forcibly upon their soldiers the real dangers from
venereal diseases. The recent increase in those dis-

eases proves conclusively that the danger was not

a sufficient preventive against promiscuous sexual

indulgence with certain people. However, army
records establish the fact that among the same classes

prophylaxis, when properly used, kept the venereal

disease rate down to a very low minimum.
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Moral teachinj:^ is important. It can work along-

side the i^reventive measures of the scientist. Moral

teaching alone, however, is not sufficient because

germs are not usually killed by moral suasion. A
l)etter purpose will be served and more valuable re-

sults obtained if we give people scientific protection

rather than frighten them. The physician df)es his

full dut^ if, aside- from adhering to his scientific

work, he also preaches the moralist's point of view.

The moral teachers have had their chance for cen-

turies and should go on with their work. When
they fail to influence a person or group, the scien-

tist's efforts should begin, because the spread of ven-

ereal diseases in the community does not add to its

morality.

No physician will state that certain patients who
have had a venereal disease, never exposed them-

selves after getting cured. A knowledge of prophy-

laxis, how^^ver. prevents new infections in many
such instances. If a bitter experience, such as having

had a venereal disease, does not deter one from
future exposures to infection, how can moral sua-

sion expect to do it? Illicit connections are errors

in people's lives. Should we consciously permit the

punishment, if such it be, permanently to blast both

the mistaken and their progeny? Regarded as a pun-

ishment for error, should there not be a just propor-

tion between the offense and the consequence ? Pre-

vention of opportunity for illicit exposure is neces-

sary ; where the opportunity is created, disease pre-

vention should exist.

A second point frequently brought out is that pre-

ventive measures may not be properly used and will

therefore not be efficacious.

Just as the hypothesis that preventives may not be

properly used, the opposite may be possible. It is

far more reasonable to expect that those who will

go to the inconvenience of providing themselves with

prophylactics will also take pains to consult their

physician as to their proper use. First the public

must be acquainted with their existence and the

results of their proper use.

A thorough campaign of education would not fail

to convey all information desired. Education was
used with tuberculosis, cancer, infantile paralysis

and other diseases. Why not with venereal diseases ?

If any one brought forward as eflfective a remedy
for the prevention of these diseases as the use of

immediate personal disinfection is for venereal dis-

eases, would any one hesitate to adopt it? With
other diseases, not so disastrous or numerous, the

greatest possible educational efforts are made along
the lines of prevention. Why not with venereal

diseases ?

Preventive medicine is the glorious gift to human-
ity by modern science. Physicians have always led

in it and will continue to do so. With a problem
of such magnitude, no one could expect public opin-

ion, including medical opinion, to crystallize sud-
denly. There is no reason to suppose that physicians

are not interested in the prevention of those par-

ticular diseases. Some few object to it on the

grounds that it is a form of selftreatment which it

really is not.

Tremendous educational propaganda has been car-

ried on to prevent ophthalmia neonatorum. Many
millions are spent annually to treat the blind. Many
more millions are spent annually in dispensaries,,

hospitals, asylums, poorhouses and in private prac-

tice to treat, surgically and medically, the sick, the

cri])pled, the feebleminded, the paralyzed and the

insane. Why not spend a small portion of that

money to prevent the diseases which cause these con-

ditions ?

People generally know little about the tubercle

bacilli and as little about the preventive possibilities

of tuberculosis. Yet they have learned enough about
both to justify one's hope that the mortality from
this disease will be still further reduced. Much has

already been accomplished, within the lifetime of

the present generation. The amount of knowledge
required for the proper use of venereal prophylaxis
is infinitely smaller and can therefore be promptly
learned. Once learned, the results would be uni-

formly effective.

Why should not a similar campaign be under-
taken to enlighten the people on venereal prophy-
laxis and the dangers from illicit sexual relations?

The use of medical prophylaxis is the largest single

factor in the prevention of venereal diseases. It is

the crucial point of any program to reduce venereal

diseases. If, aside from all other considerations,

we recall the large economic losses caused annuallv
by those diseases, such an educational campaign
recommends itself as most worthy. We should teach
the sick how to get well and the well how to keep
well. It is further stated that this is a great govern-
mental problem and should be handled by the gov-

ernment only.

That it would be most desirable for the national

government to undertake this work goes without

contradiction. The subject is of worldwide human
importance. But national governments frequently

look to public spirited bodies to undertake this work.
For this attitude governments have ample prece-

de!it. Witness the good work and results accom-
plished in the campaign against tuberculosis, cancer

and a number of other diseases. Most, if not all,

of that work was undertaken and successfully

achieved by private organizations supported by vol-

untary contributions. Not only is the work well

done, but the government and the taxpayers saved

the expense. It is sometimes necessary for jjrivate

organizations to undertake a work of this nature in

order to enlighten and crystallize public opinion.

The Modern Health Society has good reason to feel

that its work is generally approved, even from the

highest quarters.

Some have suggested that the dispensary should
give the necessary information. Whether this in-

formation is given by the government, public organi-

zations, private physicians or dispensaries, the public

will have to be informed of the fact that prophy-
laxis can be used. Many people will then get de-

tailed information for their use from their own
family jjhysician. But few will go to a dispensary
for this information, if their cases are likely to be
reported. It certainly would not do to wait until

one gets a venereal disease, for the treatment of

which he goes to a dispensary, to give him the in-

formation about prophylaxis. A great many never
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go to a dispensary, so they must get this information references.

elsewhere. Why should we hide the knowledge of l. Modem Health Advocate, published by The Modern
prevention from the puhlic, or from those who are Health Society, 132 West Fifty-eighth Street, New York,

about to suffer from venereal diseases? 132 West Fifty-eighth Street.

Vitiligo and Its Relationship to Syphilis

By CHARLES GREENE CUMSTON, M. D.,

Geneva, Switzerland.

Vitiligo and its relationship to syphilis has given
rise to much discussion in France and 1 propose to

consider this interesting subject as it stands today.

First of all let me give Darier's definition of vitiligo :

"A cutaneous dyschromia characterized by the de-

velopment of distincdy defined white spots sur-

rounded by a more or less hyperchromatic zone."
The simultaneous existence of achromia—the disap-

pearance of pigment at certain spots—and hyper-
chromia—the accumulation of pigment around de-

colorized spots— is consequently necessary in order
to speak of vitiligo. Likewise, the dyschromia must
be pure in the sense that the skin must offer no
change in aspect, structure or functions. La.stly, the

affection must be acquired, have appeared during
extrauterine life, and not be a congenital malforma-
tion.

Spots of vitiligo are either totally achromatic or
very hypochromatic, dull with a smooth surface,

feeling like normal skin, and never giving the sensa-

tion of cicatricial tissue. At their onset the spots

vary in size, are round or oval with distinct sinuous
borders, and are distributed at random over grayish
brown or blackish hyperchromatic areas which are
more tinted at the edges of the white spots. As in

the case of pigmentary syphilides, one has the im-

pression that the piginent has been pushed out of

the achromatic areas to the edges, and although the

transition from the achromatic area to the hyper-
chromatic is sudden the latter gradually and in-

sensibly blends with the peripheral normal skin.

As to hair implanted on the white spots, it is

usually completely decolorized, although it ma.\ re-

tain its normal tint for some time, but what is to

be especially noted is that it does not fall out, as

vitiligo does not cause alopecia. Neither does this

morbid process produce any change in the normal
sensibility of the skin, nor cause pain or pruritus.

To all appearances the cutaneous secretions are

normal. From the viewpoint of localization vitiligo

may occur on any portion of the cutaneous surface,

but it has a predilection for the back of the hand,

wrist, forearm, face and back, as well as the genital

organs and their neighborhood, and usually has a

marked tendency to symmetrical distribution. It is

not uncommon for the lesions to occupy simultane-

ously separate regions, such as the upper limbs and
the face or the scalp at the same tiine as the ab-

domen and thighs.

Nothing is less uniform than the evolution of

vitihgo. In some exce])tional cases its development
may be sudden and the process rapidly invade large

surfaces, but in the majority of cases its onset is

slow and progressive and is unaccompanied by any
local or general disturbance that might attract atten-

tion and it is merely by chance that the patient dis-

covers a spot or a dyschomatic group. The evolution

is gradual and almost insensible or it proceeds by
outbursts with very long intervals. Once developed
the process may vary with the seasons, being more
marked in summer than in winter, which is in con-

formity with most dyschromias, and it may be ambu-
latory and progressive, the white areas pushing aside

the hyperchromatic regions, while at the same time
their achromatic tint inay become so attenuated as

to resemble normal skin. As to the colored portions

pushed outwardly, they are limited by concave lines

and may form real detached islands giving the im-

pression of a true melanoderma. Pathologically,

there is no pigment in the basal stratum of cells of

the epidermis in the white spots, but it is abundant
in the basal stratum of the bordering layer. In this

zone a marked pigmentation of the dermis exists so

that histologically there is nothing by which to dif-

ferentiate vitiligo from leuconielanodermia.

Nothing precise is known as to the etiology of

vitiligo but we do know, and clinical observation has

furnished ample proof, that a relationship exists

between this process and disturbances or morbid
processes of the nervous system. The circumstances

under which the disease develops are extremely

variable ; it can follow shortly after an accident or

a nervous shock, or its origin may be detected in

some nervous congenital defect. But these condi-

tions may all be wanting and evidently something

else must be looked for to explain the unforeseen

appearance of vitiligo in an apparently healthy in-

dividual. Among some of the factors incriminated

local irritation of some sort has been considered,

vitiligo developing preferably on skin previously

hyperchromatic for some reason or other, such as

wearing a truss or an illfitting corset, and here arises

the question of syphilis as an etiological factor of

this cutaneous morbid process. Does lues act as a

general cause, for example like a nervous disturb-

ance or shock, or does it act like a local cause, such

as some form of trauma?
The idea of an etiological relationship between

.syphilis and vitiligo is not new, because in 1889

Tenneson considered this possibility by publishing

the case of a syphilitic patient, in whom, after

alopecia, vitiligo developed occupying the side of the

former lesion on the scalp, as well as appearing on

the trunk and lower limbs. In 1892, Ducastel re-

ferred to the case of a man who since the age of

three years had presented patches of vitiligo and
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since the age of twelve had buccal leucoplasia. But
in both these cases many data are wanting. For
instance, in Tenneson's case it is not stated whether
the vitiligo appeared after the syphilitic eruption and
on its site, the syphilis thus acting as a local factor.

This is important and observers have considered the

subject from the viewpoint of the action of syphilis

as a local or general cause.

The relationship between locomotor ataxia and
vitiligo has been pointed out by Thibierge, who
affirms that vitiligo may be the means of detecting

a tabes dorsalis in the preataxic stage, and after-

wards Lelcis and Chabrier have drawn attention

to vitiligo developing in patients with locomotor

ataxia. Ballet and Bauer have reported two in-

stances of symmetrical lesions of vitiligo coinciding

with a tabetic syndrome, while Marie and Guillain

have reported the case of a patient who presented

a vitiligo of the hands, scalp, neck, forehead,

sacrum and lower abdominal regions and although

they were unable to detect any real evidence of

syphilis the patient presented trophic ulcers on both

feet, abscence of the Achilles and patellar reflexes

and incontinence of urine.

These data have been brought forward by Marie
and Crouzon to show that vitiligo—in some cases at

least, is related to syphilis and they very properly

say that this point of view is by no means subversive

when the predilection of syphilis for the entire

nervous system is recalled and also when the fre-

quency of achromias and pigment dyschromias in

syphilis is considered. At about the same time

Prof. Gaucher demonstrated the similarity of nutri-

tional disturbances in vitiligo and syphilis.

The socalled idiopathic vitiligo is supposed to re-

sult from a chronic antointoxication, the morbid
agent acting by the intermediacy of the cutaneous
nerves and producing a pigmentary dystrophia.

Now, syphilis produces general nutritional disturb-

ances similar to those dependent upon chronic in-

toxications made evident by a decrease in the elimini-

zation of urea, a decrease in the percentage of

chlorides and azoturia
;
consequently there is no rea-

son why, according to Gaucher, vitiligo should not be
frequently found in syphilitic patients. From
numerous clinical examples it would appear that

syphilis plays a direct part in the production of

vitiligo and the analogy existing between this pri-

mary vitiligo and primary pigmentary syphilides is

striking.

In a profound study of this subject, Thibierge
points out that this direct part played by syphilis is

not the only one. In the cases I have referred to

none of the observers had seen any cutaneous lesions

on their patients that might have caused the appear-
ance of the vitiligo. Now, what Thibierge had un-
dertaken to show is that although sometimes directly

provoking the appearance of vitiligo, syphilis may
also play a part in the etiology of this lesion from
the viewpoint of its localization.

Pautrier, in referring to a case of vitiligo in a

luetic subject, had already established the identity

existing between this dyschromia and leucom^lano-
dermia and, according to Thibierge, a number of

cases should be examined. In the first jilace, under
certain circumstances, if trouble is taken to c|uestinn

patients, it will be found that occasionally a relation-

ship exists between the causes of the two processes,

that this relationship is often wanting, and that

syphilis should merely be regarded as one cause of

vitiligo. But on the other hand, syphilis plays a

causative or localizing part as well. Thus, an ulcer-

ating syphilide leaves behind a more or less irregular

cicatrix—often looking hardly like a cicatrix

—

which becomes surrounded by a diffuse pigmentation

more pronounced at the periphery. Little by little

the hyperpigmented surfaces develop, covering con-

siderable areas, and in the midst of these melani-

ferous areas rounded zones appear in which the in-

tegument is decolorized although not preceded by
either ulcerative processes or changes in the dermis.

The initial lesion, a leutic one, seems, according
to Thibierge, to have acted like an excitant. It may,
perhaps, have provoked a vasomotor or trophic ac-

tion, and like a form of irritation, set up disturb-

ances in the distribution of the pigment. This meta-
syphilitic vitiligo, says Thibierge, is similar to that

observed in women whose corsets fit badly and
which succeeds excoriations, while a hernia truss can
produce very extensive vitiligo.

Beside these facts there are others more difficult

to interpret, where ulcerating or tuberculous syphi-

lides, after they have healed, leave a decolorized

area surrounded by an intense pigmentation which
extends, invading considerable areas. The decolor-

ized areas then lose their cicatricial aspect, become
smooth, flat, and assume the aspect of vitiligo abso-

lutely, the achromatic spots exactly reproducing the

shape of the syphilides which they have succeeded.

It is quite natural that first of all it is supposed that

such a case is similar to the preceding ones, the

lesion having, at a certain phase of its evolution,

the same objective characters, but circumstances can,

as in one of Thibierge's cases, allow one to watch
the evolution of this pseudovitiligo and then it will

be seen that it is simply a more or less extensive

form of syphilitic dyschromia secondary to lesions

which it suceeds in situ. In the same way an ab-

normal roseola, on account of its extension, may
leave a leucomelanoderma of vitiliginous aspect in

its place and which nevertheless does not fulfil the

requirements of Darier's definition. However, with

the exception of the later instances, the influence of

syphilis on vitiligo appears to be almost a certainty,

but first as pigmentary syphilides of the neck are re-

lated to two different processes of evolution, vitiligo

is likewise related to syphilis in two different

ways.
In one case it will be impossible to discover a local

cause, syphilitic or otherwise, having preceded the

vitiligo, so that observers have had to consider an
influence either direct or by the intermediacy of the

nervous system. In point of fact all the patients in

question offered unquestionable signs of syphilis or
the tabetic syndrome. Vitiligo occurs with peculiar

frequency in other nervous affections, such as ex-

ophthalmic goitre and syringomyelia. In other cases,

if the patient is syphilitic, another factor intervenes,

namely, the presence of ulcerous or tuberculoulcer-

ous cutaneous lesions and it is following those and
in their proximity that vitiligo or leucomelanoderma
develops.
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Venereal Disease: A Public Peril*

By THE HONORABLE WILLIAM RENWICK RIDUELL, LL. D.,

Toronto.

It is a commonplace that man from the cradle

to the tomb is surrounded by perils, manifold and
diverse, and that do what he will he may fall a vic-

tim to disease or misfortune. But he who is fore-

warned is forearmed, and it is of enormous ad-

vantage tliat we should be informed of the dangers
which surround us in order that we may as far as

possible guard against tlicm. It is the function and
the duty of the council, over which I have the honor
to preside, to awaken the people of Canada to one
cfess of danger, all too little known. It is not a

pleasant subject to discuss either in public or in

private ; it is not so pleasant to speak of the sewer
and cesspool as of the park and the public garden,

but it may be as necessary and is more useful.

The subject of venereal disease has long been
tabooed in ordinary society ; it has been thotight that

it was offensive to modesty ; that it could not be dis-

cussed by decent or modest people ; that only the

doctor and perhaps the nurse should know anything
of these diseases, and even they should speak of them
only professionally. The idea, has been prevalent,

too prevalent, that they are btit the wages of sin,

the punishment of impurity, the result of wicked
passion, wickedly indulged in. The young, the

adolescent, have been shielded from the knowledge
that such things are, and it would be imputed as a

sin and a shame for a yotmg man—and still more
for a young woman—to acquaint himself with the

causes or the effects of venereal disease.

All this has been of infinite harm to the race.

You cannot clean out a cesspool by covering it with
a white cloth

; you cannot prevent the infection of

smallpox by dusting the ])atient with talcum pow-
der ; vice and crime flourish none the less because
they are ignored.

If the common idea were true and these diseases

but the punishment of the sinner, we could have
little or nothing to say. But it is not the sinner

whom we have chiefly in mind, it is the inno-

cent victim of the sin of others, the wife, the child,

the unsuspecting prey to vile infection. The crying

necessity of today is to combat and to overcome the

current conception of these diseases.

We expected when we undertook this great and
necessary work to meet difficulties, not so much
active opposition as passive lethargy. We expected

to walk as through a newly ploughed field with mud
clinging to and obstructing the feet. We expected
to meet the inertia of good people, of sincerely good
people, the prejudice of our best. But these have
been interested from the first and we are more than

cheered with the results already attained. It is a

great triumph that decent men and women can meet
and discuss .syphilis and gonorrhea face to face,

without a feeling of constraint ; can speak of them
to each other without shame and together arrange
means to combat them. And that is achieved.

*Address delivered before the Canadian National Council for Com-
batting Venereal Disease, Toronto, April 22, 1921.

Notwithstanding the information which we and
others have been able to spread, there is still great

ignorance of the ravages of venereal disea.se. It has

been said so often that it may have lost much of its

force, that there are probably half a million persons
in the Dominion of Canada infected with syphilis

—

in Toronto probably at least 40,000—and many
more with gonorrhea.

But let us give more concrete exam|jles. One
of the most important wards in a great hospital is

the gynecological ward for the treatment of dis-

eases of women, and a great proportion of the pa-

tients in such wards are sent there through venereal

disease. If these disea.ses were abolished tomorrow,
the gynecological ward might almost be closed so

far as future patients are concerned. Many a young
bride finds herself in such a ward, and not a few
find an early grave from infection from those who
have just sworn to love and cherish them. Not long
ago a mother came to me with a heart rending
story of her beatitiftil and accomplished daughter,
dying within a few months of her marriage, killed

by infection from her husband's disease.

0{ those blind from birth, which constitute four
fifths of all the blind, more than ten per cent, are

blind because of infection at birth.

The other day I told the Treasurer of the Prov-
ince that if we could abolish venereal disease and its

c()nse(|uences, we would save seventy per cent, of

all the expenditures of the province on hospitals and
asylums—and my assertion was well within the

mark. The imbecile, the moron, the insane, the

paralytic, are in many instances the fruit of the dire

enemy, syphilis, and the province is burdened with
the support of the helpless ; the case of the criminal

and the near criminal is in great measure her

work.
There is much to be told of the method of infec-

tion : there is still much to learn. The other day I

was told by a great New York physician that after

many years' study and experience he was by no
means certain that he knew all the many ways
whereby the disease was spread. Indeed we cannot
always be absolutely certain , whether a person is

infected. Hundreds and thousands of persons are

infected without their knowing it and the celebrated

Sir William Osier used to say that if the diagnosti-

cian knew the many forms which that disease took,

all other things diagnostic were added unto him.

While the presence of certain well known symp-
toms makes it certain that the disease exists, their

absence does not make it certain that the disease

does not exist.

It is one of our duties to teach the ways of these

diseases, but that is only one of our duties ; another

is to identify and to cure. There are seven clinics

in active operation in Toronto ; and these are well

attended. I am informed that as many as two hun-
dred patients are to be found in a clinic in one day.

Think what this means. Two hundred men afilicted
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with a deadly disea.se, sufFering themselves, a peril

to the rest of the community. Life shortened a

fourth or more, efficiency and a])ility to earn dimin-

ished by half, perha])s gone altogether; unless a

cure is effected, locomotor ataxia, disablement, per-

haps paresis, certainly diminished mental capacity,

hardening of the arteries, shuffling oiT to a prema-
ture grave. What a spectacle !

But that is not all, not even half. The innocent

wife infected, suffering and dying, the children born
weaklings in body and in mind

;
perhaps, as is too

often the case, imbecile or at least of small mental
equipment, unable to learn like other children, fatally

handicapped in the work of life. It is from such

that many of our prostitutes are made, many of those

guilty of sexual and other crimes, most of the in-

mates of our asylums for the feebleminded. The
father being unable to earn a livelihood for his fam-
ily the mother may be forced to work and so to

neglect her children, or the children deprived of

their right to a childhood of freedom from care and
toil, their right to at least a few years of happiness.

And these are they for whom the city or the province

must care. It is money in the pocket of both to

strike at the root, to abolish the cause.

There are good women and good men who are

devoted to the blind, giving up leisure and rest to

help even a little to mitigate their hard lot. Will

they not take an interest in a work which is to pre-

vent blindness in the future generations? There are

good women and good men who watch over and
care for the feebleminded; will they not help us to

prevent feeblemindedness increasing? There are

good women and good men who give themselves to

caring for the insane. Will they not lend their aid

in striking at the root of much of the insanity? Our
splendid boys passed over the seas to fight and if

need be to die, that Canada might be free. Are we
not all called upon to do all we can to make Canada
clean, to make and keep the manhood and woman-
hood of Canada what God intended them to be,

straight and fair and pure?
We, the council, can do little of ourselves ; we can

do everything with the help of our countrymen and
countrywomen. We ask for your assistance—finan-

cial assistance, for nothing can be done w'ithout

money ; but far more we ask for your personal in-

terest in our work and your sympathy with us in our
objects, and we know Toronto and Canada too well

to fear that we shall not succeed.

We intend to work in harmony with the council

in Great Britain and with similar organizations in

other countries, especially in our nearest neighbor,

the United States, whose problems are almost iden-

tical with our own. We confidently appeal for aid,

moral and material, to the patriotic citizens of
Canada.

OsGooDE Hall.

A Solution of Sodium Iodide for Use in Urological

X Ray Studies* [

New Technic for Its Employment

By MAXIMILIAN STERN, M. D..

and I. SYDNEY RITTER, M. D.,

New York.

During a series of experiments with a solution

of sodium iodide in the remote manifestations of

Neisserian infections (1), it occurred to us that the

solution in the form in which it was being supplied

to us would lend itself admirably to renal injection.

At that time we were employing ampules contain-

ing twenty c.c. of a ten per cent, solution of the

salt. Radiograms, were satisfactory, but not quite

as definite as could be desired. The conspicuous
lack of irritating symptoms, however, encouraged
us to order ampules of the same size containing a
twenty per cent solution, and again we noted no
disagreeable effects upon the patient. This sj^t is

certainly less irritating and more easily disposed
of by the kidney than any we had hitherto em-
ployed, including the bromides, iodides and
thorium.

A technic was evolved (Fig. 1) which was more
convenient than any we had previously employed.
It is only necessary to open the ampule and apply

•From the I'rologic Service of the Broad Street Hospital in the
City of New York.

a two hole cystoscopic rubber cap. Through one
opening of the cap the ureter cathe-

ter from the patient is inserted, and
through the other a short length of
discarded ureter catheter to extend to
the bottom of the ampule. To the
free end of this catheter a twenty
c.c. Luer syringe filled with air is ap-
plied for the purpose of emptying the
ampule by air pressure.

1X1
A

Fig. 1.—.Apparatus for applying sodium iodide solution for x ray-

studies. A. catheter from patient; B, ampoule of sodium iodide,
twenty per cent, twenty c.c; C. Luer syringe containing air: D.
double perforated cystoscope cap.
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Editorial Articles

ARABIAN AND GREEK MEDICINE
IN ROME.

Arabian medicine, especially from the therapeutic

aspect, has always held a high place and therefore

its history is not only valuable but fascinating. In

the present time of strain and unrest, when forces

are at work to destroy thoughts and ideals the

products of centuries of struggle, the clarifying

effect of history should be desired and sought. The

need of historical knowledge is as obvious in medi-

cine as in other branch of learning. Such a knowl-

edge is calculated to counteract the state of confi-

dence engendered in the medical student's mind by

the apex to which medicine has reached, or is sup-

posed to have reached.

Medical history has been greatly neglected by the

medical profession, partly because of the dry

as dust nature of the histories hitherto published.

A reproach of this kind cannot, however, be brought

against two of the Fitzpatrick Lectures of 1919-20

and those of 1909-10. The former of these, by

Edward G. Browne, deal with Arabian medicine

and are published in book form by the Cambridge

University Press. The latter are by that remark-

ably able and versatile physician and writer. Sir T.

Cliflford Allbutt, regius professor of physic at the

University of Cambridge, and are published in book

form by Macmillan, London. No accusation of

dryness can be brought against the authors of these

two groups of lectures. Browne's lectures seem -to

exhale the atmosphere of the mysterious East, and

even suggest in places tales from the Arabian Nights.

At the outset the lecturer pointed out a fact not

generally recognized, that Arabian medicine was not,

speaking accurately, altogether Arabian medicine.

It was not mainly the work of Arabs or even Mo-
hammedans, but of Syrians, Hebrews, or Persians,

of the Christian, Jewish or Magian faith. By Ara-

bian medicine the torch of Greek medicine was kept

aflame through the Dark Ages until the dawn of

the Renaissance. But although Arabian medicine

was by no means wholly Arabian, the acquisition of

Greek medical learning brought into Persia by refu-

gees was greatly stimulated by the Abbasid Caliphs

of Bagdad, under whose fostering care learned men
were attracted to their courts, and the translation

of Greek manuscripts into Arabic was encouraged.

As is pointed out in a review of Professor Browne's

lectures in the Spectator, August 20, 1921, some

Greek manuscripts, lost in the original, are preserved

in Arabic translations, seven books of Galen's

Anafoinx being among the number. It would fur-

ther appear that many of the earlier translations were

made from Greek into Syriac and from the latter

language Arabic translations were made later.

The lectures afford little evidence that progress

was made by the Arab writers in the science of

medicine nor did the lecturer think that further re-

search will be fruitful in this field. The chief merit

of the Arabs was that they were keen observers of

Nature. Some of their clinical work was good. The

well known Rhazes, whose real name was Abu Bekr

Muhammad ibu Zakariyya of Kay, called in Arabic

ar-Kazi, gave in his Hawi or Continens an ex-

cellent account of his differential diagnosis of pye-

litis or urinary fever from malaria. Rhazes also

wrote what is probably the earliest monograph on

smallpox and measles.

Abu Ali Husayn Ibn Abdullah Ibn Sina, who

lived between A. D. 980-1037, was another distin-

guished Arabian physician and wrote the celebrated

Quaniin. He was a versatile man, being not only

a physician but a prime minister and poet. It is

maintained with some plausibility that he wrote the

quatrain attributed to Omar Khayyam

:

Up from Earth's Centre through the Seventh Gate
I rose, and on the Throne of Saturn sate,

And many a Knot unravel'd by the Road

;

But not the Master-knot of Human Fate.

In the third lecture many good anecdotes are re-

lated, one of the most amusing of which is the de-

scription of Rhazes's adoption of heroic measures

in the treatment of the Amir Mansur for rheumatic

joints. The treatment consisted of psychotherapy

and physiotherapy, a treatment so drastic, that

the physician was compelled to flee from the court.

Love is classed in the Quaiiuii under the head of

cerebral or mental diseases. As Professor Browne

has said, there were few notable physicians among
the Arabs themselves and yet by their encourage-

ment of others they have placed the world under a

great debt to them. Sir Clififord Allbutt's lectures,

while they cannot be designated as dry, are weightier

and dnore difficult to read than those of Professor

Browne. The Romans received practically all their

scientific medicine from the Greeks. Consequently,

he finds it incumbent upon him to trace the develop-

ment of scientific ideas in early Greece. Thales,

who lived 640-548 B. C, had already advanced the

theory that evolution began from some indifferent

primary substance. Parmenides postulated a doc-

trine of the conservation of matter. The atomic
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theory was evolved in the fifth century B. C. by

Leucippns and Democritus, and built up on the law

of evolution by relative proportions, which again

was based on the work of Pythagoras on harmonies.

In the review of Greek medicine the Alexandrian

school is especially mentioned and the doings of

such famous Greek practitioners as Asclepiades,

Aretaus, and Galen are "sketched in some detail. The

Pneumatists, the Methodists, the Empiricists are

briefly explained, an explanation obviously necessary,

considering the influence these sects exerted on medi*-

cal progress.

Other lectures and essays, in addition to the Fitz-

patrick Lectures, are contained in the volume by

Sir Clifford Allbutt, Lectures on Byzantine Medi-

cine and Salerno, and particularly worthy of notice

an essay dealing with scientific medicine, Medicine

in the Twentieth Century. These Fitzpatrick Lec-

tures are valuable as history on a subject where good

history is badly needed. They are not only good

history but excellent examples of high literary

knowledge and skill. Arabian medicine is well re-

vealed by Professor Browne, whose lectures are

amusing and fascinating as well as learned and in-

formative. Of Sir Clifford Allbutt's medical knowl-

edge and literary gifts little remains to be said.

Medical history has been appreciably advanced to

the great benefit of the profession by the publication

of these lectures.

THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY.
A comparison of psychoanalysis as a psychologi-

cal method with the older experimental psychology

has been undertaken by Dr. Oskar Pfister. He is

trained in psychology, he is thoroughly acquainted

with psychoanalysis. He knows through experience

the application of the latter to the problems which

beset the adolescent as well as the adult. He has

had opportunity to observe the failure of the older

classical psychology to reach the vital problems which

lie in all these territories.

Tt is with this authority of the man of experience

that he takes up the question of the position of

psychoanalysis in a recent volume {Zum Kampf um
die Psychoanalyse, Infernationaler psychoanalytis-

cher Verlag, Leipzig, Vienna, 1920). He is frankly

aware of the aims and the methods of the older

psychology. He pays all deference to the sincerity

and the results as far as they go. Yet he realizes

that psychoanalysis begins where the older psychol-

ogy of necessity leaves ofif. He is able to cite a

number of psychologists, pedagogues, p.sychiatrists

who have expressed the dissatisfaction felt in re-

gard to former methods and their capacity for reach-

ing human problems. This in many cases means a

recognition that the principles of psychoanalysis

olfer a means of progress where the older methods

offered nothing.

Pfister is ready to examine some of the criticisms

launched against psychoanalysis. It cannot be ob-

jected, he urges, that psychoanalysis is not an ex-

perimental psychology. Wundt's definition of ex-

periment is this : "The experiment consists of an

observation which is combined with the voluntary

action of the observer upon the origin and the course

of the phenomena to be observed," conditions which

psychoanalysis fulfills. Furthermore, psychoanalysis

applies its observation to more than voluntarily sub-

mitted matter. It considers all regions of the psyche,

those also which are completely withdrawn from the

ordinary experiment, those deep within the person-

ality or those which have gone out into the highest

expressions of genius. It follows the intricacies and

varieties of individual action, not confining itself to

the following out of mathematically conceived laws.

Still further it examines its objects not in artificial

isolation but in their natural setting in the whole of

life. Psychoanalysis is the first scientific individual

psychology. Its interest is the individual develop-

ment within the subject himself and in relation to the

society in which he moves.

Pfister removes certain other objections to psy-

choanalysis. He makes a simple clear statement of

the place the sexual holds in Freud's theory. Freud's

aim was not to press an exclusively sexual interpre-

tation upon all discovered. The fact, however, was

that he found the sexual to have far more place in

the hidden, mental life than any one had supposed.

This is true whether sexual is considered in its more

limited sense or with that wider meaning with which

Freud has used the word to cover many manifesta-

tions indirectly related to sex.

Pfister further exonerates Freud from an attempt

to make a philosophy of his psychology. "His

classical psychoanalytic works are completely free

from philosophical discussions. This omission—be

it an advantage or a disadvantage—is connected no

doubt with his personal professional position and

talent but certainly also with his great modesty to-

ward problems of which he does not as specialist

and master have control." Pfister counts Freud the

first great positivist in psychology in that he has

broken with the idea that given objective facts with

their definite connections were the only objects of

psychology. As he had to turn away to wider and

deeper territory so also he had to forsake the meth-

ods of such dogmatic psychology.

This fair statement of the situation convinces the

reader that psychoanalysis has advanced through the
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Spirit which the writer advocates, that it will fully

win and maintain its place in the field of scientific

psychology. For as Pfister says, "What must neces-

sarily serve as sword and shield for the champion

of psychoanalysis are courage and humility."

THE GOSPEL OF CLEANLINESS.
Personal and domestic cleanliness is now recog-

nized by the medical profession generally as one

of the main planks in the campaign of preventive

medicine. The carrying into effect of public health

measures wisely conceived has resulted in the prac-

tical abolition and deadly epidemics which at one

time devastated populations, that is, in civilized

countries, but the influence of vmclean conditions

is still shown in backward countries, such as in

parts of Asia and South America. This baneful

influence has been more strikingly exemplified in

lands most affected by the war, Russia and Poland,

for instance, where diseases such as typhus, born

of and fostered by dirt, are flourishing like the green

bay tree. As previously stated, in civilized coun-

tries many fearful epidemic diseases have been

wiped out to all intents and purposes, and at the

present time efforts are being directed chiefly to-

ward driving out dirt in houses and to the preach-

ing of the gospel of personal hygiene. John Wesley

once said that cleanliness was next to godliness, and

it is true that an individual who is not personally

clean and whose immediate surroundings are not

more or less immaculate is unable to preserve true

selfrespect and is certain to deteriorate and even

to become degraded to a greater or less extent.

In an eloquent address delivered at a recent meet-

ing of the British Sanitary Inspectors' Association,

Sir James Crichton Browne enunciated with much

clarity the tenets of personal cleanliness and domes-

tic hygiene. It may be interpolated here that to

the influence of the Mosaic law can be traced the

evolution of domestic and personal hygiene. The

Greeks and Romans largely practiced the cult of

the bath, while at the present time the palm for

frequent bathing must be awarded to the Japanese,

who alone of the Asiatic peoples preach and prac-

tice personal and domestic cleanliness. In Tokio

there are today eight hundred public baths in which

three hundred thousand persons, or about one-

fourth of the population, bathe every day at the

cost of one cent for each hot bath. Beside this,

every family, except some of the poorest, has its own
private bathroom in the house, or at least, a tub

and plenty of hot water. Great numbers of Jap-

anese take two or three hot baths a day, and express

great amazement at the foreigner who refuses to

take even one. It is (juite obvious, however, that

adequate facilities for bathing should be provided

in every country, in order that a high standard of

health may be maintained.

Sir James Crichton Browne dealt at length with

another cjuestion which ultimately concerns the

health of the pe<)i)le at large and ])erhaps consti-

tutes the most dangerous obstacle on the road to

health ; this is venereal disease. He declared with-

out equivocation that .syphilis should be prevented

and stated in the ])lainest terms that the spread of

venereal disease could be prevented by the prompt

use of appropriate methods of disinfection. This

is the policy of the British Society for the Preven-

tion of Venereal Disease, but is one which does

not find favor with a considerable proportion of the

British medical profession, although Sir James

Crichton Browne "is convinced that at the present

time it is the most effective weapon in combating

venereal disease."

Of course, there are always two sides to a ques-

tion. The Society for the Prevention of Venereal

Disease asserts that during the war immediate

selfdisinfection proved its efificacy without a shadow

of a doubt, and that under civil conditions it could

be adopted, if not with equally good results, at any

rate with results that are eminently satisfactory.

The British National Council for Combating Ven-

ereal Diseases oppose this decided expression of

opinion, and deny that immediate selfdisinfection

is either feasible or desirable among a civil popula-

tion.

The fact remains that venereal disease is re-

markably prevalent, that it is wreaking incalculable

harm, and that existing measures appear to have

no great retarding influence on its progress. The

real point seems to be that while remedial and

curative measures are immensely improved, the true

policy is prevention rather than treatment ; how-

ever greatly such treatment may be improved.

Some authorities aver that beyond a certain stage

syphilis is incurable. Immediate disinfection may
not be so effective or so easily applied as its advo-

cates declare, yet if a goodly proportion of cases

of venereal disease are prevented by its adoption,

the method appears to be worthy of trial.

This is an international matter of the most seri-

ous import, and is of as great interest to the medical

profession in this country as in any other country.

It would therefore be instructive and valuable to

learn the views of the American medical profession

on immediate selfdisinfection. Army surgeons

here should have something to say on the subject.

Nothing very effective can be done in preaching

the gospel of cleanliness so long as venereal dis-
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eases rage. The most essential step to be taken

to further the cause of cleanliness, preventive medi-

cine is to derive means to kill or severely scotch

these most destructive and insidious diseases of the

day. Also the question should be discussed without

prejudice or animus by the medical profession in

all parts of the world, and in these discussions the

American medical profession should play a leading

part.

HISTORY AGAIN REPEATS
"Some time in the month of October — , I attended

Miss A. C. with a rheumatism in her hip joint, which

yielded for awhile to the several remedies for that

disease. In the month of November it returned with

great violence, accompanied with a severe toothache.

Suspecting the rheumatic affection was excited by

the pain in her tooth, which was decayed, I directed

it to be extracted. The rheumatism immediately left

her hip and she recovered in a few days. She has

continued ever since free from it.

"Soon after this I was consulted by Mrs. J. R.

who had been afifected for several weeks with dys-

pepsia and toothache. Her tooth, though no mark of

decay appeared in it, was drawn by my advice. The

next day she was relieved from her distressing

stomach complaints, and has continued ever since to

enjoy good health. From the soundness of the ex-

ternal part of the tooth, and the adjoining gum, there

was no reason to suspect a discharge of matter from

it had produced the disease in the stomach.

"Some time in the year , 1 was consulted by the

father of a young gentleman in BaltiniDre who had

been affected with epilepsy. 1 inquired into the state

of his teeth, and was informed that several of them

in his upper jaw were much decayed. I directed

them to be extracted. . . . He followed my advice,

in consequence of which I had lately the pleasure of

hearing from his brother that he was perfectly

cured.

"I have been made happy by discovering that I

have only added to the observations of other physi-

cians, in ])ointing out a connection between the ex-

traction of decayed and diseased teeth and the cure

of general diseases."

"I cannot help thinking that our success in llie

treatment of all chronic diseases would be very much

promoted by directing our inquiries into the state

of the teeth in .sick people, and by advising their

extraction in every case in which they are decayed."

If the reader were asked to insert the year where

it has been omitted in the printing of the f|Uotation

given above, we believe, save (hat a suspicion aroused

by the style might cause him [o hesitate, that

he would at once say that the first two figures

must be 19. As a matter of fact the true date is

1801, and the apparently recent remarks are from

the pen of Benjamin Rush. Truly there is nothing

new under the sun, or at least nothing nutch, and

we should blush at the selfrighteous hue and cry

we make over some of our medical "discoveries."

It is quite true that Dr. Rush knew nothing of

bacteria nor of focal infection, but this only makes

his suspicion of the connection between a defective

tooth and a lame hip the more remarkable. As for

the other cases, we are not sure but that Rush saw

more clearly the true connection between primary

disease and secondary disease, for we are too likely

to ride our hobby of focal infection when we should

be mounted on a horse of another color.

RECOGNITION.
Here and there we find an admirer of Samuel But-

ler, one who reads and revels in his brilliant elucida-

tion of unconscious memory as the prime factor in

evolution. To most American readers Butler is

known only as a writer of fiction. In England and

on the Continent his works on evolution have a small

yet ever growing circle of admirers. When he at-

tacked Darwin's major hypotheses of evolution he

was ignored and cast aside, yet his theories are in-

finitely more sound and have more potentiality in

their relationship to evolution, biology and the medi-

cal sciences.

Bergson has used many of Butler's ideas in the

construction of his philosophy. Shaw's latest play.

Back to MctJiusalcJi, epitomizes Butler's ideas.

Semon, one of Europe's keenest minds, frequently

quotes Butler. Rivers in his book Instinct and the

Unconscious, gives Butler credit for having estab-

lished unconscious memory on a fundamental scien-

tific basis. And many others could be cited who
have dug into the scientific works of this writer who
is little known for his offerings to science. Dar-

win's name, position and popularity overshadowed
him, yet Butler's work was more fundamental. He
was a simple layman ; he had not even worked in a

laboratory. What had he to oflfer to science ? Much !

Much more than many hoaryheaded scientists who
were stifled by the thick walls of their colleges ; more
than many who did not have an original fundamental

idea: more tliaii those who fortified themselves with

inustv volumes and ponderous degrees.

Butler wrote four small volumes on evolution.

These will live when many standard textbooks have

been revised—and buried. They wiJl one day serve

as a foundation for a new concept of evolution

—

unconscious memory. American readers would do

well to read more of Samuel P>inler's scientific
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works. In them they will find ideas worthy of

careful consideration, ideas that may serve as

foundations for constructive building.

SPECIAL CARDIO\^ASCULAR NUMBERS.
In order better to formulate our program we

have decided to postpone the publication of our first

special cardiovascular number until January 18th.

So much material of a high quality has been received

that two issues will be neces.sary. These numbers
will contain the latest researches on diseases of the

heart and bloodvessels. Among the contributors will

be the foremost authorities on this suljject in Europe
and America. These numbers on the heart and
bloodvessels will be worthy of careful reading.

News Items.

Immunization Clinic at New York Hospital.

—

On Tuesday and Thursday evenings a clinic will

be held at the New York Hospital for the treatment

of hay fever, asthma, eczema, and poison ivy. Im-

munization against typhoid fever and diphtheria

will also be administered.

Dinner to Dr. Gibney.— Dr. Virgil P. Gibney,

for fifty years surgeon to the Hospital for Rup-
tured and Crippled Children, New York, was given

a testimonial dinner at the Hotel Commodore, on

the evening of November 22d, by the physicians

associated with him in his work, as an expression of

appreciation of his long and faithful service.

New York Academy of Medicine Election.

—

Dr. Arthur B. Duel was elected vice-president of

the New York Academy of Medicine for three years

at the annual election held on December 1st. Dr.

Royal S. Haynes was elected recording secretary

and Dr. Charles L. Dana, trustee for a term of five

years. Dr. George David Stewart's term of office

as president has not expired.

Medical Society of the County of New York.

—

At the one hundred and fifteenth annual meeting of

this society, held November 28, 1921, the following

officers were elected for the ensuing year : President,

Dr. Orrin S. Wightman ; first vice-president. Dr.

Arthur F. Chace ; second vice-president, Dr. Eugene
H. Pool

;
secretary. Dr. Daniel S. Dougherty ; assist-

ant .secretary.. Dr. Jnlm Milton Mabbott ; treasurer.

Dr. James Pedersen ; assistant treasurer. Dr. Wil-

liam TenEyck Elmendorf.

Dr. Lorenz Cordially Received at the Academy
of Medicine.—Dr. Lorenz delivered an address
before the Society of Medical Jurisprudence at the

New York Academy of Medicine, Monday evening,

December 12th. He was introduced by Dr. Dexter
D. Ashley and received a warm reception. Dr.

Nathan B. Van Etten, the chairman, referring to

him as the leader in his field. In the course of his

address Dr. Lorenz said that he hoped his visit

would promote, the idea that war and science were
incompatible. He said that just as human sufifering

was international, so science and the relief of suf-

fering were international and that the only war that

should be waged was war against disease.

Health Commissioner Copeland Asked to Serve
Another Term.— Dr. Royal S. Copeland has been
asked to serve as health commis.sioner for another
term of four years. He has not yet made a decision

in the matter.

Typhus in Russia.—According to press de-

spatches from Moscow, typhus fever is sweeping
Russia with increasing violence, especially in the

regions where famine is severe. There are more
than two thousand cases of the disease in the hos-

pitals of Moscow.

Medical Intern at St. Elizabeth's Hospital.

—

Applications will be received by the United States

Civil Service Commission up to March 1, 1922, for

an examination to fill the position of medical intern

at St. Elizabeth's Hospital, Washington
;

salary,

$1,200 a year and maintenance.

Civil Service Examination for Rontgenologist.
—Vacancies in the position of rontgenologist in the

United States Veteran Bureau and the Public Health
Service will be filled from examinations to be held

by the United States Civil Service Commissions.
Applications will be received up to March 31, 1922.

An Unusual Case of Multiparity.—A report
comes from Mexico City that on December 10th a
woman in Tampico gave birth to eight children, all

stillborn. The mother is said to be well. The Mex-
ico City Medical Association is investigating the

authenticity of the report.

Public Health Service Needs Surgeon's Assist-

ants.—The Lhiited States Civil Service Commis-
sion announces an examination for surgeon's assist-

ant in the dental, eye, ear, nose and throat work to

fill vacancies in the United .States Public Health
Service. Applications will be received up to March
31, 1922.

More Deaths by Violence in Chicago.—It is re-

ported that the number of homicides, suicides and
deaths by violence in Chicago this year will break
the city's record. The total deaths from these causes
number 2,525, for the first eleven months of the year,

compared with 2,117 during the first eleven montlis

of 1920 and 2,360 for the entire year.

Bacteriologists Wanted in the Public Health
Service.—The United States Civil Service Com-
mission announces examinations for the positions

of bacteriologist, associate bacteriologist, assistant

bacteriologist and junior bacteriologist in the United
States Public Health Service. Applications for

these examinations will be received by the commis-
sion at Washington until March 31, 1922.

Annual Meeting of Railway Surgeons.—The
thirty-first annual meeting of the New York and
New England Association of Railway Surgeons
was held in New York on Saturday, October 29th,

and was one of the most successful meetings ever
held by the association. The following officers were
elected for the ensuing year : President, Dr. Donald
Guthrie, of Sayre, Pa. ; first vice-president, Dr. J.
K. Stockwell, of Oswego, N. Y. ; second vice-presi-

dent. Dr. Edgar Vander Veer, of Albany, N. Y.

;

treasurer. Dr. J. M. Hamilton, of Rutland, Vt.

;

recording .secretary, Dr. Horace H. LeSeur, of
Batavia, N. Y. ; c^rrespondino- secretary, Dr. George
Chafifee, of Binghamton, N. Y.
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Public Health Service Entrance Examinations.

—The examinations of candidates for entrance into

the Regular Corps of the United States PubHc
Health Service will be held on January 9, 1922, at

Washington, D. C, and San Francisco, Cal. Can-

didates must be between twenty-two and thirty-two

years of age, and graduated from a reputable medical

school. They must pass satisfactory oral, written,

and clinical tests before a board of medical officers.

Successful candidates will be recommended for ap-

pointment by the President with the advice and con-

sent of the Senate. Requests for information or

permission to take this examination should be ad-

dressed to the Surgeon General, United States Pub-

lic Health Service, Washington, D. C.

National Health Exposition at Louisville.

—

Under the auspices of the United States Public

Health Service, the State Board of Health (jf Ken-

tucky, the Jefferson County Board of Health, and the

Health Department of the City of Louisville, a health

exposition will be held in Louisville, Ky., February
1 to 9, 1922. There will be exhibits in hospitaliza-

tion, dentistry, medicine and pharmacy. The Ur>'-

versity of Louisville, the public school system, and
various local, state and national health organizations

will participate. The annual conference of the city

and county health officers, the annual convention of
• the Kentucky State Public Health Association and

other health meetings are already scheduled in con-

nection with the exposition. An institute will be

conducted by the United States Pulilic Health

Service.

Physiotherapy Clinics for Physicians.—The
American Electrotherapeutic Association and the

New York Electrotherapeutic Society have arranged

a joint midwinter clinical session to be held on De-
cember 29th and 30th, at the United States Public

Health Service Hospital No. 61, at Fox Hills, Staten

Island, N. Y., where a demonstration of physical

therapeutics, open to physicians generally, will be

held under the auspices of the United States Public

Health Service. There will be explanations and
demonstrations of all physical modalities, and of the

results obtained. The opening meeting will be held

at the New York Academy of Medicine on Wednes-
day evening, December 28th, 8.30. All medical men
are invited to attend, and programs and admission
cards to the clinics may be obtained from Dr.
Richard Kovacs, 223 East Sixty-eighth Street, New
York, withcut expense.

Personal.— Dr. J. ]\Iortun Howell, of Dayton,
Ohio, has been appointed diplomatic representative

and consul general for the United States in Egypt.
He sailed for Cairo early in November.

Congress has confirmed the nominations of Dr.

Joel E. Goldthwait, of Boston, and Dr. Walter B.

Cannon, of Harvard Medical .School, to serve in

the Medical Reserve Corps of the United States

Army, with the rank of brigadier general.

Dr. James H. Mason Knox, Jr., Associate in clini-

cal pediatrics, Johns Ho]>kins University, has been
granted a year's leave of absence to assume charge
of child welfare work in luirope under the Red Cross
.Society.

Prison Sentence for Salvarsan Adulteration.

—

The salvarsan adulterations in Cermany and other

countries which caused so much difficulty in the drug
markets during 1919 and 1920, were recently taken

up by the Criminal Court of the County of Ham--
burg. After a trial lasting fourteen days, in which
many experts were examined, the manufacturer,

Gerloff , and his superintendent, von der Heyde, were
sentenced to three and a half years in prison and to

five years disenfranchisement. Sixteen defendants

received two year prison sentences each, and sixty-

two others, who had conducted a flourishing busi-

ness in adulterated salvarsan, were fined twenty
thousand marks. Six persons were acquitted.

Died.

BeacoiM.—In Kecksburg, Pa., on Tuesday, November 22nd,
Dr. Albert Alonzo Beacom, aged forty-six years.

BoiCE.—In Philadelphia, Pa., on Friday, December 2nd,
Dr. J. Morton Boice, aged forty-five years.

Bruns.—In St. Henry, Ohio, on Tuesday, November
22nd, Dr. William H. Bruns, aged thirty-three years.

Buck.—In New York, on Sunday, December 4th, Dr.
Francis D. Buck, aged seventy-two years.

Butler.—In Keene, N. H., on Wednesday, November
30th, Dr. John F. Butler, aged ninety-one years.

Chamberlayne.—In Rochester, N. Y., on Monday, No-
vember 28th, Dr. Louise F. Chamberlayne, aged seventy-six
years.

Channing.—In Brookline, Mass., on Wednesday, No-
vember 23rd, Dr. Walter Channing, aged seventy-two years.

CoLBURN.—In Richmond, Ind., on Thursday, November
17th, Dr.Clarence P. Colburn, aged sixty-two years.

Colter.—In Marinette, Wis., on Saturday, November
12th, Dr. George Fred Colter, aged fifty-six years.

Cook.—In Los .Angeles, Cal., on Thursday, November
10th, Dr. Benjamin Harvey Cook, of Anderson, Ind., aged
sixty-three years.

Condorv.—In San Francisco. Cal., on Friday, October
28th, Dr. Vilmas Condory, aged eighty-four years.

Crocker.—In Augusta, Me., on Sunday, November 27th,
Dr. Leander J. Crooker, aged fifty-two years.

CuRRENs.—In Two Rivers, Wis., on Thursday, December
1st, Dr. John Randolph Currens, aged sixty-six years.

Danforth.-—In New York, on Wednesday, November
9th, Dr. Loomis Le Grand Danforth, aged seventy-tyvo years.

Dickie.—In Richmond, Va., on Friday, November 4th.
Dr. Willis W. Dickie, aged eighty-seven years.

Dodge.—In San Francisco, Cal., on Thursdav, November
10th, Dr. William Henry Dodge.

Easton.—In Syracuse, N. Y., on Saturday, November
12th, Dr. Frederick Edward Easton, aged sixty years.
Flinn.—In Wilmington, Del., on Tuesday, November

22nd, Dr. Irvine M. Flinn, aged sixty-eight years.
Flynn.—In Pittsfield, Mass., on Sunday, November 13th,

Dr. John J. Flynn, aged sixty years.
Folger.—In Flushing, N. Y.', on Sunday, November 13th,

Dr. Rupert A. Folger, of Whitestone, aged forty-eight years,
Francis.—In Glens Falls, N. Y., on Wednesday, Novem-

ber 2nd, Dr. Louis Francis, of Pelham Atanor, N. Y., aged
eigiity-five years.

Garrison.—In Toulon, 111., on Thursday, November 3rd,
Dr. William L. Garrison, aged fifty-three years.
Henprickson.—In New Holland, Pa., on Friday, Novem-

ber 11th, Dr. Louis H. Hendrickson, aged forty-eight years.
Herzog.—In Watertown, 111,, on Friday, November 11th,

Dr. .Albert E. Herzog, of Ottawa, III., aged forty-five years.
HiTcii,—In Pocomoke City, Md., on Wedncsdav, Novem-

ber 9th. Dr. William S. Hitch, aged eightv-eigbt rears.
Denniston.—In Wasliingtonville, N. Y., on Fridav. No-

vember 18th. Dr. Robert Denniston, aged fifty-one yen s.

Ensor.—In Cookeville, Tciin., on Thursday, November
17tli, Dr. L. D. J. Ensor, aged sixty-six years.
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Garland.—In Gloucester. Mass., on Saturday, November
26th, Dr. Albert Stone Garland.

GoDDARD.—In Appleton, Wis., on Friday, December 2nd.

Dr. Nathan Andrews Goddard, of Milwaukee, aged forty

-

six years.

Goodwill.—In Laurel Hill, N. J., on Friday, December
2nd. Dr. John J. Goodwill, aged thirty-six years.

Gordon.—In Fort Wayne, Ind., on Monday, November
21st, Dr. Charles Wesley Gordon, aged sixty-nine years.

Griswolu.—In Fredonia, N. Y., on Friday, November
26th, Dr. Vernon M. Griswold.

Mollis.— In Watertown, Conn., on Sunday, November
8th, Dr. .Austin W. Hollis. of New York, aged fifty-three

years.

Jones.—In Dillonvale, Ohio, on Friday, December 2nd,

Dr. John C. Jones, aged fifty-two years.

Koch.—In Kansas City, Mo., on Wednesday, October
23rd, Dr. Albert G. Koch, aged forty-one years.

Knapp.—In Sandpoint, Idaho, on Wednesday, November
16th, Dr. William AI. Knapp, aged seventy-four years.

Krum.— In Reading. Pa., on Tuesday, November 22n(l.

Dr. Thomas E. Krum. aged sixty-one years.

Krpp.—In Reading, Pa., on Monday, October 31st, Dr. D.
Webster B. Kupp, aged sixty-four years.

Laub.\ch.—In Easton, Pa., on Sunday, December 4tii.

Dr. Stephen Laubach, aged ninety-two years.

Lindsay.—In Los Angeles. Cal., on Wednesday, Novem-
ber 23rd, Dr. Johnson C. Lindsay, aged seventy-seven years.

Manx.—In Saxapahaw, N. C., on Monday, November
21st, Dr. E. D. Mann, aged eighty-one years.

M.wfield.—In Salina. Kan., on Wednesday, November
9th. Dr. Amanuel B. Mayfield, aged sixty-seven years.

McClixtock.—In Jacksonville, F\a.., on Saturday, October
29th, Dr. Charles T. McClintock, aged sixty-one years.

McHuGH.— In Pittsburgh, Pa., on Wednesday, November
2nd, Dr. Grant M. McHugh, aged fifty-two years.

McLaughlix.—In Philadelphia. Pa., on Thursday, De-
cember 1st, Dr. John J. McLaughlin, aged fifty-eight years.

MooRE.— In Spokane, Wash., on Monda\. October 31st.

Dr. George W. H. Moore, of Chelan, aged sixty-four years.

Moore.—In Folkston, Ga., on Thursday, November 10th.

Dr. John A. Moore, aged forty-four years.

MoREY.—In Omaha, Neb., on W'ednesday, November 9th,

Dr. Pierre Colon Morey, aged fifty-five years.

MouxsEV.—In Louisville, Ky.. on Sunday, October 23rd,

Dr. George T. Mounsey, aged fifty-nine years.

Nead.—In Chambersburg, Pa., on Wednesday, November
30th. Dr. Daniel W. Nead, of Reading, aged sixty-three

years.

Nehrbas.—In Brooklyn, N. Y., on Monday. November
14th. Dr. Jacob Nehrbas, aged sixty-six years.

Newpher.—In Mt. Joy. Pa., on Wednesday. November
9th, Dr. John J. Newpher, aged sixty-seven years.

Nichols.—In Clarksdale, Miss., on Tuesdav, November
23rd. Dr. H. W. Nichols.

O'Briex.—In Eden, \\'is.. on Sunday, November 13th. Dr.

Thomas J. O'Brien, of St. Nazianz, aged fifty-seven years.

0'H.\R.\.—In \\'aterbury. Conn., on Friday, November
25th, Dr. Bernard A. O'Hara, aged sixty-two years.

Ort.—In Springfield, Ohio, on Thursday, November 24th,

Dr. \\'allace A. Ort. aged forty-three years.

Osborx.—In Bridgeport. Coiul, on Wednesday. October
26th, Dr. George Wakeman Osborn. aged sixty-one years.

Patox.—In Oil City, Pa., on Monday, November 14th.

Dr. Samuel M. Paton, aged sixty-three years.

P.\UL.—In Shreveport. La., on Sunday, October 30th. Dr.

Banks I. Paul, of Benford. Tex., aged thirty-four years.

Pelletier.—In Ludington, Mich., on \\'ednesday, Novem-
ber 9th, Dr. Louis J. Pelletier. aged sixty-six years.

Phillips.—In Erie. Pa., on Wednesday, November 16th.

Dr. George Phillips, aged fifty-nine years.

Potter.—In Smithville, Tenn., on Sunday, October 23rd.

Dr. Thomas J. Potter, aged sixty years.

Pri.me.—In New York, on Monday, December 5th. Dr.
\\'illiam Reid Prime, aged sixty-four years.

Qlimbv.— In New York, on Sunday. November 6th, Dr.

Charles Elihu Quimby. aged si.xty-eight years.

Radom.—In Bridgeport, Conn., on Saturday, December
3rd, Dr. Elizabeth L. Radom, aged twenty-nine years.

Reynolds. -In Glenolden. Pa., on Saturday'. November
26th, Dr. John P. Reynolds, of Philadelphia, aged sixty-

six years.

Richardson.—In Heber Springs, .Ark., on Wednesday,
November 23rd, Dr. Foster G. Richardson, aged fifty-two

years.

Richardson.— In Philadelphia, Pa., on Saturday, Novem-
l)er 19th, Dr. Bertha S. Hatfield Richardson, aged fifty-

eight years.

Roche.—In San Francisco, Cal., on Friday, October 28th,

Dr. Thomas B. Roche, aged forty-eight years.

Rosewater.—In Omaha, Neb., on Thursday, November
24th, Dr. Charles Rosewater, aged si.xty-two years.

Roth MAX.—In St. Louis, Mo., on Wednesday, November
23rd, Dr. Henry L. Rothman, aged thirty-two years.

Ruff.—In Philadeli)hia, Pa., on Thursday, November
17th, Dr. William F. Ruff, aged fifty years.

Russ.— In St. Mary's. Pa., on Sunday, November 13th.

Dr. Eban J. Russ, aged eighty-one years.

Russell.— In Pueblo, Col., on Saturday, October 15th.

Dr. Plummer D. Russell, aged fifty-one years.

S.'VMSON.—In San Pedro, Cal., on Saturday, November
19th, Dr. John ¥. Samson, aged eighty years.

Saxdfokd.—In Durham, N. C, on Saturday. November
12th. Dr. John J. Sandford, of Creedmoor, aged fifty-seven

years.

ScHEXCK.^—In Far Rockaway, N. Y., on Tuesday, Novem-
ber 6th, Dr. Garrett K. W. Schenck, aged forty-four years.

Shuev.—In Oakland, Cal., on Wednesday, November
23rd, Dr. Sarah I. Shuey, aged seventy years.

Spikes.— In Swartz, Ark., on Sunday, November 13th,

Dr. Jesse M. Spikes, aged thirty-six years.

Stevexs.—In Waltham, Mass., on Wednesday, November
30th, Dr. Howard Theodore Stevens, aged forty-three

years.

Stewart.— In St. Paul. Minn., on Friday. October 28th.

Dr. Jacob Henry Stewart, aged seventy-one years.

Stockwell.—In Baton Rouge, La., on Wednesday, Octo- .

ber 26th, Dr. John F. Stockwell, aged thirty-two years.

Stoxe.—In Coro)ia, N. M., on Friday, November 18th,

Dr. James Thomas Stone, aged forty years.

Stafford.—In Stockton. 111., on Saturday, November 19th,

Dr. Thomas J. Staflford, aged sixty-two years.

Straub.—In Philadelphia, Pa., on Monday, November
28th, Dr. D. Walter Straub, of Bethlehem, Pa., aged sixty-

si.x years.

Sutherl.wi).- -In Brodhead, Wis., on Friday, November
11th, Dr. .Arick Sutherland, aged seventy-six years.

Swax.—In Branford, Conn., on Thursdaj-, December 1st,

Dr. Charles Walter Swan, aged eighty-three years.

T.\li.^ferro.—In Roanoke, Va., on Monday, November
21st. Dr. B. Lawrence Taliaferro, of Catawba, aged forty-

four years.

Tallm.^dge.—In Arkport, N. Y.. on Tuesday, November
8th, Dr. Andnes M. Tallmadge. aged seventy-four years.

T.wlor.—In Morganton, Va., on Saturday, November
26th, Dr. Isaac M. Taylor, aged sixty-four years.

Thaler.—In Brooklyn, N. Y.. on Sunday, November 13th,

Dr. Moses M. Thaler, aged fifty-two years.

Thompson'.—In Yakima, \\'ash., on Saturday. November
12th, Dr. James R. Thompson, aged forty-six years.

TooLEV.—In Huntington, ^\^ \'a., on Friday, November
4th, Dr. George \\ . Tooley, aged sixty-two years.

V.^x Pevma.—In Buffalo. N. Y., on Wednesday, Novem-
ber 30th, Dr. Peter W. Pan Peyma, aged seventy-one years.

Vest.—In Dallas, Tex., on Monday. October 31st. Dr.
David W. A'est. aged sixty-two years.

\'i.\CEXT.— In Chicago. 111., on Wednesday, November
2nd, Dr. Mary \'incent. aged eighty-two vears.

\\'.\LKER.—In Rochester. N. Y., on Tuesday, November
8th. Dr. Le Grand Allen Walker, aged fifty-six years.

Weiler.—In Dclanco, N. J., on Thursday. November 24th,

Dr. Harry K. \\'ei!er. aged • sixty-seven years.

Wilkersox.—In Memphis. Tenn.. on Saturday, November
5th. Dr. Warren C. Wilkerson. aged ninety-three years.

\\'iLLiAMS.—In Boston, Mass.. on Tuesday, November
f'th. Dr. Henry C. Williams, aged sixtv-six years.

\\"right.—In Sacramento. Cal.. on Thursday. November
24th, Dr. Henrj- E. ^^' right, aged seventy-five years.

York.—In Cinciimati, Ohio, on Thursday. November 3rd,

Dr. James F. York, of Kcnova. W. Va., aged fifty-five

years.

Yorke.—In Jamaica Plain. Boston. Mass.. on \\'ednesday.
November 23rd. Dr. .Albert Daniel Yorke. aged fifty-eight

years.
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LONDON LETTER.
{From our own correspondent.)

Radium and Surgery—Increase in Cancer— Industrial

Welfare Society.

Professor Alexis Thomson in his opening lecture

on surgery at the University of Edinburgh on Octo-

ber 5th last, discussed radiation. He pointed out

that there was unanimous agreement in the medical

profession that neither x rays nor radium could

take the place of operation, and they were obliged to

confess that operation was still the most important

wav of getting rid of malignant disease. Radiation

completed the cure that operation might initiate, and

now it was almost a routine for operation in such

cases to be followed as soon as possible by the intro-

duction of radium into the wound or by the subse-

quent exposure to x rays. He thought it was al-

ready possible to say that this routine was giving

a larger percentage of cures. The second achieve-

ment of radiation was to convert an inoperable tumor

into an operable one ; but when putting radium into

a tumor with a view to performing an operation

at a later stage it was imperative that the operation

be performed at the right time. The third advan-

tage of X rays and radium was that they could pal-

liate in hopeless cases
;
they could improve the con-

dition .of the patient by relieving pain although, un-

fortunately, in the early stages of malignant disease

pain was usually absent, and many serious condi-

tions thus escaped attention. For the most success-

ful results in radiation the surgeon and radiologist

should work together, and the medical profession

must look to the cooperation of the radiologist and

the surgeon for the best results in the future.

* * *

The medical officer of health for Edinburgh, Dr.

Maxwell Williamson, who has previously called

attention to the increase of cancer, returns to the

subject in his report for 1920, issued recently. He
says that the latest figures of cancer mortality are

the highest ever recorded in Edinburgh. During the

past twenty-three years the number of deaths in

Edinburgh due to cancer has increased from 267 to

471. The deaths due to all forms of tuberculosis

amounted to only 417. Cancer appears to be un-

afifected by environment, and is actually found, so

far, at any rate, to be more frequent in better class

districts, than in slums. Its commonest site seems

to be the bowel, which, Dr. Williamson thinks, may
suggest some influence exercised by present day

habits of feeding.

* * *

At a conference of the Industrial Welfare Society

held in London last June, Dr. R. M. Wilson intro-

duced a discussion on the subject of medical service

in industry, in which he said that the healthier the

workman and the better his surroundings the more
cheerful he was and the greater would be his actual

output. If the doctors showed employers and em-
ployees that a particular thing, such as bad industrial

conditions, was against the interests of both, they

would remove the basis of their quarrel and raise

disputes to another level. The fundamental doc-

trine of industrial medicine was that there was no
disparity of interest between employer and employee,

what helped the one was bound to help the other.

Doctors were not tradesmen
;
they were not there to

make money ; and it was an enormous advantage to

have no stake or interest in the matter whatever.

Sir Ronald Ross, who had made many millions

for capitalists, had opened the doors of the East to

the British Empire, and who had made malarial

countries habitable to the white man, had received

nothing, relatively speaking. Yet, he, the speaker

would not exchange the position of Ronald Ross

for one of the capitalists who had made fortunes.

[Medicine was a kind of priesthood which asked for

nothing but the benefit of humanity. For success-

ful factory work in medicine they must have a gen-

eral practitioner.

Dr. E. L. CoUis, late director of welfare and

health for the Ministry of Munitions, speaking on

health problems in industry, said that he was con-

vinced there was close connection between industrial

unrest and public health. The medical profession

had in their hands the foundation and the basis of

the whole structure of civilization. He hoped that

in seven or eight years time it would require the

Albert Hall to hold a conference of medical men in-

terested in health in industry. It was not enough
for the doctors to wait until the individual in the

factory was ill; they should keep him from being ill.

Dr. Holford E. Ross, certifying surgeon to the

home office, advised more care of eyesight. He knew
of one firm engaged in the printing of bank notes

who saved several hundred pounds a year by em-
ploying an ophthalmic surgeon who came twice a

week to examine the eyes of workers, and he found

the eyes aflfected in about seven hundred workers.

He suggested that the cost of a state industrial medi-

cal service should be shared equally by trade unions,

employers, and the state. Dr. Cree, of a Newcastle

firm of shipbuilders, said that he encouraged men to

come to the ambulance room for the smallest in-

juries, and as a result sepsis had been entirely elim-

inated. This represented a great saving.

Dr. T. Lister Llewellyn, medical officer for the

North Staffordshire Coal and Iron Masters' Asso-

ciation, told of a massage centre which he had

equipped at the cost of £100, and at which two hun-

dred cases a week were treated by two masseurs.

It was difficult, he said, to express results in pounds,

shiUings and pence, but he calculated that even if

one week's work were saved in each case treated the

centre would be doing very well.

Mr. Seebohm Rowntree, the chocolate and cocoa

manufacturer, said his firm had had fifteen years of

experience of medical work in industry, and there

was no question about its value. What was wanted
was an educational campaign among employers, al-

though it was practically impossible to prove to them
under existing conditions that a medical service paid.

There were so many different factors, and he could

not say just how much a man's increased efficiency

was due. to medical service in his factorv and how
much to other causes. But the cost was extremely

small in relation to the wages hill. His own firm had
spent £2,000 a year, with a wages bill of £L250,000.
There was no capital outlay required, onlv three

or four hundred pounds for a small consulting room
and a few appliances.



Book Reviews
TREATMENT OF SYPHILIS.

Syphilis and Its Treatment. With Especial Reference to

"Syphilis of the Skin. Bv Wilfrid S. Fox, M. A., M. D.
B.C. (Cantab.), M. R. C. P. (Lond.), Physician for Dis-

eases of the Skin, Lecturer on Dermatology, and Physician
in Charge of the Venereal Department, etc. With Fifty-

Three Illustrations, Twenty-two in Color on Fourteen
Plates, and Thirty-one in Black and White on Twent>'-
eight Plates. New York: Paul B. Hoeber, 1921. Pp.
viii-195.

The author has added another to the Hst of books

on syphiHs that have appeared within the past few-

years, without having anything in particular to com-
mend it. The book under review is primarily con-

cerned with syphiHs as a .skin disease, and is written

from the viewpoint of the dermatologist. The reader

is referred by the author to the textbooks on neurol-

ogy, general medicine, and ophthalmology for a

more complete description of the disease and its

treatment as affecting the deeper organs.

The book is well adapted for the use of students;

but it can hardly be said that it compares either in

style or quality with some of its more recent prede-

cessors, particularly of American authorship. It

must be said in its behalf, however, that some of

the illustrations are unusually good, though a few-

are mediocre. The work is simply another

book on syphilis with little in it to praise and just

as little to criticize. The student, taking up syphilis

for the first time, will acqtiire a fair knowledge of

the subject, and the practitioner who has kept up
with the literature of syphilis will find in it what
he already knows. Those who make a specialty of

syphilis from the dermatological viewpoint may find

the book valuable.

THE SPLEEN.
The Spleen and Some of Its Diseases. The Bradshaw Lec-

ture of the Royal College of Surgeons of England for

1920. By Sir Berkeley Moynihan, Leeds. With Thfr-
teen Full Page Diagrams. Philadelphia : W. B. Saunders
Company, 1921.

The publishers have succeeded in producing a

beautiful volume, thus complementing the excellent

work of this well known surgeon. The author well

emphasizes the fact that the part played by the

spleen in surgery is only now being recognized, and
with this comes a recognition of the etiology of dis-

eases whose most conspicuous symptoms are evoked
by associated or consecutive affections of other

organs. In the provocation and development of

morbid affections of the abdominal viscera, the spleen

must be considered as an important factor.

The author takes up, with fascinating thorough-
ness, the anatomy and physiology of the spleen,

quickly entering upon his discussion of the pathol-

ogy of splenic diseases. He discusses in his cus-

tomary brilliant style pernicious anemia, leucemia,

Hodgkin's disease, and the less frequent aspects of

splenic pathology. Though the work is highly tech-

nical and purely surgical in tone and motive, it is

one that can be read with pleasure and profit by
the medical internist, as well as by the practising

surgeon.

OPERATIVE CYSTOSCOPY.
Handbiich der Cystoskopie. Von Dr. Leopold Casfek, Uni-

versitats Professor in Berlin. 4 Auflage, Mit 161 Ahbil-

dungen und 12 Tafeln in Vierfarbcndruck. Leipzig

:

(iccrg Thicme, Verlag, 1921. Pp. 388.

'J'he author takes pride in the fact tliat this edition

has not required many changes in te.xt from former

editions, thus demonstrating that his past teachings

were correct and have stood the test of time. New-
matter has been added, such as syphilis of the blad-

der, and various exanthemata of the vesical mucosa,

such as herpes and purpura, which have been made
visible by recent studies with the cystoscope. Par-

ticular attention is given in this new edition to the

subject of operative cystoscopy, also made possible

as a result of recent improvements in instrumental

technic. There are twelve colored plates containing

seventy-tw-o illustrations of unusual excellence and
beauty. Though there is an interesting chapter on
intravesical photography, the author has not pre-

sented any of the photographs which have been
taken by this procedure. The volume is an excel-

lent one for the German reading surgeon, but does

not differ materially from previous editions of the

same work.

SURGICx\L CLINICS.
The Surf/ical Clinics of North America. Chicago Number.
Volume I, Number 4. August, 1921. Philadelphia and
London: W. B. Saunders Company, 1921.

The current number of the Surgical Clinics main-
tains the usual high standard which these publica-

tions have established in the past. Chicago's best

surgeons are found among the contributors. The
Clinics cover a wide range and are exceedingly well

presented from the viewpoint of the clinician as

well as of the printer. For the general practitioner,

and even for the busy surgeon, these Clinics consti-

tute a valuable addition to his surgical reading.

MENINGOCOCCAL INFECTIONS.
L'hifection ineningococcique. Par le Dr. Ch. Dopter, mede-

cin principal de Ire classe; professeur a I'Ecole de Val-
de-Grace ; membre de I'Academie de Medecine. Avec
Ninety-seven figures dans le texte et two planches coloriees.

Paris : Librairie J. B. Bailliere et fils, 1921. Pp. 534.

This is one of the most comprehensive presenta-

tions of meningococcal infection, the subject being

handled from every angle. An interesting historical

sketch is followed by the epidemiology and etiology

of the disease, and the various factors and causes

are discussed. The author here as elsewhere has

been quite catholic in his sources and presents the

attitudes of the various schools. In the section deal-

ing with the bacteriology we find inany excellent

plates, some in color, which shottld prove of value in

the laboratory. Culture methods are also discussed

at some length. The characteristics of the various

meningococci and the differentiation from pseudo-

meningococcus is explained. Every phase of the

clinical and anatomical consideration is gone into

and if any part of this large w-ork can be said to be

best it would be the section devoted to the clinical
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considerations of the disease. This takes us through

the complications, diagnosis, and prognosis to treat-

ment. The use of vaccines is handled with elaborate

care leaving little for external reference. Anyone
wishing to know all that modern medicine has to tell

us about the meningococcal infections can find the

information well given in this textbook.

ENCEPHALITIS LETHARGICA.
E/^idcmic Encephalitis (Encephalitis Lethargica). By Fred-

erick TiLNEY, M. D., Ph. D., Professor of Neurology,

Columbia University
;
Attending Neurologist, the Presby-

terian Hospital and the New York Neurological Institute,

and Hubert S. Howe, A. M., M. D., Instructor in Neu-
rology, Columbia University ; Assistant Visiting Neurolo-

gist, the Presbyterian Hospital. Illustrated. New York

:

Paul B. Hoeber, 1920. Pp. xv-252.

Much literature has appeared regarding enceph-

alitis lethargica, yet few investigators have ven-

tured to present their findings in book form. This

monograph covers the clinical, etiological and patho-

logical phases of the disease with as much thorough-

ness as can be expected in the light of present day

knowledge. Many cases are cited and the illustra-

tions help to clarify the text. A short, yet compre-

hensive bibliography is appended. As the disease is

one that is now frequently encountered and one that

heretofore was almost a rarity, this brochure should

prove useful to the practitioner.

PSYCHOLOGY OF CHILD BEHAVIOR.
Aspects of Child Life and Education. By G. Stanley Hall
and Some of His Pupils. New York and London : D.

Appleton & Co., 1921. Pp. xiii-326.

Many extremes are presented in this book which

contains papers by Hall and his collaborators, from

intimate personal subjective selfanalysis of the child

life of some of the contributors to sketchy, yet

laborious laboratorylike methods presented by

others. The book is useful and it is not difficult

to reconcile the many methods of study which it pre-

sents. On the whole it may be said to follow more
closely the historical inethod. Healthy conclusions

are presented, yet little search is made for the

psychological causes and conditionings underlying

the behavior of children.

Hall contributes a chapter on the Contents of

Children's Minds. This is based on some rather

extensive work done in Germany, some observations

of his own in Boston, and the report of educators

in Kansas. The laboratory method is followed.

The need for giving children better information

about the more commonplace things is clearly shown.

The chapter on the Psychology of Daydreams does

not cover the subject in any way, for the cause and
mechanism of this phenomenon is carefully avoided.

The symbolism is not explored, nor is it shown that

the wish fulfillment mechanism and the suppressions

are at the root of the condition. There are other

chapters on Curiosity and Interest, a Study of Dolls,

the Collecting Instinct, the Psychology of Owner-
ship (which could have been presented more funda-

mentally), Fetishism in Children, and a closing chap-
ter by Hall on Boy Life in a Massachusetts Country
Town Forty Years Ago. This is told in an interest-

ing way and shows how a healthy, constructive and
extroverted life was led and encouraged under this

semiprimitive, yet extremely natural environment.

THE DAWN OF ADOLESCENCE.
A Young Girl's Diary. Prefaced with a Letter by Sigmund

Freud. Translated by Eden and Cedar Paul. New
York: Thomas Seltzer, 1921. Pp. 285.

Even without Freud's warm recommendation,
this book would attract attention. Much is being

written and read in these days on adolescent psy-

chology, and there is still greater need for study
of the period of preadolescence. Unconsciously the

writer of this diary has given us a textbook of par-

.imount value. The little Austrian girl records her

true feelings and thoughts frankly from the ages

of eleven to fourteen and a half, the years of hesita-

tion at the brink of puberty. Without guidance of

any sort the child and her chum grope their way into

adolescence, observing, looking for explanations,

fearful, yet inevitably fascinated by the shroud of

mystery concealing sex, marriage, realities of every
sort. They pass through these years, joyous chil-

dren, growing up, seeking guiltily, but constantly

for facts, storing up experience. The mental growth
attained in the process is beautiful to follow. The
family circles of these two friends, their school and
holiday surroundings, all the environmental factors

of their development, are so skilfully drawn that

each character stands out independently and clearly

by virtue of deft touches inconspicuously given.

The relations described of mother to daughter, of
daughter to father, of sister to brother, are univer-

sal, normal, and therefore alive with possibilities.

The book is especially timely as a plea for sex
education. The physician is constantly called upon
to advise concerning conditions growing out of the

eras of suppression, some of the results of which
are only too clearly pictured in the book. His recom-
mendation of this diary to the many mothers who
may have forgotten their own gropings will help in

the necessary adjustments. Every adult who be-

lieves that his or her experiences in passing through
these years are individual, perhaps abnormal, will

learn and regain kinship with an eager young tuind.

A HISTORY OF PSYCHOLOGY.
A History of Psychology. By George Sidney Brett, M. A.

(Oxon.), Professor of Philosophy in the University of
Toronto. Volume II : Medieval and Early Modern
Period. Pp. 394. Volume III: Modern Psychology.
Pp. 322. London : George Allen & Unwin, Ltd. New
York: The Macmillan Company, 1921.

Psychology has manv ramifications. Important to

the physician are the bearings it has on psychiatry

and human behavior generally. More and more have
we come to realize that many diseases, functional

and organic, have a decided relationship to psychol-

ogy. Happiness has long been known to be a hand-
maiden to health, yet we all know that a proper

understanding of psychological processes is more
needful as a foundation to happiness than all the

drugs in the phanuacopoeia. In the early days of

modern medicine too little stress was placed on the

knowledge and state of the patient's mind and too

much on the state of his liver or some other obscure

appendage. For these reasons it is incumbent upon
the physician of today to know more about psychol-

ogy. Until recently, as this history shows, psychol-

ogy was considered more within the domain of

scholastic thinkers, or perhaps talkers would be more
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appropriate. James and a few other more proj^res-

sive workers did much to correlate philosophy,
psychology and medicine. In this work of
Brett's we are given a fair resume of the growth
of psychology. It is more than a straightforward
statement of the evolution of psychology as a science,
for Brett brings in his own ideas as to the bearing
each school, or rather each set of followers of a
certain philosopher, exerted on the study and growth
of philosophy. It is natural that a work of this kind
should show bias, yet conservatism is shown
throughout and room is left for individual interpre-

tation. To know man we must know psychology
and psychological processes. To know these we
should know the history of science and its develop-
ment. These are fully covered in Brett's history.

PSYCHOPATHOLOGY OF ONANISM.
Autocratic Phenomena in Adolescence. An Analytical Study

of the Psychology and Psychopathology of Onanism. By K.
Menzies. With a Foreword by Dr. Ernest Jones.
Second Edition. New York: Paul B. Hoeber, 1921.
Pp. viii-100.

The first edition of this extremely useful little

book was reviewed in these columns when it first

appeared. A favorable reception necessitated a sec-

ond edition. The views presented do not agree with

those held by the old fashioned practitioner—for-

tunately. New light is shed upon what has hereto-

fore been considered taboo. Masturbation in the

light of the new psychology is no longer considered

as a perversion but rather as an evolutionary transi-

tion, being normally related to the autoerotic period.

It can only be stated if it persists that certain

infantile characteristics have been retained, that the

organism has not developed to a state of psychic

maturity. Many lives have been made miserable by
well meaning but stolidly ignorant physicians by re-

marks they have made to their patients when con-

sulted in regard to this problem. Many cases of

neurosis and impotence have resulted from their

carelessness. At any rate, physicians would do well

to acquaint themselves with the underlying mechan-
isms as set forth in this book.

MIRROR SUPERSTITIONS.
Spiegelsauber. By Dr. Geza Roheim. Internationale

Psychoanalytische Bibliothek, Nr. 6. Internationaler

Psychoanalytischer Verlag, Leipzig and Vienna, 1919.

Pp. 263.

This book is a welcome addition to the growing
library of psychoanalytical publications. It is an
important study of a group of folk superstitions

occupying an important place in human society. It

is also an exceptionally clear presentation of the

value of the individual psychology of psychoanalysis

as a starting point for the understanding of such a

group of superstitious beliefs and customs. The
application of the principles of psychic development
discovered by psychoanalysis is made with a striking

directness. The writer has a mass of material at his

command and his point of view is particularly clear

concerning its relation to individual psychic devel-

opment, for he believes that all this material dealing

with the beliefs and customs, not excluding the

taboos and evidences of fear which surround the

use of mirrors or other reflecting surfaces, has its

origin in one of the three important phases of libido

development in the individual. This is the narcis-

sistic stage following upon the earlier autoerotic
period of development and preceding that of the
turning out of the libido to object love. It is natural
that many such superstitions as these associated
with the mirror should cluster about children, since

childhood is the period when the individual passes
through the narcissistic period. The many phanta-
sies, however, which extend in other directions,

show clearly enough that the narcissistic stage is

not completely left behind with childhood. There
is the tendency of the unconscious to hold fast

this early realization of the value of the self as a'
distinct thing, and the need on the other hand for

the growing personality to find other objects for
itself in the external world, resulting in these often
apparently contradictory manifestations of the mir-
ror phantasies which express both sides of the

desire, and in the taboos and the fears they evidence
the conflict which the opposing tendencies engender.
The common use of the mirror in foretelling fu-

ture events reveals the infantile tendency to objec-
tivation of the inner impulses. It represents some-
times the image of the ego, a second self, or in soine

instances it is an objectivation of the peeping instinct

of the child preserved in the unconscious under
repression. The bedecking of a ruler with mirrors
further illustrates this preservation of the infantile

selflove, since the ruler represents the narcissistic

conception of omnipotence of the self. The many
customs relating to the discovery of the future mate,

or otherwise associated with love, show plainly that

love of an object outside of the self has as its basis

the love of oneself. There is evidence here of the

varying success which attends the transference over
to the love object. If the narcissistic attitude has
become a fixation the object discovered in the mir-
ror will take a negative form, a threat of death or
other symbol of the regression.

There is evidence of the use of animals as transfer

objects of the self, representing probably a phylo-
genetically closer relation between man and beast, as

well as sometimes a symbolic regressive expression
of the peeping instinct. The prohibitions which per-

tain in great number to the looking into a mirror or
the use of mirrors to guard the human being from
demons give the negative form of the unconscious

interest, its repression, or, as the author says, speak-

ing ethnologically, its taboo. This negative phase is

evident also in the superstitions which centre about

the breaking of a mirror and which make it essential

to cover the mirror from the dead or dying. The
writer gives an interesting chapter upon the relation

of the mirror and the heavenly bodies.

The book is well worth close study for the apply-

ing of the illuminating principles of individualistic

psychology to these questions of folklore and myth-
ology. Its reading would well repay the worker
who is seeking for analogies to the phobias and other

evidences of the narcissistic selflove, and the peep-

ing instinct associated so closely with it, which are

found in individual analysis of the unconscious.

The detail of material as well as the writer's sug-

gestive interpretations throw much light upon this

phase of psychic development, whether in its pro-

gressive or regressive form.
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RANDOM NOTES ON THE WEST INDIES.

Roaming Through the West Indies. By Harry A. Franck,
Autlior of A Vagabond Journey Around the World, Zone
Policeman 88, Vagabonding Down the Andes, etc. Illus-

trated with Photographs by the Author. New York : The
Century Company, 1921. Pp. xiv-186.

The very manner of the book, "random pickings"

as the writer calls his matter, brings in its

human simplicity a new realization of a good many
facts. One finds anew and with many an informing

point of interest the great though confused drama
of the history of these islands. One note that the

author strikes reminds the reader of the great body
of aborigines who were long ago practically re-

moved from the history of the islands they once

exclusively inhabited. Then there is the long story

of misrule, high development in some respects but

at the expense of the establishment of an autocracy

based upon the importation and exploitation of

African slaves. Not so deplorable, however, has

been the outcome of the question of color Hnes,

with all its gradations, as has been the lack of self-

restraint and selfcultivation among the masses of

the people who have attained the opportunity, with-

out the ability, to govern themselves. Leaders there

are and men of high culture, but they have not the

staunchness to cope with the situations which de-

mand a quality of unselfish service which the island

conditions have not been fitted to inculcate.

The chapters describing conditions in Porto Rico
are one long conscience stirring plea against the eco-

nomic burden of oppression under which the in-

habitants are groaning since our occupation and
against the hoUowness of any pretensions to real

development of the island. These, our many neigh-

bors scattered about on the islands at the foot of

our land, are human beings. This book brings

nearer to us these lands in all their rare beauty and
luxuriant natural wealth. It also brings the peoples

themselves closer to our sense of responsibility to

exercise upon them some practical policy guided by
intelligent understanding of them and their needs.

THE STORY OF A PIKE.

Grim: The Story of a Pike. Translated from the Danish
of Svend Fleuron by Jessie Muir and W. Em me. Illus-

trated by Dorothy P. Lathrop. New York : Alfred A.
Knopf, 1921.

The insect world has had friendly spokesmen in

Fabre, Maeterlinck, and many others who were
moved to expression by the busy self sufficiency of
insect life. Now the fish has come into her own.
The life history of Grim is the dramatic struggle

for survival in the water. Eat or be eaten pertains

here as everywhere else, and Grim's life is one long
meal. She steers clear of indigestion to a mythical
age and encompasses in her career every possible and
plausible fishhood experience.

The quality of this book is in its sure simplicity.

The ever changing beauty of marsh and lake, the

teeming life on all sides, a scientific treatise on flora

and fauna of the locality are transcended by a poet's

touch. The beauty of reality is pictured without
fantastic variations, life in and around the waters
proving as absorbing and colorful as human activi-

ties.

New Publications Received.

[We publish full lists of books received, but we acknowl-
edge no obligation to review them all. Nevertheless, so

far as space permits, we review those in which we think

our readers are likely to be interested.]

THE HEART, OLD AND NEW VIEWS. By H. L. FlINT, M. D.
New York: Paul B. Hoeber, 1921. Pp. xii-177.

THE EDUCATION OF BEHAVIOR. By I. B. SaXBY. LondoTl :

University of London Press, Ltd., 1921. Pp. vii-248.

examen des alienes. Nouvelles Methodes Biologiques et

Cliniques. Par Andre Barbe. Paris: Masson & Cie, 1921.

Pp. XV- 178.

THREE GOLDEN DAYS. Tanbark Tales. By William S.

Walkley. New York : Fleming H. Revell Company,
1921. Pp. 168.

insanity in everyday practice. By E. G. Younger,
M. D. Fourth Edition (Reprinted). London: Bailliere,

Tindall and Cox, 1919. Pp. x-134.

sexual psychologie. Von Dr. Med. Hermann Rohleder.
Banden I und II. Monographien Zur Sexualwissenschaft.
Hamburg: Paul Hartung, Verlag, 1921.

diseases of the nervous system. By H. Campbell
Thomson, M. D. Third Edition, Revised. New York

:

Paul B. Hoeber, 1921. Pp. xvii-566.

medical examination for life insurance. By Thomas
• D. Lister. London : Edward Arnold & Co. New York

:

Longmans, Green & Co., 1921. Pp. viii-168.

STUDIES IN THE PALEOPATHOLOGY OF EGYPT. By SiR MaRC
Armand Ruffer. Edited by Roy L. Moodie, Ph.D. Chi-

cago: The University of Chicago Press, 1921. Pp. xx-372.

THE greatest AMERICAN : ALEXANDER HAMILTON. By
Arthur Hendrick Vandenburg. Illustrated. New York
and London: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1921. Pp. xx-353.

A manual of pharmacology. By Walter E. Dixon.
Fifth Edition, Completely Revised. London: Edward
Arnold & Co., 1921. New York: Longmans, Green & Co.,

1921. Pp. xii-468.

THE whiteheaded BOY. A Comedy in Three Acts. By
Lennox Robinson. With an Introduction by Ernest' Boyd.
New York and London: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1921. Pp.
xviii-169.

the origin and development of the nervous system.
From a Physiological Viewpoint. By Charles Manning
Child. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1921.

Pp. xvii-296.

ROMAiN rolland. The Man and His Work. By Stefan
ZwEiG. Translated from the Original Manuscript by Eden
and Cedar Paul. New York: Thomas Seltzer, 1921.

Pp. x-377.

mikromethodik. Quantitative Bestimmung der Harn-
und Blutbestandteile in kleinen Mengen fur klinische und
experimentelle Zwecko. Leipzig : Georg Thieme, \'erlag,

1921. Pp. 116.

THE diseases OF CHILDREN. Bj' the Late Sir James Fred-
eric Goodhart, Bart., M. D. Eleventh Edition. Edited by
George Frederic Still. New York: Paul B. Hoeber, 1921.

Pp. xv-942.

MENTAL diseases. A Textbook of Psychiatry for Medical
Students and Practitioners. By R. H. Cole, M. D. Second
Edition. Fully Revised with New Illustrations. London

:

University of London Press, Ltd., 1919. Pp. xii-351.

a treatise on diseases of the skin FOR ADVANCED STU-
DENTS AND PRACTITIONERS. By HkNRY W. StELWAGON,
M. D. Ninth Edition, with the -Assistance of Henry Ken-
nedy Gaskill, M. D. Philadelphia and London : W. B.
Saunders Company, 1921. Pp. 1,313.
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PEOPLE OF AFRICA. By Edith A. How, B. A. New York

:

The Macmillan Company, 1921. Pp. vi-64.

AUTUMN. By Robert Nathan. New York: Robert M.
McBride & Company, 1921. Pp. 198.

A THIRD OF LIFE. By Perriton MAX WELL. Boston

:

Small, Maynard & Co., 1921. Pp. 304.

WOMAN FROM BONDAGE TO FREEDOM. By RaLCY HuSTED
Bell. New York: The Critic and Guide Company, 1921.
Pp. xv-230.

FOPT-^'-THIRl) ANXUAL REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH OF THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY, 1920. Trcnton : Mac-
Crellish & Quigley Co., 1921. Pp. 381.

THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF COLLOIDAL SOLUTIONS. By
E. F. Burton. Second Edition. New York : Longmans
Green & Co., 1921. Pp. viii-221.

WHAT TO DO IN CASES OF POISONING. Bv WiLLIAM MuR-
. REEL, M. D. Twelfth Edition, Revised by 'P. Hamill, M D.
New York : Paul B. Hoeber, 1921. Pp. 273.

FESTSKRIFT TILLAGNAD, ProfcSSOr J. AuG. HaMMAR, Pa
Hans 60-Ars Dag Den 21 August, 1921. Upsala: Almqvist
& Wiksells Boktrycker i-A.-B., 1921.

THE MORPHOLOGICAL ASPECT OF INTELLIGENCE. By SaNTE
Naccarati. Edited by R. S. Woodworth. London and
Paris: G. E. Stechert & Co., 1921. Pp. 44.

COLIXCTED PAPERS ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF PHANTASY. By
Dr. Constance E. Long. New York : Moffat, Yard &
Company, 1921. Pp. xii-216.

two DISCOURSES DEALING WITH MEDICAL EDUCATION IN
EARLY NEW YORK. By Samuel Bard, M. D. New York:
Columbia University Press, 1921. Pp. iii-28.

OPERATIVE DENTAL SURGERY. By J. B. PaRFITT, L. R. C. P.,

M. R. C. S., L. D. S. London : Edward .Arnold & Co.

;

New York: Longmans, Green & Co., 1921. Pd. 319

UROLOGIE DES PRAKTISCHEN ARZTES. VoU Hofrat Dr. FeLIX
ScHLAGiNTWEiT, Chirurg fur Harnkranheiten in Munchen.
Mit thirty-nine Abbildungen. Munchen : J. F. Lehmanns,
1921. Pp. 135.

THE NOVELS OF IVAN TURGENEY. The Two Friends and
Other Stories. Translated from the Russian by Constance
Garnett. New York : The Macmillan Company. London :

William Heinemann, 1921. Pp. 369.

PROSTITUTION IN THE UNITED STATES. Volume I—Prior
to the Entrance of the United States into the World War.
By Howard B. Woolston, Ph. D. New York : The Cen-
tury Company, 1921. Pp. xiii-3Sl.

ELEMENTS DE PHYSIOLOGIE HUMAINE A l'uSAGE DES ETUDI-
ANTS EN medecine. Par Leon Frederico et J. P. Nuel.
Septieme Edition. Liege : H. Vaillant-Carmanne. Paris

:

Masson et Cie, 1920. Pp. xxiii-624.

THE PRACTICAL MEDICINE SERIES FOR 1921. Volume III:

The Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat. Edited by Casey A. Wood,
Albert H. Andrews, and George E. Shambaugh. Chi-

cago : The Year Book Publishers, 1921. Pp. 392.

THE CLINICAL EXAMINATION OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM.
By G. H. Monrad-Krohn, M. D. (Christiania) , M. R. C. P.

(Lond.), M. R. C. S. (Eng.). With a Foreword by T.

Grainger Stewart, M. D., F. R. C. P. London : H. K.
Lewis & Co., Ltd., 1921 Pp. xv-135.

TUBERKULOSE-BIBLIOTHEK. Bcihcfte zur Zeitschrift fiir

Tuberkulose, herausgegeben von Prof. Dr. Lydia Rabino-
WITSCH. Nr. 2. Die Lungentuberkulose im Rontgenbilde.

Von Dr. Max Cohn. Mit ten Textabbildungen unde 3

Rafeln. Leipzig: \"er]ag \-on Johan Ambrosius Barth, 1921.

Pp. 48.

ANLEITUNG UND INDIK.\TI0NEN fur BESTR.\HLUNGEN MIT
der quarzlampe "kunstliche hohensonne." Von Geh.
Sanitatsrat Dr. Hugo Bach, Bad Elster i. Sachsen unter

Mitarbeit von Dr. Oskar David, und Dr. Ferdinand Rohr,
Dr. Hans Waubke, Dr. Johannes Keutel. Mit sixteen

Abbildungen im Text. Siebente und achte ungearbeitete

und vermehrte Auflage. Leipzig : Verlage von Curt
Kabitzch, 1921. Pp. vii-160.

dangerous ages. By Rose Macauley. New York : Boni
& Liveright, 1921. Pp. 242.

THE glorious hope. By J.\ne Burr. New York : Thomas
Seltzer, 1921. Pp. 272.

THE GRAND STRATEGY OF EVOLUTION. By WiLLIAM PaTTEN.
Boston : Richard G. Badger, 1920. Pp. xviii-430.

PSYCHOLOGY, A STUDY OF MENTAL LIFE. By ROBERT S.

Woodworth. New York: Henry Holt & Company, 1921.

Pp. x-580.

the principles of medical treatment. By George
Cheeveu .Sh.\ttuck. Fifth Revised Edition. Boston :

\\'.

^l. Leonard, Inc., 1921. Pp. 309.

selfdevelopment. A Handbook for the Ambitiou;,. By
H. Addington Bruce. New York and London : Funk &
Wagnalls Company, 1921. Pp. x-332.

diseases of the skin. By Richard L. Sutton, M. D.
Fourth Edition, Revised and Enlarged. St. Louis : C. V.

Mosby Company, 1921. Pp. 1,132.

august strindberg. X Psychoanalytic Study with Special

Reference to the Qidipus Complex. By Axel Johan Upp-
vall. Boston : Richard G. Badger, 1920.

Alice adams. By Booth Tarkington. Illu.strated by
Arthur William Brown. Garden City, N. Y., and To-
ronto: Doubleday, Page & Company, 1921. Pp. 434.

diagi-'ostic cardiologique. Par le Dr. Schrumph-Pier-
ron, Paris. Preface de M. le Professeur H. Vaquez.
Paris: Librairie J. B. Bailliere et Fils, 1921. Pp. 308.
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General Surgery. Edited by Albert J. Ochsner, M. D.
Chicago: The Year Book Publishers, 1921. Pp. 625.
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Pp. v-102.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF MEDICINE. By
Fielding H. Garrison. Third Edition, Revised and En-
larged. Philadelphia and London : W. B. Saunders Com-
pany, 1921. Pp. 942.

THE BLOOD SUPPLY TO THE HEART IN ITS ANATOMICAL
and CLINICAL ASPECTS. By Louis Gross. With an Intro-

duction by Horst Oertel. New York : Paul B. Hoeber.
1921. Pp. xvi-171.

PSYCHOANALYSIS AND ITS PLACE IN LIFE. By M. K.
Bradby. Second Impression. London : Henry Frowde,
Hodder & Stoughton, Ltd. New York : Oxford University
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LOCATING FOREIGN BODIES IN FINGERS
AND TOES.

Bv David Lazarus, M. D.,

New York.

One night I was called upon to examine the linger

of a seamstress for the presence of a needle which

had accidently thrust itself into her finger and she

believed it had been broken in her attempts at re-

moving it. Not being able to obtain an x ray exam-
ination at that hour it occurred to me to use the

principle of the x ray and I therefore looked at the

finger with my pocket flash light applied under the

injured member and was able to obtain a very clear

and distinct picture which showed no presence of

any foreign substance.

By this simple means the presence and extent of

a necrotic area of bone in the digits of the hand

or foot may be determined. The process is not to

replace x ray examinations, which should always be

done when possible, but is given only as a rapid and

useful aid in ofiice work.

327 Central Park West.

Acute Glaucoma.—A. Cantonnet {Paris medi-

cal, September 3, .1921) notes that, iii order to avoid

the risks attending abrupt decomj^jression as a result

of iridectomy in acute glaucoma, puncture of the

anterior chamber a short while before beginning the

iridectomy is generally recommended in textbooks.

To this procedure, however, he prefers the drop by
drop instillation of pilocarpine. As soon as the diag-

nosis of acute or subacute glaucoma has been made,

the patient lies down and one drop of two per cent,

pilocarpine nitrate solution is instilled with the lower

lid drawn downward and the patient looking up-

ward. The lid being held down, the pilocarpine is

allowed to act for half a minute and another drop
then added. This procedure is continued for ten

minutes, a half hour interval allowed, and the drops
then instilled for ten minutes more. This treatment

is continued for half a day or the entire day, as re-

quired. On subsequent days, if the intraocular ten-

sion has diminished—as is the rule—the series of in-

stillations are made shorter and repeated at longer

intervals. By this means a considerable lowering
of tension is obtained in the acute and subacute cases

and one can operate without fear of sudden decom-
pression and with greatly improved results. The
same procedure may be followed where the patient

cannot be promptly referred to a specialist. The
prognosis in acute glaucoma is good when iridectomy

is done early. The visual acuity is seldom restored

to normal but frequently reaches five or six tenths,

which is a satisfactory result in eyes reduced to in-

distinct light perception during the acute attack. A
jjoint to be borne in mind in the general treatment
of glaucoma is that these patients nearly always
show an impairment of the power to excrete

chlorides.

The Treatment of Tuberculous Adenitis by
Rontgen Rays and Radium.—Russell H. Boggs
{American Journal of the Medical Sciences, July,

1921) asserts that radium and rontgen rays will

cure more cases of tuberculous adenitis than any

other method, while surgical treatment is always

contraindicated primarily. Hard fibrous nodules fol-

lowing radiotherapy seldom contain any tuberculous

foci, and it may be advisable to remove these nodules

through an incision. Large cervical glands may be

due to sarcoma, Hodgkin's disease, or leucemia.

Radiotherapy is still the best form of treatment for

multiple glandular tumors, but the end results are

not the same as when the enlargements are due to

tuberculosis.

Rontgen Therapy in Gynecology.—Claes Carl-

strom {Hygiea, July 31, 1921) reports results of

X ray treatment in such gynecological conditions as

fibromyoma of the uterus, bleedings of the meno-

pause without tumor, ovarian cancer and dysmenor-

rhea—all from the gynecological clinic at Upsala.

The fibromyomata showed good results in half the

cases, less so in the remainder. Climacteric bleed-

ings without tumor were all benefited, as was also

a case of ovarian cancer, but in a case of dysmenor-

rhea there was no improvement. Moderate doses

were used and the treatment extended over quite a

period, in some as long as eight months. Attention

is called to the need of careful doses, as ovarian

cells are especially sensitive to x rays and artificial

menopause is too readily induced by strong doses.

Mention is also made of good results in cases of

pruritus vulvs, cancer uteri and cancer vulvae. The
author's experience strengthens his conviction that

X ray therapy is valuable in gynecology.

Treatment of Acute Follicular Tonsillitis.

—

Walter W. Grifiin {Medical Record. September 3.

1921) advises the early administration of a large

dose of castor oil to produce free catharsis, and cap-

sules of quinine bisulphate, salol and acetphenetidin

to produce free diaphoresis. These measures in-

crease the elimination of toxins while frequent garb-

ling with a mild alkaline antiseptic will hasten the

rupture of the crypts. In the stage of eruption the

main endeavor should be to promote drainage from

the follicles and to antisepticize them. For this pur-

pose an antiseptic gargle without astringent proper-

ties should be used, and also applications of strong

colloidal silver solutions to the tonsils and even

within the crypts. In this stage, as long as pressure

on the tonsil will squeeze out pus from the crypts,

no astringent gargles should be used, as they shrink

up the openings and dam back the pus. Many cases

of quinsy have been due to too early administration

of such astringent gargles. After the spots have

left the tonsils, wc are ready for the astringent gar-

gle, and the best probably consists of two drams of

the tincture of the chloride of iron to one ounce of

glycerin, of which mixture a dram added to a half

glass of water used every two hours will rapidly

l)ring the tonsil back to normal size.
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Treatment of Carcinoma of the Tongue.

—

Douglas Quick (Annals of Surgery, June, 1921, says
that the primary lesion in cancer of the tongue
should be managed entirely by the use o£ radium.
The use of buried emanation in weak tubes uni-

formly distributed throughout the growth is the

method of choice in applying the radium. The cer-

vical nodes should be treated conservatively : First,

by external radiation where the neck is free from
palpable involvement, and then, should metastases
appear, the treatment of these should be by external

radiation, followed by a complete neck dissection

under local anesthesia, coupled with the use of
radium emanation in very weak tubes buried
throughout the wound. While the time factor is still

too short to permit of comparison with surgical

statistics, it is believed that this form of treatment
in unselected cases will yield a higher percentage of
clinical cures than will surgery alone in the selected

operable group.

Autoserotherapy in Malignant Tumors.—H.
Gaudier (Bulletin de I'Acadcmie dc mcdecine, July
12, 1921) tried this treatment in twenty-four cases,

comprising eight of ulcerated epithelioma of the

tongue, six of ulcerated epithelioma of the pharynx,
four of epithelioma of the nasal cavities and sinuses,

three of epithelioma of the breast, one of epithelioma

of scalp, and two of intracranial sarcoma. Subcu-
taneous injection of the patient's serum was found
more effective and less irksome than intravenous

administration. The serum from twenty mils of

blood collected the preceding day and kept at room
temperature is given at a dose. The injections are

repeated at three day intervals until twenty doses

have been given, the average amount of serum being
ten mils. The therapeutic results obtained consisted

of reduction in the size of the tumor, diminution of

ulceration and of glandular enlargements, cessation

of pain, and improvement in the general condition.

Aside from the sedative effect, which in some in-

stances sets in after the initial injection, the other

results are obtained gradually. One of the earliest

effects is the improvement in the general health,

which is frequently noticeable after four or five

injections. Cachectic and debilitated patients, often

confined to bed, or at least compelled to give up
their ordinary occupations, are enabled to resume
their ordinary activities and mode of life.

Misuse of Autogenous Vaccines.—C. E. Jenkins
(Practitioner, August, 1921) says that recurrent

acute catarrh of the upper respiratory passages is

much the commonest minor malady which is treated

by vaccines. The sufferers from this complaint can

be divided into two main groups, the first being

probably the smaller. In this the patients have a
permanent chronic catarrh of varying intensity, and
are subject to periodical acute exacerbations, usually

brought on by climatic change or exposure. An
autogenous vaccine is the correct type to use for

these cases, because the condition is always present

and the vaccine is required for curative purposes.

The second and larger group comprises those per-

sons who are usually free from any sign of catarrh,

but who invariably catch cold if brought into con-

tact with anyone suffering from acute catarrh.

An autogenous vaccine is frequently prepared for

these patients. The time chosen at which to obtain
the specimen for culture is during the height of an
attack, or, at any rate, as soon after the acute stage

as possible. In these circumstances the causal organ-
ism can usually be isolated, but it is important to

keep in view two facts. First, the organism is the

causal one of that particular attack; it affords no
proof that future attacks will be caused by the same
organism. The second point is that the vaccine will

be used for prophylaxis; that is to say, to prevent
the patient contracting another attack in the future.

It may be conceded that if the patient should again
be brought into contact with a case of catarrh due to

the same organism, his resistance would be greater

after a course of vaccine treatment. But if the vac-

cine is expected to confer an immunity against acute
nasal catarrh in general, and wherever he may be
exposed to infection, there follows of necessity the

assumption that acute catarrh of the upper respira-

tory passages is always due to the same organism.
Such an hypothesis is manifestly absurd, for it is an
established fact that the identity of the predominant
organism varies in different epidemics and even in

the same epidemic in different parts of the country.

Autogenous Vaccine Therapy in Staphylo-
coccic Septicemia.—Buc and Jacquelin (Paris

medical, August 27, 1921) report two cases of

staphylococcemia exhibiting an abrupt onset and
persisting for two and two and a half months, re-

spectively, with a continuously irregular tempera-
ture. Both patients showed emaciation, to the point

of distinct muscular atrophy. The skin, instead of

being dry as in other infections, was fatty and waxy,
and the tongue showed a thick brown coat. In one
instance the onset, apart from its abruptness, sug-

gested typhoid fever, and the diagnosis was made
only by the agglutination test and blood culture.

Autogenous vaccine treatment had but little effect

on the general septicemic manifestations, but yielded

marked results as regards the local purulent staphy-

lococcic foci. Whereas some of the earlier compli-

cating foci had even threatened life, those following

the institution of vaccine treatment were very mild.

All the local suppurations were permanently relieved

by simple puncture, although the staphylococcus

aureus was abundantly present. Recovery was com-
paratively rapid, considering the usual obstinacy of

staphylococcic infections. The results were, in gen-

eral, comparable to those obtained by vaccine treat-

ment in osteomyelitis.

Pernicious Anemia and Its Treatment by
Homohemotherapy.—B. M. Edlavitch (Journal of
the Indiana State Medical Association. June, 1921)
says that repeated injections of small amounts of

blood apparently are of greater benefit, are safer,

and are more easily given than single large injec-

tions. The reaction that sometimes follows may be

due to changes in the blood platelets ; associated

early coagulative changes in the blood
;
possible in-

jury to the red cells, or to unknown changes in the

blood whereby it becomes essentially a foreign pro-

tein. Preliminary subcutaneous injection of supra-

renalin or adrenalin chloride is of value in the pre-

vention of such reactions, and its use as a prophy-
lactic is urged.
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Treatment of the Parkinsonian State in Leth-
argic Encephalitis. — Paulian and Bagdasar
{Presse medicale, September 7, 1921) refer to the

excitomotor and painful form of lethargic encephali-

tis, attended, e. g., with rhythmic movements of the

lower jaw, alternate flexion and extension of the foot,

alternate pronation and supination of the forearm,

lateral movements of the buccal commissure, and
general Parkinsonian tremor of the extremities.

The subjective distress attending these movements
was found markedly relieved in five cases by injec-

tions of 0.25 milligram of scopolamine hydrobro-

mide. Occasionally a dose exceeding 0.5 milligram

in twenty- fours was employed, without any un-

toward result. The efifects of the drug appeared in

twenty to thirty minutes, and consisted of subjective

relief, complete cessation of tremor and rhythmic
movements, a slight diminution of rigidity, reduc-

tion of blood pressure, increase of muscular strength,

and decrease or even disappearance of the salivary

secretion. No toxic effect or vasomotor disturbance

was observed.

Treatment of Tetanus.—S. O. Freedlander
{American Journal of the Medical Sciences, June,

1921) reports four cases of tetanus in which the

patients recovered after the following routine treat-

ment. Antitoxin intravenously in doses of ten to

twenty thousand units, several times daily until all

spasm is gone
;
morphine hypodermically and chlore-

tone by rectum every four to six hours during the

stage of reflex excitability, and liquid nourishment
with large amounts of water every two hours.

While it is the general opinion that antitoxin is of

great value in the treatment of tetanus, it is difficult

to draw definite conclusions as to dose or mode
of administration from published statistics. Ex-
perimental evidence shows that tetanus toxin is at

least partly conducted by the perineural lymphatics.

Basal Metabolism in Pregnancy and the Puer-
perium.— J. L. Baer {American Journal of
Obstetrics and Gynecology, September, 1921) found
in forty-four normal cases of late pregnancy that

the basal metabolic rate in such cases averages thirty-

three to thirty-five per cent, above the normal for

nonpregnant women of a surface area equal to that

of pregnant women. Three days after delivery the

average rate is only fifteen per cent, above normal,
and seven to ten days postpartum it is approximately
normal. Death of the fetus in late pregnancy is de-

tectable in a woman otherwise normal by a drop in

the basal metabolic rate, compared with the average
in the author's series. The increased rate in late

pregnancy is due to the growing demands of the

fetal organism and placenta. The incomplete or de-

layed return to normal is due to involution of the

uterus and the onset of lactation. Twin pregnancy
should show a rate above the average for single

pregnancy when both twins are well developed.
Thyroid enlargement may occur in pregnancy with-
out increasing the basal metabolic rate above the

averages obtained in the author's series. Differential

diagnosis between uterine tumor and pregnancy will

not be helped unless greater refinements in method
show increased rates much earlier than in this series.

The X ray can be called on as early as the fifth

month and with reasonable certainty in the sixth.

Effect of Small Doses of X Rays on Hyper-
trophied Tonsils and Other Lymphoid Structures

of the Nasopharynx.—James B. Murphy, William
D. Witherbee, Stuart L. Craig, Raymond G. Hus-
sey, and Ernest Sturm {Journal of Experimental

Medicine, June, 1921) gave x ray treatment to forty-

six patients with hypertrophied and otherwise patho-

logically altered tonsils and in some instances ade-

noid masses and lymphoid deposits posterior to the

pillars and fauces. The factors of the dose were
as follows : Eight inch spark gap measured between
points, five milliamperes, ten inch distance from the

target to the highest point of skin exposed; time of

exposure, three to seven minutes depending on age

of individual ; filtered through three mm. of alumi-

num. The patients were observed for one month
or longer after treatment, following which in all

but four there was a reduction in the size of the ton-

sils and other lymphoid deposits in and behind the

pillars of the fauces. As the tonsils shrunk, the

crypts opened and drained, and the tonsils assumed
a healthy appearance. Thirty-six of the forty pa-

tients showed hemolytic organisms, mostly strepto-

coccus and staphylococcus, before treatment. After
exposure to the x rays thirty of the thirty-six cases

became negative.

Treatment of Blackwater Fever.—Nathaniel
Crichlow {Journal of Tropical Medicine and Hy-
giene, September 1, 1921), writing from the Solo-

mon Islands, mentions absolute rest in bed and good
nursing as of prime importance in the treatment.

The patient should be kept warmly wrapped up and
covered with blankets. His bowels are to be well

opened with three grains of calomel, followed in a

few hours by a saline aperient. A bed pan is to be
used where possible. The diet during the acute

stage consists of milk only. Fluids in abundance
are given by the mouth, e. g., soda water, albumin
water, tea, barley water, whey, lime juice, and plain

water. Rectal saline injections are given every four
hours until the urine regains its normal color. If

the attack is very acute, subcutaneous or intravenous

saline injections are employed. Sternberg-Hearsey's
mixture with the addition of tincture of digitalis is

generally given and is found most useful. Vomiting
is checked by hot applications and mustard plasters

over the stomach, sips of cooled soda water, or a

very weak solution of tincture of iodine. Headache
is treated by cold compresses. Difficulty in passing

water and anuria are treated by hot fomentations

to the loins, hot packs, and fluids in great abundance
by the mouth or by other routes as the occasion re-

quires. Collapse is treated by hot applications to

the cardiac region, alcoholic stimulants, and the

hypodermic injection of strychnine and digitalis.

Quinine is withheld during the acute stage, but as

soon as the urine regains its normal color, five grains

of quinine bihydrochloride three times daily are be-

gun. During convalescence a tonic containing qui-

nine, iron, arsenic, and strychnine is given, and upon
recovery the patient advised to go to a temperate
climate. In one of the author's seven cases the

measures outlined above failed, but methylene blue,

four grains three times daily, had a marked effect;

he is not certain, however, that this was a ^rue case

of blackwater fever.
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Rate Provided Hospitals.—Sir George New-
man, chief medical adviser of the Ministry of

Health, opened the discussion on the relation of the

medical profession to local authorities in respect to

rate provided hospitals. He suggested that in rate

provided institutions the authority should give con-

sideration to the practicability of the following
means: That representatives of medicine should be
associated directly, by cooption or otherwise, with
the public health committee or other governing body.

That there should be a medical staff committee for

the medical administration of the institution. That
the services of general practitioners of the area

should be obtained for the institution, on the staff

or otherwise ; such an arrangement would secure

their interest and support, provide facilities for

postgraduate study, benefit the patients directl}-, and
increase cooperation l)etween the consulting staff' of

the institution and the practitioners of the neigh-

borhood. That the medical staff should be paid for

their professional services, either by the authorities

or by the patient, on a fixed basis mutually agreed
between the atithorities and the staff ; that the tenure

of office should be fixed ; and that such part time
staff shotild recognize the suzerainty of any whole
time medical officer. That there should be a local

medical advisory committee appointed by the medi-
cal profession in the district which should be con-

sulted by the authority on important medical propo-

sitions affecting the institution.

Sir George Newman thought that some such ar-

rangement wovdd meet the case and safeguard the

reasonable claims of the profession, without preju-

dice to the essential principle that the ratepayer who
pays the piper may call the tune.

Councillor David xA.dams, of Newcastle, said that

a imified medical service was imperative. It would
appear that a state medical and allied service must
ultimately be evolved ; and in spite of today's hos-

tility this evolution would be slow but peaceful and
with the consent and cooperation of the medical pro-

fession itself. The entire poor law system, wasteful,

costly and depressive, ought to be abolished. With
regard to the relationship of the medical profession

to rate aided institutions, Mr. Adams said that long-

civic experience had convinced him that a statutory-

committee of the existing local authority would
prove the most efficient instrument as health author-

ity.

Poor Law^ Infirmaries.—A report was drawn
up which contained several recommendations as to

the utilization of these infirmaries for civil needs.

Dr. H. C. Bristowe moved an amendment which
provided for the principles of the report being ap-

plied to poor law hospitals in urban areas, and, that

of Societies

any utilization of such hospitals in rural areas must,
if occasion re(iuired, be considered ab initio. Mr.
McAdaaf Eccles, of London, moved that a metro-
politan provident scheme for hospital and additional

medical services be approved as conforming to the

policy of the association. The principle underlying
the scheme was the creation of a provident fund,

contributors to which would be entitled to the use

of hospital facilities upon the recommendation of

their general practitioner.

The Therapeutic Value of Alcohol.

—

Alfred
Pearce Gould, late vice-chancellor of the Univer-
sity of London, and a vice-president of the National
Temperance League, delivered an address on this

subject. He said that it was a matter of common
knowledge that the use of alcohol as a therapeutic

agent had rapidly and greatly lessened during the

past thirty years, and it was the agreed opinion of

pharmacologists that, in the very limited and lessen-

ing field of medical practice in which alcohol was
still employed, it was of value only as a narcotic and
not as a stimulant. He did not believe anyone would
care to dispute the statement that the four hundred
or five hundred millions of money spent each year

by the British people in the purchase of alcoholic

drinks was a grave cause of inefficiency, as well as

a prodigal waste. He submitted that the medical

profession had a very special responsibility in refer-

ence to the widespread custom of the use of alcoholic

drinks as beverages, and that the profession gener-

all}- had not yet adequately realized and shouldered

that responsibility.

Evolutionary Wounds, Their Healing and Role
in the Evolution of the Human Body.—Sir Ar-
thur Keith, conservator of the Museum of the

Royal College of Surgeons of England, in an address

on this subject pointed out that the power to heal

was part of the essential machinery of life, but there

was a tendency among medical men to take too nar-

row a view of this marvelous property of repair

possessed by all living tissues. Healing was sup-

posed to be a gift that came into operation only after

birth in order to preserve us in the rough and tum-
I)le of this world. The speaker showed, however,

that healing was a process which came into play

long before birth, and that nature, in fashioning the

body and brain of man, which may be described as

her wildest evolutionary venture, had made the

freest use of just that same process she employed
in mending the simplest cut of the skin. He went
on to describe the nature of embryological wounds
and the process of healing. As an example, he re-

ferred to the upper lip of a human embryo towards

the end of the sixth week of development. At this

time, he said, a cleft descended from each nostril to

enter the roof of the mouth, thus dividing the mid-

dle part of the upper lip from the two side parts.

These clefts or wounds in the lip had not been pro-

duced by a knife, but by an evolutionary process.

Originally the nose consisted of two separate pits,

but at an early stage, in the evolution of the verte-
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brate animals it became advantageous that water
passing into the gill cliamber should first be sam-
pled by the nose ; hence each pit became connected

with the mouth by a deep groove or channel. That
is how it came about that two evolutionary wounds
had to be healed in the formation of the human
upper lip. For reasons not \ et understood an evo-

lutionary wound might fail to heal, just as some-
times happened in one produced by the surgeon's

knife. In the case of the u]iper Hp the congenital

condition known as cleft or hare lip was thus pro-

duced. Here nature's operative skill had failed her

and the human surgeon had to step in and take her

place. Healing was not the gift merely to enable

man and beast to overcome the accidents of life,

but was something much deeper than that. As
knowledge of vital processes grew, the more certain

would it become that the problems which faced the

biologist and the surgeon were the same.

Sir -Arthur Keith said that the object of his lec-

ture had been to make his auditors realize the

miracle of it all. In conclusion he said that he had
had one other aim in giving the lecture. Everyone
had become so familiar with the ease with which
clean wounds healed that we had failed to realize

the miracle that was taking place daily under our
eyes. This was true not only of the layman but

of the surgeon and pathologist as well. It was
more than true of men like himself who had studied

the mechanics of development
;
they became so ac-

customed to embryonic evolutions that the under-

lying mysterious machinery ceased to arrest their

attention or rouse their curiosity. In every instance

hitherto explored the mysterious and miraculous had
proved to be the children of ignorance. When
knowledge of healing had reached the point of being

a science, the closure of a wound would no longer

be considered a miracle.

Blood Diseases in Children.—In the section of

orthopedics and diseases of children Dr. J. Hugh
Thursfield, assistant physician to St. Bartholomew's
Hospital, read a paper on blood diseases in children.

Before discussing the anemias of childhood he at-

tempted to define exactly the scope of the subject.

He pointed out that it was not easy to define what
was meant by anemia, though it was easy to recog-

nize its existence. He supposed he might take it

for granted that all were in agreement that during
life the corpuscular elements of the blood, both red

and white, were derived from the bone and marrow,
although it was possible that some of the lympho-
cytes were produced from lymphoid tissue else-

where ; and that the hemoglobin, whatever might be

the exact site of its formation, entered into the cor-

puscle within the bone marrow. Anem/ia was,
therefore, in the broadest sense, an afifection of the

hemopoietic tissue of the bone marrow, or in some
cases possibly merely a defect of hemoglobin forma-
tion. Also he thought that it was unanimously
agreed that this function of the bone marrow might
be disturbed by toxins acting either by diminishing

its reproductive powers, or by destroying the product
more quickly than it could be formed. It was
probable that in most cases of anemia there was a
poisoning of the hemopoietic system and an ex-

aggerated destruction df tlic finished product.

Whatever might be the nature of the poisons the

ultimate source of many of them was almost cer-

tainly infective and the power to arrange and class-

ify the various types of these diseases seemed to him
to be dependent upon the recognition of this fact.

Dr. Thursfield suggested that the methods which
were being employed for the elucidation of the prob-

lems of anemia should be discussed. For the most
part, clinical observation and the study of the mor-
phology of the blood corpuscle, especially as seen

in dried and .stained films, had been relied on. He
was of the opinion that the knowledge to be derived

from this method of study was not stabilized, and
that much of the later work in this field was sterile.

He held that there were many problems in connec-

tion with the function and life history of both the

red and white corpuscles of the blood, but of the

white in particular, the solution would probably be

of great value. He proposed to classify the anemias

as: 1, congenital; 2, secondary, that is, those in

which removable cause was operating to produce

the anemia ; and 3, primary, those in which an un-

known and at present, usually unascertainable cause

was operating. Congenital anemia, secondary ane-

mia, and primary anemia were considered in turn

and the point was emphasized that in his judgment
the anemia gravis type was caused by an infection,

and he thought that our main efforts should be

directed to tlie early detection of the focus of

infection.

AMERICAN CLIMATOLOGICAL AND
CLINICAL ASSOCIATION.

Thirty-seventh Annual Meeting, Held in Philadel-

phia, June 15, 16, and 17, 1921.

The President, Dr. Lawrasox Brown, of Saranac Lake,
N. Y., in the Chair.

{Concluded from page 675.)

The Diagnosis and Treatment of Algid Ma-
laria.—Dr. Thomas D. Coleman, of Augusta, Ga.,

defined pernicious malaria as a grave form of

chronic malaria caused by the plasmodium, which
always occurred in patients who had previously had
malarial attacks or had resided where malaria pre-

vailed. It would carry ofif the patient with great

suddenness. In the classifications of pernicious

malaria which he had seen, he thought that the

tendency was to make too minute subdivisions, based

on differences in degree rather than in kind. He
still adhered to his own classification, namely, coma-
tose, algid, and hemoglobinuric (commonly called

hemorrhagic). These types were produced by a
clumping of the organisms in difl^erent parts of the

body. In the capillaries of the cerebrum, it pro-

duced the comatose ; in those of the medulla and
basal ganglia, the algid ; and in the red blood cells of

the general circulation, the hemoglobinuric. The
diagnosis of algid malaria, he said, rested on the

clinical and laboratory tests, the former embracing
periodicity and the effects of quinine ; and the latter,

the presence of the parasite or its products. The
symptoms usually complained of included definite

or indefinite attacks of fever or chills and fever,

ill defined pains in the back and limbs, sometimes
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headache, lack of incHnation to exertion, loss of

appetite, and indigestion with attacks of diarrhea

or constipation. Examination showed a diminution

in the red blood corpuscles and hemoglobin, a de-

crease in the mononuclear leucocytes, flabbiness of

the heart muscle, highly colored urine containing an
excess of urates and urobilin, enlargement of the

spleen and liver, coating of the dorsum of the

tongue and redness of its edges, yellowing of the

conjunctiva, and harshness and greenish yellow dis-

coloration of the skin. In some cases the patients

would not show jaundice, but merely appeared
anemic. The treatment should not be postponed
until an explosion occurred, but should be instituted

in time to prevent the explosion. In cases present-

ing symptoms of chronic malaria, repeated search

of the blood should be made for the Plasmodium.
Failure to find the parasite, however, would not

negative the presence of malaria. The author had
obtained very little satisfaction from the use of any
other drug than quinine, and did not think that time
should be wasted in experimenting with anything
else in such grave cases. The dose for adults should

be five to ten grains every six hours for a week,
then ten grains daily for three weeks or more.
When given by mouth, in order to secure absorp-

tion, either a capsule or a solution should be used,

as the tablet or sugar coated pill would be likely

to pass through the alimentary tract undissolved.

In cases of nausea and vomiting, the drug should

be given either intramuscularly or intravenously,

in urgent cases, five to ten grains being injected

every six hours for a week. After this, ten to

fifteen grains should be given daily for two or three

weeks or more by mouth. In cases of such gravity,

idiosyncrasies to quinine should not be considered,

the author preferring to take his chances of com-
bating any harmful tendencies of the quinine by
the use of other remedies, including stimulants.

Dr. J. M. Anders, of Philadelphia, in discussing

the subject, said that the paper read by Dr. Coleman
was one of great interest, more particularly to those

who had had the privilege of seeing similar cases.

In the United States, the pernicious forms of ma-
laria were most common in the southern and south-

western states ; but they also occurred in the Middle
Atlantic states, and had been known to occur in

Philadelphia. While serving as resident physician

in the Episcopal Hospital, and subsequently as a
member of the stafif, he had seen many cases of

malaria, including pernicious ones, but during the

last two decades he had not seen any. Unfortu-
nately, he said, writers upon the subject of malaria
were not in perfect agreement concerning the ter-

minology of the algid form. Some called it per-

nicious malaria and others subdivided it into vari-

ous groups or types, according to their clinically

dominant features. He believed that a full algid

form should be distinguished from others, and he
had applied the term true algid form to cases pre-

senting the comatose condition and hemorrhage.
Others had recognized other types ; but this true

algid form was vastly different, and ended often

in death within a few hours if not properly treated.

Dr. Coleman had given a clear and accurate picture

of chronic malaria, as it used to be called, and Dr.

Anders said he agreed with him that these pernicious

forms were chronic types. He felt, however, that all

types should not be called pernicious, but only those

in which there was a subsequent explosion, as had
been explained by Dr. Coleman. In other words,
these types were not primary attacks, but occurred
in persons who had had previous malarial attacks of

various sorts, or who had manifested symptoms of
chronic infection. No case of pernicious malaria
could be diagnosed without finding the plasmodium
in the blood. Cases of pernicious malaria not due
to the tertian parasite, or simple intermittent fever,

were often reported, and this, he said, led him to

emphasize the fact that, in the treatment of this

condition, no case of pernicious malaria should be

allowed to recur, but that not only should cases be
treated until the paroxysms had ceased to occur, but

also until the blood was thoroughly sterile.

Dr. H. R. M. Landis, of Philadelphia, said that

a few cases of malaria were seen here, now and
then, but not so many algid forms. He did not

remember having personally seen a case of this kind

in Philadelphia. The number of cases of algid

malaria that he had seen were few. He had never
seen the pernicious form, but had examined a num-
ber of specimens of blood sent from Panama. He
had also seen cases of pernicious malaria elsewhere,

and recalled examining blood and finding one speci-

men, each cell containing its own individual parasite.

It could readily be understood why there should be

hemorrhage, urea or anemia ; or divers symptoms
and signs of hemoglobinuria, and, furthermore,

similar paroxysms. At the termination of the cycle,

before making issue into the blood current, the

parasites deposited a certain amount of poisonous

material in the red cells.

Concerning the medication which Dr. Coleman had
used. Dr. Landis agreed with him in thinking that

quinine should not be given in the form of sugar

coated pills or tablets, because these might go right

through the alimentary canal undissolved and not

be absorbed. In varying states, one might get vary-

ing degrees of absorption. The effect desired was
upon the circulation. When given by mouth, the

quinine might not produce this effect. In serious

cases, the patient would get very little benefit from
the remedy. Therefore, where there was an oppor-

tunity for the quinine to be used, it should be the

hydrochloride, and should be given by mouth or

intravenously. So far as other drugs were con-

cerned, he was afraid of the psychological effect of

methylene blue, which produces blue urine; but

where quinine could not be considered this drug
was used.

Acute Epidemic Encephalitis.—This paper, by
Dr. Charles H. Miner and Dr. Stanley Free-
man, of Wilkes-Barre, Pa., was read by Dr. Miner.
It gave studies of a series of cases with marked
vascular hypertension, with especial reference to

their etiology. From these studies the authors had
been led to believe that in any case presenting fever

and cranial nerve paralysis (particularly of the third

and seventh nerves), accompanied by stupor oi

lethargy and with muscular fibrillation or tremor,

together with a masklike face, a diagnosis of en-

cephalitis should be seriously considered. They had
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found the spinal fluid practically normal in all the

cases, but believed that spinal puncture should be

done when possible, in order to exclude cerebro-

spinal and tuberculous meningitis, anterior polio-

myelitis and cerebrospinal syphilis. While there

were many other conditions that might be confused

with acute epidemic encephalitis, they felt that the

cases of that disease, as they had seen them, were

so characteristic and had so uniformly the same
symptom complex that the diagnosis could readily

be made by one who had once seen the disease.

Concerning the Diagnostic Value of Cardiac
Murmurs.—Dr. Glentwood Reeve Butler, of

Brooklyn, thought that there must be a very large

number of persons who were unhappy because of a

mistaken diagnosis of valvular heart disease, usually

mitral insufficiency, the mistake having been made
because of the axiom that a systolic murmur at the

apex spelled organic incompetence of the bictispid

valve. He said that there were three chronological

types of murmur, namely, diastolic, presystolic, and
systolic. He thought that in the majority of cases

the presence of an aortic diastoHc murmur afforded

reliable evidence of aortic insufficiency, but that,

even with this murmur present, it was not safe to

make the diagnosis without the confirmatory evi-

dence of a water hammer pulse, throbbing carotids,

capillary pulsation, and a pistol shot sound in the

femorals. Presystolic murmurs he regarded as

being usually untrustworthy. To make a diagnosis

of mitral stenosis without a definite murmur was
unjustifiable, he thought ; but even here, he admitted,

there were possibilities of error. If the usually

reliable diastolic and presystolic murmurs lent them-
selves occasionally to misinterpretation, so, to a

vastly greater extent, would the multitude of sys-

tolic murmurs. Aortic systolic murmurs, Dr. Butler

said, were diagnosed by many men as aortic stenosis,

forgetting that such murmurs were very common
as the result of a slight roughening of tlie valves

or the root of the aorta. They might also be
accidental or functional. In reality, aortic stenosis

was a rather rare lesion. He considered pulmonary
systolic murmurs substantially negligible in the

ordinary run of cases. Only when a sign of con-

genital malformation was present was it indicative

of organic disease. Apical systolic murmurs were
believed by Dr. Butler to constitute the greatest

stumbling block in the way of correct diagnosis.

Most often they were of cardiorespiratory produc-

tion. Uncomplicated (primary) mitral insufficiency

should be classed among the comparatively infre-

quent valve lesions. It should not be diagnosed
unless, in addition to the murmur, there was evidence
of cardiac hypertrophy.

The Ultimate Prognosis in Vascular Hyper-
tension.—Dr. G. Morris Piersol, of Philadelphia,

in presenting this paper, said that the prognosis in

cases of hypertension often depended in large part

on their etiology, the mortality being much greater
in nephritics than in any other group, as among his

cases five times as many of these patients had died
as among those sufifering from other conditions
None of his cases in the climacteric group had had
a fatal termination. The period of time from firsi

coming under observation until death was much less

among the nephritics than among those with hyper-

tension from other causes. The patient, with the

highest blood pressure among his cases was known
to have had this high blood pressure for eleven

years. In all, he studied 134 cases of persistent

hypertension, and from this study he concluded that

persistent high blood pressure was more common
as the result of chronic renal disease than it was
from other causes. He also found hypertension of

renal origin somewhat more common in men than

in women. Primary hypertension of the climacteric

variety, if regarded as a type of hyperpiesis, would
make primary hypertension appear to be twice as

common in women as in men. The most common
causes of death in cases of persistent hypertension

were cerebral hemorrhage and cardiac failure. The
height of the blood pressure alone would not fur-

nish an adequate basis for prognosis.

The Ductless Glands.—Dr. William D'uffield

Robinson, of Philadelphia, read a paper on this

subject, in which he stated that, when there was a

lack of proper balance caused by the failure of the

endocrine glands to function properly, most of the

other organs of the body would be adversely

affected. The endocrine glands, he said, owed their

power of stimulating activity in cells in near or

distant parts of the body to the fact that they con-

tained or secreted substances known as hormones,
or excitants, which were of simple chemical com-
position, and could pass quickly through the walls

of the bloodvessels. He classified these glands into,

first, nutritive glands and regulating and stimulating

glands, the first being represented by the thyroid,

thymus and hypophysis, and the second by the ad-

renals. Hormones were classified as acute and
chronic, the former being those of the adrenals and
the posterior lobe of the pituitary; and the latter,

those of the anterior lobe of the pituitary and the

thyroid. The action excited by acutely acting hor-

mones was of only short duration. The condition

of the glands could be told by the amount of hor-

mones they secreted. The hormones of one gland
might act in association with or in antagonism to

the hormones of other ductless glands. The author

considered in detail the different endocrine glands

and the conditions produced by hypersecretion and
hyposecretion of each, and spoke of the inter-

relation existing between the hypophysis, or pituitary

gland, and the thyroid, thymus, suprarenals, and
the sexual or gonadal glands. Dr. Robinson stated

that, when a hormone floated in the blood stream,

the cells of that organ requiring this hormone would
appropriate the amount it needed. When, however,
more was required than was offered by the blood

from the endocrine making this hormone, the endo-
crine making an analogous hormone would supply

its hormone to the hungry cell. If these hormones
were supplied artificially by giving the patient dried

glands or active preparations made from them, the

undersupplied cells would take the required number
for normal use. He further stated that the emotions
act on the endocrines, and that the endocrines pro-

duce emotions. Dr. Robinson thought that what
had been proved and what had been indicated as

probable showed what wonderful possibilities the

future niiglit reveal.
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NEW YORK, WICDNESDAY, DECEMBER 21, 1921.

Letters to the Editors.

A PLEA FOR THE SALE OF CHRISTMAS
SEALS.
New York, December jo, 1921.

To the Editors:

Becaitse of the favorable reports of results ob-

tained by the tuberculosis campaign in the reduc-

tion of the death rate from tuberculosis, many well-

meaning people think that there is no longer any

need to help in that direction. Yet if there was ever

need of funds to carry on the antituberculosis work
efficiently, it is now.

Tuberculosis, as a rule, does not begin in adult

life. It is most frequently contracted in childhood.

While it may always remain a latent infection and

never develop into a disease, where there is priva-

tion and want, underfeeding, insufficient clothing,

and overcrowding, tuberculosis is boimd to develop

in the infected child. IMalnutrition among children

whose parents are in poor or moderate circumstances

is more to be feared this year than ever before.

Let us come to the rescue of those thousands of

children and the thousands of men and women who
are in danger of becoming tuberculous. But besides

doing this glorious preventive work, we must also

be reminded that there are yet many, many tuber-

culous cases without proper medical care, some who
should be in a sanatorium, others in a hospital,

others in more sanitary environments, and others

who should receive medical supervision.

I appeal to the hearts of men and women who
have enough food, enough clothing, and a comfort-

able home, to think of the little children and the

men and women who may be saved from contract-

ing tuberculosis, and those who may be cured by
projier and timely treatment and care.

I have had the privilege of being associated with

many great, generous, and noblehearted men and
women who, after thev had learned of the needs of

the consumptive poor, found iheir greatest liapi)iness

in financially and actively joining this great humani-
tarian movement. It is true much has been done,
but there is more to do. Not only must the work
be kept up, in order to retain the good results al-

ready obtained, but it must .still be expanded in order
to get better and better results in the future.
The immortal Pasteur once said, "It is in the

power of man to cause all parasitic (germ) diseases
to disappear from the world." Let us begin with
tuberculosis and show our power.

S. Adolphus Knopf, M. D.

THE NEW CLINIC.

... , ,. New York, October 20, igzi.
1 o the haitors:

The Council and Faculty of The Cornell Univer-
sity Medical College announce a reorganization of

the Dispensary Clinic in the College building, First

.\venue and Twenty-seventh Street, by which from
November 1, 1921, the clinic will be conducted under
a new plan, designed to develop much greater effi-

ciency in diagnosis and treatment in all of the chief

branches of medicine and surgery. In order to meet
the greatly increased expense of a well paid stafY,

there will be an advance over the nominal fees here-

tofore charged. It is the desire of the college to ren-

der a needed service to a major group in the com-
munity and to of¥er cooperation in diagnosis to the

medical j^rofession.

The public will benefit, by obtaining at a fee within

the reach of the wage earner, the thorough medical
service assured in a teaching institution, supple-

mented by the efficient laboratory, x ray and thera-

peutic facilities of the college. The clinics will be
held each afternoon from 1 :30 to 4, and Tuesday
and Friday evenings from 5 to 7:30. SpeciaHsts
in all departments of medicine and surgery will be
])resent at these times for examination and treat-

ment. An efficient administrative organization, the

limitation of the number of patients admitted and
the utmost privacy and consideration will insure the

patients unhurried and courteous service.

The medical profession is offered the cooperation
of a group of specialists, to which it may refer needy
cases for general diagnosis or single examination.
Cases so referred will be returned to the physician

after careful study, with a written report of findings

and recommendation for treatment. No case re-

ferred to the clinic will be given treatment except
at the direct request of the referring physician.

The diagnostic clinic will be directed by the De-
partment of Internal Medicine which will analyze

the reports of the specialists in connection with the

laboratory findings and after consultation, determine
upon the diagnosis and proper treatment. The mem-
bers of the college faculty will exercise direct super-

vision and control over the work in the clinics and
will take an active part in the diagnostic procedure.

Members of the profession who wish to accompany
their patients will be welcomed at the clinic. It is

hoped that physicians will avail themselves of the

facilities offered under this plan and that they will

give it their hearty cooperation and support.

Walter L. Niles, M. D., Dean of the College.
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